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23 Die In Plane  Crash:  Sault au Cochon, Quebec, September 9 -- (CF) -- Twenty- 
three persons died on Friday, September 9, in the crash of a Canadian 
Pacific Airlines DC-3 plane, the third wprst disaster in Canada's air 
history. 	, . 	_ 

The plane struck a rocky bluff that rises several hundred feet above 
the north shore of the St. Lawrence river about 40 miles east of Quebec 
City, the Canadian Press reported. 

The 19 passengers and crew of four died instantly. 
After striking, the plane plummeted into dense bush. 
Pieces of the shattered aircraft were strewn about the ground and 

hanging id branches of trees. 
Most of the bodies were  jammed in mangled disorder in a front section 

f the plane. 
There was no fire following the crash, although the few persons who 

saw the plane strike the cliff said they heard some sort of explosion 
before it struck0 later -reports told of an explosion prior to the crash 
of the Plane. 

Ten men, six women and three children made up the passenger com-
plement of the plane. The crew of four—three officers and the 
stewardess--died with them. 

The plane mus on a regular flight operated by Quebec Airways, 
subsidiary of Canadian Pacific Airlines. 
• An inmediate investigation intà the disaster was begun by C.P.A. 
officials, and a Board of Inquiry set up by the federal Department of 
Transport. 

The plane appeared to be in some kind of trouble before it crashed. 
It suddenly turned north, inland, and ran dead on into the rugged bluff. 
. 	It fell about a mile and a half from this little flag stop on the - 
Canadian National Railways branch line that runs between Quebec and 
La Malbaie 
• There are no roads near this little stop; the nearest is about 16 
miles away. _ 

Three of the passengers killed -were American industrialists, 
flying into the northeastern Quebec area where deposits  of  titanium 
ore have been discovered. 

TWO others mere connected with the Quebec North Shore Paper 
Company and were from St. Catharines, Ont. 

Most of the other passengers were residents of Quebec and other 
Parts of the Province. Two of them were infants in arms and another 
a ymung boy. 
- The Americana - killed were E. T. Stannard and R.  J. Parker, of 

New  York,  President and Vice-President of the Kennecott Copper 
Company,  and Arthur D. Storke,  New York,  who was to have_succeeded 
Stannard this fall in the presidency of the company. 

The three officials are believed to have been on their way to 
Seven Islands to look over the titanium deposits. 	- 

(over) 
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-Washington ConferenCéThe:Canddian.Presà_reported,in-part-as-foll6wàfraM 
the Washington  Economic Conference this morning: 

Washington ; ,September 11 -- (CP) -- The Anglo-American-Canadian 
proposal to encourage loan requests to the World Bank and the United 
States Export-Idport bank is a potentially-poierful - weapon in the ' ,L 
fight against Eritain' -s dollar shortage. _ 

If Britain or any country which uses the pound sterling obtains 
United States dollars  that ay, -the dollar shortage will be alleviated 
to some extent. 

• But there are other ideâs behind the decision to encourage loans 
which was announced Saturday at the three-power financial conference: 

1. The original loan, if it is used to establish an industry or 
- . 	to improve existing facilities, may in time attract private investment 

- 	of dollars. That is one of the sterling area's big needs. 
2. Projects for which the loan is used,_if they increase  produc- 

tion, cut'coste ând -foSter 1,11>s-to-date methodà, may-enable sterling-. 
. area coUntries to boost exports'andtherefore earn more dollars. 

It  is hot sùggested that loans from'thé two -banké will solve the 
dollar-sterling difficulty. But expert observers say Saturday'S 
proposal mayebe.a step in the right  direction,... 	 • 

Welcome To Marquette Committee: The - Department of External Affairs released 
on September 11 a message of welcome - from the Prime Minister of Canada 
to the Fresiden-É of the Marquette .Committee Senator Louis Ternynck. 
Thé meddage was deliveréd"Saturday afternoon by the Minister of Public 
Works, Mr. Fournier. 	 . 

- "The Marquette Comditteé consists of a group of some forty_French -- 
.delegates who are making a pilgrimage to Canada:to commemorate -the 
300th ànniversafy of the discovery  of theMississippi by Father 
Marquette and of the  founding of the Jesuit Missions of Euronia in 
the vicinity -of Midland, Ontario. This group includes several members 
of the French Senate and Chambre des Deputes, as well de members of, 
French uniVersities and the press. The French Foreign  Minister, mr. 
Robert Schuman, proposes to join this group at the celebrations to be 
held,in Midland, Ontario, on the 16 and 17 of September; ïbanadian 

-reception cœmnittee is composed of Senator Thomas Vien,- T. 'Taggart 
. 	. 	- Smyth,, Father Pouliot S.J;, Geralà Ryan, and others. 

New Labrador Islands: Sydney, N.S. - Member of the Peary Expedition which 
discovered the northpole in 1909 74-year-old Commander Donald B. . . 	_ 
MacMillan arrived at Sydney, N.S. from'the sub-Arctic on September 9 
and told  reporters,  according to the Canadian Press report,'that he 
had discovered -25 islands - most,off the northern ice-ringed 
Labrador Coast - and made 1,000 soundings in the fjords of the Baffin 
and Ellesmere Islands. These discoveries, he said, mould necesditate 
changes in maps of the district. 

BiolOgical - Warfare:  'St. (Wrigue, Switzerland - Canadas  Dr. Brock Chisholmi , - 
Director-General of the World Health Organization, mme quoted in 
press reports here as declaring that the atom bomb had been made 
obsolete-  by-  a'biological product; seven ounces of which is sufficient 
to kill everyone in the world. "The atom bomb is obsolete," he mas 

- 'quoted  as  saying; "Relatively speaking it  is  child's play compared 
• to biological weapons. Referring to the new bielogical product 

which,he said was now in existence„he said, according to the report, 
"It- can kill -all living beings within'six hours - and leave the area 
safe for troops to occupy within the 12 hoùrs.it takes to oxodize 
and'disappear." 	 ' 

Across Canada:  Delegates from 24 Countries to the 10th Edpire Conference 
of the British Effipire' Service- League paid tribute to fallen comràdes 
of two wars in an impressive ceremony in Ottawa Sunday night, 
preceding the official opening of the Conference by Viscount 
Alexander....Margaret Lynn Munn, Of North Vancouver, has been  in  
to àudition for the Metropolitan Opera Company, the Canadian PrE 
reported. Miss Munn is Miss Canada of 1949. 

- 30 - 
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Washington Economic Conference: Britain, the United States and Canada,- on 
=day, announced a 10-point programme which Sir Stafford Cripps was 

quoted as saying would bring Britain's dollar crisis under control and 
pave the way for her economic,comebeek. The programme announced 
includes steps to give Britain a freer hand in spending Marshall Flan' 
dollars and opens the doors of Canada and the United States a bit wider 
for British goods. The aim is to permit . Britain to earn more dollars 
and conserve those she has. 

Canada, it was reported has a particular stake in one of the 10 
proposals -,to give Britain more freëdom in the use of Marshall Plan
dollars. Paul Hoffman, EeA Administrator said, in answer to a query 
at a press  conference that this freedom would be extended to Canadian _ 
wheat which Britain must buy- mdth her own earned dollars. He added 
that a- detailed statement would be issued today. 	 , 

In announcing their agreement, all three Governments reaffirmed 
that their plan of action is based on the n assumption-that extra- . 
ordinary aid from the North American continent would have to come to 
an end by the middle of 1952." This puts Britain and the other: 
western European Governments on notice that the United States intends 
to end thé Marshall Plan on schedule and that they must take inmediate 
steps to become financially independent by then. 	 ' 

The 10-point programme, involves lnnediate trade concessions by 
the United States and Canadian Governments. Other points are in the 
form of promises by the two countries to review and consider changes 
in such economic policies as tariffs, shipping and general purchasing 
programmes. 

Canada's Minister of Finance, Er. Abbott, was quoted as saying 	. 
yesterday,that he felt great headway had been made at the Conference. 
Mr. Pearson left Washington, by train, for Ottawa, last night, and 
is to,return to Washington for a meeting on Septanber 17 of the 
Foreign Ministers of the Atlantic Pact countries. 

(Based on OP and AP despatches). 

Atomic Energy Security: It was announced in Ottawa, London and Washington 
on September 12 that in the interest of continued uniform application 
of measures for security of the atomic energy information which they-
h-old in common, representatives of the Atomic Energy Agencies of 
Canada, the United Kingdom, and the United States will  hold their 
third declassification meeting September 26 :28 at the Canadian Atomic_ 
Energy Research Establishment at Chalk River, Ontario, Canada.' 	_ 

The three nations now use uniform declassification guides in 
determining what information arising from their atomic energy 

" research and developmental work may be published and what information 
is to be kept classified and restricted in circulation. These 
uniform guides were developed at the first declassification meeting 
of the representatives of the three Governments in November, 1947, , 
at Washington, D.C., and were revised at a second meeting held at 
Harwell, England, in September, 1948. 

(Over) 



etthe forthcaming third meeting, the guides will be reviewed in 
the light of technical developments of the past 12 mcnths. The 
purpose of the review is to assist in maintaining maximum security 
of the informatiOn held in common by the participating nations. 

Representing the three nations at the declassification meeting 
will be: 

, Canada: Dr. W.B. Lewis - Director of the Division of Atomic 
Energy Research, Chalk River; Dr. W.H.  Watson Director, Physics 
Sub-Division; Dr ., L.G. Cook, Head, Chemistry Branch, Atomic Energy 
Project Chalk.River, Secretary; Dr. B.W. Sargent, Head, Nuclear 
Phi

_ 
rsics Branch; and Dr. Charles Walker, Declassification Officer, 

Secretary. 
- United 	Kingdan: Dr. R.E. Peierls, Professor of Mathematics, 

, University of Birmingham; Dr. H.J. Emeleus, Professor of Chemistry, 
Cambridge University,  Dr. H.W.B. Skinner, Head, General Physics 
Division, Atomic Energy Research Establishment; and Dr. J.F. 
Jackson, Technical Administration Office, Atomic Energy Research 
Establishment.  

United States:  Dr. W.G. Johnson, Chairman Department of 
Chemistry, University of Chicago; Dr. W.F. Libby, Professorof 
Chemistry, University of Chicago; Dr: J.M.B. Kellogg, Leader, 
Physics Division, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory; Dr„ R. L. 
Thornton, Professor of PWsics, University of Càlifornia; Dr. F. 
De Hofeman, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory and Secretary» 

 Committee  of Senior  Responsible Reviewers; Dr..J.g. Beckerley, 
Chief,lseclassification Branehr. C.L. Marshall, Deputy Chief, 
Declassification Branch; Dr0 H.A. 'Fidler, Area Manager„ Berkeley 
Area, United States Atomic Energy Commission; and Lire  Bennett 

War 

	

	Medala.Distribution:  Distribution of campaign stars and medals to 
the more than one million members of thé Canadian armed forces - 
and Merchant Navy who served during World War II will commence 
about October 1 9  the Minister of Veterans Aftairs, Mr. Gregg, 
announced on September 10. The distribution - mill involve a total 
of approximately 3,100,000 stars and medals with an additional , 
524,000 clasps signifying at least sixty days service outside 
Canada. 

Battle Of Britain Sunday: Battle of Britain Sunday is to be observed 
on Sunday, September 18 and RCAF units across Canada will  hold 
special Church parades to commemorate the 9th Anniversary of the 
culmination of the_historic air battle, it mas_announced on 
September 12 bY Air Farce Headquarters. Taking part in the 
ceremonies with-regular force personnel, will be members of the 
RCAF Auxiliary and the Royal Canadian Air Cadets. - : 

- 

	

Empire Service 	 The Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, 
addressed delegates of the B.E.S.L. yesterda.y, and declared that 
few  bodies  could do more to preserve demoarac'Y than veteranà' 
organizations. Capt., Harold W. Kimpton »,  of Rhodesia, told the 
delegates from 25 Commonwealth countries that he'considered DV& _ 
arrangements among the best for looking after ex-eervieemen., 

Five Denied Entry To U.S.:  Five Canadians, who claimed to be on their 
-way_ to attend _the International Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers' 
Union Convention in Chicago, were denied entry to the United , 
States yesterday at Sault Ste. Marie, Miàh;, the Canadian Press 
reported. 	, 

Across Canadas Premier Smallwood left St. John's,,Nfld., yesterday 
for Ottawa, where he will meet with the Prime Minister, Mr. St. 
Laurent, to discuss housing, trans-Canada highway proposals - and 
industrial problems....The Canadian Schaal Trustees Association 
at its annual meeting in Fredericton, N.B., yesterday, favoured 
a programme of sex education in schools across Canada. 
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Travel. Free:dck  As Peace Assurano 	,Thel  Canadian--  Frees reperte-d,  in part, as 
. follows this morning on rthe  speech  of the  'Prime, Minister -,befere.the 
Annual Convention of the Quebec ChaMber 6f .Cormierce, gri-  .déi5tember 13: 

- Mill-  September-  13 -- 	Prime  Minister-  St. Laurent -today said 
- Canada: -  Marite a tourist induetry which Vil 11 lead. -t'O--.Ïïe ace r bewee-n---  nations.  

Mr; St. Laurent spoke in French before the Annuel ConVentiori-  of the 
. Quebec, Chamber ,of ,Commerce. jThile all _forms_ of external ;trade. were 
extreinely 'inipertarit..to  Canada,-  ,none -  i-vaa" more --friiitful-:-thari - -thes-kind:ef 

• trade,  the  tOurià:t,  industry re-preeerited: „ 

	

He  'chided Canadians:'forthirikind of the 	ntry'a 'tow-1st:Industry _ 	. _ 	_ 	_ 	_ 	 r 	, 
• in term—s of Money albrie. Canada  had  great need 6f.knérietin  dollars,  . 	-— 

but had still greater need Of the -United States' friendshiP and - under- , 
rstandinz. _r, • 	 - 	 • ley-  erthéreee:the monetary -17L , 	, 

U. S . .. I a..r t_ -ètir  — - lue  of  the,. cur _ 	..., ..,..-u 	_ ii_ t ' "'et- indlietrY--m , 4ort+ -,--_, VI .1--) ._,_1- .  .. ..., IL;  .,0- 17- .0,tig- h.i.  ,in e ,..„;0.2, 0e0ru,?  .f. T,  d'in 
s0
rii,'Lr,âk  ee _ (sf,  _ mi., ,e,1%. p ap., ,.. ,!afis.-1- 8..±.-_s:.:  

à'liAl`ï,(;i1.è : of  fté -4.14lnp0.r:41m-P 	,,....„___ 	
,meking the 

''.. 	 TiiitY'éiii;.'9 «: -..14.--„. - - -. -T..é.i-#.?ii'::a,-d,. 	j.g., ,.,s.. Te;,-P., ,',.e.„?-5bh k.19.c)unt  - 11" " :74 ià:gja-e-àbjeile 101Pèr _ b cant higher. 	_ 
As, a back 	d or thireu 	e, s 	. 	,..._., __ 

	

f _ 	, ettlement of prebleme betweenthra22.  : _ ,..!,, 
e  - 'lei'  ou'n'  t'ë'' Canada-U.S.- 'frieridship Vlas 'or,-.1,1:.ih97L1,7!>.;'131:ntiers 

are a 
9 78.-- °° °°-.-.. - 'idiide'ci erentiers create .ircn. 9ùi..tdinâ. , . 	, 

_ 	r- so ---, 	,..) 	• 	i.. 	- - 	- 	 open 	.ro .._.. 	... 	-- 	, venues 

Church _Of Erigl-and 	;The. Church' Of Éng14.#a - 	 'On . Sepi ember 13 
hearc:1 one of-its  commit-tees report.' tliet'preVisiOns  for civil  iiidrriages 
in Canada  '11,wOuld,  on the  whole -rbd--desirable: n  

-.,..,_ Later, the :Chureh's *Generai'-Syried defeated_ a mo4ioi 
have r -a-sked: the Pi;oVinscial -  Governments  boriberned: te -pess  permissive 

 legiela-tion .;" This  auteMe.-bidally -threme  out  the dubjebt.untit:at 
. least- the nekt Gerierar Synod. 

 
, 	 * ■-* 	 e* 	 47 	 ' 
The  Synod., also called  for à Reyar.Coninissieri torniake à beinpré-, 	, 

hens ive-  investigation. Of ,Canade-  s liquoi lfraffic. r 	-- 
The resolution was  one  Of several adopted bY-  the.  Clitireh'S'I7-th 

General Synodr  during, consideration  of a  v ide range of moral and 
social issries- . All these ai-ose -during' debate; bri' the-  report  of  the 
Council for Social Services. 

Air Crash Inquest:  The Canadian Press reported, in part, as follows on 
the impending inquest into the deaths of 23 persons in the recent 
C.P.A. air crash: 

Quebec, September 13 -- (CP) -- A coroner's inquest into the 
Canadian Pacific Airlines plane crash at Sault Au Cochon, Quebec, 
40 miles east of here on the northshore of the St. Lawrence River, 
is scheduled to open in Quebec City court house tomorrow. 

The inquest  will  be held under Coroner Paul V. Marceau,  who 
 said tonight a metal box  will  be presented as evidence. 

The box, found in the thick moods between Sault Au Cochon and 
Cap Tourmente, scene of the crash,  was  reported to have fallen 
from the DC-3 before it crashed, killing 23. It VMS picked up by 
Patrick Simard, an eel fisherman, and turned over to investigators. 

(over) 
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Synod -Debates Divorce tame:  Halifax - The Lower House of the 17th General 
Synod of the Church of.'England In Canada voted today to permit the 
"innocent Parte to a divorce to re--marry and keep all church services .-. -.- 
and sacraments. 

Population  Now 13,545,000:  -Ottawa. - Canada' s --population is now esti  Tnn  ted at 
13,545,000, the Bureau of -Statistics - reported.  With  the addition of New-
foundland' s estimated 348,000, -and a considerable number if immigrants, 
the population advanced by 662,000 in the year ended June 1. AU Prov-
inces shared in the-increase except Prince Edward Island. - 

Estimates for the provinces and territories are as follows, with 
1948 figures in brackets: Ontario, '4,411,000 (4,297,000); Quebec ' 
3,887,000 (3,792,000).; British Columbia, 1,114,000 (1,082;000); 'Alberta, 
871,000 (846,000); - Saskatchewan, 861,000 (854,000); Mimitoba, 778,000 
(757,000); Nova Scotia; 645;000 ...(635,000)4 New Brunswick; .516,000 

• (503,000); NeWfonnriland., 348,000 _(322,000 in 1945); " Prince 'Edward -  - 	»- 
Island,  9O,000.(93,000):;  Northwest Territories, 16,000 (16,000); Yukon, 

	  -Ottawa - Canada shipped almost -$23,000,000 worth:of * 
goods under Marshall Aid in August, the Tra.de Department said on September 

-14, sending the value of,Caxiadian shipments since the plan began a year,ago 
to  more  than $800,000,000. '. • 

Explosion' Caused Air Crash:  Quel3ec - A coroner' s "jury' yesterday blamed the 
'deaths of .23 - persons ,in-la.st Friday' s crash of a Canadian ,Pacific' Airlines 
plane on a mysterious explosion in a foryvard luggage compartment. 	' 

Election of ICAO Officers:  Election by the Council of the Internationareivil 
Aviation Organization of th ree Vice-Bresidents, and of Chairmen of ICAO 
Committees, was announced  on  September - 14 by Dr. Edward Warn.er,__P_resident 
-of the 'Council. .` Vice-Presidents .of the Council-elected for ca one-yea.r 
term are:_ 	 ' 	- 

First Vice-President, Lt. Colonel Jean Verhaegen (Belgium); 	-" 
Second Vice-President, Dr. K.N.E. Bradfield (Australia) ;. 

. Third Vice-President, Commodore D.A.F.. Grassi (Argentina). 
. 	Brigadier -  C .8 . tooth, of Canada, -was elected Chairman of the -Air 

-Transpdrt Comittee, .and Admiral Paul Smith', of the United States,  Chairma.n 
of the Committee on Joint Support of Air Navigation Facilities. 	 -; 

Acrods - Canada:  Between 40 and 50 babies are ill wit,h dysentery  in. the Wikwerii- _ 
kong Indian R.eserve near Little Current,  Ont., and between 10 and 20 Indian 
infants are believed to have _died of this disease recently..--Robert H. 
Carlin,. Canadian organizer of the International.-Union of Mine, Mill and._ -. 
Smelter Workers (C.I.0.) ,  yesterday YVELS barred for. life frdm the United . 
States. . Carlin; who) represented Sudbury as a C.C.F. member of .the Ontario 
Legislature in .1943 , .and .1945 was expelled from the Party before the 1948 '- 
election for ell leged "communist -influence." He was .defeated in the 1948 

-election when he ran as an Independent... 	 • 
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- 
Speech From The Throne:  The paragraphs in the Speech from the Throne -which 
_ 	forecast parliamentary action at the 21st Session of Parliament, opened 

on September 15 by His Excellency, the Governor General, are as follows; 
"...bath the admission of the new Province of Newfoundland-the _ - 1 

Canadian nation attained'the geographical limits planned by the Fathers 
of COnfederation. You will be asked at the present Session to approve 

r measures designed to facilitate the attainment of the constitutional 
limits of our nationhood. To this end, a Bill will  be introduced to 
âménd the Supreme Court Act so that the Supreme Court of Canada will 
become the final court of appeal for Canada. 

"You ;ill alsO be asked to approve - addresseà praying - the Parliament 
of the United'Kingdom to vest in the Parliament of Canada thé right to 
amend the cànstitution of Canada in relation to matters not coming 
within the jurisdiction of the Legislatures of the Provinces nor 
affecting the constitutional rights and privileges of the Provinces or 
existing rights and privileges with respect to education or the use of 

. the English and French languages.' 
it/4/.  Ministers will seek to arrange for early consultation with _ 

the provincial Governments with a view to agreeing upon an appropriate* 
Procedure for making within Canada such other amendments'to the 
constitution as may from time to time be required.... 

A measure will be introduced to consolidate the legislation 
, 	respecting the defence forces and the _Department of National 

Defence.... 
"While more housing units are being built this year than ever 

before the danand for housing continues. Following discussions with 
the Governments of the Provinces your approval will be sought for 
legislation to broaden the scope of the National Housing Act. 

"A Bill to provide for the continuance of functions now vested 
in the Deparinuent of Reconstruction and Supply, including the 
ministerial responsibility for the Central Mortgage and Housing 
Corporation, will be placed before you for your approval. 

"You will also be asked to approve a measure to enable the 
Gdvernment to assist in the provision of a trans-continental 
highway.... 

"Measures demanding your consideration will include a Bill 
respecting a National Trade Mark and True Labelling; a Bill respecting 
Forest Conservation; a Bill to incorporate the Canadian Overseas 
Telecommunication Corporation; a Bill respecting assistance to the 
ship-building industry and merchant shipping; a Bill to extend the 
life of the Export and Duport Permits Act; and Bills to amend the 
Exchequer Court Act, the Industrial Deyelopment_Bank Act, the 
Emergency Gold Mining Assistance Act, the Prairie Farm Assistance 
Act, the Customs Act, and the Veterans, 1  Land Act of 1942...." 

Federal - Provincial Conference: Ottawa, September 15 --(OP)-- Prime 
Minister St. Laurent today requested all provincial Premiers to 
meet with_the,federal Guvernment to seek agreement on ways of 
amending the constitution to establish within Canada  Ufull  and 
final responsibility for all our national affairs." _ 

(over) 



- 	 In a letter sent to the-Premiers, Mr. St.-Laurent-suggested that 
a federal-provincial conference be held after the current session of 
Parliament. Ebwever, if the provincial Governments wanted it, a 
preparatory cOnference would be held immediately by federal-provincial 
constitutional experts. 

The Prime Minister tabled in the Commons a copy of the letter to 
Premier Frost of Ontario and Premier Duplessis of Quebec. Similar 
letters, he said, were sent te the other eight  provincial leaders. 

Earlier, the Government gave notice in the Speech from the Throne 
that ie will ask the United Kingdom Parliament for the right to amend 
the constitution in relation to such matters which do not come within 
the jurisdiction of the Provinces. 

Mr. St. Laurent said in his letters that the Government only 
Wants authority to amend the constitution on a federal or national 
level. It did not want to interfere with the rights and privileges 
of the Trovincee.... 

To Nationalize External Telecommunications:  Ottawa, September 15 -- (CP) -- 
Nationalization of all external telecommunications systems operating 
in Canada is the objective of a government measure to be presented at 
the current session of Parliament. 

The Speech from the Throne today announced the Government would 
ask consideration of% bi11 to incorporate the Canadian Overseas 
Telecommunication Corporation. 

- If carried out the proposal will bring Canada into line with 
other members of. the British Commonwealth which have taken similar 
action or are in the course of doing so. 

- 	The bill would authorize the Government to set up a Crown 
company to take over the assets and administration of existing 
Canadian interests carrying on external telecommunications services. 
It would not involve domestic communications. 

Crop Estimates Lowered: Canada's 1949 wheat crop is now placed at 371,- 
600,000 bushels by the Bureau of Statistics in its second estimate 
of principal field crops. This estimate is almost 20,000,000 bushels 
below the first estimate in midAugust. This year's production is 
being obtained from a seeded area estimated at 27,500,000 acres , 
yielding at the rate of 13.5 bushels per acre. 

Oat production is currently estimated at 322,000,000 bushels, 
barley at 125,100,000, mixed grains at 55,000,000 »  rye at 10,400,000 
and -flaxseed,at 2,300,000 bushels. The outturn of hay and clover is 
placed at 11,200,000 tons and alfalfa at 2,500,000 tons. 	_ 

With  the exception of oats and rye, the second estimates of 
production of grain crops, potatoes and hay and clover are somewhat 
lower than the estimates released on August 16. In the case of 
most grain crops, abnormally high temperatures during August caused 
premature ripening over large sections of the Prairie Provinces 
with attendant losses in both yield and quality. 

_ 
Church- Of England Synod:  Halifax, September 15 -- (CP) -- The Upper 

House of the 17th General Synod of the Church of England in Canada 
tonight'vetoed two proposed amendments to the Church's marriage 
laws. 

One motion, passed earlier by the Lower Chamber, wculd have 
permitted the "innocent party" to a divorce to remarry and keep 
all Church sacraments. 

The Upper. House also decided its remarriage laws would not be 
widened to cover divorce and dissolution. This means the only 
persons who now can be remarried under Church law are those whose 
previous marriages have been nullified by a civil court.... 

Speakers Chosen:  Ross Macdonald, Member. for Brantford, and former Deputy 
Speaker of the House,of Commons, and Senator Elie Bauregardi  were 
chosen Speakers of. the House of Commons and Senate_tespectively., 
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Foreién Exchange Dealings Suspended:  -Ottawa, September 18 (CP) -- The Government 
, ..-tonight ordered suspension in foreign exchange dealings until Tuesday, 

.*Finince-Miiiister Abbott announced. 	 1 
- .The" one-day halt in.foreign exchange dealings arose out of the decision 

bi.the-United Kingdam Government to devalue the pound sterling by 30 per 
cent to $2.80,.Mr. Abbott said. 	- 

He  lesued a brief statement following,announcement in the U.K., 
Western Europe and Commonwealth  countries cutting the value of their 

Abbott said. he mmuld make a statement on government policy 
In the Commons tomorrow.  night* 

He_gave no indication whether the Government will - devalue or•allow 
the Canadiah dollar to remain on par mith  the United States dollar. 

-Textlof statement followm: 
view- Of the decision reached  • by the United Kingdom Government to 

devmlue the pàund sterling by 30 per cent and similar action which has 
alread-yl)een taken by_a number of other countries, the Government of 
Canada  has instructed the Chairman of the Foreign Exchange Control Board 

J  • o advise all authorized dealers and agents of the Board not to deal in 
l'oreign exchange in Canada - until the rates effective as of the opening of 
business Tuesday, September 20, axe communicated to them by the Board. 

° I'shall be-making a statement_as to the policy of the Canadian 
- Government arisihg,bilt of these  changes inthe Helise of Commons tombrraw, 

Yonday'eiening. 0 	 - 
Meanwhilethere mms speculation that the official rate of,exchange 

on the  Canadian dollar in relation to United States money would be fixed 
at something closely related to its value in the open U.S.  market.  It 
fluctuates there-at a discount of between 6 and 10 cents. The Canadian 

, dollar official rate  now  is at par mith,the U.S. dollar. 
This=move,-if taken, would be a protectionagainst loss of Canadian 

--mexkets-in>the United States for goods which, under the devalued pound, 
= 	'''dould le purchased more cheaplY in the sterling area* , 

7  it was telieved- in some quarters that,without devaluation of the 
àànadian dollar, U.K. exporters might te able to sell their  r  goods at a 
cheaper price in Canada than could Canadian manufacturers. 

The same would hold true for  ,the United States market. Britain 
mmuld be able to sell goods at a better price than could the Canadian 

Pound - S--ÈerlIng - Devalued: -London,_September 18,(CP) --.Great Britain tonight 
cut 30-eper - cent off the value:of the pound sterling in a lastr,ditch 
bid to. spur her_exports and ease her dollar crisis. Five other coun- 

- 	tries devalhed at the:same rate. _ 
South Africa cut her pound from $4.03 to $2.80. Australia dropped 

her pound from $3.22 to $2.24. India, a third country in the sterling 
'r area, reduced the rupee from 30.225 cents to 21*, Tenmark made the, : 

dollar worth 6.90714 .kroner instead of 4.79901. , :Norway made th è dollar 
• wmrth 7.14286.kroner instead of 4.96278.. 	- 

. 	 Up to nom it has taken $4.08 to buy a pound at the official rate. 
'.Under'the new  rate  it will take only  



Sir Stafford Cripps disclosed in a broadcast that the decision to 
devalue had been made before he and Foreign Secretary Bevin left London _ 	_ 
August 31 to,attend the British-LS...Canadian monetary:talks in 
Washington. 

nWe did not then announce it because me wanted to tell our American 
and Canadian friends first and to inform all the members of the Gammon( ) 
wealth, and also because It takes a little, time to arrange these tatters, 1 

 he said. - 
Banks and stock exchanges will be closed in Britain tomorrow as the 

new rates go into effect.... 

nPainfui Return To Reality" -- Gazette:  The lead editorial of the Montreal 
Gazette this morning, dealing with the devaluation of the British pound 
and headed, nit. Painful Return To Reality," concludes as follows: 

n e...Not only in Britain, but in many other countries, there will 
'now be a difficult but necessary return to -economic reality. j4-e-- - 
process is certain to be painful to all concerned, but partiauIarly 
so to those countries that have raised untimely structures.upon artificial 

'foundations. For this reason the way may be opened not only-for sound 
economic readjustment, but to unsettling political embarrassment and 

- ûnfortunate international misunderstanding."  

No Half Measures -- The Globe:  The -Globe - and,Mail, of Toronto, also -d.evotes its 
first editorial this morning to the pound devaluation,-oammenting, in 

-.part, as - follomms 
le....Actually the announcement mmm  made  toithe first,plenary session 

ofthat (Washington) parley, and the atmosphere of extreme optimism which 
characterized the labours of that mmek nuw is wholly understandable. The 
conference was neither toying with half-measures nor probing for new . 
palliatives. It mmm arranging a many-sided pattern of international co-
operation which would supplement the effects of devaluationandj give this 
drastic step a chance to procure for.  Great Britain maximum benefits at 
'early dates...." 

nNoranio n  Burns; DemidNear200: Fire of unknown origin.destroyed the Great 
Lakes summer-cruise ship !Noronic n -in her slip in Toronto Herbour during 
the early hours of Saturday morning causing, it is now believed, almost 

- 

	

	200 deaths.' By Sunday night the,authorities counted 121,bodies in the 
morgue and 84 persons unaccounted for.. There were 479 survivors out of 

- 	a total , completent of 684; passengers and crew. 	':,:'h'.  
It was , the worst ship fire disaster in a century of.GreatrLakes 

histary and - it was felt probable Sunday night that the  exact' death toll 
' 	mould never be known. It was held certain that some of the dead would 
- 	never be identified. Many  parts of the ship,remain to be searehed. 

The nNoronic," a great, white, 387-foot-long  pleasure , ship, wmm,on her 
'lea-L. -trip of the season, to the Thousand Islands. She had put into 
Toronto at 6 p.m. Friday evening after picking up%passengers.at 
Cleveland -and Detroit. Most of thee-passengers were Americans from the 
two cities. - 

Scores-of persons jumped overboard in an effort to escape death 
and lifeguards dragged from a romboat for bodies of those who might 
have been drowned. 

= ' 	Four separate investigations were under may today as the authorities 
probed for-evidence as‘to the cause of the mysterious fire., 

- 	The Canada.  Steamship_Lines heldthat many of the passengets un- 
accounted . for had escaped and left for their hames mithout reporting 
theinescape. 

Schuman Visits Martyrs''Shrine:  Midland, Ont. -- Robert Schuman, French 
Foreign Minister and' former President of,Trance, on September 16 
visited the Martyrs' Shrine'here and unveiled a plaque.", 

_ 
Across Canada:  The Minister of Labour, Mr. Mitchell, announced on iSeptember 

16 that federal labour legislation would  corne  into force in the 
Province of Newfoundla17,d, on September 19. 
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Canadian.Dollar Devaluation:. 'Fellowing is,partial text  of tha"stateinent made in . 
the House of Commons on September  19 bÿ  the'Minister of Finance Mr. Abbott, 
on, the  deva.luation  of  . the Ca.naclian dollar, folio-Wing" the announdemént of the 
devalUation of the British. -poiind, --  on -,Sep-bember 18: 	- 	• - 

ial I  , 11 The action .whiCh_thè .  United_ Kingdom; ha.à 'nàVt ,  taken constitutes a 
conrageb-iià and 'positive effort - py-  th-e'Britiàh•jàeople to 'dd - theire_iiiirt in 
the COMMO)2 endeavours that  are  necessary* td provide  the  basi's fOÏ-*Éi. real 
:arid:enduring rédovery  of  world • -• - 

action-  takén-bY, -the GOternMent dt . ' the United Kingdom  and  folloyred 
other' àôu±itriès has , 	ide:-  from.-  the=  longer -ran* etteCts;:-iniportant 

immediate-implications for Canada, as well. It is clear, novr, that a 
widespread 	subatantial readjustnient,  -. 'of -carrencleS.:_ia_under way. 

'The Canadian econom'y is bbund fté,) be affected by'bhanges in the - exchange 
r 	• 

„rates of countries which take 'so large a part dr-  our exports. We are 
bound to be attected also by -any ;  cliangee in -prices Which prevail' in our 
most important markets and sources of supply. 

considering the immediate and. prospective impact upon Canada we 

is I ;- - have  to 'look partibularly at' ou.r balance` et - payments_ and:toreign:ex:Change 
pbsitibn., BeCa.ude  of  the dislocations in world trade vwhiCh  have  jbré- 	• 
:tailed since  the end Of 'the . war fereign•exdhange poliCy has 'been  a major 
factor, in bur - affairs... 	 ' 	• 	 - • 

cJ 
 _While....our ekbhange réserves hav -e recovered substantially since the 

,.end  of 1947 -; they..haté s hôt•been restored to the letel Which.  is 'radequate 
for  our need.d. -  In  these Ci`rcumstanbes itT is" highly ;desirable-- to pursue 
policies which' 'Would help -  té)* pre-Vent-  a' *deficit- in' ear trading posi -tion.... 

_ 	"In these circumstances. the Government, has., decided to adjust the 
eXChange  value  of  the  Cana.dian dollar  to  the  extent. c Ons ïdered ,:n,ebe's se:fr.  . 

"'Canada s basic -  position  will  Con-Untie to be Strong . Our exports have 
een and•vrill -continue  téi: be. cbmpetitite. Our  production  is efficient 

and  our costs-  are  rblatitely,...1-ow... - BeCaliSe -  of - these underl'ying  factors  
the GOternirient has felt that an' a.djaStrieht ,  of 10%ià appropriate--; Such _ 	 • 	. 
a change requires consultation with but not the aijiiroval of 'the -Inter-

_ • national Monetary Fund. This consultation took place today., An Order- . 	 ,• 	-• 	• 	 • 
in-Council - haà therefdre be -en paSsed adjusting our ,exchanderiratedon_-,:-.:_:, 
:thè -baàis of d 10% pi-eniium on the U.S'. dollar.;  The  'Chairinan-of  the  
:Foreign Exch-.ange Control ;Board has been. instructed to advise all • 

_ • authorized: dealers  and agents -  of the  Board that rates effective  as  from 
the - OiDening of business Tuesday, September' 20, zi11 be  as  foliows  

s 1 	 Buy-ing Rate 	• • - 	Selling•Rate  

	

ddllars'- $l.1O  per U.S.  dollar 	ti.io  per U.S.  dollar 
_ 	. 

Sterling 	- 	- 	$3:074- per £ 	 - 	$3.08e per £.‘‘ - 	- 

In Parliament On September 19: Transi)ort Minister Chevrier announced the 
appointment of Mr. Justice R. L.- Kellock- of the Supreme Court of Canada 
as  Commissioner to -intestigate the S.S. Noroiiic dise.ster.. 	-.•-. 

The  HoUde of 'Commons defeated by -a  vote of 136  td 50 a CCF rwant-of-
cônfidence motion expressing regret  that  the  Government has failed to 
eliminate the means test from old-age pensions provisions'é 

(over) 



_ George Drew, Progressive Conservative Leader, said that devaluation of 
the dollar was only  the  beginning of the solution to the problem of 
finding a way in which sterling countries can buy Canadian products. 

Prime Minister St. Laurent outlined the Government's plan to further 
Canada's constitutional development. 

M. J. Coldwell, CCF leader, said the Government's overwhelming mandate 
had removed any reasons for delay in implementing its social security 

>) programme. 
Solon Low,Social Credit Leader, criticized the press for suggestions 

that the smaller parties be denied recognition in the Commons. 

"Noronien  Disaster:  Toronto, September 19 -- (CP) -- Statistics on the S.S. 
Noronic fire fluctuated unevenly today. 

From a confused picture of ever-changing figures given out by several 
official sources, the Canadian Press arrived at this summary at 6 p.m. 
EDT: - 119 known dead, 86 missing and 479 survivors from a passenger_and 
crew total of 684. 

As official machinery was set in motion for formal investigations 
into the fire that gutted the luxury Canada Steamships Line cruise ship 
at her Toronto pier early Saturday, a company executive_said he felt 
certain no more bodies would be found. 

In addition to the Commission announced by Mr. Chevrier (see above) 
- Attorney-General Dana Porter of Ontario announced that the Province 

will appoint a judge to head a special coroner's panel at an inquest.... 

Canadian Chamber Of Commerce: Montreal -- (Cr) -- Prime Minister Louis St. 
Laurent and Economic Co-operation Administration Director Paul G. 

- Horfman will be among visitors at the 20th anrual meeting of the 
Canadian Chamber of Commerce here October 25-27, it was announced on 
Monday. 

Export And Import Prices; Prices of Canadian domestic produce exported and 
thosu of commodities imported into Canada for consumption during 1948 
were both more than twice as great as the average prices of the years 
1935 to 1939, the rise in export prices being slightly more than in 
import prices, according to a new series of price indexes for commodity 
exports and imports prepared and recently released by the Bureau of 
Statistics. Both export and import prices advanced considerably.  more 
than wholesale prices in Canada over the same period. 

•  Foreign Vehicle Entries:  Foreign vehicles entering Canada on traveller's 
vehicle permits in August totalled 426,700, showing an increase of_ - 

 five per cent over the same month last year, according to the Bureau 
of Statistics. This raised the cumulative total for the first eight 
months of this year to 1,453,070 from 1,319,870, or by slightly more 

, than 10 per cent. 

Coal Production: Continuing the downward trend of recent months, production 
of coal in Canada was 10 per cent lower in August than in the corres-
ponding month last year, but was up one per cent in the first eight 
months of the year. Imports were down 51 per cent in the month and 
25 per cent in the cumulative period. According to figures issued by 
the Bureau of Statistics, the all-Canada output in AUgust totalled . 
1,243,100 tons as compared with 1,383,700 a year earlier. 

A:cross  Canada: Suspension of the Communist-led Canadian Seamen's Union 
from the Trades and Labour Congress of Canada was ccnfirmed Monday 
at the Annual Convention of the Congress at Calgary....Devaluation of 
the Canadian dollar waa expected to increase next season's American 
tourist business....The question of compelling the use of fire 
resistant paints on all passenger ships was raised in the House of 
Commons yesterday during discussion of the n Noronic" disaster.... - 
Headed by Mayor Aaron Horovitz, of Cornwall, as President, an'in- 
corpoporated company composed of Cornwall citizens has purchased 
Roosevelt International Bridge, it was announced on Monday. 
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Pearson Elected Chairman:  New York, September 20 -- (CP) -- The Secretary of 
State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, was today elected to one of the 
highest posts in the United Nations fourth assembly. He mil]. be Chairman 
of the Political Committee which handles the thorniest UN problems. , 

Pearson, due to arrive here tomorrow fran Ottawa, received 49 of the 
56 valid votes cast. Adolph Hoffmeister, Czech Ambassador to France, won 
five votes. One vote went to Joseph Bech of Luxembourg. Three countries 
abstained. 

Paul Martin, Canada's Health Minister, expressed Pearson's appreciation 
for the "high honour". 

."Mr. Pearson mill_devote his full time, with full appreciatiOn of the 
importance and great significance of his high office,"  Martin  said. 

Dr. Jose'Arce of Argentina nominated Pearson. ArCe previously had been 
named as the_Canadian's strongest contender but he_announced last night he 
would not run. 

Paul van Zeeland, Belgiun's Foreign Minister, seconded Pearson's 
nomination. 

The 52-year-old Canadian *Ulster has previously held important jobs -- 
in the UN Assembly. He was Chairman of the Political Committee at the 
special session in 1947 at which a partition plan for Palestine was 
drafted. 

Alolish Privy Council Appeal:  Ottawa, September 20 -- (CP) -- The right of 
every Canadian to an equal opportunity in the courts of law was 
expounded today by Justice Minister Garson as he opened debate in the 
Commons on a bill to abolish appeals to the Privy Council. 
_ Moving second reading of the bill, he declared it is one of the steps 
toward making Canada a truly self-governing country. 

Mr. Gerson delivered a 2,000-word address on the bill which mill make 
the Supreme Court of Canada the final and highest court to which 
Canadians may appeal. 

It is the first of two steps proposed by the Government toward 
ficomplete nationhood of our country." 

The other, to be introduced later.at  this session, will ask the 
United Kingdan Gomernment to clear the way for Canada, in future, to 
amend her own constitution on federal matters without any outside 
permission.... 

Contending that the bill aims at equality for Canadians, rich or 
poor, in the courts, Er. Carson  said it will remove the high cost of 
taking a case to England and paying lawyers to argue it before the 
Privy Council. 

"The extra appeal to the Privy Council gimes a great advantage to the- - 
wealthy, reckless litigant who having lost his case in our Supreme 
Court can by the threat of further expensive proceedings force a poor 

3Ï1 	4 
xe. 	 or prudent respondent to choose between having his judgment discounted 

into an unfavourable settlement, and risking the hazards and the 
expense of another appeal to a court of another continent." 	- 

Mr.  Carson  supported the measure on other grounds: That the present 
situation left the interpretation of Canada's laws to a court in which 
Canada has no representation; and that the existence of the right of 
appeal to a court in another country -- as highly regarded as it may 
be -- barred the way to complete autonomy for Canada. 
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Appeals to the Privy Council was one of the ntwn badges of colonialism° 
 retained by Canada which the Government proposed to repeal. 	 - 

The other was the fact that Canada could not alter her constitution 
without legislation being passed by the United Kingdom to clear the way 
for such action.... 

In Parliament On September 20:  Agriculture Minister Gardiner said the 
Government will consider a request for freight-rate assistance in moving 
feed grain into Prairie drought areas. 

The House of Commons considered agriculture estimates, with various 
members expounding their views. 

Senator Adelard Godbout (Lib.--Quebec) and Senator Ray Petten (Lib.-- 
Newfoundland) moved and seconded the Address in Reply to the Speech From 
The Throne in the Senate. 

Quebec Provincial Lottery:  Chicoutimi, Quebec, September 20 -- (CP) -- Premier 
Duplessis tonight announced that his Union Nationale Government during 
the next session of the Quebec Legislature wnuld present a law to 
institute a provincial lottery. 

The Premier made the announcement during a speech here before the 
annual meeting of the Union of Proprietors' Leagues at Quebec Province. 

The Premier said his Government favoured a state lottery, controlled 
by the Province for ° legitimate purposes, such as education and public 
Itiath." 

"At the next session, we will propose a measure so that Quebec Province 
may_benefit from a lottery of its own,” he added. 

Tile Premier's words came after the 400 delegates to the Proprietors' 
convention adopted a resolution asking the establishment of a provincial 
lottery for education purposes. 

Canadian Commercial Corporation:  Business activities of the Canadian Com- 
mercial Corporation during the year ended March 31, 1949, involving 
more than $200 million, were reviewed in the annual report of the 
Crown-operated agency, tabled on September 20 in the House of Commons 
by the-  Minister of Trade and Commerce, Mr. Howe. 

A total of 65,308 contracts, amounting to some $145 million, were 
placed by the Canadian Commercial Corporation on behalf of the 
Department of National Defence. These contracts were for manufactured 
goods, construction and service, and included $16.5 million for the 
construction of 1,624 houses. 

Foreign governments and agencies used the services of the Canadian . 
Commercial Corporation to make purchases in Canada valued at more than 
$35.7 million. 

Buying Absentee Owners' Farms:  The Department of External Affairs has been 
advised that the Japanese Government has enacted special measures for 
the establishment of owner farmers. The Japanese Government is pur-
chasing agricultural properties of all absentee owners of Japanese 
nationality. 

Exemption is provided, however, for owners of such land who, 
according to records in Japan, have renounced or lost their Japanese 
nationality prior to October 21, 1946. (For further details see 
Press Release No. 61). 

Across Canada: Golds and industrial issues dropped sharply in afternoon 
trading yesterday on the Toronto Stock Exchange. After hesitancy 
for the greater part of the session, traders apparently decided that 
Monday's upsurge was more than currency devaluation news justified.... 
The death toll in the Noronic disaster was sharply reduced to a 
probable maximum of 150 when the Canadian Press completed independent 

- compilation of the list of victims....Communists in the Trades and 
Labour Congress of Canada were  beaten down as the T.L.C. Convention 
at Calgary rejected a series of left-wing resolutions on trade after 
heated debate. 

- 30 - 
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New Housing Programme:  Ottawa,  September 21 -- (CP) -- The federal Government 
today outlined a programme aimed - at solving Canada's housing shortage 
through encouraging home ownership and by providing both low-rental and 
subsidized-rental dwellings. 

The programme read to the Commons by Reconstruction Minister Winters, 
disclosed that the federal Government plans to amend .the National Housing 
Act to cut approximately in half the down payment now required of pros-
pective home owners. 

The Minister's statement included the following points: 
One hundred thousand new housing units will likely be built in Canada 

this year, but this will barely meet current needs and hardly touch 
demand backlog. 

The National Housing Act will be amended to provide loans that will 
approximately cut in half the down payments on reasonably-priced  homes. 

There will be amendments later concerning housing co-operatives. 
A federal-provincial partnership is envisaged on a 75-25 per cent 

financial basis to undertake a potential three-point programme of land 
assembly, construction of houses for sale, and of rental units. 

The Provinces  would arrange for the land and services, and would get 
'municipal requests for aid. Ottawa would plan, design and construct 
the projects. There would be joint management of each project. 

Municipalities would get in lieu of taxes an amount equivalent to 
normal revenues. They also could share the Provinces' 25 per cent part 
of the financing. 

It can't be forecast whether all Provinces_will accept the partner- 
ship proposal, but all have discussed it "in a most friendly.  manner. n 

, It  is hoped that.the present form of veterans' rental housing programme 
can be merged into the plan. Ottawa would be willing to extend veterans' 
preference to any project. 

Foreign Ministers' Visits: The Department of External Affairs announced on 
September 22 that the Foreign Minister of Italy, Count Carlo Sforza, 
the Foreign Minister of Belgium, Er. Paul van Zeeland, and the Foreign 
Minister of France, Mr. Robert Schuman, are coming to Ottawa at the 
invitation of" the Canadian Government in the course of the next two 
weeks. Countess Sforza will aceompany Count Sforza. The Canadian 
Governmept understands that Mr. Ernest Pevin,_Secretary of_State for 
Foreign Affairs of the United Kingdom will also visit Ottawa at the 
beginning of October. (For further details see Press Release No. 63.) 

Gold Subsidies Continue This Year: Ottawa, September 21 -- (CP) -- Canadian 
gold mines will get the benefit Of both dollar devaluation and federal 
subsidies until the end of this year. 

Next year, Resources Minister Gibson told the Commons on Wednesday, 
. the amount of the subsidy will be reduced by $3.50 an ounce--the 

amount gold increased in price as a result of devaluation of the 
Canadian dollar.... 

(over) 
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U. Of T. $16,000,000 Building Programme:  A building programme to cost 
el6,000,000, unmatched in the history_of any Canadian university, 
was announced for the University of Toronto on Wednesday by President 
Sidney Smith, The President revealed the plans in his opening 
address for the 1949 academic year to staff and students of all 
faculties in cromded Convocation Hall. 

Among new buildings slated on the campus are an arts building; a 
new building for medical research to be known as the Charles H. Best 
Institute; a women's building; a new library building; amen's 
residence for University College; and an addition to the heating plant. 

Radiologists' Conference: Leading radiologists and health physicists of 
Canada, the United Kingdom and the United States  will  attend a con-
ference on radiation tolerances to be held at the Canadian Atomic 
Energy establishment at Chalk River, Ontario, September 29-30, the 
*Atomic Energy Control Board announced today. (For further details 
see Press Release No. 62.) 

Harvesting Report:  RArvesting in Manitoba and Saskatchewan is nearly 
finished, although mut muather has delayed completion of cutting and 
threshing in some northern areas, particularly  Saskatchewan. The 
harvest is about completed in southern Alberta, but in central and 
northern areas of the Provincecool, met weather has retarded progress 
te  the  extent that threshing  will  not be finished before early 
October. Heavy frosts have caused considerable grade and yield loss 
to coarse grains in this area, the Bureau of Statistics reported on 
àeptémber 20. 

Fisheries Commissioner: Announcement was made on September 20 by the 
Minister of Fisheries, Mr. Mayhew, that George Clark, Director of 
Pacific  and  Inland Fisheries, has been appointed a member of the 
International Fisheries Commission. The Commission is a joint 

e Canada-U.S. body which deals with the preservation'of the halibut 
fishery of the northern Pacific Ocean and Bering Sea. Mr. Clark, 
whose headquarters are at Ottawa, replaces Steward Bates, Deputy 
Minister of Fisheries. 

Aoross Canada: An oath of allegiance to the Crown for officers of the 
Trades and Labour Congress of Canada was ordered Wednesday by the 
T.L.C.'s convention at Calgary....1malgamation of Toronto and that 
city's_12 surrounding suburban municipalities is being discussed.... 
The elnister of Trade and Commerce, Mr. Home, was reported to be 
flying back to Ottawa following the second session of the Anglo-
Canadian-American talks on atomic co-operation. 

.11.11• 
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8 Per Cent Freight Rate Rise: Ottawa, Septanber 22 -- (Cr) --,An eight per cent 
general freight rate increase -- expected to net the railiays - about $30,- 
000,000 in additional annual revenue -- was granted today by the Board of 
Transport Commissioners. 

A Board.order, bringing the new rate into effect, likely will be 
- issued within the next 10 days. 	 , 

' , - 	- The boost was authorized as a temporary measure, pending fürther --- 
 consideration of the carriers' application for a general increase of 20 

per cent. With it the Board allowed an eight-cent-a-ton increase in 
shipping rates on coal and coke. 

- 	The eight per cent increase is the second rates boost 'in 18 months. 
A. 21 per cent hoist was allowed in March, 1948. These -increases shot 
the tetal freight rate climb up 30.68 per cent since March laàt year. 

The 21 per cent increase allowed in March last year--the Board's 
' - answer to the carriers' request for a 30 per cent'boost--was considered 

too high in the Transport Commissioners' majority report. 	" 
Chief Commissioner M. B. Archibald_and Commissioner H. B. Chase said 

eit:15 Per cent increase weuld have been sufficient to - meet - the roads' 
operational requirements. 

«Although allowud to stand, the 21 per cent increase had a bearing 
considering the new application, said the Chief Commissioner. 
A Transport Board official later explained that when the 20-per 

cent application is again considered--possibly next spring--the fact 
that the original 21-per-cent boost mus considered too high will have 
a direct bearing on the Board's final decision. - 

However, a minority judgment by Hugh Wardrope, one of the three 
cammissioners considering the new, and reviewing the old case; said 
-the 21 per cent increase WM2 not too high....' 

Canada's Marketing Position:  Ottawa, September 22 -- (CP) 	Trade - lanister 
Howe told the Commons today he hopes an improvement in Canada's' 

• marketing position will result from deliberations going on in Ottawa 
between Canadian and United Kingdam officials. 	 -" 

He was replying to a question asked by H. R. Argue(C.C.F. -7 

Assiniboia.) 
"In view of Canada's new disadvantage in the British market, 

caused by devaluation of the pound, is the Minister in a position to • 
announce -what steps are contemplated to maintain the British market 
and whether negotiations will be entered into mith British officials 
for the purpose of renewing our food contracts?" Mr. Argue asked. - 

- 	Mr. Howe replied that the question began by making a statement 
which hé hardly thought was correct. 

He disagreed that Canada had a disadvantage in the British market. 
"I think, if anything, Canada is in a better competitive position 

in the British market than she was prior to devaluation," he said. 
"As far as negotiations betwuen officials being made in regard 

to trading relations are concerned, I may say that the continuing 
committee, which was set up at the time of the visit of Sir Stafford 
Cripps, is meeting in Ottawa at this moment...." 

(ovur) 
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In Parliament On September 22:  (CP) Transport Minister Chevrier said he believes 
the Government has no right to interfere wlth the Board of Transport 
Comnissionerslaward of an eight-per cent freight-rate increase. 

- John Diefenbaker (PC--Lake Centre) made a plea for government action 
' . (3 protect the rights and priTileges of Canadians. 

Alistair Stewart (CCF—jirinnipeg North) said the Government is toying 
with the housing situation. 

Howard Green (PC--Vancouver) urged the Governnent to support a 
Pacific-defence treaty. 

Senator Arthur Roebuck (Lib—Ontario) in the Upper Chamber suggested 
reforms in Canada's system of_appointing and paying magistrates. 

Canada-U.K. Committee Meeting: The Department of External Affairs announced on 
September 22 that the Canada-United Kingdom Continuing Committee on Trade 
and Econanic Affairs mill meet in Ottawa beginning September 23. (For 
further detail see Press Release No. 64.) 

Campaign Medals: Although a total of eleven campaign stars and medals will be 
distributed to former members of the Canadian armed forces in the Second 
Wbrld War, the most any one individual can be awarded is eight, according 
to- the Minister of Veterans Affairs, Mr. Gregg. Distribution of the 
stars and medals is expected to start about October 1, with it being 
necessary for all veterans to make application in order to insure that 
addresses are accurate. 

"The mur service records division of the departnent, which has been 
checking the files in order to establish eligibility, has not yet been 
able to locate a veteran who will receive all eight," Mr. Gregg said. 
"There are a few we know of who will receive seven, but me can't yet say 
positively that any Canadian veteran will receive eight." 	_ 
, 	The rarest decoration for the Canadian forces is the Burma Star. 
Only 5,200 of these ;111 be distributed by Canada, with the majority 

•  of the recipients members of the R.C.A.F. who  served in that theatre. 
4irmy personnel mho receive this star will largely be those of Chinese 
on japanese extraction sent to  Burina  to serve on intelligence duties 

. or as interpreters. 

Geology Research: Formation of seven sub-committees to deal with research 
on the various phases of geology mas announced at Ottawa by the Minister 
of Mines and Resources, Mr. Gibson, following the first meeting of, the 
National Advisory Committee on Research in the Geological Sciences. 

The National Advisory Committee, composed of representatives of 
the larger provincial Departments of Mines, geological faculties of 
universities, and the Geological Survey of Canada, was established by-
Order in Council, to set up fundamental research projects, correlate 
geological research in Canada, and maintain close liaison with the 
mining industry so that a programme to meet industrial needs to best 
advantage may be planned. 

Across Canada: Visitors to the National Parks and National Historic Parks 
of Canada during August numbered 485,133, bringing the total for. the 
first five months of the fiscal year 1949-50 to 1,502,650, a sub-
stantial increase over the record five-month total of last year.... 
James M. Macdonnell, financial critic of the Progressive Conservative 
Party in the last Parliament, mas chosen Progressive Conservutive 
candidate yesterday for the riding of Toronto-Greenwood in the 
Oàtober 24 bye-election. 
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Statement On Atomic Bomb: The Canadian Press reported in part, as follows this 
morning on Prime Minister St. Laurent's amplification in the House of 
Commons yesterday of President,Truman's earlier announcement that within 
recent weeks an atomic explosion had occurred in the U.S.S.R.: 

Ottawa, September 23 -- (CP) -- Canada's defence planners for some 
years have assumed Russia would eventually produce an atomic bomb and 
have known for same time that the development was "getting very close," 
authoritative quarters said today. 

Prime Minister St. Laurent repeated to the Commons President Truman's 
earlier announcement that "within recent weeks an atomic explosion 
occurred in the U.S.S.R." and informed sources indicated this picture 
of what it means to Canada: 

1. She will not revise atomic policy and go into A-bomb production, 
although she is capable of doing so at the Chalk River pilot plant, 125 
miles northwest of Ottawa. 

2. Key authorities in Ottawa have known for some time the Soviet work 
was getting dangerously near fruition in atomic experiments. Mr. St. 
Laurent said the Government concurred in announcement of the explosion. 

3. As the crystalization of assumption it will add a new sense of 
urgency to military preparations, but will neither change the basic 
concept of defence planning nor provoke any great new rush in the 
gradual construction of standing forces. 

From a defensive standpoint Canada's strategy is based on the belief 
she should have certain forces ready by a certain time. The stra-
tegists still think they have about the same amount of time to get 
those forces ready. They probably won't be fully ready for at least 
two years. 

There is as yet no indication of official feeling that this develop-
ment brings war nearer. The stabilized atmosphere created by the 
Atlantic Pact has not been noticeably shaken. 

The Commons heard Mr. St. Laurent's announcement without either 
unusual interest or great outward concern. Members clapped lightly 
at the conclusion of a brief statement which he ended with these 
words: 

"May I express the hope that with new knowledge may come a new 
sense of shared responsibility for, and an equal interest in, agreeing 
to an effective, enforceable international control of atomic energy, 
so that this new force can be used solely for peaceful ends." 

That is the line Canada has been hammei-ing for years in the  United 
Nations. It has been frustrated by clashing Russian and Western 
viewm about the methods and sequence of control. 

Mr. St. Laurent went into the Commons from a special brief meeting 
with a dozen or so cabinet colleagues in his own office near the 
Chamber. Among them was Trade Minister Houe, the Cabinet's atomic 
expert. 

Mr. Howe is believed to have known of the Russian explosion when 
he went to Washington early this week for exploratory Anglo-American-
Canadian talks reported dealing with renewal of an exchange of atomic 
information.... 
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Mr. Pearson Speaks On Atomic Explosion:  New York, September 25 -- (CP) -- The 
Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, said tonight that 
knowledge of an atomic explosion in Russia should not come as a surprise 
or alter Canadian policies. 

News of the explosion merely underlines the conclusion that atomic 
energy must be brought under absolute international control, Pearson said 
in an address prepared for a CBC Canada-wide broadcast. 

Pearson noted that Foreign_Minister Vishinsky of Russia made no 
reference to the news of the atomic explosion in his address Friday 
before the United Nations General Assembly. 

"His speech gave no indication of any change whatever in Soviet 
policy," said Pearson, head of a 36man delegation to the Assembly. 

Pearson said Vishinsky's speech included "some old Soviet pro-
paganda proposals about disarmament and peace,_put forward in a slightly 
revised form." 

"There was nothing new in it--not even the terms of abuse were new," 
Pearson added. 

Meanwhile, small powers in the U.N. were reported putting pressure 
on the big powers to curb the atomic bomb quickly. 

Carlos P. Romulo, President of the Assembly, set the pace with the 
demand that the present Assembly which he wants to be known as the 
"Peace Assembly," face up to the problem. 

- 	Pearson said any one of a dozen states will have, in the not-far- 
distant future, the power to threaten the survival of mankind. 

"The knomdedge that there has been an atomic explosion in Soviet 
Russia should not surprise us or alter our policies in any way," he 
said. "Nor should it alarm us any more than we should be alarmed by 
the very existence of the bomb itself." 

He added: 
"Friday's news. . .merely underlines and reinforces the conclusion 

that atomic energy must be brought under international control in such 
a way that me can be absolutely sure that no bombs are being made and 
will not be made by anyone; and that this great new source of power is 
being developed for constructive purposes alone." 

In Parliament On September 23:(CP) George Drew, Progressive Conservative 
Leader, moved to delay abolition of appeals to the Privy Council. He 
moved the Bill be given a six-month hoist. 

Prime Minister St. Laurent said he could not accept the hoist. 
He was supported by M. J. Coldwell, CCF Leader, and Solon Low, Social 
Credit Leader. 

Agricultural estimates were considered. 

World Trade Picture:  Ottawa, (CP) -- Canada reduced imports from the 
United States by more than 10 per cent during July, but still ran 
$54,200,000 into the red. For the first seven months of 1949, the 
Bureau of Statistics reported, Canada continued to buy more in the 
U.S. than she sold and piled up a deficit of $362,500,000. 

_ On total world trade, Canada was $41,900,000 ahead. But this 
was a sharp drop from the surplus of $177,200,000 during the first 
seven months of last year. 

(over) 



The Bureau's trade statistics did not include exports of gold. 
But during the first seven months of 1949, Canada has exported 
$72,800,000 in gold. This has the effect of reducing the U.S. 
deficit—and increasing the overall surplus--by that amount. 

During July, Canada sold the U.S. goods worth $104,400,000, the 
lowest total of any month this year. Imports fell to $160,000,000, 
a drop of nearly $17,000,000 from July imports. For the seven months, 
U.S. imports have been $1,169,000,000 and exports have been $795,- 
300 000. 

At the same period last year, the adverse balance with the U.S. 
stood at $256,800,000 and it was $572,900,000 in 1947.... 

Say Bomb Wrecked Airliner: Quebec, September 25.--Police during the week- 
end extended from a shoddy downtown district in Quebec to remote St. 
Lawrence North Shore points their investigations_into a "love-plot n  
bomb explosion that allegedly wrecked a - CPA airliner on September 9, 
killing 23 persons. On Saturday they took_J. Albert Guay, Quebec 
jemeller,to court and accused him of murdering his wife via the plane 
crash in which she was one of the victims. The connection of other 
persons, who may have unknowingly aided Guay in the plot, is being 
investigated, press reports say. 

Detroit Noronic Inquiry:  A second inquiry into the cause of the fire which 
gutted the steamer Noronic in Toronto harbor September 17 opened in 
Detroit on Monday. 

Coroner Samuel R. Gerber, of Cleveland, ordered the inquest at 
the request of Attorney General Porter of Ontario. The first hearing 
concluded in Cleveland last week. 

The toll of the ship disaster stood at 139 on Sunday night. - 
Officials at the temporary morgue in the horticultural building of the 
CNE said 92 victims had been identified. 

Nationalize External Communications: Ottawa, Septenber 25 (CP) -- Trans-
port Minister Chevrier said Saturday the Government will spend 
$4,500,000 to nationalize all external communications systems operating 
in Canada. Domestic communications will not be involved. 

A Crown company, to be known as Canadian Overseas Telecommunications 
Corp., will be set up to administer the property and equipment of 
Canadian Marconi Co. of Montreal and Canadian interests of Cable and 
Wireless Ltd., a United Kingdom company. 

•• _ 	A resolution preliminary to introduction of a bill establishing 
the company was placed on the order paper of the Commons.... 

National Library: Montreal, September 24, (CP)-- The first big step 
-Cowards a Canadian national library will be taken shortly when budget 
estimates for a bibliographic centre and union catalogue will be 
presented in Ottawa to the House of Commons, it was announced here. 

Dr. William Kaye Lamb, Dominion Archivist who was appointed by 
the federal Government_last January for the purpose of developing a 
national library, told the third regional conference of the Special 
Libraries Association that the Treasury Board will consider estimates - 
for the project within the next 10 days.... 

Across Canada:  An Ottawa Valley landmark was destroyed early Sunday in 
a $100,000 fire that swept through the Chaudiere Golf Club on the 
Aylmer Road....Tributes were paid to the memory of Thomas D'Arcy 
McGee, poet, patriot, and one of the Fathers of Confederation, at a 
simple ceremony at the McGee vault in Cote des Neiges Cemetery, The . 
Gazette of Montreal reported. The Minister of National Defence, 	- 
Mr. Claxton, represented the Prime Minister in the unveiling of a 
plaque....Football scores - Ottawa Rough Riders 14, Hamilton Wild-
cats . 11 and Toronto Argos 29, Montreal Alouettes 14 in the Big 
Four; Calgary Stampeders 41, Edmonton Eskimos 5, and Saskatchewan 
Roughriders 24, Winnipeg Blue Bombers 6 in the Western Union. 
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New.York,_Sept.. 	 -- The - 
Secretary- of State fer_keernal_ Iffeira,_Vro_Pearson;bluntly accused 
RUBala today ora_new„_aggressive_imperialiam_which_threatens the world. 

He added„_-_howeVer, there.is_eVicb3nce,thatthe_new imperialism 
will_net _survive.because ef_its ouninternal_weeknesses  and  contra- • 
dictions._ Ha delivered_ameie_his_most direct attacks on Soviet policy 
during_the_general_debate of the  United_Nations.Fourth Aseefflee 

Outlinirg_the_problems ceinternational.centrol_of atomic weapons, 
which_haveltecome_a prime connern_ortheAssembly, Mr. Pearson said 
Russies_proposals_for_such_control_are_nypocriticall.and meaningless" 	- 
if.the_SovietUnion_continuee_to.insist an national_govereignty in - 	: 
atomic questions. 

Er. Pearson saidg "It will_be_small_comfort_if and when some 
atomic bomb_dreps  on us  to know_that While_we_havelost everything 

_ else_wellave saved our sovereignty to_the very end." 
At  that point_ the _Assembly, which sel dom  interrupts a speaker, 

_applauded  for. 3.5  seconds. 
lishinsky!s proposallor Assembly_condemnation of preparations 

for war was obviously meant_for_propaganda_and not for peace, since it 
singled .out the United.  States_and_Britain. as lwaneongersl, Mr. Pearson 
said. 	. 

He said the second Russian  proposa].  _- _apparently for prohibition 
oreomic weapons - is in the field. of propaganda if Russia is not 
willing_to accept the conditions approved.lw the Assembly majority for 
effective control ,  and prohibition. 

Also.apparently in the_  .field. of  propaganda, Mr. Pearson said, is 
the third proposal_calling for a peace pact among the Big Five powers. 

Foreign Secretary Bevin of Britain and Foreign Minister Edward 
Eardelj of Yugoslavia also blasted Russia  as  imperialistic. 

War Industrv Potential Outlined bv Mr. Howeg  Toronto Sept. 26 -- (CP) -- 
The Gevernment has "well in_hand" the establishment of machinery 

that would begin direction of Canada% industrial effort in agy new war, 
but it canit chart the potential demands on industry itself, the Minister 
of Trade and Commerce, Mr. Howe, told the Canadian Industrial Prepared-
ness Association to-night. 

Nor does Canada know eat to stockpile because industrially, she 
has "a great_capacity and a small requirement which_ :lakes it impossible 
for us to be self-contained in our planning." 

Mr. Howe was the second cabinet  minister to address the annual 
meeting of a civilian association designed to advise the Government on 
industrial war potentials and requirements, Earlier ,  _the Minister of 
National Defence Mr. Claxton called the Defence De;ertment one of.  
Canadals.great byers and toldef its purchases e_highlighted by radar, 
aircraft e.and naval vessels. 

Mr. Howe outlined plans for industrial mobilization. Of special 
concern wereplane for rapid expansion to meet foreign supply demands. 

_ No attempt was being made to determine what general orders or eintrols 
should be issued industry in emergency. The aim was to have necessary 
branches of Government capable of immediate function with the best men 
available to handle them. 

(over) 



In production, Canada coule ',%cz base her .lenning on her cran needs 
because they were relatively, ao 	Close collaboration was being 
established.with_the United States  and the  United Kingdomend co-operation 
would_be sought.fromAtour other Allies". 

BelmianFereimn_Miniaterto_Vieit Ottawas  The Department orExternal'Affairs 
announcolcmL.September 26 that Mr. Paul van Zeelandl  Foreign Minister of 
Belgium,._would_arrive inttawa on_the morning of_September 29. 

After.a luncheonet_the Belgian_Embassyhe_will_lay &wreath at the 
National. War Memorial, and:  call _on_ the Governor_ General...end the Speakers 
of the_Senateard.theilà1130 of.Commons. 	receptiOn by the Belgian 	- 
Ambassador at the Embassy_willfollow___his_eall on_the Prime Minister, and 
_Mr. :St. Laurent.will_later'.entertain at dinner  for, the  Foreign Minister 
onLIellalf_Aeihe_Government_of.Canada. :Mr.. van Zeeland will hold a 
press conference.at.the_Belgianl_Embasefthe morning_ofiriday, September 
30. He will_be_acommxumied.on_hievisit:bylgummde_Gruben, Secretary 
General.of the_Balgian Foreign Office. 

Dete4ion an Errori  The Department of External Affair's  annoUnced on September... 
26 that an SepteMhorll_itlearned_that Miss Ruth_Comfort, daughter of 
Charlear...Comfort_of.Toronto,_ had. been_detainolir_the United States 
%migration  authoritieswhen debarking on that day from the S.S."VOLENDAMn 
at Newiork. Miss Comfort was in_transit.to her home.ieToronto. She  was  
a mmmter_of_a_party_of -gnadian_students, who:this.summer attended a 
seminarlin Holland s_organiaed_under the auspices_of  the. International  
Students_Serviee.. Miss_Coofort_was released from.detention•on the morn-
ing_of September 12._ 

OM September 24, 81111m...representations. had,been made by the Canadian 
Ambassador ,  the Ui-7,Lted States Department of State handed to the Counsellor 
of the_Cantldian Embassy_in WoRhington a memorandum, by which the United 
States Immigration_Service acknowledged that Miss_Comfort had.been detained 
as_the result_of_a_mostregrattahla and_unf= .tunate. mistake  and  that there 
1M3 no_informatitul_in.thefilna  of  the. United. States Immigration  Service 
which_would_render_her_inadmissible should .she. apply for entry into the 
United_States.in the future. 

JI.,..m.tea.212,21InParas er26: Resources Minister Gibson.said_ a bill to revise 
_the_Iolian-Act.may.t)eLintroduced at the current session. Prime Minister 
St. Laurent said_three provincial premiers have sent "provisional answers"' 

• for federal,provincial consultation on amending the constitution. 
Major-General.  G.R. Pearkes„ V.C. (PC - Nanaimo) urged steps to block a gap 
in Pacific Coast defences. 	E.D. Fulton (PC - Kamloops) accused Finance 
Minister Abbott of.following a pàth of inconsistency in currency problems. 
_Jean Lesage (L Montmagny-LlIslet) said the government should build a home 
for  Canadian Prime Ministers. _To-day the Commons will discuss . garernMent 

. • legislation.- The,Senate will sit. 

Lift Ban on Fruit Imeorts from U.S.8  Canada 1111 open the door next Saturday 
to unrestricted importation of fresh fruits and vegetables,_Finance - Minlster 
AbbottiSauxmmtced_on_September 26 in_the Commona0 Restrictions first were 
imposed about_two years ago. 

dCamnees_r_maradean Ites In order that businessmen in areas distant 
from Ottawa may derive  full  benefit from the services offered by the 
Department of Trade and Commerce, Mt. L.  Moore  Cosgrave has been placed in 
charge of the regional.office of the Departtent in- Vancouver and Mr. N.F. 
RendaIl has been appointed to a sindlar post in St. John's, the Minister of 
Trade and Commerce, Mr. Howe, annotinced on September 26. 

Across Canada:  An AP despatch from Vancouver reports the worst tie-up in 
British Colueiags fishb4history„ Which left 4,000 fishermen and plant 
workers idle ... Premier Smallwood of_Newfoundland announced that a paved 
highway would be built between St. John's and Port aux Basques. 

Le?' 
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Opposes  Privy Council Bill:  Ottawa, September 27 -- (CP) -- A Vancouver lawyer 
today accused the Government of weakening the structure of the British 
Commonwealth at a time when the need for solidarity is at its greatest. 
_ _ Howard Green, Progressive Conservative member for the new constituency 
of Vancouver - Quadra, took a firm stand in the Commons in opposition to 
a bill to abolish appeals to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council. 

,Speaking during second reading.-- adoption in principle -- of the 
measure, the veteran parliamentarian contended the Government is  "holding  
a gun to the heads of the provincial governments°  by forcing passage of 
the bill before tackling the more important problem of defining provincial-
federal jurisdiction under Canada's constitution. 

Voicing support of the amendment, introduced last week by George Drew, 
Progressive Conservative Leader, which weuld shelve the bill for six 
months, Mr. Green said that by abolishing Privy Council appeals, Canada 
will be adding further to the heavy burdens shouldered by the British 
Empire. 
_ This step, he said,  will  be interpreted in every capital of the world 
as a Ileakening of the Commonwealth. Particularly meuld this view be 
taken in countries behind the Iron Curtain.... 

In Parliament On September 27: (CP) -- L. P. Picard (L--Bellechasse) said 
Canada is the only country which goes outside its borders to settle 
legal disputes. 

T. L. Church (PC--Toronto Broadview) described a bill to eliminate 
appeals to the Privy Council as a "coercion bill." 

Justice Minister Garson said legal officials are considering the 
application of Canadian justice to Newfoundland. 
- Rodney Adamson (PC--York West) introduced a bill designed to engender 
compliance with municipal anti-smoke by-laws. 

TWO senators participated in the throne-speech debate in the Upper 
Chamber. 

CarrAppeal Dismissed:  Toronto, September 26 -- (CP) -- The Ontario Court of 
Appeal today dismissed an appeal by Sam Carr, central figure in the 
1946 Russia espionage trial, against_his conviction and six-year 
sentence on a charge of conspiring to forge a Canadian passport for a 
Russian agent. 

The judgment, delivered by Chief Justice R. S. Robertson, said the 
court did not consider as excessive the sentence given Carr following 
his trial at Ottawa last January. 

Carr had conspired against his adopted country and thus made himself 
an enemy of the country, the Chief Justice said. 

The - Court saw no reason to interfere in the verdict of the Ottawa 
trial jury. 1,Alo had accepted the evidence of Igor Gouzenko, former 
Soviet Embassy cipher clerk in Ottawa, who revealed the existence of 
the Russian spy ring in Canada. 

Carr's six-year term in penitentiary will start from April 12 of 
this year, date on whichhds appeal was first launched. 

The former organizer for the Labour-Progressive Party has been in 
Carleton county jail in Ottawa since January 31 when he wus returned 
to Canada following his arrest in New York City.... 

(over) 
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Arrest In Air Tragedy Cases Quebec, September 27 -- (CP) --Mrs. Arthur 
vitre, friend of the man charged with murder following an airline 
disaster September 9, today was Charged with attempted suicide. 

Twentyrthree persons--19 pasSengers and four crew members-- died 
on that date when a Canadian Pacific airliner crashed in heavily 
wooded country between Quebec and Baie Comeau. One of the passengers 
wma Mrs. Rita Guay, 29. Her jeweler husband, J. Albert Guay, 32, 
haa been accused of murdering her with a time bomb which blew up the 
plane in midair. 

The charge against 42-year-old Mrs. Pitre came suddenly this 
afternoon after she was taken from her home on lower town Msgr. 
Gauvreau street, to provincial police headquarters for questioning. , 

She had been under police surveillance in her apartment since 
last Friday night when she was discharged from hospital after 
tre:itment for an overdose of sleeping tablets. Police said she had 
been in hospital since September 20 and had been unconscious for 72 
hours. 

31,500,000 Apples Gift:  Ottawa, September 27 -- (CP) -- Austerity-clad 
United Kingdom will receive a gift of ;1,500,000 worth of Canadian 
apples this year. 
- The gift forms one-half of a ;3,000,000 Anglo-Canadian apple 
contract, negotiated among the United Kingdom, British Columbia and 
Nova Scotia apple growers. 

First in three years, the contract was facilitated through the 
federal Government's decision to put up ;1,500,000 as a means of 

_ helping the British and as a price-support measure, said a Government 
spokesman.  

C.F.A. Opposes Higher Freigh Rates: Ottawa, September 27 -- (CP) -- The 
Canadian Federation of Agriculture today opposed before the Board 
of Transport Commissioners a proposal by Canadian railways to hoist 
rates on farm implements shipped to the Prairies from Central 
Canada. 

The rate increases sought by the railways would be in addition 
to general freight-rate increases totalling more than 30 per cent ' 
granted by the Board in the last two years. 

Lebanon ICAO Member:  The Government of Lebanon has ratified the Convention 
on International Civil Aviation, and this State will become  thé 55th 
member nation of the International Civil Aviation Organization on 	- 
October 19, 1949. 

Across Canada:  Coffee prices have risen three to four cents per pound as 
one result of devaluation, The Globe and Mail reports from  Toronto.... 
In Vancouver someone broke into a cage at the Stanley Park zoo and 
stole an 11-foot python, the Canadian Press reports...Labour should 
press the Massey Commission for scholarships for talented Canadians 
who cannot afford a college education, the Convention of the Canadian 
Brotherhood of Railway Employes was told yesterday....The federal 
probe into the Moronic disaster opens in Toronto today...The New-
foundland Government recommended yesterday that its 547mile rail 
line from Port aux Basques to St. John's be modernized....A,  monument 
to Sir Wilfrid Laurier is to stand opposite that of Sir John A. 
Macdonald, in Dominion square, in Montreal, a civic committee 
decided yesterda3;..Described by police as ruler of the Montreal 
underworld, Johnny Young was arrested by the RCMP in his midtown 
apartment Monday on a charge of conspiracy to sell narcotics. In , 
his apartment police say they found 50 ounces of heroin with a . 
street selling value of ;140,000. 

/ 
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Canada-U.S.  Air Discussions: Ottawa, September 28 -- (CP) -- Canada has 
decided to give the United States another 30 days in which to show 
good faithe  under the recently-concluded bilateral air agreement, an 

• informed source said today. 
The 30-day extension thus averts for the time being at least a 

possible air-traffic crisis between the two countries, involving 
rights by Canada's neighbour to do air-travel business at the trans-
Atlantic airport at Gander, Newfoundland, and at other airports across 
the country. 

Had the extension not been granted these business concessions 
to the U.S. would have ended Friday, September 30. That would mean 
United States air lines could land and take off from Canadian fields, 
but could not pick up or drop off passengers or express on Canadian 
soil. 

"It would have been a drastic step to cut off traffic rights on 
both sides, n  the source said. 

He disclosed that an exchange of notes on a n high level n  took 
place between Canada and the U.S. The United States Government 
made strong, urgent representationsn  to Canada not to thraw out the 
agreement, but to grant the extension.... 

Supplementary Estimates: Government expenditures for the 1949-50 fiscal 
year were boosted by $70,521,000 on Wednesday with the tabling of 
further supplementary estimates in the House of Commons. 

Finance Minister Abbott tabled the appropriations without com-
ment, but as in past years they are for expenditures unforeseen 
when the main estimates were drafted and passed by the Treasury 
Board last year. 

Practically all departments have a share in the amount, which 
brings estimated expenditures for the year ending next March 31 to 
$2,343,299,281. Expenditures in the 1948-49 fiscal year were 
estimated at $2,193,000,000. 

Even with the further supplementaries, the expenditures are 
still below the estimate made by Finance Minister Abbott in his 
budget speech last March 22. At that time he estimated expenditures 
at $2,390,000,000 and revenues at $2,477,500,000, which would 
leave a surplus of $87,000,000 for the year.... 

In Parliament On September 28: E. D. Fulton (PC--Kamloops) introduced 
a bill designed to regulate publication and sale of comic books. 

Gladstone M. Ferrie (L--Mackenzie) urged the Government to 
appoint a Minister of Federal Roads. 

Several members participated in the Throne-Speech debate. 
In the Upper Chamber Senator Arthur Roebuck (L--Ontario) 

proposed elimination by Canada, Britain and the United States of 
foreign exchange and tariff controls. 

Import controls on certain categories of steel now produced 
in plentiful supply in Canada will be tightened effective October 
1, the Trade Department announced yesterday. 

(over) 
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Survey Of Legal Profession:  Toronto, September 28 --  (op) -- A survey of 
the legal profession to determine its place in Canada's social and 
economic life and to appraise its future, was announced by A. N. 
Carter of Saint John, N.B., President-elect of the Canadian Bar 
Association. 

The project, organized under the leadership of John T. Hackett 
of Montreal, former CBA President, will be conducted by a panel of 
21 men selected from_all walks of life and working independently 
of the bar association. 

Mr. Cartor said the survey panel is a ft completely independent 
organization with no responsibility whatever to the Canadian Bar 
Association or any other body." 

Its work will be financed by funds from the Carnegie Foundation 
of New York, the Nuffield Foundation of England and the CBA. Its 
members will include leaders of the bar, university Presidents, 
business men and labour leaders. Each of Canada's 10 provinces 
will be represented on its membership. 

Charles P. MeTague of Toronto, former Supreme Court Justice 
in Ontario and wartime Chairman of the Wàr Contracts Depreciation 
Board and of the National Wàr Labour Board, will preside over the 
council of survey.... • 

Budget By Mid-October:  Ottawa, September 28 -- (CP) -- George Drew, 
Progressive Conservative Leader, today asked Finance Minister 
Abbott in the Commons when the Budget will be reintroduced. 

Mr. Abbott said he hoped it would be not later than the 
middle of October. 

The Government has said the Budget will be the same as that 
which announced sweeping tax cuts last spring. It was not passed 
before the House prorogued for the election. 

BCATP Memorial Ceremoniest  One of the largest gatherings of top ranking 
government and military officials ever assembled in Canada will 
participate in the commemorative services at RCAF station Trenton, 
Ont., - Friday September 30, when the governments of the United 
Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand present memorial gates to Canada 
in recognition of the work done by her in the wartime British 
Commonwealth Air Training Plan, the RCAF announced yesterday. 

Across Canada: An investigation is being launched through the efforts 
.of a group of unidentified private citizens into the civilian 
imprisonment of Maj. Gen. Kurt Meyer, 38, Canada's only war 
prisoner, the Canadian Press reported from Halifax....Prof. Glen 
Shortliffe has been refused entry to the United States to join 
the teaching staff of Washington University at St. Louis.... 
The  railways will increase commuter fares on all runs, effective 
October 15, in an effort to help revenues, it was announced by 
the Canadian Passenger Association from Montreal yesterday. 
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End Throne Speech Debate:  Ottawa, September 29 -- (CP) -- Without a formal 
vote the Commons tonight approved the Address in Reply to the Speech from _ 	_ 	_ 
the Throne. 

Several members in the opposition section of the Commons shouted 
"on division," indicating informal disapproval,  as the measure was 
carried. 

Passage of the motion to adopt the reply to the Throne Speech ended 
one of the shortest Throne Speech debates in the record of the Commons. 

It began the second day of this session and lasted throughout about 
10 days. 

In Parliament On September 29:  Opposition parties pressed for establishment 
of a special committee on atomic energy. Trade Minister Howe said the 
Government would co-operate. 

Stanley Knowles (CCF--Winnipeg North Centre), urged action to 
reduce the cost of living. 

Lt.-Col. Douglas Harkness (PC--Calgary East) called for a statement 
on equipment being used by the armed forces. 

Beyrstein (SC--Camrose) suggested free radio licenses for 
old-age pensioners. 

Senator Iva Fallis (PC—Ontario) in the Upper Chamber criticized 
the - Government's proposal to abolish appeals from the Privy Council 
"from the viewpoint of a woman." 

Royal as sent  was given a bill providing $123,475,963 interim 
supply. 

Mr. Bevin's Visit:  The Department of External Affairs announced on September 
30 that the Rt. Hon. Ernest Bevin, P.C., M.P., Secretary of State for 
Foreign Affairs of the Unitee Kingdom, would arrive in Ottawa by train 
from New York at 12:20 p.m. D.S.T. on Sunday, October 2, for a stay of 
several days. He will be accompanied by Mrs. Bevin, and by Sir Roger 
Makins, Assistant Under-Secretary of State in the Foreign Office, and _ 	. 
Mr. R.E. Barclay, Private Secretary. (For further details see Press 
Release No. 69.) 

- 
Agricultural Specialists:  In line with the Department's policy of inten-

sifying efforts to sell Canadian farm products abroad, there has 
been a re-allocation of agricultural specialists in the Trade Com-
missioner Service, the Minister of Trade and Commerce, Mr. Howe, 
announced on September 29. 

G.R. Paterson, at present Agricultural Counsellor at the Canadian 
Embassy in Washington, is being transferred to the post of Assistant 
to the Director of the Trade Commissioner Service, Ottawa. He will 
supervise and direct the work of the agricultural specialists in the 
field. 

Dr. W.C. Hopper, presently Commercial Secretary (Agricultural 
Specialist) in New Zealand, will succeed Mr. Paterson in Washington. 

The farm products promotion activities of the Trade Commissioner 
Service have been further augmented by the recent appointment of W.F. 
Hillhouse of Saskatoon, D.B. Laughton, of Nelson, B.C., C.J. Small, 
of Toronto, and W.J. Van Vliet, of Quinton, Sask., as agricultural 
specialists. After a period of training at headquarters in Ottawa, 
they will be posted abroad. 

(over) 



Major Gen. Campbell's Visit: Major-General A.D. Campbell, CBE, DSO, MC, BA, 
Engineer-in-Chief, War Office, London,  En.,  arrived in Canada on 
September 28 by air frai the United Kingdom, 

Gen; Campbell plans to visit various Canadian Army training 
establishments including the Royal Canadian School of Military Engineer-
ing at Chilliwack, B.C. At the conclusion of his tour, he will arrive 
in Ottawa on October 7 and will be a guest that evening at the annual 
dinner of the Military Engineers' Association. He will then proceed 
to the United States. 

B.C.A.T.P. Commemoration:  The largest massed band in the history of the 
Air Force will play at RCAF Station Trenton, Ont., today when the 
dovérnments of the United Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand will 
present Memorial Gates to Çanada in commemoration of the British 
Commonwealth Air Training Flan, 

The 40-piece.RCAF Central Band from Air Force Headquarters in 
Ottawa will combine with the bands of North West Air Command and 
Training Command to present the musical background for the ceremony. 

Two ICAO Flight Standards:  Two additional sets of ICAO international 
flight standards - on airworthiness of aircraft and on facilitation 
of international air transport - have now come into effect, according 
to an announcement made in Montreal on September 30 by Dr. Edward ' 
Warner,  Président of the Council of the International Civil Aviation 
Organization. 	 _ 	 . 

Motor Vehicles Record: Registrations of motor vehicles in Canada in 1948 
reached an all-time record total of 2,031,000, showing an increase of 
195,000 or 10.6 per cent over the 1947 total of 1,836,000. Increases 
were common to all provinces and territories, The year's gain was the 
third in succession, following increases of 13 per cent_in 1947 over 
1946, and 7.8 per cent in 1946 over 1945 -- the low point reached in 
the wartime period. The overall increase in the three years since the 
end of the war was 534,000 or 35 per cent, the Bureau of Statistici 
has announced. 

Red Labour Congress?  Vancouver, September 29 -- (CP) -- Murray Cotterill, 
- hational political action director for the Canadian Congress of 
Labour (CIO), said a Communist labour congress embracing at least 
50,000 Canadian trade unionists is believed a distinct possibility _ 	- 
by next_sprin-à. 

He speculated in an interview that the action will stem from a , 
change in Kremlin-directed activities in North America--a change 
from what he termed planned peace-time labour strife to military 
preparedness.... 

Aeross Canada: A ship's bellboy yesterday told the federal Commission 
inquiring into the Noronic disaster at Toronto that he aroused 
other members of the ship's crew after locating fire in a linen 
closet but did not think of rousing passengers....Premier Campbell 
of Manitoba yesterday called a provincial general election for 
November 10. He also announced that the next Legislature will have 
57 members instead of 55....Premier Duplessis last night issued 
instructions to Quebec Provincial Police to "divulge no information 
on the investigation" of an alleged bomb plot that caused the crash 
of a commercial airliner at Sault au Cochon, September 9, killing 
23 persons. (Based on CP dispatches). 
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U.S. Steel Strike Affects Canada:  Ottawa, -- (CP) -- Tentacles of a prolonged 
United States steel strike may dig into every aspect of Canadian industry, 
Government officials stated on October 2. 

Officials said there was enough steel on hand so that repercussions 
of the strike will not be felt in Canada for another week or 10 days. 

If the strike is prolonged beyond that point the Government may have 
to move into the picture to reinstitute wartime controls on the distribu-
tion of steel to protect such vital industries as construction and public 
utilities development. - 

Reason for the Government's concern in the events which have seen 
528,000 steelworkers walk out of their jobs is the fact that one out of 
every three tons of steel Canada uses comes from U.S. mills. 

In Parliament on September 30:  Trade Minister Bowe announced that Parliament 
will be asked to provide a permanent home for Canada's Prime Ministers. 

Transport Minister Chevrier introduced a bill providing for 
nationalization of external telecommunications systems. 

A. L. Smith (PC—Calgary West) said it was time Canada tossed out 
the law requiring_a person to seek_permission before suing the Crown. 

Labour Minister Mitchell said any attempt to make the federal labour 
code apply to the meat-packing industry would be an nunwarranted 
invasion of provincial rights.n  

Agricultural estimates were considered. 

North Atlantic Pact Defence Committee:  The Minister of National Defence Mr. 
Claxton, will represent Canada at the meeting of the Defence Committee 
of the North Atlantic Pact nations at Washington, D.C., on October 5. 
The Defence Committee consists of the Defence Ministers of the 12 
nations signatory to the Pact. 

Mr. Claxton will be accompanied by Lt.-Gen. Charles Foulkes, CB, 
CBE, DSO, Chairman of the Canadian Chiefs of Staff Committee and 
Chief of the General Staff of the Canadian Army, together with Air Vice 
Marshal C.R. Dunlap, CBE, Commodore R.E.S. Bidwell, CBE, and the 
secretary of the Chiefs of Staff Committee, Brig. J.D.B. Smith, CBE, 
DSO, as well as officers of the Department of External Affairs. 

It is anticipated that meeting concurrently with the Defence 
Committee will be the Military Committee of the North Atlantic Pact 
countries, composed of representatives of each of the Chiefs of Staff 
of the signatory nations. 

More D.P.'s For Mines: Timmins, Ontario, -- (CI') -- Likelihood of further 
entry of D.P.'s from Europe to work in Canadian mines, cannencing next 
spring, was foreseen on Oct. 2 by Dr. H.L. Keenleyside, Deputy Minister 
of Mines and Resources. He was addressing a luncheon meeting of the 
Porcupine Chamber of Commerce in Honour of Mines Minister Gibson. 

Dr. Keenleyside revealed that,to date, 3,930 such persons have 
been brought in for employment in the mines and that 80 per cent have 
stayed on at the end of their contract year. "Reports are almost 
universally good, n  he said,  "and  this will encourage us next year, if 
we are requested to seek further personnel of that type from the D.P. 
camps in Europe in which there are still 500,000 to 600,000 persons." 

(over) 
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National Defence College Opens:  The third course at Canada's National Defence 
College is scheduled to  open on Monda Y, October 3; students selected to 
attend the course are - am follows: 

NAVY - Commander James C. Pratt. 
ARMY - Brig. T.G. Gibson, CBE, DSO; Brig. J.P.E. Bernatchez, CBE, 

DSO; Col. W.A.B. Anderson, OBE; Col. R.L. Purves, DSO. 
RCAF - Gp. Capt. C.L. Trecarten, OBE; Gp. Capt. D.A.R. Bradshaw, 

DFC; 77-Capt. Z.L. Leigh, QBE, ED; GI). Capt. D.M. Edwards, AFC; W/C 
neS.A. Anderson, WO, 

CIVILIAN - mr. G.G. Crean, External Affairs; Mr. R.A.J. Phillips, 
Ëxe;nal Affairs; 11;. Bernard Wilson, Department of Labour; Dr. C.S. Lord, 
Department of Mines and Resources; Er. H.D. Cameron, Department of 
Transport  (Air Services Branch); Mr. Arthur Pidgeon, Canadian Broadcasting 
Corporation; Mr. J.M. Priddle,_Canadian Commercial Corporation; Mr. Rosario 
Cousineau, Research Economist, Gp. 10 Tariff Board; Mr. Harold James 
Williamson, Department or Transport (Radio Division); Superintendent G.B. 
McClellan, Rcial.04 

UNITED KINGDOM - Gp. Capt. R. Faville, CBE, RAF; Mr. Ivor Pink, 
Counsellor at the Office of the United Kingdom Political Representative 
at Toicyo, Japan. 

Lt.-Gen. G.G. Simonds, CB, CBE, DSO, has already taken over as 
commandant of the college, replacing Maj.-Gen. J.F.M. Whiteley, CB, CBE, 
MC, who has returned to United Kingdom. These two high-ranking officers 
figured in an exchange programme between Canada and the United Kingdom 
two years ago. Changes in the directing staff will be announced later. 

Trade And Commeice Appointments:  Ottawa - Appointment of C.R. Gallow, formerly 
Commercial Secretary in Bombay, to the post of Area Officer in charge of 
the Asia Section of the Trade Commissioner Service in Ottawa, and of 
R. Campbell Smith, formerly trade commissioner in St. John's, as Private 
Secretary to the Minister of Trade and Commerce, was announced On 
September 30 by the Foreign Trade Service. 

C.C.F. Planning - Programme:  Ottawa, -- (CP) -- The C.C.F. proposed on October 
2 a nine-point programme to promote international socialist planning as a 
long-range solution to the world's economic problems. 

Establishment of a Canadian foreign investment corporation as a 
Crown company and of non-profit international development corporations 
were urged in the programme, contained in a 700-word statement released 
by C.C.F. headquarters in Ottawa. 

Ontario Liberal Leader Resigns:  London, Ontario, October 2, -- (CP) -- 
Resignation of Farquhar Oliver as Leader of the Ontario Liberal Party 
was accepted "with regret" here this week-end by the management 
committee of the party.  Je will, however, continue as Legislature 
Hbuse Leader of Ontario Liberals. 

No date mas set for a convention to choose a new Leader, but a 
spécial  committee  will  be appointed to survey the field of possible 
candidates. A report will be presented to the convention when it is 
called. 

Canada And The U.N.:  Ottawa, 	Health Minister Martin said on October 2 
that the Government still regards "our membership in the United Nations 
as a cornerstone of our foreign policy." 

In a speech prepared for delivery over the French network of the 
CBC, Mr. Martin, a delegate to the current United Nations meeting in 
New York, said that the Government still looks on the world organization 
as "the  best available hope of lasting international understanding. °  

Across Canada:  Minor earthquakes are still being felt in the Queen Charlotte 
Islands....The French Foreign Minister, Mr. Robert Schuman left Ottawa 
by plane on October 2 after a two day visit. The United Kingdom 
Foreign Secretary, Mr. Ernest Bevin,arrived in Ottawa at noon on Oct. 2 
for a three day visit. 
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Dollar Devaluation To Increase Canadian Exports: Ottawa, -- (CP) -- Dollar 
devaluation may boost  Canadas  exports trade in the world's sterling areas, 
the Government's statistical,review said on October 3. 	_ 

The Canadian Statistical Review took a long look at economic events 
in September and termed sterling and dollar devaluation as "undoubtedly 
the most important influence on world economic conditions during the 
current year." 

For one thing, it said, sterling readjustment by 30 per cent of the 
United States dollar will make it easier for sterling countries to sell 
in that_country -- but more difficult to buy American goods. 

In Parliament, October 3:  Prime Minister St. Laurent indicated Parliament 
will observe the Thanksgiving Holiday next Monday. 

The Commons voted 105 to 38 against a CCF resolution requesting a 
Royal Commission to investigate pension rights of CFR employees involved 
in 1918-1919 strikes. 

Members debated a resolution asking the Government to give Canada a 
social-security programme. 

Pearkes Urges Importance Of Northern Defences: (Montreal Gazette) Ottawa, -- 
Mhj.-Gen. G.R. Pearkes, V.C., leading Opposition military critic, warned 
on_October 3 that if the federal Government ignored the lessons of 
Exercise Eagle and continued to "toy" with the....northern defence 
problem,such cities as linnipeg,_Edmonton or Vancouver might become 
Canada's Pearl HarbOr., 

Geno_Pearkest comment came when he had received written answers 
--() a series of questions which he had placed on the House of Commons 
order paper respecting the controversial $131,000-military exercise in 
Canada's northwest. 

Mosher Urges Federal Control Of Labour: Ottawa,— (CP) -- Federal control 
of all labour-management relations throughout Canada was urged on 
October 3 by A.R. Mosher in his presidential address to the annual 
convention of the Canadian Congress of Labour. 

A± present there is dieided jurisdiction on labour relations 
between the Dominion and the provinces, and Mr. Mosher said "certain 
interests" favour this in the hope that weak legislation in one area 
will retard progress in other sections. 

(Under the Federal Labour Code the Dominion has assumed powers 
only over railways,.communications, shipping and such inter-provincial 
industries. The C.C.I. has been urging it to take over 'jurisdiction 
over steel, coal, meat-packing and other enterprises located in more 
than one area of Canada.) 

"The basic requirement for adequate labour legislation," Mr. 
Mosher said, is  recognition by our law-makers that the subject must 
be dealt with_on a national basis. 

(over) 



New Hospital Building Grants:  The Fort William Sanatorium and the Louise 
Marshall Hospital, Mount Forest, Ont., have been awarded el31,500 from 
the federal grants to assist hospital building, National Health Minister 
Paul Martin said on October 4. ... 

Federal aid toward hospital construction is calculated on the basis 
of $1,000 per bed for general hospitals and 31,500 per bed for hospitals 
treating chronic illnesses, provided the total federal grant is not more 
than one-third of the cost, Mr. Martin stated. Both projects were 
recommended by the Ontario Department of Health which at least equals _ 	_ 
the federal grant. _ 

Newfoundland Public Health Services: Ottawa, -- Improved health services 
for the south coast of Newfoundland are in prospect with the approval 
of a grant of more than 361,000 from federal health funds for the 
employment of two more doctors and the purchase of four boats to be 
used in bringing an improved health service to isolated communities. 

This was announced on October 3 by the federal Health Minister, 
Eon. Paul Martin, who noted_that about 20,000  people, are  scattered along 
the south -coast of the island between Rose Blanche and Belleoram 

Federal funds have been earmarked to pay part of the salaries of 
two doctors to be located at Rose Blanche and Hermitage. They will 
provide medical services for their districts and in addition will be 
responsible for public health programmes of immunization, child care, 
sanitation and the prevention of illness generally. 

Noronic Disaster: Toronto, -- (CP) -- A federal Government inquiry into 
the Noronic disaster was told on October 3 that passengers did not 
take part in weekly fire drills aboard the vessel. 

Captain Howard R. Baxter of Montreal, marine superintendent for 
Canada Steamship Lines,,the ship's owners, produced reports which 
shciwea that fire drills were held each Tuesday at 10115 a.m. without 
exception.  

Capt. Baxter said to his knowledge passengers did not take part 
in fire drills; 

Mr.  Justice  R.L. Kellock, presiding over the inquiry, commented 
that such drills ° obviously lacked any element of surprise." 

John W. Pickup, Commission Counsel, asked Capt. Baxter_if it 
was "good practice`to hold fire drills in this way. 

_"That is up to the master of the ship. All me do is ask that he 
hold a drill once a meek," Capt. Baxter replied. 

Price Restrictions On Imported Fruit Remains: (Montreal Gazette) Ottawa, -- 
Although controls on the import of fresh fruits and vegetables vanished 
last Saturday, price mark-up regulations have been retained unchanged, 
a W.P.T.B. official disclosed on October 3 0  

These regulations restrict the extent to which prices of these 
commodities can be marked up over and above costs, and establish a 
price ceiling which varies from centre to centre and from store to 
store depending upon the cost of the original shipment. 

According to the Prices Board, steps have already been taken 
to remind several importers that the abolition of import controls 
does not mean an end to the mark-up regulations. 

Since the two measures were applied at the same time originally, 
some importers are said to be taking it for granted that they were 
removed simultaneously. 

Across Canada: Mr. Bevin conferred with the Canadian Cabinet--October 3.... 
Mr. Chevrier announced that it would be some time before the Government 
would know the cost of converting the old Edwards home on Sussex Street, 
Ottawa, into a residence for Canadian Prime Ministers....Eighty-four 
soldiers are taking a course at Camp Borden on snowmobiles, in prepara-
tion for life under Arctic conditions....The price of U.S. newspapers 
in Montreal has gone up about 10 per cent, as a result of the Canadian 
dollar devaluation. 
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Mr. Bevin On North American Defence;  Ottawa, October 4 -- (CP) -- Britain's 
Foreign Secretary Bevin argued today that not even North America can dare 
any longer to rely on a long period to build up strength after war has 
struck. He added: "We played that card for the last time in the Second 
World War." 

Mr. Bevin told a press conference; "We can no longer keep light 
forces to contain an enemy and then build up as Britain did for many 
year." Air power made that concept obsolete 0000 

At a Canadian Club luncheon, he said the "old method" of defence was to 
hold or contain the enemy while "you built up your forces," This era 
had passed in the recent war and_ n in my opinion it was only almost 
Providence that saved us from complete defeat."... 

"For any of us to rely on having a natural defence line, even a 
natural defence line here, I may suggest with respect, that would enable 
this hemisphere to sit back with absolute confidence that it will have 
two or three years to build up while we meet the enemy, would be quite 
a mistaken policy." 

"The thing mm!ve got to do now is not to wait until ro are in a 
war to.begin paying the prenium; we've got to ensure against war and 
ensuring against war is the combined strength of the friendly peoples 
who  are determined to work out their own system." 

In Parliament s; October 4 (CP):  Three members urged  the  Government to pros-
ecute publishers and distributors of crime comics and obscene literature. 

Lengthy legal argument developed on the right of Parliament to 
direct the functions of the Supreme Court of Canada. 

Prime Minister St. Laurent said the Chinese situation is the 
subject of discussions. . 

Several members discussed a proposal to pipe oil from Alberta to 
the United States, instead of Canada. 

' Nelson Castonguay was chosen chief electoral officer, succeeding 
his father, Jules Castonguay. 

Senator Wishart Robertson, Government leader in the Upper 
Chamber,defended the Government's record in foreign exchange. 

Mr. Bevin Addresses CCL; .Ottawa, October 4 -- (CP) -- Organized labour is 
just now emerging into its greatest period of opportunity, Foreign 
Secretary Ernest Bevin of Great Britain today told the Canadian 
Congress of Labour's annual convention. 

Mr. Bevin, an old trade unionist,paid the convention a brief call 
during the course of an Ottawa visit, and 800 delegates  gave  him a 
cheering ovation before he hurried off to continue a round of 
engagements in the capital. 

In a short speech to the delegates, he told them that labour 
had not by any means reached the end of the road on its possible 
achievements. 

"There have been many new opportunities arising since the war," 
he said, "and we are only just emerging." 

In England, he said, labour occupied the position where the 
Government could "not do a thing" without seeking its advice. A 
tremendous task was being carried out there and labour had assumed 
its responsibilities with dignity and statesmanship. 
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Noronic Disaster:  Toronto, October 4 -- (CP) -- Emergency muster rules 
aboard the Noronic were not fully known to the crew and none assigned 
to muster stations September 17 when fire swept throughout the cruise 
steamer with the loss of 130 lives, a Federal Commission inquiring 
into the disaster was told today. 

This evidence came from the ships' master, 66-year-old Capt. 
William Taylor of Sarnia, who said that although maritime regulations 
specify crew- members must wear buttons showing their muster numbers, 
none of the Noronic's crew-  wore them. 

First North American Jet Transport: Toronto, -- (CP) -- The first jet- 
, 

	

	powered_transport plane built in North America'zoomed into the clouds 
over suburban Malton Adrport on October 4 on its first public unveiling. 

Canadian-designed and built by A.V. Roe Canada Limited,at nearby 
Malton, it was piloted by James H. Orrell, chief test-pilot of A.V. Roe 
of Manchester, England. 

Yesterday's public showing was run off before an estimated 1 9 000 
persons including ranking Canadian and United States government and 
military aviation officials. 

Mesigned for operation in the medium range, from 200 to 800 miles, 
the plane was based on specifications suggested by officials of Trans-
Canada Air Lines. After some progress had been made in designing the 
craft, - the Canadian Government,through the Department of Trade and 
Commerce, gave financial assistance to the project. 

North Atlantic Defence Talks: Washington, October 4 -- (CP) -- Defence 
Minister Claxton arrived here late today from Ottawa to begin with 
other North Atlantic Defence Ministers the task of welding the North 

- 	Atlantic community into a defence unit against aggression. 
The two days of defence talks begin October 5.... 
Claxton was met by Hume Wrong #  Canadian Ambassador, and Gen. Joseph 

Collin, United States Army Chief-of-Staff. _ 
Accompanying him were Lt.-Gen. Charles Foulkes, Canadian Chief 

of  General Staff and Chairman of the Canadian Chiefs-of-Staff Committee; 
Air Vice-Marshall C.R. Dunlop of the R.C.A.F.; Commodore R.E.A. Bidwell 
of the Royal Canadian Navy; and Brig. J.D.B. Smith, Secretary of the 
Chiefs-of-Staff Committee, 

Northest Mounted Police Monument: The colourful history of early develop- 
ments on the Western Plains will be recalled on October 6, when a 
stone monument, commemorating the spot where the North West Mounted 
Police assembled before leaving for assignments in various parts of. 
the North West Territories, is unveiled, according to an announcement 
by the Department of Mines and Resources on October 4. The monument 
has been erected near Emerson, Manitoba, on the recommendation of the 
Historic Sites and Monuments Board of Canada, and bears the following 
inscription: 

"On July 8, 1874, the newly-formed North West Mounted Police 
consisting of 300 officers and men, having assembled here at the 
Dufferin Barracks, headquarters of the Boundary Commission of 1872, 
left on its assignment to various posts in the North West Territories. 
The record of this distinctly Canadian force in policing the plains 
is a source of pride to the people of Canada." 

The unveiling ceremony will be held under the auspices of the 
Historical and Scientific Society of Manitoba. The Reverend Antoine 
d'Eschambault, Manitoba member of the Historic Sites and Monuments 
Board of Canada, will represent the Board and the federal Department 
of Mines and Resources at the ceremony. 

Across Canada: The first group of German trade representatives to visit 
Canada since the war arrived in Montreal via TCA from London on 
October. 5....On October 4, Barbara Ann Scott was made an honorary 
member'of the Ottawa Lions Club - the first "Lioness" in history 
Marriage is playing havoc with the supply of.primary,school teachers 
in Ontario, according to Dr. J.G. Althouse, Director of Education 
for the Province. 
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New Evidence In CPA Airliner Crash:  Quebec, October 5 -- (CP) -- A young 
chemistry professor demonstrated today before an excited courtroom crowd 
how an alarm clock could  have  been used to detonate dynamite and wreck 
an airliner that crashed near here September 9 killing 23 persons. 

The demonstration was given during the preliminary hearing of J. 
Albert Guay, 32-year-old jeweller accused of the murder of his wife who 
died in the plane wreck at Sault au Cochon. 

The court appearance of....Dr. Lucien Gravel, of Laval University, 
followed testinony that the....jemeller had obtained dynamite and an 
alarm-clock detonating device, had insured his wife for - e10,000 and 
sought the suicide of a woman important in the Crown's case against him. 

The evidence came out of four sittings of the preliminary hearing 
by which Judge Laetare Roy will decide if there are grounds for commit-
ting Guay to jury trial for murder. 

The hearing opened yesterday morning and its unusual length is due 
to the fact that Judge  Roy,  painstaking Sessions Court senior judge, 
wishes as much as possible of the Crown's case to be laid before a 
wrought-up quebec public. 

The last of, some 50 witnesses are expected to be heard tomorrow 
morning. 

In Parliament, October 5: Liberal and Progressive Conservative members 
pleaded for special assistance to prospectors. 

Prime Minister St. Laurent said results of the trade and tariff 
conference at Annecy, France, will be announced Sunday. 

G.K. Fraser (PC--Peterboro West) urged obligatory use of fire-
resistant paint by all passenger vessels. 

Senator R.B. Horner (PC--Saskatchewan) opposed establishment of 
a home for Canada's Prime Ministers. 

Noronic Disaster Investigation:  Toronto, October 5 -- (CP) -- Capt. William 
Taylor emphatically denied before a Federal Commission of Inquiry today 
a_suggestion he was under the influence of liquor when his ship, the 
cruise-steamer Noronic, burned at her berth here September 17 with the 
loss of possibly 130 lives.... 

The allegation was made at an inquiry in Cleveland by C.R. Will-
son, a survivor. Other survivors said. Capt. Taylor, who later deaied 
Willson's charge, had acted in a normal manner. Then Frank Wilkinson, 
of Toronto, counsel for Canada Steamship Lines, ship's owners, said 
instructions had been issued to start suit for $250,000 for libel or 
slander against the . person or persons making the charge.— 

Mr.  Bevin In Montreal (Montreal Gazette):  Foreign Secretary Ernest Bevin 
spoke with passion and optimism,  du  October 5, of the emergency of a 
new and vigorous Britain, healing the wounds of her sacrifice. He 
expressed hope for new levels of Western solidarity. 

"The United Kingdom lost its _assets (in the war) but not its 
spirit, n  he told an overflow luncheon meeting of the Canadian Club 
in the Windsor Hotel. 

A crowd estimated at 1,700 heard Mr. Bevin strike an optimistic 
note in expressing confidence in the growing solidarity of the 
Atlàntic countries in many fields. 

41' 
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Canada -  U.S. Air Agreement:  Ottawa, October 5 -- (CP) -- Transport Minister 
Chevrier today intimated in the Commons that the Government can cancel 
the right of a United States air line to conduct a service from New York 
to Montreal, through termination of the Canada-U.S. bilateral air 
agreement. 

However, the Government has no direct agreement with the Colonial 
Air Lines of New York to conduct such an air service, Mr. Chevrier added 
in reply to W. Ross Thatcher (CCF, Moose Jaw). 

Cost-Of-Living DeclinesSlightly:  Ottawa, October 5 -- (CP) -- The cost of 
living index declined a half point during August--the first break in a 
continuous climb since last March. 

The index dropped to 182.3, compared with 162.8 August 1 and 158.9 
September 1 last year. 

Food prices, which made things tough for the family budget in 
recent months, caused the half-point crack, the Bureau of Statistics 
said today. 

CCL Convention:  Ottawa, October 5 -- (CP) -- A day-long running battle 
between left-wingers and anti-Communists brought a series of resounding 
defeats today for Canmunist sympathizers at the Canadian Congress of 
Labour's annual convention. 

With right-left skirmishes or open warfare breaking out on almost 
every issue, the red-liners absorbed three major thumpings and other 
minor setbacks during a day of almost continuous scrapping. 

After a loud and hard struggle, they failed to block an executive- 
' sponsored foreign policy resolution declaring support of E.R.P., the 

- Atlantic Pact and world inspection and control of disarmament. 
They, failed, too, to jam through a proposal for re-affiliation 

of the Congress with the Russian-dominated World Federation of Trade 
Unions, from which the C.C.L. broke away earlier this year. 

Railways Reach All-Time High In 1947:  Canadian railways reported operating 
revenues of 4875,832,290 in 1948 - an increase of $90,654,370 (or 
11.5 per cent) over 1947, to establish an all-time.high,the Bureau of 
Statistics announced on October 4....Increased freight rates,were 
largely responsible for the peak earnings. However, expenses, sparked 
by increases in wages and material costs, jumped from e690,821,047 in 
1947 to a record figure of 4808,126,455 (up 17 per cent or 4117,305,- 
408). The advance in expenses in 1948 over 1947 exceeded that in 
revenues by $26,651,000. Consequently, the difference between operating 
revenues and expenses shows net revenues on operations of $67,705,835 
against $94,356,873 in 1947. 

Across Canada: The grain-shipping season at Churchill, Manitoba, closed 
with the sailing on October 5 of the British freighter Ocean 
Volunteer...A Welsh name - Gorphwysfa (pronounced Gorfwicefa) 
has been found under the rust and paint_of the main gate of the 
grounds of the  old Edwards home, Sussex Street, Ottawa, selected as 
the permanent residence of Canadian Prime Ministers....The Government 
is considering ways - in which it can help Canadian shipping meet the 
It serious" problems raised by currency devaluations, Transport 
Minister Chevrier said on October 5. 
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CPA. Airliner Crash:  Quebec, October 6 --  (or) -- Trial by jury on a murder 
charge laid after the crash of an airliner that killea 23 was ordered 
today for J. Albert Guay, 32-year-old Quebec jeweller. 

The order was given on the third day of a preliminary hearing 
during which 27 witnes!.es gave evidence believed by police to reveal 
a plot to destroy the plane with a time-bomb. 

-When the hearing resumed today;Crown Prosecutor Noel Dorion said 
sufficient evidence had been presented to warrant a trial. He called 
none of the four witnesses prepared to testify this morning. This 
ended the morning sitting within five minutes of its start and was a 
disappointment for the crowd.... 

There was brief argument before the whiàpering courtroom crowd 
over the date of the trial. The Crown Prosecutor asked that the Guay 
case be tried during the autumn Criminal Assizes term opening next 
Tuesday. 

Mr. Marcotte protested that the Crown, preparing its case, had 
the bênefit of the work of many investigators. He said it would be 
difficult to put together the jeweller's defence_in time for an autumn 
trial. 

Judge Roy said he had no power to put the trial off until next 

Noronic Fire:  Toronto, October 6 -- (Cr) -- Purpose of a government rule 
requiring passenger steamers to have fire-resistant bulkheads when 
exemptions were  granted ships to which it applied was questioned 
today by Mr. Justice R.L. Kellock, head of a commission inquiring 
into the Noronic disaster. 

Canada Steamship Lines, owners of the 36-year-old Noronic which 
burned at her berth here September 17 with heavy loss of life, were 
issued a certificate of exemption from the Canada Shipping Act 
regulation passed in 1939. 

Archibald Young, of Ottawa, member of the Federal Transport 
Board of Steamship Inspectors, testified the C.S.L. cruise-steamer 
was one of the six ships built before 1931 to which the regulation 
applied. All had been granted exemptions, he said. 

Toronto, October 6 -- (Cr) -- Seventh day of the inquiry into 
the burning of the C.S.L. cruise-steamer Noroniq, with the loss of 
poâsibly 130 lives, was highlighted today by the admission of 
Captain William Taylor, of Sarnia, master of the ill-fated vessel, 
that he was confused during the fire and confined his efforts to 
personally fighting the holocaust and rousing passengers . by shouting, 
banging on cabin doors and mnashing windows. 

In Parliament, October 6:  The Commons voted 171 to 10 against a bill to 
bring the meat-packing industry under the Federal Labour Code ,  

Transport Minister Chevrier said the International Joint Com-
mission may be asked to extend a survey on the cause of pollution 
of international waters. . 

Members debated a bill providing penalties for the publication 
and distribution of crime comics. 

Senator A.N. McLean (L--New Brunswick) called  for leadership 
in helping the Commonwealth's trading difficulties. 

_ 
 spring and its date was tentatively set for November 7. Actual trial 

date will be fixed later. 



CCL Convention:  Ottawa, October 6 -- (CP) -- In the most tumultuous session 
of its first four days, the Canadian_Congress of Labour convention _ 
today defeated a controversial attempt to change its voting system and 
handed out two more of the now-routine  beatings to its Communist fringe. , 

With  Communist strength reduced to a loud but minor fraction of the 
delegates, the convention forgot ideologies today and plunged into a 
free-for-all over a voting issue sparked by some big unions looking for 
more Congress voting power. 

After splitting in all directions on the question -- including a 
division in the usually-solid executive itself -- the delegates voted 
495 to 238 against a system of. nblockn  voting that would have given big 
unions a greater say than they now have in C.C.L. affairs. 

Ottawa, October 6 -- (CP") -- A plea for racial harmony was made 
before the Canadian Congress of Labour convention today by Michael 
Rubenstein of MCntreal, national chairman of the Jewish labour Committee. 

Protest Increased Radio Fee: Ottawa, October 6 -- (CP) -- Liberal members of 
-- Parliament have protested against a, proposed increase  'rom e2.50 to 45.00 _ 

a year in the licence fee on radio receiving sets and some.of them feel 
that  the Cabinet will veto any such increase, it was learned today. 

Anglo-Canadian Textile Trade:  London, October 6 --  (Ci') -- Reimposition of a 
Canadian preferential tariff on British textiles last July has had an 
"almost disastrousn  effect on efforts to sell more cotton and rayon 
goods in Canada, a_Board of Trade spokesman said Wednesday. 

Prof. Fairley Excluded From U.S.: Washington, October 6 -- (CP) -- United 
States Government authorities confirmed today that Professor Barker 
Fairley of the University of Toronto has been nexcludedn  from the 
United States on the ground that his entry would be nprejudicial to 
the public interest." 

....The United_States is still at war, technically, and he is 
excluded under wartime regulations," an Immigration spbkesman said. 

•"If the war is declared ended, say hext year, he might be allowed in 
this country." 

Baltic Immigrants Delayed:  Cork, Republic of Ireland, October 6 --  (ci') -- 
The 385 Baltic refugees who arrived here on their way to Canada in a 
boat built to hold 50, Wednesday were given permission to live in an 
unused Irish Army camp. 

The refugees, who Montreal sources said left Sweden after receiving 
threatening letters from the Russians, will live in the camp until 
their vessel, the Victory, is repaired. 

World Series Figures: New York, October 6 -- (UP) -- Facts and figures on 
the 1949 World Series: Standings - 

First game score: New York 1, Brooklyn O. 
Second game score: Brooklyn 1, New York O. 
Today's attendance -- 70,053. 
Total attendance --136,283.. 

Across Canada: Princess Margaret may visit Canada in 1950, according to s  
a report in The London Daily Graphic, October 74...Canada's newest 
and most modern customs house, to be known as Blackpool, was opened 
on October 6 on the new Route9,where it crosses the Canadian-U.S. 
border...J. Cabinet decision on the future of rent controls is believed 
near....A grand jury returned a true bill in the case of ex.quayor 
John E. Lloyd of Halifax, charged with accepting a bribe during 
negotiations for.the sale of snowblowers to the city in 1948.... 
Parliamentary corridors buzz these days with gossip that the Government 
looks with some favour on a proposal that a Canadian be appointed the 
next Governor-General, according to the Canadian Press, 
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Canada Signs Annecy Agreement: Lake Success, N.Y., October 10 -- (CP) -- Eight 
countries, including Canada, today signed an agreement seeking to cut trade 
barriers and tariffs around the morld. 

Léon Mayrand, assistant Under-Sedretary_of State for External Affairs, 
signed the Annecy agreement forCanada in a ceremony here. (J0c 
Press Release No. 70 of October 9, 1949) 

Oppose Holding U.N. Assembly Outside New York: Lake Success, N.Y., October 10-- 
(CP) -- Canada today opposed holding the United Nations Assembly outside 
New York. 

René Jutras, Liberal member of Parliament for Provencher, Man., told 
the Assembly's administrative committee that the maximum economy and 
efficiency should be maintained in U.N. activities. 

Cmdr. Dalison Dies In Accident:  Renfrew, Ont., -- (CP) -- Cmdr. J. S. Dalison, 
DSO, RN, Assistant Naval Adviser to the United Kingdom High Commissioner 
in Canada, was killed, and three other persons were injured in a head-on 
automobile collision near here on October 8. He was 48 years old. Mrs. 
Dalison is in Renfrew Hospital suffering from a compound fracture of her 
right leg. Her eight-year-old daughter, Susan, is being treated for 
possible skull fracture and lacerations to the face and body. 

Edmonton Seen As Strategic Point:  Edmonton, October 10 -- (CP) Marshall of 
the Royal_Air Force Lord Tedder said on October 9, in an interview, that 
Edmonton will  be one of the most strategically important points on the 
continent in the event of a war between the United States and Russia. 

Accompanied by Air Vice-Marshal W.A. Curtis, Chief of Air StAff for 
the R.C.A.F., Lord Tedder is visiting R.C.A.F. stations in Canada. 

He said Edmonton mould be used as a staging route if a war between 
the U.S. and Russia developed. The plan mould be to stop the  enemy in 
Alaska. 

Canada - U.S. Joint Exercise: Ottawa -- Operating jointly in the first post-
war manoeuvre of its kind, units of the Royal Canadian Air Force Reserve 
and the United States Air National Guard will participate in nOperation 
Metropolis", a simulated air-raid and intercept training exeroise, over 
the New York City area on October 22, the Royal Canadian Air Force 
announced on October 11. 

In announcing the training manoeuvre, U.S. Air Force and RCAF 
officials declared that one of the chief purposes of the joint manoeuvre 
will be to demonstrate the ability of the Canadian Air Reservists and 
United States Air National Guardsmen to integrate forces in the event 
of an emergency. 

More Baltic Ilmnigrants:  Cork, Republic of Ireland, -- (Reuters) -- Paul 
Emori, -one of the leaders of the Baltic refugees who came here on their 
way to Nova Scotia from Sweden in the former British landing craft, 
Victory, said, on October 10, other refugee ships will follow. 

(over) 
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The Victory is undergoing repairs here for damage sustained mten 
she left Sweden, bound for Halifax. She carried 385 displaced persons-- 
far more than she mus built,to carry._ Canadian authorities have said 
they will prosecute the captain if he enters a Canadian port with more 
than 150 passengers. 

CPR  Royal Commission Brief: Ottawa, October 10 -- (CP) -- The Canadian 
Pacific Railway contends in a brief to be presented te the Royal 
Commission on Transportation that "so long as the structure of world 
trade remains strong, it is quite probable that Canada will continue 
to grow a little more rapidly than the United States." 

The brief reiterates the principle that the cost_of rail trans-
portation should be borne by the traffic over a railway. It also 
submits that Canadian railmays have gone as far as mould be desirable 
in providing low transportation rates. 

Austrian Diplomat Arrives: Dr. F.O. Reidel, a career diplomat, arrived in 
Montreal on October 8, to establish diplomatic relations between , 
Canada and Austria for the first time in 10 years. , 

....Dr. Reidel said he didn't know yet whether he would establish _ 	 _ 
a consulate-general in Ottawa or_in Montreal. 

Football Results: 	 October 8  

Montreal, 	20; 	Ottawa , 	19 
Toronto , 	11; 	Hamilton, 	10 

October 9- 

Ottawa, 	42; 	Mbntreal, 33 
October 10 . - 

Toronto, 	29; 	Hamilton, 

Across Canada:  A research grant of 20,000 has been received by the 
American Diabetes Association from an anonymous Canadian source.... 
Ven. WW. Davis, Archdeacon of Quebec, has protested against the 
proposed Quebec Government lottery to raise hospital and school 
funds....Three Montreal physicians, Dr. René Dandurand, Azarie Cousineau 
and Emile.Legrand, their pilot and a.guide were  killed in the crash of 
a private plane in the Laurentians on October 9...0The Annual Convention 
of the Young Liberal Association opens in Montreal today....Thanksgiving 
weather was perfect, Ottawa recording an all time high of 81. on  October 9. 

Note: (No bulletin was published on Monday, October 10) 
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Donald Gordon To Head CNR:  Ottawa, October 11 -- (CP) -- A top-flight member 
of the Government's financial brain trust - -- Donald Gordon, Deputy 
Governor of the Bank of Canada -- will become head of the huge Canadian 
National Railways system January 1. 

Reaching for a C.N.R. chief outside railway ranks for the first time 
in 16 years, the Government today named Mr. Gordon to be chairman and 
president of the nationally-owned line in succession to R.C. Vaughan, who 
has passed the retirement age of 65. 

The 47-year-old financial and economic expert, a native of Scotland, 
will become the youngest head of the e2,500,000,000 system, a vast 

' corporate empire sprawling all the way between Canada's two coasts and 
down into the United States, and including steamship,_hotel, telegraph and 
other allied services. 

While the Government gave no reason for stepping outside.railway 
personnel tO find a new operating chief for the C.N.R., there mas im-
mediate speculation that it might be intending to call on Mr. Gordon's 
talents for a Possible reorganization of the Canadian National's financial 
structure before long. 	 _ 

Pandit Nehru To Visit Ottawa:  The Department of External Affairs announced on 
October 11 that Pandit Nehru, Prime Minister of India, will arrive in 
Ottawa on Sunday evening, October 23, for a stay of two days. He will be 
'accompanied by his sister, Her Excellency Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit, Ambassador 
Of India in the United States, and by his daughter Mrs. Indira Gandhi, 
as well as by other officials. 

Pandit Nehru will pay an unofficial visit to Vancouver on November 
2 and 3. (For further details see Press Release No. 71 of October 11,1949) 

In Parliament, October 11:  Transport Minister Chevrier announced Donald 
- "tbrdon has -been chosen president of the CNR, succeeding R.C. Vaughan. 

Donald Fleming (PC--Toronto Eglinton) criticized appointment of a 
man without railway experience as head of the CNR. 

Third and final reading was given a bill abolishing appeals of the 
Pi.ivy Council and making the Supreme Court of Canada the final court of 
appeal. 

T.L. Church (PC--Toronto Broadview) said the Privy Council Bill was 
based on a "separatist doctrine.' 

Agricultural estimates were_discussed. 

Noronic Inquiry:  Toronto, October 11 --  (ci') -- First Officer F. Gerald 
Wood today described as inadequate the klaxon alarm system on the 
cruise-steamship, Noronic, which burned at her berth here September 17 
with a toll of 105 identified dead and 19 missing. 

The Noronic's tall first mate, a certified ship's master since 
1946, told the Federal Commission inquiring into the_disaster he 
doubted that passengers "singing and laughing" in their cabins some 
distance from the horn could hear it. 

(over) 
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Guay Trial January 9: Quebec, October 11 -- (CP) -- Murder trial of un- 
ruffled J. Albert Guay, alleged organizer of the time-bomb destruction 
of an airliner carrying 23 persons, was fixed today for January 9. 

At the same time, preliminary hearing for Mrs. Arthur Pitre, a 
key witness in the Guay case, on a charge of attempted suicide, was 
postponed until next week, with bail refused the 41-year-old woman. 

Conciliation Officers in Rail Dispute:  The Minister of Labour, Mr. Mitchell, 
announced on October 11 that he had appointed Conciliation Officers to 
deal with thedispute between 12 international_railway labour organizations 
and the principal railway systems of Canada, including the Canadian 
National. Railways, the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, the Ontario 
Northland Railway and the Toronto, Hamilton and Buffalo Railway. The 
dispute arose out of demands concerning wage rates and hours of work.... 

The Unions' demands, affecting some 112,000 railway workers in the 
non-operative trades, include the establishment of a 40-hour work week, 
increases in wage rate to provide for the same take-home pay as the 
present working hours, and an additional general wage increase of 71i 
per hour. The 48-hour week now prevails in nearly all branches of the 
railway systems affected by the current denands, with the exception of 
car and locomotive  shops where the 44-hour week is in effect. 

Bonds Increase In Value:  Ottawa -- First War Loan Bonds bearing the call 
letters (C and D) increased in maturity value today by $750,000. The 
appreciation took place automatically, when Finance Minister Douglas 
Abbott drew the letter (B) out of a goldfish_bowl in his office, in 
accordance with the original terris of the $250,000,000 bond issue, the 
Department of Finance announced on October.11. 

'Freighters Idle In Halifax:  Halifax, October 11 -- (CP) -- Ten ships, five 
owned by Acadia Overseas Freighters Ltd. of Halifax, are tied up here 
for lack of cargoes. The 7,192-ton rreighter Seaboard Ranger, owned 
by Triton Steamship Company of Montreal, arrived today and became the 
10th. 

Shipping officials said high operating costs, stiff foreign 
competition and the recent devaluation of the Canadian dollar have 
contributed to the sharp decline in Canadian shipping. 

British Purchase Of Canadian Pork: Washington, October 11 -- (CP) -- The 
Economic Co-operation Administration today granted Britain $12,200,000 
-- 313,420,000 in Canadian funds--for purchase of Canadian pork. 	. 

This was the largest appropriation of Marshall Plan funds in 
three months. 

Across Canada:  The International Joint Commission began consideration, on 
October 11, of pollution and other problems affecting international 
waterways stretching fram the Columbia River on the west to the 
Passamaquoddy on the east....Montreal Gazette, October 12: The Quebec 
Federation of Young Liberals, at an October 11 rally preceding the 
opening of their convention, called for appointment of a Canadian as 
Governor General....Addressing the Empire Club of Toronto on October 11, 
Douglas Jerrold, British publisher and military historian, predicted 
a political community among Western European countries, but added that 
this would not come about within this generation and not before military 
and economic unity had been achieved....Montreal Gazette, October 12: 
It is believed that the avenue will remain open for appeal of a number ,j) ,  
of Canadian civil law cases to the Privy Council, even after passage 
of legislation abolishing such appeals. 

Correction:  The story "Austrian Diplomat Arrives '  carried in Volume 1 No. 22 
of the Daily Airmail Bulletin dated Tuesday,_October 11, mas incorrectly 
reported. The facts are as follows: Dr. F.O. Riedl-Riedenstein, a 
career - consular officer of the Austrian Government, arrived in Montreal 
on October 8 to establish a Consulate General. Dr. Riedl-Riedenstein 
is as yet Uncertain whether the Consulate General will be established 
in Ottawa or in Montreal. 
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Canadian Shipping Crisis: Halifax, October 12 -- (OP) -- Forty-one seamen and 
another Canadian merchantman lose their jobs Saturday, left behind in a 
wild scramble for world-wide cargo hauls. 

That day there will be 500 idle seafarers in this port that has 
become a place for 72,000 tons of Canadian merchant shipping to cool its 
heels. Latest addition to the mothball fleet will be the 7,190-ton 
freighter Westminster County. Her - owners, Acadia Overseas Freighters 
Ltd., already have five vessels.tied up indefinitely. 	_ 

The 12 ships have been immobilized because their owners say they 
cannot compete on ocean hauls with foreign shipping. One spokesman 
explained it this ways 

Freight rates on cargoes are based on operational costs which, in 
the case of Canadian ihipowners, come entirely from the boss' pocket. 
These costs include wages, maintenance and replacements. 

But there are foreign owners--notably British and Panamanian--whb 
employ cheaper labour and benefit, in some cases, from government 
subsidies. Therefore, their freight rates are lower and they usually 
get preference when a cargo goes up for bid. 

Canadian-flag owners complain bitterly about their inability to 
beat the problem. They say that federal assistance of some kind is 
required but they shy from subsidization as affording only temporary 
relief. They also admit that the Government cannot order importers of 
Canadian products to use Canadian ships as transporters. 

In Parliament, October 12:  Finance Minister Abbott announced the budget 
will be reintroduced Thursday October 20 at 8 p.m. (E.D.T.).- 

Opposition members urged sharper scrutiny of public health, 
welfare, social security and housing. 

Hon. Brooke Claxton, acting Health Minister, opposed establishment 
of a committee on such matters. 

Noronic Disaster:  Toronto, October 12 -- (CP) -- From the confused, 
oftentimes vague, testimony of the Noronic's first officer,- today 
emerged the fact no instructions were issued crew- members to rouse 
sleeping passengers when the cruise-ship burned at her berthSeptember 
17. 

This admission was made before the federal commission inquiring 
into the disaster by First Mate F. Gerald Wood. He said that, under 
fire-fighting regulations aboard ship, he immediately became officer-
in-charge after turning in the alarm. 

Meanwhile, the fire's death toll today was set at 119 on the 
basis of Red Cross investigation and new niedical evidence. Total 
of identified dead was placed at 105, and the missing reduced from 
19 to 14. 

Dr.  Shields Ousted:  Toronto, October 12 -- (CF) -- Rev. Thomas Todhunter 
Shields, archfoe of religious modernism, was ousted today as president 
of the Union of Regular Baptist Churches of Ontario and quebec. 

Dr. Shields,who 'held the presidency of the Union for 23 stormy 
years.since he founded it,was defeated at a convention here today by 
Rev. E.G.  Woods of Timmins, Ontario. 

(over) 
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Smallwood Trial Begins: St. John's, Nfld., October 12 (Cr) -- Legal 
argument opened in Supreme Court here today in the_intimidation case 
of Premier Joseph Smallwood. 	 - 

The charge was laid by W.J. Browne, former magistrate and now 
member of the House of Commons for St. John's West. The charge was 
based on a speech made by the Liberal Premier in Ferryland during 
the federal election campaign. 

Baltic Immigration:  Sydney, N.S., October 12 -- (Cr) -- A 39-year-old 
Estonian arrived here by plane from Gander, Nfld., today, the first 
of a group of 385 refugees who set out to reach Canada aboard a 
crowded former landing craft. 

Fourteen of the refugees took off from Shannon, Ireland, 
yesterday. Thirteen--11 adults, a child and an infant--were detained 
at Gander. 

Vlsit Of Pakistan Foreign Minister:  The Department of External Affairs 
announced on October 12 that the Honourable Chaudhri Sir Mohammed 
Zafrullah Khan, Pakistan Minister for Foreign Affaits and Commonwealth 
nelations, would arrive in Canada on October 13 for a brief visit to 
Ottawa and Toronto. On Friday, Sir Mohammed Zafrullah Khan will call 
on the Right Honourable Thibaudeau Rinfret, Deputy Governor General, 
and visit the Department of External Affairs. (For further details 
see Press Release No. 72, October 12, 1949). 	, 

Housing Situation: Ottawa, October 12 -- (CP) -- The first seven months 
of 1949 saw another 46,326 Canadian families in their own homes, - 

_ a 10,000-home improvement over the housing programme of a - year ago. 
This was reported by the Bureau of Statistics today in its 

monthly housing bulletin. It showed, however, that fewer new houses 
were started this year than last. Starts during the seven months 
of 1949 totalled 49,285 compared with 49,452 in the first seven months 
of 1948. 

Cost-Of-living:  Cost-of-living indexes for each of the eight regional 
cities moved downward between August 1 and September 1, lower prices 
for foods, notably fresh vegetables, meats and fruits being mainly 
responsible, the Bureau of Statistics announced on October 11.... 

Composite city index decreases between August 1 and September 1 
were  as follows: Halifax, 1.6 to 155.6; Edmonton, 1.5 to 156;8; 
Winnipeg, 1.3 to 156.6; Saskatoon, 1.0 to 162.8; Vancouver, 0.7 to 
163.5; Montreal, 0.4 to 165.7; Saint John, 0.3 to 159.4; and Toronto, 
0.3 to 158.2. The Dominion index fell 0.5 points to 161.0. 

Canada At The U.N.:  Lake Success, N.Y., October 12 -- (CP) -- Canada's 
Health Minister today complained of fatigue from listening to the 
speeches of Russia's Foreign Minister, Andrei Vishinsky. 

Paul Martin, who has taken part in many international con-
ferences, made his protest in the 59-member special political 
committee of the United Nations General Assembly. 

Across Canada: Trans-Canada Airlines may be operating to Barbados before 
long....Longer berths, for outsize people, may become a new luxury 
feature of CNR sleepers....The CBC employs 1,323 persons, Including 

• 	191 in its International Service, according to a return tabled in 
the House of Commons on October 12....Hopes for world understanding • 
are improving because 5,000,000 Boy Scouts throughout the world 
realize that all Scouts are brothers, says Jackson Dodds of Montreal, 
Canadian and International Scout Commissioner....The number of 
operating oil wells in Alberta has gone over the 1,000 mark for the 
first time in the history of the province....Findlay's Hotel, last 
of seven inns that were stage-coach stops on the Toronto (York) - 
Holland Landing route during the 1830's, has been sold to Montreal 
interests....Canada has a new competitor in the canned salmon export 
field- Rusdia, the Fisheries Department announced on October 12. 
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Trade Balance Drops Sharply:  Ottawa, October 13 -- (CF) -- That Canada is 
striking a new  post-war low in its favourable balance of trade with 
foreign countries, was evident today in figures issued by the Bureau of 
Statistics. 

Despite an upward surge during August, the cumulative balance in 
- Canada's favour during the first eight months this year shrank to 

$83,700,000--1ess than half the ,1197,200,000 balance last year. 
It was even lower than the :1121,600,000 balance during 1947--the 

year the Government erected a wall of import controls in efforts to 
conserve Canada's dollar and Gold reserves. 

Part of that import-control wall still is intact, but it didn't 
keep Canada from buying ;')1,312,600,000 worth of goods from the U.S. 
in the 194S eight-month period. 

In Parliament, October 13:  Transport Minister Chevrier said the government 
is giving consideration to the plight of Canadian ship owners. 

Most members approved government legislation aimed at forestry 
conservation and development.... 

Agriculture Minister Gardiner said the government does not 
intend to ask farmers to produce more hogs for Britain. 

Mr. Gardiner said the government has approved purchase of 
facilities for a big Alberta irrigation project. 

Dr. Chisholm Addresses W.H.O.:  Lake Success, N.Y., October 13 -- (cp) -- 
One of the world's top medical experts said today that development 
of bacteriological weapons has made atomic bombs obsolete. 

Dr. Brock Chisholm, formerly Canada's Deputy Health Minister and 
now director-general of the World Health Organization, told a press 
conference at United Nations headquarters that mpst of the world's 
inhabitants will be wiped out in any future war in which virulent 
bacteria now developed are used as a weapon. 

Noronic Investigation:  Toronto, October 13 -- (CP) -- The officer on duty 
watch testified today before the Federal commission inquiring into 
the Noronic disaster that he did -not consider he was in charge of 
•the ship when the Canada Steamship Lines crUise-steamship burned at 

-. her berth here September 17. 	_ 
-Second Officer W.J. Bowles  of Dorchester,  Ont., said he believed 

the ship's master or first.mate to be in charge, although he saw 
neither during the fire which took a toll of 119 lives. 

After giving a detailed account of his efforts to rouse passengers 
on A deck, the 43-year-old second mate was told that occUpants of 
the cabins  ho  mentioned were either dead or Missing. 

(over) • 



U.S. Interests Oppose Canadian Fish:  Ottawa, Ont., October  13-- (CP) -- 
Fisheries Minister Mayhew tonight told the Commons his Department 
was watching closèly attempts of United States fish interests to 
block Canadian exports of fresh fish to the U.S. 

Thè Minister made the statement after a Newfoundland member-- 
G.F. Higgins (PC -- St. Johnts - East)--had expressed concern at what 
he_said were attempts by Massachusetts fishery interests to cut 
down Canadian exports. 

Military Intelligence Appointment:  Ottawa -- Col. A.F.B. Knight, OBE, 39, 
formerly of Winnipeg, has been appointed Director of Military 
Intelligence at Army Headquarters, Defence Minister Brooke Claxton 
announced on October 13. He takes over his new duties at ,the end of 
the ÏTear, succeeding Col. W.A.B. Anderson, OSE,  now attending the 
National Defence Collegeat Kingston. _ 	 _ _ 

Col..Knight has been Director (Army) at the National Defence - 
College since April 1948. 

Prime Minister To Speak:  On the evening of October 14 the Prime Minister, 
- 	Mr. St. Laurent, will  speak at a Convocation of the Rensselaer 

Polytechnic Institute in Troy, New York. An honorary degree of 
Doctor of Laws will be confered by theInstitute on Mr. St. Laurent 
at this time. 

Hockey: 	 October 13  

National League 
Canadiens 	4 _ Chicago 	0 

;American League - - _ 
Providence 7 . New Haven 5 

. October 14 

No games Scheduled. 

Across Canada: The Hudson Bay Company vessel 'Rupertsland°  arrived in 
Ealirax on October 12, completing a threermonth supply voyage to the 
Arctic....The quebec Provincial Museum has obtained, from a village 
school at Montmagny, a bell made in France in 1666 and believed to 
be the oldest in Canada....Stanley Knowles (CCF-Winnipeg North Centre) 
suggested on October 13 that, if it is found that cigarettes are 
responsible for a large number of forest fires, manufacturers should 
be prohibited from.putting saltpetre or other chemicals in them to 
make them burn faster....The International Joint Commission announced 
on October 13 that consideration was being given to what may become 
the biggest international waterways dam in North America, on the 
border between•British Columbia and Hofltcfla ....A bicycle stôlen 9 
years ago in Waterloo, Ontario, has just been recovered in Guelph.... 
Robert H. Saunders, Chairman of the Ontario Hydra Commission, 
discussed power problems, with special reference to the °Niagara 
diversion' and St. Lawrence power.development, with the Minister 
of Trade i.nd Commerce, mr. Howe, on October 13. 
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Treasurv-  Statement on Budget: The Minister of Finance, Mr. Abbott, 
released on October 15 the regular monthly statement of the Comptroll-
er of the Treasury covering revenues and expenditures for the 
Government of Canada for the month of September and the first six 
months of the current fiscal year. 

Total revenues of the Government for the month of September 
amounted to $174.0 million compared with $199.6 million for the same 
month last year. Total revenues for the first six months of the 
current fiscal year amounted to $1,240.6 million as against $1,314.8 
million in the same period last year. 

The declines in revenues for the month again reflected the 
reductions in excise tax and personal income tax rates announced in 
the last budget. While revenue from these two sources declined 
there was a moderate increase in Corporation Income Tax ,  Excise 
Duties were higher for the month than for September, 1948, while 
Customs revenue remained unchanged. 

Total expenditures for September were $14.5 million higher, at 
$189.4 million, than in September last year. Total expenditures 
for the first six months of the year were $961.4 million compared 
with «1845.4 million in the saine  period last year. 

Expenditures for September exceeded revenues by $15.4 
million. This resulted in a so-called budgetary surplus for the 
six months period of $279.2 million compared with  $4694 million 
in the first six months of last year. 

Senator Wilson Speaks On "D.P.' ": Lake Success, N.Y., October 16 -- (Cr) -- 
Two women delegates from Britain and Canada Saturday vehemently 
tossed back Russian-bloc charges in the United Nations that their 
countries are abusing immigrants and using slave labor. 

Senator Cairine Wilson of Ottawa and Barbara Castle, youthful 
British MP, spoke in the UN Assemblyts 59-member social committee 
during debate on a. Polish resolution aimed at the United States, 
France, Belgium and unnamed South American countries for alleged 
mistreatment of immigrant workers. 

When Ivan P. Demtchenko of the Soviet Ukraine said refugee 
labor in Canada is subject to discrimination, Senator Wilson replied 
that the working conditions of displaced persons in Canada are 
comparable to those enjoyed by Canadian citizens. 

In his hour-long address, Demtchenko touched only briefly on 
conditions of refugee labor in Canada. He cited stories from 
Canadian newspapers to back up claims that Ukrainian refugees in 
Canada were despondent over their working conditions and pay. 

Senator Wilson, noting that Canada rarely quotes papers or 
letters in UN debates, said she would make an exception on this 
occasion and quoted from a letter sent the Canadian Government by 
a refugee miner in Western Canada. 

Dieppe Memorial Tablet: Eastbourne, October 16 -- (Cr) -- A bronze 
tablet was unveiled today on the top of Beachy Head by Maj.-Gen. 
J. H. Roberts, commander of the Dieppe raid of Aug. 19, 1942. 

The tablet commemorates the wartime vigil maintained by the 
Royal Observer Corps and the Home Guard on the south downs over-
looking the English Channel. Beachy Head is a promontory on the 
coast four miles south of here. 

(over) 
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Belgian Chiefs of Staff to Visit:  Ottawa, October 16 -- (CP) -- The 
chiefs of staff of the Belgian Army and  Air Force will visit Ottawa 
on a three-day courtesy visit next week, it was announced today. 
They now are touring the United States. 

The chief of general staff, Lt.-Gen. Etienne Baele, and the 
chief of air staff, Maj.-Gen.  Lucien  Leboutte, will be flown to 
near-by Rockcliffe Airport by the RCAF Monday. 

Canadian Pilots Stratoliner: London, October 16 -- (C2) -- Canadian- 
born Capt. Bill May today piloted the first stratoliner to cross 
the Atlantic from west to east. The non-stop flight from New 
York to London airport took 10 hours 15 minutes. 

May, 40, was born at ednuaska, Ont., and educated at Winnipeg. 

Few Postage Stamps:  The Postmaster General, Mr. Rinfret, les announced 
that on November 15 five new postage stamps, 1-cent to 5-cent 
denontinations, bearing portraits of His Majesty King George VI, -Till 
be issued. The postage stamps were reproduced from portraits by 
Dorothy Wilding Portraits Limited, London, England. The new issue 
will be the saine  size as and will replace the current issue of 
stamps bearing portraits of His Majesty in military uniforms. The 
colours of the new issues will be the saine  as the current stamps 
of the same denoainntions, with the exception of the 2-cent stamp, 
which is being reproduced in a darker shnde of brown. 

Urges St. Lawrence Seaway.: Seigniory Club, Que., October 16 -- (CP) -- 
Early completion of the St. Lawrence Seaway project to meet ex-
panding needs for low-cost power and transportation was urged 
Saturday nieht by Francis B. Wilby, chairman of the Power Authority 
of the State of New York. 

"The benefits we are seeking from regional planning of the 
St. Lawrence development have already been tested out and Successfully 
accompliahed in major projects on the other great rivers of the 
United States and Canada," he said in an address prepared for 
delivery to the annual meeting of the Canadian Society of Landscape 
Architects and Town Planners. 

Across Canad: An earth tremor rattled windows over a large area in 
Eastern Ontario Sunday night but apparently did no damage. The 
shock, which was felt in Ottawa, Cornwall, Avonmore and Alexand-
ria, lnsted for several seconds and occurred at 7.38 p.m., daylight 
time....Ontario business women, as represented at a conference of 
more than 270 representatives of the Business and Professional 
Women's Clubs of Ontario, on Saturday urged the federal Government 
to make women eligible for top positions in the Civil Service.... 
Weekend football results: Ottawa Rough Riders mnintained first 
place in the Big Four and defeated Hamilton Wildcats in Hamilton 
by 12 to 7; Montreal Alouettes moved into a second place tie with 
Toronto Argonauts by defeating Argos 24 to 16 in Toronto Saturday 
and beating Wildcats 29 to 16 in Montreal Sunday. Hamiton Tigers 
took over first place in the ORFU by defeating Sarnia Imperials 
13 to 11. In the west Calgary Stampeders won their 10th straight 
by defeating Edmonton Eskimos 31 to 6 and Saskatchewan Rough Riders 
defeated Winnipeg 47 to O. In the Intercollegiate race, McGill 
surprised Toronto Varsity eith a 22 to 13 victory, while Western 
defeated Queen's 16 to  U.  
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Canada -  Denmark Agreement:  The Department of External Affairs announced on 
October 17 that Canada and Denmark have concluded an agreement modifying 
their visa requirements for temporary visitors. 

Beginning October 15, Canadian citizens who are bona fide non- 
immigrants (visitors, not seeking employment or permanent residence) 
and who are in possession of valid Canadian passports may, without 
previously obtaining a Danish visa, visit Denmark for periods each not 
exceeding three consecutive months. However, visas are still required 
for entry into Greenland and the Faro e Islands. 
• 	Danish citizens, who are bona fide.non-immigrants coming to Canada 
and who are in possession of valid Danish passports, will receive, from 
the Canadian Legation in Copenhagen, visas free of charge, valid for an' 
unlimited number of entries to Canada during a period of twelve months 
from the date of issue of the visas. (For further details see Press 
Release No. 73 of October 17, 1949). 

Canada -Argentine Agreement: The Department of External Affairs announced 
on October 17 that an agreement has been reached between Canada and 
the Argentine for the avoidance of double taxation on shipping profits. 

Under the terms of this Agreement the Argentine Government under- . 
takes not to tax Canadiàn'concerns on the profits they earn by operating 
ships or aircraft_to Argentina. Similarly Canada will exempt from 
income tax the revenue received by Argentine ships and aircraft carrying 
to  and. from Canada. 

The Agreement is retroactive to January 1, 1946, and covers 
profits earned since that date. 

Federal - Provincial Conference:  Ottawa, October 17 -- (CP) -- Broad pro- 
vincial approval was indicated today for a general conference with 
the federal Government in search of methods for amending in Canada 
.those parts of the Constitution which affect both federal authority 
and the Provinces. 

But several of the Provinces—Quebec, Ontario and Alberta-- 
questioned Ottawa's decision to act first and alone in seeking to 
transfer from London to Canada the power to amend those parts of the 
Constitution entirely within federal jurisdiction. 

Their opinions were expressed in letters tabled today in the 
Commons by Prime Minister St. Laurent just before the House considered 
the propose for lone federal action on federal pomers. His letter 
inviting them was sent September 1. 

Nine of the provincial premiers said definitely they would come 
themselves or send representatives to the general conference.... 

Newfoundland Unemployment: St. John's Nfld., October 17 -- (CP) -- 
Newfoundland's war and post-war prosperity period is over, Premier 
Smallwood told the Leeislature today as . he announced a new Programme 
to hàlp alleviate the Provinces ,-;:cwing unemployment situation. 

(over) 
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He said Newfoundland would have a difficult time this minter as 
a result of the layoff of a large number of civilian employees by the 
three American bases, the "spectacular failure" of the fisheries in 
many sections of the Province and the "belt-tightening" by the newsprint 
industry. 

The Premier said Nemfoundland had always had the dole in bad times 
and that apparently previous governments had not done much to get away 
from it. He now proposed work of a useful nature instead.... 

Sterling -  Dollar  Board:  Ottawa, October 17 -- (CP) -- Canadian industrialists 
are entering the ring to help fight the United Kingdom's dollar battles. 

Ansmering an urgent appeal from Britain, the industrialists are 
banding themselves into a sterling-dollar board to advise U.K. exporters 
on how to make greater sales in Canada. 

James S. Duncan, President of the Massey-Harris Company, has  been 
 named Chairman of the Board. He is expected.to  announce names of his - 

associates tomorrow. 
At the same time, Trade Minister Howe is expected to make a state- 

ment on the Board's functionings either in the Commons or at a press 
conference. 

Chief function of the Board, it is understood,  will  be to co7 
ordinate the wmrk in Canada of Sir Graham Cunningham's export dollar 
board in the U.K. 

U.K. bu inr Statenent Forecast: Ottawa, October .17 -- (CP) r- An. important 
bri 	iood ikanistry s atement is expected within two weeks, outlining 

, what Britain  will  purchase from Canada during austerity-bound 1950, 
informed sources said today. 

The statement likely  will  disclose the amount of dollars the i 
- United Kingdom will spend for such commodities as bacon, eggs and 

, cheese.. Prices are expected to be worked out later at Anglo-Canadien 
food conferences to be held both in Ottawa andLondon. _They are . 
expected to be lower than in 1949. 

The U.K. statement may not be made public by the Canadian Gov-
ernment until the federal-provincial agriculture conference meets 
in Ottawa December 14. 

• 	 However, it is understood reductions are in store for purchase 
of bacon and eggs, but that Britain  will  continue to buy large 
quantities of Canadian cheese.... 

Across  Canada:  Ontario's power supply situation  will  become menacing next 
meek when the MacLaren-Quebec Power Company cuts delivery of power to 
Ontario by 3,385,000 killowatt hours a meek due to water shortage in. 
Quebec...The Minister of Finance, Mr. Abbott, yesterday expressed 
hope that Canadians mould set a new high in Savings Bond purchases 
as the Fourth series ment on sale....The Canadian Broadcasting 
Corporation announced yesterday that it is launching a song-writing 
competition with total prizes of %:',2,500 "in an attempt to overcome 
the scarcity of Canadian songs." 
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Constitutional Amendments Debate:  Ottawa, October 18 -- (CP) -- An opposition 
Member of the House of Commons today asked the Gommons not to assume 
power enabling it to change the terms of elected Governments. 

Stanley Knowles (CCF--Winnipeg North Centre), speaking during con-
tinued debate on constitutional amendments said Canadians should be 
aSsured of a session of Parliament at least once a year and of an election 
every five years. 

He put his viemm in an amendment to the constitutional motion under 
debate. The motion is in the form of an address to the United Kingdom 
Parliament and asks that 'Parliament be given the power to amend the 

• Constitution on matters entirely under federal jurisdiction. 
The Government's motion states that any amendments made by Parliament 

would not touch on education, use of the French and English languages or 
matters under provincial jurisdiction. 

Mr. Knowles felt the Government's motion did not go far enough. In 
his amendment he asked that Parliament likewise not take on itself the 
power to dictate when a session or an election should be called. 

Speaker Ross Macdonald, who  lait  night ruled out of order a 
Progressive Conservative amendment calling for a constitutional conference, 
made no comment after reading Mr. Knowles' amendment‘;... 

In Parliament On October 18:  Prime Minister St. Laurent said the federal 
Government will expedite public works in Newfoundland to offset un-
employment. 

. Finance Minister Abbott indicated the Government does not plan 
action against gold mines which held gold in anticipation of dollar 
devaluation. 

The Commons gave second reading--adoption in principle--to 45 
Quebec divorce bills. 

Senator A.K. Hugessen (L--Quebec) said Parliament decided to 
abolish appeals to the Privy Council 75 years ago. 

Premier Duplessis On Constitution:  Quebec, October 18--(CP)-- Premier 
Duplessis today told a County Council convention that he will never • 
yield from his position in the federal-Quebec Governmentes constitu-
tional dispute and added that the dispute is "a matter of.life and 
death." 

"This is not a matter between Duplessis and St. Laurent," he 
told the 200 delegates to the meeting here. "It is a matter of life 

• and death; this is the time to express our opinions." 
The leader of Quebec's National Union Government spoke for an 

hour on the Canadian constitution. 
"It is not a question of separatism, of fanaticism, it is simply 

a question of patriotism, well understood," the Quebec Premier said.. 

Up till now the dispute over the nature of the British North 
America Act had been limited to an exchange of letters between  Premier 

Duplessis and Prime Minister St. Laurent. 

• (over) 



The dispute stemmed from difference of interpretation of the 
B.N.A. Act. The view of Mr. St. Laurent was that the act was a law 
which could be amended, as far as federal matters are concerned, by 
the federal Parliament. 

Premier Duplessis has said the B.N.A. Act is a pact between 
the provinces .and  that it cannot be modified in any way wlthout the 
consent of the provinces.... 

Dollar-Sterling Trade Board: Ottawa, October 18 -- (CP) -- Canada 
yesterday teamed with the United Kingdom in a move designed to 
maintain Canadian prosperity by helping Britain out of her dollar 
dilemma. 

Thirteen experts in business, labour, agriculture and consumer 
needs comprise the Canadian team, known as the Dollar-Sterling 
Trade Board and headed by James S. Duncan, President of the Massey-
Barris Company, Toronto. 

Announcing formation of the Board in a joint statement with 
Trade Minister Eowe, Mr. Duncan said he had "grave fears" for the 
economic future of Canada, if dollars were net made available to 
Canada's customers.... 

■•■■ 

Shipping Industry Hit: Ottawa, October 18 -- (CP) -- Effects of currency 
devaluation on Canada's deep-sea shipping industry are being studied 
by the Government before the launching of any programme to aid the 
ship operators, cabinet quarters said today. 

Government sources, admitting the plight of the merchant marine 
is serious, said such a study is essential to work out plans for 
assisting the hard-pressed industry. 

While devaluation already has hit sharply at Canadian shipping, 
these officials said, its full effects  will  not be knownfor some 
weeks at least. 

"Haida"To Labrador: Ottawa, October 18 -- (CP) -7- The Canadian destroyer 
"Haidarrii—iFToute to Labrador with the U.S. Atlantic Fleet for 
_jeint_exercises near Cape Porcupine, some 150 miles up the east 
coast of Labrador. 

The destroyer will join four U.S. destroyers for training in 
screening convoys, anti-submarine patrols, scouting and giving 
close gunfire support to land assaults during the scheme, naval 
headquarters said today. 

"Noronic" Disaster Probe: Toronto, October 18 -- (CP) -- Passengers and, 
crew alike failed from the outset to accept as serious the Tire 
which swept the cruise-steamship"Noronic l; claiming the lives of 119 
persons in Toronto harbor September 17. 

This was indicated today in the evidence of witnesses heard 
during the 14th day of a federal inquiry into the disaster. 

A ship's stoker said he kept right on shovelling after being 
warnee three times the"Noroniewas afire.... 

Across Canada: A 4,000-mile voyage of exploration and study of island 
and mainland areas in Hudson and James Bays, Foxe Channel and 
Basin, and Roes Welcome Sound has been completed by a scientific 
party headed by T.H. Manning, of the Geographical Bureau, it has 
been announced by the Minister of Mines and Resources, Mr. 
Gibson....Two federal Government conciliators seeking to settle 
amicably a wage and working-hour dispute between Canadian railway 
companies and 17 railway brotherhoods met in Montreal yesterday 
with union and company representatives. 
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In Parliament On October 19: The Government indicated it does not plan to 
investigate the possibility of a price-fixing combine in the oil 
industry., 

Members upheld a decision by Speaker Ross Macdonald by a vote of 
141 to 45. 

Defence Minister Claxton tabled a 109-page report of the Department 
of National Defence for the year ended last Larch 51. 

Prime Minister St.  Laurent said federal grants tô provinces  for 
 education have possibilities of controversy. 	. 

The Senate heard pleas for and against abolition of appeals,to 
the,Judicial Gommittee of the Privy Council. 

National'Defence  Department Report:  Ottawa, October 19 -- (CP) -...;-Canada's 
— 1-37r)] ...cy•of maintaining mnall, compact, mull-equipped and well-trained 

fighting forces in all three services is emphasized in the annual-
report of the National Defence Department, tabled today in the 
Cannons:- 	- 

The aim of - establishing a nucleus for speedy expansion in the 
event of - war is summed up in the following excerpts from organization 
reports on the three services: 

NAVY 	"In case of emergency the role of the Canadian Navy would 
be similar to.that played in the last war—protection of shipPing as 
the indispensable means for carriage of men and material.... 

ARIZ -- "In a country of Canada's large area and comparatively 
Mnall population it is essential to have in active service a high13 
trained and mobile force, capable at the same time of defendinÉ- our 
territory against any possible sudden attack and also of forming a 
compact framework around which reserve forces may quickly-be built 
up in case of emergency. e  

AIR FORCE -- "For immediate defence purposes the function of 
the R.C.A.F. is to build up and maintain an air strength adequate 
to meetany immediate attack and to form  the nucleus for the 
formation of larger forces if necessary. 	' 

The  development of a chain of modern interceptor-fighter squad-
rons is under way. Although it is not practical for Canada to 
support an effective strategic bombing force, it is the aim of the 
(Defence) Department to maintain certain bomber, tactical and 
maritime squadrons to keep abreast of developments in this field.' 

Canada  -  U.K. Trade Talks:  Ottawa, October 19 -r (CP) -- Talks toward 
completion of 1950 commodity contracts between Canada and the 
United Kingdom are expected to open in London next Monday. 

TWO trade and agricultural experts,ILIL Mackenzie Deputî 
Minister of Trade and. Commerce; and J.G. Ta -, L-zart, Depilty Minlster 
afAgriculture, -a111 	ve b; air ....uturdy 	 ,-,..èpresentatives. 

The big problem confronting the two will :,De scarcity of 
dollars, which may force Britain to curtail purchases in Canada 
during 1950. 

(over) 
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They are expected to spend a week in London, discussing that 
problem with_various British ministries, believed in possession 
naw of figures showing tentative amounts of dollars they will be 
able  to spend. 

A source close to the  trio  officials says that in no case will 
Canada agree to the sealing of a bilateral trade pact as a means 
of solving purchasing and selling problems.... 

Mr. Greene's Address:  Ottawa, October 19 -- (CP) 	K.A. Greene, recently 
returned from Australia where he served as Canadian High Commissioner 
for the last three years, today praised the quality of the men who 
represent Canada abroad. 

Addressing a Canadian Club luncheon, Mr. Greene said that when - 
he arrived in Australia he was "surprised by the high qualitY of' 
young men sent abroad by the Cauadian Government." 

- - - - - - _ 
Inter-American Institute:  Ottawa, October 19 -- (Cr) -- Formation,of an 

Inter-American Institute was announced today by the School of 
Political and Social Sciences of the University of Ottar.a.• geat- 

»of the Institute, first of its kind in Canada, will be at thc 

RCAF Rezerve Exercise:  Air Marshal W.A. Curtis, Chief'of the Air Staff, 
_ RCAF, and Air  Vice  Marshal C.P. Slemon, Air Officer Commanding. , 
Training Command, will  be spectators at a joint US National Guard -- 
RCAF Reserve exercise in New York City on October 22, it.was:. . 
announced on October 17 by Air Force Headquarters, Ottawa; Called 

_14-0Peration Letropolis", the_Reserve exercise will include, a-simulated 
. -air,attack upon the city and interceptor tactics by defeneng 
aircraft. RCAF Reserve units from Montreal are to take part. 

U.S. Preients Hospital To Newfoundland:  The United States Senate, on 
October.  17, passed and sent to the White House, a reselution 
authorizing presentation to the people of St. Lawrence, Nfld., of 
a hospital or dispensary, it was reported from Washington. 

The institution would be in appreciation of the action of 
. St. Lawrence people in saving lives of officers and men of the - 
United States ships "Pollux' and "Truxton", wrecked,near there in_ 
1942. 

Across Canada:  Mr. JUstice Charles D. White, who retired last year 
after serving.  for 27 years as a judge of. the Superior Court of the 
district, died yesterday at his residence in Sherbrooke, que.... 
A'school teacher who spent the evening of the Noronic fire ashore -
with Capt. - William Taylor, in commenting on the rumour that the 
Captain was drunk, told the federal inquiry Commission in Toronto 
yesterday that she saw nothing unusual in the behaviour  of the 
ship's master....Production of raw furs in Canada in the 12 months 
ending june 30, 1948, had a value of 432,233,000, showing an 
increase of 45,883,000 over the preceding year, but a decline of 
411,638,000 from 1945-6, the Bureau of Statistics has reported. 
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Budget Speech: Ottawa, October 20 -- (CP) -- Finance Minister Abbott tonight 
re..introduced the 1949-50 budget in the Commons, proposing only three 
minor additional tax reductions. This  will  reduce the tax bills of 
Canadians by another $11,000,000 in a full year. 

Mi... Abbott said that - in addition to the $376,000,000 in tax reduc-
tions provided in the March 22 budget, he was proposing: 

1. Elimination immediately of the eight-per-cent sales tax on all 
fuel oils used for heating or lighting purposes. 

2. 4 reduction of from 50 to 25 cents a gallon in the tax on cider 
and other wines containing less than seven per cent of proof spirits, 
effective immediately. 

3. That a personal income-tax credit of 10 per cent on dividends from 
common shares granted in March, bte extended to include dividends from 
all classes of shares, common and preferred. This is retroactive to 
January 1, 1949. 

No further change for the year was made in personal income tax 
rates. 

The 1948-49 final revenues turned out to be $2,771,000,000, or 
$3,000,000 more than was estimated in March. Expenditures were $2,176,- 
000,000, or $17,000,000 less than was estimated. 

The surplus for the year was $595,000,000, or $20,000,000 greater 
than the earlier estimate. 

For 1949-50, he had forecast revenues, after tax changes, of 
$2,477,500,000. Some important revenue sources had been more buoyant 
than anticipated and as a result he now was "inclined" to raise the 
forecast to $2,550,000,000. 

He had estimated expenditures at $2,390,000,000, but he now 
boosted the figure to $2,460,000,000. 

With provision made for the three new tax  change,  he expected 
that the surplus for this year would be "fairly close" to the $87,- 
000,000 surplus he forecast last March. _Before the new tax reductions 
he mentioned a surplus of around $90,000,000. 

The budgetary surplus would bring to $1,730,000,000 the amount 
the Government has applied against the national net debt in the last 
four fiscal years. 

Mr. Abbott said three additional tax changes proposed would 
reduce the Government's revenue by $5,000,000 during the remainder of 
the current year, and about $11,000,000 during a full year. 

Mr. Howe's Montreal Address:  The following is an excerpt from an address 
delivered by the Minister of Trade and Commerce, Mr. Home, to the 
Canadian Exporters' Association, at Montreal, on October 20; 

"....The economic plight of Western Europe is acute enough, but 
the broader issues of security are even more fundamental. The 
political association of the countries of the North. Atlantic community 
is the most tangible safeguard of the western world. These relation-
ships are rendered unstable by the economic difficulties of postwar 
Europe. The danger has been that the countries of Europe might 
isolate themselves from us by means of exclusive bilateral trade 
deals and payments arrangements, Differences in price levels resulting 
from these techniques have already increased the difficulties of 
selling European goods in North America, Canada has been adversely 
affected by the growth of these protectionist trading arrangements 
in other parts of the world. 

(over) 
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nCountries behind the Iron Curtain would undoubtedly view with 
great_pleasure the disintegration of our western world into separate 
groups. Not only our prosperity, but our security, are at stake in 
avoiding this. We intend to avoid the international economic anarchy 
of the 1930ls. Since the end of the war, Canada has taken a leading 
part in helping the world avoid these evils. Everybody knows that 
devil-,.my neighbour is a game in which all the players get hurt and 
no one wins. The alternative is the adoption of joint international 
economic policies to overcome the problems. By maintaining unanimity 
of purpose and close working relations among the leading countries of 
the western world, our difficulties will be overcome...." 

Atlantic Pact Representative: Appointment of Air Vice Marshal H.L. Campbell, 
CBE, as accredited Canadian repreientative to the standing group of the 
Military Committee of the Atlantic Pact, was announced on October 20 
by the Minister of National - Defence, Ur. Claxton. 

,AIVAI Campbell will bécome head of the Canadian Joint Staffs in 
Washington and will be in - charge of the Canadian Staff at Washington 
having to do with Atlantic Pact matters pertaining to Canada. 

N.D. Director Of Public Relations: William H. Dumsday, 40-year-old Ontario 
News Editor of The Canadian Press at the newsagency's Toronto Head-- 

. quarters, has been appointed Director of Public Relations for the 
Department of National Defence, it mus announced on October 21 by the 
Minister of National Defence, Mr. Claxton. He will assume his new 
duties here November 1. 

"Provincial Labour Standards": The Minister of Labour, Mr. Mitchell, 
announced on October 20 that the 1949 revision of the bulletin, - "Provincial Labour Standardsw  , which had been issued annually by the 
Legislation Branch of the Department since 1944, was now available. 

Canada-U.S. Trade Committee: Canada-United States trade will stand high 
on the agenda or a meeting of a joint committee of Canadian and 
United States businessmen at Montebello, sue., Friday and Saturday. Oct.21 and 22 

The committee, maintained jointly by the National Chambers_of 
Commerce of Canada and the United States, has been meeting twice-
yearly for the last 15 years for off-the record  talks about what 
businessmen can do to help solve problems common to the two countries. - 

"Noronicn  Disaster Probe: The fire which destroyed the "Noronic and killed 
more than 120 persons, probably did not have more than a half-hour 
start before the smoke was discovered, Prof. Joslyn Rogers, medico-
legal authority, told the federal inquiry on Thursday. 

Across Canada: The Canadian Seamen's Union last night ended its east 
coast shipping strike which was called six and one half months 
ago....The Amalgamated Civil Servants of Canada is going to ask 
the Government for salary increases shortly, the National Secretary, 
Fred Jackson announced last night. 

\ 
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Prime Minister Nehru's Visit:  Ottawa October 23 --  (ci') -- India's Prime 
Minister Nehru, one of humanity's significant figures, flaw into Ottawa 
tonight to be greeted by an elaborate formal welcome in the raw chill 
of an October dusk. 

A small, slight man in a western overcoat and western clothes, he 
arrived at 5:44 p.m., EDT, in an R.C.A.F. aircraft and was met by Prime 
Minister St. Laurent, Mr. Mackenzie King, former Prime Minister, most 
of the Cabinet, politiCal leaders, foreign,diplomats and some 200 others. 

Guns fired a 19-round salute, 100 R.C.A.F,1 aircraftsmen came to 
attention, an ArMy band played the Indian and Canadian national anthems 
as Pandit Nehru began a visit that will end Wednesday morning when he 
leaves Canada to resume his tour of the United States. 

There has been little speculation about any potential purpose he 
may have in coming here but Mr. St. Laurent told reporters at Rockcliffe 
Airport the visit "will be helpful in bringing about a realization of 
the importance of relations between East and West." 

Chatting briefly with the press as Pandit Nehru was whisked away 
for dinner with the Governor-General, Mr. St. Laurent added, "We are 
beginning to realize what an important part of_humanity is contained 
in that Asian sub-continent. • .1ffe know that to have peace in the 
world it has to exist in the whole world." 

The Indian Prime Minister, flown here from Toronto after spending 
the night at Niagara Falls, Ontario, will hold a press conference at 
10 a.m. tomorrow and will address Parliament at three. 

His companions.on the plane included Canada's External Affairs 
Minister Pearson and his Deputy Minister, Arnold Heeney. Both took 
time out frôm the United Nations meeting in New York to accompany - - 
Pandit Nehru here.... 

Gen. McNaughton On Atomic Bomb:  Barriefield, Ont., October 23 -- (CP) -- 
Gen. A.G.L. McNaughton said Saturday night the Western Powers have an 
advantage over Russia in technical matters involving manufacture of 
atomic weapons. 

Canada's Permanent Delegate to the United Nations, recognized 
as a leader of Western Powers in U.N. atomic energy talks, added 
there is, therefore, "a little time left" to attempt to persuade 
Russia to accept international control of atomic energy. 

McNaughton outlined U.N. work on atomic energy control in an 
address prepared for delivery before a meeting here of the Royal 
Canadian Electrical and Mechanical Engineers Corps Association. 

He hinted broadly that he will soon relinquish,his duties on 
the Canadian Delegation to the United Nations. Canada vacates her 
seat on the Security Council December 31, but will be represented 
on the Economic and Social Council. 

A report of the Big  Five powers and Canada, who have been 
Seeking a basis of agreement on international atanic control, _ 
probably will be made to the General Assembly early this week 
McNaughton said. 

(aver) 
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He said the Assembly debate on control proposals, which include 
Russia's plan for outlawing atomic weapons, will start soon after the _ 	. 
report.on the 10-secret meetings of the six powers is made public. 

°We may expect that the debate.in  the United Nations will  be 
dynamic and difficult and dangerous. Atomic energy control is the , 
central issue in the controversy betmeen the Soviet countries and the 
rest of the world. e  

Parliiment's Progresi:  Ottawa, October 23 --  (OP) 	Parlianent will  be 
out or the trenches well before Christmas with the agenda for its 
fall session cleaned up, judging from the amount of business remaining - 
on the order paper. 

Several major items in the Government's programme remain to be 
disposed of, but it looks as though the legislation already started 
through Parliament -- believed to include most of the important 
legislation scheduled for the session -- can be handled by early 
December. 

Canadians ° Defend°  New York:  New York, October 23 -- Despite bad weather 
and 80 m.p.h. head minds, RCAF Reserve fliers and ground radar' 
technicians punched out a clear-cut victory yesterday against 
enemy°  air raiders, bent on the total destruction of this city. 

Not one air "bandit" mas allowed to reach the outer perimeter of 
New York. 

That was the decision of top United States and Canadian brass 
last night on Operation MetrOpolis, the first postwar defense 
manoeuvre of its kind to be conducted jointly by RCAF reservists 
and personnel of the Air National Guard of New York and New Jersey.... 

_ 
Farm Costs Double In Decade:  Ottawa, October 23 -- (CP) -- Almost all the 

things farmers have to buy or pay for mere - higher during recent 
months, sending farm-costs index to a new peak. 

The Bureau of Statistics report that the composite price index 
of commodities and services used by the farmer -- including living 
costs . -- rose from  191.1 in April to 192.3 in August. The August 
figure compares with 190.1 for the same month a year ago. 

Based on the index of 100 for the 1935-39 period, over:all 
farm-costs are almost double mhat they were 10 years ago. 

Across Canada:  For the second time in four months voters in eight federal 
constituencies go to the poils  today to elect new representatives in 
the House of Commons. Six government appointments and two deaths 
caused the vacancies shortly after the June 27 general election.... 
Week-end football results: in the Big Four Ottawa Rough Riders made 
sure of first place by defeating Toronto Argos 24 to 13 in Toronto; 
Montreal Alouettes tightened their grasp on second place with a 22 
to 6 win over Hamilton Wildcats in Hamilton. In the O.R.F.U. 
Hamilton  Tigers defeated Windsor Rockets . 5 to 3 while Sarnia Imperials 
swamped Toronto Balmy Beach 34 to 5. In the West Saskatchewan Rough 
Riders defeated the previously undefeated Calgary Stampeders 9 to 6 
to clinch second place while Edmonton Eskimos downed Winnipeg Blue 
Bombers 13 to 6. In the Intercollegiate, Western defeated Toronto 
Versity 11 to 8 and McGill stopped queen's 17 to 1. Mustangs lead 
the race mith McGill second. 

l 
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Mr. Nehru Addresses Parlimments  Ottawa, October 24 -- (CP) -- Pandit Nehru said 
on Monday that there can be no lasting peace while Asia faces "obstructed 
freedom and dire poverty" and he asked Canada to help extend the world's 
horizons of liberty and plenty. _ 

India's Prime Minister spoke to a packed House of Commons chamber 
aepat a press conference, depicted India as a country of 340,000,000 
people where the worst internal strife is over and where western capital 
need fear no discrimination. 

Specifically, he said, India wants 1,000,000 tons of wheat, machinery 
and technical know-how and she promises foreign investment a fair and 
equal opportunity. 

A receptive Ottawa took to its heart this smalli brilliant rebel-
statesman who spent more than eight years in jails in India's fight for 
independence. Hundreds of people crowded the corridors of Parliament to 
see him. A Commons chamber thick with dignitaries applauded him. 
- 	Prime Minister St. Laurent introduced him as a "most distinguished 
leader of that great portion of mankind which constitutes the population 
of India." His 3,000-word address was made part of the permanent records 
of the House.... 

In Parliament On October 24:  Two Western members raised the question of 
difficult hearing. Speaker Ross Macdonald said the matter was receiving 
attention. 

- Irvine Studer (L--Maple Creek) urged the Government to assist 
farmers of drought-stricken Saskatchewan dust bowls. 

Prime Minister St. Laurent tabled correspondence exchanged with 
Premiers Duplessis of Quebec and Douglas of Saskatchewan on amending the 
BNA Act. 

. _Liberal, Progressive Conservative and CCF members debated the 
feasibility of building pipe lines into United States territory. 

Results ln Eight By-Elections:  The federal Liberal Government on Monday 
retained four and lost three House of Commcins seats in eight by- 
elections. The incomplete returns as reported by the Canadian Press 
this mnrning, are as follows: 

Toronto-Greenwood (complete) -- Ectrum, CCF, 6,568; Macdonnell, 
PC, 9,378; Ryan, L0  7,265; Watson, Lab-Proe., 188, 

Restigouche-Madawaska (135 out of 149) -- Dube, Ind-L, 9,386; 
Pichette, L, 6,754. 

Gatineau (80 out of 96) -- Bonnier, Id., 1085; Nadon,  L , 4,706; 
St. Jean, PC, 2,135. 

Enntreal Mercier (186 out of 188) -- Bertrand, Id., 1,197; 
Latraverse, Ind-L, 2,062; Mbnette, L, 8,884. 

Montreal Jacques Cartier (149 out of 151) -- Leduc, Id.., 9,009; 
Marchand, L, 6,740. 

Montreal Laurier (Complete) -- Gelinas, Lab-Prog, 709; 
Lefrancois, L,_10,204.,_ 

Kamouraska (88 out of 89) -- Levesque,L, 5,191; Masse Ind-L, 
6,015e  

New Westminster (196 out of 201) -- Christmas, PC, 2,962; Irvine, 
CCF, 6,655; Mott, L, 6,450; rhilpott, Ind, 6,345; Rush, LPP, 624. 

(over) 



Yesterdayts voting results indicate a House of Commons standing 
as follows: 	_ 

Liberal 0000000000000000000000000000000 190 
Progressive Conservative. ....... • ..... 	41 
C .C.F . OOOOOOOOOOOOOO  O OOOOO 000000000000 	 13 

Social Credit...•..............•...... 	10 
Independent00000000•00•000000000•00000 	5 
Ind.-Liberal OOOOO ................... 

Total.  00 0000000000000000000000000000  261 

Propose Central Transport Control:  Ottawa, October 24 -- (CP) -- Proposals 
for central control of all forms of transport and for financial reor-
ganization of the Canadian National Railways were made by the C.N.R. 
today before the Royal Commission on Transportation. 

The nationally-awned line called for the changes in a 50,000-word 
brief submitted to the Commission in advance of its final series of 
Ottawa hearings in its inquiry into national transportation. The 
hearings open Nov. 1. 

_ Major suggestions in the C.N.R. brief included:— 
1. Central transport control, either by federal-provincial 

agreement, or by enlarging federal powers under the British North 
America Act. 

- 	2. Reduction of the C.N.Us bonded indebtedness by 4760,000,000 
in government loans, on which the National line now is called on to 
pay 421,627,000 a year in fixed interest charges. These would be 
transferred to equity capital, which does not demand a stated yearly 

- yield. 
3. Removal from railway accounts to public accounts of at least 

a portion of the losses from uneconomic rail operations maintained by 
the C.N.R. as matters of national policy. 

_ 	- - 
Higher Phone Rates Asked:  Ottawa, October 24 -- (CP) -- The federal 

Government is not opposing applications of the Bell Telephone_Company 
and British Columbia Telephone Company for increases.in phone rates, 
Transport Minister Chevrier today advised E.D. Fulton (P.C. -- 
Kamloops) in the Commons. 

Both companies have applications before the Board of Transport 
-Commissioners. Bell is seeking an average increase of 20 0 6 per cent 
for subscribers in Ontario and quebec. The B.C. company wants an 
increase of about 12 per cent. . 

Col.  Marres'  Appointment:  The Department of National Defence is changing 
its representative on the United Kingdom Ordnance Board, The Minister 
of National Defence, Mr. Claxton, on October 24, announced the 
appointment of Col. S.E.E. Morres, 42, of Ottawa, as Canadian 
representative, succeeding WiC R.M. Trites, UBE, of the Royal Canadian 
Air Force, who returned to_Canada on Friday,.October 21. 

Col. and Mrs.  Marres and son Michael plan to sail for the United 
Kingdom early in December. Col. Mbrres is the present Director of 
Weapons and Development in the Branch of the General Staff at Army 
Headquarters. 

Across Canada:  Montreal and Toronto have had their first traces of snow.... 
Arthur Grenier, prominent Arnprior sportsman, owner of a section of 
land along the Madawaska River, has picked a cluster of fresh ripe 
raspberries from bushes in his land.... Mr. T.C. Davis, Canadian 
Ambassador to China, arrived in Ottawa yesterday. 
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In Parliament - On October 25: Several members participated in the budget debate 
in the  Gonflions.  

J.M._Dechene (Lib.-4Lthabaska) asked the Government to fulrill a promise 
to extend railways throughout northern Alberta. 

Labour Minister Mitchell indicated opposition to a CCF bill to give 
more power to the National Labour Relations Board. 

External Affairs Minister Pearson said if Communist China meets the 
prerequisites of recognition, Canada would recognize it. 

In the Upper Chamber Senator J.W. de B. Farris (Lib.--British Columbia) 
approved appeals to the Privy Council. However, he would not oppose a 
bill to abolish such appeals. 

U.K. May Cut Food Purchases: Coventry, England, October 25 (CP) -- Food 
Minister John Strachey told a public meeting tonight that when the 
present long-term Canadian wheat contract expires, the Government "may 
further reduce these and other food purchases fram dollar areas. n  

He said the Government wants to  go on buying our wheat from them 
(Canada), but we cannot buy with dollars we haven't got. n  

Under the Anglo-Canadian wheat contract, signed in 1946, Canada 
shipped Britain 140,000,000 bushels of wheat at $2 a bushel during the 
crop year which ended last July 31. 

The bilateral wheat agreement, now in its final crop year, calls for 
Canada to ship another 140,000,000 bushels to Britain at $2 a bushel 
this year. 

At the conclusion of the contract Canada will have sold Britain some 
500,000,000 bushels of wheat during the four-year period. A total of 
160,000,000 bushels was shipped in the 1946-47 crop year, and a similar 
amount in the 1947-48 crop year. In both those years the price was 
01.55 a bushel. 
, Strachey said that during his period in office food imports fram 
dollar countries had been cut from 36 to 12 per cent, of which 9 per 
cent was Canadian wheat.... 

Mr. Howe's Comment:  Ottawa, October 25 (CP) -- Trade Minister Howe said 
tonight in an interview that-he mus not unduly alarmed by the 
statement that Britain is thinking of reducing wheat purchases in 
Canada. 

Mr. Howe said this mas the first indication he had received that 
the United Kingdom Government might cut Canadian wheat purchases. 

However, there had been some indication previously that Britain 
may slice purchases of Canadian bacon and eggs as a means of conserving 
expenditures. 

Mr. Howe shrugged off the statement by Mr. Strachey that the British 
Government wants 'to go on buying our wheat from than(Canada) but me 
cannot buy with dollars we haven't got.' 

nilie have a contract with the British_this year and we expect to 
go on selling our wheat when that contract ends," he said. 

over) 
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Pakistan Statement:  Ottawa, October 25 (CP) -- Pakistan's 'spokesman in Canada 
today, rebuked Prime Minister Nehru of India for alleged mis-statements 
as the feeling between the twounations broke into the placid, formal 
atmosphere of Nehru's visit to the capital. 

A few hours after Pandit Nehru ranged around the world scene during 
a luncheon discussion with Prime Minister St. Laurent and External Affairs 
Minister Pearson, he was the butt of a statement of "surprise and sorromffi 
by Mohammed All ,  Pakistan High Commissioner. 

Mohammed Ali objected to press conference statements by Pandit Nehru 
yesterday that Pakistan was developing a theocratic state where no non-
Moslems hold high office. 

Mohammed Ali said the Pakistan Gevernment made no distinction of any 
kind in ita appointments and listed one Cabinet Minister, a provincial 
Governor, judges, other officials and the heads of the three services 
as non-Moslems who hold high positions. 

He did not retort to Pandit Nehru's remarks accusing Pakistan of 
brutal aggression in Kashmir. He said the matter was before the 
Security Council of the United Nations and Pakistan's stand in the 
matter was too well known to need repetition. 

Asked if there mould be a reply an official spokesman for Pandit 
Nehru's party said he doubted that the Prime Minister would enter 
into controversy in Canada. He leaves early tomorrow for Chicago after 
two full days here. 

The Indian High Commissioner, S.K. Kirpalani, said Mohammed Ali mme 
entirely within his rights in making the statement and said Pandit 
Nehru might or might not wish to comment after seeing it. 

Pandit Nehru tonight attended a reception at the home of Mr. 
Kirpalani. Later he dined with Rt. Hon. W.L. Mackenzie King, former 

- Prime Minister. 

Pulp Induatry's New Records: The pulp and paper industry of Canada surpassed 
in 194e the many records it had established the previous year, recording 
the ninth consecutive year of increase. The gross factory value of the 
products of the industry reached $825,858,000 in 1948, shawing an 
advance of 16.8 per cent over the.preceding year's total of $706,972,000; 
while the net value of products, at $412,700,000, MM2 16.9 per cent 
higher. 

The industry paid out $151,663,000 in the form of salaries and wages 
to 51,924 employees compared with $129,478,000 paid to 49,946 employees 
in the preceding year. Materials and supplies valued at Q349,244,000 
were used as against $295,444,000. The cost of purchased.fuel was 
$41,266,000 against $31,834,000, andpurchased electricity totalled 
22,477,000 against ;23,609,000. 

New C.N.R. Director:  Appointment of William James Parker of Winnipeg, 
Yresident of the Manitoba Pool Elevators and Chairman of the Board of 

. Governors of the University of Manitoba, to the Board of Directors of 
the Canadian National Railway Company for a three year term, is announced 
by the Minister of Transport, Mr. Cfievrier. Mr. Parker replaces E.J. 
Young of Ammer, Sask., effective November 1. 

Across  Canada:  Less than two months after the first appearance of counterfeit 
Bank of Canada $10 notes, R.C.M.P. authorities have been able to report 
the arrest of 13 persons and the sentencing of four on various charges 
connected with the counterfeit issue, the Bank of Canada announced 
yesterday....Premier Duplessis of Quebec yesterday confirmed that he had 
instructed the Provincial Censorship Board to ban the British-produced 
motion picture, "Oliver Twist" in Quebec Province....Administrative and 
operational chief of the. Royal  Canadian Navywill meet at Naval Head-
quarters in Ottawa November 2 to 4 for the annual senior officers' 
conference....Vice-Admiral H.T.W. Grant, C.B.E., D.S.O., R.C.N., Chief 
of the Naval Staff, will pay an informal visit to H.M.C.S."Prevose, 
the Naval Division in London, on October 27, it has been announced, 
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In Parliament On October 26: George Drew, Progressive Conservative Leader, 
advocated shorter sessions of Parliament as members criticized government 

	

, spending. 	 •  

.Finance Minister Abbott said the Government soon -will annCunce 
grants-in-lieu-of-taxation on federal properties in municipalities. 

First reading was given a bill to transfer quebec and Newfoundland 
. divorce actions to the Exchequer Court. 

The Senate debated a Bill to Extend Export and Import Controls. 
_ 	. _ 

Er. Martin -vs. Mr. Vishinsky: Lake Success, N.Y., October 26 (CP) -- Canada's 
Realth Minister and:Russia's Foreign Mlnister once more traded verbal _ 
thrusts today in the_United Nations, this tine about bishops and 
guerrillas. 

Paul Martin, acting head of the Canadian Delegation in the absence 
- of the Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson; asked 

Russia's Andrei Y. Vishinsky if he believed a bishop has any less right 
to expect clemency from a court than a Greek éuerrilla has. _ 	- 	_ 	. 

The question was hurled in the Political Committee of the U.N. 
Assembly which has been bogged down in an involved debate started by 
Vishinsky. 

The Russian Delegate proposed that the 59-member Committee denand 
the suspension of death sentences against eight underground workers 
sentenced October 13 by a Greek military court. 

Martin and Vishinsky had an exchange just two weeks ago, in a 
lighter vein, when the Canadian delegate said he was fatigued by the 
Russian's long speeches and Vishinskysarcastically begged his pardon. 

Today the aroused Vishinsky tossed aside Martin's questions with 
a brief reference to them during an hour-long address supporting his 
resolution. He said Martin should clean up his ideas on the problem. 

After three days of debate, the Committee decided tonight by a 
vote of 32 to 16 with 12 abstentions that it is not competent to deal 
with the Greek guerrilla question in the context of the Russian. 
resolution thus dealing the Soviet another rebuff.... 

Mr. St. Laurent On Social Security:  Real social security strengthensrather 
than weakens free enterprise Prime Minister Louis St. Laurent told the 
Canadian Chamber of Commerce at its annual dinner in Montreal Wednesday 
night the Montreal Gazette reported. 

There existed no conflict between the two, he claimed in a talk 
in which he dealt with a wide range of matters including adjumtmeint 
that tho Government might have to make in regard to certain industries 
adversely affected by encouragement of British imports into Canada. 

He also dealt with the communist state which he said provided 
Much- less of the abundance which on this continent nwe take for 
granted." 

Exports Down In September: Canada's domestic exports in September were 
valued at $U8,400,000, down nine per cent frein the August total of 
$251,700,000 and 19 per cent belay the exceptionally_high value of 
$283,000,000 in September last year, according to trade returns 
released by the Bureau of Statistics. September exports a year ago 
rose to an unusually high level due mainly to the removal of export 
controls on shipments of cattle and meat to the United States and 
to sales of ships. 

(over) 



Although contrasting with this marked upward trend a year ago, 
the drop last month was in keeping with the movement in 1947 and 
1946. Mile some of the declines in exports in September from 
earlier months this year arise from irregular factors affecting 
supply and shipments, others appear directly to reflect reduced 	' 
demands. 

As a result of the decline of 454,600,000 from September a year 
ago, the cumulative total for the nine months ending September this 
year fell slightly below last year's corresponding period •  amounting _ 
to ;2,146,000,000 compared with ;2,158,200,000. 

, Shipments to the United States were down 448,300,000 in 
-September from a year earlier, accounting for most of the month's 
total decline, while total exports to other foreign countries -were 
also 88,300,000 lower. 

-French Ready To EXport:  French export industries are ready to-supply 
. pre-war French markets in Canada and the United States, and are  

to compete with Britain in the sale of cars here despite higher 
customs -duties, J. DeBoissieu, Director of Trade Relations with 
the Americin  continent, in the French Government's Department of 

- 

	

	-Finance and Economy, stated in_Lontreal on Wednesday, the Montreal 
Gazette reports. 
- 	Mr. Boissieu is visiting Canada to study new elvrt possibilities 
for France. While in Montreal, he is the guest of Geràrd  Dubois,  

- Commercial  Attache' ofthe French Embassy at Ottawa. 

-Discussions On China:  Ottawa, October 26 (CP)--- Mr. T.C. Davis, recalled 
fram his - post as Ambassador to China,,is _expected to head for  New  
York in the fiirly near future to help Canada's - contingent mlen the. 
United-.-Nations debates the Chinese situation. _He meuld - also go on 

- 	to Washington for conferences there. 
' 	External Affairs Minister Pearson headed back today to New -York 
and the U.N.'s General Assembly_in which he holds the key-role cif 

- 	'Chairaan of the  First Or Political Committee. He did so mithout _ 
- extended discussion with Mr. Davis on the Chinese Communiste 

-request  for :recognition as the lawfUl Government. 
It is - quite possible that that discussion mill take place in 

New-York. In the meantime Mr. Davis is holding extended discussions 
-with officials whose advice will be placed before Mr. Pearson. 

• 	1Zr. Pearson returned to Ottawa Sunday with Prime Minister.Nehru 
of India. He told the Commons yesterday no policy statement on 
:China is possible until he has had a chance for full consultation 
with  Mr. Davis. 

Tax'Grants For Municipalities:  Ottawa, October 26 (CP) --'Finance Minister 
Abbott said today the Government will announce before the end of the 
current session of Parliament a grant-in-lieu-of-taxation formula for 
federal properties in municipalities across.Canada. 

Mr. Abbott was speaking on a Commons motion to vote the Govern-
ment an additional month of interim supply. 

Across Canada:  M.J. Coldwell, C.C.F. Leader, speaking at a dinner last 
might, asked for federal grants to education....Three Canadians - a 
railro ronductor, a rubber worker und an office clerk-- WIDML prizes 
of Z77,503, ;31,000 and  15,500 respectively in the Cambridgeshire 
"Handicap Irieh sweepstakes yesterday, the Press reported. 
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In  Parliament - On October 27:  The House of Commonm approved by a vote of 123 to 
38 a resolution asking the United Kingdom Parliament for power to amend 
the constitution on federal matters. 

The Commons defeated by 136 to 38 a Progressive Conservative motion 
requiring provincial appraval before Parliament amends the constitution. 

• 	 Members appraved by 147 to 27 a combined government-CCF motion 
. defining the length of Parliament in peace and war. 

Howard Green (PC--Vancouver--quadra) accused the Government of 
trying to soften the Provinces for negotiations on renewal of tax 
agreements. 

Senator Wishart Robertson, government Leader, gave notice in the 
Upper Chamber of a motion to permit simultaneouseudy of estimates in 
the Senate and Commons. 

Britain Cutting Food Purchases: London, October 27  (ci') -- Britain is expected 
to reduce her food purchases from Canada by about 25 per cent in 1950 in 
an effort to bring her trade with Canada nearer a pay-as-you-go basis. 
>tails of the cuts are being worked out in London this week. 

Representing Canada at the talks are J.G. Taggart, Deputy Minister 
, e of Agriculture-, and Me. MacKenzie, leputy Minister of Trade and Commerce. 

They hope to maintain open markets on a substantial scale for such food 
stuffs as bacon, cheese and salmon as well as timber and non-ferrous 
metals. 

Cuts in Britain's buying this year have been limited by previous 
contractual obligations. 

No indication on haw the talks are progressing has been forthcoming 
fram Canadian or British officials, but it is understand that Britain, . 
as a buyer, is being extremely cagey and loath to  commit  herself at 
this point. 

The official British stand is that the United Kingdom cannot bny 
fram.North America if it has no dollars. The Canadians, on their part, 
feel that trade should not be allowed to stagnate. Canada's attitude 
is that Britain should maintain purchases and press her dollar sales to 
pay for than. 

Dr. Mackenzie On Atomic Energy:  Winnipeg, October 27  (Ci') -- Dr. C.J. 
Mackenzie, President of the National Research Council, said tonight 
use of atomic energy for peacetime purposes is making progress in 
the face of "hampering restrictions of secrecy." 

In an address before the annual meeting of.the Manitoba Chamber 
of Mines, he said Canada's experimental work so far has placed her 
in the forefront of the nations in the industrial field. 

"Canada's main interest is in the peacetime application of atomic 
energy." 

Dr. Mackenzie outlined progress of research at the atomic energy 
plant at Chalk River, Ontario, the only plant in the Western Hemisphere 
where heavy water instead of graphite is used to  slow  the atamic chain 
reaction to a point where it can be harnessed.... 

(over) 
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By-products from the plant, he said, are being shipped to research 
institutions and a few industries designated by Trade Minister Howé. 
The radioactive by-products are used in biology and medicine, genetics, 
and petroleum chemistry. 

Concerning the possibility of atamic piles for commercial purposes, 
he said a small power reactor may be operating within four or five years, 
after technical difficulties are reduced. But "there is no indication 
that atomic  power  will become generally competitive with ordinary central 
power plants for many, many years." 

Of the Russian nuclear explosion, he said: "I don't think it brings 
war nearer, and it may very well prove to be a constructive force for 
peace." 

Mr. Hoffman Address C.C.C.:  If the democracies remain strong and united, the 
evil plans of  the men of the Kremlin will fail so utterly that Russia 
will cease to be a slave state, Paul G. Hoffman, head of the U.S. 
Economic Co-operation Administration, told the Canadian Chamber of 
Commerce at a luncheon in Montreal yesterday, the Montreal Gazette 
reported. 
• In a forthright statement that Russia sought world conquest, Mr. 
Hoffman asserted there is bound to be a break in the Soviet tension. 
• "When ft will come, nobody can predict with certainty," he said 
"Perhaps it will be at Stalin's death, because he is the only leader 
who commands the respect of both the colonels and the commissars. But 

• it is bound to come some day." 
- 

C.P.R. To Appeal Rate Increase:  Ottawa, October 27 (CP) -- Dissatisfied 
_ with the size of last month's freight-rate increase, the Canadian 
• Pacific Railway today won the right to carry its case for higher rates 

before the Supreme Court of Canada. 

- 
Criticizes  Lam  Societies: Vancouver, October 27 -- Charges that provincial 

law societies are operating virtual monopolies to keep out lawyers fram. 
other parts of Canada were brought before a forum of leading legal 
educators at the University of B.C. today. 
- 	Dean Vincent MacDonald of Dalhousie University suggested that 
certain law secieties' rules displayed more interest in their revenues 
than in the public good. 

Across Canada: Ontario's facilities for the care of the mentally ill are 
to be expanded over a five year period at a cost of between $30,000,- 
000 and $35,000,000, Premier Frost announced yesterday....A special -
interdeparlifiental committee has been established to assist . secondary 
industries in Newfoundland, Gordon F. Higgins (P.C., St. John's East) 
was told Thursday in a return tabled in the Commons....Canada_Savings 
Bonds sales have reached a total of $59,097,350 in the first week of 
the campaign, more than double the first week of the 1948 campaign.... 
Lieutenant-General Sir Neil Cantlie,  IDE, CD, MC, FRCS, Director-
General of the British Army Medical Services and an Honorary Physician 
to His Majesty the King, will visit Canada early next month. 
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Mr. Pearson On Atonic Controls:  Lake Success, N.Y., October 30 (CP) -- The 
Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, indicated tonight 
that Canada is discussing with other delegations at the United Nations 
the possibilities of working out a new formula for prohibiting use of 
atomic weapons. 

- Mfr.  Pearson said there is no new Canadian plan. He added, however, 
the Canadian Delegation has been ediscussing with other delegations the 
possibility or working out some kind of prohibition which mind be - 
effective until the international control scheme came into operation." 

He spoke in an interview with Michael Hayward of the United Nations 
Radio Division in the programme Memo From Lake Success, carried by the 
CBC and stations in the United States and Australia. 

Pearson said the kind of prohibition he spoke of "had to be 
qualified." 

"You couldn't prohibit the use of the atomic bomb against an ag-
gressor and things like that. 

"But there are all sorts of difficulties in the way of having any 
kind of prohibition- until you get your control scheme into effect. 
Without control you have a prohibition in a set of political circum-
stances where you haven't confidence between all the states who will 
accept the prohibition._ That takes away largely from the value of the 
prohibition." 

The Canadian Delegate's statement recalled to observers here that 
a formula, attributed by informed sources to the Canadian Delegation, 
was reported being discussed informally by various delegations two 
weeks ago. 

That formula would have the Assembly declare a prohibition on the 
use of atomic weapons except against an aggressor as defined by the 
Security Council.... 

Mr. Howe On St. Lawrence Seaway:  Montreal, October 30 (CP) -- Labrador's 
iron ore possibilities 'may well turn the balance in favour of rapid 
development of the St. Lawrence seaway," the Minister of Trade and 
Commerce, Mr. .Howe, told the American Society of Tool Engineers 
eaturday night. 

Giving a picture of Canada's "booming" economy, Mr. Howe said 
there is a close link between plans for the seaway and existence of 
n an important source of high grade ore" on the Quebec-Labrador border. 

"The seaway, when built, will provide low-cost water transportation 
from  th  s nines to the steel industry on the Great Lakes,' he said. 
"The Labrador ore possibilities may-well turn the balance in favour of 
the rapid development of the seaway." 

.Mr. Howe said 1C 11£ capital investnent in Canada 11111 reach a 
record of 0,200,000,000 this year, representing "the highest rate of 
new investment in proportion to income in any country of which me 
have a record." 

Total U.S. investments in Canada were 0,000,000,000, paying a 
bigger cash return to American investors than all other American 
investments abroad put together.... 
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Canada Reassures U.S. On Atomic Bomb:  Ottawa, October 30 (CP) -- The 
Minister or Trade and Commerce, Mr. Howe said tonight_that Canada 
J1A2 reassured the United States that,she will continue shipments 
of raw materials for making the atomic bomb. 

Mr. Howe said the reassurance was given regardless of whether 
any neu agreement is reached to increase exchange of atomic in-
formation between Canada and the U.S. 

"That - is true_as far as we are_concerned," Mr. Howe said. 
Told that The New York Times said that the executive branch 

of the United States Government accepts the principle of a more  
liberal exchange of atomic information with Britain,  Canada and 
perhaps one or two other countries," Mr. Howe replied with a 
hearty "good," 

To Help Complete P.G.E. Railway:  Ottawa, October 30 (CP) -- Parliament 
will  be asked to authorize up to 1,240,000 to help finish the 
northern end of British Columbia's Pacific Great Eastern Railway. 

Transport Minister Chevrier will introduce a resolution in the 
Commons tomorrow, preliminary to a bill voting ;15,000 a mile for a 
maximum of 82.7 miles of the railway, owned by the B.C. Government. 

Authorization for government purchase of the Temiscouata 
Railway Company, also will be sought in the Commons this week. • 

nUnrealistic," Say Canadians:  Ottawa, October 30 (CP) -- Party leaders 
and cabinet sources today described as "unrealistic" a British 
suggestion that Canada transfer from the dollar to the sterling 
area as a means of solving the dollar shortage. 

The suggestion was made by Scidn.-Ldr. Earnest Kinghorn, a 
British Labour Member of Parliament, speaking at a meeting in 
Stalham, Eng. He said he intends to propose in the United Kingdom 
Commons that Canada be asked to make the euitch. 

Guy Jasmin Air Crash Victim:  Guy Jasmin, 41-year-old Montreal news-
paperman who knew English and French-speaking Canada and soûght 
to increase understanding between them, was killed on Friday, 
October 28 in the crash of a trans-Atlantic plane in the Azores. 

as mother, Mrs. Aauila Jasmin, who accompanied him on his 
combined assignment-vacation trip through Europe, was also one 
of the 48 crash victims. 

The two were returning from a visit to Roman Catholic shrines 
in France and Italy. 

Friends in the newspaper craft, who said he was to have been - 
back at his desk Monday as Editor-in-Chief of Le Canada, remembered 
his rise frau cub reporter to Press Gallery correspondent and 
finally to take charge of his paper's editorial policy. 

During 1942-44 he was Chief  of French press services in the - 
Wartime Information Board at Ottawa. 

Across Canada: The sale of the Victoria Daily Times newspaper to Max 
Bell, 37-year-old businessman and associates of Calgary has been 
announced....Week-end football scores: Ottawa Rough Riders 30, 
Toronto Argos 24, in Ottawa; Montreal Alouettes 29, Hamilton 
Wildcats 18, in Montreal; in the Big Four; and Hamilton  Tigers 
29, Winzor 5, in the O.R.F.U. In the Senior Intercollegiate 
circuit, Toronto Tlrsity defeated Western 7-0, at Toronto, and 

 queen's defeated McGill, 15-0, at Kingston. In the western 
Union, Calgary defeated Edmonton 27-0, and Saskatchewan Rough-
riders defeated 	 15-1. 
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In Parliament On October 31:  Prime Minister St. Laurent has suggested the 
federal-provincial Constitutional Conference open January 10, 1950. 

Trade Minister Howe said atomic energy  open S possible future 
-development of Canada's remote areas. 

Members approved_establishment of a 14-man  committee on atomic 
energy. 

Reconstruction Mluister Winters said some provinces have indicated 
approval of government housing proposals. 

Donald Fleming (PC—Toronto Eglinton)urged the Government to 
announce policy on future.rent controls. _ 

The Senate debated a bill to abolish appeals to the judicial 
committee of the Privy Council. 

Says U.S. Must Assume Big Role:  New York, October 31 (CP)-- North .America, 
and particularly  the UnitedStates, must assume the now role of 
furnishing a ready import market for the goods of other nations, 
Donald Gordon, Deputy Governor of the Bank of Canada, declared yesterday. 

Only by this action can the dollar shortage be effectively and 
permanently overcame, Mr. Gordon said in an address prepared for 
delivery before the 36th National Foreign Trade Convention. 

Coupled with the opening of markets, North America also must supply 
development capital for less advanced regions. 

Mr. Gordon said that, while past measures had served to fill the 
dollar gap temporarily, the fact was that North America's export surplus 
to the world must be eliminated or at least greatly reduced by increased 
imports if the dollar-short countries were to be placed on a sound 
basis. 

Canada has no large over-all export surplus, Mr. Gordon said, so 
the problem of "reducing the North American export surplus to manage-
able proportions is largely a problem of the U.S. export surplus." 

The problem presents a great challenge to North America, Mr._ 
Gordon said: 

nIt requires, I believe, nothing less than a radical and far-
reaching change in the whole tenor of North American thinking about 
international economic policy," he added. 

"I believe it requires that North America new replace Europe as 
the dynamic centre and chief support of the world trade structure...." 

World Owes Canada 42,000,000,000:  Ottawa, October . il  (Cr) -- Canada has 
loaned the world almost e,000,000,000, but she may not get all of 
that money back, Watson Seller, Canada's Auditor-General, indicated 
today in his Annual Report on the Govermnent's public spending. 

Ins 35-page detailed analymis on the handling of the people's 
money was pinned to the Government's 1948-49 Public Accounts, a 
hefty, three-inch-thick tome tabled today in the Commons. 

Checking -threull the Government accounts, he foundreertain 
discrepanciea to elich  ho  drew attention. There was a case o: 
embezzlement in the Paris Embassy which cost the Government 

" 

(over) 



- Another irregularity. occurred in the Government's unemployment 
insurance Commission where six employees were diemissed because they 
falsified travelling accounts. The money involved, $1,197, was 
recovered. 

The world's debt to Canada amounted to $1,923,783,302 after an 
increase during the last fiscal year of 477,766,393. 
, 

 
The  United Kingdom - was the biggest borrower with a total el,-

346,994,760  outstanding; France came next with 4245,050,000; The 
Netherlands with 4118,136,572; and then followed Belgium, China, 
Remania,  Norway, Czechoslovakia, Indonesia, Russia and Greece.... 

Facilitate Trade With Italy: Trade between Canada and Italy may be carried 
on in future on either a United States dollar or a Canadian dollar 
basis, the Minister of Finance, Er. Abbott, announced on October 31. 

Heretofore exporters shipping to Italy have been required to 
obtain payment in U.S. dollars. Under arrangements made with the 
Italian authorities, Italy is being designated as a "special arrange-
ment" country as from.November 1. Consequently Canadian dollars will 
also,be acceptable in payment for exports to Italy. 

The arrangements also will enable Canadians  t . 	permits 
through their banks for the expenditure of any reasonable amounts 
of Canadian dollars for travel to Italy. 

Examine Refugees In Cork:  The Minister of Mines and Resources, Mr. Gibson, 
announced on October 31 that, due to the kindness of the Government of 
Ireland, an arrangement has been made whereby the refugees on the 
mmtor vessel "Victory" now at Cork en route frais  Sweden to Halifax 
will be examiped by Canadian immigration officers_at Cork. , 

Those refugees found acceptable will be granted immigration visas; 
and those refused visas will not come forward, Col. Gibson said. The 
Irish Government will extend all possible assistance to the Canadian 
officers conducting the examinations. 

The purpose of the arrangement is to prevent lengthy detention at 
Halifax and the hardship involved in returning inadmissible immigrants 
to Europe, the Minister stated. 

Three hundred and seventy-two people, including 96 children 
ranging in age frem four weeks to sixteen years, left Sweden on 
September 26 aboard the 316-ton "Victory", whose normal capacity is 
between 50 and 60 passengers. The vessel, which arrived in Cork on 
September 1, was prevented from.leaving the Irish port because it 
was considered unseaworthy. 

ICAO Montreal Meeting:  The writing of specifications for a system of 
aerodrome approach and runway lighting designed to lead a pilot 
safely on to a runway during adverse conditions of weather and 
visibility will be one of the objectives of the Fourth Session of 
the International Civil Aviation Organization's Aerodromes, Air 
Routes and Ground Aids Division, which meets liere on November 1. 

Brig. Clark's Appointment: Appointment of Brigadier S.F. Clark, CBE, 
as  Canadian military representative on Atlantic Pact organization 
in the United Kintdam has been announced on October 29 by the 
Minister of National Defence, Mr. Claxton. 

Brig. Clark will head the Canadian Joint Staff in London and 
will represent the Canadian Chiefs of Staff on the Military 
Committee of the Western European group. He will  be appointed in 
the acting rank of major-general. 

Across Canada:  Hugh A. Reynolds won the Ontario provincial by-election 
in Leeds constituency on October 31 deféating a Liberal opponent by 
an emphatic majority as he retained the seat for the Progressive 
Conservative Government. Mr. Reynolds received 10,756 votes to 
8,063 for Ernest Millar, his Liberal opponent in the twoway contest.... 
A series of Geiger counters have been developed by the National 
Research Council since 1943 for use in locating uranium ore, the 
National Research Council announces. 
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In Parliament On November 1 -- (CP):  Defence Minister Claxton tabled a 27,000- 
wmrd report of the Commission which investigated naval incidents. 

A.L. - Smith (PC—Calgary West) said Canadian economy will benefit if 
the U.S. and Canada can strike a balance in the exchange of oil. 

Hazen Argue (CCF--Assiniboia) suggested Canada take over part of 
India's sterling balance in the United Kingdom. 

John Decore (L--Vegreville) objected to insinuations that he was 
elected on the Communist vote. 

Members talked out a bill that would incorporate Prairie Trans-
Mission Lines Limited. 

Senators heard a suggestion that adoption of a resolution seeking 

Report Criticizes Navy:  Ottawa, November 1 (CP) -- An historic report on 
Canada's Navy today pointed to a "notable lack of human understanding" 
among officers and men. 

said the chain of command is weakening at the vital point 
because of "deteriorating" relations between officers and petty officers, 
and between petty officers and men. 

A threeman Commission named to inquire into "mutimous incidents" 
aboar'd three warships went far beyond them to place before the public.. 
a series of 41 recommendations, possibly key-noted by one that "officers, 
before taking command, should be instructed far more frequently_and 
intensivelyin....the qualities of leadership." 

The 27,000-word report, tabled in the Commons by Defence Minister 
Claxton, found "evidence of general inexperience of many officers, 
chiefs and petty officers" aboard the warships involved, and criticized 
the failure to punish the.offenders. 

Its eweeping review struck out at "soft soap opera" recruiting 
methods, at the absence of adequate channels for ments grievances, 
at training generally, at selection of officers and at recreational 
facilities. 

It called for training ships, for a "breathing space" for the 
service to allow for training and strengthening of men and ships, for 
a closer integration of practical and theoretical work in training 
officers, for less divergence in ship routines, for better identification 
of Canadian sailors and their ships. 

The report by Rear Admiral E. R. Mainguy, chief naval officer on 
the Atlantic Coast, Leonard W. Brockington, Ottawa lawyer, and L. C. 
Audette, wartime naval officer, and a member of the Canadian Maritime 
Commission constitutes a landmark in Canada's naval story. It has 
already gone out to all ships and to senior officers, and 5,000 
additional copies are being printed for the men.. 

It bared a broad demand within the ranks for "Canadianization" 
of the force, and underlined unfavourable results that sometimes _ 
arise when Canadian officers, given British naval training at a 
formative stage, come to handle the Canadian sailor, who is not the 
some  kind of man" as the British tar. 

The report said of the incidents themselves that there was no 
justification forthem as "mutinous incidents", but "there mus 
justification for some of the complaints on which part of the 
dissatisfaction was founded." 

amendment of the constitution would bring about abolition of the Upper 
Chamber. 

(over 
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Winnipeg Apologizes To Truman: Winnipeg, November 1 (CP) -- The City of 
Winnipeg is to apologize to President Truman for the action of two - 
city aldermen who wrote to the President last meek protesting the 
alleged persecution of 12 leading American Communists during their 
trial in New York. 

Council last night instructed Mayor Garnet Coulter to write 
Mr. Truman a letter of "sinàere regret" at the action of Labour-
Progressive Party aldermen Jacob Penne'r and M. J. Forkin. 

Council voted 15 to 2 to dissociate itself from the Communists' 
letter and asked Mayor Coulter to emphasize in his letter to -Mr. 
Truman that the two aldermen represent only about three per cent of 
WInnipeg's population. 

Cosmic Ray Research:  Ottawa, November 1 (CP) -- Canada has launched new 
experiments in Ier far northern regions in an attempt to gain more 
information about the mysterious cosmic rays that bombard the earth 
from outer space. 

Deep inside the Arctic Circle, a group of Canadians are operating 
highly sensitive equipment designed to measure the high frequency 
rays that have great penetrating power. 

The equipment has been set up by the National Research Council 
at Resolute Bay on Cornwallis Island, some 580 miles inside the 
Arctic Circle and 200 miles north-east of the North Magnetic Pole. 

The purpose of the experiments is to study changes in intensity 
of the more penetrating rays in correlation with meteorôlOgical changes, 
magnetic disturbances and solar phenomena with which such disturbances 
are associated. 

Atomic Control Discussions: Lake Success, N.Y.,November 1 (CP) -- Canada 
and France tonight were reported shaping a resolution which would - 
meet the situation in the U.N. Assembly caused by disclosure of - 
evidence that Russia has an atomic weapon. 

Informed sources said the two countries have been discussing 
the problem with Britain, the United States and China and will bring 
a resolution before the Special Committee of the U.N. Assembly. 

The debate on atomic controls is slated to come up later this 
week after conclusion of the present discussion of new U.N. member-
ships. 

Lt.-Gen. Foulkes To Visit U.S.: The Department of National Defence 
announced on November 1 that Lt.-General Charles Foulkes, Chief 
of the General Staff, Canadian Army, who is also Chairman of the 
Canadian Joint Chiefs of Staff, has accepted an invitation extended 
by General Collins, Chief_of Staff, U.S. Army, to visit the United 
States as a guest of the U.S. Army and to accompany the U.S. Joint 
Chiefs of Staff to the Infantry School, Fort Benning, Georgia, in 
connection with the Joint Civilian Orientation Conference being 
held on November 4 and 5, 1949. 

Savings Bonds Sales ;151,463,300:  Most wanted merchandise in Canada is 
still Canada Savings Bonds. Employee purchases of Canada Savings 
Bonds hit the ;95 million mark on the third cross country report 
compiled on October 31 in Ottawa. Combined with sales to the 
generai public of ;55,626,650 the grand total at this stage of the 
campaign stands at the unprecedented figure of ;151,463,300. 

Illustrates Potentialities Of Atomic Power: The power of the atom was 
graphically illustrated to the House of Commons on Monday by the 
Minister of Trade and Commerce, Mr. Howe, when he held up for 
display a mnall cylinder of metallic uranium containing an energy 
potentially equivalent to that of 500,000 tons of coal. 

'Across Canada: Departinent store sales in September - excluding New-
foundland - were up eight per cent over the same month last year.... 
Stocks of Canadian wheat in store or in transit in North America 
at midnight on October 20 amounted to 179,863,600 bushels compared 
with 178,377,200 on October 13 and 180,374,800 on the corresponding 

date last year. 
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In Parliament On November  2:  Justice Minister Garson said legislation will be 
introduced to plug loopholes in the Combines Investigation Act. 

Wilfrid Lacroix (Lib.--quebec-Montmorency) urged the Government to 
ease the income tax burden on farmerà. 

Robert Fair (SC--Battle River) said exorbitant freight rates on oil 
products should be remaved. 

The Senate passed a bill abolishing appeals to the Judicial Committee 
of the Privy Council. 

Privy Council Appeals Bill Passed:  Ottawa, November 2 (CP) -- The Senate today 
passed a bill which will make the Supreme Court of Canada supreme in fact 
as well as in naine.  

The Bill, which abolishes appeals to the Judicial Committee of the 
Privy,Council in London and makes the Canadian.Supreme Court the final 
court of appeal, passed "on division," without a recorded vote. None of 

• 

	

	the Senators speaking in the debate opposed it in principle, although 
some Progressive Conservatives urged that it be delayed. 

The Bill moved through second reading—approval in principle--today 
after Senator Salter Hayden (L. Ontario) concluded the debate. He urged 
its passage as a mark of Canada'S nationhood. 

The Senate declined the offer of Senator Wishart Robertson, Govern-
ment Leader, to refer the Bill to committee, and passed the historic 
measure through third reading. It now awaits Royal assent and publication 
in the Canada Gazette to become law. 

To Strengthen Combines Act: Ottawa, November 2 (CP) -- Justice Minister 
Carson, roused by an Opposition member's charge that combines are being 
allowed to operate under the benevolent eye of the Government, told 
the Commons today he plans to plug some of the loop holes in the 
Combines Investigation. Act. 

Mr. Garson steppea into continued debate on the 1949-50 budget 
after n.R. Knight (CCF--Saskatoon City) said that because of the weak-
ness of the,present . antircombines legislation "commercial highwaymen" 
are able to carry on their "nefarious trade uneer the benevolent eye_ 
of this Government." 

The Minister reviewed the Government's unsuccessful case against _ 
an alleged dental combine and indicated that amendments to the 
Combines Investigation Act are being made as a result of the judment 
rendered. 

To "Canadianize" Navy:  Ottawa, November 2 (CP) -- A full effort to 
HCanadianize u  the Royal Canadian Navy was promised the Commons today 
by Defence Minister Claxton, as the Navy's senior officers went into 
annual conference with a sweeping commission report on the service 
before them. 

There were no indications that any heads are going to fall over 
the three-man commission's numerous criticisms, its rap at "pallid" 
imitation of the Royal Navï and its stress on a broad demand "that_ 
the navy be more Canadian.' 

(over) 
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Mr. Claxton said there will be no shuffles, and informed sources 
said any such development probably wouldn't come for some time until 
it is seen whether the "Canadianization" policy is being bucked in 
high places. 

Government To Sell Butter Stocks:  Ottawa, November 2 (CP) -- Ready to try 
out its hand as a butter salesman, the Agriculture DeparLment tonight 
announced it is set to receive orders for undisclosed stocks of 
creamery butter at prevailing market prices. 

Never made public, but believed to total approximately 60,000,000 
pounds, the Government's stocks will be sold in carload lots for 60-à- 

. cents a pound for No. 1 creamery delivered to any city or tawn in 
Ontario and quebec. 

Report Britain To Cut Buying In Canada:  Ottawa, November 2 (CP) -- The United 
Kingdom has told Canada that she lacks dollars to buy Canadian eggs, 
bacon and nensprint next year, informed sources said today. Dollar-
short Britain also has indicated that she will buy less softwoods and 
other .lumber from this country, and will seek lomer prices for cheese. 
The United Kingdom proposals are expected to be discussed tomorrow-by 
the Cabinet, and may be followed by trips overseas by either Trade 
Minister Howe or Agriculture Minister Gardiner. 

The sources estimated that Britain's decision on Canadian eggs, 
bacon and nemmprint may cost Canada about ;60,000,000 in export trade•  
in 1950. Price readjustments requested may bring the total loss in 
trade to ;100,000,000.... 

Help Dentists Detect Cancer:  Detroit, November 2 (CP) -- Dr. G.D.W. 
Cameron, Canada's Deputy Health Minister, said today that some part 
of the Canadian,Government's annual grants for cancer control probably 
will be devoted to professional education to help dentists detect 
cancer. 

"It is estimated that one out of every seven nalignant growths 
are within the range of vision of the dentist while operating," he 
said in an address prepared for delivery to the Detroit District 
Dental Society. 

$1,000,000,000 In Family Allowances:  Ottawa, November 2 (CP) -- One of 
the key men involved in probably the largest distribution business 
in this country tonight said in an interview the organization was 
reaching peak efficiency. 

Deputy lgelfare Minister Davidson said 5,000,000 children have , 
benefited from the ;1,000,000,000 the Government has distributed in 
family allaaances during the last four years. 

And although that mas a big job in administration and dis-
tribution, the loss to the Government in over-payments amounted to 
less than ;429,000. 

Across Canada:  In both Canada and the United States, government rent 
control legislation "is one of the high roads to travelling into the 
American variety of socialism," Congressman Ralph W. Gwinn, of New 
York, 1ms reported in the Globe and Mail as telling the Ontario 
Property Owners' Association in Toronto last night....Ken Reardon 
and Leo Gravelle,Montreal Canadians' hockey players, were charged 
with assault with a deadly wsapon in Chicago last night after a 
stick swinging incident involving a Black  Hawks'  fan...Two hundred 
and sixty-seven displaced persons held in detention at Halifax and 
the object of legal action designed to bar immigration mithout 
visas, were being released on Wednesday and some of them had 
already started to new homes throughout Canada. 
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In Parliament On November 3:  The House of Commons voted 169 to 19 against a 
CCF non-confidence motion in the Government. 

Finance Minister Abbott announced that the Supreme Court of Canada 
will be asked to rule on the validity of rental controls. 

Justice Minister Garson announced the resignation of F.A. McGregor 
as Commissioner of the Combines Act. 

Defence Minister Claxton rejected request for a standing committee 
on national defence. 

George Drew, Progressive Conservative leader, indicated need for an 
inquiry into all phases of national defence. 

Senator Arthur Roebuck (L--Ontario) moved for inclusion of a Bill of 
Rights in the British North America Act. 

Rent Control Law Relaxed, Tested:  Ottawa, November 3 (CP) -- Finance Minister 
Abbott announced tonight in the Commons that the Government has decided 
io ask the Supreme Court of Canada to rule on the validity of rental 

• controls. 	 . 
If the court finds the controls valid, the Government will ask 

Parliament for a further extension of wartime rental controls, scheduled 
to expire March 31, 1950.... 

• Meanwhile, the Government plans to continue a programme of gradual 
decontrol, with the idea of eventually withdrawing all controls. 

In line with this system of decontrol, Mr. Abbott announced four 
new regulatiou amendments, allowing landlords greater leeway over 
accommodation. The amendments become effective December 15 next. 

They are: 
1. Rentals for rooms, parts of houses and similar accommodation in 
which a tenant is required to share toilet facilities or similar 
equipnent, may be increased by 20 per cent. 
2. A rental increase of 20 per cent for unheated self-contained 
dwëllings and of 25 per cent for similar heated accommodation is 
authorized on leases -which can be terminated by a tenant with one 
month's notice. If the tenant refuses the offer, the landlord may 
require him to vacate under provincial laws. The accommodation then 
becomes free of federal rent control. 
3. Leases of not less than two years duration can be made by 
landlords and tenants at any rental on which they agree. 
4. Landlords who owned accommodation prior to November 1, 1949, 
will be able to regain possession after six months' notice if needed 
for their own use.... 

Non-Confidence Motion Beaten:  Ottawa, November 3 (CP) -- The House of 
Commons voted 169 to 19 tonight against a C.C.F. non-confidence 
motion calling for the immediate lowering of tariffs to encourage an 
increase in imports from the United Kingdom and sterling areas. 

The motion was moved during debate on the 1949-50 Budget. It 
was in the form of an amendment to a Progressive Conservative motion 
that called for an immediate Commonwealth conference to discuss trade 
problems. 

The C.C.F. drew support only from Social Credit members. 
The Liberals and  Progressive Conservatives voted together. 

(over) 



Query Mr. Gordon's Speech: Ottawa, November 3 -- Question of whether Donald 
Gordon's address in New York last Monday constituted Canadian Government 
policy.was raised in the Commons today. 

Prime Minister St. Laurent, replying to a question by T.L. Church 
(PC--Toronto Broadvien) said the speech delivered by the Deputy Governor 
of the Bank of Canada "does not purport to be a statement of policy." 

Later, during the_Budget debate, George Drew, Progressive Conservative 
Leader, said the address may not officially be a statement of government 
position but it amounted to the same thing. 

_ 
Civilians For Navy Desk- Jobs: Ottawa, November 3 (CP) -- An accelerated systan 

of shifting high naval brass from desk-bound jobs in Ottawa to coastal 
and sea duty is contemplated by naval headquarters, it was learned tonight. 

It stems from a recommendation by a threeman commission which 
investigated naval conditions that more officers receive sea duty and naval 
training, and their jobs be taken over by civil servants.... 

McGregor, -  MacKeigan Resign: Ottawa, November 3 (CP) -- TWO key men in 
Canada's antimonop6ly probes of dental supply, optical, bread and 
flour milling firms have resigned their posts. • 

Justice Minister Garson today in the Commons announced the 
resignations of F.A. McGregor, 61-year-old Commissioner of the Combines 
Act, and one of his two deputies, I.M. MacKeigan, 34.... 

To Streamline Defence Legislation:  Ottawa, November 3 (CP) -- Defence 
Minister Claxton Iuesday will introduce in the Senate a government 
Bill to streamline existing defence legislation, and bring the three 
services under a single code. 

The Bill's 251 clauses would replace 598 sections in existing 
legislation - and effect a "Canadianization" of laws gaverning the 
three services. It would_replace what is_contained in eight separate 
acts of Parliament, either Canadian or United Kingdam legislation. 

- 
Across Canada:  Facilities of three Canadian Air Stations - Goose Bay, 

Frobisher Bay, and Dartmouth - have been made available to some 40 
U.S. Navy planes during cold weather exercises of the Second Task 
Fleet of the U.S. Navy....The husband is to blame for 75 per cent of 
all divorce cases before the Senate, Senator John T. Haig  said on 
Thursday before the House of Commons' Private,Bills Committee.... 
Reconstruction Minister Winters indicitted thatany Canadian cities 
and towns which want federal aid for housing developments had better 
get community plans organized soon...The Mint° Skating Club in -- 
Ottawa, "hame" of Barbara Ann Scott, was destroysd by fire Thursday - 
morning pith a lose of $250,000....Canada's population increased by 
à7,000 during the summer months and stood at 13,636,000 at September 
1, the Bureau of Statistics estimates. 

- 
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Commons To Lengthen Sittings:  The House of Commons, aiming for prorogation by 
December 10 at the latest, is to be told this week that its sitting hours 
are to be prolonged to speed the handling of a large backlog of work, the 
Canadian Press reports. 

The Government is understood to have indicated to its supporters and 
to opposition party heads that it figures on a December 10 prorogation, 
and it is reported to have told its caucus last week that morning sessions 
will begin November 14 to make sure the objective is reached. 

At least three and possibly four major debates appear likely before 
prorogation.... 

Would Farce Rail Economies:  Ottawa, November 6 (CP) -- Federal action to force 
the major railways to effect economies by stepping up efficiency and 
eliminating wasteful duplication of services was urged by the Canadian 
Federation of Agriculture in a brief to the Royal Commission on Trans-
portation made_public today. 

The Federation, aiming at holding down freigà rates through such 
economies, called for legislation that mould compel the railways to 
demonstrate efficiency of operation before getting rate increases. 

It also sought the immediate establishment of a federal tribunal 
to investigate all possible ways of reducing duplication of services 
and 'wasteful competitive practices" between the railroads. The tribunal 
woule report to Parliament annually. 

Among other.major recommendations of the Federation was one urging 
that the capital structure of the Canadian National Railways, which 
draws some 116,000,000 a year from the railway in debt interest, should 
be revised to a reasonable basis.... 

Mr. McGregor's Resignation:  On Friday, November 4, the Minister of Justice, 
Mr. Garson, tabled in the House of Commons correspondence between Mr. 
F.A. McGregor, who has resigned as Combines Investigation Act Com- 
missioner, and himself. In his letter Mr. Mcgregor protests against 
the withholding of publication of a - report which, he says, - the Act 
requires shall be made public as soon as possible after its receipt. 
Closely related,he added, "are the differences of opinion on basic 
policy that have been revealed in our recent discussions relating to 
the flour investigation and report...." 

The Minister replied that he could not agree that the criticism 
of Mr. McGregor's Flour Report by the Government related to policy. 
On the contrary, he added, such criticism related to facts. In an 
interview between the Minister, Mr. Donald Gordon, Mr. K.W. Taylor 
and Mr. McGregor, the Minister's letter notes, "it turned out that 
your version of certain of the most vital of these facts was diametrically 
opposed to that of Mr. Gordon." This confirmed the wisdom of mith-
holding publication and prosecution, the Minister wrote. 

The Canadian Press states that the report in question is to be 
tabled today. 

(aver) 
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Universities Studies Costs: Average costs of a yuar's study at Canadian 
universities are highest in the faculties of medicine and dentistry, 
and lowest in the faculties of arts and pure science. Students' cost 
in engineering and forestry fall between these levels, costs for 
students in forestry ranging higher than for those in engineering. 
Costs in similar faculties, of course, also vary considerably betwuen 
universities. 

These general statements are based on the results of a survey, 
based on the academic year 1947-48, by a committee of the National 
Federation of Canadian University Students assisted by the Education 
Division of the Bureau of Statistics, and -which have just been released 
by_the Bureau. The survey, conducted in questionnaire form -, covered 
medical.  and dental expenses, recreation and miscellaneous other 
expenditures, as well as tuition and other fees, board and lodging, 
clothing and laundry -- in short, all expenses of study and living. 

Average total eipenses for men in arts and science varied between 
institutions from $892 to e1,247 for the year, according to the 
survey, being above e1,000,at 10 universities and under that figure 
at six. 

Engineering students had costs ranging from $916 to e1,281, fees 
being from $5 to ;117 higher than for arts and pure science courses 

• and textbooks costing more. A year in forestry at the three universities 
with forestry faculties cost from ;1,182 to e1,329. 

Fees for dentistry varied from J1.0 to el80 above those for arts 
and, while the expenditure on textbooks showed little difference, the 
cost of equipment -- averaged over the full period of the course -- 
raised substantially the expenditures of students in this faculty. -_ 
Overall total for a year ranged from el,264 to ;1,500. 

Medicine appears to be the most expensive for a year -- apart 
from any greater overall cost due to longer period of study. Altogether, 
the average total cost for a year varied from a law of e1,071 to a high 
of 31,555. 

Government House Investiture:  More than 60 serving and retired members of 
the Armed Forces, and next-of-kin of deceased decorated personnel, 
received decorations and awards from His Excellency the Governor- 
Geneî-al at an investiture held at Government House in Ottawa today. 
In all, more than 80 awards were presented at_the investiture, including 
i'resentations to civilians, and to members of the Boy Scouts. 

Majority of the Service awards are Distinguished Flying Crosses 
to present and former members of the RCAF and to their next-of-kin. 

Week-end Football:  Ottawa Rough Riders rounded out their 1949 Big Four 
Football schedule by defeating Hamilton Wildcats, 19-11, at Lansdowne 
eark Saturday afternoon. In Mbntreal, the Alouettes walloped Toronto, 
35-2, in mud and snow. 

Hamilton Tigers completed their Senior ORFU schedule with a 39-7 
decision over Toronto Beaches. 

McGill sprang another upset in the Senior Intercollegiate, 
downing Varsity, 12-8, while Western tied queen's, 18-18. 

In the West, Calgary took a six-point lead_in their two gane 
total point series with Regina for the championship when they won 18-12. 

Across Canada:  Muriel Drummond McCarthy, 73, wife of Leighton McCarthy, 
praminent Toronto lawyer and Canada's first Ambassador to the United 
States, died suddenly Saturday at her Toronto hame....Wolves in 
Canada's Far North are causing hazard to Transport Dupartment fliers 
by eating rubber insulation around cables.which provide runway lights, 
it is reported from Edmonton. 
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mr. Pearson's Plea For Atom-Control:  Lake Success, N.Y., November 7 (CP) -- 
Canadas  External Affairs Minister today told the United Nations that 
the door must not be closed to any possible basis of East-West agreement 
on international control of atomic energy. 

Mr. Pearson said that unless Russia and the United States work out 
a plan for controlling atomic weapons, there will be an atomic arme 
race "with no winner." 

Els  2G-minute  address before the 59-member special Political Committee 
of the U.N. Aesembl, at the opening of a tense debate on atomic control, 
was described by veteran observers as the most forthright on the problem 
in U.N. history. 

"The recent atomic explosion in the Soviet Union . . points up 
dramatically the validity of the thesis that security can be found only 
in effective international control," Pearson said, while mailer pomers 
in the U.N. expressed increased anxiety over lack of East-West agreement 
on the problem. 	 _ . 

Pearson hit at Russian objections to the majority plan for control 
approved by the Assembly last year.  • 11e said the Russian claims that the 
plan's limitations on national sovereignty mould be a sacrifice by any 
state are "absurd," and Russian provisions for inspection in their 
control proposals are "simply not good enough," 

At the outset of the debate, which sonie delegates describe as the 
most important in the present Assembly, Canada and France submitted a 
joint resolution which includes a call to all countries to do "every-
thing in their power to make possible, by the acceptance of effective 
international control, the effective prohibition and elimination of 
atomic weapons." 

Supported by Britain and the United States, the resolution makes 
these_provisions: 

1. Urges all countries to join in a co-operative development and 
use of atomic energy for peaceful ends. 

2. Calls on all Governments to do everything possible to bring 
about elimination of atomic weapons. 

3. Requests the Big Five and Canada to continue their talks seeking 
a basis of agreement. 

4. Recommends that all countries join in a mutual agreement to 
renounce "individual exercise of such rights of sovereignty in the 
control of atomic energy as are incompatible with the promotion of 
world security and peace." 

K.A. Greene Consul General At N.Y.:  The Secretary of State for External 
Affairs, Mr. Pearson, announced on November 7 that Mr. Hugh Day 
Scully would be retiring at the end of the year as Canadian Consul 
General in New York; he would be succeeded by Mr. Kenneth Arthur 
Greene. 

In announcing Mr. Scully's retirement, Mr. Pearson paid tribute 
to the valuable and devoted service which Mr. Scully had rendered. 
Appointed in May, 1943, Mr. Scully was the first Canadian Consul 
General in New York. During his tenure the post had become one of 
the most important in Canada's External Service. (See Press Release 
No. 75 of November 7, 1949) 

(over) 



In Parliament On November 7:  The House of Commons voted 108 to 48 against 
a CCF proposal that union dues  be made deductible for income tax 
purposes. 

Justice Minister Garson tabled the controversial report on an 
alleged combine in the flour-milling industry. Eleven companies 
were named. 	

). Trade Minister Home said the flour-milling industry was told the 
Combines Investigation Act would not be invoked for acts performed 
during price control. 

Opposition spokesmen criticized withholding the flour-milling 
report for 10 months. The Government received it December 29, 1948. 

Flour - Combine  Alleged: Ottawa, November 7 (CP) -- F.A. McGregor's controversial 
combines report on the flourmilling industry today charged its 11 
principal firms with 11 years of mutual price fixing and with "threats 
of reprisals" against small millers who wouldn't co-operate in_"their 
designs." 	_ 

- Justice Minister Garson tabled in the Commons the 80,000-werd 
document which provoked the resignation of Mr. McGregor, Commissioner 
of the Combines Investigation Act, because of "differences of opinion" 
with the Cabinet. - 

The Government does not plan to prosecute the industry on the 
charges made by Mr. McGregor. Those charges, involving firms rep-
resenting 70 per cent of Canadas  productive capacity in the flour-
milling, contend, among other allegations; 

- "It is clearly established by the evidence that since at least 
1936 there have been continuing efforts on the part of the principal 
milling companies to secure and maintain agreements amongst thamselves 
and with others which would fix common prices for the sale of flour, 
rolled oats, millfeeds and coarse grains which they sold. These 
efforts were  directed to having such agreements in effect in all 
markets in Canada in which the associate firms carried on business.... 

- John Diefenbaker (PC--Lake Center) accused the Government of 
"flagrant disregard of Parliament" in withholding for 10 months the 
report of alleged price-fixing activities in the flour-milling 
industry. 

He said that Justice Minister Garson had broken the law by not 
making public the report within the required 15 days after it mus 
delivered to him by the Commissioner of the Combines Investigation 
Act.  

All three opposition parties were highly indignant about the 
nanner in which the Government handled the McGregor report on the 
milling industry, which alleged that 11 companies participated in a 
nombine.... 

Canada Explores New Sales Markets: Ottawa, November 7 (Montreal Gazette) -- 
The contraction of sterling area markets against Canadian goods has_ 
spurred efforts by the Trade and Commerce Department to explore 
countries that really haven't been tapped,_and Canada's salesmen are . 
on the alert in far places., 

"It is all a part of our policy of seeking to promote export 
business wherever it can be found," Ma. MacKenzie, Deputy Minister 
of Trade and Commerce told-The-Gazette tonight. 	 - 

, "We are opening ()Moos, for instance, in Madrid, the Spanish 	- 
capital, and in the Philippines, and me are doing so because me 
believe we can sell more to those countries.".... 

Across Canada: -  The R.C.A.F. said last night, the Canadian Press reports 
from Churchill, Man., that poor flying weather forced postponement 
of an air search for an Arctic missionary and Lwo Eskimos missing 
since - October 21 when they set out in a motor-driven canoe to hunt 
for seals....The boosts in rental ceilings authorized by the 
Government  in. its relaxation of rental controls could affect some 
4,000 ,000  Canadians it is estimated....The federal Government has 
just allotted well over half a million dollars from its national 
health grants to aid four hospitals to'increase accommodation. The 
hospitals are in St. John's, Nfld., quebec City, Haileybury, Ont., 
and Regina, Sask. 
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In Parliament On November 8: Prime Minister St. Laurent announced the federal-
provincial Constitutional Conference will open January 10 0 

Opposition members criticized increases in rent controls. 
Finance Minister Abbott said the Government considered abandoning 

rent controls but decided against the step. 
Members discussed a bill to incorporate the Prairie Transmission 

/Ines Limited. 
, 	Defence Minister Claxton sponsored a.bill in the Senate to unify 
defence legislation. 

Federal-Provincial Conference January 10:  Ottawa, November 8 (CP) -- Canada's 
1U provincial premiers have agreed to come to the Capital next January_ 
10 in a federal-provincial conference that may reshape the destiny of 
Canada's constitutional future. 

Replies to Priàe Minister St. Laurent's invitation to come to 
Ottawa and discuss problems of amending the constitution on matters 
which directly affect the provinces were  tabled today in the House of 
Commons. 

Three of the Provinces—Quebec, Manitoba and Saskatchewan -- 
thought the conference should be held at an earlier date, but never-
theless agreed to attend on January 10. Another—Alberta—believed a 
preparatory conference of constitutional experts should precede the 
general meeting. 

To all Premiers, Mr. St. Laurent answered in a letter dated November 
7 that it was proposed to open the conference at 10:30 a.m. EST. The 
preparatory conference would not be held because a majority of premiers 
did not ask for it. 

The January conference will form part of the Government's dual 
plan  to transfer the right to amending the Canadian constitution from 
the United Kingdom Parliament to Canada. 

Mr. Malik's Statement At U.N.:  Before the Special Political Committee of 
the U.N. Assembly yesterday, Jacob A. Malik, Soviet Deputy Foreign 
Minister, criticized as "slanderous" a statement by the Secretary of 
State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson,on atomic control. Mr. 
Pearson, Mr. Malik said, according to this morning's report, had 
asrepresented Russia's action in stating that Russia had used the 
:Veto recently to block collection of information on conventional 
armaments because, in Soviet eyes, it would amount to espionage. Mr. 
Malik, the report added, said his country objected primarily to the 
proposal because it did not include provision for collection of 
information on atomic weapons. 

Gradual De-Control Rentals Policy:  Ottawa, November 8 (CP) -- Under 
concerted verbal onslaught from all opposing quarters, Finance 
Minister Abbott today defended recently-announced domestic rent 
increases. 

In 'a lively debate virtually monopolized by speakers from 
opposing parties Mr. Abbott told the Commons the federal Cabinet had 
"seriously" considered abandoning all rent controls but decided 
against the step after careful study. 

(over) 
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He indicated, however, that gradual de-control is still the 
Government policy and that the 20 and 25 per cent increases he 
announced last week were "part and parcel" of this policy. 

Bank Reports Reflect Prosperity:  Ottawa, November 8  (CF) 	In the 
billion-dollar language of Canada's chartered banks, business is 
booming. 

Reaping prosperity's harvest, Canadians have salted away almost 
$7,000,000,000 in bank deposits--but the banks are not letting the 
money languish. 

They've lent 42,400,000,000 to provincial governments, churches, 
manufacturers, miners, farmers, fishermen, cities, school districts 
and others. 

Both the deposits and loans, tabled today in the House of 
Commons, were calculated for the year ending September 30--and both - 
were higher than a year ago. 

At that time Canadians had deposited less than 46,500,000,000 
and the banks had lent 42,100,000,000. 

Significant is the.fact that this year nearly all organizations 
borrowed higher amounts than a year ago. 

-• 
weanadianize Armed Forces: Ottawa, November 8 (CP) -- Defence Minister 

Claxton tcnight entered the Senate to sponsor a Gevernment Bill 
to "Canadianize" and unify existing legislation relating to the 
three armed  forces. 

The Minister sponsored the voluminous Bill "withleave of the 
Senate" under a procedure which is comparatively_recent and designed 
to speed the business of Parliament while giving the Senate a greater 
share of its work. 

The proposed act cuts the 598 sections of existing legislation 
respecting the armed forces to 251 clauses and lays down one piece 
of legislation applicable to all three services. 

Telecommunications Nationalization:  Ottawa, November 8 (CP) -- A previous 
United States commitment will prevent Canadian National Telegraphs 
from participating in Canada's plan to nationalize overseas tele-
communications, the Commons Committee on Railways, Canals and 
Telegraphs was told today. 

Transport Minister Chevrier and his departmental experts told 
the Committee that Canadian National Telegraphs, a Crown company, 
has an agreement with Western Union Telegraphs of the U.S. which 
extends to 1964. 

The agreement specifies that C.N.T. will not be able to accept 
cablegrams and telegraphs for overseas points, except those which 
will be routed through Western Union Lines. 

Canada Savings Bonds: Sales of Canada Savings Bonds passed the $200 
million mark this week as reports from payroll savings organizers, 
investment dealers and banks continued to reflect the buoyant tone 
that has characterized the Fourth Series campaign since it opened 
on October 17. 

General Sales climbed $46  million in three days to spearhead 
the drive, reaching a total of $91 million after 17 days of the 
campaign period. As reports of these sales through investment 
dealers and banks are always slower in reaching headquarters, Bank 
of Canada officiais were confident that this up-surge would be 
continued, bringing the final total well above last year's mark of 
$142 million. 

Across Canada:  Premier Angus L. MacDonald of Nova Scotia said in 
Halifax last night that there was a tendency among civil servants 
to "frame" policy, which could be "disastrous to our democratic 
system of_Government" 	The rourth_Federal-Provincial Tourist 
Conference was in its third day of the present sitting in Ottawa 
today. 

- 30 - 
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In Parliament On November 9 	The House of Commons concluded the budget debate 
without a formal vote on a Progressive Conservative amendment. 

The budget debate ended with various members asking for government 
action on eduCation, canals and potatoes. 

The Senate approved a resolution providing for amendnent of the 
constitution on federal matters. 

Budget Debate Ends Unexpectedly:  Ottawa, November 9 (CP) -- Caught by a 
surprise end to the 1949-50 budget debate, the Progressive Conservatives 
today missed a chance to force a vote on their budget amendment. 

A combination of circumstances--not the least of which was the 
broadcast of the Montreal-Ottawa Big Four football playoff-contributed 
to the situation. 

The result was that the few Progressive Conservatives in the 
Commons at the time didn't think of rising to force a formal vote on 
their amendment. 

The anendment asked that the Bouse express regret that the 
Government had failed to take effective measures to prevent the 
present decline in trade with the Sterling Area, and mes of the opinion 
tÈht the Government should consider the advisability of inviting the 
nations of the Commonmealth to a conference.... 

Mr. Mhtthewm Minister At Washington:  The Department of External Affairs 
announced on Navember 10, that Mr. W. D. Matthewm, Counsellor at the 
Canadian Embassy, Washington, had been promoted to the rank of 
Minister. 

Before his transfer to Washington earlier this year, Mr. Matthews 
wma Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs in the 
Department at Ottawa, (See Press Release No. 76) _ 

Continue Dollar Rationing:  The Minister of Finance, Mr. Abbott, announced 
on November 9 that the rationing of U.S. dollars for pleasure travel 
will continue during the period from Nov. 16, 1949 to Nov. 15,  19500 The  maximum 
amount of U.S. dollars which any Canadian resident may obtain during. 
this period for pleasure travel will remain at 3150. In the case of 
children eleven years and under the amount will remain at 3100. 

Decision to continue the pleasure travel ration was reached 
after a careful assessment of Canada's U.S. dollar position and U.S. 
dollar travel expenditure, the announcement said. As at the end of 
last September Canada's official gold and U.S. dollar holdings were 
abaut the same ($985.3 million U.S.) as they were at the end of 1948 
(8997.8 millionP.S.). On the other hand the rate of travel 
expenditure in the_United States has risen considerably. It is 
eâtimated that total travel expenditure in the United States by 
Canadian residents in the twelve months ended September 30, 1949 was 
about $160 million compared with 3113 million in the calendar year 
1948. The Minister attrIbuted the increase principally to the 
relaxation at the beginning of this year of the regulations applying 
to the foreign purchases of returning Canadian travellers. 

(aver) 
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U.S. Customs Streamlining:  Washington, November 9 (CP) -- The United States 

Treasury Department, moving swiftly in the wake of Anglo-Canadian-
American customs talks, yesterday called a conference of United States 
customs  collectors and appraisers to acquaint them with steps to 
streamline procedure.... _ 

The four-man Canadian delegation returned to Ottawa Tuesday. It 
included Gordon Urquhart, Assistant Deputy Customs Minister. 

Rail Èubàidies Urded: Ottawa, November 9 (CP) -- A.proposal that certain 
uneconomic transportation services should be subsidized today was 
placed before the Royal Commission on Transportation by the Canadian 
Congress of Labour. 

Dr. Eugene Forsey, CCL Research Director, said that where national 
policy compels the railways to keep certain lines open or carry goods 
at less than cost, they should be compensated for these losses fram 
the public treasury. 

The commission heard also from J.E. McGuire, Congress executive 
Member, that cut-throat competition between railways and trucks should 
be eliminated. 

Immigration Flow Drops:  The flow of immigrants into Canada dropped sharply 
during the six months period ended September 30 this year, the 
Department of Mines and Resources said Wednesday. 

In a review of immigration to Canada covering the period from 
April to September, inclusive, the Department said 52,884 persons 
came to Canada, down 22.4 per cent fram the same period last year. 

The biggest decrease--44.1 per cent--,was noted in immigrants 
arriving from the British Isles. During the period under reviev 
13,024 persons of English, Irish, Sciittish and Welsh origin settled in 
Canada compared with 23,285.for the corresponding period last year. 
The number of Canadians returning to Canada from the U.S. fell fram 
3,016 to 2,453. 

Says Rent Boosts Justify C.S. Wage Increase:  .Ottawa, November 9 (CP) -- 
The Civil Service Federation of Canada, through its national 
executive, contended on Wednesday that "the Government should be 
_prepared togive immediate consideration.to a further salary 
revision" for Canada's 120,000 civil servants because of increased 
rent ceilings. 

Across Canada:  Montreal Alouettes surprised everybody yesterday by 
defeating Ottawa Roughriders 22-7 at Montreal in the first of the 
homeard home game series for the eastern football title. Ottawa 
led 7 to 6 at half time and then proceeded to fumble the Montrealerà 
into three touchdowns....Today is Manitoba provincial election 	, 
day. Re-election of the Coalition Government has been generally 
forecast. 
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In Parliament On November 11:  Prime Minister St. Laurent announced that the 
Government intends to redistribute functions of the Resources and 
Reconstruction Departments. 

Defence Minister Claxton tabled a white paper on defence prepara-
tions and said Canada is developing an early-warning radar system. 

Maj.-Gen. G.R. Pearkes, VC (PC--Nanaimo) said Canada is relying 
on the concept of leisurely mobilization during war. 

M.J. Coldwell, CCF leader, said he was disturbed over the sale of 
Canadair Aircraft Factory to the Electric Boat Company of the United 
States. 

John Blackmore (SC--Lethbridge) said Canada vas  vulnerable to 
attack because of the centralization of industry. 

Defence Plans Debated:  Ottawa, November 11 (CP) -- Opposition charges that 
the defence forces of Canada were inadequate for the roles which they 
would be expected to perform in the event of an enemy attack upon the 
country marked a debate on the Defence Department estimates before the 
House of Commons at afternoon and evening sessions today. 

Chief critics of the Government's plans and policies during the 
night session were Lt.-Col. D. S. Harkness (PC--Calgary East) and 
Major E.D. Fulton (PC--Kamloops) while during the afternoon the 
criticism came from Maj.-Gen. G.R. Pearkes, V.C. (PC--Nanaimo), 
Coldmell, C.C.F. Leader, and John Blackmore (SC--Lethbridge). 

At the night sitting Mr. Claxton closed off the series of 
speeches by saying that the only way Canada could increase forces 
would be by paying more money at the rate of $2,600 a man per year. 
The same ment for equipment. 

The only potential aggressor mus Russia and Canada weuld fight 
any war against Russia in co-operation with Atlantic Pact allies. 

Canada was gradually organizing a civil defence skeleton 
organization on which an expanded version could be built in emergency. 
To establish a full-fledged organization now would be to invite a lack 
of interest mithin a fairly short period.... 

Northern Radar Instanations: Ottawa, November 11 (Citizen) -- Canada's 
defence policy now calls for the development of a number of radar 
installations to cover the most vulnerable air approaches to this 
country, which an enemy might use, and also to screen certain vital 
areas. 

The disclosure of this newest angle in military planning mas a 
feature of Friday's Armistice Day debate in the Commons as Defence 
Minister Claxton began piloting his estimates through the House. 
These defence estimates total e383 million, plus $63 million in 
commitment on current authority but not yet allocated. It is the 
largest amount being spent by any government department. 

It won't be close knit like the one that covered all the British 
Isles in the last war. The vastness of Canadian territory makes 
this economically and industria4y impossible And the idea of a 
network of radar screens across the northland was emphatically de-
molished by Mr. Claxton. 

(ove r)  



II I hope no one  will think for a second that we are going to put 
a string of radar stations over the North Pole or anything of the 
kind," he said. "We are not. We could not do that, and it would 
not be the right way to sPend our defence dollars."... 

- 
Remembrance  Day: Canada yesterday remembered her war dead. 

At ceremonies before civic cenotaphs, Canadians paid tribute to 
those who died in two world wars. Mrs. Aline Daoust, whose son was 
killed'in Normandy in 1944, represented Canadian mothers when she 
placed a wreath at the foot of the Natiorial War Memorial in Ottawa. 

Similar simple ceremonies were enacted across the country.... 
• 

Coalition Returned In Manitoba:  Winnipeg, November 11 (CP) -- The Coalition 
Government of Manitoba  was returned to office with increased majority 
on November 10. 

With  saine  counting still to be done, it seemed possible the 
Coalition wauld end up with 43 seats -- seven more than at dissolution -- 
and the Opposition parties with 13. 'Voting for the Legislature's 57th 
seat -- northern Rupert's Land -- has been deferred to December_14. 

The incomplete results reported this morning were:_ 

Coalition 

Liberal-Progressive 	  26 
Progressive Conservative 	  10 
Liberal 	  1 
Independent 	  2 	(39) 

Opposition 

C.0  F 	   4 
Conservative 	  2 
Independent Liberal 	  1 
Doubtful 	  10 ( 7) 

Three New Government Departments:  Ottawa, November 11 (Montreal Gazette) -- 
Prime Minister St. Laurent announced in the House today plans for _ 
departmental re-organization which will involve the addition of another 
Minister to the Cabinet. The Commons will be asked to pass legislation 
tê effect the move before the present session ends. 

Three new departments will be established: Deparinient of Mines 
and Technical Surveys; Departeient of Resources and Development; and 
Department of Citizenship and Immigration. 

May Have To Curb U.S. Imports:  New York, November 10 (CP) -- Canada may 
have to restrict her trade with the United States unless there is a 
better balance of imports and exports between the two countries, 
L.B. Pearson, Canada's Minister of External Affairs, told the 
Overseas Press Club in a luncheon address on November 9. 

Canada cannot go on indefinitely buying e2,000,000,000 of goods 
fran the United States and selling e1,000,000,000 to the United States, 
Pearson said. 

"When we must put on restrictions", he said, "you'll become more 
aware of us. We wish you'd become more aware of us before the 
restrictions are needed.".... 

Across Canada:  Glyn  Osier,  leading Toronto lawyer and director of many 
industries, died in Toronto Friday....Cigarettes netted the Government 
about el70,000,000 in taxes last year, according to a C.P. feature 
story. 

Note: (No Bulletin was issued on November 11, Remembrance Day). 
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7 Months "Surplus"  $305.3 Millions:  The Minister of Finance, on November 12, 
released the monthly statement of the Comptroller of the Treasury covering 
revenues and expenditures for the month of October and the fiscal year to 
date. 

Total revenues of the Government for the manth of October amounted 
to $201.7 million compared with $215.5 million in October, 1948. Total 
revenue receipts for the first seven months of the current fiscal year 
amounted to ;1,442.3 million compared with $1,530.3 million for the same 
period a year ago. 

The declines in recent months in excise taxes and personal incame - 
taxes due to reductions in rates announced in the March budget continued 
in October. This decline in revenue was partly offset by an increase in 
collections of corporation income tax. 

Total expenditures in the month of October amounted to ;175.6 
million compared with $151.2 million in October, 1948. Aggregate 
expenditures in the first seven months of the current fiscal year were 
$1,137.0 million or an increase of $140.4 million over the corresponding 
period a year ago. 

Revenues for October exceeded expenditures by $26.1 million. This 
brought the so-called budgetary surplus for the first seven months of 
the fiscal year to ;306.3 million compared with a budgetary surplus of 
$533.7 million in the first seven months of the last year. 

Field Marshal Slim To Visit:  Field Marshal Sir William Joseph Slim, GBE, 
----7=7-MP577UC, Chief of the Imperial General Staff, will visit Canada 

from November 23 to 26, the Minister of National Defence, Mr. Claxton, 
announced on November 14. 

Ide will come to Canada at the invitation of Lt.-Gen. Charles 
Foulkes, CB, CBE, DSO, Canadian Army Chief of Staff, and during his 
visit will be the guest of His Excellency the Governor General, Field 
Marshal Lord Alexander, staying at Government House, Ottawa. 

Field Marshal Slim mill have discussions with  Lt.-Gen. Foulkes 
are the Canadian Chiefs of Staff. He will also pay a short visit to 
the National Defence College at eingston. 

At the conclusion of his Canadian visit, Field Marshal Slim will 
leave for the United States where he will be the guest of the U.S. 
Army. 

Mr. Pearson Returning;  The Canadian Press, reporting this morning that the 
Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, is returning 
to Ottawa from Lake  Success in a few days to participate in the 
Parliamentary debate_on foreign policy, proceeds, in part, as follow's: 

"As External Affairs Minister and chief of the Canadian United 
Nations delegaticin, Mr. Pearson is so busy these days that it's 
virtually by appointment that the Commons can get him forkexternal 
affairs discussions in Ottawa. 

"He'll be back from U.N. headquarters Wednesday and Thursday and 
everything else will wait while the Commons gets a chance to ring in 
any angle of foreign policy during consideration of External Affairs 
Department estimates. 

(over) 
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"Far East policy is high on the list and opposition 
expected to press for information on where Canada stands 
China situation. 

eT.C. Davis, Canadian Ambassador to China, recently 
from the Far East and has talked over the situation with 

Manitoba  Election:  Winnipeg, November 13 (CP) -- Premier Campbell's coalition 
forces strengthened their hold on the Manitoba legislature during 
wmekend counting of November 10 election ballots. 

This is the standing of parties now: 	 • 

Coalition 	 1949 	1945 
Lib.-Prog 	29 	24 
PC 	10 	13 
Others 	3 (42) 	6 (43) 

Opposition 
CCF 	7 	9 
LPP 	1 	1 
Others 	4 (12) 2 (12 

. 	Doubtful 	2 
Deferred 	  

Totals 	57 	55 

Trade Balance Dawn Sharply:  With inports of merchandise practioally'unchanged 
and  exports below the unusually high value of September lastzrear, Canada 
.had a small credit balance in total foreign trade of 49,400,000 in the 

- month, dawn sharply from  364,400,000 in September, 1948. This brought 
'the cumulative credit balance for the nine monthz ending September to 
onIy 393,100,000 as compared with ;261,600,000 for January-September 
last year and 4135,000,000 for the like 1947 period, the Bureau of 
Statistics reports. 

• 	

Canada's imports in September  ire  valued at  3221,600,000 as 
. against 3221,700,000 a year ago, and for January to September totalled 

2,073,900,000 compared with 41,923,300,000 in 1948. Domestic exports 
in the month amounted to 3228,400,000 compared with 3283,000,000 last 
year, and in the nine months to ;2,146,000,000 as against 32,158,200,000. 
With exports of foreign produce included, Canada's total trade to the 
end of September reached the record value of 34,240,900,000 as compared 
with the previous peak for the period of 34,108,200,000 last year. 

North West Staging Route:  Reductions in the three units of the United States 
Air ieorce Military Aar Transport Service remaining in the Canadian 
section of the North West Staging Route were announced in Washington 
on November 11 byrhjor General Lawrence S. Kuter, Commander of EATS 
and, in Ottawa, by Royal Canadian Air Force Headquarters. 

Airways and Air Communication,Service, Air Weather Service and 
Continental Division personnel and units were participants in this 
move, completed on November 1, from the Staging Route airfields at 
Edmonton, Alberta; Fort Nelson, British Columbia; and Whitehorse, 
Yukon Territory. 

Across Canada:  Montreal Alouettes on Saturday defeated Ottawa Rough 
Riders In -Ottawa,'14-13, to take the Big Four championzhip on the 
round, 36-20.  It was the first title the Montrealers had won since 
1931. Bamilton.Tigers overcame a nine-point deficit in their two-
game, total-points series with Sarnia Imperials, downing the Imps, 
20-3, Saturday in 1,arilton to win the round, 26-18. The Tigers naw 
move into the Eastern final against the Als next Sunday in Montreal. 
A powerful McGill Redmen team on Saturday defeated the favoured 
Western Mustangs, 18-10, at Montreal, forcing a playoff with  Western 
next Saturday in Toronto. At Queen's Stadium, Queen's blanked 
Toronto, 9-0. Calgary stampeders are champions of the Western Union 
having defeated Saskatchewan Rough Riders 22 to 21 in a two-game 
total-point series. 
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In Parlianent On November 14:  Finance Minister Abbott announced plans to give 
municipalities grants in lieu of taxes on federal property. 

Speaker Ross Macdonald tabled a report on voting in Regina City 
constituency during the federal by-election 

George Drew, Progressive Conservative Leader moved that a bill to 
amend anti-price-fixing legislation be referred to a Commons committee. 

Opposition members censured the Government for the way it handled 
a report on an alleged flournilling combine. 

Senator J.J. Kinley (L--Nova Scotia) pleaded in the Senate that 
something be done for Maritime trade with the West Indies. 

Polish Art Collection: On November 14 the Secretary of State for External 
Affairs addressed a letter to the heads of all Delegations to the United 
Nations on the subject of the Polish art collection, brought to Canada 
in 1940 on the initiative of the Polish Government. 

Last week, the letter pointed out, the Polish Delegation had 
circulated a brochure entitled, "Canada Refuses to Return Polish 
Cultural Treasures," containing the statement: "In taking these into 
their safe-keeping for the duration of the war, the Canadian Government 
accepted full responsibility for their preservation and also for their 
prompt return immediately after the end of the war to their legal 
owners. n 

• Tho shortest answer to the statement, says Mr. Pearson's letter, 
is - probably contained in a letter dated August 1, 1940, written by the 
representative of Poland in Canada, after the art collection arrived 
in Canada. In this letter it was stated: "It is understood that the 
articles in question will in no way involve_the responsibility of the 
Canadian Government, since they have not been placed in its hands. On 
the contrary, it is the undersigned who, as the representative of the 
:Polish Government, accepts full responsibility for the space whdch was 
placed at his entire disposal for the period during which the articles 
will  be stored...." 

It was perfectly clear, therefore, writes Mr. Pearson, "that the 
Canadian Government itself assumed no responsibility for the safe-
keeping of the collection....the custody, control and safe-keeping.... 
were the responsibility of the Polish Government." 

After further detail as to the unsuccessful _efforts of the 
Canadian Government to arrange a settlement for custody and ownership 
between the competing Polish interests, Mr. Pearson states: "I need 
hardly add that it is by adjudication of competent courts that questions 
of disputed ownership are normally resolved in Canada...." 

Canadian-French Resolution Passed: Lake Success, November 14 (CP) -- A 
Canadian-French proposal that the Big-Five powers and Canada continue 
talks on the atomic problem was approved yesterday by the 59-imember,  
Political Committee of the United Nations Assembly. 

(over) 
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The resolution, which reaffirms the majority-control plan approved 
last year by the Assembly, goes to the main Assembly- with a vote of 48 
to 5, with three abstentions, assuring final passage. Yugoslavia, Israel 
and South Africa abstained while the Soviet bloc opposed. 

A Russian proposal that the U.N. Atomic Energy Commission work out 
a convention to outlaw atomic weapons and control atomic energy was 
rejected by a vote of 43 to 6, with nine abstentions. 

Registration Voluntary:  The Department of External Affairs issued the 
following statement on November 10; 	 - 

The Consul General of Czechoslovakia announced on September 17 
that all Czechoslovak citizens visiting or residing in Canada must 
present their passports to the nearest Consulate to have them registered. 

The Government of Canada wishes to make it clear that no registration 
is required under Canadian law. Any such action by any Czechoslovak 
citizen residing in Canada is entirely voluntary and failure to comply 
with the Czechoslovak Government's directive will in no way prejudice 
the position in Canada of Czech citizens who have been legally admitted 
to this country. 

Sees Germany Main Problem:  Ottawa, November 14 (CP) -- Germany eventually 
will be a greater problem for the Western Powers than Russia, Field 
Marshal Earl Wavell predicted today at a press conference. 

The distinguished British soldier, a guest of the Governor-
General, said fear of Germany is the primary cause of the present 
Russian attitude and conduct. 

"The Germans are the most dangerous people in Europe," he said. 
"I don't think two defeats have changed their nature much....If I 
were a Russian I think I'd be a bit nervous about any chances of a 
German resurgence." 

He saw little chance of any immediate war and he thought that if 
the Western Powers "stand up to Russia" there need be no war. As a 
man who had spent two years at one time or another in Russia, he 
traced the root of her diplomuy to the desire for security. 

Exchange Rule Alteration:  A change in the rules governing exchanges in 
Canada by non-residents, and in the United States by residents, of 
Canadian municipal securities has been notified by the Foreign 
Exchange Control Board to Canadian security dealers. 
_ 	Heretofore municipal securities have been classed for exchange 
control purposes with "corporate" securities and could be exchanged 
only for other securities in that category. They are now being 
regarded as in the same category as securities issued or guaranteed 
by the Government of Canada or a Province and exchanges of municipal 
securities will, therefore, be permitted in future within this group 
rather than in the "corporate" category. 

Across  Canada: The Canadian Press noted in an Ottawa dispatch that Mr. 
St. Laurent last night completed his first full year as Prime 
Minister...The Royal Agricultural Winter Fair will be officially 
opened at Toronto today by Mr. Pearson. 
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In Parliament On November 15:  Reconstruction Minister Winters reviewed the 
Government's housing programme. 	 - 

Opposition members approved federal housing proposals but asked 
for additional details. 

J. W. Noseworthy (CCF--York South) moved to have the Government 
rescind orders to increase rents. The motion was ruled out of order. 

George Drew, Progressive Conservative Leader, described the 
housing programme as "enabling legislation" and nothing more. 

Trade Minister Howe said the Government, if necessary, will seek 
a suspension of rules to stop a "filibuster" against pipe-line bills., 

Twm Senators supported in principle a Bill of Rights placed before' 
the Senate. 

Housing Bill:Approved: r  Ottawa, November 15 (CP) -- The Commons was told . 
today what the federal Government is prepared to do on its own and - 
in co-operation with the Provinces to help solve the housing shortage. 

Reconstruction Minister linters outlined a multi-point programme  
envisaging joint federal-provincial action on several projects 
inoluding the construction of low and subsidized rental units. 

The progremma, inauguration of which largely depends on .the 
passage of complementary legislation by the Provinces, drew praise 
from all sides of the Cannons, although sane members felt it might 
have gone farther. Others asked for more details. 

The discussion occurred after Mr. Winters called for second 
reading -- adoption in principle -- of a bill amending the National 
Housing Act. 

After a seven-hour debate, the House gave second reading to the 

One of the amendments wmuld reduce approximately by half the 
down payment required of purchasers of homes.  Another would ease 
regulatione covering Government loans on co-operative housing 
projects. . 	 . 

- 
Mr. Martin's Address At The UN:  Lake Success, N.Y., November 15 (CP) -- 

Paul Martin of Canada today challenged Russia's Foreign Minister to 
tell the Soviet people the truth about western countries instead of 
spreading_fear and mistrust which lead to war. - 

- In a probingindictment of the Communist systen, Canada's 
Health Minister told the United Nations there is little hope_of 
advancing out of the Cold War if Russian leaders keep insisting 
they are always right. 

Frequently he looked straight across the conference table at 
Andrei Y. Vishinsky, Russia's Foreign Minister, who looked up 
calmly at times from note taking. 

Martin delivered before the U.N. Assembly!s 59-member Political 
Committee a 48-minute address which veteran observers said was 	, 
one of the most important ever made by Canada in the United Nations. 

(over) 
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These observers viewed the speech as final proof that Canada has 
emerged as a major spokesman of the Western Powers. When the meeting 
adjourned for lunch at least 25 delegates swarmed around Martin in an 
unusual demonstration with congratulations. 

Backing a British-American 12-point plan for permanent peace, 
Martin cast aside Vishinsky's proposals for a peace pact among the 
Big Five Powers as merely an excuse for misrepresenting wbstern 
civilization. In his resolution Vishinsky calls for condemnation of 
United States and Britain for "preparations for a new war." 

"We do not need any more siznatures: mo need  some  settlements," 
Martin said. "If Er. Vishinsky wants peace all he needs to do is _ 
call upon us to use the instruments for peace already in our hands.0  

, 

	

	The 46-year-old Martin, as representative of Canada, wum present - 
at the death of the League of Nations  ana  at the birth of the United 
Nations. Reis second in command of the Canadian delegation, headed. _ 
by L.B. Pearson, External Affairs Einister. 

_ Returning several times to the theme that Communism seeks a ° 
dominating role over men and nations, Martin called on Vishinsky, 	, 
to brand, as false the Communist philosophy that war is inevitable 
between Communist and non-Cammunist states. He added: 

uThose who really prepare for mur are those who believe : in its 
inevitability. 

"We do not believe that mar ,  is inevitable. It is a basic 
principle of our political philosophy that there is no political 
problem which cannot be solved by discussion, by negotiation &  by 
compromise, by agreement."... 

Mr. Pearson Opens Winter Fair:  Toronto, November 15 (The Globe and,Mail)--r 
The Royal  ' W inter  Fair was officially opened tonight by Externar 
Affairs Minister Pearson. 	 - 	- . — 

In an address, Pearson said the burden of defense costs will not 
be reduced by current disarmament discussions in the United Nations. 

He said he does not think the Russians would accept any practical' , 
plan for disarmament the Western powers could put forth in present 
circumstances. , 

Canada's military establishments are not large compared with 
some other countries, Pearson said, but "the burden is increasing 
and will continue to increase so long as_there is instàbility and 
insecurity in the morld.".... 

$48,800,000 For Canadian Wheat: Washington, November 15 (CP)--- The 
Economic Co-operation Administration today turned another $48,800,000 •  - 

of  Marshall-Plan dollars over to Britain - for the purchase of Canadian 
wheat. 

This bringute el00,000,000 the total of Marshall-Plan funds 
which E.C.A. has released to Britain for such purchases since the 
Anglo-Canadian-American dollar talks here in September. 

Atythat time E.C.A. officials revamped-their policy en the - buying 

of Canadian wheat with - Marshall-Plan dollars and told the United 

Kingdom she- dould use  -4175,000,000 worth of those dollars for that: 
purpose in the current E.C.A. fiscal year, ending June 30, 1950. 

For her part, Canada agreed to re-examine - her restrictions on 
imports of United States fruits and vegetables. These  bars, have  
been lifted.... . _ 

Across Canada:  A Canadian Daily Newspaper Association delegation 
yesterday asked the Government to remove the udiscriminatorye  8 per,  
cent sales tax on newsprint...Two miners died in a muck slide at 
the Noranda mine....The Dairy Farmers of Canada will spend 
4250,000 next year to promote the sale of butter, and other dairy 	- 
products....Mrs. Grace Kelsey, of *Erickson, B.C., mus declared the ' 
world's wheat queen at the'lloyal Winter Fair. in Toronto yesterday.... 
The Secretary of State for External Affairs, Er. Pearson, is to 
make his annual statement on foreign policy in the House of 
Cormons today. 
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Mr. Pearson's Foreign Policy Review:  Ottawa, November 16 (CP) -- External 
Affairs Minister Pearson lashed out at Russia today for marked It acceleration" of her tyrannies. He also proclaimed Canada's determina-
tion to be more than a "camp-follovrer" of the United States. His 
speech was made at the opening of the_debate on the estimates of the 
Department of External .A.ffairs. 

He called for U.S. action on at least six issues, including the 
St. Lawrence Seaway, an exchange of arms, Newfoundlan.d military bases, 
border bars to certain leftist Canadians, a Japanese peace treaty and 
a bilateral air treaty. 

In a 90-minute Cormions review that took him around the world, he 
charged that Russian efforts to absorb "a wider and wider area" poison 
and distort the aspirations of '.7estern Europe and have reduced_most of 
Eastern Europe to an "abject subordination" where complete identification 
with the whims of Moscovr has becorae the basic demand. 

. But he predicted that "in the long run this dark practice of 
Government throug,h tyranny and ignorance can't prevail, even within the 
shadow of the Iron Curtain . 	the resources of the human spirit 
are strong enough to withstand this siege." 

Initiating a debate on foreign affairs before a well-filled, . 
attentive House, he prophesied that in time the flame of liberty in 
Eastern Europe will help to lift the shadow which has obscured it and, 
by implication, he linked that development with the "unhappy people" 
of Russia herself. 

These were among the points Mr. Pearson made as he took time out 
from his duties as Chairman of the United Nations Political Committee 
to brief Parliament: 

1. Canadian relations with the U.S. are friendly, complex and 
continuous, but cannot be taken too much for granted. Canada must 

, recognize the importance and exertions of the U.S. but the U.S.. Must 
look on Canada as a "co-operating partner, not as a camp followeer." 
Canada's_ feelings were not being ignored but he mentioned them 
"because if we do not keep them in mind they may be ignored." 

2. The United Nations has been strengthened in the last year 
and has helped reduce world tensions by containing conflicts in 
Palestine, Kashmir and Indonesia which could have sparked major war. 

3. Military obligations under the Atlantic Pact will be charted 
"before long" but its 12 member nations also should start at oxiCe . t6 - 
implement their pledge of economic collaboration. The machinery for 
"study, discussion and negotiations" should be mapped out at the 
next meeting of the Pact Council. _ 

4. Russia is using every means short of ws.r to "bring Yugos- - 
lavia to heel" and to "extract from it the kind of u.n.quebtioning 
and slavish obedience the Kremlin commands." Pressures to liquidate 
every element of national independence in Eastern Europe and "every 
trace of opinion or feeling not abjectly subordinate to Russia" 
have been 'much accelerated in recent months." 

5. nuphasis in the evolution of Soviet tyranny has shifted 
from creation of Socialist or Conununist regimes to complete 
identification of_those novr existing with the policies of Russia 
herself. 

6. Military occupation of Japan should be ended as quickly 
as possible and a general conference that would include Canada 
should seek to write a peace treaty.... 

(over) 
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Mr. Graydon On Foreign Policy:  Ottawa, Novenber 16 (CP) -- Gordon Graydon 
(PC-7Peel) said today in the Commons that Canada's cardinal foreign 
policy "must be the maintenance of permanent peace and security for 
our people.";... 

"Our cardinal policy in the interests of ourselves and of others 
must never depart from the objective of international co-operation, 
understanding and peace." 

M •. Graydon stressed the need for building an intelligent, con-
structive Canadian opinion on world affairs. He believes Canadians 
are hungry_for a knowledge of world affairs. 

The -.L:xternal Affairs Department should take the Canadian people 
more  into its confidence, he said. It should explain what the . 
Deuartment's attitude is on world affairs.... 

He said I. Norman Smith, associate editor of the OttaWa Evening ,  _ _ 
Journal recently had expressed the "conviction that there is a lot 
of news about what is going on in the world that Canadians.do "me 
get." 

Mr. Graydon said that in his opinion Canadians should be told 
as much as safety and security will 

In Canada, there was an Information Division of the External . 
Affairs Department and in the main it did a satisfactory job:  

nHowever, its activities must necessarily follow  and  not precede 
the Government decisions on policy with the result that very.little 
Information becomes available of the facts and background upon which 

- our foreign policies are based," he said.... 

In Parliament On November 16:  External Affairs Minister Pearson' revieWed 
Canada's position in foreign affairs, lashing out at Russia.  

Gordon Graydon (PC--Peel) suggested the King and Queen should 
visit  Canadal oftener. 

- Angus  Mac  Innis (CCF--;Vancouver East) said there must be 
econamic as well as military co-operation among nations. 	. 

Rev. E.G. Hansen. (SC--Macleod) urged renewed vigilance to 
—combat communisu. 

The Senate discussed a variety of topics ranging from a Bill 
'of Rights to cheaper  rus and whisky.  

Mr.  Vishinsky  Replies To Mr. Martin: Lake Success, N.Y., November 16 (CP) -- 
During his bitter reply to a plea for co-operation frum Britain's 
Hector McNeil, today, Russian U.N. Delegate Andrei Y. Vishinsky turned 
his attack towards Paul Martin. Vishinsky said the speech yesterday 
by Canada's Health Minister here was "hysterical and outrageous." _ 

Martin  had challenged Vishinsky to tell the Russian people the 
truth about the West instead of spreading fear and mistrust which 
lead to war. 

Vishinsky said the Canadian had "mixed up" the teachings of › 
Lenin by saying that Communists believe that war between Communist 
and non-Communist states is inevitable.... 

Canada  -  U.S. Air Agreement Upheld:  Washington,  November 16 (CP) -- 
Constitutionality of the new Canadian - American air agreement, . 
signed June 4 and broadening flying rights between the two 
countries,  was  upheld today by a special court.... 	. 

Across Canada: In his parliamentary speech yesterday Mr. Pearson criticized 
the U.S. Immigration authorities for holding up would-be Canadian 
visitors at border points while they- conducted a security check for 
Communist sympathizers....Despite her strength, Russia  will  never 
become a leading nation, Field Marshall Earl Wavell told the Ottawa 
Canadian Club yesterday. 
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In Parliament On November 18:,  The Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. 
Pearson announced that Canada would be represented at a conference of 
Commonwealth External Affairs Ministers in Ceylon. 

George Drew, Progressive Conservative Leader, indicated that economic 
sanctionsshould be applied against the Soviet Union. 

Two Members urged the Government to recognize the Communist Government 
of China. 

Members discussed Oanadals role in external affairs. 

Ceylon Commonwealth Conference:  Ottawa, November 17, (op) -- The Secretary of 
State for External Affairs, Mr.  Pearson, announced tonight in the House of 
CommonS that Canada will be represented at a Conference of Commonwealth 
External Affairs Ministers at Colombo, Ceylon, in January. 

The Conference will discuss the situation in the Far East and other 
matters of interest to the Commonwealth. 

Mr. Pearson made the statement in concluding a two-day debate on 
external affairs. 

Mr. Pearson said he could not name the Canadian rePresentative to 
the Ceylon Conference. There was nothing better he would like to do 
than spend January in the balmy breezes of Colombo "but I don't know 
whether I will be allowed to go." 

He said that during the debate there had been questions as to when 
Canada will recognize the new Communist Government of China. The 
situation with respect to recognition of that Government probably would 
be cleared up during the Ceylon Conference. 

He wished to state emphatically that no pressure had been put on 
Canada to recognize or not to recognize the new Chinese Government. 

Some members had asked why Canada did not press for a Pacific Pact 
similar to the Atlantic Pact. There was no lack of interest on the 
Government's part in Pacific questions but 
Australia and the United States had stated 
to negotiate a Pacific Pact at this time. 

Mr. Pearson said he believes that "we 
negotiation of a Japanese peace treaty and 
truly democratic Government in Japan.... 

Lt.-Gen.  Pope Bonn Representative: Ottawa, November 17, (CP) -- Canada 
shortly will establish a diplomatic Mission to the Federal Republic 
of Germany, External Affairs Minister Pearson announced tonight. 

• 	Finishing the Commons foreign-policy debate, Mr. Pearson said 
Lt.-Gen. Maurice Pope, currently heading the Canadian mission to 
Berlin, will become Canada's chief representative in Bonn, capital 
to the Federal Republic of Germany. 

Eventually this would moan reduction of the present Berlin 
mission to one or two officers. 

Mr. Pearson said the possibility  of holding a peace conference 
for the whole of Germany had become more remote in the last year. 
He regretted this but at the same time was pleased to see that the 
Federal Republic of Germany'had become a ngoing concern." 

(over) 



U.K.-To Curtail Food Buying In Canada:  Ottawa, November 17, (CP) -- Agricul-
ture Minister Gardiner today said he disagreed with a United Kingdom 
view that Canada should be used as a food larder only during times of 
war. 

Such a policy, he said in an interview, would be "hard on Canadian ()) 
agriculture." 

The Minister was commenting on a statement by Sir Stafford Cripps, 
Chancellor of the Exchequer, who informed a London press conference that 
Britain may switch . to  European supplies for food•she formerly purchased 
in Canada. 

Sir Stafford told the conference Britain bought foodstuffs in 
Canada during the war in "unaccustomed" amounts which could not be 
maintained when Britain got back to  post-war trading with other countries. 

• 	"In my opinion," said Mr. Gardiner, "the view that Canada is to 
be depended on for supplies of food only during var is rather hard on 
Canadian agriculture. 

"I am sure it is not the view of a great many people in Britain." 
Mr. Gardiner said he could not comment at this time on a statement 

by Sir Stafford on purchase of Canadian eggs. Sir Stafford said: 
It  is therefore a fact that in certain things, like eggs, which 

we bought exceptionally fram Canada because we could not then get 
European supplies, we are now switching back to our original sources of 
supplies." 

The matter of British purchases in 1950 of Canadian eggs, bacon, 
cheese and other foodstuffs still is under discussion, Mr. Gardiner 
said. He could not comment until the discussions were finished.... 

China Lean Repayment Doubted:  Ottawa, November 17, (CP) -- A dia future 
looms for Canada's e60 0 000,000 loan to Nationalist China. 

Authoritative quarters said today that Canada has small chance . 
of being repaid. 

They expressed this view after a statement yesterday in the 
Commons by External Affairs Minister Pearson that Canada may at some 
future time consider recognition of the new Communist Government in 
China.... 

Paris Defence Conference:  The Minister of National Defence, Mr. Claxton, 
on November 16, announced that he would attend a meeting of the 
Defence Committee of the North Atlantic Treaty in Paris on December 1. 
The Defence Committee consists of the Defence Ministers of the twelve 
nations signatory to the Treaty. 

Following announcement of the meeting by Defence Secretary Louis 
Johnson of the United States, in Washington, Mr. Claxton said he. 
would fly to Paris late this month with a "team" of six senior 
officers and officials, representing each of Canada's araed services. 
There mill also be a meeting November 29 of the Treaty's Military 
Committee, composed of a representative of the Chiefs of Staff of 
the signatory nations. 

In the Canadian group will be Lt.-Gen. Charles Foulkes, CB, 
CBE, DSO, Chairman of the Canadian Chiefs of Staff Committee, and 
Chief of the'General Staff of the Canadian Army; A/Vil H. 14; 
Campbell, CBE, accredited Canadianrepresentative_of the standing 
group of the Military Committee of the Atlantic Treaty; Maj.-Gen. 
S. F. Clark, CBE, Canadian military representative on the Treaty 
organization in. the United Kingdam; Commodore R.E.S. Bidwell, CBE, 
Assistant Chief of Naval Staff (Plans); W. R. Wright, Executive 
Assistant to the Minister, and Brigo J.D.B. Smith, CBE, DSO, 
Secretary of the Chiefs of Staff Committee. 

Across Canada:  A government bill naw before the Senate Banking and 
Commerce Committee would continue War Assets Corporation as a 
permanent fixture...(any deer hunter found shooting in Saskatchewan 
without wearing scarlet or white hunting clothing is to be 
prosecuted. 
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"Eàida" Rescues  18 U.S.  Airmen:  Hamilton, Bermuda, November 20 (CP) -- Waves 
50 to GO feet high tossed 18 survivors of a United States Air Force B-29 
while they awaited rescue for three days, officers of the Canadian 
destroyer which picked them up said today. 

The destroyer, the"Haide, delivered the bruised and salt-caked 
fliers to the United States Kindley Air Base near here, as hundreds 
cheered their arrival. Fourteen survivors walked off the destroyer. 
Four were carried to hospital on stretchers. 

Two of the 20 men aboard the plane when it crashed in the Atlantic 
off Bermuda died at sea. Theullaida" picked up the survivors Saturday. 

lt.-Cmdr. Edward T. G. Madgwick of Ottawa, captain of the destroyer, 
said the rescue boat rose sohigh on the waves that the men stepped or 
were handed across to the destroyer's forward deck without using a 
ladder. The deck of the 'Saida"  1s12  feet above the water line. 

The rescue boat had been dropped from a United States B-17 Saturday. 
The survivors, from the overcrowded life rafts on which they had been 
huddled since the crash, had clambered aboard it with difficulty. 

Eight Canadian sailors in a"Haida"lifeboat crew braved the heavy 
seas to take the air-dropped rescue boat in tow, after the"Eaidehad 
come alongside the rescue boat. 

The rescue was made when a petty officer, Crowley of the"Haide, 
saw a B-17 circling and realized it was over the survivors. 

Then the lifeboat crewmmnt out and towed the rescue boat up to 
the side of the Canadian destroyer. 

Another hazardous mid-ocean small-boat operation was made later 
when Surgeon Cmdr. Eric Lee, 47, principal medical officer aboard the 
Canadian aircraft carrier"Magnificene, was transferred to the"Eaida" 
to care for the survivors. 

In Parliament On November 18: The Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, said 
that Canada is not expecting a visit from Princess_Margaret. 

The Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson said the 
world peace picture has brightened in the last year. 

During study of estimates, the Minister of National  Defence, Mr. 
Claxton, disclosed that secret Defence Department work is.being done 
by private film firms until National Film Board employes have been 
investigated. 

Eàj.-Gen. G. R. Pearkes (PC--Nanaimo) said the Air Force was 
the weak point in Canada's defence and urged a five-point defence 
programme. 

The Commons defeated 62 to 34 a COF amendment which could have 
deferred a bill incorporating a pipe lire company until the route 
of the line was stated. 

"Noronic" Report Suspends Captain:  Ottawa, November 21 (CP) --A brief 
judgment was delivered to the Supreme Court of Canada today by Mr. 
Justice R. L. Kellock, who investigated the burning of the  cruise 
ship "Noronic"_at Toronto. The judgment ordered the suspension 
for one year of the licence of Captain William Taylor of Sarnia, 
Ontario -- the ill-fated ship's Captain. 

(over) 
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The full ninety-nine-page report on the disaster has been 
delivered to Transport Minister Chevrier for tabling in the House 
of Commons today. 

(One hundred and eighteen persons lost their lives in the 
"Noronic" tragedy at Toronto on September 17.) 

C.F.A. To Seek Price Supports: Ottawa, November 18 (CP) -- The Canadian 
Federation of Agriculture today said it will seek government price-
support for eggs and other commodities if Anglo-Canadian food 
contracts are reduced in 1950. 

A Federation spokesman said farmers and poultry producers are 
particularly concerned over the possibility that Britain will not 
renew the $21,000,000 egg contract and that the bacon contract will 
be cut to 25 per cent of the 1949 value. 

It was learned Canadian egg dealers have appealed directly to 
the Government to institute measures to keep up the price of eggs 
in view of a statement by Sir Stafford Cripps yesterday.... 

Newfoundland Asks Freight Rate Revision:  Ottawa, November 18 (CP) -- 
Newfoundland has applied for a complete revision of its freight rate 
structure, and it mus learned today the issue may go to the Supreme 
Court of Canada. 

Under tentative present plans, the highest court may be called 
on for an interpretation on the controversial question of whether 
the newest Province has received the treatment in freight rates to 
which it is entitled underthis year's Confederation terms. 

_ 
Oshawa Strike Ended: Oshawa,'Ontario, November 20  (CF) -- The General 

Ebtors strike ended tonight when the first shift entered the big 
automobile plant after workers voted to accept settlement terms. 

The first shift will prepare for a return to normal operations 
by Tuesday morning after a dispute that began October 25 follawing 
the dismissal of four union workers. 

Sonie 5,500 Members of the United Automobile Workers (C.I.0.) 
cast  secret ballots Saturday and today...0 	 - 	- 

ljesides the dismissal of the four men, union charges of a 
production line speed-up also entered into the dispute. 

Bank Of England - Gavernor - To Visit:  Cameron F. Cobbold, Governor of the 
Bank of England since March 1 of this year will make his first 
official visit to Canada in that capacity on November 21, when he 
arrives in Ottawa to confer with Governor Graham Towers and 
.offiéers of the Bank of Canada. He will be accompanied by Sir 
George Abell, one of the advisers of the Bank of England. 

Mre  Cobbold will  spend three days in Ottawa and a day each 
in Montreal and Toronto, where he will meet officers of Canada's 
chartered banks and other members of the business community. _His 
visit is in accordance with regular practice in central banking. 
Senior officers of central banks in all parts of the world and 
particularly mithin the British Commonwealth make periodic visits 
to their "opposite numbers" in other countries to discuss matters 
of mutual,.interest and study changing economic conditions "on the 
spot". 

Canada - Belgium Agreement: The Department of External Affairs announced 
on November Zl that Canada and Belgium have concluded an agreement 
modifying their visa requirements for temporary visitors (See Press 
Release No. 79.) 

Across Canada:  Montreal Alouettes, champions of the Big Four won the 
Eastern Canada football championship at Montreal Sunday by defeating 
Hamilton Tigers, O.R.F.U.'champions, 40 to 0, and play Calgary 
Stampeders in Toronto_next Saturday for the Grey Cup. Western 
University recaptured the Intercollegiate football title Saturday 
by defeating McGill 12 to 9 at Toronto. 
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In Parliament On November 21:  The Minister of Trade and Commerce, Mr. Howe 
tabled a 99-page report on the sinking of the steamship "Noronic". 

The House of Commons voted 94 to 42 to uphold a Speaker's ruling 
that the Government was in order with a motion aimed at ending a fili-
buster on two pipeline bills. 

Members voted 108 to 42 to extend the length of time during which 
bills incorporating pipeline companies can be debated. 

Reconstruction Minister Winters sponsored legislation authorizing 
the federal Government to pay 50 per cent of the cost of a trans-Canada 
highway. 

Senator Wishart Robertson, Government Leader, told the Upper 
Chamber dwindling trade with the British West Indies mus the result of 
dollar  problems. 

"Noronic" Fire Report:  The report of Mr. Justice Kellock on the "Noronic" 
fire disaster in Toronto on September 17, in which 118 persons lost _ 
their lives, was tabled in the House of Commons yesterday. Among the 
highlights of the report, as selected by the Canadian Press, were the 
following: 

Destruction of the "Noronic" and the high loss of life are blamed 
on failure of the owners and captain to assure proper fire-fighting 
precautions aboard the ship. 

The captain--William Taylor, 66, of Sarnia, Ontario--was also at 
fault for failing to take general charge of the situation after fire 
broke out. 

The captain should have directed in an organized way the arousing 
of passengers instead of acting himself as "an ordinary sailor in such 
parts of the ship as he could reach". 

Capt. Taylor's certificate is suspended for one year. No other 
certificates more interfered With. 

Costs of the investigation are to be charged against the owners 
-- Canada Steamship Lines Limited -- on the Exchequer Court scale of 
costs. - 

The question of drunkenness played no major part in the report. 
The fire patrol system aboard the "Noronic" was inadequate for 

early fire detection. 
The fire found officers and crew without any organization 

designed to deal with the situation. 
High loss of life was the result of lack of fire-fighting 

organization and absence of a proper alarm system. 
Complete complacency in regard to the possible outbreak of 

fire had descended on both the ship's officers and the management. 
The "Noronic" had no pre-arranged plan for rousing and getting 

passengers off the ship in event of fire. 
There WaS no evidence of the fire having beén deliberately set. 
The fire cause was not established although it is known to 

have started in a small linen closet just forward of the women's 
washroom opening on to the port corridor on "C" deck. 

(over) 
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Such efforts as were made to fight the fire were scattered and 
ineffective. 

The fire fighting appliances on board appear to have been 
satisfactory. 

Experience of the fire indicates need for making fire-resisting 
bulk-heads, a requirement aboard all passenger-carrying lake ships. 

Regulations requiring complete coverage of such ships by 
continuous fire patrol systems as vieil as automatic fire alarm 
systems should be applied. 

All such ships should have a comprehensive fire-fighting or- 
ganization with each member of the crew assigned specific duties. 

Sprinkler systems and public address systems for directing 
passengers in emergency should be installed on all such vessels. 

Ships at dock should provide adequate and more than a single 
means of getting ashore. 

Passenger ships docking with the intention of staying for any 
extended time should be required to be connected with the local 
telephone system so that the local fire deparLuent can be called 
wlthout delay in event of fire. 

Transport Commission Inquiry:  Ottawa, November 21 -- (CP) -- A Manitoba 
proposal to revamp Canada's Railways Act today brought a contention 
by the Railway Association of Canada that this may lead to the 
Government's direct management of the steam lines. 

Robert E. Moffat, Economic Advisor to the Manitoba Government, 
sùggested before the Royal Commission on Transportation that the 

, Act might be amended to give the Board of, Transport Commissioners 
greater power over the rails and, in turn'to bring the Board closer 
into the sphere of a government department. 

Millionth Of A Second Recording: Events occurring less than a millionth 
of a second apart can now be automatically counted and recorded by 
apparatus designed and built at the Chalk River Atomic Energy 
Project, Ur. N.F. Moody, head of the Project's electronics section, 
said recently in New York City at a combined,conference of the 
Institute of Radio Engineers and the American Institute of Electrical 
Engineers, the National Research Council reports. 

Aids For Eastern  Hospitals: Federal grants of more than 4223,000 to aid 
i.:—. 11-7=an-oviing nearly 300 more hospital beds in eastern Canada were 
announced on November 22 by the Minister of National Health and 
Welfare, Mr. Martin. Receiving aid are the St. John's Sanatorium, 
St. John's Nfld.; the Sherbrooke Hospital, Sherbrooke, Que.; and 
the St. Marys Memorial Hospital, St. Marys, Ont. 

Retail Trade Increased: Canada's total retail trade in September was 
estimated at ,é685,000,000, an increase of seven per cent over 
the September, 1948 figure of 4639,000,000. Sales were also 
higher than the August total or 4644,000,000. A uniform rate of 
increase over 1948 has prevailed over the last five-months. 

Across  Canada: A programme of 'welfare enterprise" by businessmen to 
to avert the threat of a "dictatorial welfare.state" was urged on 
November 21 by C.L. Burton, President of the RobertSimpson 
Company, in an addresi before the Toronto Board of Trade....kt a 
Press Conference in Toronto yesterday, Field Marshal Earl Wavell, 
attributed the Russians' unfriendly attitude towards the Western 
World to their constant fear of Germany and a naturally suspicious 
nature. 

I) 
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In Parliament On November 22: J. M. Macdonnell (PC--Toronto Greenwood) 
described the Minister of Trade and Commerce, Mr. Howe as a "FasOist, 
a nice Fascist". He later mithdrew the remark. 

A Progressive Conservative move to have administration of the 
Combines Act probed by a Parliamentary committee was defeated 149 to 53. 

Justice Minister Garson spoke 2 1/2 hours on the Governmentts action 
in delaying for. 10 months a combines investigation report on the flour-
milling industry. 

' 	The Commons voted 152 to 44 against a Progressive Conservative 
motion which -would have killed a bill to incorporate a pipeline company. 

The Senate split party lines during a debate on the merits and 
- denerits of daylight time. 

Statement On Flour-Milling Report:  Ottawa, november 22 (CP) -- A tense 
House of Commons, listening to what has erupted into the hottest debate 
of the session, heard Justice Minister Garson today answer charges 
that the Government had perpetrated a conspiracy against the constitution. 

In a careful 2 1/2-hour speech, Mr. Gerson attempted to justify 
the Government's action in delaying for 10 months the publication of 
the report of alleged price-fixing in Canada's flour-milling industry. 

From every quarter of the Opposition in recent weeks has come 
sharp accusations that the Government deliberately broke the law by 
failing to nake the report public within the specified 15 days of 
receipt from the Combines investigation Commission. 

Today, Er. Garson told of Cabinet disagreement over the whole basis 
of the'flour-milling report, and offered a number of reasons why it 

• was withheld from December 29 when it was first delivered to him until 
early this month when he issued it to the accompaniment of the 
resignation of F. A. McGregor, Combines Investigation Chief. 

Mr. McGregor resigned, because of the delay in publishing the 
report. 

Mr. Garson %aid the so-called price-fixing actions of the flour-
milling companies during the mur resulted directly from the.policies. 
and regulations laid dawn by the Prices Board. 

As such, the Government did not want to make the flour-milling 
report public without the "most careful consideration," and investiga-
tion of the basis for the report. 

' The conclusion reached by the Government was that the flour-
millers should not be prosecuted for something they had done under 
direction of a Government DePartment. 

These explanations were brushed aside by the Progressive Censer-
, 	vatives. 

"We have nothing less than a conspiracy against our constitution," 
said J. M. Macdonnell, (PC, Toronto Greenwood)... 

Can Expropriate  Atout  Patents: Ottawa, November 22 (CP) -- Dr. C. J. - . 
Mackenzie today heard an expression of fear that some atomic devel-
opments may be used to exploit the common man  •in Canada and he 
reported that the Government has taken measures to prevent it. 

1). 
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The fear mas raised by Solon Law, Social Credit Leader, in the 
Commons Atomic Committee. 

He said  "soin e people -- and I'm one of them -- are concerned 
about the possibility that some corporations may corné to control 
important inventions, even including the results of rpclear-fission 
esearch, in a may that would makeaccess of the common man to them 

costly. n  
Dr. Mackenzie, Chairman of the Atomic Energy Control Board, said 

"Tre have an organization set up to prevent that....We are aiming 
at a set-up to give the best for all.n  

The Board had power to expropriate or to stop any patents in the 
atomic field and any contracts it made with private firms for pro- 

. . duction of government-invented products could be cancelled.... 

Says Canada's Food Surplus Declines: Washington, November 22 (CP) -- 
. Canada told the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United  -Nations 
today that she no longer has a top-heavy surplus of food for the , 
expert  market,.: 

oJ 	The statement came from Rt. Hon. James G. Gardiner, Canada's 
io „Minister of Agriculture,' as  he joined in early debate in the. F.A.O. 

annual meeting and took exception to F.A.O. documents picturing . 
Canada as a major exporting power. 

That impression, hesaid, is not true today, though it may have 
• , ,been true in the wartime and post-war periods. It was necessary only 

to look at the declines in Canadian exports of cheese and pork to 
see the disturbing decline in Canada's food production and experts. 
Highlight of this second day of the F.A.O. Conference, which will 
last two weeks, was a brief address by President Truman in which he 

-- 

	

	promised full American co-operation in a global -battle - against-the --- 
age-old scourge of starvation and hunger.... 

Underwater Corrosion Prevention:  Halifax, November 22 (CP) -- The Defense 
Research Board told today for the first time of a method which 

, eliminates underwater corrosion of ships' hulls. 
Corrosion kas been a major maintenance problem ever since steel 

hulls came into use. Bars of magnesium naw are bolted to the hull 
in several places. When magnesium, steel and salt water come 
together, an electric current is generated. This current travels 

, around the hull, preventing corrosion. 
The new system of protection--in this application--is an all-- 

Canadian project. However, magnesium had been used for 20 years to 
protect underground pipelines.... . - 

House-Building Increase:  Ottawa, November - 22 (CP)-- Canada's house-
building parade swept ahead in the first eight months of this year, 

- with a total of 55,435 constructed, an increase of 12,000 over the 
• -same . period last year. 

However, starts on new  homes,  said the Bureau of Statistics . 
today, are lagging. In the eight-month period:starts were made on 

. 57,827 units, compared_mith 60,465 last year. 
• 

Prime  Minister's Broadcast:  Ottawa, November 22 (CP) -- Prime Minister 
St. Laurent expressed the hopetenight that "by the end of 1950 
Canada will have  assumed all ,the,attributes and all the respOnsi- 

- bility of full - nationhood. n .....Hr 	- 	: 	 • 

Across  Canada:  The federal Government's contribution toward completion 
of a trsns-Canada.highmay mill.be up to 50  per cent of its.cost;- 
the total contribution however will not exceed Z150,000,000.... 
Thellouse - of,Lordsyesterday gave third reading to the British, 

-North America Bill mhich will  give Canada the - right to amend its — 
constitution mithoutreference to the United  Kingdom Parliament. 
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In Parliament On November 23:  The House of Commons upheld a Speaker's decision 
ruling out of order Progressive Conservative and COP motions by votes of 
148 to 56 and 157 to 56, respectively. 

The motions sought to censure the Government for delaying publication 
of a report on alleged price-fixing in the flour-milling industry. 

The Commons gave second reading to the Bill amending the Combines 
Act. 

The Senate disrmssed procedure and human rights. 

Anti-Combines Legislation Discussion: Ottawa, November 23 (CP) -- Much of 
the steam of a bitter attack on the Government was dissipated in the 
Commons yesterday. 

The Speaker ruled out of order two opposition motions censuring 
the Government for the way it handled the report of alleged price-fixing 
in the flourmilling industry. 

A concerted opposition onslaught against what they described as 
deliberate concealment of the report began to peter out as the House 
finally approved the principle of a Bill to plug loopholes in Canada's 
anti-combines legislation. 

Speaker Ross Macdonald put the first damper on the debate when he 
ruled that John Diefenbaker (PC--Lake Center) and subsequent Speakers 
must stick to the principle of the Bill. 

The effect was to rule out discussion of the opposition charges 
that the Government broke the law by failing to make public the flour-
milling report within 15 days of receipt.... 

Faced with the prospect of being confined within the limits of 
the specific points of the Bill, the Progressive Conservatives moved 
an amendment. 

It proposed that while the Commons always is anxious to improve 
combines legislation, it should regret the "failure" of the Cabinet 
to comply with the law requiring .publication of the_combines report 
within 15 days. The Commons also should express regret that the 
Government had "failed" to give assurance that there would be no 
further breach of this or any other act.... 

Later, Stanley Knowles (CCF--Winnipeg North Center) moved 
another amendment. It proposed that approval of the Bill be deferred 
until the House had censured the Government for "an affront -  to 
Parliament" in its handling of the flourmilling_report.... 

1948 Annual Trade Report: Ottawa, November 23 (CP) -- Despite growing 
state monopolism in Eastern Europe, Canada is riding the post-war 
world's trade boat on a crest of unprecedented prosperity. 

This and other significant features of Canada's post-war 
domestic and external trade highlight the Trade Department's Annual 
Report, made public today. 

The 80-page document, covering the fiscal year ondeLl Earch 31, 
1949, mixes the prosperity report with a grim raminder that state 
monopolism and bilateralism, a thorn in the side of free trade, are 
continuing to flourish, especially in Eastern Europe. 

(aver) 



On the bright side, the Department says: 
1. Production, employment and trade in 1948 exceeded the high 

levels of 1947. 
2. The  investment boom continued unchecked." 
3. The country made a recovery from the heavy debit trade 

balance in United States' favour. 
4. Foreign industrialists showed renewed interest in establishing 

plants in Canada. About 500 sought information. 
On the gloomy side: 
1. There was a "growing tendency" by some countries, particularly 

in Eastern Eurc-pe, to eliminate private trade and to establish state 
monopolies. Canadian exporters were suffering from this "concentration 
of bargaining power." 

2. Dollar shortages continued to hamper Canadian trade, not only 
with the United Kingdom, but with other Commonwealth and Sterling 
countries. 

3. When South Africa announced exchange and import controls last 
November, it removed the last of the Commonwealth countries from the 
free-trade competitive ranks. New clamorings arose from Canadian 
exporters for government help. 

Canada's foreign trade, totalling e5,750,000,000, reached a new 
high in 1948. Demand for Canadian goods, mainly in the United States, 
increased Canadian exports. 

Canadian gold and dollar reserves, which fell to a dangerous low 
of about e470,000,000 in 1947, recavered in 1948, due to a $636,000,000 
reduction in the debit balance with the U.S. 

This reduction 
total trade between 
in the geographical 

Exports to the 
mith $1,034,000,000 
C1,806,000,000....  

trias  accompanied by an increase of 10 per cent in 
the two countries and to significant readjustment 
pattern of Canadian foreign trade. 
U.S. touched a high of $1,501,000,000,  compared 
in 1947; imports declined from $1,975, 000 •  000 to 

Bonn Representation:  In concluding the discussion in the House of Commons 
on foreign policy, the Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. 
Pearson, on November 17, touched upon Canadian representation in Bonn, 

, 	Germany. He said: 
melcome the establishment of a federal democratic 

government in Western Germany. We hope that it will soon be able 
to extend its jurisdiction over a united Germany. The development 
that has taken place already has a bearing, of course, on the German 
peace conference. It looks naw as if the possibility of holding a 
peace conference for the whole of Germany is more remote than it was 
a year ago. This is of course due to the split in Germany itself, 
and the difficulties at the present time of establishing a modus 
vivendi with the Russians which would make possible the healing of 
that division. Meanwhile we have the western federal state of 
Germany which has become a going concern. We are recognizing that 
development by planning to establish very shortly a mission to 
represent Canada at the capital of the state, which is Bonn. We will 
for that purpose be appointing, as head of our mission to Bonn, the 
official who is now the head of our Military Mission in Berlin. This 
change in the situation in Germany will make it possible to reduce the 
mission in Berlin to the status of one or two officers...." 

Across Canada:  Saskatchewan yesterday offered to yield to a federal agency 
control over commercial trucking rates as a move for uniform regula- 
tion of highway transport....Reconstruction Minister Winters said 
on Wednesday that a brief submitted to the Royal Commission on Arts, 
Letters and Sciences recently by the National Film Board was "never 
meant nor received as a statement of government policy."....Government 
support and broader channels for expression--particularly from the * 
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation--were called for in Montreal on 
Wednesday before the Royal Commission on National Development in 
Arts, Letters and Sciences to raise the whole levélof Canadian 
cultural development. Federal Government support was sought both 
directly and indirectly. The majority of the delegations were from 
theatrical and symphonic organizations. 
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In Parliament On November 24:  The Minister of Trade and Commerce Ur.  Howe, 
gave notice of a government move to provide up to 410,000,000 in loans 
for earitime coal mines. 	 ' 

The Government gave notice it will move today for Saturday sittings 
in a drive to wind up Parliament early next month. 	 . 

The CCF and Progressive Conservative parties attacked Justice 
Minister Garson for not maklng public the flour combinés  report  at an-- 
earlier date, and Angus EacInnis (CCF--Vancouver East) urged that the 
Minister resign. 

, 	A report of the Canadian Maritime Commission, tabled in the House, 
recommended that Canada maintain a nucleus of shipping and shipbuilding 
,industries but said mérchant shipping should be drastically cut; 

Dr. C.J. Mackenzie Chairman of the Atomic Energy Control Board, 
said it wus time for the Government and Parliament to decide - on the next 
forward step in the atomic field. 

The Commons completed study of the 4383,000,000 defence estimates. 
- 	The Senate sat briefly and adjourned until Tuesday. 

$10,000,000 To Modernize Coal Mines:  Ottawa, November 24 (CP) -- The Govern-
ment is prepared to loan up to 410,000,000'to Maritime coal operators . 
to modernize mines and increase production. 

Legislation providing for the loans is to be introduced in the 
Commons tomorrow by Trade Minister Howe. 

Brief notice of introduction, placed on the Commons order paper 
today, merely stated that the legislation is designed to help 
modernize production methods. 

Under terms of the loans, a maximum loan of 47,500,000 can be 
made to any one operator, although the total amount set aside for all 
loans will not exceed 410,000,000. 

Urges Reduction Of Merchant Fleet:  Ottawa, November 24 (CP) -- Canada's 
ocean-going merchant fleet must be "drastically reduced," the Canadian 

. Maritime Commission said in its Annùal Report made public today. 
However, it advised  the maintenance of a nucleus shipbuilding 

industry and ocean-going fleet capable of rapid expansion in the 
event of war. 

Tabled in the Bouse of Commons, the report reviemm the 170,- 
000,000 shipping industry during the 12-month period ending last 
March 31. 

Conditions have deteriorated still further since that time,a 
spokesman for the Commission said later. Devaluation has  oust about 

.,uknocked.the skids from under  the  whole industry." 

Refuses To Call Mr. Davis:  Ottawa, November 24 (CP) -- The House of 
Gommons Committee on External Affairs today voted down a proposal -
to call T.C. Davis, Canadian Ambasaador to China, to give a factual 
picture of conditions in,that country. 

Only the four Progressive  Conservatives supported the motion 
made by one of their number, Gordon Graydon (Peel). 

The Committee thus upheld the tradition in British countries 
that Ambassadors, while still accredited, are not called upon 
publicly to discuss the affairs of the country which has received 
them. 

Friday, November 25, 1949. 

(over) 
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U.S. Newfoundland Air Bases:  Ottawa, November 24 (CP) 	Stick (L-- 
Trinity-Conception) today told the House of Commons External Af_fairs 
Committee that Newfoundlanders did not want any interference with 
United States operations of air bases in that Province. 

"We get on very wel-1 with the Americans," he said. "'de don't 
want any strained relations. They mean millions of dollars to us. 
We  don't want them to discharge Newfoundlanders and bring in4Imerican 
workers." 

-He referred to recent magazine reports that there were difficulties 
between the United States operators of Newfoundland bases and the local 
people. 

, 	"Small incidents have .been magnified out of all proportion," he 
said.. "They were -ironed out to - our mutual satisfaction." 	_ 

A.D.P. Fleeney, Under-Secretary of State for External Affaira, said 
the ma_tter  of 13.3  bases in Newfoundland, acquired before Newfoundland 

zame a Province of Canada, was under negotiation -with -U.S. authorities. 
-.1hile these negotiations were going on he said he preferred not 

to discuss them. 

Sir William. Slim -Interview:  Ottawa, November 24 '(CP.) — Britain's army chief 
said today any Canadian offer  to  train British and Western EuroPean 
troops in Canada would -be received itvery gratefully" in the vcountries 
involved. 

Yield Marsha3. Bir Williara -Slim was 'told at a press conference that 
such a role was among those reported under consideration by the 
,Government as part of Canada's aparticipa.tion in the  Atlantic pact.... 

Sir William, in the midst of a day of conferences with government 
and military officials, also made these points: 

The Germans still are the "most dangerous and most valuable '  
people in Europe. 	 _ 

Western Union—the alliance of Britain, -France -and the Benelux 
countries—has made "immense progress."... 

Address By Mr; Wilgress:  -London, November 24 (CP) — Canada must Temain 
closely linked economically with both the sterling and dollar areas, 
L. Dana Wilgress, Canadian High Cormissioner to  the -United -Kingdom., 
said today. 

Addressing a luncheon meeting of the British 'branch of the Canadian 
Chamber of Commerce, Wilgress said it would not -be possible fcir Canada 
to isolate -herself successfully _from either of the areas. ..Such a move 

-would throw Canada's economy off balance.... 

Opposes FAO Proposal.:  Washington, November 24 (CP) — 'Canada 'today questioned 
the desirability of an international commodity clearing hou.se, as proposed 
by officials of the Food and _Agriculture 'Organization. 

Canada.'s Agriculture :Minister., James G. Gardiner, told the United 
Nations agency's Annual Conference that he wondered whether establishment 
of such a body would brin.g any improvement  :over  the present supply-
handling situation. - 	 . 

However, Mr. Gardiner said, Canada is prepared to give "serious 
consideration" to any international ce-operation for the best use of 
world food supplies. 

Across Canada:  The -Canadian Charaber of Commerce -on Thursday told the 
Royal Commission on National Development in Arts, Letters and Sciences, 
at Montreal, that the National Film Board and the Canadian Broadcasting 
Corporation should not have the advantage of private enterprise but 
should be competitive with it on an equal basis....The first real 
snowstorm of the vrinter hit Eastern Canada Thursday night....Canadians 
are more prosperous in 1949 then at any  time  in the history  of  the 
country Dr. 0.J. Firestone, economist, was reported as saying yesterday. 
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•  In Parliament  On November 25 and 26: The Minister of Finance, Mr. Abbott, on 
November 25, announced that the federal Government has agreed not to 
bring rent increases into effect in Saskatchewan since that Province 
plans to take over its own rent control. 

The House of Commons passed a bill to plug loopholes in the Combines 
Investigation Act. 

For the sixth time, the Commons talked out a private bill to 
incorporate a pipeline company. 

The Commons considered estimates of the Secretary of State's 
Department. 

On Saturday, November 26, final parliamentary approval was given 
to a national trade mark bill that incorporates legislation calling 
for accuracy in labels used to describe the quality or quantity of 
goods. 

First of the required three readings mas given . to  a bill to 
provide for increased tax returns to Ontario and Quebec. 

Bills designed to create three new government departments were debated. 
The House of Commons considered several relatively minor pills. 

Saskatchewan Assumes  Rent Control:  Ottawa, November 25 (CP) -- Saskatchewan's 
move to take over rental controls next spring has opened a new way by 
which provinces can kill the December 15 rental hikes. 

. Finance Minister Abbott has agreed to eliminate the impending rent 
increases as far as Saskatchewan is concerned as a consequence of 
Saskatchewan's agreement to take over the•controls'April 1, 1950. 

National Trade Mark:  Ottawa, November 27 (CP) -- The way was cleared 
Saturday for a national trade mark to.guarantee that products that 
use it live up to certain prescribed standards. 

A Government bill to establish the voluntary trade mark-- to 
be known as "Canada Standard" or "C.S."--received final parliamentary 
approval. 

, Already approved by the Senate, it went through without amendment 
after Trade Minister Howe and Labour Minister Mitchell united to lead 
rejection of a C.C.F. amendment that would  have required firms which 
use the trade mark to meet certain wage levels and conditions of work 
for their employees.... 

Sees New Industrial Empire: St. John's, Nfld., November 27 (CP) -- 
vast new industrial empire that will probably change the face of 
the North American steel industry in the next decade will be opened 
up in the frozen wastes of Ungava and Labrador next year. 

Premier Smallwood of Newfoundland told a press conference 	• 
Saturday development will begin next autumn on the huge, rich iron 
ore deposits in the area that will probably replace Minnesota's 
Mesabi range as the  biggest iron producer on the continent. _ 

(over) 
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Mr. Smallwood quoted correspondence from Jules R. Timmins, who 
said a group of American steel companies has taken an option to 
participate with Canadian interests in the development. Between 
$150,000,000 and $200,000,000 will be pumped into the project in 
the next three years. 

About 10,000,000 tons of iron ore will roll south annually along 
a new 360-mile railway from Knob Lake, near the Labrador-Quebec 
border, to a new port to be built at Seven Islands, Que. Production 
later will be stepped up to around 20,090,000 tons a year. 

Ur. Claxton In Paris: Paris, November 27 (CP) -- Top soldiers of the 
western world meet here tomorrow to figure out how to stop Russia 
from trampling Europe in case of a.  third world war. 

Chiefs of Staff of the 12-country Atlantic Defence Treaty 
face first the problem of integrating their separate defence systems. 

Money mma voted to pay for military aid for America's European 
partners. Congress tied a string to it, requiring the countries to 
produce an integrated defence plan, subject to United States approval, 
before the money is available. 

Defence Minister Brooke Claxton of Canada arrived in Paris 
today. He was accompanied by senior officers of the Canadian Army, 
Navy and Air Force. 

At noon tomorrow Claxton will place a wreath on the Tomb of the 
Unknown Soldier at the Arc de Triomphe. 

A dispatch from The Hague, said Claxton is expected to visit 
The Netherlands December 6 and 7, after the meetings in Paris.... 

Canadians Grain Champions:  Chicago, November 27 (CP) -- Canadians, one 
of them a grey-haired 56-year-old woman, won three of the major 
grain championships this weekend at the international hay and 
grain show here. 

Mrs. Amy Grace Kelsey of Erickson, B.C., Saturday won the 
title of wheat queen, premier award of the show. Today Sydney 
H. Pawlowski of Spedden, Alta., was named oats king. 

The third Canadian award,that of Rye King, mas taken by Albert 
Kessel of Rosetown, Sask. Kessel won the World Rye title at the 
Royal linter Fair this year. His Chicago entry was Prolific variety. 

Storm Rakes British Columbia:  Victoria, B.C., November 27 (CP) -- Fourteen 
lives were claimed over the weekend in British Columbia as the_first 
big storm of the winter season moved into the prairies after raking 
an area from the northern Queen Charlotte Islands to Southern Oregon 
with gales and torrential rain. 

Rail communication out of Vancouver was cut by slides and 
washouts. The suburban community of West Vancouver was partially 
isolated by a bridge washout over the swollen Capilano River, and 
high tides for a time threatened floods on some Vancouver Islandsand 
coastal B.C. centres. 

Mauld Tax Imported Comics: Montreal, November 27 (CP) --A group of 
French-Canadian writers suggested to a Royal Commission Saturday 
that the federal Government should tax imported comics, Sunday-
supplement sections and pulp magazines and apply the proceeds to 
help Canadian men of letters. 

Across Canada:  MOntreal won its first Canadian football title in 18 
years on Saturday by defeating Calgary Stampeders 28 to 15 on a 
snowy field at Toronto Varsity Stadium....Damage estimated at 
$1,000,000 was caused by a fire which swept through a Brockville 
business block early Sunday morning....Peter White, K.C., noted 
Ontario counsel, died in Toronto on Saturday. 
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In Parliament On November 28:  Reconstruction Minister Winters set early 1950 
as the date for starting a trans-Canada highway. 

Various members said the Government should be prepared to pay more 
than 50 per cent of a propoeed 5,000-mile trans-Canada highway. 

Justice Minister Garson said any Supreme Court decision on the 
- 	validity of rent controls could be appealed to the Frivy Council. 

The House of Commons debated the Government's decision to have the 
- 	Supreme  Court of Canada test the validity of rent-control legislation. 

Rent Control Debate:  Ottawa, November 28  (ci') -- The Minister of-Finance, Mr. 
• 

	

	 Abbott, said tonight in the House of Commons that no one has yet given 
'him "any good reason" shy the federal Government should continue to 
control the owners of housing accommodation when it does not control 
anyone else. 

- The federal Government, he said, feels that it has no constitutional 
right to continue indefinitely in the field of rent control, that it has 
no right "other than to continue to de-control as rapidly as circumstances 
will permit." 

He made the statement during a debate called on an order-in-council 
to be submitted to the Supreme Court of, Canada ta test the validity of 
-wartime rent controls. 

JUstice Minister Garson said that any decision mad 1  by the court 
could be appealed to the judicial committee of the Privy Council in 
London. 

J. E: Coyne Bank Of Canada Deputy Governor:  Ottawa, November 28 (CP) -- 
J. E.(Jim) Coyne, 39-year-old Winnipeg-born Rhodes Scholar today was 
aiDpointed Deputy-Governor of the Bank of Canada. 

The Bank's securities advisor since 1946, he succeeds Donald 
Gordon, 48, who becomes President of the Canadian National Railways. 
-The changeover is effective January 1 next. 	 . 

Mr. Coyne's appointment was announced after an all-day meeting 
of the Board of Directors, headed by Graham Towers, Governor of the 
Bank. 

In a brief interview, Er. Coyne said the appointment came "as 
'a surprise--a pleasant surprise." It also was a "great honour. 

The Board also announced the naines of two new Directors. _ 
- Alfred Pickard, Charlottetown, P.E.I.,merchant and trust company 

Director, fills the vacancy created by the death of a former Director, 
J. LeRoy Holman, Summerside. • 

' 

	

	Hazen A. Russell, President of Job Brothers and Company Limited 
of St. John's, Newfoundland, fills the additional directorship created 

- 

	

	at the last session of Parliament to cover the entry of Newfoundland 
into Confederation. Their terms expire February 28, 1951. 

(over) 
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Canada Signs Genocide-Pact: Lake Success, N.Y., November 28 (CP) -- Canada 
today signed the Convention on genocide--the international agreement 
denouncing destruction of groups of huglan beings. 

The Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, put his 
name down for Canada as the 31st signatory of the Convention which 
has grawn out of three years' work in the United Nations. The informal 
signing took place in the office of Ivan Kerno, the UN's Assistant 
Secretary-General in Charge of Legal Affairs. 	- . 

Four countries-4.ustralia, Ethiopia, Iceland and Norway -- have 
ratified the Convention. Ratification by 20 countries is necessary 
before the agreement comes into force. 

Mr. Pearson said Parliament probably will take up the question of 
Canadian ratification at the next session. 

Canada-Britain-U.S.-Atomic Conference:  Washington, November 28 (CP) --_One 
of the top atomic officials of the United States came out today in - 

• favour of a fuller working atomic partnership with Canada and Britain. 
David Lilienthal, Chairman of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, 

told a press conference he personally believes it would be desirable 
for the United States to co-operate as widely as possible with Canada 
and Britain on atomic matters. 

But that, he emphasized, is up to the U.S. State Department and 
Congress, which passed the McMahon Atomic Act shortly after the war 
forbidding the exchange of atomic information. . . 

Lilienthal, whn is resigning as Commission Chairman at the year- 
end to return to private life, made his statement as Canada, the 
United States and Britain opened another round of secret talks aimed 
at widening their partnership in the development of atomic energy. 

Taking part in the discussions are Hume Wong, Canadian Ambassador 
in Washington; Dr. C.J. Mackenzie,'President of Canada's National 
Research Council; and Dr. 0.M. Solandt, ranking Canadian scientist 
and member of Canadas  Defense Research Board. 

B.C. Storm Deaths Naw 19:  Vancouver,  November 28 (CP) 	British Columbia, 
still battered and reeling fram a week-end  storm of violence, today 
began searching for its dead. 

Aineteen persons died beneath the waters of turbulent rivers, 
creeks and harbors, or in crashes on storm-wrecked highways. 

Property damage will  be in the millions, scattered across 
- 	mainland districts and on Vancouver Island, where the toll on land- 

and sea stood at 15 dead. Four persons died on the mainland. -  --- 
The toll includes six seamen drowned when their tug foundered 

Saturday off Victoria Harbor. 

Quebec Uranium Find:  Quebec, November 28 (CP) 	L.A. Gaudry, 57-year- 
old Quebec miner who discovered uranium deposits 30 miles from this 
capital city, said tonight, he had prospected the upper part of 
Portneuf County with a Geiger counter on a "hunch." 

The find was confirmed by A.O. Dufresne, Deputy Mines Minister, 
who  said analysis revealed that Gaudry had found samples of the 
radio-active mineral. 

The value of the deposits are not yet known but Gaudry believes 
he has made an "important find." 

Across Canada:  Stocks of Canadian wheat in store or in transit in North 
-  America at midnight on November 17 amounted to 171,165,200 bushels 

as compared with 175,362,000 on November 10, and' 183, 999 ,400 on the 
corresponding date last year. 
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In Parliament On November 29:  The House of Commons approved government proposals 
to spend $150,000,000 on a two-lane Trans-Canada Highway. 

The Speaker ruled out a CCF amendment designed to increase the 
Government's shai.e of the highway. He was upheld by 152 to 46. 

Bills to incorporate two pipe lines were talked out during the private 
member's hour. 

Members discussed a bill to amend the National Housing Act. 
The Senate gave second reading to a bill to amend the Combines 

Investigation Act. 

Trans-Canada Highway Bill Passes: Ottawa, November 29 (CP) -- The House of 
Commons today approved proposals to spend e50,000,000 on completion of a 
modern, hard surfaced two-lane Trans-Canada Highway. 

Members gave third reading to a bill authorizing the expenditure, 
but as a parting shot the Opposition attempted unsuccessfully to have the 
Government boost the amount of its contribution. 

Under the bill, which now goes to the Senate, the Government will pay 
50 per cent of the cost of new roads to complete the 5,000-mile  highway 
that will extend from Victoria to St. John's Nfld., and take in Prince 
Edward Island. It will also pay the Provinces 50 per cent of the cost of 
existing roads that will form part of the Trans-Canada route. 

Gen. MbNaughton Speaks On Israel:  Lake Success, N.Y., November 29 (CP) -- 
Canada today called on Israel to fulfil her Obligations to the United 
Nations in connection with the future of Jerusalem. 

Gen. A.G.L. McNaughton, head of Canada's Permanent Delegation, told 
the U.N. Assembly's 59-member Special Political Committee that Canada 
supports as a basis for discussion, a plan for internationalization of 
the Holy City. 

. Earlier, Aubrey Eban of Israel indicated that the 100,000 Jews of 
Jerusalem would fight in an underground movement against any inter-
nationalization plan which would take full control of Jerusalem away from 
Israel. 

The plan presented by the U.N. Conciliation Commission for Palestine, 
which McNaughton supported, envisages an international regime with some 
local autonemy by Israel and Hashemite Jordon whose forces now divide 
control of Jerusalem. 

Both countries oppose internationalization of the Holy City, but 
Israel proposes that the U.N. supervise the holy places. 

Gen. MeNaughton said the Commission plan, with modifications, 
appears to contain the formula which best meets the desires of Israel 
and Hashemite Jordan for administration of their own affairs without 
"endangering the international religious interests with which we must 
all be primarily concerned." 

The Canadian Delegate indicated that Canada believes the question 
of free access to the holy places as well as religious freedom in 
Jerusalem takes precedence  over  the problem of local autonomy. 

Gen. McNaughton noted that when Israel wus admitted to the U.N. 
last year it was made clear that the world continued to count on a 
solution of the Jerusalem problem which would be satisfactory to all 
parties. 

(over) 



Contending that a nparticular responsibilityn  rests with Israel, 
Gen. MbNaughton said: nWe trust that the Government of Israel now 
will agree to fulfil their part of these obligations in good faith.n  

Newfoundland Eases Liquor Law:  St. John's Nfld., November 29 (CP) -- New-
foundland's Government has liberalized its biggest business -- the sale 
of spirits. 

Unlimited purchases of hard liquor are permitted under new 
legislation and the regulations concerning the sale of beer and wine 
have been eased. Previously Only two bottles of whisky, gin or rum 
could be bought each week by permit holders. 

Urges Overhaul Of Divorce Laws:  Ottawa, November 29 (CP) -- Canada's divorce 
laws should be overhauled by a royal commission with a view to_ 
broadening grounds for divorce, Senator W.M. Aseltine (PC—Saskatchewan), 
Chairman of the Senate divorce committee said today. 

In an interview, Senator Aseltine said he favours a commission, 
independent of Parliament, which would investigate all Canadian divorce 
lams in the light of what he said was the more advanced divorce legisla-
tion of the United Kingdom. 

Diplomats Visit MOGill:  Montreal, November 29 (Gazette) -- TWO official 
visits fran foreign government representatives in Canada were paid 
Tuesday at McGill University, when French Ambassador Hubert Guérin and 
Indian High Commissioner S.K. Kirpalani were received formally for the 
first time at the University-by-Associate Chief Justice 0.S, Tyndale, 
Chancellor, and Dr. F. Cyril James, Principal and Vice-Chancellor. 

The French Ambassador was accompanied by Ernest Triat, French 
Consul-General in  Montreal,  and  by Prof. J.E.L. Launay, Chairman of the 
University's Department of Romance Languages. The Ambassador --who 
arrived in Canada last September -- later visited the University's 
French Department. 

Current Economic Conditions: A review of the major factors which tend to 
influence Canadian economic developments indicates mixed trends in 
comparison with the two previous years, states the Canadian Statistical 
Review. 

The index of industrial production in September this year stood 
at 187.1 as compared with 184.1 for September, 1948 and 174.9 for 
September, 1947. The index for non-durable manufactures production 
was 185.3, an all-time high as compared with 181.1 and 173.0 for . 
September of the twp earlier years, while that for durable manufactures 
mus 216.7 in September of this year, down fram the 219.5 figure reached 
in September, 1948, but above the 210.1 figure for September, 1947. 
(These seasonally-adjusted indexes are on a base 1935-391.100 	. 

Across  Canada: The Minister of Reconstruction, Mr. Winters, said in the 
House of Commons last night that at the moment the Government does 
not plan to call a federal-provincial conference on housing....The 
Minister of National Health and Welfare, Mr. Martin, spoke before 
the Canadian Club of Boston last night on the United Nations. 
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In Parliament On November 30:  George Drew,  Progressive  Conservative Leader, 
urged an air-commando force to rush into forest-fire areas. 

Agriculture Minister Gardiner said the matter of supplying-seed 
grain at reduced prices to Prairie farmers is a provincial responsibility. 

Senator W.A. Buchanan (L--Alberta) envisaged a time when two or 
three highways will  cross Canada. 

Prorogation Nears:  Ottawa, November 30  (ci') -- The House of Commons hit its 
pre-prorogation stride today. 	 . 

Members,working quietly but effectively, approved four bills and 
advanced two others. However, there still are some 20 items to be 
considered and prorogation by Saturday--the tentative date set by Prime 
Minister St. Laurent—appears unlikely.... 

Combines Act Discussions: Ottawa, November 30 (CP) -- The Combines Inves-
tigation Commission would find it "very difficult" to obtain a 
conviction in any future case under present legislation, Justice 
Minister Garson told a Senate Committee tonight. 

Judgment in the dental-supply case, which now could be used as a 
precedent, made it necessary for the Commission to establish definite 
proof that the company's directors or a responsible official had 
definite knowledge of an illegal action of an agent and that his 
action was authorized. 

Otherwise, any document relating to that agent Would not be 
admissible in court. 

A bill amending the Combines Act, which received committee approval 
tonight, would reverse this principle, and place on the corporation 
the onus of proof that it had no knowledge of the document in question. 

"Colonial 's" Montreal-New York Air Rights:  Ottawa, December 1  (ci') -- The 
Air Transport Board of Canada today threatened to suspend Colonial Air 
Lines' licence to operate on the disputed Montreal-New York air route. 

The United States Company, which has opposed a request by Trans- 
Canada Air Lines for the right to open a competitive line, today was 
asked in an order by the Board to show cause why its licence should 
not be lifted. 

The Canadian order said it appeared to be "inequitable to allow 
Colonial to "enjoy privileges" denied to T.C.4._and ordered_the 
company to make a defence before an open hearing here next Décember 12. 

Should the Board decide to suspend Colonial's licence, it will 
temporarily bring to a halt direct non-stop commercial air flying 
between Montreal and New York. 

However, air service still will be provided by Northeast Air Lines, 
which has a licence to operate between Montreal and New York, via 
Boston. 

Although the trip to New York via Boston is longer, Northeast's 
rates for Montreal-New York journeys are the same as Colonial. 

The order asking Colonial to show cause mus prepared and dis-
patched to Colonial's New York offices after a Washington Federal 
Court yesterday allowed a continuance of an injunction restraining 
thé Civil Aeronautics Board from proceeding with the T.C.A. request. 

(over) 
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Newfoundland's Deficit 42,802,050:  St. John's Nfld., November 50 (CP) -- 
Finance Minister Herman quinton, bringing down today Newfoundland's 
first budget since confederation, estimated a deficit of $2,802,050 
during the first year of union. 

The budget covers the period from April 1, 1949, to March 31 
1950. Revenue was estimated at 420,182,550 and expenditures at 
$22,984,600. 

Not included in these figures are revenues of 416,746,050 and 
expenditures of 411,588,700 which are non-recurring accounts dating 
back to pre-union days. Taking the $2,802,050 deficit from the pre-
confederation surplus of 45,157,350 leaves an over-all surplus of 
$2 355 300 • 

This surplus will  be added to the Island Province's present 
$40,000,000 surplus account. 

ICAO Appointment:  Air Vice Marshall Alan Ferrier, CD,  LC, has been appointed 
Assistant Secretary General for Air Navigation of the International 
Civil Aviation Organization, according to an announcement made on 
November 30 by Dr. Albert Roper, ICAO Secretary General, and will take 
up his new duties at the beginning of 1950. 

Air Vice Marshall Ferrier is at present a member of the Canadian 
Air Transport Board which is charged with the economic regulation of 
all commercial air services operating in, or over, Canada. 

Dr. Beauchesne's Suggestions: Ottawa, November 30 (Citizen)--Appointment 
. of Senators by provincial legislatures for terms of 10 years to 

ensure up-to-date representation of all parties and all sections of 
- 	the country was suggested Wednesday night by Dr. Arthur Beaucheshe, 

former Clerk of the House of Commons. 
Highlights of the provocative address, givun as one of a series 

of public lectures sponsored by the National Museum and heard by 
Commons Speaker W. Ross Macdonald and several members of Parliament, 
included these additional proposers: 
• 1. Abolition of appeals from decisions of the Speaker and of 
electing a nem Speaker for every new "'Ornament. 

2. Appointment of a committee on estimates in addition tà the 
committee on supply to ensure closer scrutiny of public expenditures. 

3. Division of each session into fall, minter and spring sittings 
with recesses in beLween to allow members to keep in closer touch 
with their constituents. 

4. Establishment of a special standing committee on Orders-in-
Council and regulations such as that set up by the Australian and - 
New Zealand Parliaments. 

Price Controls On Steel Withdrawn:  The Wartime Prices and Trade Board 
announced today that all the remaining price controls on iron and 
steel products, except the price ceiling on steel scrap, have been 
withdrawn effective December 1. The price ceilings now being revoked 
are those on iron ore; - pig iron; steel ingots, blooms, slabs and 
billets; hot rolled carbon steel bars; hot and cold rolled carbon 
steel sheets; carbon steel plates; and wire rods. Steel scrap is 
now the only commodity remaining under a Wartime Prices and Trade 
Board price ceiling., 

Across Canada: R.C. Vaughan, retiring Chairman and President of the 
Canadian National Railways, released a farewell message to n fellow-
employeesn  yesterday....Production of crude petroleum and natural 
gasoline rose to an all-time high in August due principally to 
gains  from the Leduc and Redwater fields...Admiral Sir Frederick 
Dalrymple-Hamilton, K.G.B., Head or the Naval Staff of the British 
Joint Services Mission in Washington, is in Ottawa for a three-day 
visit. 
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In Parliament On December 1:  The House of Commons approved a bill making 
• government loans available to Nova Scotia and New Brunswick coal mines. 

Various  vies on Canada's trade were expressed during consideration 
of Trade Department estimates. 

Senator F. P. Quinn (PC--Nova Scotia) charged that a price-fixing 
combine exists in the fishing industry in the Maritimes. 	 • 

Sees  1950 As Amother Good Year:  Ottawa, December 1 (CP) -- The Minister of 
Trade and Commerce, Mr. Howe, said today in the House of Gommons that 
in the realm,of econamic prosperity, 1949 was a good year for Canada and 
1950 also would be goad. 

' Speaking during debate on Trade Department estimates, Mr. Howe said 
he had been accused of being Canada's No. 1 optimist, but he had no 
regrets for any trade prediction he had made. 

The current years had been good to Canada, and while it might be 
"too early to forecast with any degree of accuracy,"  ho  believed that 
1950 "will not be very much different from 1949." _ 

There might be some falling off in foreign trade. Canada's grain 
production this year was lower than a year ago and exports therefore 
might be lower. Exports of a variety of manufactured goods might be 
reduced, but high domestic demand still would be maintained.

•  •' 'In the field of capital investment -- the flow of money into new 
industrial construction' and the expansion of old industry -- the peak 
of $3,300,000,000 invested in 1949 would be about the same amount 
invested next year. 

A readjustment in the Canadian trade structure might have to take 
place within the near future, but Canada had a flexible economy, and 
mould be strong enough to withstand the effects of such change. 

Employment and earnings would continue high through development 
of such projects as the Labrador iron ore fields, hydro-electric 
production, and the building of the Trans-Canada Highway. 	 - 

Mfr.  Pearson Asks USSR To Halt Threats: .  New York, December 1 (CP) -- 
The Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, today called 
on the USSR to stop the Cominform's'violent threats as proof that 
Soviet peace proposals are sincere. 

Mr. Pearson delivered a stronv indictment of the Soviet Union, 
linked with a note of hope for East-West co-operation, shortly before 
the United Nations Assembly adopted an Anglo-American plan outlining 
essentials for permanent peace. 

The 59-member Assembly rejected a Soviet call for a peace pact 
among the Big Five powers and  prohibition of atomic weapons, lumped 
with a condemnation of Britain and the United States as war plotters. 

The majority supporting the 12-point Anglo-American resolution 
was the largest in UN history on a major issue. The vote was 53 to 
5, the same as the balloting in the Political Committee last week on 
the same topic. Yugoslavia abstained both times...• 

• The final hours of ote of the bitterest debates in the present 
Assembly Session saw Andrei Y. Vishinsky of Russia defending his pet 
scheme with personal Ghrusts against Mr. Pearson and other delegates. 

(over) 



Vishinsky wound up his "campaign for peace by shouting a denial 
that his country is interfering with Yugoslavia. Such charges are 
nonsense, he said. 

The leader of the Canadian Delegation told the Aesembly that the 
greatest threat to peace now is embodied in Vishinsky's own words 
-- "ideological intervention is wont to become military. 0  

"Above all," Mr. Pearson said, "we ask the USSR to keep its 
Caminform from attempting to overthraw by  force other peoples' govern-
Zents s and institutions." 

The Soviet sphere of influence is "one of the most unstable, 
restless and explosive areas in the world, u  he said. "This is a 
pressing danger to peace, the evidence of which is before us every 
day." 

The evidence is to be found, Mr. Pearson said, in expulsion of , 
Ealtic'peoples from their homes; the appointment of Soviet Lhrshal - 
Rokossovsky in Polandi imprisonment of Joseph Cardinal Mindszenty of 
Hungary; the Rajk trial in- :::uni;aryppersecution of Cïechoslovakia and 

_ uto complete the picture," threats against Yugoslavia. ' 

High Commissioner In Pakistan:  The Department of External Affairs announced 
on December 2 the appointment of David M. Johnson as High Commissioner 
for Canada in Pakistan. Since January, 1949, Mr. Johnson has been 
Acting High CommissiOner for Canada at Dublin during the absence of the 
High Commissioner, the Honourable W. F. A. Turgeon. He will take ,up 
his duties at Karachi early in the new year. (For further details see 
Press Release No. 80) 

Rent Control Test January 30:  Ottawa, December 1 CCP) -- Validity of 
federal rent controls will be tested before the Supreme Court of 
Canada next January 30‘, About 200 Quebec tenants waited on the 
Finance Minister, Mr. Abbott, Thursday, asking that rental ceilings 
remain unchanged. 

October Exports $269,100,000: Canada's damestic exports in October were 
valued at 4269,100,000, showing an increase of 17.7 per cent over the 
September total of $228,400,000, but were 12.4 per cent lower than 
last year's October value of 4307,000,000 -- the second highest , 
monthly peacetime total on record. 

Last year's September and October totals were at exceptionally 
, high levels due in part to the removal of export controls on the 
shipments of cattle and meats to the United States and to large 
sales of ships to France. 

Across Canada:  The House of Commons Atomic Committee arranged today to• 
meet in camera Monday to consider recommendations to the Government. 
It has been sitting once or twice a week for several weeks...A 
Canadian Aberdeen Angus bull calf sold yesterday at the International - 
Livestock Exposition at Chicago for 411,000, highest price paid at 
the show's Angus sale. Owned by Don Head Farms of Richmond Hill, Ont., 
the calf placed second in the senior class° 	- 
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In Parliament On December 2 and 3: On December 2 Prime Minister St. Laurent 
said theremightbe a change in setting deadlines for tabling of government 
reports. 

• 	The House of Commons approved a bill allowing greater flexibility 
in administration of the Veterans Land Act. 

Mr. St. Laurent picturedCanada as a country that will be absorbing 
increasing numbers of immigrants. 

The Commons approved bills establishing three new departments. 
The Commons voted 111 to 28 against a motion that would have given 

a six-month hoist to a pipe-line incorporation bill. 
Health Department estimates were discussed. 
Senator G.P. Burchill (Lib.--New Brunswick) urged the Government 

to do something to aid the Unritime lumber industry. 
On December 3  Labour  Minister Mitchell said a government Committee 

is studying unemployment in Nova Scotia. 
' 	The Commons gave second and third reading to a bill to extend 
provisions of the Gold Mines Assistance Act. 

Approval was given to three other bills that will establish the 
Canadian Overseas Telecommunications Corporation, amend the federal-
provincial tax rental agreements and the Customs Act. 

Mr. Mitchell said the Government does not intend to introduce 
legislation to clean out Communists in the ranks of Canadian labour. 

Legislation that may make some United Kingdom rums, whiskies and 
other spirits cheaper in Canada mus passed by the Commons. 

Labour Department estimates were discussed. 

Government Bills Dropped:  Ottawa, December 4 (CP) --With Parliament rushing 
for prorogation this week, only one more government measure is te be 
introduced and two administration bills already brought in are to be 
dropped. 

As House Leader, Public Works Minister Fournier gave the House of 
Commons this information just before it adjourned at the end of its 
second Saturday afternoon sitting. 

With the legislative programme naw set, members were betting on 
prorogation some time beLmeen Thursday morning and Saturday afternoon, 
depending on how the debates run on individual items. Some Liberals 
said Friday probably would be the day. 

Mr. Fournier told the House the single new bill would be a tun-
paragraph measure amending the Customs Tariff Act, which he expected 
would be introduced Monday. He did not disclose its terms. 

The two measures being dropped would have specified that the 
Agricultural Prices Support Act and the Fisheries Prices Support Act 
expire at the dissolution of the present Parliament--normally;in 1953. 

Trains Guarded Against Doukhobors:  Nelson, B.C., December 4 (CP) -- Freight 
and passenger trains tonight had advance guards as they sped through 
the West Kootenays in South-Central British Columbia. 

(over) 
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A combined federal-provincial pol5ce operation is in action to put 
down terrorimn, blamed on the radical Sons of Freedom, members of the 
Doukhobor religious sect, who have fought man-made laws for half a 
century. 

Guards on speeders preceded all trains on the Kettle Valley line 
of the cra, where recent bomb raids destroyed rail lines. Police said 
dynamite was used to blow up the tracks. 

The speeders travel about 50 feet ahead of the locomotives. Guards 
are posted at strategic railway and highway bridges. 

Police during the day swore in volunteers as special constables and 
assigned them to vulnerable points along the railway right-ofway. 

Special provincial police details :-..ave arrived here, more are 
expected Monday, and RCMP patrols have been ordered from the prairies 
and the coast. 

Action of government authorities followed demands of Nelson citizens 
and fram railwaymen for protection against the terrorists. The citizens 
had threatened to form squads of vigilants; the railwaymen to halt all 
night trains. 

De Bernonville Charges:  Ottawa, December 4 (CP) -- The Government again will 
press charges of illegal entry against Count Jacques Duge de Bernonville, 
51-year-old alleged wartime Nazi collaborator in France. An Immigration 
Board will hold hearings in Montreal within the next tWo meeks. 

The case against the former official of the Vichy Government mas 
thrown out last spring when a Pontreal court upset an Immigration Board's 
decision to deport the French Cpunt. 

The court declared the Board unconstitutional since it was composed 
of only one member. Immigration lams call for three. 

The Minister of Mines and Resources, Mr. Gibson said in an interview 
Saturday that a fully-constituted three-man Board now has been established. 
It was prepared to hear deportation proceedings against the Count just 
as soon as Government lawyers completed the collection of evidence. Names 
of the Board members were not diszlosed. 

Newfoundland Senator Dies:  Ottawa, December.4 (CP) -- Senator George Penny, 
51, of Ramea, Nfld., died suddenly here today in hospital. 

He was one of three Newfoundland Senators who took their seats 
in the Upper Chamber when the 21st session of Parliament opened Sept. 15 
last. 

Operator of a southwest frozen fish plant business in Newfoundland, 
Senator Penny, a Liberal, mus active in the movement for Confederation 
with Canada. 

Reprimand In "Noronic"  Case;  Ottawa, December 2 (CP) -- A Transport Defiartment 
steamship inspection official has been reprimanded by Transport Minister 
Chevrier as a result of the "Noronic" fire, it mas learned today. 

The official came before Mr. Chevrier, who rebuked him for "laxity' 
in signing the certificate mhich allowed the vessel to ply lake waters.. 

Mr. Claxton In Brussels: Brussels, December 4 (aeuters) -- The Minister of 
National Defence, Mr. Claxton of Canada arrived here today by air fram 
Paris, where he has been attending the Atlantic Pact defence talks. 

Tomorrow, after placing a wreath on the tomb of Belgium's unknowr_ 
soldier, he is to meet Albert Deveze, the Belgian Defence Minister. 

Later in the day ,  he will visit the Belgian Air Force base at 
Beauvechain and the Belgian Royal Military Academy in Brussels, and in 
the evening, Deveze is giving a dinner in his honour at a Belgian 
Officers Club in Bruàsels. 

Mr. Claxton is due to leave for Luxembourg Tuesday. 

Across Canada: The Toronto and York Planning Board after a three-year 
study has released a report recommending unification of Toronto and 
seven suburban municipalities, which would bring a population of about 
900,000 under one municipal government. The‘suburban municipalities 
which would be joined with Toronto in such a Élan are East York, 
Leaside, North York, Forest Hill, York Township, Teston and Swansea. 
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In Parliament On Decedber 5: The Bouse of Commons approved legislation designed 
to curb the sale of crimercomic books and obscene literature. 

Howard Green (PC- Vancouver-Quadra) charged delay in publication of 
the Canadian Maritime Commission report. 

Transport Minister Chevrier said the Maritime Coimmission report was 
delayed by an aver-abundance of work at the Printing Bureau. 

A bill was passed bringing up to date Canada's bankruptcy laws. 
Income-tax changes announced in the 1949-50 budget were discussed. 
Senator W. Ruper Davies (Lib.--Ontario) said an "anonymous member" 

of the Revenue Department decides what books shall be_banned in Canada. 

Sees Agriculture Menaced: Brantford, December 5 (CP) -- Efforts are being made 
United 	to drive from the British market a major part of 

Canada's wheat trade, Agriculture Minister Gardiner told a Board of Trade 
dinner_here tonight. 

With a four-year wheat contract drawing to a close, such a move is 
becoming apparent, he claimed. Also in the last two years, he said, 
other Canadian food products have been subject to similar attacks in 
Britain. 

mr. Gardiner declared that "the farmers of Canada have been able to 
stand up against this deliberate_onslaught only through the increazed 
purchasing power provided in centres such as Brantford, a city producing 
farm implements. 

n It is estimated that well over e00,000,000 is being invested by 
Canadian fanners this year in farm implements and machinery. 

"I am a free trader and advocate the freest possible exchange of 
farm products for the necessities required on the farm. But when one is 
convinced that the other party to the trade has made up his mind he is 
not going to buy anything from us that he can avoid buying, free 
exchange is  impossible."  

Therefore, if Canada's agriculture was to be threatened further in 
the "cold war" over exchange, even free trade farmers would have ta 
advise  al)  farmers to buy where they could sell. 

"And," Mr. Gardiner said, "the only place where he can sell freely 
for the time being is in Canada." 

Food Surplus Committee:  Washington, December 5 (CP) -- Canada and the 
United States today endorsed a possible solution to the problem of 
unmarketable food surpluses. The two countries accepted a proposal for 
a committee of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 
Nations to investigate the question. 

The Canadian approval was made with reservations. Dr. G.S.H. 
Barton, Canada's delegate to the clirrent FAO Conference here said he 
felt the proposal waz inadequate. 

The accepted proposition provides for a 14-man committee to 
receive reports of developing food surpluses and to seek to bring 

'together surplus and food-deficient countries. 
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"Colonial" Lays Off Employees:  New York, December 5 (CF) -- Colonial Airlines, 
faced with possible suspension of its lucrative New York-Montreal run 
after December 12, announced tonight that between 300 and 400 employees 
have been given two moeks' notice of "indefinite furlough." 

The airline said notices were  sent out to employees in all offices 
except Bermuda. 

Colonial said the move resulted from a Canadian order which the 
airline said might mean "suspension of our entire domestic operations."... 

The notice said that if Colonial's operation "into Canada is 
suspended, it mould in effect mean a suspension of our entire domestic 
operation." The Syracuse official said he understood the lay-off was 
system-wide. 

C.C.L. Ejects Red Union: Ottawa, December 5, (CP) -- A long running battle 
between the Red-daminated United Electrical Workers of America and the 
leadership of the Canadian Congress of Labour culminated today with 
the stormy union getting tossed out of the Congress. 

The C.C.L. executive council inciefinitely suspended the 22,000- 
member union--fourth largest in the Congress--and promptly slammed 
the door to its re-efttry by giving affiliation to a new anti-Red union 
opposing the U.E.W. 

Labour Combats Communism:  London, December 5 (CP) -- Canadian labour is 
fully alive to the "menace of communism" and is taking strong measures 
to combat its inroads, Percy Bengough told the world Labour Conference 
today. 	 - 

The tall, slow talking President of the Trades and Labour Congress 
who began his career in local labour councils of the Canadian West 
Coast, addressed representatives from 45 countries meeting here to set 
up a new non-Communist labour international. 

New  Trial For "Jehovah's Mitnese:  Ottawa, December 5 (Cr) -- The Supreme 
Court of Canada today quashed a judgment against a member of the 
Jehavah's Witnesses and ordered a new trial an a charge of seditious 
libel. 

' It was the first victory for the religious sect in a test case 
which began nearly three years ago. The Supreme Court, reversing a 
decision of the Quebec Court of King's Bench, ruled unanimously that 
the trial judge erred in his charge to the jury which heard the case 
in 1947. 

Canada And Sterling Area: Halifax, December 5 (CP) -- John Marsh of 
Toronto, General Manager of the Canadian Exporters Association, said 
today that Canada "could not, without a drastic change in her way of 
life and a reduction - in her standard of living, join the sterling 

• area." 
In a speech prepared for delivery at a Halifax Board of Trade 

banquet, Mr. Marsh said also that the United Kingdom"probably would 
not want to have us." 

Across Canada:  Canadian soldiers are to get  smart  new blue serge "wulking 
ou' t  1.44 -u -lifer= in 1951....The Minister of National Defence, Mr. 
Claxton was made a citizen of the town of Synphorien, in Belgium, on 
Monday....Flames destroyed the home of John Lebedoff, leader of the 
radical Sons of Freedom, in the West Kootenays, Sunday, while men 
and women marched around chanting hymns and prayers...A successful 
heart operation on a dog, viewed as contributing  important  new 
knowledge to surgical medicine, has been performed by University of 
Toronto researchers. The experiment, involved use of the strange 
new technique of "lowtemperature" anaesthesia. The animal's heart 
was removed, its inner cavities opened and closed; the organ then was 
replaced. The dog revived without suffering any apparent ill effects. 
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In Parliament On December 6:  The Minister of Fisheries, Jr,  Mayhew, announced 
plans to improve the fisheries industry. 

• A. Wesley Stuart (Lib.--Charlotte) said Canadian producers have not 
been treated as they should by the - United Kingdom. 	 • 

Roy Knight (CCF—Saskatoon) criticized the Government's system of 
banning foreign books. 

Two pipe-line bills were talked out during an hour devoted to 
private members' legislation. 

• Senator Arthur Roebuck (Lib.--Ontario)  urged the Upper Chamber to 
• move carefully in considering legislation to curb crime comics. 

Screen CBC International Staff: Ottawa, December 6 (CP) -- The Minister of 
National Revenue, Dr. McCann, said tonight all permanent members of the 

•staff of the CBC's International Service are being screened by the R.C.L4P., 
and heard George Drew charge that the check is directed at a group of eni-
ployees  in  a position to convey" messages behind the Iron Curtain. 

The_Progressive Conservative leader called in the Commons for 
establishment of a committee on radio inmediately after the next session 

• starts to probe,.among other things, what is going on among a group that 
Ucould be an agency of very improper activity." 

Dr. McCann said he had been informed "the,answer is no" after Mr. 
• Drew asked this direct question: 

"Isn't the screening being done because of a suggestion that there 
has been certain broadcasting to Europe that is not in accordance with 
the purposes for which the service mma originally set up?" 

Mr. Drew launched the exchange five minutes before the 11 o'clock 
adjournment of the House. Menbers were discussing estimates for the 
international service. 

. Dr. McCann, anawering a series of questions, said all members of 
the staff still are active in their jobs. No report had been received 
which mould indicate that any action should be taken. The R.C.M.P. 
reports mould go to A.D. Dunton, Chairman of the CBC's Board of 
Governors._ •  

•Alistair Stewart (CCF, Winnipeg North) intervened and was told'by 
the Minister that topics of talks given over the service were carefully 

•considered and some times the speakers themselves were screened. 

Urges U.S. To Reduce Tariffs:  New York, December 6 (CP) -- Trade Minister 
Howe of Canada tonight urged the United States to reduce tariffs and 
thus lead the way to a greater flow of trade between Canada and the 
U.S. and between the dollar and non-dollar areas of the world. 

The world trade problems "me face today are no less serious than 
those we faced during the war," he told fellow alumni of the Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology in a speech prepared for delivery. 

"Whether me like it or not," Mr. Howe said, "the peoples of the 
morld are divided into three camps, one on the side of democracy, 
another on the side of totalitarianism and a third group, undecided, 
wondering which way to go. 

"Under these circumstances, there can be no doubt  of the in-
portance of the example set by the democracies, and particularly the 
importance of maintaining prosperity and a high level of employment 

in their territories.".... 
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°Colonial's" Air Rights:  The Government still is "considering" a note received 
fram the United States State Department, requesting an explanation of the 
threat to suspend Colonial Airlines' permit to operate betmeen New York 
and Montreal, a spokesman said last night. .1 The note was delivered,to the External Affairs Department late 	1  
yesterday and is expected to be taken up today by External Affairs 
Minister Pearson. 

Whatever action is taken by the Government, said the spokesman, 
will not prejudice the n shaw-causen  order to Colonial asking it to 
defend its recent actions before a_public hearing here December 12. 

Canada  - U.S. Border Law Conference: Ottawa, December 6 (CP) -- Canadian and 
. United 2tates officials will meet in Washington next week to discuss 

U.S. border bars under which some Canadians have been barred from the 
U.S. as "subversive." 

L.G. Chance, head of the Consular Division of the External Affairs 
Decartment, is expected to represent Canada at the discussions. Spokes-
men said the talks will be "very informal." 

Under martime U.S. irmigrant laws, still in operation, immigration 
officials can bar the entry of any person they think maybe "subversive" or 
whose entry would not be in "the  best interests n  of the U.S._ 

Prosecute nJehavah Witnesses"; Mbntreal, December 6 (CP) -- This city, it 
was learned today, intends to proceed in the more than 1,000 cases pending 
against Witnesses of Jehovah despite a Supreme Court judgment ordering 
a new trial for a Witness convicted of seditious libel. 	 . 

• 	City lawyers claimed the Supreme Court  judgment will have no - effect 
on local prosecution of witnesses for infractions of city by-laws. 

Defense lawyers Glen Haw and A.L. Stein disagreed, however, and 
said that all cases, seditious libel and by-law infractions alike, will 
be affected. 

Mr. Claxton In Rolland:  The Hague, December 6 (CP) -- Defence Nânister Claxton 
of Canada said today-Canada's role in the North Atlantic Pact is to see 
that Western Europe has the_necessary equipment. 

"We are steadily co-ordinating our resources to stand together -- 
an idea which might have prevented the Second World War," he told a 
press conference after he arrived here from Luxembourg. 

While in Luxembourg earlier today, Claxton held conferences with 
" Pierre Dupong, Luxembourg's Premier and Defence Minister, he also 

attended an official luncheon with Prince Jan, heir to the Grand Duchy. 

Canadian Succeeds Dr. Fishbein:  Washington, December 6 (CP) .Dr. Austin 
Smith, a native of Belleville, Ont., today became Editor of the Journal 
of the American Medical Association. He  succeeds Dr. Morris Fishbein. 

Across Canada:  A delegation of Canadian municipal officials on Tuesday pre- 
sented Prime Minister St. Laurent with a five-point brief that included 
a request for more financial aid for municipalities....Canadians bought 
more motor cars in October than in any month since the war, 29,577 
vehicles, the Bureau of Statistics has reported. 
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In Parliament  On December 7:  The Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. 
Pearson, announced that Canadian and United States officials will start 
talks today on the possibility of new power developments. 

Mr. Pearson said that Canada and United States officials will confer 
on difficulties which have arisen under the bilateral air agreement. 

The Minister of Reconstruction, Mr.  (inters,  said that no employees 
have been dismissed fram the Film Board for being Communists. 

George Drew, Progressive Conservative Leader, said Mr. Winters should 
resign as Film Board Chairman if he could not accept responsibilities. 

Justice Minister Gerson said new emphasis is being placed on re-
habilitation of prisoners. 

The Minister of National Revenue Dr. Meann, said that televisian 
broadcasts in Toronto and Montreal probably will start in September,1951. 

The Senate passed a bill banning crime comics. It now awaits royal 
assent. 

Canada -  U.S. Discuss  Power: Ottawa, December 7 (CP) -- Canadian and United 
States experts will meet in Washington tomorraw to inaugurate informal 
discussions on the possibility of new power developments at Niagara Falls 
without affecting their beauty. 

Few details of the discussions were disclosed in announcements made 
in the Commons by External Affairs Minister Pearson and La Washington by 
the State Department. But Mr. Pearson indicated that the talks will 
touch on the possibility of building new plants to replace inefficient 
plants naw in use in Ontario and New York State.. 

A Transport Department official said later it was his understanding 
that Niagara's  power  potential now is fairly well in use. He understood 
the Washington talks were aimed at bringing about a more equitable 
distribution of the available water supply. 

It was estimated that Ontario now gets about 800,000 horsepower 
from the falls.... 

Air Agreement Discussions: Ottawa, December 7 (CP) -- This capital -- locale 
for an air-route dispute hearing next Monday -- may also be the scene 
of extended Canada-United States Government discussion into the 
agreement which gave rise to that dispute. 

A suggestion that official talks on the controversial Canada-U.S. 
bilateral air agreement be held in Ottawa will be incorporated in a 
letter to the U.S. State Department, a government spokesman said tonight. 

Meanwhile, the Air Transport Board is completing arrangements for 
a public hearing Monday in which Colonial Air Lines of New York will  
be requested to  "show  cause" why its licence to operate a route non-stop 
betWeen New 	and Montreal should not be suspended. 

Colonial's court fight to block issuance of a competing licence to 
Trans-Canada Air Lines to operate on the same route resulted in the 
Air Transport Board order December 1, threatening to lift Colonial's 
licence. 

(over) 
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The Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, said today that he 
had been handed a note fromm -the U.s. State Department, asking him to 
explain Canada's action. The note was given to Mr. Pearson yesterday by 
Laurence Steinhardt, U.S. Ambassador. 

Replying to David Croll (L. -- Spadina), Mr. Pearson said the note 
' concerned both the "show-cause"  order and the "delay surrounding T.C.A.'s 
application to the U.S. Civil Aeronautics Board to operate the route _ 
between Montreal and New York." 

"In this note," said Mr. Pearson, "the Government of the United 
States proposes discussions between representatives of our two Governments, 
aimed at resolving the present difficulties." 

Canada was ready to undertake the talks, said Mr. Pearson, but they 
would in no may "prejudice proc&edings before the Air Transport Board, nor ' 
prevent the Board from proceeding with the hearing scheduled for December 
12..... 

Canadians On Anti-Communist Labour Board:  London, December 7 (CP) -- The ' 
International Confederation  of. Free  Trade Unions.formally_came into being 
today and as its first acts elected a Secretary-General and chose 
Brussels as permanent headquarters. 

The Confederation, organized in opposition to the Communist-
dominated World Federation of Trade Unions, began its life with a 
membership embracing 53 countri‘es and representing some 50,000,000 trade 
unionists in thé non-Communist world..... 

Two of the four seats allotted to North America in the 18member 
Execttive Board of the Confederation ment to Canadians. Pat Conroy, 
Secretary-Treasurer of the Canadian Congress of Labour, and Percy 

-Bengough, President of the Trades and Labour Congress of Canada, were 
named along with Philip Murray, President of the Congress of Industrial 
Organizations, and William Greene, President of the American Federation 
of Labour. 

Alberta To Provide Rental Courts:  Edmonton, December 7 (CP) -- The Alberta 
Government on Wednesday announced plans to replace the federal 
Government's direct control of rent in the Province with a system of 
rental courts to adjudicate grievances between tenants and landlords. 

The Premier said it does ` t not provide for any interference with 
rentals mutually agreed to by landlord and tenant." It would be 
designed to deal with "cases of exploitation on the part of either." 

Premier Manning said the "many dissatisfactions and inequities_ 
resulting from the present system of rent controls indicate that it 
is not in the public interest to perpetuate the present system of 
controls any longer than can be avoided." 

He declared that the desirable goal_"is a return as quickly as 
possible to a free economy, in which landlords and tenants will 
determine rentals by mutual agreement, entirely free from government 
interference. VI 	 , 

Across Canada: Rex Beach, 72, author, a frequent visitor to Canada, killed 
himself at Sebring, Florida, yesterday, with a pistol shot in the head.... 
An Assize  Court jury at Toronto yesterday awarded Stanley Knowles, 
C.C.F. member of Parliament for Winnipeg North Center, damages of $l in 
his libel action against John Hladun, Editor of a publication which 
had termed Knowles a member of a Communist controlled organization.... 
The first Newfoundland Legislature prorogued yesterday....Construction 
of the second electronics laboratory in Canada has started at McGill 
University. It will be the only one of its kind outside of a National 
Research Council Laboratory at Ottawa., 
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In Parliament On December 8:  The Secretary of State for External Affairs, Ur. 
Pearson, said that a 12-man delegation will attend the Commonwealth 
Conference at Colombo, Ceylon. 

Trade Minister Howe said a shipment of uranium oxide and uranium nitrate 
wont to Russia in May, 1943. 

Prime Minister St. Laurent proposed a general federal-provincial 
conference next September or October. 

The Commons Atomic Committee suggested Canada build a second heavy-
water radioactive pile at Chalk River. 

Postmaster General Rinfret made no comment when opposition members 
suggested postage rates be reduced. 

Transport Minister Chevrier said a board of engineers will consider 
the possibilities of a canal across the Isthmus of Chignecto, between Nova 
Scotia and New Brunswick. 

Mr. Chevrier assured the Commons that recommendations of the Royal 
Commission inquiry into the "Noronic" fire will be put into effect as soon 
as possible. 

The Senate cleared the decks for prorogation, possibly Saturday. 

Mr. Pearson To Attend Colombo Conference:  The following is the text of the 
statement made by the Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, 
on December 8, on the Colombo Conference: 

On November 17, during the debate on External Affairs, I stated that 
Canada would be represented by a Minister at the important forthcoming 
meeting of Commonwealth Ministers of External Affairs in Colombo,tCeylon. 
I am now in a position to state that the Government has decided that the 
Secretary of State for External Affairs should head the Canadian Delegation. 
to this Conference. 

The Minister of Fisheries, who will be representing Canada at the 
meeting of the Governing Body of the International Labour Organization 
at Mysore, India, at the beginning of January, will also, I hope, be 
available to attend the Colombo Conference. 

The advisers to the Canadian Delegation to the Colombo Conference 
will consist of the Deputy Under-Secretary, Escott Reid; the Head of 
the Far Eastern Division of the Department, Arthur Menzies; and D.V. 
LePan of the Econanic Division of the Department. 

It has been arranged that the newly appointed Canadian High 
Commissioner to Pakistan, David Johnson, will travel with the Delegation 
to Colombo en route to his post, and will also act as an advisor. 
'senior official of the Department of Trade and Commerce will accompa.ny 
the Delegation because we hope to take advantage of our presence in 
Karachi, New Delhi and Colombo to explore the possibilities of increased 
trade betwoen Canada and Pakistan, India and Ceylon. 

Uranium Shipment To U.S.S.R.:  Ottawa, December 8 (CP) --A half-ton shipment 
of Canadian uranium compounds wont to Russia in May, 1943, Trade Minister 
Howe said today, as a "normal" wartime transaction betwoen allies. 

(over) 



Informed officials, elaborating on his statement to the Cemmons, said 
the compounds are the sort used in nuclear fission, but the amount wss 
too small to have any significant role in Russian production of an atom 
weapon. 

Mr. Howe made these points clear in confirming Washington reports that 
a e,455 shipment of 500 pounds of black uranium oxide and 500 pounds of 
uranium nitrate was approved by both the Canadian and U.S. Governments: 

1. The «very few" persons who did know at that time the new significance 
of uranium. as an atomic ingredient "realized the wisdom" of approving the 
shipment rather than "calling attention" to the boMb effort by refusing 
to fill a commercial order. Uranium was being sold for a number of uses 
through ordinary commercial channels at the time. 

2. Russia gave legitimate reasons for wanting it in placing the order 
through U.S. commercial channels. The oxide was to be used for ferro-
uranium compounds which in turn mould be used in production of arms. 
The nitrate would be used for medical purposes. 

3. A Government-ordered probe into "irregularities" in the shipment 
of radium and uranium before 1944 disclosed nothing to suggest that the 
then-private Eldorado Gold Mining Ltd. and its agents dealt with other 
customers than the U.S. Government  "and the ordinary- buyers and users 
of these radio-active substances in_Canada and the U.S. 

"A close check of the files shows no evidence of any_shipment from 
Canada being re-exported other  th en the one I have mentioned," Mr. Howe 
said. It mus the Eldorado firm which made the shipment after_Government 
approval.... 

Federal-Provincial Conference:  Ottawa, December 8 (CP) -- A general federal-
provincial conference in the fall of 1950 has been.proposed by the federal 

- Government, Prime Minister St. Laurent announced today in the Commons. 
The proposal was  made in letters yesterday to the 10 provincial 

Premiers. The conference hinges on their acceptance. 
Mr. St. Laurent tabled copies of the letters which suggested that the 

conference be held next September or October to "discuss questions of 
common concern to the provincial and federal Governments. ;  

While the correspondence gave few details, there was speculation that 
social-security meaSures, public-investment projects and new taxation 
agreements would be among major items on the agenda. 

Canada  Signs War Conventions: Geneva, December 8 (CP) -- Representatives of 29 
countries including Canada and all the major powers except Russia, 
solemnly signed the four Geneva conventions of 1949 there today, setting 
a legal limit on the horrors of any future war. 

The Soviet Union's delegate, Gen. Nicolai Vassilievitch Slavine,- 
sent a telegram from Vienna, saying his plane had been held up by bqd 
weather. He said he hopes to reach Geneva tomorrow. With him mure 
the delegates of Dyelo-Russia and the Ukraine.... 

Produce Hew Drug, ACTH:  Ottawa, December 8 (Cr) -- Canada is going to under- 
' take production of ACTH, a new drug which has had "encouraging results n  

in treatnent of arthritis and other diseases, Health Minister Martin . 
announced tonight. 

. 	• 
Across Canada:  Hints of reprisals from Toronto's suburban municipalities 

quickly followed a statement by Toronto's Mayor McCallum thgt he is 
toying with the idea of a poll tax on suburbanites morking in 
Toronto...Transport Minister Chevrier told the House of Cornons  last 

night that the position taken by Colonial Air Lines on the constitu-
tionality of U.S.-Canadian air agreements is inconsistent...First 
interest of Canadians is the maintenance or their country's security, 
for it "is bound up inextricably and forever with the security and 
peace of the world," A.D.P. Heeney, Under-Secretary of State for 
External Affairs, told the Montreal Lions Club yesterday, the Gazette 
reported. 
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Parliament Prorogues:  Ottawa,  December 11(CF) -- The first session of Canada's 
21st Parliament closed Saturdainight. 

Prorogation came at 9:35 p.m. EST after the longest continuous sitting 
of the session. For 10 hours weary members of the Commons had alternated 
between Sharp, extended debate and speedy approval of proposed Government 
spending. 

The session concluded in a flurry of hand-haking and back-slapping -- 
an atmosphere of inter-party goodwill that contrasted sharply with the 
verbal tongue-lashings exchanged during earlier debate. 	- 

Two contentious issues -- combines and trade -- livened the final 
sitting. 

Criticism of Government trade policies by M.J. Coldwell, C.C.F. 
Leader, set in motion a debate which saw Agriculture Minister Gardiner 
speak for 70 minutes, telling the House of Commons that the United  King-
dom's official policy is to buy as little Canadian food, in fact none at 
all, if poàsible. 

Later, George Drew, Progressive Conservative Leader, renewed an attack 
on the Government for failing to make public the report of alleged price-
fixing in the flour milling industry within the 15 days required by law. 

He topped it off with the reiterated demand that Justice Minister 
Garson resign. 

In Parliament On December 9:  Prime Minister St. Laurent announced a $3,000,000, 
one-year subsidy to the Canadian shipping industry pending creation of a 
proposed allied shipping pool. 

Finance Minister Abbott disclosed Saskatchewan definitely has under-
taken to take over rent controls next April 1. 

George Drew, Progressive Conservative Leader, called for the 
resignation of Justice Minister Garson for breaking the law by delaying 
publication of the flour-milling report. 

Alistair Stewart (CCF--Winnipeg North Center) pressed for informa- 
tion on a decision to allow five alleged Nazi collaborators to remain 
in Canada. 

Senator Arthur Roebuck (Lib.--Ontario) withdrew a Bill of Rights 
• 

	

	motion in the Senate but promised he would reintroduce the matter next 
session. 

Federal-Provincial Conference:  Ottawa, December 11 (CP) -- Prime Minister 
St. Laurent reiterated Saturday before the close of the first session 
of Canada's 21st Parliament that the federal Government does not plan a 
formal agenda for the federal-provincial conference. 

$3,000,000 Shipping Subsidy:  Ottawa, December 9 (CP) -- Canada's depressed 
deep-sea shipping industry today was given a year to work out its 
survival on a drastically-reduced basis with the help of a ;$,000,000 
subsidy. 

At the end of the year, it will be up to the fleet to keep itself 
afloat while the Government depends heavily for any wartime shipping 
needs on a proposed allied 'defence shipping pool" nomr being negotiated. 

(over) 
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Proposed formation of the pool and the 1950 subsidy to help less 
than half the existing merchant navy take a year's lease on life were 
announced in the House of Commons today by Prime,Minister St. Laurent. / 

He indicated that would be the first and last post-war subsidy for 
the deep-sea fleet, now hard-pressed by dwindling freight business. 
If the ships could not pay their wmywhen the yearwas up, they would 
have to haul down the Canadian flag.... 

Agreement With Luxembourg: The Departnent of External Affairs announced on 
December 12 that another agreement has been made, this time with 
Luxembourg, enabling Canadian travellers to visit an increasing number 
of Western European countries without visas. 

Canadian citizens holding valid Canadian passports may now visit 
Switzerland, Sweden and Denmark without visas for periods of three 
months and Belgium and Luxembourg, under the same conditions, for periods 
of two months. 

Negotiations are under way with other countries of Western Europe 
which may result in siMilar relaxation of the entrance requirements for 
Canadian travellers. 

Trade Commissioner In Madrid:  Appointment of E.H. Maguire as Canadian 
Government Trade Commissioner in Madrid, Spain, was announced on 
December 10 by the Minister of Trade and Commerce. Formerly Commercial 
Secretary in Santiago, Chile, mr. Maguire will take up his new position 
in February. 

Canada  -  U.S. Power Talks:  Washington, December 11 (CP) -- The first, 
exploratory stage of Canadian-American studies into the.possibilities 
of obtaining more efficient use of Niagara River waters and increasing 
power production ended here Saturday. 

Official sources said a joint statement may be-issued tomorraw 
both here and in Ottawa. 

Railway Conciliation Boards:  Ottawa, December_ 9 (CP) -- Two federal Con- 
ciliation Boards will go to work in the next few days on the job of 
settling the e4,000,000-a-year wage-hours dispute between the railways 
and 124,000.employees. 

With the personnel of the Boards completed today, they are expected 
to reopen negotiations in the long-etalled dispute within a week. 

Heading both Boards will  be Mr. Justice J.0. Wilson of the Supreme 
Court of British Columbia. The remaining , two members of each Board are 
different in the cases of the international and national unions involved. 

Canada At The UN: New York, December 9 (CP) -- The United Nations Assembly 
voted tonight to establish international rule over Jerusalem. Both 
Israel and Hashanite Jordan, who divide control of the Holy City, 
indicated they will fight against the plan. 

The vote on a key clause of the resolution sponsored by Australia, 
. . Russia, Lebanon and El Salvador was 39 to 14 with six abstentions. 

Canada voted along with Britain and the United States against the 
proposal. 

Across Canada: Between 3,000 and 4,000 British war veterans living in 
Canada will  become eligible for the war veterans allowance -- burnt-
out pension -- under amendments that will be introduced in Parliament 
next session....The 10 scheduled trans-Atlantic airlines including 
Trans-Canada Air Lines have announced jointly through International 
Air Transport Association adoption of new reduced round-trip fares 
from North America to Europe effective January 1. Return trips must 
be started not later than March 31. The new fare for a 15-day trip 
is 100 times the regular one-way fare....A week-end icy storm 
glazed eastern highways and slowed highway traffic, as well as 
grounding 80 planes in the Toronto district alone. 
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National Agriculture Conférence:  Ottawa, December 12 (CP) -- The Minister of 
Agriculture, Mr.  Gardiner, today suggested that Canada, th?  United States 
and the United Kingdom are not in sufficient agreement to assure the 
Canadian farmer of prosperity. 

"The Canadian  fariner  has some reason for being concerned about the 
future," he said in a speech before the opening session of the 10th annual 
federall*ravincial Agricultural Conference. The Conference heard reports 
of possible increased farm output andcbaclines in export markets and prices 
in 1950. 

Fear of the future wea based on two facts, said Mr. Gardiner. One was 
that the Canadian farmer no longer could depend on a "free market" in the 
U.K. 

The other was that world markets may be closed to Canada if the U.S. 
continues to declare farm products surplus under Marshall Plan aid. 

Under the European Recovery Programme recipient countries must spend 
the money in the U.S. if goods which they require from foreign markets are 
declared surplus in the U.S. 

The Conference, attended by more than 100 delegates including 10 
provincial Agriculture Ministers, heard a report that bacon may be placed 
in this category, with grave repercussions in U.K. bacon buying in Canada. 

Some way had to be found "to create relationships" among Canada, the 
U.S. and the U.K., said Mr. Gardiner, "which would remove these fears" 
about the farmer's future.... 
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Colonial Airlines Rearing:  Ottawa, December 12 (CP) -- Colonial Airlines of 
New York pleaded today that a United States law, the Logan Act, makes 
it impossible fbr it to defend itself on a !'show  cause." order by Canada's 
Air Transport Board. But the Board declined to adjourn its hearing on _ 
that point and went ahead. 

At  stake in the hearing is Colonial's 20-year right to provide an 
exclusive direct air service between New_York and Montreal. The Board 
ordered the line to show cause why its licence to run into Montreal 
should not be revoked because of its opposition to Trans-Canada Airlines' 
plan to operate competitive run under an air agreement signed June 4 
between Canada and the U.S. 

Before adjournment of a two4lour session, Colonial's three legal 
counsel argued that the Logan Act "renders mute" any U.S. "citizen" -- in 
this case, Colonial -- on official_disputes between the U.S. Government 
and any other. 

They held that such a dispute exists between Canada and the U.S. 
over the case in question and said they could not speak in Colonial's 
defence "until the (U.S.) Ambassador speaks first." 

Officials of the two Governments are conferring here later this 
week on it. Colonial counsel said the hearing should be adjourned 
until they have met.... 

(over) 
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Canada - Denmark Air Agreement: The Department of External Affairs announced 
that a bilateral agreement for air service between Canada and Denmark 
was signed on December 13 in Ottawa. (For further details see Press 
Release No. 82) 

CPR Protests Spending On Highway:  Ottawa, December 12 (CP) -- A. protest 
against the spending of federal money on the proposed Trans-Canada 
Highway was voiced by the head of the Canadian Pacific Railway today 
before the Royal Commission on Transportation. 

George A. Walker, CPR, said he would "quarrel" with the expenditure 
of money by the federal Government to build a road_to compete with its 
awn line--the Canadian National Railwaya--and the Canadian Pacific. 

He said it would pravide a route for Trans-Canada trucking, and 
there was no suggestion that truckers would pay even an "infinitesimal" 
part of the cost of new facilities. 

(A. claim of the Railway Association of Canada before the Commission 
has been that truckers pravide unfair competition to the railways 
because they are "subsidized" by not paying their proper share of 
highway costs.) 

Re)ect 455 Per Month Pension: Windsor, December 12 -- Union officials today 
- rejected a Ford Motor Co. offer of $55 a month pension at age 65 after 
30 years' service and insisted on acceptance of its proposal of 4100 
a month at the same age but after 25 years' service. The company's 
offer is history-making in the fact that it is the firepension proposal 
made in union negotiations by a major Canadian corporation. The Canadian 
steel workers are preparing to make similar pensions demands.. 

"If Ford workers in the United States are entitled to pensions of 
$100 a month, Canadian Ford workers are not prepared to accept less," 
said George Burt, regional organizer for the United Automobile Workers 
(CIO). "The company's offer is wholly unsatisfactory." 

Says U.K. Coming Back: The United Kingdom, in spite of the recent deteriora- 
tion in her position, is within striking distance of living within its 
international earnings, Louis Rasminsky, Alternate Chairnan of the 
Foreign Exchange Control Board, said in Toronto on Monday. Mr. 
Rasminsky addressed the Canadian Club in the Royal York Botel. 

"This is surely a remarkable and extremely creditable performance 
for a country which lived under a regime of short rations and bombing for 
half a decade," Mr. Rasminsky said. "A nation capable of this degree of 
resiliency and achievement is not to be written off, not by a long shot." 

Home-Building  Up 25 Per Cent: Ottawa, December 12 (CF) -- The number of 
'homes built in Canada during the first nine monthm of this year was 
25 per cent higher than in the same period of 1948, the Bureau of 
Statistics reported today. The number under construction at the end of 
September was sightly less than 4 per cent below the number at the 
same period last year. 

The number of completions was higher in every Province but British 
Columbia. 

Aeross  Canada:  Mrs. Nancy Bodges on Monday-was recommended as Speaker of the 
British Columbia Legislature. It is believed to be the first time in 
the British Commonwealth that a woman has been given the post of Speaker.... 
Because the Deputy Minister, rather than the Minister of National Revenue 
demanded that Jack Morris file an income tax return, Morris was acquitted 
today on a charge of failing to file a return....While Toronto enjoyed a 
58 degree temperature yesterday, sub-zero weather came to the Prairies, 
and 35 below is predicted for tonight at Prince Albert, Sask....Major 
General V.A.S. Williams, former Commissioner of the Ontario Provincial 
Police, and first war military commander, died in Toronto yesterday. 
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Smallest Trade Deficit With U.S.: Ottawa, December 13 (CP) -- In October, the 
first full month after devaluation of the Canadian dollar, Canada had the 
smallest deficit on trade with the United States of any month this year. 

The Bureau of Statistics today estimated the deficit at $17,800,000, 
compared with $43,600,000 in September. 

On over-all foreign trade Canada had a surplus of $37,400,000, a sharp 
rise from the surplus cf $9,400,000 in September. 

The Bureau said, however, that part of the increase was due to 
seasonal factors not connected with widespread currency revaluations which 
took place in mid-September. 

The October surplus compared with a surplus of $66,000,000 in October, 
1948,'wh1ch was abnormally high as a result of removal of the ban on exports 
of livestock to the U.S. 

The favourable balance for the first 10 months of the year was 
estimated at $130,500,000, compared with $327,600,000 in the same period 
last year and $134,200,000 in the same period of 1947. 

- The 10-month deficit with the . U.S. was $449,500,000. In the January-
October period of 1948 it was $275,000,000 and in 1947 it wus $804,500,000. 

Exports to the United Kingdom were higher and imports from the U.K. 
were lower. 

Canada's credit balance on U.K. trade increased to $53,300,000 from 
$36,500,000,in October last year. The balance for the 10 months was 
$341,700,000, compared with $333 # 600,000. 

The over-all October surplus resulted from exports worth $269,100,000 
and imports worth $234,300,000. For the first 10 months of the year, 
exports were $2,415,100,000 and imports were $2,308,200,000. 

National Agricultural Conference:  Ottawa, December 13 (Cr) -- The Minister of 
Agriculture, Mr. Gardiner, must face the responsibility of.finding food 
markets for Canada, a Quebec farm union chief said today. 

J. Abel Marion, President of the Quebec Farmers Union, said that - 
among other things, a bacon contract had to be obtained from the United 
Kingdom for 1950. 

He  told the federal-provincial Agricultural Conference that if a 
contract for Canadian bacon was not obtained, there would be hardship in 
both Eastern and Western Canada. 

The job of the farmer, he said, was to produce that bacon. It was 
up to Mr. Gardiner to find the markets. 

One of more than a dozen delegates to speak at today's sessions of 
the three-day Conference, Mr. Marion echoed a plea voiced...by other 
speakers that the farmer's lot be not forgotten. 

Many delegates urged that Canada salvage whatever she could from 
the British market, even if it meant lower prices. 

Opinion was divided, however, as to whether sales of one crop 
should be sacrificed so the U.K. could spread her small supply of 
dollars over food purchases. 

The suggestion had been made yesterday at a closed session of the 
Conference that the U.K. buy less wheat and spend some of the dollars 
for Canadian cheese, eggs and bacon. 

Western delegates frmn grain-growing areas didn't like the idea. 
It found more 'support from Ontario. 

(over) 	' 



Colonial Airlines Hearing: Ottawa, December 13 (CP) -- Colonial Airlines of 
New York offered no defence today against argument by counsel for Canada's 
Air Transport Board-that the Board should "seriously considei. n  cancelling 
Colonial's licence to fly into Montreal fran New York. 

Final legal effort was an unsuccessful attempt to challenge the 
right of the Board to proceed. 

Colonial's three lawyers insisted to the end of a two-day four-hour 
hearing that United States law -- the Logan Act of 1798 -- forbade then 
to make defence against a Board order. The order directed the line to 
"show cause" shy its licence should not be taken away for violation of 
the air agreement the U.S. signed with Canada June 4 last. 

The three-man Board, under Chairman John Baldwin, reserved decision. 
Judgment is not expected to be announced until_after officials of the 
two Governments meet here Thursday to seek to iron out difficulties that 
have arisen over the agreement because of Colonial's opposition to It. 

Colonial's lawyers offered no direct retort to a charge by Lee A. 
Kelley, Board_counsel, that the line had used n every possible delaying 
tactic" in the last six months to obstruct fulfilment of the agreement. 
Mr. Kelley placed "squarely on its shoulders" responsibility for 
failure of Trans-Canada Airlines to get a U.S. licence to fly in 
campetition on the Montreal-New York route. 

Opposes Radar Stations In Parks: Quebec, December 13 (CP) -- Premier Duplessis 
said today there appeared to be a federal Government,plan to establish 
radar stations in provincial parks. 

"One  is wanted in Gaspe' Park, one in Mount Orford Park and one in 
the Laurentides Park,"  said the Premier addressing a delegation fran the 
St. Lawrence North Shore Saguenay region. 

(The Laurentides Provincial Park is a vast preserve lying between 
Quebec and Lake St. John on the St. Lawrence North Shore , Mount Orford 
Park is in the Eastern Townships. The Gaspe'preserve is in the Gaspeç 
Peninsula.) 

"Why should it be in our provincial parker the Quebec Premier 
asked, adding that he opposed the idea.... 

Canadian Resolution Vetoed At UN: Lake Success, December 13 (CP) -- The 
U.S.S.R. used her 42nd and 43rd vetoes in the United Nations Security 
Council to block a Canadian resolution offering formal ccmmendations 
to The Netherlands and Indonesian Republic on their agreement -to set 

up a United States of Indonesia. 
Gen. A.G.L. McNaughton, Canadian Delegate and President of the 

11-member Council for December, said after the vote that the veto 
would not prevent the Indonesian and Netherlands people from learning 
the wishes of the council majority.. 

Diesel Locomotive Inaugural Run: A huge three-unit diesel locomotive pulled 
18 coaches out of Central Station in Montreal on Tuesday night and 
headed for Winnipeg and the Pacific coast. It marked a new era for 
Canadian National Railways in transfer of their passenger trains to 
diesel service. 

N.B. Watson, C.B.E.„ Executive Vice-President, and leading officers 
of the C.N.R. were on hand to make the inaugural run. 

Across Canada:  An appeal will be launched against an Ottawa magistrate's 
ruling that the Minister of National Revenue must personally sign , 
every demand sent out to taxpayers to file income tax returns.... 
Winnipeg City Council yesterday discussed unemployment, -which is 
now said to involve over 10,000 persons, or about six per cent of 
the working total....R.C.M.F. are investigating the « looting" of 

buildings and fixtures, said to involve $50,000 loss, at Farnham 
Military Camp in Quebec....Fremier Smallwood of Newfoundland said 
yesterday he believes Labrador boundary problems, involving owner-
ship of rich iron deposits, can be worked out amicably between the 

Provinces of Newfoundland and Quebec. 
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National Agricultural Conference:  Ottawa, December 14 (CP) -- The Minister of 
Agriculture, Mr. Gardiner, today painted a dismal picture on 1050 Anglo-
Canadian food contracts. 

Of the 1949 contracts for bacon, cheese, eggs, salmon and apples, 
no contracts appear in sight except for cheese, and even that still is 
uncertain. 

Speaking before the closing session of the 10th annual federal-
provincial Agricultural Conference, Mr. Gardiner said the United Kingdom 
has set aside "sufficient" dollars to buy Canadian cheese next year -- if 

. Canada and theU.K. can agree on price. 
In a brief  interview  later he said the U.K. has allotted $25,000,000 

in U.S. funds for the purchase of cheese in North America next year. 
Negotiators had promised him that the U.K. was prepared to spend 

most of that money in Canada if the price  was  low enough. Mr. Gardiner 
said he would meet with representatives of the dairy industry next week 
and work out prices. 

He felt confident that Canada would get the contract to clear all 
of the surplus cheese from this country. 

The U.K. bought 50,000,000 pounds of cheese from Canada this year, 
at 30 cents a pound. Negotiators are asking that the price be reduced 
to 24. It appears the final price may be set at about 27 cents a pound. 
The available surplus next year may run to about 65,000,000 pounds. 

Britain, which bought about 40,000,000 dozens of eggs from Canada 
this year at about 45 cents a dozen, will buy no eggs from Canada next 
year, said Mr. Gardiner. 

A small amount of bacon might be purchased next year, but this 
was not definite. There had been a suggestion that part of the $280,- 
000,000 Britain has set aside for the purchase of Canadian wheat during 
the 1949-50 crop year be transferred to bacon. This suggestion was 
being explored. 

Mr. Gardiner said because of the uncertainty of the bacon contract, 
Canada may - have to ship bacon down to the U.S., to try and sell 
surpluses there. 

Canada, however, has an embargo against the import of U.S. pork 
and any move to sell Canadian pork in the U.S., probably mould bring 
on requests to open Canadian doors to U.S. pork. 

The U.S. product sells at a slightly lower price than does the 
Canadian.... 

U.K. Not To Buy Canadian Nemmprint? London, December 14 (CP) -- Sources 
confirmed tonight that Britain has told Canada that she will not buy 
Canadian newsprint in 1950 but will import a certain amount of 
Canadian pulp for use in her own mills. 

A spokesman in close touch with the industry said that because 
of the dollar shortage Britain's 1950 contract with Canada foi-

I00,000 tons, worth between $10,000,000 and $11,000,000, will be 
allowed to go by the Board. 

Canada, exclusive of Newfoundland, sold 3,675,000 tons of news-
print, valued at C292,000,000 to the U.S. in 1947. 

(aver) 
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At the same time the source said that Britain has closed a deal 
to take 120,000 tons from Scandinavian  sources and 10,000 tons from 
new sources in the Netherlands and France. This year Britain took 
85,000 tons of Scandinavian newsprint and 100,000 tons from Canada. 
The 1949 Canadian contract will be completed. 

The spokesman said the shifts in the markets might mean that 
Australia could not get newsprint through Britain. There have been 
reports that in this event Australia plans to import some 35,000 tons 
from Canada next year, paying for it in dollars. 

Colonial Airlines Controversy:  At Washington  yesterday, the Secretary of 
State, Dean Acheson, took issue with Colonial Airlines for using a 
150-year-old law to justiry its failure to take part in an aviation 
hearing before the Canadian Air Transport Board at Ottawa. 

Mr. Acheson was quoted as saying that the Airline mas advised 
last meek that the State Department had no objection to Colonial's 
participation in the hearing and taking all other necessary steps 
to protect its rights. 

John R. Baldwin, Chairman of the Canadian Air Transport Board, 
said last night he did not thirikany comment necessary on a charge 
attributed to the President of Colonial Airlines that the Board's 
"show-cause" hearing in Ottawa earlier this week was highlighted 
principally:1)y an attack on the United States courts. 

He said he thought it was unnecessary in view of criticism 
levelled at Colonial by Mr. Acheson. 

The Board completed the hearing Tuesday and is expected to 	- 
announce its decision next week following a Conference of Canadian 
and United States Government officials being held to discuss the 
bilateral air agreement signed by the two countriea June 4. The 
Conference opens today. 

C.P.R.  Before Transportation Commission: Ottawa, December 14 (CP) -- The 
senior Vice-President of the Canadian Pacific Railway indicated 
today he felt the railway needed an additional freight-rate increase 
of from 12 to 15 per cent to take care of its financial requirements. 

The Vice-President, N.R. Crump gave the indication to the Royal 
Commission on Transportation under questioning by Frank Covert, 
Commission Counsel. 

Mr. Crimp testified for an entire day before the three-man 
Commission, elaborating on the sections of the C.P.R.'s submission 
that dealt with the railway's operating problems. 

He said the C.P.R. had_drawn up an expansion programme, in- 
volving capital expenditures of around.$400,000,000 over a five- 
year period. The programme might have to be cancelled if the railway 
could not obtain higher earnings to bolster its credit position and 
raise the capital. 

Across Canada: The Sons of Freedom, radical members of the Doukhobor 
sect, last night told British Columbia police they have decided to 
come forward to confess and repent and newer to repeat any more 

destructions." A statement signed by four sect members was 
presented to Inspector R.S. Nelson of the B.C. police, who agreed 
to discuss the matter further at a public meeting in nearby Krestova 
Sunday, the Canadian Press reports from Nelson, B.C.....An increase 
of approximately 10 per cent in the whelesale price of power has 
been announced by the Ontario Hydro Electric Power Commission....A 
federal-provincial Conference on the route of the trans-Canada 
highway%opens in Ottawa today. 
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Discuss Canada- U. S. Customs, Immigration:  The Department of External Affairs 
announced on December 16, that officials of the United States and Canadian 
Governments met in Washington on Thursday, December 15, to review immigration 
and customs procedures affecting travel between Canada and the United Stàtes. 
In these talks, it was recognized that only a very small proporation of 
individual border crossings, which number many millions annually from each 
side, give rise to any difficulties. The causes of possible and existing 
difficulties were examined in a frank, friendly and co-operative spirit 
within the framework of the laws and regulations of both countries. The 
meeting explored the possibilities of the improvement of adminstrative 
practices which might serve to eacilitate border orossings and thus main-
tain, to the fullest extent, the traditional freedom of the international 
boundary. 

Good progress was made in these discussions, and it is hoped 
that, as a result, difficulties in individual cases will in future be 
reduced to a minimum. 

On the United States side, officials from the State Department, 
Immigration and Naturalization Service and the Bureau of Custdms participated, 
and on the Canadian side, the Canadian Embassy in Washington, the Department 
of External Affairs and the Immigration Service in Ottawa were represented. 

Colonial Airlines Discussions:  Ottawa, December 15 (CP) -- The right of Canada's 
Air Transport Board to  issue  its celebrated "show  cause"  order to Colonial 
Airlines of New York was conceded here today by officials of the United States 
State Department, informed Canadian sources said tonight. 

That was a major point raised last week when the State Department 
asked for an inter-governmental conference to seek to iron out difficulties 
over fulfilment of an air agreement signed by the two Governments June 4. 
The conference opened here today. 

The Board has reserved decision after challenging Colonial to show 
cause why its licence to fly into Montreal from New York should not be 
cancelled for what it considers violation of the agreement under which the 
Board says Colonial operates. The alleged violation lies in Colonial's 
U. S. legal actions to prevent Trans-Canada Air Lines from establishing a 
rival run under the agreement. 

The inter-governmental talks were launched this afternoon and 
will continue tomorrow. The U. S. delegation of six, headed by Adrian 
Fisher, Legal Adviser to the State- Department, left the first meeting after 
nearly two hours. Mr. Fisher told a reporter he had nothing to say other 
than "we are still consulting." 

The Canadians sat another half hour under the leadership of H. O. 
Moran, Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs. 

Informed sources said the State Department original/y took the 
stand that the Air Transport  Board was not justified - in its Peow cause" 
order, that agi action taken by the Canadian Government should have been 

(over) 



directed against the U. S. Government and not against a citizen or private 
firm. 

Canada has taken the stand that the Board is empowered to suspend 
licences either on grounds of public convenience and necessity or of 
violation of conditions of a Canadian licence. 

Atomic Talks December 20:  Lake Sucess, Dec. 15 (CP) - Gen. A.G.L. MacNaughton 
intends to find out just where Russia stands on the atomic problem. 

The Canadian diplomat-scientist has called a meeting for December 
20 of the Big Five powers and Canada to continue secret talks seeking 
agreement on international atomic controls. 

The U.N. Assembly which ended December 10 directed Britain, United 
States, Russia, France, China and Canada to carry on with the discussions 
started last July. 

Nobody expects agreement to arrive as a Christmas gift. But hope 
for an end to the impasse is implicit in continuation of the tmlks started 
when the 11-member U.N. Atomic Energy Commission bogged down in the deadlock. 

New Film Board Commissioner: Ottawa, Dec. 15 (CP) - Climax to month-long criticism 
of the Government over the National Film Board came on Thursday with dis-
closure that a new Film Commissioner has been chosen. 

W. Arthur Irwin, 51, Editor of Maclean's Magazine, will be appoint-
ed Commissioner, replacing Ross McLean, 44, whose three-year contract expires 
Jan. 9. 

While no government announcement was immediately forthcoming, Mr. 
Irwin said in Toronto that he had been offered the job by the Minister of 
ReconstrUction, Mr. Winters, and had accepted. In Ottawa,Mr: McLean Obnfii-med 
his retirement but said he had no statement to make immediately. 

The appointment has not yet gone through Cabinet. 

Mr. Winters, who is Chairman of the Board, confirmed in an interview 
that Mr. McLean was retiring as head of NFB Jan. 9. However, he declined 
to disclose the name of his successor. 

Mr. Winters emphasized that Mr. McLean was not retiring because of 
xecent criticism over screening of NFB employees. It was just a  c.se , he 
said, that Mr. McLean's regular term as Commissioner was up. 

It was reported Mr. Irwin will be given a "free hand" in Film 
Board matters and will receive a salary of $15,000 yearly. Mr. McLean's 
salary has been $8,000 a year. 

The reports also said that Mr. Irwin's appointment was being made 
on the understanding he will clear up the Film Board situation in such a way 
that it would regain public confidence. 

Across Canada: A provincial Arbitration Board, reporting on an inquiry into a 
bitter, four-month asbestos industry dispute, has recommended a 10-cent 
hourly pay increase retroactive to the start of the year for employees of 
three companies... The Minister of Finance, Mr. Abbott, has refused to with-
hold until after the decision of the Supreme Court on rentals jurisdiction, 
the Government's permission to landlords to raise rents on unheated dwellings 
by 18 per cent, and on heated dwellings by 22 per cent.... The Province of 
Manitoba has advised the federal authorities that it does not propose to 
enter the rental control field at the present time. 
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Canada - Netherlands Agreement:  The Department of External Affairs announced 
on December 19 that,  effective  January 1, Canadian visitors to the Nether-
lands W110 hold valid Canadian passports will not be required by the 
Netherlands authorities to be in possession of a visa provided they do 
not intend to remain in the Netherlands for more than three months. 
(For further details see Press Release No. 84). 

Gen. EbNaughton To Tackle Kashmir Problem:  Lake Success, N.Y., December 18 (CP) 
Gen. A.G.L. McNaughton of Canada was directed Saturday by the United _ 
Nations Security Council to seek a short-cut solution to the Kashmir 
dispute between India.  and Pakistan. 

Gen. MbNaughton is to hold informal private talks with representatives 
of the two Commonwealth countries and bring a proposal before the Council 
as soon as possible. 

Appointment of the Canadian Delegate, W110 is Council President for 
December, came at the suggestion of Arne Sunde of Norway. He said an 
impasse has been reached in the Kashmir dispute. 

U.K. 1950 Import Quotas:  The United Kingdom Board of Trade has announced that 
the 1950 schedule of quotas under the United Kingdom Token Import Scheme 

.11111 be continued on the sanie  basis as in 1949. Same 260 Canadian-
exporters hold quotas to ship under this scheme. 

Quotas for 1950 will cover about 200 items, and will be maintained 
at 20 per cent of the average prewar imports during the basic period 
from 1936 to 1938 inclusive. Any Canadian exporter having a prewar 
market in the United Kingdom for any of these commodities is now 
assured of obtaining British import licences for token shipments. 

The complete list of items on the 1950 schedule will be published 
in the December 24 issue of "Foreign Trade", weekly publication of the 
Department of Trade and Commerce. 

Savings Bonds Sales Near $300,000,000:  Sales of Fourth Series Canada Savings 
Bonds totalled nearly $290 million at November 30, it was announced by 
the Bank of Canada. More than 631,000 purchasers invested 3140,350,150 
through the Payroll Savings Plan whlle 290,000 individuals bought 
$146,445,250 worth of Canada Savings Bonds through investment dealers, 
banks and other sales agencies. 

The success of the Canada Savings Bond campaign to date plus the 
proceeds of the 3300 million  short-terni issue sold to the banking 
system on November 1 have provided the Government with most of the 
funds required to meet bondlnaturities this Fall totalling $882 
million. The residual amount was paid by drawing on Government's cash 
balances. 

International Trade Fair: Maximum  representation of local business interests 
fram every part of Canada in the forthcoming 1950 Canadian Inter-
national Trade Fair is heralded by the formation of a nation-wide 
network of local Trade Fair Committees to be headed by the responsible 
trade development officials of the various provincial governments. 

(aver) 
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Membership of the committees will include representatives of local 
business organizations, including the C.M.A., Chambers of Commerce, 
Boards of Trade, Retail Merchants' Associations, Commercial Travellers' 
Associations, Junior Chambers' of_Commerce, and praminent local 	- 
businessmen. They will be organized on a regional basis to insure 
that the local business interests of every part of Canada share to the 
fulles extent in the trade promotion opportunities presented at the 
Trade Fair. 

ICAO Training Programme: The third programme designed to train young men 
fram all over the world in the work of the International Civil Aviation 
Organization was announced on December 19 by Dr. Albert Roper, ICAO 
Secretary General. Letters have been sent to each of the 55 member 
nations of ICAO asking for naninations fran which six persons will be 
selected for a five-month training course at ICAO headquarters in 
Montreal. Nominations must be received by 16 January 1950, and the 
course will begin on 20 February. 

The prime purpose of the course is to acquaint the trainees with 
ICAO and its operation. Upon its completion, they will return to 
their  home  countries and there will help in maintaining liaison with 
ICAO. 

Field Crop Value Dawn 16  P.C.:  Gross value of the principal field crops 
produced on Canadian farms is currently estimated by the Bureau of 
Statistics at ;;1,427,000,000, down 16 per cent from last year's record 
value of $1,696,000,000. This is also below the 1947 value of 
$1,531,000,000, but slightly above the value of ;;1,424,417,000 in 
1946, the first postear year. Anticipated participation payments 
on western wheat, oats and barley, however, will place this year's 
crop value at a higher level than the current estimate. Reduction 
in the value of this year's field crops from the 1948 level is due to 
the joint effect of lower prices and reduced production of most crops. 

Canadians Honoured By Norway: Announcement of the award of the King Haakon 
VII Cross of Liberation to Air Vice Marshal A.T.N. Cowley, CBE, Ottawa, 
and the King  Haakon  VII Medal of Liberation to FA  H.W. Looseley, 
Vancouver, and FA. A.P. Reed, Toronto, mus made known by Air Force 
Headquarters, Ottawa, on December 16. The awards were given for the 
assistance rendered by these officers in the training of members of 
the Royal Norwegian Air Force in Canada during the Secondifforld War, 
and particularly during the training of flyers at Little Norway, near 
Toronto. 

Occupational Publications: The Minister of Labour, Mr. Mitchell, announced 
on December 16 the distribution of three new publications dealing 
with skilled construction trades. The crafts covered in the monographs 
and in the simplified pamphlet version are those of the Bricklayer and 
Stone-liKson, the Plasterer, and the Painter. 

Across Canada:  The City of Ottawa with the federal and provincial Govern-
ments has negotiated a housing scheme to start this Spring in Gloucester 
township at an estimated initial cost of $15,000,000, it was reported. 
The plan is said to call for the erection of 1,000 homes a year for 
three years...Appointment of Ralph Allen, formeriffinnipeg and Toronto  nee 
paperman, as editor of Maclean's Magazine, to succeed W.Arthur Irwin, 	) 
new Commissioner of the National Film Board, was announced at the 
week-end...Chief Justice Severin Letourneau of the Quebec Appeals Court 
died at his Montreal home on Saturday. 
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Armed Forces Standardization:  Tripartite arrangements for collaboration in 
military standardization among the armed forces of the United States, the 
United Kingdom and Canada were announced on December 19 in London Ottawa 
and Washington. 

These arrangements  will  insure that in time of necessity there will 
be no material or technical obstacles to fi.111 co-operation among the 
armed forces concerned and the greatest possible economy in the use of 
combined resources and effort will be obtained. 

These arrangements are decentralized to the working level agencies 
of the armed forces of the  three nations for study in the various fields 
of military equipment and operational procedures. 

The studies which are carried on by exchange of observers among 
the three nations in connection with exercises and the development and 
testing of material of common interest, ain at the gradual development 
of common designs and standards in arms, equipment and training methods. 

Co-operative arrangements for this purpose do not impair the control 
of any country concerned over any activities in its territory. No 
treaty, executive agreement or contractual obligation has been entered 
into by the participating nations. 

These arrangements between Canada, the United Kingdom and the United 
States, which have been under discussion since July 1947, are a step 
towards the fulfillment of the wider arrangements under the North 	- 
Atlantic Treaty Military Production and Supply Board which call for the 
promotion of "standardization of parts and end products of military 
equipment" in the North Atlantic area. They are similar to arrangements 
already made by the Brussels Treaty Powers. 

Ministers To Seek New Markets:  Ottawa, December 19 (CP) -- Two federal 
Cabinet Ministers will be combing the world next January, looking for 

• new markets for Canadian commodities. 
While the Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, 

will be flying through the markets of the Far East, the Minister of 
Trade and Commerce, Mr. Howe, will do a trek through parts of Europe. 

Mr. Pearson is planning the Far East jaunt after the Commonwealth 
Foreign Ministers' Conference in Colombo,  Ceylon, in January. . 

Mr. Howe returned to his desk today after a week's illness and 
began preparations for a trip that will take him to most of the 
Western European capitals, including visits to all Canadian Trade 
Commissioners in the United Kingdom, France, The Netherlands, Portugal 
and Spain. 

No definite itinerary has been drawn up, but he also may take 
in West Germany and Italy. Finally, he will stop off, in the south 
of France for a brief-holiday before returning to Canada. 

Although both he and Mr. Pearson will be looking for markets, 
the energetic Mr. Hawe, sometimes described as Canada's No. 1 
optimist, said in an interview that there was little need to worry 
about the subject of foreign trade. 	. 

"Canada has been able to sell • all her exportable surpluses in 
the past, and we hope to continue to be able to do so in the future," 
he said. 

over) 
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Food Contracts  With  U.K.:  Ottawa, December 19 (CP) -- Along with bacon and 
cheese, Canada may conplete 1950 contracts with the United Kingdom for 
salnon and lumber, it was learned today. 

Dollars to pay for  the  salmon and lumber would be obtained by 
increasing deferred wheat shipments from 10,000,000 to 15,000,000 
bushels. 

The 10,000,000-bushel figure previously-  was decided as the 
approximate amount of wheat to be held back from shipment to the U.K. 
in the current crop year so Britain might be able to buy about $18,- 
000,000 worth of Canadian bacon next year. 

By increasing this deferred wheat to 15,000,000 bushels, enough 
dollars would be made available to cover purchases of about $5,000,000 
or $6,000,000 worth of salmon and about $5,000,000 merth of lumber. 

Britain purchased $7,000,000 worth of salmon and about $31,000,000 
werth of lumber from Canada this year. - 

If negotiations are completed along the wheat-deferment lines; - 
it is understood the salmon and lumber contracts both weuld go to 
the Pacific Coast. 

Canada, it is learned, favours the wheat deferment plan, and 
expects to have little trouble selling the 15,000,000 bushels during 
the current crop year. 

German Securities:  As a matter of particular interest to persons holding 
German securities (stocks, shares, bonds and debentures other than 
German dollar bonds), the Department of External Affairs invites 
attention to the German Economic Council Ordinance No. 155 for the 
Settlement of Securities which became effective on October 1, 1949. 
This Ordinance requires that most securities of German issue must be 

 revalidated to avoid becoming null and void. 
• 	 The present Ordinance applies only to securities expressed in 

German currency which were.issued up to May 8, 1945, by an enterprise 
which was within the British and American Zones on October 1, 1949. 
(For further details see Press Release No. 85). 

Pilgrimages To Rome:  Quebec, December 19 (CP) -- About 35,000 Canadians 
are expected to make pilgrimages to Rome during the Holy Year, which 
starts Christmas Eve, P.F. Gravina, Italian Consul in Quebec said 
Monday night.-  

Of this number, about 8,000 will come from Quebec. They will 
make pilgrimages in groups organized by the Franciscan Order, thé 
Dominican Order, L'Action Catholic, Quebec daily newspaper, and , 
other organizatioris. Others will go individually. ,  

Most of the pilgrimages, to last about 50 days, -Will allow 
pilgrims to be in Rome for Holy Week, April 3-10, he said. 

Sydney Mayor Held For Iiiirder:  Sydney, N.S., December 18 (CP) -- Dan Jack 
MacLean, Mayor of this Nova Scotia steel city, today was charged 
with murder in the death of Joseph MacKinnon, city registrar of 
voters. 

Mr. MacKinnon died last night shortly after his battered body 
was found in a south-end alleyway. His head was gashed and his chest 
crushed. 

Police quoted two youngsters as saying they had seen a car being 
driven over the body twice. 

Mr. MacKinnon, who walked with the aid of a crutch, was vote 
registrar in Sydney's 1)ecember 6 civic election when Mr. MacLean MUS 
re-elected for his fifth consecutive two-year term. 

Across Canada:  The Agriculture Prices Support Board on Monday announced 
it will sell Government butter stocks next year at present prices.... 
Ottawa Evening Citizen said on Monday in a newspage story it learned 
fran official sources that Ralph Foster, Executive Officer of the 
National Film Board, is leaving his post at the end of the year. 
He is second in command to Ross UbLean, retiring Commissioner. 
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Atemic  Axis  Control Proposal: Lake Success,' N.Y., December 20 (CP) -- Carlos P. 
Romulo of. the Philippines today_proposed to the Big Five piers and Canada 
that an atomic arms race be halted by a temporary international scheme for 
prohibition or control. 

The President of the Fourth Session of the United Nations Assembly 
said in a letter to Gen. A.G.L. McNaughton of Canada that the "race for 
atamic armaments is accelerating at a frightening rate." _ 

The letter wus handed to Gen. McNaughton, Committee Chairman for this 
, month, just before the 13th closed meeting of the six powers, attempting 

to find a basis for East-4Mst agreement on atomic controls. 
Romulo made his proposal as part of a requested outline of his previous 

appeals to the six powers to find a neu approach to the deadlocked atomic 
question. 	- 

A communique issued following the six -power talk said all suggestions 
made during the recent Assembly Session were consolidated in one document 
and will be sent to  the six  Governments for cOmment. 

The neXt meeting was set for January 19. Canada leaves the Security 
Council Janûary 1 and Gen. MeNaughton is expected to return to Ottawa 
early in the new year.‘ However, it is understood he may continue to be 
Canada's Delegate in atomic talks here. 	 . 

Power  Project Turned Dawn:  Washington, Emcember 20 (CP) -- It United States 
Goverwment Power Authority today threw out a bid by New York State for 
the right to develop a power project on the St. Lawrence River in co-
operation with the Province of Ontario.  

> 	Subject to final approval of the full United States Power Commission, 
Presiding Examiner Gien R.  Law ordered that application of the New York 
Power Authority for a licence for the prdject be denied. 

Informed sources here said the United States decision might in-
fluence Canada's federal Government in its findings on an application 
from Ontario for the right to mmrk with New York on the project.Ontario's 
application was filed in Ottawa a year ago. 

These sources said there mmuld be no point now in the Canadian 
Government granting a lidence to Ontario, since New York State could 
not join in undertaking the development. 

Today's decision was regarded here as one which would be welcomed 
by both the Canadian and the United States Governments because of their 
announced wish to see the power development form part of the larger 
St. Lawrence seaway scheme. 

Nerwfoundland Bases:  Ottawa, December 20 (CP) -- Months of Canadian-

) & 	American negotiations over three United States military bases in 
Newfoundland are expected to come to a head within the next fevr weeks 
at a meeting of officials of the two Governments. 

The Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, and the Minister of 
National Defence, Mr. Claxton, have both been involved at one time or 
another in Canada's long efforts to bring civilian rule in the area 
of the bases more in line with the practice elsewhere on Canadian 
soil. 
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The meeting is regarded as a sign that the efforts are getting 
somewhere. It will probably be held in the U.S. 

The U.S.,under a 99-year lease signed in 1941 when Newfoundland 
mms still a British colony, has certain judicial, taxation and customs 
rights which the Canadian Government feels should be modified naw 
that the Island has become part of Canada. 

American military leaders have taken the view that the lease was 
negotiated in good faith-and that it isn't the fault of the U.S. that 
Newfoundland's constitutional status has_changed since. The lease 
mms signed at the time of the destroyer-for-bases deal between the U.S. 
and United Kingdom. 

Some time ago U.S. Defence Secretary Louis Johnson informed Mr. 
Claxton that some proposal would be put up by the U.S. Government in an 
effort to strike a bargain. 

Colonial Air Lines Talks:  Ottawa, December 20 (CP) -- Canadian-American 
talks over implementation of the bilateral air agreement between the 
two countries will continue tomorrow, it was learned tonight. 

Decision to extend the talks into a fifth day immediately raised 
doubt that a statement outlining progress of the talks would be 
issued tomorrow. 

A spokesman for the Department of External Affairs announced 
earlier today that a statement would be issued tomorraw on the talks 
that started here Friday on difficulties aver, implementation of the 
agreement signed in June. 

However, at that time the talks were expected to end late today, 
and the decision to meet again tomorrow may delay release of a' 
statement. 

Full implementation of the agreement has been delayed by Colonial 
Air Lines of New York, which challenged the validity of the air treaty 
in U.S. courts. Under terms of the agreement, Trans-Canada Airlines 
was given the right to fly the rich Montreal-New York route along with 
Colonial. The American company which has held sole rights to . the 
route for 20 years obtained a court injunction preventing T.C.A.. from 
obtaining a U.S. licence. 

The Canadian Air Transport Board is expected to render a decision 
shortly as to whether Colonial will  be allowed to retain its Canadian 
licence, Colonial appeared before the Board last week to  "show  cause" 
why its licence should not be cancelled as a result of its claim that 
the air agreement is not constitutional. The Board maintains that 
Colonial's licence is granted under the agreement. , 

Liberal Elected In N.S.:  St. Peter's, N.S., December 20 (CP) 	Election 
of Earl Urquhart, Liberal candidate in the Richmond County provincial 

. by-election, was reported by the Canadian Press at 7:26 p.m. AST 
tonight. 

With 27 of the 35 polls heard from, Mr. Urquhart had 2,295 votes 
against 1,612 for his only opponent, Alfred Baccardax, Progressive 
Conservative. 

The election was held to fill the vacancy in the Nova Scotia 
Legislature created by the elevation of former Attorney-General 
L.D. Currie to the Nova Scotia Supreme Court Bench. 

Across Canada: Former Prime Minister  Mackenzie  King will be guest of 
honour at a banquet in Galt, Ont., January 9 to celebrate the centenary 
of his native Waterloo Township. Premier Frost of Ontario and 
members of the federal and Ontario Cabinets will also be invited.... 
Two convicts and an armed accomplice who aided their escape fram 
Kingston penitentiary were trapped yesterday in a garage half an 
hour after their escape....Sir Basil Brooke, Prime Minister of 
Northern Ireland, is to visit Canada soon, it is reported from London. 
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Gen. McNaughton to  International Joint Commission: The Prime Minister, 
Mr. St. Laurent, announced this (Thursday) morning the appointment 
of General A. G. L. McNaughton to the International Joint Commission. 
He also announced that two new Judges have been appointed to the 
Supreme Court of Canada. 
The two new Judges are John. R. Cartwright, K. C. of Tornnto and Mr. 
Justice Gerald Fauteux of Montreal. 
Mr. St. Laurent also announced proclamation of the Act making the 
Supreme Court the final Court of Appeal. 
Mr. St. Laurent also said that: (1) Canada will not take any action 
on recognizing the Chinese regime until the Commonwealth Conference 
in Ceylon on January 9. 
(2) That the Government's trade plans are based on the assumption 
that 1950 will be as good a year for Canadian  Exporte as 1949. 

"Colonial" Talks Adjourned:  Representatives of the Canadian and the United 
States Governemnts have engaged during the past week in consultations 
concerning civil aviation relations between the two countries. These 
consultations were called so that both Governments might review 
questions arising under the Air Transport Agreement signed between 
the two Governments last June, including the details of recent problems 
relating to operations under the Agreemnet over the route between New 
York and Montreal. The discussions have been thorough and satisfactory 
progress has been made. 

The United States representatives indicated their concern over 
certain aspects of the proceedings before the Air Transport Board 
which appeared to them to be based on the fact that Colonial Airlines 
was taking steps in the courts of the United States to test the validity 
of the Air Transport Agreement. The Canadian representatives stated 
that whereas the Air Transport Board had decided to hold hearing on the 
position of Colonial Airlines as a licensee of the Board on the route 
between Montreal and New York, at no time had the Canadian Government 
ever questioned the constitutional zight of Colonial Airlines to have 
determined hy the United States courts the validity of the Air Transport 
Agreement under United States law: nor had there ever been any desire on 
the part of the Canadian Government tointerferawith judicial or admin-
istrative proceedings in the United States. 

The representatives of the Canadian Government expressed themselves 
as satisfied that the United States had entered into the 1949 Agreement 
in good faith with every intention of carrying out its provisions. The 
representatives of the United States Government were also satisfied with 
the course adopted by the Canadian Government in implementing the 
provisions of the 1949 Agreement. 

Although the discussions between the representatives of the two 
Governments took place within a general area of agreement, certain 
questions have arisen regarding the interpretation of particular articles 
of the bilateral agreement. It has been decided to adjourn the talks 
until an early date to permit each Government to consider the other's 
position in greater detail. 

(over) 
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Consider Price Support For Eggs:  Ottawa, December 21 (CP)-- The Cabinet 
tonight decided to withhold action on price support for eggs for at least 
another week. 

The decision was made after an all-day extraordinary session of the 
Cabinet-one of the longest in recent months. 

The stand taken by the Cabinet to delay action developed out of 
suggestions by some ministers that the situation currently was ntoo 
chaoticn to make a firm decision. 

Prices of eggs plumged downward 10 and 20 cents a dozen in some 
parts of Canada after the Minister of Agriculture, Mr. Gardiner last week 
announced that the United Kingdom will buy no eggs from this country next 
year. 

Besieged by appeals from egg producers to bolster the egg market 
with government ensured prices, Mr. Gardiner placed the problem before the 
Cabinet today. 

United Kingdom Contracts: Ottawa, December 21 (CP) Part of a United Kingdom 
pool of dollars earmarked for the purchase of Canadian wheat on Wednesday 
was drained off to provide the U. K. with money to buy east-coast spruce. 

It began a program to shift slightly less than $30,000,000 from 
Canadian wheat into other fields, giving the U. K. dollars to pay not only 
for Canadian lumber but for bitcon and canned salmon as well. 

Yesterday's contract-which still has two hurdles to leap-cut 
$2,500,000 from the $280,000,000 1949-50 Anglo-Canadian wheat contract to 
pay for 40,000,00 board feet of spruce from the MaritimeProvinces. The 
spruce is to be shipped during the first half of 1950. 

Mr. Howe Optimistic: Ottawa, December 21 (CP) Describing himself as an - 
optimist, the Minister of Trade and Commerce, Mr. Howe, on Wednesday told 
a luncheon meeting of foreign commercial attaches stationed in Ottawa that 
he believes Canada's trade with other countries will remain at its present 
high level. 

If it were true that some markets for Canadian products had been lost, 
he said, nexperience has shown that other markets will open iip." Thenknow-
hown of Canadian industry would find them. 

Across Canada: The Supreme Court of Canada is expected to hand down a desision 
today on railway rate increases....Asbestos miners in Thetford Mines, 
Quebec have asked in a resolution to be paid immediately the 10 cent-an-
hour increase recommended by an arbritation board for 1949....Montrealers 
can look forward to complete television service by mid-summer of 1951, a 
CBC official said Wednesday in a public address...,With temperatures 20 
degrees above normal, and continued rain, a green Christmas appeared 
likely in Eastern Canada. 
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Commonwealth Conference:  The Secretary of State for External Affairs, 
Mr. Pearson, released on December 22 further information about the 
Commonwealth conference on Foreign Affairs which will open in 
Colombo on Monday, January 9, 1E5 3. It is expected that the con-
ference will last for about 10 days although every attempt will be 
made to complete its work in a meek. 

The conference is being held so that an exchange of ideas may 
take place between the Commonwealth countries on various aspects of 
the world situation today. In addition to the meetings on inter-
national affairs, there will be a series of meetings on an official 
level to discuss some of the  general economic matters of interest to 
the Commonwealth. 

Canada's principal DelégatesandAdvisers are as follows: 	- 
Delegates: The Hon. L. B. Pearson, Secretary of State for 

External AffaiL; 'he Hon. R. J. Mayhew, Minister of Fisheries. 
Advisers: Mr. Escott Reid, Deputy Under-Secretary of State for 

External Affairs; Mr. D. M. Johnson, Canadian High Commissioner 
Designate to Pakistan; mr. A. R. Menzies, Far Eastern Division, 
Department of External Affairs; Mr. D. V. Lepan, Economic Division, 
Department of External Affairs /  Mr. T. N. Beaupré, Department of 
Trade and Commerce. 	(See Press Release No. 87) 

To Review Freight Rates Decision:  Ottawa, December 22 CP) The issue 
of railway freight rates was opened up again today when the Supreme 
Court of Canada handed down a decision which, in effect told the 
Board of Transport Commissioners to review its Sept. 20 award of an 
eight per cent rate increase to the railways. 

Declaring the terms of the Board decision constituted an ° injustice" 
to the railways, the Court held the Board had failed to perform its duty, 
because of the way it deferred final determination of a railway application 
for a general 20 per cent increase. 

The postponement was effected by the Board pending the outcome of 
the Royal Commission on Transportation and the general freightrate inquiry 
in which the Board itself has been engaged for more than a year. 

• The Court ruled these considerations werd irrelevant to the specific 
rate case before the Board and that the Board had been in error in not 
bringing down a decision on the basis of the facts actually put before it. 

Pending completion of the two investigations  the  eight per cent in- 
crease was awarded by the Board on an n interimu  basis. It has been put 
into effect by the railways. 

Discuss Chinese Situation: Ottawa, December 22 (CP) Canada will take 
-no action on recognition of the Chinese Communists until the Commonwealth 
Conference that starts at Colombo, Ceylon, Jan. 9, Prime Minister St. Laurent 
said today. 

The Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson,announced that 
the Conference is expected to last about 10 days, n although every attempt will 
be made to complete its work in a week." 

Mr. St. Laurent told a press conference that Canada is one of several 
countries which wants to discuss the Chinese situation at Colombo. He did 
not rule out the possibility that some of the Commonwealth Governments may 
recognize the Reds before the Cnnference opens but indicated such action 
,won't make any difference to Canada. 

(over) . 



Federal-Provincial Conference:  Ottawa, December 22 (CP) Power to amend 
the constitution on matters under provincial jurisdiction probably 
will  not be transferred to the Canadian Parliament unless unanimous 
consent of the Provinces is obtained. 

Prime Minister St.  Laurent  indicated at a press conference today 
that the amending power will be left with the United Kingdom' Parliament 
unless unanimous agreement is reached at the Jan. 10 f3dera1-provincial 

, Conference. 
The United Kingdom Parliament already has agreed to transfer to nhe 

Caaaeian Parliament the power to anend the constitution on most matters 
under federal jurisdiction. 

The Tanuary Conference was called to discuss the possibility of 
transferring from the U. K. to Canada the power to amend the constitution  
on matters under joint federal-previncial jurisdiction or under - full juris. 
diction of the Pro7inces. 

Mr. St. Laurent said he did not think anything could be done with 
respect to amendments on provincial matters unless there was unanimity 
of agreement on the  formula  to be followed in making the constitutional 
amendments. 

It was possible that the vieme of the majority mie:ht make- a 
- dissident government change its mind, but he felt that the-consent of 

all on an agreeable formula will be necessary. 

Record December Temperature: Cellars were flooded and back-yards swamped 
yesterday as Ottawa's temperature went to an all-tine December hifn 
of 57 degrees. This, according to Roc'elrfe weather men, is the top 
temperature recorded in Ottawa for the month since 1 8 0, the year 
records were first kept for this city. 

Trade and Commerce Appointments:  Staff transfers affecting Canada's two 
trade commissioner offices in Brazil were announced on December 23, 
by the Minister of Trade and Commerce, Mr. Howe. D. W. Jackson, 
formerly Assistant Commercial Secretary in Washington, has been app-
ointed Commercial Secretary in Rio de Janeiro, and C. J. 7an Tighem, 
until recently head of the Lima Office, has been posted to Sao Paulo 
as Commercial Secretary. 

Across Canada: Asbestos miners at Thetford Mines, que, , are prepared 
to sign a celective areement for 1949 under recent recommendation 
of an arbitration board, it was announced today 	The City Council 
of Sydney U. S. on Thursday accepted the resignation or Mayor Dan 
Jack MacLean, charged with murde*- 	About 250 Vancouver merchants 
may get summonses for opening their stores in defiance of the Wed-
nesday closing by-law. 

-  30  - 
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•Recognition  of The Republic of Indon.nsia: The Department of External 
Affairs released on December 27, messages from the Prime Minister 
•of Canada to the Prime Minister of the Netherlands and to the - 
Prime Einlister of the Republic of the United States of Indonesia, 
extending greetings and informing them that the Government of 
Canada has given full recognition to the Republic  of the United 
States of Indonesia. (See Press Release No. - 88.)---  'e 

Christmas Fatalities 37: Thirty-seven met violent deathh in Canada 
. 	during the long Christmas holiday. 	 , 

A Canadian Press survey showed fatalities included a murder, 
a plane-crash taking two lives, 17 traffic fatalities, 11 fire 
victims and a variety of mishaps wMch claimed six lives. 	 - 

Fon and slippery roads mere responsible for a fer of the traffic 
accidents, but holiday wuather was generally good, with Southern 
Ontario alone being deprived of a white Christmas. 

Ontario had the most fatalities- 17-of wham 11 died in highway 
accidents. 

C. U. R. Annual Statement: It is estimated that the gross revenues of the 
Canadian National Railways for the past 12 months' will establish a 
record high total of 499 million,an increase of e million over 1948, 
states R. C. Vaughan, C. M. G,. Chairman and President of the company, 
in a Year-end statement covering the operations for 1949; ,HCW-ever;- he 
noted, the shrinking margin between revenues and expenses continues to 
cause considerable anxiety; Operating expenses,' with higher-labor costs 
and an increased general price index for materials and supplies, climbed 
to 480,000,000 by the close of the year, an increase of.e5 million over 
1948. 

Mr. Mayhed leaves for India: The Minister of Fisheries, Er. Mayhew,left dla 
Docenher Lù,  on the -first leg of his journey to Mysore, India, where he 
will head the Canadian delegation to the 110th session or the Governing 
Pody of the International Labour Office, it was announced by the 
Minister of Labour, Mr. Mitchell. 

Mr. Maybew, aceorpanied by A. H. Sager, his private secretary,  loft 
 Montreal by air for London on Christmas Eve. Canada's alternate delegate 

will be Paul Bridle, First Secretary of the Office or the High Commissioner 
for Canada in India. 

The Go ering Body, sitting from January 3 to January 7, will discuss 
the agendas for the 1950 and 1951 annual International Labour Conference, 
as well as thc report of the Director-General of the I. L. C. and the 
reports of several I. L. O. Committees. 

The aoverning Body acts as the executive of the I. L. J. and meets 
normally four times a year. Canada has the distinction of holding one 
of Lhe eight permanent non-elective seats on this body, b; virtue of its 
industrial importance. 

Following the I. L. O. Conference, Mr. Mayhew will join the Canadian 
Delegation, headed by the Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. 
Pearson, at the'Cammeinwealthe:Cohference_at Colombo. 

(over) 
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World Wheat Crop: World wheat production this year is esLimated at 
m6,185,000,000 bushels, up 100,000,000 bushels over the September 
forecast, and 170,000,000 bushels over the 1935-39 average crop of 
6,015,000,000 bushels. If present indications are fully realized, 	1 
the 1949 world wheat crop will be only some 200,000,000 bushels under 
the large outturn in 1948. The upward' revision from September is due 
prinicipally tohigher estimates for some European countries and improved 
prospects in important producing southern hemisphere countries. 

The North American crop in 1949 amounted to 1,511,000,000 bushels 
compared with 1,700,000,000 in 1948, and 1,086,000,000 in the five pre- 
war years. The United States crop for the sixth consecutive year has 
topped a billion bushels, compared with the 1935-39 average of 759,000- 
000 bushels. Canada's production of 307,000,000 bushels, though smaller 
than that of the war years, is still abeve the 1935-39 average of 

 312,000,000 bushels.. Mexico's production, slightly less than last year's 
outturn, is- also above the 1935-39 average. 

Athletes to  New Zealand: Three members of.the RCAF have been selected as 
members of Canada's team in the British Empire Games in New Zealand and 
have been granted special leave by the Air Force it has been announced. 
They are Sgt.- Jack Varaleau, Overbrook, Ont., a weight-lifter; Sgt. G. 
M. Plumb, Toronto, 150 lb. wrestler and LAC. A. T. .Jones;  Saskatoon; 
coach of the swimming team. The team leav,,s Canada by air in mid-January. 

Industrial Disputes: Three strikes accounted for 87 per cent of the time loss 
due to work stoppages arising -from industrial disputes in Canada during 
November, 1949, according to the monthly summary of strikes and lockouts 
issued by the Minister of Labour, Mr. Mitchell. 

The strike of rubber factory workers at Toronto, lithographers at 
London, Hamilton, Ottawa,Tbronto,and Montreal, and motor vehicle factory 
workers at Oshawa were  responsible for 87 per cent of the total time loss 
and more than 80 per cent of the total workers involved in all work stop-
pages during the month. 

Across  Canada: 	About 65 persons were left homeless in Ottawa, on Monday 
night by a flash fire that swept through a large emergency housing unit 
at Uplands Airport....j'ire or unkown origin broke out Sunday in the 
officers mess at the Quebec citadel atop Cape Diamond and partially dam-

aged the old two-storey stone structure.....It was reported in  .a New York 
dispatch that the Duke and Duchess of Windsor plan a visit to the Duke's 
Alberta ranch next year.. 
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November Credit Balance with U. Ss  In the wake of devaluation Canadian ' 
exports to the United States soared to an all-time monthly record 
in November. 

The Bureau of Statistics reported yesterday that Canada sent 
goods worth .173,000,000 to the U. S. during the month,lan increase 
of more than S8,000,000 over the previous record set in November,1948. 

Import figures for November are not yet complete. But if com-
modity purchases fron the U. S. were close to average, Canada will have 
a small credit balance wlth the U. S. for November. 

The Iureau did not attempt to establish the effects of September's 
10-percent devaluation of the Canadian dollar on the trade situation. 

It did report, however, that exports to the U. S. increased from 
.U15,000,000 in September to 150,000,000 in October and ;173,000,000 
in November. • 

"While these three months are nornally good months for our exports", 
the Bureau said, "there was a marked improvement of trend in comparison _ 
with last year." _ 

Exports to the U. S. are particularly significant to Canada's 
economy because of the inveterate disparity between what this country 
buys from the U. S. and sells to it. Devaluation was aimed chiefly at 
raising the value of exports as near as possible to the value of imports, 
thus curbing the depletion of Canada's store of U. S. dollars.... 

Glass Combine Alleged:  Ottawa, December 27, (Cr) A combine has operated for 
20 years to fix prices and restrain competition in Canada's multi-million 
dollar flat glass trade, F. A. McGregor, Combines Commissioner, charged in 
a report made public today. 

The alleged combine of Ontario-quebec companies, two of whose members 
mure described as having "substantially controlled" the trade in all of 
Canada, was linked in the. report  with an international glass cartel 
stretching into Canada before the war but broken up since then. 

Specifically named in the report as implicated in a combine "detri-
mental to the public interest" were nine Ontario and Quebec jobbing cam-
panies engaged in the wholesaling and installation of plate, windaw and 
other types of flat glass. The Secretary of their trade association-
W. O. Matthews of Toronto-was also named personally.... 

Income Tax Relief For Industry:  Ottawa, December 27, (Cr)  Canadian ind-
ustries arc given some tax relief in new regulations published today. 

In effect, the change means that an industry won't pay income tax 
on money which it invests in a plant. It would pay tax on profits from 
the plant but not on the money put into it to build it. 

Although the announcemPnt didn't say so, the step is believed to 
be intended to encourage building and upkeep of plants. The regulations 
were outlined in a special issue of the Canada Gazette. 

The relief is accomplished by allowing a company to charge increased 
aMounts to depreciation, on which no income tax is charged. 

V. W. T. Scully, Deputy Minister of Revenue, explaining the reg- 
ulations to a press conference, said that previously the Minister of 
National Revenue had discretionary powers to fix the rates of depreciation. 

(over) 
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on a sliding scale, and vary for different industries 

Emploient  Down,  Incomes Up:  Ottawa, December 27, (CP) Industrial employment 
in Canada is still slipping slightly, but those at work are taking  home 
the fattest paycheckz on record. 

The dipping trend in the number of Canadians at work, which started 
a few months ago, was still evident at Nov. 1, according to preliminary 
tabulation of the Bureau of Statistics monthly survey. 

Dut the average weekly payroll in the eight major industrial groups- 
not including farming-was at an all-time peak of '03.78. 	 - 

The advance index of emploient  at Nov. 1 was 201.9 compared with 
203.6 a year previously and 202.1 a month before. The index is based 
on the 1926 figure as 100. The index does not include Newfoundland. 

McLean with UNESJO:  Ottawa, December 27, - 	Ross McLean, whose res- 
ignation as Commissioner of the National Film Board becomes effective 
early in the new year, has accepted . the position of head of the film 
section of UEESCO. He will leave Ottawa late in January and will  take 
up his duties in Paris at the beginning of February, the Ottawa Citizen 
reported last night. 

Across Canada:  Christmas fires brouzht death to four Manitobans, injured 10 
others and destroyed the homes of nine families, leaving at least 40 per-
cent homeless, the Canadian Press reported from -Jinnipeg this morning.... 
Three days of heavy rain was "the best Christmas present Ontario could 
possibly get" from a power standpoint, Robert H. Saunders, Chairman of 
the Ontario Hydro-Electric Power Commission said Tuesday. It averted 
possible further power cuts . 	Eastern Canada is enjoying record- 
breaking mild Tkulther, about 16 degrees warmer than average. Yester-
day's "lee of 40.3 degrees at Montreal was the highest "lee temper-
ature of any December 27 in recorded weather history, The Montreal 
Gazette reports. Laurentian winter-resort proprietors, however, are 
reported to have lost ;500,000to %a,000 000 as a result of the abnormal 

- weather conditions over the h liday season. 
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Premier Macdonald on 1944 Conscription Crisis:  Halifax, December 28, (CP).- 
For the first time a member of Canada's wartime Cabinet has broken 
silence on a phase of the bitter and delicate conscription crisis. He 
indicates that the initiative for the 1944 departure of the late Col. 
J. L. Ralston from the Cabinet came from Rt. Hon. W. L. Mackenzie King - 
not from his Defense Minister. 

This and other hitherto undisclosed official glimpses of what went 
on behind the scenes during the critical reinforcement situation which 
rocked the country, were contained in a statement issued here today 
by Premier Angus L. Macdonald, wartime Navy Minister and personal friend 
of col. Ralstoll. 

His statement on a situation aired as far as security, the Cabinet 
oath of secrecy and practical politics would permit in 1944, and made 
the subject of many unofficial and contradictory reports and guesses 
since, was occasioned by the latest published version of what went on. 

This version is contained in the book, "Mackenzie  King of Canada", 
by H. Reginald Hardy, a member of the Parliamentary Press Gallery at 
Ottawa. Right at the outset Mr. Macdonald says his recollection of the 
events of those hectic days differs widely from Mr. Hardy's report. 
In fact, Mr. Macdonald thinks any one basing his opinion on the Hardy 
version of the events would "lay down the book with an unfairly low 
estimate of the character and work" of Col. Ralston, his fellow Nova 
Scotian and brother infantry officer in the First World War. 

Mr. Macdonald's prepared statement, handed the Canadian Press 
here, took issue with stories that the resignation from the army of 
its field commander, Gen. A. G. L. McNaughton, early in 1944, was a 
device to save face for Canadian headquarters, Col. Ralston and the 
Government; that Col. Ralston had used his resignation as a cudgel 
at Mr. King's head to get conscription; that the general staff had 
bordered on mutiny against the King reinforcement policies and that 
the wartime Navy Minister himself had promised to stay in the cabinet 
and hold a sort of watching brief for Col. Ralston on conscription.... 

On the full story, he declared it "ought one day to be told com-
pletely", adding: "It will differ vastly from the pages of Mr. Hardy's 
book.".... 

H. Reginald Hardy, author of "Mackenzie King of Canada", said 
in Ottawa today in a statement he doubts if there is any unanimity of 
opinion on what occurred in the federal Cabinet during the 1944 
conscription crisis. 

He was commenting on a Halifax despatch which said Premier Macdonald, 
of Nova Scotia, wartime Navy Minister, disagreed with Mr. Hardy's version 
of what occurred during the crisis. The late Col. J. L. Ralston resigned 
as Defence Minister during the crisis. 

Mr. Hardy said that while he did not wish to enter into a controversy 
with Mr. Macdonald, "I should be surprised, indeed, if there exists a 
complete unanimity of opinion in the minds of all who were then in the 
Cabinet as to just exactly what did occur...." 

( over ) 
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Mr. Hardy said," One thing I should like to make clear at the outset, 
however, is that I cannot for one moment accept Mr. Macdonald's suggestion 
that my book places the late Col. Ralston in a position where_the necessity 
for any defence, no matter haw kindly meant, is indicated.".... 

Coal  Shortage  Pares C. N.  Service:  Montreal December 28, (CP).- Serieus 
depletion of coal reserves has forced Canadian National Railways into a 
systam-wide 25 per cent cut in steam-operated passenger trains, effective 
next Jan. 9, the company announced today. 

The'fall-off in reserves, from a satisfactory four-month supply last 
August to one of only 30 days at present, was attributed to "work stoppages 
and shortened working hours in United States mines upon which the company 
relies for huge qüentities of fuel." 

No reduction in service is planne(Lby the Canadian Pacific Railway. 

Floods Menace Britsh Columbia: Vancouver, December 28, -(Cr)-  Floods threat- 
ened British Columbia tonight following blizzards and torrential rainfall. 

Record snowfalls blocked southern interior highways for many hours. 
They hampered train Services and disrupted telegraph and telephone commun-
ications. 

Scores Of motorists are still marooned in roadside camps. Many com-
munities east of Vancouver are isolated.- . 

- 
Mr.  McCubbir2sLondon,-Ontario.  Speech:  London, Ont, December 28, -(Cr)- An 

early return to selling Canadian farm products by private enterprise:rather 
than by Government contracts was urged today. by Robert McCubbin, Parliamentary 
Assistant, to the Minister of Agriculture, Mr. Gardiner. . 

. 	"The sooner the Canadian Government gets out of handling the farmer's 
products the better the  Carrier will  be - in Canada," the Liberal member of_ 
Parliament for Middlesex West told some 100 farmers' attending_a three-day 
conference at the University of.'destern Ontario. 

. 	Speaking on the future prospects of'werld markets for Canadian farmers 
he said he felt n  it is impossible to balance out trade with Britain..To 
ask 13,000,0.00 people to balance trade with 50,000,000 is impossible- it 
never will be possible. We can never buy as much as we can sell to Britain." 

Across Canada:  The King has received and acknowledged Christmas and New  Year 
greetings made on behalf of Canadians by the Governor-General, Govern-
ment House announced Wednesday 	A detective disguised as a rag-picker 
investigated activities of a.group of unemploired men, six of whom were 
arrested today and charged with obstructing'police during a demonstration 
outside the National Selective Service office in Toronto.... Canada is 

, in good shape for coal supplies and will get through the minter comfort- 
„ ably, barring a complete and prolonged strike of United States coal-

diggers, the Canadian Press reported. 

- 30 7  
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Year-End Trade Review:  The Minister of Trade and Commerce, Mr. Bowe, today said 
the political and trade struggle which was encompassing the world could only 
be overcome by bold and sweeping measures by the world's democracies.' 

"That a solution must be found is of vital importance to Canada," he 
said in a review of trade conditions in 1949 and a forecast of 1950 conditions. 

To a large extent the successful ouLcome of the struggle Upended on a 
solution to the chronic world shortage of dollars, said Mr. Howe, This will 

 require action on four fronts: Opening of new markets, greater stimulation of 
investment abroad, increasing European preduCtivity and stabilizing the polit- 
ical situation in Asia and Western Europe.... Canada's policy in 1950 would 
be to co-Operate to the fullest extent with the British export drive; to 
divert imports from U.S. dollar markets to sterling and other non-dollar sources 
wherever economically feasible; and at the same time take full advantage of 
the reciprocal trade agreements act and other means to expand Canadian exports 
to the U.S. 

Generally, the 1950 trade picture and prosperity for Canada looked good. 
There would be a continued high level of national employment and income, 

but with  corne  decrease in the special areas and localities that will be under 
economic pressure. 

"Adjustments will have to be made - some drastic, seme painful. We also 
may have to face further adjustments in our foreign trade," ho  said.... 

Press Gallery Privileges Temporarily Denied  Tacs  Writer: Ottawa, Dec. 29 (CP) - 
The new Ottawa correspondent of Tacs, the Russian news agency, today mas tem-
porarily denied working space in the Parliamentary Press Gallery because he 
did not have credentials satisfactory to the gallery executive. 

The correspondent, Tinofey Remizov, was ordered from the gallery when 
he insisted that he was entitled to use the desk of his predecessor, Simeon 
Scherbatych, who recently returned to Moscow. 

Chester Bloom, 1-year-old Ottawa correspondent of the Winnipeg Free 
Press and gallery p rtsident, ruled that no privileges would be given Mr. 
Remizov until he presented a letter from his employers accrediting him as a 
resident correspondent. 

'eon the Tess man presisted in his demands and said he would protest to 
the Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Fearson, Lr. Bloom ordered 
him from the gallery and threatened to have him ejected. 

The press gallery provides working space and other facilities for accred-
ited correspondents. It now has nearly 80 members and is administered by an 
elected executive responsible to the Speaker of the House of Commons. 

N.R.C. Improves Oil Technique:  Ottawa, Dec. 29 (CP) - The Government's National 
Research Council reported today its scientists have developed and doubly 
proved à process that might open up great new reserves of oil in oil-booming 
Alberta. 

The trouble, an official said, is that there is so much oil more easily 
available in Alberta now that the council's method for extracting more of it . 
from the bituminous sands in the north will hardly be economically> feasible. 

But an emergency, such as a war, might easily change that situation. 
In a year-end review, the Council reported activities that ranged from 

improvements in foghorns to new and improved methods for keeping hog products 
good. 
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Mr. Spender To Visit Here:  Canberra, Dec. 29 - Australia' s .  policy, as set out  by 
Prime Minister Menzies and Minister for External Affairs P.C. Spender,: include 
the closest co-operation with Canada and the United States. As soon as the 
pressing duties of his post allow,. Mr. Spender will revisit Canada,. which he iy 
last saw in 1948. 

No one in politics in Australia knows North America better•than Mr. Spender, 
He knm it well even before he entered the Australian Parliament in 1937.... (CP) 

McGregor Offered Post:  Ottawa, Dec.. 29 - (CP) - F.A. McGregor, retiring federal 
Combines Commissioner, has been offered a teaching post at a. Canadian university-, 
it MM2 learned today._ 

Mr. McGregor, who retires as Combines Commissioner• at the end of the month, 
declined to comment on his - future plans.. But he said  ho  might be able to make an 
announcement next meek. 

- It is understood  ho  mus offered a position in a university Economics Depart-
mënt where ho would be lecturing on the subject of combines and their .effect on 
Canadian economic-  life.- 

Across Canada:  One person mas killed and more than 40 injured,, many severely,. early 
Thursday in a train wreck described as the worst in Southern Alberta history.... 
Cancellation of the Ocean Limited's daily run between Halifax and Montreal is 
part of the C.N.R.'s plan to reduce pasSenger services, due  to depletion of coal 
reserves,.it wus announced at Montreal.- Concurrently, NovuScotia's Minister of 
Mines, Mr.Pattersor, expressed-surprise at the C.U.Is curtailment of services 
inasmuch, he said, as no coal operator in Nova Scotia had been asked to supply 
additional coal. It wus strange, he added, -  that the C.P.IL' was not compelled to 
curtail their services while the Government-owned railway had found it necessary 
to do 	mage increase settlement proposal in the Thetford Mines, Que., 
asbestos miners' dispute was accepted last n147ht by Catholic Confederationof 

- Labour officials... 'Colder weather in the mountains is lessening -the menace of 
, British Columbia's floods....The Minister of Labour, Mr. Mitchell, made an 

optimistic - forecast for 1950 in a ycar-end messae, but President Percy . R. Den-
gough of the Trades and Labour Congress of Canada and President A.R.. Mosher of 
the Canadian Congress of_Labour,., in statements, did'not share his optimism and 
expressed fear of unemployment or industrial strife.- 
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New Session On January 30: Ottawa, December 29 (CP) -- Parliament is being called 
to meet Monday, January 29, the_Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, announced 
today. 

The special session of Parliament, adjourned since September last, will 
be prorogued that day and the 1951 session will be opened the next day, Tuesday, 
January 30. 

Mr. St. Laurent declined to indicate the Government's legislative pro-
gramme, beyond saying that  i.  will include "concrete proposals" covering 
"everything that we think of concern to the_Canadian public at_this time." 

He made the announcement at a press conference called following a series 
of Cabinet meetings yesterday and today and on the eve of his departure Sunday 
.for the conference of Commonwealth Prime Ministers opening in London January 4. 

He made these other statements: 
1. The position of Canada's special 10,000-man force is the same as it was 

when it was formed in August -- that it would go when fully trained to the theatre 
in which it can be best used. This could be either Korea or %stern Europe. 

2. Consideration has been given to the revival of women's units in the 
armed forces, but he could not say anything until Parliament_meets. 

3. He still does not think there is any immediate prospect of a world war.... 
4. He hopes External Affairs Minister Pearson will be able to join him in 

London before the end of the conference there. 

Prime Minister's New Year's  Message: Ottawa, January 1 (CP) 	Prime Minister St. 
Laurent last night counselled Canadians to set aside fear and face a troublous 
1951 with confidence and steadiness. 

In a New Year message over the CBC's network, he warned that the country 
faces heavier burdens and some deprivations for all in the cause of peace, but 
he looked for progress towards that goal. 

The cause of the free world is just, he said, and, if their people do their 
part, "providence will not allow the forces of evil to triumph in the world." 

11r.  St. Laurent In London:  London, January 1 (Reuters) -- The Prime Minister, Mr. 
St. Laurent, said here tonight he was still optimistic on world peace. 

"My faith that sanity will prevail over the present turmoil is unshaken," 
the Canadian leader said as he arrived at Waterloo Station, London -- 24 hours 
after leaving Ottawa. 

His plane, an R.C.A.F. transport, was to have landed at London Airport, 
but was diverted to St. Eval Airport in Cornwall because of fog and snow. Bad 
weather also had caused an earlier change in flight plans when the plane, 
scheduled to refuel at Gander, Nfld., was forced to set down at the alternate 
American baie at Harmon, Nfld. 

He assured reporters he was "always optimistic" where peace is concerned. 
"There,is too much war talk at the present time," he added. "Although 

we must not take peace for granted, it is equally wrong to talk of_war as 
inevitable. Our chief aim must be to intensify our efforts to prevent war. 

"This Commonwealth Conference is not to,prepare for war, but to strengthen 
the ties between nations of the Commonwealth for the preservation of peace.* 

Britain, like Canada, was being forced by circumstances to devote an 
increasing proportion of her resources to provide for defence against possible 
aggression, he said. 

"By building up our strength, we can deter Communists from nnleashing a 
third world war.n 

(over) 
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Government Approves Construction Of New Reactor At Chalk River:  Ottawa, January 2 --
The  Government has authorized the Atomic Energy Control Board to proceed with_ 
plans for the construction of an additional atomic energy Pile at Chalk River, 
it was announced today by the Minister of Trade and Commerce, Mr. Howe. 

Mile it is yet too early to predict the exact size and power. of the new 
reactor it can be said that the new pile will be much larger and many timesmare 
pawerful than the present NRX reactor. 

Construction of the new reactor will guarantee the permanency of Canada's 
position as a leading country in the development of all aspects of the peacefull) 
applications of atomic energy for the benefit of mankind. 

Early in January 1951, it is expected that the Atomic Energy. Control Board 
will begin the preparation of plans for the now pile. It is hoped that sufficient 
progress will be made early in the year to permit actual construction to be under-
taken in the late summer of 1951. Until plans are more matured it will be im-
possible to determine the date of completion. The schedule of operations will 
depend on the time  required for development studies, the availability of essential 
materials, and other construction problems. 

Estimates will be placed before Parliament at its next Session to cover 
the cost of this new pile, which is expected to be approximately #30 millions. 

No New Bacon Contract With U.K.: Ottawa, January 1  (ci')  -- Canada and the United 
Kingdom have failed to reach agreement on a new 1951 bacon contract. It is 
the first disagreement in 10 years of bi-lateral bacon negotiations. . 

Bo/waver, the lack of a contract is not expected to cause many problems for 
Canada. Demand for bacon in this country has been so great that the government 
has been unable to fill Anglo-Canadian contracts in the last two years. - 

The Minister of Agriculture, Mr. Gardiner, in a statement Saturday, placed 
the cause offhilure at Britain's doorstep. Britain's price he said, of 29 cents 
a pound for grade A Wiltshire s ides  was not high enough to attract Canadian sellers 

Nevertheless, the government in 1951 will continue to offer to buy bacon at 
321-- cents a pound--the basic 1950 eupport price. 

If the government succeeds in obtaining any supplies--and Mr. Gardiner be-
lieved no "important quantities" would be obtained -- thesewill be made available 
to Britain or any other country "at prices to be agreed upon." 

Minerals Pass Billion Output In 1950:  Ottawa, January 1 (CP) -- Canada's mineral 
production went past the #1,000,000,000 mark for the first time  1n_1950. 

lith the country riding a wave of heavy demand and high prices, increased 
value over 1949 was general through the list of products, though in many cases 
the actual output was lover. 

The #1,040,000,000 value for 1950 given in a preliminary estimate by the 
Bureau of Statistics compared with #901,000,000 for 1949. It also contrasted 
strikingly, the Bureau reported, with a #65,000,000 value 50 years ago. 

The actual 1950 value probably was considerably higher than the official 
figures, for a significant omission from the total was the output of pitchblende 
products fram the Northwest Territories. Production and value of these products-- 
from which atamic fission materials are extracted--are kept a close secret. 

Chief gains in value of production during the year were in crude petroleum, 
asbestos, gold, zinc, copper and nickel. For all of these except gold', the 1950 
value was the highest an record. 

Gold, worth #168,500,000, again was the leading mineral product in value. 
The quantity recovered was up 7.3 per cent from 1949. 

Across Canada: Dr. Frank S. Hogg, 46, director of the David Dunlap Observatory at 
suburban Richmond Hill, died yesterday after a heart attack. A past president 
of the Royal Astronomical Society, he also was head of the University of Toronto's 
department of astronomy....The Boy Scouts Association has launched a three-year 
plan for the further development of Canadian Scouting, Mr. Jackson Dodds of 
Montreal, deputy Chief Scout for Canada, announced yesterday....The New Year's 
woekend fatality toll in Canada stood at 12 early todaya the Canadian Press reportb 
....Hockey Sunday: Toronto 4, Detroit 2; New York 3, Boston_0; Monday: Montreal 5, 
Chicago 3; Boston 3, New York 2. 
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yr. it  Laurent  In London:  London, January 2 (CP)r-- The Prime Minister, Mr. St. 
Laurent, indicated today he hopes that the torthcoming Commonwealth talks in 

. London will help promote closer understanding between the Eastern and Western 
 members of the Commonwealth. 

. St. Laurent, who arrived by plane Monday- from Canada on hia first visit 
to London since October, 1948, addressed a dozen Canadian correspondents at a 
press conference in Canada House. He will represent Canada at the parley 
ginning Thursday. 	 . 

Choosing his words carefully, the Canadian Prime Minister said it is 
,obviously in the interests of "free men everywhere in the world that there 
should be cordial relations" between Europe and North America on the one hand 
.and the peoples of Asia on the other. 
-' 	"The thingsI'm most concerned about," he said, "are the most appropriate 
methods of strengthening the mutual feeling of common interest among the govern-
ments and peoples of the Commonwealth." 

U.S. May Share Atomic Information: Ottawa, January 2 (CP) -- Canada's capital reacted 
viith guarded pleasure today to official notice that the American Government prob-
ably will seek soon to open the way for freer exchange of atomic information with 
Canada and the United Kingdom. 

That move plus another here indicated greater Canadian-U.S. co-operation 
in the atomic field is emerging in two important respects -- swapping of secret 
information and sale of atomic materials. 

It did not appear to be known here just haw far the Americans are prepared 
to go in releasing more information. But the first crack in a curtain that fell 
at the time of the famous  Fuchs case in London emerged in a Washington press 
conference during the day. 

There Gordon Dean, U.S. Atomic Commission Chairman, said the Commission 
probably will ask Congress within the next two months to revise the Atomic 
Energy  Act  to allow greater freedam in exchanging information and material with 
Canada and the U.K. 

Camadats Role In Middle East:  London, January 2 (Reuters) 	Observera expressed 
belief here tonight that an attempt may be made at the forthcoming Commonwealth 
Prime Ministers' Conference to encourage Canada to play a part in the Middle 
East in the event of war. 

500,000.000 B.C. Aluminum Development: Victoria, January 2 (CP) -- British Columbia 
started off 1951 with a bang today--an agreement with Aluminum Co. of Canada 
that will lead eventually to a #500,000,000 development in the Northern B.C. 
wilderness. 

The Minister of Lands, Mr. E.T. Kenney, signed an agreement giving the com-
pany water rights for a vast hydro development in the Tweedsmuir Park area, about 
400 miles north of Vancouver. 

111.0in Organizations Seek Controls:  Ottawa, January 3 (CP) -- Heads of Canada's four 
major trade union organizations, will meet here today to plan an unprecedented 
joint brief to Cabinet on price-rent controls. 

Naw united in a joint campaign for re-imposition of price controls and 
retention of rent controls, the four bodies with membership of more than 1,000,- 
000 will go before Cabinet together for the first time in Canadian labour history. 

(For official use only. This bulletin is intended solely 
for the information of Canadian Government officials 
stationed abroad; Its contents are not for publication 
or distribution.) 
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Return Of Korea  Advance Party:  Publication of this news in the United States (See 
Daily for December 29) gave rise to same misunderstanding which was corrected 
by the following statement issued by the Prime Einister at a press conference 
on December 29. The text follaws for your information: 

"There has been an unfortunate misunderstanding with respect to the return 
of same of the men  from Korea to Fort Lewis. Some men fram each of the Units 
of the Special Force went to Korea; same of them were from the Princess Pats 
and others were from the other Units making up the Special Force. Baying corn- , 

 pleted what they had to do there, they are returning to join their Units and 
continue their training with their Units at Fort Lewis. That's all. There have 
been no changes made in the ultimate use of the Special Force. lhen the others 
are ready for combat duty, if the proper place to use them is in Korea, that is 
where they will go. Our first obligation with respect to this Special Force is 
to make them available to fulfil our obligations under the United Nations Charter 
Besides that, if it isn't desirable to have the rest of that force go to Koréa, 
then the Government will have to decide whether or not it will have to bsmade 
a part of the integrated Ehropean army under General Eisenhower and we will make 
it possible for Parliament to review this decision if it isn't the.proper decisi 

_ 	. 	 • 

Across Canada: Canada yesterday started off the new business year free of emergency 
import controls for the first time since 1947....A five-man court-martial appeal 
board was named yesterday to launch the new system of allowing Canadian service-
men tO fight court-martial decisions....Prison guards may take training at the 
Mhiversity of. British Columbia in the planned revamping of B.C.'s prison system, 
the Canadian Press reports....The worst storm of the winter on the Pacific coast 
blew itself out up-coast Tuesdày after battering northern Vancouver 'Island with 
.winds that reached 80  miles  an hour...A decrease of at least 61 per.cent in 
government taxation is being sought by the Ontario race tracks from the Provincial. 
Government. Racing in 1950 in Ontario showed a drop of five and one-half million 
dollars  front 1949. _ 
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Canada To Increase Air Training  Facilities:  Ottawa,  January 3  (Montréal Gazette) -- 
Important new steps are being taken to expand Canadian military  power  and to 
integrate it with that of Canada's North Atlantic Treaty allies. 

This was disclosed tonight by the Minister of National Defence e  Mr. Claxton, 
in a stock-taking survey of Canada's armed forces. 

He revealed that: 
1. Canada has offered to "increase substantially" the aircrew training 

facilities wtdch this country has already placed at the disposal of other North 
Altantic treaty nations; 

2. Canada's "seaward defences" will be completed during 1951, with the • 
operational activities of the Royal Canadian Navy doubled; 

3. The 10,000-man Korean Special Service Force, plus the airborne brigade 
group of the regular arrywhich has been designated for the defence of Canada, 
will give the Canadian Army a force-in-being "the equivalent of a full-sized 
division capable of rapid assembly as such if.that was desirable"; 

4. The 69,000-man ceiling placed on the three armed forces ?will be increased 
as desirede 

5. "The time has come when every young man must consider if it is not his 
duty to serve his country by joining either the reserve or active armed  forces;"  

6. Conditions of training and service in the reserve units of all three 
services will be improved; 

7. Arrangements have been made for the purchase of modern U.S. equipment 
for an entire Army division, to replace older divisional equipment - shipped to the 
Netherlands recently; 

8. Wartime Canadian equipment sufficient to equip a second division will be 
offered to North Atlantic Treaty nations shortly, to be replaced in turn by the 
latest U.S. equipment; 

9. Proposals now under consideration by the Canadian Government would- commit 
at  one  stroke all of the #300,000,000 appropriated for mutual aid at the special 
parliamentary session in September. These proposals mmuld include the production 
of some equipment of exclusively Canadian design accepted as standard by other 
nations. 

Most important of Mr. Claxton's disclosures wore those with respect to ex-
panded Canadian training facilities for North Atlantic Treaty nations aircrew, 
the replacement of Canadian military equipment with the.latost - and best produced 
in the United States, and the possibility that the #300,000,000 mutual aid fund 
will be exhausted immediately if North Atlantic Treaty nation proposals, designed 
to bolster  Western  European defences, are accepted. 

The Minister made it clear that the expanded aircrew training facilities 
would, while becoming much more impressive in size and scope if Canada's offer 
wàs accepted, not measure up to the huge wertime Commonwealth air training plan. 
This might come later. 

Plan To Fill Navy Officer Complement:  Ottawa, January 3 (AP) --The Navy tonight eL, announced a new plan to fill gaps in its officer cadplement. 
Naval headquarters said the plan entails entering officers of the Royal 

Canadian Naval Reserve an three-year appointments in all branches of the Navy. 
It explained that recent increases in the Navy's manpower ceiling from 

9,600 to 13,440 created a number of vacancies in the officer complement. It 
was hoped the three-year appointment scheme would fill these as quickly as 
possible. 

(over) 
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Copyright Fees Hearing:  Ottawa, January 3 (CP) -- The Copyright Appeal Board meets 
tomorrow to hear objections to the proposed 1951 copyright fees of the Com-
posers, Authors and Publishers Association of Canada. 

The annual hearing will be in the Exchequer Court, with Mr. Justice J. T. 
Thorson presiding as chairman of the Appeal Board. 

More  than a half dozen organizations are expected to appear to object to 
the fees charged for the use of works in the repertoire of C.A.P.A.C. or 
associations affiliated with it. The fees are collected fram radio stations, 
dance halls, theatres and other places of entertainment and amusement using 
musical or non-dramatic works. 

0,c 

o.  
Mr. Gardiner On Food For  U.K.:  Ottawa, January 4 (Montreal Gazette) -- The Minister 

cf Agriculture, Mr. Gardiner, tonight denied persistent stories that the United 
Kingdom wanted bacon fram Canada but couldn't get it. 

During the past three years the British Government has told the Canadian 
Government it didn't want any Canadian cheese. Then, the Minister explained, 
Canada would urge Britain to take some  bacon, and the United Kingdom came back 
with the suggestion it would take Canada's bacon surplus. _ 

Vancouver Daily Province Fire:  Vancouver, January 3 (CP) -- Seventy-five guests 
fled blindly fram the four-storey Parks Hotel today when a three-alarm fire 
burst from the basement, a newsprint storeroan of the adjoining Vancouver Daily 
Province an downtown Pender street. 

Ten firemen were overcame by smoke. 

Across Canada:  Solicitor-General Antoine Rivard, said today Quebec Crawn atithbrities 
will oppose any request for postponement of the execution of J. Albert Guay who 
is due to be hanged January 12....A drift of farm labour to the cities in - the 

. 	past year is noted in the quarterly labour force survey of the Bureau of Statistici 
The trend cut sharply into available farm workers and by November had.dropped 
their number by 84,000 from a year earlier. The farm labour force siipped below 
the 1,000,000 mark....Size and value of sea fish catches on the Atlantic and 
Pacific coasts increased sharply in the first 11 months of 1950, the Bureau of 
Statistics reported today. Landings in the period totalled 1,209,484,000"pounds, 
valued at $62,859,000. 

- 30 - 
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St. Laurent In Londont London, January 4 (CP) -- The Primeenister, Mr. St. 
Laurent, was guest of honor tonight at a dinner given by the Canadian High 
Commissioner to the United Kingdom, L. Dana Ingress, and Mrs. Wilgress, at 
their residence in Grosvenor Square. 

Among the guests were French Ambassador Rene Massigli, Viscount Jawitt, 
the Lord uhancellor, and the Lord Mayor of London, Denys Lawson. 

The function brought to a close a crowded day of activity for the Prime 
Minister. Earlier, with other Commonwealth Prime Ministers here to attend a 
conference, he lunched with the King and Çueen and other members of the Royal 
Family at Buckingham Palace. 

He also sat in at a Privy Council meeting presided over by His Majesty and 
later was received in audience by the King. 

Arms Standardization Speeded:  Ottawa, January 4 (Gazette) -- The Canadian Army is 
speeding up its changeover from British to U.S. military type equipment. 

The trend of world events -- particularly in Korea -- has resulted in a 
decision that standardization of arms in the Western Hemisphere must be 
accomplished with a minimum of delay so that its armies will, as far as possible, 
be using interchangeable arms and equipment. 

Traditionally, the Canadian Army has used weapons and equipment of the 
British pattern, though much of it has been manufactured in Cimada. With ' 
few exceptions, that is the way that it is armed today. 

All military equipment of the faniliar British pattern will, effective 
inmediately, be placed on the North Atlantic nations auction block just as 
rapidly as buyers can be found and suitable replacement,  equipment can be assured. 

Late last year, Canada shipped equipment sufficient for an entire division 
to The Netherlands. Arrangements  have ncrw been made for its replacement by U.S. 
equipment. 

The latter, taken from U.S. Army reserve stocks, has not yet started to 
reach Canada but will within the next few months. 

Umadian Troops On Battle Front:  Ottawa, January 4 (CP) -- Canadian troops are 
expected'to join battle with the Communists in Korea within relatively few weeks, 
possibly this month. 

February is marked down here as the month the 2nd Battalion, Princess 
Patricia's Cnnndian Light Infantry, is slated to be-finally trained and ready: 

A combination of circumstances and intense day-and-night training may put 
the time-table ahead into January. 

So far there is no official word here that immediate action is in prospect 
for the Patricias because of the abandonment of Seoul and the general United 
Nations withdrawal. 

No notice has come through official channels to indicate there is any 
change in the situation for the battalion--namely that it is continuing its 
final phase of training in preparation for action. 

k•ti-Dumping Regulations To Be Reapplied:  Ottawa, January 4 (CP) -- Canada is 
withdrawing special "-dumping" concessions on imported motor cars next May, to 
the keen disappointment of the British motor industryt 	- 

A Revenue Department spokesman said today anti-dumping regulations waived 
two years ago on imported motor cars, will be reapplied May 31. 

It will mean that imported cars, selling at less than what the government 
considers is a "fair"  price either in Canada or in the home market, will bear 
additional duty to bring the price up. 

(over) 
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Informed officials said the British motor industry, which has concen- 
trated an the Canadian market to produce more dollars for Britain, is keenly 
disappointed at the Canadian move. 

It could lead to curtailment of the Canadian market for British cars, 
now flawing into Canada at the rate of about 4,000 or 5,000 a month. 

365,000 Vehicles Produced In 1950: Oshawa, Ontario, January 4 (CP) -- Canadian 
automobile plants produced 365,000 vehicles in 1950, made up of 255,000 
passenger cars and 110,000 trucks, and exceeding 1949's output by 73,000 vehicles. 

These figures are given in a review of the automobile industry in Canada 
by William W. Wrecker, President of General Motors of Canada Ltd. 

The Canadian market absorbed around 400,000 cars and trucks. Some 79,000. 
units were imported and 31,000 Canadian cars were marked for export. 

Pay Rise For Reservists:  Ottawa, January 4 (CP) -- Training maximums for reservists 
in the Navy, Army and Air Force are going to be increased and as a result they'll 
be able to make more money as citizen servicemen,a defence spokesman said today. 

At present, a member of the reserve may draw up to 30 days' pay for head-
quarters training with his unit, the training time being calculated on the basis 
that two nights' drill equals a full day at regular Army pay rates. 

Gold, U.S. Dollar Holding:  The Minister of Finance, Mr. Abbott, announced on 
January 4 that Canada's official holdings of gold and U.S. dollars were #1,742. 
million at December 31, 1950. The comparable figure for September 30, 1?50, 
was $1,790 million; for October 31, $1,827 million; and for November 30, 81,787 
million. At the end of 1949 the corresponding figure was #1,117 million.. AJJL 
these figures are in terms of U.S. dollars. 

Across.Canada: Grain men said yesterday they look for a difficult situation this 
spring in the handling of frost-damaged grain from the 1950 crop. August frosts 
froze more than half the spring wheat crop of 430,000,000 bushels. _Other grains 
were similarly hit. Much damaged grain still is in farm storage....R.C,A.F. 
officials yesterday rushed plans to free the experimental deicing aircraft 
"Rockcliffe Ice Wagon" from a frozen bog off the end of an airport runway at 
North Bay. The big four-engined North Star overshot its landing yesterday, 
plawed 200 feet through the bog and froze tight during the night when temperatures 
dropped. None of the R.C.A.F. National Research Council personnel aboard was 
injured....Canada's birth rate dropped in 1949 to 27.1 per 1,000 population from 
27.2 in 1948 and 28.8 in 1947, the Bureau of Statistics reported. 

-  30 - 
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The Impending Session Of  Parliament: Ottawa, January 7 (Cp) -- Though most of 
the key Ministers are out of the capital, the tempo_of.behind-the-scenes 
government activity has stepped up in preparation for perhaps the nest 
important Parliamentary session since the war. 

Parliament assembles January 29 and -- once the formality of proroguing 
last summer's adjourned emergency session is out of the way -- will 
immediately face a series of pressing problans. 

At the head of the list will be defence -- the direct measures to be 
taken to ensure national safety and the way the defence programme is to be 
integrated into the national economy. 

Financing of the programme will be a major topic of debate, with a 
sharp boost in taxation inevitable. For some months now, Cabinet Ministers 
have been preparing the public for the blow with repeated statements that 
it must get ready for "deprivations" and sacrifices. 

With defence expenditures expected to run over $1,000,000,000, the 
members are expected to give long and hard scrutiny to the Budget. The 
Minister of Finance, Mr. Abbott, is planning on bringing it down early in 
the session. 

BS  1 November Exports  Slightly Higher:  Ottawa, January 7  (CF)  -- Canada's November 
exports were slightly higher than a year ago as increased shipments to the 
United States, Latin America and Europe were counter-balanced by decreases 
to the United Kingdom and other Commonwealth countries, the Bureau of 
Statistics reported today. 

The November shipments were valued at $292,700,000, compared with 
$292,300,000 in November, 1949. This brought the total for the 11 months 
ended November 30 to $2,828,500,000, about 4.5 per cent higher than the •  
$2,707,411,000 in the corresponding period of 1949. 

During the 11 months, declines were shown only in January, February 
and April. 

November shipments to the United States were six per cent below the 
all-time peak reached in October but 12 per cent above the corresponding 
month of 1949, being valued at $192,000,000 compared  with $204,400,000 in 
October and $171,300,000 in the previous November. Total value for the 
11 months rose 36 per cent to $1,829,478,000 from $1,343,693,000 for 
January-November, 1949. 

Exports to the United States accounted for 65.6 per cent of total 
shipments to all countries in November as against 58.6 per cent a year 
earlier, while the 11-month proportion was 64.6 per cent as compared with 
49.6 per cent in the corresponding period of 1949. 

Directorate Of Non-Ferrous Metals: Ottawa, January 7  (ci')  -- The Government 
has moved a step closer to control of many strategic materials for its 
defence programme. 

With steel already under allocation, the Department of Trade and 
Commerce has set up a new directorate of non-ferrous metals, a move seen 
as possible forerunner to controls on such vital products as nickel and 
copper. 

The new branch, the Department announced Saturday, will be under 
Frank Hewett, 43, consulting mining engineer of Toronto who was Deputy 
Associate Metals Controller during the Second World War. 

(over) 



Officials said his appointment does not mean that immediate controls 
over non-ferrous metals have been decided upon, though they said the 
metals squeeze has reached the point where eventual controls must be 
regarded as almost inevitable. 

Such a move undoubtedly would apply further brakes on production 
for civilian use, which already is being curtailed to some extent by 
government restrictions on the availability of Canadian-produced steel 
for amusement construction and similar projects. 

Metals affected by new controls would include such products as 
aluminum, tin, cobalt, lead, zinc and the like. 

Stiffer Penalties For Illegal Fishing:  Ottawa, January 7 (CP) -- Stiffer 
penalties for illegal catches in Canada's rich fishing grounds on the 
east and west coasts, and inland lakes are being considered by the 
Fisheries Department, it was disclosed tonight. 

The Fisheries Department Trade News, a monthly publication, said 
despite all the protective measures of the Department "there is some 
evidence of an increase in illegal fishing.» The »Department, there-
fore, is considering the imposition of more_severe,penalties for these 
offences." 

Easier Entry  For Asiatics:  Ottawa,  January 7 (CP) -- Canada is opening her 
doors a little wider to Asiatics who went to come and settle here, but 
she still has them barred against Japanese. 

The Minister of Citizenship and Immigration, Mr. Barris, announced 
Saturday that under a new order-in-council Canada will now allow entry to 
husbands and unmarried children under 21 of Canadian citizens of Asiatic 
origin. Up to now only wives and unmarried children under 18 of Canadian 
Asiatic citizens could came to Canada. 

May Review Copyright Charges: Ottawa, January 8 (cp) -- The whole basis of 
copyright charges against radio stations for use of works in the repertoire 
of the Composers, Authors and Publishers Association of Canada may be 
reviewed by the copyright appeal board. 

Mr. Justice J.T. Thorson, Chairman of the Board, said Friday the 
review will be undertaken if an agreement cannot be reached_by the CBC, 
the Canadian Association of Broadcasters and CAPAC. 

Aeross Canada: Possibility of a new mayoralty election in Windsor was 
forecast after it was learned that certification of the current recount 
of the disputed December 6 election is in doubt. With 50 of the City's 
185 polls still to be recounted, Mayor Thomas R. Brophey's margin over 
ex-Mayor Arthur J. Reaume has been cut fram 38 to seven votes....Gérard 
Lévesque, lawyer for J. Albert Guay, who is due to be hanged as the 
convicted mastermind in Quebec's airplane time-bomb case, announced 
yesterday that a stay of execution has been requested for the 33-year-
old jeweller....It was reported by the Canadian Press that the Prime 
Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, might move into his new Ottawa residence -- 
future home of all Canada's Prime Ministers -- some tine in/larch. 
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Ur. St. Laurent's London Speech: London, January 8 (Cr) -- The main struggle in 
the world today is between "the  new Communist imperialimn, directed fram 
Moscow, and the forces of freedan and civilization both in the East and in 
the West," the Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, said tonight. 	. 

"It is not a struggle - between East end West, but between liberty and 
tyranny," he told the audience at a dinner given by the Canada Club. "It 
is as much a part of Communist aims to weaken and divide the independent 
nations of Asia as it is to weaken and divide the réstern Powers." 

"That is why," he told the gathering, "all members of the Commonwealth, 
Western and Asian, share a common peril, and in meeting it rely upon ideals 
which are common to us all." 

Among more than 500 guests were other Commonwealth Prime Ministers in 
London to confer on problems of Empire concern, members of the British 
Cabinet, and praninent personalities from all ranks of life. Two former 
Canadian Governors-General -- the Earl of Athlone and Lord Bessborough 
were among the guests. 

First Civil Defence School: Ottawa, January 8 (CP) -- Canada's first civilian 
defence school opens late this month, the forerunner in a series of steps 
to prepare the country's civilian population for any emergency. 

Maj.-Gen. F.F. Worthington, Civil Defence Co-ordinator, said today the 
school will be opened January 29 in the armories at Hull, across the 
Ottawa River from the Capital. It will be in the form of a central staff 
collee for the training of key civil defence planners from all parts of 
Canada. 

Later, federal schools for the training of instructors will be opened 
in other parts of the country. These men in turn will teach civil defence, 
from rescue work to how to deal with gas and atom bomb and other forms of 
attack, to civil defence workers in their  home centres. 

New Wireless Set Canadian Invention:  Ottawa, January 8 (CP) -- A secret portable, 
short-range army wireless set is expected to become the first exclusively 
Canadian contribution of military equipment to joint Western European 
defence. 

It has been designed and developed in Canada and is under test now. 
The equipment Canada has already sent to Europe is British-type equipment 
out of stocks left over from the Second World War. 

The setts details still are on the secret list but it is believed to 
avoid one famous weakness of its predecessors in front line company and 
platoon use, a long, skinny aerial sprouting skyward as an invitation to 
enemy fire. 

The set was developed by army signals experts and is expected to be 
produced in this country. Ottawa  has high hopes that it will be accepted 
as standard by the other nations of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. 

"Fats" May Be Assigned Defensive Post:  Ottawa, January 8 (CP) -- Defence 
authorities said today it is not impossible that Canada's Korean battalion 
has been moved or assigned to a defensive position in the old Pusan 
perimeter on the supposition that fighting will reach there fairly soon. 

(over) 
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But they said this is only guess-work on their part, based on apparent 
circumstances and past military conduct. No word has reached here through 
official channels to indicate anything other than that the 2nd Battalion of 
the Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry is continuing its training 
at Miryang. 

Dollar Sterling Trade Advisory Council:  London, January 8 (cp) -- Two or- 
ganizations which have worked since 1949 to pramote Anglo-Canadian trade 
are being merged into an enlarged new office, it was announced today. 

It will be called the Dollar-Sterling Trade Advisory Council and will 
absorb the functions of Canada's Dollar-Sterling Trade Board, creàted in 
October, 1949, and its older British equivalent, the Dollar Exports Board. 

James S. Duncan of Toronto will be Chairman and G.H. Ward, Secretary 
of the Canadian Chamber of Commerce in Great Britain, will be Secretary. 
The Council will also take under its umbrella the Toronto office of the 
Federation of British Industries, which will be expanded into a trade- 
pramotional centre similar to that established in New York last September. . 

C.M.A.  Submissions: Toronto, January 8 (CP) -- The best remedy for rising 
prices, the Canadian Manufacturers' Association states in a letter to 
the Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, is the production of more raw materials 
and goods. 

The letter, over the signature of W.F. Holding, President, states that 
6,400 members of the association stand ready to pay their full share of the 
cost of the new defence programme. 

At the same time it submits that the taxation policy adopted should 
be so designed as "to put a premium and not a brake on maximum production 
of all kinds; and to curb, instead of adding to, current inflation." 

Across Canada;  The "vanishing" Winnipeg goldeye is coming back into Manitoba 
waters, the Manitoba Government Fisheries Branch has announced....Arthur 
J. Reaume, at the end of a recount which paralleled election night for 
excitement, was sworn in late yesterday as Mayor of Windsor for his 	_ 
sixth successive two-year term. Three judges who conducted the four-day - 
recount certified that Reaume had been elected over Thomas R. Brophey by 
16 votes....A group of 35 white-clothed "Children of Light," in seclusion 
for 14 days at Keremeos, 200 miles east of Vancouver, expects to be 
selected as the flesh and body for God on his return to earth, which they 
have scheduled for Tuesday, it is reported this morning fram Vancouver. 
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Forecasts Tripled Flow Of Arms In 1951: Ottawa, January 9 (Cr) -- Canada's govern- 
ment arsenals, slowly gathering steam, produced $10,800,000 worth of,armament 
in 1950 and likely will produce "three or five times" that amount in 1951, 
Ukj.-Gen. John H. MacQueen said today. 

The President of Canadian Arsenals Limited, a #90,060,000 Crown or-
ganization spreading into two Provinces, added that the plants' labour force 
in Ontario and Quebec now totals 3,600 and likely will be doubled by the end 
of the year. 

Heaviest concentration in 1951 production, he predicted in an interview, 
will be in development of radar and the 155-mi11imetré gun, a United States 
artillery piece. 

He anticipated, too, that soon a multi-million-dollar retooling programme 
will be approved to reanimate plants now functioning in low gear and that 
more millions will be set aside for resumption of giant armament production 
in Canada. 

The retooling programme and the production plan, which would extend over 
a period of several years, may be approved within the next few months, Gen. 
MacQueen said. 

Coupled with these moves is one to expand electronics production 
facilities with the building of a new $2,000,000 plant in Toronto. This 
development still is in initial stages. 

Wartime Qontrols Planning:  Ottawa, January 9 (Cr) -- The old concept of a federal 
prices board, to deal with wartine controls is just about washed up. 

Officials disclosed today that in the event of a third world war, 
government planning covers blueprints for a new department to replace the 
Wartime Prices and Trade Board. 

The new department, if and when it is established, will be under 
ministerial control and directly responsible to Parliament. 

Selection of the kind of men the Government would like to see in charge 
of various segments of the department now is being made on paper. It is not 
expected that all of them will be available and therefore the selection plan-
ning is undergoing constant revision, the officials said. 

This will mean that the Prices Board, which terminates  May 1, will not 
be reorganized or renewed in the event of war, although some of the key 
personnel in the prices organization may be asked to work in the new depart-
ment. 

Quebec Planning Rent Controls  Quebec, January 9 (Cr)  -- Premier Duplesis 
announced today that the Quebec Government plans a rent control system to 
replace federal controls due to be abandoned in April. 

The Quebec Government leader made the announcement to a delegation 
representing the Quebec Labour Federation (TLC) which appeared before the 
provincial Cabinet with a memorandum on recommendations on behalf of its 
75,000 members. 

The Premier said planned provincial regulations would be designed to 
protect.the interests of every one and meet their legitimate aims. 

mffe want to prevent tenants from being exploited and at the same time 
protect the rights of proprietors," he said. 

(over) 
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Rail Running Trades Seek Pay RiSe:  Montreal, January 10 (CP) -- Canadian Pacific 
Railway officials and the negotiating committee of three railway brother-
hoods of the "running trades" will meet here today to discusâ a union request 
nie- a 30-cent_hourly wage boost and improved working conditions. 	 ))) 

Mr. Diefenbaker On Policy Toward Asia: Ottawa, January 9 (Gazette) -- Warning 
that Asia held the key to a third world war, John Diefenbaker, a leading 
Opposition member of Parliament, said tonight that the "cheapest insurance" 
which Canadians could secure against the engulfing of tbat continent by 
Communism wouid be to contribute #50,000,000-a-year to raise Asiatic living 
standards. 

He  warned, hawever, that "no  one  excepting apologists for the Government 
can deny that our armed forces_are shockingly weak" and that the huge spending 
programme in Asia under the Colombo plan would have to be coupled with a 
tremendously expanded preparedness effort. 

Senator Isnor's Senate Election Plan: Halifax,  January 9 (CP) -- Gordon B. Isnor, 
who spent 15 years in the House of Commons before he was.appointed to  the  

- Senate last May, today suggested that all future vacancies in the Senate be 
filled by election in the Provinces where the vacancies occur. 

Communist Booklets Seized: Montreal, January 9 (CP) -- In a series of surprise 
raids aimed at smashing the propaganda  machine  of  the Labour-Progressive 
party here, police in the last 24 hours seized 16,000 communist books, 
-leaflets and circulars. Montreal and Quebec Provincial police combined in 
the raids. 

Across Canada: Thomas R. Brophey, knocked out of the Windsor mayor's chair, 
by a recount of the December Selection ballots, charged yesterday that 
another defeated candidate, "posed as a reform candidate" and "tricked" 
2,500 Windsorites out of their ballots....Cost-of-living_indexes for seven 
of eight regional Canadian cities went up during November, the Bureau of 
Statistics reported....A second petition for a stay of execution for J. 
Albert Guay, sentenced to be hanged Friday as the mastermind behind the 
time-bombing of an airliner will be made today...Royal Canadian Mounted 
Police, armed with a warrant charging manslaughter, yesterday arrested 
Alfred John Arthur Atherton, the young telegrapher who handled a des- 
patcher's order to the troop train that ran head-on into a passenger train 
in the Rocky Mountains. 
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Mr. St.  Laurent's London Broadcast: London, January 10 (Reuters) -- The Prime 
Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, said tonight he believed,the Russian people want 
peace -- but their leaders seek world domination. 

"Re have not lost hope of preventing a third world earehe said in a 
BBC broadcast. "The prevention of war is certainly the firs.:t concern of 
free peoples. 

"I believe the people themselves in every country  want peace, and I am 
sure that if the people of the Soviet Union had access to the truth and.a 
voice in their own affairs there would be peace. 

"But that is not the situation, and we  do not dare ignore the tact  that 
that great country is armed to the teeth; and that the policies of the Soviet 
Government leave no doubt that the real aim of its rulers is the dominion of 
the world by force or fear of force." 

Mr. St. Laurent,.in London to take part in the present Commonwealth 
talks on world affairs, said no country "is going to start a war without 
feeling it has a good prospect of winning it." 

That was why, he added, North Atlantic pact countries must build up 
their military resources "to prevent a world war by removing the prospect 
of successful aggression." 

No responsible person, he said, wanted to see the war in Korea "develop' 
into a sort of undeclared war between the United Nations and the Chinese 
people." 

Such a war would benefit "no one on our side," and "might give a great 
relative advantage in world power to the Soviet Union if_that country is 
able to avoid being directly embroiled in it." 

• Though armed strength was necessary in the present world crisis, there 
would "never be stable and enduring peace in the world until we can'achieve 
among all nations something of the mutual respect and understanding we are 
striving to maintain within the Commonwealth," he said. 

"I believe the greatest service of the Commonwealth today is that it 
points the way to the ultimate goal in which peace and brotherhood, the 
genuine desire to live and let live, will be the ideals of men and nations 
everywhere." 

Strengthening Coastal Defences:  Ottawa, January 10 (CP) -- The Department of 	-- 
National Defence is aiming to complete the complex shield of defences 
around Canada's main coastal harbours this year. 

The work has been proceeding swiftly and in secret at such places 
as Halifax, St. John's, Nfld.; Sydney, N.S.; Vancouver, Victoria and 
probably Prince Rupert, B.C. 

The drive to whip what the navy calls seaward defences into shape 
has taken on a note of urgency ever since the Korean War broke out and 
involves all three forces, but primarily the navy. 

They are designed to beat off any enemy attacks, either by submarines 
or surface craft, by a combination of devices, including vast underwater 
nets, a system of gates, mines and other equipment, as well as guns and, 
in some cases, aircraft. 

(over) 
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Toronto, Chicago,  N.Y. To Toronto  -- 4 Hours, 22 Minutest  Toronto, January 11 (CP) 
-- The Canadian-built Avro jetliner, only jet-powered commercial transport,in_ 
North America, arrived back late yesterday after completing a record-breaking, 
1,570-mile triangular flight—with stops at Chicago and New York--in four 
hours and 22 minutes. 

Officials of the A.Y. Roe (Canada) Limited said the flying time of 
regular airliners over the same route is seven hours and 20 minutes. 

The big plane reached a ground speed of 520 miles an hour on the flight 
from Chicago to New York. It averaged 360 miles an hour for the 1,670 miles. 

On the Chicago-New York flight it set two records for transports in the 
United States: An altitude record of 36,000 feet and a rate-of-climb per-
formance by climbing to 30,000 feet in 22i- minutes. The jetliner has flawn 
as high as 39,000 feet in Canada. 

Officials said the plane flew the 360 miles from New York to Toronto-- 
a two-hour flight for regular passenger planes--in one hour and nine minutes. 

Canada's Population Reaches 14,000,000:  Ottawa, January 10  (ci') -- Canada's 
population has hit the 14,000,000 mark, nearly double  the figure  at the 
start of the First World War. 

Gavernment officials confirmed today that the figure has been reached, 
virtually coinciding with the halfway mark of what Sir Wilfrid Laurier called 
"Canada's century." 

The figure compares with these others: 
The 7,200,000 people in Canada in the 1911 census, last before the First 

World Wilr. 
The 11,500,000--2,500,000 less than now—Canada had in the 1941 census, 

after the start of the Second World War. 
The figure of 15,000,000 Canadians by 1990, of 14,600,000 by 1971 was 

predicted by the Bureau of Statistics in 1946. 

R.A.F. Trainees Due Saturday:  Ottawa, January 10  (ci')  -- Ten years ago-..on April 
29, 1940--a group of young Britons reached No. 1 Initial Training School at 
Toronto and the Commonwealth  Air Training Plan was on its way. 

On Saturday, a group of young Britons will arrive at Montreal as the 
first batch of R.A.F. members slated to train in Canada's far planer peace-
time version of that plan. 

There will be 28 of them stepping out of an R.A.F. Hastings transport 
plane at Dorval Airport, the first of at least 200 R.A.F. fledglings stated 
to came to Canada this year to learn haw to fly and navigate planes. 

E.W.T. Gill's Appointment: London, January 10  (ci') -- B.W.T. Gill, of, 
Ottawa, Counsellor at  the office of the Canadian High Commissioner in 
London, tonight was named to the new Atlantic Pact Defence Production Board. 
Plans are under way to call the first meeting of the group tomorraw. _ 

Flow Of U.S. Capital Reduced:  Ottawa, January 11  (Ci') -- Freeing of the dollar 
apparently put a crimp in the unprecedented movement of United States 
capital into Canada. That's just wtat the Government wanted. 

The Bureau of Statistics yesterday reported that the capital movement 
was sharply reduced in October, after achieving unparallelled heights in 
August and September. 

Across Canada:  Canada's first combination steel mill is being installed at 
Algoma Steel Corporation, Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario. Value of the mill 
is said to be about $10,000,000....Kenneth Harris, Canada's steel 
administrator, said yesterday there is little chance of more steel being 
made available for new civilian production until the whole steel situation 
in Canada is reviewed....lithout fanfare, 62 Canadian youths fram 16 to 
23 years of age began a 40-week flying training period at Gimli, Manitoba, 
this week as part of the North Atlantic Pact defence organization.... 
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Parliamentary Preview: Ottewa, January 11 (CP) -- Cabinet preparations for a stormy 
Parliamentary session dominated by defence issues will move into high gear 
Monday with the return of the Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, and other key 
members of the Government. 

Mr.•St. Laurent's return from the Commonwealth Priàe Ministers' Conference 
in London and from a visit to Paris will coincide with the arrivals_of the 
Minister of Trade and Commerce, Mr. Howe,and the Secretary of State for External 
Affairs, Mr.'Pearson. 

Two daym later, Progressive Conservative Leader George Drew is due back 
fram New York to begin his own preparations for a new session now little more 
than two weeks off. It starts January 30. 

The opening rounds have already been fired in what is bound to be the 
session's leading issue -- Canadian and joint Western defence and the man-
power problems associated with it. 

Senior spokesmen for both the Liberal and Progressive Conservative parties 
have said this week that Canada must boost her forces, but neither party shows 
any signs of touching the political dynamite inherent in the conscription 
issue. 

That issue, however, in one form or other, is bound to hover over  the 
session.... 

Conference  Of Defence Associations: Ottawa, January 11 (Montreal Gazette) -- The 
conference of defence associations met behind closed doors here today to . 
open discussions which are expected to influence the future course of 
Canadian defence policy. 

Attended by men who held key military positions during the last war 
' and who will be called into service again in the event of another emergency, 
the session will carry on in the Chateau Laurier until Saturday afternoon. 

One of the results of the meetings may be that the Government will 
receive a new demand for the implementation of a National selective policy 
to provide a much larger reservoir of trained manpower for the three armed 
services than now exists. 

- 	There is no question whatever that Canada's military manpower problem 
will be discussed. There appears to be an excellent possibility that the 
discussions will lead to the passage of a resolution--and resolutions from 
the conference of defence associations are not regarded lightly by the 
Department of National Defence. 

The conference will also study another military problem which has been 
. under Cabinet consideration-.-that of employing women in the services both 
in peacetime and in time of war. 

It is understood that the Government will furnish the conference with 
the frankest outline of Canada's present military position that has been 
made available outside Government circles since the invasion Of Korea. 

Millions For Steel Expansion: Ottawa, January 11 (CP) 	Millions of dollars 
- are being poured into the vital job of expanding Canada's steel-making 

facilities. This move, however, likely will bring anly_the tiniest in-
crease in steel production this year. 

The reason is that it takes months to expand, to instal new furnaces 
and get them stoked up to the point where they can materially add to 
Canada's fight to defeat a crucial shortage in steel. 

(over) 
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Meanwhile, the squeeze on civilian production of goods has begun. 
Plans for the construction of new bridges, nem truck trailers and other 
items needed in an expanding economy, are being held up by the shortage. 

Some existing firms already have been forced to close their doors. 
Others are being threatened by diminished supplies. Hundreds of Canadians 
have been thrown out of work. 

Mr. St.  Laurent To Paris: Paris, January 11 (Reuters) -- The Prime Minister, 
Mr. St. Laurent, will arrive here Saturday for a 36-hour visit, during 
which he will meet President Vincent Auriol, Premier René Pleven and 
Foreign Minister Robert Schuman. 

The Canadian Prime Minister will come by air from the London Con-
ference of Commonwealth Prime Ministers,  On Sunday he will attend Mass 
at Notre Dame Cathedral here. 

Those accompanying the Prime Minister include: Norman Robertson, 
Clerk of the Canadian Privy Council, Jack Pickersgill, Mr. St. Laurent's 
Chief Adviser, Renault St. Laurent, his elder son, and Mathieu Samson,_ 
his son-in-law. 

To Act AgainetHearding: Ottawa, January 11 (CP) -- The Government is prepared 
to move in an hoarders of strategic materials, but it won't operate 
through any specific anti-hoarding legislation. 

Officials said today the means of hitting out at hoarderswill be 
through the powers vested in the Minister of Trade and Commerce, Mr. 

- Howe, under the Essential Materials  Act. 
This legislation, passed at the last session of Parliament, gives 

Mr. Howe extensive power to control prices and allocations of any materials 
needed in Canada's expanding defence effort. 

Officials added that it will be used against speculators if they are 
found to be gathering huge stocks of scarce materials for the purpose of 
gaining big profits. 

Butter Production Down  19,000,000 Pounds: Ottawa, January 11 (CF) -- Canada's 
creamery butter production dropped by almost 17,000,000 pounds last year 
while the output of margarine increased more than 20,000,000 pounds, the 
Bureau of Statistics reported today. Production of the butter substitute 
amounted to 94,032,000 pounds, compared with 73,958,000 pounds in 1949. 

Across Canada:  Purchase of Alberta's historic Government House by the federal 
Government for 3350,000 has been announced. The Government will use the 
big grey stone mansion for a military convalescent home....Premier 
Duplessis announced last night he has authorized Montreal City Council to 
permit construction of a CBC television transmitter atop Mount Royal. 
The Premier placed one condition on the permit. He said there should be 
"no monopoly."....The Children of Light began to break camp late yesterday 
after waiting vainly for 17 days for the world's end or at least a 
"message from God." Several children and a few adults among the 35-member 
religious cult quit the shuttered stone cottage on the outskirtz of this 
interior British Columbia town as summonses were about to be served on 
the parents....Justice was meted out early today to J. Albert Guay, 
master-mind of one of the most odious  crime à in Canadian criminal annals. 
The little Quebec jeweller walked to the gallows at Montreal Jail at 
Bordeaux shortly after midnight s  for the murder of his wife, Rita, who 
died along with 22 other persons in the time-bombing of an airliner at 
Sault au Cochon, Quebec, September 9, 1949. 
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Monday, January 15, 1951. 

Canada, France In Accord On World Issues:  Paris, January 14 (CP) -- The Prime 
Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, left tonight for home after two-çlays çonversations 
with top French officials. He came to Paris after attending the British 
Commonwealth Conference in London. 

, 	Mr. St. Laurent and French Government members confirmed a "fundamental 
identity of views an major international problems" the French Fereign 
Ministry announced. 

Premier René Pleven saw the Canadian leader off at the airport. He 
said Mr. St. Laurent had assured him that Canada wolild not object to France 
taking part in any negotiations with Communist China in case Peiping accepts 
United Nations terms for discussing a cease-fire order in Korea. 

A Commonwealth conference resolution an the subject had not specifically 
mentioned France one of the negotiating countries. 

Mr. St. Laurent's talks with Government officials *showed a common desire 
to maintain peace and to defend the free nations of the2world, as wsll as to 
settle the Korean problem and to apply the terms of the Atlantic Pact," the-
statement said. 

It added that Canada and France wish to develop good relations still 
further and to profit to the full extent fran a Franco-Canadien  consultative 
committee meeting at Ottawa later this year. 

At a press conference Saturday, Mr. St. Laurent said Canada is pinning 
her hopes for world peace on a proposed conference of the Big Powers to talk 
about the Far East. 

The Canadian leader said that we hope that such a conference would 
proceed to the settling of all matters arising out of the Far Eastern 
conflict." 

Conference Of Defence Associations: Ottawa, January 14 (Montreal Gazette) -- For 
the second time within three days, an influential organization of ex- 
servicemen has opened fire on the federal Government for inadequate defence 
preparations and has called bluntly for an  enforceable and enforced system 
of selective service" for the Canadian Reserve Army. 

The demand was aimed at the Minister of National Defence, Mr. Claxton, 
who has opposed such proposals in the past and who, as,recently as Friday 
night, replied to a similar demand from the Canadian Legion that "the ques-
tion of compulsory training for Canada's reserve forces is...a matter for 
the Government and for Parliament." 

The new pressure came from the Conference of Defence Associations which 
released a three-page statement of its position with regard to selective 
service only after having heard confidential outlines of Canada's defence 
position from Mr. Claxton himself, from Lt.-Gen. Charles Foulkes, Chief of 
General Staff, and Air Vice Marshal F.R. Miller. 

The Conference -- consisting of former Army officers in 12 military 
associations--renewed in sharp and critical language a demand it has been 
making annually since the war. 

A resolution adopted unanimously at the annual meeting said it is 
"vital to the security of Canada that the Government introduce inmediately 
a policy of selective service in the Reserve (,PIrmy) Force." 

This, it declared in a statement presented to the Minister of National 
Defence, would involve a national registration system and an enforced 
system of selecting men for training. 
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The statement declared that a selective service policy for the Reserve 
Arny was essential "if it is not to be Canadian policy to lean an our Allies 
in the initial stages of a war--and we are satisfied that the national 
pride of our people will tolerate no such situation..." 

It also noted that every member-nation of the North Atlantic Fact had 
adopted same form of compulsory military service--*with the sole exceptions 
of Canada and Iceland." 

EXpect National  Income Record: Ottawa, January 15 (OP) -- Government eaaaamists 
predict belt-tightening for Canada this year, even though this rapidly-
expanding country is expected to produce a record-smashing $20,000,000,000 
in goods and services. 

They estimate that the gross national product, sum total of everything 
Canada produces, will zoom ahead by about 82,500,000,000 over the previous high 
of $17,500,000,000 in 1950. 

Canada's national income, they added, likely will run to a peak of 
$15,400,000,000, an increase of about $1,400,000,000 over the 1950 record 
of $14,000,000,000. 

Normally, all this rapid expansion of production would lead to an 
increase in the standard of living, through bigger sales, greater avails. 
ability of goods and higher incomes. 

This year, however, with Soviet-backed communist aggression facing the 
free world, the prospect of increased living standards has grown dark, the 
economists say. 

A looming record peacetime defence budget, linked with tax boosts and 
price inflation, is expected to devour most of the $2,500,000,000 increase 
in total production. 

Report Third Battalion, Royal 22nd, At Fort Lewis:  Quebec, January 15 (CP) -- 
L'Evenement-Journal said in a front page story today it had learned from a 
"reliable source" that the Third Battalion, Royal 22nd Regiment, now is in 
training at Fort Lewis, rash. 

It joined the regiment's Second Battalion as part of Canada's Special 
Service Force. 

The newspaper said the battalion, commanded by Lt.-Col. Henri Tellier, 
moved fran nearby Valcartier Army Camp to Fort Lewis.in small  groupa. The 
last group left last week. 

MI Association  Of Canada  Resolution: Ottawa, January 14 (OF) -- The United 
Nations Association of Canada in a resolution endorsed,at a.Saturday 
meeting urged that Canada should not hesitate to act against aggression 
when the U.N. determinesaggression has taken place. 

In a three-point resolution endorsed by the national executive ' 
committee the U.N. Association urged that Canada recognize that freedom 
anywhere in the world "is not expendable"; that Canada should act against 
aggression, and that she should be "prepared through every possible channel" 
to implement the principles of collective security which form the basis of . 
the U.N. Charter. 

Across Canada:- A full-scale winter offensive, largest ever attempted in Northern 
Manitoba, is an against the marauding timber wolf. He faces a siege of 
poison baits carefully tested last winter and found most effective of the 
weapons tried. Under observation are 170,000 square miles of bush country 
and lakes, three-quarters of it covered by the 1,800 registered trap lines 
of the north, the Canadian Press reports from The Pas....An important 
section of the 60th parallel of latitude designated by Act of Parliament 
as the northern boundary of British Columbia and Alberta will be surveyed 
and marked out on the ground by a Geodetic Survey party leaving Ottawa on 
Saturday January 13. The need for this precise survey and accurate ground 
markings has arisen from the intensified exploration in northern areas, and 
the demand for mineral and oil leases....Arthur L. Smith, Progressive 
Conservative member of Parliament for Calgary West, has announced he will 
tender his resignation shortly after the House of Commons convenes January 
29. He said that his physicians advised him not to continue his Parliamentary 
duties. 
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The Prime Minister Returns:  Ottawa, January 15 (CP) -- The Prime Minister, Mr. St. 
Laurent, harried by engine trouble, left tonight in  .a  Trans-Canada Air Lines 
North Star aircraft from Iceland for Canada. 

An R.C.A.F. spokesman said the Prime/Sinister is expected to arrive at 
Montreal Airport about 7.10 a.m.,EST, tomorrow. He will be picked up there 
by an P.C.A.F. Dakota aircraft and brought to the capital, arriving about 
8.30 a.m. 

The Air Force spokesman said no further details were available. It was 
not known here whether the T.C.A. plane was on a regular flight from the 
Continent. 

The Prime Minister, returning fraa Commonwealth Prime Minister talks at 
London, was forced to land at Keflavik Airport -- about 25 miles northwest 
of the Icelandic capital of Reykjavik -- early this morning when trouble 
developed in the No. 3 engine carburetor of a giant R.C.A.F. C-5 transport 
plane. 

New Toronto Radar Plant Heralded:  Ottawa, January 15 (CP) -- A new t2,500,000 
Government plant may soon be erected in the Toronto area and geared to the 
production of t45,000,000 'worth of radar equipment for West Europe's defences. 

This was disclosed by informed quarters today as Canada continued to 
study what contributions she will make in men and materials to the common 
defence of North Atlantic nations against the threat of Communist aggression. 

- The radar project will form part of the Government's t300,000,000 
programme to fei3d, without charge, Canadian-made armament and other defence 
equipment into West Europe's continental armies. 

Delay  Freight-Rate Inquiry:  Ottawa, January 15 (CP) -- Eight provincial Govern-
ments today won their fight for a delay in the_Board of Transport Commissioners 
general freight-rate inquiry. 

' The Board deferred public hearings in its investigation -- due to start 
today -- until March 5 after the eight Governments had called for post- 
ponement and three had threatened to boycott the proceedings of the Board 
if it went on now. 

The deferment was sought by the Provinces -- all except Ontario and 
Quebec -- because the same question of equalization of freight rates as 
between various areas of Canada is currently under consideration by the 
Royal Commission on Transportation, due to report to the Cabinet early in 
the year. 

Mr. Measures' Appointment:  The Department of External Affairs and the Department 
of the Secretary of State made the follawing announcement on January 14: 

Mr. W.H. Measures, for some years Head of the Protocol Division of the 
Department of External Affairs, has been appointed to head a.special division 
of the Department of the Secretary of State having to do with state ceremonies, 
precedence and related matters. 

This appointment will permit of the close co-ordination, under the 
Secretary of State, of a number of functions.for which responsibility has 
hitherto been shared with other Departments of Government. 

(over) 
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Mr. R.F. Feaver, previously Head of the Commonwealth Division of the 
Department of External Affairs, will succeed Mr. Measures as Head of the 
Protocol Division of that Department. 

Mr. A.J. Pick, of the Legal Division of the Department of External 
Affairs, will succeed Mr. Feaver es Head of the Commonwealth Division. 

Bar Communists From Canada:  Ottawa, January 15 (cp) -- The Immigration Depart-
ment said today it has refused a British Communist permission to enter 
Canada and will turn back all other Communists who seek to enter this 
country. 

The man turned down was John Ross Campbell, a member of the British 
Communist Party, who was invited to attend the national convention of the 
Labour-Progressive Party in Canada in Toronto, January 25-28. 

Lower  R.C.A.F. Entry Standards: Ottawa, January 15 (cp) -- Defence Headquarters 
sought a way out of one of its most serious bottlenecks today by lowering 
and widening entry standards for Air Force ground crew. 

The action came on the heels of two important calls for compulsory 
service in the reserve forces and served as an indication of increasing 
government efforts to make the voluntary recruiting system work. 

Although the question of manpower and, within it, possibly of 
compulsory service, is bound to be a dominant  one  at Parliament's nearing 
session, there is no sign the Cabinet will change its opposition to con-
scription. 

Mr. Rhys M. Sale's Address: Toronto, January 15 (CP) -- Rhys M. Sale, President 
of the Ford Motor Company of Canada Limited,_today called for a greatly-
expanded Canadian defence effort and_for a crack-dawn on Communists. 

"We have the wherewithal for a defence effort 10 times greater than 
the puny programme now in effect without seriously crippling the nation's 
ability to provide a decent standard of living," he said in an address _ 
to the Canadian Club. "We may have to go without some  of the luxuries we 
enjoy today, but we can,afford to do without them if the security of our 
homes, families and institutions is at stake. 

"The price of national security, hawever high it may be, is werth 
paying. The price of insecurity might be slavery." 

He said Canada has the soundest economy of any nation. 

Two Ships Missing  In North Atlantic:  Halifax, January 15 (cp) -- The grip of 
winter was felt today by two ships, missing in the North_Atlantic. 

Military aircraft from the United States and Canada swept wide over 
the ocean orNewfoundland to search for a Gloucester, Mass., trawler that 
reported itself sinking yesterday. 

At the same time, a Portuguese freighter reported it is in need of 
immediate aid. 

_British Columbia Hurricane: Victoria, B.C., January 15 (Cr) -- A ferocious 
hurricane slugged Victoria and southern Vancouver Island today, leaving 
the British Columbia capital groggy. Damage was estimated in thousands 
of dollars. 

Across Canada: The Canadian destroyer Sioux is en route home loaded with 
messages after cheering her replacement, the Nootka, into United Nations 
service in Korea....Archbishop Alexandre Vachon of Ottawa told a Sunday 
gathering that Roman Catholics in Ontario are more united than ever and 
will strongly oppose any move to lower the status of separate schools in 
the Province....Lord Tweedsmuir, son of the former Governor-General, 
came to Ottawa yesterday for the first time in a decade and said with 
emotion, "It's just like coming hame"....General Mark Wayne Clark, Chief 
of the U.S. Army Field Forces, will pay an official visit to Ottawa and 
Kingston next week, arriving Monday afternoon. 
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The Prime Minister Reasonably Optimistic:  Ottawa, Janut;:ery 16 (CP) -- The Prime 
Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, told a press conference tonight that he thinks 
that if East and West'"get started in the right direction we will go a long 
way. 

No one, he said, could do "anything but hope" about the attitude 
behind the Iron Curtain. 

But, on the Korea cease-fire issue, the West had put forward its view 
"in such a way that one would have to be quite unreasonable to reject it 
offhand." 

"I think that if we get started in the right direction we will go a long 
way," he continued. 

Mr. St. Laurent, who arrived back this morning from the London Conference 
of Commonwealth Prime Ministers and a visit to France, said he had drawn some 
comfort over the world situation from the trip._ 

It might be a bit of an over-statement to say that there was impravement 
in the situation, he told reporters at a press conference in his office in the 
East Block. 

"But," he added, "there was some comfort to me in the unanimity of all 
with whom I came in contact at the conference, in Paris and elsewhere. 

"I don't know if that is improvement. Probably it existed before. But 
it's confirmation to me." 

Discussing the possibility of a cease-fire in Korea, Mr. St. Laurent 
quoted an old French proverb: "C'est le premier pas qui coute." (The first 
step is the hardest.) 

He was asked if he thought there was an appreciable gap between the 
views of the United States and those at the London Conference over the Korean 
issue. 

"I don't think so, really," he replied. "The Commonwealth officials 
may be a little more optimistic_than what is reflected in some United States 
papers, but I do not think there is a substantial difference." 

As to some criticism that the cease-fire request of the United Nations' 
cease-fire committee displayed too soft an attitude towards Red China, Mr. _ 
St. Laurent said it was not always wise to express one's real feelings to 
those with whom negotiations were starting. 

"I don't think any of us want to sell our souls to Soviet Russia or 
Red China," he observed. 

Fighter Squadron To England:  Chatham, N.B., January 16 (CP) -- The first airlift 
of Canada's famous No. 421 Red Indian Fighter Squadron_streaked into a clear 
sky today on the first leg of a history-making flight to complete training 
in England. 

It will be the first time for an R.C.A.F. squadron to train outside 
this country in peacetime, and when the airlift is completed No. 421 will 
have been the first squadron to leave Canada since the end of the Second 
World Mar. 

Today's departure of the airmen on a North Star transport will be 
followed, possibly tomorraw, by a second group. Fürther airlifts are 
scheduled for January 22 and January 28. 

(afer) 
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Mr. Howe To Washington:  Ottawa, January 16 (Cr)  -- Refreshed from a 10-day 
holiday in Mexico, the Minister of Trade and Commerce, Mr. Howe, is 
preparing to fly to  Washington  to discuss general trade and.economic 
developments between Canada and the United States. 

He is expected to leave here Thursday and likely will return to 
Ottawa either Friday or Saturday. 

During his Washington visit he will hold talks with Charles Wilson, 
in charge of the United States' general industrial mobilization effort. 

"Pats" In Attack Drill:  Miryang, Korea, January 16 (Cr) -- A company of the 
2nd Battalion, Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry, rehearsed an 
attack drill today and for the first time since arriving in this ear-
torn peninsula December 19 was "married up" with its supporting weapons 
-- mortars and medium machine-guns. 

Lord Tweedsmuir's Address:  Ottawa, January 16 (Cr)  -- A British Lord who was 
wounded as a Canadian soldier in Sicily said today the democracies are 
in a race against time and if they lose it will be primarily their awn 
fault. 

Lord Tweedsmuir, 39-year-old son of the former Governor-General, 
told Ottawa's Canadian Club the West "must awàke to its danger" and must 
avoid five major illusions which coule give Russia the world conquest 
she is after. 

Mr. Claxton On Maritime Tour: Ottawa, January 16 (Cr) -- The Minister of 
National Defence, Mr. Claxton, leaves tomorrow an a four-day tour of 
military establishments in the Maritimes. 

Accompanied by Brig. H.L. Cameron, Defence Secretary, Mr. Claxton, 
will take off from Rockcliffe Airport in an R.C.A.F. plane for Halifax 
where he will speak to a gathering of active and reserve force officers 
tomorrow night. 

Food A Factor In World Peacel Montreal, January 17 (Gazette) -- Improvement 
of the world's food conditions is "a prerequisite for the peace and 
well-being of the world," Dr. G.H.S. Barton, C.M.G., Special Assistant 
to the Minister of Agriculture, told the eastern section of the Canadian 
Feed Manufacturers Association yesterday. 

A former Deputy Minister of agriculture and now senior Canadian 
representative in the United Nations' Food and Agriculture Organization, 
Dr. Barton was guest speaker at a luncheon meeting in the Mount Royal 
Hotel. 

Ontario To Grade Tourist Resorts:  Toronto, January 16 (Cr) -- Travel Minister 
Cecile said today Ontario plans to grade all tourist resorts according 
to quality of food and service. The programme will be started this year. 

He told the tourist resort section of the Ontario Hotel Association 
at its 26th annual convention that grading will help visitors judge 
resorts at which they wish to stay. 

Across Canada:  The cash Canadien farmers received for their products in 1950 
slipped from the levels reached in 1949 and 1948, the Bureau of Statistics 
reported today. The sharpest declines were felt on the Prairies. In a 
preliminary report, the Bureau estimated 1950 cash incame from the sale 
of farm products at $2„170,000,000, down 12 per cent from #2,457,000,000 
in 1949 and $2,459,000,000 in 19480.00The nine-member CBC Board of 
Governors has recommended approval of licences for five new radio broad-
casting stations. Two of the stations, one in Saskatoon, Sask., and the 
other in Gravelbourg, Sask., will broadcast exclusively in the French 
language 	The Saskatchewan Government has served notice it will "attempt 
to force the private (fur) dealers to bring prices up"....The Minister of 
Justice, Mr. Gerson, said yesterday that there has been a steady growth 
in co-operation between Canada's provincial and federal governments.... 
Laurier House, the Ottawa home of Sir Wilfrid Laurier and LL. Mackenzie 
King, is expected to be opened to the public as a national historic site 
late this summer....A 4,500,000-pound shipment of New Zealand butter -- 
first since 1948 -- will arrive next month to help Canada round the 
corner of a possible butter shortage. 
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Er. Pearson On Chinese Counter-Proposals: Ottawa, January 17 (CP) -- Chinese 
Communist counter-proposals for settlement of the Korean rar,were termed 
unacceptable today by the Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. 
Pearson. 

He said the counter-proposals, as reported in the press, "must  be 
considered as amounting to a rejection" of the United Nations_proposal for 
a Korean cease-fire. 

He added: 
"It would appear that the Peiping Government has attached conditions 

that would not be acceptable. 
"Apparently, they have insisted that before there can be a cease-fire, 

negotiations must begin. That would be directly contrary to the principle 
the United Nations has been operating on all along." 

The Cabinet held a brief meeting today, but the Peiping reports began 
to roll over news service wires too late to came before the Council's 
attention. 

The meeting, which lasted throughout the morning,dealt with routine 
business and heard from the Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, a report of 
his two-week visit to London for the Conference of Commonwealth  Prime  Min-
isters. It wus the first full dress meeting of the Cabinet since Mr. St. 
Laurent left for Europe December 31. 

Mr. Pearson, a member of the U.N.'s cease-fire committee, noted that 
that committee had made it conditional that fighting must stop before 
negotiations open. 

He did not know mtether he would return immediately to Lake Success, 
where he heads Canada's U.N. Delegation. He had been in touch with Lake 
Success by telephone. If a meeting of the U.N. Political Committee were 
called--and he expected one would be called--he would go to New York. 

The official text of the Peiping reply is expected to reach Ottawa 
tonight via diplomatic channels. 

One major question now looming was whether the UN.  now would brand 
Red China as An aggressor nation. 

Fighter Planes For Allies: Ottawa, January 17 (CP) -- The Government has sent 
Canada's Air Chief to  Washington for high-level discussions linked with 
plans to offer to build fighter planes for other North Atlantic Treaty 
powers, notably Britain. 

The plunge into this field would contribute heavily to Canadian de-
fence costs which are expected to zoom into the neighborhood of e1,500,- 
000,000 in the next fiscal year. 

China's rejection of the latest Korean cease-fire offer was seen here 
as eliminating any doubts that Cabinet will go before Parliament within a 
short time with a defence budget of that magnitude -- nearly four times 
this year's original defence budget and nearly twice the one finally 
authorized at the special session in the fall. 

Fighter production for Europe would be a big item. The plane that 
would go is the F-86 Sabre and they cost around 4400,000 apiece, ready 
to fly and fight. 

Air 'Marshal MA. Curtis, chief of the air staff, flew to  Washington 
last night and may return tomorrow night with a report for Cabinet on 
discussions with American and British air leaders. 

(over) 



His report will concern what can be done to step up Canadian aircraft 
production by increasing the flow of jet engines and component parts from 
the United States. 

Labour Asks Price Controls:  Ottawa, January 7 (cp) -- Chiefs of central bodies 
representing the bulk of Canada's organized labour today drew up a brief 
asking the Cabinet for new price controls and retention of rent controls. 

They also decided to seek a February date with Prime Minister St. 
Laurent and his Ministers to present personally the first joint submission 
ever made by the four major labour organizations. 

Another organization--the Executive of the Canadian  Association of 
Consumers--today passed a resolution here calling for extension of some 
form of rent control. 

The executive decided to ask the association's 13,000 members to 
petition provincial governments to take over rent,control when the federal 
Government's powers expire. The expiration is scheduled for April 30. , 

Preparation of the unions' brief, concluded today in a second meeting 
of the labour leaders, is another step in a controls campaign launched in 
December by the groups representing about 1,000,000 workers. Another phase 
of the campaign consists in regional meetings to which members of Parliament 
have been invited to hear organized labour's views. 

President Truman Urges Seaway:  Detroit, January 17 (Al')  -- President Truman said 
today the St. Lawrence seaway should be built "as quickly as it is physically 
possible to do so." 

He made the statement in a message to a meeting here of American 
federation of Labour leaders in the Great Lakes area. 

Mr. Truman said the St. Lawrence project "has been needed for years." 
"In the present emergency," he added, "the St._Lawrence project has become 
a matter of very high urgency. 

"What we are doing in this country--what the wur-like attitude of 
the Soviet Union has forced us to do--is to build up our defences very 
rapidly." 

Across Canada: Canadian labour's 1950 pay probably swelled to a record-breaking $8e 
 000,000,000. Record figures for the first 10 months of the year, estimated 

by the Bureau of Statistics, indicated the 12-month income would hit the 
$8,000,000,000 mark for the first time....A  $250,000 headquarters to help 
battle deadly viruses will be built in Ottawa as soon as a site is located.... 
More than 2,000,000 foreign cars entered Canada during 1950, a 3.5 per-cent 
increase over  the record the previous year....Britain is trying to strengthen 
her air defences by buying an undisclosed number of F-86 Sabre aircraft-- 
latest American jet-propelled fighter--from the United States and Canada, 
the Canadian Press reports from London. 
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fr.  Pearson Oci China's Reply:  Ottawa, January 18 (CP) -- The Secretary of State 
.for External-Affairs, Mr. Pearson, .said . todaythat Red China's reply to United 
Nations proposals for a Korean cease-fire brings the U.N. membership face to 
face with a new stage in the Korean issue -- what to do now that cease-fire 
efforts apparently have failed? 

He told a press conference he presumed -- and subsequent  press reports 
from Washington bore this out -- that the United States now would seek to 
uln U.N. Political,Committee support for some form of resolution-branding 
Red China as an  aggressor. 
. .But:he did not indicate what stand Canada would take when thatticklish 

question came to debate. 	 _ 
The , expectation here is that Canada will work for a.middle-of-the-road 

approach to the question, one that would condemn China on the  One: hand but 
_leave the way open on the other for further exploration of Red-Communist 
conditions for settlanent. 	 . 

, Mr. Pearson, who left later for New York to join in the diplomatic 
tussle, :may have had this in mind when he told reporters-he.did not•feel the 
Chinese reply had completely closed the door to possibilities of settlement. 

He noted that considerable aMbiguity existed in the language used in 
that reply and suggested this perhaps was because the English text was a 
translation from the Chinese. It was a "complex" documentin which some„ .: : :  
points.made by the Chinese were "not absolutely clear, but -pretty clear." 

_ 	Then he indicated that he felt steps should be taken_to get, a . clearer 
understanding of what the Chinese had in mind. 

From a study of the official text, he said, it would seem "pretty clear 
that the Chinese Government does intend to accept our proposals_as a basis 
of discussion, but are attaching to that discussion certain conditions." 

On the surface, the two main conditions appeared to be_unaceeptable to 
the West. Those were  Red China's apparent insistence that before the 
fighting stops discussion of political problems must be launched,  and Red 
China herself  must  be accepted as a member of the U.N. 

Mr. Claxton Outlines Defence Efforts:  Halifax, January 18 (CP) -- Canada's 
business-as-usual era is over, the Minister of National Defence, Mr...Claxton, 
said tonight for all to hear. It may be gone for a generation. 

For the second time since Korea started he told Halifax Board of Trade 
in an address that the Government is going to give the defence effort a 
major acceleration. It will have "a big effect on the civilian economy." 

Defence costs are going to soar "very much higher" than this year's_ 
record $860,000,000. 	 - 

Canadians will have to "do without a lot of things all of us would 
like to have." Manpower will he needed in increasing numbers. The country 
will move more and more toward a war footing. 

Because Russia aims at unlimited expansion and has shown increasing 
willingness to risk a general war, "we are going to have far more business 
than usual and it is going to put pressures on the resources of manpower 
and raw materials and productive capacity of this country." 

The Minister, on a maritime tour, placed those implications of ex-
panding preparedness on the line amid Ottawa reports the defence budget 
for the next fiscal year will zoom to around $1,500,000,000. 
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He said these are among the effects: 

1. The United States and Canada "are setting up a ring of stations and 
establishments on the coasts of Labrador and Newfoundland" as part of 
a joint defence zone that takes in the Maritimes and the whole Atlantic 
coast. 
2. Canada has proposed that she manufacture radar and wireless sets, 	4 
medium guns and aircraft for Atlantic Pact allies in quantities large 
enough to use up the $300,000,000 already voted by Parliament for 
European  arias aid. 
3. The navy will accelerate its programme of refitting, rearming and 
commissioning all existing ships as well as preparing to handle 27 new 
ships when they are ready. 
4. Orders have been placed for tooling up for the production of U.S.- 
type motor vehicles and other military equipment in Canada. . 
5. $60,000,000 will be spent to replace for the army the division's 
equipment sent to Holland. This will be of American design and  some  of 
it may be produced in Canada. 
6. Both the F86 and CF100 fighter planes may be produced here for pact 
allies. Aircraft production--by far the biggest element of all—. is 
being pressed on to the full limit of the enlarged capacity of the 
Canadair plant near Montreal and the Avro Canada Ltd. near Toronto, 
producers of the two jet fighters. 
7. All  the major  aircraft industries in Canada are busy, either making 
new planes or modifying old ones. 
8. "Perhaps the biggest development of all proportionately is in the 
electronics and electrical field where, in addition to large orders 
for our awn use, major contracts are expected for other countries." 
9. The full-time personnel, service and civilian, engaged on defence, 
has been increased fram 50,000 to 85,000 and  we  are going to need 
more men and more money." 

Defence Production Department:  Ottawa, January 18 (CP) -- Unprecedented peace- 
time defence preparedness spurred by a defence budget that may soar to 
$1,500,000,000 in the next fiscal year, is paving the way for the creation 
of a new defence production department, a source close to the Cabinet said 
today. 

Legislation establishing the department now under active Government' 
consideration, likely will be placed before Parliament at:the session 
opening January 30, he said. 

Constitutional Amenements:  Ottawa, January 18  (ci')  -- The federal Government 
expects that some further discussions with the Provinces will be necessary 
before they accept proposed amendments to the Constitution to provide for 
a provincial indirect sales tax and a federal contributory old-age pensions 
plan. 

A government official said today that drafts of the amendments were 
sent to the Provinces earlier this month by the Minister of Justice, Mr. 
Carson, on instructions from the Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, who was 
attending the Conference of Commonwealth Prime Mlnisters in London. 

Across Canada: A capital gains tax on stock market profits to halt inflation 
and help pay for Canada's rearmament programme was demanded in Montreal 
last night by C.C.F. Leader M.J. Coldwell....Canada may still sell bacon 
to Britain this year although no firm contract has been sealed, the Minister 
of Agriculture, Mr. Gardiner, said in an interview....Canadian imports of 
coal jumped 36 per cent in 1950 while domestic production fell slightly 
below the all-time peak set in 1949, the Bureau of Statistics reported. 
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Review Sessional Programne: Ottawa, January 21 (CP) -- Major portions of the 
Government's 1951 legislative programme will be reviewed at a series of 
Cabinet meetings starting Tuesday. 

In little more than a week, the Government will face a Parliament 
anxious to knew what is planned in the way of manpower policies, defence 
measures and price and wage control. 

The special emergency session called last August te settle the general 
rail strike and to authorize the dispatch of troops to Korea, will be 
prorogued January 29. It was adjourned last September and mus subject to 
recall in the event of serious international developments. On January 30, 
a new session will be formally opened by the Gavernor-General, Viscount 
Alexander, with the reading of the Speech from the Throne. 

Kashmir Controversy: Karachi, Pakistan, January 21 (Reuters) -- Prime Minister 
Liaquat Ali Khan of Pakistan told reporters Saturday night that the Prime 
Minister, Mr. St. Laurent of Canada was "not correct" when he said "Our 
Eastern friends" had rejected a proposal.to  send a camposite Commonwealth 
armed force to troubled Kashmir. 

The Pakistan Prime Minister said he had not opposed the proposal 
made at the London Conference of Commonwealth Prime Ministers that Common-
wealth forces patrol Kashmir pending a plebiscite there. 

The Kashmir controversy between India and Pakistan was one of the 
major problems taken up at the recent London Conference. Both powers 
contend they should control the state. 

Non-Essential Spending Down: Ottawa, January 21 (Gazette) -- After a slow start, 
the federal Government's economy drive is now in full swing. 

The campaign, initiated in mid-August as a means of curtailing all 
non-essential spending not related to Canada's new preparedness programme, 
is now putting the squeeze on almost all agency budgets. 

Aside fram the Defence Department, only a handful of departments, 
branches or agencies are now spending as much as they were a year ago-- 
particularly with respect to administrative costs. And most of those 
showing increases can attribute then directly to increased activities 
related to Canadian security. 

The latest statement of revenues and expenditures released by the 
comptroller of the Treasury indicates one problem with which the Govern-
ment and Parliament will be confronted in future attempts to reduce non-
defence spending. The largest single expenditures which continue to show 
increases--in most cases consistently large increases--are those connected 
with Canadian social security. 

Canadians Guerrilla-Hunters: Miryang, Korea, January 22 (CP) -- Guerrilla-
hunting seems slated to replace deer-stalking as a favourite training 
pastime of the Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry in Korea. 

(e  The whole  camp  is envious of the company commanded by Maj. Vincent 
Lilley of Hamilton, which returned from a hunting trip late Friday with 
a record--estimated conservatively--of four Communist guerrillas killed 
and at least five injured. 

(aver) 
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There were no Canadian casualties. 
Previously, deer-hunting had been a favourite of the troops. Now 

all are eager for a sample of the action conducted by Maj. Lilley--"training 
with a stimulus." 

Influenza Information Centre: Ottawa, January 21 (CP) -- An influenza information 
centre has been established in the federal Health Department to help fight 
any flu epidemic in Canada. 

The information centre was established in the laboratory of hygiene 
after medical experts recognized it would be impossible to prevent air 
travellers from carrying flu germs from the United Kingdom to this country. 

National health quarantine service officials have been closely exam-
ining travellers from the United Kingdom where a flu epidemic is spreading. 

Edmonton Bulletin Ends Publication:  Edmonton, January 21 (CP) -- The Edmonton 
Bulletin, Alberta's first newspaper, ended publication today. 

Rising costs of materials and restricted newsprint supplies and 
limitations an building and mechanical expansion were given by publisher 
L. Straight as reasons for the death of the paper founded in 1880 by Hon. 
Frank Oliver mho carted a press and type by oxcart 700 miles from Winnipeg. 

The announcement was carried high an the front page of Saturday's 
final edition: "The Bulletin ends publication today." It wns signed "the 
management." 

Across Canada: British Columbia's barren, sparsely-populated northern coastline 
was hammered Saturday by two hurricanes sweeping in from the Pacific Ocean. 
One life wus lost but damage wns not great....The Progressive Conservative 
Leader, Mr. Drew addressed the Progressive Conservative Student Federation's 
fifth annual meeting in Toronto Saturday....Thomas Maher, Quebec,forestry 
engineer, Saturday urged in an interview in Quebec the formation of a 
national commission to launch a vast reforestration programme designed to 
regularize the flow  of St. Lawrence River waters in Ontario and Quebec 
Provinces....The 1st Division's Hastypees and their favourite British lord 
finally got together Saturday after six long years. The celebration,said 
Lord Tweedsmuir, the son of the former Governor-General of Canada, wns 
well worth Gaming 3,500 miles for....One man, the engineer, uns killed and 
25 other persons were injured, none seriously, Saturday, when the Canadian 
Pacific Railway's Dominion Flyer smashed into a stalled coal truck at a 
level crossing and jumped the rails near Ottewa....Sub-zero weather settled 
over Eastern Canada at the week-end. 
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Mr. St. Laurent's Part In  Peace Move: Ottawa, January 23 (CP) -- Intercession by 
the Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, paved the way 'for Communist  China 's 

 further message to the United Nations regarding a cease-fire in Korea,_a 
government source said last night. 

The source confirmed reports current in United Nations corridors that 
it was the Canadian Prime Minister who took the initiative in seeking 
clarification of three main points in the original Peiping note to the U.N. 

At the end of last week, Mr. St. Laurent asked Prime Minister Nehru of 
India if he would be willing to have the Indian Ambassador seek clarification 
from Peiping on the three points, the source said. *Mr. Nehru wma agreeable 
and the clarification was sought.tr 

r The three points on which cle.rification was sought were: 

1. Just What troops were included in the Chinese proposals for with-
:-.drawal from Korea. 

2. The question of Chinese representation on the  U.N.  
3.'What the Chinese meant by their statements regarding priority:ta -

time of negotiations on a cease-fire. 

Ur. St. Laurent made his request directly to New Delhi, the source 
added, because Canada has no representation in Peiping at the moment. 

11-Month Import Surplus:  Ottawa, January 22 (cp) -- An unprecedented buying 
surge in the markets of the world has virtually ended Canada's traditional 
favourable balance of trade. 

For years Canada sold more to the world than she purchased. But in 
the first 11 months of 1950, the Bureau of Statistics reported today, the 
shoe was on the other foot. 

Mille exports increased about five per cent to $2,863,600,000, imports 
climbed 14 per cent to $2,908,000,000, making for an 11-month deficit of 
#44,400,000. 

This compared with a surplus of $186,400,000 in 1949 when exports 
totalled $2,734,200,000 and imports $2,547,800,000. 

The trade report showed three other realignments in the trading patterns 

1. .  A sharp climb in exports to the United States, driving down the 
long-time bulky balance in United States' favour. 

2. A drop of one-third in exports to the Un1ted Kingdom, bringing 
Canada's trade with the U.K. into near balance. 

3. Canada's over-all total trade, in value, has reached boom levels. 

Gen. Mark Clark In Ottawa:  Ottawa, January 22  (ci')  -- Gen.  Mark' Clark,  Chief of 
training for the American Army's field forces_landed in Ottawa today for 
high level conferences and to renew acquaintances with oidwart1me friends. 

He arrived at Rockcliffe Airport aboard a twin-engined R.C.A.F. Dakota 
shortly before 3 p.m., E.S.T., and was greeted by an Army guard of_honour 
and an R.C.A.F. band. 

Heading the reception group was Lt.-Gen. Charles Foulkes, Chief of the 
Canadian Army General Staff, and Maj.-Gen. H.F.G. Letson, senior aide to 
the Governor-General, Viscount Alexander. 

Gen. Clark is here for conference with Canadian military and Government 
officials and to see Army training schools. 

(over) 
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Ur. Paul Hoffman's Address: Toronto, January 22  (ci')  -- Paul Hoffean, former 
Marshall Plan Chief, said tonight.a bold programme of military, political, 
economic and propaganda activity is democracy's greatest hope for lasting 

• peace. 
In the face of Rlissian "gangsterism," he told the Toronto Board of 

Trade, no "little plan* and no short-term,plan will do. 
*Re will be safe only if we make bold plane which call for intense 

activity over the period of at least a decade.* 
Kr. Herman, Director of the Ford Foundation and still a Marshall 

Plan consultant, said that, "although / don't believe in appeasement, I 
don't believe that a global (preventive) war is any solution to our present 
dilemma." 

"I believe that any attempt to crush Communism with atom bombe wculd 
miss the objective. It would be an admission that we lack the brain power 
and the will  power  to develop a programme for waging the peace sufficiently 
to prevail against the Kremlin's war an peace." 

Mr.  Robert  A. Ford To Moscow:  The Department of External Affairs announced on 
January 23 the appointment of Mr.  Robert A.D. Ford as Chargi d'Affaires 
at the Canadian Embassy in Moscow. He will replace Mr. J.B.C._Watkins, 
who is returning to Canada on haMe leave. (See Press Release No. 2 of 
January 23). 

Acroas Canada:  The Minister of Transport, Mr. Chevrier i-announced that the 	. 
Government has authorized the construction of -a #4,500,000 car,' freight 
and passenger ferry to provide year around-  service between Port aux Basques, 
Nfld., and North Sydney, NoS 	Premier Duplessis of Quebec said the 
current danger facing democracy is not communism or subversive ideas but 
the *apathy, indifference and complacency of good people.". -...Prairie 
Government lawyers attacked the railways' application  fora  general 
freight-rate increase of five per cent at Ottawayesterdayw...Shortages 
of certain skilled tradesmen for Canada's expanding aircraft industry will 
probably be met in part by immigration rrom the United Kingdom, it was 
announced by the Minister of Labour, Mr. Gregg. 
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Mr. St. Laurent Silent On. Korea Plan:  Ottawa, January 23 (CP) -- TIle Prime Min-
ister, Mr. St. Laurent, who pressed the trigger in the latest,east-west 
diplomatic skirmish in the Korean War, appears ta be waiting to see what 
develops once the smoke clears. 

Bis office told reporters today, in response to queries, that he has 
nothing to say for publication about Red China's clarification of tell= for 
a Korean cease-fire--a clarification which the Chinese produced at his 
request. 

His office has confirmed that Mr. St. Laurent asked Prime Minister 
Nehru of India, during the week-end, to seek clarification of the main points 
of the communist counter proposals. He used this roundabout route because 
Canada has no diplomatic representation in Peiping, the capital of Red China. 

But, now that that clarification has been given, Mr. St. Laurent, for 
the moment, is keeping his views to himself. 

U.S. Equipment Available To Canada:  Ottawa, January 24 (Citizen) -- United 
States military equipment ranging all the way from tanks and trucks to the 
Garand automatic rifle will be made available to the Canadian armed forces, 
General Mark Clark, Chief of the United State'ià Army Field Services, told a 
new9 conference here yesterday. 

Use of the new equipment and continuation of standardization "may 
involve some slight changes in the organization of the Canadian army", he 
further disclosed. 

Here for talks with Canadian Army staff chiefs, General Clark said 
these conversations covered training, organization and equipment. /t was 
also an occasion to renew his acquaintance with Field Marshall Viscount 
Alexander, his Commander in Italy, now Governor-General of Canada. 

Aluminum Export Halted In lugust: Ottawa, January 23 (CP) -- The Department of 
Trade and Commerce said today that it stopped issuing permits,for the 
export of aluminum to Communist countries in August last year. 

Officials acknowledged that some aluminum went to Communist points 
as late as October last, but emphasized that permits for such shipments 
had been obtained before August. No permits were granted after that month. 

They were commenting on a Washington dispatch in which an Ameriçan 
manufacturer told a congressional investigating committee that Canada is 
shipping aluminum, now in short supply, "almost continuously to Russian-
satellite countries." 

Gen. Eisenhower To Arrive Friday:  Ottawa, January 23 (cp) -- Gen. Dwight 
Eisenhower plans to report to President Truman and to Congress,after 
winding up his Atlantic Pact tour in Ottawa Saturday, members of his 
advance party said today. 

The General is due here about noon Friday for a brief, alla-business 
visit. He is expected to be shown Canada's plans to aid his effort to 
build up a European defence force as well as to shore up Canadp's own 
defences. 

The four-man advance party flew in today from Iceland  abord a 
T.C.A. plane. They will fit arrangements for Gen. Eisenhower's visit 
in with the plans of the Canadian Government. 

(over) 



French Prime Minister To Vlsit Ottawa:  Ottawa, January 24 (CP) -- The Prime 
Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, announced officially yesterday,that,Prime 
Minister René Pleven of France  will  visit Ottawa February 2 and 3. 

Mr. St. Laurent said in a statement that Mr...Pleven is expected 
here at noon, Friday, February 2, and will remain in Ottawa to confer 
with members of the Canadian Government until afternoon of the follawing 
day, Saturday, February 3. 

Mr. Pleven will visit Ottawa in conjunction with a trip to Washington. 
Mr. St. Laurent told a press conference last week that he had 

extended an invitation to Mr. Pleven during his visit in Paris earlier 
this month. 

President Auriol of France is scheduled to come to Ottawa early in 
April. 

Flying Clubs Alerted:  Ottawa, January 23 (CP) -- Canada's civilian flying 
clubs prepared emergency plans today to aid in a quick buildup of 
military air power should a third world war break out. 

At the 22nd annual meeting of Royal Canadian Flying Clubs ASSOCill■ 

tion, delegates from coast to coast heard the former Chief of the Air' 
Staff, Air Marshal Robert Leckie, warn that war maybe around the corner. 
Be asked them to be ready and urged the R.C.A.F. to make use of the club's 
training potential. 

These days, he said, might well be compared with the days of Munich. 

EMployment Much Better Than Year Ago:  Ottawa, January 23 (cp) -- Employment 
in Canada is "considerably better" than a year ago, the Labour Department 
said today- in reporting that the number of registered unemployed jumped 
33,000 in two weeks. 

Unemployed registered at National Employment Service offices January 
4 were 248,100, some 50,000 fewer than at January 5, 1950. Canada's 
manpower pool totals more than 5,000,000 persons. 

F 

1 
Across Canada: Canada's dollar volume of wholesale sales in the first 11 months 

of 1950 was five per cent higher than in the corresponding period of 1949, 
the Bureau of Statistics reported....The Minister of Agriculture, Ur. 
Gardiner announced that in future anyone desiring to import butter to 
Canada will require a permit from the federal Government....The Quebec 
Legislature opens today....A new speed record in railway freight-rate cases 
is expected to be chalked up by completion of the current five-per-cent 
case by Uednesday. 
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Three New Senators, Five Parliamentary  Assistants:  Ottawa, January 24 (cp) -- The 
federal Cabinet, in an important pre-session meeting, today considered the, 
international situation, prepared plans for the Parliamentary opening January 
30 and approved the appointment of three Senators and five ParliEmentary 
Assistants. 

The eight appointments  were  announced by the Prime Minister, Mr. St. 
Laurent, in a press statement, which did not touch on other matters under 
Cabinet study. Cabinet rose at 6.30 p.m. EST. 

It was understood the main work of the Cabinet today dealt> with the 
Government's  programme of legislation to be presented to the new seseion of 
Parliament next week. Cabinet will next meet on Friday afternoon to confer 
with Gen. Dwight Eisenhower. Next regular meeting of the Council will be 
held Saturday.  morning. 

Mr. St. Laurent had no comment on the international situation as today's 
meeting dispersed. 

However, it was believed the Council shaped Canada's policy in the 
complex and quickly-moving developments stemming from  efforts  to establish 
a cease-fire in the Korean war. 

This policy likely will be placed before the United Nations tomorrow 
by the Secretary of State for External Affairs, Er. Pearson, who attended 
today's meeting and then returned tonight to New York. 

The new Senators, all from Newfoundland: 
Hon. H.W. Quinton, Newfoundland Provincial Treasurer and a former 

meMber of the Newfoundland Commission of Government; Calvert Pratt or St. 
John's, Nfld., and Michael Basha, Curling, Nfld. 

With their appointment, the standing in the 102-member Upper Chamber 
is: Liberals 80; Progressive Conservatives 11; vacancies 11. There are 
three vacancies each in Quebec and New Brunswick,  two in Ontario and one 
each in British Columbia , Prince Edward Island and Manitoba. 

The new Parliamentary Assistants, raising to 13 the number of these 
aides to Cabinet Ministers: 

Transport Department -- William Benedickson, 39, Liberal member of 
Parliament for Kenora-Rainy River. 

External Affairs -- Jean Lesage, 38, Quebec lawyer and member for 
Montmagny-P/slet. 

Post Office -- Leopold Langlois, 37, member for Gaspé. 
Health and Welfare -- Dr. E.A. McCusker, 61, Regina. 
Defence -- Ralph Campney, 56, Vancouver lawyer. 
Mr. St. Laurent also announced that Ralph Maybank, Parliamentary 

Assistant to :the.Minister of Mines, Mr. Prudham and member for Winnipeg 
South Centre, leaves that post to become  Assistant  to the Minister of 
Resources and Development, Mr. Winters. 

As the Cabinet met, word reached Ottawa of the new Red China note to 
the United Nations and of Prime Minister NehriOs call for a big power  
conference to discuss world problems. 

There was no official comment on either of these developments, though 
they doubtless came under study as segments of the over-all picture as it 
affects the far Eastern Theatre. 
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Dr. O.M.  Solandt's Aedress: Ottawa, January 24 (cp) -- Canada has. jumped 
straight into work on guided missiles and skipped "the more conventional 
weapons" in a search for better air arms, Dr,, 0.11..Solandt said tonight. 

In .a  speech bristling with brief, scanty references to Canada's 
contribution to military science, the Director-General of Defence Research 
indicated this country is widening its studies of biological and gas 
warfare and said Canada's long-range fighter, the Canuck, now seems 
assured of plenty of foreign markets. 

He took the Royal Flying Clubs Association into a world where 
scientists are wrestling with probleme like "human engineering," the 
effort to tame the mad advance of aviation tg the abilities of man. 

Dr. 0.11. Solandt hailed the creation of a National Aeronautical 
Establishment as "a major step forward in the history of Canadian aviation." 

Decision to create the establishment at nearby Uplands Airport was 
announced earlier by the Government as a move "designed to meet the urgent 

' 

	

	need for the improvement of facilities for aeronautical research and 
development." 

Naval Officers' Conference: Ottawa, January 24 (CI') -- The Navy will muster 
top officers here next week to discuss activities for the biggest peace-
time year Canada's sea force has ever known. 

It was announced today the annual conference of senior officers will 
be held next week at Naval Headquarters with Vice-Admiral H.T.W. Grant, 
Chief of the Naval Staff, in the chair. 

Mr. Garson's Brandon Address: Brandon, Men., January 24  Cep) -- The Minister 
of Justice, Mr. Gerson, said tonight that as a result of international 
developments it is doubtful if the Canadian Government will be able to 
repeat offers made at a federal-provincial conference in 1945. 

In a speech prepared for delivery to the Brandon Chamber of Com-
merce, Mr. Garson said the refusal of some of the Provinces to accept 
the proposals six years ago was possibly the worst blunder in Canadian 
political history. 

At the Conference which brake up in failure in 1946, the federal 
Government had offered to improve old-age pensions, to extend social 
welfare and health services, and to co-operate with the Provinces on 
public investment programmes. 

Quebec's Rent Control Proposals: Quebec, January 24 (cp) -- Rent ceilings 
applied by federal controls will be maintained until August 1 by a 
bill laid before the Legislative Assembly today by the Quebec Government. 
Federal controls expire at the end of April. 

The Quebec Government's rent control plan, will provide: 
Maintenance of controlled rents at their present levels until August 

1; regulation of rates after August 1; revision of rates at present 
uncontrolled and considered abusive; a ban on evictions until August 1; 
administration by a three-man commission. 

Across Canada: Canada's pulp production has reached a record level, research 
officials reported in Montreal yesterday as the 38th annual meeting of the 
Canadian Pulp and Paper Association got under way with 1,500 delegates 
from four countries in attendance....The Canadian Commercial Corporation, 
the Government's purchasing agency, started off the new year by authorizing 
more than $6,000,000 worth of defence and other contracts to Canadian 
industry in the two weeks ending January 13....Provincial Treasurer 0. 11. 
Fines said the estimated loss in operation of the Saskatchewan Govern-
ment's compulsory automobile insurance plan for the 1950-51 licence year 
is approximately $200,000. 
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Gen. Eisenhower's  Visit: Ottawa, January 25 (CP)-- A three-way danadian plan to 
-----Folster European defences will be discussed,by Cabinet with Gen. Eisenhower 

here tomorrow. 
The cost, in all its ramifications, will quite probably go beyond 

t500,000,000 in the next 12 to 15 months. 
It involves the dispatch of arias and the commitment of ground and air 

units to Europe and the training of European air and ground officers here. 
Recruiting for the armed forces has tripled its pace to back up the 

programme. 
The Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers in Europe, rounding off 

his fact finding study of European defence preparations, is due at Rockcliffe 
Airport between 12:15 and 12:45 p.m., E.S.T., for a 20-hour visit. 

A police guard will join with the Minister of National Defence, Mr. 
Claxton and other dignitaries in greeting him. Authorities see little 
prospect of a communist demonstration but they are taking no chances. 

Gen. Eisenhower will hold a brief press conference and then enter into 
conferences with the Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent,. the Cabinet and 
defence officials during the rest of the day. 

He is expected to tell Cabinet Ministers what he has found in his tour 
of 10 Pact Powers and to elaborate on one basic impression--that Europe 
can be defended against communist aggression but that its going ta take a 
terrific amount of manpower, money and work. 

He is expected, too, to lay the problems of building up those defences 
before the Canadian Government in all their vast scope and leave it to 
Ottawa to decide,what Canada can do to help. 

Sir Benegal Reads Text Of Questions: Lake Success, N.Y., January 25 (CP) -- 
India's Sir Benegal Rau said today that the Prime Minister, Mr. St._Laurent, 
initiated the questions seeking clarification of communist China's attitude 
towards United Nations' cease-fire efforts. 

(In Ottawa, Tuesday, Mr. St. Laurent's office confirmed that the 
Canadian Prime Minister asked Prime Minister Nehru of India to seek 
clarification of the main points of the communist counter-proposals.) 

Sir Benegal told the 60-member Political Committee of the U.N. 
Assembly that the questions delivered to Peiping arose out of a message 
sent by Mr. St. Laurent to Mr. Nehru concerning Peiping's January 17 
reply to the U.N. cease-fire proposal. 

The Indian Delegate said that, as a result of Mr. St. Laurent's 
message, the Indian Government sent the questions to Communist China. 

Sir Benegal had read to the Committee last Monday the answers to the 
questions. Saine Western powers said the answers called for further 
consideration. 

Today, as a result of requests from some delegates, Sir Benegal read 
the text of the questions sent to Peiping. 

Immigration Agreement Mith India: The Department of External Affairs announced 
on January 26 the conclusion of an immigration agreement with the Govern- 
ment of India. The agreement takes the form of an exchange of notes. The 
notes were exchanged in Ottawa on January 26, which is India's national 
day. The agreement comes into effect immediately. The Canadian note was 
signed by the Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent. The Indian note was 
signed by Mr. P.K. Banerjee, the Acting High Commissioner for India. 

(over) 



The agreement, which may be terminated by either Government on six 
months' notice, provides, in part, that in the twelve month period 
commencing on the 1st day of January, 1951, and in each succeeding 
twelve month period thereafter, the admission to Canada for permanent 
residence of one hundred and fifty citizens of India, including both 
sexes and all ages, shall be authorized provided the immigrants camply 
with the provisions of the Canadian  Immigration  Act. (See Press Release 
No. 4, January 26). 

N.Z. Prime Elnister's  Visit:  The Department of Ekternal Affairs has announced 
that the Right Honourable S.G. Holland, P.C., Prime Minister of New 
Zealand, will arrive in Canada on Monday, January 29, for a brief visit 
to Ottawa. (See Press Release No. 3, January 25). 

Unfavourable Trade Balance:  Ottawa, January 25 (Globe) -- External trade in 
1950 showed the first unfavourable balance since 1932, it became clear 
today with publication of the Bureau of Statistics preliminary statement 
of exports and imports for December. 

On the year's business, Canada had an excess of imports over exports 
anounting to $17,000,000. Business in December ran counter to recent 
months and produced a favourable balance for the month of $27,000,000, 
which pulled dawn the cumulative adverse balance of $44,000,000 reported 
at the end of November. 

Instructing Fighting Men:  Ottawa, January 25 (Globe) -- The problem of 
arming Canadian soldiers, sailors and airmen with the ideological weapons 
for the wur of ideas as well as with weapons for physical combat is 
engaging attention. 

It is understood studies will be made on means of instructing the 
average fighting man to a greater extent than is naw possible in political 
science and history, particularly as they relate to the relative claims 
of capitalism, democracy- and western concepts of a free society and 
communism. 

Er. Claxton's  Toronto Address: Toronto, January 26 (Globe) -- A tremendous 
increase in Canada's defence programme, both in men and equipment, was 
forecast yesterday by the Minister of National Defence, Mr. Claxton. 
In a broadcast address before a combined meeting of the Empire Club of 
Canada and the Canadian Club at the Royal York Hotel, he said: 

- 

	

	"You will see what I mean when I present my defence programme before 
the next session of the House, which will be bigger than ever." 

Mr. Claxton said war is not inevitable--but neither is peace. 

Across Canada: Twenty-one Canadian rubber companies yesterday renewed legal 
action in an attempt to kill a report on suspected price-fixing in the 
rubber industry...The Alberta Government has extended its embargo on 
the export of natural gas for at least nine months, declaring that 
proven reserves do not yet exceed the Province's awn needs....The rail-
ways' bid for a new $23,000,000-a-year increase in freight rates is 
under consideration by the Board of Transport Commissioners. Hearings 
on the application for a general five-per-cent boost concluded yesterday. 
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Oeil.  Eisenhower's  Visit And N.A.T.O. Planning:  Ottawa, January 28  (ci')  -- Canadian 
troops, airmen and more arms will probably be committed to Gen. Eisenhower's 
European Command within a couple of months. 

Ottawa looked forward today to a quickening of the 12-nation effort to 
defend Europe in the wake of statements here by Gen. Eisenhower that what is 
done in the next 12 months is of the most crucial importance for peace. 

The next year, he told Ottawa, is of more importance than the next 10 
years. 

At Fort Lewis, rash., the Army's Special Force pitched into the last 
phases of its training, and the word was that lt will be ready for action 
within a month. About half of its 10,000 troops may be en route to Europe 
to bolster Gen. Eisenhower's Atlantic Pact Army within two months. 

Shortly after a smiling Gen. Eisenhower waved goodbye to Ottawa at 
9:40 a.m., Saturday, the Minister of National Defence, Mr. Claxton, told 
reporters his talks here covered the whole field of Atlantic Pact Organiza- 
tion and co-operation, including "procedures and arrangements for the transfer 
of more equipment" to Europe. 

Mr. Claxton said Canada hopes to get word from the N.A.T.0.--specifically 
the three-nation standing group of military leaders in lashington--within a 
few days of the proposed destination for Canadian equipment for a second 
European division. 

Holland, Italy and Belgium have been reported as countries bidding for 
the arms for an infantry division, including rifles, anti-tank and artillery 
pieces, machine-guns and other arms. 

Mr. Claxton said they could be on their way within three weeks. The 
first shipments went to Holland to arm a Netherlands division. 

The equipment is of British type left over from the last war. As it 
goes, it is being replaced with American equipment. 

Gen. Eisenhower's stimulating personality captivated Ottawa as it did 
all the other pact capitals. He sold himself completely, and he sold, too, 
everywhere he went, the argument that North America must boost Europe's 
morale in every way possible, spiritually and physically, if the military 
wall against Communism is to be built on firm foundations. 

Role Of Scientists, Engineers, In Defence: Montreal, January 28 (CP) -- The 
Minister of Transport, Mr. Chevrier, Saturday night placed emphasis on the 
role of scientists and engineers in the battle for survival against 
communism and said the need for expanding these forces, especially French-
language segments, is imperative. Mr. Chevrier was speaking before 
graduates of the Montreal University Polytechnical School. 

In dealing with the tremendous responsibility facing the engineering 
forces, Mr. Chevrier warned that the alliance of Red China with Russia has 
set the democracies at a numerical disadvantage, "so much so that the 
survival of our civilization now depends above all on our scientific and 
technical superiority." 

"It rests with our scientists to create and develop the arms which, 
in case of a conflict, will ensure victory in the defence of our country." 

Mr. Chevrier touched briefly, too, on the role of the engineer in the 
tremendous development of Canada's natural resources and made these points: 

1. At current rates of development, enough oil will be produced in 
Canada within the next two years to make her totally independent of 
foreign supplies. 

2. Ungava and Steep Rock iron ore discoveries soon will place Canada 

among the top-ranking iron ore producing countries of the world. 

(over) 
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3. The need for developing the St. Lawrence seaway and power 'Projects 
was pressing. Ontario and Quebec would face a possible power shortage in a 
few years unless new sources of power were tapped. 

4. He hoped the United States soon will erase difficulties in the way 
of constructing the 4500,000,000 Kitican aluminum project in British Columbia, 
which eventually would produce 1,000,000,000 pounds of aluminum a year, 

1 making it the largest in the world. 

New Zealand Prime Minister Delayed By Weather: Ottawa, January 29 (Citizen) -- 
Prime Minister Sydney Holland of New Zealand, who was scheduled to arrive 
at Rockcliffe Airport this morning to begin a three-day visit in Ottawa, 
is not expected to reach the Capital until late tonight or early Tuesday 
morning. 

A late dispatch - fram Shannon, Ireland, last night reported that the 
Prime Minister's plane was forced to remain there over  night, wten his 
flight was held up by a 70-mile-an-hour headwind over the Atlantic. 

The dispatch indicated the Prime Minister would leave Ireland about 
mid-day today. 

Mr. Holland's party, which includes A.D. McIntosh, New Zealand 
Secretary of External Affairs, and K.M. Sleight, Holland's Chief Private 
Secretary, will be guests at Government House for their three-day stay. 

Canadian To Organize Burma Census: Ottawa, January 29 (Citizen) -- The man 
largely responsible for organizing Canada's census next summer has been 
loaned to the Burmese Government for a similar purpose. 

Nathan Keyfitz, 37, of Westmount, Quebec, senior research statistician 
at the Bureau of Statistics, left yesterday for Burma. Be will spend three 
months there, planning a census next year that will cover population, 
cottage industries, mining and manufacturing. 

Canada co-operated with the technical assistance administration of the 
United Nations in making Mr. Keyfitz available. 

M.C.S. Sioux Hameward Bound: Ottawa, January 28 (CP) 	Hal.C.S. Sioux, en 
route back to Canada after a tour of operations in the Korean theatre, 
left Pearl Harbour today, Naval Service Headquarters announced. 

The Sioux is due at Esquimalt, B.C., an February 4. She was replaced 
in mid-January by the destroyer Nootka, which_has joined the other two 
Canadian destroyers--Athabaskan and Cayuga. 

EXpand Picton  Gunnery  Range: Picton, Ontario, January 28 (Globe) -- Plans are 
underway to expand anti-aircraft activities in connection with the Royal 
Canadian School of Artillery (A.A.) at Picton. The ranges at Point Petre, 
18 miles south of here, are to be greatly extended. 

Recently, the federal Government advised awners of land in the 
vicinity of the ranges that it is to be purchased. Earlier, options were 
taken on the land. About 45100  acres are involved. 

AcrosS Canada: Parliament meets today for prorogation....After receding slowly 
since a spectacular rampage in the early hours of Friday, flood waters of 
the St. Lawrence River jumped more than two feet within three hours 
yesterday to cause fear again among residents of Longueuil and other South 
Shore communities, the rtazette" reports today...eork which began last 
September on new salary scales at the University of Toronto has been 
completed, President Sidney Smith said last night, announcing increases 
which will benefit 1,100 members of the staff and add half a million 
dollars to the University's annual payroll....A 4400,000 fire Saturday 
destroyed a big wharf and its shed in Westview, B.C., a town of 2,500 
about 75 miles up-coast from Vancouver...Robert H. Saunders, Chairman 
of Ontario Hydro Commission said yesterday in Windsor that Ontario wauld 
have to go ahead with the development of Hydro steam plants if the St. 
Lawrence Waterway and power scheme is not initiated "very shortly."... 
Gen. A.G.L. McNaughton was honoured by the Association of Professional 
Engineers of Ontario on Saturday, when he received the Association's 
gold medal for "outstanding accomplishment to the nation."....The 1951 
Canadian managing editors' conference closed at Quebec yesterday, after 
electing R.J. Churchill of thewLondon Free Preseas President. Winnipeg 
was chosen as 1952 meeting place. 
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Speech From  The Thrones The follawing is the partial text of the Speech From The 
Throne, read at the opening of the Fourth Session of the Twenty-First 
Parliament today: 	 • 

"Since you met in Special Session in the autumn of last year, there 
has been a further deterioration in the international situation. The inter-
vention of Chinese forces in active opposition to the United Nations forces 
in Korea has increased the danger of a general conflagration. 

"So far the efforts to achieve a peaceful settlement in the Far East 
have not succeeded. rhile aggression cannot be condoned and will continue 
to be resisted, it is the view of my Ministers that the door to negotiation 
at any time a cessation of hostilities in Korea can be arranged must be 
kept open. 

The  increased menace in the Far East reinforces the mounting evidençe 
that Communist imperialism is determined to dominate the world by force or 
the fear of force, and that the only hope of maintaining peace wlth freedom 
lies in the rapid increase of the combined strength of the free nations. 
It is equally important that the free nations should make it abundantly 
clear that they have no aggressive designs and that they are resolved to 
aid in constructive endeavours to improve the standards of human welfare 
in under-developed countries. 

"My Ministers have endeavoured to uphold these international objectives 
in the deliberations of the United Nations, at the recent meeting of the 
Prime Ministers of the Commonwealth countries, and in our diplomatic 
relations with all nations and governments 0000 

"Progress has been made in the organization of an integrated force in 
Europe under the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. The Supreme  Commander, 
General Eisenhower, has recently visited Cana  da to consult with the 
Government and the Chiefs of Staff. You will be asked early in the session 
to authorize Canadian participation in this integrated force as part of 
our programme for nationall defence and security. You will also be asked 
to approve substantially increased expenditures for defence. 

"The urgent need of the St. Lawrence seaway and power project in 
relation to the security of this continent is becaming increasingly 
apparent. It is the view of iny Ministers that the Canadian authorities 
should be kept in a position to co-operate promptly in undertaking 
construction of the project once affirmative action has been taken by the 
appropriate United States authorities. 

"Your approval will be sought for an appropriate Canadian participa- 
tion in the Colombo plan and in technical'assiétance to under-developed 
areas. 

"The policies of the government are designed to prevent war, but the 
dangers of the international situation and the magnitude of the defence 
effort required as a deterrent have, in the opinion of my Mlnisters, 
created an emergency situation. You will accordingly be asked to approve 
legislation vesting in the Governor in Council additional powers to ensure 
adequate defence preparations to meet the present emergency and to prevent 
economic dislocation resulting fram defence preparations. 

"You will also be asked to approve a Bill to establish a Department 
of Defence Production to act as a procurement agency for the defence 
forces of Canada and also for such defençe requirements of our allies 
as may be met from Canadian production...." 

(over) 



Announcement was also made of impending legislation relating to the 
Armed Forces, Canadian Citizenship Act, Immigration Act, Post Office Act, 
Central Mortgage and Housing Act, and the Gold Mining Assistance Act as 
well as for the revision of the Indian Act. 

Military Planning Declared Urgent:  Hull, Quebec, January 29 (cp) 	A top 
American Civil Defence official said today the United States is switching 
away from a construction programme of large air raid shelters because 
Washington "doesn't think we'll have time" to finish them. 

James J. Wadsworth, Assistant Administrator of Civil Defence, told 
Canada's first Civil Defence Forum that American military planning has 
taken on a tremendous urgency based an belief Russia might attack at any 
moment. 

He said the United States had under study a programme of large-scale, 
single-purpose shelters but is &witching to family shelters and to use 
of other potential refuge, sucleas basements, which could be strengthened. 

The reason was a fear that time is short and knowledge that manpower 
and materials wouldn't be available in sufficient supply. He said some 
dual-purpose shelters might be built. 

Chinese "Extortion" Alleged:  Edmonton, January 29  (op) -- The Journal says 
today in a newspage story that the Chinese Communist Government is 
using "thinly-veiled extortion" to tax Chinese families known to have 
members in Canada. 

The story says this "extortion tax" already has cost Edmonton and 
district Canadian Chinese several thousands of Canadian dollars, each 
dollar in turn worth thousands of Communist dollars in China. 

Leave For Sioux Sailors: Officers and men of the destroyer H.M.C.S. Sioux 
(Cdr. Paul D. Taylor, Victoria) will be granted 14 days' special leave 
when their ship returns to Esquimalt early in February from the Korean 
theatre, Naval Headquarters has announced. In addition, transportation 
to and from their  homes  will be provided at service expense. 

Across Canada: Beverley Matthews, retiring President of the Toronto Board of 
Trade, said yesterday he has learned "on very good authority" that there 
is a "50-per-cent chance" that international agreement an the St. 
Lawrence seaway will be reached this year 	Ontario is co-operating with 
federal and U.S. authorities to find the reason for an "alarming decrease" 
of lake trout in the Great Lakes, Ontario Lands and Forests Minister Scott 
said yesterday....Average weekly earnings among eight major industrial 
-croups climbed to a new high of $46.41 at December 1, the Bureau of - 
Statistics reported. This peak weekly pay cheque compared with the 
previous high of $46.41 at November 1, and the $43.81 prevailing at 
December 1, 1949....Barring extremely cold and stormy weather before 
spring, hunting conditions in 1951 should be excellent, Dr. W.J.K. 
Harkness, Chief of the Ontario DepartMent of Lands and Forests ,  wildlife 
division, said Monday. Dr. E.S. Archibald, recently retired director 
of federal Experimental Farms, has accepted a new post as Chief Liaison 
Officer for the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 
in Ethopia....Forty families were evacuated from flooded homes in 
Princeton, B.C., early yesterday in 27 belay zero wsather. An ice jam 
backed up the Tulameen River in this town 110 miles east of Vancouver. 
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Canada At The United Nations: Lake Success, January 30 (AP) -- The United Nations 
Political Committee tonight branded Communist China,an_aggressor in Korea by 
an overwhelming vote of 44 to 7. 

Britain, Canada and France voted with the U.S. 
Canada abstained on the vote on the Arab-Asian plan. She supported the 

first part of the U.S. resolution, then voted for the resolution as a whole. 
(The following is the partial text of special report in the Toronto 

Globe and Mail of the address by the Secretary of State for External Affairs, 
Mr. Pearson.) 

The position of Canada was made clear in a 10-minute address by Mr. 
Pearson.  He  outlined reasons why the Canadian Delegation, while appreciating 
the sincerity of purpose and the high idealism of those who sponsored the 
Arab-Asian resolution, could not support it. 

One of the chief reasons given by Mr. Pearson was that though the Arab-
Aaian resolution does embody the essential principle that there must be an 
end to fighting before there can be a discussion of political questions, 
the kind of seven-power agency it proposed would not bring about satis-
factory results as far as a ceasefire was concerned. 

"In our opinion the Asian resolution gives too much room for further 
long-drawn-out and inconclusive discussions before a ceasefire can be 
arranged, and subsequent political discussions take place," Er. Pearson 
said.... 

Mr. Pearson then turned to the reasons why Canada proposed to support 
the U.S. resolution. The first reason, he said, was because the Lebanese 
amendment, which Canada strongly supported, removes Canada's doubts about 
the wisdom of certain provisions of the unamended resolutiçn. 

"We will support it because its finding that the Peiping Government, 
by helping those already designated as aggressors in Korea, has engaged in 
aggressive action itself in Korea, states facts which we cannot reject 
without condemning our awn intervention in Korea," Mr. Pearson said  

"Nevertheless, we still feel that it is premature and unwise to 	' 
confront the Committee with the necessity for a decision on these facts 
at this particular moment when the methods of peaceful negotiation before 
condemnation have not yet been completely exhausted." 

Mr. Pearson said the U.S. resolution, withthe Lebanese amendment, did 
not close the door to peaceful negotiation, and an the contrary, it very 
rightly enphasized that even a report on collective measures was to be 
subordinated to the work of the Good Offices Committee.... 

Meyer Appeals For Clemency:  Ottawa, January 30 (OP) -- Maj.-Gen. Kurt Meyer, 
former German S.S. commander, sentenced to life imprisonment for war 
crimes involving the shooting of Canadian prisoners of war, has appealed 
to the Canadian Government for clanency. 

An Army spokesman said today the appeal from the 38-year-old German, 
now working as a librarian in New Brunswick's Dorchester Penitentiary, 
has been placed in the hands of the Department of Justice. 

It was understood the appeal has not yet reached the Minister of 
Justice, Mr. Garson, but is being studied by department officers. They will 
gather supporting evidence and other facts before passing it to the 
Minister. 

(over) 
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Mr. Gregg On Manpawer: Ottawa, January 30 (Cr) -- The world outlook does not 
call for compulsory direction of manpawer,in Canada, the Minister of 
Labour, Mr. Gregg said tonight. 

He made it clear this is the Government's view both for civilian 
labour and recruiting for the armed forces, in the light of current world 
prospects. 

But he warned that the manpower situation would be changed if the 
world situation became "much more dangerous." In that case, Canadians 
should be ready for "more drastic defence requirements." 

Policy Toward Subversive Elements: Ottawa, January 30 (Cr) -- A crack-dawn 
on anti-Canadian activities within the country was foreshadawed today 
in the Speech fram The Throne at the opening of Parliament. 

The stiffened policy tawards subversive elements was indicated in 
a forecast of new legislation to take away the Canadian citizenship of 
those who have "renounced their allegiance" or "shawn by their conduct 
that they are not loyal to Canada." 

25-Pounder Guns For Luxembourg: Ottawa, January 30 (Cr) -- Canada, as a 
result of a request fram General Eisenhower,  has agreed to equip a 
Luxembourg field artillery regiment with 25-pounder guns '  the Minister 
of National Defence, Mr. Claxton, announced today. 

The 24 artillery guns will be shipped shortly fram Montreal to the 
mnall Grand Duchy, one of the Atlantic Treaty nations. The move is in 
line with Canada's decision to help arm Europe against Communist aggres-
sion. 

Canada, France Agreement: The Department of External Affairs announced on 
January 29 that Canada and France have concluded an agreement respecting 
compensation for Canadian citizens and corporations having interests 
in companies in France which produce gas and electricity and have been 
nationalized. (See Press Release No 5, January 29). 

Mr. Macdonald Special Ambassador: The Department of External Affairs announced 
on January 30 that Mr. J. Scott Macdonald, Canadian Ambassador to Brazil, 
has been appointed Special Ambassador of Canada at the inauguration of His 
Excellency Getulio Dornelles Vargas as President of the United States of 
Brazil. (See Press Release No. 6, January 30). 

Across Canada:  The federal Government's plan to establish a separate depart- 
ment for co-ordination of the defence production programme will be 
welcomed by business generally, the Canadian Chamber of Commerce stated 
in commending the move which is in line with Chamber policy, the Montreal 
Gazette reports....A wild life expert told Ontario sportsmen last night 
that it appears that the days of unlimited moose hunting are over in 
North America...Prime Minister Sidney Holland of New Zealand, his Canadian 
visit pared to little more than a day, last night scheduled a series of 
strictly-business meetings with Government leaders....Mrs. Marion Sullivan, 
48-year-old Toronto mother of two children, will stand trial today on a charge 
of manslaughter, arising out of the death of her lawyer husband. 
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Prospects For Seaway Appear Good:  Ottawa, January 31 (CP) -- The Prime Minister, 
mr. St. Laurent; told the Commons today the Government is hopeful that within 

short tinte the United States will take constructive action leading towards 
a start on the St. Lawrence seaway project. 

Replying to a question by Gordon Graydon (PC--Peel) at House opening, 
he said the prospects of co-operation between Canada and the,U.S. for con-
struction of the whole project "appear to be quite good." 

This would embrace both . the navigation and power phases. 
Mr. St. Laurent did not directly answer Mr. Graydon's question as to 

whether Canada is prepared to build her share of the seaway alone if the 
U.S. doesn't act within a reasonable period. 

Sabotage Alleged In Bridge Collapse: Quebec, February 1 (cp) 	Premier Duplessis 
yesterday blamed sabotage for,the collapse of the $3,000,000 Three Rivera 
bridge which bore his name. 

(Four men in automobiles died in the St. Maurice River in the collapse 
of four spans of the concrete and steel structure at 2:55 a.m. on January 31). 

Mr. Duplessis told the Legislative Assembly his information about the _ 
bridge disaster was incomplete because of disrupted communications but there 
was reason to believe sabotage was responsible. 

He said the Guvernment will conduct an inquiry and take whatever action 
is necessary. A public inquiry will be ordered if justified by preliminary 
investigation, the Premier declared. 

The Union Nationale Government leader noted that the bridge was an 
important link in Mmitreal-Quebec highway system and between the neighbouring 
industrial towns of Three Rivers and Cap de la Madeleine. 

"Acts of sabotage are occurring almost everywhere," said the Premier. 
"They are due to certain subversive elenents. We will conduct an inquiry 
to establish responsibility and if it is necessary to take proceedings, we 
will take them." 

"We have suspicious and serious presumptions," he said. 

Prime Minister Pleven's Visit:  Ottawa, January 31 (CP) -- The Prime Minister, Mr. 
St. Laurent, announced today the details of the visit this week of Prime 
Minister Pleven of France. 

He said Mr'. Pleven will be accompanied by train from Montreal by 
Postmaster-General Rinfret, and will arrive at noon Friday. He will be met 
by Mr. St. Laurent, a representative of the Governor-General and other 
officials. An honour guard from the Royal 22nd Regiment will give a royal 
salute. 

While in Ottawa Mr. Pleven will stay at the French enbassy. 
Vlscount and Viscountess Alexander will give a luncheon in honour of 

(ç 	the French Prime Minister at Government House Friday and Mr. Pleven later 
will  go  with Mr. St. Laurent to the Parliament Buildings. 

He will watch the debate from the Diplomatic Gallery and Mr. St. 
Laurent will express a welcome to Canada from the floor of the Chamber. 

(over) 
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Urges Contributory Health Plan:  Ottawa, January 31 (CP) -- A prominent Ontario 
surgeon said today in the Commons he hopes Canada will soon have a con-
tributory health plan to help people meet the cost of major sicknesses 
or accidents. 

Dr. W.R. UcMillan, 57-year-old Liberal member for the Ontario constituency 
of Welland, said that in his 30 years of medical practice he has often seen 
life savings eliminated in a few weeks of unexpected sickness or accident. 

Old Age Pensions Proposal:  Ottawa, January 31  (ci')  -- The Provinces may be 
allowed to impose an indirect sales tax of as much as three per cent .to 
help them finance a new pensions programme for the aged, it was disclosed 
today in the Commons. 

The Prime Minister, Ur. St. Laurent, tabled copies of draft con-
stitutional amendments that would allow the federal Government to inaugurate 
a contributory old-age pension programme, and permit the Provinces to 
enter the indirect sales-tax field, naw exclusively in federal jurisdiction. 

Contribution Of the Senate:  Ottawa, January 31  (ci') -- First step toward the 
much-discussed "reform" of the Senate was taken today in the Senate itself. 

Senator Wishart Robertson, government Leader in the upper Chamber, 
gave notice of a resolution in his personal_capacity to set up a Senate 
Committee to inquire and report an what should be done to enable it to 
1make its maximum contribution to the welfare of the Canadian people." 

Radioactive Snawfall:  Ottawa, January 31 (CP) -- Ottawa and probably other 
Canadian snows have become charged with an unusual degree of radioactivity 
probably arising from last week's atamic explosions in Nevada, officials 
said today. 

But, the National Research Council hastened to add, this invisible 
radioactive dust fell in an early-Monday snowstorm and settled on the top 
is "quite harmless" and is more of a nuisance to scientists than anything 
else. 

One scientist said a person who climbs to the top of a mountain 
would be in the midst of considerably more radiation--and still safe. 
There is always a minute amount of radioactivity in the air. 

Security Sales To  U.S. Dawn:  Ottawa, January 31  (Ci') -- The American investor's 
big buying bingeof Canadian securities has hit the skids. 

Sales to the United States of $37,600,000 worth of Canadian securities 
in November were dawn sharply from $60,600,000 in October, $173,000,000 in 
September and $72,000,000 in August, the Bureau of Statistics reported 
today. 

The August-September period was when speculation on an impending 
change in Canada's exchange policy was at its height, with American 
investors pouring in hundreds of millions of dollars in the hope of a 
quick profit. 

Across Canada:  Mr. Justice Sidney Smith said yesterday that Communist domination 
of Vancouver Civic Employees ,  Union, local 28, was a "significant breach" 
of the constitution of Trades and Labour Congress of Canada. His comment 
was continued in a judgment of the British Columbia Court of Appeal which 
refused an injunction to prevent organization of a rival T.L.C. union ampng 
Vancouver's outside civic workers....The Ontario Legislature reopens today.... 
British Columbia's major gold-mining area, sitting in a pocket of snaw- 
encrusted mountains, passed its eight day in complete isolation....Sub-zero 
weather across most of Canada was giving way to milder temperatures today. 
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Mr. St. Laurent  On Defence Policy:  Ottawa, February I (Op) -- The Prime Minister, 
Mr. St. Laurent, today ruled out conscription for Canada at this stage of the 
world situation. 

He told the Gommons the Government believes the big need in building up 
defences of Western Europe now is for arms rather than troops, though he said 
that condition could change. 

. If it did change, the Prime Minister said, Government policy would be 
based on the type of Canadian contribution that could be of "actual effective 
value" and not on sentimental, racial or religious grounds. , 

Mr. St. Laurent, leading off the Government's defence of its policies In 
the annual Throne Speech debate, told the House he is confident North Atlantic 
Treaty nations' defences will be built up strongly enough to prevent aggres-
sion, but he warned it will call for the full effort of all Canadians. 

He indicated to the House economic controls powers being sought by the 
Government would be on a stand-by basis, to be used as appeared beneficial. 
The Government would  nove  "with dispatch but with caution." 

As the traditional debate took precedence over other Oommons' business 
today, the Government ran into two Opposition motions of non-confidence, 
passage of which would mean overthrow of the administration. 

The motions, which will not be voted on until later were: 
1. By George Drew, Progressive Conservative Leader, an grounds that 

the Government had "failed" to give the nation leadership, to mobilize enough 
forces to meet international obligations and to combat inflation and the cost 
of living effectively. 

2. By M.J. Coldwell, C.C.F. Leader, censuring the Government for 
supporting the United States resolution calling on the United Nations to 
brand Red China an aggressor in Korea. 

Mr. Drew, who opened the debate, called on the Government for a Royal 
Commission with a view to cutting down non-essential Government expenditure 
and for a Parliamentary Committee to examine into defence measures. 

He charged there ras great uncertainty that Canada has more than a 
"very small number" of men ready to go into action, despite heavy defence 
spending. 

Mr. Coldwell said a thorough appraisal should be made of Canada's man- 
_ power and material resources before any decision is reached on haw men should 

be raised for the armed forces. 
The C.C.F. Leader also revived his party's demand for price controls. 

But it would not do to stabilize prices at high levels. There must be a 
• roll-back. 

At tonight's brief House sitting, Solon Low, Social Credit Leader, said 
he agreed with the Prime Minister's belief the North Atlantic alliance could 
prevent aggression. Canada must play its part and to do so it should Improve 
highway communications, decentralize industry and stockpile essential 
materials. 

Lt.-Gen. Foulkes Heads All Forces: Ottawa, February 1  (ci') -- The armed forces 
today were placed under a single military head--Lt,-Gen. Charles Foulkes-- 
in a move arising fram their expansion and Canada's growing commitments 
overseas. 

(aver) 
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But the development was almost overshadowed by the resulting appoint-
ment of colorful, incisive Lt.-Gen. Guy Simonds as Gen. Foulkes' successor 
as Chief of the Army's General Staff. 

The moves, announced by the Minister of National Defence, Mr. Claxton, 
after a Cabinet meeting, do these things: 

1. Make Gen. Foulkes, 48, Permanent Chairman of the Chiefs of Staff 
Canmittee charged with co-ordinating the operations and training of the 
three forces and the preparation of fully correlated defence plans. -  Equally 
important is that they recognize his role as Canada's chief military spokes-
man in Atlantic Pact developments and free him to carry on that job. 

2. Place the expanding army under Gen. Simonds, 47, a man who has spent 
five years directing British and Canadian staff colleges after a war career 
which stamped him in many minds as Canada's outstanding field commander. 

3. Send the R.C.A.F.'s brainy Air Vice Marshal F.R. Miller to Kingston 
to take Gen. Sinondejob as head of the National Defence College. _ 

New Auxiliary Squadron:  A new Auxiliary Squadron is to be forned later this 
year in Vancouver, it was announced on February 1 by the Minister of National 
Defence, Mr. Claxton. The squadron will be the second such Reserve unit to 
be formed in Vancouver, and will be the 12th to be set up in Canada since 
the war. Personnel for the new squadron will start their training within 
the other Vancouver squadron, N. 442. 

Cheque-Cashing  At New High:  Ottawa, February 1 (CP) -- Cheque-cashing by Canadians 
soared to a new high in 1950, the Bureau of Statistics reported today. 

The total stood at 3100,635,459,000, an increase of 15 per cent over the 
previous high of 387,554,363,000 in 1949. in December alone, the country-
wide total jumped to 39,314,795,000, compared with 58,395,808,000 in 

, December, 1949. 

Kellock Rail-Wage Award To Stand:  Ottawa,  February 1 (CP) -- The Government does 
not intend to alter the Kellock railwage eward, the Prime Minister, Er. 
St. Laurent, told the Cannons today. 

He hed been asked by Stanley Knowles (CCF, Winnipeg North Centre) if the 
general award would be extended to hotel and water transport employees of 
the railway workers. 

- 
The Senate Opens Debate:  Ottawa, February 1 (CP) -- The importance of Canada's 

role in keeping the peace was emphasized in the Senate today by the mover 
and seconder of the Address in Reply to the Speech from the Throne. 

Senator J. Wesley Stambaugh (le—Alberta), the mover, and Senator. 
J.M. Dessureault (L--Quebec) seconder, both said Canadian resources could 
play a big part in combating aggression. 

Across Canada:  The Minister of Transport, Mr. Chevrier, said in the Commons 
yesterday that he will take up with the Cabinet the question of subsidy 
to keep the steamship. Aorangi operating between Vancouver and Australia.... 
The Liberal Speaker of the Gommons  last night asked Art Smith, Progressive 
Conservative member, to change his mind about resigning his Calgary West 
seat....Mayor J.A. Mongrain said yesterday that "no one in Three Rivers 
believes sabotage was connected with collapse of_the Duplessis bridge.".... 
George Drew, Progressive Conservative Leader, yesterday extended birthday 
wishes to the Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, who was born 69 years ago 
at Compton, Quebec. 
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Mr. Pearson On Defence Policy:  Ottawa, February 2 (cp) -- The Secretary of State 
for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, warned the Gommons today that the free 
world is "in the greatest possible danger" frai communist aggression. 

In a 75-minute run-down on the critical world situation, he told the 
chamber that danger still is greatest in Western Europe, a glittering prize 
which "is still relatively weak, and still stands open to Soviet conquest." 

But, he went on with sober confidence, if the North Atlantic powers _ 
increase their strength, and use it wisely they have "no need to fear." 

Mr. Pearson, a former university professor of history, made these_ 
other points: 

1. The fall of Western Europe mould put North America  in a desperate 
position, indeed." Russia then would have industrial resources rivalling 
those of the Western Hemisphere. 

2. At the same time, he shares the view of the Prime Minister, Mr. St. 
Laurent, that the building up of North Atlantic strength will deter Soviet 
aggression in that part of the world. 

3. A cease-fire in Korea would not remove the dangers of communist 
aggression, but would put the free world in a "stronger position" to meet 
it. 

4. The U.N. forces in Korea are neither "weak nor frightened" and, 
in fact, are "getting stronger." 

.5. Canada, along with other delegations, is "determined to do every-
thing we can to prevent a war with China, whether limited or unlimited." 

Mr. Pearson, speaking fram personal experience as a member of the 
U.N.'s Cease-Fire Committee, reviewed the steps leading to the U.S. 
resolution branding Red China as an aggressor in Korea. That resolution 
did not, he said, slam the door on subsequent negotiation of a cease-fire. 

Be delivered his policy statement in the Throne Speech debate before 
crowded public and diplmnatic galleries and with visiting PremieriRené 
Pleven of France and his party listening from the diplomatic raw. 

Seek Economic Control Powers:  Ottawa, February 2 (CP) -- Stand-by power to 
impose sweeping peacetime control over  the Canadian econany, and to a 
lesser extent over the Canadian people, will be asked of Parliament by 
the Government within the next few weeks. 

The Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, today gave an intimation of this 
when he placed on the Commons order paper notice of a resolution to a new 
piece of legislation. It will empower the Government to take almost any 
steps it feels necessary for the "security, defencep-peace, order and 
welfare of Canada." 

Mr. St. Laurent did not go into detail, but stated that the power 
will be limited by "restrictions enumerated" in the forthcoming bill. 

s'AS 

Sabotage Alleged On eMagnificent": Halifax, February 4 (CP) -- A Navy spokes-
man said today that preliminary investigation of engine trouble aboard the 
aircraft carrier Magnificent indicated that the trouble was caused by a 
person or persons who wished to delay her sailing on manoeuvres tamorraw. 

(over) 



The Navy spokesman said the sabotage had been discovered before any 
damage was done to the ship's engines and that the Eagnificent would sail 
tomorrow on schedule for exercises off Bermuda with two Royal Canadian 
Navy destroyers. 

The Navy gave no details as to the nature of the sabotage, but it 
was reported unofficially that sand and brass filings were found in an 
oil ccmpartment in the bearings of one of the engines. 

18,000 Welcome  "Sioux": Victoria, B.C., February 4  (ci') -- A crowd of 18,000 
today gave the destroyer Sioux a throat-catching welcome home from Korea. 

Shining in a new coat of paint, the warship slid into a jam...packed 
jetty of Esquimalt Navy Base at 3 p.m. PST -- the time scheduled for her 
arrival four days ago. 

Old-time residents said they had never seen a welcome like it. 

Exports Hit Peace-Time Peak: Ottawa, February 2  (ci') -- Spurred by a sharp 
increase in shipments to the United States, Canada's exports in 1950 
hit a peace-time peak of $3,118,400,000. 

The four-per-cent increase over 1949 exports of $2,993,000,000 
came despite substantial decreases in exports to the United Kingdom. 
The 1950 outflaw exceeded the previous peace-time peak of $3,075,400,000 
in 1948. 

To the United States, Canada shipped goods valued at $2,020,988,000 
last year, compared with $1,503,459,000 in 1949. 

Balt Refugees For Canada: Stockholm, February 4  (ci') -- International tension 
with its threat of another World War is sending about 500 emigrants a 
=nth from Sweden to new homes in safety of Canada. 

The prospective settlers are mainly refugees fram the Baltic states 
of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania, annexed by Russia in 1940. Only a 
sprinkling are native-born Swedes. 

Most of the enigrants have been in the country for several years 
and have sufficient capital to pay their awn fares to Canada. Some, 
hawever, have been leaving for Britain to take advantage of the recently-
inaugurated assisted air-passage scheme. 

Across Canada:  Frence's,anti-communist forces, its newspapers and leaders of 
its economic system are looking towards Canada for substantial material 
assistance, particularly during the next seven months, Premier René Pleven 
of France said in Montreal Saturday during a short stop-over at Montreal 
Airport, Dorval, prior to leaving for home via Air Frances...Premier 
Joseph Smallwood of Newfoundland was eworn in as Minister of Finance at 
St. John's Saturday by Lieutenant-Governor Sir Leonard Outerbridge....- 
The last of 193 youngsters left the 58-year-old Hospital for Sick 
Children on College Street, Toronto, on Sunday, for the new $12,000,0010, 
11-storey hospital on University Avenue, a few blocks away. 
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Five Billions For Defence Programme: Ottawa, February 5 (CP) -- The Minister of 
National Defence, Mr. Claxton, announced tonight a $5,000,000,000, three-year 
defence program highlighted by a drive to build up a 40-squadron air force--
11  to be posted to Europe. 

He placed before the Commons a programme provoked by the communist menace 
and dwarfing anything peacetime Canada has ever known. 

He said: 
1. Canada will post to  Europe  this year an army brigade group or regimental 

combat team--5,000 to 6,000 men--but that effort will be overshadowed in time by 
Canada's air contribution. 

2. The three-year plan envisages a 100-ship navy; 115,000 men in the three 
regular forces; 40 regular and auxiliary air squadrons and the equivalent of a 
division for the army. 

3. A screen of stations with the latest and most powerfill radar apparatus is 
being builtin Canada and will make up about one-quarter of a joint Canadian- _ 
American warning network backed le - fighter squadrons. 

4. The air development--the outstanding feature of the whole thing--will in 
time make the air force bigger than the army is now, with regular and reserve 
squadrons being formed as fast as planes can be produced. There now are three 
regular and 12 reserve squadrons, better than one-third of the objective. 

5. Canada's air training facilities are being expanded to train more than 
3,000 air crew--Canadian and Ebropean--a year. It will cost Canada $64,500,000 
in the next fiscal year starting April 1 to provide training for Atlantic pact 
airmen. 

6. The defense budget for the next fiscal year will exceed $1,600,000,000-- 
double this year. 

7. Canada will send to Europe British-type equipment for four divisions. 
Enough for one has already been turned aver to Holland. 

8. The strength of the navy--now about 10,000--will be doubled and the army 
will show substantial increases. 

It was the decision to go in heavily for air power that dominated the whole 
speech, delivered in a chamber only partially filled. 

The air force, said Mr. Claxton will be authorized to spend twice as much 
as the other services. It will soon place at General Eisenhower's disposal in 
Europe a ming of three fighter squadrons. The first squadron now is in England. 

Within the three-year-period the 40 regular and reserve squadrons will have 
more than 3,000 aircraft additional to those now in use. 

Air power will make "Canada's most substantial contribution” to  Europe 
because there it was "especially needed." 

sorv 	Ottawa, February 5 (CP) -- Creation of a National 
Advisory Council on Manpower to help the GovernMent make the best use of this 
resource in the growing labour shortage, was announced today by the Minister 
of Labour, Mr. Gregg. 

Mr. Gregg told the Gommons the new body will revise government proposals, 
and suggest plans for "the most effective utilization in the national interest 
of the present and potential man and woman working force in Canada." 

The Council, consisting of 27 members, will include representatives of 
labour, employers, government, agriculture, and veterans. 

(over) 



- 2 - 

An indication of the growing role expected from women in helping to meet 
the labour shortage developing from expanded defence production is in the fact 
that two of the council's members are to represent the women of Canada. 

Names of the members were not announced, except for the co-chairmen, who 
are to be Arthur MacNamara, Deputy Minister of Labour, and Norman Robertson, 
Clerk of the Privy Council. 

Labour and employers will each have four representatives on the council. v" 
There will be two apiece for agriculture, women, and veterans. Eleven Governmee 
departments will be represented. 

Full-Time Ack-Ack Director:  Ottawa, February 5 (CP) -- The Army's anti-aircraft 
programme was placed under a full-time director for the first time today, 
indicating intentions to make it an important part of developing plans to defend 
Canada against air attack. 

Informed quarters said appointment of Col. H. E. Brown, 38, originally of 
Brandon, Manitoba, underlines plans to make the ack-ack programme a big element 
in Canada's defence effort. 

Hitherto that effort has been part of the responsibility of the director of 
artillery. Now the ack-ack arm will have its own boss, charged with keeping 
"both men and equipment at top preparedness." 

Regular and reserve force units will be teamed up with a radar warning 
network and with the R.C.A.F.'s interceptor fighter squadrons to stand guard 
over Canadian communities. 

Housing Loan Curb:  Ottawa, February 5  (Ci')-- In a move to keep house building within 
the capacity of a Canada gearing for war, the Government today announced with-
drawal of second-mortgage assistance to persons wishing to build their own homes, 

The Minister of Resources and Development, Mr. Winters, whose Department 
administers the National Housing Act, said in the Commons that effective immedi-
ately, loans will be limited to 80 per cent of lending values prevailing in 
January, 1950. 

This means suspension of a provision by which an additional one-sixth of 
the original loan could be obtained as a second mortgage under N.H.A. This 
provision was implemented in 1949 to help meet rising costs which boosted down-
payments. 

Maximum N.H.A. loan is$8 9  5000. 

Aggressor Resolution Debated: Ottawa, February 5  (Ci') -- Canada's action in support 
a United States resolution branding Communist China as an aggressor in Korea was 
approved and criticized today in the Commons. 

Gordon Graydon (PC -- Peel), foreign affairs spokesman for the Official 
Opposition, said that if the United Nations had failed to brand China_an aggressc 
it would have set up differing standards for determining aggression as between 
powerful nations and smaller powers. 

Percy Wright (CCF 	Melfort) said his party feels that adoption of the 
resolution was premature and would be of little use unless backed by -punitive 
action. If United Nations was not ready to impose sanctions against China then 
it was only encouraging aggression. 

Across Canada:  Canada should aim at having a population of 20,000,000 by 1960, 
Donald Cameron, director of the University of Alberta's department of extension, 
told the Canadian Club of Montreal in the Windsor Hotel yesterday....A fine 
web of crack radar crews and swift fighter squadrons from the R.C.A.F. soon will 
be geared up to test Pacific Coast defences every three months, the Canadian 
Press reports...Representatives of provincial governments have been asked to 
meet federal authorities in Ottawa February 20 to discuss such things as the 
division of financial responsibility for civilian defence. 
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Government Upheld In Stand At UN:  Ottawa, February 7 (CP) -- On a voice vote, the 
Commons last night defeated a CCF motion of non-confidence in the Government. 

It criticized the Government for supporting the United States resolution 
calling upon the United Nations to brand Red China as an aggressor in Korea. 

The CCF group, did not call for a recorded vote but accepted the ruling 
of the Deputy Speaker that their motion was defeated on the preliminary voice 
vote. 

Members still must vote on a Progressive Conservative non-confidence 
motion which charges that the Government has "failed" to provide leadership, 
the troops necessary for the defence of Canada and for the carrying out of 
international obligations, and effective measures to combat high living costs. 

Mr. Croll Urges Caution In Rearming Germans:  Ottawa, February 6 (Globe) -- A 

veteran of the Second World Thir took issue today in the Commons with the 
reported statement of General Eisenhower that the attitude toward Germany 	• 
'should be to let bygones be bygones. 

David A. Croll (L., Toronto-Spadina), acknawledged the necessity today 
of putting arms into the hands of Germans in the defence of the free nations 
of Western Europe. But he warned that the North Atlantic Treaty countries 
must go slowly and cautiously in any move. If it was decided tbat there ras 
need for a strong Germany at least it should not be forgotten that this 
presented the danger of a strong Germany. 

All his adult life, said Mr. Croll, had been spent in either arming 
Germany or fighting Germany. He agreed that the Soviet arming of an East 
German force was an important factor in deciding on the re-arming of - 
Western Germany,  but he suggested that the course might lie in re-arming 
West Germany precisely to the extent that the Russians are re-arming East 
Germany.... 

Fastest Jet Fighter Shown: Montreal, February 7 (Gazette) -- Montreal's vast 
Canadair plant, builders of the American-designed F-86 Sabre, has_very 
nearly matched strides with United States production of No. 1 of the latest 
model of what has been termed the world's fastest jet fighter'àircraft, 
the Minister of National Defence, Mr. Claxton, said here yesterday. 

Mr. Claxton, accompanied by leading governmental officials, toured 
the Cartierville layout little more than 12 hours after outlining in 

Ottawa his new $5,000,000,000 three-year Canadian defence plan. 
Said the Minister: "Despite limitations of government-found property 

(government furnished parts) from the U.S. and modifications by the ' 
thousand, we are less than three weeks behind in the turn-out of the new 

F-86E Sabre." 
Latest version of the speedy Sabre had its world debut recently at 

Los Angeles, Calif., where it is being built by North American Aviation 
Inc. Yesterday, the brand-new Canadian-built Sabre type flashed over 

A'. 	Montreal skies on its first official flight. 
Virtually one-third of the new Sabre, including engine and instru-

ments,are furnished from American factories. The remaining two-thirds 
are all-Canadian labour and materials. 

Vol. 2, No ,  27 
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Mr. Gordon On Inflation: Montreal, February 7 (Gazette) -- Canadians must, 
practise a stern self-denial of spending or "be forced into the frying , 
pan of controls as the alternative to the fire of a raging inflation," 
Donald Gordon, C.N.R. President and former Chairman of the Wartime _ 
Prices and Trade Board, told the Canadian Retail Federation last night. 

"Runaway inflation is so destructive that any method of stopping 
it, no matter hoe difficult and clumsy it may be, is surely the lesser 
evil," he said. 

If controls are established, "they must be appropriate to the 
economic conditions of today and the foreseeable future." 

Two main means of combatting the present tense economic picture 
were proposed: increasing production and "decreased spending on 
consumption and non-essential investment...or both." The two steps must 
be taken together, he suggested. 

Would Return Tax Taken To COmbat Inflations Ottawa, February 6 (cp) -- Dr. 
W.  G. Blair, Progressive Conservative member of the Commons_for the. 
Ontario constituency of Lanark, said tonight any money taken from -
the people in taxes to help  combat inflation should be returned to 
them later. 

Maj.-Gen. Pearkes On Training: Ottawa, February 6 (cp) 	r,Maj.-Gen. G.R. 
Pearkes, V.C., military spokesman for the Progressive Conservative 
Party, told Monday of seeing American reservists receive only 18 days' 
refresher training before going to the Korean front. He asked Canadians 
who may be critical of Gen. MacArthur to keep that in mind. 

Ottawa Air Raid Warning Test: Ottawa, February 6 (CP) -- The Defence Depart-
ment said today it will undertake its first public test of a new kind 
of air raid warning signal here Thursday and assured residents there eill 
be no need to be frjghtened. The loud 'bleat' of the new signal will be 
not unlike that of a destroyerve_klax9n1; the Department Said. 

Across Canada: An R.C.A.F. plane was chosen to make the 1,000th Pacific 
airlift flight from McChord Field near Tacoma, Wash., to Japan, the air 
force said yesterday....The Ontario Liquor Control Board sold  f88,-
816,668  worth of liquor during the fiscal year ended March 31,_1950, 
it was shown in a report tabled in the Legislature 9  The figure 
represents an increase of almost 36,000,000—or 7.1 per cent--over the 
total for the previous year....Provided the Provinces give their consent 
during the present session of Parliament, Canada's newly proposed 
pension law can be made effective in 1952, Jean Lesage, M.P. for 
Montmagny-L'Islet, told the Montreal Chambre de Commerce at its meeting 
in Montreal yesterday....Provincial Police reinforcements were  put on 
duty yesterday at the entrances of Quebec legislature buildings to 
bar admission to a tenants' delegation expected to seek a meeting with 
Premier Duplessis. Premier Duplessis said he would refuse to meet the 
"communist organization" he called the Federation of Tenants. 
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Action Soon For "Pats" In Korea: Ottawa, February 7 (CP) -- Posting of the first 
Canadian Army reinforcements to Korea is imminent, it was learned today. 

The reinforcements, a small group of 40 to 50 infantrymen from the 
Special Force at Fort Lewis, Mhsh., are slated to join the 2nd Battalion of 
the Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry after flying across the 
Pacific. 

Arrangements have been made to keep a flow of reinforcements going to 
lbrea while the Patricias are in action. The battalion is expected to go 
into action soon. 	 - 

The first group of new men will be used to fill gaps that have occurred 
in the battalion since it reached Korea a few months ago and began intensive 
training. 

Later reinforcements will go to fill gaps created by battle. 
The Army said arrangements have been worked out between headquarters 

and the battalion for keeping up a steady flow of reinforcements. However, 
a spokesman said, no figures will be  made  public. 

It is expected that the reinforcements will all be flown across by the 
Trans-Pacific airlift, with the R.C.A.F.'s 426 Squadron doing part of the 
job. 

C.C.F. No-Confidence Motion Over Controls:  Ottawa, February 8 (Cr) -- In Parliament 
yesterday: 

-floward Green (PC—Vancouver Quadra) criticized the Government's handling 
of participation in the Korean crisis. _ 

The C.C.F. moved a vote of no-confidence in the Government for failure 
to reimpose price controls. 

• 	Senator A.K. Hugessen (Lib.--Quebec) said an attack by Russia in 
Western Europe seemed unlikely. 

Dr. Dawson Biographer Of Late Mr. King: Montreal, February 8 (Gazette) -- The 
Board of Governors of McGill University and the literary executors of the 
late W.L. Mackenzie King, yesterday made official announcement of the 
appointment of Dr. R. MacGregor Dawson, Professor of Political Economy at ' 
the University of Toronto, as the official biographer of Mr. King. 

McGill is trustee of a grant of $100,000 made by the Rockefeller Founda-
tion in April, 1949, for the purpose of assisting Mr. King prepare his_ 
memoirs. The former Prime Minister died before this great task was well 
begun and the funds will now be used in the preparation of the biography. 

Dr. Dawson is not expected to begin the biography until June. 

Employment Better Than Last Year:  Ottawa, February 7 (CP) -- Seasonal un-
employment is still going up but it is not as sharp as this time last 

ot, winter, the Department of Labour reported today. 
The Department's fortnightly survey showed that at January 18 there 

were 281,900 persons looking for jobs through National Ehployment Service. 
That ras 33,800 more than at January 4 but 63,900 fewer than a year 
earlier. 

Ehployment conditions generally were remaining buoyant, the Department 
said,declaring there were shortages of skilled labour in many industries. 

(over) 
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Three Rivers Bridge Disaster Inquiry Discussed: Quebec, February 8 (Cr)  -- Quebec 
Legislative Assembly debated yesterday bu4t,00k no final action,_on_an opposi-
tion motion for a public inquiry into last week's Three Rivers bridge 
disaster. 

Premier Duplessis charged that George Marier (Lib.--Westmount-St. 
George), House Leader of the eight-man Opposition, sought to "poison public 
opinion" by his demand for an inquiry. 

The Premier  said his "sincere belief" is that sabotage was behind 
the collapse of the eastern end of the 2,000-foot bridge and loss of four 
lives. 

Not Bound By Hope Report:  Toronto, February 8 (Cr) -- Premier Frost reiterated 
yesterday that the Ontario Government "in no way" considers itself bound 
by the Hope Royal Commission Report on_Education, tabled in the Legislature 
last week. 

"The report and everything in it will have to be considered in the 
light of what the Government finds to be in the best interests of all our 
people," the Premier said during the Throne Speech debate. 

U.S. Tariff Move Aimed At Canadian Potatoes:  Washington, February 7 (Cr) -- A 
ban on tariff concessions on agricultural products imported at below 
Government-support prices was voted by the House of Representatives today. 

The measure, which must be ratified by the Senate and approved by 
the President, would have the effect of keeping out of the United States 
Canadian potatoes selling for less than the U.S. Government-supported 
prices. 

Netherlands' Gift Painting For Ottawa: Ottawa, February 7 (Cr) -- "The Water-
Mill," a landscape by the Dutch artist Meindert Hobbema (1638-1709), will 
arrive in Ottawa late tonight. 

It is a gift from The Netherlands Government in recognition of the 
part Canada played in the liberation of Holland. - 

The Netherlands Government expressed the wish that it be hung in the 
Parlianent Buildings. But suitable wall-space here is at a premium. Most 
of it already has been taken up with portraits of Canada's  men of history. 

Radio Operation Accord With U.S.:  An agreement between Canada and the United 
States of America on the operation of certain types of radio transmitters 
and equipment was signed on February 8 in Ottawa by the Minister of 
Transport, Mr. Chevrier, and Mr. Stanley Woodward, United States Ambassador 
in Ottawa. It will not came into force until it has been ratified by the 
legislatures of the two countries. (See Press Release No. 7, February 8). 

Across Canada: C.R. Magone, Ontario Deputy Attorney-General, met yesterday 
with federal authorities to consider possible methods of restricting the 
use of telegraph and other facilities in illegal bookmaking and betting.... 
Premier Frost told the Ontario Legislature yesterday that his Government 
would not proceed with the construction of liquor outlets at the expense 
of building material needed for housing....Maj. Edward Leadlay, a Canadian 
who became one of the best-known figures in the London theatrical world, 
died yesterday in London, England, after an operation. He was 60....Five 
munitions workers were killed at St. Paul L'Ermite, Quebec, yesterday, when 
a large caliber shell exploded at the Canadian Arsenals plant. 
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Military Equipment For Belnium: The following statement was made in the House of 
Commons an February 8 by the Minister Of National Defence, Mr. Claxton, on 
the supply of military equipment to Belgium: 

"Ur. Speaker, as hon. members knew, Canada supplied the equipment, 
largely armament and ammunition, for a division to The Netherlands, and this 
was delivered last December. 

"Monday- night in the House I stated that, arrangements having been 
completed for, replacement by equipment of U.S. pattern, we had indicated 
to the Council Deputies under the North Atlantic Treaty our willingness 
to supply the equipment for another division, and we asked advice as to its 
disposition. 

"Word was received today that the standing group had recommended that 
this equipment be delivered to Belgium. I am glad to report that this " 
action was approved by the Cabinet this afternoon. 

"As soon as shipping instructions are received, the equipment will be 
shipped from the ordnance depot at Longue Pointe, Montreal, where it is 
ready and in good condition. 

"By this action we will help to strengthen the defences of freedom in 
%stern EUrope, promote standardization on each side of the Atlantic, and 
strengthen the ties which already exist between the forces and peoples of 
Belgium and our own country." 

Colombo plan Economic Meeting:  The Department of External Affairs, has announced 
that Canada would participate in a meeting of the Consultative Cemmittee an 
the Economic Development of South and South-East Asia to be convened in 
Colombo, Ceylon, on February 12. This will be the third meeting of the 
Consultative Committee and the first since the report on the Colombo Plan 
was released on November 28, 1950. During 1950 the Consultative Committee 
was composed of seven members of the Commonwealth -- Australia, New 
Zealand, United Kingdom, India, Pakistan, Ceylon, and Canada. The member-
ship has naw been widened to include the United States. 

The main purpose of this meeting of officials will be to review the 
position since the last meeting of the Committee in London in September 
1950 and to consider future action and organizational . arrangements under 
the Colombo-Plan. 

The Canadian Delegation will be: 
Delegate: Mr. David Johnson, High Commissioner for Canada in Pakistan. 
Alternate Delegate: Mr. Paul Sykes, Canadian Trade Commissioner in 
Colombo. 
Advisor: Mr. Clarence Read, Department of Finance, Ottawa. 
Advisor: Mr. J.H. Thurrott, Department of External  Affaira, Ottawa. 

Count de Bernonville Deportation Ruling: Ottawa, February 7  (ci')  -- Count 
Pt& Jacques de Bernonville, the French soldier-nobleman who has_been the 

storm- centre  of  .a  political and legal ba-utie in Canada for more than three 
years, has been ordered back to France to face trial on charges of colla-
boration with the Nazis. 

But the long-withheld deportation ruling, announced today, does not 
necessarily end the involved Canadian saga of the shrapnel-scarred count, 
who slipped into Canada illegally to avoid a French firing squad after 
the war. 

(ever) 
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The count, who once before has beaten a deportation order by way of 
the Quebec courts, can go before the courts again. There was some belief 
in official circles here that be wuuld try this recourse again. A 
possibility was a habeas corpus application before the Quebec Superior 
Court. 

ze; e 
European Military Conference: The Canadian Government has accepted an 

invitation to send an deserver to the Conference which the French Govern-
ment is convening at Paris an February 15, to discuss the creation of a 
European army. It was announced on February 8 that Canada will be 
represented by Major-General George P. Vanier, Canadian Ambassador to 
France, who will be assisted by political and military advisors. It is 
understood that other North Atlantic Treaty countries and the federal 
Rtepublic of Germany have received similar invitations to attend either 
as full participants or observers. 

The French Goverhuient's purpose in calling the Conference is to 
explore with other interested governments the proposals first outlined 
ma October 24 by Premier René Pleven before the French National Assembly, 
suggesting the creation of a unified European army which would form part 
of the Atlantic integrated force under General Eisenhower's command naw 
being built up by the North Atlantic Treaty Nations.  As  a signatory of 
the Treaty, Canada has an intimate interest in the forthcoming Conference. 

ECCSCC Delegation:  The Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, 
announced an February 9 the composition of the Canadian Delegation to 
the 12th Session of the United Nations Economic and Social Council which 
will take place in Santiago, Chile, from February 20 to March 20. The 
members of the Delegation are: 

Representative; Mr. John D. Kearney, M.C., K.C., Canadian Ambassadbr 
in Argentina. 
Alternate Representative; Mr. J.F. Parkinson, Financial Counsellor, 
Canadian Eftbassy,  Washington. 
Principal Advisor; Miss B.M. Meagher, Department of EXternal Affairs. 
Advisors; Mr. G.V. Beaudry, Second Secretary, Canadian EMbassy, 
Santiago; Mr. A.R. Crépault (Secretary), Canadian Permanent Delegation 
to•the United Nations, New York. 

Price Control Measures Studied:  Ottawa, February 8 (CP) -- The Canadian Govern-
ment has under "active study" price control measures described as "alternative 
to the sweeping restrictions imposed in the Second World War. 

This was disclosed today in the Commons by the Minister of Trade and 
Commerce, Mr. Hawe, in a review of Canada's preparedness programme and the 
state of the country's economic health. 

He did not specify the nature of the alternative steps, but there was 
prompt speculation he had in mind some symtem cf flexible ceilings, 
allocations, permits and other measures which would keep living costs at 
an even keel without the use of ceilings as rigid as those applied in 1941. 

While he indicated, it is not the Government's "present" intention to 
impose over-all price and wage controls, he said he was "not_ruling out the 
possibility that eweeping price control measures will be needed, should 
the developing situation make action necessary..." 

Across Canada: The Minister of National Defence, Mr. Claxton, said yesterday 
reinforcements can be flawn to Korea in 48 hours and said there are plenty 
of them available to support Canada's Korean battalion vhen it goes into 
action....Canadians went on an automobile-buying spree in 1950, purchasing 2) 
half as many new cars again as they had in 1949, the Bureau of Statistics 
reported yesterday....A Canadian military spokesman in Tokyo today official-
ly denied front-line reports that Canadian troops had gone into action 
yesterday....Sub-zero tenperatures are gripping Eastern Canada with 26 
below zero reported this morning at Ottawa. 
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*pats" With Commonwealth  Brigade:  With the Canadians in Korea, February 11 (CP) -- 

English, Scottish, Australian and New Zealand troops_will be the battle,com-
panions of Canada's ground force in Korea when it goes into action. 

Lt.-Col. J.R. Stone, commander of the 2nd Battalion, Princess Patricia's 
Canadian Light Infantry, broke the news to his men Saturday at their last _ 
battalion parade before they move north from their South Korean training head-
quarters.; 

The Patricias will line up with the 27th Commonwealth Brigade -- a true 
Commonwealth outfit that already includes the 1st Battalions of the Middlesex 
Regiment and Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders, an Australian infantry battalion 
and a New Zealand field artillery brigade. 

The Patricia's assignment is temporary. Stone told his men yesterday he 
is confident they will acquit themselves in a mariner  worthy of Canada "and 
incidentally live up to the reputation ws have already been given by the press 
of Canada." 

The battalion's advance party moved north today under Major Gordon 
Henderson of Calgary. Stone flew back to Eighth Army headquarters and will 
confer with 27th Brigade officers. Maj. Pat Tighe of Victoria, B.C., will 
command the Patricias in the absence of Stone, who is not expected to rejoin 
the battalion before it moved north. 

National Income Sets New Record:  Ottawa, February 11 (cp) -- Canada's income smashed 
records in 1950 as the value of production of goods and services soared to an 
all time high. 	 - 

The Bureau of Statistics reported 1950 national income at 314,164,000,000, 
an eight per cent increase over the previous high of 313,167,00Q,000, in 1949. 

Salaries, wages and other income by Canada's labour force swept to a peak 
of 38,300,000,000, a six per cent gain over the 1949 total of 37,800,000,000. 

All signs pointed to unprecedented economic activity, with the gross 
national product--sum total of all goods and services produced--chalking up a 
31,300,000,000 gain to a record 317,700,000,000 from 316,363,000,000 the 
previous year. About half the eight per cent climb ras sparked by actual 
production volume increases; the remainder by price spreads. 

This spectacular increase in production and income was shared by  most 
industry with the exception of farming. Lawer initial payments for wheat and 
increased operating costs pulled down net farm incame six per cent to  31,424,-
000,000  from 31,513,000,000. 

Economic splurges in 1950 had both their dark and bright sides. Spending 
by consumers and governments made gains; indirect tax collections were higher; 
personal savings were down, and international trade in goods and services, 
while hitting history-making heights, produced, for the first time in recent 
years, deficits instead of usual surpluses. 

- 

Iipeario"  To South Pacific: Ottawa, February 11 (cp) -- Another Canadian warship, 
the cruiser Ontario, will visit the South Pacific shortly for a three-month 
training cruise. Three destroyers now are in the Pacifia serving with 
United Nations naval forces off Korea. 

(over) 
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. 	For 10 days, between March 29 and April 7, the 8,000-ton Ontario will 
engage in exercises with the Royal Australian and Royal New Zealand Navies 
off Sydney, naval headquarters said today in a statement. _ 

Floods In British Columbia: Vancouver, February 11 (CP) -- It stopped raining in 
southern British Columbia today and hundreds of persons tonight waited for 
flood waters  to recede so they could return to damaged  homes. 

About 40 per cent of the Fraser Valley -- the rich agricultural belt 
extending east fram Vancouver for 100 miles --nes under water after a three-
day downpour that sent many rivers pouring over their banks. 

The mighty Fraser itself did not rise, but its southern tributaries 
wrecked  homes  and farm buildings and spread over thousands of acres of 
farmland. It was reminiscent of the $30,000,000 Fraser River flood in 1948. 

Worst spot, however, was not in the valley, At Princeton on the east 
side of the Coast Range 183 miles east of Vancouver, 100 families fled their 
homes Saturday night as the ice-choked Tulaneen and Similkameen Rivers 
doursed through the lower sections of the town of 2,400. 

Foreign Compensation Commission:  The Department of EXternal Affairs voishes to 
draw the attention of interested persons to a public notice in the Canada 
Gazette advising that arrangements have been completed for the Foreign 	- 
Compensation Commission, which has been established in the United Kingdom, 
to consider claims of Canadian citizens and corporations for losses resulting 
fram nationalization and other nsasures in Yugoslavia affecting British 
property rights and interests. (See Press Release No. 9, February 9). 

Across Canada: A six foot Quebec musher--Emile Martel of Loretteville--won the 
100 mile International Dog Derby in Ottawa on Saturday. He received the 
Ballard Gold Challenge Trophy and first prize money of #1,000...Suzànne 
Morrow, 20-year-old Toronto girl who wants to follow in the footsteps of 
Barbara Ann Scott, on Saturday night at Vancouver, won the women's Canadian 
figure skating title for the third consecutive time....Viscount  Alexander 
has arrived back in Ottawa by special train after a five-day visit to 
Montreal, Quebec City and the mining properties of Aluminum Company of 
Canada at Arvida, Quebec....Saturday's and Sunday's games in the N.B.L., 
with present league standing, follow: 

Boston & 	Cànadièns 	O. 	 Rangers 3 Canadiens 1. 
Detroit 2 	Toronto. 	1. 	 Detroit 2 Boston 	1. 

Toronto 5 Chicago 	3. 
P. IL 	L. 	D. 	F. 	A. 	Pta. 

Detroit 	 54 33 11 	- 	10 	181 114:. 76 
Toronto 	 52 29 12 	. 11 	162 108 69 
Boston 	 53 17 23 	13 	130 148 47 
Canadiens 	 54 18 26 	11 	123 145 47 
Na York 	 51 14 20 	17 	114 144 45 
Chicago 	 54 12 32 	10 	143 189 34 
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Mr. Pearson On  World Situation: Montreal, February 12 (CP) -- The Secretary of 
State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, today told the Canadian Lumbermen's 
Association that the risk of war was now very great. 	 _ 	_ 

• In a solemn appraisal of the world situation, he said, "I do not accept 
the thesis that war is inevitable >•  but at the saine  time draw_attention to 
•the fact that the Soviet Union may adopt tactics short of ear which may have 
damaging effects upon our way of life." 

Mr. Pearson warned: 
"We must be ready for the poadbility that an overt attack may not came 

for many years but that  meanwhile, we and other countries in the free world 
will be subjected to great tensions and provocations and exertions. We do 
not know enough about the present intentions of those who direct the policies 
of the Soviet Union to determine which type of challenge--the direct or 
indirect--is more likely." 	 • 

It may be that the main reason why the Soviet Union did not launch 
• attacks, he continued, was the present superiority of the United States in 

atomic weapons and the growing strength of western countries in other 
armaments. 

• He also warned that it was easier to meet the shock of battle than the 
poison of subversion, or the paralysis of economic confusion. 

Subversion and confusion could be achieved by an enemy only by ex- 
ploiting the difference between free and friendly countries, by fomenting 
the grievances of one class against another in a single country and by 
appealing to the legitimate aspirations of the impoverished masses in 
under-developed countries, particularly - Asia. 

Mr. Pearson said part of Canada's task against indirect aggression was 
to labour with might and main to see that the social structure and economy 
of the country remained healthy., 

Mr. Abbott Rejects Immediate Price Controls: Ottawa, February 12 (CP) --.The 
Minister of Finance, Mr. Abbott, tonight rejected,Parliamentary requests 

• for full-scale price controls at this stage in Canada's fight against 
inflation. 

At the same time, he told the Commons that he intends to budget this 
year "for a fully-balanced budget." 

Replying to calls by Opposition members for the reimposition of 
controls, Mr. Abbott said 

"I don't believe a system of over-all price and wage controls would 
be desirable or effective at this time." 

He did not, he added, believe that_as yet a proportion of Canada's 
national production had gone into defence output to the extent that controls 
were necessary. 

The Government »  with experience in controls in the Second World War, 
•knew the limitations and capabilities of controls and would use them "to 
the extentnneedc>d when it felt they were necessary. 

Mr» Abbott entered the Throne Speech debate after George Drew,,Progres-
sive Conservative Leader, charged that the policies of the Government alone 
were responsible for the development of inflation. 

(over) 
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Compulsory Military Training Urged:  Ottawa, February 12 (CP) -- The Commons 
today discussed Canada's mounting manpower problems 	both in the services 
and the defence production programme -- and heard a Parliamentary Assistant 
suggest that compulsory military training be inaugurated in the reserve 
forces and the Cadet Corps. 

James Sinclair (1,--Coast Capilano), Parliamentary Assistant to the * 
Minister of Finance, Ur. Abbott, applied his suggestion to students in high 
schools and universities and to young men in the countrY's working force. 
Mr. Sinclair served as à Flight Lieutenant in the Air Force during the 
Second World War. 

During continued debate tonight George Drew, Progressive Conservative 
Leader, said that Parliament should be told what troops Canada now has in 
being and haw ready this country is to meet any threat. 

Dr.  Mackenzie On Scientific Research: Montreal, February 13 (Gazette) -- Work 
done by Canadian scientists in the field of atomic energy compares 
favourably with that done anywhere in the world p  Dr. C.J. Mackenzie, 
President of the National Research Council, told the Canadian Club here 
yesterday. 

"Vie  have the well-prepared minds of scores of young Canadian scientists 
able and working in Canada, not as so often was the case in the past, in 
other countries," he said. 

Seaway Important To Defence: Anticipating that a "very substantial expansion of 
Montreal Harbour facilities will be necessare if the St. Lawrence Deep 
Waterway is developed, and also that the St. Lawrence Ship_Channel between 
Montreal and Quebec would have to be enlarged_"in order to cope with 
anticipated increased tonnage as well as larger vessels to be used in ore 
traffic," the Minister of Transport, Mr. Chevrier, an February 13, outlined 
the economic and engineering features of the project for the benefit of a 
joint meeting of the Montreal Board of Trade and Chambre de Commerce. He 
indicated that one of the contemplated improvements wculd be the ereatim 
of a dammed-up pool for shipping between Victoria Bridge and Longue Pointe, 
similar to those constructed in the principal world harbours including 
London, Liverpool, Antwerp, Havre, Buenos Aires, etc. 

' In outlining the salient factors of the St. Lawrence Deep Waterway, 
the Minister of Transport said that "from the point of view of national 
defence," its "immediate development_is of the greatest importance." 

Across Canada: Men and machines today began cleaning up the mess left by 
retreating flood waters in British Columbia's Fraser Valley. A three-day 
downpour which ended Sunday sent rivers over their banks, caused three 
deaths, drove hundreds from their homes and cut rail and highway communica-
tions. At Victoria, Evan S. Jones, Deputy Minister of Public Workd, said 
flood conditions were "nearly as bad as 1948," the year the Fraser over*. 
flawed and caused $30,000,000 damage....The Copyright Appeal_Board has 
fixed the fees to be paid by radio stations and places of entertainment 
for use this year of musical works in the repertoire of the Composers, 
Authors and Publishers Association of Canada. The three-man Board left 
the fees much as they were in 1950. Objections to the fees wsre considared 
by the Board following public hearings last months...Dr. Frederick William 
Routley, National Commissioner of the Canadian Red Cross Society since 
1938, died in hospital in Toronto yesterday. 
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Ur. Pearson On Korea: Ottawa, February 13  (ci') -- Any decision to recross the 38th 
Parallel in Korea should be a collective (Jecision taken by nations with forces 
under the United Nations banner, the Secretary of State for EXternal Affairs, 

Mr. Pearson, said today. 
He indicated, in a statement to the House of Commons, that Canada has 

made this view clear to the United States in recent informal discussiong. 
Answering a questinn by M.J. Coldwell, C.C.F. Leader, Mr. Pearson said 

representatives of Governments with forces in Korea have had informal dis-
cussions with the United States over the crossing of the Parallel and other 
Korean matters. 

As a result of these discussions Mr. Pearson said he could say that the 
"political significance" of any deep military penetration into North Korea 
"is appreciated." He couldn't go farther at this time. 

Mr. Pearson said there is some doubt as to whether South Korean troops 
actually have recrossed the Parallel in recent days. If they had it was 
apparently purely a small tactical movement "and doesn't indicate that any 
decision has been taken for a crossing," even if it was possible as a military 
operation. 

Reinforcements  En Route To Korea:  Ottawa, February 13 (CP) -- The Minister of 
National Defence, Mr. Claxton, announced today that 85 reinforcements to 
fill the gaps battle may make in the ranks of Canada's Korean battalion in 
its first month of action now are en route to that theatre. 

They are either in Korea or between there and Japan, he told the 
Commons in replying to a question from Maj.-Gen. G.R. Pearkes, V.C. (PC-- 
Nanaimo). 

Mr. Claxton said 85 officers and men will be provided monthly for the 
battalion, the 2nd Battalion of the Princess Patricia's Canadian Light 

, 	Infantry. The first contingent was an its way. 
Earlier 35 reinforcements reached Korea to joint the Patricias before 

they go into action, apparently soon. 
The rate of 85 men a month, Mr. Claxton said, is based on experience 

in Korea and elsewhere and "seems to be adequate." 
(There are about 800 men in a battalion but the Patricias went to 

Korea  about 1,100  strong.) 
At Fort Lewis, Wash., there were enough men -- with the Army's Special 

Force -- to supply the Patricias indefinitely. They would come from the 
3rd Battalion of that unit or from others. 

Noranda To Develop Gaspé Copper Deposits: Quebec, February 13 (cp) -. Premier 
Duplessis today announced that Noranda Mines Limited had approyed expenditure 
of "$12,000,000 or $15,000,000" to start development of vast copper deposits 
in Gaspé Peninsula. 

The Premier made the announcement to a delegation representing the 
Montreal and St. Johns, Quebec, regional councils of the Canadian Congress 
of Labour. 

He said the company's Board of Directors had authorized the expenditure 

at a recent meeting. 
The deposits, located in the rugged Gaspé Peninsula interior, 65 miles 

west of the town of Gaspé, will be reached by a road built by the Quebec 
Government to make the development possible. 
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Peace Congress Blasted In Commons:  Ottawa, February 13  (ci') -- The red-tinged «14- 

Canadian Peace Congress, armed with petitions protesting United Nations 
action in Korea, descended on the Capital today, but found all doors closed. 

Prime Minister St. Laurent's office three times declined a request 
by Dr. J.G. Endicott of Toronto, Congress Chairman, for a personal interview 
with Mr. St. Laurent. A spokemnan explained that the Prime Minister does 
not make a practice of receiving individuals. 

Three schools declined the use of their facilities for the holding of a 
public meeting. 

Congress members then tried to button-hole private Members of Parliament. 
This tactic produced a ripple in the Commons when Julian Ferguson (PC-- Simcoe 
North) rose at the House opening to direct this one-sentence statement of 
denunciation of the Congress to Justice Minister Gerson: 

"Haw much longer is this country going to tolerate termites like Dr. 
Endicott and his associates voicing their Communist opinions in the capital 
of Canada?" 

Mr. Gerson did not reply. 

Mr. Drew On World Situation:  Ottawa, February 13 (cp) -- George Drew, Progressive 
Conservative Leader, said tonight he believes 5.t_is "idle" to hope that 
Mao Tsetungts Communist Government of China may break with Moscow. 

In a speech prepared for delivery to the Ottawa Business and Professional 
Women's Clubs, Mr. Drew said: 

"If the day ever  cornes  when there is a break between Peiping and Moscow, 
it will be because of the conflict between two dictators,  one of whom refuses 
to be subservient to the other, and not because of any affectionate wooing 
by the "Western World." 

Mr. Coldwell On World Situation:  Ottawa, February 13  (ci') 	Coldwell, 
C.C.F. Leader, said tonight sanctions against China2would drive China closer 
to Russia and increase the ultimate danger of world war. 

He expressed fear that the United Nations' condemnation of China as an 
aggressor in Korea must lead to pressure for sanctions against the Chinese. 

Mr. Coldwell, speaking on a CBC free-time political broadcast, re-
affirmed the C.C.F.'s stand against Canada's "unwilling" vote for condemna-
tion of Peiping. 	 _ 

Across Canada: A two million dollar Institute of Radio-therapy, to provide every 
known facility for diagnosis and treatment of cancer, and for research into 
cancer prevention and cure, was announced last night in Toronto by Premier 
Leslie Frost. Through the co-operation of the governors and medical advisory 
staff of Wellesley Hospital, Mr. Frost stated, the new centre will be erected 
at, and provided in conjunction with that institution. Throughout Cntario, 
and stemming fram this major centre, treatment centres in Windsor, London, 
Hamilton, Kingston, Ottawa, the Lakehead and other Northern Ontario points 
will be operated, involving a further outlay of probably $500,000....Direct 
controls maybe necessary in Canada to help fight inflation and rising living 
costs resulting from increased defence activity. This is the highlight of the 
1950 report of Graham F. Towers, Governor of the Bank of Canada. The 7,000- 
word report, made public yesterday, has been sent to the Minister of Finance, 
Er. Abbott, for tabling in the Commons....Sir Alexandf,r Clutterbuck, Britisb 
High COmmigàioher'in'canada, has had his term of office extended for about 
one year from May, 1951, the Commonwealth Relations Office announced in 
London last night, according to press reports this morning. 

The Premier said there was enough copper in the peninsula for mining 
operations for a 100 years-. 

Copper ore deposits proved in the area so far are estimated at  about 
 50,000,000 tons. 

V. 
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"Pats" Prepare To Enter  Battle  Zone:  With the Canadian Troops in Korea, February 
14 (CP) -- Canada's fighting men in Korea--Princess Patricia's Canadian Light 
Infantry--prepared today to head into the battle zone. 

They broke camp to start tomorrow to fighting positions--two days' road 
travel away from their training quarters in South Korea. IHawever, there may 
be little or no news of their activity in the next few days because of 
censorship regulations, which permit reports to be sent only when firm contact 
is established with the enemy. 

Brig. Frank Fleury of the Canadian Military Mission came by plane from 
Tokyo Tuesday for an overnight visit with the battalion before it set out for 
the battle zone in the United States troop-carrying vehicles. 

Brig. Fleury said his visit was to ensure that the unit's administrative 
and supply lines are in good order. He said he was impressed by the fighting 
fitness and morale of the men. 

Lt.-Col. J.R. Stone returned Tuesday from a battle front visit to lead 
his men. He was  enthusiastic about the efficiency of the British Brigade 
with which the Canadians will be integrated. 

"I was there when the brigade was alerted," he said. "Things functioned 
like a quiet drill--even to establishing ambulance car posta  should movement 
orders be issued. 

"It was all done without paper work. They've had only one paper order 
since arriving in the theatre." 

.The area to which the Patricias are heading is mountainous, like the 
section where they have been training, he said. But it is extremely cold, 
with snow on the ground. 

The company spent its last two days of training on attack exercises 
during which every battalion weapon was fired for the last time before action. 

Maj.-Gen. Pearkes On Compulsory Training: Ottawa, February 15 (CP) -- The military 
spokesman for the 43-man official Progressive Conservative_opposition in the 
House of Commons yesterday declared his opposition to proposals for com-
pulsory military training in Canada's reserve forces. 

Maj.-Gen. G.R. Pearkes, V.C., in a carefully-worded speech, said he 
tak- es that stand because he thinks compulsory training will serve only to 
retard  the development of the active forces and "lull the people into a 
false sense of security." 

A wartime commander an Canada's Pacific coast, Gen. Pearkes now 
represents the British Columbia riding of Nanaimo. He won rounds of  applause 
from Liberal and C.C.F. members FS  well  as those of his awn party as he 
made his points. 

He was speaking on a motion, sponsored by the 10-man Social Credit 
party, calling for compulsory reserve training of young Canadians for home 
defence. It was introduced Tuesday night in the Debate on the Address in 

(- Reply to the Speech from the Throne. \-f 
He did think, he said, that the Government should launch national 

registration of Canada's manpower. 

(over) 



Civil Defence Conference: Montreal, February 15 (Cr) -- Federal and provincial 
Government heads will meet February 23 to discuss mutual civil defence 
problems, it was learned last night following a meeting of Maj..,Gen. F.F. 
rorthineton, federal Co-ordinator of Civil Defence, and members of the 
Executive and Advisory Board of the Canadian Federation of Mayors and 
Municipalities. 

The General's talk with the Mayors and representatives of 23 Canadian 
municipalities was an "off-the-record"  one, but it was learned he indicated 
February 23 as the date of the meeting for federal-provincial talks on the 
matter. It ras not known if the meeting would be in Ottawa. 

The Board drafted a memorandum on Civil Defence following opening 
sessions of the two-day meeting here and concluded by saying that no Cana-
dian centre is adequately and properly defended despite the "feeling among 

• 

	

	informed national leaders that war is neither inminentror inevitable and 
that it could come at sny time." 

Says Senators Arbitrators, Judges: Ottawa, February 14 (Cr) -- Veteran Senator 
John T. Haig said today he opposes any sweeping reform of the Senate. 

The Upper Chamber had been shaped to hold Canadian Confederation 
together and had done the job well. 

The 73-year-old Progressive Conservative Leader from Manitoba told 
fellow Senators that they no longer were politicans. As Senators they 
were arbitrators or judges of the Legislation which streamed from the 
elected House of Gommons. Any suggestion of an elected Senate would 
upset this independence. 

Rush Steep Rock  Development: Ottawa, February 14 (Gazette) -- Development of 
the vast iron ore resources in the Quebec-Labrador region and in the Steep 
Rock area about 150 miles west of Port Arthur is being rushed by the 
federal Government for strategic as well as commercial purposes. 

Mffe are taking steps to accelerate production in both areas," the 
Minister of Trade and Commerce, Er. Howe, stated tonight, but the_Minister 
declined to go into detail. It is learned, however, that measures already 
taken will shorten the period before production in the Labrador area 
begins by at least one year, while provision for more rapid development 
work at Steep Rock will hasten the output of ore from that field. 	. 

Across Canada:  The Quebec Legislature yesterday by a 71-6 vote asked that a 
"public and impartial inquiry" be held into the Duplessis Bridge disaster 
at Three Rivers January 21 in which four persons died....The decoration 
of the French Legion of Honour was placed yesterday in the coffin of 
Dr. Fe/. Routley, National Commissioner of the Canadian Red Cross, who 
died Monday. Dr. Routley had been scheduled to receive the award, given 
by the French Government for outstanding military or civil works, rext 
spring....Three major and some smaller newsprint mills in the northern , 
Quebec-Lake St. John district of Quebec may be forced to shut their 
mills "within a dav . or two" unless more railway boxcars are made available 
for newsprint transportation, a spokesman for the Consolidated  Pater  
Corporation Ltd., one of the three big suppliers in the area, said 
yesterday... The R.C.A.F. is offering commissioned rank to ex-service 
pilots and navigators under 35 years of age, it has been announced by . 
Air Force Headquarters. The former age limit for aircrew enlistees was 
under 30. 
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Militarv Training Debate: Ottawa, February 15 (CP) -- Two Progressive Conservative 
members today in the House of  Gommons disagreed with their party's view on 
the contentious issue of compulsory military training in Canada's reserve 
forces. 

First Douglas Harkness (PC--Calgary East), wartime artillery lieutenant-
colonel, and then Howard Green (PC--:Vancouver Quadra), a veteran of the First 
World War, announced support of a motion calling for compulsory training in 
the reserve forces for home defence. 

They disagreed with the military spokesman of their 43-man party--Maj.- 
Gen. G.R. Pearkes, V.C. (PC--Nanaimo) -- who said yesterday he could not 
approve the motion, sponsored by the 10-man Social Credit party. 

Mr. Green said it was better to argue the question dispassionately now 
than with heat and bitterness later after war had started. 

Despite the impending danger of war there was no adequate preparedness 
in Canada and would not be until the Government announced a clearcut plan for 
use of manpower. The voluntary system of enlistment was discredited across 

• the country because of its unfairness in the last war. 
The Government's record on manpower and reinforcements in that war was 

• not such as to inspire confidence in the people and much of the durrent 
emphasis on voluntary enlistment was political in purpose. 

The forces were having trouble getting men and he doubted that defence 
production would get enough. It was obvious that some form of selective 
service for both would be necessary if Canada was to arm quickly. 

Parliamentarians View Sabre Jet: Montreal, February 16 (Gazette) -- Second in 
a series of parliamentary tours through Montreal's vast Canadair , 
aircraft building plant was held yesterday when a party of some 75 members 
of Parliament and government officials got first hand glimpses of the new 
model F-86E Sabre fighter from production line and assembly stages to actual 
flight. 

Heading the party were Gen. A. G. L. McNaughton, Chairman of the Canadian 
Section of the International Joint Defence Board, and Maj.-Gen. F.F. Worthington, 
Canada's Civil Defence Co-ordinator. 

For both men, it was their first view of the sleek air machine in action. 
Dressed in its regular turnover colour to the R.C.A.F., the silver-winged 
Sabre, piloted by Flt.-Lt. Terry Evans of Ottawa, a member of the Air Force's 
Experimental and Proving Establishment, was sent through its paces. 

International Trade Exceeds $6 Billion: Ottawa February 15 (CP) -- Canada's 
internation trade in 1950 rolled past the i6„000,000,000 mark for the first 
time in history. 

Buying and selling increased by about $500,000,000 to $6,331,300,000 
from $5,783,700,000 in 1949, the Bureau of Statistic3 said today. Biggest 
stride was a half-billion-dollar gain in exports to the United States. 

Exports to all countries totalled $3,157,100,000, a gain of about $100,- 
000,000 from $3,022,500,000 in 1949. Imports, reaching an all-time peak, 
touched $3,174,300,000, an increase of about $400„000,000, from $2,761,200,000 
the previous year. 

This splurge in purchases cut Canada's usual surpluses in trade to a 
$17,200,000 deficit -- first since 1931, start of the world economic depression. 

(over) 



But donditions have changed vastly since then, said the Bureau. The 
deficit in 1931 was sparked by low prices and shrinking markets; last year's 
deficit -- relatively small When compared with the huge over..all trade -- 
was caused principally by the great demand for goods in Canada. 

Main feature of the year's trade, added the Bureau, was the expansion it, 
in exports to the U.S. Shipments rose 34 per cent to $2,050,000,000 from 
41,524,000,000. Imports from the US. also were higher but not to the same 
extent. Boosted nine per cent, they climbed to $2,130,500,000 from  $1,951,-
900,000. 

Urges "Law For Protection Of Peace:"  Ottawa, February 15 -- The "Canadi4n Peace 
Congress" has asked Parliament to follow the example of Communist regimes 
behind the Iron Curtain and pass a "law for the protection of peace." 

The Congress, a group headed by Dr. J.G. Endicott, has tendered draft 
legislation which is being studied by Government officials. 

There is one major difference between the law proposed here and that 
adopted in Communist states. The maximum penalty for war-mongering here would 
not be death, as provided in the Iron Curtain laws of the same name. The 
Congress suggests that terms of imprisonment ranging from 30 days to five 
years, and fines of from $100 to $5,000 should prove ample. 

Increase Pavments For Cobalt:  Ottawa, February 15 (CP) -- The Minister of Trade 
and Commerce, Mr. Howe, today announced that the Government will increase 
payments for cobalt by 50 cents a pound to boost production of this strategic 
metal. 

Cobalt, in scarce supply, is a metal used extensively in Canada's defence 
programme for the production of jet engines and blades and electrical equipmee 

Across Canada:  Senator Arthur Roebuck,  CL-Ontario)  warned against any "monkeying 
or tinkering" with the set-up of Canada's Senate and urged withdrawal of a 
motion sponsored by his leader for reformation....Without a dissenting voice, 
the Legislative Assembly of Quebec, yesterday agreed to a Government measure 
to enable Quebec to make an agreement with the Federal Povernment under which, 
based on declarations made by Premier Duplessis, persons over the age of 70 
years will receive a pension without means test, the cost to be entirely borne 
by Ottawa, and persons between 65 and 70 to receive a pension, with means test, 
the cost to be borne half by the province and half by the Federal Government.... 
Hourly pay and weekly wages in leading Canadian manufacturing industries hit 
all-time highs at December 1, the Bureau of Statistics reported yesterday. 
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Throne Speech Debate Ends:  Ottawa, February 16 (cp) -- The Commons, defeating two 
opposition motions of non-confidence in the_Government, today voted 146 to 15 1 
against a demand for compulsory military training in Canada's reserve forces 
for home defence. 

- The Progressive Conservatives split on the vote. 	, 
The compulsory training proposal wus contained in à non...confidence  notion 

sponsored by the Social Credit Party, made up of 10 members from constituencies 
in Alberta. 

They were supported in the vote by four Progressive Conservatives and one 
independent -- Howard Green (PC--Vancouver-Quadra); H.H. Hatfield  (PC..-Victoria-
Canton); Douglas Harkness (PC--Calgary East); Joseph Harris  (PC--Toronto■ 

Danforth), and J.L. Gibson (Ind.--Comox-Alberni).  
War veteran members supporting the motion included Mr. Green, Mr. Harkness, 

C.E. Johnson (SC--Bow River); F.D. Shaw (SC--Red Deer); Victor Queleh (SC.-- 
Acadia); Robert Fair (SC--Battle River) and Roy Thomas (SC--Wetaskiwin). 

George Drew, Progressive Conservative Leader, who earlier spoke egalnsethe 
motion, other Progressive Conservatives, members of the C.C.F. and a number of 
independents voted with the Liberals against the proposal. _ 

Opponents of the motion argued it would not solve Canada's problem, this 
country has not facilities or equipment to handle hundreds of thousands in the 
reserve forces, and that the Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent has indicated 
compulsory training for service anywhere will be instituted should need arise. 

After disposing of the Social Credit motion; members voted 115 to 46 
against a Progressive Conservative motion of non-confidence in the Government. 
It charged the Government with failing to provide leadership, failing to.raise 
the forces necessary to defend the country and carry out  international obliga-
tions, and failing to take steps to deal with inflation and the high cost of 
living. 

The C.C.F. and most Social Crediters voted with the Progressive Con-
servatives. 

Mr. Gardiner To London:  Ottawa, February 18 (CP) -- The Canadian Government has 
sent the Minister of Agriculture,  Mr. Gardiner, to London in another effort 
to obtain financial reinbursement fran Britain for the post-war sale of 
wheat to the United Kingdom at below-world prices. 

Agriculture Department sources said discussions in London likely will 
decide whether western farmers will get a small or large final payment under, 
the five-year 1945-50 Canadian Mheat Board pool. 

Mr. Gardiner left suddenly by air Saturday. There was no announcement 
of his departure. It is understood he has arrived in London. , 

In meetings with United Kingdom officials he also_is expected to obtain 
-clarification on what Britain wants frau Canada in the way of future,food 
supplies Ln view ,  of British stockpiling and a deepening world crisis. 

iOan Curtailment Heralded:  Ottawa, February 16 (cp) -- Officials said today 
chartered banks likely will announce within a week a general aim of reducing 
the volume of loans to curb credit buying and the inflation threat. 



- 2 

An intimation of this mas given by the Minister of Finance, Mr. Abbott, 
when he said in the Commons today he expects Canadian banks will announce a 
change in their lending policies shortly. He mas answering J.M. Macdonnell 
(PC--Toronto-Greenwood). 

Decision to reduce the lending volume follows unprecedented borrowing 
from Canadian banks. In 1950 public loans of $2,651,000,000 were  at an all- II' 
time high, increase of about $500,000,000 over $2,174,000,000 in 1949. 

Mayors Meet Cabinet:  Ottawa, February 16 (CP) -- Canadian mayors today  met with 
the Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, and his Cabinet to appeal for financial 
help for hard-pressed municipalities. 

Mayor Horace Boivin of Granby, President of the Canadian Federation of 
Mayors and Municipalities, said later that Mr. St. Laurent recognized the 
need for assistance. 

In the hour-long conference, some 25 delegates discussed with the 
Cabinet the question of housing, represented by the Mayors as one of the 
crucial issues in Canadian municipal affairs. The housing problem formed 
part of a lengthy brief presented to the Government. 

The Minister of Resources and Development, Mr. Winters, promised to 
do his best to see no harm was done by restrictions to projects already 
under way. 

The Federation pointed out the need for federal guidance in Civil 
Defence and the financing problems involved. 

It asked for removal of the eight-per cent federal sales tax an equip-
ment purchased by municipalities. 

National Registration  Mooted: Ottawa, February 16 (Gazette) -- The federal 
Cabinet is studying plans for a type of national registration which could 
be put into effect within two months, it was learned tonight. 

The project is in the earliest study stage, and the Government does 
not plan to submit it to the recently-established National Advisory 
Committee on Manpower for the present. It is also certain the Government 
will not engage in any premature public discussion of the matter. 	- 

There are indications the form of registration under study differs 
in nany respects from that of the last war. 

Appeal To Privy Council:  Ottawa, February 16 (cp) -- The Government is going 
to try to get the Privy Council to overthrow a Supreme Court of Canada 
ruling that it did not have power to authorize Canadian Mheat Board 
seizure of oats and barley in 1947. 

Stakes in the case are millions of dollars in potential profits for 
traders in coarse grains, impounded by the Board at law, frozen prices 
and resold to traders at higher prices when decontrolled. 

The Minister of Justice, Mr.  Gars on,  announced the government action 
to the Commons today, declaring it was prompted by the Government's 
policy there should be no °fortuitous" profits to traders in commercial 
commodities as direct result of decontrol. 

Across Canada:  Prince Edward Island is getting smaller, Premier J. Walter Jones 
said in Halifax Saturday. He explained to a meeting of the P.E.I. Club 
that erosion is eating away the coastline because the forests have been cut.... 
Influenza, which has closed schools across Ontario, made itself felt in the 
Legislature last Friday when the House rose after a brief sitting. Illness 
of two Cabinet members--Labour Minister Charles Daley and Welfare Minister 

Goodfellaw--mho were to pilot key legislation on the order paper, left 
the House with nothing to do after 90 minutes. Seven legislators in the 
90-aeat House were listed as ill....The Minister of Fisheries, Mr. Mayhew, 

- said on Friday that Canada and the United States are jointly considering 
haw to guarantee protection of Pacific Coast fisheries in any peace treaty 

, 	with Japan....The Defence Departnent said on February 16 that it will soon 
issue a booklet telling Cnnadians haw to build air raid shelters in their 
basements at estinated cost of $50 to $150. 
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Colombo Plan Contribution:  Ottawa, February 19 (Journal) -- The Department of 
External Affairs said today that the Canadian Government has agreed to 
contribute $25,000,000 to the first year of the six-year Commonwealth Colombo 
Plan to assist South and Southeast Asia countries. 

Canada has undertaken no obligations beyond the first year. 
David Johnson, Canadian Delegate to a Colombo, Ceylon, meeting of the 

Consultative Committee on economic development in the Asiatic area, an-•

nounced the Canadian contribution to the plan which is estimated to cost 
$5,604,000,000 over six years. 	 1. 

"The Canadian Government has now decided it is Tailing to contribute 
$25,000,000 to the first year of the Colombo Plan, provided it is clear other 
contributing countries will be making appropriate contributions so that the 
broad objectives of the Colombo Plan can be realized", Mr. Johnson said. 

Orders Reurn of Boxcars To Canada: Ottawa, February 20 (CP) -- In Parliament 
yesterday: The Minister of Transport, Mr.  Chevrier,  announced that railway 
boxcars on United States lines must be returned to Canada. 

The House of Commons voted 98 to 42 against a private member's bill 
suggesting a parliamentary committee to study the cigaret problem. 

Members expressed various views on expanding educational facilities. 
Senator J. W. de B.Farris, said he OppOSed rerorm of the,epper Chamber. 

1.000.000 Gift To Presbyterian Church:  Ottawa, February 19 (CP) -- The Pres-
byterian Church in Canada has received a gift of $1,000,000 to be used for 
the benefit of clergymen in all parts of the country. 

The donation was announced at a Presbytery luncheon at St. Andrew's 
Church here today by Rev. F. Scott Mackenzie of Montreal, moderator of the 
general assembly. He said the donor was "a layman of the Presbyterian Church 
in Canada who desires to remain anonymous." 

However, the Toronto Telegram reported the man who has pledged himself 
to give $1,000,000 during the next 10 years is Senator Norman Paterson, 68, 
of Fort William. 

The Liberal Senator, a wealthy grain merchant and shipowner, declined 
to confirm or deny this. He refused to accept calls at  bis office in the 
Senate or to see a reporter. Callers were told simply: "Senator Paterson 
does not wish to make a statement." 

Re-Open Former Airfields: Ottawa, February 19 (CP) -- Canada will re-open a 
number of former airfields in the Prairie Provinces as one step in expanding 
training facilities for Canadian and Atlantic-pact countries. 

This was disclosed today in a parliamentary return tabled in reply to 
questions by Ross Thatcher (CCF--Moose Jaw). 	 • 

Ïf 

	

	
It said the locations of the fields "are still under examination." 

Possible number was not mentioned. 
The Government reply said the decision had been taken to re-open some 

fields and disposals and dismantling of hangars and other buildings had been 
stopped. 

*4  Frost Promises Early Action On Pensions:  Toronto, February 19 (OP) 	Premier 
Frost today promised his Government will seek to implement the proposed 
federal-provincial pensions plan "at the earliest possible moment." 

(over) 



The Premier set a target date of next January 1 for the plan to go 
into effect and told the Legislature he would call it into special session, 
if necessary, to carry out the Province's part of pension legislation. 

He said Ontario's only objection to the proposed constitutional amend-
ment, which must be agreed to by all Provinces before legislation for a 
federal pension without means test to all at 70 can be passed, was as to 
the form. "We want . to  be sure that it carries out our intention. Obviously 
the jurisdiction is to be concurrent--in other words, both Parliaments should 
have jurisdiction to deal with the matter." 

Eurore's Belief In Democracy: Montreal, February 20 (Gazette) -- "Believe in the 
- democratic idea in Europe," the Canadian Club of Montreal was urged yesterday 

by Dr. Armin Meili, member of the Swiss National Council. 
Addressing the Clubls luncheon meeting at the Windsor Hotel e -he reviewed 

current European trends, from which he  ha  s concluded that-"the belief in 
democracy is deeply rooted in the majority of EUropeans, and a progressive 
strengthening of Christian ideals is observable." 

B.C. Hosrital Insurance Problem: Victoria, B.C., February 19 (ci') -- A multi-
million dollar problem faces the British.Columbia Legislature, 'Which opens 
its 1951 session tomorrow. - 

A new method of financing the compulsory hospital insurance icheme must 
be found. - 

After two years of operation, deficits range betmeen $7,000,000 and 
$8,000,000, and premium payments will have to be:raised or a new system Of 

- 	financing approved by the Legislature. 

Canada Orens World Hockey Rounds March 10: Zurich, Switzerland, February 19 (Reuten 
-- The International Ice Hockey Federation yesterday released the schedule for 
the world amateur championship in Paris March 9-17. The 13 competing countries 
are divided into two sections. 

The top bracket is filled by Canada, the United States, Britain, Sweden, 
Norway, Switzerland and Finland. 

The second is: Austria, Yugoslavia, France, Italy, Belgium and Holland. 
The Federation also decided that in event of a first-place tie, a play-

off will be held March 18. The winner is decided on a goals-for-and-against 
average. 

Canada, which is represented by the Lethbridge, Alta., Maple Leafs, will 
open defence of its world title when it plays against Finland March 10. 

Across Canada: Llaj4-Gen. Charles Philip Fenwick, C.B., C.B.E., M.C., E.D., of 
Montreal, a former Director-General of the Canadian Army's medical services, 
has been appointed honorary colonel commandant of the Royal Canadian Army 
Medical Corps....Grants totalling more than $437,000 for medical research 
in various universities and hospitals have been awarded this year by the 
National Research Council....The Minister of National Revenue, Dr. McCann, 
said yesterday that the Canadian Automobile Chamber of Commerce made 
representations to the Government seeking reimposition of dumping duties 
against British motor cars....Commodore George R. (Gus) Miles, 02.E., 
commanding officer of the Royal Canadian Naval Barracks at ESeimetlt, died 
yesterday at the commodore's residence. He was 49. 
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Government Seeks Emergency Powers: Ottawa, February 20 (Cr)  -- The Prime Mlnister, 
Mr. St. Laurent, said tonight that the Governmentls_new emergency powers 
legislation will give it authority to re-establish federal rent controls, due 
to expire April 30. 

He made the statement in a brief questioning period before he introduced 
the legislation almost at the close of the Commons' night sitting. 

Under questioning, the Prime Minister said the Government also would have 
power under the bill to undertake national registration. 

He emphasized, though, that the bill, while providing wide economic 
pawers -to the  Government, would leave with Parliament the power to veto any 
order made by the Cabinet under its provisions. 

It would not be the policy of the Government, he said, to nake any "major" 
change in policies already announced without going before Parliament and_ 	. 
obtaining approval of these changes in a constitutional manner. 	 - 

The policy already announced by the Government is that it does not plan 
comprehensive price, rent, wage or manpawer compulsion at this stage. It is 
seeking powers on a stand-by basis. 

Under  the  new legislation, Mr. St. Laurent said, all orders made by 
Cabinet will be placed before Parliament. If Parliament takes no action an 
them, they  romain in force. If Parliament votes them down, they become in-

, effective. 
Under the emergency legislation of the Second %rid War, Parliament did 

• net have these powers. 

Mr. St.  Laurent On  Controls: Ottawa, February 20 (Cr)  -- The Prime Minister, Mr. 
St. Laurent, told a labour delegation today the Government is sure that if 
it decides price controls are necessary, the Canadian people will go along. 

Labour spokesmen presenting a brief calling for new price controls and 
retention of rent controls quoted the Prime Minister as saying that and also: 

1. The Government firmly intends to allay federal rent controls to 
lapse April 30 as scheduled but would step back into that field later if the 
situation appeared to warrant it. 

2. The Government welcomes labour's offer, in its briof, to consider 
wage "stabilization" if general price and production controls are put into 
effect. 

3. The Government in close touch with the price situation, also is 
studying the report of its 1948 Royal Commission on Prices. 

Manpower Council's First Meeting:  Ottawa,  February 20 (Cr) -- The newly-created 
National Advisory Council on Manpower, informed by the Government it isn't 
going to be a "rubber-stamp" body, buckled down today to its job of helping 
beat the labour shortage. 

The 28-member Council, set up early this month, Ileld its first meeting 
in the Parliament Buildings and spent 2-A- hours drafting plans for enabling 
it to get at the task of advising the Government haw best to utilize Canada's 
manpower -- and womanpower -- resources. Canada's working force has been _ 
placed at more than 5,000,000 persons. 

The Minister of Labour, Mr. Gregg, started the Council off by saying 
that it is not to be "an advisory body to rubber-stamp things that have 
already been decided on." The Government was going to take its work very 
seriously. 

(over) 
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National  Holiday Dates Debated:  Ottawa, February 20 (CP) -- Parliamentarians 
tonight debated a proposal to change the date of the official celebration 
of Victoria Day and Dominion Day. Some were serious, other humorous. 
Everything ended inconclusively.- 

Members gave second reading--approval in principle—to a bill of 
John L. MacDougall (L—Vancouver Burrard) that would provide for celebra-
tion of the holidays an Mondays rather than on whatever dayu  May 24 and 
July I happen to fall. 

Debate bogged  don on details. The discussion was not concluded in 
the one-hour devoted to measures sponsored by private members and will be 
resumed later in the session. 

Civil Defence Talks:  Ottawa, February 20 (CP) -- Canadian and American civil 
defence leaders will meet here tomorrow to  cive a shot in the arm to 
lagging plans for joint preparedness. 

The two countries established three months ago a panel of experts 
to lay the groundwork for the closest possible co-operation in preparing 
civilian populations for air raids. 

While both countries have been busy with their awn preparations, the 
joint group hasn't yet  met..  It is believed that tomorrow's meeting will 
see that the effort starts into high gear. 

It will be followed Friday by a meeting of Canadian federal and 
provincial civil defence authorities with the division of financial 
responsibilities as the main subject for discussion. 

Aeross  Canada:  Twenty-one rubber companies lost another round yesterday in 
their fight to prevent the federal Government from prosecuting them 

- under the Combines Investigation Act. The Ontario Appeal Court rejected 
the companies' request for an injunction to prohibit the Government  front  
acting on a report of the combines investigntor....Canadian labour moved 
today to consolidate its striking power on issues of common concern to 
the country's more than 1,000,000 unionized workers. Four central bodies 
representing virtually all of Canada's union members decided to set up a 
joint continuing committee to deal with common problems as they arise.... 
The British Columbia Government had a revenue surplus of 83,319,736 for 
the year ending March 31 e  1950, Finance Minister Herbert Anscomb reported 
to the Legislature....Labour income reached an all-time-monthly peak 
during November, rising 1.4 per cent over the previous high in October 
and 10.9 per cent over November, 1949, the Bureau of Statistics reported 
yesterday....The Minister of Trade and Commerce, Hz-.  Howe, said yesterday 
that the Government is considering ordering a reduction in the production 
of passenger cars to curb civilian demands an steel. 
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Special  Force Ordered To Eorea:  Ottawa, February 21 (CP) -- Canada will shortly send 
a full brigade of 6,000 to 7,000 men into action in Korea under the United 
Nations flag. 	 , 

The Minister of National Defence, Mr. Claxton, made the announcement 
tonight to an applauding House of Commons. 

He said the Unified Command of the United Nations asked Canada yesterday 
whether the 25th Infantry Brigade -- the core of the Army's Special Force -- 
was fully trained and, if so, whether it could be sent to Korea. 

Cabinet agreed today that the 2nd battalions of the Royal Canadian 
Regiment and the Royal 22nd Regiment and supporting armm "should shortly 
proceed to Korea and join the 2nd Battalion of the Princess Patricia's Canp-
dian Light Infantry." 

Battalions of the three regiments fought together in the First Division 
in the Second World War. 

At Fort Lewis, Wash., training base for the Special Force, Brig. J.M. 
(Rocky) Rockingham told his men between 5,000 and 6,000 of them will leave for 
Korea soon, and said the units involved have been advised to be prepared te 
move in two weeks. 

Canadian Aid For India, Pakistan: Ottawa, February 21 (CP) -- Canada today an-
nounced her intention of providing free wheat for India's hungry millions and 
other aid for Pakistan. The action drew warm praise from officiald-of-both 
countries. 	 , 

The Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, told the 
Commons the aid will be financed out of the $25,000,000 Canada is planning 
to contribute in the first year of the six-year Colombo Plan to help South 
and Southeast Asia fight Communism through economic development. 

P.K. Banerjee, acting High Commissioner for India, said the announce-
ment was a "great gesture and illustrative of democracy in action." - --- 

Mohammed Ali, High Commissioner for Pakistan, said the move wes "very 
generous and very good." It would help Pakistan get urgently-needed raw 
materials and machinery from Canada. 

Canada-U.S. Civil Defence Agreement: Ottawa, February .  21 (CP) -- Canadian and 
American civil defence chiefs announced today they have reached agreement 
on joint civil defence activities. 

A statement issued after a four-hour meeting in the Parliament Buildings 
said agreement was reached "on all points to ensure complete co-operation on 
all matters regarding civil defence information, research, planning, organi-
zation and training." 

It added that "as far as possible the object of this co-operation will 
be to ensure that civil defence activities will be carried on between Canada 
and the U.S. as if there were no border." 

Officials said the agreement will lay the basis for co-operation by 
such places as Windsor and Detroit, Vancouver and Seattle as well as 
Provinces and states; for steady exchange of information and views; for 
interchange of officers for schools and staff jobs. 

It will be placed before both Governments and probably formally placed 
in effect within the neXt week or so. 

(over) 
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Manpower Council's Proposals:  Ottawa, February 21 (Cr) -- A series of moves for 
whipping the threatened labour shortage in defence industry was proposed 
-today try the new National Advisory Council -tom-Manpower, and a major one was 

' promptly accepted. 	 • 
This was a proposal to set up a priority system within the National 

Employment Service whereby job-hunters emuld be steered into essential 
industry, on a voluntary basis. 

The recently-created council, informed at its first meeting that over-
all manpower needs for the armed services and industry may call for an 
additional 150,000  ta 200,000 persons by the end of 1951,  also made these 
recommendations: 

1. The Government should make an "immediate and comprehensive" study 
of all aspects of the question of national registration. 

2. The Government should explore the possibility of helping to trans-
port unemployed into areas where there are jobs. This might be done with 
the co-operation of the Provinces and employers. 

3. An examination should be made of the feasibility of locating 
industry near sources of available labour. This might be practicable in 
same cases. 

4. Study of various training programmes designed to provide skilled 
workers for industry and the armed forces. 

5. Measures to increase enrolment in apprenticeship training plans 
sponsored by the Department of Labour and the Provinces. 

Record Budget Heralded In Alberta:  Edmonton, February 21 (cp) -- The Alberta 
Legislature, opening its 1951 session tomorrow, is expected to make the 
Province's taxpayers happier than they have been for years. 

Advance indications are that they will reap big benefits fron what is 
forecast unofficially as a multi-million dollar "share the wsalteprogramme. 

The Government is expected to bring down a record budget in the 
neighbourhood of $100,000,000 for the oil-rich Province. Last year the 
Social Credit Administration brought in a $74,000,000 budget. 

National  Registration Mooted: Ottawa, February 21 (Gazette) -- Work will start 
almost at once on the drafting of a national registration form; it lIns learncd 
tonight. 

This draft is expected to be submitted to the National Advisory Council 
on : anpower at its next meeting. The meeting will be held in camera, unlike 
the inaugural session yesterday which was open to the press. 

Aeross Canada: Brig. John (Rocky) Rockingham Commander of Canada's Special 
Force, says at Fort Lewis, Mhshington, ";e're getting information from 
Korea which is helping us guide our training." Sane 1,400 members of the 
10,000-man force now are under-going live machinegun, mortar and artillery 
fire in exercise "Ignes Bellum."....Quebec Legislaive Assembly yesterday 
considered a motion by Robert Lévesque (Lib.--Gaspé North) calling an the. 
Provincial Government to halt erosion in St. Lawrence coastal areas.... 
Government legislation to provide a new type of local option vote in Ontario 
was introduced in the Legislature yesterday by Provincial Secretary Whlsh. 
Mr. Welsh said it will provide for a vote on the question of the opening 
of liquor outlets in municipalities which now are legally wet but have no 
outlets....A bill incorporating a pipeline company to build a 2,200-mile 
natural gas pipeline from Alberta to serve most major cities as far east 
as Montreal, was approved yesterday by the Senate's Transportation and 
Communications Committee. 
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Discussion On Forces For Europe:  Ottawa, February 22 (CP) -- The Prime Minister, 
Mr. St. Laurent hinted today at possible establishment of,new "special 
(military) formations." 	 „ 

He was answering in the House of Commons a question by George Drew, 
Progressive Conservative Leader, who  asked what the Government proposes to 
do to raise Army forces to send to Europe now that the Special Force's 25th 
Brigade is being posted to Korea. 

Mr. St. Laurent said he had nothing to say beyond what has already 
been said by the Government. However, he closed his statement by saying 
that "when decisions about special formations have bêen arrived at by the 
Government they will be communicated to Parliament." 

The Minister of National Defence, Mr. Claxton,_announced yesterday that 
the 25th Brigade will go  to Korea. Canada has also promised ta field a 
brigade in Europe and it was originally intended that it should be the 25th. 

Mr. St. Laurent's statement today fortifies reports that the brigade's 
3,000 to 4,000 reinforcements being left in Canada will be used as the , 
nucleus--of a new brigade to be built up for European service. 

Banks To Curtail Lending:  Ottawa, February 22 (CP) -- Canada's 10 chartered 
banks have agreed to cut down on lending to curb a threat of inflation, the 
Bank of Canada announced tonight in a statement. 

- A eeneral tightening on loans will be the policy henceforth, with three 
specific means of credit restriction enforced. 

They are: 
1. Exdept in the case of small credits, banks will refrain fran 

making "term loans," that is, loans considered "long term," or running 
more than a year. Most of the banks' lending business is done on a 
short-term basis. Banks also will refrain from buying corporation bonds 
and stock which run for a term of a year or more. 

' 	2. When a corporation or person borrows money from the bank to buy 
corporation securities, twice the value of the security must be put up 
as security. In other words, an investor will be able to borrow only 
$5G from the bank on a $100 security. Previously he could borrow $67. 
Stock brokerage firms agreed to follow a sinilar policy, effective.February 
16 last. 

3. Generally, borrowers must put up higher margins when borrowing 
on the security of so-called "instalment finance paper." This covers such 
items as notes signed by an individual in purchasing a car or refrigerator 
on the instalment plan. 

To Produce Tungsten In  B.C.:  Ottawa, February 23 (CP) -- In Parliament yesterday: 
The Minister cf Trade and Commerce, Mr. Howe, said that the Government has 
bought back part of the Emerald mine properties in British Columbia to 
produce tungsten. 

The Minister of National Health and Mêlfare, Mr.  Martin,  said that the 
Canadian constitution limits federal assistance to education. 

The House of Commons voted 112 to 45 against a motion asking the 
Government to grant additional money for education. 

Senator A.K. Hugessen suggested Senators should retire at 75. 

(over) 
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Ambassador Of Greece (Release No.  10,  Feb.  22):  The Department of External 
Affairs announced on February 22 that  Ur, Nicola4 A. Anissas presented 
an that date to His Excellency the Governor General at Government House 
his Letter of Credence as Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary 
of Greece to Canada. 

The Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, was present. 
Mr. H.F. Feaver, Head of Protocol Division, presented Mr. Anissas to  Bis 	t* 

EXcellency the Governor General. Mr. Steve G. Rockanas, Secretary at,the 
Greek Embassy, accompanied the Ambassador. 

Canada-Australia-New Zealand Steamship Service: The Minister of Transport, Mr. 
Chevrier, announced on February 22 that  the  Canada-Australia-New Zealand 
steamship service provided by the R.M.S. "AORLNGI" is to be resumed under 
a one-year subsidy provided by the three Commonwealth countries. This 
joint subsidy will cover operating deficits of the vessel up ta $400,000 
in maintaining this trans-Pacific service. Canada will provide two-thirds 
of the subsidy and the Governments of Australia and New Zealand will 
contribute the remaining third. 

Discussions have been held with the Governments of Australia and New 
Zealand and it was only on February 22 that final confirmation of their 
decision to participate in the one-year subsidy plan for this service had 
been received. 

To Produce New Types Of Army Vehicles In Canada: Ottawa, Febrmary 22 (Cr)  -- 
Three new types of Army vehicles for Canadian and American fighting 
forces will be produced in Canada soon, official quarters said today. 

,Most of the problems standing in the way of this latest joint 
Canada-United States defence production effort have been ironed out, 
officials said. 

Orders running initially between $15,000,000 and $30,000,000 likely 
will be placed in three Ontario plants at Oshawa and  Windsor and likely 
will put the squeeze on civilian car production. 

Current planning is to use existing facilities and not to erect any 
new government-financed car plants, the informants added. 

■■■ 

National Registration Rumour: Ottawa, February 22 (Cr) -- Government depart-
ments are studying the problems of national registration, to have the 
decks cleared when and if it comes, informed sources said todny. 

Cabinet has not reached a, decision an whether it is to be put into 
effect, these quarters said, but it has launched an investigation of all 
the angles connected with such a survey. 

The outcome of the survey will help the Government decide whether 
there is to be a national registration, and when and haw one would be 
conducted. 

Exercise "Sun Dog Two":  Churchill, Manitoba, February 22 (Cr) -- Rouchly 100 
soldiers parachuted to the Arctic barrens in 30-belaw-zero weather today 
to launch the climactic phase of Canada's main northern exercise for this 
winter. 

The purpose of the manoeuvre, dubbed Exercise Sun Dog Two, is to test 
men equipment and tactics in a role that is considered a likely role for 
the Army if war cames -- finding and eliminating small bodies of enemy 
troops in the trackless wastes of the Arctic. 

Across Canada: Television programmes are being transmitted from Buffalo, N.Y., 
to Toronto over an experimental micro-wave radio system with 140-foot 
tawers and radio relay apparatus at Fotithill e  Ontario, and Milton, Ontario. 
The direct route across Lake Ontario, 58 miles, is too long fora single 
radio link....Harold Winch, CCF Opposition Leader, yesterday in the British 
Columbia Legislature has demanded an investigation of the hospital in-
surance scheme, the Canadian Press reports. 
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"Pats" Sustain First Casualties: On the Central Front, Korea, February 26 (CP) -- 
The Princess patricias Canadian Light Infantry have_suffered their first 
casualties of the Korean campaign. 1  

(The cable announcing the casualties, filed at 8 p.m. Friday and received 
Sunday, apparently mas delayed by censorship.) 

The casualties, which occurred when two Canadian companies hit firmly-
dug-in Chinese positions, were surprigingly light in view of the enemy's 
perfect deployment commanding mountain approaches and the ground covered by 
the Canadians in their assault. 

Seven Possible Bomb Targets In Canada: Ottawa, February 23 (CP) -- The House of 
Commons was told today that seven targets in Canada might attract an atomic 
bomb attack in the event of another war. 

The Minister of Trade and Commerce, Mr. Howe, said that is the view of 
military experts. He declined to  naine the targets. 

"I would hesitate to say very much about planning an economy that would 
be at its best against an atomic bomb attack," he said. "Atomic bombs are 
tremendously expensive. There are only a few of them, and not likely to be 
too many. 

"It is the view of military experts that it would take a very glittering 
target to attract an attack by an atomic bomb. They believe if atomic bombs 
were to be used in warfare there are about seven targets in Canada that 
might possibly attract them. 

"Haw to disperse industries against that sort of threat is a problem. 
The industry itself might form another target no matter where it was located. 

"I do not know where you could put a big plant that would make it safe 
from air attack by atomic bombs." 

He doubled if atomic bombs would be used simply to kill the civilian 
-population. 

Mr. Howe spoke an a resolution to a bill establishing a new Department 
of Defence Production. The resolution was adopted and the bill wag introduced 
and read a first time. 

Civil Defence Arrangements: Ottawa, February 23 (CP) -- The federal Government 
is taking financial responsibility for 14 aspects of civil defence, it was 
announced tonight after the second federal-provincial conference on civil 
defence. 

A statement issued after the meeting said the federal Government also 
will give consideration to further proposals put forward by the Provinces 
for federal responsibility in meeting the costs. 

Earlier, the meeting heard an announcement that the Minister of National 
Health and Welfare, Mr. Martin, is becoming boss of the federal Government's 
section of the civilian defence organization, taking over from the Defence 
Department. 

Tonight's announcement on the meeting--largely confined to financial 
matters--said the federal Government was taking responsibility on these 
counts among others: 

1. Allocation of officers of the armed forces to work with provincial 
authorities to ensure co-oppration. 

2. Warning systems in co-operation with provincial and local authorities. 
3. Provision of special equipment in connection with atamic-bacteriological-

chemical defence. 

(over) 
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10   Months' Budgetary Surplus $548,700,000:  Ottawa, February 23 (CP) 	with two 
months to go in the fiscal year, the federal Government's budgetary surplus 
reached $548,700,000 at the end of January, the Minister of Finance, Mr. 
Abbott, announced today. 	 - 

Despite a surge in defence spending, the accumulated surplus for the 
first 10 months of the fiscal year was almost exactly $200,000,000 more than 
at the saine  time last year. The Government had a budget surplus of $131,- e), 
000,000 in that year. 

This year, the accounts at January 31 showed revenues of $2,380,100,000 
and expenditures of $1,831,400,000. The revenue was up by $307,800,000, 
while the expenditure was higher by $170,500,000--not counting special nonr 
recurring 1949 expenses in connection with Newfoundland'confederation. 

Much the greatest part of the increased spending was accounted for by 
defence work, which was up by $151,500,000 over  the previous year. 

January Recruiting Figures Up:  Ottawa, February 23 (cp) -- Canada's recruiting 
drive gained new ground in January when 3,296 men donned uniforms in the 

• Army._Navy and Air Force ,  
Defence Headquarters, releasing these figures, said theywere the 

highest monthly totals since September last when a major drive was put on 
to build up the Special Service Brigade. 

January's total compares with 1,526 in December, 1,592 in November 
and 1,633 in October. Recruiting last September totalled 5,000. 

Today's estimate brought Canada's active force to 64,237--about half -
the 115,000 Canada needs in the next three years. 

Record-Shattering Buying:  Ottawa, February 23  (ci') -- Canada continued a record-
shattering buying splurge from other countries in January, making for 
mnother deficit in foreign trade. 

A preliminary estimate by the Bureau of Statistics today showed 
exports of $288,800,000 failed to keep pace with imports of $327,500,000, 
resulting in an unfavourable balance of $38,700,000. 

Comparing these estimates with those for January, a year ago, the 
Bureau said exports climbed $65,000,000, but imports gained by $115,600,000. 
In January, last year, Canada showed a small surplus of $1,900,000. 

Mr. Gardiner's London Talks: London, February 23  (ci')  -- The Minister of Agriculture, 
Mr. Gardiner, today made it plain that he has been unable to persuade the 
British Government that Prairie farmers are entitled to any price adjustment 
under the four-year Anglo-Canadian wheat contract. 

Obviously disappointed, Mr. Gardiner told a press conference after four 
daym of negotiations with British officials that Britain doesn't feel herself 
under obligation to make any new payments. 

Across Canada: The Minister of Trade and Commerce, Mr. Howe, indicated in the 
House of Commons that establishment of a new defence production department 
will mean a return of $1-a-year-men to Ottawa...Canada's huge defence 
build-up was reflected in announcement on February 23 by the Canadian 
Commercial Corporation that it had let a total of $7,324,585 worth of 
contracts for everything from furniture to airplane parts and parachutes 
in the period February 1 to February 14....Premier Frost disclosed in Toronto 
that Ontario had sought a broad plan for relief of unemployable workmen in 
place of the federal-provincial plan for pensions with means test approved 
at the last federal-provincial conference. 
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External Affairs 1950 Report Tabled:  Ottawa, February 26 (cp) -- Canada issued 
today a dossier of disappointed hopes--a report an 1950 activities in the 
tense sphere of international politics. 

The Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, presented his 
'departmental report to Parliament. It reviews Canada's increaaing inter-
national role in a world hoping for peace but preparing! for war. In a fore-
word, Mr. Pearson said: 

"The year ends in crises and disappointed hopes. But that should be no 
reason for despair or for slackening of effort. Rather it should call forth 
from all Canadians the energies and sacrifices which will be needed if we 
are to be successful in building a world where peace will be secure...." 

The report emphasizes the importance of Germany by saying that to,a 
large extent Germany holds the key to the re-establishment of normal condi-
tions throughout Europe. It goes on to review efforts to overcome French 
fears of German participation in a European integrated army under General 
Eisenhower. 

Of Germany's eastern zone, it refers to a process of sovietization 
being carried on there through fixed elections and trade pacts with Soviet 
satellite countries. Canada's policy there, remains one of seeking to 
avoid any action which might be construed as according any measure of 
recognition to the "so called government by the democratic Republic of 
Germany." 

"It treats the 'Government' merely as a subordinate agency of the 
Soviet control commission," says the report. 

The report notes a general deterioration of relations between the 
West and Soviet satellites during 1950 and this involved Canada more 
directly than ever. There were diplomatic tiff's with Poland and with 
Czechoslovakia. 

In contrast to Cominform countries, however, the report saym Yugo-
slavia showed an increasing willingness to approach mutual problems in a 
co-operative way. 

Supports Idea or Free %rid Federal Union: Ottawa, February 27 (CP) -- The 
Canadian Government supports the idea of a federal union ofthe free 
world, the Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, said 
last night. 

But the Government believes that any effort to bring about a federation 
of the free countries at this time would lead to confusion, misunderstanding 
and possibly to disunity. 

He  spoke in the House of Commons on a resolution sponsored by Alistair 
Stewart (CCF--Winnipeg North) utich asked the Government to support the 
calling of a convention that would discuss the possibility of federal union 
among the seven original members of the North Atlantic Treaty.... 

The resolution said the seven countries could decide at the convention 
whether they wished to admit other democracies. 

Mr. Stewart withdrew the resolution after Mr. Pearson had spoken. The 
Minister said he hoped the natter  would not be put to a vote in case there 
might be misinterpretation of any division of opinion. 

(over) 
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"Pats 1 " Wounds Mostly Slight:  Ch the Central Front, Korea, February 26 (CP) --
Most of the Canadians who were wounded in_the bitter fighting last week 
near Sogu  =are expected ta return to action soon. 

The easualties, first suffered by the Princess Patricia's Canadian 
Light Infantry in Korea, were mainly- due to Chinese grenades_rather than 
small-arms fire and•most of-the wounds inflicted were not sufficiently 
serious -to prevent the Tien from rejaining- their unit. 

U.K. To Discuss Cheese Purchases:  Montreal, February 27 (CP) -- The Minister of 
.Agriculture, Mr. Gardiner, said yesterday his series of talks with food 
officials in the United Kingdom were "friendly and useful" and that Britain 
WaS interested in purchasing quantities of Canadian cheese. 

He said plans were being discussed by.Hritain to send a delegationito 
Canada by-the end of the dairy year, April 30, to discuss cheese purchases. 

Mr. Howe On Price Controls:  Toronto, February 27 (Globe) -- Price controls will 
be imposed only when the Government is satisfied they will serve _a helpful 
and not a harmful purpose in combatting inflation, the Minister of Trade 
and Commerce, Mr. Howe, told a combined meeting of the Canadian and.eapire 
Clubs at the Royal York yesterday. 

Addressing an overflow meeting, the man who directed Canada's war 
production effort in the Second Worldllar, and who is preparing to do the 
job again if necessary, told his audience: "My awn experience leads me 
to believe that the Canadian people will not_stand for the regimentation 
by controls administered by the vast bureaucracy required for the purpose, 
except under conditions of all-out war. 

*It seems to me," Mr. Howe said, "that some better system of accom-
plishing this can be devised other than an uverall price freeze, and my 
officers are analyzing various alternatives with that thought in mind." 

Across Canada:  Premier Frost said yesterday he hopes to bring down Ontario's 
budget for the coming fiscal year a week from today--March 6....Gordan_ 
D. Conant yesterday submitted his resignation as Senior Master  of the 
Ontario Supreme Court to Attorney-General Dana Porter of Cntario. He said 
he plans to resume private lew practice in Oshawa....Thirty-two senior 
officers of the three Canadian services, the R.A.F. and the United States 
Air Force left yesterday by -air an a two-week tour of army installations 
in %stern Canada and Alaska...lives, sweethearts, relatives and friends 
waved-and shouted  "bon voyage" yeziterday as the cruiser Ontario sailed 
from her Esquimalt base for a three-month  15,000-mile  cruise to the South 
Pacific. 
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Mr. Howe Tells U.S. Of Canada's Preparedness Effort:  Chicago, February 27  (ci') -- 
Canada's Minister of Trade and Commerce, Mr. Howe, said tonight Canada will 
shoulder her full burden in the current anergency without expecting free gifts 
from the United States. 

Though the United States has 12 times the population and 18 times the 
productive strength,Canada has never asked the U.S. for gifts nor will she 
do so now, Mr. Howe told the Chicago Commercial Club. 

ITe expect to carry a fair share of the sacrifices and costs of col- 
lective defence. On a per capita basis, we shall probably carry more than 
many of our allies." 

He said he came to Chicago to talk about the Canadian war effort for it 
seemed clear to him there had to be frank and full discussion of what Canada 
is doing in view of what some of his American friends and American publications 
are saying. 

"Some of you may think that me Canadians are touchy, too ready to resent 
the suggestion that we are doing less than our duty in this time of peril. 
That may be so, but I doubt it. What I KM concerned about is that my American 
friends should have a clear explanation of the Canadian position." 

He lashed out nt "insane ambitions of the Kremlin" which were causing 
such a "colossal waste of human and material resources," touched briefly on 
the thorny question of compulsory training in Canada and intimated that when 
need arises Canada will not be found wanting, either in quantity or quality 
-of fighting men. 

"Pats" In Lively Duel In Korea: On the West-Central  Front, Korea, February 28 
(CP) -- Canadian troops in Korea maintained a lively exchange  of  fire with 
deeply - entrenched Chinese Communist forces opposite them Tuesday. 

The shooting was a continuation of the two-day battle by the Princess 
Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry to scale high ground above Sogu, stubbornly 
defenced by the Reds. 

Canadian For General Eisenhower's Staff:  Ottawa, February 27 (cp) -- Canada's 
intention to fulfil her offer to send ground forces to Europe,was underlined 
today by appointment of a lieutenant-colonel as a staff officer at General 
Eisenhower's Supreme Headquarters in France. He is French-born Allen L. 
Brady, 34, formerly of Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario. Appointment of an R.C.A.F. 
officer to a similar type of post will be announced shortly. Canada's con-
tribution of an 11-squadron air division involving about 7,000 men, in time, 
will be this country's main share in European defence. 

Announce Contracts Of $13,000,000:  Ottawa, February 27  (ci') -- The Government 
gave its first details today of the big defence projects construction 
programme being launched in Canada, including the building of new and 
improved barrack blocks at most sea, air and army bases. 

In a statement by the Government's Crown agency--the Defence Construc-
tion Limited--contracts of almost $13,000,000 were announced, including one 
for construction at Whitehorse, Yukon, on the important Northwest Staging 
Route. 

Largest of the contracts—one for $1,646,000--went to Bird Construction 
Ltd., Lethbridge, Alta., for barrack blocks and messes at Camp Shilo, Man., 
big artillery and paratroop training centre. 

(over) 
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Foreign Exchange  Board Order:  Ottawa, February 28 (CP) -- The Foreign Exchange 
Control Board yesterday announced virtual elimination of wartime restriction/ 

 hampering international trade in long-terni  government securities. 
The liberalization move applies to all Canadian Government domestic 

securities, other than those due or callable within three years. 

Extend Farm Loans Legislation:  Ottawa, February 28 (CP) -- Canadian farmers 
have borrœred more  than $170,000,000 under provisions of the Farm Loans 
Improvement Act since the legislation was passed in 1944. 

James Sinclair, Parliamentary Assistant to the Minister of Finance, 
Mr. Abbott, said last night in the House of Cannons that 85 per cent of 
the loans have been used to purchase agricultural implements. 

He spoke in sponsoring a resolution to a government bill extending 
the act for three years from March 1, 1951. 	 , 

s  Study New Gas Masks Against Death Gas: Ottawa, February 27 (CP) -- Canada is 
studying new types of respirators or gas masks and other equipment for 
Canadians to combat a largely odorless and invisible poison gas the Russians 
have in large quantities. 

Officials, commenting on reports that Danish scientists_have started 
a research programme to find a remedy for what they called the "sneaking 
death" gas, said Canada has been studying its potentialities and uses for 
some time. 

It is known here as the "nerve gas" because it can swiftly destroy 
the nerves and bring death. It would be quite possible for victims to be 
stricken before they were aware anything had happened. 

Mr. Macdonald Special Ambassador (Release No.  11, February 27):  The Department 
of External Affairs announced on February 27 that Mr. J. Scott Macdonald, 
Canadian Ambassador to Brazil, had been appointed Special Ambassador of 
Canada at the inauguration of His Excellency Andres Martinez Trueba as 
President of the Republic of Uruguay. 

Mr. Macdonald presented his credentials on February 27 to outgoing 
President Luis Batlle Berres at the Government House in Montevideo. On 
February 28 he transmitted to President Martinez Trueba a message from 
the Prime Minister extending congratulations to the new Head of State 
and friendly greetings to the people of Uruguay from the people of Canada. 

600,000,000 Tons Of Iron Ore Blocked Out:  Quebec, February 27 (CP) -- Premier 
Duplessis today told the Quebec Legislative Assembly that 600,000,000 tons 
of iron ore have been blocked out in the adjoining territories of Ungava 
and Labrador. 

The National Union Government leader said development of north- 
eastern Quebec's iron mines is considered a matter of urgency sin -view 
of the international situation. 

The iron mining industry and construction of a railway from Sept Iles, 
prospective port for ore shipment, into the North Shore interior will open 
up the entire 300,000 square-mile area. - 

Premier Duplessis said that for the present the Government does not 
plan any new Ungava concessions. 

Across Canada: A bill to enable large high-pressure natural gas pipelines to 
gain right-of-way across farmlands to carry imported gas to markets mms 
introduced in the Ontario Legislature yesterday. Large quantities of 
natural gas from Texas are expected to be freed for export to Ontario 
later this year. Other natural gas mould be piped in from Western Canada...• 
The Edmonton Journal says in a newspage story it has"learned that Trans-
Mountain Oil Pipeline Company has decided on the Yellowhead Pass route for a 
projected oil pipeline from Edmonton to the Pacific Coast....The Commons 
declined-to act last night on a private member's bill aimed at outlawing 
the Communist Party. Members shawed no disposition to debate the bill 
after its passage had been urged by Wilfrid Lacroix (L.--Quebec-eontmorencY), 
and the Government obtained an adjournment of the debate to let the Minister 
of Justice, Mr. Gerson, explain its attitude later. 
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Ground And Air ,Forces For Europe: Ottawa, February 28  (ci') -- The Prime Mlnister, 
Mr• St. Laurent, said tonight Parliament will be asked to empower the Govern- 

. ment to send both ground and air forces to buttress General Eisenhower's . 
integrated command. He said they will assure Europeans .  "that mm will stand 
completely with them if the mnrst comes." 

His statement was the first public indication by ,Cabinet since announce-

-Pent that the 25th Brigade is going to Korea that the plan to send troops to 
-Europe too remains unchanged. - 

The Prime Minister, in an address prepared for delivery to the National 
Liberal Federation Advisory Council, said he is more sold than ever on the 
Atlantic Pact "as an absolutely indispensable instrument for the preservation 

- of peace." 
He said, in a quiet word to Washington, that patience and forethought 

-. are two of the most needed qualities today and added that policies to meet 
the wnrld crisis must be capable of facing up to changes mhich could literally 
come overnight. 

Patience was especially needed on this continent. In both Canada and the 
e.s., the natural reaction to problems mus to act quickly "but the only quick 
-solution 	. wnuld be war and it is going to take a lot of patience to 
solve our problems without mar." 

. 	Forethought, cool examination of all aspects of each question, mes 
essential too. Nothing was easier than ta ,assume that because there mas 
some resemblance between the circumstances of today  and of 1939 the same 
eourse of action was called for. 
. 	Mr. St. Laurent warned that inflation and Canada's defence programme gre 
going to•bring about "some reduction" in Canadian consumption of goods and 
in living standards. _ 

At the same time, he reported that the high cost of living is causing 
the Government "very real anxiety," but reaffirmed its stand that aver-all 
price controls mnuld not be "really effective" at this stage of the - fight_ 
against inflation. . 

"We wish it were otherwise and it may become otherwise," he said of 
price controls. 	 • 

"... We are keeping our minds free and ready to adapt our policies to 

any new and changing conditions." 

Canadians Capture Two Key Hills: West-Central Front, Korea, February 28 (cp) 
The Tatricias today captured Hill 419 in a bloodless three-hour assault. 

A Reuters dispatch , frcm the front reported that Canadian troops took_ 
two key hills, important strong points in the Chinese Communist defence 
systen, flanking Hill 614 which mus captured by Australians yesterday. 

(Reuters said that as a result of the Canadian-Australian advance, 
the Commonwealth Brigade held a commanding ridge line within striking -
distance of the main Communist lateral supply route in the mmst-central 
sector.) • 

Reorganizing atop the hill that for five days had baffled an assault 
by two Canadian companies, the Patricias looked back and saw why. 

Its height commanded every approach, its defences left no gully, ridge 
or slope leading upwards uncovered. And at least two enemy battalions hele 
it. 

(over) 
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Care Of Canadian Casualties:  Ottawa, February 28 (CP) -- Army headquarters said 
today it has not . been notified of any plan to_fly Canadian casualties from 
Korea to Canada this week-end or later. 

A spokesman, commenting an Vancouver reports that the first wounded 
are expected there this week-end, said a check with headquarters branches 
which would be affected showed that no word has reached here. 

He said it is logical that in time severe Canadian casualties will be 
brought back to Canada for treatment and that some of them will be flown. 
However, there was no sign that this is about to start. 

Publication of the first Canadian casualty lists from the Korean front 
is expected in a week or so. Notices to next-of-kin now are going out. 

Key Production  Posts  Filled:  Ottawa, February 28 (CP) -- More dollar-a-year men 
were appointed to key defence production posts today as the Minister of 
Trade and Commerce, Mr. Howe, completed a draft of plans to provide a 
mountain of equipment under Canada's three-year 45,000,000,000 defence 
programme. 

Crawford Gordon Jr., Toronto industrialist, was named Production Co-
ordinator to direct aircraft, shipbuilding, vehicles, electronics, guns 
and ammunition production. Mr. Gordon is President of English Electric 
Co. of Canada, St. Catharines, Ontario, and executive vice-president of 
the John Inglis Co., Toronto. 

Henry. J. Sissons, Toronto member of Ontario Hydro-Electric Power 
Commission,  will  head a priorities division to give defence projects top 
rating on scarce materials. 

Both veterans  of the  wartime Munitions Department, the officials  will  
take up duties with the Trade Department, then shift to the new .  Defence 
Production Department when it is given final Parliamentary approval. 

Navy Attachés For Europe: Ottawa, February 28 (cp) -- The Navy announced today 
that for the first time it is sending naval Attachés to capitals on the 
European Continent. 

Canada has had naval Attachés at Mhshington and London for some years 
and they operate there as members of the Canadian Joint Military Staffs 
which represent all three services. 

The new appointments, effective tamorraw, will establish R.C.N. 
Attachés with Canadian diplomatic missions in the Netherlands and Sweden. 
To the Hague goes Cmdr. Frances J.D. Pemberton, 46, of Victoria and to 
Stockholm goes Lt.-Cmdr. E.C. St. John Green, 41, of Canning, N.S.,and 
Halifax. 

Urges Retirement Fund For Parliamentarians:  Ottawa, February 28 (Globe) -- 
Establishment of a contributory retirement fund for members of the_Commons 
and the Senate was urged in the Upper House today by Senator Robert 
Gladstone, 68, of Guelph. 

He thought a retirement scheme was necessary to enable Parliament to 
keep up its standards and discharge its functions and also believed it 
would solve many of the problems which prompted other Senators to demand 
changes in the method of making appointments to the Senate. 

Across Canada:  Canada's Indians extended the hand of peace to the Government 
yesterday in an historical pow-wow called by Big Chief  Walter  Harris to 
air secretly and quietly, new legislation designed to give the_Indians 
greater freedam....A new reciprocal agreement between Canada and the 
United States has simplified arrangements for pilots of private and non-
scheduled Canadian planes to fly across the border and vice-versa.... 
Attorney-General Gordon Mismerof British Columbia moved to outlaw fan tan 
gambling in Vancouver Chinese Social Clubs....Premier Frost of Ontario, 
yesterday called on Ottawa to relinquish its liquor taxation and let the 
Provinces have the whole revenue. 
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Debate On Control Powers: Ottawa, March 1 (CP) -- The Prime Minister, Mr. St. 
Laurent, said today he believes it would be "very presumptuous" for anyone 
to predict at this time the future course of the world. 

It would be more satisfactory to the federal Government, he said, if 
it could state what control powers would be needed during the present 
emergency. 

"But that isn't the -kind of world we are living in," he said. 
Mr. St. Laurent spoke in the HOuse of Commons after George Drew, Pro-

gressive Conservative leader, criticized the Government for seeking "wide 
open, undefined" powers in a bill now before Parliament. 

Mr. Drew said the bill, giving the Government powers to impose price, 
wage and other controls, left Parliament in the position where it could not 
even guess what the Government has in mind. 

Mr. St. Laurent said the legislation contains some powers the Government 
probably may never use. He could notfoms,r-e the Government taking any major 
step without consulting Parliament. But he believed the Government should 
have the power to act quickly should the need arise. 

"At the moment," said the Prime Minister," there is nothing in the mind 
of the Government that could be disclosed as something that will be done." 

Mr. Drew had pictured the Government using the législation  to suspend the 
constitution for as long as the emergency lasted, said Mr. St. Laurent. But 
if the Opposition Leader-had read the legislation he would have noted that the 
legislation will expire May 31, 19520 

Mr. Drew jumped to his feet and asked if Mr. St. Laurent would give an 
undertaking that the legislation would not be extended. 

Mr. St. Laurent said he would give no undertaking whatsoever. But he 
could say that Parliament and not the Government would have to make an 
extension. 

Mr. Drew asked if Parliament would know any more in 1952 about Government 
plans than it does now. 

"I hope Parliament knows as much as the Government about the future of 
this world," replied Mr. St. Laurent. "It would be presumptuous for anyone to 
say 'this is going to be the course for any length of time." 

Senate Curtails Life Of Bill:  Ottawa, March 1 (CP) -- The Senate used its power 
today to whack two years off the life of a bill which would have extended wide 
governmental powers over imports and exports until 1956. 

The change was made in the Senate's Banking and Commerce Committee, mainly 
at the request of Senator Thomas Crerar (L--Manitoba) who said he was opposed 
to extending the Government wide powers for long periods to the detriment of 
Parliament. If the Government found it still needed the power in 1954, it 
could get parliamentary approval again. 

The Senate later confirmed the change and gave the bill third reading. 
It now goes back to the Commons for approval. 

The bill, besides extending controls over imports and exports, broadens 
the list of goods so controlled and the countries to which they might be ?grit 
so as to guard against strategic materials falling into the hands of unfriendly 
countries. 

High Commissioner In Australia:(Release No , 12, March 1) -- The Department of 
External Affairs announced on March 1 the transfer of C. Fraser Elliott, C.M.G., 
K.C., to be High Commissioner for Canada in Australia in succession to Major-
General L.R. Lafleche, who returned to Canada on sick leave some months ago. 

(over) 
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Leon Mayrand, now Assistant Under-Secretary of State for Eaternal 
Affairs, will succeed Mr. Elliott as Canadian Ambassador to Chile. 

Two Ottawa Soldiers Killed In Korea: Ottawa, March 1 (CP) -- Two young Ottawa 
district soldiers have died while fighting with Canadian troops in Korea, 
their families were informed today. 

Mr. and Mrs. Dominic O'Brien of nearby Billings Bridge were notified_ 
that their son, Pte. Kenneth O'Brien, 19, had been killed in action February 
23, and Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Colbourne have received word their son, Pte. Thomas 
Colbourne, 23, has died of wounds somewhere in Korea. 

Both were members of the Second Battalion of the Princess Patricia's 
Canadian Light Infantry which last week went into battle lines. 

Officials at Army Headquarters decline to say whether the two Ottawa 
soldiers are the first men killed since the Patricia's went into action 

Gas Pipeline Routes To West Coast:  Ottawa, March 1 (CP) -- Alberta Natural Gas 
Company has proposed two alternative routes for natural gas pipelines between 
Alberta and the Pacific Coast, the Board of Transport Commissioners announced 
today. 

The company previously had submitted four alternative routes. The two 
now proposed were filed with the board following a board order that pipeline . 
companies may not offer more than two routes, one an "al].-Canadian" line and 
the other going through the United States. 

May Flv Battle Casualties Home:  Ottawa, March 2 (CP) -- Canadian airmen are expect-
ed to fly Canadian battle casualties from Korea home from Japan. Canadian  nurses 
will probably make the trips with them. 

However, Defence Headquarters said yesterday it has not yet received word 
that the first movement of Canadian battle casualties by air to this continent 
is imminent. 

It is expected that RCAF North Stars on the trans-Pacific route will be 
used to fly the Canadians. If the numbers become considerable when the whole 
25th Brigade goes into action, some of the casualties will probably be brought 
home by ship. 

Quebec Surplus $2.420,000: Quebec, March 1 (GAZETTE) -- Hon. Onesime Gagnon, 
Provincial Treasurer, delivering his seventh annual Budget Speech in the 
Legislative Assembly today told the province that for the year to end March 
31, 1951 he will have an overall surplus of $2,420,000. This is on 10 months 
results of this  fiscal  year and an estimate of the two final months of the year. 

The Revenues, with the reserve as to the last two months, will total 
$231,985,000, ordinary expenditure will be $176,123,000, public debt will take 
$19,400,000, leaving a surplus over ordinary expenditure of $36,042,000. There 
is being spent this fiscal year $34,042,000 on capital account, making the over 
all surplus the $2,420,000. 

Across Canada:  The Quebec Legislative Council, provincial Upper House, approved 
yesterday with amendments designed to clarify its text, a government bill to 
establish provincial rent controls when federal controls expire....The United 
States and Canada soon will sign an agreement for co-ordination of civil 
defence, Stanley Woodward, Ambassador to Canada, said yesterday at the Rotary 
Club of New York...The Government's estimates--a curtain raiser for the tax-
raising budget to come--will be tabled in the House of Commons Monday after-
noon, it was reported yesterday. 
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Mr. St. Laurent On Hopes For Peace: Quebec, March 4 (cp) -- The Prime Minister, Mr. 
St. Laurent, said last night that if war can be avoided ror five years, the 
world can look forward to a long period of peace. 

"I think all of us feel that if we can build a structure of peace which 
will be secure for five years, we can reasonably count upon a long period of 
peace, even if it remains an uneasy peace," he said in, an address delivered 
to the Royal Architectural Institute of Canada. 

The Prime Minister spoke after an honorary fellowship in the organization 
had been conferred upon him. 

Mr. St. Laurent likened the peace efforts of the democracies to architects 
constructing a building that would have to withstand rough weather. 

"In 1951," he said, "the weather in the world is stormy and it is pretty 
certain that our structure will have to withstand a good number of tempests." 

He said that "to increase the strength of the edifice of peace, we will_ 
have to go without many of the things to which we are accustomed in so-called 
normal times." There would have to be restraint and self-discipline. 

Obtaining world peace, Mr. St. Laurent said, amounted to more than 
building up the North Atlantic Alliance to the point where communist aggres-
sion would be deterred. That was only the first stage. 

"I don't think many of us mmuld consider me had built a satisfactory 
structure for peace," he said, "if it involved the indefinite division of the 
world into two armed camps separated by an Iron Curtain." 

He said the democracies would have to work to convince the people behind 
the Iron Curtain that, unless they attacked first, they had nothing to fear. 

"That is going to take tire and patience and resolution and persistence,' 
the Prime Minister said. "But it is the only hope of attaining a really 
peaceful world in the long_run. Meanwhile, we shall have to build up and 
keep up our strength so that the prospects of successful aggression against 
us remain too poor to be attractive to the communist leaders." 

Canadians' 12-Day Campaign In Korea: West Central Sector, Korea, March 5 (Cr) -- 
The first Canadian front line action in the Korean War, which ended last, 
week, was a 12-day campaign in which they advanced eight miles against firmly.. 
entrenched Chinese opposition. , 

(....The eight-mile gain was reckoned as the craw flies. It involved 
considerably greater advances by road and over rough, hilly terrain.) 

Mhile the territorial gain was achieved primarily through Chinese 
withdrawals, the initial campaign of the Princess Patricia's Canadian Light 
Infantry demonstrated their physical toughness and ability_to "take it" under 
enemy fire. 

The Chinese defences, stoutly manned and well placed, and camouflaged 
in mountainous country similar to atrmeless version of Alberta's foothills, 
effectively stalled the Canadians' advance as long as the enemy willed. 

• But the Canadians, braving a combination of colder winds and more 
drenching rain than any Italian campaign veteran had to contend with, yet 
proved able to lock horns with the Chinese despite sodden gear, slushy 
mud and the aching cold. 

Lt.-Gen. Ridgway's Congratulations: West Central Sector, Korea, March 5 (Cr) -- 
It.-Gen. Matthew Ridgway, commander of the United States Eighth Army, has 
sent a message of congratulation to Canadian troops under his cummand after 
their baptism of fire in Korea. 

(over) 



The message to Lt.-Col. J.R. Stone, commander of the 2nd Battalion, 
Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry, read: 

"Congratulations on your.first.fight. Best wishes to you and to all , 
your command." 

Cost-of-Living Index Reaches Record 175.2: Ottawa, March 4  (Ci') -- Boosted by 
a wide range of price climbs, the official cost-of-living index increased 
by 2.7 points in January to reach a record 175.2 from 172.5. Vholesale 
prices showed even higher trends for February. 

The Bureau of Statistics Saturday reported price clinbs for meats, 
vegetables, men's wear, piece goods, footwear, furniture, floor coverings 
and house furnishings, as well as tires, tobacco and hospital rates. 

• 
Budget In Preparation: Ottawa, March 4  (ci') -- The Minister of Finance, Mr. 

Abbott, and his top financial advisers are working on the budget, the 
document that will fix the Canadian Government's rates of taxation for 
the 1951-52 fiscal year. 

Speeches by Mr. Abbott and his Cabinet colleagues have stressed that 
the size of defence expenditures contemplated over the next few years will 
necessitate an increase in taxation. They have left the impression that 
the increase will be sizable. But that is as far as they have gone.... 

It is not yet known when Mr. Abbott will present his budget. Some 
guess it will be March 20 and others in nid-April. 	 - 

Mr. Abbott told the Comnons recently he did not knaw whether the 
budget would be ready for presentation before the Commons adjourns for 
the Easter recess March 21 , 

Across Canada: Thirty RAF pilots and five navigators leave by air for Canada 
Tuesday to train with the RCAF. They will be followed by another party 
of 20 navigators who will leave for Montreal March 11, it has been 
announced from London....The 1950-51 winter has been one of the most 
sunless in the history of McGill Observatory, F. Kenneth Hare, Observatory 
Director, said in his weather report for February....D.M. Stephens, 
Deputy Minister of Resources for Manitoba, said that information available 
to the Manitoba Government up to March 1 indicates there is no serious 
threat of a flood in the Red River Valley this year....The Congress of 
Industrial Organizations has urged construction of the proposed St. 
Lawrence Seaway RS soon as possible, it is reported from Mhshington.... 
With the National Hockey League play-offs nearing, the follauing is the 
League's standing after this week-end's ganes: 

P. 	W. 	L. 	D. 	F. 	A. - Its. 

Detroit 	60 35 12 13 193 127 	83 
Toronto 	60 34 13 13 183 119 	79 
Boston 	61 20 24 17 160 169 	57 
New York 	61 18 23 20 147 171 	56 
Canadiens 	61 20 28 13 140 160 	53 
Chicago 	62 	13 39 10 153 230 	36 
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Ur.  St. Laurent On Importance Of Defence Production: Ottawa, March 5 (cp) -- The 
Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, said tonight that defence production is 
considered vital to deter aggression. 

He told the House of Commons that the $5,000,000,000 defence programme 
planned by the Government for the next three years is considered as vital as 
if the programme  had to be carried out during a war. 

The Prime Minister spoke after George Drew, Progressive Conservative 
Leader, said there was a difference in the Government's attitude toward defence 
production and toward defence forces. 

Mr. Drew said the Government was asking for wide powers to compel industry 
to undertake defence contracts. The Government was asking for the saine  powers 
as in a shooting war. But as far as the forces were concerned it was taking 
the attitude they could go ahead under more or less normal conditions. 

Mr. St. Laurent said defence production naw is considered as important as 
if a war were in progress. As for the forces, it was necessary for the moment 
to build them up to the point considered necessary to deter aggression. When 
greater forces were required then other methods would be adopted to raise' 
them. 

The discussion occurred on one section of the Government's Defence 
Production Department bill that would give the Minister power_to take over - 
a company filling a war contract. 

Mr. Heue's Broadcast Interview: Ottawa, March 5  (ci') -- The Minister of Trade and 
Commerce, Mr. Howe, said tonight in a broadcast,interview by Parliamentary 
Press Gallery correspondents that the Government, still opposed to a general 
price freeze, is considering commodity margin-of-profit control as one of 
several weapons to fight price inflation. 

Soon to be faced, too, said  Ir.  Howe, was the probability of civilian 
production-restrictions by which the same quantity of goods would be produced 
with less materials. For example, chrome might be stripped from passenger 
cars and steel from certain parts of washing machines. 	- 

Questions ranged widely over  the defence production picture. To thee,e 
Mr. Howe replied: 

1. Canada could build the St. Lawrence seaway alone. It had undertaken 
similar big projects such as the $250,000,000 iron-ore development in 
Labrador. However, it was probable that the United States would agree to 
join with Canada in its construction before the year is out. • 

2. Ford of Windsor has been asked to tool up for the production of a • 
new-type of army jeep, but the United States owners of patent rights have 
declined to make then available to Canada. 

3. The Aluminum Company of Canada is going ahead with the big aluminum 
project in Southern British Columbia. 

4. The shortage of steel was proving to be the biggest defence produc-
tion headache. This may lead to a reduction in civilian passenger-car output. 

5. The Government could not create a system of price controls without 
't,t first suspending the Combines Investigation Act. 

6. Canadians could best help the defence effort and overcome inflntion 
by refusing to buy anything unless it was an absolute essential. 

7. In defence contracts, the Government was trying to place orders in 
regions where industrial capacity is not being fully employed. 

8. He knew of no profiteering going on in Canada. In any case, it 
would be difficult to judge what actually constitutes profiteering. 

(over) 
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Recruiting Drive Showing Results: Ottawa, March 5 (CP) -- The voluntary recruiting 
system is currently providing the armed forces with new men at a pace fast 
enough to reach the 1954 target of 115,000 well ahead of schedule. 

The boom started in January with higher pay rates and a darkening world 
picture as theobief lures. The three forces got 3,300 men in that month. 
They got another 2,874 in February, it was disclosed today by figures tabled 
in the House of Commons. 

A feature is the reaction of Canadian youth to the Government's decision 
to build the R.C.A.F. into a potent fighter air force. The R.C.A.F., with 
1,321 new men in January and 1,226 in February, got more recruits in those 
two months than in the last eight months of 1950. 

Government sources say privately that if recruitiné holds up at anything . 
.like its present tempo their manpower worries,are over. 	. • . 

F-86E  Jet Production To Be 20 A Month Soon: Ottawa, March 5 (CP) -- The Canadair 
aircraft - plant-at Montreal is expected within the next few months to be . 
producing F-86E jet-propelled fighters at a rate of 20 a month, the Minister 
of Trade and Commerce, Mr. Howe, said today. 

This production rate éan be stepped up "anyWhere to - 50 planes a month,“ 
he added in the House of Commons, as soon as government-furnished property 
becomes available in larger volume and as soon as Canada starts producing 

-the engines. The F-86E now is equipped with engines - imported from the United 
States. 

Reviewing Canadian defence production, he said the CF-100, the Canadian 
Canuck fighter, is coming into production at Melton, near Toronto, with the 
expectation output there would be boosted to 20 planes a month. Be could-not 

- say just when the first plane will come off the assembly line. 	. - 	" 

Capital'Flows Into Canada At Peak Rate: Ottawa, March 5 (Globe) -- Investment . 
capital flowed into Canada at record rates last year, the Bureau of Statistics 
reported today. Sales of Canadian securities outside Canada exceeded 	. 
Canadian purchases of outside securities by 4238,400,000. That compared 
with the net sales of only 46,500,000 in 1949 and mith the previous record 
of ,4191,000,000 recorded in 1945.' 

The period covered included the wave of speculation which took place last 
summer on revaluation of -the Canadian.dollar from its former fixed discount - 
in American funds. . . 

Residents of the United States were responsible for the bulk of the 
buying of Canadian securities. They took 4546,000,000 worth against Canadian 
purchases of $290,000,000 in American securities. 

Across Canada: A full-blown blizzard whistled across Western Canada yesterdaY, - 
bringing death to,one person, paralyzing trafric in some areas and sending 
temperatures to record lows....Canada faces a tough task in attempts to - 
negotiate new financial arrangements with the United Kingdam.by.which 
Newfoundland cansell,dried salt cod to  Europe-for  sterling, informed quarters 
said yesterday, according to a Canadian Press report....The House of Commons 
yesterday approved a 12-day Easter holiday for itself, extending from:. 	. 
Wednesday, March21, to Monday, April 2. The period was -recommended by the 
Government. 
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Commons Approves Controls Bill:  Ottawa, March 6 (cp) -- The Prime Minister, Mr. St. 
Laurent, said tonight that just as quickly as the Government can "find reason—_ 
able grounds to believe in the effectiveness of any or all controls" it will 
not hesitate to impose then. 

He told the House of Commons he would not want to leave anyone with the 
impression the Government will not impose controls until "we are in something 
approaching an all-out war." 

Mr. St. Laurent spoke before members passed "on division"--without a , 
formal vote--a bill giving the Government broad powers to impose price, 

em 	
wa,57. 

and other controls when it considers th necessary. The bill now goes to the 
Senate. 

The Government, he said, during debate on third reading, will not hesitate 
.to use powers in the legislation as soon as it is convinced that any or all 
Controls will be effective in combating , inflation and high costs. 

Earlier, the Commons heard a lone Progressive Conservative member veer 
from the pronounced policy of his party. Donald Fleming (PC--Toronto-Eglinton) 
said he is not one of those asking the Government.to go "rip-roaring" ahead 
with price and wage controls. 

Over 3 Per Cent  Provincial  Sales Tax Denied:  Ottawa, March 6 (cp) The federal . 
Government, in negotiations with the Provinces on constituttonal amendments, 
has turned down a request to allow the Provinces to collect an indirect sales 
tax of more than three per cent. 

This was disclosed in the House of Cornons  today by the Prime Minister, 
Mr. St. Laurent. 

One amendment would authorize the federal Government to inaugurate a 
' system of contributory old-age pensions to provide $40 a month,to all 70 and 
over regardleàs of means. The second would allow the Provinces to move Into 
the fields of indirect taxation and collect a sales tax of up to three per 
cent of sale price of an article.  

Exports To U.S. Up 45 Per Cent In January:  Ottawa, March 6 (CP) -- Canada's 
exports to the United States climbed 43 per cent in January, pushing sales 
to $186,948,000 compared with $130,895,000 a year ago, the Bureau of 
Statistics said today. 

Domestic exports to all countries in January totalled $285,100,000, a 
29 per cent boost over $221,200,000 in January, 1950. Lumber and paper 
took the lead, sales of these items climbing to $101,300,000 compared with 
$70,200,000 last year. 

Shipments to the United Kingdom continued along 1950 patterns, dropping 
to $40,054,000 in January from $48,608,000. Biggest declines were among 
farta  product groups, with animal products, including pork, dropping to 
$2,164,000 from $15,724,000 and agricultural product groups, including wheat, 
slipping tô $15,286,000 from $21,705,000. › 

Sales to Latin America took a surprising upswing with domestic exports 
doubling to $14,043,000 from $6,866,000. 

(over) 
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Onterio•Budget Shows $1,276,000  Surplus: Torontoi March 6 (CP) -- The Ontario 
Governatentwill wind up its fiscal year March 31 with 4 $1,276,000 surplus 
after paying a new $1,500,000 grant to hospitals and putting in extra 
$14,500,000 into debt retirement funds, Premier Frost announced today. The 
surplus compares with a forecast of $166,030 a year ago.' 

'In his 12,000-word budget address to the Ontario Legislature, the 
Premier predicted a $598,000 surplus in the next year in the face of a 
general increase in subsidies and grants to municipalities and reductions 
of roughly 2-à- per cent in taxes on amusements and race track betting. 

Be included in the record-breaking $265,000,000 budget for the new 
year an item of $2,000,000 to meet the cost of a new Gavernment.  policy-- 
Trovision of free text books to children in grades I to VIII in public 
and  separate schools. 

The Budget contained no new taxes nor increase in existing rates. 

Asks Consideration  For Eastern  Farmers:  Ottawa, March 6 (cp) 	J.A. Charlton 
(PC—Brant-Wentworth) asked the Government in the House_of Commons today 
to consider the position of eastern agricultural producers whose output 
was sold below world prices to the United Kingdom. 

He mentioned eastern wheat and apple growers and cheese and hog 
producers whose products were sold under Government contract, and linked 
the request to government plans to compensate Prairie wheat growers for 
law post-war prices. 

Against Government Oil, Gas Pipelines:  Ottawa, March 6 (CP) -- An over-whelming 
majority of the House of Commons indicated tonight it is opposed to governi» 
ment construction and operation of oil or gas pipelines. Members voted 172 
to 12 against a C.C.F. proposal urging consideration be given construction 
and operation of a pipeline by a Crown corporation or a government agency. 

Across Canada: There will be no general election in Quebec in 1951, declared 
Premier Duplessis in the Legislative Assembly yesterday during the debate 
on the Budget....The third session of New Brunswick's 41st Legislature 
opened yesterday with little indication of the Gavernment's_legislative 
plens....A $2500,000 capital 'assistance grant has been approved by order- 

. - in-council to 'expand production of magnesium castings for North America's 
most powerful jet engine, the Orenda, it was reported from Ottawa by the 
Canadian Press...Nine Quebec power companies have launched an appeal 
against the Revenue Department's refusal to allow contributions for Quebec 
education as an expense deductible from federal income tax assessments.... 
As a result of the shortage of steel, the nine-member CBC Board of Governors 
will have no applications for new radio stations to consider at a meeting 
here March 15, 16 and 17. 
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Canadians In Grenade Battle: With the British Commonwealth Brigade, Korea, March 
7 (Reuters) -- Canndians and Australians today fought a bloody grenade battle 
with the Chinese after clawing their way, yard by yard, up a rugged, rocky 
ridge through a hail of machine-gun, mortar and rifle fire. 

As the light paled and snow begnn to fall tonight, they dug themselves 
in on the ridge, on the Central Front, while the Communists continued to send 
down a stream of fire from commanding positions. 

Stretcher-bearers climbed down slowly from the snowy heights with the 
dead and wounded. 

The Commonwealth attack began Rlmost 24 hours ago. Early Monday night, 
orange flashes  spurted from gun muzzles as New Zealilnd gunners began harrassing 
the front. 

By 9 p.m. the weather cleared, and in pale starlight British troops-- 
the Argyll and Middlesex battalions--stole quietly up to secure the "start" 
line. 

A few hours afterwards Canada's Princess Pats and Australian infantrymen 
moved forward.... 

Mutual Tolerance  Prime World Task, Says Mr. St.  Laurent: London, Ontario, Mnrch 
8 (CP) -- The Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, said yesterday there is 
increasing awareness "even behind the iron curtain" of the real issues at 
stake in the Easbeest struggle. 

In accepting an honorary degree of Doctor of Laws from University of 
Western Ontario, he said the so-called cold war could be more accurately 
called a war of ideas whose essence is "the stru,;gle of freedom for SUP ,- 

vival." 
Most North Americans were well aware now of the "importance of the issues 

at stake" and an increasing number of people in Europe and even behind the 
iron curtain were realizing it too. 

But the main stress in his address, prepared for delivery, was on the 
need to increase understanding and knowledge nmong the peoples of the world 
and the great help the universities could be in meeting that need. 

He referred to a summer school Western runs in Trois Pistoles, Quebec, 
to increase understanding between the two Canadian races as an example of 
the thing needed internationally. 

"To achieve a greater measure of mutual tolerance, even if it is only 
on the basis of 'live and let live' is the prime task of world statemanship," 
he said.... 

Canadians To Attend Paris Meteorological Meeting: Ottawa, March 7 (CP) -- Three 
Canadinns will take part in meetings of the International Meteorological 
Organizntion at Paris March 15, the Department of Transport announced today. 

Andrew Thomson, Dominion Meteorologist and Controller of the Department's 
meteorological division, will be principal delegate. He will be assisted by_ 
Dr. John Patterson,  former  Dominionreteorologist and O.G. Stoner of the 

((.# 	Canadian Embassy in Paris. 
The I.M.O., which dates bnck to 1873, will hold its closing meeting 

this year and a new association—the World Meteorological Organization, which 
comes within the United Nations set-up -- will be formed. 

More than 70 countries will be represented. 

(over) 
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Ontario Satisfied With Pension Proposals:  Toronto, March 7 (cp) -- The Ontario 
Government is ncompletely satisfied" with the latest proposals 13y the federal 
Government for a constitutional amendment dealing with old-age pension powers, 
Premier Frost told the Legislature today. 

. The Premier tRbled recent correspondence with the Minister pf Justice, 
Mr. Garson, containing two alternate proposals. 

Ontnrio's earlier objection, shared by Quebec and Nova Scotia, was that 
the planned change in the British North America Act might have removed the 
Province's powers to make old-age pension laws. 

Mr. Gnrson's alternative proposals, he sRid, both provided that the 
federnl Governmentmay not interfere with provincial old-age legislation. 
Adoption of either would remove the last bar to consummation of the federal- 
provincial plan for universnl pensions at 70 and pensions with the me ns 
test between 65 and 69. 

Newfoundland Genernl Assembly Opens: St. John's, Nfld., March 7 (CP) -- The 
third session of Newfoundland's 29th General Assembly got under:way today, 
with the Speech from the Throne forecasting expansion Of present industrial 
development and "the beginning of a relatively long period of expanding 
earning power for the people in general." 

P.E.I. Linbilities Increase $1,284,139: Charlottetown, March 7 (CP) -- Public 
accounts tnbled in the Provincial Legislature today by Hon.17.E. Darby, 
Previncinl Treasurer, indicated the liabilities of the Province increased 
by $1,284,139 during the lnst fiscal year, ending March 31, 1950. _Total 
revenue was given at $6,597,480 and total expenditure at $8,377,010. 

Across Canada: Dr. W.G. Blair, (PC—Lanark) told the House of Commons yesterday 
thnt many ailing Canadinns naw considered incurable, could be rehabilitated. 
He was ore of more than g dozen members to speak in support of a resolution 
urging the Government to give financial  assistance  to the handicapped who 
are unable to earn their awn livelihood....Election by acclamation of 
Quebec's Mayor "qovember 13 last was quashed yesterday by a Superior Court 
judge who ruled it was not an election official's business, but the 
Court's to decide whether a cnndidate's nomination papers were in order or 
not. New mayoralty elections were ordered for April 9 byMr. Justice 
Valmore Bienvenue...Ontario women will become eligible for jury duty 
under terns of a bill which Attorney-General Porter is expected to introduce 
in the Ontario Legislature within a few days, the Globe and Mail reports. 
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Canadians Seize Hill After Charge: West-Central Front, Korea, March 9 (CP) ...- 

Canadian troops last night sat tight an Hill_532 after a two-day battle 
described by Lt.-Col. J.R. Stone, their Commanding Officer, as "one of the 
greatest in the annals of the Princess Patricias." 

The'engagement saw the battalion make two bayonet charges up a 60-, 
degree slope covered with shoulder-height pine growth and cut by a lace-
work of enemy positions. 

The Patricias Wednesday took two spurs leading up the hill, one of 
them with a bayonet charge and close-quarters fighting. Thursday's attack 
carried them onto the hill. 

Chinese bodies counted on the ground Thursday numbered 43. More 
undoubtedly were carried away before the Chinese withdrea and, an the 
basis of. the normal ratio of killed to wounded, at least 250 enemy-must 
have-been wounded. 

Air Ambulances Stand Ready For Casualties:  Edmonton, March 8 (CP) -- Planes and 
75 personnel of the R.C.A.F.'s 435 Transport Squadron here today are on  
"stand-by" orders awaiting the first evacuation of Canadian casualties 
from Korea to the United States. 

The order was issued as preparations were completed for the squadron's 
part in the operation, dubbed "Aireve for air evacuation. 

Officials said the casualties will be flawn from Japan to McChord 
Field, Washington, by North Stars of the Air Force's 426 Squadron now 
working- in the Pacific airlift. 

As the patiente reach the U.S.,Dakotas of the Edmontonr  squadron will 
be diemitched.ta-carry them to hospital centres near their Canadian homes. 

Already, three planes have been equipped as ambulances with accommoda-
tion for 15 stretchers in each. 

Canada Denies Metals To Soviet, Satellites: Ottawa, March 8 (cp) -- Canada has 
not shipped anything of "strategic importance" to Russia_or_her satellites 
for a "long tisse," the Minister of Trade and Commerce, Mr. Hawe, said today. 

The Canadian Government, he said, has for sonie time exercised strict 
control against shipments of essential materials to countries behind the 
Iron Curtain. Metals now designated as essential and under export control 
include steel, copper, zinc, lead, nickel, aluminum, tungsten, cobalt and 
antimony. 

Mr. Howe spoke as the Commons made slow progress with clause-by-clause 
study of a bill establishing a new Department of Defence Production. 

General Crerar On Compulsory Training: Ottawa, March 8 (CP) -- The wartime 
coneander of the First Canadian Army warned today there may be little 
or no time to prepere for all-out war against Russian aggression and 
urged national compulsory military training to provide 60,000 to 70,000 
men a year. 

General H.D.G. Crerar, at a Canadian Club luncheon, said Russia holds 
the initiative through her weight of man-power. This can never be changed 
until the democracies have massive mobilization. Oceans no longer were 
effective barriers to attack. 

, 

(bver 
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To him the third war already was a "tragic fact." Korea was the 
opening battle in a "long and desperate struggle with_a sphere of action 
probably involving the greater part of the world...." 

He urged a compulsory system that would provide,60,000 to 70,000 
in training for siX months a year. They could then be posted to part- 
time reserve units for periodic training for a two-year period. Others, 
he said, probably would volunteer to join the active forces. 

Mr. H.R. MacMillan's Appointment:  Ottawa, March 8 (cp) -- H.R. MacMillan, one 
of British-Columbia's leading industrialists, has_been selected as Canada's 
representative on the North Atlantic Defence Production Board. 

Apiaointment of the 65-year-old lumber, fish and shipping business 
man, was announced by the Department of Trade and Commerce today. It places 
eaphasis on Canada's belief that she can make her best contribution to 
North Atlantic defence by armanent production. 

Canada-U.K. eheat  Deal Outlined:  Ottawa, March 8 (CP) -- The Minister of 
Agriculture, Mr. Gardiner, aired in the House of,Commons tonight a long-
standing feud with the United Kingdom Government over its refusal to 
honour obligations under the four-îear Anglo-Canadian wheat agreement. 

Bringing to the floor of the chamber the story of a rupture in 
normally-tranquil British-Canadian relations, he reported what long has 
been know outside of the House—that Britain consistently has declined 
to discuss a final settlement. 

He disclosed, too, that even if the agreement had been drafted in 
legal terms, the Canadian Government would not have considened taking 
the matter to the International Court of Justice at The Hague for decision. 

Would Accept 100,000 Immigrants:  Ottawa, March 8 (CP) -- Canada, her defence 
buildup greatlyiswelling her labour needs, is willing to take 100,000 
immigrants from countries wlth surplus populations, if transportation 
can be arranged. 

Arthur MacNamara, Deputy Minister of Labour, told the Senate's 
Immigration and Labour Committee today that the International Refugee 
Organization would be so informed at its meeting later this month in 
Geneva. 

Armas For Belgium: Montreal, March 9 (Gazette) -- A large military ceremony 
witha 75-man guard of honour and brass band, has been arranged for the 
formal handing over Monday of four shiploads of Canadian Army equipment 
to Belgium at No. 25 Central Ordinance Depot, Longue Pointe. 

Ambassadors from North Atlantic Treaty countries have been invited 
to the ceremony, which marksCanndals second arms contribution to a 
European country--each shipment consisting of enough equipment to outfit 
a full army division. 

Across Canada:  The Senate heard a suggestion today that it should use the 
wide experience of members to form special ten= for the study of the 
Legislation of the nation. The suggestion came fram 59-year-old Senator 
Cyrille Vaillancourt, a Liberal from Quebec who was called to the Upper 
Chamber in 1944. He made it as the Senate completed the third week of 
debate on the possibilities of reforming its makeup for greater effi-
ciency....Representatives of Northern Ontario and Northwestern Quebec 
gold mining municipalities will leave for Ottawa shortly to urge the 
federal Government to take immediate action in raising the price of 
gold or to grant a free market....Clamdcal colleges in the Province of 
Quebec will commence this year to get an annual subsidy of $15,000 
each, it was announced in the Assembly yesterday by Hon. Omer Coté. 
At present they get $10,000....The Canadian Red Cross will start de-
livering blood plasma to the Defence Department late this month  for 
United Nations forces in Korea. 
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The"Pats" In Korea: West Central Sector, Korea, March 11 (CP) -- The Patricias 
captured 1,900-foot Mount Kkakkun without opposition today. 

The Canadians participated in an assault on a series of hills dominated 
by Mount Kkakkun and Mount Maehwa, representing a 5,000-yard advance in thie 
sector. An Australian unit was directed against Mount Maehwa. 

A London regiment and a highlnnd battalion first took intermediate 
_objectives, setting the stage for the Canadians and Australians to move in 
an the mountain positions. 

In Lt.-Gen. Matthew Ridgway's latest push the Canadians have made a 
five-mile advance, as the crow flies, trudging 10 miles overland across 
hills and valleys in an exhausting pursuit of the Chinese. 

Today's essault yielded two Chinese prisoners, both wounded and left 
behind by the hastily retreating enemy, and placed in the custody of Ptes. 
Cyril Hoffman of North Vancouver and Tari Powell of Windsor. 

A patrol under Lieut.  Lame  Hurst of Grande Prairie, Alta., reconnoitred 
ahead of the main body today. The company led by Major Jack George of 
Edmonton, first to reach the mountain top, found a network of strong eneny 
positions laid out, but only half completed. In their hasty evacuation the 
enemy left some of their tools behind. 

Seizure of the mountein took three hours. 

Canada-U.S. Anti-Spy System: Washington, March 11 (CP) -- Canada and the United 
States have been swapping anti-spy experts in a move to tighten security, 
it ,was learned here today. 

.- J. Edgar Hoover, Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, said  
in an. interview  that his agency and the R.C.M.P. have perfected a system 
which will leave saboteurs and espionage agents no place to hide in either 
country. 

"Since 1943," he said, "the F.B.I. has had a special agent permanently 
assigned to the R.C.M.P. headquarters in Ottawa, and the R.C.M.P. has its 
representative stationed at the F.B.I. headquarters in Washington. 

He said requests for investigation go back and forth on a day-to-day 
basis. Histories of criminals also are interchanged. "A number" of 
Mounties had been graduated from the National Academy or the U.Se Bureau. 

"To the subversive  agent and evasive criminal," he said, "the broad 
area which separates the U.S. from her neighbour might appear,to be a 
door through which to flee." 

But the two agencies had "effected a system by which the law violator 
is sought out and  returned." 

Canadian Doctor Reported Arrested In China: New York, March 12 (cp) -- The New 
York Times says today in a Hong Kong dispatch that Dr. Stewart Allen of 
Montreal, Director of a Canadian mission hospital in Chungking, has been 
Arrested by the Chinese Communists on 8 charge of selling goods without 

( 	paying the Government stnmp tnx. 
Quoting missionary errivals fron Szechwan Province, the dispatch saym 

Dr. Allen was arrested in mid-December with Miss Connie Ward, an elderly 
nurse from Vancouver. They were locked in hospital roans for two weeks 
following  a trial by students on an alleged charge of mistreating a patient. 
Miss Ward was later released. 

(over) 



Subsidy Raised To Gold Mines: Ottawa, March 9  (ci') -- A new subsidy formula for 
gold  mines  was announced today by the Minister of Finance, Mr. Abbott, and 
Government officials said it will add about $3,000,000 to the 1951 aid 
previously decided on for the industry. 

The Minister told the House of Commons the Government has decided on a 
broadened formula under the Emergency Gold Mining Assistance Act as an 
alternative to letting producers sell gold in markets  where it commands a 
premium over the current fixed price of $35 an ounce in United States funds. 

To Divert Waters To St. Maurice System: Quebec, March 11 (Gazette) -- For the 
purpose of diverting waters -which now  flow  into James Bay into  the St. 
Maurice River system, and thereby providing for additional water for power 
development and control in that highway of electricity, Premier Duplessis 
Saturday tabled in the Assembly a bill regarding the Megiscane River. The 
Gouin reservoir is the source of water power control for the developments 
an the St. Maurice. 

Nova  Scotia's Curling Championship: Halifax, March 11  (ci') -- Nova Scotia's 
first Canadian curling championship in 24 years came to a brilliant climax 
Saturday.  when Don Oyler's rink from Kentville ran out an undefeated 
string of 10 straight victories. 

• 	A three-way tie for second place necessitated playoff rounds last - 
night  and British Columbia took the runner-up spot over Saskatchewan 
and Manitoba. 

The title itself was decided in the all-important 10th round Saturday 
morning. 

Canadians Win  Two In Hockey Tournament:  Paris, March 12  (ci') -- Lethbridge Maple 
Leafs have a day off today in the world hockey tournament after ringing up 
consecutive victories Saturday and Sunday to lead Sweden by a narrow goal-
average margin. 

The Canadians, defending the title won last year by Edmonton Uercurys, 
defeated Norway 8-0 Sunday while Sweden ran up an identical score against 
the United States. Canada had defeated Finland 11-1 Saturday while  the: 
Swedes were bowling Britain under, 5-1. 

Across - Canada:  A limited number of Canadian airmen are flying aboard American 
planes between Japan and Korea, Air Force headquarters said Saturday.... 
Steward J. Gregg, a brother of Milton F. Gregg, federal Minister of Labour, 
was killed Saturday when a team of horses bolted and threw him fram a sled 
in the yard of his home in Apehaqui, N.B.. He was in his early 60's.... 
It cost John Diefenbaker, M.P., $1,500 an Saturday to be admitted to the 
British Columbia Bar so he can conduct the manslaughter defence of n youth 
he has "known over the years." He was admitted in Supreme Court by Mr. 
Justice A.M.  Mans on.  
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Defence Costs Around $1,700,000,000;  Ottawa, March 12 (Cr) 	government - spending 
programme of $3,586,915,000, boosted by record peacetime defence expenditures, 
was submitted to the House of Commons today by the Minister of Finance, Mr. 
Abbott, for the coming fiscal year. 

It was $858,300,000 more than has been approved to date for .the  current 
year that ends March 31. However, the difference will be narrowed later this 
month when the Government seeks supplementary votes for 'scme large items 
of 1950-51 expense. 	 - 

Defence expenditures of around $1,700,000,000—with 81,600,000,000 for 
the Defence Department itself--boosted Mr. Abbott's 1951-52 estimates to the 
whopping total despite an over-all reduction of $35,268,000 in,all departments 
except Defence  and the  new Defence Production Department. 

The Defence Department estimates were up $837,382,000 over-the amount 
authorized to date in the current year. , 

Mr. Abbott estimated the Defence Production Department, with allied 
Crown companies, is going to cost $64,212,000 in the coming year, or which 
$50,000,000 will be capital spending to create production facilities. , The 
Department, set up just a few days ago, will have spent about $7,000,000 by 
.the end of this month.... 

In the Departments in which there were cuts, these totalled close to 
$90,000,000, with this figure pulled down to about $35,000,000 by increases 
in other non-defence departments. 

Greatest slash from this year's estimates was in the Department of 
Agriculture, whose appropriations fell from $81,805,000 to $53,131,000.... 

There were reductions of $18,721,000 in,the Public Works Depertment; 
$11,596,000 in the Resources Department; $11,383,000 in Veterans' Affairs'. 
$3,000,000 in External Affairs, $3,353,000 in the Transport Department; 
$2,307,000 in the Canadian Maritime Commission. 

Ct the increase side, there was a $9,489,000 jump  for the  National 
Research Council and the Atomic Energy Control Board -- regarded as partly,' 
defence projects; $6,789,000 for the Post Office; $ 5 , 984, 000  for the Trade 
Depertmenti $5,206,000 for the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, and $2,462,QCO 
for the Unemployment Insurance  Commission.... 	 , 	= 

Hope To Continue To Relax Exchange Control: Ottawa, March 12 (CP) -- The Minister 
of Finance, Mr. Abbott, asked the House of Commons today to extend the., 
Government's currency-control powers for another two years as a stand-by 
measure. 

The Government, he said, hopes and expects to continue  ta  relax and 
simplify exchange control restrictions. But, with  uncertain years ahead, 
it wants to retain the control powers as a  weapon in its defence  arsenal. 

Macdonnell (P.C.--Toronto Greenwood), Progressive Conservative 
finenciel critic, agreed that the troubled present-day world required some 
form of skeleton stand-by organization. But he urged that the fullpfledged 

(e Control Board now in operation be dismantled.... 
The Minister said he will not be able to bring down his 1951-5e Budget 

before the Commons adjourns March 21 for the Easter recess. 
Introducing the exchange control legislation, Mr. Abbott reviewed the 

Board's ectivities in recent years along with recent modifications in its 
relaxations. 
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• "It is the hope  and  expectation of the Govermnent," he said, "that - it.-.., 
will be possible to continue these"liberal arrangements; and our purpoeeis, 

to continue along:this pnth  of relaxationand simplification." 
But, nt the same.time,,the Government felt there were too mnny-' 

- uncertainties in the present world situation towel-rant complete abandonment 
of exchange control.. 

He welcomed the improved dollar position of the United Kingdom and 

other sterling countries  and. expressed hope they would relax restrictions 

• agninst Canndinn imports. 	 • 
He reparted thnt Canadian exports to the United States rose from 

$i3O00,000,000 tx 1947 to $1,500,000,000 in 1949 and 2,O00,000,000 in  
1950, with a consequent improvement in Canada's gold and U.S. dollar re, 
>serves. At December al last, those reserves totàiledapprox±matelyH.  
$1,700.000,000.... 

The Foreign Exchange Control Board - se:id today it has-  decided_ to- eIlow 
Cenadian taurists ta double - the amount of United States currency they . can 
take out of the Country-without:a permit....  

The  "Pats" In Korear  West Centra/ Sector, Karma, March 12 (CP) -- The.Patricias 
have been sorting themselves -  out for the last 24 hours-, resting- atoP 
foot Mount Kknkkun which they seized Sunday. - 

Capture of the mountain wee the culmination of a five-day operation 
- 

	

	which seca'the Canndinns win their first real. battles against the Chinese, 
and saknock the enemy- off balance that his front is stillwithdrawilmr« 

'Although the Patricias haven't experienCed in-Karea-a knockdawn, 
drag-out battle like that at Ortona or the assaults_on the Hitler or 
Gothic lines in the Second World.War, they've decisively -beaten at /east - 

. - two Chinese bettelions in frontal assaults- , up 60-degree-mountain  bluffs--
and in'Koren that's something. 

Their- beyonet charges last Wednesday and Thursday lip a hill; apear-' 
heading Lt.-Gen. Ridgway's offensive in the west-central sector,-represented 
the deadliest fighting anywhere in that phase of the cnmpnign. 

Bodies  of 52  Chinese—ell killed by- small. .arms fire or  grenades--were'. 
. 

	

	found  on. the  mountainside afterward. More than 2,000,000 -  rounds of 
nmmunition were abandoned by the enemy.... 

Cnnndinne Are Able To  Leave Red  China-  Ottawa, March 12 (CP) -- Canadians in 
Red China are able to  Cet out of that country, the Secretary of State for 
Externni Affairs, Mr. Pearson told the House of Commons today. 

He snid, however, that some difficulties are being put in their way. 
Mr. Pearson, questioned by Gordon Graydon (PC--Peel), said "certain' 

Cnnadinns have been detained by - the Peiping Government and Canada is- having 
British diplamnts do all that can be done for their protection.... 

Mr. Howe On Wheet Agreement Ottawa, Mnrch 12 (cp) -- The Minister of Trade and 
Cenmerce, Er. Howe, told the House of- Commons tonight that the United 
Kingdom Governeent  ha s lived up to legnI obligations under the Angle-
Cnnadinn vhent agreement and is not in default. 

Defending the contract egninst opposition criticism, he seid  lie  felt 
it  was  n good agreement nnd- one which brought Prairie wteat producers a 
higher price -- $1.83 n bushel -- through its four-yenr course than they 
would otherwise have obtnined. 

But.he did concede that it had been a "mistake" to include in the 
agreanamt such a "loosely-worded" clause ns_the "have regnrd to' clause 
ono dealing with n so-called final settlement under the agreement and the 
source of much opposition criticism of its results.... 

Across Canada:  A government measure aimed at ensüring equal pay for men and wqmen 
doing the same wcTk in any establishment wns approved by the Ontario leg-
islatnre....Col. Midhael L. Brennan, O.B.E., 46, of Ottawa Chief of Staff 
of the Army's Central Command at Winnipeg, has been named as Director 
Generftl of Army personnel at Army Headquarters....Canadinn refineries turned 
out 10 per cent more petroleum products last year than in 1949. 
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The "Pats" In Korea: Korean war dispatches this morning said that a military 
blackout imposed by the United States Eighth Army shielded movements of . 

Allied divisions in pursuit of the swiftly withdrawing Chinese and North 
Koreans. 

The only reference to the Princess Patricias was contained in the 
following excerpt: 

"In pulling back, the Chinese yielded without a fighta strategic crest 
of ridges end hills south of Hongchon. 

"The Reds pulled out so rapidly Tuesday they nbandoned pack animals 
used to haul artillery and supplies to the front. 

"Front dispatches indicated the Reds had decided not to defend 
Hongchon -- once headquarters for the Chinese 66th Army Corps. 

"Commonwealth troops, including the Princess Patricins Canadian light 
infantry, moved up to within four miles of that Red base against no resis- 
tance...." 

Suggestions To Business During Crisis: Saskatoon, March 13 (cp.) -- The Minister 
of Justice,,Mr. Carson, nppealed to businessmen today to help the federal 
Government fight inflation and  to restrain from increasing margins of 
profit in the current emergency. 

SpeRking before the National Dniry Council he called on business to 
teke these five steps  as Canada  goes through the critical emergency stage: 

1. Follow n pricing policy in the public interest. Business should 
not try to increRse mark-ups—margins of profit--"just a  little more»  to 
protect itself ngninst cost advences. This was one of the causes of.panic 
buying and boosted prices still further. 

2. Increase production and cut down on waste. This wes almost 
entirely a responsibility of business. It could not be placed at  the 
door-step of trade unions or labour. 

3. Avoid industrial and commercial hoarding. 
4. Pare non-essential capital expansion and investment to the bone. 

The Government was setting an example which business should follow. Steps 
have been taken to restrain the capital boom which this year may otherwise 
reach n peRk $4,250,000,000. Interest rates have been raised, credit 
expansion curtniled, essential materials controlled. The essential thing 
now was for business itself to exercise restraint. 

5. Cut down on non-essentinl employment. This will have the effect 
of freeing manpower for defence production. Here again the Government has 
set nn example. In the current year, the non-defence staff of the Govern-
ment hRs been reduced by 5,000. 

Canada's  Uranium Production: Ottawa, March 13 (CP) 	Cannda's capital was a 
bit surprised and taken aback today by an official Washington statement 
that the United States has moved ehead of Canada in production of uranium, 
currently the key metal for release of atomic energy. 

But the Minister of Trade and Commerce, Mr. Howe, told a reporter that 
he feels it is "a temporary situation" and thnt Canada  will move ahead 
again before too long when she gets a_new mine into production in Northern 
Saskatchewan. 

The U.S. Energy Commission snid the U.S. hns passed Canada to become 
the second largest producer of uranium in the world. 

(over) 
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Government's 35,000,000 Pounds Of Butter All Sold: Ottawa, March 13 (CP) --. The 
Government's ice box will be bnre of butter. Eager buyers, clamouring for 
supplies, have purchased all of the Government's 35,000,000 pounds in 
storage. 

The Minister or Agriculture, Mr. Gardiner, told the House of Cannons 
today that the Dairy Products Board now hns allocated remaining stocks. 
They will be distributed during the next two weeks. 

Mr. Gardiner was replying to J.A. Ross (PC,  Souris). He gave no 
intimation of what action the Government proposed for the new butter year, 
opening May 1. 

But outside the House, some agricultural officials said they under-
stood that the question of price support now is under consideration. It 
appeared possible, they said, that support might be granted at a higher 
rate than that which prevailed in 1950-51. 

Pacific Coast Pipeline Discussion  Renewed: Ottawa, March 13 (cp) -- A new 
battle over pipelines begnn in the Commons tonight. It apparently was 
the opening salvo in another long fight for "all-Canada" routes for oil 
and gns lines from Alberta. 

British Columbia members--who last year conducted a delaying action 
against gas pipelines going through the United  States on the way to the 
coast--launched the assault against a proposed line to bring oil to 
Vancouver by way of the U.S. 

They delayed approval in principle of R bill to incorporate Border 
Pipeline Corporation, which mould serve Washington and Oregon cities 
before renching Vancouver. 

Consider Women For Defence Forces: Ottawa, March 13  (ci') -- The Minister of' 
National Defence, Mr. Claxton, indicated in the House of Commons today 
that the Government still has not decided on whether women will be 

- 	recruited by the armed forces. 
He said the "question of when and the conditions under which women 

may serve in the active and reserve forces is still receiving con-
sideration." 

The Minister was answering n question by Arthur Laing (L. Vancouver 
South). 

U. Of T. Students  And Toronto Peace Council: Toronto, March 14 (CP) -- A 
meeting of the University of Toronto Peace Council was broken up 
yesterday by 60 students who charged the organization  was  Communist 
controlled. The Chairman and other members walked out, and the anti-
Communists elected new officers who pnssed 8 resolution that all council 
funds--including 50-cent membership fees--should be turned over to the 
Red Cross. 

Acress  Canada:  A current operating deficit of nearly 31,000,000 was revealed 
by information tabled in the Newfoundland Legislature yesterday in response 
to opposition questions. Premier Joseph Smallwood, who took the finance 
portfolio after former Finance  Minister Herman W. Quinton wns appointeeto 
the Senate, reported revenue of 323,475,866 against current expenditures 
of 324,373,584 for the 11 months ending February 28....Premier Frost of 
Ontario said yesterday he plans to meet Prime Minister St. Laurent to 
discuss improving the citizenship rights of Indians. The Premier raised 
the point during the Legislature's consideration of his Fair Employment 
Practices Bill to combat discrimination for colour, race or creed, which 
was approved in principle. 
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Tighten Controls On Instnlment Buying:  Ottawa, March 14 (Cr)  -- The Government, 
sharpening its fiscal wenpons Rgninst inflation, announced today a general 
tightening of controls on instnlment buying. 

The new restrictions, effective next Monday, March 19, mean instalment 
buyers must provide  a  larger down-payment and pay off the remainder in 12 
months instead of the 18-month period now allowed. 

Biggest jolt was handed to prospective motor car buyers. They will put 
down 50 per cent of the cash price—against the current one-third down-payment- , 
and will finance the remainder in 12 months. 

This applies to all motor vehicles--whether new or used--and to motor- 
cycles. Trucks are exempted. Trade-in value of the purchaser's old car can 
be used as part of the down-payment on another car. 

For all other commodities covered by consumer credit regulations—and 
that includes nearly everything the ordinary consumer buys by instalment -- 
the down-payment is boosted to one-third of cash price from one fifth. 

Exempt are books, fuel, uniforms, hearing aids and similar appliances 
for invalids, building mnterials, but not plumbing fixtures,  and  tools of 
trade such ms carpenters' tools and surgical instruments. 

The Minister of Finance, Mr. Abbott, announcing the tightened restric-
tions to the House of Commons, described them as »much stiffer." 

The Government inauflurated consumer credit controls last fall as a move 
against the rising cost of living. 

Aircraft Production Major Target:  Ottawa, March 14 (CP) -- Canada's new Defence 
Production Co-ordinator said today the country's industrial defence machine 
should be in full swing by 1952. 

Now in process of whipping the machine into shape, Crawford Gordon Jr., 
Toronto industrialist, said in en interview that he is concentrating his 
heaviest fire on aircraft production. 

This programme should be the first to near the target range. Target 
figures are a closely-guarded secret, but in some quarters it is estimated 
the Government may aim  nt  between 90 and 100 jet aircraft e month by end of 
the year. 

The country now is producing about 20 or 30 a month, mostly F-86E 
Sabres Rt Montreal. Mr. Gordon believed the Canadian CF-100 jets should 
be coming off the nssembly lines in Toronto in mounting numbers in the next 
few months. 

Hampering the aircraft programme is the lack of sufficient jet engines. 
The F-86E Sabre, en American jet, is powered with a General Electric American 
engine and Canada  still is not getting enough of them to fill her needs. 

That's one of the things Mr. Gordon is going to tackle. And probably 
in his lap, too, will be the problem of solving  a patent wrangle holding 
up jeep production nt Windsor, Ontario. 

IL  
lecruiting Drive To Be Intensified:  Ottawa, March 14 (CP) -- The Government is 

preparing to step up sharply the already-intensified drive for armed forces 
recruits in an effort to keep mnnpower needs satisfied by voluntary methods. 
It will become nearly a $4,000,000-a-year proposition. 

The estimates of Government spending in the fiscal year starting April I 
indicate the Defence Department, with Parlinment's approval will be doubling 
spending on its recruiting programme. 

(over) 
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Under the heading "films, displays, broadcast, advertising and other 
informational materials," the estimates propose to spend 83,836,000 in the 
next fiscal year compnred to el,995,000 in the yeRr ending with the end of 
this month. 

A departmental spokesmnn said this nenns recruiting is going to become 
tt $2  very big operation." 

A recruiting official estimated the tempo of the campaign, steadily 
intensified since Korea started, will be boosted between 50 to 60 per cent. 

Aero Engine  Plant For Montreal:  Ottawa, rarch 14 (CP) -- Two new plants are 
expected to be constructed soon to add power to Canada's rnpidly-expanding 
aircraft production industry. One will be in Montreal, the other in 
Toronto. 

Officials disclosed today thnt R multi-million-dollar plant will be 
estnblished in Montreal to produce Pratt and rhitney rndial piston engines 
to power the modified Harvard trainer. 

In Toronto, a blade-forging  plant  will be constructed to produce blades 
for jet turbines. It will be the first time such a plant has been estnblished 
in Canada. 

Both ventures likely will receive capital assistance from the Government. 

Warns Against Dictatorships Mhether Of Right Or Left:  Montreal, March 15 (Gazette) 
-- Rt. Hon. F.M. Forde, P.C.,  Australian High Commissioner in Canada, warned 
members of the St.  Lawrence Kiwanis Club yesterday that "democrecies are 
seriously menaced today by those who deny the existence of God and seek to 
impose blind force upon the world." 

Mr. Forde said thnt "the democracies of the world are at the crossroads" 
and stressed thnt we "must not allow ourselves to be deluded into accepting 
dictatorships whether they come from the right or from the left." 

ler. George Bookmnn's Address: Eontreal, March 15 (Gazette) -- An adjustment of 
United States financinl policy to permit purchase of Canadian and other 
foreign imports of strntegic goods at the "going price" of the selling 
country, despite the present American price freeze, rns predicted yesterday 
by George Bookman, Washington economic correspondent of Time Magazine. 

- He told the meeting of the Advertising and Sales  Executives Club of 
rontren1 that "in some cases, the U.S. Government will use subsidies for 
imports" to compensate between higher selling prices and ceiling prices 
in the United States. 

An announcement on the new policy will be issued from Washington by the 
end of this month, he said. 

Mr. Strong Consul  General In Boston (Press Release No, 13 March 15):  The Depnrt-
ment of External Affairs nnnounced today the appointment of mr. J.A. Strong 
as Consul Genernl in Boston. 

AcrosstCannda:  The Minister of Veternns Affairs, Er. Lapointe, snid yesterday 
at Hull, Quebec, thnt the Canadian Government in its defence programme, 
does not intend to "abandon anything essentinl in its long-range social - 
security  and  economic programmes," the Cnnadian Press reported....Premier 
Duplessis told the Legislature before prorogation yesterday that he hns 
rejected a new drnft by the Minister of Justice, Er. Gerson, of a proposed 
amendment to the British North America Act to provide for widened old age 
pensions, according to the Montreal Gazette....The Minister of Resources and 
Development, Mr. Winters, said the capital of the Yukon is being shifted 
from Dawson to Whitehorse....Sweden and Switzerinnd battled to n 3-3 tie 
last night to tnke over point leadership in the rbrld Hockey tournnment: 
Canada, idle yesterday, thus was shunted temporarily to second place, one 
point behind Sweden and Switzerland. All three teams were tied with three 
victories and no lossesbefore yesterdny's action. 
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Central Control Of All Transport Recommended:  •  Ottawa, March 15 (cp) 	The Royal 
Commission on Transportation today recommended a new national transportation 
policy of co-ordinating all federally-controlled carriers and a new deal 
in rail freight rates through Canada-wide equalization with the aid of a 
$7,000,000-a-year subsidy. 

Legislation based on some recommendations of the Report undoubtedly 
will be introduced at this Session of Parliament, the Prime Minister, Mr. 
St. Laurent, said in tabling the 200,000 word document. 

.The following are some of its highlights: 
A national transportation policy calling for co-ordination-of all  • 

transportagencies--railways aviation, shipping, pipe lines.:-undei federal 
Jurisdiction including perhaps interprovincial and international highway 	.• 

traffic..-,, 
General equalization of freight rates between all regions of Canada. 
A new.federai subsidy of an estimated $7,000,000 a year to help the 

cost of moving goods between East and West across thinly-settled Northern 
Ontario. 

A recapitalization plan for the government-owned Canadian:National 
Railways to give it a more stable financial structure. 	S' 

No change in the federal statute guaranteeing the West its low, fixed 
"Craw's Nest Pess" freight rates on grain and grain products. 	- 

•Modification of future freight-rate increases to lessen the impact on - 
long-haul traffic and some commodities--of particular benefit to the West 
and the Maritimes. 

" NO railway public ownership or amalgamation. . 	" •  

No federal construction of the proposed $100,000,000 Chignecto Canal 
in the Maritimes.' 

No major change in the Maritime freight rates act giving that area 
sub-normal rates. 

Extension to Prairie points of part of the benefits of law "trans-
continental" freight rates between eastern Canada and British Columbia. 

Action to speed up the disposition of railway revenue (rate-increase) 
cases, with interim increases being granted where justified. 

No change in the existiAg system of the railways and their labour 
unions negotiating their dispUtes. 

A more favourable freight-rate setup for Newfoundland (already largely 
implemented). 

National transportation policy to ensure efficient and economic 
operation of the Canadian Pacific Railway as a private enterprise. 

Greater freedom to be allowed the railweys in abandoning unproductive 
lines and making other economies.... 

Foreign Exchange Legislation Debate: Ottawa, March 15 (CP) -- The Minister of 
IL  Finance, Mr. Abbott,said today there is no way of telling how many American 

dollars spent on Marshall Aid found their way into Canada's reserves of 
foreign exchange. 

Mr. Abbott said Canada had simply required other countries to pay for 
Canadian goods with American dollars. No inquiry was made as to whether 
the dollars were obtained from Marshall Aid or sale of products in the 
United States. 

He spoke before the House of Commons gave third and final reading to a 
bill extending life of the Foreign Exchange Control Board another two years, 
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The legislation, giving the Government power to control movement of foreign 
exchange in and out of Canada,  now goes to the Senate. 

Tax Agreements Between Canada And France:  (Press Release No. 14, March 16) -- 
Agreements between Canada  and  France-for removing double taxation in the 
fields of income tax and succession duties -  were concluded in Paris today. 

- Major-General George P. Yhnier, Cnnadian Ambassador, signed on behalf of 
Canada and Mr. Alexandre Parodi, Secretery General of the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, signed for the Republic of France. - - 

Gold Mining Communities' Submissions: Ottawa, March 15 (CP) -- Representatives • 
of Ontario and Quebec gold-wmining communities -- some threatened with 
extinction inthe'cost-price crisis--today appeale“o  the Government for' 
the right to a free market of gold. 

A 22-member delegation, meeting three Cabinet Ministers, eaid the 
recently-announced increase in federal subsidies would net be enough to 
maintain gold mining even at the 1950 level. › 

. Mines which had feared high production costs and law returns would 
force,them_to close in 1950 would do so in 1951. An exodus of miners was 
in prospect. 	 • ' 

Canadians Deafeat  U.S. 16-2  In Hockey Championships:  Paris, /larch 15 (Reuters)-. 
Canada overwhelmed the United States 16-2 in the world,hockey championships 
tonight to  nove  into second place in Group A -- one point behind SWeden, -- - 
but with one game in hand. The Americans remained in fifth place..:- - 

Mr. Chester  Ronning In Hong Kong:  Hong Kong, March 15 (AP) 	Chester Ronning, 
First Secretary who has been in charge of the Canadian Embessyht Nanking, 
arrived in Hong Kong today en route to Ottawa. 	 . 

Mr..Ronning refused to discuss conditions in Red China but eaid he had 
difficulty getting out. 

Across Canada:  The Ontario Government yesterday put an inmediate peg an retail 
milk prices and announced that it will assume control of maximum milk prices 
to consumers....First of 1,000 bottles of blood plasma prepared by the - 
Cnnndinn Red Cross for the armed forces in action was presented to the 
Einister of National Defence, Mr. Claxton, in a ceremony yesterday at -_he 
National Wnr Ehmorinl....The House -of-  Commons voted 168 to 24-against a 
CCF motion calling for  a 25-cent-a-bushel payment on the wheat contract.... 
Two Cnnedians have been elected fellows of the Royal Society of London it 
WAS nnnounced in Ottawa yesterdny. They are Dr. C.S. Beals, Dominion 
Astronomer at Ottawa, and Dr. Gerhard Herzberg, Director of the Physics 
Division nt the National Research Council. Their election brings to 16 
the number of Canadians who have been so honoured. 
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Report Five Cnnndian Nuns Fnce Red  Trials:  Dispatches from  Hong  Kong at the week-
end snid thnt the Chinese Cumnunist Government is going to try five Raman 
Catholic nuns from a CRnsdian orphnnage in Canton. The five--four Canndian 
Sisters and one American—were arrested following Chinese propftgandn attacks 
and unsupported claims of mistreatment of orphans at the quarters. The 
Communists say mistreatment has resulted in the deaths Of more thnn 21- 

. hundred children in eighteen months. A Rommn CRtholic priest in Hong Kong 
says the nuns took the children off the streets where many of them lay,dying 
of starvation and communicable disenses. Some of the tots were saved, but 
only R small percentage of those brought in. If the nuns are found guilty 
of the charges against them, they will receive the death penalty. Four of 
the Sisters are from Quebec Province and the other from New Hampshire. 

Ottawa Without  Specific Informntion: Ottawa, March 18 (Globe) -- Officials of 
the Department of Externnl Affairs tonight were without specific information 
on Cnnndimn nuns who are reported to hnve been accused of crime in Communist 
China, but fenrful they would be able to do little  about  it if the reports 
proved true. 

There was some information n few days Rgo about two nuns being nccused 
of responsibility for deaths in a hospital, but not enough on which to base 
any official inquiry. Tonight's report about five nuns being accused of 
mRnslaughter in connection with the death of children in an orphanage had 
not reached the Department. 

The difficulty of doing anything for Canadians who are still in 
Communist China is illustrated, it is snid, by the cnse of Dr. Stewart 
Allen of Montreal who was arrested at Chungking. The Depnrtment has been 
making representRtions through the British mission in China without result. 

In Montreal, at the mother house of the order, the Missionary Sisters 
of the ImmRculate Conception (Soeurs Missionaires de l'Immaculée-Conception), 
Sister SaintCoeur de Mnrie sRid  charges  against the five nuns in China  were 

 ridiculous. 
"We hnven't henrd Rnything from them since March 5," she said, "but on 

that date we had word from our convent in Hong Kong snying that the _ 
Communists had taken the convent at Canton. We have had no word since then." 

Sir Benegal Rau's Visit:  Ottawa, March 19 (Citizen) -- Leading spokesmen for 
India and Canada gave a heartening demonstration Saturday of the ties which 
bind the two Commonwealth countries in a troubled world. 

Sir Benegal Rau, India's permanent representative nt United Nations 
and a key figure in recent attempts to end the Korean war, told n luncheon 
meeting of the Professionnl Institute of the Public Service of Canada  that 
"no two countries are so close to each other in general attitude and  out-
look!'.... 

Alb 	_The Secretnry of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, in reply, 
declared he wRs confident "Indin with Pakistan will be  n centre of stability 
end democratic progress in the Far East and indeed, in the world." 

Mr. Pearson, who temned with Sir Beneel on the U.N. Cease-Fire Com-
mission which sought to stop the fighting in Korea, paid warm tribute to the 
Indian Delegate's efforts. Sir Benegal had exhibited "sober idealism, 
honest work and above all, patience.".... 	 _ . 

(over) 
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Speaking on Creindian influences on the Indinn constitution, Sir Benegal 
took time to explain thnt he wRs avoiding any discussion of current inter-
national developments becnuse he wanted "even n brief breathing space from 
the stera nnd stress" of world politics._ 

M. Vincent Auriol's  Visit (Press Release No. 15, Unrch 19):  The Department of 
Externftl Affairs todny nnnounced detnils of the programme  concerning the 
forthcoming visit to Canada of the President of the French Republic, M. 
Vincent Auriol. 

Mme. Auriol will necompnny the President. Principal members of the 
party are: M. Robert Schuman, Minister of Foreign Affairs, General Paul 
Grossin, Militnry Secretnry General of the Presidency, M. Jacques Dumnine, 
Minister Plenipotentinry and Chief of Protocol. 

'The President  and  his party will arrive at Ottawa by train from New 
York Thursday morning,April 5. There will be a luncheon nt Government House 
by Their Excellencies the Governor Genern1  and Lady Alexander. At  3t30 p.m. 
the President will address the two Houses of Pnrliement in the House of 
Commons Chamber, following which there will be a reception by the Speakers. 
The President will lny a wreath At the National Whr Memorinl. 

M. Auriol will give a dinner nt the French Embassy, followed by a 
reception nt 10:00 p.m. 

From Ottawa, M. Auriol will go to Toronto, Quebec and Montreal before 
returning to Paris by air. 

The Netherinnds Receives Cnneldian  Arms:  Amersfoort, The Netherlands, March 16 
(NYT) 	Canadinn arns And equipment sufficient for an infantry division 

- were trnnsferred to the Netherinnds today at a ceremony attended by Queen 
Juliana and Prince Consort Bernhard. The arms which are British types 
will be used for training purposes to fill the gap until United States 
equipment arrives. 

Occasion for the presentntion was a parade of some 6,000 Dutch troops 
who hnd just finished n three-day manoeuvre -- largest scale postwar army 
exercises in the Netherlands. The troops, comprising the first Dutch 
regimentnl combat tenm to be trnined for North Atlantic defence,,will be 
relensed and become el reserve unit. 

Committee Orr Veternns Affairs: Ottawa, March 18 (Cr)  -- The Government gave 
notice Saturday it is going td establish  n 27-man  Committee on Veternns 
Affairs and throw lots of work in its lap. 

The Minister of Veternns Affairs, Mr. Lapointe, placed on the order 
paper a -notice of a resolution for formation of the Committee to consider 
a bill to ennct the Specinl Force Veternns Benefits Act and to consider 
amendments to other nets nlready on the statute books. 

Whent Agreement Debate: Ottawa, Mnrch 16 (Cr) -- The Commons today ended a 
prolonged debate on the controversial Anglo-Cnnndian wheat contract by 
voting 112 to 42 agninst  an Opposition notion criticizing the Government's 
wheat-marketing policies. 

Canada inns World Hockey Chnmpionship: Paris, Mnrch 18 (Reuters) -- Lethbridge 
Mnple Lenfs retnined the world Amateur hockey championship for Canada 
Saturday night, defenting Sweden 5-1 in the pny-off  gaine.  

A sustained 60-minute Canndinn attack  made  the concluding gnme even 
more one-sided than the score suggests. 

The winners--unbenten and untied through the Round-Robin play-- 
hustled the Swedes completely off stride and the losers seldom had time 
to get their criss-cross passing play working. 

Across  Canada: Maj. William J. Neill, 46, formerly of Vancouver,  has been 
selected for exchnnge duties with the Australinn Army, the Army has 
announced. 
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Supplementary Estimates $201,556,559:  Ottawa, Merch 19 (Cr)  -- The publicly-owned 
Cenadian National Railwnys ended last year with one of its lowest peacetime 
deficits, it was disclosed todny. 

The multi-million dollar system, its record mnrked by fen surpluses in 
other thnn wnr yenrs, ended 1950 with a deficit of $3,261,235 eompnred with 
a deficit of $42,000,000 in 1949. 

The slimness of the deficit highlighted supplementary estimates tabled 
in the House of.Commons by the Minister of Finance,  Mr. Abbott, to cover 
additional government expenditures of $201,556.559 fbr the 1950-51 fiscal 
year ending Mnrch 31. This brought total expenditures to 02,930,111,971. 

Expenditures for the 1951-52 fiscal yenr have been estimnted nt $3,586,- 
915,657, but this amount likely will be boosted by supplementary estimates 
before the new yeer is ended. 

No details of the C.N.R.  operations were contained in the estimates. 
The Minister of Transport, Er. Chevrier, snid in an interview that the rail-
way's improved position was due pnrtly to increased freight  rotes but mainly 
to -an increase in the volume of business. 

During the Second World Wnr, from 1941 to 1945, the C.N.R. reported 
surpluses ranging from $4,000,000 to $35,000,000. But since 1946 it has 
continually reported deficits. They incrensed from $9,000,000 in 1946 to 
$42,000,000 in 1949. In yenrs prior to the Second World Wnr, there also was 
a record of deficits. In 1938--the year before the outbreak of war—the 
deficit wns $54,000,000. 

The report of the rnilwRy, yet to be tnbled in the House of Commons,mny 
show thnt it finished the year with n net opernting surplus but was hauled 
into the red by the burden of annual fixed  charges on obligations held by 
the public and the Government. 

Trans-Canada  Airlines Deficit Down:  Ottawa, March 19 (CP) -- Trnns-Cnnnda 
Airlines, the country's 16,000-mile domestic and oversens airways system, 
went in the red-for $1,300,000 in 1950, all of it chargeable to Atlantic 
cperations. 

The figure represented a decline in the deficit of almost $3,000,000 
compared wlth the T.C.A. deficit in 1949. Domestic operations showed a 
profit lest year for the first time since the end of the Second World Mu.. 

The annual report of the government-owned Rirline, tabled in the 
House of Commons todny by the Minister of Trade  and  Commerce, Er. Howe, 
showed An over-n11 deficit of $1,325,205 compared with $4,317,593 in 1949. 

Domestic operations got out of the red for the first tine since 194fi 
with profit of $201,206 compared with a deficit of $1,419,444 in 1949. 
Overseas operations ngRin were in the finnncinl hole, but the deficit was 
cut from $2,898,149 in 1949 to $1,526,412 last year. 

re.arges Against Nuns Bnsis Of  Inquiry:  Ottawa, March 19 (CP) -- The Secretary 
of State for External Affairs, mr. Pearson, snid today charges laid agninst 
five Canndinn nuns by Red China nuthorities appear to have been preferred 
for "propagnndn purposes." 

He told E.D. Fulton (P.C. --Kamloops) in the House of Commons thnt the 
Government is doing whnt it cnn to ascertain the bnsis for the charges. 

mr. Fulton suggested the chnrges obviously had been "trumped up." 

(over) 
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Slays Nuns Tried To Save Abandoned Children: Hong Kong, March 19  (Ar) -- Five 
Canadian nuns, held by the Chinese Communists.on charges of eRusing the 
deaths of 2,116 orphnns, nctually tried to save the abandoned children's 
lies,  a Cntholic priest snid today. 

The Communists enrlier todRy nnnounced arrest of the nuns nt Canton. 
They said the children hnd died in the last 18 months at the Canndian 
Mission of the Immaculnte Conception there. 

The priest here,  who  declined use of his nnne, gave a different version 
of.the story. He sRid the nuns years n go  set up the Canton  receiving 
station for stricken children, abandoned on the streets by their parents. 
When found, mRny children rere dying of hunger or disense. 

Police and civilinns nlso took to the nuns mftny unwanted children — 
the tragic flotsnm of the Orient. 

More than 2,000 were beyond any help the nuns could  cive, the priest 
said. They died and the sisters buried them. Some 200 others were nursed 
back from the brink of denth and sent to the orphenRge. 

Instead of crediting them nith saving the lives of hundreds, the Reds 
charged them with the denths of the waifs beyond help, he said. 

The Reds identified the five as Sister Superior Alexander, Sister Ste. 
Marie Germaine (Germaine Gravelle) of St. Faustin, sue.; Sister St. Isidore 
(Germaine Tanguny), of Nnshua, N.H.; Sister St. Foy (Elizabeth Lemire) of 
Boise du Febure, Que., and Sister St. Germain (YmeldR Laferriére) of Port 
Route, Que. 

Mr. Heeney's Montreal Address: Montreal, March 20 (Gazette) -- Union of the 12 
countries of the North Atlantic Trenty Organization affords the only firm 
bnsis for successful defence of the free world, A.D.P. Heeney, K.C., 
Montreal-born Under-Secretnry of StRte for ExternR1 Affairs, told the 
Montreal Cnnndian Club yesterdny. 

"For the first time since the crusades, -western Christendom hns an 
army made up of forces contributed by vnrious  nations  committed to a 
common purpose," he sRid. 

Vote $7,250,000 For  Korea Relief: Ottawa, March 19 (Cr)  -- The House of Gommons 
today voted $7,250,000  as CanndRes share of United Untions relief and 
rehRbilitntion for mnr-rnvnged Koren. 

The Secretnry of Stnte for Externnl Affairs, !Ir. Pearson, said the U.N. 
estimates it requires about $250,000,000 to neet imedinte needs in Korea. 
This will be for relief only; rehnbilitntion will  come lnter. 

R.G.  (Gerry) Riddell:  Ottawa, Mnrch 20 -- FunerR1 services for R.G. (Gefry) 
Riddell, Cnnndinn Permanent Delegate to UN, who died suddenly at_Virginia 
Beach, Va., lest Fridny, are being held today at Southminster United Church, 
in Ottawa. 

Rev. Dr. Charles Donald  will  conduct the funeral service, which members 
of the Cabinet will attend. Burinl is to be in Beechwood cemetery. 

Across Canada: Some 1,750 immigrants will come to Canada by air by March 31 under 
the Government's plan of subsidized air  passage, the Minister of Citizenship 
and Immigration, Er. Harris told the House of Commons....Three officials of 
the Anglo-Iranian Oil  Company, one of the morld's lnrgest oil firms, arrived 
in Edmonton yesterday from London to survey the fensibility of producing 
oil from Northern Alberta's tnr snnds....The $157,000,000 power development 
nt Niagara Falls  will  be in operation by 1954, G.H. Challies, Vice-Chairman 
of the Ontario Hydro-Electric Power Commission, told the Ontario Legisleture.... 
The Defence Department disclosed yesterdny thRt the shipbuilding programme 
for the Navy is being boosted from 27 ships to more thnn 40 ns part of 
Canadn's growing defence effort. 
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Mr.  Pearson On Korean Situation:  Ottawa, March 20 (CP) -- The Secretary of State 
for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, said today there is a possibility that the 
fighting in Korea will  end with an undeclared cease fire. 

The position might even be reached where there would be a sort of un-
declnred cease fire roughly along the line of the 38th Parallel, dividing 
North and South Korea. 

If thnt position is reached, "it would surely be statesmanlike to take 
advantage of thet position to see Uwe can work out the kind of settlement 
which will make it posmible for us to extricnte ourselves . . . with honour 
from Korea, because Koren is not the main danger froet." 

Mr.  Pearson  spoke in n debnte lnunched by Angus MacInnis (CCF--Vencouver 
East) on n motion to go into Committee of Ways and Means to renew study of 
supplementary estimetes of expenditure. On such a motion members cmn discuss 
any topic. 

Mr. Maclnnis said he believed it would be a grave mistake for the United 
Nations forces to recross the 38th PRrallel. He said the political decisioq 
on what should be done when the line is reached was the responsibility of 
United Nations and not of Gen. Douglas MacArthur, the U.N. Supreme Commander. 

Mr. Pearson said he could not say much at this time on whether the 38th 
Parnllel should be recrossed. 

He added: 
"There is real difficulty from my point of view in dealing with this 

metter because at this moment, even this afternoon, discussions are going 
on . in  Washington with the other countries participating in the Korean 
campaign on the subject of whRt mauld be a proper directive, if.a directive 
should be issued for the United  Nations commander in Korea. 

"Although I do not think the United Nations has any right to fight 
Gen. MacArthur's war, nevertheless it is our duty as members of the United 
Nations to lay dawn the political directive which would govern his operations. 
He is the first one to mccept that fact." 

He described the Washington discussions as informal and said any decision 
on recrossing the line would be made by United Nations as a whole. 

There was nnother renson why not much could be said at this time about 
crossing the Pnrallel. He snid: 

"It certainly would be unwise  and  unfair to the commander and to the 
men in the field to tell the enemy exactly whRt we were going to do in a 
military way when we renched that pnrticulnr line. 

"I think thnt thnt certninly would be pinying into the hands of those 
whom we do not wish to help. No doubt when the decision is tnken it will 
be governed by both military  and  political considerntions." 

Says Charges Against Nuns Grotesque:  Ottawa,  Parch 20 (CP) -- The Secretnry of 
State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, said today Communist China's 
charges agninst five Cnnndian nuns are grotesque and unfounded and that 
the British diplamntic service hns been asked to do n11 possible to help (e them. 

Mr.  Pearson,  answering in the Commons n question by Jean François 
Pouliot (L. Temiscountn), snid n MArch 5 letter from the Canton orphnnage 
to the Montreal hendqunrters of the nuns' order snid the orphnnage was 
being taken over by the Chinese and thnt the nuns were being deported to 
Hong Kong. 

• • • 

(aver) 



So far there has been no official confirmntion of newspnper reports 
of the arrest of the five, he ndded. 	 - 

However, the feet that Chinese newspapers  have  made charges ngninst 
the CnnndiRn orphanage hns been confirmed through London. The charges 
included mllegntions of inhuman nets, that the nuns' order is an "imperialist" 
orgenizntion and thnt  more  than 2,000 Chinese children hnve died becnuse of _ 
nistreRtment in the orphnnmge. 

Foreign Trnde Picture  In January: Ottawa, March 20 (CP) -- Canada's foreign tradt 
in Jenuary hit its most unfnvourable balance in mRny years, as heavy Imports 
from the United  States  overshadowed the country's import-export pattern. 

Imports during the month hit a new high of $327,200,000 in dollar value, 
campRred with $266,300,000 in December and  seine 54 per cent higher than 
the $211 9 900,000 for Janunry, 1950. 

Of these, imports from the United States totalled $233,300,000, or 50 
per cent higher than the $154,500,000 imported in January last year. 

Total exports to n11 countries were vnlued at $288,800,000 of which 
$3,700,000 WRS exported from Canndn's foreign holdings. The danestic exports 
of $285,100,000 were down slightly from the $289,900,000 in December, but 
29 per cent higher than lnst year's January value of $221,200,000. 

But the higher imports  gave  Canada an import or adverse balance of 
$38,400,000 for Jnnunry, compared with an export or favourable surplus of 
$11,800,000 for Jnnunry lnst year. 

Shipments to the U.S. in Jnnuary continued the expansion, of previous 
months, incrensing 43 per cent in value to C186,900,000 compered with $130,- 
900,000 in January ,  1950. 

R.G. (Gerry) Riddell:  Funernl rites were held in Ottawa on March 20 for R.G. 
(Gerry) Riddell, Cenadn's Permanent Delegate to the United Nations, who 
died in Virginia last meek. 

The Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, headed a group of Cabinet 
Ministers and high-rnnking officiRls of the Depnrtment of External Affairs 
who paid tribute to the young diplormt. 

The service mas conducted at Southminster United Church by Rev. 
Charles Donald, while flngs throughout the capital flew at half mast. 
At Lake Success, N.Y., the United Nations flng flew at half mast, and 
according to protocol, none of the flngs of the 60 UN members which 
usually are raised in front of the UN site, were flown on March 20. 

Mr. Sandwell On UN:  Montreftl, March 21 (Gazette) -- effe are nearer to some 
assurance of R peaceful world today than we were before the formation 
of the League of Nations and the United Nations," B.K. Sandwell, Editor of 
Saturday Night, told nembers of the Rotary Club of Montreal yesterday. 

The Toronto journalist criticized the opinion thnt the sole function 
of the United Nations is the prevention of wars and the idea that it will 
have failed  as an orgnnizRtion unless it succeeds in this respect. 

Across Canada: The Department of Transport today nnnounced a new, approved 
commercial flying training course which cuts 50 hours off flying time 
required for a pilot to eunlify. Commercial pilot applicants completing 
an npproved course of training now nay qualify for their licence with a 
minimum total of 150 hours flying experience compered with 200 hours 
previously required. The course must be completed in a yeRr....An "even 
break" for Canndian farmers in the event of Rnother world war, and a 
"fair share" of the country's manpower, mnterinls, as well as such other 
concessions thnt might be granted labour and industry in n national 
emergency, were demanded in Montreal yesterdny by H.M. Hannam, President 
of the Canadian Federntion of Agriculture....A 24-hour postponement of 
Toronto's threatened milk delivery strike WEIS  won  last night by Mayor 
Hiram MecCallum. The strike of 1,700 dniry workers hnd been scheduled 
for this morning. 
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Six-fold Boost in Air Training Plan: Ottawa, March 21 (CP) -- The broad Prairies,' 
with the reopening of seven wartime airfields, are going to becane the crux 
of:Canada's plan to bcest air training six-fold to - turn out 3,000 Canadian 
and Allied fliers a year. 

The Minister of National Defence, Mr. Claxton made that clear in the 
Gommons today. He said: 

1. Canada has offered to train 1,100 Atlantic Pact airnen a year in 
addition to the 150-to 200 now here and the - Pact authorities have recan-- 
mended that the United Kingdom be allotted all 1,100 places. 

2. In addition to the 25 R.C.A.F. bases now operating, threelilying 
training schools will be opened in the western part of the prairies,.three 
advanced flying schools in the eastern part of the prairies and gunnery and 
nayigation.schools In-Manitoba. 

3. Ground crew training facilities will be boosted five-fold and virtually 
every R.C.A.F.-establishment will be increased, including administrative 
establishments. 

4. To meet the need for "a large number of additional aircraft," Canada -. 
is going to manufacture Harvard trainers, is going to use what she has avail-
able and will probably both buy and borrow planes from the United States. 

5. Some two-seater U.S.jet-trainiEg aircraft will be bought for use 
until Canada's own production, presumably of two-seater Canuck jets, is -  '7 -- 

 sufficient. 
. 	The plan--to cost e64,500,000 in the next 12 months-means there•will be 
six times as many airmen in training in Canada as at present and 15 times 
more.as in 1949. It will become a miniature equivalent of the wartime British 
Commonwealth air training schene which turned out 131,000 fliers in five years 
at 56 airfields. 

The new flying-training schools . will be at Claresholm and Penhold, Alta., 
and Moose Jaw, Sask. The advanced flying schools will be at Saskatoon, Sask., 
and Portage la Prairie, Man., and eventually at Gimli, Man., where the present 
basic school will be switched to one of the other -places. ' 

In addition there will be a gunnery school at Macdonald, Man., and a 
second large air navigation school at Winnipeg. The first is at Summerside, 
P.E.I. 

The training program will come under air Vice-Marshal Roy Slemon, air 
officer commanding training command -with headquarters - at Trenton, Ont. 

Breakdown of Estimates Shows Defence Major Item: Ottawa, March 21 (CP) -- Defence 
buying will take by far the biggest single bite out of the taxpayer's income 
in the year ahead. 

A table for 1951-52 expenditures brought down in the Commons today by 
the Minister of Finance, Mr. Abbott, showed it's going to cost about 
e1,500,000,000 to buy and build planes, guns, ships, housing and the other 
requirements of defence. 

That is better than one-third the total estimates of Government spending-- 
%Ie3,586,915,000--tabled by Mr. Abbott 'lest week. 

The minister presented his figures today as an appendix to the main . 
estimates. They - show the proposed spending by categories--such as wages and 
other types of outlay--in addition to departnents  as 'In the estimates. 

Neither the main estimates nor today's tabulation reflected an additional 
e201,000,000 for the current year ending March 31, proposed in supplementary 
estimates brought down in the Commons Monday. The 1951-52 main estimates also 
will be increased later by supplementaries. 

(over) 



Ottawa, March 21 (CP) -- The Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, said today 
in the Commons that following the Easter recess he will be glad to disauss the 
selection of a date for debate on defence matters. 

Wheat Contract Settlement Approved:  Ottawa, March 21 (CP) -- Parliament tonight 
approved the payment of. e65,000,000 to Western ijheat farmers in final settle-
ment of the Anglo-Canadian four-Year wheat contract. - 

The climax came in the Senate where a precedent-setting motion was' ' 
introduced aimed at blocking the payment. The motion,  first attempt in the 
Senate to. reduce - a Government supply bill, was defeated 27 to 8 - in the Upper 
Chamber's first division of the session. - 

It was introduced by Senator Norman Lambert (L-Ontario) and seconded by 
Senator Frederick Pire (If-New Brunswitk). It was proposed during a debate 
which delayed the Easter recess of Parliament for two hours...: 

The Gommons earlier had voted 83 to 21 to make the payment to the Anglo-
Canadian wheat pool which was operated between  1946 and 1950 while Canada was 
filling a 600,000,000-bushel commitment. 

The Commons, kept waiting while the Senate debated - the wheat payment, 
adjourned at . 9.30 p.m. EST until April 2 after attending Royal 'assent in the 
Senate. The Senate, with a slightly longer Easter recess, adjourned until 

• 	April 5. 

Explosives Shipment to Yugoslavia Approved:  Ottawa, March 21 (CP) -- Trade and 
External Affairs Department officials said today a cargo of explosives, 
cleared at Halifax, is destined forlagoslavia with the government's full 
approval. 

This shipment of TNT, second in two years, is primarily for use in 
mining copper, officials said, though the explosives could be converted for 
military use. 

However, it is not Canada's policy to ship arms or munitions outside the 
western democratic orbit, and officials said that if it is found that the 
explosives are being put to other than strictly civilian use, Yugoslavia 
would get no further shipments: 

Rates up on Canada-U.S. Freight Hauls:  Ottawa, March 21 (CP) -- The Board of 
Transport Commissioners today authorized freight-rate increases on some  hauls 
between Canada and the United States and other international traffic. 

The increases--four per cent in the East and two per cent in the West-- 
do not affect all-Canadian traffic. They are in line with increases awarded 
the United States railway March 12 by-the Interstate Commerce Commission.... 

In general, the new increases apply to the Canadian part of movements 
between the U.S. and Canada in both directions and on the Canadian section of 
hauls between two U.S. - points. 

Wholesale Price Index Rises:  Ottawa, March 21 (CP) -- Virtually the entire whole-
sale price range in Canada swept to higher ground in January, advaneing the 
wholesale price index 7.4 points to a peak of 233.8, the Bureau of Statistics 
reported today. 

Biggest of the advances went for wool, worsted yarns and wool cloth. 
Pronounced gains also were made for meats, leather, oils and fats, lumber, 
woodpulp and wrapping paper. 

J. W. Holmes Acting U.N. Representative: (Press Release No..16 of March 22) -- 
The Department of External Affairs announced today that John W. Holmes, 

now head of the Department's United Nations Division, will go to New York 
early next week as acting Permanent Representative of Canada to the United 
Nations. Mr. Holmes will serve temporarily in this capacity until a 
permanent appointment is made. 

Across Canada:  The S.S. Volendam of the Holland-America Lime will arrive in 
Halifax Saturday with 1,350 Netherlands settlers for Canada, the Netherlands 
embassy announced yesterday 	Effective today, the Toronto price of milk, 
delivered to homes, has been increased a half-cent to 20i cents a quart. 
The newly constituted Ontario Milk Board made this announcement last night, 
with the provision the price increase would stand only until April 15 	 
An extra edition of the Canadian Gazette yesterday proclaimed that Monday, 
rune 4, will be celebrated as the King's birthday this year 	The Secretary 
of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, slipped quietly away from Ottawa 
today for his first real holiday in some time. 
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Adverse Trade Balance In February:  Ottawa,  March 25  (Ci') -- Canada's foreign trade 
continued to forge ahead at record levels in February, but for the  second 
month in a raw the country ended up with a deficit. 

Exports to all countries totalled 4236,800,000--a.record for the month 
and a gain of 435,000,000 over February last year, the Bureau of Statist$cs 
reported in a preliminary estimate Saturday. 

But the demand for imports took.on wider proportions, with the influx 
of goods reaching 4274,300,000, an increase of $74,000,000 over the same 
month last year. 

Thus, Canada ended up with a deficit of 437,50(4000. Added to the 
deficit of 438,400,000 in January, it brought the total adverse trade balance 
to 475,900,000 for the first two months of 1951. 

Suggests Toronto Cominform Propaganda Centre: Ottawa, March 26  (ci') -- .The Greek 
Embassy reported today that Stefanos Rockanas has taken up his,duties as 
Vice Consul in Toronto but deciined to elaborate on official statements  jn 
Athens that his appointment is designed to counter anti-Greek propaganda 
emanating from the Canadian city. 

Meanwhile a senior official of the Department of External Affairs 
expressed surprise that Prime Minister Venizelos of Greece has singled out 
Toronto as one of the principal centres for Communist propaganda, particlarly 
Bulgarian.... 

The move to open a new diplomatic office followed -an address by Prime 
Minister Sophocles:Mnizelos in the Greek Parliament, in which he declared 
that Toronto is one of the principal centres for Cominform propaganda, 
particularli Bulgarian. 

N.Z. High Commissioner  Commenta  On Butter  Sales: Vancouver, March 26  (ci')  -- 
Canadian housewives can have all the New Zealand butter they want_—_at 
54 to 56 cents a pound -- but the Canadian Government won't buy, Hon. T.C.A. 
Hislop, New Zealand High Commissioner to Canada, said on his arrival here _ 
today. 	 • 

"Ire just sold you 4,000,000 pounds of butter but your people made a lot 
of fuss about it," he said. 

By "your people" ho  said he meant certain federal Government officials 
who claimed the purchase of New Zealand butter "would undermine Canadian 
economy" and was contrary to Canada-New Zealan&trade agreements. 

He_said New Zealand can sell Canada much more butter to bridge the gap 
between this year's and next year's supply. 

Defence Production Appointment: Montreal, March 25  (ci') -- Allan C. 'MacDonald 
of Montreal, Executive Assistant to the President of the Canadian Pacing 
Railway since January, 1948, has been granted leave of absence by the CPR 
to become Director of shipbuilding in the new Department of Defence 
Production. 

(over) 
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Duncan M. George of Toronto, Assistant to the Vice-President of the 
CPR's eastern region for':the last year, was appointed Assistant to the 
President of the company_in Montreal. 

Mr. MacDonald has been with the railway since he was 15 and has had 
experience with the hotel, purchasing and operating department before 
moving to company headquarters as Assistant to the President in 1947. 

Across Canada:  The Ontario fire marshal's office has ordered an investigation 
into the $250,000 fire in Sarnia, Ontario, which destroyed an entire 
business block and took the life of a Toronto man on Saturday....Mr. Par 
Edmond'Chasse, 64-year-old aristocrat of Quebec journalien and one of 
Canada's best reporters, died in hospital Saturday after two emergency 
operations...an appeal will be entered against the death sentence impos0 
upon Mrs. Arthur Pitre, it was announced yesterday by Irénée Simard, the 
condemned woman's lawyer. Mrs. Pitre was found guilty a fortnight ago aq 
a charge of murder in connection with the explosion aboard, and crash of an 
airliner at Sault au Cochon in September, 1949. She was sentenced to be 
hanged July 20 next....Ralph Maybank, member for Winnipeg  South Centre  and 
Parliamentary assistant to Resources Minister Prudham, last night announced 
his intention to resign from Parlimnentary life shortly. 
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Atlantic Flight Scheduled  For CF-100:  London, March 27  (ci')  -- Canada's Ayr° CF-100 
jet, the warld's most powerful fighter aircraft, will attempt a recordareaking 
non-stop flight across the Atlantic shortly, it was announced here tonight. 

The plane will fly fran  Gander,  Nfld., to Shannon, Ireland, or to London-- 
longest non-stop trans-Atlantic flight ever undertaken by a fighter. 

The CF-100, first long-range, all-weather day and night fighter or its 
type, has been specially developed for Arctic combat: 

Reeson for the flight is to demonstrate the CF-100 in England at request 
of the R.A.F. 

Announcement was made by the Hawker Siddeley Aircraft Co., an associate 
of the Canadien manufacturer. 	 . 

The compeny said the announcement was being made simultaneously by the 
R.C.A.F. in Ottawa. 

- In Ottawa, an R.C.A.F. spokesman said the jet aircraft will not be making 
the flight until April "and may be not until May." It would not be an official 
attempt at setting a record, in that certain rules laid down by bodies res-
ponsible for keeping nrecords"would not be followed. However, departure and 
arrival times would be kept. _The flight's principal purpose was to get the 
CF-100 to England so it could be demonstrated to the R.A.F. 

Armed Forces  Extend Scheme To Get Officers:  Ottawa, March 27 (CP) -- The armed 
forces, looking for officers in all categories, announced_today they are 
extending one scheme for getting them. 	 ---- 

. This is the system whereby university students entering their final 
undergraduate or postgraduate year mey be commissioned in the regular forces, 
paid $162 R month RS second lieutenants or their equivalent, and then actually 
take up duties with the forces on graduation. 	 • 

The scheme was tried last yenr and got R total of 305 new officers for 
the forces. 

Originally a number of war veterans were taken back into the forces and 
sent to university on the understanding they would continue with the farces 
on  graduation. This was later extended to embrace non-veterans as wall. 

Shipping Of Grain Posing Difficulties:  Regina, March 27  (ci') -- TGC. UcNamara, 
' 	Assistant Chief Commissioner of the Canadian Wheat Board, today said the 

grain shipping problem this year is the worst ever because of the volume and 
lateness of last year's crop. 

Mr. McNamara, with Commissioner TI. Riddel, arrived in Regina to confer 
with inspectors on handling and shipment of wheat this spring and summer. 

He said  that grain that normally would have moved last August and 
September has been held up so that an estimated 150,000,000 bushels is still 
in the hands of Prairie farmers. This grain would have to be moved this 
spring to relieve congestion at country elevators and make roam for the new 

crop next fell. 

AD --  
Comment On N.Z. Butter:  Ottawa, March 27  (ci') -- An Agriculture Depart-

ment spokesman said today consideration recently was given to the possibility 
of importing another 1,200,000 pounds of butter from New Zealand, but the 
idea was turned dawn because the butter nwould not have arrived in time." 

He was commenting on n Vancouver dispatch last night in which T.C.A. 
Hislop, New Zealand's High Commissioner to Canada, said Canadian hausewives 
can  have all the New Zealand butter they want -- at 54 to 56 cents a pound 
-- but the Cenedian Government won't buy. 

(over) 
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remaining in New Zealand. 
However, importers estimated it would be April 25 or later before the 

butter actually would arrive in Canada. By that time, Canada's awn butter , 
production would be in full swing and the New Zealand butter would be surplu 
in Canada. 

Ontario Law Administration To Be Reviewed:  Toronto, March 27 (cp) -- A select 
cnmmittee of the Ontario Legislature to review administration of criminal 

• law in the Province was proposed in the Legislature today by Attorney-
General Porter. His motion to establish the committee will be Ymted 04 
tomorrow. 

Mr. Porter will be Chairman of the committee, expected to meet following 
the close of the present session of the House. Premier Frost proposed that 
two Progressive Conservative members and one member each from the C.C.F. and 
Liberal parties make up the committee's membership. 

The Attorney-General's motion contained a directive to make a special 
investigation of the handling of large-scale gmbling and similar offences. 

Nfld. Government Policies Criticized: St. John's, Nfld., March 27 (CP) -- Edward 
Russell, former Resources Minister who resigned from Premier Smallwood's 
Cabinet last week-end, told the Legislature today Newfoundland is headed for 
financial ruin.... 

Premier Smallwood said Mr. Russell's desire for free and independent 
expression of his opinion at all times made him "unfit by temperament, belief 
and conviction to be a member of a Cabinet." 

Mr. Russell, who spoke  as  an Independent, said he had been expelled this 
morning from the Liberal Party. This brought the number of independents to 
three, Progressive Conservatives hold five seats. With one seat vacant 
following a Senate appointment, ruling Liberal ranks have been reduced to 19. 

Writ Granted To de BernonviIle:  Montreal, March 27 (Gazette) -- Count Jacques 
Duge de Bernonville, former officer in the French Army and described in the 
court records as a businessman, a citizen of France now residing in Montreal, 
was granted a writ of habeas corpus by judgment of the Superior Court given 
yesterday by Mr. Justice Roger Brossard. 

The writ orders J.M. Langlais, superintendent  of  immigration in Montrea4 
to bring Count de Bernonville into Superior Court at 10:30 a.m. tomorre to 
justify "deprivation of the liberty of the petitioner, Count de Bernoneille, 
which the latter ft/leges is illegal." 

Across  Canada: For the first time in nearly three years, Russian observers appeared 
_ 	yesterday at a meeting of International Civil Aviation Organization,it is 

reported  front Montreal....Research Council of Ontario has awarded research 
scholarships of from $600 to #1,000 to 74 graduate students; 40 will Ertudy 
at universities in Ontario, 18 at other Canadian universities, six in Britain 
and 10 at United States universities....Maurice "The Rocket" Richard broke up 
a marathon Stanley Cup playoff opener in the fourth overtime period at Detroit 
last night to give Montreal Canadiens a 3 to 2 victory over Detroit Red_Wings. 
It was the first game in a  best-of seven series. 
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The spokesman said that following importation of 4,800,000 pounds of 
New Zealand butter late in February, consideration was given to the purchase 
of 600 tons or 1,200,000 pounds which - was estimated to be the surplus 
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Pats Return To Action:  Western Sector, Korea, March 28 (cp) -- The Petricias went 
back into action today, after 14 days of reste 

They made a 2,000-yard advance from one hill to another in a sector 
northeast of Seoul--the mountain climbing actually meaning about five miles 
travel overland. 

.= 	Tuesday the Canadians moved to the village of Porûngol where they 
bivouacked overnight in a drenching downpour four miles behind the lines. 

Major Henry Tighe of Victoria, acting commander in the absence of 
Lieut.-Col. J.R. Stone, who is in Japan with an attack oesmallpox, led the 
battalion on to  p  U.S.-held 3,000-foot mountain four miles north, which wes 
its kickoff point. 

Movement  Of 25th Brigmde Starts:  Fort Lewis, Wash., March 29 (cp.) -- The movement 
of Canada's 25th Brigade to Korea has started. 	 _ 

It was announced yesterday that a small advance party has sailed fram a 
west coast United States port bound for the war-wrecked peninsula wlere one 
Canadian battalion hns just gone back into the line. 

(In Ottawa, defence headquarters said the bulk of the brigade, about 
5,000 men, is expected to snil in April. There have been difficulties in 
arrnnging shipping.) 

The advance party nwill mRke  arrangements for the arrival of combat 
elements of the brigade." 

Troops To Be Transferred From Fort Lewis: Ottawa, March 28 (Globe) -- Several 
thousand-Cenadian troops, at present training at Fort Lewis, Washington, 
soon will be transferred to R Canadian base, army,officials said here today. 
The men to return to Canada will be those left behind when the Canadian 25th 
Brigade sails for Korea next month. 

The army's big Wainwright, Alberta, base will be enlarged by 25 buildings, 
which will be ready by September 1. The troops at Fort Lewis will be moved 
there. 

The Wainwright force will become the nucleus of the new brigrade for 
Europe, which will likely be trained at the Wainwright base. Brig.Milliem 
J. Megill will command this force, according to military reports from 
Victoria, B.C. Brig.Megill is nt present area commander of British Columbia. 

Nfld. Premier Replies To Critic: St. John's, Nfld., March 28 (cp) -- Premier 
Smallwood told the Legislature today "I repudiate with score a statement 
by former Natural Resources Minister Edward Russell that Newfoundland is 
headed for finmncial ruin. 

Continuing the Throne Speech debate, Premier Smallwood said Mr. Russell' 
statement was "likely to do his native land irreparable damage. 

Newfoundland has a sounder finencial position than any Province of 

(14 	Canada, Mr. Smallwood said. It had a public debt 
of $14 a heed against $90 

a head for Quebec, next lowest an the scale, "and we have many times our. 
debt in actual cash in the till." 

Mr. Russell, who resigned from the Cabinet last week-end, made the 
.charges in the Legislature yesterday. 
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Dissatisfaction With B.C. Government Voiced: Vancouver, March 28 (CP) -- The 
British Columbia Con lition Government, headed by a Liberal, faced a barrage 
of demnnds tonight that it resign. 

Its hospital insurnnce scheme, which has lost millions of dollars in 
two years of operntion, is main target of Rttack. Its Labour Act also comes 
in for criticism. 

Province-wide protest followed an increase in the hospital service 
plan rates -- from $33 to $42 a year for married persons and from $21 
to $30 for single. 

Premier Byron Johnson, provincial Libernl  Leader,  has remRined silent. 
Other Government leaders had  no comment. 

Political observers in Victoria feel there is little likelihood of the 
Government resigning and cnlling an election. 

Ur.  Martin  Speaks To Welfftre Group: Montreal, March 29 (Gazette) -- The Minister 
of National Health and Welfare, Mr. Martin, last night told_the annual 
meeting of Welfare Federation of Montreal that nothing could do society 
a greater disservice thnn to have government assume the whole responsibility 
for social welfare. 

"BecRuse of the massive nature of many welfare hazards in our highly 
industriRlized mociety, action by government is essential to provide n 
proper counter for insecurity,"Mr. Martin snid. "But at all times and for 
all varieties of humRn need, there is  an  essential place for voluntRry 
effort." 

"It must never be thought that ... the Government should grndunlly 
assume the whole responsibility." 

Freda Linton To Return To Canada: San Francisco, March 29 (CP) -- New leads that 
may help investigntors of subversive nctivities in the United  States were 
laid before a federal Grand Jury here yesterday by Mrs. Freda Linton 
Alexander who was cleared of spy  charges in Canada two years ago. 

Tan Deffolfe, Assistant U.S. Attorney-General, snid the information 
was contRined in testimony by Mrs. Alexander, who with her 21-month-old 
dRughter, Deborah, lenve for Canada today. 

Mrs. Alexander, former National Film Board secretary, and her daughter 
have been held in detention for 3-à-- months at  immigration  offices here. 
Following yesterdny's hearing, Immigration Director Bruce Barber said they 
are to leave by plane today for New York and Montreal. 

Anross Canada: Maj.-Gen. Thomas Louis Tremblny, who led Quebec's Royal 22nd 
Régiment to military fame during the First World War, died at Quebec - 
yesterday; he was  640 ...Close  to 2,000 ocean travellerswill  have  moved 
through Saint John, N.B., in the past 24 hours with the disembarkation 
early todRy of 775 displaced persons fram the Cnnndinn Pacific's Beaverbrae. 
....The Ontario Temperance Federation was told yesterday that the Prime 
Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, has promised to appoint a Royal Commission to 
study the nlcohol problem in Canada when a mnjority of the Provinces request 
such n cammission....Premier Duplessis yesterday told a group of -Montreal 
businessmen the two most "urgent" Quebec highway projects are ones linking 
Sept Iles, Quebec, to Quebec and Montreal and cutting north-south acroee 
Gnspé Peninsulm....Hockey yesterday: Boston 2, Toronto O. (First game of 
best-of-seven semi-final series in the Stanley Cup Playoffs.) 
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25th Brigade Replacement Group Formed: Ottawa, March 30 (C13) -- The Department 
of National Defence announced yesterday that members,of_the army.special 
force who  dont go to Korea are being formed into a replacement group and 
posted to the big training base at Wainwright, Alberta. 

They will "continue their training during the summer." 
The announcement said Brig. 'William J. Megill, D.S.O., 43, formerly of 

Ottawa, will command the group temporarily. This appointment had been forecast. 
The  group is expected tu embrace some 3.000 to 4,000 men now at Fort Lewis, 
Mhshington. - 

The rest of the special force, about 6,000 men, is going to Korea next 
month. The replacement group will be tapped for reinforcements. 

_Brigadier Megill, now in command of the army's British Columbia area, 
"will be responsible for the evacuation of Fort Lewis by the unis  remaining 
there end handling beck to U.S. authorities_the accommodation and facilities 
used by the Canadian troops." 

The new unit will be called the 25th Cenedian Infantry Brigade Replace-
ment Group. It will include all those elements of the special force which 
will remnin behind at the U.S. army base when the 25th Canadian infantry 
Brigade under command of Brig. J.M.  Rockingham goes to Korea. 

Canadian forces will be moved fran Fort Lewis sanie ,  time after the 25th 
Canadian Infentry Brigade sails for Korea, the statement said. 
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emy Staff_Appointments:  Ottawa, March 30 (Citizen) -- The pending retirement of 
one senior Canadian army officer and the appointment of two others to top 
staff positions, one at Washington, was announced yesterday by army head-
quarters. 

The shifts: 
Brig. G.P.  Morrison, C.B.E.. 56, a native of QUebec City, Deputy 

Quartermester Generel, will retire fran the army early in June.. 
. Col. A.E. Wrinch, C.B.E.. 43, of Hazelton, B.C., chief of staff at 

Canadien army staff, Washington, will take over as Deputy Quartermaster 
General in the rank of brigadier. 

Col. R.L. Purves, D.S.O., 39, Victoria director of the Royal Canadian 
Armoured Corps, will become chief of staff at Canadien army staff, Washington. 
He leaves for the U.S. capital early next month. 

A new director for the Royal Canadian Armoured Corps will be named 
shortly. 

Preliminary Report On Pilgrims' Plane Crash: Montreal, March 29 (cp) -- French 
investigators reported today thet neither the plane nor its equipment 
appeared responsible for a crash lest November that killed 58 persons, 
mostly Canadians. 

The interim report was that of a board of inquiry set up by the French 
Government, released through the French consul in Montreal. 

The plane was a chartered DC-4 Skymaster operated by Curtiss-Reid' 
Flying Service, Ltd., of Montreal. 

Steel Order Pending: Ottawa, March 29 (cp) -- Government officials have put the 
finishing touches to a new steel order, the first to curb the use of steel 
in the manufacture of civilian consumer goods, it was learned today. 
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The Minister of Defence Production, Mr. Hawe, is expected to sign ' 
it and put it into operation following his return from a Bermuda holiday . 
Monday.-- 

Ontario Charities /nquiry Possible:  Toronto, March 29  (ci')  -- Premier Frost 
said today that Provincial authorities will investigate operation:Lof 
the United Emergency FUnd for Britain, which is reported to have sent 
only $880 worth of food parcels overseas from the $593,000 raised by 
public subscription. 

He said that if the investigation by the Public Trustee and law 
officers shows that further action is warranted, he will appoint a Royal 
Commission to "look into the whole field of charitable gifts" and opera-
tions such as the Fund. 

The Premier replied to a demand by E.G. Jolliffe, C.C.F. Opposition 
Leader, whc called in the Legislature for an investigation of organisatioqz 
which he said launch charitable appeals but whose operations are "question,. 
able." He specifically mentioned the United Emergency FUnd for Britain . 
and the  March of Dimes. 

C.P.R. Financial Report: Montreal, March 30 (CP) -- LA. Mather, President of 
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, yesterday reported a lower volume 
of traffic last year than in 1949 but highest net earnings since 1944. 

In his report preeared for the annual meetings, May 2, 11X. Mather 
said met income for dividends and surplus was #40,000,000 against $26,000,000 
in 1949. This was $3.32 a share against $1.93. 

Higher earnings resulted from higher freight rates. These partly 
corrected the "serious" difference in increase of rates and costs which 
developed progressively since 1945. 

Mr. Claxton To Receive Plaque:  Ottawa, March 30 (Citizen) -- The Minister of 
National Defence, Mr. Brooke Claxton, will be presented with a plaque 
"in recognition of his outstanding contributions to commercial peace and 
security" at a dinner meeting of the American Axbitration Association in 
the Metropolitan Club, New York City, this evening. 

Thomas J. Watson,  Chairman of the International Business Machine Cq. 
Ltd., will make the presentation on behalf of the American Axbitration 
Association, the Canadian Commercial Arbitration Association and the 
International American Commercial Arbitration Commission. 

On Monday, April 2, in New York, Mr. Claxton will address a dinner 
meeting of the Council of Foreign Relations. He will return to Ottawa 
the same evening. 

General  Vanier In Montreal: Montreal, March 29  (ci')  -- Georges Vanter,  Canadian 
Ambassador to France, said in an interview today that countries of Western 
Europe are more optimistic now about world affairs than they were a few . - 
months ago. 

General Vanier arrived in Montreal an his first visit home in more 
than two years. 

"The Atlantic Pact has made a great deal of difference to Western 
Europe," he said. "People have much more confidence in the future." 

• There is determination to support the United Nations, he said.: 
"No one likes war, whether in Koren or elsewhere, but the countries 

of Western Europe  believe completely in the U.N." 

Iler088 Canada:  The Bureau of Statistics reported estimated national cash incale 
of farmer's from sale of farm products in Canada at $2,223,500,000 in 1950, 
down 10.9 per cent from the all-time high of $2,494,800,000 in 1949. Hew. 
foundland was not included in the calculations....The Department of Labour 
last night announced establishment of a conciliation board to deal with a 
dispute between Canada Steamship Lines, Ltd., and its 400 seasonal freight 
handlers employed an the water-front at Fort William and Port Arthur.... 
Garfield Weston, Cnnndian-born biscuit manufacturer, Thursday announced the 
selection of 51 British girls who will make a five-week, expenses-paid tour 
of Cana:da....Maurice Richard rammed in Ft goal after 42:18 minutes of -
sudden-death overtime play lest night to give Montreal  Canadiens a 1-0 
victory over Detroit Red Wings in the second game of their semi-final 
Stanley Cup playoff series. 
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Mr. Pearson  On Koreat The Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, 
in an address to the Canadian Bar Association's Ontario Section, in Ottawa, 
on Saturday . night, commented upon the Korean situation. The Canadian Press 
reported the Rddress as follows: 

"Without identifying any commander by name, he said free world unity 
was endangered by U.N. military men who make 'controversial' statements that 
go 'far beyond' their military responsibility and create 'confusion, disquiet 
and even discord.' 

"It was time, he said, in an address to the CRnAdian Bar Association's 
Ontario Section, for the specialist to 'stick to his speciality.' That went 
for diplomats as well as military generals. 

' While the Minister did not nnme any military figure, there has been 
lengthy controversy over statements made during the Korean campaign by Gen. 
MacArthur, United Nations Commander hl Korea. 

Penrson snid the U.N. should 'continue to localize' the Korean 
War, end should refuse to be 'stampeded into notion, such as massive 
attnck towards the Manchurian border, if such Action were possible militarily, 
but felt to be unwise.' The door should be left open to 'every possible 
opportunity' to a settlement. 

"Another threat to free world unity of action was a 'feeling of im-
patience and even irritation in the United States that, while they are 
bearing the brunt of the fighting, their friends in the United Nations do 
not give them sufficient bncking, even nt Lnke Success.' 

. 	"That feeling, along with the American leadership in the fight agRinst 
Communist imperinlism, should be recognized  and  ce-operetion  and support 
extended. 

; 	"But thnt support, if it wns to have any value, did not mean  'an  
Automatic response of 'reRdy, nye ready' to everything that Washington  
proposes.' 

"It may menn constructive criticism of, and even opposition to, courses 
or proposals which we in Canada may think are unwise,  and  concerning which 
it is our duty to express our views. 

"BecRuse such criticism and opposition would be exploited by the 
Communists, it should be expressed in private. 

"Of U.N. commnnders who spenk an policy questions, Mr. Pearson said: 
"'It seems . to  me to be as unwise, indeed,  as  dangerous, for the generals 

to intervene in international policy matters as it would be for the diplomats 
to try to lay down militRry strategy. 

",This is  a case,  I think, where the specialist should stick to his 
speciRlity. 

"'Otherwise, unnecessary difficulties are created and that whole-hearted 
co-operntion between friends which is so essentinl is hindered.' 

"In localizing and ending the Korean Mhr as soon as possible, the U.N. 
should do this if it cRn by negotiating terms of peace which would be 
honournble and not be a tbetrnyal' of obligations under the U.N. Charter. 

"If negotiation were not possible, there wns no alternative but 'to 
do our best to stabilize the military position, force the aggressor to pay 
as high  a  price as possible for his crime, avoid rash actions and words and 
unnecessary provocation in doing this, and hope thRt the Chinese Communists 
will soon desire to extricate themselves from a dRngerous and costly adventure.' 
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"The safety of the fighting men was a first consideration  and  it-
should be possible 'to maintain our military position in Korea while 
keeping the door open for every possible opportunity to negotiate a 
settlement." 

Parliament Reassembling Today: Ottawa, April 2 (CP) 	'Parliement reassembles 
today. 

Returning from a 12-day Easter holiday in their constituencies, the. 
Mambers will tackle the bulk of a legislative programme which may keep 
them in session until mid-summer or inter. The session opened January  O. 

Biggest item on their immediate agenda is the Budget. The Minister 
of Finance, Mr. Abbott, probably will announce the date of its introduction 
this week. It is expected to be brought down Tuesday, April 10. 

Brig. Rockingham's Interview:  Western  Sector, Korea -- Brig. J.M. (Rocky) 
Rockingham believes the -special Cenadian brigade he commands will have 

fighting job to do in Korea. 
He paused Friday in e  busy visit to the front to say in an interview 

that he believes his troops--now Rt Fort Lewis, Washington—will  have the 
opportunity to shnre in the United Nations ermy's task of destroying as 
mnny of the enemy ms possible in Korea. 

"Gen. MacArthur in Tokyo and Gen. Ridgway in Korea are enticipnting 
the Rrrivel of the CA:Indians," he seid. His awn impression was that › 
Rdditional CA:Indians would be welcome thickening for the forces already 
in the field. 

He was struck by the "terrific spirit and camaraderie in this inter- 
national Rrmy where Americans, Britons, CanndiRns, Turks, French and so 
many others work together with the smoothness and good will that comes when 
men share a common objective." 

Mr. Gregg At Regimental Dinner: Cornwall, April 1 (Globe) -- Avoidance of aay 
half-wRy mensures in the event total mobilizntion in,Canada becomes 
necessnry will be his personnl  programme, the Minister of Labour, Mr. 
Gregg, said here SaturdRy night. 

Mr. Gregg was here to nddress the nnnunl regimentra dinner at the 
Stormont, Dundns  and  Glengarry Highlanders officers mess. 

"I shnll never be  a  party to any legislation that will Rgain make it 
possible for a portion of our fellow CanediRns to be known as zombies," 
Mr. Gregg said. "If mobilization is required let it be total mobilization 
and let it never again be carried out nlong the lines adopted in World War 
Two." 

Newfoundland In Industrial Upswing: St. John's, Nfld., April 1 (CP) 	New- 
foundland entered her third year of Confedera .O.oti today with indications 
thnt the next 12 months will see the greatest nttempts at industrial 
development in more than a decade. 

N.H.L.  Semi-Finals: In the Stanley Cup hockey semi-final pleyoffs, Toronto 
tied Boston l'to 1 an Seturdey night in Toronto and defeated the Bruins 
3 to 0 in Boston on Sunday to tie their best-of-seven playoff at one 
victory each. Detroit defeRted Canadiens in MontreR1 Saturday night, 2 to 0, 
leaving the Montrenlers with a leed of two games to one. 

Across  Canada: The Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, tanned end refreshed, 
returned to Ottawa Sunday night after a week-long holiday in the sun. 
A big transport plane picked up Mr. St. Laurent and the Minister of 
Trade and Commerce, Mr. Howe, in Bermuda....The CRnedim destroyer 
Cayugn is an her way home Rfter Rlmost eight months of patrols, bom-
bardments and other naval operRtions in Korenn waters .Sudden announce- 
ment of e Prince Edward  Island  general election April 26 was made by 
Premier J.  Walter Jones Saturdny. 
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Tuesday, April 3, 1951. 

Report On "Canada And The United Nations": Ottawa, April 2 (CP) -- The United 
Nations isn't yet strong enough to take on the role of international police-
man and stemp out every aggression that may occur, the Secretary of State 
for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson said  today. The free nations should 
govern themselves Accordingly. 

Mr. Pearson discussed the place of the United Nations in world politics 
In the light of the Korean conflict in à preface to his Department's Annual 
Report on "Cenede and the United Nations." The report this year has been 
cut down to 190 pages fran last year's 519. 

The free world should maintain its principles, he said, despite limita-
tions of U.N. power and resources, 

terfe must make clear that we are firmly opposed to aggression of all 
kinds and thnt if at times we are uneble to meet aggression with the firm-
ness we would wish, it is because we do not yet possess the arms to do so." 

U.N. action in Korea set precedents of "enormous importance" beCause _ 
it brought to bear combined military strength where it had been felt none 
could be created. 

"The U.N. should not be judged RS if it were a court to try offenders 
with m police force always ready and able to punish those found guilty. 
The U.N. is not  an  entity in itself. It is the sum total of the wills of 
its members . 

"It is not now able to apply over-whelming pressure at all times an 
all offenders, major or minor. Its members must therefore conserve their 
limited resources in order to be able to apply them collectively where they 
are  most needed." 

Brig. Rockinghem Talks With General McArthur:  Tokyo, April 2 (NYT) -- Seventy 
per cent of the 10,000 troops that Canada raised last year for service 
with the United Nations "wherever needed" will be in Korea by next month, 
their commander, Brig. John M. Rockingham, seid today. 

The Canadian brigade, training at Fort Lewis, Mhshington e  will ritake 
a new contribution to Allied forces of infantry, self-propelled guns, 
engineers and an ambulance unit, Brig. Rockinghem said. The 25th Brigade, 
which he  commands,  will supplement the Princess Patricia's Canadian Light 
Infantry, already in action on the western Korean front._ 

The commander made his statements to correspondents before returning 
to the United States, where he will supervise shipping the brigade and 
equipment. Then he will return to this Area in advance of his men.- 

The brigadier has just returned from Korea, where he visited Canadian 
installations and conferred with Lt.-Gen. Matthew B. Ridgway, commander 
of the United States Eighth Army. The Canedian commander talked more 
than Rn hour with Gen. Douglas MacArthur here. 

qt.  Outlines Canada's Defence Research Work: Halifax, April 2 (CP) -- Dr. Omond' 
Solandt, Chairmen of the Defence Research Board and Science Member of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, told el service club here today what Cenedinne across 
the country are doing in his Department. 

At Suffield, Alta., Cenadals biggest defence research centre, they are 
carrying on the only field trials in biological and chemical !arfare in the 
free world--"work orprimary importance." 

At Churchill, Man., the "northern lab" deals principally with problems 
of humans in Arctic conditions. 
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Research et Esquimalt, B.C., is devoted to anti-submarine warfare 
and problems of underwater sound. 

At Halifax, the neval research establishment works mainly on problems 
of underwater warfare, but has done work of major importance in the field 
of corrosion. 

The Canadian armament research establishment Rt Valcnrtier, Quebec, 
is moving toward intensified study of guided missiles. Experts feel 
mwithin the next 10 years guided missiles will have replaced guns." 

At Esquimalt the scientists have developed a new anti-tank shot 
"turning out to be the best of its kind in the world." 

In Ottawa, A new Arctic respirator has been developed,  and the defence 
aspects of chemical warfare are being studied. Also in Ottawa is the 
defence research tele-communication establishment which deals with such 
problems as radio transmission from the Arctic Circle, a problem peculiar 
to Cannde's north. 

In Kingston, Ontnrio, there's n. small bncteriological warfare laboratory. 
Toronto hns a  medical 1RborRtory devoted to research into diseases and 
ailments peculiar to the armed forces. 

Aeronautical research deserves speciR1 attention, Dr. Solandt said, 
and  A national aeronnutical establishment is to beiestRblished at Uplands 
Fields, in Ottawa. 

"It seems quite clear  Canada  is destined to have a great future in 
aviation," Dr. Solandt said, "and I feel this new establishment will 
facilitate development and expansion." 

Budget Day April 10: Ottawa, April 2 (cp) -- The 1951 budget, expected to 
increase the tax burden on Canadians, will be presented to the Commons 
Tuesday, April 10, at 8 p.m. EST, it was announced in the House of 
Commons today by the Minister of Finance, Mr. Abbott. 

Textile Union Dispute: Toronto, April 2 (CP) -- A dispute within the Textile 
Workers Union of America (C.I.0.) flftred anew today when Sam Baron was 
elected a Canadien director. 

It gave the union two Canndinn directing heRds and pointed up a 
situation arising from his dismissal fran the post recently by Emil Rieve, 
the orgnnization's international president. 

Mr. Rieve appointed  Harold Daoust of New York ,  Mr. Deoust was invited 
to todmy's conference but didn't Appear. The meeting was attended by 
delegates representing more than 85 per cent of the union's 20,000 members 
in Canada, n. stetement said. 

B.C. Roman Cntholic School "Strike":  New Westminster, B.C., April 2 (CP) -- A 
classroom "strike" ordered by the Raman CRtholic School Board today,closed 
two schools in suburionn Maillqrdvilleo 

Eight hundred students, bRck fram  a 10-day Easter vacation, merched 
from their classrooms to the office of the Public School Board. 

The march and closing of the schools was R. protest ngRinst the 
British Columbia Government's educationnl policy which does not provide 
funds for separate schools. 

- Across Canada: The House of Commons yesterday npproved and sent to committee 
for detailed study A bill setting up a new charter for Canada's original 
inhabitants—the Indians. It Rpproved the principle of the legislntion, 
which revises and brings into a single statute a number of older laws 
denling with Indinn administration. The bill is the product of several 
years of House committee investigationsmeRoads Department officinls 	1`) 
last night reported thRt Eastern Quebec north of the St. Lawrence River 
is virtually cut off from the rest of the Province by A flood nt Berthier-
ville, Quebec, 40 miles northenst....A farm pool systeml for R11 farm 
products under  provincial  marketing schemes will be established by the 
Ontario Government, the Minister of Agriculture, Mr. Kennedy, told the 
Legislature yesterdny. 
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Citizenship Act Amendments: Ottawa, April 3 (cp) -- The House of C -ammons today 
approved the principle of a bill giving the_Government vider powers to take 
citizenship rights eway fron Canadians who prove to be disloyal to this 
country. 

The legislation received second reading after R two-hour debate in-
dicating it had the general approval of all parties. Some speakers urged 
that the Governnent take power under the criminal code tto deal with Communists 
and other subversive elements. 

Sonie  called Rlso for a provision giving those being so deprived the 
right to appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada. 

---- The Minister of Citizenship and Immigration, Mr. Harris, introducing 
the legislation, said the Government feels it is essential to the "welfare 
and security" of Canada. Those affected will have the right to a hearing 
before n commission. 

The Minister of Justice, Mr. Gerson, said his Deportment is working 
an a draft amendment to the criminal code to deal with communist activities. 
Hawever, that did not mean the draft would emerge as legislation. The policy 
would have to be decided by the Cabinet. 

This will be the effect of the Legislation: 
1. Citizenship of naturalized citizens who return to their country of 

origin or former nationality without retaining R substantial connection 
with Canada could be revoked after tro years. At present, a six-year period 
must elapse. 

- 2. Citizenship could be revoked for persons convicted under the Official 
Secrets Act, as in the cese of those found guilty in the 1946 Soviet spy 
inquiry. At present, this can be done only on conviction of treason or 
sedition. 

3. Citizenship also could be revoked in the case of Canadian citizens 
by birth or naturalization who formally declare their allegiance to another 
state without technically acquiring the nationRlity or citizenship of that 
state. 

George Drew, Progressive Conservative Leader, said the legislation wmuld 
not make it possible to deal with actions by people who had came to Canada 
and were "abusing" the rights of Canadian citizenship and:seeking to "destroye 
Canadian institutions. 

The Government should still further widen the bais  upon which citizen- 
ship could be elthdrawn. It should have an emendment to the criilinal code 
to deal effectively with Communists. 

Investment Peek Forecast For 1951:  Ottawa, April 3 (CP) -- Canada's business 
men, governments and institutions are planning to swell the country's 
investment boom to the highest figure in history--#4,300,000,000. _ 

George McIlraith, Perliamentary Assistant to the Minister of Trade and 
Commerce, Mr. Hege, today tabled in the House of Commons a white paper on 
the Canadian investment outlook for 1951. 

The report said that an investment programme of this magnitude, coming 
at a time when Canada is planning a huge defence programme, may put "con-
siderRble strain" an available supplies of labour and materials. 

The greatest detrimental factor is the lack of steel, particularly 
sheet, plate and heavy structural steel imported from the United States, 
it added. Some construction projects may be delayed, but on the whole there 
is optimism that the whole investment programme will be renlized. 

(over) 



The 1951 investment intentions of $4,300,000,000 are a half-billion-
dollar increase over the $3,791,000,000.in 1950 and more than three times 
the $1,265,000,000 of 1945. 

It means an increase over the accomplished 1950 programme of 14 per 
cent, in value and six per cent in volume.  Canada  is devoting 22 per oent, 
of the gross national product--the total value of goods and services 	- 
produced--to the creation of new buildings, new machinery and new equipment. 

The gross  national  product also is expected to climb to a new high-- 
$20,000,000,000 from $17,693,000,000 in 1950 and almost double the $11,- 
810,000,000 in 1945. 

The investment estimpte for 1951 includes both public and private 
capital outlays. Investment by private industry is expected to touch 
$3,107,000,000 from $2,796,000,000 in 1950, an increase of 11 per cent. 

Investment by governments is expected to climb to $1,221,000,000 
from $995,000,000, an incrense of 23 per cent. 

1950 C.N.R. Revenue Highest Ever: Ottawa, April 2 (CP) -- The Canadian National 
Rallweys in 1950 enjoyed the highest gross revenues in history and the 
biggest net operating return since 1945 and, as a result, sliced its 1949 
deficit by more  than $38,000,000. 

When  everything was balenced—including some $45,600,000 in fixed 
interest charges—the huge, publicly-awned transportation system reported 

1950 income deficit of $3,261.235 compared with $42,043,026 in the 
previous yeer. Increased freight rates had a lot to do with the better 
finencial position. 

The system's 1950 annuel report, tabled in the House of Commons today 
by the Minister of Transport, Mr. Chevrier, showed operating revenue 
totalling $553,831,581, up more  than 10 per cent over the previous record 
of $500,723,386 established in 1949. 

Operating expenses went up, too, totalling $493„997,079 compared 
with $478,501,660 in 1949, but net opereting revenue of $59,834,502 was 
almost three times the 1949 figure of $22,221,726. 

Invites Minston  Churchill To Ottawa:  Ottawa, April 3 (cp) 	Minstan Churchill 
has been invited to visit Ottawa errly next month,by_Dr. M. M. MacCdruil„ 
President of Ottawa's Carleton College. 

Dr. MacCdrum snid today he has sent a cable to Ur. Churchill, noting 
thet the British Conservative  Leader  is to address the University of 
Pennsylvenin May 8  and  esking him to "address the Canadian Nation" at 
ceremonies marking the opening of R new library at Carleton. 

"The Freedom Programme": Declaring the basic conflict in the world today  tg 
 be the bnttle for menls minds, the Minister of Resources and Development, 

Mr. Minters, told the Advertising and , Seles Club, of Ottawa, on April 3, 
that the National Film Board this yenr will begin production of a series 
of films which, collectively, will be known as the Freedom Programme. 

It  was  desirable, he smid, that the people whose concerns are the same 
as ours should see us as we  are. The programme's subject-matter would be 
drawn from the everydey pursuits of Canedians - in their work and worship, 
in their homes and  schools, in their politics and play. 

"The Freedan Programme," he said, "presents Ft new challenge. The 
Board in this endeavour will have the guidance of the Department of External 
Affairs and will co-ordinete its efforts with those of our allies in this 
field through the North Atlantic Treaty organization." 

Detroit,  Toronto Win In Cup Semi-Finals:  In the Stanley Cup hockey semi-finals 
last night, Detroit defeated Canadiens in Montreal 4 to 1 to even that 
series at two victories each. At Boston, Toronto defeated the Bruina  3 to 1 
to move ahead in that series ,  two victories to one. 

Across Canada:  The Canadian Government should call on the United States for 
co-operetion in easing this country's boxcar shortage, the Board of 
Transport Commissioners was told yesterday by the Canadian industrial Traffic 
League 	Expansion plans of the Ontario Hydro-Electric Power Commission 
will provide the Province in 1952 with a power capecity of 80 per cent higher 
than in 1945, Hon. G.H. Challies, Vice-Chairman of the Commission, told the 
Legislature 19st night. 
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Living  Costs Jump 4.5 Points:,  Ottawa, April 4 (CP) -- Living costs in February, 
measured by the official cost-of-living index, increased to a new high of 
17917 points from 175.2, boosted by the biggest monthly climb in History-- 
a thumping 4.5 points. 

Clidbing food prices provided the nain impetus for the record advance, 
but nll other items which normmlly go into the family  budget  also went higher, 
the Bureau of Statistics reported todRy. 

The index is based an 1935-39 prices equalling 100. The big monthly 
climb of 4.5 points in Februnry, compared with the previous high point of 
4.0 points in April, 1917. The 1917 figure is an estimate calculated on the 
1935-39 base. 

Labour's  'Views On  Living Cost Rise: Ottawa, April 4 (cp) -- Labour leaders today 
predicted new demands for wage increases as the result of a record jump in 
the Government's cost-of-living index. 

President Percy Bengough of the Trades  and  Labour Congress of Canada 
and President A.R. Mosher of the Canadinn Congress of Labour said the 4.5- 
point surge nnnounced today inevitnbly would lead to labour pressure for 
higher pay to meet rising living costs. 

The two labour chiefs, whose organizations have a combined membership 
of around 900,000, also declared the new index figure of 179.7 at March 1 
underlines CangdiRn labour's cnmpRign for reimposition of Government price 
controls. 

Shortly after the Bureau of Statistics nnnounced the now record high, 
M.J. Coldwell, C.C.F. leader, also issued a statement saying  Canada  now faces 
"runeway inflation" and "comprehensive controls over prices  and rente" must 
be undertaken immediRtely. 

He called for a rollback of prices and federR1 subsidies, particularly 
an key farm products. 

27th Commonwealth Brigade Crosses 38thr  Tokyo, April 5  (ci') -- An Australian 
patrol led elements of the 27th Commonwealth Brigade across the 38th Parallel 
yesterday as United Nations troops moved into North Korea in force.... 

(Canada's Princess Patricias  are in the 27th Brigade, but the Reuters 
dispetch did not indicate whether the Canadians had crossed the Parallel.) 

President Auriol's Visit: Ottawa, April 4 (cp) -- Amid pomp and ceremony, 
President Vincent Auriol of France will be welcomed tomorrow to Canada, 
once one of France's richest colonies. 

Mr. Auriol, first President of France to come to Canada in an official 
capacity, will arrive in his - flRg be-decked capital at 11:30 a.m. E.S.T. on 
the start of a five-day visit. Arrangements have been made to give him a 
rousing reception during his stay  which will include a visit to Toronto 
FridRy, to Quebec Seturdny and to Montreal Sunday. He will fly.bnck to 
France Monday. 

A special train will bring him here fram New York where he completed 
seven-day visit to United States today. He will be accompanied fram the 

Canadian Border by the Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson. 

(over) 



Financial Aid For Disabled Vets: Ottawa, April 4 (CP) -- The Government proposed 
today to give  a  helping hand financielly to war pensieners who can't work 
and to help children of pensioners to'get higher education. Irar widows with 
children will receive substantial new help too. 	- 

The first  nove, one to introduce  an !!unemployability supplement," wss 
promptly mssailed as one which brings the_menns test into war-pensione 
legislation for the first time. Members of all three parties in opposition 
also complained that the Government is restricting the scope of the  first 
veternns committee in three years.-  

The Mlnister of Veterans Affairs, Mr. Lapointe told the Cannons the 
Government wants to establish  a 31-member Reuse committee to study bills 
which would do these among other things: 

1. Provide for members of the Army Special Force some but not -:all the 
discharge benefits accorded veterans of the Second World War. 

2. Provide up to $40 R month for unemployable married pensioners and 
up to #20 a menth for unemploysble single pensioners. 

3, Provide More adequately for the children of pensioned widows., 
4. Encourage higher education for pensioners' children. 

Across.Cannda: Fabio Manet of Montren1 has been apliointed Chairman of the income 
Tax Appeal  Board  effective April I,  the  Revenue DepartMent has announced.... 
A. wage increase of 14à cents an hour for 11,000 CPR employees across Canada 
was announced yesterday. The - increase goes to yardmasters, conductors,, , 
baggagemen; trainmen, yardmen, switchtenders,,firemen and hostlers. It is 
retroactive to December  1.. ..For the first time in 20 yeereand the second 
time since Confederation„Parlinment shortly will tackle a major evision 
of whnt was described today as "the key act (legislation) ef the Government 
of Canada,". the Consolidated Revenue and Audit Act. 
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Mr. Schuman Oa Peace Action: Ottawa, Aeril 5 (CP) -- Robert Schuman, French Foreign 
Minister, said today the time has come for action to bring peace to Korea. 

Even though communist  China  remains silent, he told a press conference, 
those countries who desire peace should press ahead with discussions of the 
problem and do whatever can be done to end hostilities. - 

The time had come when those countries who wanted peace must be active. 
He said this is a matter of the greatest importance to all those coun- 

tries with forces fighting in Korea, and added that he would probably discuss 
it with the Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson. 

He talked to reporters after listening to President Vincent Auriol address 
the Canadian Parliament. Mr. Schuman made these other points: 

1. He is "really hopeful" that France will soon be able to conclude an 
- agreement with Canada and other countries to get newsprint. He would probably 
, discuss this matter eith the Minister of Trade and Commerce, Mr. Howe, while 

here. 
2. If the agreement falls through, available newsprint would have to be 

requisitioned and distributed equally to newspapers so that all political 
parties can get their platforms across to the people for the October elections. 
This could mean that the campaigns of democratic parties would be_printed on 
newsprint sent from behind the Iron Curtain for Communist propaganda. 

3. He might discuss with Mr. Pearson the question of whetherTurkey and 
Greece should be admitted to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. 
' 4. He has been astonished and pleased at the great interest North' 

America shows in European affairs. Both Canada and the U.S. gave to European 
matters an interest which sometimes surpassed that of Europeans themselves. 

5. Increasing military efforts in Indo-China make it difficult for 
France to carry out her commitments for the defence of Western Europe, but 
they will be carried through. 

President Auriol Addresses Parliament:  Ottawa, April 5 -- In his speech today 
before a joint session of Parliament, President Vincent Auriol of France 
declared that France is not giving herself up to any "naive neutraliam." 
lhatever "sacrifices our rearmament efforts add to our already crushing_ 
burdens for rehabilitation  and  re-equipment, we know that no sacrifice is 
as heavy as that of liberty," he said. 

He spoke in French fram_the clerk's table in the green-carpeted Commons 
chamber, a few feet away from the Speaker's dais. Members who do not under-

stand French followed him by reading from mimeographed copies of the speech 
translated into English and distributed in advance. 

Members of the House of Commons sat at their regular desks, Senators 
occupied chairs placed in the centre aisle of the chamber. The galeries 

 were crawded to overflowing by members of the diplamatic corps, the elves 
and relatives of members and the public. 

Mrs. Auriol sat in the Speaker's gallery next to Mrs. Louis St. Laurent, 

wife of the Canadian Prime Minister. Mr. St. Laurent introduced the President 

to the Chamber. 

In The House Of Commons Yesterdayt  Ottawa, April 5 (CP) -- Liberal, Progressive 
Conservative and C.C.F. members tried unsuccessfully in the House of Commons 
today to launch an "urgent" cost-of-living debate hinged on February's 

record 4.5-point jump in the Government's living-cost index. 

(aver) 



A Progressive Conservative motion was ruled out of order and two others 
were dropped, but the House received a promise from the Government that it 
would open the way for such a debate Monday. 

George Drew, Progressive Conservative leader, promptly gave notice he 
will start a debate then and call on the Government for immediate action to 
halt the rise in prices. 

Ur. Drew's motion for a debate today was ruled out by Speaker Ross 
Macdonald on the ground that, in the light of the Government commitment 
for Monday, discussion now was not urgent. 

M.J. Coldwell, C.C.F, leader, who had been ready to introduce a debate 
motion of his awn, backed the Progressive Conservative leader in a short, 
sharp discussion. 

Equalization Of Freight Rates:  Ottawa, April 5 (CP) -- The Government intends 
to implement recommendations of the Royal Commission on Transportation for 
the equalization of freight rates across Canada, the Minister of Transport, 
Mr. Chevrier, told the Commons tonight. 

However, he indicated it is not yet known whether the legislation--a 
series of amendments to the Railway Act--will be ready for action by 
Parliament at the current session. 

Alexander Rated "Outstanding General's General*: New York, April 5 (CP) -- Viscount 
Alexander, Canada's Governor-General, is described as *the outstanding 
general's general of the European War" in a new book by Gen. Omar N. Bradley 
of the United States Army. 

The first instalement of a condensed version of • Bradley's book, "The 'War 
America Fol;ght," appeared today in Life magazine, Bradley, now chairman of 

_ the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff, served under Gen. Dwight Eisenhower in North 
'Africa and in Europe during the Second World 

"Wheat Offer Declined:  Ottawa, April 5 (CP) -- India has decided to decline a gift 
of law-grade wheat from Canada, P.X. Banerjee, India's actine High Commis-
sioner, said in an interview today. 

"The poor people of India would not have understood the gift," he said. 
"Even though there is hunger in India and more wheat is needed,  we.  have  
decided to wait until high-quality wheat is available in Canada next fall." 

Canada has informed India that at the moment there is no high-quality_ 
wheat available.... 

Canadiens  Take 	Lead  In  Playoff: Montreal Canadiens defeated Detroit 5 to 2 in 
Montreal last night in their Stanley Cup hockey semi-final and Montreal 
now  leads the best-of-seven series three games to two. 

Across Canadas For the 10th consecutive month, Canada's exports moved ahead 
in February. They totalled $253,910,000 in value compared with  $199,- 
452,000 in February last year, a rise of 17 per cent. The January total 
was higher at 4265,100,000....Factory shipments of Canadian-made motor 
vehicles in February reached 40,592 units--third highest monthly figure 
on record....George Burt, Canadian regional director of United Auto Workers 
(C.I.0.), said in Cleveland yesterday that living costs have risen more 
than twice as fast in Canada as in the United States....The Ontario Img-
islature was prorogued yesterday. 

OF 
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Canadians Scale 2,000-Foot-Slope:  From  Tokyo, CAP) (April 9) -- Reuters News Agency 
reported that Commonwealth and Turkish troops Saturday encountered the most 
stubborn resistance of the day on the central front. Canadian, Scottish and 
Australian troops scaled a 2,000-foot slope in the face of fire from Chinese 
holding the razor,back ridges, Reuters said.... 

President Auriol On Canada-U.S. Relations:  Montreal, April 9 (CP) -- President 
Vincent Auriol of France said in a brief address here last night that Canada 
and the United States have a mutual and binding frieàdship which can be a 
lesson to the world. 

Addressing guests at a special reception, M. Auriol said "Canada and the 
United States are so strongly linked that they offer to the world itself the 
solidarity which two great nations, on their own, can foster and maintain." 

"We realize that France and England, like Canada and the United States, 
must bind themselves each to the other to save the world from another world 
war." 

President Auriol  Receives Laval Degree:  Quebec, April 8 (CP) -- President Vincent 
Auriol of France confessed Saturday that he really felt at home in this cFpital 
of French Canada. 

He made the statement after receiving an honorary degree at Laval 
University, the oldest French-language educational institution in the Western 
HemIsphere. 

"Pats" Speculate On Leave  Plans:  West Central Sector, Korea, April 8 (CP) -- 
News that the United States is instituting a rotational policy for service 
in Korea, and that the British Government is relieving two battalions of 
the 27th Commonwealth Brigade, spurred discussion on what may be provided 
for the Patricias.... 

The emphasis among the men's preferences is on provision for leave in 
Japan, preferably at the 27th Brigade's leave centre. But a close second 
is for an established policy on haw long a Canadian soldier shall serve in 
Korea. 

Bureau Of Current Affairs:  Ottawa, April 8 (CP) -- Establishment of a bureau of 
current affairs to tell Canadian servicemen why they are serving and fighting 
ww announced today by the Defence Department. 

It will be headed by Harry R. Low, 44, of Ottawa and Winnipeg, wartiMo 
Director of Education for the RCAF and a former Professor at the University 
of Manitoba. 

The Minister of National Defence, Mr. Claxton, explained Mr. Low's duties 
as Director of the new bureau in one paragraph: 

"Ur. Law will assist commanding officers in the services to keep per-
sonnel informed on matters of national and international concern.  • .The object 
of the information will be to ensure that the man in the services ties a bFsic 
understanding of that which he has enlisted to support and that which he rust 
be prepared to oppose." 

(over) 



«Me 

Canada-Sweden Tax Agreement (Press Release No. 17, April 6):  An Agreement between 
Canada and Sweden for the avoidance of double taxation in the field of income 
tax was concluded in Ottawa on April 6 •, fis  Excellency, Per Wijkman, the 
Swedish Minister signed for Sweden, and the Minister of Finance, Mr. Abbott, 
signed on behalf of Canada. 

Hopes For 5,000,000 Tourists:  Ottawa, April 9 (CP) -- Canada is looking for 
. 5,000,000 tourists this year to duplicate 1950 1 s record figure. 

A Canadian Press survey shows that the experts believe the season 
ahead will be as good as last year's—barring a major war. They base their 
prediction on healthy prospects shown by Ontario and Quebec, the Provinces 
which usually get the lion's share of the tourist trade. 

While the war in Korea was a limiting factor in tourist travel and 
trade last year, the conflict may have different effects this year. 

Inquiries to travel agencies in Ontario and Quebec suggest that many 
potential tourists are planning an early vacation in case of a service 
call-up or with the thought that conditions arising from the defenoe programme 
may  make pleasure trips difficult. 

Toronto And Canadiens For Stanley Cup Final:  Toronto Maple Leafs and Montreal 
Canadiens will play off a best-of-seven Stanley Cup hockey championship 
series. Toronto eliminated Boston with two victories over the Bruins at the 
week-end, 4 to 1 in Toronto on Saturday and 6 to 0 in Boston Sunday night, 
while Montreal eliminated the fancied Detroit team with a 3 to 2 victory in 
Montreal Saturday.  night. 

Across Canada: More than 2,000 relatives and friends crowded a sunlit jetty at 
Victoria, B.C. to welcome home the 280 men aboard the destroyer Cayuga.... 
The Foreign Exchange Control Board swooped down on exchange-control evaders 
last year, collecting up a total of $227,454 in fines and forfeitures.... 
Canadians from Cape Breton to the Pacific split up at least #363,560 in 
prize money Saturday by drawing winning tickets in Grand National sweep-
stakes....1fford was received from California last night that Michael A. 
Mahoney, the "Klondike Mike" of Yukon gold rush fane, and later a well-known 
Ottawa business man, had died at his Santa Monica home. Be eus in his 
75th year. 
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Tuesday, April 10, 1951. 

*Pats" Cross 38th Parallel: (From Tokyo AP Dispatch, April 10) -- Canadian Press 
Correspondent Bill Boss reported that Canadian troops crossed the 38th Parallel 
Sunday unopposed. The Princess Patricia's Light Infantry filed through an 
opening in barbed wire across a mountain valley trail northeast of Seoul in 
what was termed another "dry run." The Canadians crossed the Parallel in the 
lee of positions taken two days ago by the Australians. 

Mr. Howe On Price Controls: Ottawa, April 9  (op) -- The Minister of Trade and Com-
merce, Mr. Howe, told the Commons tonight, on the eve- of the federal budget, 
that the Government is not going to put general price controls into effect naw. 

The Minister, stepping into debate on living costs and inflation, said the 
greatest contribution Canadians can make against inflation is to avoid panic 
buying and to produce more goods. 

"The Government is not going to put into effect controls that would do 
more harm than good," Mr. Howe said in response to a series of Opposition 
demands for Government action to halt the rise in the cost of living. 

He spoke in an all-day discussion on a Progressive Conservative motion of 
non-confidence in the Government because of higher living costs. 

The motion of George Drew, Progressive Conservative leader, called for•  - 
"immediate consideration" by the Government to the "adoption of appropriate - 
measures to hold dawn the cost of living and halt inflation." 

Ship Firé That Cost Seven Lives Said Incendiary: Ottawa, April 9 (CP) -- Fire that 
raged through the cruise liner Quebec with the loss of seven lives August 14 last 
was set by one or more incendiarists who also partly knocked out the ship's 
automatic fire-alarm system. 

The House of Commons received these findings today from an investigating 
judge, and it also heard the Minister of Transport, Mr. Chevrier, announce his 
Department will give "immediate attention" to the judge's recommendation for 
tighter fire precautions. 

Mr. Justice Fernand Choquette of the Quebec Superior Court was unable to 
name anyone responsible for the fire. Mr. Chevrier said arrest and prosecution 
would be a matter for authorities in the area where the fire occured--Quebec. 

At Quebec City, Solicitor-General Antoine Rivard of that Province said the 
report will be studied and the Quebec Government will consider what course police 
action should take. 

Today Is Budget Day:  Ottawa, April 9 (CP) -- Canadians will hear the bad news about 
their 1951-52 taxes tomorrow (Tuesday) night. 

The Minister of Finance, Mr. Abbot, introducing his Budget in the Commons, 
is expècted to announce a heavier tax burden, possibly through the imposition 
of new taxes and a series of increases in existing levies. 

Mr. Abbott and other Government spokesmen already have made it clear that 
higher taxes are necessary to help finance the country's expanding defence 
programme. 

The Minister of Finance will begin his Budget speech to the Commons at 
8 p.m. EST. 

President Auriol Bids Farewell: Montreal, April 10 (Gazette) -- Obviously tired but 
still wearing his well-known smile, President Vincent Auriol of France bade 
Montreal adieu yesterday with the r.ords, "Merci à tous." 

(aver) 
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The French chief of state, accompanied by his charming wife and son, and 
his Foreign Affairs Minister, Robert Schuman, and the rest of his party, boarded 
an Air France Lockheed Constellation shortly after 3:30 p.m. at the Montreal 
Airport, Dorval. 

Minutes later, the presidential party was winging eastward on a non-stop 
flight to Shannon Airport, Ireland. A previous plan for a direct return to 
Paris was cancelled within the past few days when President Sean T. O'Kelly 
of Ireland extended Mr. Auriol an invitation for a meeting at Shannon. The 
aircraft is expected to arrive at the Irish international airport at 6:30 a.m. 
(Irish tine), at 1:30 a.m. (Montreal Standard Time.) There was no report on 
the probable length of Mr. Auriol's stay in Ireland. 

Beaudry Leman's Death: Montreal, April 10 (Gazette) -- One of Canada's most pro-
minent business leaders, Beaudry Leman, B.Sc., C.E. D.C.Sc., Chairman of the 
Board of the Banque Canadienne Nationale, died at his home in Outrenont _ 
yesterday morning. He was 74. 

Noted also as an engineer, civic leader, prominent member of many important 
government commissions and supporter of charities, Mr. Lenan had been actively 
engaged in banking since 1912, follawing an outstanding career in the Province 
as an engineer. He had been in failing health for more than a year. 

Feraphesies Vast Iron Ore Production: Quebec, April 9 (Gazette) -- Quebec Labrador 
ranks anong the world's great endeavours, Sir James H. Dirnn,Bart.,K.C9, - 
D.C.L., LL.D., today told the Canadian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy. 

The inaugural session of the three-day meeting got under way with ad-
dresses of welcome by city and Provincial Government officials. Delegates 
were told the day will come when Canada's iron ore production will climb to 
30,000,000 tons annually with a value of at least $250,000,000. 

"In all great endeavours,  and  Quebec Labrador ranks among the world's 
great endeavours, what counts is the men who go far afield, north and south, 
to dare and do,"  said Sir James.  

Across Canada: The Fisheries Council of Canada said yesterday that two Latin- 
American countries have shawn discriminatory tendencies against the Canadian 
fishing industry. The Council has asked the Government to intervene. The 
countries are Trinidad, a British possession, and Brazil. The Council also 
has urged the Government that in any general peace treaty with Japan, action 
be taken to guard against possible encroachment on Canadian fishing areas - by 
Japanese fishernen....The Governor-General, accompanied by the Minister of 
National Defence, Mr. Claxton, will make a flying visit to Fort Lewis, Wash., 
next week-end to visit troops of the 25th Infantry Brigade before they sail 
for Korea, it was announced yesterday. It is expected the Canadian brigade 
will sail for Korea from Seattle a few days later...adolph Koldofsky; 45, 
a former member of the Toronto Symphony Orchestra and one of Canada 's  foremost 
musicians, died yesterday in California, the Canadian Press reports from 
Toronto. 
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The Budget: The following are the highlights of the Budget presented in the House 
-----U-nEmons last evening by the Minister of Finance, Ur. Abbott: 

"Defence Surcharge" of 20 per cent clapped on personal income tax pay-
ments -- effective July 1. 

Basic personal income tax rates and exemptions unchanged. Scattered 
minor deductions allowed. 

Cigarette tax up three cents on package of 20. Beer and liquor taxes 
unchanged. 

' General sales tax boosted to 10 per cent from -eight per cent -- effective 
immediately. 

Special excise tax boosted to 25 per cent from 15 per cent on motor cars, 
radios and other luxuries -- effective immediately. 

New 15 per cent excise tax imposed on household refrigerators, washing 
machines and cooking stoves -- effective immediately. Coal or wood stoves 
exempted. 

Tobacco tax up to $1.15 per pound from 67 cents; taxes an roll-your-awn 
papers and tubes repealed. 

Three-year tax exemption for new mines extended to mines starting produc-
tion in 1953 and 1954. 

Tax deductions on exploration expenses for oil, mining and natural gas 
companies extended for another year. 

Corporation tax on profits over #10,000 boosted_to 45.6 per cent, from 
38 per cent. 

Corporation tax on profits under $10,000 unchanged at 15 per cent. 
Corporation tax increase will not reduce profit rate to less than five 

per cent of company capital. 
Depreciation write-off for tax purposes withheld for four years on new, 

non-essential capital assets. 
Union and professional membership dues and certain travelling and other 

expenses may be deducted from taxable 1951 incomes. 
Excise tax on candy, chocolate and chewing gum reduced to 15 per cent 

from 30 per cent -- effective immediately. 
Surplus for 1951-52 expected to be $30,000,000 compared with $203,456,000 

in 1950-51. 
Revenues in 1951-52 estimated at $3,730,000,000 compared with  $3,105,-

300,000 in 1950-51. 
Expenditures for 1951-52 estimated at $3,700,000,000 compared with 

$2,901,844,000 in 1950-51. 
Tariff changes eliminate or reduce duties on equipment used by farmers, 

fishermen and mining companies -- effective immediately. 

Mr. Pearson On Canada - U.S. Relations: Toronto, April 10 (CP) -- Canada's growing 
importance and the role of the Unfted States as the dominating force on the 

(4 	side of freedom are ending "the days of relatively easy and automatic political 

\ 	

relations" between the two countries, the Secretary of State for EXternal 
Affairs, Mr. Pearson, said today. 

He said that while Canada is anxious to work and support the U.S. in its 
leadership of the free world, "we are not willing to be merely an echo of 
somebody else's voice." 

(over) 
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Mr. Pearson told a joint meeting of Toronto's Empire and Canadian Clubs 
that difficulties and frictions bound to occur will be easier to settle if 
the U.S. realizes Canada's importance -and that "we, in Canada, have had our 
awn experience of tragedy and suffering and loss in war." 

The Minister spoke frankly of the causes of current_friction, and 
cautioned both Canadians and Americans against stirring up animosities. H') 
said that in the present "two-power world of conflict" the question of 
Canadian-American relations "is one of the most difficult and delicate 
problems of foreign policy that has yet faced the Canadian people." 

Canada had "came of age" in her relationship with the United Kingdom, 
and the two countries now dealt with  one  another on a basis of confidence 
and friendship. Canadians should be careful "not to transfer the suspicions 
and sensitiveness and hesitations of yesteryear from London to Washington." 

Mr. Pearson also warned against getting unduly hot and bothered over 
"all the pronouncements of journalists or generals which we do not like," 
although there are some on which Canadians have a right to express their 
views. 

"More important," Mr. Pearson added, 'we must convince the U.S. by 
action rather than merely byword that we are, in fact, pulling our weight 
in this international team. 

"On their side, they should not attempt to tell us that until we do 
aie-twelfth or one-sixteenth, or some other fraction as much as they are 
doing in any particular enterprise, me are defaulting. It would also help 
if the United States took more notice of what we do, and indeed, occasionall 
of what we say." 

Mr. Pearson said American leadership in Korea deserved Canada's deep 
gratitude but, Canada should not be more strongly criticized than other 
countries for the time it took to adjust herself to the situation. 

By facing the problems "frankly and openly" it should be possible to 
prevent Canadian-American relations from hitting serious snags. 

nThat relationship means marching with the U.S. in the pursuit of 
objectives which we share," the Minister added. nIt does not mean being 
pulled along or loitering behind." 

Canada's preoccupation no longer was whether the U.S. will discharge 
her international responsibilities "but how she will do it and how the rest 
of us will be involved." 

mr. St. Laurent  Receives Labour  Brief:  Ottawa, April 10 (Cr) -- Neither price 
controls nor a broad social-security programme is in the offing, the Prime 
Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, today told the Trades and Labour Congress of 
Canada. 

The two proposals were the chief demands of the 500,000-member Congress, 
making its annual submission to the Cabinet. The T.L.C. asked for early 
action on both. 

More than 50 delegates representing the Congress and its major union 
affiliates got these replies from the Prime Minister to points in their brief: 

1. The Government believes price controls would not be beneficial now 
but eculd not hesitate to put them in if it were convinced they would be of 
benefit. 

2. There is still much "educational work" to be done before the federal 
Government can take over the social security field; also, national defence 
should came first at this time. 

3. Launching Government-financed law-rental housing programmes--asked 
by the Congress--would be difficult because of the high cost of housing. 

Across Canada: Russia has fully repaid a $2,900,000 -loan obtained from the Canadian 
Governnent following the end of the Second World War, the Minister of Fintl. 
Mr. Abbott, disclosed in his budget speech....The Minister of Justice, Mr. 
Garson, took action yesterday to pave the way for a 20-per-cent increase in 
salaries for all Canadian judges with the exception of Justices of the Supreme 
Court of Canada....The Minister of Justice, Mr. Garson,.said yesterday he  has 
sent to the r:ovinces what he hopes will be final drafts of proposed amend-
ments to the constitution. One  of the amendments would clear the way for 
federal inauguration of a contribu'cr7 old-age pension plan. 
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General MacArthur:  Ottawa, April 11 (cp) 	A Social Credit member of the Commons 
suggested today Canada possibly should have been consulted before General 
MacArthur was firedbutthe Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, 
didn't agree. 

The Minister told Rev. E. G. Hansell (SC—Macleod) President Truman's 
action in relieving the General of the United Nations coMmand in Korea was 
clearly taken under authority granted the President months ago by the U.N.'s 
Security Council. 

Mr. Mansell said there is  dame confusion as to whether Canada, as one of 
the nations with forces in Korea, should have been consulted before the U.N. 
commander was changed. 

Mr. Pearson said he had no desire to make any comment on the nature of the 
President's action. But he would outline the procedure on which it was based. 

Last summer when joint action in Korea was launched the U.N.'s Security 
Council asked the U.S. President to designate a commander of the U.N. forces. 
In response, Mr. Truman named General MacArthur. 

Now, Er. Truman had decided the conduct of military operations in Korea 
should be placed in other hands, and, acting under the authority given him 
by the Security Council, had appointed General Matthew Ridgway to succeed 
General MacArthur. 

This decision was clearly within the authority given the President last 
year. 

-Ili'. Pearson made no comment on consultations. Hawever, Canada has been 
in consultation with Washington for some time over General MacArthur's con-
troversial statements. 

Congress Of Labour Submission:  Ottawa, April 11 (CP) -- The Prime Minister, 
St. Laurent, and top officers of the Canadian Congress of Labour clashed 
sharply today over government price-control policy. 

Leaders of the 360,000-member Congress, at their annual meeting with 
the Cabinet, took issue with the Prime Minister's statement that controls 
could not be made to work now. 

C.C.L. President A. R. Mosher, banging a table for emphasis while 120 
union officers applauded, told Er. St. Laurent and 15 Ministers that the 
Government is "missing the point" in its reasons for not clamping controls on 
prices. 

Pat Conroy, Congress Secretary-Treasurer, declared "the continuing 
negative attitude of the Government on price control will ultimately lead to 
disaster in this country unless positive steps are taken." 

The Prime Minister, after hearing a C.C.L. submission highlighted by 
the price-control demand, told the union men that controls now would have to 
involve a price rollback and the estimated $400,000,000-a-year cost in 
Government subsidies would be prohibitive. 

On top of the new $400,000,000 which last night's Budget will take 
from the taxpayer, he said, "it just isn't possible." 

"We don't think it would work," the Prime Minister added, telling the 
labour men his Gavernment does not want to launch something unless it thinks 
it will benefit the Canadian people. 

taN m ,_ 

(over) 
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Mr. Diefenbaker In Controls Debate: Ottawa, April 11  (ci') -- John Diefenbaker 
(PC--Lake Centre) charged today that Canada's combines law can be broken 
with "almost complete immunity" at a time when this legislation should be 
used in the fight against inflation. 

It was "more than financial telepathy" or coincidence he told the 
Commons, that manufacturers were arbitrarily raising prices at the saine 

 time to the same extent in various parts of the country. Yet the Government 
made no use of the combines law, the act designed to penalize and prevent 
that sort of thing. 

"The safest thing a person can do in Canada today is to cumait a breach 
of the combines law," he said in joining a debate on the cost of living, a 
debate caused by a Progressive Conservative motion for immediate consideration 
of measures to halt inflation. 

Mr. Diefenbaker spoke as the debate rolled through its third day without 
a vote on the official Opposition's motion of want-of-confidence in the 
Government. 

He called, too, for Government investigation of "the very great spread" 
between the price the farmer gets for this produce and the price the consumer 
pays. 

Says Labrador Ore Worthless Without Seaway: Quebec, April 10  (ci') 	G.M. Humphrey, 
President of the Iron Ore Company of Canada, told the Canadian Institute of 
Mining and retallurgy tonight that in the event of a Third World W's.r only 
rapidly expansible sources of iron ore left on the North American continent 
are the Quebec and Labrador deposits. 

In an address prepared for delivery before the Institute's annual 
meeting he added that expanded production at these sources would be worthless, 
hcmever, unless the St. Lawrence seaway project is carried'out and the Produc-
tion transported to  the  great steel-making centres of the Great Lakes basin. 

President Auriol's Thanks:  The Prime Einister, Mr. Louis S. St. Laurent, announced 
that he has received the following message from the President of the French 
Republic, Mr. Vincent Auriol: - 

"Words fail to express the emotion which I feel upon leaving Canada. The 
unforgettable days I have spent here bear witness to the close ties'which 
unite and always will unite the Canadian and the French Nations. What has 
been built in our hearts will grow in strength and in beauty in the future. 
Our two countries will participate with friendship with confidence in 
the task of all free peoples that of safeguarding civilization. My wife joins 
me in reaffirming our affection for Madame St. Laurent and yourself and 
expressing our deep gratitude for the reception you have given us." 

Toronto  tins First  In Cup Finals: A goal by Sid Smith after five minutes and 51 
seconds of overtime play, his second of the night, sent the Toronto Maple - 
Leafs winging away in front of Montreal Canadiens with a 3-2 victory in the 
first game of the best-of-seven Stanley Cup finals in Toronto last night. 

The Leafs had quite a margin on the night's play and a lot more of the 
puck than Canadiens. They outshot Canadiens 39 to 22 and controlled the play 
except in the second session when Canadiens braced. 

Across Canada: Marc Boyer, federal Deputy Minister of Mines and Statistical 
Surveys, stated before the Canadian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy 
yesterday that Canada's defence programme meant "no nudden flurry of 
increased production. . .likely to subside in one or two years." It meant 
a rising demand even if war is averted...a. total of $57,263 in grants and 
$51,895 in loans were paid out in 1950 to members and veterans of the naval 	I M 
service from the Canadran Naval Service Benevolent Fund, the Navy announced 
yesterday....In another chapter in labour's drive against Communien, the 
Red-dominated International Union of Fur and Leather Workers yesterday was 
fired out of the Canadian Congress of Labour. 
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Canada - U.K. Force Studied: Ottawa, April 12 (CP) -- The Minister of National 
Defence,  Mi.  Claxton, said today Canada would.have no objection to placing 
the Canadian 25th Brigade in a Commonwealth division in Korea. 

However, he added in an 'interview,that is a matter to be decided by 
the military leaders in Korea on the basis of the best way the Canadian 	- 
formation can be used. 

Defence officials said later the subject has been under discussion 
for same time but that no final decision has been reached. It would cause 
no surprise here if the Canadian brigade and two British brigades are pooled 
in a Commonwealth division, the first of its kind. 	- 

There are two British brigades in Korea and the Canadian brigade is due 
to sail shortly from the United States, possibly within the next week or 10 
days. There are three brigades in a division which consists of about 18,000 
men., 

The division wculd_include elements of the British, Canadian, Australian 
and New Zealand armies and would be the first formation of its kind in 
Commonwealth history. 	 • 

Bri-. 'Des' Smith's  New  Post: Ottawa, April 12 (Cr) -- The Army's two youngest 
,enerals will swap jobs in August. 

Brig. J.D.B. (Des) Smith, C.B.E., D.S.O., 39, of Ottawa, a man with 
a big fighting record, became the youngest general today when. he was 
promoted major-general after eight years as a brigadier. 

•He will continue as acting quartermaster-general until August and then 
go to London to take over the job now held by Maj.-Gen. S.F. (Fin) Clark, 
C.B.E., 42, of Ottawa and Winnipeg. Until today, General Clark was the 
youngest general. 

General Clark's job is that of heading the Canadian joint military staff 
in London and representing Canada on the Atlantic Pact organization there. 

That makes him Canada's key military officer in the drive to build up 
Western  Europe's defences through N.A.T.O. co-operation. 

Japanese Agency For Canada (Press Release No.  18, April 12):  The Department of 
External Affairs announced on April 12 that the Canadian Government had 
informed the Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers and the Japanese 
Government that it would agree to the establishment of a Japanese Overseas 
Agency in Canada. Similar Japanese agencies are naw operating in four key 
cities in the United States and in other countries in Europe, Asia and 
South America. 

The Agency will be limited to semi-consular and commercial functions 
and neither the Agency nor its personnel will have diplomatic or consular 
status. It will not act on behalf of the Japanese Government in making 
official representations to the Canadian authorities except for the admin-
istrative conduct of the Agency itself. 

mn St. Laurent On Seaway:  Ottawa, April 12 (CP) -- The Prime Minister, Mr. 
St. Laurent, addressing a group opposing the St. Lawrence Seaway, said 
today he thinks it's going to be built "same day." 

"As to when it will be undertaken, that is still undecided," he told 
the joint legislative committee of the Railway Transportation Brotherhoods. 

But when it is built, he added, it will "contribute to the over-all 
good of the Canadian and United States nations." 

(over) 
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To Consider Wages With Regard To Prices:  Ottawa, April 12 (Cr) -- A possible drive 
for a general round of wage increases was foreshadawed,today by the Canadian 
Congress of Labour in summoning an emergency  meeting of its unions to consider 
"the relationship of wages with regard to prices." 

The action wes taken by the executive council of the 360,000 member 
Congress a day after ,  its demand for price controls to hold down living costs 
was rejected by Cabinet at a conference here. 

Mr.  Hawe On Price Controls:  Ottawa, April 12 (Cr) -- Canada can have effective 
price control if it works in the United States, the Minister of Trade and 
Commerce, Mr. Howe, said today. 

"But we honestly do not believe we can make it wmrk today until the 
U.S. stabilizes prices," he told a labour delegation. 

Mr. Howe, Canada's defence production chief, said: "The only reason 
we aren't doing it is that we don't think we can make a go of it." 

Atomic Devices Ordered:  Ottawa, April 12 (Cr) -- The federal Government has placed 
orders for atomic radiation instruments for use by provincial and municipal 
civil defence workers should the country be attacked. 

A return tabled today in the Commons did not describe the instruments. 
It said 175,000 gas respirators have been obtained for "issue to provincial 
and municipal civil defence workers as and when required." 

Across Canada: Canada will provide air base facilities at Edmonton and at White-
horse, Y.T., today, when a U.S. paratroop battalion and supporting units fly 
northward to meet a mythical invader in Alaska...The Minister of Trade and 
Commerce, Mr. Hawe, told the Commons yesterday  housing and residential 
construction generally will not be affected by the Government's decision to hold 
up depreciation allowances for four years....A forest that shall never end 
-- that is the aim of new legislation introduced in the British Columbia 
Legislature....Filing of nomination papers for the Prince Edward Island 
general election was featured yesterday by the advent of the Province's 
first woman candidate and a reduction in C.C.F. stalwarts. Liberals and 
Progressive Conservatives put a full slate of 30 candidates in the field. 
Mrs. Leslie Ramsay, a housewife, filed papers for Third Prince -- one of the 
five C.C.F. candidates. She is the first woman ever to seek election in P.E.I. 
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nNootke Shells Enemy-Occupied Village:  Tokyo, April 16 -- The Canadian destroyer 
Nootka shelled an enemy-occupied village and buildings on the west coast of 
Korea Sunday and caused heavy damage, a United Nations naval  communiqué 
announced today. 

The attack was made on a village near Changsan Point southwest of 
Chinnampo, the port city for Pyongyang, the North Korean capital. 

The Nootka has been on the Korean west coast with the Canadian destroyers 
Huron and Athabaskan, the British cruiser Kenya and other British ships. 

- 
His Excellency's  Farewell  Review  At Fort Lewis: Fort Lewis, Mash., April 15 (CP) 

The fGovernor-General said Canada's goodbye to the 25th Brigade at Fort 
Lewis today and bade its soldiers fight the good fight against Communism both 
on and off the battlefield. 

Probably 15,000 persons watched Viscount Alexander, famous British field 
marshal, review 5,000 to 6,000 troops, bronzed, fit and keen for Korean 
action. 

Brilliant sunshine caught the bayonets of the men as the lines of khaki 
marched past the reviewing stand for a solid 40 minutes. The Governor-General, 
in uniform himself, saluted as they passed -- two battalions of infantry, a 
regiment of artillery, a squadron of tank men, engineers, signallers and all 
the other arms that will sail soon for the Far East. 

Over his head fluttered a Canadian Red Ensign he had presented a few " 
moments before to brigade commander, Brig. John (Rocky) Rockingham, to fly 
over his headquarters wherever it may be. 

The brigade, core of Canada's Special Force, first gave Lord Alexander 
a Royal Salute as the men stood in a hollow square on a giant_parade square. 
After he spoke to them there, thousands of persons -- wives and children of 
the men, American troops and civilians -- watched them march past, unit by 
unit, their precision a treat to see. After the parade the men got their 
last pay before sailing and went on leave until Tuesday-  morning. 

Plans Quiet Retirement: rort Lewis, Mash., April 15 (CP) -- Viscount Alexander 
told reporters yesterday that he plans to return to Britain and live in his 
new home outside London when he retires as Governor-General of Canada. 

In Fort Lewis to review the Canadian 25th Brigade before its departure 
for Korea, the Field Marshal, who commanded Allied troops in Italy during 
the Second World Mar, was asked if he would join the Atlantic Pact Organiza- 
tion when his term of office as Governor-General expires in April, 1952. 

Lord Alexander said he hadn't been invited. Further, he was quite 
happy as Canada's Governor-General, 

UN Status Given ICAO: Montreal, April 16 (Gazette) -- Canada and the International 
Civil Aviation Oreanization at noon yesterday signed an agreement providing 

4;2 	officials and members of ICAO with facilities and immunities accorded to the 
United Nations and other recognized international and diplomatic bodies. 

The'ceremony of the signing was held in the ICAO council chamber in the 
penthouse atop the Aviation Building. The Secretary of State for EXternal 
Affairs, Mr. Pearson, and pr. Edward Marner, President of the Council, 
signed the document in the presence of the Minister of Transport, Mr. Chevrier, 
who in 1950 officially opened the $4,000,000 Aviation building, constructed 
by the Canadian Government for ICAO's headquarters. Others taking part In 
the ceremony were: Mayor Camillien Houde, Benjamin Cohen, representative of 

(over) 
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the United Nations, M.A. Metcalfe,,Vice-President of the Canadian National 
Railways, Dr. Albert Ropr, Secretary General of ICAO. 

Under the terms of the agreeMent ICAO, its properties and its assets 
enjoy the same facilities and immunities "as are enjoyed by foreign govern-
ments." 

Canada And The United States: Miami.Beach,  Fia.,  April 15 (AP) -- Union of the 
United States and Canada, "perhaps within a quarter of a century," was 
predicted Saturday by Harold Connolly, Health and Welfare Minister of Nova 
Scotia. 

Connolly, vacationing here, said in an interview that the rising tide 
of Communist aggression and the menace of dictatorship in sanie South American 
countries might speed the welding of the two countries.... 

Award Nine Canadians $29,000 In Fellawships: New York, April 15 (CP) -- Nine 
Canadians, whose studies range from political science to Arctic botany, were 
named Saturday as winners of 1951-52 fellawships awarded by the John Simon 
Guggenheim Memorial Foundation. 

The stipends, which will enable the Canadians to continue their research 
and study, total $29,000. The Foundation said it was the largest number of 
Canadians ever appointed to Guggenheim fellowships in any one year. 

The fellawship winners: 
Dr. Alexander Brady, professor of political science at University of 

Toronto; Dr. William P. Wallace, assistant professor of ancient history, 
University College, Toronto; Kenneth Earl Kidd, deputy keeper at the Royal 
Ontario Museum of Archaeology, Toronto; Dr. Maxwell John Dunbar, associate 
professor of zoology, McGill University, Montreal; Dr. Joyce Hemlaw, assistant 

_ professor of English at McGill; Dr. Nicholas Polunin, former professor of 
botany at McGill; Dr. Edmund Grindlay Berry, associate professor of classics, 
University of Manitoba, Winnipeg; George Woodcock, Vancouver Island, writer; 
and Dr. Heinrich Edmund Karl Henel, a naturalized Canadian, professor of 
German, University of Wisconsin. 

Canadiens-Maple Leafs All Even On Series: Toronto, April 16 -- Maurice Richard, 
'The Rocket" of the hockey lanes, put Montreal Canadiens back into the 
Stanley Cup hunt Saturday with an over-time goal which defeated Toronto 
Maple Leafs 3 to 2, and tied up the best-of-seven series at one game each. 

Barrie Flyers Take First From Quebec Juniors:  Toronto, April 16 (CP) -- Barrie 
Flyers scored four goals in the third period Saturday to defeat Quebec 
Citadels 6-2 in the first game of their best-of-seven Memorial Cup Eastern 
Canada finals before the Toronto season's biggest hockey crowd. 

Across Canada:  The House of Commons is expected to take up the Budget Debate 
• 	today.... The navy's facilities for protecting the sea approaches to Halifax 

are being expanded,. naval officials said Saturday. A new "seaward defence 
base" is being established in the harbour to accommodate minesweepers and 
other units engaged in defence of the key port. 
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Nickel Rationing Ordered: Ottawa, April 16 (CP) -- Canada, producer of 90 per cent 
of the world's nickel, will undergo compulsory government rationing of that 
essential metal starting May 1. 

Order No. 1, placing nickel under government control was issued today by 
the Defence Production Department's metals administrator, F.V.C. Hewett. 

Departmental officials said no drastic curtailment of nickel to civilian 
industry is expected. Defence projects in Canada, the United States and 
Britain would get top priority, but it appeared likely sufficient quantities 
will be available to maintain distribution to  some  less essential industry. 

Most  civilian manufacturers of consumer goods now gét about 65 per cent 
of their 1950 purchases through a voluntary rationing system introduced late 
last year. 

They include producers of chrome plate for automobiles, toasters, waffle 
irons and other kitchen and household equipment. 

"One thing we will try to achieve primarily," said an official, "is ft. 
more equitable distribution. We don't want one manufacturer to build_up 1r4ig 
stocks and have some other manufacturer with no stocks at all." 

The Budget Debate: Ottawa, April 16 (CP) -- A three-pronged Opposition attack on 
the 1951-52 Budget, accompanied by two motions of non-confidence• in the 
Government was launched in the Commons today. 

The Progressive Conservative, C.C.F. and Social Credit parties joined 
in criticizing the tax-boosting Budget as inflationary and in deploring 
Finance Minister Abbott's action in raising the general sales tax to 10 
per cent from eight per cent. 

As the traditional Budget debate opened, the Progressive Conservative 
and C.C.F. parties introduced their customary motions of non-confidence, 
containing specific criticisms. 

The C.C.F. motion, moved by C.C.F. Leader M.J. Coldwell, calle4 for 
limiting the new 20-per-cent defence tax on incomes to single persons whq 
earn more than $1,500 a year and to married persons earning more t4an 
$3,000. Under the Budget, the tax will apply to income tax payments begin-
ning July 1. 

The Progressive Conservative thrust, moved by J.M. Macdonnell  (PC--
Toronto  Greenwood), specifically expressed regret at the Government!s "failure" 
to take effective steps "to deal with profiteering." 	 _ _ 

Doing Everything Possible To  Free Nuns Held  In Red China:  Ottawa, April 16 (CO -- 
The Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, said today the 
Government hopes the five Canadian nuns being held by the Chinese Communists 
will be allowed to return freely to Canada. 

He told the House of Commons no formal charges appear to have been laid 
against the five, all Roman Catholic Sisters of the Immaculste Conception 
who were operating an orphanage in Canton. The agitation against 1;hem 
appeared to be "chiefly local." 

The Government, he said in a brief statement, is doing all it can tq 
protect their interests, and feels it "inconceivable n 'that they can be 
guilty of the "grotesque and fantastic! charges directed at them. 

"Everything is being done, and will be done, to help them without 
increasing the danger to them," he added. 

In the absence of any Canadian diplomatic link with Red China, the 
Government has informed the United Kingdom Chargé d'Affaires at Peiping of 
its "great concern," and has asked his assistance. He has given aasurance 
that he will do all he can. 

(over) 



General MacArthur: Ottawa, April 16 (CP) -- The Secretary of State for External 
Affairs, Mr. Pearson, said in the House of Commons today that he had "no 
knowledge whatever of General MacArthur's dismissal before that dismissal 
was announced in the newepapers." 

The Minister was replying to a question by John Diefenbaker (PC—Lake 
Centre). Mr. Diefenbaker asked if the Minister knew at the time he made 
a speech in Toronto last Tuesday, dealing with Canadian-U.S. relations, 
that the U.N. commander in the Far East was going to be dismissed. 

Demand Foreseen  For Canadian Money:  Toronto, April 16 (CP) -- Canadian money 
is likely to become popular in the world of tamorraw,.and to be used to an 
increasing extent in international transactions, S.M. redd, President of 
the Canadian Bank of Commerce, said, in effect, today. 

Addressing the Canadian Club he stated: 
nit now appears that we are entering a period when our natural re-

sources and our manufactured goods will be greatly sought after. This 
fact holds much significance for our future pattern of trade. 

"As a resource-rich nation in a world of tight supply, Canada will 
be in a position to contribute to international trade in raw materials 
and also capital in terms of a much sought-after currency." 

UN Student Interne Programme:  (Press Release No. 19, April 16) -- The Department 
of External Affairs. has announced that the United Nations Student Interne 
Programme for the year 1951 would be held jointly at Geneva and at Lake 
Success. The Geneva programme is from June 25 to August 17 and the. Lake 
Success programme from July 9 to August 31. 

Stanley W. Laird's New Post:  Ottawa, April 16  (cl') -- A veteran of the Princess 
Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry of the First rbrld Tier, Stanley Wilson 
Laird, of Ingersoll, Ontario, was appointed today to head a scheme to net 
inflation by putting the brakes on investment. 

He will take charge of the Trade Department's new capital cost allow-
ance division. 

Across Canada: Hon. Gordon Conant last night mentioned legalized gambling as a 
possible answer to Ontario's troubles. In a speech prepared for delivery 
to Belleville Rotary Club, Ontario's former Attorney-General said that 
from his experience he was °convinced" that ea large percentage of the 
people of Ontario are bound_to gamble.in SOMO mannere....Quebec erovincial 
Police, in Montreal yesterday afternoon, halted an automobile and seized 
more than 4,000 copies of the Canadian Tribune, official organ of the 
Labour Progressive (Communist) Party....An Edmonton-born Baptist missionary, 
Rev. J.A. Cunningham, 34, has been imprisoned by the Chinese Communist 
Government in North China, the Canadian Press reports from Calgary, Alberta. 
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Japanese Peace Treaty: Ottawa, April 17 (cp) -- The Secretary of State for External 
Affairs, Mr. Pearson, said today there is a "broad measure of agreement" 
between Canada and the United States on basic issues of a proposed Japanese 
peace treaty. 

He told the House of Commons the Government has given careful study to a 
draft prepared by the U.S. Government and will forward l its observations to 
Washington. There will be further consultations between the two Governments. 

He said he understood British comments on the American proposals took the 
form of another draft treaty. That treaty has been submitted to Canada for 
study but he has not yet had a chance to look at it. 

Mr. Pearson said it has not been decided whether the Japanese peace treaty 
will be signed at a formal conference or separately by governments with the 
Japanese Government as a result of negotiations among themselves. 

He told Howard Green (PC—Vancouver-Quadra) negotiations do not include 
a Pacific defence pact. 

The Budget Debate:  Ottawa, April 17  (ci') -- Opposition members, sharpening their 
at-Vic* on the 1951-52 Budget, agreed today that it would do little more than 
add to the cost of living. 

As the Commons Budget debate moved through the second day, the Progres-
sive Conservative, C.C.F. and Social Credit parties again centred their fire 
on Finance Minister Abbott's decision to increase the general sales tax. 

A lane Liberal speaker--Robert Cauchon (Beauharnois)--suggested the 
establishment of a Special House committee to investigate means of providing 
and finding employment opportunities for older workers. 

Donald Fleming (PC--Toronto Eglinton) criticizedMr. Abbott for what be 
termed a constant practice of under-estimating budgetary surpluses and said 
this meant merely that he was taking from the people more money than he 
needed. 

If he over-shot his forecast surplus of #30,000,000 this year, said Mr. 
Fleming, the Minister of Finance would have little excuse for his increases 
in commodity and sales taxes. 

The increase -- to 10 from eight per cent -- in the general sales tax, 
criticized by past Finance Ministers as "harsh", should be withdrawn. 

Study Of Defence Spending:  Ottawa, April 17  (ci') -- Parliament's first detailed 
post-war study of defence spending opened today. It was dominated by a verbal 
war over whether it is going to be restricted to things which happened before 
Korea transformed the entire Canadian military programme. 

The battle began after a statement by C.M. Drury, Deputy Defence Min-
ister, that the machinery for spending Canada's defence dollars "suffers 
perhaps too much in the way of detailed control" but is being decentralized 
more and more under a new policy. 

When Opposition members of the Commons' Public Accounts Committee tried 
to get him to bring his statements about decentralization up to date, the 
battle started. It was waged off and on through the entire meeting—started 
10 minutes late because of lack of a quorum—and ended without a decision. 

Mr. Abbott On Controls:  Ottawa, April 17  (ci') -- The Minister of Finance, Mr. 
.Abbott, said tonight the Canadian Government may "if the emergency develops, 
extend controls even to the point of rationing of.basic commodities." 

(aver) 
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In a speech prepared for delivery over a national network in the 
CBC's "Nation's Business" series, Mr. Abbott said control of personal 
expenditures rather than_rationing is needed at present. 

He outlined main features of the Budget brought dawn a week ago 
and said to combat inflation personal consumption and capital investment 
must be reduced. 

"Otherwise in the scramble for scarce goods inflation will result, 
there will be internal disruptions and the defence programme will suffer," 
said Mr. Abbott. 

-- Mr. Gordon Before Railway Committee: Ottawa, April 17 (CP) -- Donald Gordon, 
Canadian National Railways President, today disclosed.a cautious attitude 
concerning benefits to the C.N.R. from proposals of the Royal Commission 
on Transportation for a new capital structure for the company. 

He told the House of Commons Railways and Shipping Committee that 
"the magnitude of the relief (from debt burden) would appear not to be 
extravagant." 

The Minister of Transport, Mr. Chevrier, during a brief and sketchy 
committee discussion of the complex recapitalization recommendations, said 
the Government has not yet studied them to the point where he could make 
any announcement on implementation. 

The Minister said he expected the Government would seek implementation 
- "in their entirety" of proposals for freight-rate equalization, and until 

then it likely would not make a decision on the multi-million-dollar 
recapitalization issue. 

Wheat Needs Of India:,  Ottawa, April 17 (CP) -- An External Affairs Department 
official said today that, so far, there are no indications of a change in 
India's decision to wait until next fall before obtaining a free gift of 
wheat from Canada. 

He was commenting on a New Delhi dispatch which said /mile has agreed 
to take "same Canadian wheat" as part of Canada's contribution toward the 
plan. Deputy Food Minister M. Thirumal told India's Parliament that 
negotiations for the wheat are in progress and India can choose the quality 
of the grain. 

Hockey Finals:  Toronto Maple Leafs defeated Montreal Canadiens 2 to 1 in over-
time in Montreal last night to lead the Stanley Cup finals two games to 
one....Barrie Flyers last night in Barrie defeated Quebec Citadels, -6-4, 
for the second straight victory in the first two games of their best-of-
seven Eastern Canada Memorial Cup finals. 

Across Canada: Health Minister MacKinnon Phillips of Ontario said yesterday 
it is doubtful whether Canada's econamy could handle a complete national 
health programme....Stocks of creamery butter in nine Canadian cities 
declined sharply on April 13, amounting to 4,936,000 pounds, compared with 
19,212,000 on the corresponding date last year, the Bureau of Statistics 
'reported....Purchase of the Ottawa retail firm of R.J. Devlin Company, Ltd., 
by Henry Morgan and Company, Ltd., Montreal, was announced yesterday.... 
Steps should be taken to ensure a higher rate of Immigration than has pre-
vailed since the wsr, says a report on immigration sent to the Prime Miniser, 
Mr. St. Laurent, by Canadian Manufacturers+ Association. 
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Control Over Newsprint: Ottawa, April 18 (CP) -- Canada, with the world cluloring 
for her newsprint, took an initial step today to prepare for more balanced 
international distribution of her huge production. 

In a move unprecedented in peacetime, neffsprint and mechanical and 
chemical pulps were declared essential materials. The Defence Production 
Department was empowered to bring them under Government control. 

Fawler, 45-year-old President of Canadian Pulp and Paper Associa- 
tion, was named director of a newly-formed departmental branch which will 
have authority to regulate and control exports. 

TWO of his associates, F.L. Mitchell, 55, and J.M. Smith, 29, will join 
him in the new branch. Mr. Mitchell was Deputy Pulp and Paper Co-ordinator 
in the Second World War. 

Next major step in meeting the appeal for more newsprint from such 
countries as Britain and France will be up to a 10-nation International Pulp 
and Paper Committee being set up in Washington. 

Canada will be a member of that group, part of an International Materials 
Conference considering emergency allocation of materials to meet the needs 
of rearming democracies. 

Hawever, officials said any recommendation by this committee to rechannel 
Canadian supplies likely will be at the expense of United States custamerso 

"Purely Precautionary Move"  --  Ur. Howe:  Ottawa, April 18 (Montreal Gazette) -- 
"This is purely a precautionary move," the Minister of Defence Production, 
Mr. Hawe, said tonight, commenting on the Government's formal declaration 
that newsprint, along with mechanical and chemical pulps, are essential 
materials. 

As the International Materials Conference meets in Washington  strong 
influence is -bound to be exerted by U.S. officials and business and indus-
trial interests, and for that reason the Canadian Government felt it would 
be playing safe by giving itself power to control production and distribution 
of newsprint. 

It is not contemplated the move will lead to Government control of 
newsprint prices, but it was hinted that as Canada is sitting in on the 
Washington parleys it will be in a better position to keep an eye on any 
move in that direction. It is a good guess any move for higher prices will 
find scant support here. 

Nearly 70,000 In All Forces:  Ottawa, April 18 (CP) -- Manpawer in Canada's armed 
forces, with recruiting still booming, should hit the 70,000 mark this 

month. 
Despite a heavy rate of discharge from the Army, the forces continued 

to grow markedly in strength in March with a total net intake of more than 
2,000 men, official figures showed today. 

A return tabled in the House of Commons for E.D. Fulton (P.C. -- 
Kamloops) showed that the three forces took in a total of 2,892 new men 
and discharged 817 for a net intake of 2,075. It was the third month in 
a raw that they have netted more than 2,000 men, a pace that, if maintained, 

will let them reach their 1954 target of 115,000 ahead of schedule. 

(over) 
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» The gross figure of 2 9 892 was down from February's 2,954 and January's 
3,711. 

The return gave no figure for the total strength of the forces. It 
was 66,465 at the end of February, however, and today's figures indicate 
it naw is in the neighbourhood of 68,500. Unless recruiting slackens 
heavily, the 70,000 mark should be reached nicely in April. 

The discharges in March included 580 from the Army, 158 from the Navy 
and 75 from the R.C.A.F. The Army thus discharged more than half as many 
men as it took in. Many of the discharges are believed to have affected 
members of the Special Force which has let out considerably more than 1,000 
members since it was recruited last August and September. 

Defence Costs At Peacetime Peak:  Ottawa, April 18  (ci') -- With emphasis on air 
power, armament spending by the Government in the last 12 months climbed to 
a peak peacetime level of $800,000,000, more than triple the spending in 
the previous ysar. 

Figures released today by the Defence  Production  Department showed 
that 40 per cent of the defence orders placed in the fiscal year ended 
March 31 were for speedy American F-86 Sabre jet fighters being built in 
Montreal, and the CF-100 all-weather jet fighter and the high-powered Orenda 
engine being produced in Toronto. 

The $328,937,000 worth of aircraft orders is nearly four times the 188,- 
517,000  spent on similar contracts in the previous fiscal year, 1949-50. 

The whole defence-preparedness programme showed the first signs of an 
expansion move to gain its full stature in the newly-launched 15,000,000,000 
three-year defence programme. 

The total $800,816,000 worth of orders compares with $244,709,000 in the 
1949-50 period. 

Adding up its defence-spending bill, the Department gave no break-down 
to show what was channelled into Canadian or American industry. 

But it did disclose that Canada is bent on a big radar production 
programme, second only to aircraft development. In the 1950-51 period, 
electronics and communication equipment orders totalled $90,000,000. 

Across Canada: The Navy is negotiating for repurchase of 34 warships to be put 
back in fighting trim with modern equipment, a return tabled in the House 
of Commons yesterday indicated. Virtually all are believed to be Second 
World War minesweepers and frigates sold as war surplus to Marine Industries 
Ltd. at Sorel, Quebec. It was agreed at time of sale they might be bought 
back again at the same price....Ralph Maybank, Liberal member for Winnipeg 
South Centre, yesterday said "farewell" to the House of Commons« He had 
previously announced his impending retirement....The Government is going 
to buy back part of the tungsten-producing Effierald Mine in British Columbia 
for $328,000, it informed Percy Wright (CCF--Melfort) in the Commons.... 
Air Commodore Martin Costello, 47, commander of the R.C.A.F.'s tactical 
group at Winnipeg for the last four years, has been appointed air member at 
the Canadian Joint Staff, London, England. 
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Canadian Troops Leave For Korea: Seattle, Wash., April 19 (CP) -- Canada's soldiers 
were outward bound tonight for Korea and the war against Communism. 

The send-off for the first contingent of the 6,000-man United Nations 
Brigade was quiet--almost like a peacetime cruise. 

Only Brig. John Rockingham's 37-word order-of-the-day carried the harsh 
hint of what was to come.Tersely, the commander's order read: 

"To all ranks: We leave to join a great battle, bearing in each of us 
the honour and dignity of Canada. 

"In training you have been tough and resourceful. In war, you must be 
better. Good luck." 

Lt.-Gen. Guy Simonds, Chief of the General Staff, said in a signal from 
Ottawa: "The thoughts of the people of Canada will be with you throughout 
your great venture, and on behalf of those who remain behind, I wish you all 
Godspeed and a safe return." 

Except for that and 15:wives who were able to see their men, that was the 
only touch of home. It was a lonely departure for battle. 

Hundreds of men lined both decks of the transport just before the lines 
were cast off. An American band played "The Maple Leaf Forever." 

Vast North Aerial Bombing  Range To Cost $14,000,000:  Ottawa, April 19 (CP) -- A 
vast, new aerial bombing range, to be established across Canada's hinterland, 
will eventually became a testing ground for guided missile weapons of war. 

This was learned today as the Minister of National Defence, Mr. Claxton, 
announced completion of arrangements with Alberta and Saskatchewan for 
establishment of the big R.C.A.F. development in their northern areas. It 
will cover thousands of square miles of territory and cost an estimated 
$14,000,000. 

The Air Force said the huge area was needed for training with modern 
jet planes with their larg range rocket and cannon armament. It indicated 
the new range will fit into Canada's scheme of things as the principal 
"school" for airmen of her North Atlantic Allies. 

But a spokesman in close touch with Canada's scientific research said 
it was probable guided missiles would be tested there within the next few 
years, "perhaps sooner." He indicated this was in the long range defence 
plan. 

Canada is beginning in experiments in guided missiles, long studied in 
the United States and by Britain at the big Woomera range in Australia. She 
recently assembled a scientific guided-missiles staff at Valcartier, and 
though no details of the work havebeen made public it is known to be not yet 
beyond the laboratory stage. 

Eventually the Valcartier research, being carried on in co-operation 
with Britain and the U.S., will produce weapons which will have to be tested. 
They will be of the shorter range type, rather than long-range rockets said 
to be the aim of research in Australia. 

Thus, the spokesman said, the new northern prairie range with its 
possibilities of almost indefinite expansion in a northward direction, would 
be ideal for carrying the Valcartier research into the testing stage. 

The new range will be roughly 100 miles northeast of Edmonton and 
centred on Primrose Lake. It will stretch 115 miles from east to west 
and 40 miles from north to south. 

(over) 
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The Air Force said that in addition to being used in the training of 
pilots flying high-speed jet aircraft, the range also will be valuable in 
testing "various forms of air weapons, including particularly air-to-air 
rockets"--the firing of rockets by one plane at an airborne target towed by 
another. 

Canadian Imports Highest Ever: Ottawa, April 19 (CP) -- Canada, in the first 	) 
two months of 1951, went on the biggest foreign spending spree in her 
history. 

Her imports of 4601,400,000 in January and February were 4389,000,000 
higher than the $212,000,000 in the saine  period last year and the highest 
ever, the Bureau of Statistics reported today. 

Exports, too, were riding high, but shipments valued at 4525,600,000 
were running lawer than imports, making for a 475,700,000 trade deficit 
for the two months. 

Trade officials said it was too early to tell whether this deficit is 
shaping up into a long-term pattern. At the moment, it was not considered 
serious. Canada probably would regain her traditional surplus of exports 
over imports as the year progressed. 

Total trade for the two months came to 41,127,000,000, a heavy gain 
over last yearts 4837,400,000. 

As usual, Canada did most of her shopping in the United States, running 
up an import bill of 4432,000,000, again higher than last year's  $297,600,-
000.  _ . 

Single Transferable Vote Debated:  Ottawa, April 19 (CP) -- Two Opposition 
members urged today in the  G ommons that the single transferable vote systeM 
be used in federal elections to assure representation of the majority of 
voters. 

J.A. Ross (PC -- Souris) said that 121 of the members in the 262-seat 
Commons were elected with minority votes. They defeated their closest 
opponent, but they did not have an over-all majority. 

The Government, he said, which won close to 190 seats in the 1949 
general election had received less than 50 per cent of the vote. 

Robert Fair (SC -- Battle River) also urged  adoption of the single 
transferable vote. The system is used in provincial elections by both 
Manitoba and Alberta. 

International  Fisheries Commission: Ottawa, April 19 (CP) -- Canada has been 
selected as temporary headquarters of the International Commission for the 
Northeast Atlantic Fisheries and a Canadian has been appointed Acting 
Executive Secretary, Stewart Bates, Deputy Minister of Fisheries, announced 
today.  He  is Dr. W. R. Martin. 

Toronto DefeatsOanadiens FourthStraight:  Montreal, April 20 (Gazette) -- For 
the fourth straight time Canadiens and the Toronto Maple Leafs battled 
into overtime in their best-of-seven Stanley Cup final series at the Forum 
last night. Then Harry Watson won it for the Leafs with a goal after.five 
minutes and 15 seconds of extra-curricular play and sent the 14,452 fàns 
home in a chastened mood. This fourth consecutive overtime is a new record 
for playoff hockey, eclipsing the three straight the Toronto Leafs and the 
Boston Bruins played in 1933. The Leafs have now all but wrapped up the 
Stanley Cup. They are leading in games, three to one, and the next game 
will be played on their home ice. 

Across Canada: The Minister of Defence Production, Mr. Howe, said yesterday the 
Government does not intend to control the allocation of newsprint in 
Canada...Hon. C.E. Ferland, 59-year-old Liberal Senator from Quebec, re-
signed from the Upper House yesterday and immediately was named a judge of 

the Quebec Superior Court at Montreal...The Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, 
pramised yesterday to look into a reported statement by John Fisher, CBC 
commentator, that immigrants from Europe were being treated like cattle. 

o  
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Canada's UN Brigade Sails:  Seattle, Washington, April'22 (ce) 	Canadats United 
Nations' brigade, a force of 6,000 fighting men, tonight was bound for Korea 
and the battlefields. 

Three ships, one a 30,000-ton luxury transport of the U.S. Army Command, 
carried the men. 

They sailed from the Seattle port of, embarkation, coming from their 
training centre at nearby Fort Lewis in a fleet of buses. 

Brig. John Rockingham, who chatted with his men as they boarded the 
transports, will be in Korea to greet them after their long sea voyage. He 
will fly to Korea early this week. He made a farewell visit to his home in 

- Vancouver during the week-end. 
The First Contingent sailed from here a few days ago. Two more followed 

with the remainder of the force. 
All three sailed under military secrecy which prohibited mention of 

exact time of departure and the vessels'  naines.  
The one big transport, built to carry dependants of American soldiers 

in the Second World Mar, was the last word in sea travel style. 
There is a post exchange, an elevator in the main rotunda, a big, 

bright cafeteria for the troops, and promenade and  sun decks for all ranks. 
There are spacious cabins--with real beds--for officers and senior N.C.O.s, 
and comfortable troop-decks for the men. 

Brig. Rockingham was extremely pleased with the accommodation for his 
brigade. 

"After seeing this ship maybe I should go by sea," he told the men after 
an inspection of the big transport. 

A top American officer had high praise for the Canadians. As they 
marched aboard the transports, in full kit, he remarked: 

"They are the best looking troops to go through this port." 

Supply Canada-U.S. Arctic Stations: Supply operations into joint Canadian-U.S. 
weather stations in the far northern Arctic archipelago have been completed, 
it was simultaneously announced on April 21 in Ottawa and Washington. Four 
transport aircraft, representing two each fram the RCAF and USAF, have 
carried out the supply flights, and now are returning to their home bases. 
Similar operations have taken place each spring for the last several years. 

These Arctic weather stations are jointly operated by the meteorological 
services of the Department of Transport and the United States weather bureau. 
They are manned by equal numbers of personnel from each Government. Personnel 
are changed approximately once a year, at either the spring or fall airlift. 
In addition to carrying weather station personnel in and out of these 
northern outposts, the transport planes carry food, equipment and mail. 

The aircraft operated out of Resolute Bay on Cornwallis Island, and 
flew hundreds of tons of freight fram there to the weather stations. 

The weather reporting programme fram these Arctic stations includes 
surface observations several times daily as well as upper aid conditions to 
heights of 60,000 or 70,000 feet. 

(over) 
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Fall Session Speculation:  Ottawa, April 22 (CP) -- The Government, with the 
current session of Parliament barely half aver, is understood to be con-
sidering calling another sitting next fall. 

The word in the parliamentary corridors is that the fall session, 
should the Government decide one is necessary, would deal with legislation 
which it feels it won't have whipped into shape in time for the present 
session. 

Saine of this likely would be legislation to implement recommendations 
of the Royal Commission which made a two-year inquiry into the country's 
transportation system. Its report was tabled a month ago and the Govern-
ment already has indicated it intends to accept some of the recommendations. 

Also among the late-corners  may be the constitutional amendments 
necessary for the launching of a contributory old age pensions scheme. 

Hockey Finals:  Toronto Maple Leafs are the new Stanley Cup champions. They  cane 
 fran behind in Toronto Saturday night to beat Canadiens, 3-2, after two 

minutes and 53 seconds of overtime play to wind up the best-of-seven series, 
four games to one. IL goal by Bill Barilko, Toronto defenceman, broke up 
what was described as a grim struggle....Sydney Millionaires edged 'Valley-
field Braves 3-2 in Sydney, N.S., Saturday night and left for Montreal with 
a one-game lead in their best-of-seven semi-final hockey series for the 
Alexander Cup....Quebec Citadelles Saturday night in Quebec came from behind 
twice to defeat Barrie Flyers 4-2 and tie their Eastern Canada Memorial 
Cup final 2-2...einnipeg Monarchs scored two unanswered goals in the third 
period at Winnipeg Saturday to defeat Regina Pats 5-2 and take a two-game 
lead in their Western Canada junior hockey finals. 

Across Canada:  In an address to the Reform Club of Montreal, the Prime Minister, 
Mr. St. Laurent, said at the week-end his party looks on national unity as 
the most important consideration in government. In fact, "infringement of 
the autonomy of a province constitutes a threat to national unity. . 
Entertainer Maurice Chevalier likely will be allowed to enter Canada if he 
meets normal admissibility requirements, it was reported from Ottawa.... 
Canada's spectacular growth from a colony to a great trading nation will be 
depicted in four stamps to be issued next September. 
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Mr. St. Laurent On National, International Harmony: Montreal e  April 24 (Gazette) -- 
Provincial autonomy within the framework of the constitution is a stepping- 

. stone to harmony in the country and if the qualities of tolerance and under-
standing exemplified by Canadians were extended to the international level 
they wnuld be a force for lasting peace in the world, the Prime Minister, Mr. 

. St. Laurent, said here yesterday. 
Addressing the Mnntreal Canadian Club for the first time in four years, 

the Prime Minister developed the point that if the pattern of, compromise 
exemplified by Canadians was follawed by nations in their external affairs 
there would be much greater hope for peace. 

It would be fruitful in the international field ills it has been.in  Canada,. 
he said s . "to emphasize common interests rather than differences between racial 
groups." 

"It is my firm conviction that the unity of our nation is also streng-
thened by the preservation of genuine autonomy in the provinces," he'saidé 
"Provincial autonomy-within the constitutional limits assigned to the pro-
vinces is not an obstacle to national unity but a stepping stone to harmony 
and thereby to unity amongst all Canadians.... 

"I- an  equally convinced that the practice of the qualities of tolerance 
and mutual respect without which'we cannot have unity and harmony mekes 
ordinary Canadians better people than if we did not have to strive to maintain 
our national unity. If the nations of the world are ever to live in harmony, 
if the  world is ever to have enduring peace, there must be established among 
nations the kind of understanding and tolerance we have developed within 
Canada.  The  qualities that have made Canada a nation are, in fact, a priceless 
possession." 

#64,000,000 Annual Freight Increases Sought: Ottawa, April 23 (CP) -- A new 	- 
departure for Canada in rail freight rates--ceilings to limit.increases ma 
basic cammodities--was proposed by the railways today in asking a new 
#64,000,000-a-year rate increase. 

Theïcalled on  th è Board of Transport Commissioners for either a . 
general 14-per-cent increase or one of 15-per-cent with its.impact on 
several primary products held dawn by ceilings. 

The proposed increases -- aimed chiefly at meeting the cost of a 40-hour 
week starting June 1--would not be applied fully to livestock, lumber,' 
pulpwood, fuelwood, apples, sand, gravel and stone. 

Partial exemption of these goods is in line wdth a recommendation of 
the Royal Commission on Transportation, -whose report was tabled in Parliament 
last month. It.would be the first implementation of any section of the 
report. 

Western and Maritime Guvernments have been urging for some years that 
basic comnodities should not absorb the full effect of freight-rate in- 

('. creases, and the railways' new plan goes part of the  way in meeting their 
claims. 

At a roUgh calculation, the railways schene would result in an annual 
saving to shippers of these products of between #4,000,000 and #5,000,000 
a year. 

Considers  Use 0f Jets: Ottawa, April - 23 (CP) -- Trans-Canada Air Lines 
Wa.etiliteraind about conversion to jet planes., President Gordon 
McGregor today told the House of Commons Railway Committee. 
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Mr. McGregor indicated T.C,A. will be switching to some type of jet 
eventually, but said not enough information is available yet to enable it 
to make a decision on when and haw to convert. 

Under questioning in the committee's annual examination of T.C.A.'s 
operations, he said the company is anxious to choose "something that is • ) 
not going to be obsolescent in a few years." It hopes to continue with 
its existing fleet, plus a few additions, "until we can make an intelligent 
decision." 

Present indications; he said, are that the straight jet may be the 
plane for long-range, non-stop flights while the turbo-prop engine -- which 
operates a propeller from the jet blast -- may be best for short-range work. 

In any case, he said, by end of this year considerable data should be 
available on commercial prospects for both types. 

W.H.O.  Delegation: Dr. E.A. McCusker, M.P. for Regina and Parliamentanr Assistant 
to the Minister of National Health and %Mare, will head the Canadian 
Delegation to the Fourth Assembly of the World Health Organization, the 
Minister of National Health and Welfare, Mr. Martin, announced on April 2:). 
The alternate delegates are Dr. Pierre Gauthier, M.P. for Portneuf, and • 
Dr. F.D. Mott, Deputy Minister of Public Health for Saskatchewan. 

Advisors will be Dr. J.B. Bundock, a member of the Department of 
National Health and Welfare's medical staff at The Hague, and a represen-, 
tative of the Department cf External Affairs. 

The meetings of the Assembly, governing body of the W.H.O., will be 
held in Geneva, Switzerland, beginning May 7. 

Department Of Defence  Production:  Ottawa, April 23 (CP) -- Nearly a score of 
executives have been recruited from Canadian industry to fill top positions 
in the Government's nex Department of Defence Production, but only two are 
getting paid by the Government. 

A. Parliamentary return showed today that C.R. Snell of the Canadian 
National Railways, Winnipeg, who has become Deputy Co-ordinator of the General 
PUrchasing branch of the new Department, is getting $12,000. F.V.C. Hewett, 
Toronto Consulting Mining Engineer, gets a $6,000 retaining fee. 

All the others are $1-a-year-men.  
Those recruited from the civil service are paid at Civil Service salary 

rates. 

First Alberta Crude Oil To East:  Edmonton, April 23 (CP) -- Interprovincial Pipe 
Line Company today reported that the first five oil tankers bearing Alberta 
crude oil to Eastern Canada left Superior, Wis., at the week-end. - 

The tankers, loaded Saturday and Sunday, left for refineries at Sarnia, 
Ontario, with 209,048 barrels of oil. A 1,150-mile pipe line carried the oil 

from Edmonton to Superior. 
The ships were the Makaweli, first ship loaded, Cornwall, Sarnia, 

Windsor and the new giant Imperial Leduc, which alone took on a cargo of 
97,356 barrels. 

Across Canada: Surveys have been completed for the site of a proposed new air-
port in the Halifax area, President Gordon McGregor of Trans-Canada Air Lines 

told the Commons Railway Committee yesterday....Number of persons seeking 
jobs in Canada dropped 10,300 during two weeks as the seasonal increase in 
employment continued, the Labour Department reported yesterday....The Cana-
dian Government's 1951-52 Budget eus described yesterday as "tough but 
realistic." James Sinclair, Parliamentary Assistant to the Minister of , 

Finance, Mr. Abbott, told the House of Commons that the Budget had spread tii) 

the taxation burden fairly among all sections of the community. 
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Report Plans For Third Brigade:  Ottawa, April 24 (CP) -- The Government, apparently 
accepting the fact the Army's Special Force is going to be tied up in Korea, 
is believed about ready to announce that a new army brigade will be established 
to carry Canada's colours to Europe as quickly as possible. It would be the 
Army's third brigade and thus give Canada the equivalent of a division plus 
reinforcements. 

The Korean rar itself, now locked in one of its most violent phases, has 
virtually eliminated Ottawa's long-standing hopes that the 10,000-man Special 
Force would be available to go to Europe fairly soon. The force's core, the 
25th Brigade, now is en route to Korea. 

For some weeks Cabinet has been studying Army manpower in the light of 
the Korean situation, and of Canada's commitment to contribute a brigade to 
Gen. Eisenhower's Atlantic Pact Army in Western Europe. 

The upshot is expected to be an announcement by the Minister of National 
Defence, Mr. Claxton, that it has been decided to proceed with the creation 
of a new formation earmarked for service in Europe. The statement is likely 
to  corne  during the debate in the House of Commons on Defence Department 
estimates. 

It would mean that the long-range plans for Army formations would be put 
well ahead of schedule by the force of circumstances. There have been plans 
for a third brigade, but it wasn't supposed to be formed for another year or 
two, 

Dollar Crisis Eased, Reports Mr.  Tawers: Ottawa, April 24 (CP) -- Graham E. 
Tamers, Chairman of the Foreign Exchange Control Board, said today that 
while it appears the world shortage of dollars has been "greatly alleviated" 
it would be "rash" to conclude that the dollar problem has been solved. 

In his 1950 report to the Minister of Finance, Mr. Abbott, on the 
Board's operations, Mr. Towers said the improvenent in the situation was 
partly due to increased imports by Canada and United States from non-dollar 
countries. 

He said that in 1947--two years after the end of the Second 'World War-- 
the non-dollar countries had a deficit of *11,600,000,000 in trade and 
financial relations with United States and Canada. By the second half of 
1950 the deficit had virtually disappeared. 

Mr. Tawers said: 
"Throughout 1950 the Government of the United States continued to 

provide grants and loans to non-dollar countries and there were abnormally 
large outflows of funds of a capital nature from the United States sub-
sequent to the currency devaluations of September, 1949. 

"As a result, the gold and United States dollar holdings of all countries 
other than the United States and Canada rose by about *4,000,000,000 in the 
15 months to the end of 1950. The sterling area alone added *1,900,000,000 
to its central gold and dollar reserve in this period. 

"It would be rash to conclude from these figures that the dollar problem 
has been solved." 

International Balance Of Payments Deficit:  Ottawa, April 24 (CP) -- A.  deficit of 
4316,000,000 -- first since the early 1930s -- showed up in Canada's inter- 
national balance of payments for 1950, the Bureau of Statistics reportpd 
today. 

(over) 



Eigh spending for foreign goods and services, lower sales to the sterlik 
area and cut-backs in tourist income were among the factors which caused this 
sudden deterioration in balances, the Bureau said. 

Broader than the merchandise balance of trade, it includes a comparison 
between the value of the goods she sells to other countries and the value of 
the goods she buys, the amount of tourist dollars left behind by foreien 
visitors with those spent by Canadians in other countries. It also inoludîl 
a comparison of the dividends Canadians earn from investments abroad, with' ) 

 those which  flow  out of Canada each year. 
The deficit, totalling eight per cent of her unprecedented gross inter-

national trade valued at $8 9 800 9000,000, compares with a surplus of $187,- 
000,000 in 1949 and $452,000,000 in 1948. 

Canada Passport Given "James Hay":  Ottawa, April 24  (ci') -- A former top United 
States Communist received a passport from Canada in 1927 under a fictitious 
marie, the Department of E±ternal Affairs said today. 

It was commenting on statements made yesterday in Washington by 
Benjamin Gitlaw, top U.S. Communist leader fram 1919 to 1929. 

He told the U.S. Subversive Activities Control Board he obtained a pass. 
port through a Montreal export-import house and used it to visit Eoscaw 
several times. He said it had been granted to him under the name of"James 
Hay". 

Today, after an all-day search, the Department dug up documents which 
showed that a passport had been granted to one "James Hay of Montreal" in 
1927 and it was good for visiting Britain, France and Germany. 

But the application for the passport had long been destroyed, the 
Department said. It could not establish the conditions under which the 
document was granted, nor the background of the applicant. 

Gitlow used the passport as an illustration in his book "I Confese" 
published in New York 11 years ago. 

Commenting on Gitlaw's statement, the Prime Minister, M're St. Laurent, 
said in the House of Commons that Canada has tightened up passport regulatimm 
in the last four or five years and he now hopes that all loopholes have been 
closed. 

Canada, U.S. To Be  Invited: Paris, April 24 (N.Y.T.) -- The United States Congress 
and the Canadian Parliament would be invited to send representatives to the 
second part of the Council of EUrope's sessions in Strasbourg according to 
a resolution adopted today by the Consultative Assembly's general committee 
there. 

The aim of having U.S. and Canadian representatives at the sessions 
would be to establish liaison with the North American allies and obtaip 
their views upon the problems brought before the Councils 

Canada To Participate In U.S. Control Plan: Ottawa, April 24 (CP) -- The Defence 
Production Department today announced that Canada will participate in.the 
controlled materials plan to be launched in the United States next July 1 0 

This will mean Canada will be able to have her own defence needs epn-
sidered in the over-all priority system to be clamped on essential goodg in 
the U.S. 

Across Canada: The first shipment of crude oil from Alberta to Ontario flawed 
into storage tanks in "Sarnia, 2— Ontario yesterday, breaking the distance 
barrier which has kept Alberta oil within the Prairies because of trans+. 
portation costs. Premier Frost participated in a dockside ceremony....Canada 
ties up proportionately less of her military manpower in non-combat jobs 
than either the United States or United Kingdom, a Commons committee was told 
yesterday....The Board of Transport Commissioners yesterday set June 11  fo 
the opening of hearings on the railways' latest application for a freight iut 
increase. 
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<In connection with  the  following it is important to note that the writer, Bill Boss, 
'C.P. correspondent, may not at the moment mention particular troops.) 

°I CUtflEuaked, Encircled, U.N. Troops Hold In Centre: West Central Sector, Korea, April 
25 (CP) -- United Nations mountain warriors won their spurs today, holding their 
front and refusing to budge even though outflanked and encircled. 

It was a knock-down, drag-out battle with wave upon wave upon wave of 
Chinese Communists who did everything but drive them from their positions. 

These United Nations troops are on the West Central sector northeast of 
Seoul. Look at any up-to-date battle map and the thick burr of resistance to 
the Communist onslaught is in the centre. 

Cut off, encircled, these United Nations troops fought on and by late 
morning today had cleared the enemy from their rear, had beaten him off their 
flanks and held him on their front. 

The Chinese employed all their familiar battle procedures in the attack-
whistles, bugles, a banzai chorus, concerted action on the word of command and 
massed assaults following one another in swift succession. 

This was familiar only by description for these United Nations troops 
who, until now, had fought mainly an advancing war against token resistance. 
Now it was grin reality. 

But they held. 'Male others on the flanks were overwhelmed by sheer 
weight of numbers, they stayed steady as rocks. 

-In massed hundreds, the enemy assaulted their hill frontally, then from 
the rear, But the troops held. 

Throughout the remainder of the day they exchanged fire with the enemy 
whenever the Chinese showed themselves in front of the thick curtain of smoke 
they maintained to screen their reorganization from United Nations observa-
tion. Undoubtedly, the enemy was building up for another attack. 

The United Nations troops were holding hills between 2,500 and 3,000 feet 

The Patton tanks will be provided by the Americans and will be the first 
of that type to be used by Canadians in action. In the last war the American 
Sherman became Canada's basic tank. 

Sulphur Controlled:  Ottawa, April 25 (CP) -- The Government, which already has 
opened the way for control of newsprint, today was empowered to control sulphur, 
chemical needed in newsprint production and in scarce supply. 

ons 
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Sulphur was in a long list of chemicals declared "essential materials" 
by the Defence Production Department. It was the Government's first step to 
regulate the chemical industry for defence purposes. 

Though the morld's greatest newsprint producer, Canada produces no 
sulphur. Imports, about 400,000,000 pounds a year, came from the United 
States, which finds herself with a -world danand far outstretching supplies. 

Mr. Acheson's Comment: Washington, April 25 (N.Y.T.) -- Secretary of State 
Aches on  expressed surprise today that the foreign policy of Canada had been 
described as "the echo of someone else's voice." 

Asked at his news conference about a recent remark by the Secretary of 
State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, to the effect that Canada was not 
content to be such an "echo", presumably of the United States, Mr. Acheson 
said he had never regarded it as such. 

Be told his questioner he had always thought that Canada had a very clee 
idea of its own foreign policy. That policy, he went on, has been carried out 
most forcibly and ably by Mr. Pearson, for whom Mr. Acheson said he had the 
greatest respect. 

mr.  Conant On Waterway Project: London, Ontario, April 25 (CP) -- A former Ontario 
Premier today- urged a showdawn with the United States on the long-hamstrung 
St. Lawrence waterway project -- and he suggested it be on an "or else" basis. 

Gordon D. Conant, stressing U.S. dependence on Canadian newsprint, iron, 
ore, nickel and defence co-operation, told the Canadian Club: 

"I think we have got to do some horse-trading with Uncle Sam." 
The time for »gentle, persuasive and diplomatic language," is past, he 

said. 

More Newsprint  For  U.S.:  New York, April 25 (CP) -- R.M. Fowler, President of 
-Newsprint Association of Canada, today told U.S. publishers they probably 
will receive 6,000,000 tons of newsprint this year from all sources. 

Addressing American Newspaper Publishers' Association, he said: 
"That will be 85,000 tons more than you received in 1950, and about 

65,000 tons more than you consumed in 1950. In the last mur year, 1945, 
when rationing was still in. force, you consumed 3,480,000 tons, so you will 
be over 2,500,000 tons better off in 1951 than you were during the last full 

year of Government restrictions. That is a 72 per cent increase in your supply 

in six years." 

Across Canada: The Minister of National Bealth and Melfare, Mr. Martin, will lead 
a Canadian Delegation to Washington this weekend to discuss civil defence 
matters. He is expected to discuss measures to get the recently signed 
Canadian-American civil defence agreement going...The Government does not 
intend to reverse the ruling that members of Canada's Special Force in Korea 

must pay income tax, a Government spokesman said last night...Considerable 
service interest has been aroused by the growing probability that the RUF 
will equip its new maritime squadrons with twin-engined Lockheed P2V-5 Neptune 
patrol bombers. Procurement officers from Canada, Britain, Australia, New 

Zealand, South Africa  and The Netherlands have been studying the aircraft 
since it first went into service with the U.S. Navy in 1945, the Toronto Globe 

and Mail reports. 
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Mr. Pearson On Manchurian  Air Bases: Ottawa, April 26 (CP) -- United Nations 
aircraft might have to strike at Manchurian air bases before there has been 
consultation among the U.N. powers with forces in Korea, the Secretary of 
State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson said today. 

He foresaw that possibility in telling the House of Couinions  that Canada 
wants to be consulted before U.N. attacks on Manchurian air bases but that 
the Government recognizes there might be exceptional circumstances where the 
need for ewift action rules out consultation. 

Mr. Pearson said Canada has not yet been asked to concur "in any proposal 
to authorize U.N. retaliation on enemy bases outside Korea, possibly for the 
very good reason that there has been no massive enemy air bombing from 
Manchuria." 

He was replying to M.J. Coldwell, C.C.F. Leader, who asked  about a news 
story that the United States has told U.N. Korean Allies she proposes to 
attack Manchurian air bases if they are used to launch large-scale assaults 
on the U.N. forces and bases in Korea. 

The Minister later told Gordon Graydon (PC, Peel) that representatives 
of the U.N. countries are in almost daily consultation in Washington and that 
they are "on a level high enough to make it possible to get a decision almost 
immediately in respect of these matters." 

Mr. Pearson said: "Some five months ago the Government informed the 
United States Government, in response to an inquiry from that Government -- 
they brought the matter up -- that, though a strong case could be made under 
international law that the U.N. commander-in-chief had the right to retaliate 
àgainst any air attacks launched from Manchuria, wa considered it important, 
as did other governments, that no military operations take place outside 
Koresoborders without specific authority from the U.N. 

"Since that time various aspects of the Korean operations have been the 
subject of discussions in Washington between representatives of the countries 
having forces in Korea. 

"So far, however, the Canadian Government has received no request for 
concurrence in any proposal to authorize U.N. retaliation upon enemy air bases 
outside Korea, possibly for the very good reason that there has been no 
massive enemy air bombing from Manchuria. 

"If there is such air intervention, for the consequences of which the 
Chinese Communists would have to bear full responsibility, it is our view 
that those countries with forces in Korea, and participating in military 
operations there, should be consulted in regard to any retaliatory action 
which may be required to meet it. 

"However, it is of course possible to visualize a situation where im-
mediate retaliatory action, without consultation, might be unavoidable in 
pursuing enemy bombers back to the Manchurian air base from which they came. 
The decision on the spot to take such immediate retaliatory action would, 
presumably, be based on overriding considerations of military security. 

"In any discussions regarding more general retaliatory action against 
Manchurian air bases, the decision to authorize such action would, as we see 
it, have to balance very carefully local military considerations against the 
risk of precipitating a further extension of the war and the effect of such 
an extension on the security of the United Nations forces in Korea, and the 
accomplishment of United Nations aims there." 

(over) 
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Budget  Discussions:  Ottawa, April 26 (CP) -- The C.C.F. Party made an unsuccessful 
attempt today to have a proposed increase in the federal general sales tax 
replaced by an additional tax on liquor. 

The Commons voted 75 to 37 against the suggestion, made by Stanley 
Knowles (C.C.F.--Winnipeg North Centre) as members knuckled down to detail0) 
study of the tax changes proposed in the 1951-52 budget. 

The C.C.F. move, supported by the Progressive Conservative, and Social 
Credit parties and by John Sinnott (le—Springfield), was part of an opposition 
drive to get the Government to withdraw an increase in the general sales tax. 
The budget boosted the tax to 10 per cent from eight per cent. 

At the night sitting, James Sinclair, Parliamentary- Assistant to the 
Minister of Finance, Mr. Abbott, said the liquor tax would have to be increased 
by 300 per cent to make up for the loss of revenue from the general sales 
tax. The liquor tax now amounted to #12 a gallon. It would have to be in-
creased to 436 a gallon. 

Defence Spending Studied In Committee:-  Ottawa, April 26 (cp) -- Opposition men- 
bers  pressed today for facts and figures about Canada's military strength 
at the time the Korean war started. 

They did so after C.M. Drury, Deputy Defence Minister, said Canada had 
units of all three forces capable of fighting then, but he couldn't give 
details offhand. 

Mr. Drury made the statement to the House of Commons Public Accounts 
Committee in its study of defence spending in the fiscal year ended March 
31, 1950. 

Liberals Win In P.E.I.  Election:  Charlottetown,  April 27 (CP) -- Premier J.  Walter 
Jones and his Liberal Government returned to power in Prince Edward Island 
for the fifth consecutive time yesterday, gaining one seat from the Progres-
sive Conservative Opposition. 

With all ridings heard from, Liberals had 25 seats againzt five for the 
Conservatives. All five CCF candidates lost their #200 deposits. 

Newsprint:  Ottawa, April 26 (CP) -- The Minister of Defence Production, Mr. Howe, 
said today Canada's newsprint controller was not talking Government policy 
when he said any United States price ceiling on Canadian newsprint would 
result in some  loss in American supplies from this country. 

Across Canada: The University of Toronto will increase student fees 20 per cent 
in the coming fall term it was reported yesterday, Increased costs,:partic., 
ularly salary increases to professors, was given as the reason for the 
boost....The Air Force is planning erection of a 17,000,000 central supply 
depot at Downsview, just north of Toronto. It will be the biggest of its 
kind in Canada, and likely will be completed in a year...eing Cmdr. J.K.F. 
MacDonald, 34, of Antigonish, N.S., will take over command of Canada's trans- 
Pacific airlift squadron in June, it was learned yesterday....The British 
Commonwealth may prove to be the salvation of the world, Sir Benegal Rau, 
permanent Indian representative to the United Nations, told the Empire Club 
of Canada in Toronto yesterday...About 1,000 new Dutch emigrants left 
yesterday for Canada on the Italian steamship Castelbianco, chartered for 
the trip by The Netherlands Government,it was reported from Rotterdam, 
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Canadians In Korea: On the Korean Front, April 30 (Reuters) -- The 27th Commonwealth 
Brigade's action last week in plugging a 10-mile-wide gap in United Nations lines 
north of Kapyong was described today by U.S. Maj.-Gen. William Hoge as "superb." 

Hoge, commander of the U.S. 9th Corps, recounted during a flying visit to _ 
the front the heroic story of the brigade--composed chiefly of Canadian, Austra-
lian and British troops. 

He said the brigade fought against "tremendous odds and did not budge an 
inch." 

It was rushed into the line to fill a gap left in the path of the advancing 
Chinese by the collapse of an entire South Korean division. It held its ground 
against high casualties, inflicting tremendous losses on the Chinese, and 
slowing their advance timetable by an estimated 48 hours. 	 - 

Not until orders arrived from command did the Commonwealth men pull out. 
Australians and Canadians who bore the brunt of the onslaught had, in 

Eoge's opinion, killed as many Chinese  as the combined strength of two Common-
wealth battalions." 

Mr. Pearson On Canada-U.S.  Friendship:  Ottawa, April 27 (cp) -- The Secretary of 
State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, said today that there will be dis-
agreements between the U.S. and Canada, but he is convinced the friendship 
between the two countries will "stand the challenge of the trials and turmoil 
of our time." 

But he warned that "firm and sure though this friendship between our two 
countries is, it should not, however, be taken for granted. 

"Friendships between countries, like friendships between individuals, 
must be kept in repair." 

The Minister, in an address to a luncheon meeting of the Ottawa Kiwanis 
Club, also issued a new call for U.S. action on the St. Lawrence seaway project. 

Canada-U.S. Map Defence Plans:  Washington, April 30 (AP) -- Canada and the United 
States Saturday began mapping detailed civil defence plans to help each other 
"as if there were no border at all" in case border cities or towns are attacked. 

A joint United States-Canadian Civil Defence Committee met here in its 
first formal session. 

The idea is to pool resources so that if any enemy attacks border points, 
each country can help the other without being hampered by red tape. 

Millard F. Caldwell, federal civil defence administrator and head of the 
U.S. section, told a reporter after Saturday's meeting: 'Ile are seeking an 
easy interchange of people and equipment so there will be no obstacles in the 
way of mutual assistance." 

He added there is complete agreement between the two countries. 
Canada's Health and Welfare Minister, Paul Martin, and chief of the 

Canadian section, said that the "spirit of our discussions is that there be 
no border at all for civil defence purposes. 

r- 
à:. Saunders On St. Lawrence Development:  Toronto, April 27 (CP) -- The federal 

Government has been asked to advise the United States that Canada is ready to 
go ahead alone, if necessary, with the St. Lawrence River power development. 

Robert H. Saunders, Ontario Hydro Chairman, said today he has made the 
request in a telephone conversation with the Minister of Transport, Mr. Chevrier. 

(over) 
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The Hydra  Chairman, back fram a trip to the U.S. and Canadian capitals, 
said he had been met in Washington with the charge that Canada was bluffing 
when Government spokeeman talked of this country undertaking the seaway and 
power  project alone. 

His answer to this, he said, was "I have never known the Canadian 
Government to bluff, and it is not bluffing on this." 

700  Miles In One Hour, Five Minutes: Toronto, April 27 (CP) -- A Canadian-built 
jet-propelled fighter arrived at Malton Airport today, one hour and five 
minutes after taking off from Minneapolis, 700 miles west of here. 

The fighter, an Orenda-pawered Sabre, was piloted by Lieut. James Nash 
of Sioux City, Iowa, a member of the United States Army Air Force. 

-Aluminum  Agreement:  Montreal, April 30 (Gazette) -- Officials of the Aluminum 
Company of Canada during the week-end announced terms of an agreement with 
the British Government to increase shipments of Canadian aluminum to Britain 
between 1952 and 1955. 

Under the new arrangements, the British Ministry of Supply will advance 
to the company $40,000,000 against unsecured interest-bearing notes maturing 
20 years from January 1, 1954. 

In return the Ministry will have first call on an additional 50,000 
metric tons of annual production. 

Seek U.S. Defence Orders,  Report:  Ottawa, April 27 (CP) -- Canada will launch 
a drive to get more United States defence orders as a means of overcoming 
a worrisome trade deficit, trade officials said today. 

The deficit, balance of imports over exports, has climbed to almost 
$125,000,000 for the first three months of 1951, the highest in history. 

Experts, deeply concerned over this trade pattern, said one reason for 
it is that Canada is not getting as much defence business from the U.S. as 
had been expected. 

Week-end Hockey Playoffs:  Valleyfield Braves trounced Sydney Millionaires 7-1, 
at Montreal to move into the Alexander Cup final against Toronto St. 
Michaels....Winnipeg Monarchs coasted to an 8-4 win over Regina Pats 
Saturday night at Winnipeg to win the Western Canada junior hockey title.... 
Barrie Flyers defeated Quebec's favoured Citadels, 8-3, Saturday night in 
Toronto to take the Eastern Canadian Junior hockey title....Fort Frances 
Canadians defeated Owen Sound Mercurys, 6-4 in Owen Sound to square their 

- best-of-seven Allan Cup finals at one gaine  apiece. 

Across Canada: The Government, on April 27, moved to stabilize butter prices for 
the next two years by fixing a floor or buying price of 58 cents a pound, 
an increase of five cents over the 52-cent price in 1950....The British 
Government is going to buy about 40,000,000 pounds of Canadian cheese direct 
from the Canadian producers, the Globe and Mail reported from Ottawa. 
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Mr. Abbott On Inflation: Ottawa, April 30 (CP) -- The Minister of Finance, Mr. 
Abbott, said tonight one of the greatest reasons for inflation is that "every 
highly-organized pressure group" in the country is trying to make sure it 
will not be affected by high prices. 

"If every time prices go up, highly-organized groups seek higher waees 
or higher prices they are simply adding fuel to the flames," said Mr. Abbott 
in the House of Commons. 

Possibly some of the highly-organized groups would be able to maintain 
their positions despite rising prices but they would do so at the expense of 
pensioners and other unorganized groups. 

He stepped briefly into a cost-of-living debate after Rev. E.G. Hansell 
(SC, MacLeod) asked what cure the Government had for inflation. 	. 

"The fundamental cure is for everyone to work harder and longer if we 
are to maintain our standard of living," said Mr. Abbott. 

When a large defence programme was_super-imposed on a civilian.  programme, 
then either defence or civilian needs would suffer unless there was increased 
production. 

Mr..Abbott,said that in his Budget Speech and on other occasions he had 
outlined the reasons for inflation andthe steps taken by the Government.to 
combat it. He was not going to repeat those statements. 

It was a mistake to think he or any Government alone could defeat world-
wide inflation. 

Newsprint Probe If Warranted:  Ottawa, April 30 (CP) -- The Canadian Government's 
action in declaring newsprint an essential material will not prevent a com..r 
bines investigation into the industry if such an inquiry is warranted. 

That was the answer given in the Commons today by the Minister of Justice, 
Mr. Garson to Stanley Knowles (CCF-Winnipeg North Centre). 

Mr. Garson said if there was reason for an inquiry into the newsprint 
industry it could be undertaken by the Commissioner of Combines Investigation. 

Percy Wright (CCF-Melfort) said that as long as the present Government 
is in power there never will be an investigation of a major indUstry in the 
country. The investigations would be limited to small companies whose prices 
afeected only a few people. 

The oil and gas industry had never been investigated. But when the 
price of products increased there was a uniform increase right across the 
country by all companies. The tobacco industry never was investigated. 

"There never will be a major industry investigated as long as this 
Government is in power," said Mr. Wright. 

Britain To Buy Canadian Cheese:  Ottawa, April 30 (CP) -- Britain has decided to 
buy up all of Canada's surplus cheddar cheese this year at a price of 
approximately 30 cents a pound, informed quarters disclosed today. 

This is an increase of five cents a pound over last year's 25. However, 
in 1950 the federal Government granted a three-cent-a-pound subsidy to 
producers shipping to Britain. This and all other food subsidies on food 
to Britain have been brought to a halt. 

A contract with Ontario producers on price and quantities already has 
been drawn up. Negotiations with Quebec producers likely will start within 
the next few weeks. The two Provinces represent the main cheese-producing 
areas in Canada. 

(over) 
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Informants estimated that Canada likely will supply Britain with between 
20,000,000 and 40,000,000 pounds of cheddar this year. 

Mr. St. Laurent On Old Age Pensions: Ottawa, April 30 (CP) -- The federal 
Government is not going to wait for the Provinces to agree on a provincial 
indirect sales tax before going ahead with plans for a contributory old-age 
pension programme. 

The Government's intentions were disclosed today in the Commons by 
the Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent. 

Be said it is intended to introduce separately a constitutional amend- 
ment authorizing the federal Government to inaugurate the contributory 
pension,- programme which will provide pensions of 440 a month to all 70 
and over regardless of means. 

Naval Training Programme: Ottawa, April 30  (ci') -- The possibility of a Canadian 
naval training programme similar to the Commonwealth air training plan of 
the Second World War was foreseen today by Britain's Third Sea Lord, Vice-
Admiral Sir Michael M. Denny. 

Vice-Admiral Denny, in charge of construction, equipment and repair 
and armament of Royal Navy ships, said Britain now is training Canadian naval 
aviation observers. But rather than an increase in this sphere, he believed 
Britain mould rather see more Royal Navy trainees -- particularly officers -- 
schooled in Canadian establishments. 

He mentioned Canada's big part in the Commonwealth air training plan to 
illustrate what could be done. 

Unions Blame Russian Dictators: Ottawa, April 30 (CP) -- Russian dictators were 
. blamed for lawering living standards of other countries in a May Day state-

ment issued tonight by the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions. 
The statement, marking the traditional May Day 1 labour holiday of many 

countries, was made public here by the Canadian Congress of Labour. 
The I.C.F.T.U., which has 53,000,000 members in 60 countries, said the 

hopes and achievements of labour are "imperilled by the ever-present danger 
of war." 

Commissioner  Wood  Retiring:  Ottawa, April 30 (op) -- Canada's federal police 
force is getting a new chief. 

Commissioner S.T. Wood, 61, head of the R.C.M.P. since 1938, will be 
succeeded tomorrow by Assistant Commissioner L.H. Nicholson, 46, native of 
New Brunswick. 

The Minister of Justice, Mr.  Gars on,  announced the shift of command 
to the Commons today, mlth other changes. 

Hockey Playoffs:  Owen Sound Mercurys moved into a 2-1 lead in Allan Cup playoff 
finals, when they downed Fort Frances Canadians 4-2 last night at Owen 
Sound. 

Across Canada:  The last Canadians will move out of Fort Lewis, Washington, within 
the next two weeks and head for Wainwright, Alta., the Army said today. They 
will train as replacements for Korea....The Prime Minister and Mrs. St. 

Laurent will formally take up residence today at the official home for Prime 
Ministers, 24 Sussex Street....PreMier Frost of Ontario said yesterday that 
he will call a special session of the Ontario Legislature to implement 
federal legislation which he is confident will be enacted granting universal 
old-age pensions at 70 and at 65 with a means test....Ftineral services were 
held yesterday at St. Paul's Anglican Church, Toronto, for Canon H.J. Cody 
who died Friday. 
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Canadians To Join Commonwealth Division:  Ottawa, May 1 (CP) -- Canada's 25th 
Brigade is going into action in Koréa as part of the first Commonwealth 
division in history. The new formation will be called the 1st (Common-
wealth) Division, United Nations Forces. 

The announcement was made in Commonwealth capitals today, bringing 
to a climax a development that has been the subject of official negotiation 
and unofficial conjecture for months. 

Canada's Brigade, with between 6,000 and 7,000 troops under its command, 
will contribute about one-third of the Division'snmanpower. Canadian 
officers and other ranks, including at least one lieutenant-colonel, will 
be posted to divisional headquarters. 

. A Briton, Maj.-Gen. A.J.H. Cassels, formerly with Scotland's Seaforth 
Highlanders, will command the formation. Under him will be Britons, Canadians, 
Australians, New Zealanders and Indians. 

In addition to the Canadian brigade, the Division will include:- the 
United Kingdan's 28th and 29th Brigades; the 3rd Battalion of the Royal 
Australian Regiment; the 16th New Zealand Field (Artillery) Regiment; the 
60th Indian Field Ambulance Unit. 

Bulk of the Canadian Brigade is crossing the Pacific by ship and should 
be ready for action about a month from now. An all-arms formation, it 
includes tanks, artillery, engineers, signals, medical and other units to 
support the three infantry battalions--the 2nd battalions of the Royal 22nd 
and Royal Canadian Regiments and of the Princess Patricia's Canadian Light 
Infantry. The Patricias have been in Korea for months. 

Canada-U.S.  Reach Agreement  On  Bases: Ottawa, May 1 (CP) -- The federal Govern-
ment intends to place before Parliament legislative measures to help Canada 
discharge obligations under the Atlantic Pact, including bills to extend 
anti-espionage and anti-sabotage laws to protect Allied forces serving here. 

The Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, made this disclosure in announcing 
that Canada and the United States have reached "a reasonable compromise in 
an admittedly unprecedented situation" -- the modifying of a 99-year lease 
held by the U.S. on four military bases in Newfoundland since 1941 when the 
island.was a colony. Full military control remains with the U.S. but certain 
civilitim privileges are to be altered. 

Mr. St. Laurent told the Cannons the new agreement -- under discussion 
for about two years and soon to be consummated by an exchange of notes -- 
"meets most of the specific requests the Canadian Government originally put 
forward." 

His praise for the co-operation shawn by U.S. authorities when, legally, 
they didn't  have  to modify the lease in any way,brought from George Drew, 
Progressive Conservative Leader, the observation that this would reassure 
those Canadians who were beginning to feel the two countries no longer could 
co-operate in the old friendly way. 

Arms Standardization:  Ottawa, May 1 (CP) -- A House of Commons defence-spending 
inquiry was told today the Anglo-Canadian-American drive for arms standard-
ization has reached agreement on a single weapon--a three-inch U.S. naval 
anti-aircraft gun. 

But C.M. Drury, Deputy Defence Minister, said the real stress in 
standardization -- now broadened into an Atlantic pact drive -- is on 
weapons under development rather than those in use. And, he said, security 
provisions prevented him from saying what is going on. 

(over) 
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His statements came2after Opposition members in the Public Accounts 
Cammittee chargedthat Canada's decision to accept U.S. weapons for the 
Army means that this country will be adopting at least one and possibly 
more U.S. weapons which cost a lot more than comparative British weapons. 

The meeting also heard Mr. Drury say that acceptance of U.S. arms 
meansit would be "very difficult" to integrate Canadian Army formations 
with British formations in a new war as was done in two world wars. He 
was cut off before he could answer a suggestion that he was assuming the 
Canadians will fight under U.S. command in a new warm. 

Seaway Discussions: Ottawa, May 1 (Globe) -- Visit of Premier Leslie Frost 
to Ottawa today, accompanied by Hydro Chairman Robert Saunders, may herald 
announcement of an early move by Canada for a start on the St. Lawrence 
seaway, with or without American participation. 

Premier Frost and Mr. Saunders were in conference with the Prime 
Minister, Mr. St.  Laurent, for a short time this afternoon, obviously not 
long enough for any detailed negotiation, but quite long enough for an 
exchange of views. No comments were available from either side after 
the talk, but it seemed obvious that there was complete agreement on the 
federal and provincial approach to the seaway problem. 

3500,000 For UN Children's Fund:  (Press Release No. 20, May 1) -- The Depart-
ment of External Affairs announced on May 1 that the Government would 
shortly seek the approval of Parliament for a Canadian contribution to 
the work of the United Nations International Children's Emergency-  Fund. 
The.proposed contribution would be in the amount of  $500,000 of which a 
maximum of $210,000 is to be set aside for the purchase of Labrador 
salted cod-fish which is under Government price guarantee. 

Hockey Finals: Valleyfield Braves advanced one step further in their Alexander 
Cup hunt last night by trouncing Toronto St. Michael's 4-1 in the opening 
game of the best-of-seven Canadian Senior hockey championship series at 
Montreal.- 

Across Canada: Burrard Dry Dock Co. Ltd., of Vancouver yesterday bought plant 
and facilities of Pacific Drydock of North Vancouver, to became largest 
steel shipyard in Canada....Federal loans amounting to  $7,975,000 for 
improving the efficiency of Maritime - coal mines were granted by the - 
Government in the year ended March 31, it was reported to the House of 
Commons yesterday....Canada's 25th Infantry Brigade Replacement Group-- 
1,000 strong-will arrive at Wainwright Military Camp 135 miles east of 
Edmonton, Alberta, May 8 fran Fort Lewis, Washington. 
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Mr. Pearson Oa World Crisis: Renfrew, May 3 (Citizen) -- The Secretary of State 
for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, charged last night that the Communiais 

 had become ardent champions of open diplomacy at Lake Success believing that 
by injecting issues into the free discussion they would confuse and divide 
the free world. 

"They have, unfortunately, some reason to be happy over the results 
already achieved by these tactics," he admitted. 

Addressing a Rotary gathering of 300 Ottawa Valley residents in the 
Renfrew Recreation Centre, Mr. Pearson called for continued support of the 
United Nations, despite its imperfections. 

"It is the one instrument we have available with which to work towards 
- a world order based on justice and human brotherhood," he contended. 

Mr. Pearson gave stern warning, hawever, of the danger in the inter-
national field that "is nothing less than World War Three with consequences 
which will affect not so much our survival as individuals but the survival 
of our society and our civilization." 

Rail Strike  Issue In  Commons: Ottawa, May 3 CCP) -- The CCF party tried unsuc-
cessfully to force the Government to reconsider the controversial railway 
strike settlement of last September. 

Though supported by other opposition groups, it saw the flouse of 
Commons vote 134 to 59 against a CCF-sponsored motion which would have 
required the Government to consider the advisability of taking such a step. 

Specifically, the motion sought to revise the railway strike award to 
•grant to approximately 9,000 hotel and water transport workers the same 
•settlement terms given 125,000 railway workers generally by Mr. Justice 
R.L. Kellock, the government-appointed arbitrator. 

25th Brigade Group:  Ottawa, May 3 (CP) -- Canada's 25th brigade group will 
transfer some units to the direct command of the Briton who will lead the 
new Commonwealth di#iaion in Korea. 

This was reported yesterday in the wake of aanouncement that a 
Canadian--Lt.-Col. Ernest D. (Dick) Denby, 35, DSO, a native of New West-
minster, 	 receive the to staff job at divisional headquarters. 

As General Staff Officer, grade one--the so-called G1.-Colonel Danby 
will be the main battle adviser to Maj.-Gen. A.J.H. Cassels, CB, CBE, DSO, 
named to command the first Commonwealth Division in history. 

It is expected, too, that the "group" part of thé 25th brigade will 
vanish and reappear as units under the direct command of General Cassels.... 

Federal Aid For Reforestation: Ottawa, May 3 (CP) -- Long-term federal aid for 
building Canada's forest resources was announced yesterday in the House of 
Commons. 

The Minister of Resources and Development, Mr. Minters, made public a 
programme of treasury contributions towards the cost of provincial Govern- 
ment forest inventories and reforestation of crown lands. The expected 
federal cost is around $1,000,000 a year. 

The Government will share on a 50-50 basis the cost of the inventories, 
expected to take about five years, and will pay 25 per cent of the cost of 
"reasonable" programmes of reforesting crown lands,  provided the provincial 
expenditure each year is not less than the average spending of the last 
three years. 

(over) 



Plan More Information On Stocks:  Ottawa, May 3 (Citizen) -- More exchange of 
information about shady stock promotions is expected between Canadian and 
U.S. securities commissions as a means of checking up on backers. 

This is expected to be the chief outcome of meetings the past two 
days between Canadian Government officials and officials of the United 
States Securities Exchange Commission here. 

OF  

Immigrants  For Canada: Halifax, May 3 (ci') -- Maintaining the steady influx of 
immigrants to Canada through this port, 20 liners will arrive here before 
the end of the month. In March, 18 ships brought some 10,000 persons and 
in April 17 liners brought nearly 89000. Number of passengers expected 
to arrive here in May exceeds 10,000. 

N.F.B.'s  "Family Circles" Chosen:  New York, May 3 (CP) -- The National Film 
Board's "Family Circles" has been chosen among the 10 outstanding films 
of 1950 by audio-visual education leaders, Scholastic Teacher announced 
yesterday. 

The 16-millimeter film was shawn at the Educational Film Festival 
at Columbia University yesterday. 

Hockey Playoffs: Toronto St. Michael's downed Valleyfield Braves 4-1 in Toronto 
to deadlock their Alexander Cup hockey finals at one victory apiece...The 
Fort Frances Canadians squared the best-of-seven Allan Cup finals at Owen 
Sound when they dumped the Owen Sound Mercurym 4-2 in the fourth game.... 

. Barrie Flyers outclassed Winnipeg Monarchs at Winnipeg for a 5-1 win in the 
first game of the best-ofrsevén Memorial Cup final. 

Across Canada: The Quebec Cabinet yesterday approved a set of 27 regulations 
supplementing and modifying details of the Province's rent control law 
which came into effect at the start of the week...An open season on 
moose, for Ontario residents only, and north of the northernmost trans-
continental railroad, may be permitted this year, Lands Minister Scott 
said yesterday....R.M. Faffler, President of the Canadian Pulp and Paper 
Association, in a statement in Montreal last night said "our pulpwood 
harvest east of the Rockies during the year ending May 31 will total more 
than 12,000,000 cords, a record high and some nine per cent higher than 
the previous peak in 1947-48."....The people of Newfoundland now favour 
confederation much more than they did two years ago, Secretary of State 
Gordon Bradley said last night in Ottawa...The Prime Minister, Mr. St. 
Laurent, told the House of Commons yesterday that the Government will 
move Monday to have the expenditure estimates of the External Affairs 
Department referred to a special committee. The motion will  open the
way for a debate on external affairs...The Quebec Government has reached 
agreement with the federal authorities on a constitutional proposal 
covering a system of old age pensions at 65 9  it was reported by Canadian 
Press from Quebec. 
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25th Brigade Now In  Korea:  A South Korean Port, May 3 (CP) -- The first contingenb 
of the Canadian 25th Brigade arrived in Korea tonight. Brig. J.M. Rockingham 
announced his troops will go into action as soon as possible. 

Rockingham, who flew to Korea after seeing the 6,000-man force off when 
it sailed from Seattle two weeks ago, boarded the first trooper and welcomed 
the men. The Brigade sailed in three ships, several days apart. 

He said the Brigade will go into action as au independent unit before 
the Commonwealth Division comes into being. It was announced two days ago 
that the Brigade--including the Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry 
who have been in action in Korea since February--will join a division made 
up of British, Australian and New Zealand troops. 

Rockingham said Lt.-Gen. James Van Fleet, Eighth Army Commander, has 
asked that the Canadians be ready to go to the front as soon as possible after 
arriving. 

"I promised Gen. Van Fleet we would be ready," Rockingham told a press 
conference. "The way me have been working and with the co-operation we have 
been receiving from Eighth Army and logistical officers, there is no doubt 
about it." 

The Canadian Brigadier frein  Vancouver described the 25th Brigade as in 
"pretty good shape. In all my life I've never seen troops as willing and 
anxious to do jobs as these fellows. We will leave for the front soon." 

Call To Man New Brigade  Heralded: Ottawa, May 3 (CP) -- The Government is ex-
pected to appeal soon for thousands of recruits for a new brigade or its 
equivalent for service in Europe. The formation is likely to reflect Canada's 
trend into the United States military orbit in a number of ways. 

This was learned today as the 25th Brigade began arriving in battle-tort 
Korea. Announcement of plans to back Canada's commitments for Gen. Eisenhower's 
Atlantic Pact army is expected shortly, possibly tomorrow night. 

It will be made in the Commons by the Minister of National Defence, Mr, 
Claxton, as one of several important defence statements to be made within the 
next five or six days. 

The new formation is to be armed primarily with American weapons and 
fitted into American command overseas. In that and in other ways it will 
be a departure from the Canadian tradition of forming units on British lines, 
arming them with British arms, fighting them under British command. 

It will mean that peacetime Canada will have the equivalent of a division 
of some 18,000 ground troops under arms plus reinforcements. There will be 
one brigade--the 25th--in Korea. There will be another brigade--the airborne 
Regular Force Brigade--in Canada for home defence. There will be a third 
preparing to go to Europe, probably mainly at the big Petewawa army base. 
There are three brigades in a division. 

Report U.S. Gun Order Doubled: Ottawa, May 3 (CP) -- Informed quarters disclosed 
today that the United States has expressed confidence in Canada's gun-making 
ability and has doubled its order for three-inch naval guns to $20,000,000 
from $10,000,000. The order is expected to be expanded again in the months 
ahead, 

(over) 



This latest increase brings to about $35,000,000 total American defence 
orders placed in Canada in the last 12 months. Canada, on the other hand, 
has placed about $125,000,000 worth of defence orders in the U.S. 

The drive is on to get more American orders, to add steam to Canada's 
defence production and to help offset a deficit in international trade whie 
has run to $125,000,000 in the first three months of 1951. 

The new order for guns, like the original one, will be filled by Sorel 
Industries Limited, Quebec, now Canada's main gun-producing centre. 

That plant now is expanding and negotiations are being completed whereby 
Sorel can take over the Government's $50,000,000 arsenals plant at Longueuil, 
Quebec, on a rental basis. 

Hog Embargo To U.S. Lifted:  Ottawa, May 3 (CP) -- An 11-year embargo against the 
shipment of Canadian live hogs to the United States ended today. And with 
it ended the likelihood that Canada will be selling bacon to Britain this 
year. 

The decision to end the ban was announced in the House of Commons by 
the Minister of Agriculture, Mr. Gardiner. Pernits for such shipments -will 
be issued by the Government freely. 

Sale of live hogs to the U.S. was banned in 1940 to channel all avail-
able bacon into the United Kingdom market. The ban was continued all through 
the war years and during the posLwar period--as long as Anglo-Canadian 
bacon contracts were in force. 

This year, the Government decided against taking up a U.K. offer to 
buy Canadian top-quality bacon at 29 cents a pound--Britain's 1950 prioe. 
In previous years, it subsidized food shipments to Britain. This year, the 
Government decided against continuing the practice. 

Budget Discussions: Ottawa, May 3 (CP) -- The Commons voted 59 to 39 tonight 
in favour of budgetary increases in the sales and excise taxes after three 
Opposition attempts to bring about their repeal. 

The standing vote, taken in Committee of Ways and Means, endorsed a 
resolution preliminary to the main bill to give the taxes the force of law. 

It included all of the commodity tax changes, including two under 
heavy Opposition fire--the new 15-per-cent excise tax on stoves, washing 
machines and refrigerators and the 25-per-cent increase in the general 
sales tax, lifting it to 10 per cent from eight per cent. 

Across Canada: The House of Commons was told yesterday that the official cost- 
of living index reached a record 181.8 at April 2, up 2.1 points from the 
previous high of 179.7 a month earlier...Nowhere in Canada is there greater 
opportunity for capital investment than in Quebec Province, Premier Maurice 
Duplessis said in Montreal last night. Addressing the annual meeting of 
the Dominion Mortgage and Investment Association composed of representatives 
of loan, life insurance and trust companies throughout Canada, Premier 
Duplessis maintained that Quebec's investment potential at present was 
great "as the human mind can figure"....A howl by owners of coin-operated 
vending machines has put future production of Canada's new steel five-cent 
piece in jeopardy. An official at the Royal Canadian Mint yesterday said 
there was a "serious doubt" whether the new coin will ever see the light 
of day....Mrs. Robert J. Manion, wife of the late Hon. Robert J. Manion, 
member of three federal Cabinets and one-time Conservative Leader, died 
in Ottawa last night. 
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Raise 7,000 Men For Europe: Ottawa, May 4 (CI)) -- The:Minister of National Defence, 
Mr. Claxton, announced tonight that Canada will mobilize a new infantry brigade 
group for Europe  by a unique systan of calling mn 42 reserve force units to 
raise the 7,000 or more men. Recruiting will start Monday, Mr. Claxton told 
the House of Commons, for the 27th infantry brigade group, with the core of it 
to come from companies raised by 15 reserve force infantry regiments from 
coast to coast. 

Those regiments each will recruit one, then later another company to be 
molded into three composite regular force battalions as the striking edge of 
the brigade. 

Five Highland regiments will raise the companies for a composite Highland 
battalion. Five Fusilier regiments will raise the companies for a composite 
Fusilier battalion. Five other regiments will raise the companies for a 
third composite battalion. 

The same method will be followed in raising composite supporting units 
for artillery, medicals, tanks and other arms. The men will carry the nies  
and badges of their reserve force units into the new composite units of the 
regular army. 

Mr. Claxton said this about the futures of the new force: 
"The present plan is that the new brigade group would be available to 

become a Canadian Army component of the European integrated force commanded 
by Gen. Eisenhower. 

"Since the top priority of the Canadian Army overseas is the support 
of our brigade--the 26th brigade--in Korea, no date can be fixed at present 
for the dispatch of a brigade group to Europe. 

."That decision will depend on circumstances as they develop, including 
the course of events in the Korean campaign, the speed with which the required 
troops are raised and trained, as well as developments in the North Atlantic 
Treaty organization." 

This was an indication that part or all of the new 27th brigade group 
might yet have to go to Korea if-that continues to be a long and bloody war. 

The men will enlist for three years--the normal regular army period-- 
and will have the option of returning to civilian life after a set spell of 
service overseas--a year for married men, two years for single men. 

The system formobilizing the new force--it will give Canada three 
brigades, the equivalent of a division--is entirely new. It has a rough 
parallel in the system of mobilizing the reserve regiments in wartime, but 
never has there been tried an experiment raising subunits of those reserve 
regiments and molding them into composite regular force units. 

Thus the composite Highland battalionwill have men wearing the badges 
of five reserve force Highland regiments. Other units will be the same. 

Report Canada Ready To Act On Seaway Alone: Ottawa, May 4 (Globe and Mail) -. 
( While officially Ottawa still persists in expressing hope for Congress 

ratification of the St. Lawrence seaway this session there is no money being 
wagered an the prospect. In fact there is a good deal of speculation that 
the air may be cleared by a committee decision in the House of representatives 
against the seaway in the near future. 

Until that decision is taken one way or the other no further announce-
ment is likely here but the Government is letting it be known that Congress 
is having its last chance and that there will be no question of waiting for 
another session before proceeding with the all-Canadian canal. 

(over) 



It will be at least two or three weeks before the vote in the U.S.  Bouse 
 public works committee. If that vote is unfavourable it is understood that 

Ottawa will proceed immediately. A favourable vote would probably mean that 
the hopeful front would be kept up here a while longer but would not neces-
sarilymean delay until the end of the  Congress session. 

Agreement On Pensions  Principle:  Ottawa, May 4 (CP) -- Canadians 70 and over, 	' 
regardless of means, appear assured of a federal Gavernment pension of $40 
a month by early 1952. 

A major obstacle to an old-age pensions  programme,  financed.out of 
public contributions, was hurdled today when agreement was reached with all 
10 Provinces on the necessary constitutional amendment. 

The Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, announced in the House of Commons 
that after months of negotiations the Provinces agreed by 11:30 a.m. EDT 
today to the wording of an amendment to the British North America Act, 
Canada's constitution. The Commons will be asked Monday and the Senate 
Tuesday to pass an address to the United Kingdom Parliament requesting the 
amendment. 

Dr. Keenleyside's Address:, "If the fate of mankind is being determined in a 
race between education and catastrophe, as H.G. Wells once put it, then 
catastrophe is far in the lead." That was the warning brought home to 
Ottawa on Friday night by Dr. Hugh Keenleymide, the distinguished Canadian 
public servant who haz become the first Director-General of the United 
Nations Technical Assistance Administration. To the large audience that 
welcomed his visit at a meeting sponsored by the United Nations Association, 
Dr. Keenleyside gave his view of what must be done. He believes the peoples 
of the free world can save themselves if they realize in time both their 
peril and the steps necessary to avert disaster.... 	(Ottawa Citizen) 

First NATO Flyers: Summerside, P.E.I., May 4 (Montreal Gazette) -- Canada's 
original contribution to the training of North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
Aviation Cadets produced its first positive result today when 17 young men 
from Belgium, Italy and Norway received their air navigators wings from 
the R.C.A.F. Flying School, six miles from this town. 

They are the first cadets under the NATO plan to graduate under 
Canada's post-war version of the British Commonwealth Air Training Plan. 
Aircrew from five continental NATO nations -- Norway, France, The Nether-
lands, Belgium and Italy -- have been in training at R.C.A.F. centres since 
early last autumn. All five nations will be represented at a winss parade 
for pilots in two weeks at Centralia, Ontario. 

Across Canada: An explosion at the sprawling Polymer synthetic rubber and 
chemical plant rocked Sarnia, Ontario, about 10:40 p.m. Sunday night. 
Fire follawed the blast which was heard over a wide area of Western 
Ontario. It was reported under control at 11:30 p.m....A general strike 
by organized labour against increasing prices was suggested by-Charles 
H. Millard, Canadian Director of the United Steelworkers of America (C.C.L.- 
C.I.0.)....Theatre owners will take action to have Quebec city's new 
amusement tax declared illegal, it was reliably learned, the Canadian 
Press reported....Barrie Flyers were hard pressed Saturday to defeat 
Winnipeg Monarchs 4-3 for their third straight victory in the best-of-
seven Memorial Cup finals. Fourth game is at Winnipeg Monday night. 
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itr. Pearson On Korea: Ottawa, May 7 (cp) -- The Canadian Government is still 
opposed to the bombing and blockading of China, and the use of Chinese 
Nationalist forces now on Formosa against the Chinese Communists. 

Launching an External Affairs debate in the House of Commons, the 
Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, said these measures 
could serve to extend the Korean Var. • 

Mr. Pearson, in a review of highlights of Canadian policy abroad, 
advanced these other points: 

1. There is no hope of a settlement in Korea until the present Chinese 
attack is broken. It is hoped that attack will be brokèn, and with heavy 
losses to the enemy. 

2. Formosa should be "neutralized" while the fighting.is  going on in 
Korea, and certainly should not be handed over to a Chinese Government 
fighting the United Nations. Its future could be discussed after the 
fighting. 

3. There can be no question of recognizing the Chinese Canmunist 
Government diplomatically while it defies the U.N. 

4. The Chinese Communist Government should not be included in 
current discussions for a Japanese peace treaty. Discussions of who will 
sign for China should be left until after the Korean War. 

While he made no reference to the controversy in the United States 
over  Gen. MacArthur's proposals for bombing China, Mr. Pearson declared 
that authorizing the U.N. Commander in Korea to bomb China would be "one 
way by - which the conflict could be spread." 

It was possible to visualize a situation where immediate action in 
the field might be unavoidable in the event of an enemy bombing attack. 
But the Canadian view was that bombing and blockading of China should be 
avoided if at all possible. 

"Such action," he said, "would involve grave risk of extending the 
fighting, without, as we see it, any corresponding assurance that such 
extension would end the war." 

Conditions in China, he said, "would not seen to give much hope for 
any such decisive result from such  United  action." It might develop into 
an unlimited action, which would give "great satisfaction" to the Kremlin. 

Mr. Pearson said that the policy now being followed in Korea might 
complicate the U.N. Commander's problems. But he added that, in the opinion 
of many, these problems would be "immensely more complicated if the fighting 
were extended to China." 

Before taking any new decision that would extend the war, the Minister 
said, the U.N. countries should be reasonably sure of compensating military 
and political advantages. 

"We should be playing for the highest stakes in history," he warned. 
As to the question of helping Chiang Kai-shek's Formosan_Army to 

return to the Chinese mainland, Mr. Pearson said, it should be remembered 
that force already had been driven from China. 

Is  there any reason to believe," he asked, "that these Chinese 
Nationalist forces . . . would have greater success in China than they 
had previously, unless they were supported by troops and equipment from 
other countries which could ill be spared for such a hazardous venture, 
with all its possible long-drawn-out consequences?" 

(over) 
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Waite Paper On Defence:  Ottawa, May 7 (CP) -- The Government reported today . 

that  Canadas  defence industry is as ready naw to produce for war as it 
mms two years after the last war began and said it has "a far greater - 
potential capacity." 

An official white paper on defence reported, too, that the R.C.A.F. 
is trying to whip its reserve or part-time units into shape to fight 
almost immediately if war should come. 

Further, the white paper told the House of Commons, the forces are 
set to team up with police to crush sabotage on or before the outbreak 
of actual war and the Reserve Army -- augmented by ear veterans -- would 
have a part in the effort even while it mobilized to fight. 

The control of sabotage, said the document, shouldn't take long. 
The white paper, a 30-page summary of the military situation and 

Canada's steps to meet it, was tabled in the House of Commons by Ralph 
Campney, Parliamentary Assistant to the Minister of National Defence, 
Mr. Claxton. It brings members up to date on Canada's three-year, 
$5,000,000,000, 40-squadron-air force, 100-ship Navy defence programme 
on the eve of a two-day Commons defence debate. 

Some of the highlights: 
1. Canada has arranged to get an unspecified number of 90 mm. anti-

aircraft guns fram the United States and is going to ship to European 
allies more than 400 3.7 inch heavy ack-ack guns as part of the switch 
of British-type arms to that continent. This will be in addition to 
equipment for three European divisions already committed as well as 24 
guns for a Luxembourg artillery regiment. 

2. Canada's actual defence spending this fiscal year is expected 
to hit $1,879,000,000, including Defence Department and associated spend-
ing. Actual Defence Department estimates are $279,000,000 less than that. 

3. Canada will devote 11.67 per cent of the national income to 
defence this year. 

4. Defence production has already started to turn out two types of 
jet fighters on an assembly-line basis and a major ship-building programme 
will  start paying off in new ships this year. 

5. The country's "readiness for full mobilization" is being stepped 
up materially. The Air Force Reserve units in particular are being 
prepared to take on a fighting role almost immediately if war comes. 

6. During the next generation Canada must be prepared to meet either 
general war or the continuation of current defence efforts. 

7. The regular forces have increased their manpower 45 per cent  in 
the last year and have been growing by an average of 2,200 new men a 
month in the present calendar year. They totalled 68,427 men at the end 
of March. The reserves have 52,994 men or 44 per cent more than three 
years ago. 

8. The Defence Research Board is doing work of "first-rate importance" 
in chemical and bacterial or biological warfare and will be stepping up 
activities in guided missiles, electronics, medical research, aeronautics 
and the exchange of scientific information with allies.... 

Graydon On Seawayr  Ottawa, May 7 (CP) -- Gordon Graydon, External Affairs 
spokesman for the Progressive Conservative Party, proposed in the Commons 
today that Canada put more heat on the United States to get action on 
joint development of the St. Lawrence seaway. 

Across Canada: Trade officials said yesterday that the steel situation in 
Canada is gradually moving towards stabilization....Representatives of 
the Canadian and United States Governments yesterday began drafting an 
agreement to unify and improve safety radio measures for use on ships 
operating in the Great Lakes....The Army's switch to American weapons 
won't mean any major changes in organization and it won't touch tradition 
at all, the Defence Department maintained yesterday. 
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Tariff Agreements With 16 Nations:  Ottawa, May 8 (CP) -- Canada has signed new 
long term tariff trimming agreements with the United States and 15 other 
countries aimed at benefiting Canadian manufacturing, fishing and farming 
industries, 

The concessions, embracing a wide range of commodities, conclude seven 
months of negotiation among 34 countries at Torquay »  Eng. They were an-
nounced tonight by the Department of External Affairs and explained in the 
Commons by the Minister of Trade and Commerce, Mr. Howe, and the Minister of 
Finance, Mr. Abbott, 

The full effect may not be felt immediately but officials said it is 
hoped that during normal peacetime trade Canada can look forward to more 
competitive markets for Canadian products, including Douglas fir plywood and 
aluminum. 

The main concessions were obtained from the United States which lowered 
tariffs on 400 items of interest to Canada, including lead, zinc, birch, 
plywood, cheddar cheese, canned salmon and pulpboard. 

In turn, Canada lawered tariffs to the U.S. and other countries on 
many things, including Turkish tobacco, =tor vehicle parts, rubber tires, 
confectionery, grapefruit juice, machinery, household furniture and some 
electrical appliances. 

Mr. Abbott said some concessians may-  work, in "these times of inflation 
and high prices, to help ease the burden for the Canadian consumer." 

Mr. Howe said the agreements "will add strength to Canada's commercial 
position." During the current emergency Canada has no worries about selling 
goods in other countries, but she must look ahead to the long-term need for 
markets. 

The new agreements represent Canada's third successful attempt to 
lawer tariffs in the postwar period. They are binding for three years. Many 
of the countries including Canada, the U.S. and France are expected to bring 
their reductions into effect June 6. The remainder are expected to be in 
force by next November 20. 

Canada, a dominant factor in world trade negotiations, was the first - 
country to sign the agreement. This was done yesterday at New York by John 
W. Holmes, Canadavs Acting Permanent Delegate to the United Nations. 

Besides the U.S., agreements were made with Austria, West Germany, 
Korea, Peru, the Philippines, Turkey, France, Italy, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, 
the Dominican Republic, Haiti, Indonesia and India, 

"For Canada," said Mr. Howe, "these negotiations have been a marked 
success. • .As a result of Torquay, producers and manufacturers in many of 
our export industries across the country will benefit from improved access 
to foreign markets." 

For example, under the new agreements, the U.S, will reduce its tariff 
on aluminum fram Canada to 11- cents a pound from two cents. Lead, formerly 
2 1/8 cents a pound, will be lowered to 1 1/16 cents. Cheddar cheese, 
formerly 3i- cents a pound and not less than 171- per cent, will be reduced 
to three cents a pound, but not less than 15  per cent. 

Canned salmon is reduced to 15 per cent from 25 . The rate on Douglas 
fir plywood is cut by half to 20 per cent from 400 

Besides these, the U.S. granted a number of other concessions to 
Canada and other countries.0.0 

(over) 
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Commonwealth Preferences: Ottawa, May 8 (CP) -- Canada has not abandoned  Common-
wealth  tariff preferences, the Minister of Finance, Mr. Abbott, said tonight. 

He  was explaining to the Commons why Canada reduced and modified some 
of these  long-standing  preferred duty- rates in order to obtain new tariff 
concessions from other countries at Torquay. 

The question of the British preference, it was understood, was one of fe  
the reasons why Britain and the United States -- the world's great trading') 
nations -- did not reach new tariff agreements at the multilateral tariff-
reducing conference. 

Australia, New Zealand and South Africa are believed to have follawed 
Britain's lead. Canada, however, decided to barter some of them away in 
return for tariff reductions from the U.S. and other countries.... 

Canadians Patrol Chinese Territory: West Central Sector, Korea, May 9 (CP) -- 
A Canadian patrol, carried on the backs of United States Patton tanks, ranged 
far into Chinese territory Tuesday, captured four prisoners and withdrew 
intact into their awn lines. 

The force was commanded by Capt. Wally Mills of Winnipeg, the officer 
who on the night of April 24, shredded the enemy who overran his position by 
calling three regiments of artillery and a battalion of mortars down upon it. 

(For the first time since the Chinese spring offensive in Korea got 
under way late in April Bill Boss, Canadian Press correspondent with the 
Princess Patricias, is permitted in the foregoing dispatch to identify the 
Canadians and to name individuals.) 

Manpower Discussion: Ottawa, May 8 (CP) -- The official Opposition's military 
critic today accused the Government of under-estimating the manpawer needs 
of the forces and of perpetuating a haphazard, hit-and-miss policy in seek- . 
ing the men. He also charged that the Navy hasn't yet a single effective 
team of ships and planes to tackle its main job, fighting submarines. 

Against those charges by Maj.-Gen. G.R. Pearkes, 	(PC-Nanaimo), 
the Minister of National Defence, Mr. Claxton, offered the buoyant prediction 
that the target of 115,000 servicemen by 1954 will be reached 18 months 
ahead of schedule and said the forces will take even more men than that. 

Further, Mr. Claxton predicted that the drive to recruit a new brigade 
for Europe will succeed without difficulty and reported that more than 1,200 
Canadians tried to enlist in it yesterday, the first day of recruiting. It 

-needs between 5,500 and 6,500 plus replacements. 

Premier Frost On St. Lawrence Development: Toronto, May 8 (CP) -- Premier Leslie 
Frost of Ontario said tonight that, if the Canadian Government decides to 
proceed on its awn with the St. Lawrence Seaway, Ontario is prepared to 
enter into a joint scheme with New York State to develop the river's  power. 

Reports U.S. To Build Zinc Smelter  In Quebec: Rouyn, Que., May 8 (Globe) -- The 
U.S. Government will probably advance the $12 to $18 million necessary to 
build a zinc mnelter in Eastern Canada, such are that country's needs  for 
zinc, both for defence and civilian needs, the Rouyn-Noranda Press says today. 

Across Canada: Sales of Canadian products abroad jumped sharply in the first 
quarter of this year, the Bureau of Statistics reported. Domestic exports 
to all countries were $809,200,000, up 25 per cent from the $648,900,000 
of the first three months of 19500...Senator Eugéne Paquet, who represented 
the St. Lawrence River South Shore riding of L'Islet in the House of Commons 
between 1904 and 1917 when he resigned on the conscription issue, died in 
-St 4 Ramualq,Quebec, yesterday. He was 83....Barrie captured her first 
Canadian junior hockey title defeating Winnipeg Monarchs 9-5 to take their 1 
Memorial Cup final in four straight games. 
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Mr. Claxton On Defence: Ottawa, May 9 (CP) -- The Minister of National Defence, Mr. 
Claxton, said today Canada regrets the "failure" to standardize Western arms 
and said the most discouraging factor i8 that the United States and United 
Kingdom can't even see eye to eye on arms they are adopting for the future. 

He made that statement in the House of Commons in rising to reply to a 
siege of suggestions and accusations thrown at the GoVernment in the course 
of two days of debate on a record $1,600,000,000 defence budget for -this 
fiscal year. 

These were among his most important remarks, many of them replies to 
Maj.-Gen. G.R. Pearkes, V.C. (P.C.--Nanaimo), military critic for the official 
Opposition: 

1. The Defence Department has been looking for five years for a huge 
area--100 miles by 30--large enough to train army formations as large as a 
brigade. It has its eye an one in the East but it is the hope that brigades 
ticketted for overseas won't have to do winter training in Canada because 
much of the time would be spent shovelling snow. 

2. Original plans for production of military motor vehicle parts in 
Canada have had to be modified because the cost would be "fantastically high" 
per vehicle. Canada now would manufacture those she could turn out most 
economically and buy others fram the U.S. 

3. It will be late this autumn before the first of Canada's new anti-
submarine escart vessels are launched and it will be a "considerable time" 
longer before they are at sea. Plans to*produce them were announced  more 

 than a year ago. 
4. The aircraft carrier Magnificent is not out of date, as charged by 

Gen. Pearkes, but "has three or four more years of useful life." Her air-
craft were of types still being used by the U.S. or U.K. Canada can't 
afford to have a second aircraft carrier, one for the Pacific Coast as Gen. 
Pearkes urged. 

5. The defence shipbuilding programme naw involves 27 ships and "many 
more" contracts are coming. 

6. The U.S. kept Canada's Special Force 25th Brigade at Fort Lewis, 
Wash., for $20,000 a day or $2.46 a man—cheaper than Canada could have 
done it herself. Further Canada mould have had to spend millions to re-
habilitate a camp to handle the training of the brigade now in Korea. 	- 

7. There is no evidence that men entering the Army should be in - 
industry. Mobilization plans were worked out with the Department of Labour 
"and we feel the system is working out as well as possible." Wastage in 
the Army in the past year has not been abnormal. 

(This was in answer to Gen. Pearkese charge that manpower policies are 
haphazard.) 

8. Canada's manpower needs have been planned several years ahead. 
The Government's Manpower Advisory Council was considering whether a more 
extensive survey of manpower should be made and if the Council so recommended 
the recammendation would probably be carried out. 

9. Canada will be getting the most modern U.S. tanks--Pattons--among 
the equipment being sent here to replace the two divisions of British-type 
equipment sent to Europe. 

mr. Claxton spoke after a series of speeches by members of all tbree 
parties and answered a host of suggestions and charges thrawn at him. 

(over) 
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Mr. Graydon  On St. Lawrence Development:  Ottawa, May 8 CCP) -- Gordon Graydon 
(PC--Peel) said today the Canadian Government should announce Rat  oncen 
it will go ahead alone with development of the St.  Lawrence  seaway. _ 

Speaking in the House of Commons during a debate on defence, Mr. 
Graydon said it naw appears unlikely the United States Congress will act 
this year an a treaty providing for joint development of the seaway. 

He continued: 
*Time is rapidly running out so far as planning for the needs of 

power for the production of war materials are concerned, to say nothing 
of the strategic necessity for this means of water transportation from the 
mines to the mills for the iron ore so urgently required for war purposes. 

*Construction of the seaway alone was - not our original plan but the 
Government has arrived at a point now where a new all-Canadian development 
should be announced at once. 

nIffe have waited for years for the treaty to be ratified and im- 
plemented. No one in the United States or here could reasonably expect 
us to wait longer in this atmosphere of acute and compelling urgency. 
We should, in my opinion, go it alone.n 

Shipment Of U.S.  Arias: Ottawa, May 9 (CP) -- The first large shipment of American 
arias for the Canadian Army is expected to reach this country within the 
next week or two. It will allow the Army to move ahead with the switch from 
British-Lype to U.S. arms and with the arming of the new 27th Brigade for 
Europe. 

Canada is shipping British type arms to European Allies. Enough for 
one Netherlands and one Belgian division have already gone and Canada is 
committed to arming an Italian division. 

Officials said today shipment of the arms for Italy is not contingent 
on arrival of the U.S. arms. However, future shipments to other countries 
will be made contingent on replacements arriving from the U.S. 

It is expected that there will be enough U.S. arms sent here by July 
to  aria a Canadian division, just about what Canada now has in being or is 
planning. 

Enlistments Satisfactory: Montreal, May 10 (Gazette) -- Enrolment in Canada's 
new 27th Brigade group was satisfactory yesterday with 105 new applications 
listed in the Montreal area. 

Quebec Command reported that enlistments yesterday were 58, bringing 
the Montreal total to 100 since Monday. 

A total of 480 applications were filed locally by 5 p.m. Of the 380 
not enrolled, most are in the process of enrolment. About 30 per cent 
have been rejected. 

Country-wide total of enlistments reported yesterday was 509, while 
another 1,499 men were in the process of enrolment. The recruiting target 
is 5,500 to 6,000 men. 

Officers of all units and of Quebec Command said that enrolments are 
moving smoothly. 

Britain To Buy Ontario Cheese:  Toronto, May 10 (Globe) -- The first direct con- * 

 tract between a Canadian producer organization and the British Food Ministry 

was announced last night. The Ontario Cheese Prodùcers' Marketing Board 
revealed it had agreed to sell Britain at least 20,000,000 pounds of cheddar 

cheese at 30 cents per poundee.11 factory, plus two cents transportation to 

seaboard. 

Across Canada:  Monsieur P. Dupong, President of Luxembourg, has expressed his 

country's gratitude for Canada's recent contribution of 25-pounder field 

guns through the North Atlantic mutual aid programme....A provincial budgete 

forecasting a year of new and greater prosperity was brought down in the 
Newfoundland Legislature yesterday by Premier Smallwood, acting Finance 
Minister. No new taxation was announced....The Supreme Court of Alberta 

yesterday ruled in a judgment that natural gas and petroleum are different 

products. The judgment is of importance in Alberta where unprecedented 

development of petroleum and natural gas is going on hand-in-hand....0wen 

Sound Mercurys staged a sizzling third period finish last night to bring 
Owen Sound its first Allan Cup championship in history by defeating the 

Fort Frances Canadians 3-1. 
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Mr. Clatton  On Defence: Ottawa, May 10 (cp) -- Canada's drive'to build a potent 
fighter force will be bounding ahead by the end of this year with the forma-
tion of one new fighter squadron monthly. 

This was disclosed in the House of Commons today by the Minister of 
National Defence; Mr. Claxton, but he declined to say haw many fighter 
squadrons  now  exist.  The  latest figure reported was four. 

Mr. Claxton said production of two new types of jet planes wille  be 
hitting a pace at year's end that will permit a rapid acceleration of 
fighter strength. (A squadron uses about 25 planes and about 28 of the 40 
regular and reserve R.C.A.F. squadrons now planned will-be fighters.) 

At the same time, Mr. Claxton said that purchase of bombers ranks 
second in priority, right behind fighters, in the R.CU.F.'s expansion plans. 
In the peacetime past, the regular Air Force has skipped bombers but has a 
couple of reserve medium bomber squadrons. 

The third day of the Commons big defence debate saw the Minister back 
on his feet replying to a flood of questions and accusations that have 
emerged from the Opposition benches.... 

Some of the highlights of the Minister's Statements: 
1. U.S. arms equipment for a Canadian division will start arriving 

within two weeks. Canada has sent British-type equipment for two divisions' 
to Netherlands and Belgium and has committed a third to Italy. 

2. The Army has been looking for an area of 100 square miles in the 
Maritimes so it can train large formations. So far it hasn't found one in 
five years. 

3. The Army, closely watched by the other services, is trying out a 
revolutionary new attestation or enlistment form designed to be a self-
contained file. 

4. There is greater diversification of defence activity across 
Canada than in the case of any other government department. Nova Scotia 
has relatively much the largest concentration of defence activity and 
14.3 per cent of the defence dollar is spent in the Maritimes. 

5. His Department "considers it very  much fairer to have all per-
sonnel pay income tax than that they should simply not pay income tax.“ 

6. To charges that Canada, in her switch to U.S. arms, will be giving 
up some superior weapons, he replied that "the advice  I have received is . 
that the difference in these weapons is very little in fact.“ It may be 
quite possible, he said, to keep the Sten gun, the light, cheap sub-machine-
gun used in the last war. 

7. Canada's proportion of non-'combat  to combat troops is lower than 
any other country but mobilization has taught what maybe a new principle 
-- that overhead goes up, not down, with the size of the force. 

8. For security reasons, recruiting for the forces has been limited 
to Canadian or British subjects but this has now been extended to open the 
way for enlistment of men from any of the 11 other Atlantic Pact nations. 

Ur. Drew On Arms Standardization:  Ottawa, May 10 (CP) -- George Drew, Progressive 
Conservative Leader, said today that lack of United States and United Kingdom 
agreement on standardization of arms should be a cause for concern. 

(over) 



Speaking in the House of Commons during continued debate on the Govern-
ment $1,600,000,000 defence programme for 1951-52 *  Mr• Drew said that 
standardization of equipment could mean the difference between victory and 
defeat in an emergency. 

Statements By Late Col. Ralston Debated: Ottawa, May 10 (CP) -- A charge that 4.1) 
statements by Col. J.L. Ralston, former Defence Minister, caused the loss 
of thousands of Allied lives in the Second World War threw the House e 
Commons into bitter, running turmoil tonight. 

It was made by Jean François Pouliot (L--Temiscouata)....It was attacked 
as vicious, nasty, unwarranted and nonsensical by Opposition members. 

Two Opposition Party leaders and two Cabinet Ministers as well as members 
of parties in Opposition entered the fray as it gained momentum and ran more 
than 90 minutes off and on. 

The provocation came from Mr. Pouliot's statement that, after Col. 
Ralston's resignation from the Cabinet in late 1944 on the conscription 
issue, he made statements about weaknesses in the Allied line on the Western 
Front which led to a major German attack. Col. Ralston died in 1949. 

Tourist Spending:  Ottawa, May 10 (CP) -- Leo Dolan, head of the Canadian Travel 
Bureau, told the Senate's Tourist Committee today that if Canada's per capita 
ratio of tourist spending in the U.S. was matched by Americans in Canada, 
this country would be financially set. 

If that happened, he said, Canada could «take over the Marshall Plan, 
build the St. Lawrence seaway, the Chignecto Canal and any other projects « . 
And the Bureau, through $1,000,000 of advertising a year and other means, 
was trying to bring it about. 

Canadians spent $190,000,000 in the U.S. on tourism last year, more 
than any other people in the world. Canada's total tourist traffic last 
year was worth $270,000,000 but because of heavy Canadian travel abroad, 
her credit balance was cut to $53,000,000. 

Recruiting Regulations Widened:  Ottawa, May 10 (CP) -- Canada hils widened 
recruiting regulations to allow men born in the 11 other Atlantic Pact 
countries to enlist in the Canadian armed forces, the Minister of National 
Defence, Mr. Claxton, disclosed today. The main result would be to open 
the way for enlistments by American citizens living here. 

Previously for security reasons, only Canadian and British subjects 
were accepted, he said in the House of Commons. But on March 16, 1951, 
these provisions were amended to allow the entry of men from countries allied 
with Canada in the Atlantic Pact. 

These include the United States, United Kingdom, France, Belgium, 
Holland, Luxembourg, Denmark, Norway, Iceland, Italy and Portugal. 

Across Canada: Legislation for equalizing rail freight across Canada now is a 
virtual certainty for this session of Parliament, the Canadian Press 
reports from Ottawa...eays and means of strengthening trade between 
Canada and the United Kingdom will be explored by leading businessmen 
rram both countries etToronto May 17-18, C. Gordon Cockshutt, Chairman 
of the Anglo-Canadian Trade Committee of the Canadian Chamber of Commerce, 

- announced yesterday at Montreal....A suggestion that Canada possibly should 
start making atamic bombs was made in the Commons, last night by Capt. 
Rodney Adamson (PC—nark West). 
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Planning For Civil Defence: Ottawa, May 11 (cp) -- The Canadian Government expects 
to spend on civil defence this fiscal year.a total of $4,200,000 -- a fraction 
of one per cent of the total planned for defence as a whole, $1,879,000,000. 

The Minister of National Health and Welfare, Mr. Martin gave the civil 
defence figure to the House of Commons in reply to an 'Opposition question. 
Earlier he told members there is no hiding place for Canadian communities  if 
atomic mar comes and that first priority in use of the country's resourceit'in 
emergency must go to the armed forces. 

Mr. Martin said that federal planning for civil defence -- care of the 
civil population--has reached an advanced stage, that some hundreds of key 
instructors have been trained and that local planning "is all important." 
Arrangements had been worked out with the provinces and the United States for 
spheres of responsibility. 

He  was promptly told by a medical doctor, Dr. W.G. Blair (P.C.—Lanark) 
that Canada's preparations exist on paper and that the country should be much 
further advanced in view of authoritative statements that war would bring a 
rain of atomic bombs an this continent. 

Col. Stone On Korean Fighting:  Edmonton, May 13 (CP) -- Lt.-Col. J.R. Stone, 
Commanding Officer of the 2nd Battalion, PPCLI, said today the concept of 
the Chinese as a "super soldier" is gone. 

In a press conference at Western Command, Col. Stone gave reporters 
•  an outline of the Korean fighting on his part of the front, described Cana-
dian troops as excellent, and reported doctors may know tomorrow what ails 
his 2-year-old daughter Moira. 

He arrived by air Saturday to visit the tot, who had an eye removed 
Thursday. 

Mge never did meet any top-rate Chinese soldiers, in my opinion," Big 
Jim Stone told a questioner. "They have a certain lack of interest in 
living, but they're like everybody else. If you kill enough of them, after 
a while they quit coming." 

Col. Stone said the better troops of earlier in the war had been suc-
ceeded by inferior men, presumably because the veterans of the Sino-Japanese 
war were banged up. 

The Canadians-- nmagnificent troops"--had met nothing but Chinese in 
their battle experience. 

"I'm not one to count bodies," Col. Stone said,  "but  I'd say there 
were 250 to 300 scattered around our area when the Chinese got tired of 
trying to came through us in that last heavy action. We held them for 36 
hours. »  

To Huy H.S. Rifles:  Ottawa, May 11 (CP) -- The Minister of National Defence, 
Mr. Claxton, said tonight that Canada plans to buy enough of the American 
30-calibre Garand rifles to equip three divisions. Canada does not plan 
to attempt to produce the wsapon unless it is accepted as a standard weapon 
by a number of Atlantic-pact countries. 

He made the statement in the House of Commons after George Drew, . 
Progressive Conservative leader, asked clarification of what had been said 
previously about acceptance of the American rifle. 

(over) 



Raise Housing Loan Rates  Ottawa, May 11 (CP) ,-- The average Canadian soon will 
pay more to build a home. 

The Minister of Resources and Development, Mr. Winters, announced today 
in the House of Commons that the interest rate on loans obtained under the 
National Housing Act will be boosted from 41 to five per cent. The increase 
will become effective when Parliament passes legislation authorizing the 1 
boost. 

Mr..Winters, who reports to Parliament for the Crawn-owned Central 
Mortgage and Housing Corporation, said the increase will mean that borrowers 
will paY an additional 25 cents a month on each $1,000 of loan. Officials 
of the corporation estimated that the increase will boost the cost of a 

• 	$6,000 home by about $200. 
The officials said the 25-cent-a-month figure was based on a blended 

payment of principle and interest spread over 240 equal monthly instalmenti. 
The 240 instalments would cover payments of loans repayable in 20 years. 
The figure wns not reached by dividing 1 per cent interest on $1,000 by 12. 
This would give 41 2/3 cents. 

Dr..Solandt On New Weapons: Montreal, May 12 (Gazette) -- The Canadian Government 
is developing new anti-tank wnapons, guided missiles, flame throwers and 
submarine deVices, Dr. 0.M. Solandt, Chairman of the Defence Research Board, 
said here yesterday. 

In an address to the annual meeting of the Engineering Institute of 
Canada in the Mount Royal Hotel, Dr. Solandt described some of the new 
projects being developed by the Board. 

"We are developing a new anti-tank infantry weapon not unlike the 
American bazooka which we expect to be considerably  more accurate," he said. 

Un improved anti-tank shot for the 17 pounder and 17 millimetre 
guns has been successfully developed. This shot has improved the accuracy 
and penetration obtainable with these guns and has been accepted by both 
the U.S. and U.K." 

"Work is proceeding on the design of a howitzer for mountain warfare. 
This is the first attempt at gun design that has ever been made in Canada." 

"The Suffield Experimental Station in southern Alberta, in close co- _ 
operation with the Canadian Army, has recently completed the development 
of a greatly improved and simplified flame-thrawer for infantry use. This 
development 	has been paralleled by a series of research projects de- 
signed to improve the properties and methods of flame-thrawer control." 

"In the field of naval research, the Board's two laboratories at _ 
Halifax and Esquimalt have been concentrating mainly on anti-submarine 
problems. Unfortunately most of their progress in these fields cannot 
be reported." 

Across Canadas  Thousands of eager Montrealers queued up Sunday afternoon on 
Laurier Pier to tour the 6,000-ton French training cruiser, Jeanne d'Arc, 
first warship in Montreal port this year....The Minister of Transport, 
Mr. Chevrier, told the House of Commons he hopes legislation for country- 
wide equalization of freight rates will be placed before Parliament at 
this session....Telegrapher Alfred John Atherton has been cleared of blame 
in the Canoe River train wreck in the Rockies of British Columbia which 
took 21 lives....Valleyfield, Quebec won the Alexander Cup and the Cana-
dian major hockey title by defeating Toronto St. Michaels 4 to 1 in 
Toronto Saturday night. 
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China  Communists Reject Peace Feelers:  Ottawa, May 14 (CP) -- The Chinese Communists 
have given no indication that they are ready to negotiate a settlement in Korea, 
the Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, said tonight. He was 
a member of the United Nations Cease-Fire Committee which unsuccessfully sought 
several months ago to arrange a settlement, 

Mr. Pearson told the House of Commons that statements by the United Nations 
Good Offices Committee, a sequel to the Cease-Fire Committee, have been "rudely 
rebuffed" by the Chinese Communist Government. 

"Feelers by individual countries have been no more successful," he said. 
Reports from the representative of India in Peiping indicated,that the 

Chinese are not ready to negotiate on any grounds that could conceivably be 
accepted by United Nations. 

Mr. Pearson On Manchurian Bases:  Ottawa, May 14 (CP) -- The Secretary of State for 
External Affairs, Mr. Pearson said tonight he does not believe that . the bombing 
of Chinese bases in Manchuria, blockading of the Chinese mainland and the use 
of Chinese Nationalist forces would bring an end to the war in Korea. 

He told the House of Commons that he believes United Nations would be 
"profoundly mistaken" to adopt such a policy. 

Mr. Pearson made his statement in concluding a debate on Canada's foreign 
affairs. 

He made no reference to Gen. Douglas MacArthur, but he said some in Canada 
and United States had advocated the bombing of Manchurian bases, the blockading 
of China and the use of Chinese Nationalist troops in Korea to end the war. 

- Such a move, he said, might lead to unlimited action and the entry of 
Russia directly into the conflict. It might lead directly to a Third World War. 

Howard Green (PC--Vancouver-Quadra), who previously urged the bombing of 
the Manchurian bases, the blocking of China and the use of Nationalist troops 
in Korea, interjected: 

"Are you asking Canadians in Korea to fight with one hand tied behind their 
backs?" 

"No that is not our policy and it is not the policy of United Nations," 
replied Mr. Pearson. 

It may be, he continued, that despite all efforts the conflict will extend, 
but if it does extend let the responsibility for it rest in other hands. 

Mr. Green: "A policy of fear." 
Mr. Pearson: nit is a policy of realism and peace." 

Mr. Pearson On Canada-U.S. Relations: Ottawa, May 14 (CP) -- The Secretary of State 
for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, said tonight he wants to see Canada stand 
on her awn feet but march in step with her neighbours, especially the United 
States. 

He made that statement after George Drew, Progressive Conservative Leader, 
told the House of Commons that if the Canadian Government can give any reasons 
for recent criticism of relations with United States it should "let us have 
them out in the open." 

Mr. Drew, speaking in a foreign affairs debate, said Mr. Pearson and 
officials of his Department, in recent speeches outside Parliament, had set a 
"pattern" of criticism of Canada's relations with the United States. 

Mr. Pearson said several Opposition members of the Commons had criticized 
a Toronto speech in which he had dealt with Canada's relations with the United 
States. He said Mr. Drew had stated that the speech had aroused concern as to 
whether Canada is dealing on a friendly and democratic basis with the United 
States. 

(over) 
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"CUr relations with the United States continue to be on a good and 
friendly basis," said Mr. Pearson. 

Some critics in the United States had misunderstood his Toronto speech. 
Others had placed a wrong interpretation on what he had said. He read into 
Hansard--the official record -- some favourable editorial comments on the 
speech from both Canadian and United States newspapers.... 

Mr. Howe  On Defence  Production: Ottawa, May 14  (ci') -- The Minister of Defence 
Production, Mr. Howe, indicated tonight that, at the moment, Canada can 
expect no large defence orders either from the United States or Europe. 

The United States, he said, has for many items sufficient plant capacity 
to more than take care of its awn needs. 

Europe lacks dollars. 
And as for Canada's awn long-term needs, awe are faced with the fact 

that many of our awn requirements are small, relative to the outlay involved 
in their production." 

Economic production, he told a joint dinner meeting of the Canadian 
Industrial Preparedness Association and the Society of Automotive Engineers, 
"can be achieved only if we produce as well for the United States or for 
our overseas Allies." 

Barring an all-out shooting war, Mr. Howe added in a speech prepared 
for delivery, denand for Canadian-made defence equipment will not be as great 
as in the Second World Mar, "and we must think in terms of, say, vehicle 
production at the rate of about five a day rather than the hundreds a day 
we produced last time." 

2,377 Men  Recruited In First Week: Ottawa, May 14 (CP) -- The army isn't getting 
recruits for the new 27th Brigade as fast as it got then last Summer for 
the Special Force 25th Brigade, naw in Korea, official figures shawed today. 

But one significant explanation may be the army's awn "make-haste-slowly" 
policy based on the experience of enlisting the Special Forçe in haste and . 
later having to discharge between 10 to 15 per cent of the men. 

In the first week of recruiting last August, the Special Force got 
3,027 men. In its first week of recruiting, ended Saturday, the new 27th 
Brigade got 2,377 or 650 fewer. It is earmarked primarily for Atlantic 
Pact service in Europe. 

An army spokesman said today every effort is being made in the new 
campaign to take advantage of lessons learned in the campaign for the Special 
Force. The new brigade wants between 5,500 and 6,500 men and will need 
nearly as many more later for replacements. 

Report U.S. Aircraft On Loan  Here: Trenton, May 14 (Globe and Mail) -- Large 
numbers of U.S. Air Force training craft are arriving daily in.Canada under 
a new lease-lend arrangement as yet unannounced by the Defence Department. 

They will retain their blue star insignia and remain the property of 
the U.S. Government while training RCAF and North Atlantic Treaty pilots at 
schools throughout the country. 

When aircraft plants at Montreal and Fort William are able to keep pace 
with the RCAF's rapid training expansion, the USAF equipment wIll be returned 
to its points of origin. 

Across  Canada: The Government has arranged dollar payment for the sale to Europe 
of about $4,000,000 worth of Newfoundland salt cod from the 1951 catch, 
the Minister of Fisheries, Mr. Mayhew, announced in the House of Commons 
yesterday. The arrangement extends for another year a system of payment 
that has been in effect since Newfoundland entered Confederation in 1949...., 
The Cannons gave first reading to a bill to extend for another three years 
provisions for business and professional loans to veterans....More than 800 
new Canadians from many European countries are scheduled to arrive at 
Montreal Friday morning on the Greek Line steamer, Columbia....Carl C. Agar, 
50, of Vancouver, a helicopter expert who has established an international 
reputation with his flying eggbeaters, has been awarded the McKee Trans-
Canada Trophy as the man who did most to advance Canadian aviation in 1950. 
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Canada Buying "Secret" Arms:  Ottawa, May 15 (CP) -- Canada is buying secret-list 
war material fram the United States despite a U.S. law which prohibits sale 
of such material to foreign countries. 

It is done, the Commons Public Accounts Committee was told today, by an 
arrangement with Washington under which the U.S. Government orders the 
materials in its awn name and then turns them over to Canada. 

C.M. Drury, Deputy Defence Minister, said the reason Canada doesn't deal 
directly with American manufacturers in placing millions of dollars worth of 
defence orders south of the border is that "a substantial portion" of what is 
bought is on the secret list. 

U.S. law, he said, prohibits the sale of war materials on the secret list 
to foreign governments but Canada was getting what she wanted under the 
arrangement with Washington. 

Mr. Drury told members one thing on the secret list in Canada is the sort 
of gun the R.C.A.F. is going to use to arm the F86E Sabre jet fighter, naw 
starting to roll off the mass-production assembly lines at the Canadair plant 
in Montreal. 

Air-Raid Sirens Tested In Ottawa:  Ottawa, May 15 (CP) -- Two days of sudden eerie 
siren wailing in this Capital ended today as civil defence planners completed 
tests of equipment which may be used to warn Canada against the possible 
threat from the skies. 

- Officials expressed their  .satisfaction  with both pieces of equipment 
tested, a two-horsepower American-type commercial siren and a five-horsepower 
dual-note British-type equipment. Both may be adopted. A final decision 
has not yet been made. 

The weird, high-pitched and lonely sounds sent housewives scurrying to 
telephones, fearful that the threat of a Third World War which hung over the 
world finally had brought enemy bombers to this Capital. 

Local newspapers were besieged by calls. So were police-  and fire 
department. Pedestrians in the streets craned their necks, searching the 
skies for the unseen intruders. 

Canada-U.K. Trade Committee:  (Press Release No. 22, May 15):-- The Department of 
External Affairs announced on May 15 that the Canada-United Kingdom Continuing 
Committee on Trade and Economic Affairs will meet in Ottawa beginning May 21, 
1951. 

The Canadian representatives will be: Mr. W.F. Bull, Deputy Minister of 
Trade and Commerce; Mr. J.G. Taggart, Deputy Minister of Agriculture; Mr. 
J.J. Deutsch, Director, International Economic Relations, Department of 
Finance; and Mr. A.F.W. Plumptre, Head of the Economic Division, Department 
of External Affairs. 

The United Kingdom representatives at the meeting will bet Sir Alexander 
Clutterbuck, High Commissioner of the United Kingdom in Ottawa; Sir John Woods, 
Permanent Secretary, Board of Trade; Sir Frank Lee, Permanent Secretary, 
Ministry of Food, and Mr. R.W.B. Clarke, Under-Secretary, Treasury. 

ecruiting For 27th Brigade:  Ottawa, May 15 (CP) -- Another 271 men were enlisted 
for service in Canada's 27th Brigade yesterday, bringing to 2,648 the number 
so far enrolled in the Army's drive for recruits, primarily for service in 
Europe. 

(over) 
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In addition, another 715 men applied for enlistment yesterday, bringing 
to 5,643 the number of applications so far. 

Of the 2,995 men still "in process," many will be enlisted, while an 
unreported number already have been rejected or have withdrawn their applicam 

4) tions. 

R.C.A.F.  Borrowing Training Planes From U.S.:  Ottawa, May 15 (CP) -- The Minister 
of National Defence, Mr. Claxton, said today Canada's production of Harvard 
trainers should be "well advanced towards the end of this year." 

In the meantime, he told Maj.-Gen. G.R. Pearkes, V.C., (PC-Nanaimo) in 
the House of Commons, the R.C.A.F. is borrowing a number--reported to be,100-- 
of Harvards from the United States. 

The planes were  being used in connection with "the very largely expanded 
air training plan" under which Canada hopes in time to be training 3,000 

• Canadian and Atlantic Pact fliers a year. 

Senator Urges  Examination Of "Reforms": Ottawa, May 15  (ci')  -- A 66-year-old Nova 
Scotia Liberal Senator warned tonight that if the Upper Chamber doesn't carry 
through to final examination possible reforms, the Canadian public is...going 
to be »extremely disappointed." 

Senator Gordon Isnor, appointed to the Senate last year from the House 
of Commons, made the statement as he stepped into a reform debate that has 
been proceeding since February, It is on a resolution sponsored by Senator 
Wishart Robertson, Government Leader, for appointment of a special committee 
to study possible reforms. 

Mr. Claxton OeNation's Businese: Ottawa, May 15 (CP) -- The Minister of National 
Defence, Mr. Claxton, said tonight that the present "uneasy half-war half.. 
peace may go on for a generation." 

"I hope it will if that is necessary to prevent an all-out war," he 
said. "That will be much better than having to win a war." 	- 

His statements were contained in a speech prepared for broadcast over a 
national network in the CBC series the "Nation's Business." 

Across Canada: A dream of years--a complete library for the University of 
Alberta--was realized yesterday when Premier E.C. Manning officially opened 
the new $2,000,000 Rutherford Library...Premier Frost of Ontario said - 
at Toronto yesterday he will appoint a special committee to review the 
structure of municipal taxation and provincial grants...The House of 
Commons yesterday took preliminary steps to implement part of the will of 
Rt. Hon. W.L. Mackenzie King, Prime Minister of Canada for more than 20 
years...Despite increased prices, sales of new motor vehicles in Canada 
hit a record during March...Ottawa's Uplands airport will have a runway 
close to five miles long--the second longest in the wmrld--if present plans 
to develop it as a military airport are implemented, a Transport Department 
spokesman said yesterday. 
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Tighten Instalment Buying Restrictions:  Ottawa, May 16 (CP) -- The federal Govern- 
ment moved today to plug loopholes in restrictions gn instalment buying. 

James Sinclair, Parliamentary Assistant to the Minister of Finance, Mr. 
Abbott, piloted through the House of Commons a bill aimed at preventing 
consumers fram circumventing consumer-credit regulations. The regulations 
.were imposed last November and tightened in March. 

mr. Sinclair said some consumers were using charge accounts at department 
stores to evade the regulations. There also were cases where a plumbing firm, 
for instance, wguld install an electric water heater and give the purchaser 
unlimited time to pay. Another firm might install an electric refrigerator 
under similar conditions. 

That, said Mr. Sinclair, was unfair to persons who purchased such equip- 
ment throUgh regular channels. Under the new regulations, these purchasers 
must  comply with credit restrictions applying to other goods. 

International /Meat Agreement:  Ottawa, May 16 (CP) -- The Minister of Trade and 
Commerce, Mr. Hawe, said today Canada has no intention of withdrawing fram 
the international wheat agreement. 

The Minister gave this reply in the House of Commons to Opposition 
members who questioned him on whether Canada eguld take steps to have prices 
under the agreement boosted because of the rising world price of wheat. 

He said the only action that could be taken by Canada--one of the three 
producer countries in the agreement--would be to denounce the pact signed 
two years ago. 

"Canada has no intention or desire to do that," he said. 

New Indian Act:  Ottawa, May 16 (CP) -- The House of Commons today completed its 
detailed clause-by-clause study of the new Indian Act, which revises and 
brings up to date older Indian statutes, but deferred final adoption to a 
later sitting. 

As the examination ended, John Diefenbaker (PC--Lake Centre) urged the 
Minister of Citizenship and /nmigration, Mr. Harris, to guarantee by 
amendment that Indians would have the right to take court action against 
any regulation made under the Act. 

Crude Petroleum Production Jumps 44  P.C.:  Ottawa, May 16 (cp) -- Canadian pro-
duction of crude petroleum increased approximately 44 per cent during 
February, amounting to 2,801,000 barrels from 1,946,000 in the corresponding 
month last year. 

The Bureau of Statistics reported today that Alberta's output rose to 
2,653,000 barrels from 1,847,000 in February, 1950. Redwater was the largest 
producer with an output of 1,251,200 barrels from 547,800. Leduc's produc-
tion decreased slightly to 804,600 barrels from 846,000, and the Turner 
Valley was down to 260,100 barrels from 285,600. 

N.R.C. Scholarships:  For the academic year 1951-52, the number of applicants for 
National Research Council scholarships and the number as well as the value 
of scholarships granted reached an all-time high, the National Research 
Council announced on May 17. 

(over) 
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Here is a comparison with last year's figures, which represent the 
previous record: 505 applications had to be reviewed,  as  against 453; 
the number of awards is 215 es against 197; and their total value is 
$192,100 as against $140,225. This increase of over $50,000 is largely 
due to a substantial upward revision in -various types of grants. 

jla addition, fourteen special scholarships at $900 have been awarded 
for study abroad, to be pursued at the following universities: three 	/) 
each at London and Oxford,  two at California University, and one each 
at California Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Harvard, Iowa State, 
Ohio State, and Paris. Seven overseas postdoctorate fellowships at #2500 
have been granted for work at the following British universities: two 
each at Cambridge and London, and one each at Birmingham, Leeds, and Oxford. 

British Machine Tools For Canada:  Toronto, May 17 (Glebe and Mail) -- Canada 
has been rated the only country in the world with a priority equal to home 
defence needs for the supply of British machine tools, Robert W. Asquith, 
British industrialist and engineer, stated yesterday. As a result, 
shipments to Canada of British machine tools have nearly quadrupled in 
the past year. 

Across  Canada:  Umbers of the Public Works Committee of the United States 
House of Representatives will tour sites on the St. Lawrence River for 
the proposed power and seaway project in early June, the Minister of 
Transport, Mr.  Chevrier, advised Cornwall, Ontario, civic officials 
yesterday....The question of the Provincial Government taking over all 
municipal welfare costs as a move to relieve civic taxes on property 
awners will be considered by a special committee, Ontario's Municipal 
Affairs Minister Dunbar said yesterday....Joseph Harris, (PC—Toronto 
Danforth) protested in the House of Commons testerday against the 
business of the House being delayed by periodic debates on divorce. 
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Government Mobilizes Essential Material:  Ottawa, May 17 (CP) -- The Minister of 
Defence Production, Mr. Howe, today announced an extensive widening of the 
Gavernment's priorities powers to include all commodities and services 
considered essential for Canada's defence production effort. 

Under the priorities system, the Government has the power  to give a 
defence manufacturer first call on all available goods considered essential 
in the manufacture of defence equipment. 

It can do this by drawing supplies normally used in the production of 
civilian goods, or by reallocating stockpiles of goods already held by 
civilian producers. 

The Government, in fact, already exercises priorities control on steel 
and other metals, but this is the first time it has ever spelled out in 
detail the total extent of its priorities powers. 

For example, under an order-in-council passed, the Director of Priorities, 
H.J. Sissons of Toronto, will have the authority to cut down hydro  power  at 
one plant and increase it at another. He can force a transport van, norraally 
hauling luggage, to haul defence materials instead. 

The priorities chief will have power to divert any materials considered 
essential in the production of aerodrames, airports, dockyards, roads, 
defence fortifications or any other naval, military or air force works. 

He will have the right to make any materials available to produce 
arms, ammunition, vehicles, ships, planes or any other items which can be 
used by Canada's fighting forces or for that matter the fighting forces of 
any government associated with Canada in a defence programme. 

This latter aspect is specifically designed to include the United 
States, for under an economic pact signed last October, Canada's defence 
equipment producers are granted priority rights to U.S. goods--and vice 
versa. 

New Indian Act Passes  House:  Ottawa, May 18 (CP) -- The new Indian Act, promising 
a better deal and a more modern administrative setup for Canada's 135,000 
Indians, finally won adoption in the House of Commons yesterday after five 
years of Parliamentary study. 

The bill, which now goes to the Senate, was given final reading after 
the House rejected a Progressive Conservative attempt to alter its terms 
and give the Indians a greater say in their status under the legislation. 

Also, in Parliament yesterday: 
The Minister of Fisheries, Mr. Mayhew, said the Government will not 

undertake a programme for supporting the price of sabcod. 
H.  W. Herridge (CCF--Kootenay l'est) tried unsuccessfully to Implement 

a graduated tax on excess-corporation profits. 
Legislation was introduced in the Senate to place betting at harness-

racing tracks under government supervision. 

Anti-Dumping Duties On Motor Cars:  Ottawa, May 17 (CP) -- The Minister of 
Finance, Mr. Abbott, today reiterated the Government's intention to re-
instate, effective May 31, anti-dumping duties against British-made motor 
cars. 

However, he told the House of Commons the application of the duties 
would only affect one or two of the higher-priced British cars entering 
this country. The majority of British cars will not be affected. 

(over) 
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Under the anti-dumping legislation, suspended two years ago to assist 
British imports, the duties only apply if the export price is less than 
that on the home market in the country of origin. In most instances, the 
export price was fair. 

Mr. Abbott said he understood that the British car known as the 
Vauxhall would be affected by the duties. 

1,000,000  Fewer Acres To Wheat:  Ottawa, May 17 (CP) -- Canadian farmers intend 
to plant 26,000,000 acres of wheat this year, down 1,000,000 acres from 
last year's 27,000,000, the Bureau of Statistics reported today. 

In this first report of the farmer's planting intentions, the Bureau 
noted greater enphasis is being given to seeding of coarse grains. 

Bessborough Son Killed:  London, May 17 (Reuters) -- George St. Lawrence 
Ponsonby,19-year-old younger son of the Earl and Countess of Bessborough, 
has been killed in a car accident in Western Germany, where he was serving 
as a second Lieutenant in the 9th Lancers, it was announced today. 

Ponsonby was  born in Montreal in 1931 when his father was Governor-
General of Canada. 

Across Canada: Estimated cost of the new National Printing Bureau on Sacred 
Heart Boulevard, Hull, Que., is $11,300,000, Secretary of State Gordon 
Bradley, KC, informed Douglas S. Harkness  (PC,  Calgary East) in the House 
of Commons yesterday....Canadats newest and largest radio centre--the 
CBC's Radio-Canada Building in Montreal—will be officially opened at 
9:00 p.m., tonight. The new centre is an Dorchester Street, formerly 
the Ford Hotel....The wage policy committee of the Canadian Congress - 
of Labour (C.I.O.) yesterday decided on a policy of a co-ordinated drive 
for higher wages by its affiliates representing 360,000 workers...The 
destroyer Athabaskan came home to Esquimalt, B.C., yesterday. /t was the 
last of -three Canadian warships which left Victoria, B.C., in last July 
for Korean waters. 
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"Pats" Advance Unopposed: West-Central Sector, Korea, May 20  (ci') -- Troops of the 
tCal----23- anantry Brigade and the 2nd Battalion, Princess Patricia's 

Canadian Light Infantry, are closer together today than they have been since 
the Patricias sailed for Korea last November. But they still  have  not yet 
been reunited under Brig. John Rockingham, brigade commander. 

Meanwhile, Brig. Rockingham has a Filipino battalion serving with his 
Royal Canadian Regiment of London, Ontario, and the Royal 22nd Regiment of 
Quebec City. 

The Princess Patricias, registering their first move in almost three 
weeks, left their strong defenzive positions north of the Han River and moved 
onto hills several thousand yards northwest as the whole western front at 
least temporarily wrested the initiative from the Chinese Communists. 

The battle-tested Patricias under Major Pat Tighe of Victoria, B.C., 
advanced unopposed, protecting the west flank of a unit whose troops gained 
5,000 yards without a shot being fired. 

Report Registration Not Needed Now: Ottawa, May 20 (Ci') -- A national registration 
i8 not needed now, the National Advisory Council on Manpower told the Govern- 
ment Saturday, but it advised planning for a quick registration in case of 
an emergency. 

The Council said its information shows manpower requirements for the 
défence programme on its current scale present no immediate problem war-
ranting a national registration. 

In fact, the Council was told by Arthur MacNamara, Deputy Labour Min-
ister, that a general registration might not be needed for even a greatly 
expanded preparedness programme, though he said it might be necessary to ' 
register specific occupational groups from time to time.... 

A national registration was carried out during the Second %rid War 
for use in manpower mobilization for the armed forces and essential industry. 
The question of holding another one has been before the Government since it 
launched the current defence programme drawing on Canada's labour pool for 
greater production and men for the armed forces. 

That a new registration will be held in the event the international 
situation deteriorates badly WEIS made evident in the report given Council 
by Mr. MacNamara, who is its joint Chairman with Norman Robertson, Clerk 
of the Privy Council.... 

Canada And Middle East Conference:  Ottawa, May 20 (ci') -- Defence commitments 
elsewhere will deter Canada from participating directly in the defence of 
the Middle East, informed quarters said tonight. 

It is therefore unlikely, they added, that the Minister of National 
Defence, Mr. Claxton, will attend a Commonwealth Defence Ministers' con- 
ference now being planned, mainly on Middle East subjects. The talks wére 
expected to be of a Middle East nregional character. n  

But  .a Canadian military observer will probably be sent and his report 
studied by the Cabinet. 

Canada, at the moment, is busy building up her forces to provide air 
and ground support for Europe's defences. Her 25th Infantry Brigade is 
now in Korea. 

(over) 
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U.S. Ambassador On Seaway: Cornwall, Ontario, May 19 (CP) 	Hon,, Stanley Woodward 
United States Ambassador to Canada, said last night be is hopeful of a start 
an the St. Lawrence Seaway. 

Mr. Woodward said the joint Canada-U.S. project -- endorsed by Canada 
but bogged down in the U.S. legislative machinery for 10 years -- has been 
given a high priority by President Truman in his legislative programme. 

Paper Mills Adopt 7-Day Work Week: Toronto, May 20 (Montreal Gazette) -- Plans 
 to keep mills operating for a full seven-day week have been announced by 12 

Canadian pulp and paper companies. The move is expected to help overcome a 
world newsprint shortage. 

The companies said they had agreed to operate Sundays after lengthy 
negotiations with nine A.F.L. unions representing some 18,000 employees in 
Canadian mills located in Quebec, Ontario, and Manitoba. 

The unions agreed last night to Sunday work after the companies signed 
contracts providing for a 40-hour week instead of the previous 48, to go 
into effect as soon as necessary manpower and housing facilities are avail-
able. 

The agreements also provide that hourly-rated workers would get a wage 
increase of 14 per cent with a minimum of 16 cents an hour. Skilled trades-
men were given a two-cent hourly increase. 

Canada Adopts Patton Tank:  Ottawa, May 19 (CP) -- Canada is adopting the 45-ton 
Patton tank for her expanding army. 

The Defence Department will be buying a considerable number of them 
from the United States fairly soon at a cost of more than 4300,000 apiece. 
The purchases will run to many millions of dollars. 

This is one of the major developments of the programme of abandoning 
British-type arms and rearming primarily with American equipment and weapons. 

Canada An EXample For World Peace:  Ottawa, May 20 (CP) 	What Canada has done 
the world must do if peace is to last, the Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, 

_ 	said today. 
In a statement on Citizenship Day, next Wednesday, the Prime Minister 

said Canada's development of partnership and understanding between two great 
races "stands as a great example of what can be accomplished as a result of 
a deep respect for and tolerance of the rights and opinions of others." 

Montreal Players Win Drama Amard: London, Ontario, May20 (CP) -- Les Compagnons 
de Saint Laurent, Montreal, a professional group of artists with plenty of 
nerve and bounce, have won the top award for the Dominion Drama Festival. 

Their production of Andre Obey's Les Gueux au Paradis gave them the 
Bessborough Trophy for the second time in the last four years. 

Across Canada: Firemen and volunteers on Sunday recovered the last of four 
bodies buried under tons of wreckage Saturday during a 4300,000 fire in 
Peterborough, Ontario. Eleven other persons were injured in the blaze, 
which destroyed a four-storey downtown business block....The federal 
Government's means of cutting inflationary spending by tightening the 
screws on retail borrowing are having a marked effect on automobile sales, 
a Canadian Press survey shows....The Anglo-Canadian Trade Committee on 
May 18 recommended that Commonwealth governments should, at the earliest 
practicable date, call a Commonwealth economic conference to investigate 
mutual trade problems....Montreal, on May 18, saw the official opening of 
one of the world's largest and most modern radio network and television 
centres--the new Radio Canada 3ui1ding of the Canadian Broadcasting Cor-
poration....The appointment of Dr. William A. Mackintosh as Principal and 
Vice-Chancellor of Queen's University was announced at the week-end. 
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In Parliament  Usterday:  The Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, indicated there 
will be no early action to insert a declaration of human rights in the 
constitution. 

The Government proposes to boost postal rates for newapapers and 
periodicals to raise an additional $2,000,000 yearly revenue. 

The Senate discussed a bill to tighten loopholes in the Consumer-Credit 
Act. 

Report Britain May Ease Import Controls:  Ottawa, May 21 (CP) -- Informed quarters 
disclosed today that Britain is giving favourable consideration to a plan to 
ease import controls and so allay more Canadian manufactured goods to reach 
the British market. 

The informants said she also is considering a scheme to release more 
dollars from her exchange pool to allow the British lest Indies to increase 
purchases from Canada. 

These developments, favourable to the Canadian exporter, emerged as 
finance, trade and economic officials from both countries plunged into a 
three-day secret trade conference. 

The meeting,was the fifth session of the Canada-United Kingdom Continuing 
Trade Committee, a trade link born of Britain's critical exchange days  ix  

1948. 
- Though it is not mandatory that the Governments accept these recommenda-

tions, informants pointed out that major decisions reached at previous 
meetings were, in fact, accepted and adopted by the Governments. 

Britain's plan to ease import controls likely will be done through 
expansion of the token import scheme. Under this scheme, Canadian exporters 
were allowed to ship into Britain 20 per cent of the value of their goods 
bought bY Britain in prewar years. This quota mas doubled to 40 per cent-
in January. 

The British lest IndieS have been particularly anxious to get U.K. 
agreement on an increase in dollars to buy more goods from Canada. 

Mr.  Hawe On Canada's Trade Position:  Ottawa, May 21 (CF.) -- The federal Government 
was urged from three sides today to do something to boost trade with the 
Commonwealth. 

The Minister of Trade and Commerce, Mr. Howe, replied that Canada's 
business with the Commonwealth and with the world is in a "sound position. «  

George Drew, Progressive Conservative Leader, asked the Government to_ 
take the lead in arranging a Commonwealth economic conference for the 
removal of trade barriers. 

M.J. Coldwell, C.C.F. Leader, and Solon Law, Social Credit Leader, 
joined Mr. Drew and others in urging the Government to do all possible to 
increase trade with the United Kingdom and other Commonwealth countries. 
Several speakers charged that Canada is putting "all her eggs in one basket" 
in her tremendous trade with the U.S 	 

Mr. Howe said Canada did not sacrifice British preferences at Torqutty 
and said any Commonwealth country can trade here and take advantage of those 
preferences. But he knew of no country in the Commonwealth where Canada 
could trade and get advantage of the preferences because behind them there 
were quotas and other prohibitions. 

(over) 
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The Minister said it is "nonsense" to attribute booming Canadian trade 
with the U.S. to American defence stockpiling. One of the purposes of the 
British officials here now for a trade conference was to seek raw materials. 

Mr. Hawe said Canada's trade with Britain is "very high compared with,m 
pre-war years" and that this country has been selling everything she can 
produce for years. Canada's exports to the U.S.have increased because she 
needed U.S. imports and couldn't do without them and had to pay for them. 
Canadian-U.S. trade wasn't in balance but it was in manageable position. 

Malta Conferences  Ottawa, May 21 (CP) -- The Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, 
said today the Canadian Government has not reached a decision on whether 
to send a representative to the Commonwealth Conference of Defence Ministers 
in Malta next month. 

Replying in the House of Commons to Gordon Graydon (PC--Peel), Mr. 
St. Laurent said there has been correspondence exchanged on the subject with 
the United Kingdom "but no decision has been reached." 	 • 

Informed quarters said yesterday it is unlikely that the Minister of 
National Defence, Mr. Claxton, will attend the conference, called mainly 
to discuss defence in the Middle East. They said a military observer may 
be sent to the conference, but commitments elsewhere will deter Canada from 
participating directly in the defence of the Middle East. 

Three More Metals Under Controls  Ottawa, May 21 (CP) -- The Government today 
announced it will bring rationing of raw aluminum, copper and brass mill 

_ products under its awn ming beginning June 1. 
Previously this was done on a voluntary basis by the mills. Decision 

to invoke compulsory control, experts said, was only the first step in a 
long-range plan to cut down on the use of these metals for non-essential 
production. 

As the defence effort absorbs more and more of these supplies, an 
"end-use" rationing programme may be launched, cutting down, say, the amount 
of copper that could be used for roofing purposes, of the &mount of brass 
and aluminum which could be used for durable household goods. 

Meanwhile, no change in the scale of voluntary rationing will be made 
under compulsory controls. 

Mr. Pearson On  "CitiSenship":  Ottawa, May 22 (Citizen) -- Just as dangerous as 
a "fifth column" of enemy agents and traitors,.Canada today is faced with 
a "sixth column"--those who don't care about their citizenship. - 

That danger, possibly more foreboding to Canada than any external 
threat to its freedom, was emphasized by the Secretary of State for 
External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, at the Ottawa Rotary Club 's  »Citizenship 
Week" luncheon at the Chateau yesterday noon. 

"The greatest danger to Canada may not always be fram outside," he 'warned 
solemnly. "It may be from within because of our carelessness. There are 
those of us who would let the other person be a good citizen while we go 
after the profits and the pleasures." 

Across Canada: Attorney-General Porter of Ontario said yesterday that the 
federal Government is expected to take steps to control  communications 
used by bookmakers....A two-hour rain fell last night in fire-plagued 
areas of Northwestern Quebec where forests, dried out by a five-day hot 
spell, kept between 1,800 and 2,000 men fighting blazes....The Defence 
Production Department, striving to launch a big aircraft-production pro-
gramme in Canada has purchased the Renfrew Machinery Company plant at 
Renfrew, Ontario, and is turning it over to a United Kingdom firm for the 
manufacture of jet engine parts, informed quarters disclosed yesterday, 
the Canadian Press reports. 
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Mr. Pearson On Peace  Rumours:  Ottawa, May 22 (cp) -- Reports of Communist "peace 
feelers" cannot be verified in any official information available to his 
Department, the Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson today 
told a parliamentary committee. 

"We have no information to support any conclusion of that kind," the 
Minister told the committee during a review of the world's trouble spots. 

It was  possible the rumours arose because of thé success of the United 
Nations forces in resisting the current Communist drive in Korea. At the 
moment, the efforts of United Nations diplomacy to end the Korean conflict 
by negotiation were submerged by the efforts to end it by military force. 

But that,Mr. Pearson said, did not mean there was any lessening of the 
desire to end the conflict by negotiation. That desire was always present. 

Communist China had "rebuffed us in no uncertain terms" when peace efforts 
were made last December. But the door was always open for a peace that would 
be honourable and "not a reward for aggression." 

Mr. Pearson said his best information was that the aggressors could not 
hope to win in Korea with the forces at present .enployed or without "outside 
help." 

The hope was that the sponsors of aggression would soon realize this and 
be prepared to negotiate.... 

Mr. Pearson On Canada-U.S. Relations:  Ottawa, May 22 (CP) -- Canadian-U.S. rela- 
tions have became those of two important members of a free-world coalition 
rather than simply the back-fence relations of two good neighbours, the 
Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, said today. 

In cautious phrases, the Minister gave the House of Commons' EXternal 
Affairs Committee an elaboration of what he meant when he said recently in 
Toronto that the days of relatively easy and automatic political relations 
between the two countries are finished.... 

The Minister,telling what he had in mind, said that in the pre-war years 
Canada's problems with the U.S. were often of great importance to both - 
countries but they were bilateral. 

"They were line-fence problems, border problems, smuggling problems, 
commercial and waterways problems, »  he said. "They were important, but they 
never involved the question of peace or war." 

The problems were solved and others occurred. They were still with 
the two countries. 

But now, in addition, there were the big problems arising from Canada's 
relations with a U.S. which has become the leader of a free world coalition 
and whose policies could decide the question of peace or war. 

In this cold war era, it was not easy to solve international difficulties 
not onlywith the U.S., but with Britain and other powers. 

It was no longer a question of whether the U.S. would undertake global 
obligations, but haw she would handle them and whether, in handling them, 
Washington might involve Canada in war. 

"I'm not suggesting we can't work these problems out within our North 
Atlantic Alliance," he said, "because of course we can but it is not easy 
• . • It requires more attention, more give and take than the old pre-war 
problems ever did." 

(over) 



The Minister On  World Situation: Ottawa, May 22 (cp) 	It's still impossible to 
tell whether the cold war is going ta be a sprint or.a_marathon, the Secretary 
of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson said today. 

The Atlantic Pact Allies, he told the House of Camions' EXternal Affairs 
Committee in a global survey, "can't count on the possible aggressor giving 
us any time at all" before an attack. 

Acting an the assumption that "we should do all we can as quickly as we 
can," they had laid down a plan to build Europe's strength by a certain date 
to a point where no potential aggressor could have any illusions at all that 
Western Europe weuld be an easy conquest. 

There were gaps between what was being done and the objective, and efforts 
were being made by the treaty powers to close those gaps. But the military 
effort had to be reconciled with the need to keep the social and economic 
fabric of the free werld in sound shape. 

He is satisfied, Mr. Pearson said,with the way things are going. 
Be said admission of Turkey and Greece to the 12-country Atlantic Pact 

is under "very active" consideration; that CBC foreign broadcasts now follaw 
policies laid down by his Department, and there is evidence they are heard 
behind the Iron Curtain; that Canada hasn't changed her stand against joining 
the Pan-American Union; that Canada has no beefs about her share of higher 
posta in the Pact military commands overseas. 

Each member country will be represented on Gen. Eisenhower's staffs broad': 
according to contribution but it was conceivable that a Canadian might be 
commander-in-chief. 

Western Europe,  he said, is improving its'posigon, but the  great problim 
remains of associating Western Germany with the Atlantic Alliance. This is 
under study in Paris. Meanwhile, the West has detailed information about 
the rearmament of Eastern Germany by Russia. 

A recent pro-Fascist vote of about 11 per cent in a Western German 
province was a matter for ccmcern but not alarm. 

Yugoslavia is the most important Balkan area at the moment, but the 
people are resisting both the evils of bad crops and Russian pressure, and 
deserve the economic help of the  West. The Minister said he didn't want 
to say what sort of reliance the West could place on Yugoslavia in any war. 

A Japanese peace treaty would probably be approved this year, but Russia 
probably wouldn't participate. There would be difficulty deciding what 
government weuld sign for China. 

The rndo-Chinese situation seemed to be improving. The question of the 
return of Formosa to China should remain in abeyance for the moment because 
of Korea. Canadian policy is that there should be no action on Formosa that 
weuld threaten to extend the Korean War. 

However, the Government would not take the attitude that Formosa should 
never be turned over to China because Canada does not approve of the present 
Communist Government. 

Canada-U.K. Trade Committee: Ottawa, May 22 (CP) -- Informed sources said today 
that Canada has suggested Britain's colonies might earn more dollars if 
Britain freed them from long-term supply commitments and allowed them to 
sell more of their goods to Canadian buyers. 

The suggestion was made as trade officials from both countries completed 
the second day of discussions in the fifth session of the Canada-United 
Kingdam Continuing Trade Committee. 

Bigh-ranking officials are exploring means by which trade between the 
two countries could be increased, thus providing Britain with more dollars 
with which to buy Canadian goods. 

Dollars earned by Britain's colonies are transferred ta a common 
exchange pool, controlled by Britain. 

Canadian officials pointed out, informants said, that Canada would 
like to buy copra, to make coconut oil, fram Australia and the Fiji Islands 
and peanuts or groundnuts fram Nigeria.... 
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Defence Programme Debated; Ottawa, May 24  (ci')  -- The armed forces are hiring 
civilians by the thousands to free servicemen to prepare for war and because 
they cost less than men in uniform, the Minister of National Defence, Mr. 
Claxton, said today. The average other rank cos1 $3,200 a year all told 
while a civilian averaged only $2,300. 

As the House of Commons swung back into debate on the Defence Department's 
record $1,600,000,000 budget, the Minister said the number of civilians new 
employed is nearing 30,000 and will probably hit 35,000 by the end of December. 
Factors beyond the Department's control -- including Korea -- largely would 
determine the final total. 	 - 

By the end of the fiscal year, March 31 next there should be "considerably 
more" than 125,000 servicemen and civilians working on defence full-time, he 
said, or a total less than 25,000 short of the 1954 target of the three-year 
military programme Canada has undertaken. 

The current total was 103,000 apparently including some  73,000 service- 
men. The Minister's figures indicated it is anticipated more than 90,000 
servicemen will be in uniform by the end of this fiscal year. 

Other developments; 
1. The Progressive Conservatives, in effect, revived demands for a 

Commons' defence committee by arguing that the departmental estimates should 
be considered by the Banking and Commerce Committee of the House. They were 
refused. , 

2. Ur. Claxton said it has been decided in recent months to turn the 
125,000-acre Wainwright military camp in Alberta into a base for advanced 
training of army formations as large as a 5,000-man brigade group and the 
development later might go even fUrther. 

3. The Minister said that since September the development of Canada's 
defence programme, measured in terms of money, has been greater than for 
any period of correaponding length in the last war. 

Patricias Participate In Advances: Tokyo, May 25 -- Both Reuters News Agency 
and The Associated Press reported Canadian troops as participating in 
advances on the front northeast of Seoul, but did not clarify whether the 
advances were made Thursday or Wednesday. 

The Canadian Press Correspondent with Canada's Princess Patricias, 
said that Australian and British troops took over from the Patricias and the 
Canadians celebrated a leisurely Victoria Day after Wednesday's five-mile 
advance. 

The Reds withdrew rapidly with U.N. forces in hot pursuit. 

General Agreement On Pension  Plan; Ottawa, May 24  (Ci') -- A  federal-provincial 
conference on old-age pensions concluded sessions today after the represen-
tatives of Canada's 11 governments reached "general agreement" on principles. 

The conference, opened yesterday by the Minister of National Health 
and Welfare, Mr. Martin, was called to discuss legislation under which the 
federal Government and the provinces will share on a 50-50 basis the cost 
of pensions to the needy between 65 and 69. 

The federal Government alone will administer an old-age pensions 
programme under which pensions of $40 a month will be paid to everyone 
70 and over regardless of means, provided they have lived in Canada for at 
least 20 years. The pensions will be financed on a "pay-as-you-go" basis 
through taxation, but it has not yet been disclosed how much the taxpayer 
will contribute. 

(over) 
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It is expected that payment.of the pensions to those 70 and over will 
start early in 1952.. The date  for the payment of pensions to the needy ta 
the 65-69 group'may vary from province to province. 

Canada-B.W.I. Trade Conference: Ottawa, May 23 (CP) -- Canada is preparing for 
. a fresh round of trade-strengthening talks with an old customer—the British 

West  Indies. 	 ,e 
Discussions will open immediately on the arrival of a B.LI. trade 

delegation Friday, and likely will continue through the week-end. They will 
be closed to the press. 

This new round of discussions, aimed at breaking dawn some of the 
barriers endangering trade between the British colonies and Canada, will 
follaw talks going on now between Canada and Britain. 

In both cases Canada's problem is the same, one of gaining further 
concessions from Britain to overcome dollar-area trade restrictions cutting 
into Canada's exports to the Commonwealth. 

Trade Department officials today said they expected a representative of 
the British Colonial Office and delegates from the Barbados, Jamaica and 
Trinidad,  and  possibly British Guiana, to attend the B.W.I. talks. 

Canadians Big Spenders In U.S.:  Ottawa, May 24 (CF) -- Canadian tourists spent 
more cash at international holiday points last year than at any time in 
history. 

And the outlook, government tourist officials said today is for even 
greater spending this year. 

Latest compilations show that Canadians spent about $226,000,000 for 
for:eign enjoyment last year--triple the $80,000,000 annual average for the 
last 20 years. 

Most of this--about $193,000,000--went into United States pockets, with 
the remainder--$33,000,000—spent in overseas countries. 

Altogether, Canadians made about 16,000,000 border crossings into the 
United States last year. 

Across  Canada: In a test case, the Supreme Court of Canada on May 23 held thet 
industrial and agricultural fairs cannot use copyrighted artistic works 
without the permission of the owner. A complete reversal of findings by 
the Ontario Supreme Court and Appeal Court, the decision of the country's 
highest judicial body is a victory for the Composers, Authors and Publishers 
Association of Canada....The Senate an May 24 ended a three-month debate on 
reform, but it may be revived next session. Discussion came to a halt after 
Senator Wishart Robertson, Government leader, received unanimous consent to 
withdraw a motion-which started the debate last February....The Prime Min-
ister, Er. St. Laurent, and Premier Maurice Duplessis of Quebec will speak 
to more than 800 delegates representing 40 countries during sessions of the 
Sixth World Congress of the Junior International Chamber of Commerce which 
opens in Montreal Sunday....Believed to be the largest gem seizure ever made 
in Montreal, 10,206 diamonds valued at more than $200,000 were seized by 
Royal Canadian Mounted Police investigators when they arrested a 21-year-old 
Roumanian D.P. at the Montreal Airport Dorval. 
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canadian  Brigade In Actiong West Sector, Korea, May 28 (CF) -- Canadian troops were 
- the 38th Parallel last night after a Sunday advance of six map 

Canadian Brigade 
in sight of 
miles. 

Brig. John Rockingham's 25th Canadian Infantry Brigade, which was un- 
leashed Friday for the first time against Chinese Communist forces in Korea, 
had advanced about 15 miles since going into action against the retreating 
Reds. 

Saturday, in foul weather, part of the brigade registered a 3,000-yard 
advance in the hills north of Uijongbu, while French-speaking troops to the 
east, also operating in hilly country, chalked up an unopposed 5,000-yard gain. 

In the first day of the fighting the Brigade rolled back its front seven 
miles.... 

Elsewhere', the 2nd Battalion, Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry, 
which' relaxed Saturday after five weeks in the line, was notified that it will 
be rejoining the 25th Brigade as soonies possible. The Patricias left the rest 
of the Brigade at Fort Lewis, Wash., last November when they sailed for Korea. 
The rest of the Brigade under Rockingham arrived in Korea a few weeks ago. 

(The Patricias now are with another Brigade operating some 15 miles to 
the east of the 25th Brigade's sector). 

Rockingham's force went into action Friday pointed in the direction of 
the 38th Parallel and at nightfall of the first day had rolled their front 
back seven miles, with some units still in contact with the retreating enemy. 

.Eastern Ontario and French-speaking units of the Brigade both had been 
"blooded"--lightly--and the day yielded five enemy prisoners. 

Operating in a broad clearing action, Rockingham's troops followed in 
the wake of a United States armored tank force which went clear to the 38th 
Parallel. 

The battalions cut a wide swathein taking towns. By nightfall Friday they 
were tied in brisk fire fights with Chinese troops in the hills. 

Other Canadian troops continued to rest in the hills, where British 
Commonwealth troops had carried the front forward. 

Mr. Pearson On UN Action In Korea: New York, May 28 (Reuters) -- The Secretary 
of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, predicted on Saturday that the 
United Nations action in Korea will not "trickle away into the sands of 
futility and stalemate." 

As long as the UN forces can throw back the enemy with heavy losses, 
he told a radio audience, in a recorded address, and can keep the war from 
spreading, the Chinese Communists may yet decide that it is "folly"for them 
to persist "in the destructive course they have begun." 

"We must hope," Mr. Pearson said, "that the day will come when they 
realize that it is not China, but Russia which is being served by the 
aggression in Korea in which they have participated. 

*Then, they may be ready to enter into discussions leading to a settle-
ment of Korean and other Far Eastern issues, on terms that the United Nations 
can accept." 

Mr. Pearson's speech was recorded for delivery in the UN's radio series, 
"The Price of Peace." 

(over) 
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Fell Session Rumoured: Ottawa, May 27 (CP) -- The House of Gommons »  amid reports 
that it will be called to a new session in the fall, faces a heavy schedule 
of business this week. 

There are more than a dozen government bills on the order paper, including 
those giving legal effect to the tax changes announced in Finance Minister ‘e 
Abbott's budget speech of April 10. 

Some measures are non-contentious; others are likely to provoke lengthy 
debate. For instance, there is one bill providing for an increase in the 
salaries of some  judges. The C.C.F. party already has indicated that it will 
fight the measure on the grounds that judges' salaries should not be increased 
until old-age pensions are boosted. 

Rumours of a fall session spread following a Wednesday caucus of Liberal 
members. 

Recruiting For 27th  Brigades Ottawa, May 26 (CP) -- Recruiting for Canada's 27th 
Brigade -- destined primarily for service in Europe -- has passed the_5,000 
mark, the Army announced today. 

Aim of the drive which opened May 7 is between 5,500 and 6,500 men. A 
similar number will eventually be needed as replacements. The latest total 
for enlistment is 5,184. 

So far the Army has had 9,121 applications for service in the 27th. 
There have been 2,461 rejections, and 1,476 applications are in process of 
enlistment or rejection. 

Of the 5,184 enlistments, 1,456 were from men in reserve units. 

Across Canada: Veterans of the Korea fighting will receive rehabilitation benefits 
similar to those granted for service in the Second World War, the Minister for 
Veterans Affairs, Mr. Lapointe, told members of the Canadian Legion, in 
Montreal Saturday....Despite restrictions on credit buying imposed late last 
year, retail sales in the first quarter of 1951 were 19 per cent higher than a 
year ago, the Bureau of Statistics reported....A huge forest fire raged out of 
control 35 miles south of Timmins, Ontario, Sunday night in dead slash, old 
burned areas and in stands of red and white pine in Timagami Forest Reserve, 
after sweeping for 24 miles through six townships during the week-end.... 
Eight Mustangs from the R.C.A.F.'s No. 416 Fighter Squadron took off fram 
Ottawa on Sunday for Vancouver in an operation to test the ability of the 
squadron to move a great distance and still be operational in an emergency. 
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»Vandoos" Patrol North Of 38thu  West Sector, Korea, May 28 (CP) -- Patrols fran 
Quebecvs Royal 22nd Regiment probed north of the 38th Parallel into North 
Korea today. 

The main body of the "Vandoos,n a series of forced marches behind them, 
sat back in mountain positions and relaxed. 

With the Royal Canadian Regiment fram  London,  Ontario, also part of 
Brig. John Rockinghamîs 25th Infantry Brigade, the Vandoos advanced six map 
miles Sunday. That was six miles in a straight line--the troops probably 
marched twice that distance as they toiled up mountains and moved through 
valleys and along winding trails. 

The Royal 22nd had relieved Turkish brigade trooPs east of Songu May 25. 
On a 2,000-yard front, the Vandoos undertook a clearing operation from their 
starting point to the Parallel. 

The regiment advanced 15 map miles, clearing more than 30 square miles 
of territory and capturing 21 Chinese. The cost was three men wounded. 

A number of mules and much abandoned equipment, including Russian-type 
weapons, were captured. 

The regiment had just one fight, a battle for a hill which the Chinese 
abandoned overnight before a second assault could be mounted. 

Increased Newsprint Supplies For Britain: Ottawa, May 28 (CP) -- Well-informed 
quarters estimated today that Britain likely will get about four or five 
times more newsprint from Canada next year than she did in 19506 

This, it was learned, was the crux of a deal negotiated between Lord 
Layon, Chairman of the British Newsprint Supply Company, and Canadian mills. 

Britain obtained about 20,000 tons of newsprint fran Canada last year. 
She likely will get between 80,000 and 100,000 tons next year, and even more 
in the following two years, dependent on world demand for Canadian newsprint. 

This was disclosed follawing a statement by Lord Layton in Montreal, 
announcing that agreement with the mills on a programme of supply for the 
next three years has been reached. 

Ottawa, May 28 (CP) -- Emergency 
international allocation of her previous newsprint may be just around the 
corner for Canada. 

Informed quarters disclosed today that -gas may develop out of a 
decision of a 10-country international control group, sitting at Washington, 
studying means to help overseas countries face a crippling newsprint shortage. 

Canada-U.K. Trade Committee: (Press Release No. 23, May 25) -- The Secretary of 
State for External Affairs »  Mr. Pearson, announced on May 25 that the Canada-
United Kingdom Continuing Committee aa Trade and Economic Affairs had 
finished its meetings which started an May 21. 

The Committee reviewed the balance of payments between the sterling 
area and Canada, with particular reference to the U.K. import programme 
fran Canada for the year beginning July, 1951, which is estimated to be over 
fifty per cent higher in value than in the calendar year 1950. This re- 
presents a major change in the trend of U.K. imports from Canada which had 
been heavily reduced since 1947. 

In the course of the examination, the Committee considered possible 
increased supplies from Canada to the U.K., particularly of raw materials, 
and the need for continuation of the U.K. export drive to Canada on which 
welcome progress had been made since the previous meeting. 

(over) 

International kllocation Of Newsprint Rumoured: 
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eaent0_p - _DrtmExternalAffairs_: Ottawa, May 28 (CP) -- Canada's international 
commitments are going to start the manpower_of.the External Affairs Department 
growing again soon, A.D.P. Heeney said tonight. 

The Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs told a  Houe of 
Commons committee the Department within the past year has lived up to 
Government policy by slashing its personnel between six and seven per cent. 
It naw employed 1,311 persons at home and abroad. 

But the downward trend was about to be reversed. The Department now  a 
is having to consider the imminent prospect of asking for additions to.our 
staff." 

In recent months pressures had increased,  and  this would mean a need for 
more officers--university-trained men who can become diplamats--and this, in 

' turn, would mean a need for more subordinate staff such as stenographers.. 
The increases wouldn't be large. 
The pressures compelling them consisted of such things as the develop-

ment of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and the Colombo plan for 
development of South and Southeast Asia, 

Fourth International Trade Fair Opens:  Toronto, May 28 (CP) -- Both Canada and 
Britain will keep pushing trade development at the same time that they 
carry on their defence programmes. 

Assurances of  this were given today by the Minister of Trade and Com-
merce, Mr. Hawe, and Sir Robert Sinclair, immediee Past President, 
Federation of British Industries, in addresses at a luncheon which preceded 
the opening of the fourth Canadian International Trade Fair.... 

Mr. St. Laurent Urges International Investment: Montreal, May 29 (Gazette) -- 
Some form of international investment is absolutely indispensable if under- 

_ developed countries are to improve their economic position, the Prime 
Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, said here yesterday. 

Addressing the Sixth World Congress of the International Junior  Chambers 
of Congress in the  Windsor  Hotel, Prime Minister St. Laurent said the more 
fortunate countries must find some means of encouraging the industrial growth 
of less developed countries and that international investmentmas also 
indispensable to establishing a better world trade balance. 

Canadian Association  Of British Manufacturers:  Toronto, May 28 (CP) -- Formation 
of a Canadian association of Britis manufacturers, to stimulate two-way 
trade between Canada and Britain, was announced tonight by Sir Robert Sinclair, 
Past President of the Federation of British Industries. 

Mr. Stick, M.P., On EXpenses At UN: Ottawa, May 28 (CP) -- It's a "disgrace," 
said Leonard Stick (L--Trinity-Conception) tonight, the way Canada looks_ 
after the Parliamentarians she sends to United Nations meetings. 

The Newfoundlander raised the point as the House of Commons External 
Affairs Committee discussed departmental matters. 

Canada, said Mr. Stick, can't hope to hold up her head internationally 
by sending people to New,York on such niggardly and small expenses. 

Across Canadas Montrears port set a new high for activity Monday when 56 vessels, 
largest number seen here this season, lined the 10 miles of docks, dis-
charging and loading cargoes....Delivering the main address at McGill 
University Convocation ceremonies Sir Oliver Franks, British Ambassador to 
the United States, said yesterday that he believed that Britain, Canada and 
the United States would succeed in their &eat mission to save the sanity 
of the world....A 55,000-acre forest fire in the Gogama district of Northern 
Ontario, south of Timmins, was fought to a standstill yesterday as light 
rains and some 700 bushworkers and firefighters combined forces. 
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Canadians In North Korea:  Somewhere in Korea, May 29 (CP) -- Canadian troops were 
in North Korea tonight, after moving more than six miles into the Communist 
country against only slight resistance. 

At nightfall they were engaged in hills at the south end of a little 
valley against an enemy apparently trying to deny the United Nations forces 
across to the plains ahead. 

They were in an area where, in the words of Brig: John Rockingham, com-
mander of the 25th Infantry Brigade, "maybe we cannot count so much on popular 
support." 

Most of the day's opposition fram Communist forces was harassing mortar 
fire, but Rockingham said "that's just what we need," 

"Two or three bursts daily will keep us out of bad habits," he said. 
Ifithout them there is a tendency to tskylinelourselves and group our vehicles." 

The mortar opposition did not go.unchallenged, however. The mortars were _ 
silenced by air strikes guided in by radio by Maj. Don George of Saskatoon, 
brigade signals officer. 

In addition to the mortars there were a few skirmishes in which companies 
under Maj. Gille Lamotte of Three Rivers, and Maj. Roland Reid of Montreal 
took part. Reid's company took two prisoners. 

A total of five prisoners were taken, including two "captured" by 
Rockingham. 

In Parliament lesterdayt  The Minister of Trade and Commerce, Mr. Howe, expressed 
hope that increased trade will result from talks with French and New Zealand 
officials. 

The Minister of Finance, Mr. Abbott, said monthly statements on revenues 
and expenditures are factual. 

Speaker Ross Macdonald reminded members they should not read prepared 
speeches. 

George Drew, Progressive Conservative Leader, urged the Government to 
reconsider plans to raise postal rates on daily and weekly newspapers. 

The Postmaster General, Mr. Rinfret, said the post office has to increase 
revenues to meet mounting costs. 

Canada's  Purchases From U.S. Climb $100,000,000:  Ottawa, May 29 (CP) -- Canada's 
purchases from the United States in April climbed more than $100,000,000, to 
$278,000,000 from $162,000,000, contributing to another monthly trade deficit 
-- the fourth in a row. 

Total trade, the Bureau of Statistics reported in a preliminary statement 
today increased to $693,000,000, up $250,000,000 from last year's $440,- 
600,000. 

The deficit -- $93,000,000 -- brought the total adverse balance for the 
first four months of 1951 to $217,200,000. Last year, in this period, Canada 
had a surplus, but ended up the year with a mnall $17,000,000 adverse 
balance, the first in almost 20 years. • 

Trade officials said they do not consider the current pattern either 
serious or indicative for 1951. They estimated a strong and healthy Canadian 
demand for goods as well as defence requirements are contributing factors. 
Exporta,  they said, likely will pick up in the summer months, reversing the 
trend. 

Meanwhile, exports and imports are climbing. Shipments to all countries 
increased to $300,200,000, up almost $100,000,000 from last year's  *209,-
700,000. Imports swelled to $393,100,000, a gain of about $16b,000,000 from 
$230,900,000. 

(over) 
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Effects Of U.S. Tariff Legislation:  Ottawa, May 29 (CP) -- A Parliamentary committ 
heard today that tariff legislation before the United States Congress has 
"damaging" possibilities, but that it is not likely to work to Canada's dis-
advantage. 

Hector McKinnon, Chairman of the Tariff Board, said the legislation in it 
original form would give Congress  power  to over-ride the Administration's 
actions in effecting tariff cuts, in which Canada has a heavy stake. 

But, he told the House of Commons Committee on Banking and Commerce, "a, 
is highly improbable such power would be used to take away concessions given 
Canada under the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act of 1934. 

Trade Talks With France:  Ottawa, May 30 (Citizen) -- Informal discussions between 
France and Canada began yesterday. Heading the French Delegation is Pierre 
Charpentier, Director General of Economic Affairs for the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs in Paris. Mr. A.D.P. Heeney, Under-Secretary of State for External 
Affairs, presided for the Canadian Government. 

The meeting of the two countries is described as a quest for more trade. 
"What we want to do" said a Canadian spokesman, "is to sell more to 

France, and buy more from her. But this must not be described as a barter." 

Canada-Be.I. Conference: Ottawa, May 28 (CP) -- A three-day trade-expanding con-
ference between Canada and the British l'est Indies came to an end today and 
officials termed it a "marked success." 

Nature of the recommendations were not disclosed,  but they are expected 
to have included: 

1. That the colonial governments consider removing import restrictions 
completely on a wide list of essential goods supplies by Canada. 

2. A suggestion that Britain allaw%the colonial governments more 
authority over  the spending of their earned dollars to make more of them 
available for Canadian trade. 

Massey  Report Friday:  Ottawa, May 29 (CP) -- The Massey Commission report, advising 
the Government on financial and other aid for Canada's cultural development, 
will be tabled in the House of Commons Friday, it was announced today. 

The report, two years in the making, will cover recommendations of a 
five-member panel, which heard various suggestions for Canadian cultural de-
velopment from about 500 organizations and 1,200 individuals. 

Young Dutch Veteran Saves Two Fliers: Centralia, Ontario, May 29 (CP) -- William 
Koele, a young veteran of the Dutch Army, today was credited with saving the 
lives of two of three fliers seriously injured in the crash of an R.C.A.F. 
training plane. 

The -two-motored plane plunged to earth shortly before noon today three-
quarters of a mile north of Centralia Airport, a few seconds after taking off. 
It burst into flames. 

One man, believed to be the pilot, was thrown clear, still strapped to 
his seat. He was badly burned. Koele pulled the other two from the flaming 
wreckage. 

Across Canada:  The Minister of National Health and Welfare, Mr. Martin, told the 

House of Commons yesterday that the Government does not plan to set up a 
Parliamentary committee to work out a health insurance programme....The 
question of designating a specific polling day for all federal general elec-
tions may be considered by the Commons Elections Committee, the Canadian Press 

reports....Rapidly approaching full strength, units of Canada's 27th Brigade, 
being raised primarily for service in Europe, will be moving into training 

centres soon, an army spokesman said yesterday. 
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Mr. Pearson On Korea: Ottawa, May 30 (CP) -- The Secretary of State for External 
Affairs, Mr. Pearson, today told a House of Commons committee that the defeat 
of aggression in Korea would discharge obligations accepted by members of the 
United Nations in the resolution of last June to help the Korean Republic 
when it was attacked from the north. 

The Minister was questioned by members of the Committee on External 
Affairs about conflicting statements on objectives in Korea. 

He said the Canadian Government did not feel that Canada's obligations 
as a member of the U.N. included the defeat of the Chinese Government. 

"I can visualize a situation in which aggression in Korea can be defeated, 
if the North Korean and Chinese forces, driven north of the 38th Parallel s  
show a willingness to stop fighting and negotiate,n he said. 

The negotiations should be for a liberated Korea free to set up a 
Government according to the determination of its people. 

That did not rule out military operations north of the Parallel, where 
they are taking place at the moment, if the aggressors attempted to use 
that refuge to reorganize for later attacks on the south. 

"Has that thought been made clear to the North Koreans and Chinese?" 
asked M.J. Coldwell, C.C.F. Leader. 

"If they are reading the proceedings before the Congressional Committee 
in Washington, it must be clear to them," Mr. Pearson said. But he did not 
know what might have been tranemitted to.the leaders of aggression on that 
point. 

He said he did not believe there now could be any peace negotiations 
that did not include the liberation of Korea. 

Mr. Pearson was questioned about a recent speech by Dean Rusk, of the 
United States State Department, which implied that the United States was not 
prepared to talk peace with the Chinese Communists. 

He said information obtained from the State Department by Canadian 
Ambassador Hume Wrong was that the Rusk speech was not cleared with the State 
Department and that there was no change in the U.S. policy on the subject of 
cease-fire negotiations. 

But, he said, it was a prime requirement that there must be a cease-fire 
agreement before there could be any negotiations. 

With The Canadians In Korea: West Sector, Korea, May 30 (CP) -- At least 300 
Chinese Communist troops were killed on a sodden Korean battlefield today 
as Canadian troops abandoned two miles of newly-acquired terrain. 

At nightfall both sides were still in contact in the hills in the 
Unchon area. Canadian casualties for the day were light. 

Apparently determined that United Nations troops will not enter the 
Chorwon Plains, to which the village of Chail, 40 miles northeast of Uijongbu 
is the gateway, the enemy threw everything into the battle to oust them. 

Artillery and mortar concentration an a scale reminiscent of Italy and 
France in the Second World War churned the little valley from Chail to 
Unchon two miles to the south, into a pock-ridden plain before Chinese 
infantry made an assault in the afternoon. 

In this assault, the Chinese, attacking in hundreds, forced Eastern 
Ontario troops by sheer weight of numbers to leave positions won just a 
few hours earlier. 

(over) 
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The Canadians came back hard. Kicking off at 6 a.m. the Canadians, 
under Lt.-Col. Bob Keane of Fort William, follawed up a thick artillery 
curtain laid onto intervening villages and thoroughly cleared them with 
flame throwers and grenades before proceeding. 

India Declines Grain  Offer:  Ottawa, May 30 (CP) -- The Indian Government has 
turned down a second Canadian offer of law-grade wheat--this time as an 
outright gift--and the Government now is examining other methods for helping 
to relieve the Indian famine, the Secretary of State for External Affairs, 
Er. Pearson, disclosed today. 

Replying to a question asked by Gordon Graydon (PC--Peel), about what 
Canada is doing to lessen the famine's effects, Mr. Pearson said these 
possibilities naw are under consideration. 

1. Diverting some better-type wheat from some of Canada's regular 
customers to India. 

2. Sending certain special types of food such as dried milk. 
He recalled that Canada originally offered to send law-grade wheat to 

India as part of this country's $25,000,000 first-year contribution ta the 
Colombo Plan, It mas offered because it was and still is the only type of 
wheat naw available for shipment. 

Canada  And U.S. Tariff:  Ottawa, May 30 (op) -- The Chairman of the Tariff Board 
said today Canada has obtained about all the trade concessions she can 
from the United States under that country's statutory 50 per cent limitation 
on tariff reductions. 

Hector McKinnon, one of Canada's negotiators at the trade conferences 
at Torquay, England, told the House of Commons Banking and Commerce 
Committee that there probably would have to be a revision of legislation 
by the U.S. Congress before Canada could get any further major concessions 
from her big southern neighbour. 

He was referring to the U.S. statute by which the President may 
authorize tariff cuts up to 50 per cent of the 1945 level, but not beyond 
without going to Congress. 

Soviet Jamming Of Canadian Broadcasts: Ottawa, May 30 (CP) -- Soviet use of 
from 600 to 1,000 transmitters to "jam" Canadian broadcasts to Russia was 
one evidence of the importance these broadcasts assumed there, the Secretary 
of State for External Affairs, Er. Pearson, said today. 

He told the House of Commons Committee on External Affairs that it was 
difficult to know the effect of broadcasts, aimed at bringing western 
truths to people behind the Iron Curtain. 

Minister Welcomes Congressmen Surveying Seaway Route: Toronto, May 30 (CP) -- 
The Minister of Transport, Mr. Chevrier, tonight welcomed the coming visit 
of members of the United States Congress who will  look over the route of 
the proposed St. Lawrence Seaway. 

"I sincerely trust," he said, "that this visit w111 prove fruitful to 
our two countries," 

Mr. Chevrier addressed the Canadian Exporters Association dinner, 
given to members and visitors to the Canadian International Trade Fair, and 
outlined haw it is proposed to construct the seaway to bring ocean transport 

to the Great Lakes and the heart of the continent. 

Across Canada: Protests against proposed higher postal rates an newmpapers were 

made in the House of Commons yesterday....Contracts totalling $14,748,530 
were awarded by Defence Construction Limited, Government buying agent, during 

April....The Senate approved on behalf of Canada an International Labour 
Office convention fixing at 15 years the minimum age for anployment of 
children an ships at sea....The destroyer Cayuga, one of the "originals" 
of Canada's naval contribution to U.N. forces in Korean waters, sails from 
Esquimalt, B.C., June 19 for her second tour of duty in the Far East. 
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Canada's Brigade Naw Fighting As Unit: Ottawa, May 31 (CP) -- Ten months after 
------iritingstarrecr nks, Canada's 25th Brigade is in action in 

Korea as a unit. 
It is believed to be fighting as a separate unit under the direction of 

an American corps pending establishment of the ].st  Commonwealth Division, 
Indications here are that it will be at least July before the Division is 
established. 

Meanwhile, the army headquarters announced today that the Brigade has 
suffered its first casualties. They reported five men killed in action. 

Brig. John M. Rockingham of Vancouver gathered his full Brigade together 
two days ago when the 2nd battalion of the Princess Patricia's Canadian Light 
Infantry was returned to his command. 

Defence headquarters confirmed the development. 
For three months the Patricias have been fighting under the command of 

British brigades, first the 27th and later the 28th. They continued to do 
so for a week or so even after the rest of the Canadian Brigade was committed 
to action. 

Hydro Chairman On Seaway,  Power  Costs:  Toronto, May 31 (CP) -- Robert Saunders, 
Chairman of the Ontario Hydro-Electric  Power  Commission, said today that . the 
St. Lawrence Seaway can be built at a top cost to tax-payerà of #316,000,000. 

He explained, in an interview, that the figures are based - on a cost 
study just received from Guy Lindsay, Chief of the Special Projectelranch 
of the Department of Transport. 

Mr. Saunders said that even if the United States doesn't undertake the 
work, Canada still will be able to complete an all-Canada route between 
Montreal and Detroit. The channel would harness St. Lawrence power and 
provide cheap transportation for delivery of Labrador iron to U.S. steU„ 
.mills.served by Lake Erie ports. 

The Ontario Hydro Chairman said that last week he discussed with New 
York State Power authorities the question of whether the state is prepared 
to go ahead with the power project an the basis of the existing agreement. 
Under this Ontario and New York would share 50-50 the amount of $334,408,000. 

"I was given the warmest assurances New York is ready and willing to 
proneed an this basis," said Mr. Saunders, "even if it is necessary for 
Canada to build the seaway portion alone." 

Mr. Norman Acting Permanent Delegate To UN:  (Press Release No. 24, May 31) -- 
The -Deparent of External Affairs.announced on May 31 that E.H. Norman 
will replace J.W. Holmes as Acting Permanent Delegate of Canada to the 
United Nations in New York. -  Mr. Holmes, who was sent to New York to replace 
the late R.G. Riddell on a temporary basis, will return to Ottawa prior to 
taking up his appointment on the directing staff of the National Defence 
College, Kingston. 

Canada At Defence Ministers' Conference:  Ottawa, May 31 (CP) -- The Prime Min- 
ister, Mr. St. Laurent, announced tonight that Canada Will be repreSented by 
a civilian and a military observer at a conference in London,next month 
ofMerence Ministers fram the United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand, South 
Africa and Southern Rhodesia. 

The conference, announced in London  today, will open June 21 and will 
deal with ?certain defence problems" of common concern to the Commonwealth 
countries taking part. 

(over) 
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Mr.  St. Laurent, making his-  statement to the Bonze of Cannons-, did not 
say-  who would act for Canada in observer-  capacity. 	- 

" 	One subject to be discussed will  be  the Middle East, along with'questions _ 
of equipment and training of rau-tUal interest to those taking part. -  

Igir. Drew On Arms Standardization:  « -Ottawa, May 31,.. (Montreal Gazette) 	Opposition  
Leader Drew suggeste d  here tanight ..that,the worldts arms manufacturers mighl 
be tà blame for the failure of North Atlantic ,Pact nations ta achieve arms 
standardization• 	 , 

He describes the breakdown of atteinpt.s to  'Secure agreement upon atandard 
_ weapcns as ,*one of the most alarming situations whic h  has ar-  isen since the „ 

end of  the Second World War. *  ' 
Mr• Drew injected this new note into discussions of the anus ,standardiza-

tion iinzddle  in an  addreas delivered  at a2dinner meeting -of-the -Qttawa 

	

- Board or  Trade..." - 	== 	 s) 	 . _ 

The decis-ion of Atlantic Treaty nations  to  continue 'PrCduc'ing.,bakin  arma  
- 

 
of  different patterns -  and  calibres  meant; Mr. Drew said “Conf12sicom.'and. 
'inefficiency in the  supply bases. 	, , 	, 

.; 1 	; 	 :,.'""1  

Canada-U.S. *Identity-  or Interests*: Morrtrea.I„ June 1 (Montreal Gazette) 
' 	te Et " ' Canada and  the  United. States •have an en 	Or int y 	erests an . caramonly 

acéapted eourse of  -iiction*. in: mette-rethat really couirti,Hana ...-jenceer«- Webb, . 	. 	, 
Under-Secretary 	State: for  thaitf.S•; -  said here 	 ' 

the'llantreal-  riiranis;  Club' in the Mount, Itbril liotelis.':"on.' 
'retirrnt visit after eight- „years, Mr.,Webb 'said Canada  ada 'end the 11-..e.;, 14d Stood 
together on. every impdrtaneendeavaur ta strengthen peen' e,, DUiId international, 
a,07:operation. or- ta;resistieggressfon.  

Ee'con—Cedecithat>'the.  two caitatries had different  opinions ' on 'Seale' 
zaratters"« 	I " 	" 

was entirely- wrong ta think they would always: take the tame-  view-  an 
every subject, he said., 	 - 

"'But  the important  th_ing that  ›Stand.s;:aiit'in:b.à -th:"the."-iiear- s--'of'_war..: 
the' years -ainc e' is  that on matters that _really count' we  have  seenaii","ideritity 

"We have found a commonli-,-,aCceptable:Coûreit'of''' 
-- 	 . - 	- 

	

, 	 !:  

	

Liets Visit Ira Ottawa: Ottawa, , May  SI (CPI 	The  capital ,  prepared,  tonight for 
first glimpse, of Trygv' e Lie; Secretary--4eneral_erf_thel'Uriited. Hrations„ lea 

makea'' a  brief, s ear-I-official visit 'tainorrow• 	. 	 ' 	t 
Mr- 	 ta be  the  gués' t of the United Nations Association.. 	ada. 

	

. and will  be met  by  Vincent Price': of Toronto,. 	 Preti'dent, and  officials. 
of the Department-  or External Aff'airs, headect .. by' the Secretary <of'State for 

• Eitertal- Affairs'T me: Pearson: -  
Mr•  Lie  wi/.1 be guest speaker,at: the_ II•NU.•C'« - annual_ luncheon which." 

Gavernment and:di 'loinat'e officiais, U N C -  ' res tati 	frorn.'"acr.  oss _ 	 • . • « rep en 	yes, 
c, will attend.' 

0 

Across -  deinedkei  ' 	federal Gar-ei.rdaent was  urged yeaterdaY by-" Weiterri'meinber-s-,' of 
the House or Commons to start, wark:'inmiediate/y on'a.South se.SkatChewaii. rliver 
irrigation project and_to, seek  en  upward,..revislon.of prices',paid 'under the 
International' WheatT:Agreerneiit:.•R•R -•-;:Sakseaa, -India.. es' Contiil+General":ta, 'New 
York; has  been' aPpointed• High' C"onnniasionir'-,:to: Canada; the _Indian .C:aneulate 
in New York' en:Tint:need • l'huraday;',"'the Canadian Presà: 7'repérted''from'Nevi York.... 

The Gaverniiient - hat -been - adrised 4officialii'ef  the  adoption,by'.'the'United' 
'Itingdari ,POr lie/rent '- of" ... e.- canstitiitiOnal -"amendment  that wilI enable,' Canada.' 
ta  inaugurate  a  riew' old«.«age,' pension ' programme. 	" 	' 	• 	• - " 
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Massey-  Commission. Reports  The report of the Royal Commissiini on National Develop- 
ment in the Arts, Letters and Sciences, running approximately 200,000.words, 
published by the Xing's Printer, price #3050 0  (one copy being sent to each 

.-„post) was.tabled in the House of Commons by the Prime Minister on June 1. 
Its main recommendations  are  e 	 °' 

zAnnual radio-receiver licence fee of #2.50 to remiain unchanged. 
• CEC continue to control national and private broadcasting with an - enlarged 

,....,- Board of Governors - for wider • representation. , 	 - 
No private station to operate as part of a network without CBC permission, 

r2, 1as at present. 
• Private broadcasters to be granted the right to appeal to the courts 

,against miscarriage of,jUstice through CBC'decisions. 	• 

CBC to refuse local commercial advertising except where no private station 
aVailable. 

CBC to refuse all commercial programmes not acceptable in content and to 
• , consider eliminating some of the "less desirable" commercial programmes naw 

carried. 
- 	Establishment of a second CBC French network and a CBC French-speaking 

station for the'Maritimes. 	 , 	- 

• Control and direction of television to remain with CBC, which is to 
continue With plans for telecasting. 	 , -

• 

No private TV stations to be licensed until CEC has national programmes 
11- available; private stations be required to serve as outlets for CBC national 

-leapital costs of CBC telecasting -to be voted by Parliament; licence fee 
to be recommended by CBC. 
• CBC to exercise "strict" control over all TV stations "to avoid excessive „r; 

commercialism and to encourage Canadian content and the use. of.  Canadian talent.1;' 

- Board to be granted funds adequate for necessary expansion of field staff 
and distribution activities. 
• Board to maintain a national film collection as an historical record of 

events of national importance. 	- 
Board to continue to produce such documentary films and still photographs 

as will serve public.interest. 	 f 	 -- 

•Board to produce no films for private persons or companies. 
'•'*.Gallery to be housed as soon as possible in a new building with adequate 
facilities for display, storage, repair and other mark. 	' 

Present appropriation for new art , purchases be maintained and increased 
ehen  poss ible . 	- 

Present services of travelling gallery exhibitions to be developed and 

• extended. 
' 	Necessary increases to be made in funds, staff and facilities for ex- 

tended services. 
National Museum of Canada to be given adequate space and facilities for 

preservation and display of exhibits; name to be changed to "The Canadian 
Museum of Natural History." 	 •  

Museum to be gtven adequate funds for its functions and for general 

education services. 

(over) 



Eastablishment of a new museum, to be called "The Canadian Eistorical 
Museum," to ensure illustration of Uhu history-  and_development or Canadian 
peoples from earliest times* 

Establishment of a Canadian Museum of Science to illustrate Canadian 
contributions to this field. 

Establishment of a National Botanical Garden in Ottawa; federal 
Government to assist in establishment or support of botanical gardens in 
other Canadian climatic regions° 

Establishment of national zoological garden or gardens. 
Federal Government to consider establishment of a national aquarium or 

national aquaria in suitable regions of Canada° 
A National Library to be established without delay° 
The Library to acquire a complete collection of all works published 

in Canada, of all works on any subject by Canadians and cf all works by any 
author on a Canadian theme° 

The Library to add to its collection Canadian music and such records, 
films and photographs considered necessary to supplement printed collection 
of books, pamphlets and newspapers. 

Present public archives premises to be expanded. 
Action to be taken to discover and list all important collections of 

historical material relating to Canada. 
Historic sites and monuments board to undertake "much more" comprehensive 

programme* 
Greater emphasis to be plaaed on restoration and preservation of historic 

sites and buildings. 
Markers to be used on sites of important historical interests where no 

buildings or other evidence survive° 
Federal Government to suggest provincial legislative action to protect 

historic sites and buildings now in private hands° 
Federal Government to make annual contributions to support work of 

universities on the basis of population in each province° 
Establishment of a body to be known as the Canadian Council For En-

couragement of Arts »  Letters »  Eumanities and Social Sciences* 
Council, to have 15 members, to stimulate and to help voluntary 

organizations with those fields and to foster  Canadas cultural relations 
abroad. 

National scholarships naw awarded through the National Research Council 
and other government departments to be reviewed to avoid duplication. 

Federal Government to give the proposed Council on Arts funds for 
scholarships, studentships and bursaries for post-graduate students of 
Canadian universities in humanities, social sciences and law. 

Establishment of fellowships, to be known as "The Canada Fellowships," 
for encouragement of mature and advanced work in humanities, social sciences 
and law. 

Establishment of a system of exchange scholarships for scholars and 
graduate scholars from other countries* 

Grants be made available for persons engaged in arts and letters » 
 including broadcasting, film and press, for work and study either in Canada 

or abroad. 
Similar grants be made to artists, musicians and men of letters from 

abroad to study in Canada. 
CBC international services to be continued and expanded. 
Film Board to be provided with funds to increase its distribution abroad° 
External Affairs Department to increase its staff of press and information 

officers in posts.abroade 

Op 
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Build 12 New Navy Ships Costing $600000,000s  Quebec, June 4 (CP) -- The Minister 
of National Defence, Mr. Claxton, tonight announced that 12 new ships, in 
addition to orders already placed, will be built for the Royal Canadian Navy 
at a cost of $60,000,000. They will be built in shipyards in the Maritime 
Provinces, Quebec and British Columbia. 

A similar announcement was made shortly after in the Blouse of Commons 
by Ralph Campney (I.,--Vancouver), mr4 Claxton's Parliamentary Assistant. 

Orders have previously been placed for 27 shipeat a cost of $96,000,000 
bringing the total to 39 ships at a cost of $156,000,000. 

In addition, Er. Claxton said, there is a large programme for the re-
armament and refitting of ships in the Royal Canadian Navy, "and no less than 
32 frigates and minesweepers will be taken out of reserve at_the Marine 
Industries Ltd., Sorel, Quebec.“ 

The total ship construction and refitting programme now under way  will 
cost $200,000,000. 

The new vessels will consist  of'  seven destroyer escorts, in addition to 
seven already contracted for; one loop layer; two steel crane lighters and 
two modified Norton-class tugs. 

U.S. Congressmen Visit Seaway Sites: Cornwall, June 4 (Ci') -- The Minister of 
Transport, Mr. Chevrier, tonight told members of a United States congressional 
conimittee that the time has came for action in building the St. Lawrence 
seaway. 

Ur. Chevrier, speaking to members of the House of Representatives Public, 
Works Committee visiting seaway sites, said the long-deferred project is 
needed for both hydro-electric power and navigation. 

He presented the Committee with a new estimate of a $45,000,000-a-year 
saving in transportation costs from the 2,000-m11e waterway, which would 
admit ocean-going ships to the heart of the continent. The estimate'has 
been made by Canadian Government departments, he said. 

The Minister spoke at a dinner given visiting members of the Committee, 
at which U.S. Ambassador Stanley Woodward and some committee members and 
officials expressed themselves in favour of the project. 

Committee Chairman Charles A. Buckley (Dem., N.Y.) said he believes 
most of the Committee members favour the navigation end of the seaway, 
but he declared he is holding out for construction of both the power and 
navigation aspects. 

Vote In Commons On Tax  Changes: Ottawa, June 5  (Ci')  -- The House of Commons 
voted on Monday night 73 to 40 against a Progressive Conservative attempt 
to block approval of  some  of the tax changes announced in the 1951-52 
budget. 

The move was made when the Government called for second reading-- 
approval in principle--of a bill providing for various changes in the 
excise-tax act. 

Macdonnell (PC--Toronto Greenwood), Chief Financial Critic for 
the Opposition, moved that the bill be given the second reading "six months 
hence. n  

(over) 



October Parliament 7o  Consider Old Age Pensions Hint Ottawa, June 4 (CP) The 
• 	Prime Minister, 1,1r. St. Laurent, armouriC7a today that l'arliament will be 

called into session again next fall to deal principally with old-age 
pensions legislation and bills left over from the current session. 

He indicated that the Governmeni expects the current session to be 
adjourned towards the end of this month. It would be adjourned until 
early in Cctober and then prorocued in a one-day meeting with a new 
session to start immediately.... 

Mr. St. Laurent made his announ4ement in detailing the Government's 
plans for the handling of legislation to implement univsrsal old-age 
pensions for Canadiars of 70 and over, beginning January 1 next. 

The Government, he said; . intends to introduce, that legislation at 
the fall session, after it  bas  had a chance to detennine the effect of 
tax changes in the recent budget. 

That fall session also will deal with any measures left over from 
the current session and with legislation to implement some of the recom-
mendations of the Royal Commission on Transportation. 

At this session, he added, the Government will introduce legislation 
enabling it to  maire agreements with the Provinces for pensions to needy 
persons of. 65-to 69. These would be paid on the basis of a means test and 
would be effective January 1 next.in those Provinces which sign  agreements 
for federal-provincial participation. 

Mr. St. Laurent said plans for Ihe contributory universal pensions 
-'are  going ahead. -itegistration forme'ffre being prepared and additional 
staffs being hired. 

.1 The 'universal scheme will add another 400,000 to the 300,000 already 
receiving-old-age pensions on a means-test basis. The expanded scheme 
will cost around P56,000,000. 

Mr. Gregg On Manpower: Quebec, June 4 (Gazette) -- Armed services and defence' 
production are-not the only parts of the Canadian preparedness programme, 
said the Minister of Labour, Mr. Gregg, speaking to the Canadian Menu- •  
facturera Association annual convention which opened here at the Chateau 
Frontenac today. 

Defence production will take more manpower than the armed services, 
which latter would grow, but beyond those two it had to be remembered 
that Canada is one of the most important sources of raw materials 

Canada--France  Trade Discussions: (Press Release No. 25, June 1) -- The 
Secretary of State for 1,xternal Affairs, Mr. Pearson, announced on_June 1 
the successful conclusion of the threfe.day meetings of Canadian and 
French delegations on trade and financial matters. 

The delegations reviewed together the recent trends of trade and 
balances of payments between the two countries and noted with satisfaction 
that a better balance was developing in the trade situation especially as 
a result of recent increases in French exports to Canada. The possibil-
ities of increasing normal trade in both directions were explored, and 
the French delegation explained that they were making special efforts to 
meet Canadian import requirements by  means of trade missions, market 
surveys, and other means.... 

Across Canada:  The Uounties have been asked to help try to find out what 
started a fire which caused an estinated 41,000,000 damage to an army 
ordnance depot in Ottawa Saturday night, the House of Commons was told 
Uonday....The annual softball game between members of Parliament and 
the Press Gallery is to take place in front of the Parliament Buildings 
on Thursday....Two opposition party leaders in the Hoilse of . Commons, 
Mr. Coldwell and Mr. Law, said yesterday that Parliament had became a 
full time job for members....The international importance of the Sault 
Ste. Marie locks was pointed up today with the disclosure that four 
United States anti-aircraft batteries are taking a month-long training 
exercise at Camp Mamainse, 61 miles north of Sault Ste. Marie. 
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Mr. Pearson On Trade With Soviett  Toronto, June 6 (Globe) -- Cutting off all trade 
with Russia and the satellite countries is neither desirable nor necessary at 
present, the Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, said last 
night. He spoke at a dinner in the Royal York tendered by the City of Toronto 
to foreign exhibitors at the Canadian  International  Trade Fair. 

"The severance of all trade relations with these countries -would, in many 
cases, be as harmful to the economy of the free wnrld as it would be to the 
countries behind the curtain," Mr. Pearson said. "In  sonie cases the effects on 
the free world might even be more harmful, politicany and economically." 

To prohibit the export of strategic materials to the Soviet- bloc was 
another matter entirely, Mr. Pearson stressed. It was elementary common sense 
to ban the export of materials which would strengthen. the military potential 
of Communist countries. Long before the United Nations resolution prohibiting 
the export of certain strategic materials to the mainland of China, Canada had 
been enforcing such a policy, Mr. Pearson pointed out. 

"Vie have also done our best to ensure that not only should these goods 
not go from Canada, but that our country should not become a backdoor through 
which United States firms would trade with China in contravention of their awn 
country's regulations," the Minister declared.... 

Ur. Hawe Heralds Vast Development Of Resources; Quebec, June 5  (ci') -- Canadian 
industrialists today were given a vast picture of Canadian expansion in the 
next few years, as the country re-arms, and, at the same time, develops her 
natural resources. 

Meeting herein the annual meeting of the Canadian Manufacturers' Asso- 
ciation, they were told, too, of plans to harness all available productive 
power, and to spread the work through large and small industry. 

The Minister of Defence Production, Mr. Hawe, started it off by stating 
that the Government will spend about $1,000,000,000 a year for the next three 
years in defence production; while, simultaneously, private industry will be 
spending another $1,500,000,000 in bringing natural resources into use. 

Mr. Hawe said that $100,000,000 would be spent in Quebec alone, largely 
an power and plant expansion programmes. 

This development of Canada's basic and industrial resources, to meet the 
possibility of a generation of international danger, was perhaps even more 
important than actual placement of defence contracts, Mr. Howe said. 

Between now and 1954, more than 4300,000,000 will be spent by private 
industry on new base metal smelters and refineries. Half this amount will 
be spent in British Columbia, in connection with the development of a huge 
aluminum project there. 

"Some 4100,000,000," said Mr. Hawe, ewill be spent in Çuebec, mostly 
for power and plant expansion programmes, again largely associated with 
aluminum production. 

"In Ontario, copper mining, smelting, and fabrication are the most im-
portant. In Manitoba, the construction of a rail line will open up the 
Lynn Lake mining area, while a mnelter in Edmonton will process nickel-copper 
ores from that area." 

There was a need of urgency in hastening development of titanium and iron 
ore deposits in Northern Quebec, Labrador and Ontario. High-grade iron ore 
deposits in the United States were in the process of "imminent exhaustion." 

"In the case of titanium, we have, in addition, the possibilities of a 
completely new industry in which Canada may well become the foremost producer 
of the refined metal and its compounds.... 

(over) 
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Premier Dupleses On Newsprint Price:  Quebec, June 5 (CP) -- Premier Duplessis of 
Quebec tonight asked newsprint companies to give special price consideration 
to newspapers of Canada, and especially of Quebec, and hinted that if this 
were not done the Province may institute contrals. 

Addressing the annual dinner of the Canadian Manufacturers' Association, 
and speaking in English, Mr. Duplessis said that- Quebec produces 51 per cent 
of all newsprint made in North America. 

nIt is," he said,  "made  out of our timber, and belongs to the people. 
Newmpapers represent the people and are an essential agent  -of freedom. 

"When newsprint companies fix prices they should remember the vital role 
played by nemmpapers and should give to them in Canada and especially in ' 
Quebec, a treatment based on justice." 

Mr. Duplessis said the newspapers of Quebec are co-owners of the timber 
limits and asked newsprint companies "be pleasant" with them. He added: _ 

"Control is best when it is self-control. When there is no self-control 
there may have to be another kind of control and I don't believe in that 
except when it is necessary." 

He said it is anly "carman sense" that newspapers here receive treatment 
different from those elsewhere. 

He said he did not say this in a "parochial" way, but it was only fair 
that newspaper publishers receive treatment from newsprint manufacturers an 
the basis of the principle he enunciated. 

"I know their spirit of co-operation and hope they will  taire note of 
that." 

Canada produces about 5,400,000 tons of newsprint a year of which nearly 
90 per cent is sold in the United States. 

Though he did not refer to it specifically, Mr. Duplessis apparently 
was referring to an announcement by four Canadian newsprint companies they were 
increasing their price by $10, effective July 1. 

Says 5 States May Aid Seeway:  Toronto, June 6 (CP) -- A delegation from the Detroit 
Board of Commerce said yesterday there is a strong possibility that five statu 
bordering the Great Lakes will give financial support to the St. Lawrence 
seaway development if the United States Congress turns down a joint plan with 
Canada this year. 

.W.H. Hall, Secretary of the Detroit Board, said that if Canada decides to 
go ahead on her awn, states like New York, Michigan, Ohio, Wisconsin, Minne-
sota and possibly others would find it in their best interests to give 
assistance, probably in the form of a bond issue. 

Léger's Appointment:  (Press Release No.26, June 6) -- The Department of 
External Affairs announced on June 6 the appointment of Mr. Jules Léger as 
Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs. Mr. Léger succeeds 
in this position Mr. Léon Mayrand who was recently appointed Canadian 
Ambassador to Chile. 

Mr. Léger, who is now Head of the European Division, will be succeeded 
in his present position by Mr. J.B.C. Watkins, who was until recently Chargé 
d'Affaires at the Canadian Embassy in Moscow. 

Across Canada:  Solon Law, 51-year-old Leader of the Social Credit Party, was 
assaulted last night as he chatted with two friends at a bus stop outside 
the Chateau Laurier Hotel in downtown Ottawa. He suffered split lips. 
Police subsequently arrested a meniicant in connection with the assault.... 
Close attention to the European wheat market, with a view to increasing 
Canadian exports when conditions are favourable, is recommended in the 
report of the Canadian grain mission which visited  Europe  last autumn.... 
A special committee appointed by the Canadian Daily Newspapers Association 
to interview Postmaster-General Rinfret concerning postal rates issued a 
statement declaring the new rates are "discriminatory" and "would prevent 
the daily newspapers fram servicing a large number of_their_rural subs-
cribers." 
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Soviet Share Of UN Costs Criticized: Ottawa, June 6 (CP) -- Russia was criticized 
today by members of the House of Commons External Affairs Committee for 
failure to pay a fair share of the costs of the United Nations. 

Gordon Graydon (P.C.--Peel) said the Soviet was "getting away with 
murder" when the UN allowed her with a population of 180,000,000, to pay a 
contribution of only 6.98 per cent of total UN costs,  i Canada's contribution 
is 3.2 per cent--$1,466,100. 

George Murray (L.--Cariboo) suggested a meeting of the UN be held in 
the Soviet "to arouse some interest there." 

A.D.P. Heeney, Under-Secretary of State for Extdrnal Affairs, explained 
that Russia claimed that war damage costs would not permit her to pay more. 
However Canada has pressed consistently for a boost in the Soviet contribution. 

"Either Russia is a great power or she isn't," said Mr. Graydon. "If 
she is, she ought to pay her fair share." Russia's contribution was "one of 
the scandals" of the UN. If she could spend great sums for preparations for 
war, she could afford to pay for the preservation of peace. 

Mr. Heeney said the UN budgetary committee, in a review of assessments, 
boosted the Soviet contribution this year to 6.98 per cent from 6.34. 
Canada's contribution went up to 3.3 from 3.2. The United States, which bears 
most of the UN costs, pays 38.92 per cent. 

Newsprint Controversy:  Ottawa, June 6 (CP) -- Informed quarters said today the 
Government is not likely to agree to a United States request that $10-a-ton 
boosts in the price of Canadian newsprint be suspended. The increase 
becomes effective July 1. 

The appeal to suspend the increase, approved by the Government, was 
made by U.S. Price Administrator Michael DiSalle in a letter to R.M. Fawler, 
Defence Production Department Pulp and Paper Administrator and President of 
the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association. 

The letter, dated June 4, was made public in Washington today. It 
emphasized the need of maintaining harmonious Canada-U.S, relations and the 
fact that less than 24 hours notice was given before the increases were made 
public. 

Previously, said Mr. DiSalle, Mr. Fawler had agreed to a discussion 
before any increases were approved. 

In view of this, the approach taken by Canada was disappointing, the 
Price Administrator added, "and seems to be altogether unilateral." 

"This problem is more basic than this particular increase in the price 
of newsprint. Already some sources are asking why we should control prices 
on our exports when at the same time we  are faced with unlimited increases 
in our imports." 

Mr. DiSalle asked Mr. Fawler to "use your good offices to obtain a 
suspension of this price until such time as we have had an opportunity to 
make a study and review of the situation...." 

Pensions Law Discussions: Ottawa, June 6 (CP) -- Opposition members were defeated 
today in a battle against what they claim is a bad new principle in war 
pensions law. 

Their votes failed to prevent the Veterans Committee of the House of - 
Gommons  from approving a government proposal to spend $2,000,000 to give 
unemployability supplements" to 6,000 of the 162,000 men on the war pensions 
lists. 

(over) 



The argument wes that it introduces the element of need into pensions 
law when only right has counted before. 

The Committee was unanimous, however, in agreeing to urge the Government 
to reconsider the question of basic increases in the rates of payments going 
to all pensioners° 

laights And Measures Law Overhaul:  Ottawa, June 6 (cp) -- A bill overhauling e 
Canada's ancient weights and measures legislation went through the House of 4' 
Commons today. The bill, which received third and final reading, is the 
first complete revision of the weights-measures set-up since it was es-
tablished in 1873. 

A major provision is that it tightens up regulations against short 
waight in pre-packaged goods. It also has regulations for ensuring greater 
accuracy in measuring devices. 

New Taxation Proposals Passed:  Ottawa, June 6 (CP) -- A final Opposition  attempt 
to knock out a $125,000,000-a-year jump in the federal sales tax was defeated 
by the Government majority in the House of Commons today. 

The House voted 138 to 50 against tampering with Finance Minister 
Abbott's budget proposal, rejecting a move sponsored by the C.C.F. and backed 
by the other Opposition groups. Then, it gave third and final reading to a 
government bill embodying the sales tax increases and other taxation boosts. 

Korea Casualties Naw 166: Ottawa, June 6 (CP) -- The Army today issued its 28th 
casualty list of the Korean Mar, reporting two officers and 17 men wounded 
in action. 

The list brought to 166 the number of casualties suffered so far by 
Canadian troops in Korean action. These include 43 dead, 109 wounded and 
14 injured in battle accidents. 

Across Canada: The average Canadian industrial worker was earning $48042 a week 
on April 1, the highest average weekly wage in history, the Bureau of 
Statistics reported. It compares with $48.19 at March 1 and 844.77 at 
April 1 last year....The Minister of National Defence, Mr. Claxton, 
indicated that the Defence Department is going to unusual lengths to try 
to find out whether  sabotage  caused the $1,000,000 fire which destroyed 
part of an Army Ordnance depot in Ottawa last Saturday night....H.F. Angus, 
M.A., B.C.L., University of British Columbia, was elected President of the 
Royal Society of Canada at the general meeting of the society held in 
Montreal yesterday....Rev. Norman Kennedy, M.C., Minister of First Pres-
byterian Church, Regina, was elected Moderator of the Presbyterian Church 
in Canada. 
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Nootka Scouting Party In Action: On Board EMCS Nootka, June 7 (CP).--17ith a 
one-two punch, this Canadian destroyer recently closed in on the enemy, 
killed several of them and then opened up with its big guns to blast 
Communist transportation and defense outposts in North Korea. 

The action was launched in the afternoon behind a protecting screen 
of fog. The Nootka was on the east coast, joining U.S. warships in a 
bombardment of the Songjin area. 

An 18-man armed party, on orders of Cmdr. A. B. Fraser-Harris, of 
Halifax, attempted to slip in on the enemy in two cutters. Suddenly, as 
the group neared the shore, the fog lifted and cries of sentries brought 
a hail of automatic fire from enemy posts. 

The Canadians returned fire, killed three of the enemy and kept others 
pinned close to the ground. Lieut. A.H.M. Slater, of Victoria, in charge of 
the landing party, ordered a withdrawal. 

Bk on board ship, he told of a railway line guarded by the enemy. 
The commander ordered the Nootkals guns to open fire. A pillbox, a lookout 
post and a railway bridge all were left in damaged condition. 

Job Guarantee For Veterans:  Ottawa, June 8 (CP) -- Canadian employers will soon 
be obliged by law to guarantee jobs back for any employees who enlist in the 
armed forces and serve three years or less. 

The Government, now seeking thousands of servicemen willing to serve 
anywhere, gave notice Thursday that it intends to write such a provision 
into law. An amendment to that effect was placed before the flouse of Commons' 
Veterans Committee, approved and sent back to the House. It applies to anyone 
enlisting after July 5, 1950, a few days after Korean war broke out. 

Major-General E.L.M.  (Tommy) Burns, Deputy Minister of Veterans Affairs, 
said that both management and labour representatives on the National Advisory 
Council on Manpower have approved the-etep. 

The Government's amendment is -being-written into - nAn Act Respecting 
Benefits For Members Of The Canadian  Forces." The Act_applies mainly to the 
men serving in Korea but it empowers the Government to grant veterans charter 
benefits to othersthan those serving in or on behalf of the Korean campaign 
if circumstances so dictate. 

In effect, it is.putting into legislative form the orders-in-council 
already passed by Cabinet to guarantee certain benefits to Korean veterans 
and it empowers Cabinet to enlarge those benefits as developments indicate 
they should be widened. 

Presentation Of Decorations For Royal Family:  Ottawa, June 7 (CP) -- New symbols 
were shaped today binding the Royal Family to Canada. 

They were in the form of silver gilt medals and tiny red and white 
ribbons, nestling in little boxes of maroon leather and black felt. 

These were what all veterans hope to get -- the Canadian Forces 
Decoration, given for 12 years of service. But in this case there was special 
significance. 

Presentation of the decorations for each member of the Royal Family and 
Canada's Governor-General was made by the Minister of National Defence, Mr. 
Claxton, in a brief but unprecedented ceremony at Government House. 

Usually, it is the other way round, with Canadians going to Government 
House to receive decorations from the King. This time it was Canada's turn 
to award. Mr. Claxton presented decorations to be delivered to many members 
of the Royal Family. 

(over) 
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One of the C.F.D. decorations was presented specifically to Viscount 
Alexander, one of the world's most decorated soldiers. The Canadian 
Forces Decoration would be his 39th ribbon joining others granted by many 
countries, including Russia and the United States and a grateful  Europe. 

The Governor-General left to-night for a two-month visit to Britain. 
He took with him decorations for the King and Queen, 4Ueen Mother  Mary, 
the Princesses Elizabeth and Margaret, the Duke of Gloucester, the Princess 
Royal, Lady Patricia Ramsay, and Princess Alice, wife of the Earl of Athlone, 
a former Governor-General. 

•* 

Mr. Dunton On National Television:  Ottawa, June 7 (CP) -- A.D. Dunton, chairman ' 
of the CBC Board of Governors, said today establishment of television across 
Canada was not beyond the economic means of the country and it was estimated 
the job could be done for a capital outlay of between $18,000,000 and 
$19,000,000. 

That, he told the Finance Committee of the Senate would provide a number 
of studios covering most major points and about half the population of the 
country. 

But he admitted national television was a long-term plan. 
What the CBC envisaged at first was a network of stations across the 

country to Vancouver with television broadcasts by means of kinescopic 
recordings which could be shipped from one station to another for broadcast. 
This would produce a good television broadcast, though not as good as the 
original. It was widely used in the United States. 

Mr. Winters  On Housing:  Ottawa, June 7 (CP) -- The Minister of Resources and 
Development, Mr. Winters, warned today that house building may feel the pinch 
of "more general" shortages of materials before the end of the year. 

Reporting on the progress of Canada's house-building programme he told 
the House of Commons a number of "real obstacles" had arisen in the way of 
maintaining current housing activity. 

They included grawing shortages, increased building costs, a tightening 
of mortgage money and the difficulties of an insufficient supply of serviced 
land. The expanding defence programme, involving much new construction, got 
first call on materials. 

At the same time, Mr. Winters said the federal Government was anxious 
to join with the provinces in undertaking low rental housing projects, 
especially in areas where the defence programme is aggravating the housing 
shortage. 

Korea Casualties Now 171:  Ottawa, June 7 (CP) -- The Army today issued its 29th 
casualty list of the Korean War, reporting five men wounded in action. 

The list brought to 171 the number ,of  casualties so far reported suf- 
fered by Canadian troops in action in Korea. These include 43 dead, 114 
wuunded, and 14 injured in battle accidents. 

Across Canada: Establishment of a special Canada-U.S. body to be charged with 
the job of integrating defence production work is one of several important 
resolutions touching on relations between the countries to be studied at 
the annual meeting of the Canadian Chamber of Commerce to be held in Quebec 
City October 30 and 31 and November 1, the Montreal Gazette reports. ...The 
Bureau of Statistics cost-of-living Eixperts are working an a new index that 
will bring their calculations more up -to date, but no decision has yet been 
made what years will be used for the base period....Members of the Commons 
Railway Committee yesterday examined witnesses for the British Columbia 
Telephone Company on proposed legislation ta allaw the company to increase 
capitalization from $25,000,000 to 475,000,000...Members of Parliament 
defeated the Press Gallery 18 runs to 1 in the annual softball game an the 
Parliament Hill lawn yesterday. 

Op 
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Ltv-Gen.  Simonds To Confer  With Staff Chiefs:  Ottawa, June 10  (ci') -- The Chief 
of the General Staff, Lt.-Gen. Guy Simonds, left today on a three-week flying 
trip to  Washington, London and Europe to discuss the evelitual integration of 
Canada's 27th Army Brigade into the Western European defence network. 

In an announcement Saturday, the Army said Gen. Simonds also -will 
discuss "the important question of standardization of arms" with other-- 
Atlantic Pact military chiefs, including Gen. Eisenhower, the Western 
Eilropean commander. 

It is the first extended trip for Gen. Simonds since he became Chief 
of the General Staff some months ago. After talks in Washington he will 

- fly to London from New York and then visit European defence headquarters. 
He is not expected back in Ottawa before July 2. 

Before leaving, Gen. Simonds addressed a number of senior officers at 
a closed meeting. An Army spokesman said he told them the prime purpose of 
the trip "will be to discuss training and operational problems involving the 
Canadian component of ground forces new being raised by the North Atlantic 
Treaty organization." 

For Canada, this force is represented by the 27th Brigade which after 
a month of recruiting has raised more than its 6,500-man initial target. 
It began concentration at Malcartier and Petawawa military camps during the 

. week-end to begin basic training and probably-will not be ready to fight 
before the end of the year. 

Recruiting for the 27th is going right on. Eventually it will be close 
td a 13,000-man force--almost division strength. Unless developments send 
it to Korea, it will go to Europe 6,000 strong with the other half being kept 
in Canada to rotate with the overseas forces later. 

Mr. Pearson May Visit U.K., Europe:  Ottawa, June 8  (ci') -- The Secretary of 
State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, said today he hopes to fly to 
London within a few days for two or three weeks of visiting in the United 
Kingdam and probably western Europe. 

He told a press conference the primary purpose of the trip is to 
accept an honorary ,  degree of Doctor of Laws from Oxford University, but 
he also hopes to have talks with various people on Atlantic Pact and other 
matters. 

He would be in London during a Commonwealth Defence Conference but 
did not expect to attend. 

Mr. St. Laurent Honoured:  Ottawa, June 10 (CP) -- The Prime Minister, Mr. St. 
Laurent, accompanied by the Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. 
Pearson, and .Mr. Pearson, left in an R.C.A.F. plane today for Evanston, Ill., 
whore on Monday  he  will deliver the commencement address at Northwestern 
University. 

Northwestern, celebrating its centennial year, will bestow an honoraryy 
Doctor of Laws degree on Mr. St. Laurent. 

The Prime Minister's party is scheduled to return to Ottawa Monday night. 

To Build $14,500,000 Rail Link With Mineral Field: Montreal, June 9 (Gazette) -- 
Canada's minerals boom took another surge today with the announcement thit 

Canadian National Railways plan to spend $14,500,000 building a 155-m4le 

rail link with northern Manitoba nickel and copper deposits. 

The Minister of Transport, Mr. Chevrier, inserted a notice of motion 

in the Order Paper of Parliament that the Government will ask approval of 

a bill permitting the C.N.R. to issue public bonds to raise the money. 

(OVer) 
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New Scientific Organization:  Ottawa, June 8 (CP) -- A new body in Canada's 
world of science was proposed today by the men who study the lives and 
characteristics of minute plant and animal beings. 

Same 170 scientists from all provinces except British Columbia and 
Newfoundland completed a two-day meeting at the University of Ottawa with 
foundation of the Canadian Society of Microbiologists. 

Dr. R.G.E. Murray, head of the Department of Bacteriology and 
Immunology, University of Western Ontario, London, Ontario, was named as :1) 
president. 

Special Commissions  For 27th Brigade Men:  Ottawa, June 8 (CP) -- The Army is 
granting special temporary commissions to 170 other ranks because of formatin 
of the 27th Brigade, the Prime Minister ,. Mr. St. Laurent, said today. . 

He tabled in the House of Commons an Order-in-Council to protect their 
pension - rights when they are discharged as other ranks and then re-enlisted 
as officers. 

Labour View On Mass Immigration: Sherbrooke, June 8 (CP) -- A "mass immigration" 
plan proposed by the Canadian Manufacturers' Association at its recent 
convention in Quebec, offers a serious menace to the livelihood of the 
Canadian marker, Roger Provost, President of the Quebec Federation of Labour, 
said today. 

Mr. Provost, in a prepared statement, said, hawever, that the Q.F.L., 
in annual convention here, and the Trades and Labour Congress of Canada, 
with which it is affiliated, are favourable to a plan of selective immigratim 

Sir Eugene Fiset Dies: Riviére du Loup, Quebec, June 8 (CP) -- Sir Eugene Fiset, 
Lieutenant-Governor of Quebec for almost 11 years after a career that saw 
him in the civil service and later in politics, died this morning, aged 77. 

Aeross Canada: J.D. Barrington, Toronto industrialist, has been appointed 
President and Managing Director of Polymer Corporation Limited....A  "million-
dollar"  rain drenched Southern Saskatchewan on the week-end. The provincial 
Agriculture Department made the estimate on the value to Saskatchewan's  grain 

 crops of a downpour, which in Regina reached torrential proportions and caused 

street flooding....The  flouse of Commons will begin working overtime today, 
. 	June 11, in an effort to complete work  by-  the end of this month. It will 

meet mornings as  well  as afternaan and evenings...The official announcement 
that -the Canadian International Trade Fair muuld be held again in 1952 came 
with a reminder from officials of the Fair that its continuance beyand that 
point would depend largely upon the support uf_danadian industry...Canada's 
flashing F86 Sabre Jets, trailing ribbons of filmy smoke as they blurred by 
at near-supersonic speeds, were reported to have stolen the show  at the fifth 

annual Air Force Day at R.C.A.F. Station Rockcliffe Saturday afternoon. 
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Canadian Travellers Abroad: Ottawa, June 11 (Montreal Gazette) -- The federal 
Government is taking imite steps to contrOl the movements of Canadians 
travelling to Russia and Soviet-dominated states. 

The restrictions have already been written into the Canadian pass-
port regulations, and will be published shortly in the Canada Gazette. 

Their purpose is three-fold. 
They will enable the Canadian authorities to extend the maximum 

protection to "bonafide loyal travellers" who find themselves in difficulties 
in "Iron Curtain" countries. 

They will also permit the Government to keep a close check on Canadian 
Communists or fellow-travellers bound for Eastern Europe. 

Perhaps even more important, the new regulations will assist the 
Government in its efforts to ensure that Canadian pas sports -- which are 
legally Canadian Government property -- are not ebeing used for improper - 
purposes." 

Following is the notice which will be published shortly: 
"Owing to difficulties which may be encountered by Canadian travellers 

abroad, holders of Canadian passports who intend to visit Albania, Bulgaria, 
Czechoslovakia, Eungary, Poland, Roumania, the Soviet zone of occupation in 
Germany, - or the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics are required before 
undertaking such visits to notify the passport officer, 35 Bank Street, 

•  Ottawa, or the nearest Canadian diplamatic or consular officer abroad of 
their travel plans and of the length and purpose of their visits. 

"On arrival in any of the countries named, Canadian travellers are 
required to fbrnish to the nearest Canadian or United Kingdom diplomatic 
or consular officer particulars of their passports And home  addresses to-
gether with details of their itineraries. They should keep in close touch 
with the appropriate Canadian or United Kingdom - officers -- that is in 
countries where there are no Canadian diplomatic officers -- and on leaving 
the country should notify the officer to whom they last reported." 

Saskatchewan Uranium-Producing Mine:  Ottawa, June 11 (CP) -- Frigid Northern 
barriers are being ripped away to spark the greatest uranium production 
development in Canada's history. 

Focal point of the expansion programme is the northwest tip of Sas-
katchewan in an area about 500 miles below the Arctic Circle and 500 miles 
north of Saskatoon. 

W.  J. Bennett, President of the Government's Eldorado Mining and 
Refining Company, said in an interview today that when the main project 
there--Beaverlodge Lake--begins operations it likely- will become the 
biggest uranium-producing mine in Canada. 

Operations are expected to begin January 1, 1953. 
The Government's main uranium mine currently is at Great Bear Lake 

on the Arctic fringe in the Northwest Territories. 

auda And U.S. Tariffs:  Ottawa, June 11 (CP) -- The Government's top tariff 
official said todiii he finds it hard to believe Canada can expect drastic 
tariff action by the United States to bar important Canadian commodities 
within the next three years. 

(over) 



Hector McKinnon, Chairman of the Tariff Board, told the House of 
Commons Banking Committee that more than 90 per cent of Canadian_exports 
to the U.S. are covered by three-year tariff agreements which should 
prevent any repetition of drastic tariff raising action which struck 
Canada in the 1930's. 

But, he conceded, repetition is not impossible. 	 . 
He was replying to a suggestion by J. M. Macdonnell (PC—Toronto 

Greenwood) who said a prominent Republican had told him the,same thing 	.1# 

could happen again if the United States found itself faced wlth surpluses. 
Mr. McKinnon said the great difference between naw  and the days of 

the Hawley-Smoot tariff is that the U.S. now- would have to repudiate an 
obligation, namely the tariff agreements drawn up at Torquay, Annecy and 
Geneva. 

No such barrier confronted Washington in the '30s. 

Gen. Worthington 0.g Civil Defence: London,Ontario, June 11 (CP)---,Muiiici-„ 
palities should let federal authorities know at once-what.equipment they, 
need for civil defence, Maj.-Gen. F.F. Worthington, Canada's Civil Defence 
Co-ordinator said today. 

He told the 14th annual convention of the Canadian Federation of 
Mayors and Municipalities: 

"You say the Government is giving no leadership. But if you let us 
know how much money you need, what your equipment requirements are and all 
your difficulties, it will let us plan our'strategy.better.", 	. 

His personal .opinion was that preparations to protect residents of 
Canada's cities should be pressed to the limit. Be lms alarmed at conditions 
he said. 

Fôur PederaLBy-Elebtions  June 25:  Ottawa, June 11 (CP) -- A contest is assured 
in all ,  four rederal constituencies where by-elections .will - be held june 25 
to fill vacancies-  in the  ouse of Commons. 

Ten candidates have been nominated to contest the seats made vacant 
through death and resignations. 

Nominations closed today at 2 p.m. local standard time in the Ontario 
constituency ,  of Waterloo South, the Prince Edward Island constituency of 
Queens and the Manitbba constituencies of Winnipeg South Centre and Brandon. 

Across Canada: Premier Frost of Ontario said at London, Ontario_last night 
that a new federal-provincial plan to build 5,000 houses for rent_and 
eventual sale in Ontario will be put into action immediately.' He announced 
the plan at the annual conference of the Canadian Federation of Mayors and 
Municipalities....In a brief ceremony, the duties of the Governor-General 
in Canada yesterday-  were vested temporarily in Mr. Justice Patrick Kerwin 
of the Supreme Court of Canada. The 61-year-old  justice, native of Sarnia, 
Ontario, became officially the "administrator of the Government of Canada" 
in the absence of Viscount Alexander, naw on his way  to  Britain for a two-c 
month visit...a. fractional reduction in a proposed increase in_the_postal 
rates on daily newspapers was announced yesterday by  Postmaster General 
Rinfret. He told the House of Commons that the change will mean the rates 
of daily- newspapers will be increased by approximately #81.0,000 instead of 
by a proposed #1,000,000 a year. 
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Mr. Howe On Newsprint Price:  Ottawa, June 12 (CP) -- The Minister of Defence. 
TrodUction-, Mr.Howe, réfused to budge today in face of United States pres-
sure to have him block a proposed $10-a-ton boost in the price of Canadian 
newsprint. 

In an interview he expressed skepticism of reports that the U.S. may 
plan retaliatory measures if the Government allaws the prtce increase to 
go into effect July 1. 

So far, he said, a report that the U.S. may curb arms buying in Can-
ada as a result is "nothing but a rumor." So eus the possibility of a 
U.S. price ceiling on newsprint imports. 

"We'll talk about that," he said, *when we actually see them." 
The price increases proposed by the industry -were "pstifted in view 

of the factors involved," Mr. Hawe added. 
He said he had no "immediate" plan to discuss the matter further with 

Charles E.  Wilson,  U.S. mobilization director. 
(A Washington dispatch today quoted Michael V. DiSalle, U.S. price 

stabilizer, as saying the U.S. Government is considering limiting the price 
American newspaper publishers may pay for imported newsprint.) 

Mr. Martin On Radar Civil Defence:  Port Stanley, Ontario, June 12 (CP) -- The 
Minister of National Health and Welfare, Mr. Martin, disclosed tonight that 
an elaborate blueprint is being developed to forewarn Canadians against 
enemy air attack. 

The plan, he told a convention of the Canadian Federation of Mayors 
and Municipalities, involves a vast radar network, a ground force of 
150,000 civilian observers, strategic air defence bases and men trained 
in civil defence work. 

Lifting some of the security covers from the plan, Mr. Martin, charged 
with federal civil defence responsibility, indicated that one of the key 
points in the warning symtem will be air defence bases scattered across the 
country. 

Information on enemy planes will be gathered from the radar network 
and ground-observer corps and channelled into the air defence centres, 
where experts will sift the information and determine the strength and • 
direction of attacking forces. 

Trained civil defence liaison men, constantly an duty at these centres, 
will be charged, said Mr. Martin, with alerting the civil defence authorities 
in target areas lying in the path of the predicted enemy approach. 

In Parliament Yesterday: Members of the House of Commons agreed to establish a 
committee to streamline House procedure and shorten sessims. 

Speaker Ross Macdonald ruled out of order a CCF motion urging that 
no further freight-rate increases be allowed until Parliament provides 
for equalization of rates. 

Members defeated by a vote of 136 to 30 a Progressive Conservative 
motion for reconsideration of increased postal rates for newspapers. 

The Senate debated a bill to make reductions and equalizations in 
the Canadian tariff. 

(over) 
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Mr.  Pearson  To Washington: Ottawa, June 12 (CP) -- The Secretary of State 
for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, will go to Washington tomorrow to 
sample United States opinion on the international situation and 
particularly Korea before he heads for London late this week. 

He told a reporter today he wants to bring himself up to date on 
Washington developments Before going overseas for a week or longer. 1.0 
For that reason, he would be seeing State Secretary-Acheson, Canadian 
Ambassador Hume Wrong. 

Mr. Pearson noted that Defence Secretary Marshall has just returned 
from Korea and said he would be interested in discussing Washington's 
attitude at this stage of the war. 

In London, he will have a reek for talks with Foreign Secretary Herbert 
Morrison as well as others. Mhether he stays longer and goes to Europe 
depends on developments. A week from today he is scheduled to receive an 
honorary degree from Oxford University. 

UNESCO Delegation:  (Press Release No. 27 9  June 12.) -- The Secretary of State 
for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, announced on June 12 that the Canadian 
delegation to the Sixth Session of the General Conference of the United 
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation  (unEsco) will be 
as follows: 

Chairman of Delegation - Dr. Victor Doré, Canadian Minister to 
Switzerland; Vice-Chairman - E. D'Arcy-  McGreer, Chargé"d'Affaires, Canadian 
Legation, Poland; Delegates - Dr. W. Kaye Lamb, Dominion Archivist;W.P.J. 
O'Meara, K.C., Assistant Under-Secretary of State; Alternate Delegate - 
L.A.D. Stephens, Second Secretary, Canadian Embassy, Netherlands; Adviser 
and Secretary - J.E. Thibault, Department of External Affairs. 

The Conference will be held in Paris from June 18 to July 11, 1951. 

Prof. Jackson On Economic Situation: Ottawa, June 12 (CP) -- A Toronto con-
sulting economist told the Senate's Finance Committee today that the era 
of "easy-money" is over and Canada now is walking a dangerous tightrope 
between further inflation or a collapsing deflation.. 

Prof. Gilbert Jackson, formerly of the Univeriity of Toronto, said 
the Government now has "put an the brakes"  on the main inflationary factors -- 
too much credit and an outstripping of production by purchasing power. 

Getting back to normal wasn't going to be easy. Many people on fixed 
income already were feeling the pinch. Many others would feel it sooner 
or later. 

Already, he said, he understood "there are strong pressures" for a 
relaxation on the Government's curbs on credit buying, "probably by those 
it is hurting." But he said "we should not let ourselves be deflected from 
the purpose."._To do so would simply mean a return to the "easy money" era 
which probably would bring a ruinous runaway inflation. 

Across Canada: Canada has informed the enemy she is willing to abide by 
international prisoner-of-war rules in Korea. A Defence Department return 
tabled in the House of Commons Public Accounts Committee said steps "have 
been taken to endeavor to make suitable arrangements for prisoners.".... 
G. Mennen Williams, Governor of the State of Michigan, came to Ottawa on 
a visit yesterday as a staunch champion of the St. Lawrence seaway.... 
Senator John T. Haig, Opposition leader, said yesterday, according to the 
Canadian Press report, that it would be "disastrous" if Canada tied trading 
policies too closely to the United States. The minute Canadian exports 
began hurting the U.S. producer, the U.S. would shut them off. 
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mr. Fowler On Newsprint Pricesi Montreal, June 14 (CP) ,--Canadals action in 
permitting a newsprint price increase was defended last night by this 
country's pulp and paper director, who said the price would be much higher 
if it follawed the United States Government pulp and paper index. 

Canada's position was made knawn in a letter to Michael V. DiSalle, 
U.S. price stabilizer in Washington, from R.M. Fowle, Director of the 
Pulp and Paper Division of the Department of Defence Production. 

The 1,600-word letter, dated June 12, was released here by.  Mr. Fawler. 
Mr. Fowler said a full month's notice was given Washington before, 

the first increase announced by a Canadian company goes into effect. He 
said a thorough study was made of the situation earlier before the company 
was advised it could increase the price. 

At the same time he was authorized "to give similar advice to any other 
newsprint manufacturer who proposes an increase in the price of newsprint 
not out of linen with the amount proposed by the first company.... - 

Newsprint Statement Today:  Ottawa, June 13 (CP) -- The Minister of Defence 
Production, Mr. Howe, told the House of Commons today he expects to make 
a statement tamorrow on Canada's newsprint supply position. 

Mr. Hawe On Canadian War Effort:  Toronto, June 13 (CP) -- The Minister of Defence 
Production, Mr. Hawe, said tonight that Canada is pressing ahead with her 
defence effort "on every front," but in spite of the vast amount of money 
and materials involved, Canadians may yet avert widespread price controls. 

' "I hope we shall not have to impose widespread price controls in Canada," 
he said in a speech prepared for delivery- before the American Society of 
Mechanical Engineers. 

"If people are sensible and avoid hysteria, I think we can, with  sonie  
extra productive effort on everyone's part, avoid them." 

Controls in Canada, he said, differ from those in the United States, 
but in some instances are more restrictive. 

"Our consumer credit controls are-more comprehensive, require a higher 
- 

	

	down payment and a shorter period of repayment than those in effect south 
of the line. Our banks are co-operating in a stricter credit policy." 

Mr. Howe made the reference to prices and controls in a speech which 
ranged widely over Canadian war effort developments. 

He told of Canada's ground, sea and air forces in the Korean theatre, 
of plans to send a brigade to Europe to increase Canada's single air 
squadron in England soon to a wing of three squadrons and to expand it 
finally to a full air division of 11 squadrons, equipped with Canadian-
built planes. 

Canadians, he told the American engineers, are no isolationists. They 
were fully prepared to bear a fair share of the costs and sacrifices en-
tailed against Communist aggression. 

Canada looked on the North Atlantic Treaty Alliance as a segment of 
the country's awn defences. It was doing its part to make of this treaty 

"a mighty bulwark against the rushing tide of aggression." 

Railway Legislation Announced: Ottawa, June 13 (CP) -- Government legi.slatiol 
to put into effect  sonie top recommendations of the Royal Commission on 

Transportation -- notably Canada - wide "equalization" of freight rates -- 
will be placed before Parliament tomorraw. 

(over) 
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The Minister of Transport, Mr. Chevrier gave notice today that he 
will introduce the measure, regarded as the most important railway 
legislation of the last 30 years. 

The bills to be brought in by the Minister will amend three railway 
statutes, and informed quarters said they will have these major effects: 

1. Lay the foundation for the Government's Board of Transport 
Commissioners to set up a new system of freight rates equalizing their 	-) 

impact on the various parts of Canada. 
2. Give the interior of Western Canada a share in the advantages of 

law "transcontinental" rates that now benefit the West Coast almost exclusivel 
3. Stimulate economies by the Government-awned Canadian National Rail-

ways and the Canadian Pacific Railway through sharing the use of their 
facilities and other means. 

4. Legalize an extension of the rate-reducing benefits of the Mar-
itime Freight Rates Act of 1927 to some traffic which, in practice, has 
been given the reductions for years. 

#1 Per Day Off Income Tax For Soldiers In Korea:  Ottawa, June 13 (OP) -- The 
Minister of Finance, Mr. Abbott, announced today that Canadians serving in 
Korea are going to get $1 a day knocked off their income tax for every day 
they serve there. 

This, he said, in the House of Commons, is the Government's decision in 
reply to requests that the men get combat pay or higher income-tax exemptions. 

The new tax-credit system means that if a man serves in Korea, say, 
60 days he gets $60 knocked off his income tax. He can get credit for up to 
#365. 

• 	 Thus if a man's tax amounts to $400 and he serves a year he is liable 
for only $35 tax.• 

Mr. Abbott indicated the new measure will eliminate the great bulk 
of men in Korea from the income tax rolls, except for those who are there 
only briefly. 

Income Tax Surcharge Approved:  Ottawa, June 13 (CP) --Without a murmur, the 
House of Commons today endorsed the 20-per-cent defence surcharge which 
becomes effective in personal income-tax payments July 19 

The enabling clause went through without discussion as the Ohamber, 
in Committee of the Whole, gave clause-by-clause study to the bill imple-
menting budgetary income tax changes. 

The provision, which means that personal income-tax deductions go up 
by 20 per cent beginning July 1, had been debated Uriefly at earlier stages 
of the_legislation, but the Opposition concentrated most of its budget 
criticism an the 25-per-cent boost--already adopted--in the general,sales tax. 

The income bill was one of serveral measures--the others comparatively 
minor—up for consideration today. 

Report Canada To End State Of War With West  Germany: Ottawa, June 13 (CP) -- Canada 
Will end her state of war with West Germany shortly -- possibly within the 
next few days -- and resume normal peacetime relations with the former enemy. 

This move in the making for some months, will be announced in the House 
of Commons and will be taken in company with the United Kingdom, the United 
States and France, this country's principal allies in the Second World War. 

Chcethis step is taken, Canada is expected to elevate her present 
diplomatic mission in Bonn, the West German capital, to the statue of EmbassY, 
with the present mission head, T.C. Davis, becaming Ambassador. 

Suggests Canadian Observer At U.S. Seaway Conference: Ottawa, June 13 (CP) -- 
Governor G. Mennen Williams of Michigan said today he will discuss with the 
Government the possibility of having a Canadian observer attend the U.S. 
State Conference in Omaha, Neb., next Monday on the St. Lawrence seaway 
project. 

Across Canada:  The Sons of Freedom, radical members of the Doukhobor sect, will 
ask to be relocated on a site in the Adams Lake district, 100 miles north of 
Kamloops....Mayor P.E. George of Victoria was elected President of the 
Canadian Federation of Mayors and Municipalities at London, Ontario. He 
succeeds Mayor Horace Boivin of Granby, 4uebec. 
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mr.  Hawe's Statement On Newsprint:  Ottawa, June 14  (Ci')  -- The Minister of 
Defence Production, Mr. Howe, said today that the Government lbxplored the 
situation very carefully" before allaying Canadian newsprint „manufacturers 
to increase newsprint prices by #10 a ton. 

He said that under the circumstances he could not object to the 
increase which goes into effect July 1. 

Mr. Howe charged that "extravagant statements" have been made by 
Senators and other responsible United States public men about Canadian 
newsprint prices. 

"Users of newsprint have a very potent lobby," he said. 
Mr. Howe discussed the increase in the House of Commons following ques-

tions by Stanley Knowles (CCF-411nnipeg North Centre) 
Earlier, he spoke, in part, as follows on the subject of international 

allocations of newsprint: 
"Some weeks after the department mas in operation it was decided to 

establish a pulp and paper division. The main reason for this move was 
the likelihood of some international allocations being recommended by the 
international materials conference. 

"The pulp and paper committee of this conference has now recommended 
one allocation of newsprint to France and it is possible that there will 
be others during the next few months. I think that no one will quarrel 
with the desirability of North America assuring that our allies have 
at least minimum amounts of newsprint available in order to combat the claims 
of communism. It seems that in the free countries where communism is the 
greatest threat, the communist papers in one way or another get newsprint. 
It is important that we ensure that the free press of these countries also 
secure supplies. 	 • 

"As I mentioned, the international materials conference has recommended 
an emergency allocation of 3,000 tons of newsprint to France, 2,500 tons 
of which is to be supplied by Canada. I have, under the powers g -ranted 
me by the Defence Production Act, instructed the director of the pulp and 
paper division to make an equitable levy on all Canadian newsprint producers 
for the purpose of providing the aforesaid 2,500 tons of newsprint. This 
purchase will be made by the Canadian Commercial Corporation, on behalf of 
France, at prices not inconsistent with contract prices prevailing in North 
America, but having regard to any additional costs involved in this 
transaction. 

"I do not believe that it will be necessary to divert a large tonnage 
of newsprint from North America in order to satisfy these emergency re-
quirements, but with our mills already over-committed it is obious that 
North American users, who are by far the heaviest consumers of newsprint, 
must expect some cutback in order to provide this tonnage. Every precaution 
will be taken to requisition in such a way as to minimize the impact on 
producers and consumers in this country...." 

Billion Dollar A Year Defence Plan:  Ottawa, June 14 (CP) -- Steps to implement 
the Canadian Government's plans for a $1,000,000,000-a-year defence pro-
duction programme were outlined in the House of Commons today by the Minister 
of Defence Production, Mr. Howe. 

In a 12,000-word review of work accomplished by Defence Production 
Department since it was established about two months ago, Mr. Howe told of 
the multi-million dollar contracts let for the manufacture of various types 
of military equipment. 
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The Department, he said, expects to handle about $1,000,000,000 
earth of business a year. Already it has placed orders for more than 
$400,000,000 of new aircraft. Other contracts have been let for ships, 
electronics, guns, small arms and construction. 

He spoke in launching a debate on his departmental estimates of 
$64,000,000 for 1951-52. 

In his production review, Mr. Howe said the CF100 Canuck fighter, 
equipped with the Canadian Orenda jet engine, will be in production this 
fall. Canada's other jet, the F86 Sabre, now is in "quantity  production,"  
limited only by the supply of engines and complementary parts from the United 
States. 

The Harvard training plane, being built at Fort William, Ontario, is 
being built completely in Canada for the first time. Mr. Hawe anticipated 
that Canada may supply this aircraft to the United States and Commonwealth 
countries. 

The U.S. has ordered 109 of another Canadian plane--the Beaver. Further 
orders are expected. Canada will also participate in the production of two 
U.S. trainer planes. 

Canada is producing electronics for her own forces, the United States 
and other North Atlantic Allies. The programme will eventually tottl'more 
than $400,000,000. 

In shipbuilding, a $200,000,000 programme has been placed for an icet-

breaker, 14 minesweepers, 14 escort vessels and five gate vessels, as well 
as a number of harbor craft. In addition, 34 ships are being converted and 
refitted. 

Canada will produce mortars of U.S. design, infantry anti-tank wsapons, 
American howitzers and army vehicles. 

Canada, U.S. Vessels Kill 300 Enemy Troops: Tokyo, June 15 (CP) -- The Canadian 
destroyer Sioux and the American destroyer Rush were credited with killing 
300 eaemy troops Wednesday night and early Thursday with naval gunfire, a 
communiqué said today. 

The action took place an the east coast of Korea in close support of 
United Nations ground forces. 

Operating on the west coast of North Korea the British destroyer  Cossack 
and the frigate Amethyst fired on Communist troop concentrations southwest 
of Chinnampo and reported dispersing personnel and causing casualties. 

New Railways-Rates  Policy:  Ottawa, June 15 (CP) -- A national policy of equal 
freight rates for all parts of Canada is laid down in legislation brought 
before Parliament today by the Government. 

Implementing freight rate recommendations of the Royal Commission on 
Transportation, the legislation sets out Canada-wide equalization of rail 
charges as a goal and gives the Board of Transport Commissioners wide powers 
to bring it into effect. 

Mr. Claxton On Standardized Rifle:  Ottawa, June 14 (CP) -- The Minister of 
National Defence, Mr. Claxton, disclosed today that he has appealed to the 
Defence Ministers of the United States and the United Kingdom to try again 
to reach agreement an a standardized rifle. 

He stepped into a defence production debate to say that he thought 
Gen. Eisenhower, the North Atlantic military chief, should be asked to 
consult at "any" level to bring about vital arms standardization. 

Across Canada: Canada, critically short of steel, is under-going a multi-million-
dollar expansion in production to add another 1,000,000 tons to annual output, 
the Minister of Defence Production, Mr. Howe told the House of Commons 
yesterday. But even with this expansion, he doubted whether Canada ever will 
become self-sufficient in steel....The Minister of Finance, Ur.  Abbott, said 
that Canadians are living in an "expansionist economy and unless the world 
goes to pot I don't think we have much to worry about on the long pull." He 
made the statement to the Senate's Finance Committee, studying the 1951,52 
financial estimates and the effects of Government spending on inflation.... 
The Nova Scotia Legislature prorogued yesterday after providing for increased 
taxation and curtailed spending to get the Province out of the red. 
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Debate Canadian Ships In China: Ottawa ,  June 15  (Ci')  -- The Progressive 
Conservatives demanded today that Canada withdraw the right to use her 
flag from five Canadian-registered, Chinese-owned ships trading between 
Hong  Kong and Red China and that the Government should seize or sink them. 

In a running fight between the Cabinet and the front bench of the 
Oppomition, the Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, said 
the Government would seize the ships if it found they are breaking Canadian 
lam by carrying strategic war materials to the Reds. 

If they aren't running war materials they aren't breaking the law, 
Mr. Pearson said, and incomplete reports from the Canadian Trade Commissioner 
in Hong Kong and a statement from the ship awners indicate they aren't carrying 
war materials and that none of them is captained by a Russian. 	_ 

George Drew, Progressive Conservative Leader, said the question of 
whether the ships are transporting war materials or whether one is skippered 
by a Russian are "only incidental details." 

What was important was that the owners, the Ming Sung Co., are "trading 
throughout Communist China," according to Mr. Pearson himself, and "for all 
practical purposes it is a company acceptable to the Communist Government." 

It was to such a company, said Mr. Drew, that the Cabinet last year, _ 
without any knowledge as to the officers of the shipsi granted the right to 
Canadian registry and the use of the Canadian flag for the five ships. 

Without further delay the ships should be denied the right to use the 
Canadian flag and then Canada should take possession. 

- The debate continued throughout most of the night sitting and was 
adjourned until the Government can supply information requested by the 
Progressive Conservatives.... 

Mr. Pearson told E.D. Fulton (PC--Kamloops) that the five Chinese ships 
have no privilege not held by any other Canadian ship. There was no embargo 
on trade with China, except for a list of strategic materials. The Ming Sung 

. Company said its ships were not carrying strategic materials.... 

To End State Of War With Germany:  Ottawa, June 15 (CP) -- The technical state 
of war with West Germany will be endedwithinamatter of days, the Secretary 
of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson told the House of Commons today. 

The official step will be taken with the publication of a proclamation 
in the Canada Gazette. 

Mr. Pearson said Canada will be free to take that action once the 
West German Government promulgates legislation stripping German statutes 
of references to Canada and her other wartime Allies as enemy states. 
Getmany is to put the legislation into effect before the month-end. 

Mr. Pearson said the Canadian mission at Bonn, the West German capital, 
will be elevated to the status of an embassy and the mission head, T.C. Davis, 
will present his credentials as an ambassador. 

He stressed that the ending of the state of war has not#ing to do 
with the German peace treaty. The action will in no way affect German 
obligations arising from war claims. 

Mr. Pearson On St. Lawrence Seaway: The following is the text of a reference 
to the St. Lawrence Seaway, made by the Secretary of State  for  EXternal 
Affairs, Mr. Pearson, in the House of Commons, an June 15: 

(over) 
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"The hon. member for Peel (nr. Graydon) made some reference to 
the St. Lawrence waterway. I listened to his remarks with great inter-
est, and all I should like to say about it now is that the Government 
still hopes that this great undertaking, which should be of benefit to 
both countries economically, and indeed politically and in other ways, 
can be tarried out as the result of co-operative arrangements between 
the two countries. That is still our hope, and that is our objective. 
We shall be disappointed indeed if that cannot be achieved. I am in-
clined to agree with the hon. member that it is desirable for the 
Canadian Parliament and the Canadian Government to know as soon as 
possible if it can be done that way. It would be unfortunate if we were 
kept in a state of indecision indefinitely; therefore I hope our friends , 
in Washington will be able to come to a decision on this matter before very 
long. Mat should be the proper course for Canada will depend no doubt on 
the nature of the decision reached in Washington, and I do not think it 
wculd be very  wise on my part to anticipate that decision now by  making 
suggestions for alternative courses of action. Therefore I would prefer 
to leave the matter at that." 

Soviet Contribution To UN:  The following is an excerpt from a statement by 
the Secretary of State, Mr. Pearson, in the House of Commons on June 16, 
in reply to Mr. Gordon Graydon, (Pd-Peel) who said there was "a scandalous 
disproportion" between the Soviet Union and other countries in respect of 

-.contributions to UN costs: 
"We hope we will be able to make further progress during the next 

Assembly in the direction of increasing the proportion of the cost to be 
borne by the USSR and its satellite states. We made some progress in that 
direction in the last Assembly, but not sufficient.  We  will not give up 
that struggle.* 

Report Probe Of Fine, Coarse  Paper Costs:  Ottawa, June 15 (CP) -- An investi-
gation has been launched by the Government's combines branch into a 
possible combine in the paper industry, it:was learned today. 

The investigation takes in fine and coarse papers, but it does not 
include newsprint. 

Across Canada: The Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, said 
Friday his Department is considering what can be done to strengthen the 
information services of the Canadian Embassy at Washington...The Op- 
positon's foreign policy spokesman told the House of Commons that Canada , 
should be speaking with a bigger, stronger voice to the people behind the 
iron curtain. Gordon Graydon (PC--Peel) said that the times has come to 
make better use of the facilities of the International Service of the CBC.... 
The 426 Thunderbird squadron is switching its base of operation for the 

, Korean airlift from the West Coast to  Dorval, the  R.C.A.F. announced June 14. 
The 12 aircraft and 400 men who have been based at MeChord field near 
Tacoma, Washington, for the last 11 months will start back tomorrow to 
their former base near Montreal....The Government has gtven notice that 
beginning June 23 Parliament will sit on Saturdays until the end of the 
session,  expected by the end of the month. 
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Mr.  Pearson In London: London, June 19 (REUTERS) -- The Secretary of State 
for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, arrived in London by air last night 
for a short visit. 

Today he will receive an honorary degree at Oxford University where 
he and Mrs. Pearson will visit their student son. 	; 

A spokesman of Canada House Monday discounted reports that Mr. Pearson 
is bringing with him new proposals for a Korean truce but it was understood 
that during his Visit--probably next week--he will talk with Foreign Secretary 
Herbert Morrison. 

Mr. Pearson will also review affairs with the Canadian High Commissioner, 
L. Dana Wilgress, who has not been home for consultations for a considerable 
time. 

Mr. Pearson will have talks here with various representatives and officials 
an the Atlantic Pact and other matters, including political and financial 
problems relating to the proposed Japanese peace treaty. 

He will be in London during the Commonwealth Defence Ministers Conference, 
which begins June 21, but will not attend. Canada will be represented by 
two observers--L. Dana Wilgress, Canadian High Commissioner, and Maj.-Gen. 
S.F. Clark, head of the Military Mission in London. 

After his stay in Britain Mr. Pearson will visit several West European 
countries where Canada has embassies  or-  diplomatic missions. 

Ford Company-Announces Layoff Of Workers:  Windsor, Ontario, June 18 (CP) -- A 
Canada-wide slump in autamobilé sales has hit the big Ford 'Motor Company of 
Canaaa plant here. 

Company officials armmmnced today that the slump, blamed by dealers an 
credit restrictions and higher taxes, is responsible for a cutback in pro-
duction that-will mean layoffs for an undetermined number of the company's 
14,000 employees early in July. - 

President  Rhys M. Sale -said the companylwill suspend production of 
domestic -vehicles June 25 end 26, the entire -plant will be closed for 
inventory-taking June 27, 28 and 29, and a "curtailed manufacturing programme 
will go into effect July 3, after the Dominion Day holiday." 

Mr. Sale gave no estimate of the number of men to be laid off. 
In his statement today, Mr. Sale said: 
'Much as we regret the necessity for this action, we have no alter-

native...The combination of increased taxes and severe curbs on credit 
have contributed to a sharp decline in sales. Dealers' stocks of vehicles 
have been increasing and retail sales have not kept up with factory ship-
ments" 

In Ottawa, the Minister of Defence Production, Mr. Howe, said today 
in the House, "nothing conclusive has been decided" as a result of dis-
cussions about accumulation of cars in the hands of a Canadian automobile 
producer. Mr. Howe named no company but was believed to be referring to 
the Ford firm. 

Report Credit Restrictions Likely To Stay: The Montreal Gazette carries an 
unconfirmed despatch  front  its Ottawa correspondent, reading, in part, as 
follows: 

Ottawa, June 18 -- Leaders of the Canadian automotive industry 
have been advise by the federal Government that there is little likeli-
hood that credit restrictions will be eased in the immediate future, it 
was reported here tonight. 

(over) 
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The industry, concerned over slackening consumer demand, has 
asked the Dominion authorities to take immediate action to prevent 
dislocation and unemployment. 

Labour and management representatives have appealed for "ade-
quate" defence orders or, alternatively, a relaxation of credit curbs 
which would increase the effective market for new cars. It is extreme-
ly unlikely that either request will be met. 

The federal Government reeards the newly-tightened credit restric-
tions as an essential wéapon against inflation. Finance Minister Abbott, 
Production Minister Howe and other members of Cabinet show little in-
clination to lay this weapon aside unless and until inflationary influences 
and the international situation which produces them have vanished. 

As far as the "adequate" defence order request is concerned, the 
'Dominion Government is much more sympathetic.... 

Greater Payments To Municipalities Urged: Ottawa, June 18 (CP) -- Members of 
the House of Commons today urged thé Government to make greater payments 
to municipalities where federal property is located. 

The Minister of Finance, Mr. Abbott, piloting a resolution preliminary 
to a bill putting the present erantsTin-lieu-of-tax system on a permanent 
basis, gave no indication that the Government intends to boost the payments. 
The resolution was adopted, and the bill received first reading. 

Australia Settles 100,000 Britons,  Report:  Quebec, June 18 (Montreal Gazette) -- 
T. S. Power,  Australia's chief migration officer in the United Kingdom, and 
H. Allard of Ottawa, the Chief of Mission from Canada on the International 
Refugee Organization, are passengers an the liner Emprese of France which 

- docked briefly here tonight en route  to Montreal. 
Mr. Power, who  is returning to Australia after two years' service in 

the United Kingdom, said his country's scheme for getting Britishers to 
settle in Australia had so far settled 100,000 persons. 

Across Canada: Robert H. Saunders Chairman of the Ontario Hydro-Electric Commis-
sion, arrived at Prestwick Airport Scotland, Mondaywitha$2,000,000 order 
for British industry....Imperial Oil's products pipe line from Sarnia to 
Toronto is expected to be completed -and -to go into service in 1952, the 
company has announced....Election of Spain to fill a vacancy in the Council 
of the International Civil Aviation Organization -marked the closing meeting 
of the fifth session of the I.C.A.O. assembly-  in the organization's world 
headquarters in Montreal....The Powell  River Co., Ltd. announced a 6-a-ton 
increase in the price of neerb. print,-  effective July 1. The -new price-will be 
$115 a ton....The Ontario Legislature's rent committee recommended today 
that the federal Government be asked to ease credit restrictions in the 
house-construction field. 
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Mr. St. Laurent On Proposal For  Blockade Of Red China: Ottawa, June 20 (CP) -- 
The Prime Minister, Er. St. Laurent yesterday declared his opposition to 
proposals by "certain generals of our great allies south of the border" 
for a complete naval blockade of Red China. 

Detailing the Government's position on Canadian-registered, Chinese-
manned ships trading off the China coast, he told the House of Commons it 
would be a "sorry state for the western world" if the hundreds of millions 
of Chinese and other Asiatics were driven "permanently into the Communist 
camp." 

Though the Government did not agree with the proposals of the American 
generals, it did feel that all reasonable precautions should be taken to 
keep strategic materials out of the Asiatic areas. For that reason, exports 
to certain Asiatic countries could not be made without permit. 

However, on the question of a general blockade, he said:: 	- 
"The policy that this Government and our Department of External Affairs 

have been trying to follow is to bring about some kind of negotiated settle-
ment of the Korean incident in the hope that it will not become necessary to 
permanently treat as belonging to the iron curtain part of the world those 
great Asiatic populations. 

"These are our views which are just as honestly entertained as are the 
views_of those of our great American allies who think that there should be 
at once a complete naval blockade of China. 

"I do not doubt the honesty of such views, though I do doubt their 
wisdom." 

House Vote On Ships In China:  Ottawa, June 19 (CP) -- The Progressive Conser- 
vative Opposition tried unsuccessfully today to force the withdrawal of 
Canadian registry from seven China Sea ships which they suggest might be 
carrying war goods to Red China. 

Opposition Leader George Drew, reviving the Parliamentary battle 
over the Chinese-manned vessels, introduced a motion which would strip 
them of the protection of the Canadian flag, but saw the Government's 
majority defeat the motion by 116 to 36. He won support from the C.C.F. 
and Social Credit groups. 

Mr. Drew, introducing his motion, suggested that Canadian registry 
should be withdrawn from the ships even if there is only the "possibility" 
that they were carrying contraband to Red China on their trading runs be-_ 
tween Hong Kong, the Portuguese port of Macao and the Red City of Canton. 

The Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, reporting that the Government is 
going into the case "very carefully," said he did not think that step should 

• be taken "without further evidence that there was more than a possibility of 
there being contraband carried to these areas." 

Mr. St. Laurent Announces Aid To Universities:  Ottawa,  June 19 (CP) -- The 
federal Government, acting on recommendations of the Royal Commission on 
National Development in the Arts, Letters and Sciences, has decided to 
make a multi-million grant to Canadian universities and to provide interim 
financial assistance to the publicly-owned CBC. 

. The Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, announced the decision today in 
the House of Commons and said Parliament will be asked to vote the money 
before adjournment of the present session, expected June 30. 

(over) 
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He did not disclose haw much the grants will total. The grant to 
universities will &mount to approximately 50 cents per capita of the 
present estimated population. On the basis of population figures -- 
14,000,000 -- obtained fram the Bureau of Statistics, this would make 
a grant of approximately $7,000,000. 

George Drea, Progressive Conservative Leader, said he welcomed the 
announcement of aid to universities but received the statement on the 
CBC with some reservations. He said not many members would welcome the 
CBC proposal without a "proper examination," in view of the fact the 
broadcasting organization "has enjoyed certain monopolistic privileges." 

Mr. St.  Laurent On Financing  Of Old Age Pensions:  Ottawa, June 19 (CP) -- All 
Canadians "who can" will pay into a special fund to help finance Canada's 
new old-age pension for all at 70 years of age, the Prime Minister, Mr. St. 
Laurent, said tonight. 

He gave that indication in a free time political broadcast over  the 
CBC but didn't elaborate beyond this sentence: 

"Everyone who can will pay something into a special fund to help provide 
a pension without a mens test as a matter of right in his old age." 

The new system will go into effect January 1, 1952, at a starting 
annual cost of $350,000,000 to the federal Treasury. 

There have been reports here that a special new tax will come into 
effect which will tap the pocketbooks of thousands of Canadians now 
exempted from income tax because their incomes are too law. 

Mr. Sulzberger On Newsprint Price Increase: Montreal, June 20 (Gazette) -- 
Arthur Hays Sulzberger, publisher of the New York Times, said last night 
he was opposed to any "pressure" from the U.S. Government to control the 
price at which Canadian manufacturers sold newsprint in the United States. 

But he believed that recent increases of $10 a ton announced by 
Canadian companies were taahigh. 

Mr. Sulzberger will deliver the main address at the annual convocation 
of Bishop's University, Lennoxville, on June 21. 

' While he believed that an increase of $10 a ton in newsprint was too 
high he did not see that anY good purpose would be served by "action in 
Washington" to bring pressure on the Canadian suppliers. 

Extending Definition Of Treason: Ottawa, June 19 (CP) -- The Government today 
announced a series of Criminal Code amendments tightening the laws against 
drunken drivers, traitors, sex perverts and bookies. The charges are in-
corporated in a government bill introduced today and given first reading.... 

The definition of treason has been extended to include giving as- 
sistance, whether in or out of Canada, to a country against whom Canadian 
forces are fighting even though there is no formal state of war. This would 
,permit action against persons assisting, for example, Red China or North 
Korea. 

Another new section provides a prison term of 10 years for persons 
convicted of sabotaging armed forces equipment, whether that of the 
Canadian services or of any foreign services -- such as the United States -- 
lawfully in Canada. The offence covers acts impairing the efficiency of 
vessèls, vehicles, equipment.... 

Across Canada:  Sir Alexander Clutterbuck, United Kingdom High Commissioner, in 
an address in Ottawa on June 19, warned of the"grave danger" of moving into 
a complete wartime economy at this time....A Special Committee has reported, 
through Speaker Ross Macdonald, that the House of Commons should have an 
amplification or loud-speaker system....The House approved in principle a 
bill increasing interest rates under the National Housing Act. 
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Another Vote On Ming Sung Ships Issue: Ottawa, June 20 (CP) -- The Ming Sung 
Ceuta-oyez-by broke- out-in the House of Commons again today for the third 
time in a week and brought a renewed charge that alRussian maylbeoaptain 
of a ship flying the Canadian flag in trade with communist China. 

The new battle brought the second vote in as many days in the issue 
• aroused by allegations that seven Canadian-built ships registered here •  

and flying the Canadian flag may be taking war materials to Red China. 
The ships are awned by  Chinas Ming Sung Industrial Corporation Ltd. 

.Canadian banks, their loans guaranteed by the Canadian Government, have a 
heavy financial interest in them. The ships were granted the right to fly 
the Canadien flag early in 1960. 

' Today's vote  sa w the Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, sustained, 143 to 
28, in declining to make public a Cabinet directive or instruction to free the 
Ming Sung firm from the law that Canadian ships should have officers  of 
British  nationality. 

The Minister of Transport, Mr. Chevrier, tabled today documents showing 
that the Cabinet instruction had been carried out after ascertaining that 
there were no British officers available to take over the ships. 

Mr. Drew then pressed for -tabling of Cabinet' s directive to carry out 
that step. 

Mr. St. Laurent declined. He said it would be a violation of Cabinet 
enisters' oath of secrecy to disclose what goes on in Cabinet meetings. 

Mr. Drew compared the directive to an order-in-council, pointed out 
that such orders are always made public and said the public could be kept 
in ignorance of important matters if Mr. St. Laurent's view were sustained. 

The Prime Minister's reply was that Mr. Chevrier had tabled the positive 
result of a Cabinet decision. The House was not entitled to more.... 

Communists In Industry:  Ottawa, June 20 (CP) -- A defence production official 
said today that screening of some 25,000 industrial wmrkers has shown that 
some subversive elements, including Communists, have been infiltrating into 
key production plants in Canada. 

E. S. Perkin, Director of Industrial Security for the Defence Pro- 
duction Department, said  in an interview that though the number of Communists 
and fellow-travellers unearthed is not large -- about 250 -- it indicates 
the Reds are trying to get into "every industry in Canada." 

The screening takes place before the Department issues secret blue- 
prints and infannatinn  tmLa plAnt  undertaking to handle classified defence 
production work. 

If an "undesirable" is found working in a plant, the contract is held 
back until either the Communist is fired or else given work which isolates 
him from that part of the plant producing classified equipment. 

Pacific Mills Increase Newsprint Price:  Vancouver, June 20 (CP) -- Pacific Mills 
announced toddy a price increase of $10 a ton in its newsprint. 

The Vancouver price will be $115 a ton and the New York price $116. 
TWO days ago  Powell River Co. Ltd., advanced its price $6 a ton for 

both Canadian sad American shipments. 

(over) 
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Defence Production  Co-Ordinator  On Controls: Bigwin Inn, Ont., June 20 (CP) -- 
Canada's Defence 1"roduction Co-ordinator predicted today that an expanding 
war effort may soon lead to increasing shortages in both labour and 
materials. 

Crawford Gordon Jr. told the annual convention of the Canadian Gas 
Association that defence production expansion may take up all the slack 
caused by over-production and lack of civilian sales in the first three 
months of 1951. 

In spite of the fact that government controls on essential materials 
are a hardship, no lifting of the controls could  'ce  forecast for the 
foreseeable future, Mr. Gordon said. 

Navy Broadens  Plan For Officers' Enlistmentz  Ottawa, June 20 (Cr) +- The navy 
today announced a broadened scheme for the enlistment of officers. It 
has extended the three-year appointment plan put into effect last winter 
for active and retired officers of the naval reserve. 

The plan naw includes applicants not naw connected wlth the navy but 
who have had previous naval experience as officers and are specially 
qualified. 

Across Canada: The suggestion that Canada's Capital should be run by a federal 
Commission, as is Washington, was advanced in the House of Commons 
yesterday....The representative of the Governor-General visited the Senate 
yesterday and in traditional ceremony gave Royal assent to 19 bills passed 
by Parliament...,A barrage of demands for higher federal payments to 
municipalities was directed at the Government in the House of Commons 
yesterday....Francis Cardinal Spellman of New York will lead a three-day 
pilgrimage of more than 400 persons to Ste. Anne de Beaupre Shrine, July 

, 9-11, it was reported by the Canadian Press from Quebec. 
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$400,000,000..A-Year Social Security Programme: Ottawa, June 21 (CP) -- The 
federal Government, preparing to launch a new $400,000,000-a-year, three-
pronged social-security programme, today offered to make it easier for 
Canada's aged and blind to qualify for pensions or allowances. 

In bills given firstreading in the House of CommOns, the Government 
outlined terms under which it is prepared to share with the Provinces the 
cost of assistance to the needy between 65 and 69 and to blind persons 21 
and over. 

The conditions, subject to acceptance by the Provinces, are more 
liberal than in existing legislation. For instance, persons in receipt of 
assistance will be allowed to earn more than under existing legislation 
without having pensions reduced. The residence qualification for blind 
persons has been dropped to 10 from 20 years. 

At present, pensions of $40 a month-same Provinces pay a bit more--are 
paid to the needy 70 and over if they have lived in Canada for at least 20 
years. The federal Government pays 75 per cent and the Provinces thè remainder. 

The federal Government and the Provinces, on a 75-25 basis, pay $40-a-
month pensions to the blind 21 and over who have lived in Canada for 20 years. 

Under the new programme the federal Government will pay $40-a-month 
pensions to all 70 and over regardless of means if they have lived in Canada 
for the last 20 years. This programme, due to start January 1, 1952, will 
cost an estimated $350,000,000, and will be partly financed fram contributions. 

The Government has not yet disclosed haw much it will ask Canadians to 
contribute to the programme or how the contributions will be collected. There 
has been speculation that a special social-security tax will be collected. 

Senate Finance Committee Report: Ottawa, June 21 (CP) -- The Finance Committee 
of the Senate said today that bold steps should be taken to halt inflation 
and avoid the danger of another depression. 

The Committee, under the chairmanship of outspoken, 75-year-old Senator 
Thomas Crerar (L. Manitoba) reported to the Senate after almost four months 
of delving into Government expenditures and their effect on the cost of 
living. 

The report noted that the depression of the 1390s followed a period of 
inflationary  boom.  It made two recommendations to avoid a repetition: 

1. For Governments: Spend less and avoid building up a pyramid of 
fixed expenditures from which there could be no withdrawal. 

2. For the People: Increase production and save more. 
The report added, in part: 
"It is important that the Canadian people realize that inflation, in 

the sense of its impact upon our daily living and the uncertainty and fear 
it generates as to what may happen in the future, can have a paralyzing 
effect not only ma our econamy, but as well upon the steadiness of thinking 
in the individual citizen that is the main-spring of what we describe as 
our democratic way of life...." 

Ming Sung Official's Statement: Montreal, June 22 (Gazette) -- Thomas C. Wang, 
Vice-President of the Ming Sung Industrial Company of Canada, Ltd., termed 
"misleading" yesterday charges that its ships flying the Canadian flag, are 
dealing with Communist China. 

(over) 
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"We have asked the Canadian Government for a thorough investi-
gation," said the Chinese businessman whose company operatessome con-
verted Canadian corvettes in Oriental waters. 

Beyond this, Wang would say little about his business or charges 
raised by- Maj.-Gen. George Pearkes, (PC-Nanaimo). Gen. Pearkes charged 
that the Ming Sung ships were carrying to Red China, while flying the 
Canadian flag, supplies which might be used by the Reds in combat against 
Canadian troops in Korea. 	- 

"The charges made by the guild are misleading," Wang said in an interview,  
He  was referring to the China Coast Navigating and Engineering Officers 

Guild which circulated a letter first raising the issue. The letter also 
charged that at least one Russian is skippering a Ming Sung ship. 

"There are only Chinese manning the ships except for radio operators 
who are British," said Wang. 

Interantional Discussion On Alleged Water Pollution:  Atikokan, Ont. June 21, (CP) 
-- Mining of iron ore from a lake bottom which has sent sediment into the 
clear waters of Rainy Lake has touched off a controversy in the Ontario-
Minnesota border region with echoes in Washington and Ottawa. 

Chester Wilson, Minnesota State Conservation Commissioner, has called 
on Washington to take action under international water agreements. 

Record-Breaking Imports:  Ottawa, June 21 (CP) -- Record breaking imports are 
pushing Canada's adverse trade balance to new heights,the Bureau of Statistics 
reported today. 	 - 

Despite increased sales abroad, the import balance in April increased 
markedly compared with the first three months of the year. 

Imports, during April totalled $393,000,000 in value, a rise of 70 per 
cent over April last year and $50,500,000 above the March figure of $342,- 
500,000. Domestic exports in April increased nearly 44 per cent over last 
year to $295,200,000, while foreign exports increased to $5,000,000 from 
$4,200,000. 

The adverse balance for April was $92,900,000, compared with  $2].,-
200,000 in April last year. 

Across Canada:  CcIlor video has been used for the first time in Canada to 
demonstrate an operation to doctors attending the Canadian Medical Association 
Convention in Montreal....Canadian doctors  will  be trained in biological, 
chemical and atomic warfare as a defence measure, Dr. K. C. Charron of Ottawa 
told the annual meeting of the C.M.A. at Montreal yesterday....The Prime 
Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, will visit Arthabaska, in CZuebec's Eastern Town-
ships, July 1 on the occasion of celebrations marking the 100th anniversary 
of the founding of the town....The House of Commons gave first reading to 
a bill empowering the Government to go ahead with some steps in the national 
capital plan for Ottawa....Increased telephone rates are necessary to meet 
higher operating costs and to provide for the federal Government's new 
defence surtax, Frederick Johnson, President of The Bell Telephone Co. of 
Canada, said last night. , 
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Mr. Malik's Cease-fire Proposal: Referring to Mr. Malik's cease-fire proposal, 
a C.P. round-up, datelined United Nations, N.Y., says in part: 

"Fighting men on the front in Korea were both hopeful and sceptical. 
However, soldiers of the 25th Canadian Brigade were reported to have greeted 
the news of Malik's proposal with a jubilant 'yipee.' 

"At Ottawa, officials of the External Affairs Department termed the 
proposal 'very interesting: but added that 'we always look for the joker 
in Soviet statements." 

Brig. Rockingham's Message To Troops: Somewhere in Korea, June 25 (CP) -- Brig. 
J.R. Rockingham, commander of the 25th Canadian Brigade, told his troops 
today that a United Nations victory in Korea will have "tremendous influence 
an other parts of the world where freedom is threatened by aggression." 

In an anniversary eve message a year after Communist aggression began 
against South Korea, the Canadian commander said: 

"June 25 is the anniversary of the attack by Communist forces in Korea. 
The United Nations forces of which we are part, in resisting this ai;gressien, 
have inflicted heavy losses on the enemy. We must continue to inflict heavy 
damage on the enemy at every opportunity so that the battle for freedom in 
Korea may be  won  ... 

"Victory here will have a tremendous influence on other parts of the 
world where freedom is threatened by aggression. 

"I know the troops under my command will continue doing the excellent 
job they have done so far. All Canadians are proud of you and will be 
following your progress in the days ahead." 

17,100,000 Grants To Universities: Ottawa, June 24 (CP) -- The Government, 
implementing the report of the Royal Commission on Arts and Sciences, is 
calling on Parliament to spend $7,100,000 this year on higher education. 
It asked Parliament Saturday to vote that amount to universities as federal 
grants during the current fiscal year. 

The University grants were included in additional government spending 
proposals for the 1951-52 fiscal year ending March 31, in supplementary 
estimates tabled Saturday by the Minister of Finance, Er. Abbott. 

Another provision in the supplementaries is for $1,500,000 as an 
"interim grant" to the CBC to help it meet expenses, including some for 
establishing a television service. This also was recommended by the Massey 
Commission. 

FOR DEFENCE  PRODUCTION  
Other major appropriations in the supplementary estimates will provide 

a financial boost for industries in defence production and extension for 
another year of the Government's system of subsidizing the movement of 
Western  feed grains to Eastern farms. 

These were part of estimates totalling $195,000,000 introduced by 
the Finance Minister. They were in addition to main estimates for the 
year of $3,586,915,000 brought in by Mr. Abbott earlier. With some other 
and minor supplementary estimates, they brought the estimated grand total 
of spending for the year to $3,784,000,000. 

A large item in the coming year's expenditures is that of $50,000,000 
to step up the Government's assistance to companies doing defence production. 
The money is to be used to help stockpile strategic materials and to aid 
Industries with capital advances. It will boost to $150,000,0q0 a re-
volving fund that the Defence Production Department now administers. 

(over) 
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The House of Commons on Saturday also gave approval to the 
Government's new $400,000,000-a-year pensions programme. 

Sees Eventual Provincial Status For N.W.T., Yukon: Ottawa, June 24 (CP) -- 
The Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, said in the House of Commons Saturday 
he believes that "in time" the Northwest Territories and the Yukon will 
acquire provincial status. 

The Prime Minister made the statement as he put through a bill 
amending the Federal District Commission Act to provide for representation 
of Newfoundland on the non-salaried commission set up to promote beautifieati 
of the capital. 

R.C.A.F. -  U.S.A.F. Air Exercise:  Montreal, June 25 (Gazette) -- Luntreal nd 
area were successfully defended against "enemy" United States bombers, ie 
was learned here last night from R.C.A.F. officials. 

The unofficial announcement of the success of this region's air de-
fence role in the joint R.C.A.F. - U.S.A.F. nation-wide air exercise came 
shortly after the three-day manoeuvres, which began at dawn Friday, closed 
shortly before last midnight. 

U.S. -  Canada Tariffs: Ottawa, June 24 (CP) -- Canadian trade experts are dis-
mayed but not discouraged b7-a-trend towards protectionism in United States 
tariff law. 

They feel that if the trend ever becomes permanent it may well mean 
the end to any further rounds of tariff negotiations between the U.S. and 
Canada. 

The unfavourable trend, showed up in amendments to the U.S. Reciprocal 
Trade Agreements Act, passed by Congress and signed by President Truman last 
week. 

The encouraging point is that the extension--and the amendments--run 
only for two years. Experts believe anything can happen after that, and 
the swing in U.S. tariff legislation may well be the other way. 

St. Jean Baptiste Day Celebrations: Montreal, June 24 (CP) -- Montreal's 
French-Canadians turned out en masse today for La Procession St. Jean 
Baptiste. 

Warm waather greeted an estimated 500,000 people who lined the five-
mile route for the monster parade. 

The annual June 24th parade highlights a two-day pageant in honour 
of French-Canada's patron saint. 

This year the parade featured 22 colourful floats dedicated to Can-
ada's "ambassadors" since the beginning of New France. 

Across Canadas  Four federal by-elections will be held Monday/to fill vacancies 
in the House of Commons. The vacancies, caused by-aa.ths and resignations, 
are in the Prince Edward Island constituency of Queens, the Ontario con-
stituency of Waterloo South and the Manitoba constituencies of Brandon and 
Winnipeg South Centre....The Grand Committee of Hungarian Churches and 
Societies, representing nearly all Canadians of Hungarian origin, announced 
last night its members had approved a resolution calling upon the Canadian 
Government and the United Nations to freeze ail assets of the Hungarian 
Communist Government in Canada, the MontrealGazette reports....Fifteen 
persons were under arrest Sunday charged with carrying offensive waapons 
Saturday night as a week-long feud in Edmonton between young hoodlums and 
servicemen again flared into violence. 
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mr. Malik's Cease-Fire Proposal Discussed:  Ottawa, June 25 (CP) -- ....Sources 
close to the Cabinet said tonight that even if the most optimistic in-
terpretation of Mr. Jakob Malik's proposal for a cease-fire  conférence 

 comes true and the Korean fighting ends, Canadian rearmament will continue. 
The Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, made it plain today that the 

Government is as much in.the dark as the average Canadian as to whether 
the Russians seriously want a cease-fire or whether they are up to some 
new trickery. 

He left no doubt, however, that the Government is attaching great 
importance to the statement of Mr. Malik. He promised members of Parliament 
that "it is going to be explored with a sincere desi:re, at least on our 
side, to have it produce some results." 

Mr. St. Laurent, replying to a request from George Drew,  Progressive 
Conservative Leader, for a statement, made these points: 

1. The Malik statement is "an important development" and one which 
the United Nations probably would deal with expeditiously. 

2. The statement's mixture of much vituperation and a brief ref-
erence to peace represents "the usual (Russian) manner in which proposals 
are put forward, but we have had experience where their violent vituperation 
has been follawed by something which was really serious and intended to be 
effective... I hope this may prove to be another such example." 

3. The Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, conferred 
with British Foreign Secretary Morrison in London and Ambassador Hume Wrong 
conferred in Washington  with State Secretary Acheson. 

4. "The language of this declaration is being carefully scrutinized 
and there is no indication anywhere that it is going to be brushed off." 

' 	Both Mr. Drew and Angus MacInnis, acting C.C.F. leader, called 
Mr. Malik's statement highly important and hoped something cames out or it. 
Mr. Drew noted that it wouldn't be the first time Russia has backed down. 
She did it earlier on Greece, Azerbaijan and the Berlin airlift. 

Meanwhile, primarily because of his cease-fire efforts in the past 
there were reports Mr. Pearson might be asked to take part in truce talks-- 
if they develop. Informed quarters called the reports premature and said 
things haven't crymtallized to the point where it is necessary to discuss 
the names of negotiators. 

So far as is known here, Mr. Pearson intends to go on from London 
to Europe to visit a couple of Canada's embassies. 

Mr. Pearson's Comment In London: London, June 25 (UP) -- The Secretary of 
State for aternal Affairs, Mr. Pearson, said today that it would be a 
very great mistake if the United Nations did not follow up the Russian 
suggestion of an armistice in Korea, but that only the USSR was to blame 
if UN approached the matter with some reserve. 

Speaking at a press conference, he said: 
I have not yet read the full text of the broadcast (by Soviet UN 

Delegate Jakob Malik) but I have read enough of it in the press to indicate 
what it is about. There are, as some press comments have pointed out, a 
good many ambiguities in the statement, and we have had some unhappy 
experiences with Soviet statements on issues of this kind in the past. 

"I should think that they (the Russians) have themselves to blame, 
therefore, if we approach this interesting and important statement with 
some reserve. 

(over) 
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"13ut having said that, it would be a very great mistake not to 
follaw this up. 

"I gather from what was issued by the State Department in Washington 
they intend to follow it up there, and the saine  will be done in other 
places, so that we can find out in the United Nations what it does mean. 

"If it is a satisfactory basis for proposals by which the Korean 
conflict may be brought to an end on terms which the United Nations can 
accept then we should make the most of it." 

When asked whether he thought Moscow was speaking on behalf of China 
as well as herself, Mr. Pearson replied: 

"There is one thing--Mr. Malik was speaking for the USSR and not just 
voicing some of his awn ideas on Korea. 

"If the USSR is anxious to end the war an terms we can accept then we 
shall have less trouble with Peiping an the matter." 

Mr. Pearson continued that it might be possible, if any preliminary 
moves were made in response to Mr. Malik's speech, for the United Nations 
to use the terms drawn up by the UN "Cease-fire" Committee, of which he 
was a member, last winter. 

These, he recalled, suggested three main Provisions for peace in Korea: 
1. A demilitarized zone about 20 miles in width approximately on the 

38th Parallel. 
2. Withdrawals by the forces of both sides out of that zone and its 

subsequent control by United Nations patrols. 
3. The holding of elections in both North and South Korea under the 

United Nations. 

Progressive Conservatives  Win Four By-Elections: Ottawa, June 26 (CP) -- The 
Progressive Conservatives men four federal by-elections yesterday, gaining 
three seats from the Liberals and an increased majority in the other riding. 

The Progressive Conservatives retained the Ontario constituency of 
Waterloo South. They captured the former Liberal seats of Queens in Prince 
Edward Island and Brandon and Winnipeg South Center in Manitoba. The margin 
of victory was decisive in all four by-elections. 

In Queens, J. Angus MacLean, an RCAF wing commander during the mar won 
for the Progressive Conservatives over.  Cecil A. Miller, Liberal, in a two-
party fight. 

Hawie Meeker, of New Hamburg,  Ont., 26-year-old right minger with the 
Toronto Maple Leafs in the National Hockey League, retained Waterloo South 
for the Progressive Conservatives, defeating Liberal and CC?  opponents. 
Mr. Meeker increased his party's majority over his Liberal opponent. , 

In a two-way fight Ln Brandon, Progressive Conservative Walter Dinsdale, 
defeated J.  W. Grant MacEwan, Liberal. 

Gordon Churchill, 52-year-old lawyer, men for the Progressive Con- 
servatives in Winnipeg South Center, defeating Liberal and CCF opponents. 

Across Canada: George Drew, Progressive Conservative Leader, said in the House 
of Commons on June 25 it is time for Canada to "stop pussyfooting" and 
admit she is at war--though undeclared -- with Red China. The time has 
come, Mr. Drew said, to create laws that will make it impossible to trade 
with China "until we have the basis of peace"....Dr. B.K. Sendwell is 
retiring fram the editorship of Satui.day Night but will remain as editor 
emeritus, the CP announces. R.A. Farquharson, Managing Editor of the 
Globe and Mail succeeds Dr. Sandwell....The 12-member Sentate Divorce 
Committee suggested in its report establishing suitable courts to hear 
Quebec and Newfoundland divorce  cases. 
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Mr. Claxton On North American Defence Fran A-Bambs: Ottawa, June 26 (CF) -- The 
Minister of National Defence, Mr. Claxton, said today the Russians may have 
25 atomic bombs or more and there are two main routes across Canada for air 
attacks if mur comes. Canada has about seven targets which might invite 
use of one of those bombs. 

Those were among the facts marshalled in an address to the Ottawa 
Kiwanis Club to back his statement that even if something comes of Russia's 
Korean peace overtures Canada must not slacken defence efforts. 

The Minister reaffirmed the Cabinet's opinion that the time is not 
ripe for general economic controls and the hope they-will never be needed. 
He also intimated that the United States is going to help foot the bill for 
some defence installations in Canada which mould benefit the whole of North 
America. 

Mr. Claxton said the armed forces have been getting men at a satisfactory 
rate,that they now have 80,000--the total was 47,000 when Korea started a 
year ago--and that 31,000 civilians are working at defence. Every effort 
would be made to raise the joint total to 150,000 from 111,000. 

Ten per cent of the 80,000 men now in uniform were  in the 27th Army 
Brigade -which "is expected to go to Europe." There were enough replace-
ments now available, in addition, to reinforce the 25th Brigade in Korea 
for six months or more. 

Canada's present defence programme was taking 12 per cent of the 
national income compared to 45 to 50 per cent at the peak of the Second 
World War. Thus, financially, it could be described as "25 per cent on an 
all-out mar effort.".... 

Mr. Claxton referred to Russia's A-bombs in an appraisal of the threat 
to Canada. If war came, there mould likely be air and submarine attacks on 
Canada. There were two likely avenues of air approach. 

"The first might be from the Northwest, fram Siberia, swinging across 
Alaska either to the east of the Rockies into the industrial centres or to 
the West Coast cities. The second approach might be fram Northern Europe 
across Iceland,:the tip of Greenland, Labrador, the Gulf of St. Lawrence 
and dawn to the industrial centres. 

"It is believed the Russians are making atomic bombs. If this is so, 
they may have 25 or they may have more." 

The Russians had four-engined bombers to carry the bombs here but 
probably not enough to make saturation raids. 

Therefore there were  about 30 targets reported likely to attract an 
A-bomb in the U.S. and about seven in Canada. Air attack against at least 
some of them was considered likely. 

Some Canadian targets might be hit when the Russians found it im- 
possible to get through to the U.S. target. A master plan of radar pro-
tection communications and fighter interceptor planes had been worked out 
with the U.S. and mus "being built up as fast as it can be done...." 

Since any attack on the U.S. almost certainly would come across 
Canada, it "is only reasonable that they should assist" in the defence 
of Canada. 

"So far Canada has paid for all the defence equipment purchased from 
the U.S. and we shall continue to do that as long as the equipment is for 
the defence of Canada here or abroad but mhere it is used for the defence 
of all North America...we shall mork together." 

(over) 
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R.C.A.F. Squadrons For Europe: Ottawa, June 26 (OP) -- A three-squadron R.C.A.F. 
fighter wing will be established in the United Kingdom by- next summer prior 
to moving to the continent of Europe to serve as part of the Atlantic Pact 
wall against Communism, the Minister of National Defence, Mr. Claxton, said 

- June 26. 
He reported that Air Marshal  W. A. Curtis, R.C.A.F. Chief of Staff, 

has come back from Paris to report that considerable progress has been 
made in completing plans to dispatch overseas the first squadrons of what 
will became an 11-squadron air division by 1954. 

First to go will be No. 410 Squadron, naw converting .  to F86E Sabre jets 
at Dorval Airport, near Montreal, The squadron will leave in the fall and 
two more will follaw it to England before next summer to form a three-squadron 
wing. It would be based at an R.A.F. station, taken over by Canada. 

No. 421 Squadron, now rated "one of the best operational fighter 
squadrons in Britain," would return home from its base at Odiham, near London, 
in time for Christmas. By then it would have completed a tour of overseas 
duty which began early this year. 

Mr. Claxton said plans have not yet been made as to where the Canadian 
squadrons will be based in Europe after an initial period in Britain. But 
because the R.C.A.F. is standardizing with the U.S. in numerous items of 
equipment "it would appear that considerable economy of effort can be 
effected by integrating, where possible, with the U.S.A.F. in Europe." 

U.S. Cites  "Pats" For  Extraordinary Heroiem:  Ottawa, June 26 (GP) -- The part 
Canadian troops played in halting China's late-April offensive and saving 
the Allied line in Korea was formally recognized and honoured today, by the 
United States. 

It mms announced in Tokyo that the 2nd Battalion of the Princess 
Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry has been awarded a Presidential Citation 
for extraordinary heroism is stemming the Red advance. An Australian Infantry 
battalion and a U.S. tank company were similarly honoured. 

Gen. Ridgway Visits Canadians: M'est Sector, Korea, June 26 (CP) -- Gen. Matthew 
Ridgway, United Nations commander in the Far East, today visited the 
Canadian 25th Infantry Brigadeduringaswift fact-finding tour of the Korean 

. 	front. 	 - 
It was the third tine that Brig. John Rockingham, Canadian commander, 

had met Ridgway, who makes frequent trips to the front. 

In Parliament On June 26:  Ottawa, June 26 -- The Minister of Justice,.Mr. Gerson, 
-withdrew a criminal-code amendment allowing police to check ma telephone 
calls from suspected gambling houses. 

A bill to increase judges' salaries by 20 percent was opposed by 
various speakers. 

John T. Haig, Progressive Conservative Senate Leader, said munici-
palities should be paid full taxes on federal and provincial property. 

Across Canada: When present plans for expansion of Canadian oil firns are 
completed, Ontario's market will  offer an outlet for prairie crude oil 
of 100,000 barrels a day, Ronald S. Ritchie, of the Imperial Oil Co. 
said in Toronto an June 26....Mme. Theresa Casgrain, widaw of the late 
Mr. Justice Pierre Casgrain of the Quebec Superior Court, hea been 
elected leader of the CCF Party in Quebec....Betty Jean Hagen, 20-year-
-old  Toronto  violinist, has won the Pathe Marconi prize of 100,000 francs 
at the Thibaud International Competition in Paris. 
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Mr. Claxton On  Western  Military Strength:  Ottawa, June 28 (CP) -- Russia would 
get licked if she started war tomorrow, the Minister of National Defence, 
Mr. Claxton, said tonight. He made the prediction to George Drew, Pro- 
gressive Conservative Leader, after telling the House of Commons that the 
regular army now has between 28,000 and 30,000 operational troops or the 
equivalent of about two divisions of Second World War strength. 

But, the Minister said, the whole purpose of Canada's defence effort 
is not to beat Russia but to help in building up a joint Western strength 
that will convince Russia she had better not start a war. The whole 
security of the West  was contingent on that buildup continuing  .pace. 

Mr. Drew brought out the statement by asking whether Mr. Claxton agreed 
with the press-reported views of Postmaster-General Rinfret that Russia 
would be defeated if she started war. 

Mr. Drew said they didn't correspond to views of certain American 
military leaders. (U.S. Army Chief Omar Bradley recently said the U.S. is 
not ready for a showdown with Russia). 

Mr. Claxton said: "I certainly believe Russia would be defeated if 
she attacked today or at any future date." 

Canada Pays Her Own Bills: Ottawa, June 27 (CP) -- Canada has pointed out to 
-the United States the inaccuracy of an official U.S. report showing Canada 
_among the countries receiving American economic or financial assistance 
and has asked for a correction, it was learned today. 

The report was published by the National Security Council in Wash- 
ington and listed Canada among a number of other countries. The Canadian 
Ambassador, Hume Wrong, has pointed out to the State Department that Canada 
is standing on her awn feet and not getting economic assistance from any 
one. 

So far there has been no reply to the request that a correction be 
issued for the list and sent to all those who received the original. 

Canada has taken pride in fotting her awn bills and in being probably 
the only important country in the western world which has not taken some 
sort of U.S. aid since the war. 

3 "Bats" Win First Korea Decorations For Bravery: Ottawa, June 27 (OP) -- Canada's 
first gallantry awards of the Korean War were announced today. 

They went to three members of the 2nd Battalion of the Princess 
Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry -- a Winnipeg businessman who served 
five years in the last war without seeing action, a Briton evacuated  from  
London in the blitz and an Alberta farm boy. 

Capt. John Graham Wallace Mills, 31, of Winnipeg, was awarded the 
Military Cross for "bravery and conduct above normal devotion to duty" 
in calling allied artillery down on his  on positions for two hours in a 
fight which saw his company and the guns kill 100 Chinese. 

L.-Cpl. Smiley Douglas, 23, of Delburne, Alberta, got the Military 
Medal for grabbing a smoking grenade and saving two comrades. His hand was 
blawn off by the grenade and he now is ln hospital in Calgary. 

Pte. Leonard Barton, 21, who at 10 was evacuated from London in the 
blitz, received the Military Medal for inspiring his mates in a bayonet 
charge on Chinese hill positions March 7 and doing so despite three wounds. 
Barton came to Canada last year, worked on Ontario farms and then enlisted 
In the special force. 

(over) 
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Defence College In Quebec Urged:  Ottawa, June 27 (CP) -- Two Quebec Members 
of the House of Commons disagreed today with a statement by the Minister 
of National Defence, Mr. Claxton,that the Defence Department is doing all 
possible to see that French-language Canadians get an even break from the 
armed forces. 

Philippe Picard (L.--Bellechasse) joined Leon Balcer (P.C.--Trois 
Rivieres), a wartime Naval lieutenant, in suggesting that the Department 
might establish a defence college in Quebec. They gotsupport from Maj.-Gen. 
G. R. Pearkes, V.C. (P.C.--Nanaimo) who said it certainly was worth considering 

Mr. Picard said a greater effort should be made to get French-language 
officers into the forces and said a lot of then with good war records were 
kept out of the permanent forces after the war because they didn't have the 
educational requirements.... 

Mr. Claxton told Mr. Balcer earlier he does not exclude the possibility 
of a defence college eventually being established in Quebec and said in the 
event of war such a college might become a necessity. 

Mr. Balcer said he wanted to see French-language Canadians given 
equality of opportunity and he, backed by Mr. Picard, claimed a list of 
officers at headquarters showed there now was no such equality. 

House To Conclude Business June 29:  Ottawa, June 27 (CP) -- The House of Com-
mons today adopted a resolution to adjourn the current session--expected 
to finish business tomorrow or Friday--until Oct. 9. 

The Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, told questioners that the re- 
convening date--usually a provisional one--is a "film date" in this case 
unless developments necessitate an earlier recall of members. 

The House of Commons adopted a bill increasing judges' salaries 20 
per cent and thus completed the Government's legislation programme for this 
session. 

Across Canada:  The Western  powers are developing an artillery weapon "very 
superior" to the Germans' 88 millimetre gun that Canadian soldiers came to 
hate and to respect in the last war, the Minister of National 1)efence, Mr. 
Claxton, said on June 27....The Government has been considerine bringing 
home Canada's dead from Korea, Mr. Claxton told the House of COPMM0118.... 
The write-off of $30,506,622 in uncollectable debts awing the federal Gov-
ernment prior to 1940 was recommended in a report by the Public Accounts 
committee of the Commons....A. stone causeway spanning Nova Scotia's Strait 
of Canso has been recommended in the report of a board of engineers 
scrapping previous plans for a bridge across the strait....A location near 
Martin Lake in the centre of Northern Saskatchewan's rich Beaverlodge field 
has been selected as the site for "Uranium City." The tawn will serve the 
surrounding mines and officials have said it will be a city of more than 
5,000 population within five or seven years. 
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Mr. Pearson Confers With Mr. Morrison:  London, June 28 (CP) -- The Secretary 
of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, went to the House of Commons 
today for an interview mith his British opposite number Foreign Secretary 
Herbert Morrison. 

As one of the original members of the three-man United Nations 
Korean cease-fire committee, Mr. Pearson was expected to be given latest 
news on diplomatic efforts to follow Russian suggestions of a peace move 
in Korea. The two rinisters had previously met Tuesday. 

A Foreign Office spokesman said it wus likely the Ministers talked 
today about everything of mutual interest to the two countries. 

Er. Pearson had tea with the Indian Health Minister, Dr. Rajkumari 
Amrit Kaur, and the Indian Ambassador, Krishna Meono. Earlier he paid a 
courtesy call on Clarence House, where he talked with Princess Elizabeth. 

Mr. Pearson will fly to Holland July 2 for talks with Dirk U. Stikker, 
Netherlands Foreign Minister. He will then see Halyard Lange, Norwegian 
Foreign Minister, in Oslo before going to Stockholm where he will be the 
guest of Canadian Ambassador Thomas Stone. 

Jetliner Depends  On Orders From U.S.:  Ottawa, June 28 (CP) -- A defence pro-
duction official said today that commercial manufacture of Canada's first 
jetliner will depend on orders from the United States. 

He said Canada has offered the jet, produced by the A.V. Roe Company 
of Toronto, to the U.S. as a military aircraft. The U.S. has made no 
final decision whether to accept. 

- 	The Jetliner, first of its kind in North America, could be used as 
a flying ambulance, troop carrier or general military transport, he said. 

"If the U.S. takes up the offer, wé will give the manufacturérs all 
the assistance we can in getting the aircraft into production." 

Production of the jetliner as a purely commercial aircraft has been 
ditched for the time being because of the more urgent defence programme, 
including the production of CF-100 fighter aircraft by the A.V. Roe 
Company. 

Asked why Canada did not herself place military contracts for the 
jetliner, the official said Canada's defence programme is not such that 
it could make use of this kind of aircraft. 

Can Convert Bren Gun To Conform To U.S.  Style: Ottawa, June 29 (CP) -- The 
Government's arms-making firm said today the Bren gun can be converted 
to fit into Canada's ewitch to United States-type army.  weapons. 

The statement was made by Canadian Arsenals Ltd., in an annual 
report, tabled in Parliament, which reflected the fact that the armm 
business i$ humming. 

It was one-sentence long but the implications went beyond that. 
It said: "The feasibility of converting the Bren machine-gun .303 to .30 
has been demonstrated and a pilot model produced." The Bren has been 
used in Canadian infantry platoons as the basic machine-gun of the infantry. 

As a .303 calibre weapon, it would be on the way out along with other 
British-type weapons because of Canada's &witch to U.S. arms. 

But the significance of the report's statement is that the firm has 
turned out a model to prove that the Bren barrel can be rebored to the 
.30 calibre used by the Americans.  In  other words, the Bren could be 
altered to  use  U.S. ammunition. 

The tiovernment has already accepted the U.S. .30 Garand rifle and 
other U.S. weapons but has not yet announced whether it is going tic) ditch 
the Bren in favour of the U.S. Browning. 

(over) 
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Ming Sung Ships Correspondence: Ottawa, June 29 (CP) -- The seven Ming Sung 
ships that transferred to Canadian registry last year would be fined 
up to $2,5C0 if they flem anything but Canada's red ensign, official • 

correspondence showed today. 
The correspondence, tabled in the House of Commons by the Prime 

Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, largely concerned the activities of Canada's 
Trade Commissioner in Hong Kong in carrying out the decision to transfer 
the Chinese-owned ships from Chinese to Canadian registry to prevent them 
falling into Communist hands. 

Tabled for John Diefenbaker (PC--Lake Centre), it shawed that every 
effort was made to expedite the transfers so the ships wouldn't be laid up 
and that in at least four cases this objective was achieved. 

Fellowship In Field Of Folk Music: (Press Release No. 28, June 29) -- The Depart-
ment of External Affairs announced June 29 that a Fellowship for advanced 
study abroad in the field of folk music has been made available to Canada 
by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 
(UNESCO). This Fellowship is to be awarded in 1951 for a six-month period 
of study. Applications will be received up to July 26 by the Secretary, 
The Canada Foundation, 56 Sparks Street, Ottawa. 

The winner will be expected to visit a country or countries of 
special interest to him. Final selection of the Canadian Fellowship 
winner will be made in Paris by UNESCO. 

Dr. Wallace  Urges Seaway: Toronto, June 28  (ci') -- FUrther delay in con-
structing the St. Lawrence seaway will cripple the whole heart of Canada's 
industrial life, Dr. R.C. Wallace, retiring Principal of Queen's University, 
said today. 

Dr. Mhllace, speaking at the summer conference of the American 
Institute of Electrical Engineers, said cheap hydro-electric  power  has 
been largely responsible for developing industry in the St. lawrence 
Valley. 

Allocation Control On Sulphur: Ottawa, June 28 (CP) -- The Defence Production 
Department today ordered complete allocation control over sulphur, a 
scarce and essential raw material used in the production of newsprint 
und explosives. The order becomes effective July2. 

Across Canada:  The Minister of Citizenship and Immigration, Mr, Harris, told 
the Houe of Commons he expects 100,000 to 150,000 immigrants to enter 
Canada this year....Six hundred men an June 28, were fighting a. wind driven 
forest fire burning out of control along a seven.-mile front near Campbell 
River aa Vancouver Island....Rodney Adamson (P.C.--York West) ured in the 
House of Commons on June 28, that bans on the killing of predatory animals 
in national parks should be relaxed. 

(Note - No Bulletin will  be issued on June 30 or July 2,) 
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Parliament Adjourned:  Ottawa, July 3  (ce) -- The fourth session of Canada's 
21st Parliament, adjourned Saturday, June 30, until October 9. 

The 104-day session ended at 7.40 p.m. E.D.T. after Mr. Justice 
R. L. Kellock of the Supreme Court of Canada, acting for the Governor- 
General, gave royal assent in the Senate to a lengthy list of government 
législation.  

The measures included a money bill authorizing the Government to 
make record peacetime expenditures of more than $1,300,000,000 during 

• the 1951-52 fiscal year ending March 31 next. 

Two Months' Budgetary Surplus $275.4 Million: Ottawa, June 30 -- The Minister 
of Finance, Mr. Abbott, released on June 30 the Comptroller of the Treasilry's 
statement for the month of May, showing a budgetary surplus for the first 
two months of the fiscal year of $275.4 million. 

Total revenues for May amounted to $353.0 million compared with 
$273.1 million for May 1950. May revenues from income tax last year were 
abnormally low by reason of offsetting effects of refunds arising from 
1949 tax changes, and this influence was not present in the current year. 
Revenues for the first two months of this fiscal year &mounted to $571.3 
million compared with $439.2 million for the same period a year ago, an 
increase of $132.1 million. 

Expenditure for May amounted to $199.1 million compared with $156.9 
million in May 1950. The increase of $42.2 million is practically, all 
accounted for by the increase in the expenditures of the Department of 
National Defence which showed an increase in May 1951 of $40.9 million 
over that for May 1950. 

For the first two months of the fiscal year, expenditures totalled 
$295.9 million compared with $244.9 million in the saine  period 1950. The 
increase in expenditures of $51 million was almost wlolly accounted for 
by the increase of $46.4 million in expenditures of the Department of 
National Defence. In addittion, there were increases of $1.8 million in 
family allowance payments and e1.2 million in the Government's contribution 
to the Unemployment Insurance Fund. 

Revenues for the month of May exceeded expenditures by $153.9 million 
compared with $116.2 million in May 1950. The accumulated budgetary 
surplus for the first two months of the fiscal year totalled $275.4 million 
compared with $194.3 million in the same period a year ago. Mr. Abbott 
stated, "the surplus at the end of May cannot be taken as indicative of 
the surplus for the current fiscal year as a whole. Mile revenues are 
more or less spread throughout the year expenditures are always more 
heavily concentrated in the latter part of the year...." 

Colombo Plan Discussions:(Press  Release No. 29, June 29.) -- The Department 
of External Affairs announced on June 29 that during the past week discus-
sions on the Colombo Plan had taken place in Ottawa between representatives 
of the Government of India and Canadian officials.  kir. N. Sundaresan, 
Deputy Governor of the Reserve Bank of India, and members of the Office 
of the High Commissioner for India represented their Government. 

The discussions were exploratory and covered the various types of 
projects which were listed by India in the Colombo Plan Report and in 
connection with which Canada might most usefully provide material and 
financial assistance. 

(over) 
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Ambassador To Yugoslavia:  (Press Release No. 30, July 1.) -- The Department 
of External Affairs announced an July 1 the appointment of Mr. J. Scott 
Macdonald as Canadian Ambassador to Yugoslavia. Mr. Macdonald has been 
Canadian Ambassador to Brazil since 1948. It is expected that he will 
arrive in Belgrade in September, after a short period of leave in Canada. 

Simultaneously with the appointment of Mr. Macdonald, the present 
Yugoslav Minister to Canada, kir. Pribicevic, is being designated Ambassador 
and the missions in the two countries therefore become Embassies. 

Immigration Trend: Ottawa, July 2 (Globe & Mail) -- The revival of northern 
Europe as a major source from which Canada draws new settlers is one of 
the significant trends shown by immigration records so far for 1951. 

Figures for the first five months of this year show an increase of 
166 per cent in the flow of immigrants  from northern European countries. 
One of the main factors has been the revival of German immigration, which 
up to the end of May totalled about 6,000 compared with 1,600 in the same 
period last year. 

The number of Dutch settlers has doubled in the period from 4,533 to 
9,132. French immigration is still comparatively small but has shown an 
increase from 418 last year to 1,747 this year. There were 1,598 Danish 
settlers compared with 523 last year. These are the outstanding increases 
but across the board the figures indicate a revival of the flow.  

Across Canada: Dr. Victor Bealleen, 40, Canadian_geologist and Director of_the 
Royal Ontario Museum of Geology and Mineralogy, will lead an expedition 
to the Chubb crater in Ungava, discovered last July. The expedition to 
the crater will be a joint one, made up by the National Geographic Society 
and the Royal Ontario Museum 	Ten square miles of forest lands were 
ablaze at the week-end an Vancouver Island. In the worst fire in more 
than a decade, flames spread through rich timber stands near Campbell 
River as nearly 1,000 men battled to stem outbreaks that mushroomed along 
a wide front. The damage will probably reach millions of dollars:. 
Premier Duplessis said on June 29 Governor Sherman of New Hampshire visited 
him recently and discussed "questions relating to hydro-electric production, 
civil defence protection, forest preservation and co-operation between 
Quebec and New Hampshire in matters of mutual interest." 
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Mr. Pearson In Norway: Oslo, Norway, July 4 (CP) -- The Secretary of State for 
External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, said on July 3 that there was no use being 
over-optimistic on the possibilities of a cease-fire in Korea. But he 
stressed the view that every opportunity must be used to end the hostilities. 

Mr. Pearson arrived in Oslo by plane from The Netherlands. After a 
two-day stay in Norway, he will go to Sweden and possibly Denmark,  Western 

 Germany and Belgium. 

Canada, U.S. Share Scarce Materials: Ottawa, July 4 (CP) -- Canadian manu-
facturers working on defence contracts have been placed on an equal foot-
ing with United States manufacturers for allocation of scarce materials, 
it was announced July 3. 

The new American priority and allocation programme, known as the 
controlled materials plan, went into effect formally July 1. It • will allow 
Canadian industry to share equally with Âmericans the scarce supplies of 
American goods. 

Essentially, the plan, embracing allocations of materials for three 
months at a time, is not expected to cause any drastic reduntion in the 
production of consumer goods. 

The scheme is designed to make big blocks of allocations at once 
rather than an a piece-meal, day-to-day basis. 

The U.S. Government has issued a priority scale covering three 
essential materials: steel, aluminum and copper. Canada buys some copper 
and aluminum from the U.S., but mainly is interested in United States steel. 

■ 

Delegation To UN Economic and Social Council: (Press Release No. 31, July 4.) -- 
The Department of External Affairs announced on July 4 that Mr. Jean Lesage, 
M.P., Parliamentary Assistant to the Secretary of State for External Affairs, 
will head the Canadian Delegation to the Thirteenth Session of the United 
Nations Economic and Social Council, to be held in Geneva July 30 to 
September 21. The Deputy Head of the Delegation will be Mr. James Sinclair, 
M.P., Parliamentary Assistant to the Minister of Finance. They will be 
accompanied by advisers from the Department of External Affairs and the 
Department of Finance. 

Premier Frost On  Seaway:  Fort William, July 3 (CP) -- The completion of a 
St. Lawrence seaway project and utilization of Northern Ontario's nineral 
resources will double the population of Port Arthur and Fort William within 
10 years, Premier Leslie Frost of Ontario said today. 

Mr.  Frost, in Fort William to open officially the first Fort William 
rendezvous carnival, said in an interview that power development will spread 
prosperity throughout the north. 

"There is no doubt about it, the lakehead is just beginning to de-
velop," he said. "The 70,000 population in the area will double within 
the next 10 years. The lakehead may seem like a prosperous place now.  In 

 1961, you will see it much more prosperous." 
Premier Frost said the federal and provincial governments were "big 

enough to do it ourselves" if the United States failed to contribute.to  
the building of a St. Lawrence seaway. 

(over) 
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First Municipal Elections In N.W.T.: Ottawa, July 3 (CP) -- First municipal 
elections in the history of the Northwest Territories will be held Sept. 
17, it was announced today. 

Officials of the Department of Resources and Development, which has 
jurisdiction over the territories, said the elections will be held in the 
Mackenzie district. Representatives for three divisions in th-: district 
will  be elected for three-year terms to an eight-member Council of the North. 
west Territories. The remaining five members will be appointed by the 
Government. 

There is a possibility Indians and Eskimos will be among the candidates 
seeking elction. 

Rail Rates Decision July 4: Ottawa, July 3 (CP) -- Decision will be given to-
morrow at 9.30 a.m., E.D.T., an the railways' application for freight rate 
increases aggregating 489,000,000 a year. 

The Board of Transport Commissioners announced today it will hand down 
an interim judgment then an railway requests for increases of five and 15 
per cent. 

The judgment will deal with the question of the railways' immediate 
need for revenue. Hearings on an increase of a more permanent nature will 
be held starting next November 12. 

Fewer Jobless:  Ottawa, July 3 (CP) -- Unemployment in Canada is ccrtir•ling to 
decline, the Labour Department announced today. 

At May 31, there were 151,000 persons registered for employment at 
National Employment offices. The figure represented a decline of 24,1000 
from the total for May 17. At May 31, 1950, the number of unemployed 
totalled 254,400. 

Canada - U.S. Radar Defence: Ottawa, July 3 (CP) -- United States contribution 
toward radar installations in Canada may exceed $100,000,000, it was learned 
unofficially today. 

No formal statement was available, and all radar installations are on 
the secret list, so far as such activities may be kept  secret, for  security 
reasons. 

Such an expenditure in Canada on this joint North American defence 
effort would help offset Canadian defence purchases in the United States now 
running at the rate of about $400,000,000 a year. 

United States defence expenditures in Canada have not yet reached 
comparable volume wIlich accounts in some measure for the $300,000,000 deficit 
in trade with the U.S. in the first five months of 1951. 

It is understood that the electronic industry of Canada is aiming at a 
$400,000,000 production programme to meet the needs of this country, the 
United States and other Allies for radar and associated equipment. 

Defence officials said a reciprocal agreement governing creation of a 
joint radar network has been under discussion for some time between Ottawa 
and Washington. 

It is expected to lay down what each country will contribut to a network 
which the Minister of National Defence, Mr. Claxton, has said will have one-
quarter of its stations in Canada. 

It is not unlikely, officials said, that some American servicemen will 
be posted to Canada to man some of the new stations. Depending on its size 
and importance, a station might have anywhere from 100 to 400 persons posted 
to it. 

Across Canada: Lt.-Gen. Guy Simonds, Chief of Staff of the Army, returned to 
his desk in Ottawa on July 3 after three weeks overseas and Icegan perk on 
a report for the Government on movement of Canada's 27th Brigade tp Europe...
A Government scientific party is to leave Ottawa July 4 to investigate the 1 1 
possible existence of a sizeable meteor crater in Northern Ontaries 
Algonquin National Park....Rain and the efforts of firefighters have stemmed 
the British Columbia forest fires. 
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Princess Elizabeth and Prince Philip To Visit Canada: Ottawa, July 4 (CP) -- 
Princess Elizabeth and her husband, Prince Philip, will make a coast-to-
coast tour of Canada in October, it was announced officially today. 

The surprise announcement of the Royal Visit came from Mr. St. Laurent, 
who said they have expressed the hope their visit will be kept "as simple 
as possible, having regard to the circumstances of the times." 

This will be her first visit to this country for the 25-year-old 
Princess. 
• 	It will be Canada's second Royal Visit in little more than a decade. 
The King and the Queen made a four-week tour of Canada in May and June of 
1939. 

Mr. St. Laurent's announcement said the Royal Couple have accepted 
an invitation conveyed byMr. Pearson an behalf of the Government of Canada. 

The Prime Minister said that their Royal Highnesses, in the short time 
they will be in this country, will not be able to «see all of the places in 
Canada that they would like." 

He added: 
"They will, however, travel from coast to coast, and, it is hoped, 

will visit most of the principal centres. 
"The details of their Royal Highnesses' itinerary will be made public 

later. 
"Their Royal Highnesses have expressed the hope that their first visit, 

to Canada, to which they are looking forward with keen anticipation, will be 
kept as simple as possible, having regard to the circumstances of the times, 

-and I -know that their wishes will be respected. 
"All Canadians will be delighted that the heiress to the Throne is 

coming to our country, and will give Her Royal Highness and His Royal 
- -Highness-the Duke of Edinburgh the warmest of welcomes." 

Tenporary 12 Per Cent Freight Rate Increase: Ottawa, July 4 (CP) -- The rail- 
ways got a new freight-rate increase of 12 per cent today along with 
notice that future increases--and perhaps this one later--may be adjusted 
to swing more of the load from the West and the Maritimes to Central 
Canada. 

In granting the $54,000,000-a-year increase on an "interim" basis, 
the Board of Transport Commissioners told the railways that next fall it 
is going to re-examine the award to deal with the questions of: 

1. Easing the impact of higher rates on movements of primary 
commodities and long-haul traffic, which form a large proportion of rail 
business in the outlying Provinces. 

2. Shifting more of the burden to low-rate "competitive" traffic 
concentrated most heavily in Ontario and Quebec. 

The two proposals are in line with recommendations of the Royal 
Commission on Transportation, whose ideas for balancing up rates as be- 
tween the different areas of Canada are to be dealtwith by Parliament in 
the fall. 

They also tally with the views of the Governments of eight Provinces 
--all except Ontario and Quebec--which have been battling against rate 
increases, including the current one. The Board's proposals would be a 
big step in the direction of the general rate equalization sought by these 
Provinces. 

(over) 
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The Board's judgment today served notice that the two ideas will 
be investigated at hearings starting next November 12, when the Commission-
ers are to deal on a more permanent basis with the railways' application 
for a rate increase of about 20 per cent to meet higher costs of labour 
and materials. 

Pending these hearings, the 12 per cent--slightly less than two-
thirds what the railways asked--was awardéd as a temporary measure. 

Canadian,  U.S. Ships  Pound Bridges, Rails: Tokyo, July 5 (CP) -- The Canadian 
destroyer Huron and the United States Navy frigate Sausalito pounded bridges, 
railroads and highways at the East Coast Korean centres of Chongjin and 
Churonjang, the naval communique said.today. 

Large fires and secondary explosions were observed. 

Agriculture And The  U.K. Markets: Montreal, July 5 (Gazette)-- Canadian 
agricultural exports are being directed more and more towards the U.S. 

-market "owing to loss of British orders," a Canadian delegation to the 
international congress of the Federation of Chambers of Commerce reported 
yesterday. 

Representatives of the delegation reported on their discussions at 
the Congress to the executive council of the Canadian Chamber of Commerce 
in Montreal. They said they had raised the question of loss of  markets  at 
the recent congress in Britain. 

The delegates said they had told the Congress that potential expan- 
sion of Canadian agriculture is being restricted by the lack of British 
markets 'with serious consequences to British feeding, particularly in the 
event of another war." 

Living Cost  Shows Another Increases  Ottawa, July 4 (CP) -- A steady rise in 
the cost-of-living index gained momentum again in May after showing signs 
of faltering during April. Food prices were the main propelling force. 

The index, compiled by the Bureau of Statistics, rose 2.1 points 
compared with 0.2 in April--fram 182.0 to a new all-time high of 184.1. 
The increase matched a 2.1 increase in March, but was still under the 4.5 
-jump in ïebruary, hdghest monthly advance in history. 

With-the exception- of fuel and light which remained unchanged, all 
items that go into the family budget rose to record or near-record levels. 
The index is based on 1935-39 prices equalling 100. 

Acrusm Canada: Crop prospects -remain "generally- good to excellent" in the 
Prairies, - despite a - late season,  the Bureau of Statistics repôrted July 4 in 
lone -uf -a series mereparLe an cross-t-ountry-  crop conditions...Jack Guest, 
18-iyear-o1d Torentonian, ens defeated by six feet-by Erik Larsen at Henley-
an-Thames, England, on July 4 in the first round of the royal regatta 
singles for the Diamond Sculls. 
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Committee Works On Details  Of Royal Visit:  Ottawa, July 5 (CP) -- A committee 
of government officials today embarked on the task of working out the 

" details of the visit to Canada this fall of Princess Elizabeth and the 
Duke of Edinburgh. 

Discussions thus far have been only in the preliminary stage., 
The route and the stopping-placeswill be determined by the committee, 

subject to the Princess's approval. 
, 	The committee is headed by Charles Stein, Under-Secretary of State. 
As assistant he has Howard Measures, the Government,'s Chief of Protocol. 

The Royal couple are expected to sail from the United Kingdom late 
in September and reach Ottawa before Parliament opens. However, the 
possibility is being considered that Princess Elizabeth may return to 
the capital to address the House of Commons and the Senate in a joint 
meeting. 

The possibility arose that she and Prince Philip may make a side trip 
to the United States, as did her parents when they came to this continent 
in 1939. 

Prime Minister St. Laurent, who announced the visit late yesterday, 
will not accompany the Royal Couple. However, they will be escortcd by 
one or two members of the Canadian Cabinet as they go across the country. 
Presumably, one or more high British Government officials will bc with them. 

Exports  To U.S. Climb Nearly $200,000,000:  Ottawa, July 6 (CP) -- Canada's 
exports to the United States climbed by almost $200,000,000 in the first 
five months of 1951, to bring total domestic shipments to all countries 
to a record $1,427,700,000. 

Virtually every kind of Canadian commodity normally exported to the 
U.S. shared in the boost, the Bureau of Statistics reported in el dctailed 
picture of exports in May and in the first five months of the year. 

With newsprint leading the export trade, total shipments to the U.S. 
in May climbed $33,000,000 to $208,678,000 from $175,406,000 last year, 
bringing the five-month total to $921,447,000, up $194,000,000 from 
$727,206,000. 

Shipments in May to the United Kingdom—Canada's second biggest 
customer--totalled $47,241,000, down slightly from 448,549,000 last year. 
But the five-month total showed a brighter picutre, with exports totalling 
$202,256,000, an $18,000,000-climb from $183,445,000. 

Total exports of $1,427,700,000 worth of goods to all countries in 
the five-month period reflected an increase of $286,300,000 from 0.441,- 
400,000 in the same period last year. 

While total exports in May and in the five-month period were well 
ahead of last year, the Bureau of Statistics, in a preliminary statement 
issued previously, indicated that shipments were not keeping pr , cc with 
imports. 

For example, exports in May, totalling $327,000,000—made up of 
$323,400,000 worth of domestic shipments and $3,600,000 worth of foreign-- 
were about $80,000,000 behind imports of $407,400,000. 

This $80,000,000 deficit, coupled with similar ones in the previous 
four months, brought Canada's total trade deficit for the five-month period 
to approximately $300,000,000--the highest in history. 

(over) 
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3   Top Soldiers Get geve Posts: Ottawa, July 5  (ci') -- The Army today announced 
new appointments for three of its top infantry soldiers. 

Col. F.A. Clift, 43, D.S.O., formerly of Melfort, Sask., will leave 
his present post as Director of Military Training here towards the end of 
the year to attend the Imperial Defence College in the United Kingdom. 

Col. Roger Rowley, 37, D.S.O. and bar, of Ottawa, will succeed Col. 
Clift. He now is Director of Infantry. 

Col. D.F. Forbes, 44, D.S.O. and bar, of Sydney, U.S. now commander 
of the Army's base at Fort Churchill, Manitoba, will succeed Col. Rowley 
as Director of Infantry. 

A successor to Col. Forbes at Fort Churchill has not been named. 

Across Canada: The aircraft carricr 7agnificent and the destroyer Micmac will 
join British fleet unit  for latc summer training exercises in the Mediter-
ranean--the first pcacetime visit of Canadian warships to those Middle East 
waters. The vessels will sail from Halifax, August 7, on the 21-month cruise. 
• ...The resignation of A.L. Smith, Progressive Conservative member of the 
Bouse of Commons for Calgary West, eus formally delivered on July 5 to 
Speaker Ross Macdonald. Mr. Smith announced last January that he planned 
to resign because of ill health....More than 40 buildings were destroyed 
and some 250 people left homeless on July 5 by fire that roared across the 
west side of this fishing and lumbering village of GaspePeninsula.....Tack 
Kent Cooke, 38-year-old publisher and radio station owner, has purchased 
a controlling interest in the fifth-place Toronto Maple Leafs, of the 
International  Baseball League. 
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Holdings Of U.S. Funds Near  Peak:  Ottawa, July 6 (CP) -- Canada's official 
holdings of U.S. dollars and gold reached a near-record $1,683,000,000 an 
June 30, the Yinance Department reported today. 

They had climbed by $400,000,000 in the space of a year, despite a 
commodity, trade deficit which increased to about $300,000,000 in the first 
five months of 1950, and which normally woulddrain off some of the reserves. 

An increased  flow of foreign capital, particularly from the U.S., likely 
was  responsible for part of the increase, officials said. 

They recalled that large loans have been floated in the U.S. by several 
Canadian cities and by Ontario and Quebec. 

They would tend to increase the amount of U.S. dollars accumulating in 
Canada. Other accumulations were attributed to "invisible" earnine, such 
as spendings by U.S. tourists in Canada and on shipping charges. 

No breakdown of haw much of the reserves were in dollars and haw much 
in gold was given. 

However, the reserves were sharply higher than the $1,26.5,000,000 aa 
June 30 last year. They were about $100,000,000 below the record $1,739, - 

000,000 held last September 30, but $30,000,000 higher than the $1,653,000,000 
on March 31, at the end of the first 1951 quarter. 

The reserves had continued to climb gradually. They reached $1,664,- 
000,000 on April 30 and $1,682,000,000 an May 31. 

Ttlough the June 30 figure was below that of September 30 last year, the 
situation had changed drastically since that time. Just before Canada de-
controlled -the dollar on September 30, there had been a sudden surge of U.S. 
capital,mainly by speculators. . 

Since then, U.S. capital has returned to its normal pattern of mainly. 
seeking long-term investment in Canada. 

Italy Third Power To Get Canada Arms: Ottawa, July 6 (CP) -- Canada will ship 
enough arms for a division to Italy this month, the Defence Department said 
today. 

Italy thus will become the third North Atlantic Treaty  power  to get 
that many arms from Canada under the latter's switch from British-type to 
American arms. 

The other recipients were Holland and Belgium. Luxembourg got enough. 
 25-pounders for an artillery regiment. 

The arms for Italy will go from Montreal. They are a gift from Canada 
as part of her contribution to building up the strength of Europe. 

Colombo Plan Discussions:  (Press Release No. 32, July 6.) -- The Department of 
External Affairs announced on July 6 that during the previous week discussions 
on the Colombo Plan had taken place in Ottawa between representatives of 
the Government of Pakistan and Canadian officials. The Pakistan Government 
eus represented by their High Commissioner in Ottawa, by Mr. Said Hasan, 
Secretary to the Government of Pakistan in the Ministry of Economic Affairs, 
and by Mr. Amjad Ali, Adviser and formerly Minister for Economic Affairs at 
the Pakistan Embassy in Washington. 

General agreement was reached by the officials of the two countries 
an the principles which might guide and govern the economic aid to be 
supplied by Canada to Pakistan. These principles will now be laid before 
the two Governments for consideration.... 

(over) ,4 
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Mr. Duplessis To Meet With Newsprint Manufacturers:  Quebec, July 6 (CP) -- 
Premier Duplessis said today he has arranged to meet Quebec's newspring 
manufacturers Wednesday and one of the things on the agenda is the price 
of newsprint, recently increased $10 a ton. 

The announcement came during his weekly press conference. 
The meeting will take up the question of newsprint production, and 

the infiltration of Communist propaganda among wood cutters, Premier Duplessis 
said. 

He recalled that a similar meeting was held in 1938 with the province's 
newsprint manufacturers--who now produce 51 per cent of Canada's output. 

There are 17 newsprint manufacturers in Quebec Province. 

Standardization Of Small  Arms: Ottawa, July 6 (Globe) -- Efforts of the Minister 
of National Defence, Mr. Claxton, in the House of Commons in June to get 
reconsideration of the standardization of small arms by Great Britain and 
the United States appear to be bearing fruit. 

The Defence Minister announced July 6 that there was a good possibility 
of a conference to discuss standardization which would be held in Washington 
and attended by Mr. Claxton, U.S. Defence Secretary Marshall and Defence Min-
ister Shinwell. Tonight the Department was awaiting a final reply from General 
Marshall but it is fully expected that the conference will be held. 

"Huron" Destroys  Communist  Train:  Tokyo, July 9 (CP) -- The Canadian destroyer 
Huron destroyed a Communist train Sunday- with 12 rounds from its main batteries 
near the North Korean East Coast city of Chongjin, a Naval headquarters com-
munique announced today. 

The Buron also effectively bombarded bridges and railroads around the city. 

N.B. Singers Win Laurels:  Llangollen, Wales, July 8 (CP) -- New Brunswick's touring 
male singers placed second Saturday in an international competition, thus 
adding -another- feather to a musical cap already loaded beyond most expectatiœu. 

, 	The Canadian singers--the St. Joseph's Male Choir of St. Joseph's, N.S.-- 
were runners up -to a Birkenhead, England, team in a competition for male choirs, 
scoring 280 marks -nompared with 282 for Birkenhead. Earlier it had placed 
first in a folk dong contest. 

Across Canada:  Canada's chartered banks today served notice on the Government 
that they want to go on a five-day work week like most of the country's other 
industries....James Henderson, internationally famous, Scottish-born artist 
known to  Western  Indians as "The Man Who Paints Old Men," died, July 5 in a 
Regina hospital. He was 79....Jim Ferrier, of San Francisco, won the , 
Canadian Open golf championship July 7 for the second successive time at 
Toronto with a medal score of 273. He was 15 strokes under par for the 72- 
hole distance and two better than his nearest rivals. 
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End State Of War With Germany:  (Press Release No. 34 July 10.) -- The Drpartment 
of External Affairs announced on July 10 that the state of war with Germany 
had been terminated by Royal Proclamation published in the Canada Gazette 
an July 10, 1951. 

Although active hostilities were ended by the declàration of June 5, 
1945, regarding the unconditional surrender of the German Reich, it has 
proved impossible since then to conclude a Treaty of Peace which would 
dispose of questions rolating to Germany and arising out of the state of 
war. With this in mind the Government of Canada announced last October its 
intention of taking action to terminate the state of war with Germany as 
soon as it was in a position to do so. 

The action by Canada terminating the state of war with Germany does 
not prejudice decisions an questions arising out of the war with Germany- which 
remain to be determined by a future Treaty of Peace or by other agreements 
with Germany, nor does it affect in anyway the Allied agreements and deol.ara-
tions regarding control machinery for Germany which have been made'since the 
surrender of that country. The satisfaction of Canadian claims agatnst 
Germany arising out of the war is not affected. 

This action by Canada simply means that insofar as Canadian domestic 
law, both public and private, is concerned, a state of war no longer exists 
between Canada and Germany and German nationals are no longer considered to 
be enemy aliens. The Government of Canada still reserves the right to retain 
any money or property which vested in the Custodian by virtue of the Canadian 
Trading with the Enemy Regulations, but it will be recalled that no obstacle 
has been placed since December 29,  1949, in the way of the resumption of 411 
commercial and financial dealings between persons in Canada and persons in 
Germany or of the acquisition of property which was not subjected te control 
up to that date. This position remains unchanged. 

Shipbuilding Programme: Ottawa, July 9 (Globe) -- Canada's naval shipbuildine 
programme will probably reach the peak of activity late next sprine  an e etould 
continue at that level until its completion in 1954. At that time it is 
expected that the 17 Canadian shipyrrds, large and small, will be qmploying 
about 12,000 workers, compared with 15,000 in 1948. 

The list of defence production contracts released today, totalling 
$80,000,000, included $59,000,000 for shipbuilding, almost entirely ac-
counted for by the seven new orders for $8,000,0013 anti-submarine vessels. 

In all there are now 39 naval ships on order, ranging from escort vessels 
to gate ships and involving contracts totalling $156,000,000. 

The new contracts will have little or no real impact on the shipbuilding 
industry, hawever, for the better part of a year. Of the first seven con-
tracts awarded for escort vessels, progress is being made an the hulls of 
the three prototypes. Two of these and possibly three may be completed by 
next summer. The new orders will not be completed before 1954. 

Sixth Series Canada Savings Bonds: Ottawa, July 9 (CP) -- A sixth series of Canada 
savings bonds will be launched in October, the Minister of Finance, Mr. Abbott, 
announced today. Terms of the new issue will be announced later. 

Mr. Abbott said the heavy purchases--totalling $1,700,000,000--in the 
five previous series would in themselves justify the new issue. The issues 
had encouraged more than 1,000,000 Canadians to save. 

( over ) 
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Be said that personal savings were doubly important under present 
econamic conditions and that the widest possible distribution of the bonds 
was a necessary Objective of national policy. 

For this reason, the Government plans a strong sales campaign, both 
in the field of sales to the general public through banks and investment 
dealers and through the payroll savings sbheme. 

Op 

Expect Greater Immigration This Year: Ottawa, July 9 (CP) -- Immigration to 
Canada in 1951 is expected to be greater than in any year since the prosperous 
1920's. 

Immigration officials state it is possible that more than 50 9000 new 
citizens will reach Canada before the end of the year. The last time the 
Immigration total passed that mark was in 1929, when about 165,000 immigrants 
came to this country. 

Figures for the first six months of this year are not available, but 
officials estimate that more immigrants  arrived in the period than during 
the whole of 1950. The 1950 total was 73,912. 

In the first five months of this year the number of immigrants totalled 
60,356 compared with 30,347 for the corresponding period of 1950. Immigrents 
from the United Kingdom totalled 10,599, compared with 5,351, an increase of 
98%. The number from NorthernEuropean countries--20,677 compared with  7,768-
w 

 
as  up 166%. From the United States there were 2,926, compared with 2,493, an 
increase of 17.4%. Other countries sent 26,154, compared with 14,735, an in-
crease of 77%. 

Japanese Overseas Agency: Ottawa, July 9 (CP) -- The Japanese Government has 
_ 	established an overseas agency in Canada, with offices in Ottawa, it was 

announced July 9. 
The purpose of the agency is to accelerate trade between Canaia and 

Japan. The agency will answer all inquiries concerning Japan whether per-
taining to trade or any other phase of the Japanese economy. It will also 
handle inquiries about travel in Japan. 

U.S. Planes Loaned To Canada:  Trenton, Ontario, July 9 (CP) -- Group Captain 
F.S. Carpenter, senior staff officer at the R.C.A.F. station here, today 
-termed "utterly untrue" a London, Ontario, report that U.S. air force 
planes loaned to Canada for training purposes were in poor peohanical 
condition. 

He denied an allegation that any R.C.A.F. pilot had refused  ta  fly them. 

Across Canada: An $80,000,000 art collection, one of -the- warld'Smost famous, 
-to :ill-lye -in Toronto on July 10 for its only-Canadian showing. It is the 
oolIection of -the Royal Austrian Bapsburg family, now the property pf the 
State Museum in Vienna....Crude oil production in Alberta for the week ended 
July 2 was down more than 50,000 barrels a day from the previous week's 
production. This resulted from end-of-the-monthcut-backs to hold June's 
production under the monthly report allowable set by the Conservation Board. 
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Second In Command Of "Vandoos °  Killed In Korea: l'est Sector, Korea, July 10 (CP) -- 
Major J.P.L. Gosselin of Verdun, Quebec, second in command of the Royal 22nd 
Regiment, was killed July 9 when an armored car from which he was directing 
a patrol blew up. 

Major Gosselin's military c-areer was primarily administrative and 
he left a staff appointment at Brig. J.M. Rockingham's headquarters at 
Fort Lewis to gain regimental experience with the Vandoos. The operation 
in which he was killed  as one of several hi conducted recently. 

Alleged War Criminal Sought In Toronto: Toronto, July 10-(CP) -- Radin Radoslay 
Gruicic, former Yugoslav national songht by his homeland for deportation on 
charges of committing mass murder during the Second World War, has dropped 
from public sight in Toronto. 

'He has gone under several aliases while in Toronto, but it was as Marko 
Jancovic that he was best known. Fellow nationalists said today they had seen 
him only last week  but 	know where he is now. 

A former friend of - Jancovic, said - today the missing man had been an 
avowed foe of Cuwmuuism -since 1938. He said Jancovic was a leader in the 
Yugoslav secret police whose-principal job was to detect Communists. 

Inspector J.S. Cruikshank -of the R.C.M.P. said he was aware Jancovic 
was wanted by-the Yugoslav Government as an alleged war criminal but his 
office had received no official word of the case. The inspector denied a 
report that Jancovic was working with the Mounted Police as an anti-communist 
agent. 

New R.C.A.F. Base Link In North America Defence Chain: Ottawa, July 10 (CP) -- A 
new R.C.A.F. fighter base,  one of a chain guarding vital targets of Canada 
and the United States, is being opened at Bagotville, Quebec, about 100 miles 
north of Quebec, the R.C.A.F. announced today. 

This means Bagotville will join with such bases as St. Hubert and 
Dorval at Montreal, Uplands at Ottawa, North Bay, and others in a network 
of fighter stations prepared to take on any attackers heading for targets 
in either country. 

Statistics Bureau Changes C.O.L. Index  System: Ottawa, July 10 (CP) -- The Bureau 
of Statistics hopes to have a-new- formula for estimating monthly changes in 
the cost of living ready early 'next year. 

It reported today that'bonsiderable progress" has been made toward 
revision of its cost-of-living index. The name of the index will be changed 
to "consumer price index" and the base an which it is calculated brought up- 
to-dsM. 

The name is being changed, said the bureau, to clarify the purpose of 
the index. 

"The term 'cost-of-living index' has proved to be misleading to some 
people, although it has been generally understood to mean an index of retail 
price change," it said. 

The revision will be the fourth major change in indexes of consumer 
prices since they first were published about 40 years ago. 

(over) 
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Dr. Dankwort  On Peace With Germany:  Ottawa, July-  10 (CP) -- Dr. Werner Dankwort, 
German consul-general in Canada, tonight viewed Canada's proclamation of 
peace with his country as a step towards the recreation of a free Germany. 

In an address broadcaet -to-  Europe in German over the CBC 's International I OF 
Service, he said: 

"The end of the state of war wiLh the Federal Republic declared by 
Canada is no more and no less than a valuable foundation-stane for the re-
erection of German sovereignty-  that-  collapsed in 1945. Canada looks on 
Germany as a partner with whom she should not cease to work together. I 
think we should Trot fail to- take this 'h-and  offered." 

Bisley Rifle Team-  Takes Second Prize: Bis ley, England, July 10 (CP) -- Four 
members of Canada's Bisley rifle team today carried off second prize in 
the Brinsmead Challenge Shield temm aggregate competition. 

The team, fram the Royal Hamilton Light Infantry of Hamilton, Ontario, 
included CSM N.L. Beckett, Pte. G.W.J. Oakes, Pte. C.C. James, and S. Sgt. 
G.B. Ray. - • 

See 150,000 New Citizens This Year: Ottawa, July 10 (CP) -- Immigration  to Canada 
in 1951 is expected to be greater than in -any year since the prosperous 1920's. 

Immigration officials state it is possible that more than 150,000 new 
citizens will reach Canada before the end of the year. The last time the 
immigration total passed that mark was in 1929 when about 165,000 immigrants 
came to this country. 

WheatiDeal With U.K. Delayed:  Ottawa, July 10 (DJ) -- Canada's request for a 
six cents per bushel carrying- charge-  above the ceiling price under the 
International Wheat Agreement-  has-  been holding up signing of a contract 
for exports to- Britain, it is learned officially. 

Under the Internaticnal Agreement the export price for the coming 
Canadian wheat crop wmuld be $1,80 U.S., or about $1.91 Canadian at current 
exchange rates. 

Across Canada: Francis Cardinal Spellman of New York last night led 300 United 
States pilgrims on a torch-light procession around the grounds of the Ste. 
Anne de Beaupré' Shrine...«General Sir Guy- Carleton's 175-year-old coach 
rode through Ottawa yesterday atop a. modern 17-ton army tractor-trailer to 
a resting place in the Canadian War Museum...James S. Duncan, Chairman and 
President of Masey-Harris, announced that a new contract for howitzer motor 
carriages had been received by the company's United States subsidiary at 
Racine, Wis. 
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9,200 Enrolled In 27th Brigade:  Ottawa, July  U. (CP) -- Brig. Geoffrey  Walsh 
currently is establishing his headquarters for the 27th Brigade at Valcartier, 
as its manpower nears the 10,C00- mark. 

Army statistics todarshcsréd that the Maritimes and Ontario have con-
tributed two-thirds of the 9,200 men who have enlisted in the last two months, 
and been posted to the formation Brie. Walsh is expected'to lead to Germany 
this fall. - 

About 6,000 of those men will go to Europe. The others will remain 
behind in a replacement group -that- will provide men to rotate with those 
overseas. 

The Minister- of National Defence, Yr. Claxton, has said the Brigade 
will need roughly double its awn establishment which he said is between . 
5,500 and 6,500 men. That means between 11,000 and 13,000 soldiers. Ten 
thousand has been set as a sort of preliminary objective, but men will keep 
on béingpmsted ta ,the Brigade after that is reached. 

Newsprint Manufecturers Discuss Price With Mr. Duplessis: Quebec, July 11 (CP) -- 
Representatives of- Quebec's newsifrint manufacturers met Premier Duplessis at 
his government offices today to discuss a number of questions, among them 
the price of newsprint recently increased by $10 a ton. The meeting was 
held in prl/ate. 

The newsprint producers ‘were durited -by the Premier to discuss production 
and price of newsprint and Communist - propaganda'among Quebec bushrworkers. 

Premier Duplessis announced the meeting last Friday. He recalled a 
similar meeting in 1938 and said: 

"At that time the leaders of the industry co-operated with the Gpvern-
ment in order to stabilize--the industry...the Government hopes the industry 
will again co-operate with the Government to settle in a friendly way and in 
a just manner an the problems wearill study..." 

Two weeks ago a delegation representing Quebec daily  and weekly news-
papers presented Premier Duplessis with a memorandum explaining that rising 
costs had placed them tin a difficult financial situation. 

The Premier has said on two occasions he favours a special newsprint 
price for Quebec newspapers because the companies obtain their pulp wood 
supplies on publicly-awned Crown lands in Quebec. 

The talks were behind closed doors but the Premier indicated that he 
will make a statement at his weekly-press conference Friday. 

Newsprint manufacturer represented included Price Brothers and 
Company, Limited, Anglo Canadian Pulp and Paper Mills Limited, E.B. Eddy and 
Company, Limited, Quebec North Shore Paper Company, St. Lawrence Corporation, 
and a number of others. 

Canada-U.S. Civil Defence Talks:  Otiftwe, July 11 (CP) -- Progress in co-ordination 
of the civil defence programmes of Canada and the United States will come under 
review here next Wednesday when  top  officials of the two countries meet in 
the Parliament Buildings. 

For this second meeting of the so-called joint Canadian-American civil 
defence committer -- the first was held in Washington April 28--tho Minister 
of National Health and Wel,fare, Mr. Martin, will head the Canadian delegation. 

(over) 



The one-day- meeting will  check up on what's been done since April 
28 to put into effect ther announced- cbjeegves of making North Âmerica 
a single area insofar as possible for civil defence purposes. 

The meeting, is expected to her reports fram sub-committees that 
have been working on a variety- of angles, ranging Pram 'warning systems 
to medical aid and customs clearance. 

The officials haverbeen studying for instance, the best methods of 
passing along warnings that enemy planes axe approaching and haw these 
warnings can best be flashed -from-ame-cuauLry into the other. 

List 3 Killed In 37th Casualty List: Ottawa, July 11 (CP) -- The army today 
issued its 37th casualty list of the Koregniftr, reporting one officer 
and two men killed in action, and eight men wounded. 

Across Canada: U.S. Ambassador Stanley- Woodward will be guest of honor at Ottawa 
Exhibition's Internatioaul Day-Aut,u›L 22....Representatives of the federal 
and provincial governments- will meet in Ottawa Monday to discuss plans for 
the payment of $40 a month pension torneedy persons between 65 and 69, the 
meeting, to be in private....Bugh J. Flemming, 52, lumber operator at Juniper, 
N.B., yesterday bectom leader- of the Progressive Conservative Party in New 
Brunswick at the first  provincial  nominating convention in almost a decade.... 
Production of daily butter-, in continuous decline for the last 18 months, went 
down again in ' June to register-a seven-per-cent drop for the first Six monthm 
of 1951....A private plane-  from Manitoba is flying out fishermen stranded 
at Northern Saskatchewan lakes as the strike of Saskatchewan Government 
Airways employees rounded out a full week....The Ottawa Journal reported, 
without official confirmation, July 11 - that VAT. Scully, Deputy Minister of 
National Revenue, sill resign to accept the post of General Manager of the 
Steel Company of Canada. Mr. Charles Gavsie, Assistant Deputy leinister; has 
been prominently mentioned as a successor. 

Ii  
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Arms  Sales To . U.S. To Be Increased:  Ottawa,  July 12 (CP) -- Washington, through 
Defence Secretary George Marshall, has driven a $300,000,000 boon to Canadian 
rearmament through a loophole in the now celebrated Buy American Act. 

Mr. Marshall has authorized annual purohases by the United States armed 
forces at home of military equipment and supplies up to that amount fram 
Canada, it eus learned today. But Canada still has to'get the orders. So 
far U.S. orders in Canada don't run anywhere near $300,000,000. 	- 

The Marshall action in raising-the ceiling from $100,000,000 means that 
it will be possible to strike a rough-balance between the amount of equipment 
the U.S. buys here and the amount-Canada buye in U.S.... 

Mr. Marshall, in respmnserto -the Canadian representations, has taken 
t action under a clause in the .Buy-American Aot. This act provides broadly 

that U.S. Government purchases, including those for the forces; should be 
made in the U.S. 

But it has a loophole which allows the administration, under certain 
circumstances, to buy fran other countries. 

- It wui that loophole which was used 18 months or so ago, before Korea,' 
when Ottawa's objective was much more modest but still of the same character. 
At that time, then Defence Secretary Louis Johnson finally yielded to Canadian 
pressures and used the- loophole to authorize the U.S. forces to buy up to 
$25,000,000 worth of Canadian equipment. 

Official Ottawa was  elated. Then Korea came along and $25,000,000 became 
minor. The ceilirzlims boosted to $100,000,000. Now it has gone up 200 per 
cent. 

Officials estimate Canada will spend roughly $300,000,000 in the-U.S. 
 this fiscal year for- the forces, buying aircraft parts, army- equipment, tanks, 

and other equipment. 
So far, - they say; U.S. orders - are far.below that, running to something 

like 850,000;000 for naval -  gmns and electronics apparatus. 	s 
But other orders are under negotiation. Efforts are being made to land 

orders for the big Canadair factory at Montreal to build a U.S.-designed jet 
trainer plane. Radar, gun and other orders are being sought, too. 

In addition, the U.S. is expected to spend more than $100,000,000 on 
construction in Canada of radar stations which would benefit the U.S. That 
would be Outside the $300,000,000 becquae it would be expenditure outside the 
U.S. 

But if Canada realizes a_total of 8300,000,000 this fiscal year under 
the two headings, officials will be pleased--and probably surprised. 

Ottawa Moves To Free Bishop Held In-  Red China: Ottawa, July 12 (CP) -- Canada has 
asked Britain to make inquiries about-the arrest by Red Chinese authorities 
of Msgr. Cuthbert Martin O'Gara, Canadian-born Raman Catholic Bishop of 
Yuanling, China, and two of his priests. 

He is the 10th bishop in China to be arrested for opposing Communist 
doctrine. 

An External Affairs Department spokesman said today the United Kingdom 
has been asked to obtain e:report from its chargé d'affaires at Peiping. 
This course has been followed in the case of a number of other Canadian 
missionaries detained by the Red Chinese. 

Msgr. O'Gara was born in Ottawa in 1886 and retains his Canadian 
citizenship, though a member of the'Passionists Congregation, a United 
States religious order. 

(over) 
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Canada Welcomes Pacific Pact: Ottawa, July -12 (CP)--- Interest mus expressed 
here in today's Washington-announcement-that the U.S., Amstralia and New 
Zealand have agreed on a three-way-pact to safeguard the Pacific from future 
aggression fras-any quarter, to , accompany -the-Japanese peace treaty. 

Officials said - the - Canadian.G.myernment - welcames all such security 
arrangements, but does not feel it necessary that Canada should enter any 
defensive alliance for -the - Pacific-at-the prerent time. 

May Seek Non-Monetary Gold-Free Market:  -Ottawa, July 12 (Globe) -- While Ottawa 
will  not respond directly-to- any demands-  far federal intervention to settle 
the labour dispute at Hollinger Gold  Mine,  it is possible the strike will. 
result in new representations byCanada to the International Monetary Fund. 

Saine  time ago Canada sounded- out the rand on the possibility of allowing 
a free market for non-nronetary gold, a move toward which it had been pressed 
strongly by the industry. The fund promised to study the whole situation and 
the possible effect of opening the door. 

(There was no official confirmation of this report) , 

Freight Rate Dacrease August 13, Report: Cttawa, July 12 (CP) -- The railways 
propose to increase their- low -  'transcontinental" freight rates August 13 by 
12 per cent, it was learned- today: 

The rates are used for the---mcnremerrt between Eastern Canada and the West 
Coast of heavy commodities such  as-  automobiles, iron and steel and canned 
goods. About $10,000,000 of traffic moves each year on the special rates, 
meaning the increase will amount to-roughly e1,000,000 a year. 

The railways have given formal notice to the Board of Transport Commis-
sioners that they plan to boast the rates effective August 13. 

Ford Windsor Plant Shut Down:  Windsor, Ontario, July - 12 (CP) -- Production at the 
Ford Motor Company of Canada was - halted - today. 	- 	- - 

The company ordered its Windsor plant shut dawn because of stock short- 
. ages and in-order to - edjust its:working foree. . 	- - 

Across Canada: Two Canadian soldiers -- one of Japanese ancestry -- were menticmed 
in despatches today for risking their lives-to save six Kareanlefugees who 
wandered into a minefield in their trek back home....Three Nova -Scotia ports 
*111 play hort - to eight ships and 2,400 men of - the United States Navy fram 
July 17-20. Largestcontingent of U.S.  naval personnel will be at Halifax, 
where the -12,000..ton-aircraftearrier-Siboney and the submarineGrampus will 
dock with 1,050 officers and:men...Stocks of meat in- Canada at July 1, to-
talled 62,901,000 pounds, compared with 70,819,000 the previous month and 

- 1 70,962,000 at July 1, 1950....Factory - ehipmentsof-Canadian-made-motor 
vehicles in May- totalled -42,911-unite, second largest for any month....A. e 
survey shows egg prices have jumped 2 to 11 cents per dozen during-the past 
mek, selling as high as 97 cents in Montreal.stores. 
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Newsprint Manufacturers Meet Premier Duplessis:  Quebec, July 13 (CP) -- Premier 
Duplessis said today Quebec newsprint manufacturers object to a proposal 
for a pi-ice-cut for newspapers in the province. 

Their objections are under study, said the Premier. There is no change 
in his Government's view that Quebec newspapers should get preferential 
treatment, he said. 

The Premier and members of the Government conferred here with officials 
of 12 Quebec newsprint companies aa a special price in ;uebec. 

Premier Duplessis called the newsprint makers into conference after 
- meeting Quebec daily- and weekly-newspaper officials two weeks ago. 

The newspaper officials, in a memorandum presented to the Government, 
• eaidAiJuly 1 increase of $10 a tan for newsprint put them in a difficult 
position. 

•- 

	

	They asked the Gavernmerrt to study their problem. 	 - 
Price of newsprint naw is $112 a ton in Canada, exclusive of a 10 per 

cent sales tax. 
The newsprint makers' objection to selling their paper at a cheaper rate 

in Quebec, is based "on certain difficulties of a diplamatic rather than a 
financial nature,' the Premier said. 

The Premier did not elaborate. 
"I must say in all justice that the industry's representatives showed a 

desire for co-operation and understanding," he said. 

Colombo Plan Technicians Arrive:  (Press Release No. 35, July 13.) -- The Depart- 
ment of External Affairs announced on July 13 that the first -technicians 
coming to Canada under the Technical Co-operation Programme of the Colombo 
Plan for Economic Development in South and South-East Asia left Karachi on 
Friday, July 13, by air, and were due in OtAuwa July 16. 

The three technicians arriving July 16 are the members from Pakistan 
of an agricultural mission nominated by the Governments of Pakistan and India. 
They are Dr. K.A. Rehman, Director of-Agriculture, Punjab; Mr. A.M. Sial , of 
the Ministry of Agriculture and Education of the State of Khaipur; and Dr. S. 
Hidyatullah, Director of Agriculture, East Bengal. 

The Indian members of this agricultural mission are expected to arrive 
in Ottawa about the end of this month. 

Two other missions, one concerned with road construction and bridge 
erection, the other with hydre-electric development, will arrive in Canada 
later in the summer. 

Also due here about the end of July are the first seven nominees to 
take advantage of the Canadian Government's offer of instruction in Canada 
under the scholarship and fellowship programme for students and government 
officials from South and South East Asia. 

Brig. Rockingham's Warning To Troops: l'est Sector, Korea, July 16 (CP) -- Brig. 
John Rockingham, commander of Canada's 25th Brigade in Korea, warned his men 
yesterday not to build their hopes an the current Kaesong cease-fire 
negotiations bearing fruit. 

"I believe that the enemy, if he collapses into a state of inactivity, 
weuld choose that precise moment to strike," he said. "Do not relax one 
iota fram complete operational readiness. If you do there might be trouble." 

Brig. Rockingham spoke at the graduation ceremonies of the Brigade's 	, 
first non-commissioned officers' school. Seventy-two cadets filed smartly 
before their commander in column of route, in column, and then in review order, 
after the Brigadier had inspected the graduates individually. 

(over) 
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Finance Minister To Attend Washington Meetings:  Ottawa,  July 13 (CP) -- The 
Minister of Finance, Mr. Abbott, will represent Canada at meetings of the 
International Monetary- Fund and the International Bank for Reconstruction: 
and Development in Washington in September, it mea learned today. 

A Finance Department official said it is not unlikely that Mr. Abbott 
and representatives of other Commonwealth countries  will  confer during the 
Washington discussions on problems of mutual interest. 

Many Canadians Seek Entry To U.S., Report:  Windsor, July 13 (CP) -- Better wages 
in the United States are attracting Southwestern Ontario residents across 
the border in such numbers that officials in the U.S. Consulate are snowed 
under with wmrk, forcing a would-be emigrant from«Canada to wait about two 
months for a visa, Robert J. Cavanaugh, U.S. consul, said today. 

Some of the delay is caused by a more  rigid investigation of immigrants 
now being carried out under the terms of the U.S. Internal Security Act which 
was passed last October. 

Across Canada:  Crude oil production in Alberta for the week ended July 9 averaged 
164,878 barrels daily, less than 3,000 barrels below the record daily average 
of the week ended June 18....Smoke clouded over British Columbia forests *14 
'1,S,„-  as the period of "critical" fire danger continued with no sign of major 
improvement. A total of 538 men were battling 57 fires throughout the 
Province....Walter S. Thompson, former Director of Public Relations for the 
Canadian National Railways, has been brought out of retirement to take charge 
of public relations for the visit of Princess Elizabeth and Prince Philip. 
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Ottawa Possible Site  Of NATO Conference: Ottawa, July 16 (CP) -- Ottawa may be 
the site of a late September meeting of the North Atlantic Treaty Council, 
its top body, to study haw far the alliance has gone towards making  Western  
Europe strong and how much farther the 12 nations have to go. 

The name of Ottawa as the site of a late September meeting of the pact 
' powers' foreign and financial ministers cropped up in a news story from London 

today. 
The Department of External Affairs, commenting on the story, said Ottawa 

"undoubtedly is one of a number of places that have been under consideration." 
But the report was premature and it might be wrong. No final decision has been 
made, a spokesman said either on the date or the locale of the meeting. 

September, however, looked like a good guess. Ottawa might or might not 
be a good guess. 

It is possible that-the Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, 
now in Germany, has been discussing a meeting of the Council in his European 
travels. He is due in Brussels shortly, then goes back to London and finally 
returns to Canada about July 25. 

If the meeting is held here it would be the first pact conference in the 
Canadian capital. 

The London story- said the council will discuss three major problems, 
Germany's contribution to Western defence, command struàtures in various areas, 
and an overall budget for North Atlantic defence. 

Canada's present programme of aid to Europe, by all-past standards, is 
huge. It includes the arming of divisions in Holland, Belgium and Italy, 
with more arms to go; building of radar and other equipment to ship over; 
plans to send an army-brigade of 6,000 men and an R.C.A.F. 11-squadron air 
division, training of British and other pact airmen here. 

Past standards, however, are no longer any guide. Canada may in the 
months ahead have to consider doing even more. 

Japan And West Coast Fisheries: Ottawa, July 16 (CP) -- Canada hopes that the 
proposed Japanese Peace Treaty will remove any danger of Japanese poaching 
in British Columbia's deep-sea fisheries. 

The treaty, announced last week and due to be signed in September, 
contains no specific guarantees -against illegal fishing operations in West 
Coast waters, but it does require Japan to negotiate with any signatory 
wanting an agreement on fisheries regulation, limitation and conservation. 

Officials here say that boats  front  Japan never have fished illegally off 
Canada's  West Coast, but they did trespass United States waters off Alaska in 
the 1930's and British Columbia fishermen long have feared that they might 
invade the three-mile limit and enter B.C.'s territorial waters. 

The draft treaty, product of a long series of negotiations between the 
United States and the United Kingdom, with Canada and other countries con-
tributing suggestions, includes this clause on fisheries: 

"Japan will enter promptly into negotiations with the Allied powers 
so desiring for the conclusion of bilateral and multilateral agreements 
providing for the regulation or limitation of fishing and the conservation 
and development of fisheries on the high seas." 

Fisheries Department officials here conceded today that the clause 
is not as binding as they would like.... 

(over) 
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Irrigation For 500,000  Western  Acres: Lethbridge, Alberta, July 16 (CP) -- The 
Minister of Agriculture, Mr. Gardiner,.today turned irrigation waters from 
the #7,000,000 St. Mary- River reservoir anto dry but fertile Southern 
Alberta land. 

Be said he viewed inauguration of the irrigation project as "only the 
beginning of a developmentwirich will multiply- Canadian homes in the West." 

The federal Minister opened valves at the world's largest earth-fill 
dam to allaw crop-nourishing water to flow from the reservoir; a man-made 
lake 18 miles long and six miles wide. The water poured into a long tunnel, 
then into the project's main canal and out into the farming country south of 
Lethbridge through a maze of canals and ditches. 

The St. Mary River dam and reservoir are key features of a giant long-
term scheme to tap four international rivers and provide irrigation waters for 
more than 500,000 fertile acres lying from the southwest of Lethbridge to a 
few miles beyond Medicine Hat. 

Federal-Provincial Pensions Conference: Ottawa, July 16 (CP) -- An eligibility 
test for old-age and blind pensioners was discussed today at a meeting of 
federal and provincial representatives. 

The delegates, meeting privately, considered conditions which needy 
persons in the 65-69 age group and blind persons 21 and over will have to 
meet to qûalify for pensions. 

• 	The federal Government has affered to share on a 50-50 basis with the 
Provinces the cost of $40-a-toonth pensions to needy persons in the 65-69 grollp. 

It also has offered to continue, under more liberal terms, similar pensions 
to needy blind persons 21 and over. The Federal Government pays 75 per cent 
of the cost of pensions to the blind and the Provinces pay the remainder. 

It is not yet known haw many. Provinces will accept the Federal Government's 
offer. The delegates will report to their respective governments before any 
final decision is reached. 

Er. Pearson In West  Germany: Bonn, July 16 (CP) -- The Secretary of State for 
External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, arrived in West Germany today by air after a 
visit to Scandinavia. 

Canadian officials described his visit as "private," and said he has 
scheduled no meetings with German leaders. 

Tonight, he is guest of the chief of the Canadian Mission to Germany, 
T.C. Davis, at his Cologne residence. 

Across Canada: Thomas E. Simpson, 77, Conservative member of Parliament from 
1917 to 1935, and Chief Party whip during the Bennett regime, died in Sault 
Ste Marie, Ontario on July 15....Eight U.S. ships and 2,400 men of the U.S. 
Navy arrived in Halifax July 17 to pay a courtesy call until July 20....John 
M. Innes, 65, Vice-Chairman of Toronto's four-man Board of Control, died 
July 16....A CP despatch from Vancouver reports the magazine Truck Logger as 
saying that Castlegar, 300 air miles east of Vancouver, will be the site of 
a $75,000,000 pulp and paper development in British Columbia by Celanese 
Corporation of America. 
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Armed  Forces Increased 70 P.C. In Year:  Ott4wa, Ju1y- 17 (CP) -- The Minister of 
National Defence, Mr. Claxton, said tonight Canada's armed forces have boosted 
their manpower to 81,000 or 70 per centmere than the 47,000 men they had 
when war broke out in Korea. 

He coupled that report with a reiteration.of his statement that "the 
end of aggression in Korea, if and when it-takes place, must not lead us 
through a false sense of security-tcrTelax our efforts." 

"Success in Korea, far from diminishing the need for strength, has 
shown that we must never again disarm in the face of a potential aggressor 
who remains fully armed," he said in a free-time CBC political broadcast. 
"That is why we must continue this combined effort to deter aggression by 
building up and keeping up our strength." 

Ur. Claxton, reporting on Canada's effort in Korea, said the three 
destroyers there have steamed twice as far as they did during a similar period 
in the Second World War. Canada's units of all three services had acquitted 
themselves gallantly. Her expenditure of effort and money- had been intremend- 

w ous. 
"The sacrifice of lives in Korea and the great concerted effort begun 

a year ago may well be the means of preventing a third world war.J.A further 
result of the Korean War has been to drive home to,the Western World its rel-
ative lack of preparedness. 

"In this respect, too, we have moved to repair our deficiencies to-
gether wlth our North Atlantic Treaty partners. The burden of maintaining 
our armed strength is heavy and will continue to be heavy-for same yeare to 
come... 

"The fact that actual fighting may end in Korea; welc -onie thoUgh that 
would be to everyone of us, should increase our resolve to be strong enough 
to prevent another Korea somewhere else. 

"We must never forget that the focal centre of global defence lies not 
in Asia, important though that continent is, and in Western  Europe. That is 
why Canada is helping build up the integrated force in Western Europe under 
General Eisenhower. 

The 27th Infantry Brigade had been raised and more than 9,000 officers 
and men enlisted. 

"When it goes to Europe, it is planned that single men will serve a term 
of two years overseas and married men a terra of one year." 

There had been a rapid expansion of the armed forces in the past year. 
"Today we have in the navy 12,000 men, in the army 44,000 and in the air force 
25,000, making a total of over 80,000. In addition, there are 36,000 engaged 
in direct defence duties, moetly employed at dockyards and in shops, etc. 
Altogether, we have about 116,000 full-time personnel engaged an defence. 

"During the last 12 months we have added to the full time strength of 
the navy, army and air force; and the civilians working with them, no less 
than 45,000. That takes no account of the thousands of Canadians engaged 
in construction, production and the many supply activities for our armed 
forces." 

N.Z. Defence Minister To Visit Canada, U.S.:  Ottawa, July 17 (CP) -- Defence 
Minister T.L. Macdonald of New Zealand is coming to Canada Saturday for a 
four-day look at the Canadian defence effort as a guest of Defence Minister 
Claxton. 

He is coming from the United ringdon and will go to New York and 
Washington from here. Authorities say there is no particular significance 
attached to the visit and discounted reports that New Zealand might be trying 
to revive the wartime system of training her air crews here. 

(over) 
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Mr. Macdonald, a veteran of both wars, will visit both Canadair and 
A.V. Roe aircraft factories, as well  as  defence bases in Eastern Canada. 
He is due at:Montreal an July21. 

"Full Agreement" With Provinces  On Pensions:  Ottawa, July 17 (CP) -- Federal and 
provincial representatives today concluded a two-day closed conference on 
regulations to govern the payment of old-age assistance at 65 and blindness 
allowances at 21. 

The Minister of National Health and Welfare, Mr. Martin, chairman of the 
.conference, said "full agreement" was reached and considerable progress made 
towards the common objective of uniformity in the administration of the 
regulations. 

In a brief statement, Mr. Martin said the draft regulations recommended 
by the interprovincial meeting now await approval by the Federal Cabinet. The 
new regulations, he said, in many respeats parallel those in effect for the 
present Old-Age Pensions Act. 

The provincial representatives will report to their respective governftents. 
It is not yet knawn how many provinces will accept the federal Government's 
offer under the new pensions programme. 

Hungarian Specialist Taking Sanatarimn Post: Toronto, July 18 (Globe) -- Dr. Andor 
Retfalvi, well-known Hungarian tuberculosis specialist, is on his way to Canada 
to accept an appointment in the newly-  established TB section of the St. Joseph 
Sanatorium, St. Basile, N.B., The International Refugee Organization, which 
has been assisting Dr. Retfalvi, announced his appointment last night. 

Quebec Population  Over 4,000,000:  Quebec, July 18 (CP) -- Quebec's population nowis 
slightly more than 4,065,000, the Quebec Bureau of Statistics reported yesterday 

The figure shows an increase of about 735,000 from a population of 3,331,88 
in 1941. The natural annual increase is about 90,000 the Bureau said. 

Crop  Conditions Excellent: Ottawa, July 17 (CP) -- Apart fram Southern Manitoba, 
generally good to excellent crop conditions prevail in the Prairie Provinces, 
the Bureau of Statistics said today in a periodic summary of all-Canada crop 
prospects. 

Two Provinces May Join U.S.  Forest Fire Protection Compact: Boston:,  July 17 (A.P) -- 
Two Canadian Provinces bordering New England, may join the seven-state North-
eastern Forest Fire Protection Compact, it was disclosed today at the second 
annual meeting of the compact commission. 

Across Canada:  The Canadian National and Canadian Pacific Railways in a statement 
today said they were forced by higher costs to increase menu prices in dining 
cars approximately 15 per cent...-Two federal scientists who examined a 
massive circular depression in the earth in Ontario's Algonquin Park reported 
there is no direct evidence that it was caused by a meteor....Stocks of 
creamery butter in nine Canadian cities July 13 amounted to 19,926,000 pounds 
compared with 37,788,000 on the corresponding date -last year...Miss Evelyn 
Henry, of Keppock, P.E.I., was reported from Charlottetown to have been the 
first swimmer of Northumberland strait. She crossed in less than nine hours. 
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Emigration To U.S.: Ottawa, July 18 (CP) -- An estimated 25,133 persons emigrated 
from Canada in 1950, compared with 25,083 in 1949, the Bureau of Statistics 
reported today. 

Bere in round figures are the emigration figures by provinces, with 1949 
totals in brackets: 

Newfoundland, 220 (20); Prince Edward Island, 70 (90); Nova Scotia, 880 

( 830); New Brunswick, 610 (880);  çuebec, 3,600 (3,370); Ontario, 11,330 (11,440); 
Manitoba, 1,650 (1,440), Saskatchewan, 830 (980); Alberta, 1,580 (1,420); 
British Columbia, 4,300 (4,700). 

Most of the emigrants went to the United States--19,470 in 1950 and 18,762 
in 1949. Approximately 3,530 went ta the United Kingdom last year, compared 
with 4,000 the year earlier. 

(The Globe and Mail reported that Canadian nurses have been emigrating 
to the U.S. at the rate of about 100 a month.) 

Netherlands Royalty To Visit- Next  Year>: The Hague, July 18 (Reuters) -- Queen 
Juliana and Prince Bernhard of the Netherlands will make an qfficial visit 
to the United States and Canada next year, it was announced here today. 

The invitation to the United-States, the communique said, came from 
President and Mrs. Truman, while that to Canada came from Governor-General 
LordAlexander and Lady Alexander. 

Dates of the visits will be decided later. 

Mr. Eden Reported Sailing July 24:  London, July 18 (CP) -- Anthony Eden, deputy 
Conservative leader, will sail for Canada- next Tuesday on the liner Empress 
of France, it was learned today. 

Eden said he will be in Canada only about three or four days en route 
to Denver, Colo., where he is to address a world affairs institute Aug. 4. 
Be expects to visit Montreal, Port Hope, and Winnipeg. 

He will be accompanied by Robert Carr, Conservative member of Parliament 
for Mitcham, Surrey. 

U.S. Army Alaska Highway Exercise:  Ottawa, July 18 (CP) -- A U.S. Army regimental 
combat team will conduct a training exeraise along the Alaska Highway next 
month, the Defence Department- said today. 

The Canadian Government is co-operating with the United States in that 
portion of the manoeuvre which will take U.S. forces through Canadian territory, 
an army statement said. 

To be known as Totem Pole, the exercise is to test the ability of troops 
to move overland under Arctic summer conditions. The operation is to take 
one month. 

Rearmament Discussions  Pending: Ottawa, July 18 (CP) -- A series of top-level 
meetings and movements involving Canada is shaping up with western re-
armament the main reason behind them. They include: 
1. The two-day July 26-27 visit of a Canadian group headed by Defence 

Minister Claxton to Washington for Canadian-inspired talks an the 
split between the United States and United Kingdom over  a common rifle. 

2. An Ottawa visit by the top U.S. military-  figure, Gen. Omar Bradley, 
who is due here from Aug. 1-4 inclusive for talks with the chiefs of 
staff as well as some fishing. 

(over) 
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3. A late-September meeting of the Foreign and Finance Ministers of 
the 12 Atlantic pact powers with Ottawa high an the list of likely 
meeting places. 

4. Next week's return of the Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. 
Pearson, after a month in the U.K. and Zurope. 

5. Arrival in Montreal this weekend of NerW Zealand's Defence Minister 
T.L. Macdonald for a visit to seven eastern Canadian centres. 

6. Finance Minister Abbott's early-September visit to Washington where 
he willpreside over meetings of the international monetary fund as 
well as discuss raw materials and other questions with western finance 
ministers there for the meeting. 
London reports that Mr. Attleemayleame to this continent caught Ottawall 

surprise. Prime Minister St. Laurent-was out of town but it was felt likely 
he would duplicate last year's invitation to lnr. Attlee to visit Ottawa after 
leaving Washington. Mr. Attlee came- here in December. 

Other London reports kept insisting that Ottawa will be the site of 
a late-September meeting of the Atlantic Treaty Council, the top body. The 
word from the External Affairs Department is that Ottawa is one of the possible 
sites but no final decision has been made. 

The meeting would probably consider German rearmament, inclusion of Greffl 
and Turkey in the pact, sharing of the costs of building airfields and barracks 
in Europe, and other matters. 

Mr. Pearson arrived back in London today from Brussels and went into 
conference with Foreign Secretary Morrison. and others. There, a- ras speculation 
that he was discussing-  the  pact-meeting for Ottawa. - 

Mr. Macdonald will meet Mr. Claxton and the Chiefs of Staff Monday. No 
particular significance is attacheà to his visit but he will likely see both 
Canada's jet fighters, the Sabre and the Canuck, and Canada would probably be 
interested in selling some of them to New Zealand. 

The British Foreign Office said that American, Canadian and British ex-
perts had completed talks on wage to protect secret -information about atomic 
research. 

The meetings, a continuation of conferences held by the three-countries 
in Washington last year, ended July 13. 

Across Canada:  Viscount Alexander will leave Ottawa by- air an August 3 for 
Lethbridge to start a month's combined official tour and holiday in Alberta 
and British Columbia....Construction of the first 10 miles of the #8,000,000 
Windsor-Toronto highway-has been started just outside Windsor, Ontario.... 
A settlement was announced in the strike of employees of Saskatchewan 
Government Airways. Work will be resumed immediately. 

-  30 - 
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Atlantic  Pact Council Meeting:  Ottawa, July 19 (CP) -- It appeared fairly certain 
tonight that Canada will play host  ta a vital September meeting of the Atlantic  
Pact Council that would bring together the most distinguished international 
gathering this country has seen eince the wartime Roosevelt-Churchill-Ring 

, talks in Quebec City. 
(Official comment was that-  it was 'probable," rather than "fairly certain," 

* 	that Canada would be host.,Ed.) 
Pending final approval, the External Affairs Department already is sounding 

'out Canada's abilities to cope with the 300-odd delegates plus the dozens  of  
reporters, photographers and others who -would attend. 

Hotels in Ottawa, Montreal and possibly Toronto have been asked whether 
they could handle the influx. Their replies will likely settle the location, 
although Ottawa officialdom hopes it will be possible to have the week-long 
sessions here because this is where all the files and facilities, all the 
officials, all the foreign - embassies, and idle parliament buildings are. 
**** Under itsbroadened character, the Council would bring together for the 
first tiie the Foreign Finance and Defence Ministers of all 12 pact nations 
along -with advisers for all three categories. Formerly only the Foreign 
Ministers belonged to it. 

The Foreign Ministers would come here directly or indirectly from San 
Francisco after taking part in the signing of a Japanese peace treaty around 
September 4. The Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, due 
home from Europe next week, is expected to represent Canada in San Francisco 
and then head home again to direct this country's first experience as host to 
the pact's top body. 

A final decision an the country where the meeting will be held will be 
made within the next 48 hours by the pact council's deputies who have been 
sitting in London. But tonight it seemed highly probable Canada would get 
the nod. 

Rotation Plan For Troops:  Ottawa, July 19 (CP) -- The army is expected to announce 
soon the details of a rotation plan to start bringing Canadian soldiers home 
from Korea whether the fighting stops or not. 

The aim is believed to be to have hundreds of Korean veterans  home  at 
least by Christmas and other men sent over to take their places. If a 
ceasefire materializes, the scheme could be developed into a full-scale 
repatriation movement--if that becomes possible. 

Indications are that those returned Korea veterans who don't want to 
enter the regular army will be offered their discharge after a leave in Canada, 
regardless of whether they have completed the 18-month term for which they en-
listed in the special force. 

First to come home would likely be the first who arrived in Korea, that 
is mainly the men of the 2nd Battalion of the PPCLI who landed there last 
December. 

It still isn't clear whether the Patricias will come home as a unit, 
in groups or as individuals. That is the sort of question naw under study 
by committees at army headquarters. 

Mr. Pearson In London:  London, July 19 (Reuters) -- The Secretary of State for 
External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, addressed a large number of members of 
Parliament on the international situation tonight. 

(over) 
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The meeting, held in private in -t4 Houses of Parliament, was pre-
sided over by Kenneth Younger, Minister of State. It was organized by 
the United Kingdom branch of the Commonwealth  Parliamentary Association. 

$20,700,000,000 Production Forecast: Ottawa, July 20 (Journal) -- Government 
economists predict that Canadians will produce $20,700,000,000 worth of 
goods this ysar. 

Their forecast-, based an production for the first half of this year, 
was three percent, higher than the estimate of gross national output made 
by the Minister of Finance, Mr. Abbott, in his April budget speech. 

Canada's gross national production last ,yearlms valued at almost 
818,000,000,000, and this year it will be about 15 percent, higher, economists 
said. The increase will be mainly due to higher prices. 

"While the value of Canada's products will be about 15 percent, higher 
this year than in 1950", an economists' report said, "the increase in physical 
volume will amount to less than seven percent." 

The increase in physical volume was due principally to higher demand for 
heavy manufactured goods and textiles. 

New Pension Plan: Ottawa, July19 (CP) -- A start will be made by the end of this 
month on the registration of some 400,000 additional Canadians entitled to 
federal pensions of 440 a month, beginning January 1 next it was learned today. 

Application forms naw are going out to all parts of the country and will 
be available in post offices July 30. The plan is to make the forms available 

' simultaneously in all parts of Canada. 

icross Canada: Lt.-Col. Lloyd Everett  Kenyan, 36, formerly of Beamsville, has 
been appointed to succeed Col. R.E. Hogarth, 36, of Timmins, as military 
attaché at the Canadian Legation at Belgrade, Yugoslavia....A rapid rise in 
the cost of house building eus reported by Central Mortgage and Housing 
Corporation, the Crown agency administering federal housing legislation.... 
Canada would be faced with an unprecedented economic crisis if it lost the 
revenue of its tourist trade, Hon. Louis P. Cecile, Ontario's Minister of 
Travel and Publicity, told Richelieu Club members in Montreal yesterday.... 
Foreign vehicles entering Canada on traveller's vehicle permits rose 23 per 
cent to a new high of 292,264 during June. 

- 30 - 
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Airliner.lissing, 38 Aboard: Vancouver o iuly 22 (-CP) -- An aerial armada 
criss-crossing the craggy Alaska Panhandle was seen tonight  as the only hope 
of finding the Canadian Pacific Airlines Korean airlift plane which._vanished 
Saturday on a flight,from Vancouver,to Anchorage,.Alaska. 

The DC4 carried_38 personsI.seven crew members from_Vanceuver, two,Royal 
. Canadian Navy men, three_United,States_Army officers,,three_civilians attached.to  
the U.S. Army and 23 U.S._Air_Force_men_bound.for.duty in.Japan.. 

Weak.radio signalsipicked_up yesterday had been.all but discounted today 
as possible clues to,  the fate of the plane. They were heard at Anchorage and 
Cranbrook, as.well as.byshipe,at=sea. 

Alaska-Zukon Develonment.Report:  Washington, July 20 (Montreal Gazette) -- An Alaskan 
resource development report sent to Congress on July 20 by Secretary of.the 
Interior Oscar. Chapman called for development of Alaska and the adjacent Yukon 
Territory_and_Northern _British Columbia by joint action with Canada. ., 

Secretary.ehapmaaeaid.that a recent Canadian survey_had shown.its part. 
of the area_to-be..capable_of-supporting 6,000,000 persOns..-4The United States 
survey showed_that_about_50,000,000,00011lowatthoure ofenergy for inguetrial 
and economic development could be.obtained_from Alaskan streams. 

The plan -would visualize small scale.developments_to start.with,  and. as the 
econany of-the area-grew, "power giants*.such as-Hbover Dam...The-report-said 
that in ten_years if the recommendations are_followed-out_the_big.developments, 
which would-make possible .a vastiaew source of„cheap,_light.metals,_could. start. 

One giant project, a dam on-the Wood Canyon siteon_the Copper.River.in_, 
the South Central region would be 700 feet high, the report said, and would 
rank next to the726.nroot-iloover  Dam in Arizona-Nevada,as_the.world's largest.... 

lkontreal's Air..Devalopment:  Montreal, July_23_inezette) 	_Steady_coneolidation,of 
Montreal  as the air hub of Canada--not only in thé civil aviation field but. 
also in the military—advanced another step with the announcement Jesterday by 
R.C.A.F. Headquarters of the shift of Air Transport Command from,Ottawa to.this 
city. 

Movement of this command, which will handle all military transport.aircraft 
flights and details-for,Canada, coincides with the recent  establishment. of. 
Air Defence Command in Montreal. This command controls all fi,ghter aircraft of 
the R.C.A.F. and plais th u No. 1 role in the Canadian air defence.network.. 

N.Z. Defence Minieter Visits Montreal: Montreal, July 23 (Gazette) -- New Zealand's 
Defence Minister, Hon , T.L. Macdonald, paid an informal week-end visit to 
Montreal, saw the F-863 Sabre jet aircraft in production at Canadair Ltd., 
watched it in action at Montreal Airport, Dorval, dined with Canada's Defence 
Minister Brooke Claxton ana met senior personnel of the armed forces in this 
area. 

"Reports to the contrary, New Zealand's defence plans do not call for 
purchase and use of the Sabre,* Mr. Macdonald said. *There is no specific 
purpose to be attached to my visit here,except that it is a logical stopover 
point in my return home and that I am glad of the opportunity of broadening 
my knowledge of Canadian aircraft production.* 

(over) 
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1,586  Immigrants: quebec, July 23 (CP) -- The Dutch liner Volendam arrived here 
Saturaay bringing to Canada 1,586 immigrants, most of them from Holland. The 
new Canadians immediately boarded trains bound for Ontario and the western 
provinces. 

Lieut. Boa Wins King's Prize: Bisley, Surrey, England, July 22 (CP) -- A young 
Canadian civil engineer Saturday won the King's Prize, most coveted individual 
award of the annual Commonwealth Rifle Competition. 

Lient.  Gilmour Boa, 26, of the 48th Highlanders, Toronto, blazed his way 
to victory in the outstanding Commonwealth test of marksmanship. He shot 285 out 
of a.possible 300 to win L250 given by the King and the National Rifle Aesociatin 
Gold Medal and Badge. 

Nine other marksmen of Canada's team of 18 placed among the King's hundred, 
winning Mpire - wide badges of distinction with the service rifle. 

B.C. Lands Parched, Rainmaker Fails: Victoria, B.C., July 20 (CP) -- Rainmaker 
Donald S. Johnston from Saskatchewan has failed in his attempt to bring rain 
to the thirsty Saanich peninsula, but his faith in his rai making'machine 
remains unshaken. 

Before leaving last night for Regina, he said that lower Vancouver Island 
conditions had him baffled. ."There are no clouds and no thunderstorms in this 
place," he said. 

Today growers faced their 40th successive day without measurable ra i, 
just one day short of an all-time record. 

Across Canada:  Canadian labour income climbed to a new peak of $769,000,000 in April 
from $758,000,000 in March and $655,000,000 in April, 1950, the Bureau of 
Statistics reported. Total for the rirst four months of this year was $3,009,- 
000,000 against $2,585,000,000 in the corresponding period of 1950.....A minimum 
wage of 55 cents an hour for all New Brunswick males, regardless of age, 
employed in processing fish, vegetables or fruits, was announced Saturday by 
the Provincial Government....Trade relations between Canada and Spain are 
expected to reach a record during 1951, according to Vicente Trelles, commercial 
attaché at the Consulate General at Montreal....International Civil Aviation 
Organization announced that the Government of Argentina has invited I.C.A.O. 
to hold two meetings in Buenos Aires. 

-  30  - 
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Salesman To Washington For Arms Orders, Report:  Ottawa, July 23 (CP) -- The 
Government is preparing to send a "super salesman" to Washington soon in a 
new drive to boost American defence buying in this country. 

(This story appears in Canadian newspapers today but has not been 
officially confirmed - Editor, D.A.B.) 

It was learned -Lc-day that the man will be chosen from Canadian industry 
and stationed in Washington under a branch of the Department already 
established there, if the plan is carried through. 

His job will be to concentrate on the needs of American fighting forces 
and to interest American officials in placing more orders for Canadian-built 
armament, general electronics equipment, ships, aircraft and aircraft parts, 
guns and ammunition. 

Behind the drive is the steadily climbing gap in American-Canadian 
defence spending, with the balance heavily in favour of the United States. 

The U.S. has spent about $100,000,000 a year in Canada, and Canada 
about $350,000,000 in the U.S. The Canadian Industrial Preparedness 
Association,  criticizing this $250,000,000 gap, said in its current bulletin 
that one of the basic causes is that Canadians have not presented their case 
to the Americans nwith sufficient vigor and adroitness." 

It also blames the lack of American orders in Canada on high American 
tariffs and on the belief that some Americans are completely unaware of 
Canada's defence production machine. 

The Association is the spokesman for Canadian armament producers. It 
called attention to the fact that Canada and the U.S. have signed an 
economic pact to pool their resources for defence, but so far, it said, 
there is no visible evidence that pooling of production resources for 
North America is taking place.... 

Defence production officials, replying to the criticism, said the 
Association which is included among the Department's advisers, appears to 
be premature in its statements. 

They felt confident that Canada soon will be selling more defence  items  
to the Americans, possibly up to the new $300,000,000 ceiling established 
by Gen. George Marshall, U.S. Defence Secretary. 

Canada-U.K. Meat Agreement: Ottawa, July 24.-- The Minister of Trade and 
Commerce, Mr. Howe, announced July 24 that the United Kingdom would purchase 
95 million bushels of wheat from Canada under the terms of the International 
lheat Agreement for registration in 1951-52. In addition, the United 
Kingdom will purchase from Canada 350,000 tons of flour, which is equivalent 
to 18 million bushels of wheat. 

Mr. Howe also announced that the United Kingdom had expressed an 
interest in purchasing further quantities of wheat from Canada on a Class II 
basis, if additional quantities of wheat were available for shipment from 
Canada. It has been agreed that the two countries will, on September 30, 
1951, consider a further purchase and sale of 250,000 long tons (9.3 million 
bushels) of wheat on a Class II basis. 

$60,000,000 New Defence Contracts: Ottawa, July 23  (ci') -- The Defence Produc-
tion Department today announced $60,000,000 worth of new defence contracts, 
biggest of which is a $17,000,000 order to modify and repair Merlin aircraft 
engines in Montreal. 

(over) 
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The contract went to Canadian Wright Limited. Officials said the money 
will be used in a four-year modification and overhauling programme covering 
all Rolls Royce Merlin engines, used principally in North Star aircraft. 

Assurances On Security:  Ottawa,  July 24 (Citizen) -- From the security angle, the 
staffs of Canadats External Affairs Department, National Research Council, 
and Atomic Energy Control Board are in first-class shape these days. 

Positive, emphatic assurances on this point were given to The Citizen 
yesterday by ranking officers of these three highly confidential branches of 
the government service.... 

"I can quite understand The Citizen's concern on the subject of security 
as to the External Affairs Department staff in the light of recent occurrences 
in Washington and London," Arnold D.P. Heeney, NC,  Under-Secretary of State 
for External Affairs, stated yesterday. 

"It is well known there is constant, careful scrutiny of all government 
employes engaged in highly confidential work from the security angle," Mr. 
Heeney said. "I can state, therefore, in reply to The Citizen's enquiry, 
there have been no suspensions and no interferences with the freedom of 
movement of any members of the External Affairs staff for security reasons." 

S.J. Cook, public Relations Officer of the National Research Council, 
and Dr. C.J. Dewar, Assistant Secretary of the Atomic Energy Control Board, 
both told The Citizen, for the record, that, likewise there have been no 
suspensions and no limitations  placed on the movements of staff members of 
either of those two government branches on security grounds. 

Search Inland For Missing Plane:  Vancouver, July 24  (CP) -- Search planes moved 
inland over Alaskan glaciers yesterday in the hunt for a Canadian Pacific 
Airlines Korean airlift plane missing since Saturday with 38 aboard. 

Search headquarters at Juneau, Alaska, said 21 planes and two ships 
have "practically completed" their search of 150 miles of the Alaska 
panhandle coast. 

"The weather looks as though it is clearing and we intend to con-
centrate the search inland over the mountains and glaciers," on official 
said. 

Across Canada:  The Minister of Resources and Develoginent, Mr. Winters„'was 
back in Ottawa yesterday fran a 6,000-mile, two-week air inspection trip 
which took him into both the eastern and western Arctic areas of Northern 
Canada....The Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, will attend celebrations at 
Pleasant  Home,  Man., August 3 when Manitoba's Ukrainians mark the 60th 
anniversary of their arrival in Canada....The fastest flight between 
Montreal and nearby Dartmouth was recorded yesterday when an RCAF Sabre 
jet flew the 537 air miles in "little under an houre"....Commenting on a 
report from Texas, the RCMP said yesterday they knownothing of an inter-
national crime syndicate allegedly engaged in smuggling aliens into the 
United States by plane fran Canada....Betwéen 2,000 and 3,000 Ford of 
Canada workers were sent home yesterday as the production schedule dispute 
entered its third week. 

- 30 - 
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Committee. 
Canada's top representative will be Production Minister Howe. Charles 

Wilson, U.S. Defence Mobilization Directôr,, will be chief U.S. representative. 
., 	A host of other officials will gather to review rearmament programmes 
in the two countries, their effect on prices and means of holding down climbing 
defence production costs. 

The meeting is expected to become another chapter in the critical issue 
of price inflation in the two countries broughtto Mr. Harrels attention by 
Eric Johnston, U.S. Economic Stabilizer, in a meeting here about a month ago. 

-- The U.S. has expressed concern, for example, over a recent six-cent-a-
pound rise in the cost of Canadian nickel and a $10-a-ton increase in the 
price of Canadian newsprint. Canada is the world's main supplier of both 
these items. 

However, Canada has pointed out to the U.S. that though she virtually 
sets the world price on these two items, the United States sets the price 
on a host of other commodities. 

In other words, if there is to be any strong rein on rising prices, 
the initiative had to be taken by the U.S. Mr. Johneon came away from the 
meeting, expressing satisfaction with Canada's anti-inflationary policies. 

He pointed out, however, that though the U.S. had applied direct price 
controls on commodities, Canada had not. 
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Mr. Howe- To  Washington For Price Study:  Ottawa, July 24 (CP).-- Canada and the 
United States will make another attempt Thursday to reach a common ground on 

- means of controlling the impact of inflation on defence speed-ups._ 
Top officials of both countries will confer at a special meeting in 

, Washington of the revitalized Canada-U.S. Joint Industrial Mobilization 

Mr. Wrong's Detroit Address:  Detroit, July 24 (CP) -- Canadian Ambassador Hume 
Wrong said tonight the West's rearmament 'programme may have to continue for 
20 years. 

Despite achievements of the North Atlantic Pact, he said, ewe must - 
still be ready to devote a most distasteful proportion of our energy and 
resources to defence." 

, The Ambassador to Washington, zn a speech at a dinner celebrating 
Detroit's 250th anniversary, said: "We must strain ourselves to this end 

• today and next month and the year after next and perhaps the decade after 

Wrong said Western co-operation, as witnessed by the North Atlantic 
'seciirity alliance and the Canadian-United States joint defence agreement, 
has reached a *scale and character which no one could conceivably have 
imagined as possible a very few years ago." 

"They have been made possible by the leadership rightly and boldly 
undertaken by the U.S." 

Consumer Credit Regulation Changes: Ottawa, July 24 (CP) -- The Minister of 
Finance, Mr. Abbott, announced tonight a series of changes in consumer 
credit regulations, effective August 1 next. 

None of the changes affect minimum down payments or the maximum period 
of credit. 

(over) 
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*Magnifice•ntw 'T6 Take Sabre Jets To Europe:  Ottawa ,  July 24 (CP) r..:-- Canada' ' 
_ aircraft carrier, the Magiiificent, is going_ to,ta.ke the R.C.A.F0s first 
• F86E Sabre jet^ fighters. to' Europe late•-this fall.-- - - - — - - - -_ — - --,---- -- _ 

-> - The  Navrand  Air Forc &  are experimen-Éing at Halifax ncnv with loading 
arrandements. 	 " 

Sabre  jet figh-ters„ now  in production  in Montreal, will 
éciuiPPed‘with - Araer1can-typec51nch calibre  machine  guns to be produced 
in Canada, a Defence official disclosed today. 

_ 
- Canada Asked For More ro'r'EuropeteDefence,', - Re- p- ort:  -Ottawa; -•July'24 (CP)' »  -- 

Canada, -whose existing or planned contributions run to hundreds of millions 
of do- llars z  and call for despatch of'some 13000 soldiers and airmen„..- is 
being asked to send more men and money,to strengthen the defences of Western 
Europe. 	 - 

The chances are shetll do at least part of what she is". being-,asked to 
do. This ma  y be-broken down under two main headings, military  and  _ 
financialg 

The 27th Brigade Group, about 6 0 000 - strong 0  is ,expected -to Sail 

- of from 14,000 to 18,000 men but tlierets no sign' Yet the Cabinet 'intends to 
go beyond  the  brigade group. 	' 	 - 	 ' » '•••'' " - 

) - - 	• Canada plans to send, toci„ a 7;000-man, 11-squadron»- 3et :fighter air 
division within the next  two  or three years. 'Gen. Eisenhower has left 
little doubt that a bigger Canadian air contribution would not displease 

for GerMany this fa1L; - But Gen. Eisenhower, supreme Atlantic 'Pact commander 
in Europe, wants more men from Canada, just as he wants more men frail all 
other 11 pact -powers. _ 

He's been telling'Canada this qUietly and 'steadily for some time, just 
as he's been telling the other powers. ' From. Canada's' standpoin-,É the next 
feasible formation she might send, _in the opinion _ of  'experts; is  &  division 

1 ; 

r"- 
- 	" 	• 	' 

- 2 

However, trade-ins will be allowed to form part of the minimum down 
payment on all -types of goods after August 1-  if - the cash' price of the goods 
being purchased is not marked up. Up to now, trade-ins have been allowed 
only for motor vehicles. 

One change affecting goods previously exempted from the regulations 
is in the case of a motor vehicle which has been the personal propertY of 
the seller for six months. The sale of such a motor vehicle now will be 
exempt only if it is a private deal between the seller and the buyer with 
no third party entering for the purpose of financing the transaction. 

The changes also will bring contracts for rental of goods under control 
for the first time. 

him. 

Across Canada: Charles Gavsie, C.B.E., Assistant Deputy Minister of taxation 
in the Department of Revenue,  has  been appointed Deputy'Minister, 
sUcceeding W.V. Scully, Who resigned . to 'became comptroller of the "Steel 
Company of Canada in Hamilton....Montrealts export wheat shortage eased 

-yeaterday with  the  arrival of supplies to 'load foui of the 11 ,Ocean vessels 
- lying :̀idle in port, the  Gazette  repOrted. Last night four liner=1;arth ships , 	_ 

- and three tramp vessels- were -tied up Waiting fOr a total . of  47,000 tons of 
wheat for Britain. In addition shippers were trying to find 46,000 tons of 

' export  wheat to supply  the  United Kingdom.1Defore the end of July'....The 
crop''outlook in the Prairie Provinces remains itoptimietice with «some': 
exceptions, the Bureau of Statistics.' reported July 24.. I • 

- 30 - 
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-*Mr. I HOWe,--- Advii sersi  Leave For Washinktont:  Ottawa, July,25 (CP)-:-- The Minister of 
- Defence'Production Mr. Howe accompanied - bi-fouref his advisers, took off 
for Washington by plane today to,meet,a U.S -.'Wleh.,ta revitalize joint - Canada-
U.S: - industrial -mObilization machinery. 

With hiin'were Mar. Mackenzie, his Deputy; non-ferrous metals Adminis-
trator Frank Hewett, E.P. Weeks, departmental bconamist, and Mitchell Sharp, 
departmental prices authority. 

They will meet with  Charles Wilson,  U.S. Defence Mobilization Director, 
and a group of his officials, including Eric Johnston, U.S. Economic 
Stabilizer, at an all-day conference tomorrow. 

The meeting was called by Mr. Wilson to study -  means of providing closer 
links between the two countries an all aspects of defence production and 
particularly an means of coping with price climbs on defence materials. 

$50,000,000 To $100,000,000 U.S. Aircraft Orders Heralded:  Toronto, July 26 (Globe) 
-- Within six months Canada will be delivering at least three types of air- . 
craft to the U.S. Air Force, it was learned last night. Value of the combined 
orders may reach $100,000,000. 

Two of the contracts are still being negotiated. Only one has been 
finally signed and sealed. It is with the de Havilland Aircraft Co. of 
Toronto and calls for 100 Beaver utility transports at $35,000 apiece. 

When  authorizations are granted, plants at Montreal and Fort William 
- will swing into quantity production of two trainers, the twinrengined 
Beechcraft T.SbA and the single-engined T-6 Harvard. 

Assembly lines are already being set up by Canadair Ltd. at Montreal 
and by the Montreal and Fort William divisions of the Canadian Car and 
Foundry Co. Canadair is to build an estimated 300 Beechcrafts and Canadian 
Car projects an output of 1,000 Harvards. 

While the de Havilland contract was small, totalling slightly less 
than $2,000,000 8  it was the thin edge of the export wedge so far as Canada 
was concerned. It was used to penetrate the formidable barrier known as 
the Buy-America Act.... 

(On the smne theme, the Ottawa Journal reported last evening, "the 
United States Air Force may soon place an order for $50,000,000 worth of 
training aircraft in Canada, a Defence Production Department official 
disclosed.) 

Says Ontario Stock Sale Curb Rejected  In Washington:  Toronto, July 27 (CP) -- 
A plan which might have stamped out the practice of selling stocks.in .the 
United States by mail fran Ontario was turned dawn by Washington, it was 
disclosed yesterday. 

0.E. Lennox, Chairman of the Ontario Securities Commission, made the 
statement yesterday in testimony- before the Legislature  Crime  Committee, 
investigating the administration of justice in the Province. 

Ur. Lennox said the Securities Commission made the offer to the 
Securities Exchange Commission in Washington in March. 

He said he had twice visited the SEC with a proposition for a uniform 
method of registration which would automatically-qualify a stock or bond 
issue registered under the Ontario Securities Act for sale in the various 
states. 

C A t•Î A te.  

(over) 
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Labour-Managenent Co-Cperations-  Ottawa, -July 25 (CP) — Labour  unions and 
emplcryers were urged to clevelop to the fullest - extent the organization.,of , 

labour-management production -comMittees, in a resoltrtion-  of the Advisory 
Cœomittee on Labour-Management CC-opértition made public today. 

The Canmittee„ recently established by Le.bour Minister Gregg, is 
composed of the top representatives of Canadian labour unions and 
representatives of employer  organizations. 

Across  Canada:  Canada is accepting a Conmtonwealth medal for her Korean veterans, 
_ Defence Headquarters said yesterday....In addition to lectures on Cœnmunism 

and the  United Nations, members of the 27th Brigade are expected' to 'get talks 
and instructions on the importance of good behaviour in Europe, CP reports.... 

„A NatioflaY Philtuathropic Appeals Review,Board-to inform -the - Cartadian,public 
on the worthiness of  varions ,campaigns_ for funds , is to be  set - up -bithe 

' major - Canadian  national  health and welfare organizations...ea iteutereis report 
fran Rotterdam says 765 emigrants left -there yesterday  for Canada. _. , 
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Canada,'U.S. 'Tighten Economic Co-operation: Washington, July 26 (UP) r- Canada and 
the United States today opened another chapter in econamic'co-operation by 
agreeing to strengthen and expand faltering joint industrial mobilization 
machinery.  

In .a speedy, one-day session, top-ranking:officials agreed to change 
and  increase  the  membership of the three-year-old Canada-United- States Indus- , 
trial Mobilization Committee which has been - relatively- dormant for almost a _ 
year. ' 

They also agreed,to preate new sub-committees to deal wità1 on-the-spot ,e 
problems in the prices and production of defence materials which both countries 
produce and to exchange economic experts to work in each'other's mobilizatipn 4 

' 	offices. 
Canada's Minister  of  Defence Production, Mr. Howe announcing the chmnges, 

said they will proyide the basis for greater:stabilization in prices of essential 
materials and posàibly an expansion of defence orders in the two countries: 

The  U.S. has been particularly concerned,over the rise in the price of 
-metals. He said  one  sub-committee to be created will deal specifically .  with - 

First Big- USAF_Plane Order Confirmed:   1  Montreal, July 26 (CP),--,Canada's aircraft 
manufacturing industry today landed a contract'reportealy mmrth 850000,000 
for production- of.a'new-type,trainer-transport plane'for the United States 

*Air Force and the RCAK 
The contract, understood to be for 300 planes, went to Canadair Ltd., 

already producing F-86 Sabre jets for the RCAF at its 40-acre plant in _ 
suburban Cartierville. 

The new plane is the T-36, a twin-engine trainer easily convertible to 
a transport and able to carry a pay-load of 4,000 pounds. An unspecified 
number will be produced for the RCAF. 

Award of the contract has been a matter of speculation for several days. 
In Ottawa, reports said the company may get a 8100,000,000 contract to turn 
out T-33 jet trainers for the RCAF for Atlantic Pact air training. 

Production of the new planes by a Canadian firm marks the first time 
the USAF has placed an order of this magnitude outside its awn borders, the 
company said. 

_metal prices and production. 
The decisions were,reached at a meeting attended.by  Havre; his Deputy, 

Max _Mackenzie and - three advisers. 
. Charles E. Wilson, ti.S. Defence Mobilizer, who headed the meeting, mms 

accompanied by,his'assistant, Dr. W.Y. Elliott; Eric Johnston, U.S. Economic 
Stabilizer, and Manly Fleischmann, recently-appointed U.S. Defence Production 
Administrator. 

, They agreed to reconstitute the industrial mobilization committee_ 

y increasing its memipership to six fran four. Mr. Howe and Mr..Milson will-- 
continue`on as main members. Sydney D. Pierce,Canadals top . defence production 
representativd_here,will replace Harry Carmichael of St. .Catharines, Ontario, 
one of the original planners'of the Committee. Crawford Gordon, jr.,.Canada's 
defence production co-ordinator,'will become a new member. 

(over) 
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Canada Still Not Balancing Foreign Trade: Ottawa, July 26 (CP) -- Canada still 
wasn't balancing her foreign trade in June. 

A preliminary summary of foreign trade figures released tonight by 
the Bureau of Statistics sheaed total June exports of 4312,500,000 against -
total June imports of $361,400,000. 

This campared.  with exports worth $269,200,000 and imports of $282,- 
500,000 in June last year. 	 , 

Canadian exports to the United_States rose to $188,400,000 fran 
$177,700,000 in June 1950 but imports fram ,that country jumped to $243,- 
800,000 compared with $188,300,000. 

United Kingdom imports of Canadian products dropped to $51,300,000 
compared with $52,500,000. 

'Seaway Decision Comment:  Commenting in Washington yesterday on the 15 to-  12 
d.ecision of the Public Works Committee of the House of Representatives to 

-shelve the St. Lawrence seaway project,--"he Minister 'of--- Defence_Production, 
- Mr., Rowe, said Canada would study the - problem of developing the Canadian 

side  of  the seaway without U.S. halp.--  
The Toronto Globe and Mail said editorially on the seine-  stilijeâ: 

Cu --t -of-  Washington-  :Canes -  good news* for  every Canadian; he  Public Works 
COmmittee  of  the House of Representatives  has  decisively turned.down - _ 	_ 
proposals for United  States participation in the St; Lawrence Seaway . project. 
What this means is that Canada is now free--legally, morally and in-  every 

- - that't other way=.-_to  go  ahead with_ the project. hersel.V.-.... ow 	he,_light, so 
- long yell OW» has turned  to  green, we must - lose - no 	 Ottawa should 

announceL that the arguing is over,  the  delay  Is  ended, the seaway_ is  to be 
,built by Canada, on the all-Canadian route...." . . 	 . 

The Ottawa Citizen said in part:, For r strategic reasons i  alone, the - seaway should - not be delayed  any  longer. -  The Goverinnene should lose  no 
z tirae  in  announcing, plans for construction-  of  an  alt.-, Canadian' route. These 

- plans are  alres.dy under -  study, and are prObally ,  in an advanced -  state, of 

c  Carefully - review 'the nature and extent:of -  what. Can-ade,will do,  on; its wn' 
account- to bring the seaway to fruition."' 	 e 

r.  

Across - Canada:- ,- The  Ontario and federal - Governments yesterday- 'clinched a deal 
;.. .that will mean - 5,000 rental' housing - units for the  'Pr-ovince l... -.: The'. Bureau 

of Statistics reported that  at  May  1, the index of indusîrial enplijnent on 
r.the_basis ,that 1939 equals' 100; stoOd itt 175.3, up'9.7 per cent from May 1, 
1950, and 1.1 per  cent above the April figure of- 173.39. -..Canadals Prairie , 	, 	, 	, 
farmers are shifting  k  -their production  this  year ''from' wheat and stznraerfallow 
to coarse grains and flaxseed, the Bureau of  Statistics reported... ,As a 

_ 	result of a recent order' approved by  the Cabinet, federal'LGoverronent:: ---: 
will not be obliged to publish all orders and - regulations passeci under 
provisions of the new Emergency Powers' Act; the Canadian Press'rePorted. 

The ,Montreal Gazette. said, "Canada should  now  ask 'the U.S.` Goverment 
• - to declare' definitely whether it can  and  will_ proceed to carry .out its 

(seaway) agreement."  An admission  that  it  wilrbe,unable to participate, 
---- the Gazette says, ca.n. -  hardly be refused," and, e 	 aUthorities should 

- 	 - 
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First Quarter Surplus $336,445,157t  Ottawa  d Juli 27 (CP) -- The federal -Gavernment, 
budgetting for a 1951-52 surplus of $31,000,000, piled up a surplus of $336,- 

-  445,157 in the first three months àf the fiscal year, it was disclosed tonight.' 
The monthly treasury report, issudd by the office of the Minister of 

Finance, Mr. Abbott, showed that revernles totalled $886,738,608 and expenditures 
$530,293;451 in the three month Period. 	 . 	 - 

In his Budget Spcech  lait  April  id  Mr. Abbott estimated 1951-52 revenues 
at $3,730;000,000 and expenditures at $3,700,000„0000 When Treasury reports 
for the first - and second months of the year indicated that his estimated 
surplus of $30,000,000 would be greatly exceeded, he sounded a note of caution. 

- He said expenditures in the latter part of the fiscal year likely  would 
wipe out much of the slirplus built up in the early months.  

May Consider St. Lawrence Power Plan Separately: Ottawa, July 27 (CP) -- As the 
federal Cabinet prepared to meet twice,next week,  the  possibility ar6se today 
that the Government might consider splïtting the navigation and power aspects 
of the St. Lawrence seaway project. 

r - 	This means Canada, naw that the Uhited States Congress again has shelved 
joint construction of the lang -debated scheme, might go ahead alone with the 

--power  davelopment and leave the seaway stage in abeyance. 
The Minister of Transport, Mr. Chevrier, said today the Cabinet, in a 

fresh appraisal of its over-all positiOn on the scheme, naw might have to 
consider a separation of the seaway and  power  production phases, though'it_.!. 

- long has advocated that the two go tegether and that Canada and the U.S. 
develop than. 

"I don't like it, but it is  one  thing that might have to be considered," 
- he told The Canadian Press in a telePhbne interview from his law office at _ 

Cornwall, Ontario. 

Purchases Fran U.S. Reach Record:  ettawa, July 27 (CP) 	Canadags purchases 
fram the United States reached an unprecedented $1 9230 9000,000 during tke 

- first five months of 1951, the Bureall of Statistics reports. This was more 
than $400,000,000 higher than last year's $817,000,000. Total purchases 
from all countries reached a record -hreaking $1,742,000,000, up almost 
$600,000,000. 

Canada's biggest  imports  from all sources were of commodities made of 
iron, with purchases of automobile parts, machinery, farm equipment, pipes, 
tools and other items running to $567,039,000 for the five months against 
$386,030,000 in 1950. 

Previously, the Bureau had reported Canada , s five-month exports at 
$1,446,700,000, up aboat $500,000,000 from last year's $1,156,000,000, 
bringing total trade in imports and exports to a peak $3,188,700,000, up 
more than $1,000,000,000 from $2,326,900,000 last year. 

Howaver, the increase in impofts far exceeded the advance in exports 
leaving Canada with a trade deficit of $295,200,000, about 20 times greater 
than the $14,300,000 deficit in 1960. 

(over) 



Report Paratroopers Moving To Korea:  Ottawa, July 27 (CP) —. Elements of Canada:8 
crack paratroops now are being moved into the replacement stream fcir-Korea,.it 
was learned today, under a modificatien of the keep-them-at-home policy -mhich 
provoked controversy a year ago. 	 _ . 

, 	 • 	;, :,_ 
They are men of the 23rd Airborne Brigade, the formation Cabinet refused 

to send out of the country in mid,.1b50 when the United Nations was desperateW .-, 	• 	 ., 
calling for manpower for Korea:and the 23rd was the only big fighting unit 
Canada had available.- ) , i-> 

Prime Manister, Ministers, Returning , To Ottawa:  Ottawa, July 29 - (CP) -- The federal 
Cabinet steps up the tempo of its deliberations this week  as Prime  Minister 

_ St. Laurent . and a number of his vacatianing Ministers return:to  the, . _ _ _ 
The Council, which has been meeting once weekly since Parliament rose 

,,June 30, will hold,teo sessions this week—Tuesday and,Thursday.H. 
Laurent : is returning to Ottawa fromfa three-week haliday., -- ji -' -  

nUmber of hisilinisters, either, away on holidaym or an business trips,  also 
are expeated backet their offices._  

First Commonwealth Division:: Western Front, Korea July 29 (CP) 	The first 
e _ _ 	Commonwealth division in history became operational Saturday. „ 

Believed to be one of.the most powerful in the world, it is made up of 
troops fraa Canada, Britain, Australia, New Zealand and India. 

In a simpleaeremany on a parade ground hurriedly bullddzed out of a 
• Korean field, Lt.-Gen.  James  A. Van Fleet, EighthJamy canmander and 

divisional'chief Maj.-Gen. J.H. Cassels broke out the flags under which 
the new formation will fight. 

Colombo Plan Visitors:  Ottawa, July 30 (Citizen) -- Indian and Pakistani - agri- , 
•, 

	

	cultural experts will leave Ottawa within the next few days for a tour of 
Canada to study this comitry's methods in their Specialties. 

The arrivals here this week, and the pending departures, are parts of 
- .Canada's contribution to the Colambo Plan. 	•, 

On July 29 the first representatives of India under the plan arrived. _ 
.They are Dr. J.K. Duby of Bhopal and Kanty Raj of Madras. „. • 

Across  Canada: 1  start is being made today on the registration of 400,000 
Canadians entitled to universal federal pensions of $40.a month beginning 
January 1 next. Application forms were made available in Post Offices all 

, 	across Canada....With North Stars• of 426 Squadron lined up nt the Montreal 
" 	Airport in Dorval, personnel of the Korean Airlift, the men who had flown, 

navigated and repaired the planes that represented Canada's aerial  con-
tribution  to the United Nations, marched by in a ceremonial parade-com-
memorating the first anniversary of the R.C.A.F.'s Thunderbird Squadron's 
entry into the Korean War....Clifton H. Carlisle, Chairman of the Board,- 
•of the Dominion Bank and founder of the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company 
of Canada, died in Toronto July 27. He was 81....Canadair's CartierviIle 
plant has been chosen to build a Canadian version of the American T-33A 
jet fighter, a leading Canadian aviation journal Says in its current issue. 
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Canada-Built Seaway Would Cost $35,000,000 Extra:  Ottawa, July 30 (CP) -- The 
. _ cost of the St. Lawrence seaway and power project will go up another $35,- 

000,000 if Canada decides to go ahead and build it ilithout United States 
co-operation. 	 - 

Government experts estimated today this will send the over-all cost 
of the development into the neighborhood of $740,000,000 an expenditure 
that would be spread out over the five to six years it would take to - 
complete the project° 	 - 

Had  the U.S. joined Canada in the construction, the total cost would 
have been around $704,142,000, of which the U.S. would pay $483,915,000 

, and Canada $220,227,000« That estimate was made on the basis of prices 
prevailing in December, 19500 

The financial break-down  of the cost of the project likely will be 
before the federal Cabinet . this week when it considers what  Canadas 
position naw should be. A U.S. congressional committee last week rejected 
a bill which would have authorized the U.S. Government to take part in the 
scheme° . 

, The reason for the higher cost of the development if Canada decided 
to -go ahead alone would be that an all-Canadian waterway would have to 
be constructed entirely on the Canadian side of the St. Lawrence. The 
builders thus would lose the advantage of certain geographical and less 
costly features of the American shore. 

Buying 100 Light Bomber Planes  From  U.S.:- Ottawa, July 31 (CP) -- Canada has 
bought 100 wartime Mitchell Light bomber planes fran the United States 
Air Force to meet the inmediate needs of her expanded air force training 
programme. 

An RCAF spokesman confirmed last night that a "considerable numbern 
of the twin-engined Mitchells, used extensively as a bomber-reconnaissance 
aircraft during the Second World War, have been bought from the USAF• 
They will be used for bomber-reconnaissance training. 

The first of the planes will be delivered to the RCAF base at Trenton 
next week. 

Sales Of British Made Cars Drop 80 Per Cent:  Ottawa, July 30 (CP) -- Sales of 
British-made cars and trucks in Canada dropped 80 per cent in June, the 
Bureau of Statistics reported today. Sales of Canadian and American makes 
dropped 20 per cent in the month. 	- 

Mlle sales were down in June, they were higher in the first six 
months of this year than in the corresponding period of 1950. A total 
of 181,004 new passenger cars were sold in the six-month period compared 
with 166,387, an increase of 9 per cent, Commercial vehicle sales were 
up 22 per cent. 

In June, sales of new passenger cars totalled 23,025, compared with 
35,231 in the corresponding month of 1950. They were valued at $59,- 
718,051, compared with $70,038,429 in June, 19500 Commercial vehicle 
sales totalled 9,642, a drop of 10 per cent. 

(over) 
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Govertor-General„ Mr. Pearson, Returning August 2:  Ottawa, July 30 (CP) 7- 
Two of Ottawa's citizens are coming home together Thursday. 

They are the Governor-General and the Secretary of State for 
External Affairs, Mr. Pearson. 

They have been overseas on separate missions for the past six weeks 
but are joining forces tofly home fran the :United Kingdom. 

Mr. Pearson will report to Cabinet an,talks with various European 
leaders. 

Mexico Asks More Newsprint:  Ottawa, July 30 (CP) -- Mexico appealed to Canada 
today for more newsprint to avert a grawing scarcity hitting Mexican 
:newspapers and crippling a campaign to wipe out illiteracy in that country. 

Antonio Martinez Baez, Mexico's Economics Minister, accompanied by 
two newmpaper publishers, called an Government officials seeking support 
of an appeal which eill be directed to Canadian newsprint producers at a 

, meeting in Montreal Wedneaday. He was told it was smatter for the:trade. 
, 	Martinez Baez, said in an interview that Canadian producers have cut 
exports to Mexico by about 6,000 metric tons in the first six months of 
1951. 

British Newsmen On Short Vlsit Here:  Montreal, July 31 (Gazette) -- The 
largest group of British newspapermen ever to visit Canada at one time 
arrived at Montreal Airport, Dorval, July,30 for a lightning tour of 
the country -- and they arrived at the same time that three giant 
stratocruisers set another record by being an the Dorval tarmac at once. 

The 26 newsmen were picked from every branch of journalimn in the 
U.K., from "national" dailies to weeklies, -wire agencies and trade 
periodicals. They are motor correspondents and are here for two weeks 
to tell Britain haw her  automobiles are doing in Canada. 

Across Canada: The 10,000th soldier to enlist in the 27th Canadian Infantry 
Brigade for service in Europe joined the Army at Edmonton July 30.... 
The Prime  Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, is heading- west Friday mainly to 
help Ukrainian-Canadians celebrate the 60th anniversary of their first 
settlement in the Canadian West. He eill participate'in Ukrainian 
celebrations in all three Prairie Provinces in the midst of a heavy 
five-day schedule typical of his past tours across the country.... 
Governor-General, Viscount Alexander, has been quoted in an interview 
he accorded in  ngland as saying: "If I were a young man I would go 
and make my career in Canada. My boys love it so much' I believe they 
will remain in Canada and become Canadianse e  
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Mr. Claxton On Rifle Standardization: Montreal, July 31:(CP)' 	The Canadian Gov- 
ernment said today that Canada ie through sending major arms shipments to 
Europe until the British-American split over a Gammon  rifle  is settled one 
imy or another. 	 ' 

' I 	Canada also is halting the -flow of U.S. Garand rifles to this côuntry - until the situation clarifies. 	. 
 Thé 'Minister . et Natienal Defence, Mr; Claxton, -dr-ove those points home 
in a pointed speech only two days before he attends a two-day Washington 
conference with United States, United Kingdom and French Defence Ministers in 
an effort to find a settlement or to keep the split from engulfing. other 12_ 

'srna11arms. 	» 
He also is likely to discuss them in Ottawa tomorrow; with Gen. Onar 

Bradley, visiting Chairman of the United States Joint Chiefs of Staff. 
' 	He spoke here  as Canada, for the third 'time, turned over enough British- 

- '- ,type arms for a European division, this time to Italy.: She is sending them . 	 . 

» e  (The tenoning is the partial text of Mr. Claxten , s remarks at Montreal: 
"Canada will go to that (Washington) meeting with the intention of doing 

'everything possible to secure the greatest measure of agreement. 
"Our policy on further re-equipment with rifles will depend largely on 

the outcome of the meeting. 	 • 
"We have received the delivery of Garands for a division and as we 

already-  have a considerable number of Garand rifles »  this does not'further 
caniplicate-  the position. In the event of our deciding to keep' the .303 Mark 4 
for 'the' time or deciding to adopt some other rifle the Garands could- easily be 
transferred to nations associated with us which are anxious to have them. 

' 

	

	"Pending this further consideration, hOwever, we are not taking further 
Sarands as we have in robilization stores or on issue enough .303 Mark 4 
rifles to meet current needs and the needs of immediate Mobilization.' 

"the  this and 'other » similar matters are settled me shall have •further 
'equipment to t»ransfer 'to European countries' on a considerable scale; but 
'until these matters are decided upon we are going to keep most of that 
equipment...." ) 	 ; 

- 
Committee To Consider St. Lawrende.  Developmente Cttawa, July 31 (CP) 	The 
- 	federal Cabinet today set up a select committee from within its own mera- 

bership to consider the St. Lawrence seaway and hydro project and recommend 
what position the Government should take. 

There was no official statement issued after the four-hour meeting, 
but' a government spokeeman said the-  committee will make a survey of the 
reports of an interdepartmental group which has been studying the project. 

Cabinet must decide whether Canada will proceed alone with the multi-
million-dollar seaway project. 

It was understood also that the Cabinet, in its first well-attended 
meeting in several weeks, confirmed a number of judicial appointments. 
However, they must go before the Deputy Governor-General before being made 
public, probably tomorravf. 

(ever) 
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The council also considered whether the Government should  import butter  • 
for storage against a possible.shortage next wlnter. • . 

The Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, sat at the head of the council 
table for the first time since he left the capital three weeks ago for'a' 
holiday at St. Patrick, Quebec. 

"Personal Protection Under Atomid Attack"r  ,Ottawa, July 31 (CP) -- The Government 
today issued a 10-cent, 48-page boOklet , with a grim, life-saving message 
for Canadians. It tells you haw tosurvive the horrors of an atomic attack. 

Entitled "Personal Protection Under Atomic Attack," it gives instruc-
tions on what to do before, during, and after the three_main types of atomic 
explosion--the airburst, the underwater burst, and the groundburst. It 
indicates your chances of survival if an atomic bomb is dropped On your 
town, providing shelters and other precautionary measures have been taken. 

Dental Rail Car For Northern Ontario:  Toronto, August 1 (17i.P),-- Some.6,000 _ 
children in northern Ontario areas will have their teetb; :eXanined - and :-  

. treated in a railway coach. 	 -î. 
A new dental clinic, a Oonverted sleeping Coach, will -Carry a.dentist .. 

and his wife, a trained dental assistant, to areas not served by resident .  

	

- 	dentists. _ , . _ • 

	

_ 	. 	The car was turned over yesterday by Dr. Meckinnon Phillips, Ontario. 
MInister of Health._ 

 

Across Canada:  A 35-year-old sailor from Burna, Capt. Kenneth L. Dyer, was 
named July 31 to command Canada's biggest warship, the 18,000-ton aircraft 
carrier Magnificent.  The  appointment was one of 11 announced by naval 
headquarters in a big shift of captains and commodores--rank equivalents 

,of the arny's colonels and brigadiers....Lieut. Gilbert Boa, 27, of Toronto, 
winner of the King's Prize at Bisley, Eng., last week, will receive a-civic 
welcome when he arrives in Toronto August 3....The touring group  of 36 
British journalists arrived in Ottawa by bus from Montreal July 31 9  took 

. in a ball game, then prepared to catch a Trans-Canada airliner for Van-
couver....Horsemeat dealers in Vancouver said today that they have 10,000 
customers and to meet the demand supplies are being,inported from  the 
United States....Canada will not be out of the picture when international 
•teams compete at leading North American horse shows_ this autumn,  the Globe 
and Mail reports. Lance Rumble, Chairman of Canadian Horse Shows Association, 

- announced under sponsorship of the Association, that a new Canadian 'equestrian 
team has been formed. The new team has already received invitations to 
compete at the Pennsylvania National Horse Shaw at  Harrisburg, and the 
National Horse Shaw at Madison Square Gardens....A. report from  Washington 
credited to the Defence Department, says that Canada-had accounted for 
nearly 74% of all cash purchases of United States armaments under the 
mutual defence assistance programme, the Defence Department disclosed 
Tuesday. Up to June 30, Canadian purchases valued at $133,698,000 were 
authorized out of total sales of almost 3181,000,000...A "Ground  Observer 
Corps" of 150,000 unpaid civilian volunteers to spot enemy planes is - to be 
formed by the RCAF Association at the request of the Royal Canadian Air 
Force. -  The RCAF formally requested  the  Association to organize an aircraft 
_spotting corps to supplenent the Radar Warning'system'being set ups.nd the 

RCAFA quickly accepted the responsibility, the Citizen, reports._ ,-,-- 
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Mr. Pearson's London Press  Conference:. London, August 1, (CP) -- The Secretary of' 
State for-Extern.al Affairs, Mr. Pearson, said today the.World situation is 
looking up. But he warned the West against faltering,in its drive for world 
peace and international understanding. 	 - 

He spoke at a press conference ending a six-week. tour of Canada's 
diplomatic mission in Europe. He was to leave by air tonight .  for- Ottawa. 

Mr. Pearson said the improved world situation is largely the result of 
United Nations' action in Korea. Collective action, he said, caused,the 
Russians to change their tactics. 	 • 	- œ 	• 

But we .'must also know how to use that collective strength, he said. 
, "Above all, we  must- avoid  the temptation of using it too assertively." 

He said he got a fund_ of valuable information out of conferences on _ 
- Western defence .with Goverranent officials of the Netherlands,. Belgium, 

Sweden, Norway and.Denmark. 
_ The impressive recovery of Germany makes necessary a new concept of 

basic relations with. that country, Mr. Pearson said. The people there had 
faced their problems and were working hard to overcome them. 	„ 

He predicted a decision will be reached this year on Germany's future 
contribution to Atlantic_defence. 

, 
Forego Interest Another 3 Years On U.K. Loan:- Ottawa, August 1 (CP) 	The 

Goverrunent announced.tonight it will recommend to Parliament this fall 
that Canada forego for.another three' years the interest on the balance 
outstanding from a $700,000,000 wartime loan to the United Kingdom. 

_ 	. The balance now is 3250,000,000. 
This çlecision,- a Finance Department statement said,:reaulted from 

discussions between the Governments of Canada and the U.K. Legislation 
to implement it will be introduced at the fall session of: ParliaMent. 

The $700,000,000 loan --was extended in 1942 as a funding of advances 

made to,the British Government in the period preceding wartime. arrangements 

for mutual aid. The loan was to be interest-free until after the war:and , 
in 1946 Parliament extended this provision inntil Je.nuary 1, 1951. 

The Government now will ask Parliaraent to continue it  for another_ . 
three years, to January 1, 1954. _ 

It also had been arranged that the principal amount of-the loan. 
would be reduced by crediting against it the dollars adcruing .  to the._ 

U.K.  frai-  sales or redemptions .of Canadian market seOnrities held by 

British residents. This was to be offset.by  the amount of approved classes 

of certain new direct investments made in,Canada by U.K. residents. -  

The net effect of-these-repayment provisions has been to redube tke 

total amount of , 
the loan still outstanding to approxiMately  $250,000,000 

at March.31 last., 
Parliament also will be asked to continue thé, repayment provisions. 

Before the end Of 1953, tonight's announcement se.id, the two'Govern-
ments will enter into discussions on the question of  interest  and  re-

payment of the balance of the loan then outstanding'', 

(over) 



Atlantic Pact Council Speculationr  Ottawa, August 1 (cp) -- Official Ottawa, 
not without the odd sign of satisfaction,is beginning to doubt that the 
Atlantic Pact Ministerial Council will meet here this year at all. 

The doubt has arisen from the fact that opinion among the 12 member 
nations an the major issues thatwere to have been discussed at any meeting 
here in September may not have crystalized to the point wlere a September 
meeting would be advisable. 	 , 

The issues include German rearmament, inclusion of Greece and Turkey 
in the pact, and the economic aspects of closing the gap between what armed 
strength Western Europe now has and what she needs. 

The day-by-day wait at External Affairs headquarters for final word 
from the Council's deputies in London is still going an and word still 

' %; may came that there will be a meeting_here'in mid=September.' 	. 
- But Mr. Pearson raised a positibility today in Landon'which may mean 

any September meeting ii out 	 --- 
He told reporters it still is under consideration but there is a 

possibility it will be merged with a'later meeting in Europe for  which 

Gen. Bradley's Ottawa Visit: General Omar Bradley, Chairman'of the United States 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, in Canada for about four days' talks and some - 

t fishing, gave a press"Jconferenée in Ottawa August  1.1 The Canadian Press 
report, after iluoting  Minas àaying Spain could be made an asset to 
Western military strength, proceeded as follows: 

Gen.-Bradley said the United States Air Force is» studying the problem 
of building up staging areas for getting werplanes-to Europe. 

--  He was anewering a reporter's question as to whether the U.S. is 
planning any new military developments in Canada beyond building and 
manning radar stations. ' 

' There have been reports here that the U.S. is going to expand its 
facilities at Goose Bay Airport in Labrador as part of the route for 
planes to Europe--and to Russia if war came. 

Gen. Bradley said the U.S. is going to take part in a relatively 
mail Canadian-U.S. winter exercise here this winter, one to test " 
engineering equipment. It is expected to involve about 400 men and to 
take place in Labrador. , 	- 

He said the U.S.A.F. is studying the greater need for staging areas 
naw that a great number of planes are going to'go to Europe. Whether 
they have enough to handle the situation he wesn't prepared to say. ' 

From the Parliamentary press gallery he went down Parliament Hill, 
for a talk with the Minister,of National Defence, Mr.' Claxton, that was 
expected to touch on the subject of the U.S.-British split over  a cannon  
rifle.. 

Across Canada: The United States presidential citation for ffextraordinary 
Wmin Korea which was awarded the 2nd Battalion of the Princess 

Petricias Canadian Light Infantry was formally presented to the 
Minister of National Defence, Mr. Claxton, yesterday by Gen. Omar 
Bradley....The Canadian Army has its first woman medical officer in 
peacetime history. She is Capt. Ellice Agnes Parmenter, 29-year-old 
Scottish doctor and mother of two children, who recentlywas appointe4 

,at the Canadian Army Liaison establishment in London, Eng 	Laurier 
House, - home of two'former Canadian Prime Ministers, was formally turned 
over to the people of Canada yesterday by a third  Prime  Minister, Mr. 
St. Lauren-b....Mexico's campaign to wipe out illiteracy will have to be 
*postponed indefinitely ff 'unless her newspapers receive more Canadian 
newsprint, Antonio Martinez Baez, Mexican Minister'of Economics, told 
the Montreal Gazette yesterday. 

• arrangements have already:been made: 

- 30 - 
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Gen.. Bradley'eettawa Conferences: ,Ottawa, August  Z  (CP.).„17 gen.  Orner Bradley gave 
..canadals military chiefs a comprehensive .briefing on .United States military 
policies today and is believed to have found,the.Canadians in full. agreement  
with Washington's buffer-zone policy in Korea. 	- 	: 2  

They also appear to have been together in the view that dangers of a 
letdown in Western determination to re-ara - tecause of Korean peace talke.should 
be oombatted as effectively. as  possible beeause Russia's objectives remain  un  
altered and because Europe remains the No. 1 point of .peril. 

The_Chairman  0f the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff,. top  military man in  
Washington, spent three hours this morning,talking with Lt.-gen: Charles.Foulkes, 
his  Canadien  counterpart, and the heads of the three Canadian  services.  

Both U.S. and Canadian sources reported that 0.en. Bradley'wasn't , up.here 
tO sell anthirg, whether it  be  greater aid , for Europe or something else.. His -  

. , primary mission was to put Ottawa completely in thepioture on what thelLS. is 
doing in the military field. 	. 	 . 

Be brought along,only two  aides, a fact which indicated the talks were 
general. They not only embraced policies abroad but such matters as production, 
training manpower and future plans. 	, 	, , 	 = 

- 	111re mentioned yesterday that he wanted Canadian.views . on certain Atlantic 
,Pact Matters and he-is believed to haye . gone thoronelly into:the:pact . picture. 
On-Korean  nattera,  he is believed to have found the Canadian-chiefs fully. -.in 
accord with the view thatthe 38th Parallel,is,no place to accept a military 
,buffer zone and in agreement with-the .  United Nations opposition  to Red .  pressures 
to accept one there.: 

. The parallel  zone, in the views of. both sides, would:invite an , attack 
that could drive the U.N. forces into . the sea. 	. 	 :1. 

.,. Both capitals have been concerned, too, that the Korean peace talks may 
lull the Wastern.peoples into a false sense of security over Soviet aim's and 
.this apprehension is believed to have been reflected - in.the talks.- .: 

kr. Pearson Returns To Ottawa:.  Ottawa, August 2 (CP) -- The federal Cabinet today 
received'from the Secretary of State for EXternal Affairs,  r.  'Pearson,  a - re-
port on his six-week diplomatic mission to the capitals of North EUropean 
states. 

.There was no official statement following the two-hour session, the' 
Cabinet's second meeting_this,week and the last before Prime Minister St. 

' 	Laurent takes off tomorrow on a five-day,flying trip to the Prairie Provinces. 
Mr. Pearson, who told reporters on his arrival in Ottawa earlier today 

that he found conditions in Europe "a little more satisfactory,'“ gave the 
Cabinet tureport of his discussions with foreign government leaders. '* 

1 Big Living Cost Advance:  Ottawa, August 2  (OP)  --,Another shot from the food-price 
gun in June boosted living costs in Canada by a near-record 3.5 points. 

Biggest monthly advance since last February's record 4.5-point climb, 
it increased the cost-of-living index to a new high of 187.6 from 184.1, the 
BureaueStatistics reported today. In the space of a year the index has , 
jumped 20.1points. It is based on 1935-39 prices equalling 100 ..  

This time the price-increase concentration was on mea,  eggs and fresh 
vegetables. There were other small increases in such items as coal and coks4 
drugs, hospital care, tobacco and newspapers. 

(over) 
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The Bureau said that most,of,the food price advances were normal  for  
the month of Tune. The exception  uas meet, particularly pork. .The  Bureau  
found the price of meat "larger than seasonal." • 

Price climbs for food and  other items boosted living costs in Canada,:. 
86.1 percent since August, 1939, the Bureau said. All sub-indexes are at 
record highs._ 	. 

In June,the upward impetus,in,food prices'pushed up the food sub-index 
by,9.9 points to1249.17. A year,ago it,touched 814.3. 

NATO Council Tb Meet In Ottawa:  (Press Releaseeo. 36, August 3) -- A meeting of 
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization is to take place in Ottawa beginning 
September 15. An announcement is being issued simultaneously by NATO on this 
meeting. The text of the NATO announcement is as follows: 	' 

"Two meetings of the North Atlantic Councii.will be held this' autumn, it 
was announced todayhyXr. Paul Van Zeeland, Belgian Fereign Minister and 

z' :Chairman'of the Council. Prior to the ordinary annual session, -_which:18:t0:::. 
eonvene-in Rome at the end of October a meeting of the  Council will be held 
in Ottawa on  September 15 to consider such problems as maY'be ready-for'T 
discussion or action by the Council atthat time." 

liericane Invest "RiSk Capital" In Canada: ,  Ottawa', August:3 (Citizen) '  -- Although 

	

- 	85 perceFt ofthe funds spent on capital expansion within'Cenada are now coming 
. from Canàdianse' it is still largely American investors who ere.putting ujythe 
"rislucapital" spent within this pountry, Kenneth Wilson,'Ottewe Editor of The 
Financial Post said in a speech here yesterday. 

Acress  Canada:  - -Viscount Alexander yesterday sent birthdey greetings to the Queen, 
_ - who celebrates her 51st birthday August 4....TUenty Canàdian delegates will 

..'attend the World Assembly of Youth general meeting at Cornell  University-in 
 Ithaca, N.Y., August 5-15. The convention is held for the third consecutive 

	

- 	year in-oppositien to the Communist-sponsored World Federation ,-of Democratic 
Youth gatheringin.Russian-occupied CermanY....Tianspert Minister Chevrier will 
leave here August 9 to inspect civil airports in the Prairie Provinces and 
discuis local 'problems with departnental officiels.' Hé-will-visit airports 
at'Winnipeg, Regina, Calgary,. Edmonton and Sasketoon....Douglas F. Bowie of 

7 1ientrea1 has been-appointed today.as President end peneral'Manager of the' 

	

. 	Government7operated . Canadian Oversees Telecommiunicatione Corp.;-Itd 	 
-Industrial emPloyMent end payrolls  bit  all4ime'peaks June  1, 'the Bureau of 
Statistics.reported.....Group Capt. D.H. MacCaul, 46, of Sault Ste. - Marie,. 

hàs been-àppointed pommandin&officer of No. 6 Repair'Depet at Trenton, 
Ont 	The Canadian Congress of Labour said continued - price increases are 

. ., ;:steadily.eatineinto the "real earnings" of Canada's industrial workers.... 
111e1.-H.'(Hec) Stewart,'a'former newspaper man - from British Cplumbia, haS'been 
named Director of Public Relations for the Army ànd given the,acting rank of 
Lieutenant-Colonel. 
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Canada, U.S. Civil Defence Experts Meet:  •Cita*e; Aligilâtr6 3 (CPP=JC6miliihiCations 
are expected to be among the subjects discussed here tomorrow when top United 
States and Canadian civil defencé;officials came together for the second time 
in three months. 

- The Minister of National Health and Welfare, Mr. Martin will head the 
Canadian delegation. Millard Caldwell, top C.D. man in Washington,  will 	' 
head a group of 18 Americans. 

-This is the second meeting of the joint U.S.-Canadian C.D. committee 
and it will review the progress that has been made in integrating the 
programmes of the two countries as far as possible. 

' One of the key problems facing the two countries jointly is how best 
- to get to the U.S. the warnings that originate in Canada. 

Mr. St. Laurent On Western Tour: The Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, spent the 
week-end in Alberta and Saskatchewan, where he is participating in celebrations 

. marking the 60th anniversary of the arrival of the first Ukranian settlers. 
The Canadian Press reports, in part as follows: 

, "At Duck Lake, Sask., he told a group of predaninantly French-speaking 
residents that Canada will make greater progress in the next half century 

• than in the last--tprovided we can prevent another war.' 
"'That is why we're making an effort to combine forces and strength 

with other members of the United Nations.' 
"Already the North Atlantic Pact was beginning to have its desired 

effect: halting aggression. Mithout mentioning any country by name, the 
Prime Minister said he believes present-day aggressors will change their 
tactics if they can find a good face-saving method. 

"At Waldheim, 35 miles north of Saskatoon...Mr. St. Laurent told his 
audience, many wearing overalls and straw hats, that he does not pretend to 
be a politician--that he is trying to administer Canada so it will be the 
kind of country in which people will be glad to raise their children and 
grandchildren...." 
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the United Kingdom, will leave tomorrow 
Aperation with the RAF occupation force 
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force base now used by the RAF and about 25 miles from Hanover. R.C.A.F. 
units-  operated- front the base :in the- late , monthe of the Second World 
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Present'Preildent'TrumantsCitatIon: 1  Edmonton;-Abgust 5 (CP) -- A  citation from 
President Truman to the 2nd Batallion-Pr -thet- Princess Patricias Canadian 

	

Light Infantry was presentedtoday to its commanding officer, 	 J.R. 
Jim)0Stone.z:,17 	 fl 	 .1cV 
The Minister of National Defence, Mr. Claxton, visiting EdMionton on a 1 ,  

r,--tour:ofowesterrumil#ary posts, handpd theioitation-Ifore!Perlerclin!"-rYshMie 
Stonelto take 7backto4hismen inKorea.".-00137Stone -ileav:esit2r- Korea 

r7.1' 	 F,--1 112= 7.0 
±p7As yop returnto 7your gallant eregimentirit:gives-great:pleasure to 

1.72 	 -brineyouithie.eitation toLadd to the , glory- of:Canadiani- mlgesruVrelçlaxton 
Î4 J-K,7 I.o 	 :icibeadz e  0±  n3v13 r-epci Uld e lD7,Alq 

The unit was awarded the citation by President Truman tprI4taLrdefensive 
stand  in. the  Kapyong.sector e el, Koroa,cAprild24727.1Sjx hundrd  men,  encircld 

z-,by-Communist 	 Cline - for -tb 	€111-OntAttack. 

Across-Canadat,1Followinga 1ong7standing sTractiss ofdthe 0Cana4ae-yarliament to 
eleçMormerz Speakersot7 the:1House!,ofi Çommon§ tojthei-erilyiCoueoi4 9Hon. Georg 

-11 .7B4çk:Yras,)sworn -rinto that-J39dy...;Itiwas maonounco&in2Lond9n-lAugust 5 that 
.-.11aji:Meg.tin:„Char,ter4s,,priyatersecre147,to ,princess:plizabettli.leby air 

for-iliontreal l-and 2 Ctawat,August 7 5to,ake:arrangements for pie 9ctober tour 
,of the Princess and the Duke of Edinburgh..e.ÇeorgeDr;e1r,,fFrogrçssiya 

, , ,Conseryatiye4eader,in_s.Toronto,speech demanded 3 1aws.3-stlio4 would treat as 
tritors persons1v110strilTwto-destroy_freedom:in,Çane....Fremier ,Duplessie 
announcement last week that the Legislatvré ,w111-meetiNov. r.7 3, c andrpr9sumably 
run into 1952, is taken as an indication it will be t'he last session of this 
egis1ature'-the-Gazette reports. 	 -1 v ;0 .0.0 „rç- z r:2 0 

Ct D1 

.ECrIcrt ce -r;':' el •  
ed - 	Me 	 r ,, e.-;1+r:! lc 

0, 

. -,2 r VATULU 	3! 	fiina 
er-Squadrozï-TcuGermazrp—Ottawa;-August-6-(CP)-----Thé-RW.A:F. saidetCday' -,,r■ , , 
its 421 Fighter Squadron,-based'in 
to take part ina, 1Xlve-day support -
in Germany.  •  

The squadron will be -based at Celle-,'a'former permanent German "air 

er:y 
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c;rel-1.  11 1w 2brer0 dr;id ednobinel 
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'.aecitr7. LbdIeU erIC 23 alatfilta 
acw doL -1 Didec.1C-A 1:J -111 6:1J" vb...11A" 

:eleolCeam ducc[dIU .1;01 -ace-Inn 7-,z1.11.elf :doe-no 
111w ,-, -1-Deaps 	 asvplled 	1,12z 12t21niM rsîr  

.Li 	 L  bell ill!D ye:id 11  
de7c1113,1 	 lo 	 a; 	ilk" 	• 

ot bn7-2de-:(7 doe eccb 	t adeJ wnIde 1-er, i;11.c-lovo àmilEcw ,ulem ,eon9lbuz 
ef7?-  c1 111w  J cerhLxrO 	CiL  0J 7.,e1Ï-1:4 	ed J- rdd--eldlior; 	ed 
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-11- 	 -7 4 .-.1c II 	 1. 
‘For 	offiéiSt 	 bri létin is iittendéd csole» bea/au ed wn.: 111 ,, 	- to 	 -Càn' 	 v'et- 	 s 

o `  "t  .71911J-1:1-f" 

r 	

'1e2 fort bÎication ,. 

1.-;r1.Pe nirtin,iitià,ïîfy 
Vo1.agen4;4 	 '113 yd 	caro 	 b Ataguet,e,1951. 

beCinT3 elfd. 	?•:.11 -..1- 1-ferLtae 12:01 Le•-9 	 3•1 
MrafPeereenAn 7Peace , Offensiver.,IJOa.„:kuegtp7c(CP1:.•. ,ryheLSecret4i,e,.State 

..caPr lexterneatte,i.rq,'MreYee.i.r.q9%#pdayïrtisiee4d , es . a44.er;Pc.Milgarnda.Move 
the latest Soviet call for a five-power -pact cif .Pe'siOé. 	- T- - 

conference-he4is "prettx certain" in.his awn mind that_ - 
ettelRuseqaPAL,greLIalinachi4gaPTeE."Pe:eeefiglIreIWPar,.7 6t:t-heir:P° 11-enq't-77-7--- 

 sayinethey.,-..want,)to-,reacha,eollition:peffltatanding,prefemsithïthe iWeit. 
171ffe can't rebuff the," he said, "but we'haVe to.be:,pretty_carefuliP - 

our examinatiorUPf theme.",  t‘:-, 	 T 1`4 	't*(4. 	 " 
He was cementing directly-on Soviet President Niknla,Shvernikproposal 

of.,leverer!erCffltl'14'.qr 
. e.IrThereiisnothing,newhin othe r. latest,Soviet,4fer,;siaidyr:Peàrion. It 

t irwai theAsame-asinîher 8oviet z offersplaced,-,b9fore lîhçiVnited Natio4 -1. -..Assembly 
and thoroughly diseussecLtherelé,-,:lhelrestern posit1onzhadnhangp4:;41, -,; 

Anywayizqie -:wentiAni?Veta.-9f ,peace ididnt gutaranteethat ?.ieace,wonld be 
prisserved.There-,had been-,many :.such paots :during,the leet - 2$iyeEirgif.moteo)ne 
h3di-dpne2- nnore-liari, the4rgOod.hythrowing dust into7,peoP1e!!,a -r",eYi x  

Mr. Pearson's comment came at a press conferenee in Whiéh,hé : reported 
on his recent tour of Northern Europe, discussed arrangements for the Atlantic 

 PactàËeeting hereenext(month and: eaidAefensiye çarrangements ibeinknegotiated,, 
by theAlnited.etatesrndApeina -re.A.91thng-...thosetvio --ooun-tries -W-r1 
decide. . s _ _4 

o 	 E17:... 	 F.' 
OCO,HOCeld thçre,J15A2Per9tfflorel.ieyect4tTthelmagfe.t. 94',4neding 

Spain in the North At1ent10 e;t-c 111:fc'ee.t‘?Pa :u, the:_paot,,,mee -414:4eyeAll..- 
 Septemberit-yfasnotj an,limmedi.eteliprOhleg.c` 

.Butheldidi.expeOtthflt3therproblem7,-of r bringiiig;,Greeçe=nd,,Turk-ey_within 
therlsoopecielthe elliEpeeD7rould -)?!1441 cffliedtr.,,n4i 131121y settledeethilt 
meeting e rriteÇanaeian :;Cej#ekiv!eul4coider4ie,etand  on  thequestiou.this 
week. - 05 

Mr. Pearson said it would not be ewise" to ieave the inpresition -Ëhat 
theAttawaeeting woul&taker,hi.g,endmportazItAecisione.-.7 Rather et3u141c, 

 giveq)relbilinarreobsiderationo 
deciliong;t0abe:taken at A.-.1-11".4eM"geseilel.,:R97 ! 
yeb-:Ctlegthtile01,1170SA9,7beiRry.ey4,/49r:ejiherRP.Meln9 11:PDfitti"Manii! 

loitet000rOuldcle:.considered.::fflr.e 	 moment; it e, 
-loonldbeectüJthereAscPojffli99,b91peesieetio ,e4u ;4fie 
butobmeofinegotietiPnettolbriUiGefflAY clost9.241 13.  

od 'IliecestimateathetebeFPÇL?Pga!MS1::P90491.gnA9ieg4:4 
uœtaWaitoe theimeetingl3wgerPn 4'9m;-fleptember : 15 

	

ezeoutstripany::pastorth,41.5.1,-r#irg . g.,7tog c4h..?rrfor.  siz 	 the 
 pacti neti.oue,r111A$end:.:thrçeiçf".#Er4)re.iPlFf iH  • cpf2 c+ 

2 He ditelôseetbetibiDwilljêojtplgenyrenciecp fpr,";tbe, :peptembet:4 
signing of the Japanesepeeee.:; trçatyel a: doçumen7ts:whiehiCanada44d.,ISoy'e:;t6 
be "reasonably satisfactory." It later will be submitted --"to Pdrliament: - 
for ratification. 	, 

Canada did not, he added, regard:as,in the same category as the North 
Atlantic Pact the three-corner defensive alliance announced recently by the 

United States, New Zealand and Australia. Canada had not been invited to 
enter it.  

However, if the arrangement took an the aspects of a broader and deeper 
military alliance, with the inclusion of other Pacific powers. Canada:would 
have to reconsider her.position. 

(over) 
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'= ;' 	$ 	 , h 	 + 	4, 1 —Eliminate. Border Barriers L7 -  — " - 

- 

administrative barriers to i close,co-operation between local Canadian  and  
American'authoritiesUn CiVil'ilefeilée have now been- vriped out. 	 - 

This statement"Was'Made today bithe Minister - of Healthandlrelfare, - .  - 
Mr. Martin, and MillareCaldwel14 , Administrator of the Federal 	 °4 
Defence Administration of the United States, after . the 'second meeting of the 
joint:U.S.-Canadian,civil defenceuammittee.„ 

 t,Thia:Means' a lt wae,explainediati né:idifficulties will now be raised 
by  the  federal,uustana,and,immigration,authprities of the two countries to 

;the free movement'of personnel and equipment,back-and forth across the' 
1---"bordér'fin;thé :relief of disasters occasioned by air attack.  Civil  défenee*L7 

operations remain a matter for the state and local authorities'in the United 
'1"-(Statés'':ancFProVinafaranà4oëaIeaütlioritfgein:Canada7liu -Utheilii aizthorities 

exiit.7-  
- 	 cc,2zi  

itélithî'  Ottawa,' lingutit- -- 7 	the:-Canadian 
tour ' , IDY- Princess  Elizabeth  and-her - hUsbend;Lthè Duléeoff -Édinburgh;- ïvtillitin 

• "it-E lé Eiét( :à. 	Onth," 	j»1rtii Chartexis , .13rivate eé retarrIto:thei.-: 
pidil6tiâï.;-zsâieltdda3;:.oc 	 ' 

f. 	
Be arrived by air from London last night to Conferr iiitherinadian7) 

-- officialsthe:tonr 
"Both are in:good-spiriteitzieeiCiteid-eibàut . theirifôrthconingl -trip.g,':,-  

* J>i  '"Tlié'etyal' leéneeilll'saiijfér.: 7 Canadaaboare,theEMPressof:Fraiice _ 
Yj r-e3Pît;mbér1 25', knd-1,Will'break"=theie'Canadien r=toUrifér teedays-ii0otobér 24-2p, 

to be'ill -eiûéstaPrééident Trumatrat-WaShington:ilL 	 hn 8  
" ' -`"There'lWsémé - taWcif eitendint'thalUnited7Stateetouritoother-

îxnerican'c1tis,  but  there'ià'nothing definiteyét," Maj.Charterissaid:q 
In'anyoase, - the.Noya1 pair will:return tà -Canada aftervisltinethe:= baitéegtiit ed 

-1n1 	 -ort  

Bumpér'Crop 	iIity This Year*: Ottawa -, , Anglist 7 (CP)..ii.r.:Grain authorities': ' 	r=POésib  
today painted'a glowing-pictureCof:wheat',pcissibilitieson ,:th&Canadian - 

Prairies and said that signs point to a bumper crép this year. 	. 
Or. WWoiildP1-a-Ce'-'theqétarharveetlatmOrethati  387,000,000 

 bheiaL-thà- àiuïuàraverage'dùrinethériasel0 yeti:re:CA 
Canada reaped 462,000,000'bUsheliiltiet:year e271utzpre -seaionalfrost ,:..2 

;11iiieetbeciiialitî.;:ibt -JOne.;:hâlf7tWeropliseeéônsidertecebelc* pat. 
etitieOffiCialsthe 7-Eni41ôéklia:betteriiiid barrineweather 

1- 1.ipséte, - Canada'may harVest -morethan-4 
estimate is expected in about 10 days. 	 .:11c.ce 
J.Ene 	 '_qtj 	0:Y Th' :r 	f7,f1; 	7t1 

t 	 , 	■ 	- 
Aerbés - Canadar -The  Prlâti'MinistOi errSt.:Latirént;Psaid - at Battleford;CSask, 

that - he- intends't6-take'-officiallsiéps to1iavéthehtilfbreelaàtiOn:on)-71 
the Prairies  late in the lase'-centnryi- referredft0 as an:;"uprisitte:ancitnét 
A.`çerWelli'art: N i:::: -Tha'airCriifeCarrie'rldfagnificentzletellalifax2yesterday 
an 4J- 2ïiéâth êriiajof'theitaiterràÉéan Whera"-ahe:WilreniageJin.exerpiâes 
withhiPs'éf rthé ifatil'anetlie'n -airiêà..Stithleyellbeward -;:"U.SïzAmbeleador 
to Canada,,backj iiiw ettilwi0- artérti9. kUlathzlongttriptorTilrot)e, - aaid:.she7found 
"enWa1r'of,COnfidehée"éethecàénideii .U.'44Thedanadiarr, Congress3éf Labour 

fores Priceéntr-b1 asteeüit ofth latestluil>dntthe 
éhargeewilliiejlai&againstanyone 

trying.  to shoot Niagara Fallebr7 th'ihrhiriPbélaRaPidirthei-ein -..futtire,:fru-1 
Prem1er? Ff6aeannéUnaeà Wiiii'làfiermath'teitiledeathieceltedMIHill  in  a week-
cèneâtemptteihOOt=the"FallW, ieerubberéontraption:qn7, 	10 -1,r11. z.fa 
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—noldnioocE,L Dquol-qA xhiu.roD 

1.1.0 	 (ID) c  (For o(ficial use o?lz.  This bulletin,i,s, intended sol,el_jr ,;.  

he' in fOrdieLcJzoÎbrr S- tiotb: --of:C;iria jd1;n'  
- 

stationeti"abroact:ItsContente , are not- for puolicatton 
•\:^1.1- tuto 	eriz 	 '10 	 J  rnt.. 

!Na. -clerrzer 	 .E1c1DJ- 11w11- 	 rf, -„uo -r.rfj-  -Thurs4arer.A.ugust 9, 1951. 
-énuolb tevollol 	 triDjj- VOC ni ciel 022, -)Ift 	al 	lc 7,ninpq11 
Rep brt:cOar Chalk Riverr:AtofniePla.nt: riettawa ,„-..ilugustf 8(CP)1 -72Canada',81.e.eientists, 

14'101:03 including; her-,st cola, Invest igatorst,, -  are  new engagçct: inr new: -projects.) -des igned 
to aid in the modern rearmament of the country's tightineforeee.: - [:1-  

b9V0 -1:(:::1-..Th_iist.  was dis c 1 osed! tonight,-  ircrthe': annual:report .of)-the2, National  Research 
:3"..rle -r3 ,çoutIctr,• ,: they 410.0-men, -government.-backedi research agency) whiclt bags.: °barge of 

exCanada hie:atanic;-  energy_ -project,-  at Chalk 	Critario.`10 ;10 n i 
Thee 	reparti. 	 Dr.qe).J.-:-.1Lackenz iTe was: carefully 

si r&edrBut. ttdid say) thatrwitIrthergroWinelane inessr.of the.: world  situation .  

Canadian saientistsiere,turnine .rmors3 aMmore. ta: prajectsi at isiaag ,from the 
requirements of the e.rmed forces." 

-Trier> 	Iheir it added': • 	'.'" , 	 • 	.r.oi 	L..' !-: 0 	."•; 
or; o 	thee prèsent.t ime -,- -21.1r addition ta.-J the atornleil artergy.PF6fe—c-fiTwlifcli - 

s itivratre has- hacb.arduall bharaCtefe4, the, divis.ions)-ofq e lectrie al..angineering 
o a zebhattidal. engineering' .  arid, ,  to-.) tomeyextenti ,  building r es ear? he.) app lie d physics 

	

/c. mutt applied: ohemi s tryii 	tpened almost-  exclus 	War( work • 7 
iJ  a -:::-.:Thie.:was-Ithé l'irat;:bffipial: indication that- tho:Chalk:Riverlatomic plant, 

,,la5irriles3narthwast.L of '.erttavréi.mighti-. be.: engaged-. in.WarIworit. -The: plant is 
dr. i.e.;uf• 	biilt arauxid ame.taraio: read tor 'and-, anotherfpi1erS.s to be built.. du .-17 

Thepart-r(atpthereport.,dealineerittr inreatigationsfet)ChalkIRiTer made  no  
1 D1  F.OhltientilDni otrsi)enfie -daténce -.pr.ôjects -e.t.- Btrt.rsit sae disc los 	resea,rch 

chemisth 	haxej...Éradeis-7.n.umb:er. -  efi-  newt is otape by_D successivef:7capt_ti.re of 
neutrons. One, it said, was the isotope of phosphorus of mass 33. 

Work had proceeded, the report said, on the separation of fission products 
and methods of separating useful isotopes have been improved. 

Isotopes have various uses, mainly in medical research work. 
Of the new atomic pile, the report said it "vrill be provided with special 

research devices for continuing and extending fundamental investigations." 
Other activities of council scientists during the year included dis-_ 

covering a nevr starting material for the production of valuable, musk-like 
perfume bases, continuing research into methods for recovery of oil from 
Alberta's tar sands, and investigating the application of gas turbine engines 
to locomotives. 

Mr. Pearson Reports To Cabinet On Tours Ottawa, August 8 (CP) -- The Secretary of 
State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, today gave the federal Cabinet a 
detailed report of his recent swing through the capitals of some of Canada's 
Atlantic Pact partners. 

Ur. Pearson returned from overseas last Thursday and gave the Cabinet a 
preliminary report that day. However, today he went into greater detail on 
his talks with Government leaders of Northern European states. 

Be told a press conference yesterday that, although he had met virtually 
all of those leaders at United Nations and other international conferences, it 
had been profitable to talk to them in their  home  capitals. 

The Cabinet, in its three-hour session, also discussed the October tour 
of Princess Elizabeth, with Mr. Pearson filling it in an some of the details 
of his meetings with the Princess while in the United Kingdom. 

Ask "Mors Dependable" Immigrant Labour: Ste. Anne De Bellevue, Que., August 9 (CP) 
-- The Canadian Federation of Agriculture, at the windup of its semi-annual 
meeting yesterday, called for federal action to secure "more dependable* 
immigrant labour for Canadian farmers. 

(over) 
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_________Delegatee..,frcoi...all_prOvinbes]ettending..:the_meeting _voiced complaints ' that 

imiaigrants now going to Canadian farms lack any agricultural skill, lack-, af 
knowledge of English and scion -  develop an urge to leave the land for Other jobs, 

The complaints'''. ab grant' farm-  labour were s imilar to those réCently 
voiced by Carleton Cotmty farmers at an Ottawa meeting called by the .Carletos • 
County Agricultural Association. • 

, 	• • Prairie Crop Prospects Reported Good r -T-  OttawarAugust 8 (CP) -- Crop prospects on 

	

. the, prairies. , generally appear .to 	g~od,theBûreau of Statistics indicated 
today in a periodic 'survey of -conditiqnaacroèsthe  country. 

1 C. 2.  Di.11.V weather through the week in Manitoba retarded burnin—g arid pi-erne:Lee 
ripening of grain in many areas. Rain in southern sections relieved drough,- 

, eut• tricken crops b1 i& rairc Ise= fallen lit:Ca -trial Manitobe end:Ircipsithere 
Lez .:;-!:7--ttire:' deteriorating rapidly -4 ',-,Harvelittint, 1123±-Centralldanitobal 

in the here fewi 	 mot.cr: 
Saskittc1iewan‘,1 relic and higher! teMperatufresp bay& greatly Improved 

espècti: in rcentral end north-erir arees.•;-_:-.7Mowever-ireontinued•-' high, rtemperatures 
and lack  of rabisture are baiising -deterioratiorr 	 AbOve-average 

7. u1 	yields e of- wheiitz;tire, eipetted ii32: central :end northern'.  diistribtsikiT 
rfoLtelf113 br -fo'Verr heave crôpf growth:. isl.evidene thrOugh ant Albertit. -.Li_ Zair. incidence 

:7!hes been:: 'hi el' and,  mos s ever eL'in c 	 westerTÉ areasie r .1ezD 
-"lo 

Across Canada: Canada startéd the -  hew crop ':year ,Aingust Lwithvisible carry-
1 over:. oft; 162;2 2 9,- 5 68:: buËhels of -  Tilieilt ,-;_therïB oar& bfJ erairr,-  Commisktoners 

artnounc 	f; This : cOmparee;with.-98, 036 , 818 bushels: carried overi inter:the 
01  ■27,Ar lastIcropl Year. 1 =Th& Boàrd I ; figures7. s hawed, thatImost) the7srheat 	stored 

in Colin-try elevators •  and atf-  the: Lakehead;'• 34074 ps6_, bushels.:.1.1.-Iformer 

	

e Axis tral 	 Earle: Pgë, allëd  on Primer-Minlater St. Laurent 

	

r-i1 yet terdeiy. Sir Ear 1 e ; nOw; Alas tra 	Health.' Minis ter;-.T paid : court-trey call to 
Mr. St .4 titirtént  as;  part brlhis: round; of official , Vis 	He 	etUdying healt 

..e= mattereir  1i Cenadar. and  the) Uni tedl Stateà. -  .The Defence Prbduction Department 
• yesterday '..trulounced -  that ntrects total ling: .$16 -,000,DDO. haVe beenawarded for 

`10, the, b onstruction - 1 ori 2 WO: prefabricated:lints:I fOr,thetCanadiem irmy.3:1.3 

	

,!-,1.51e< :1 01:10 	4:7-7-101111. 

	

ett.'%;,L0`11 1'701. a!n 	 1.;e. 
7.1712- eltr.-ro:3 2c r:-.:7,:42!.-.m 
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. 000 t4SThettbürCiilltalèti;It'hê ,2R4aI 2C6Ie-fidneciribétidl6P'temtiall (tO:1 	other, 
bcettPthe 10 :pro4iricial:reipitila an  dyénttê  in  betweeil "Iiilicr,b15i"ief1y, to 
5r1 1id-ii it .DPresident xTrinnaid 	Waghidgt6ri ei7 1:Thy 	 "Oil other 

American cities. 	 .1.caz 	 ce 

They-will sail for home from another storied Canadian city, St.. Johnlae  
tiom4"4 	 "ttaïd: liEthrdétil  erKi  

rs6vêàbèf. -11:4,nOrtheir'li7Oh j=j-PrïnCg 	 j 	 il> "" 11-15j  
1°   to R 	

°j'iclilie. ite Cariadiesl lettiy I WUR ci.ticIiide:-tWo:-.'brief '113 	brd 	ctlierlvérlit 	• 
i •Y..e .59er iVaté 	ati speite `7-stirlf 	;7:nere-cted---klo.:76 în -thè *die and  rdine-qii the 

rtriPs2to iiditrra15 EiiicIéréne '61)1ant&nd év-e'r all Ina ataxy es tab 1 is h-
nanfektrsj o:Dt1-20 -1- cl cJ. 	 311J cd szfudj:Id.ecD 	 ,1110 	lir.›119?31 

All this was disclosed today with the publication cifithellci-liWidted 
itinerary for their visit, which will cover 18,000 miles from the time they ,  ' 

b 2  e 0  cleaVe 	United "Kit-4%46m fili.Mr-tilee'reetlîrn;;-: 	 : 25e7273  Er. ° 13 ''l 
-13  "Ald 6f fiCaseil -!zîteteni-errt cat dbhi'plitfiririt- tr éèd br iniiI theme, 

5 `)D.ft-tICtiiigh-'jnbein s&aor--1hatthIs ib 	tobè thei -grand :11èYalriT-Ciir of 
1117T 3;93 9 ;iv-lien-  Ithe KÎn raher-..-"tÈè keiée, 41 Cth 	jjj menai-Chn T.Viii-±-éat Canada. 

lifdt4ftih 	 hi,àA13 &re---eëià , no 
••laSiiiatete 	 El 

 
' 	 ri '11 	f-)10;re:1) of b17ni 

zevr 	zitià-téa'd,the • -statein'êieer  l 	felr'lebYar 
evri Wirr -enable; enf fte:te*be: ÉLe 	èbple"- Lae peSSibrerlriindl- rtebé 
yr,l eid.hbfbrthilid±:e ••11`t erf.:. • 	 3 '10 nr.crrepn ovr:r 

itz ocn:Still;tc-thé: 14-etre ie 7%hle.: itihériii3e:,prtaieldel ,  the f:sighàl rbiejih tOwns 
'4oh11. 1.citîeer.n1-46nethre-J,  Cute; tio"715bk ieepar a ti bn'a r±or'"' thèrewelebiljtb==the 

b?r-r/ 4csia.17--t-buple;,-.7-,' le the: 1.939--pattérn.tilerfellbkée-LL. andz thie inqt.lincètDrtain 
q-iIidjs etind:otfidr:.b -elebrati °her ki t- be :Prbelalnid 'ice As tr, "-thés-litfie 

: As made public, thelkitinra-rYbonnIstedtmer'ely,  zettfidIbai'è* beeneete the 
schedule, listing the towns they-will visit and the dates they-will be there. 
The meat and substance of the tour -- the arrangements for them to see the 
people and for the people to see=them 	elll be filled in later. 

Stressing the keynote of simplicity, the statement said that local 
authorities, in preparing programmes, will  "no  doubt wish to keep in mind 
their 'Royal Highnessess ' expressed hope that the arrangements will be as 
simple as possible." 

The Princess  will  hold one press conference in Ottawa. 

Six Months' Exports To U.S.  Pass Billion Mark: Ottawa, August 9 (CP) -- Canada's 
exports to the United States in the first six months of 1951 passed the 
billion-dollar mark for the first time in history. 

The Bureau of Statistics reported that shipments in the six-months 
jumped $200,000,000 to a new high of $1,117,700,000-63.7 per cent of 
Canada's exports. 

Shipments to all countries rose to $1,740,200,000--a $300,000,000 jump 

over $1,430,600,000 in the corresponding period a year ago. 

ent 

(over) 
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— 	Part of 	 Bureati; _was-due  to price climba and 
part to expanded volume,. ,Its earlier reports indicated, however, that -. 
Canada was buying frOmv  the world a lot more than  she was selling  and  that 
the gap be-tween exPorts end iiaPort -s'in' the six-month period may run to " 
about $340,000,000. - 7 - 	- 	 9F 

In June, said the Bureau, domestic exports maintained its pace in-
creas,ing,to $312,500,000,.up #23,000,000 -fraa last year's $289,200,000. 

.%, Shipments, :to the'y.s. rose7to:$190,000,00O ;  from $179,300,000, but 
exports; to Bri.tain slipped,slightly_to #51,309,000 from $52,800,000. 
Shipments to Latin-American countries. _also. were ,down, to #11,200,000 from 
$13,900,000, but Europe, outside of Britain, doubled its purchases to 
$32,200,000 fran $16,200,000. 

The crver-all, six-month export picture with Britain -was not encouraging, LI 
Though prices had increased sharply the value of Canada's shipments to 
Britain totalled $253,500,000, up only slightly from last yearefi,$235,900,000, ii  

Ship-lie:its to the 20 Latin-Araerican coraltries climbed to $79,748,0 00 from r 
$60,825,000 	,about.-nine _times higher ,than the 1938 figure o$981 3 ,000.. -  

,:. Canada's -top export --- newsprint - 7- rose to, #47,000,000-1n7 ;Tune,. f'roni 
$39,200,00O, zbringing,the six-month total to $248„500,000. from.  •235,400,000. 
Wood pulp, another big export cominodity, climbed to $32,400,000, in,Tune from 
$18,100,000, boos -ting the ,six-m.onth total:to $163,360,000 ,from-#91,900,000. 

...Produots in the general category_of pulp,•,lumbeand-paper accounted 
z  for almost one-third  of all - Canada ts exports, in  the  six months, -  expançling 

to #643,123,000 from #485,324,000 last year. 
. 	 ' 	 • 	r" , 	,", 

Challc River Plant Research: _Ottawa, August 9 (CP) — Both the United States and 
United Kingdom have told  Ottawa  Canada's Chalk River,atoraicproject has 

- . 	been. "of Great VEt luen to their A-bomb programmes and_çonsider:_it  one of 
Canada's,main contributions to joint ifestern deifence, it:was -learned today. 

It  also is understood. that "quite _a bitle.of , thei zfundamental nuclear 
research at Chalk River will contribute to the drive to Produce a,hydrogen 
bctab . in the - _TJ.S. 	 . 

Across Canada: R.S. McLaughlin  of Oshawa,- Canadian.. industrialist-  long ,connected 
with the ,antanotive industry, has._donated more than ,#1,000,000 for a 
foimdation to, promoter the health and welfare„of. ,Canadians, itr,was,-announced 
yesterda:y- at  Oshawa.  Known- as the R. Samuel lioLaughlin . Foundation,:i.t will 
provi.de finacial assistance,. to_ _gracluates Of.  _Canadian: medical school :a-who 
intend' tà devote their lives, wholly or in part, to iaedical cteaching.... 

_ ; Polish-born Fr_ed . Rose, convicted  of giv,inG. wartime secrets rtoRussia; was 
-released frcut St. Vincent de, Paul- penitentiary, yesterday a.fter serving- five 
years and two months of a six-year sentence....The first grain of what may 

, be a bumper,: crop_ is reported to be-. pouring -  out the spouts of oorabines on 
z  the Western Prairies- but,its -moVement, to market willhe sloWed by ;-limited 

storage - facilities ....The Minister of Transport, Mr Chevrier, ,has_, informed 
the Halifax - Board of Trade that a detailect survey will be made of *au ,airport 

- --site _on the , Halifax side of nearby Bedford Basin.' , 
_ 	• 
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CatiadeerTank -;Shéll  Standard ForAllieSi.; ,:œtewa,5Aligustï-UMCP)c--'1Thelrettern 
1,......ta111ear..have. accepted:as...I sttuidardia-new3Canadisnianti-tanKshell3that -l.snthe 
 1astword3in-annar-piercing,Aestruetiyeftese4 theiliinisterabfbNationalr_f 

Defence, Mr. Claxton, said today. Production has already-started. The 
e6untriWalâb •are eloserteCacceptinrasTstandardrboth:the7tvp3 

25nCanadien platoowireless: set- andta Canadian--"Ariticcroi-s.3-n-o-un—try'véhiele, 
the Minister said,in running down the relatively:briefblistioflarmandi 
proesdures-cnIwhich'the:alliesnhave%manageelte maketstandarditation work. 

At the same time, he told a press conference, Canadtv_is stickinrby 
zherSinterim_ipalicyyarisinefrarÈStandardiSittion.W=Nefallure--the U.S.- 

zjetrasplit on-wcannonirifle. Thàt pà11cy 1zrt wIthhold -2further:_majorarms 
shipments to Europe unti1?.the'rifie:situatioitc1Krit1es 1 luid CrinsidecanDdecide 

C-12-1-what -shéhir; going?, tol 	'17 ; 17i^ 	 r.. 	:Li .C1 

The United States anct:UnitedKingdmn'haveaÈteed;'asaresult,of a.  
conference in Washington last week, to see-if they can get together. 

57mMr.-.C1airtonrgaveyonly:these,fects.about the.;new1ant1tank.:she1l1 :attiaTT 
malledi-Sahot:IditzwasAeveloped'at theValcartierleweapdà=developMeât --  

1P1-Citat1on._111: - 3 	 rri 1 	' ,- -1.1rur,DD 31",' 

• It was learned later that it is being producesl ,byrthe Oovernment i sarms 
•firm, Canadian Arsenals Ltd., that they have already produced some thousands, 

canda  that 	has-, be enr evolved c. from a _design Gen 	, M0Natighton, I former., 

	

d-icarmelçhieetoverseae; Wasnp1Ugginr10 years/:or tmore ago.:1 	 f7-----  
Io  r.b7,2Inoedition,theiDefencetDepartment -riaundetstoodDtoabe werkingionla 
.1bazeoka-type anti!..tank,weapon;toJsurpassrthe;3.51inch'U.S.lbazooka nowcin 

usezin;- Korea., - 	 ai r°..5 

t tIOndefence:prOduction;,theiMinister,:saidi.Capadair!seplant:tit:Zontreal 
willzhititarget production...ratesLfori:thelT. ,,86E Sabrejet fighter:.Soonuand 
that)a,-numb.er,lor:thenew,' - anti-sub-:esee5rtliesselS and,MnesweepeïstwiI1,1e 
launched 1.noshipyardS:J - thielfall ,3J ,.7,1::{zr-)11r. 110,7 

et r . ; de - 	 m23t 	 :qi71 
ParatroopersrTo ,.Korea-As sItotation.-,PlanrAnnouncedtez Ottawa, ;August e 10 'I(CP)---;--:A 

PnerWill -terie.in-Korea rotation plan'ifor çanadate,25th.iBrigadelwas,-amiounced 

	

L3_.-0-eePri -I1DYC< the - M iniaterJ oriNat anal-  Derenc é y 	ev.0 	 s d Meted 1 à.  will 
be disclosed In the next fewidaya.:-.Poicr-!. --;zi:n» 11.1.1d :2c1- 	 % .- dr.L 	- 

He told reporters Canada has trained 1,600 new paratroopers in the last 
year--she had between 4,000 and-5;000 a year ago--and this makes it possible 
to send more of these specialist, primarily home defence troops to Korea as 
replacements. 

At a press conference he said the armed forces now have 82,139 men-- 
75 per cent more than before Korea--that the 27th Brigade has exceeded its 
original 10,000-man objective and that he is fully satisfied with the man-
power situation in the light of Canada's obligations in Korea, Europe and 
at home. 

He gave this broad outline of the rotation plans 
"So far as military circumstances permit, we propose to rotate our 

troops in Korea to ensure that so far as possible, they don't serve more than 
one winter in that theatre. On the average each man should have a replacement 
after a minimum of 12 months service in the theatre." 

The hope, he said, is to have men of the 2nd Battalion, Princess 
Patricias Canadian Light Infantry, home by the end of the year. They got 
there last December. 

(over) 
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Hiè tatement indiOated -t_het !men Of the other units in the 25th 
—expeck:AM-senditlie2:c cznInkLifiiit 	 e_they....cmaly got there, •  - 

May. 	 . 
. 	He pointed out, however, that an armistice could  change the  picture 

1 -). 	 , markedly. 
The military situatibii - at''thé  tune  -would largely dictate the p'Olicyi 

towards the special force men who enlisted last summer for 18 months and 
thuswilLbedue f9r, discharge early next year. A lot of he predicted, 

' 
arme --there have been 

criticisms that Crëation of the Specia1-Force..25th Brigade brought:abotit a 
two-army system--Mr. Claxton said 1,500 men from the pre-Korea regular force 

halregbne,  ta  Urea  and  more still will go; 
Saine  of them have been drawn from the paratroop' units of the 23rd Airborne 

rri Brigade  s pec el1y earmarké d, for  Canadian.: &±c tic 'defene e and  more,wou 
g bin 	Siiicé 17;isoo, iiew2paratroot>ers i-- thel equivalent:,  of:;: --wo battalions +.4had .  • 
beeii traitiée ire the past:112 mantha; it-raras:-. 	poà s ib le  toseudmare Df  them, 

Savingsi:t B6Éte Lit eres To Be7 33e,,,_-•  _Ottawa -ipAugus t 121.(CP) 	.The . Dove rrizent: ennounc ed 
p.  last n ight:thatc the -: interes rate-:  on  its7f fall::  issue  of; Canada: s avings -i bonds 

iSzbeing'Yincreaàeeté131-7per± tefit. 	 tztr: 

II:Cthelfiv'e:previ)Sus iissilee7of, --savingsl,bndsir;theIinterest)rate;hae 
béenn*per memt.;-, 1117; 	 ‘31 - 1, 	 JA 

The‹ annbùnè eniene 	s id& the:  llmit  on 	 heldings 3  iS; being 
$5; 000..; The -limit was 42,000 -2 for  ther first issue-, !Pi-lowing! the 

3 5) 	S ec ond:7 World War , and 81000: for aàbseqi2entAssfleS-4:f •Iv-f;J:1 
Both  noves  obviously were aimed at enc ouraginr personal savinge as-part  

of the Government s:: anti-inflationary • programme. a 
11, 

Wartime PîtitectioutOr.:' Livestock e Ottawa; -Augus t 10 (CP ) r....  The  Agriculture 
Department:_stepped:- into civil'; de fence today with the  estbliset an an 
organization to protect the country's livestock population against,bacterial 

zrz"...-Eor !  biological warfare'.  

Across: Canada 12.--1The:Canadian!:-Preas reports ,lthat-:d7federalrbtidget; Canada!' s ec ond 
of the current fiscal year,'"rillzbe brolightAiiwnP-by Finance-- Miiiièter.'Abbott 

.edn the Lfall session: of Parliament: -..- ForestrifiresTi 	oVei -  thouiands  of  
:a.cres ofHBritish.Columbia dronght-ridden: timber landsP ati-  the 	 üd;CP. uC 
reported....Rent control will end in Manitoba September SO, -> 	 r 7  • 

Lmuntclpaiities -,which: request the proVine ial3government -ito 0 ont Jim el? it, - 
:Labour :Minister C . :E.--, Gréenlaylanziounceddiugust:•10;::::In week-;endispôrts 
--Mar ene Stewart , 	of Fonthill, --:Ontario; --é-On - the:Canadian: ladi es °pent 
golf championship, defeating Grace Lenc zyk,: cairtfôrd; T.Cenn:"; brie' -upe 
the U.S. Davis Cup team defeated Canada in  two  singles matches to' complete 

la 	er i es j Slre,ep :Hamilton:. Tiger-Cats rdéfeated ::Toronto 2Ares.:17.;117 in'iizi2:: 
! exhibiti on r of • Canadian fôotbidi 	Ht7ti'faio; - 	di ant s r- - prOfes s i on-  al _ 
foOtballers i_defea -teddCrttawa-f41. 7, 18 	• Ottawa ; 	lf•:: of s thè me being`played 
under Canadian and half under American .rules; 	Y.- 311  '-' 1-îàs  

nlc,. ei  

(s;U, 	 JA 
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SqIPV 	 '7(“ 4  -  
Canada _To _Ask (New...Gold  Deal, ftep rt 	Ottawa, 	 Vf,r1.1:1 citeeek 

.11 	•1' a better deal for her gold-Mining industry at  financial z'fal'ecs' Ine>Xerciii—t-h in 
- I.:L.> 

Washington, it was learned today. 

ed I 	erffn 	 4bbott„,Canada,ta _Finança Minister „forrthe 
9 will 9ta.ke 

outitr iesi 	ér'.`f 	 .Meéti,..ng, „of 'the " liitérnationsît:' . — 	 , _ 	c 	d 
Monetary 	a ana oria_ban 0  x. .L 	 '1 	f.-.7o 	 0>)  

weThemeetiug „the mii4year7o1d, ,orgniz,E,tjtions,ttikeles  place  IS eptemb er 10. 

oi;4;:e4t94.,-4.-. 1.29-,11iiri*---' 	 ;7. 4' 	 r -f 

	

op 	, 	 dissatisfaqtion 
 by producing' Cauntries with  the  world price  for  golci fixed by  the  fund, - 

crtr ,b ..fcd,y11..opral -4 	if irmpolicy ., or ..,the,amquat „of ,gold rs,therwfunidiiv:ii -r."4how` 
„ 	members tq 	on the  sO.77,Cal1ed 	 ' 	, i, 

;•± 	 iç a; 	 È3,1g,s.1 -  gdlcrïpr• o(Ld4,=.2,- -h.9.,..,e;,4-îrï,-tii. of 
Éi19.4.9d±ar. ,'P"olici-- tc— keiép7,t/ië i p_rlice. (';&* 1"itilci, ,̀f,U niit;164-e., --,à"<,il. United 
States funds " 

Canada, with an eye on her costridden gold mining industry, is pre- 

	

rj •  Pari,..ng..)to,.3backSolith Afr i 	.47.?r, a c,41i.ewri, gc?1,,,71,-,P.7.1,°)-..,1?--;te.Torkly  „to,  the exten,t.. 
éo:anasi-e2-Ohadar---- ; 

She is pre par ed'to de'and, rtOO, that,' She 'ilet,` the Se'rii` PCOnCeS'iTiCeili,a' ranted 
;JSinith:.Afriea *hi:Oh has -;been;selliiik. .iip-t6 40 pér -cèn't 	- her, 15rOdiictioxi on - 	 cr 	0 	 •. 	3 
the.,"free n  markét where gglé.1 generally, g ellâ  for  slightly„,more than the 
fii- e4Cpr"19e. Her  cortention will b`e -that' if'restridtiôna. are _lif-Éeçl in favour 

C-

ofSouth 'AfriCa, 'tfiei2 1- theï' should be lifted  in  favour  of  " Canada'  as well, 
crio 	F 	The c,Canadiangold imining zrindusr,y3les, lizr.g?a,"pQ;00vernment,ït seek a 

iliglié• 'e'w6 .r. 1.4 -Price  for  4old and tô' ge:e acitori 	-operiit6r-s stay dispose 
..ofpart of  their . product104,ox the free market. . .Lo 	eff.`J- 

vJ 
	Cm  -1-1-  Io locr- -Ï fl.:ef.cm-r go P 4 0, 	21117'0 	 1 C r ClUari. 00., "11 	 rf ol 

Canadians 	 ilorea: Ottawa, ,august le (CPj 	-Tho Way things -look Aow,  a fair - 	70_ ■ " 	 ' 	. 	 •Ar 	 se 
nuMber o?. Canadian s °Idlers, quite posaibly -runni224 . 1.n..0  the  .,.-Ûg,ousarikla, are 
likely -to find themselves still serving in Korèii _ 
of Sp,ec ial Force  serv-i- e is finished., 	_ . 	, 

2'9 1he reason is that the kral- 	 e.21.1.  176> 
tie 	

• -

'that ;:theati-e -tra 	10ther -tan  on ""the 	.„,tèrmS;' :the' 	of • .1 	 r 
SereC4i1Força en11strients 	;the   surmeroi;1950-,.......,..,  
r 	No  '4eciaUeffort to 	 oÉ'' the -iii:Môn.rth i'xieadl:ine.''' 	• • • 	 .._ 

a 2, 0  iaPP1:'- r;,en,.L'

▪  

f7 )ED 	 .4671 e ft1f I P 	 "UP-  r.D 	tirV 	- 	brf 
fes_.A.)e public,bu,it 4s.. r.belie.;ved,'_rcjighly 

.hal• thç speo.4.rQrCe in.enrrthci.4fs ,around'2.4;000Y4o.",4„S-06-'4haire.,,ectica't_ed 
they  iwould, like t.the,r dischare.s. 	 , 
e"  Tiïcilis ards 	 rtiié 	'13rfiadre=--Mié-Sp'eC ial' 3Faraelsi; I  

v 	 • • 	 o 	 , 	12- • 
operatïonal name --ser.-v-1.ng  ,pes?.delpre-14..oraea_rezu is,.rs and other Special Force 
men who have eledtaC 't 6 ie the regulai arm' y. 	1;0 

, Only broad outlines of the rotation plan have been announced but details 
are expected in a day or so. 

3e  Canada Savings Bonds:  The Sixth Series of Canada Savings Bonds will go on 
sale October 15. It will be dated November 1, 1951, and will mature 10 years 
and 9 months from date of issue. It will be sold at a price of 100% up to 
Noveraber 15, 1951. 

(over) 

I ; 

- 	 - 
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It!wil/ Carry: IO interest COUpons 'of:3-e. ' The  , first coupon  will 
à 	 i`" 	 •.• 	 .• 	 ,„ 

	payahla.August-l„ --1953,....,novering_S_perind....of...xuis..year_and.-nirLe ionths 
(an effective yield of.,2%. per year,,during this period). The 
coupons are payable On August 1St.  éàch .,year thereafter. This will give, -  
an average intereet ' rate ove'r 'the"' lifè  of the bond of approximate ly4 3.2I% ' 
per year. Previous issties .zof' Canada Savings Bonds matured • in 10 yearand. -S) " 
paid a straight 2e, per year. 	 _ . , 	_ _ 

„ If,  the ,ne:rr bond I  is ,...cashed bef,ore the „first . coupon becomes due - (August 
1, ; 1953. ) ,,-interestori11:,,be,p- Sid':Stth:e..;rate -of,--2%:- .Per year calculated to 
tha,last ifull,month.„,, -After, August 41953.,..s,i.nterest will be paid at the 
coupon rate of Serper year for each L-full',month which has - elapsed-since that 
date. 	 . 

1 ,-'n}e,limit for _holdings in any one 'name has been raised to #5,000. 
i—The- Siiith yStiiried will retain other familiar features of .CitnadeitSaiir'ini-SY 

Bonds  including redemption,at ful l .  rase value ;plus InTterest at any time at 
a4  bank  in  eaaacite. TheY will ztO-`:etrie 

	

6,Ê1Y jheieÏ'dériti'oicdànkâà 	 I :" 	 ''''Iseed 2 - pure 	 • 
1-, z1112,01 Lew el i nc:417},IF:ei; 

.112 
Breadcaatez=s 	Otis:Free' orn or .Informatiaae,  ' Ottawa; - Angüst 	(OP) --- 	e 

Canadian Association of Broadcasters , represerrtin 11ist :-f6f 	11;
Th
r1-vate 

radie'dtà`ti'on' S:."; Einggéità-"Uls"c 
lingothers what +to, do „about freedomofin.roimaion. 

T. 	 '3.t+iiew known 
in a ,letter to ,Esc,ott .Reid, _Peputy prider4ecretary -of -State -  for - External 
Affairs,  in ç" 	 ed 

	

ommen 	_on , 	, 	a, 	 „: con en on on, re omf o 
en.Ce,  c.317.00 5fILDU.001ri 

rohibit 
e broadcast of news eicept stich - types Jof'news às -may be - approVed - in'advance 

	

+ by a galiei.nMental 	 the  - exé'ciitie'. Nor is 
. 	 this done *directiy by legielati&a; - aut -under means of regulsitionsissuld by 

•-er 
the OBC." 

el 	 -1z-r1 	
- 

 up 	un fi±lw i r5b5? . 	. 	. 

Sir—GiSdwYn Je-bbi s'•`Tài-` Tor onto 	Atikuit i fi'(O/obel"'-'-Effortà 'td turn 
4 "r 	 i.?■ t(') , 	". CI .1 ,.••,:T 	 .4- 

 

the  United Nations into an anti=COmmunïst:OrganizitiOn -wodid, te s'orne -extent, 
-kiereat ,-"thè  objectives for 'which' the  world  body  was  fOrméd, "Sir G1edwyn,Jebb 

special' Iiincheon meeting " of - the- Canadian and pire Clubs  yeSterday. 
- 	 v p(rn 

	

The United Kingdom's  per 	repzesentstive - to*-the United Nations  77..‘ spoke to a capacity audience e.t the Royal Tom. , It was his first adaress 
1) tO -a Ton:nib:5' audience. 	— 	: . 

;r6UÏ1;iyii - ' j 	e'à r 	stressed a eve opnen s t exding to ms e  the United Nations 
an  'antil-Ccescritinist organizati 	"are net,  -in fact , l'étaing t o L con trlbut e: to  
the strength of the resiitariae ta Caen- 	 Apatt 'front the 'legat 'disability 
which makes irnpossible any expulsion. or, _a permanent  _member of the _Security 

there were 'other' considerations' which /rotilct -rnSke-aiich-SLde-v-elceslent. 
°Io 	. unwa,se, 	tas 	salu. 

1:n37:1 	 c,71. 	 Y.1.e-t 
,..1 .17.7,,,,,r  

Across Canada; Cost-lof-living ,indexes for eight major clçà showeeireases - ., 	,-,- 	7 	- !,  
- -ranging' from -1.-8 te 2.

1
8".per- ,q_énticièteeen':Jiîne I , tirk ,thifyri"4—.--e'Blireau of 

, 1.- 	,r, ,, ,-•=, 	-!--_ ..:o 	. - - 	• = - -- 	-- --...,, ----i-J 	.',,' • 	17^ 	74•'1' .7.-:,r--.‘1.:.; 	'-'-' .,..Ë-h  , . 	 -I Statistics trepotted:'..-. lberta cruae oil production for e 'week ,,ended,, 

	

l IOCia 1;7'   -1  ï à'  ' . fr '''' 	f'- '1" t''' --- ' August ,6, was..np,more _than_ , _. 	arre s „ ..e.; y,„ ._ er, 4ovincl,ae .,r,oi eum 
and  rattiAti. --dtia - c oiid d-rv'at Joel.  'Beard retpgrted.'.`.:Fai-nieiés .  3of -'"Viirie4uVer Island 
and the Fraser Yal3ley+  el the, lower mainland; eibirk»Eii',.,-410'„(50.9,',006::,•Îrk; I:loss 

Y- Irdn'é' .7tci't=eci--'etin -glia " 'drOught,'- ';iiii'Ve 'Petit:lenee ' -üle 'feder'ial lad-Qeinrnent for 
i 	

' 	, ,, ---,  .te -,_ ,-., ■ , --i- <%r-,-,r'. e  Winnipeg *_r_._ -rday., -.-n a  front ,.. ‘ , 	 t. ntaiedists - aid...lif ' 	ZIlm ibune' ;us:5 	, i _ , 	..,,page  -rstory .  qttotes a 
high. _govezmonent:dffiCirtil's7aslcisSYinethe Pfe7deràf'do7éïiiitifenï is &is id ei=iiig 
abialition, ib`f '-the'' rtaii-6'.1 ' -Jin'C'e ' -f-eeff. . . Transit  'fii-reS'iii Winnipeg  'Yesterday .- 

c " - ebet'ld"O enté''forthe r'iej. - s-t rtill'in- liihnipeg"fs 4ifit'c7rY::` -;' --  
D ove:1 .'Dliw rn::, ,71 

b • nn-;:ounkl 1-.,)c. 	5v171 uzlel :71-nido.1 ei-  lo .11..11dknp  
goa -1-r1 vb 1,.. n1  

n.c> c) -3, Ifiw elo:r. r...ailfr.. 	J7.5.:7.11n0 lo az,i.ni= rle -,:12 814.: 	121-.;;—)q 1-17Z1 V,,.12  

77_ ,....-.,,T.7. Or :-.---J.At17:1 Iliw brz.1.3 i .U12.1 i l .lad.73vo:1: b:-., ,Irb zd Ill'r CI 	“?,1 13 ,2a -00 el.n7:: 
lo cf;I:c1 z .1..:7; tloa nd lav JI 	.5;JSZ1 10 0.tb .nr.11 >2.: -;LOr: C. .[=, 

.1Mr t i2,1 1JCL.3v0 -j 

( -12 =.7 ) 
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i 
. (For official use only. -This bulletin is intended ,solely 

'foi- 	fnforinàtiOn bY.Canadia'n' dovéi'run.  étrit" offi-dials 

-4J 	tà tioned -  abroad.' I ts —contents are  not  for  publication /I 3

or distribution.) 
( 	 "1 2 q «":" 	C- ;;'-‘ 7 11 i -7,±;L. 

V01."21; jet). "  1.67 1 	e — 	 -" 	" - 	Wednesday-, --. Lugust :15, 1951. 
el. 	• 	 .5 

79;785 'immigrants In'First lia1f' . 0f - 1951:  Nearly '801000 "immigrants r enteréd Canada 
during  the  first six months of 1951; the  lifnister -  Of 'Citizenship and Immi-
grantion, Mr: - Harr-  is - "zumouncect.  Augést .  14: 	— 

Tfié ) tOtai''Of'79;785'newcerriers as'of' - June  3O1951, 	114 per 
cent the figu-  re ;of . '37;286,for .the - Cori.esponding_perlod: o 1950 and - actually , 

2»..surpEiàsed 2by nearly  6,000 ' the  ' total=  Of  73,912  ' -récorded --for` rthe.  entiré year 
1950. 

There was a noteworthy rise in_. British immieration e ,with,14,130 pr,itish 
'<;eiz-Miie'rarita 	; fr-  Om :2 6Verisaai:ris ' 6r. June-  `-:-.30 	 158 

72`-' 111-r-fir•thé'éne p. érilül -'of - last year 1 4a. -perOantags' inOr-ease ot LllO.  Cirm-pe,rative 
totals for 1950 and 1 95 1  were Enelish, 4,354 and 8,604; r iilish;721 and 1,153; 

141Sh, 1.Ï3 	 '" 	-'" 
NOrtherii : EiirOpeari  aces  -Contributed  27,427  - IMMigrants .  to  the  'grand total, 

'orily` 9;751:  a year  -ag-O:•'''Thè nuMber''Of "Fi..'ench':iiniiigrarits was more 
t1an 7511Eictriiii1ed,' the'c-Oniparative•figùrès being 2•,272 arid 502; and Belgian 

--fisn'igrantaiitimbér-ed --f;190;  as  against 22'9: :  An  outs -Éansding increase ,was noted 
••e-c - 	thé 7Ciaré of .-1-.irmife-i-atits-- - from.  thé 7Nethérlan-  di , whgnurnbered  11,297, as 

against 5,306 in the same period . last year: -  More 'than -  8;000'qérmans entered 
Canada during the first six months . of the year, the comparative figure being 

01- .\:'élightly'ZiOre theri '2;000. Marked-  incr.-eases were - tifso - reCordëctizbY-_other 
e."17:racest- :' `Fcir': leximi;Te;. - Dartieli'iirfiitâdr-ante,t-o'iiiii6d,_2,305 - C2cïnpitred--, to 647; Finnish, 

ski'v-ér  '265; 	an- d ( 10,6;" Swediab; 	azi'd 	 :",510 against 
Fj :TT) 	 ," 	 111 

1" An  iticréai et' in  the' -ribMbèr Of immiierarits - frord the'finiterci ?st-at-es,. -was also 
rfOted`,' the... 195F iix"--Siontlia .total  i  of -3;668 'ex-Ce—edi."71- 	 40q•;_that 

2 4of 7thé'  -c-Orres-p-bildine -iiéri'dd r  Of' 1950 .• ; 	' 	" 
. 	A11  other  races  dbinbined..'t-otariled 	 t'o T17 , 55e. 	the 

f - " • 	'onthereiièle-d'eur'ièi  30 	' ati" ''.ii-ri'ereese' Of '97' Par Oè .rit 	 J̀. 
di teolt) 	 •'(7 	 0: 

	

c, .1 	r r 	_ 	_ .2•.e 	 fi 	F oi'r 
Canada  ItéjeOts' Pre-Senn',  	denpya; August 14 	Jean,lies*ge,, clue 

-- Canadian -  Delegate -  to - the -trN-  ÉcôticaTijfc  and Social  Côi'Incil;:toclaY:.fré`SeC•ted the 

• ••E'3:•-•'''diiift - Coriv-ention-- i!)-ii-fre-é-dOm7Of inform' 	 "totallY tursatisfaCtorï." 
Thé ear-eift.  woked  out  at' an  earflermeeti 'd=  of, UN Dale-gat ért Out lines 

• J-1-r."-ilàartitin -"p'érraisS iblé -"rèStr-  1041.01:71i! Ori freedomof thc  press i and '- of ri information. 
Mr: Les agèr; outin1ng7Canacia, POS 	on'; '  said -that anY2,6Omilr. ..omié é which 

réaChê'd wrfh fréed6iS-  of thé i;resS'"woùld )  pùt i.  the_ seal  fitrnat1ona1 
recognition on a set of principles which falls far short' or the' staida.rd of 
freedom which is recognized in many countries, including mine." 	. 

"Ile believe it would constitute an invitation to governments to use 
the convention as a justification - fiir imposing undue restrictions," he said. 

"The draft convention has so many loopholes that it coulc:1 be used to 
offer unhappily convenient excuses to governments who are currently -- 
sometimes habitually -- applying press controls in varying degree. 

"For other countries like mine, it would mean acceptance in the 
international field of a limited degree of freedom of informati.on well below 
the one which we now enjoy." 

(over) 
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With Canadian Destr6yeis;Off-'11or"ea: 	-Naval Base in Southern Japan, 
August 14 (CP) -- The Canadian destroyers Cayuga and Huron formed Pai-t 
a United Nations Naval force which struck last week at the west coast of 
Korea and now has re -turned to this base. 	_ 

In the  -force were ships from Canada; ---Seltain, Australia, .the United 
States and the Nethérlanels inc1uding .  the  Br.tish  carrier  Glory and the 
U.S. carrier Sicily. 

Cayuga, setting out for her first patrol since her return to the Far 
r 	,East„for hersecond tour of duty in Korean waters, met vriththe carrier r ,...„. r  

' - G1Ory,'‘a±LO1 nèxt'day was joined by Huron and later by the othei- 'ShipS: It 
the Canadian ciestroyera!, task to -,screen., - he carriers as, they_ launolled T. 

their planes -- 

Œi  sa11iesnorth to PirOvide dvaice . a .rwarning should -the:Beds -, 
lawich an air sirike , ,the _ Canadian - àhiPs ',Made ,twii-_-intercè pti&is "Onti o 

 nyestigate _by  the  Cayuga turned out ,to be a .South.Korean tvessel., The 
Huron,turned up,aBussiEua mèrchantman,;biit..:the : Navy. r didn,t„say,what..Was 
ddnè with her; — 	- 	 " 	4  

• 
 72,000  Girls 
r

ed.erve Jai; Force: Ottawa, _Augnst 	 -; --The RCAF ..todaY 
announced ,plans to recruit ,2,000 girls fo'r the' ! reserve ,,air ,force :beginning 

,September_I._ , . 	 , 	„., 	 . - 	r - 

	

Recruîting  of 'woihen -for 	regular air rforce &began -last _June  and  100 
recently arrived at St.  Johns,  ,Qué.,, rldannin Depot ,for-trilining, 

The  2,00Ô , ree .erViste will be.,,erilis-teg,to work ,:with ireserve .figh -ter 
7 	:squadrOns ,--,Z-aciar, 'and rdediCal.:-Units" and  " at „rese7e ‘liéadquaters 

_Aricrig- ' -the 1.'open  trades  are  radioend electrioal  positions, 	hter c ontrol 
'Ope"ratorà",-  phcitograPhers; cferiES .--t-YPists' --itenCgraPher-s" air-Cra:ft control 
assiStants,.and mobile éciuipMent - driVers. 1  

.7;• 	 _ 	 P:Sjj 	J 	Le:LT' 

" 	 . 
- -Adross Canada The  heaviest downp.our.of the . year gave ,s cme „relief -yesterday to 

Bouthern lianitobats late' crOP's' -an-a -pastures.; 	 ,Henri-  Alexandre  
• .• 	 — 

'Panet - 	 D.S "O. 82 one ';of Canada's most_ 'distinguished 'told 
""- 	Soldierd,"". 'died YesterdaY 	hosta1tÏinstonOntarÇo. He had.„,been 

ill ,for,some, time.,...Carnmiss loner L. -.H. _Nicholson, who„becalqe chie'f of the 
last" fall"; is Ciiit -,14ith. efiveral hundred, other, market;en  in  ,thei  

Dominion of Canada  Rifle A'sso-cfation's`- annual -Caai'pe--titi-on..- -.Thist, -is his 
first shoot since he becam.e CommissiOnei, butfhe' has:Seen-in 
competition -seVen times laï;eViouali,.....Williara ,ya1dent7111,9III,S Cra of,..Toronto has 
been. appointéa' to' top position  with--  the Int.ern-  a-tional taboüï-- -tbffic—e; it 
was ,snnounceçl yesterday,..,. He. will be chief_ of the.employer. relation!sli. ;  

' the International  Lab Ciïr" OffiC-Siat.;--G-eneira 	 y ste
issuedits 	

rday 
 CasUalti list,. of the  IÇO-rean' 

,FaCtOry_WOrkers  of  three Impeiial bacco Conipax.y  plants ,  two in,Montreal and 

:: 
 one  ihflamilton, 'went  outôn,s_tr-ike y- es- tiraay..as,a,r-,esuit of a wa.gs,di,spute. 

Gordon  jacks on, 66, TorontO1 a, Medic-a...I. &tic-  er- 	Healthl  for  the  
laàt  21  Years', 'died  of  a heart- attaCk" Aügus- t:14". -While ey-a4-tion' 	;.Honey 

I „--- Harbor, Ontarib. 	 . 

" • 

3Q _ 	.• 

r) •:! 	
- 	r.) 	- 	 ' 	)  

• :„ 	 • 

-t- 	 q - 	, • 	 - 	 tr;i 	 *10 .'1" 
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rnorrAwAi- - CANADA ) 

- "D 	 7.; 2:› 111 	 ` . 1 

) 	 : - 	-- 	 r ■ 	 ;•!• - 	• 
/ 	 (Féer -official use  	This  bulletin -  is inten'çIed soIely_ 

for thé - JnformatLon of  Canadiazi Govérnment o f ficia Is 
-." 	- 	 stti onedd ahrOacl.' i is 'conten ts 	

e 	 a  
•ar not for uhiic tion -: " J  

Ni.  '158 	:..: • 	d -i s i  tiori-. ) _)1/ 	: 	.Thunday, A.ugust716,".1951. 

Ambassador To Germany:  (PressRiéaseNo.38,Aügist 16) 	_The -Departraent , of 
-External -Affairs .announced on AuÉust . -16 :that -the Hort ourable T.0 ' Davis ,LC., 

0 j-on -that .  date, -Was'. presenting to 'President,Theodore 41euss his 'Letter  of _ 
Credence as Canadian Ambassador to the Federal - Republic 'of- GermanY.'-'! -• 

Mr. Davis has been accredited to the Allied High Commission as Head 
jr- 27 - 2of the ',Canadian Mission,  ;Bonn since  June22, 1950. The Mission's 'new' ".•: 

status as an Embassy.will -mark  the  'resumption  of  -direct diplomatic: relations 
Li `-fl between' the \tiro  contr1es.. 	c: ' 	 ifr 	 - 7  

• zi. n) ,) 	 • 	 :2.1U 

Reddr;eBilIion 	...Crop Possible:  '-'1Dttzt,::Alagust - 15 :(CP) 	:Canada's wheat 
• fields may -yield 'a record billion-dollar; crop ' thie. year 	 ' 

Ix: an initial estimate; the , Bureiiii -of Statistics': today forecast  the  1951 
7...'wheat 'crori at-581,678,000 bushels.--:' 	 r,rn•  

!: Lr Barring sndden bouts': of storms or -frdett -  arid :proVidirte the wheat' turns 
out to be of high quality, the crop, at current market) 'prices; Would :be worth 

- L'-taore" then 41;odo;boo,000:-:'. 	 ‘: 	e 	 •-•• 

The harvest would be 120,000,000 bushels higher than last year's'. frost-
ravaged 461,664,000 and about 15,000,000 higher sthan the Trevious record of 
566,000,000.:in:1928: :7; '7. ' 1 

j ±Itou1dbiùre1thasutficiônt -  to meet  Canada's eXpârt eommitraents 
• F. lei"' 231,000,000bushels; 'Idomestid needs'  of  "iorae- 155;000;000  and thé 1.00,000,000 
:3  ibushels:dr !so reqnired :to: bridge:the gap' between' the .  erid-  of: thei crop year 

next 'and 'the -beginning' --o-f new production  .scrmé six -weeks .:later. -  
It could be a headache,' -tao.  3 The Iakeheadts and country' eleVators are 

-8orae6fi1ast 'year's stocks still- tnamoved because' -of a 'shortage 
;!- L:s.r:)df-fbox ears :and lake - vessels. The big; -bumper' crop, 1t.'rea1ized; 

create a new storage and equipment  criais.:: 
. A wheat crop of the predicted size, said the Bureau, would be about 47 

per  _cent :higher -than -t the  fti-e-year , ;7..1946.40 'average 'et .Z95,000, oo ' ,bushels - 
'7".:` - r.3d , 	per. c'ent_ :higher _then -the ir0-yeaz-:,-7-: - l94-1:50 raverig-e. of 387 9060000.-  

-Bit -contributing  factor  was se•-.estiiaated 'record 549;000,000: bushels 
• ito  .coins  from the -Prairies', where-adreage: ia:down -fr_onfs: year ago  but  'the 
"ié1d of 22'.4.-bus he ls per acre 'sharply-  higher' -than .• last: year '81.6:5. The 

y.'all-:time :high' yield;:.per acre  Was 26:1n7 1928.' 
" • 11 ' ) 4  The :record 'Prairie' crop -would' compare; With 427,000,000' bushels last 
l'yiar find ;thel-previous high of '545,000,000 ln 1928. - 	' 

Winter wheat, mostly in Cntario,`": Wei'. estimated -  at 26,*701,000. :buS1ie1s; 
a''drop'frtam 30,067,000 year ,  ago.'f 	 " 

:iWheati acreage -  for- -ail;  of: Canada' Wea triinmed to; 2e,731',300' 	r 
27,021,00 	Spring *heat 'acreage- -declIned ::to .  24,820,000 froin .  26,093,000 

L..: and' winter" wheat tip 911500 'from' 928,000'. 
The Bureau estimated optimistid harVists -fdr inbred' grainSfas'well. 

Statement:: By 	Pearson  .The following -  statement'rWas::=Siadeity thé Secre -tary' of 
• State: for 'External :Affairs 	Pears  on ,  at hia -  press: c on.feretide-  :in: -Ottawa 
.2i1=orrkugüst-= is :   
'10 	•-'-'!Immédiately-L bit -  receipt of è.3neirs 'report: on `- Thursday,  last,L confiriied 

- shortly:-  afterwards  byouriErnbassy dn'' Washington', that-) the name , 	Ca' -adian 
tifficialrhiid been mentioned in  the  h-earings- or ,  à 	Senate :Sub-Conniatiee 

Interna 1-1  Security,' the 'verbs.tim  record  df-:thdse 'hearings: was  requested. 
2It +  was 'impossible '‘ to -get.'that -Verbitini'-'recbrid ,  until-Monday afternoorac-: -After 
"'ticks' ining: thisTrecord, a --Met3à age , WaS iminediately. sent *to: our Embassy' 
Washington: requesting them- -  to 'info/71i the - "Stitte Departnient:- Of: our Siirprite 
that the. name of a . highly respedtee and' trustee senior-= àfficiar ,  of the - I 
Canadian Government had been mentioned in a way which could not fail to 
prejudice his position. 	 - 

(over) 
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"We- emphasized our comple,te !confidence  in  Mr. Norman and requested 
ineorméd of _thie_ract „end  o '- 

our regret and annoyance that his name had been dragged into their hearings -
by their Counsel on the badis bt  n  unimpressive and unsubstantiated 
allegation by a 'former Cosunirn.lat; --.- 	- 

"We expressed the -hope that• - the Committee would instruct their «-rounsel; 
to act differently in future in matters which concerned officials of this 
Government, adding tha -t we expec -t that if in investigations by committees 
of this  kind in  Washington,  name 's--'‘of Ca‘nadia.n- O'fficials appeared, that these 
"t 'th naines  should not ,be made Publ],c . 	a* , 	enorpial practice should be followed 

,..sending ,them to  th a Canadian Giivernment ;through normal diplomatic', qharme1s. 
The allegations made could then be investigated here and the results of the 

-investigation:given (to: all, -thoaeconc_erned;;; 	7'2) 
t  . C 	t  7 .7. 	 ire  have Ioirr 'Mini "Methods _Of i.aeourity invés titiTiiiTOttva 

not „be _the s am e • as -,:th os e ;employed 'in Was hingtozre -_but whiqh we c on s cier ;to 
be both .rair and erfecti,vc.".., 	 :•■ •••  

	

r: 	 • 

Trade Defic_it.  In Record Export', _Import..!Totais: -Ottavt -a,• August 15 (CP) 	Canada• 
the ,short. ;end of;fthe 	.,on world:prices 'last 	 P 

On the whole, she increased the price of ;exports b_y,-five,per -cent, but 
other countries shot up the price of goods Canada imported by seven per cent. 

:s,aici the ',Bureau ; of ;Slatjt.cs od,asy ;_ in an ....e5—pf!geCreYigy.r. *.Of 
foreign trade, was One ,:reas on why .;Çanada' shè  

;yes T.doing :the -biggest foreign 'itra,de -business in .history lk i 
The jump in import prices over export ;prices k  :added -the--. Bureau,-,:!'has 

.., ::-weakened., the rela-ti-v-ely _favoura.ble_ termafof :trade ,whi.ch Canada -:has enjoyed in 
7.  the ip Qs t-w•ar,-Perioci."- T .- : 	 • 	 " 

Both export's at $3,157,200,000 and importsst„$0,7 4.;3,0Q,Q04„were_all-
hi.gbé: 

.) 	, 	: -.Crth er. eignificant _trends:. 	 r_ 	. (7.-P 	(TC, ; 	 , • 

	

10 Canada was tending more and more to put all ,her ;trading ,eggs 	one 
.2 

 

basket--the--United States. st She :did 66 _per_oent-, :of ,a11-; her itrade yrith the U.S., 
c. -7;  o..and.:only 1308 -per; „cent ye_ith13ritain and .20 42- ,per pent.-witIV,0#eroountr1es. 

2., Though population was increasing, so were :exports :  and-imports -;..on a 
pen,i-apita'-traele. (Last.year 	$225.24,*:.a $5-per7-pers on ;jump :n7911'1220.90 
inL 1949.: Imports climbed.to .t2Z9.27: from $2.03,79.----: 

r. 	Though  Canadas  _trying har_d to beeome Lan linchrstrial,c_ourttry,-fprimary 
products still, predcFinatee 'among:exports. :Ten _prinzar -y coranoditiea- - accounted 
for more than one-half of total: e.h.ipments.:- 	i 	 r •,,C; 

`2..; 	 - 
Saye.Sti,  Lawrence Power Needed Fore -Rearmament  -: Toronto, August:16 - :(Globe)7 Ontario 

,Hydr,o,.Chairman- Saunders ',.yes_terday...warned , -"selfiSh -interests!! indinited .States 
jhat furtherrblockading ,of  the S:t. Lawrence -River_ development might' jeopardize 
the _U.S.. rearmament programme. by Yiandicapping .important :Ontario_ industries. 

cJ 

	

	.,"Many_.highly essential: wan:Industries) are •eustomers-.of..,Ontario. _Hydro," 
he said, "Let us  not think f.or  a minute  :that their products:;are _used-only in 

„.this _country. They-- tare h ighly. -es s ential ,to , the U.S.-  war ef,fort •fts well." 
The hydro chairmari;; spoke on:  ,the_. 2 6th ann-  iversary: ofithe'..death :pf: Sir 

Adsmj,Beck, founder. of: Ontario, Hydro.. 

	

"I hope our Government will  go aheadiwith, the; 	Lawrence, development 
alon a, 	 e 	,".and also that Cntario l will; be: permitted,-to proceed with 
ritse  :scpp,lic i.pro ifor, the t  joint ;power, develepment- with New' 	 f  O ,  V 

He said the power demands ,inptario by  a9.5.5:„: would -_be107.;_per .cent -  higher 
than,-at ;  the end- of. - -,the Second_ World War_.' 	7 	*CC" 

Acros s . Canada  r  Xaj Pesmond2 Burke,  46,-year- old Toronto and, -Ottawa. rifleman  
yes_t erdayc  won, the, s h ootr  off to win-,  the  s Jiver, me_dalf.,iii7„thialitediiiiaiaïlbitOK- 
at the 83rd annual Dominion of Canada Rifle Assoication shoot: at- Connaught 
Rifle. Ranges 4 ,0 . C anadians , f,inanced: 11 '777 newi  e.utomobiles,,to„ the-extent of 

I $17 823756. i. ,Jmiejslespite-! .. goVerireent red it restrictions, :stipulating{ one- 
„dolM.,14,ind-.12 -months 	pay ,_the: remainder 	 June figure szwere 

down,:11 per.. cent :  in;  the : Amber of...new cars financed, e.gie 	pen,: oent'r.in the 
amopnt, of ; the financing....Thepg.C..A_‘Fi r,faced,i with shortaze:_of doctors , has 
gone,- overseas - to„ make up;  the - defi.çieney.,,,Nineteen t  youngl Britcns jiwiniy Scots 
aP4 -.; 1 rinallri_pd . pieçucal me:1,7; baYe IDoen..,, recruited 	giyeutheirani~Z flight 
lienteriant.; PaSit threei7year: c cram is s iens D .'- 11-.3.10t {mor want to  Ce  .3:{,; 

.11. 	 113;c: 	 ,11-• bf,fLe 
-  30 - 	 cfpiLut3.1r, 
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Mill is  tei-  To - "Head: San FseÏéaiîonï  The ''Séé tary - of Statelôr ; Eiternal 
11 À Affai-rs• ,  r. Pearson ,   announced in  hiz 13reaê"C-onferenée  on 'Angiiii-1.6 that 

1.1 	he wou1d hed  the •iCanactiari'''Delegatiiin tà' the 'San - FranCis-eér eenférL'Oe for 
;:theJslgning or the tlapaine S 'Peed e . .Tréaty • -and 'that thé Other  jieiiberi  of the 

Delegation would be Mr. R.W. Mayhew, Minister of Fisherieind'-'Mf'.'S.H. 
Nrman  as z Chief AdViser 	added' that ' -Other  acfrieis iniht . 1e .-' sent as 
rregnired;• Jr' 	 r 	 I,-  

Cântid I exi• .iRearlisMent .  'And- U.S. ',Order's r  -1-Ottawa,f  ringnSt 16 •": (CP) '•.= - Craiford .„ Gordon,  
•-• 	• 

;••• Jr•-)f-Jr. said  today- that Canada is• , solving- -'aisià.4aaking 	faster: ithan 
9 -1antio ipated 7.6triCr :ther Oilt1:60k-  ; 'n cit.(' 	that iitOre' thanll ;OOP', 000,--0-00 worth of 

L.'-orde rs will  be-plated • in plants - -bY nekt ' 's riring 
;.• 2-61 	iThe defenee-producti en; té-;-o' rdiriator',  5.  sseii 	irmixiit ine- •-banada in 

view of peace talks in Korea, added in an interview that the possibility ,of a 
3 77•:' ,D1 	e-eiréarï peace-  wou lcr havé no initt.act-  on  'de renOti.riirédirèfiéri 

• 1 •13 1711  The  gaps betweenr-iiiaCing :Ordirs'and iteliverIes'err 'ass emIIY:lines will 
. 	zo;b-Er: .-narreewee during'  the  next- 'few' rientha;t putting inér'ea-Sed)  es sure' ̀én: supplies 

• of labour: and materials:7, 	 ;"..j 	
• 

I..:,„-i::s: ._"Aà'''Sth-e-,'Ïn4iigï-airinfe is -acéelerated;r stikaies . 	ciliti godd4s will become 
tighter," he said. "This will mean, particularly, that therel. 'Wnl :  be less 
steel; cop' per-, aluminuiti andbrass availabie --"fOr' civ1Ïn 4 6d.s  

3B■lear -ole Toronto lncinstrialit 	-s1±-' Menthe age' help e-d-:  launch 
a three-year $5,000 ,000;0003derenee' prerain- 	Made' theàeb  'other- ) [P-Ointa 

[31 7:0W 	 Though tooSt prednetren:ljrobleiiiathaVe'been ."-ii•ened one,6  there is still 
I a:: big-, headache!- in machine  toolS 	Sher tragë. :r. 	 thrOngh recent 

,t• changes te3the:Csnade•thiited7 - Statéis -'jdiilt ,' 	trial Méb 	'CamMittee. „ . 
A new sub-committee will study how the two countries can best WO-ri' tégether 

etcr- overcome%het•-élitittaia. 	' 5  
- A L2. The: rottd nériphe.a-)beèfi'' OperieebY, W'hlOh•• Canada  '; can dét • oré-; a24-n'S orders 

from; theU. S. ',Gbut7:whetfier'' S he itétitelty'keti tÉerS,will i- Ciépiend::on'l 
The defence co-ordinaton  expressed satiSré.Otiefewl -th'si 
George Marshall, U.S. Defence Secretary, lifting the ceiling . on .IT.S. arms 
purèneuiès-ineâiladà 	 n522-12: 

--Ic, :r. ..1:..3'.'.-Cànâdatâ:.ntrlis ,-ôi.déï.s'-Innthé'U;S;'7àë7ïîIË'àhe4d' i cirU.S. r â'iàîi in 
.Canada ,but.the co-ordnta-hopes tilat1JY.Lthe tine  the  threeyear :'.iirégramme 

;--,9•1„- `,.•!!•.:_ia -over the  placing  of , ordérs --Willc'have 'even' 	 • 
4. At -•-thelrate-7CariadalsIdefencê--p-  rddfiétiOn--•prOiraiime" rnow is  grow- 	g, 

it would reach maximum output by the end of 1952. 
-• 1•1 	Cn an ..-indnitrialjfe'laiining rbas 	, hè aid --Canada d re Is.tiéne-withtiie 

;:( are ••-"oxceilérit:"- P But tfiat 
- 	

▪  

Mora -anr. terms (..'ef• 	r'équi:pm—ént 'rather' than  Canadian.  
: 	 vie ...want. mrerLrde 	 oüt aiid ' get ' 	ines 

,1 
said: dc 	 ?,-1! 
e 	 ar:„L' 211-  ::)172 ...);J:>3 12:-.)11 - lh'I 	 ; 

U.S: Senate -,Sub=Conriittee••Referencers  -OttairiiîiAirgustr'' IS -- (dlobe'"&" 	)Inger 
_mount co 	the East  Block- 	the • ParliEtinent''Biiildir?igs,'teday  as Canadas  

week"S'  mention  : Or' Herbert Noriasin; -Senior  Canadian diplo- 
ccranettion -  withi-Communiitt  association s7liefo're> aiibé-omm—  it:tee* of  the 

,Sanat'e was  renewed' by'repérta' éf  s  iiiiiIar'refer-enées 	twO-ùrnaSted 
Canadian officials . For the second time in a week the Department of External 
Affairs sent the Canadian EmbassYYat-  Washington hunting for the verbatim 
record of proceedings before a congressional committee in order to find out 
just what, if anything, was said about its employees , so that it could in-
vestigate and act. 

(over) 
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Today-- theabassyls task appeared to%be more difficult than before 
_because_thé .-referenc es  to two offic ials were  _reported by.;..e.._Hearst paper 
in New York to have been made in executive session, and there may be  no  - 
public record,. Yet  it  we' is felt - any publication of suggestions that - eome 
Canadian officiate had Carom--  unist 'cbirtaets tended to reflect on Canada 'as-  - 
a whole and on the reputations' of officials who have no way of defending' 
themselves. 

. The Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, at a press 
conference_ this morning. , said he- had-  instructed the Chargé d'Affaires at 
Washington, W.D. Matthews, ..to tell;the - State Depr az-tment of the Canadian Gov-
ernment's regret -end annoyance at the way-Iffr. Narman's name was treated in 
the:senate ,Sub7committee•on internal security last week. 	)•.. 

Mr. Pearson -eaid this was not a protest in the diplomatic sense of the 
term_since it was not -conveyed in _writing, , >,it .by_wordiof, mouth:, and - in 
friendly way. Yet_the.message ib7thé -4haribee.t7ob,Seryers."-here-t-e-itn .4.--it-eitir ---  

, ha:v.-big -been made-  public  as , sent fr Lthe Caned ian to the iN.S. Goyernment. I 
- -there_iieve,heen any sher-per messages in  -recent- years .they remain-locked in _ 

r.et 	 3 	7 : : 	> 7-!1<1• 

. A, few `hours la.ter same Americ-an.papers: carried'a. report that , two unnamed 
Canadian officials had been menticrned as having had associationeilne.n 
executive session of the committee, apparently yesterday. 

„Pearson des c r ib ed this 813 ...'srather, _pas ty". ;_and _ordered:  an rimmediate 
effort _ta track- the statement down. ,TheTfact:that-lia-nitifibé."Weré,`Mentiiii-éd 
in thè• -new -ré-Port Was -even  more  - annoying ,to_:_thelDepartMent than..T . '-ther,direct 
reference to Mr. llorman, _the head, ,of .the ,Ameriçan, andFar; Eastern .Division 

2,71 	of ,the,  piwartment, and abtin-i Cenadian„ Delegate _tro_cthe Nnited Nations last we 
• 

Wheat Flood And Shipping Controls:. ,  Ottawa, ,A.uguet 16,.,..(CP), ;-,-- The possibility loon 
today .that the Government may ,soort, impleinent „shipping „contra's ,to avert the 
threat -of,;tiie greatest' transportation . cris-  is -,:to ,hi.t Western grain ,  producers . 

. The shipping shortage-  , acnte s  throughout  tiensummer. grows;more "Ominous 
with the prospects, that,Canada may harvest_._a record; 582„0Q0,000.`bushel crop 
this 	 . 	 , 

Transportation.  a.uthor'i -ties _said  the i eon-trols could be:. imposed by-. the 
appointment Of . a ,controller with, power  to requiettton.shipe ., ' break shipping 
contracte and, fOreel -operato4rs , to haul-_grain -  only.") 	 - 

z_ 

	

	 weve •„, officials .  were_gloom- y_ over_prospects that even- thie move would 
a., Great Lakes, haulage , squeeze.-„ C ■ The.-_orux : of' the-1 problem:: iras lack 

_1 . of 'ships, with no possibility, of getting -m,orei before :the: treezecup:next 
r 	" ) 	' 

Officials said if more ships are switche çi ,. to  grain,. :less transport will 
be_ evailable forpriority , iron ,pre_and-coal,needed. , in Canadian and American 

. defenOe production.. This cauld:lead-to possible ; shutrdoens,and.pOckets of 
unèiiploymentl in heavy--  induetriee -  - e - • • 

	

' 	 •'.,-;‘7' 

French SPeaking Canadian Major-General:  7,-, 1,: •4 1Wa, ,--A'1,1gust 161,(CP)._-_.-.:The!Army 
. announced today it i.s , promoting ,a French...Canadian - to  the  _rank .: of Major - 

Gener-al'tclr_the - first .̀time - eince-  .l948,  The appointment-will,make:,Brig. 
(Paul) Bernatchez , 	D.S O. , .B.,  40b I  the only French-Canadian 

among officers in,..tbe twp itap _ranks . of .all ,three„,. armed -„fortces e 
• _ 	 • 	 !:',"! 7, 	 ■ 

Across Canada: Lieut. Cri.l.m.our -,S.-  _Boa, , 277yee.r.7old. l_48th Highlanders officer from 
Toronto,_yesterday:won-the shpat.- off,to _i`vin the qualifying,ronnd r of the  
Goï-eriiorGener-alis Prize 'alt ..,the 53rd annual,Domi,nionl -of Canada Rifle',Associa- , 	• 	 • 
,ti.on ,shoot ....A 25-year , old. ;  ,Toronto r.housewifé;lTinnie: Roach Leueitier, mother 

-  of  three; yeeter-day . bécime the first Canadian woman ever to swin.the - English 
Channel when she finished second in the L7,000 Daily Mail race, the Canadian 

- eress repor.ted fr om Dover,, 	 Dutch.immi.grant riovement td".. 15 
Canada .this summer will reach an average-of";10II"-persone,p`er--day.ihen 

, S.S. Volendam-  arrives  at Quebec City this Morning: ._August 17 the Montreal 
Gazette reports ....A  touring group_ of 50 „teen-age,  girls .- fromthe.U.r.r.called 
On thé Prime Minis 	 e ter_and dined with him t ,  his-neW.-_ , home on August 13:7 

. 	 . 	 . 	 " 

J 	. 1  
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:-InleplacementtDrafts_:Fororee:v-Ottawa,JAugust:-,19 (CP)L-Defence7Headquerters 
announced today the first two replacement drafts wil1,71ealre(Cana4a'in Septanber 

«e±n c-or:earle.October toirelievet.Canad/anaepe7being transferredhome fran Korea. 
z7b1c7  c  DisclosingzaOme detailsifIthe3aray!s:plans,Iforrrotation3ecits Korean 

ctroops; alleadquartersIstatement::Said theIreplacement-_draf'Wwillinclude two 
rifle companies7frem thelst:Battalloni rrinçasPeatricial,sCarMAian Light 
Infantry, followed by the Headquarters  Company and a quota of miscellaneous 

_personnel: 	 iJ-uroD 
e!c»:: 	5.1:The.support-oampany of..4hE!,,?.1-at:Bs,tà11.0n7a4.4:à-çqmpanY-tiiïlte7;feirmed - from 

The first .troePs ' to return.: borne uncler z the <rotation-policY il1 be men of 
the J2nd1Battalion of :ithePatricits;-..who-Tharve,:been- in. - thc illorean war theatre 
since lesti)ecemberp, 

n7.'" 
Seek Veterans For Pararoop-,Trainingest Spotor, z Korea,August 19.ffilp) -- Canada': 

4:1.75 en '?5th7-Hrigadalhgts-beentoldthe:first -ofcits men-willhead hOmè on "rotation" 
leave in September and that hundreds of others Can get home early,_toos„if they 

alaivolunteero.beCome paratraopers 
cAlorelthanjlair.:#1sq3QQ. t9.900 ; pen -- -nr:_the72fid -13attalion7othe:Princess 

bnzPlIttricialCeinadian:Li.ght•IntatitryLqualify for ; areturn : toCanada,before 
Christmas under details of the rotation plan v announced,here : yésterday. They 

men„tonightec-2 	 - 

But for thejiulk :-,of:-.the3rigade,:hereranly-,sinde sprin_gi . .the announcement › 
meant their year in . Korea won't be up until after the coming winter. Than, the 

1!..rennouncement-.said, thee4.re , ,boffl'u:t00 -.3  
zInj- twoiimportaptlraYEWthe?1Plan7 11.nks_th!3 : 25th_withrth -74.?m.e.e,defence 23rd 

LelacBrigadDiiltb.SPeçial1ittcArctiq -grborne4ornati9nCalladeclinedto send to 
.-In.:-.Korearlast:summeronitgrfflIdeltt 	 Ical#Lt 401119,.bea“t was 

cccn 37.1.Spegially - trElined , forlhomedefence 
-1They7aret  a z 	112: 	 Lz-r 	 '‘; 

21117 .bo.1. 31L1s1 Roughly halt::the'21qtba-.4alion-:ofthe patricias,-one . ofthe three 

Ii  batta1444 sin the223rd e rle heading-.,for. Korea in :̀ Septemberor_early:October 
ILT,tozreplace-tberil».01V3 14 24d3D7.L#!Iliontitled:,to:go_home.. :  
euzi :3 2.hec DefenceDepartmenthas announaed4t,9uld e like to have 600 of 
ericthe,,25thltebetttleeMteoldisrs yoluntper_o c go,:homefor7-.partitroop:training. 

zo lziThisp:renid help 	 111,7A=twailat.st 8.4 oi'1013e91214'.-1e4'king grouPs 
=+t,ftheIgkdliej-0/Malt_f5"4.eideene ■ -j-2;e 3 A 

Reported Evidence Uniconfirmed:ruette,way Augustj-17 	The. Capadiap rEmbassy at 
- Washington has been unable to obtain any Congressianal Camnitee evidence 
linking two Canadian officials with Communist espionage agents in the United 

- States, anl*ternal Affairsj)epartment spokemnan said today. 
The EmbassY spent the whole day fruitlessly trying to track dawn the 

,.source of a report in the New York Journal-American yesterday that "two 
:Canadian Government officials of high rank" had been listed before a Congres-

sional Committee as associates of Red espionage agents. 
• 	The Embassy, it was understood, was able to get a copy of the transcript 

of the reported evidence before an "executive" -- secret -- session of the 
United States Senate Sub-Committee on Internal Security. 

(over) 
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day of telephone talkewith'the'Washington Embassy. - 
• _ 

Polish Consul Resigns Post: „Ottawa,  August 17 (cp) — A recent purgeflohighAre*-= 
officials in Communist-dcminated Poland tipped the scales for Zygmunt,Ziemskt ,  
Polish Consul in Canada. He announced today that he has resigned his diplozal 
ost  and"intends to  'stay.' in 

Latest of ''e'iride grdùP`cof 'CligOrnatiC'i•epi-esentatives from Poland and a 
'nuinber-  of  'othei;--- Rnisfitnlelérainated' .Colintried0 tà..  take the step, the 59-year-old 
Consul said he took the decision's*aÉ -Éér" thLking- of it for a long  tire." 

Mr. Ziernski, until yesterday Polish Consul at Winnipeg„ was Polish_Consu 
in Montreal from May 1946 until November 1947 when he was transferred to 

.1=;::I 	flWinnipeg. 	 J. 	.10'; 
Mr. Ziemski left Winnipeg Wednesday, conferred with Goverment officials 

herè,- and7annotinced(hii décisionAinftc200-eworetyyewïitten -sàtatementrtothe 
.7:canàdian-preis Illw 	 c7T7 	 lUr_c;± 
=/-Tha:Caàadiari Geriex'nMentï;he'Said;haSDéianted hini --permiision'rto stay. 

Ilisresignsitibn':went'-bj-rgcabite7yesterdayctà2thé Polish-Ministei. of Foreign 
bt-theLPolishLegatienwhich has)been without 

fa liniitei•••'foi ônie .7nioriths; werémn~tavai 1abIé for`lcortnent.n ,̀ )1711:"I 
brrp 

Count de Bernonville Leaves For Brazil:  Montreal, August 18 (Gésette)+- Count 
à-----Jacques Duge-de Bernonville,-sabresCarred hoblemander:sentence of death 

for wartime collaboratiénAiIhistiiativatFrance, 51eft'Màntreal.lirpèrt quietly 
léét iiiiht:on:icdnewayctickest to-Rio --de 3 Jafteiro;Brazil:"t 31:7 

,-,An - offidiaisaid:de 7BEinicinvillèti'.itta:ver'pèrmarrièdeBraiilian visa 
which stated he was being"adnitted "for permanentiesidencei"  

De Bernonville, who has been living illegally in Canada_for the past fin 
(y,eara; 	 discùss":hisAOU'rney:With -'-iepôrteest.r -r 

thatI lika:CanadafandfOanadiansrvery -Inuch;" he said. 
• ) 

$21,000,000 Paper Mill Expansion: Quebec,5Augtuit -:17 (CP) - -Premièrli)uplessis 
announced-today-that-Roward-SMith-Paper 	 #21,000,000 

'-'6.n --eipansién'Tof -fits woad IDOciucts -(planisiaelilidSoMillsr,'QUebeei'land 
CraStr'ée:Mills",, Quebec 

The company will spend $7,000,000 an.efiVe=year elanTàfenlaeging its 
Windsor'Milla;rinthejEasteill'IToWishipé; 

	

f?Ir)w 	rt. ! 
Across  Canada:  A cannittee in charèetc3f=artaniéïentd fWthit -Octoberntour of 

bl" ''----'Princesa-ElizabetWanePrindelPhillip: :wilnbeginranéei-ialjtrip along the 
L-"]" 'RoYaliliciUte rthieweéi : tol.donfel41`With-lôdaroffiCials:;.:Canadalemineral 

préductioiCia heading' fors  heriall=tine7dollarvaltie -recordrthiscïear. 
If production is maintained at the'rateestabliahed?fèt -:thettlistqfive months 
of the year and metal and mineral prices hold, as is altogethêr likely from 

3V  . '-PreSent"LindiCationa; sUffigiireàti/,100;000;000)--(n' Mbre-le prêdicted. This 
'-f-ciurcUild'canparewith?-thé 1950redord'-df-4 1 ,040,000,000; theGlbbeland Mail 

renin'te:;.:CoatjàffightiAefeieSefiies;inBiltleiïColumbiethisrYear to 
c rj date is $64i,à48,'MOi.er-than --'iik tiMetheameanetetheéame.date last year... 

johnl-Na:Ïltadéeàffibeiwtethe 
7 ',:7 :G6.1iérnc;rGenerallS kald'Medar'priÉti Satiirdayat 7tfié 63td annnar-Dainion 

of Canada Rifle AssociatiOn7shoàtSeekihdtpublidite'ferhieEastern 
Townships "pearl" town,  Mayor Ernest Simard, of Magog, Quebec, parachuted 

a -pia'ne ità.:Laké MéderematOg:-Inr:ntf:U 
 ! z'r - 	ILd Llrf. 1c .JT.71M7 	- 

	

:-7P721 -7:c C7..71nC, 	 :7rIbrr,f3 	pril7In11 ,  
r»:117ii-xJ 	.u.'t.ez42 
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siiiioned 'abroad. Its - Conteitts are trot 'foi-puirlicirkiôn- 
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Ateds-Suggest TrUcelAnd Partyr:',Uest-Central - Sector;-- Korea, August.21,(CP) -- Eight 
t9 -71dz:)Chinese:inrantrymenJtoday suggested to patrolling:Canadians that_they cease 

hostilities during-the Kaesang peace talks. -  They also suggested a party between 

iY .e--1(The4ssociated,Prese'reported . yesterday.in,a,dispatch,delayed by censor 
that such notes are being sent and that possibly they are:aimed at damaging 
morale and causing Allied troops to relax their vigilance.) 

Clar_. 1,3;2111e,  proposai,  which rocked staff officerscat Canadian!Brigade, Commonwealth 
el ,-Di teleion'end theiJuited. States,Corps.Readquarters with.surprise; 72-vas -i-Ansmitted 

exi3lnflb;ra1Xoremn ,woman_civilian. 	 . 1  
She -handed ,a,slazed, yellow envelope 'to.a Royal _Canadian .Regiment corporal 

Isi.Atnd ,Idisappeared'while_the.troops openecLit and -read"the:conten 
c3111. 22 in good handwriting on fine quality.plain paper,_theiletter, 	was 

coi,signed.bybattalion commander Ching Che of the  -Chinese  People's 'Volunteer 
:1- Forces_and,:by'Donj Quie on behalf,of a "delegation of the,privates." 
9--_=1 - 1 It said. the Kaesongtalks,naw are a month old and still "you,  are forced 
- ,tenbe her  carrying on this war, to.do every.day such "senseless bloody affairs, 

1--311zzy,everymoment -you have a, danger of getting killed if unfortunate, then you will 
- never be able to see,your loved anes0n7 r, I, 

It said nwe are willing to meet you so that there may be something good 
for peaceful settlement of Korean problems and make the obstinacy of the peace 
talks slow  dawn. Therefore the peace talks can be continuation and meanwhile 
casualties on both sides may be eradicated while the peace talks goes on." 

Report Objective Of Two Battle - Trained Formations: Ottawa, August 20 (CP) -- The 
long-range aim of the rotation policy for Korea is to switch the manpawer of 
the 23rd and 25th Brigades so that campaign experience -will at least yield 
Canada the harvest of two battle-tried formations. 

Both eventuallywill be paratroop formations capable of defending Canada 
under the special conditions that would apply here in any major war. 

The world situation could arter the plan, but at present the aim appears 
to be this: During the next six to eight months, the men of the specialist, 
Arctic-airborne home defence 23rd Brigade are going to Korea to gain battle 
experience. During the same period, the men of the 25th Infantry Brigade are 
coming  home. 

In time, both the 23rd and 25th would be paratroop brigades, changing the 
so-called mobile striking group for home  defence from a one to a two-brigade 
outfit--except that, as long as the Korea war continues, one will be tied up 

'there. 

Says Trade Pattern Worrisome:  Toronto, August 21 (Globe) -- In spite of the fact 
that Canada is in the midst of both a domestic business and a foreign trade 
boom, there is plenty to worry about, John A. Marsh, General Manager of the 

, Canadian Exporters' Association, said in a speech prepared for address to 
the Sarnia Rotary Club yesterday. 
' nfle are worried that whereas we used to buy and sell with nearly all 

'countries of the world--almost a hundred of them--that now we are trading 
with comparatively few, and one country alone, the United States, is taking 
seventy per cent of our total exports--most of it raw materials, little of 

' it consumer goods." 

(over) 
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" e 	; ;fir 	.11:11,1e 	le HI ri High,Pr;esuris stmck 	Probe:  Toronto-1  August .  21_.(pp)  	DniteeStates  _ 
- officials who complained about high-pressure stock selling -across'  ihe 

- -international  border  SJ deCided against coming -to-  Canada-  to-elaborate 
on their camp1ainte02Tx1 	 1  

Harry  A.  McDonald, . Chairman of the U.S.. Security Exchange 'temmifisi,cni 
sent -word yesterday that he and his colleagues 'will -not appear before the' 
Ontario Legislature ts crime committee, which resumes hearings today. 

t".1:°.,)i 1 	 ï 

Rt.  Ron.  Arthur  Behdera t s Vit  i";-' 1  Otta;ra; . Aakcii 20 ' (Ci') -- Rt. Hem.. Arthur 
Hendersen, British Secretary of 'State. .fôr, -. 41,1 , is to arrive in Canada 

I.E2d  I::Imgust , 23 forTa week s visit, thé-eeféliCe DePjartment ann6inieed7today;oV 
- Mr. Henderson's itinerary includes visits to' air force stations in 

(':the ;Maritimes, .Qaetieq;c-Otitarikr:and Saniteba ..-. 2; -Ha' iiI1a1s  tour :refrciaft 
r-zs 	lents tn:zleranto ;add X ontreal,land 'swill hold :-_brieVrtalkelwith rthe Cabinet 
4 DefelceiCcziuuitteeand theChi efof  Staff .r-Candittee.u.ib 	 - 

The British Air Secretary will be accompanied by Air iChie riarshal 
ILes lielHollingbirst member lof -the -Air etiuttell;creap'onsil3le for 

personnel 	 Cnc.%7:1 

x.f11: , 1 	 9..111cer 
d±Icrosafeanada  Jliver crossng`rfactlitiee at.Wiudorr atfould; Jae. clesed exc ept 

7L-..-for, 	Ldeferice ers_onaél ; eq4pieirt2arid; foe& dh cas e ra cdisistir , it 
was agreed yesterday at a meeting of border' kothorities rand reivilcacf ems 

Wiride cr.:, and. .1) e treit ;The :_Br itis h 	 o re's t f ire 
hazard -worsened .yesterday ;.as drough>riddeze ti.m.lierlandaescorràied)ztinder 

tr ia 1 ..eMploymeritand faverage week.ly arséés and 
:Uwe ieST ziril Canada :reached-  nek' hi gha in '..-June ï :the -Hiirealif  of  Statist ics 

reporte4.44 -.The Army wad:reported  iy:0  .P.--ifte.hé) Eieuïchlireffor e.WiCst 
training area :between .a.:third'jandnhalt  the Sti-eie dt Prince 

e 	 ,b might mare .7nEW:t are;-"in7.1.950.7-  than 	- anY 
r.I.J1vrevelurtue;rigeeLr.; ?rhè Bureau's:  oe-StatistIge!reported -  that fthErsaleertotalled 

324,903 new  cars,  compared wfth-20431.8 	 IcL  c  If37Qi1  

ecr OJ U11..:11W LY12 	LI.P2 JI 
Izslanr*,-3c: 101 . 

'3CC 	 wc17.7 
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•„, 	••••. f- en" c c- 	 „ 	 'L.' 
Imports  'From, IT .S 'main  Factor  In7t540,Ô00,000  _Trade ,Defic it  t... ; Ottawa, 2August 27, 

cp 	unusual._ 5,000,000. de ioi.t in .Canada !s _world '..trade 	.firat 
1Da- 1 	• - "hal o 	=cm.  led into a 340,000,000 deficit in the first hal: 

195.1, rthe ..Bureau ,_of :  Statistics reporteçl _today. 	- 
The de-fiC'itr-compa_reci -with surpitises 	past,:years---deVeloed, partly' . 	 - 	. 

from these problems:: 	 i -f 	 ."}.; 	

• 	

-4;1« 	 • 
1. An usurgein  purchases' :Ércn ,..,the ,United ,States ,with-n to,eountering 

iiii.lanCe  in  'sales.  

	

r  2.., A „weak, ,aneandering,trade 	 , resulting.:in- a ahar/3_ 1..pjlump 
t,relde,-,4P4:17PlIeFE1 0% 	 0CC,OCC. 1"i;S 

3. "A continui.ng demand-  in- ' Canada for raw ;materials, and itinished cio,gds 
partly to help Canada become a more powar:ful industrial  country.  - 

Canada IS total .trade.for the first „six months reached a .reeord. #3 -865 ---q „ 
000 ,000,, 	:$1,000,000,000 	 -2-00.--000- iu the 	,firat-lnalf,-  Qe. 

- 
..›:11siports e etos'i11y fr  the  U.S. ,roseto -a rec01 4;i0t. $2-402,400,000, 

• 

up 
almost--  $70-0 d0O .Q00 fr $1, - 453' loo TEX orts-did not maintain, 
the pace, climbing ;  Only, eoo,opo,000 to ,a ,postiusar .ra,Ford„pf,,$1,7,62 1 ,8p0,OCA., 
fin  11,1-*,448,4-60;_tP.991).-10- 

- „Jun a, cto the:.  same ..story,  as. ,previous trontha Import

• 

s;  limbad to  4360,-
400.00ô  from- 4282,500,00P .a  year eari:ier. rXpOrts increased'.only o $315" 

(cr) 

.orlo -ful El 1:Jf 

4 nr:, , r 
Vol. 2, go. 162 

c: 

record 11 471 Ô0à 000-  -.- bO4 SOO" 000. 	 r 	 ' 	 r r • , 9.)., 	 • 	 ‘ , J 	 F.:Y2 
June exportà to  the  U.S. increased' to $290,590.,000,:rom$179,800,000, 

bringing. the six-month: total to- $1,126,90,Q000, 	 900.000. 
• ■, 	 • 	 _ 	. 	. 	 I., 

The- resultirig . deficit .ros e to. $344,100,000-, abont 	 ve - 
181;660,00e deficit in 1950; -but still $144,00 0 ,000 linger. the  $488,000- 000- 
unfavourable balance in 1947. 

un 4. • Cn•the other ld, sales to Briain, in..hme declined to #51 .1..40Q 000 . ro t 	 ian 	 ._ 	 . . 
from $52 600 090..last year - bringing-  k the: six-month-total7to;.-1254 -200 - OOŒ.- 

. from $237, -100,000. 
Imports .., frosb_Britain a liol,yeyer,.-17 ere.:ssodaratelk higher at ..$39,900-,000 

againit., $3V,100,000, increasing i thej ,simconth 
#187,260 ,000 0 

The result was that Canada  tg  usual surpluses - in trade with Britain 

• 	

- 
which, in, 19,47 . for example,- reached 1269 000 900 .,for the half, year dropped_ 
to a mer:,ae9p609,0044n, 1951.-.- 

b3e0,31•, 	111 
Asks, LaW,.Change. To seurh-,Stock Frauds t  .„_Tor.onto o tAli. guet„zz, (olobe),--, Ontario's 
crime_ committee.. wap told . yes tar,day.,  that', swinding  .0. 3 ,1".1-. „c•i-Éliens 	r-  onto- 
bas-ad-,frauieula- ne P-1 Ck•Lp.  Ushers.. can only be;pt-o-i-bped 	 cop-  leté revis-  ion 

naçlit?tn, extradition tr."8-ty, 	 - 	D  2‘n 
a Comm' iss loner of .the - II.S.- Securitias and „Exchange 

Coramission told_: Ontario , investi.ga-  tors .in;enf. 8 000-word- latt-er .that... the- 
prés ent.:tree..à.ty,,drawn,  up:f earl3r, I in.:,the cantury„ ..i7rould2have, to ,babroadened...J.- 

 tp in elude, sf9urity-tfrauds,,as theyrhïive, d ay elopedl Iflr e~ent year8, r  
-•• 

eirtrailitable offenses. 	 f:M2 

"The criminal laws of our two countrias bave kept up with these devèlop - 
manta,' he wrote.  "Our  treaties_haye not.* , 

(over) 

woe!) fremi2.91 - 660 000 'Cd- 	 - 	 -;_610.91;9-6n___79—co—p-a-red using a »tel.  , y deficit. of,  4 
with;  Ft 	 ..of7 $9à0O,000 	tl; 

PUrchasesfran  e U.S. in June climbed to $241 poo 000 	h . 	alA3  
lp.arent.._,jum.  pi  from .$1

_,Éroni #1
88,30O,O..90_1‘as_ 	br,l-neinA, Gtha: .,;-clialf-yearitotai to -  a, 

'Tr. 
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Hts  lette, Knitliningt SZC ,  -operations and;proposals, was rea.d into •i 	 s 
evidence by Attorney-General Porter,'whi.kel &E. 	 Çtrtario Securities: 
Commissioner, was in the witn.ess chair. 	 , 

Mr. McEntire saie:min'ti-iftlé`S e 'iJf l a small group of telephone and mail-
order dealers in Coronto had-beenrso widespread that a general distrust 
of investment in any Canadian stocks had grown in some sections of tlicCA 
United States. 

Grain 	 --2«tawa, August 21 (CP) -- • 
A  Commonwealth  official - said - today, that  Canadas  - transportation shortage 
beciim-èeSSiâ-tfer Of- urgenCY 'in -view br the, potential threat of war in Europe. 

A slowing-down in grain movementS"to' 7Canâtits-  traditional European 
markets 9  he said, çould bring chaos if the Communists decided to „1,aunch a , 

.1I wii'r  

- i 
The official, who asked not to be identified,. said he -,haçl been watchiaag 

iie -- Sho- riage-- 'cle-v-eéloeis_'- iiidé. :‘_ili7s7priiig.L(* )-'.-"Fi.. 
Ctirisdé :eirnPS'an 	Cat oMers--, including 

Brïfal ire :f 	 72:11:13 

Britain had a "fairly good* 2s't 	6>f 	T ann 	 fitlorrti iÏo 
lEititee tlisàré 	 Mk;ve;Mént r-e Cdi ~vsei. t 
there could be a calamity.  if .a  war suddenly broke out. ' 

ell 	 de. lije 	stild 'thre 	 rEürOPti !'bre-aiis' olié.  in the 
autumn—right after the autumn harvest." 

AiréiiiSent:.eane:daTas'an''export .  quota of 
231,000,200 bushels of wheat to be filled by JulY'31 	 tiiis about 

"--..ÉCSA(50-.G&W;111: fgdItn-Nrit'ain:-  '1z1 	 - " 
cf: 	 _ 

PrœtîiÎ?iPir6s --̀ eiés tôifti'',ICtion 'en 	"-Xla 	f (C13). 	sr 
_ 

	

	Froet'nf -Chtario"said -today -he -is convinced-  Ceizia" di'caré gc; 'ahead Iiilcine''irith; 
development of the st. Iewrence.seaways  an power  project. 
`ie trI) 	 :tohnciiiieds cussioms- 

	

Cei,. 	 7-th4-12  
je,(.)  iiçoirenO'e.  !per C■jedt 	'ridt'« ~o big' 	è 4,1e: 'cif eelkliit'j — 

The Premier said he discussed the credit situatiorf (kéner,a1-1Y. 'ith ;th'S` 
referfce was nade" td  the _ 

vo?::ftlie;) "St .1-  Lec'ivr- 	 prii-cije&te = 	 ';`)!' 
t-' 311-" (1-1:2  Th47*-eëc4t-1Te 	itai&»i èa»iè et:iiry- (»D 3  

development of the s eawaye, But  ti-iitye, kree 	 Iidér- iii-S-Èercr ia  th ev  
2.p-ow" ce° 

-  ladle - the' tdtp.i 'boat' br- the  :power a eYel ogitent wiould b e reat , 	*oil 
still be. more favourable per hors epoWer ' 	'any .power -,pro3ieCt-  ifow-  c on- 
tèmp 	ipy 	 ° 

r 

He  detl-inedi-to' -say Whsether',ha, had eceived . -anY' indication  that  Canada 
may gd:sheii.di-i!aciiWWitE  the  seaws.... p'reect-.t. 	 IFfelyitt`; Cada 

	

10-ri-e=.» 	 J- 	 ;t1c..cirDi.; 

1-1: ■• 

Permanent -  Defence -: -Board'Discnsses.-Arc 	- 	on.-  ugu 	 .e . Joint r-e 	 ."› 	 dt-121 
Permanent -  Defence Board' be Canada--  and  the  -15iftedl -StateS'3 Mét-j Monday ,  tO- 

 discuss defence at the top of the world. 
u(-)C' Gen-3.1 ï..•Got: 	 tha ---  rm' 	the  Cknadiknj- à-e"Ctikiii ~  oethiri3oard, 

Bala' "théj î:i.arty' 	'11 nIlitaijr govetmeit offiils iI1 study 7de'i',eac4e's  
problems in the Canadian Northwest. citT 

Lcrosda: Ele'ecand1dateSha7e bïeri-j. n:.-oraiiia.' fed ,  t 	ofxtestan elect on" 
aimed at giving residents of the sprawling Northirest: TérritorieS , s raie7  
measure of responsible government. Three of the candidates will be elected 

e'  të  an'  eïhiùan' èoiniclr i)?the-'-g-drenreKtlité.  
be àôvenMen' --,t "8...PPnintêeà fol t The' Wiiiiiipê rd:Èalléeirill" .prëse °  

e° Iiir"Ceimaitd- P-értoi.mknWat.  theleïïië'Ailditdrbim 7 fOri.'PÏ-inC'èià  Elizabethana  
the Duke of Edin1Durgh during their `vïS- its-qd- 171niajD'ég r- bct-Obfer-`9i4;;:l :  

the  ashes ofea:1 13ritiiii'dtiliiiiihiii 	 hé' " 
pres eintierr tô the' 	 knktcriC 	 erii fie '3  
inàbùvr Pridar The" tkiterii 	ecxnparalet -6 7  thé'' teimed' itshès 7 tài-'''q 
which' Étigrd aidAÙstMlia:ë 	1-1 . b 	pett iù1o1 ofc1cet /.  
supremacy between Canada and England. 

rf.Jim 	 .7.t -Icr:so -s, C7-7 ïrlD 10 =CI If-, r2J:1-1D 
Y .Jcz 	 ,-.1J 1120" .0J- o -:w 

0,2VO) 
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signs are-  ths.t hé, will' get his esfi. 
Parliament, due to resume sittings, Oc-  tober, 

for ear1Y approval of movement' of the Aria is-  27t 
, „before snow flies. 

t 	 IC' 	 : 

An R.C.A.F.' fighter squadron . ro-re-runner-  Of 
would - léalre  about " the aamé time  as the s-Oldiers 
NeCvember. ' 

With those movements, Canada 's inanpow-  er commitments for the great At- 
lan.,  tic : Pact _experiment in deterring war through ,. stren,gth- applied, a -L: 11 strategic 
spot'wOuld bé really_ on their-  Way, tb- 	 - 	- 7 - 	- 

Korea has hovered like - à shadow over them. This week s announcement , 
that both' the" 23rd' and 25 -th Brigades , 	b linked together -in the-' Korean 
commitment, does not...entirely rera.  o,ve it .from consièleration., 

The pbssibilitk that the armistice negotiations,may giv-e way.to  savage 
fightindis One that has' kept Cabinet.from >raping  in and making any,quick _ - 
decision : about, movem ent of the  27th, third, and fast_ Briga- 	in thé Army. 
The reason is-that it . is conceiv-  able_ some of, its • men may be needed, in. Korea. 

So .far  as is ,known no . final decision.  about  .,the _movement to Europe has 
been Ma-dit by Cabinet but the question  is,very,much in the,Wind; :,The.Army is 
anxiou-s  for  definite o- rcler- s, one - Way or the other-  and has advised that the 
13rigade should move ,either this 'fall_ or.next spring, ,not during the winter. 

The 27-th now , has' 10 SOO men. Betiveen  6 , 000 and  7 1000of  -those.Wo- uld---go 
toEurope. The_balanCe wou'' ld stay -in Canada as a replacement group to train 
for  'rotation 'purposes •_ After. -a ,ear, abroad, -married 'members-  , of,,the 27th 
Would 'corn. j e-  home' and - s-Oraeone' else Would gô -over. --  For  single - men-  the:term 
is two years. __ 	 _ 	_ 	_ 

- TWO,: headaches affecting the  môvement_are shipping ,space and accommoda- 
tion  in ',Gerraany' . Neither, now is 'cons ideréd insuperable. „ .  In  ,faôt,if,,,the 
27thsty- ea,  i Carieid4; the Army- itself wOuld  have  space problem- 4'; „ 

U.S. Ambassador Speàks bn Defence: Ottawa, August 22 (cp),7-„à'41xtley'Vroodward, 
United States Ambassador to Canada, today - told an internation' 	 cheon 
at ,the Central Canada Exhibitian,that`Canada and .the _United States must _ , 
"keep musket- and pi:Wider- horns' ready ” 

rt 	
, 

Hé Said ,thé continent must ,'be prepared to defend itself.' from .an, enemy 
"that 	exaCtly,t- he Sam-  e design-  s',,onus as dici,the Red Indians - 100 years 
ago.," 	 , 	„ 	-; 	 , 

Woodward:Said ,the Pàx'.Britannica, protection-  of the North  Américan 
continent by,Gréat.,Britain, was mere- 1y e. , nostalgic memory  and the  continent 

-,Could,no longer ,en ch security._ - f   

	

"A névt enem' y like the Redskins  of 	would kill us if  h.e could. We 
r 	, 	 . 	 - 	 • 	' 

are back where we started."  
He said that if North Ainerica did not keep its defences' there would be 

"sraall hope for world salvation." 
"We are not doing a bad _job," he said, "but years of effort still lie 

ahead of us." 

27th  May  Move.  To Germany This Fall, Report: ,Ottawa, 
• r 

Eisenhower-would  lice  to see Canadian troop' s, in , 
Aügust-  22 . (CP) 	-General 
Europe' this-  year. Présent 

9, is, e•  xpected, to be, asked 
h Brigade grou- p- to- „,- ,Germany 

-; 
an 11-squadron air division, 
probably,. in_ October_ or 

(over) 
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Crimes Committee:0a Pre:dulent Stock Sales'  Toronto, August 22 (CP) -- The 
existence of mysterious "Mr. Bigs" behind h-r-oker-dea -fer-S--w- Tio have per.» 
sistently "given  trouble"  to- thè Ontarici Securities Commission was ' 
disclosed todar.by,Cammissiœr Chairman, O.E. Lennox. 

Testifying before: the_liegislature Crime Committee, investigatin g . 
crime conditions in Ontario, Mr. Lennox said many fraudulent steck sales 
responsible for criticism from the United States "could be traced down 
tô à veryfé* piople;'-if you' get _the Man:behind them." , 

" 
 

He  indiCated' that More than-one  "Mr.  Big"  'exists  and  charged that 
the  group'  of 'tàhii.dy - lq-oliei;detilërs Were split' into  two  factions, with 
different heads manipulating each. 

Pact Conference Security: Ottawa, August 22 (CP) -- The Army and R.C.M.P.  are 
 co-operating -in-preparing security arrangements for the meeting  of  the 

Pact Council,,,Ottawals biggest international gathering in years. _They 
have two "aims7-'-protection  of peôpié" 	eiretection jot:Secrets. 

Al-.reàdy-  civil servants-i ilmiollied with the  sessions  . are . being 'asked . 	 . 
to fill in security forms,..tellineabout 'their background, .where they go 
to chiirch-  and  :other things.-  ' -The- same' sort  of1  Check  is  reported being.  

certain ' grOUP-s' of iie-tei -• en-  ploYee-s. 	 - 
Mounties both in ,uniform and ,plain ,  clothes are 'expected to be on - duty 

• I'lci-'• 17-. iLiong'w•i-th'ineittber's  of the parliamentary - protective Staffs.',113ehind the 
l'àeenes , -the' Arinir'' and',  MOI.in ties -  are 'exp-  ected to witt`ch-  closely for_ an  V 'signs 

of illegitimate. interest in proceedings. 
"- 	z 	 ," `•"()t'.1* 	 ." 

Len-don" b.V-.A".: fice   Ottawa, August,. eb; (cp) 
Mutch, Parliamentary, Assistant -  to Veterans Minister' Laii-ointe;i  is leaving 
fer---Snglan'd thià We-  ek, to" viiit • à -  Iretérana, Department,' 'Office  that  sends 
ché4uis ;-.: SMO-ings,.ôther, places,  ' lièhind :  the 'ir0I7L 'Çtirtairi. 

	

He Will:visit : D.' 	Lonclen'effiee,'.ene 'whiCh:nia -ils out  cheques  
te'fOrmer'êan- s:clian'sjr;-1.CeM'en i n* titiàd to war_ 

i- pensions and living in  iiany counties. 	 j  

these' eVésr sea' S' pen- sioners  7 ,143 live  in  the'United : iingd-  orn- 
le in' Russia,  6 in  Africa,' others • in dreece -.;  Pakistan,  Denmark and 

of  theni" are véterani  of the hirst -Tra../ who  éinigrated to 
-•: 1-7 Canada,'- 'en*.ltsted fix  :thé ctihadikii o±csand tafér ienehack homé•' 

ef 	 rin 	 ' 	,?f.'rs7) 	 %) *f 

B.; rd: i?derèà 	 FtirSr .:  "Vanc -eiivé- AngUs"--t:": 2- 2 :' 	 e'S .  ex- 
--" ploded - tonight with renewea, fury acrosBritishColunbi tiMber- lands. 

ni e;.1.-‘4 	(---"Thé fire-s c-threatined  the homes of  aozeni'or r  faMilié'à; raCe-d-r aeress 
". 	".' • - hun eds of -- acres of - timber as "- more t an 2,00 0 firefighters  T fought.the 

- 	 • • - 	 - 	 - • 	 • 

Many of the fires ,were,uncontrolled, ranging, ) from,VaiiCouver :Island, 
à Cant 25  mués  from' 	Cri a ; a- lon— g the ' Fras er.2- 	 re fishing 

3-  commthies 	threatenedi' and;  j.nto theuthtnIintèrior  300 miles  
from Vancouver.` 	•• 	 — 

_millions of feet of tinber have been destroyed, and logging,and 
- 

r- 

Across - Canada:. ' Six!RCIZ' patrol craft .; manned •by-'natral , reservists from the", 
Great Lakes ,,  will travel from Kineten'to - Ottawa  7.thi'Ouefthe  Rideau  

ann‘ -  dnic.tikl."-r - Thé''Cruiiie will 
" --s "niarkthe --firs't tini  e  warships  have  navigatèd 	 waerway-lfiking  th  

two cities...”Tohn P. Bickell, Toronto mining financier , . died  in New 
York C ity' August 2. 2;, -...â'ifty'„Cantiaian n-"Ainhassadora“. 'jUs -t . re turne'd ,from 
a tour of Brit-re-an  were`feted at lioYétl  Victoria  College' 'y-- e- é :Éerda.y. 1;',',The' 
"Ambassadors"--50 school-girls ,..aged - '16';and  17  Years- 	across ''Canada  

° 	 be.Ck • l'.)Y W.  Garfield  Weston , who had spe-na bred -their tour. 
• „Mrs. Weston was also on hand to greet the . group.; 

' 
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Canada,  ,,e;$. •Je.pan'In'.Fieheries 	Akust '2-3.- (CP) 	Canada 'the 
1,,P4tSçl ,States_andr .J4lia# are_joiningto, a-three-po;werftreaty 'far L the, protection  

and` cOneervatioOÈ1Teit COrast' fiSherieSt;:.— 	' 
e . negotiei-tisine' opened soillè:WeS:kW age,, eeiâ4Eixé here 

84a ee, 	 tida héle 	is On it'he West  Cost!.d.iacussing 
the,treaty,,royisinni, With representatives -Of 'HritieiCOlUMbials ',f1iehértïas r. ;.J„ 	 : 
industry. •

-  
The treaty is being negotiated under the newly-drafted Japanese 'peace 

treaty, yhich requires_Japan to  enter promptly into negotiations ;for, fiiheries 
- 	j_ 	" 	;° 	 ; 	 0,1 	 • agreeMéntiyrith e ignat'd/yeoùn'triées 6 -  de Sirings- 1.1_2 	 - 

	

1Caliada. as one Of ' th a kneed 	whiCh'defeated -Jàban'114 thee-Second 
n" 	 1, 	 -P.:- 

World  War, is goingto San,  - Fràrfclicp'itoe -ele:pea -Ei treaty .  signing cOnference 
SelOtember:4'4 -  

-' 	:) 	 ' 	 h AOrashingtPn'..dispac oay suggeS ted ,the  T is eries reaymgtbe ready - • 	 . _ 	 ,.5. 	 _ 
form_ gning e ore e en

d of e 
year. - 

Yferïe'sr.si", overrment  4otirçèeb`ëré eXPr.égised doubt.t that  it wotild bé 'ready 

The  ti.eatY -Willi 'call upon 'eh of th& three 'Colin:tries' to: . recagnize ,the 
rights of the others and the integrity of their coasteit'Wâte'rà.'" It jalse 
will deal. with ..:conservation ,problema 9 

.É` „ 	. 	 ;:, 

	

0 	 . 	 • r 	 - t.. 	„. 	 , 	 .7;7 — 
Congreàiiontii 	Probét.  (Press  'Helea-Se  No. '39,-Auguet 24):: 	fo-llowing 

-statement wag, is.sued by theyDepartnent of External Affairs 	̀,A=P:tus . "-2 4e 

	

„ 	rpelyt.o7 repea,teFl.enciniriés 	have  been "made,,: --tkEi,Deptirt4ent  of  
s he o state `that-  in s it e  of constant  'effortS , it  'has 

been unable to obtain any information from the Senate  Sub-Ccznmittee'on --  
1 ;,;-.1ntjernal. Seicurity.About_charges_which,,, sOcording...to. reports r in some United ., 

Stateil ,newsp-dPiers;:haVe"..been in'ade rbefore the Connnittée `E,Igaintit high but 
umpired 	 :Of ;the 	 tt 	rta-the 
unsatistaCtoryjas _it -is surprising ,that;ta week "after they rw'et.ei giVerï 
.aurren.cy the press,  ..no Opportunity has, ,been _given Osf' onsidering ,charges 
w.j414.1„,„ 12q-'4 any -foundation. et 'all; would - be • of rave  Consequence- to . 	„ 	 sz ,z3 

lab-those ;concerned 	to r:the Cs...r.'=],si;1,- 	Service.'  .. 	 , 	 P: 	 . 

Catario .Legislature Crimes CoMMIttee:  -...,r0'1704tO,-_August  23 	-- At  the  sitting 
of „the C,nte.rio ,Legislatures,,Orimes . ..-,Coiami.ttee 
sa,tcf 'the '.T6r6nta flY'-byiiight brokers-  who  flood the' tr.S- 4- s -yil'th'Iit'éra:tnre. 
promising ,o7er1ight wealth from Canadtan SpeculatiOns "..f.i.n4 _their yietims-
thr-ough long "sucker” 'Mailing Iiste 'which- they: 'Obtain at -high"'Oost `froniiew 
York and Chicago concerns. 

Be said the mnartest of the long-distance telephone stock salesmen 
were Americans operating from Toronto. 

- 

Colombo plan Aid To Ceylon:  Ottawa, August 23 (op) -- Donald Haywood, fisheries 
expert .from British Columbia, will leave Canada soon for Ceylon to study 
possibilities of expanding the fishing industry there. 

The 43-year-old native of Vancouver, an executive of British Columbia 
Packers, Ltd., has been selected as the first Canadian expert to go to Ceylon 
under technical assistance provisions of the Colombo Plan for aid to South 
and Southeast Asia. 

(over) 
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eritainla Trade With Canada:.  Toronto, August 24 (Globe) — If Britain Is tcr.:4 -3e, 
fulfill .iter----re:aponsibilities toward ..+hé,ditlantic /1.1liance, it must 
achieVed by --increttling ext'ports';tO Canadt1 Jand4his -in tm-n means 
-tion of British manufactures to the need's of the  Canadian market, S1r'it .. -.-1.;`"„--1.; 
Charles Colston, RegiOrial:Dir-éCOf the Federation of British Induwtrilits . '• 
said last  night.. 	0 

As a pivotal power, e..ill.,..,;tha„lt.tlantic pact group, Britain must .-rectialot  
otrong, .said Sir Charles, -and to do this the nation _Must sell more abrix4. 
Canada, he said, and Canadian businessmen had co-operated aplendidly in ' 

etritdiii;nbat'greaté'r?--péi:âonal contact between 

	

ttinitctiane 	0.ètéliit;›ed. . 

Says 'Chubb Crater Meteor  _Theory Confirmedr&nt"...ci t, Ilgust 24 (Globe) — _Beneath 
the rim-rock .of -the _great Chubb crater in Ungava there lies a maznatio .body 

-that undoùbtédiy is the meteor_ite, or part 'of .it, which - caused  the  "vast 
hole,. ;Dr. V. .4e3lfee1 declared yesterday when his National. Geographic.— , 

. tipOns tired- -party retiii-ned to  Toronto fra month irs -80Jc:in:L t.:at -t4,-krateir4;..---.:, 
- The Eilié .. ontent of the -..matailT  it.'"LaubstanOé Could not 

,yet,._fir.t. Mean -statecl, 	ondiderable -`st?.i.dy 	inkide of ''-the magcstc.Mater 

	

bo-é&g, 	 .that 
this '/...Eist'" year ta préliiitinar, ‘d.izignoais; Of  the big  crater  as being: of .mateor- 

- 	 éorrOherated naw by  the  scuentifi fi-iciinga)  of  his' 
t expedition., 	, 	r  

h5c7,-niz;',.rc Dr: u 
' 	 .7- 7'- e(:zi- 

	

Gérl. Marshall Opéns CJL Tootay:  _ -..Ipt7ttrs., August •• 24  C1:19 	The Min ,   star or 
National _Defence, Mr._Cle.aton.; accO 	 ' mpaniéd 	_Stanleji. 'WOodward. -United •,/ 	- 	 - 	• 	- 	• 
States AnibaSsedor "to" iCanada, 	 -Toronto  - c. e.y '-to 'Participate  in  

tereinciiiétj'of  the  ..dan-  radian liatiOntif thjb1tiori, ;..3  
- 11r. 'Claxton -will introduce Gen. "George  Marshall , 	:States • •••:«':::' 

. 	 - 	 , 	 „ 	 , 

secretary of :defence .; Who will :spendSaturday morning -a-t .,Caznp '-Borden„ 
Ctitaria where -he will inspect and - addresS -thé :se' band -class' of  =Officer-1'1  

It-e'''Cand'idatea at -tha.t "Canip: He  will réturn ti) Toronto SatUrday=aftentoun 
and  with  'Gen. Marshall will take the _Salute of -the Warriors May :parade-
_at. 'the 	 • 

MerCY Flight .To  Jamaica:  • Montreal, August"24(Gazette) 	 -North ' 
..Star„..takea _off -from "Montreal at 9 aemo tode.y. , on the.:firs-t leg of  13. -mercy 

'flight to'-,hurricene-eravaged Kingston,  Jamaica. , Belonging ;to- .4Z Tranzpert  
Scinadreon;4.VI.,taChirie-;‘.. tliti .craft wL1 ,  carry  6;00b ';,pOunds' ±_cid-atuffi and  

--i[other me`.teriala badly«,needed  in  JamaiCa.' iThe  goods ifir'e7fr'am'',:thJ,Can' ad,ian 
„ 	 - 	 _ 

7171;. 

It.cross  -Canada:: ltir.  Force-  lieadqUarters has-  announc ed that Ying -Cmdr. R.W. 
,Mcifairi.-,..D.se;0;-;1).F;Co; .,:and two  bars, of :Springfield, and 'North--  , 
liattleford;'Saak.,.....ha.a. rbéen 'given .  thé acting rank' of 'group -captain,  and 

 ent -as' air -- a:eîiité_r. to  'the «-Canadiari-MiiitaryIlission in Tokyo 
;°WinnipéÈ" '!rée Press ,in ita'rprélirainary estimate, Of Prairie" grain production 
- says--  556,000.,C00 bUsheid of wheat; thé .heavi-est 'wheat r omp in  the ItiitOry 

of Western Canada, will 	P-r-cidtic edthis y. ear • ...GoVernoi- -General ilidander 

' 
and  hi s -two  Sons,  ;_Shane and 'Brian, arr_ived .in Victoria ,yesterday for ,a 

'[' Lt-Ii67:day -"Vis-ii-- 0-••*Premeileri- TFrost 'arm' ronn-c ed ïeaterdai that  
(-the 'Qatari-6 'Legislature will open 'Beptember  24  to'Pass.‘oId 'age -,pension  , 
Itégla lat ion • ..."011mitreal s'Metrop .61 i -tant  CO1=113E11.011 'last -night acc epted' -1st _ 	 . 	. 	• 	r 	 ■•••■ • I 

- report recOmmending _ construction  • of  the 'QUebec action --of -.the -St. let-wren:3e 
'Séaway. 

.7;f:":, 

' 	- 

. 	 , 	 ' , -r T. 	■ „"' 

; 

ekcl 
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eltoiïthift si,dipitià:-:$409', 000,000 	Ottawa; r-kïigUst 2e (6i.;)I «» The"--fe7d7";ra---1-7G6•Ïêiiaraent 
piled-up.  a , surplus )-of nearly '$409,000,000 "infthe-''firat . 'hiür  months  of the  
1951=52 fia11  'year', a 'year' 'in' which thé :surplus':  was nOt-' -expéc-ted' ' b'e ;aore 

• rthife". 3,30;0(50;600'o 	 f r:-)1> , 	 1 , ;) 
• 'I I  C In Ms".  litidg"et -  Speech  APrii '16 'last; the  Minister  or  FinanCeii+ 

z. 3  IT'oredàsf rètrenues": 7or $3,730,D0Cf„b00  and  apenditures of #3;700;000;006  for a 
I i. 	urpr1üa  r $30,000;00C. 	tOday i-rePart' --from - :the Treaéttry: disclOie"d that 

• ':iii'thé.'fiesf-four tion -ths  of the  year  ending March '31 ,' next; r.evenues.:=totalled 
$1,202,991;533,1  "and eXpendftures 4794,012373 ;'les.ving raasirp1usi  of  $ 40E1, - 

.1. 

tha- 'firat Toùr noiithi ôf "the'1 .-950L51 -  fiséal:-Year; ' -thé''snreds rs.totalled 
#252,000,000. The Government ended thé' Year' 'With' a.--siirepliierafr $203;000,000, 
although only $15,000,000 had been forecast. 

Canada ' s  record 	 1947-48: and",t'otalled:$67O;000;000 
Tréasury- report  3  said 'the increaSed' reveiniSa 7reflected Smaié , of " the 

-'taxes  Imposed las t iear alid:'sonié of -‘thda e  in ..the'r1951 ,- 
• le1-1455rd  The 'î.e-fentiée 'et! 	 $1;203 .,006;006 for'-thef`fourkaronth` périod 

compared  with #861;600,000' for  'the-' aOrrespandinfpériad ' -of last ÿear  n . 
▪-icr'éase  '~ $341,200;000..---- 	 —£7 2,  ) 

32-1 331 	 inc-cmfé'' 'tax' CoIleCti one ivere- $96,600,000 -higher) at 43311400,- 
3":01:106 ktie,1  said  -the' Treasnry.report*„ -to 'higher' persOnaliincômei.). 7-1' ,-,  

Corporation income tax receipts were $127,100,000 -higher'-'at) -$323;300 8- 
11 '"ir':000j'crefredting='higher 1950: - profits and the  Inc réas-éd  ta rates *: 7iraposed in 

SepteMbér;-'1.950, budget. ''''Custome'lniport '-dUties were up  $43; 90d;000  as 
a . result of a c ontinuing high leVer af:-imports".  

Excise taxes were $105,200,000 higher due to increased consumer ex- 
t" Pena. tur 4,«ç li-gher • prices  and  increased--)•tai rat es impas% dy. in thellit.itt-' btidgef* 
1'1 '3 3 d  z..-Thx-pénditizréa.  of  "épPraiimiitely'#794,000,000- - ComParect w1th $609;- 

.2e 11.- 1.000;0001 '1'n thé-r`firét 	 inCréaSevor $185;000,000. 
• 3 :e«.:11C) 	 jUmg: of' $160,600,000 'in' défénca 'eXpénditurei largely' acoduded  for  

mr_fi 
The report said expenditures of th-è' befe-nCéi-DéPartMént -haVé *been' 

increasing month by month and now "are beginning to reflect the accelerated 
raPpr-oVe' 	 j 	3   

• eép-  éiiditïiréS'Of" -thie-"Dép'artmlrie -totallere $25;300,906 in  'APril  end 
IL  i9e;pcity;-060 ) July.

5 9 

nirife 	slioired thatrei:iéhiiés;fOr *truly' tôtalled' `aPproiiniatel3i. $336,- 
Litha .èï-Péit`dit'iireS -• $263,700 	leavint a' "surplus : of :-$72,500,000 for 

-o-2.1thae 	 D 	L 	,>.;• 

,erfeig 	 4 .6 	 : 
14  aton' 'RePiféléntatiVés' ViSit - Defencé .--Establishmentsi' 'Otta:ww,--Aügns.t-  26 (CP) 

	

( 	" --i•' -The military  e.yea:  of 14- countries-will' be on Canada's *  central  defênCe , 
ttsnorriir4‘ S ign if ic ant absent  Will-be`,.thosa 'of Ruisla: and 

The Defence Department announ-ced 'taddy' that -1H) foreign': niiitary attachés 
and service advisers to Commonwealth High Commissioners here will take part 

in a three-day tour Of Navy, Army_ and Air Force installations in Caitar$0. 
The tour starts tomorrow. *Only commimist country represented will be 

Yugoslavia, friendly to the West, and stronghold of East European independence 
against Russian aggression. 
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The United States will-have thé greateat number of -representatives-- 
three--while Ita.ly  and  India both will send -two, and Britain, one. Other_ 
observers will represen.t such countries as Pakistan, Brazil, Turkey,' 

	

. 	, 
Denmark, Switzerland !)  'South 'Africa' and France. 

The group will leave'tomorrbw by R.C.A.F. plane from n.earby Rockaliffè 
Airport, making its first stop at the expanding R.C.A.F. air training command 
at Trenton. 	 - . 	 „.. 

From  there _the,--obs,ervers,eiii7e6: .tii,.Toriinto to see harbour installations 
and, ,Vis it ,  ,H.M C .S.. York. Tuesday. -they: will- lunch .-. at the R.0 .A . F. Staff College 
and visit the Canadian National Exhibition. 

The final hop will be to Camp Borden. 

Gen. Marshall's Toronto Address:. Toronto, August 25 (Globe) -- Freedom-loving • 
. 	-people -  of the world must ncrt regard war -in Korea, ;or any turn the. eonflict 

might -take i, -either favourably .or unfa.vourably -as -  anything- more -,than 7  e-  phase 
,of a. world -struggle, which must be won before p_eace comes to, a.11 men -. So 
said Gen. George C. Marshall United States Secretary of Defenca, former 
Secretary, of State and former- Connnander-in-Chief  of  the _allied forces in the 
Second.: •orld., Var. In ,both apross-the-table -  conversation, and in the -address 
:with which he opened the 72n.d . .Canadian_National Exhibition, General Marshall 
witherin.glY described -the Soviet as opposed to all democratic, objectives. 

-_ He then.. stressed the need  of  recognizing a -npomplete,world 
Under no cirainnstances, the General urged, should any seemingly -favour-

able -trend in any one aector be accepted. as caus e . for relaxing, vigilance or 
slawing preparé.tions for defencea n, , - , , 

: 	 - 
. Securities Fraud Discussio -ns:..-  Ottawa„ August 26 ,(Globe) — Canada as_ awa.iting 

the  ne_xt move  fi in  Washington, and is_ ready at any .tme to formalize the 
tentative agreement to _provide for extradition in Cases of fra.ud a.n.d. fa.lse 

-,, pretenses. The move is directed pa.rticula.rly. against the .type of securities 
fr,aucl now under the spotlight- of Ontario's Crime Committee._ _ 

The agreement on extradition initiated last spring-_at the threé-way „._ 
conference here between Washington,- Ottawa, and the Caitario.authorities has 
been carried a step further_ in later ,excha.nges_ on an officia.1, level between. 

-two countries. 	 - 	- - , 
- -_Ottawa. toda.y -is read.y to start -drafting on the excha.nge of-notes which 

would establish the extradition convention -  as_ soon  as  Washington_kives the 
word. Early developments are -expected. 

Japanese; Liquidating Commission:  (Press Releas e No. 40„, August- 27),..7,- The Depart- 
. ment of External Affairs ha.s .been informed. that a PublicNOtice has beén 

_ issued. -in Japan' by the Japanese Gov ernment .whereby the final dat'f,a--- for- filing 
_-of claims with,-the Japanese_ Liquidating Commission a.ga.inst the head offices, 
branch offices and other offices in Japa.n proper of Closed' Institutions hEts 
been extend.ed to October 16,•1951. • 	• 	. 

Across Canada: More American cars entered Ontario in July thap., in.- ,any single 
month. before, Ontario.Travel Minister Cecile announced. _yesterda.y. i- - The7 

 number was 309,637. The previous record was 296,761-12,876 leSSTr-set in 
- 	July, 1950.. ..More Canadians , were. working at the start of, Je  .than at any 

. previous. time in  Canadas  _history, the Bureau of Statistics -  reported. August 
24....Premier Duplessis of Quebec annbunced plans for a $15,000,000 h-ydro- 
electric development in Northwestern Quebec and for a 'phosphorous plant, 
near Montreal r, in which initial :investment will be $5,000 9000..-..-Total revenue 
of. 4288,»713,729 for  the Province  of Quebee fiscal year --which ende& -earah-- 31:, 

; 1951 9  were reported. ,  The overall, surplus is $4,1_81,3,26,, exclusive-Of. #33,- e 
 825,174 spent for capital purposes, which would make the surplus .of revenue 

- over, ordinary...expenditure, $38„006,501.,_ 	_ , _ 	 - 
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--eetr -I.mportSxport CcrntroI 'Towers  ' Ottawa,  - Auguat 27 (cp.) 	 pr,ePil:red today _sr__ through double-barrelled action to "black 	trade 	 and -lier  
'the *--116-old 	éhOtild • '-atiddeniy irprik 	 -ate11ites  if 

The Trade '-"DePar -bnierit announced 'it has  -- 6b-tained power  - thrôngh - 

	

- 	•- 

,, _council to impose sweeping import controls on shipraents friMan»saiY-06inatry. 
.Ar..;i :OffiCial c-explained that thrôngh-thia,cPower • Cai:ifida'Oonld - .cut off 

.SUCh  sources as the  -"United :Statea';', :;but 'this  wu1d'InOt be 
•'-, 

The  nam réaa -On for the imports  - 'action  i-  'he :said, Was --t-ô '-prepare 'Canada in 
(7- -r 	 2tlië feVeif." écOn'oritic ` -Warfare was  71in:der-taken  by the ' -dem'' oora:Cies to beat back 

azo wé àk-  è" Ti 

be; 	There  was  the  -- pOS 	 he ',added; that '"either,Jthé'--Jrnited. Nations or 
the  North  Atlantic Or ganfiat 	May' -conSider -aPfsli-Oa-tion." -Of 'éthi6micanctions  
'against the, : Reds 	If it was the concens,us among the democra.cies that ra,uch, 

-action -siiàuld. be'Undertaiien, --then - .Canada _yrould...". -bel . 
 once. '• 	 "-- 	 ' " • . 

The DePartment, • at the 'Same tune, - announded'a 'general -  :tightening of 
''rexïài -t• -Coii".fr6ls'' on  'Strategic - 7d06dS , • PlUgging loopholes ,and'preventing .  possible 

of  'Shipments  to  'col:in:tries -Within the  C 
.• 

The main _purpose,, said the Departm.ent, for revamping -er±pOrt 'permit 
- "nto provide -  more  - precise and  effective  serutiny  Of the ultimate 

-deétination - fOr ialI;Canadian'eXports; 
Under its new export restrictions, the Department orderedi -  • 

'--- tancellatidn' Of -- a11.-2préviads exemptions.; - From - noW On,-  permissions 
must 'be ---Obta.-iiied 	-:Cover ship/a-en-4'. to'CôVérniaérd 6-f-ei.66,-.çiiits ide the' country, 

.agifta and 'Persona-1 'effects  
2.  -Barxing  of  licences  in.' aii.Y  case  'where  the 	 or the 

'Canadian - vital -Metals  and  materials cannot  be .ascertained..; 
'Pr ovidect"'"by' exporters to 'Pr6ve that  the 

the -.- shipMent i•IS in CC ordan' c é wrth appl±catîons to  the 
Department. 

4, 	No  foreign 
. 	• _ 	•. 	, 	..•. 

ek-Porters' to get'tanadian '-ekport - 1.1-ôeraCeS.-  - 'shipments 
6'"-b niade" 1 a  Can-  adieki"resident 	The--parrriit 	 t be 

the shipper  of the good.s. 
deta.iled'aé-r-UtiriY-  of  shipping idi:-.?ciriMents by OUrs. L-utas • A1.1 customs 

	

oth rn  Canada  and  at 	 , 'CoUntr ies ii11 be Tequired to 
make su-re documents concerned With' a - shipMen.' t agree' and 'obritaTin.);COrapiete 
information before clearance is granted. 

5 
	The  iiOrt controla,  -i  applied, could 

tandard of 1iviig. Iinports .-fràrà Red cOun.' tried' -hafé-:  een steadily ChTindling 
-6-o-;: alïiziut' -'$10 -,00"0',O00 'a year '-frOM 	 -f -banada' 'n'o-W -7géta -vi-rtually no 

commrcia1 '-̀ g 66 (is  from Thissia, Bulgaria or  
nother iaspect  "of' -thel  mport regu1ations  i  ...that".-theY' ---WilI''''-aCt. '-da a 

a_trategiO' . gdoda''"frôlit' other 
cduïe 	 • “r 	 - • 

 

Before exporting àsé •-ht-iiii 	i3:W 	-Ïiiettilà • :2é7nd:' 
ichinery --  -6o  uropean points, tEizifii4d' 'thati:thér.. gôVeriiMeirta' of±equires
these 	

.,• 	, 
ies certify that thé « ki):octs> will not be trana-:s hipp e d -  o Rus s ia 

— eor - -ohé  of ,Wer-Satellites 
• 7- 	 , 	 " 	 •:•• •.j 	 - • 

• . 	 . 	 Yu 7. 

• (over) 
"- • -• 
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Canada,  der, th xiewegu1ations,wiU reciprocate by giving European 
cotm.tries thesame cert`ificate doWering goods ' imported from these cinnitries 
--Erat)has is 'kris 

be used to offset a'climbing- deficit in foreign trade. 

July Shows First Tre.de Surplus In 7 Months: 01..t..ana, August 27 (G'P) —'Canada..  
4, 

surplus in seven months. 
The Buresn't of Statistic r3.-•• today= ieitortedIteat exportrr outpaced imports 
800,00Orpuiling'clOwn 'the total "o-v-erall:-  deficit fôr the seven months 

of - 1951 to $332,000,006 'frtin? 
Both imports and exports were''at - peandetim'è-  highs for the month. Ship-

mesrts to the United States jrnaped by #34,200,000 to #204,900,000 from #170,- 
• , 700,000 in July last year. 	 : 	; 7 -  

A. bigger surprise was a sharp climb in exports ta Britain. Shi.pments 
rolled to #74,100 000 rdouble, the #35 300 000. a-year_ago. _It.waa the-highest 

- 

 
iontlily.,,to-tal in three years`, , r ,. 	_ 

Exports ta all,, ,other, Commonwealth countries,increased to  2T,000,O0O 
; 	$16.400.000, and ,to 	„. other ?foreign c ol.mtriaes .to  172,600,000  from 

!--, 
, These heaâening boosti,"broUght +total exports :for- the .iont h to $378,- „. 

‘, 600,000, . an . 'increase . of.. about $122 ,000,000 .fran $256,700 ,000 :last :  year . 
itill'bu- oYant, Were more in line W-ith expOrts- , 

- 	#370 800 000 a #111 300 000 boost ,fran,$259 500 000 in 1950. 
This  gave Canada a.small surplus  of $7,800,000,..inrnonthly.trade,..a sharp 

reversal of continuous deficits in the ,first six aonthe 'of-  1951. s. 
, 

	

	The deficit _in monthly, trade yritl; the illni-ted  States was „abolit balanced 
by  --the2Surp-  Ina-obtained  in trade--,w- itli 

NO Slowdown an lieferice,  Says .Mr.  -Clépcton' 	Toronto, -.A.ugus -t* , 27,,(CP) -- A ease- 
fire in Korea would not fundesaentally change the international situation, 

, the Minister .,of .Rational Defenceelir,. ,Claxton, 	tonight.  rT 

, it elow. dawn. Canada's defence prepare-dness ,:prograrrane,_.the 
Miiiiiter said in  an addeeis -prep-ared for  delivery : at a -dinner of ,the Air 
Cadet Leagué,of Canada. s„, _ ,  _ „.„ _ 

- 1,!Nèthillezitits .liSppened 	the lest few .nionthS't.O.Oharige the::general 
r 	' 
situation *  he said,  "nor  will it be  clisngedfundanientallT by-a cease-
fire in2Korea., 	 , 	 , 	. 

c  • ., 	 basic Teas on . for . the <build,-,up,.pf our national :défencql-the threat 
and the 	ib 	of. omm—uni st aggres s 	rem-  ains, imé.hSnged. e  

*The  objectives of o-u-r •national defen.Pe continue ta be the - defenTce of 
Can.ade ;  against e.ttack;, the prevention.. of war ...by :deterr,ing aggréss on in 
carrying  out  , any obligations.we assume .under the „United Rations, ,Charter or  , 

North Atlantic .Treaty; and the provision _of,men and, i.equipment to produce 
„ , the max.' imum. effort.  in ,the, .shortest 	 in-. the jeventof  a, Third 

.,11.r. Claxton notixtg that Canada is stressing air power in its 'defence 
J ,preparations.  , iaid ;even. heavier .empharils wilt be pladed..on that arm 4n the 

future., 	- 
• ) 1 	Thi.a. ypar," ...he said, .„“about ‘ 50 .per _cent Of, Our total expenditItires an 
• z r  . detieewU1 b -e.on -ai.r 'defence, -  a greater proportion-  than in .any.country, 

d 	year it will be even grea.ter.,  

Across_ Canada:. Higher, rates, on -telegrans 'were ,Soughti .by, the .two railway telegraph 
aompanies  in  :an. „application. _filed with  the  Board of „Tranaport‘Coram.-  issioners 

authorities ,yesterday sealed .off dysentery stricken; liennonite 
communities in Saskatchewan. ,.,The affected  ares is. in ,tthe vicinuty af Hague,. 
40 miles northeast of Saskato-on... Health. officials said no trive Wo- uld be 
ailowe&  .1 or Out ...of an, ;erea,,can.--prising..-30_,square milesetlf*L- j3rEi.,ki,14Eui 
avia-  trii, Miss -Ada Rogrito, Of San Paulo, who lias 'com-pIeted 20.004,2n-i1es of 
a. 2.5 00C1 mile _flight through the,.three ;Americas .and.who carriesT  a message 

. o  ..greeting,  'tg the youthl  of,the,...Ainericas ;from „the, .wife t of  the :President of 
,Braz.i1, Cetulio  Vargas,. waS -a .viiitor 	Ottaws„.tOdaY and_we_ aektertéined 

by Mrs . Pearson,  wife  of  the •Secr-etery of State' for Extern4 , Affairs,. 
Barbara Ann Scott will replace Sonja Renie ai -stai"of 'the" 1952  Hollywood  ICe 

Revue, at a salary *considerably in excess of #100,000 a year." 
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on a big successful export drive in July to gain her first monthly -  trade 
„. 
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Busy September Forecastt The Canadian Press, in an Ottawa dispatch forecasting a 
busy month ahead in governmental activities, writes as follaws: 

"Activities mill quicken as Cabinet Ministers prepare for the fall session., 
the visit of Princess Elizabeth and the Duke of Edinburgh, a series of inter-
national meetings and for the handling of a number of domestic problems. 

"One big domestic problem is the handling of the bumper wheat crop, The 
Minister of Transport, Mr. Chevrier and his top officials are faced with the 
task of supplying sufficient transportation facilities to get the crop to 
market or to storage points. 

"While Mr, Chevrier is wrestling with that problem, some of his colleagues 
will be preparing for international meetings. 

"The Minister of Defence Production, Mr. Howe, is due to go to the 
United Kingdan about mid-September to attend a conference of Commonwealth 
Supply Ministers° The conference will discuss the supply- of raw materials 
and manufactured goods. It is believed Mr.,Hawe will press for removal of 
restrictions to trade between Canada and Commonwealth countries° 
- 	"Canada, accustomed to a favourable balance of trade with the world, had 
an unfavourable balance of nearly $350,000,000 at the end of the first six 
months of this year. A reopening of some Commonwealth markets, it is believed, 
would reduce the size of the unfavourable balance. 

"The Minister of Finance, Mr. Abbott, will go to Washington late in 
September for meetings of the International Bank and the International Monetary 
Fund. He is expected to press for a higher price for Canadian gold. The 
industry now has to be subsidized by the Canadian Government at a rate of 
almost $12,000,000 a year. 

"The Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson and the Min-
ister of National Defence, Mr. Claxton, probably will be Canada's main 
representatives at the meeting of Foreign and Defence Ministers of North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization countries here next month. 

Transport Controller Heralded:  Ottawa, August 28 (CP) -- Unprecedented peacetime 
shipping controls, to avert a western grain transportation crisis, may be 
invoked by the Government within the next few days. 

Terming the Western grain movement situation an "emergency," the Minister 
of Transport, Mr. Chevrier, said in an interview today that he will ask his 
Cabinet colleagues to appoint a two-man team--a transport controller and a 
deputy--to untangle the shipping tie-up. 

The recommendation will go before Cabinet tomorrow, Mr. Chevrier said. 
the Cabinet's decision will be announced Thursday, the day a special trans-
portation conference convenes here to study the Canadian Wheat Board's grain 
movement  programme for the fall. 

Observers believe that the recannendation will be received favourably 
by the Cabinet and that an order-in-council will be passed naming some Cana-
dian transport authority to the tough job of finding enough ships to move an 
anticipated record wheat crop of 582,000,000 bushels. 

C.G.E. President On Industrial Developnent: Toronto, August 29 (Globe) -- If 
international tensions increase, it will have the effect of speeding the 
development of basic productive capacity which, if peace finally prevails, 
will provide tremendous industrial and household benefits to Canadians, 
Harold M. Turner, President of the Canadian General Electric Co., told guests 
at the Canadian National Exhibition luncheon yesterday, 

(over) 



Envisioning a 2,000,000 increase in Canada's population 10 years hence, 
a country with vast developments in power production which would be serving 
homes containing a great increase in labour-saving devices, Mr. Turner 
stressed that this potential becomes available to Canada as a war potential 
as much as a peacetime benefit. 

Ten years hence, he said, with St. Lawrence power undoubtedly reaching 
its peak, with numerous devices only coming into production and with increased 
production of currently used products, Canada would achieve standards far 
advanced beyond those known at present. 

Securities Probe:  Toronto, August 28  (ci') -- The United States Securities and 
Exchange Commission often orders the U.S. Mails barredto Canadian brokers 
on "technicalities" without giving the Canadians a hearing, the Ontario 
Legislature's Crime Committee was told today. 

VIillien Mismer, a former solicitor for the Ontario Securities Commis-
sion and Manager and Secretary of the Ontario Broker-Dealers' Association 
since its formation in 1948, said 35 Toronto brokers have been barred from 
sending business mail to the United States. Of the 35, 20 or 23 have been 
subject to U.S. fraud orders, he said. 

Greetings From The Youth Of Brazil:  A letter of greetings from Mrs. Getulio 
Vargas, wife of the President of Brazil, was presented to Mrs. L.B. Pearson 
by Miss Ada Rogato of Sao Paulo, Brazil, who is touring the Americas in 
her private plane. 

The message, expressing good will wishes from the youth of Brazil to 
the youth of Canada, mus received by Mrs. Pearson on behalf of Mrs. Louis 
St. Laurent. 

Present at the ceremony, which took place at the home of the Secretary 
of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, were the Brazilian Ambassador, 
Dr. Aeyr do Nascimento Pees, and H.F. Feaver,Chief of Protocol. 

Across Canada: A nine-per-cent drop in the number of new dwelling units started 
in the first six months of this year was reported by the Bureau of Statis-
tics....Manitoba's Hydro-Electric Board indicated it will recommend 
government purchase of the Winnipeg Electric Co. for almost $60,000,000.... 
Dr. George F. Laing of the Essex Country Club of Windsor, Ontario, won the 
Canadian seniors' golf championship for the third successive year....Group 
Capt. E.A. (Ernie) McNab, 45, first R.C.A.F. pilot to shoot down an enemy 
plane and to win the D.F.O. in the Battle of Britain, has been appointed 
Director of Postings and Careers at Air Force Headquarters° 
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R.  W.  Milner Held  Likely Transport Controllerg Ottawa, August 29  (op) -- The Cabinet 
has agreed to accept Transport Ministel Chevrier's recommendation to appoint a 
Transport Controller in an attempt to untangle a critical Méstern grain trans- 

. . portation tie-up, it was learned tonight. 
The first peacetime shipping controller in Canadas  history -will be an-

nounced tomorrow. Though officials were mum on the appointment,- it appeared 
likely that it wculd go to Roy Wilfred Milner, 59-year-old member of the Govern- 

- ment's Board of Grain Commissioners. 	 . 
Mr. Milner »  one-time President of the Winnipeg  Grain Exchange, has been 

linked with  Canadas grain trade since 1909 and probably is one of Canada's 
most experienced authorities on the grain movement and selling business. 

Gen. Worthington urges Civil Defence Speed-Upg Ottawa, August 29 (CF) -- Maj.-Gen. 
----P7P77Fighting Frank Worthington, told Canada to get solidly behind a strong 

• 	civil defence  programme or else scrap the idea, 	- 
Gen. Worthington indicated to a press conference that he is meeting 

-opposition and lethargy in making Canada civil defence-minded. 
The former champion of tanks in modern warfare, now federal civil defence 

co-ordinator, challenged Canada to do one of two things--either speed a civil 
defence programme for the country or "kill" it completely. 

Seaway Optimiem At Ottawa,  Reportg  Ottawa, August 29 (Globe) -- There is a more 
optimistic atmosphere around Ottawa these days in regard to the St. Lawrence 
seaway than has been apparent at almost any time since the war. 

The optimism probably finds its basis on two distinct grounds, one 
negative and the other positive. First, there is little indication that the 
Truman administration is disposed to delay development of an all-Canadian 
project by making any further attempts to revive the 1941 seaway agreement in 
Congress. 

In the second place, talks are going ahead steadily and amoothly between 
Cabinet subcommittee members and Ontario, working out allocation of costs and 
other details of the power project, These discussiOns, it is understood, 
were carried a step further yesterday in talks between Hydro Chairman Robert 
Saunders and the Minister of Trade and Commerce, Mr. Howe. While nothing has 
been said officially, the same sort of talks are presumably taking place with 
Quebec in regard to power in the Lachine section, 

All this is leaving the impression that new developments can be expected, 
perhaps in the next month or two, which may point to an actual start on the 
prpject after the years of quibbling and delay as a result of Congress stal-
ling. In any event it is plain now that the action of the Public Works 
Committee of Congress in turning down the seaway agreement, rather than 
murking any setback, was the first real ray of hope. 

Paradoxically, there has been no decision by the Canadian Cabinet to go 
ahead with the seaway, although all the straws point now in that direction. 

Ottawa, August 29 (CP) -- Alexander Ross, C.M.G., 
Scottish-born Associate Deputy Minister of National Defence, has been appointed 
to represent Canada on the Budget Committee of the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization, it was announced today. 

Alexander Ross To NATO Committeet 

(over) 
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The 62-year-old veteran of the First World War, Will sail:from Montreal 
shortly to take up his new-hall-time post. He will make his headquarters in 
London. His successor in the Defence Department- here has - not been named. 

Report Polish Sailors.May Leave Sweden For Canadar Ottawa, August 30  (ci')  
Immigration Department official said yesterday consideration is being given 
to applications from 12 Polish sailors for admission to Canada. 

"But . no decision has been reached," heSaid. 
- Be was commenting on a dispatch from Stockholm, Sweden. The dispatch 

Tuesday- night quoted the Stockholm newspaper Aftemibladet as saying that 12 
Polish senora:eight of them mutineers, will leave shortly for Canada'  where 
they have been given asylum as political fugitives. 

Women, Children Evacuated  In B.C. Forest flre:  Vancouver, August 29 (CP) -- Women 
and children were evacuated today from a logging settlement at the mouth of 
the Britain River as a forest fire advanced on the community of 150 persons. 

The settlement is on Jervis Inlet, about 60 miles up-coast fran Vancouver, 
Same 30 women and children were removed by boat to another camp while the 

men stayed behind to fight the onrushing flan«. 
The fire, started by lightning, has burned 13,000,000 feet of felled 

timber. 

Across Canada:  The funeral of Mayor Goodwin of Ottawa is taking place with  full 
civic honours this afternoon....Hannton Tiger Cate defeated the highly 
regarded Montreal Alouettes 37 to 6 at Hamilton last evening in the opening 
contest of the 1951 Big Four Union season....Rt. Hon. Arthur Henderson 
United Kingdom Secretary of State for Air is visiting Valcartier Army Camp 
where Canada's 27th Brigade is in training. Accampanied by Air Chief 
Marshal Sir Leslie Hollinghurst, he will also visit the Canadian Army research 
establishment at 17alcartiere 
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U.S. Restrictions On  Importation Of Dairy Products: (Press Release No. 41, August 
—311 -- The Secretary of State for ExternarnTairs, Mr. Pearson, made public 

.. an August 31 the text of a Canadian Note that was handed to the Department of 
State in Washington  earlier this week. The text is as follows. _ 

"The recent announcement of the United States Department of Agric-
ulture with regard to the control of imports into the United  States, of  
'fats, oils, and other dairy products has created a situation which is 
, of urgent concern to the Canadian Government. The restriction of the 
imports of dried milk products, and cheese in particular, will cause 
immediate damage to Canadian trade with the United States. - 

"In the case of cheese, the new import quota will reduce United 
. States imports substantially below the levels which have prevailed in 
.the immediate past. This reduction cannot fail to have a serious pre-
judicial effect upon the position of the Canadian dairy industry. 

"While the impact of the new restrictions upon particular producers 
is of Lmneaiate concern, the Canadian Government wishes also to call 
the particular attention of the Government of the United States to the 
more  far-reaching  implications of this action. The new ,  restrictions  
announced by the United States Department of Agriculture are contrary 	- 
to the obligations which  the  two Governments have assumed toward one 
another in the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. The latter 
provides clearly that quantitative import  restrictions of this kind 

. 	shall not be imposed except in certain stated circumstances which can- 
not be held to exist at present in respect of these commodities. These , 
new import controls, furthermore,  will  nullify the value of certain of 
the tariff concessions which were negotiated at Geneva in 1947 and at 
Torquay, these concessions having been bound by the United States 
until January 1, 1954...." 	 - 	--„-- 	 - 

The note concludes with an expression of hope that the U.S. Government 
will review its action. 
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First Steps For U.S. Approval Of Canada-Built Seaway:  Ottawa, August 30 (CP) -- 
Canada has taken the first, tentative steps towards getting the United States' 
okay on this country going ahead alone with the 4800,000,000 St. Lawrence 
seaway project. 	 , 

With prospects for joint Canada-U.S. action killed for at least anôthet 
year in Congress, the Canadian Government has sent out feelers on Washing-
ton's attitude towards all-Canadian construction of the big navigation-power  
project. 

The Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, disclosing 	' 
this move at a press conference today, did not indicate what attitude the U.S. 
is taking. He emphasized that the talks are in a very early stage and that 
Canada herself has not yet decided on buiiding the seaway without U.S. par- 
ticipation. 

Either way, the U.S. will have to at least give consent liefo-re the 
project can go ahead. 

The Cabinet has set up a committee of Ministers to bring in a recommence... 

tion on whether Canada should undertake the job alone. The committee is 
expected to report to Cabinet this fall. 

Essentially, a Canadian-built seaway would not be greatly different fr9ra 
a Canada-U.S. undertaking. The electricity would be split largely between 
Ontario and New York State under proposed plans for the waterway. Both Ontario 
and New York have indicated willingness to bear the cost of the power work. 

(over) 



This week, R.E. Saunders, Chairman of the Ontario Hydro Commission, 
conferred here with Production Minister Howe, ranking member of the Cabinet 

-committee considering an all-Canadian start. Government sources said they 
talked of the seaway but did not make known the upshot of the discussions. 

Today, Mr. Pearson said there had been no recent international develop. 
ments on the seaway but made clear that the discussions at Washington had 
been initiated by Canada after the U.S. Congressional Committee killed joint 
action on the matter for this year. 

He said Canada's diplomats in the U.S. capital had "done no more than 
discuss the possibility" of Canada launching the seaway by herself. 

R.W.  Mimer  Named Transport Controller: Stating that "the demands of the grain 
trade and of the defence effort are placing an added strain upon certain of 
the transportation facilities of Canada", the Minister of Transport, Mr. 
Chevrier, announced August 30 the Government's decision under the Emergency 
Powers Act, "to provide for a limited control of railway and water trans-
portation". 	- 

In making the announcement, the Minister named Roy Wilfred Milner, of 
the Board of Grain Commissioners, Winnipeg, and formerly General Manager 
and Director of . Alberta Pacific Grain Co. Ltd., as Transport Controller; 
and W. Jackson Fisher, Director of Traffic Services Branch of the Canadian 
Maritime Commission, as Deputy Transport Controller. 

The basic problem with which the Department of Transport has to deal 
is not altogether  one of lack of equipment to handle commodities. It is 
largely a matter  of» timing the movement to obviate bottlenecks occurring. 
The present large stocks of grain at the Lakehead  terminal, and the number 
of cars tied up en route and &waiting unload, present the most inmediate 
problem. 

Canada To Buy European Butter:  Ottawa,  August 30 (CP) -- Canada has completed 
negotiations,to build up a stockpile  of 14,500,000  pounds-of imported butter, 
about enough to bring stocks to last year's level, the Agricultural Products 
Board announced today. 	' 

The -Board gave no indication what prices it paid. It disclosed, how. 
ever, that of the 10,000,000-pound purchase, only 3,000,000 will be provided 
by  New Zealand." The remainder will came from  Europe:' 3,000,000  fram Denmark, 
.3,000,0001'1-am Sweden, and 1,000,000 fram The Netherlands -. 

NATO Council Meeting:  Ottawa, August 31 (CP) -- Parliament Hill is going to be 
the centre of top secret security arrangements for the NATO council meeting 
which is to open here September 15, the Secretary of State for External 
Affairs, Mr. Pearson, said yesterday. 

There would be plenty of confidential documents about, he said, and 
every effort was going to be made.to  protect security. The meetings will_ 
take place in one of the roams of the centre block of the Parliament Buildings. 

He said the Government had taken over virtually all of the Chateau Laurier 
for the conference and many rooms in the Lord Elgin. 	 - 

There would be no outsiders in the Chateau at all, he said, except a few 
permanent residents. 

Across Canada: Reuters reported fram London, England that Princess Elizabeth and 
the Duke of Edinburgh will be the guests of the Canadian High Commissioner, 
L. Dana /Ingress, at a private dinner party the night before they sail for 
their -visit to North America....Formation of the Canadian Committee to assist 
the Governor's Jamaica Hurricane Relief Fund was announced yesterday in 
Montreal....A heavy, sustained rain August 30 brought new fears for Southern 
Alberta's bumper grain crop. In Saskatchewan a three-day rainfall halted 	) 
harvesting operations and made many roads impassable. 	 - 
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Ur. Henderson's Visit:. Montreal, September 1 (Gazette) -- Arthur Henderson, Secre-
tary of State for Air in the United Kingdam, said yesterday that Russia has 
numerical superiority in the air, but that in two years the "North Atlantic 
countries" should be able toneutralize this advantage. 

Mr. Henderson spoke following an inspection of the Canadian plant at 
Cartierville and R.C.A.F. Squadrons 410 and 441 at Dorval. His Montreal visit 
wmund up a tour of R.C.A.F. flying schools and air defence installations across 
Canada. He was accompanied at the aircraft plant and the inspection of squadron 
personnel, and their Sabre jet fighters by the Minister of National Defences 
Mr. Claxton. 

Stressing that high priority in defence build-up must go to effective radar 
coverage, and fighter and bomber forces, Mr. Henderson said: 

"Once Russia's numerical superiority in the air is neutralized by the 
ever-increasing strength of the North Atlantic countries,  I  believe that the 
danger of war will recede.* 

Later in his brief address he said: "If we can get through the next two 
years, the danger of war will be lessened." 

Mr. Claxton said that Squadrons 410 and 441 were the first squadrons any-
where outside the United States to be equipped with F-86E (Sabre jet) aicraft 
"the fastest operational aircraft in the history of aviation.* 

He said he and Mr. Henderson had been pleased to see the_çpeed at -which 
the jets were being produced at Canadair. 

*They're rolling off the line, and we're going to keep lem rolling until 
we meet all our requirements...soon we shall be producing each month enough 
F-86 and CF-100 aircraft to provide the equivalent of the front-line strength 
for a squadron.* 

(The CF-100 is a twin-engined, long-range jet fighter being produce4 by 
A.V. Roe, Canada Limited, at Malton, Ontario. )  

Mr. Claxton said that as a move towards fulfilment of Canada's pledge to 

contribute a fighter air division of 11 squadrons to the North Atlantic Treaty 
air forces under General Eisenhower in Europe, 410 Squadron would go to tM: 
United Kingdom *within two or three months* to be followed "shortly" by 

No. 441. 
"These will be joined by a third squadron to form a wing which will later 

be located an the continent as part of the R.C.A.F. fighter air division under 
General Eisenhower," he said. 

Mr. Gregg On Controls:  Toronto, September 5 (CP) -- The Minister of Labour, Mr. 
Gregg, -6oId Canadians today they can beat inflation by individual action 

without beilking on the Government for direct price control. 
Eut, while making clear the Government is reluctant to clamp on controls, 

he suegested there might be no alternative to them. 
Meanwhile, he advised producers to turn out more goods, purchasers to use 

buyer resistance against rising prices and sellers to use restraint in pricing 

• 	 their goods. 
Mr. Gregg spoke in an address prepared for delivery at the Labour Du 

luncheon of the Canadian National Exhibition. 

After outlining the Government's objections to price controls, Mr. Gregg 
said his remarks "should not be taken as meaning the Government will not under 
any circumstances impose controls over the cost of goods and services.* 

Vol. 2, No. 170 
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*In some circumstances, there may be no alternative,» he saido *But they 
will only be imposed if the Government believes they will work.* 

Without such action, he said, it is within the power of the public itself 
to hold down prices without reams of directives and an army of Government 
enforcement officials. » . 

0) 

Donald Gordon Re-Appointed: Ottawa, August 31 (CP) -- Donald Gordon, President of 
the nationally-owned Canadian National Railways, has been re-appointed as 
Chairman and Director of the C.N.R.ts Board of Directors for a three-year 
term, the Minister of Transport, Mr. Chevrier, announced today. 

Wilfred J.T. Gagnon, well-known Montreal manufacturer, and James A. 
Northey, Toronto industrialist, also were re-appointed for a three-year period 
as company directors. 

The extensions become effective October 10 

N.Z. High Commissioner On Butter  Prices: -Ottawa, Septenber.2  (ci') -- T.C.A. 
New Zealand.High Commissioner to Canada, today took issue with press reports 
about high prices Which New Zealand was reported to have asked in negotiations 
with'Canada . for the sale of butter. 

In a-statement issued from his  office,  he said:the reports were »erroneola' 
-- and *created a false impression of the'course.of the negotiations.* He noted . 

that Canada's Dairy Products Board, in announcing plans to purChase 3,000,000 
pounds Of New Zealand butter, made no reference to_prices. 

Across Canada: William Green, President of the American Federation of Labour, 
addressed the Labour Day Rally at the C.N  E  	Prunier Frest earned Toronto 
dairies that if they did not introduce better merchandising methods which 
would benefit the consumer, someone else would.o..The Bell Telephone Company 
wants to raise the standard charge for local calls on public telephones from 
five to 10 cents. This increase would be put into effect next year....Week-
end Sports: Ottawa Rough Riders made an unsuccessful opening of their 1951 
Big Four grid campaign when they absorbed a 36-17 defeat at the_hands of 
Toronto Argonauts at Lansdowne Park....Argonauts were defeated 27-6 by  Hamilton 
Tigers at  Hamilton on Labour Day....Balny Beach opened the ORFU season by 
defeating Windsor 16 to 0....In the West, Calgary Stampeders lost their third 
straight game of the season when Edmonton triumphed, 18-17....In golf, Walter 
McElroy, of Vancouver, became the new Canadian amateur champion when he 
defeated Toronto's Phil Farley, 2 and 1, in a dramatic final at the Royal 
Ottawa on Saturday. 
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No Direct Controls For Canada Yet: Mr. St. Laurent:  Ottawa, Sept. 4 (CP) -- Canada 
is not going to have direct price controls now,  Mx.  St. Laurent told the coun-
try tonight in a radio address. 

He said overall price control might be necessary again in saine  circum-
stances, and the Government would not hesitate to impose any controls that would 
really work in the interests of Canadians generally. 

"But we are not going to recommend any form of control unless and until we 
can honestly tell the public we believe it will work," he said. 

Male the Prime Minister was delivering his address, Mr. M.J. Coldwell, 
issued a statement calling for government action to combat rising coets. 

Mr. St. Laurent said that "the most constructive thing we can do is produce 
more." This suggestion, he said, came originally in a recent British Labour 
Party pamphlet. He coupled it with two other things which he said Canadians 
could do to hold down the cost of living. 

"The first is to do what we can individually and in co-operation wlth 
others to produce more and to keep down production costs; the second is to 
save everything we can--both money and materials; and the third is to postpone 
the buying of things we can get along without." 

Meanwhile, he indicated, the Government is going ahead with its policy of 
indirect anti-inflation controls such as discouraging bank credit and curbing 
instalment buying. They were aimed at the root cause of inflation and their 
effect should increase with time. 

Be gave no suggestion of any relaxation, in the instalment-buying res-
trictions on automobiles, as sought in the automobile City of Windsor, where 
unemployment has risen in the wake of decreasing car sales. 

"We realize," he said, "that credit restrictions has made it difficult 
for some people to buy motor cars, refrigerators and other costly things as 
soon as they would have liked. 

"But by limiting demand, the credit restrictions have certainly dis-
couraged the upward trend in the prices of such goods, and some of them are 
actually being offered now at prices lower than those of five or six months 
ago." 
• While price control had operated successfully in the Seccind Wbrld War, 
the situation today was very different. 

"What we now are trying to do is to prevent another war," Mr. St. Laurent 
said. "That may require a generation of defence efforts on a_large scale. A 
stop-gap policy which might serve for three or four or five years would be 
quite unsuited to conditions which may last for a generation or more." 

- 
Cost Of Living Index Up, Wholesale Prices Down:  Ottawa, Sept. 4 (CP) -- The cost 

of living index jumped 1.3 points to a record 188.9 to mark the ninth con- 
secutive climb in nine months, DBS reported today. The index, based on 
1935-39 pricesequalling 100, stood at 187.6 in June. 

On the wholesale side, the Bureau reported price drops for a group of 
essential materials pushing its weekly index for 30 industrial materials dawn 
to 288.2 on August 24--a 7.8 decline fram 296.1 for July 27. 	. 

• Wholesale prices for farm products also dropped, due mainly to a decline 

in the Wheat Board's initial or first payment an wheat deliveries by Western 
farmers. 

(over) 



Most family budget items rose in July, particularly foodstuffs. There 
were higher prices on pork, beef, veal, lamb, eggs, milk, bread, sugar, 
turnips, canned vegetables and jam, over-powering the effect of price drops 
for potatoes, carrots, anions, oranges, lemons and vegetable shortening. 

These food price climbs were responsible for one third of the total 
4 1.3-point boost. But all other sub-groups showed advances, too, except 

rents which were not surveyed.  A wide range of clothing items, including 
footwear, boosted the clothing sub-index by 1.7 points to 204.6 fram 202.9. 

Higher prices for textile furnishings, hardware, glassware and telephone 
rates, jumped the home-furnishings and services group 1,6 points to 199.0 frm 
197.6. 

Coal became a high priced commodity, pushing the fuel and light sub .- 
index to a record 148.2, a gain of 1.0 points from 147.2 in June. _ 

There were other price climbs for street car fares, health charges, 
theatre admissions and newspaper rates, advancing the miscellaneous sub-
group 1.5 points to 143.7 fram 14202. 

Rents, surveyed on a quarterly basis only, remained unchanged at the 
record 139.8. The next survey will be included in the index for August. 

The total index climb, while not as high as the June advance of 3.5 
points and well below ,  the record 4.5-point advance in February, wus higher 
than the 1.0-point climb in the corresponding month last year. 

Wholesale prices for August were substantially reduced fram their 
range in July. There was insufficient strength in higher prices for sul-
phite pulp, structural steel shapes, raw rubber, cottonseed oil and western 
oats to offset drops for raw sugar, hogs, beef hides, raw wool, spruce 
lumber, lead, zinc and tin. 

These declines weakened the industrial materials index to 288.3 on 
August 24 from 296.1 on July 27. 

The index for farm product prices at tamdnal markets dropped to 256.9 
on August 24, down 10.9 points from 267.8 on July 27. This was due, said 
the Bureau, to lower initial prices for wheat, and lower prices for potatoes 
and livestock, including hogs, 

Atomic Energy Declassification Conference: (Press Release No. 42 of  Sept.. 4)  -- 
The Department announced that the fifth in the series of conferences between 
the . U.K., U.S., and Canada to discuss the principles «  of declassification of 
atomic energy information will be held in the Washington headquarterS office 

. 	of the Atomic Energy Commission Sept. 14 - 16. 
The three nations use uniform declassification guides in determining 

what information arising from their atomic energy research and developmental 
work may be published and what information is to be_classified.and restricted 
in circulation. These guides were initiated during the period of wartime 
co-operation and have been revised and co-ordinated at subsequent meetings 
of the representatives of the three Governments at Washington, D.C. in Noveeer 
1947, at Harwell, England, in September 1948, at Chalk River, Canada, in 
September, 1949, and at Harwell, England in February, 19500  

Dr. W.B. Lewis, Director of the Division of AtomiaEhergy Research, Dr. . 	. 
L.G. Cook, Head of the Chemistry Branch, and Mr. C.W.E. Walker; will represent 
the Canadian Atomic Energy Project. 	 _ 

RCAF Building Up 2 New Squadrons  Of Fighter Planes:.  Ottawa, Sept. 4 (CP) -- The 
RCAF announced today the formation of two new regular fighter squadrons in 
the drive to build up a strong fighter air force as the keystone of Canadian 
defence and contribution to European defence° _ 

One of the newaquadrons will be stationed at Bagotville, Que., and will 

first fly British-type Vampires and later switch to long-range, all-weather \i 
CF 100 Canuck jet fighters made in Canada. The other ,  will came into being t./1 

 Uplands airport, Ottawa, this month and will be the second stationed there. 
It will fly F86E Sabres, the day-fighting jets being built at Montreal. 

Other regular squadrons are stationed in England, at Montreal and 
Uplands. 
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Canadian Warships Together In Korea: lith Canadian Destroyers off Korea, Sept. 5 
-- The three destroyers Ca:nada originally sent into United Nations 

service off Korea are back together again. 
They are the Cayuga, Sioux and Athabaskan, which first sailed from 

Eequimalt, B.C., in July, 1950. The Athabaskan has just returned to this 
theatre after a spell in Canada. 

• Two other destrnyers, Nootka and Huron, have come and gone after spelling 
the three originals for periods at home. 

The ships are still doing what they have been doing for months, patrolling 
the coast, sharing in bombardeents, doing odd jobs such as picking up mechanics 
sent to an island to repair a damaged aircraft. 

Opposition To Demand Living Cost Cuts:  Ottawa, Sept. 5 (ci') 	Government action 
to hold down the cost of livine will be demanded by Opposition parties in the 
Commons when Parliament meets.next month. 

This was made clear today in statements by Messrs. Drew, Coldwell, Low, 
commenting on Mr. St. Laurent's radio broadcast on the cost of living. 

Mr. Drew said in a statement that Parliament will have an opportunity to 
vote on the question. 

He added: 
*Between now and the time that Parliament meets in October, evsrything 

possible should be done by all Canadians throughout the whole of Canada to 
impress upon members of Parliament that the people of Canada want immediate 
action, and vigorous action, to hold down the cost of living. .  0." 

Mr. Coldwell said immediate action by the Government is warranted. Mr. 
Law said the Government should take the lead in showing Canadians waym of 
combatting inflation. Government taxes pyramided prices and discouraged 
production. 

Mr° Drew said the Prime Minister had made it clear the Government does 
not plan to do  any  more  than it already has done. 

"The Government's decision to do nothing further at this time is likely 
to bring still further inflation by invitation, because there will natilrally 
be a widespread demand for increased wages and payment for services to meet 
the still higher cost of living during the winter months."... 

Mr. Coldwell said that a "government which fails to act now should 
forfeit the confidence of the people." 

• "Parliament should so record its opinion when it meets in October. 
Among other things, Mr. Coldwell called for the payment of subsidies 

to *compensate farmers for rising costs of production and to lower food 
prices. " 

Mr. Low said the Prime Minister *certainly expects a great deal of the 
Canadian people when he thinks they can take action to control inflation.* 
The Government itself contributed more to inflation than anyone else with 
its hidden taxes that pyramided prices. 

If the Government took the lead, there might be some inducement to the 
Canadian people to produce more and to buy Isms. 

(over) 



Living Costs To Be Debated By Labour:  Ottawa, Sept. 6  (ci')  -- Wages and the 
soaring cost of living will be the dominating theme-of Canadian labour's 
two big annual gatherings this month. 

The Trades and Labour Congress of Canada and the Canadian Congress 
of Labour, holding conventions this month in Halifax and Vancouver, are 
expected to lay down the line for new demands by close to 1,000,000 
union members for direct price controls. 

Policy declarations by the conventions on the relationship of living 
costs to wages -- currently the hottest issue before Canadian labour -- 
probably will be followed up by joint action by the two bodies and other 
groups before the Government later in the year. 

With labour's housecleaning of Reds at an advanced stage, that issue 
of the last few years likely will take a back seat in the wage-costs issue 
this month. However, there will be scattered outbreaks. 

Both conventions are likely to hear discussion on the question of a 
unified front for all Canadian labour, now split into several camps. How- 

_ ever, the prospects are there will be no move beyond the current stage of 
co-operation, which is the furthest labour has gone towards common action 
in this country. 

The set-up now is that there is a co-ordinating committee for the 
two biggest Congresses, the 90,000-member Canadian and Catholic Confedera-
tion of Labour and the independent Railway Brotherhoods. The committee 
drafts action on common objectives, such as the drive for controls. 

Another topic that will be before both Congresses will be that of 
furthering the aims of the new International Confederation of Free Trade 
Unions, formed by labour groups of about 50 countries to replace the 
Communist-dominated World Federation of Trade Unions. Both the TIC and 
the CCL are leading members of the ICFTU. 

Canadians To Study Forest Fire Control:  Ottawa, Sept. 5 (ci') -- Canada will 
send two representatives mn a United Nations-sponsored forest fire study 
of the U.S. it was announced today. 

The men are J.C. McLeod, Chief of the forest protection section of 
the forestry branch at Ottawa and T.E. Mackey, Chief.of the forest pro-
tection division of the Ontario Lands and Forests Department. 

Forest protection experts from 25 countries will travel throughout 
the U.S. to determine the most modern methods of forest fire fighting and 
prevention. The tour opens Sept. 4 in Washington, D.C. and ends there on 
October 12. 

- 
RCAF Fighter Wing In U.K.:  No. 1 RCAF Fighter Wing will be established Oct. 1 

at North Luffenham, England, RCAF Headquarters announced yesterday. 
Fighter Squadron, No. 421, which has been in the U.K. since last 

JanuarY, based at Odiham, will return to Canada for Christmas. It will be 
replaced before its return by 410 Squadron. Two more RC&F Fighter Squadrons 
will follow 410 overseas next year. These three squadrons will comprise 
the RCAF Fighter Wing at North Luffenham and will be equipped with Canadian - 
built F-86 Sabres. 

No. 1 RCAF Fighter Ming will carry out operational training with the 
RAF, and will form part of the air division which the RCAF will establish 
overseas to operate as part of the integrated force under General Eisenhower. 

Across Canada:  Approximately 550 Hollinger miners, most of them off work since 
July 9, will be back on the job today with 950 more returning next week....) 
R.W. Milner, new Transport Controller, has "every hope that no transfer 
of ships from the iron-ore trade to the grain trade will be nenessary".... 
Sale of 14,900,000 bushels of wheat to India under the International Wheat 
Agreement was announced Sept. 5 by the Department of Trade and Commerce.... 
Jacques Greber, town planning expert, is expected in Ottawa from Paris, and 
is scheduled to hold a number of conferences with the National Capital 
Planning Committee and Federal District Commission in connection with the 
Federal Capital Plan....The Army's 47th casualty list of the Korean war 
gives 58 dead, 158 wounded, 19 injured in action. 
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New Technical Assistance Administrator:  Ottawa, Sept. 6 -- Mr. R. G. Cavell, 
Chairman of the Executive Committeé of the Canadian Institute of Inter-
national Affairs, has been appointed Administrator of the International 
Economic and Technical Co-operation Division, Mr. C. D. Howe, Minister 
of Trade and Commerce, announced today. 

Under his direction, the new Division will be responsible for super-
vision of all Canadian commitments under the Colombo Plan for the Economic 
Development of South and South-East Asia. This includes the capital 
development programme of tangible assistance, amounting to approximately 
$25,000,000, as well as the technical training and guidance provided through 
the Technical Assistance Service of the Department of Trade and Commerce. 

A world traveller and international businessman, Mr. Cavell's wide 
knowledge of Asian affairs was gained through 20 years practical experience 
in the East, in both government service and private business. 

"gr. Cavell's intimate personal knowledge of the East will be specially 
valuable in his new post" Mr. Howe said. "I am very glad that we have been 
able to enlist his services to administer the important contribution which 
Canada is making to the development of those areas through the Colombo Plan". 

Combat Inflation By Controls: Coldwell: St. Catharines, Sept. 6 (CP) -- Mr. 
M. J. Coldwell, suggested tonight that controls both internally ,  and inter-
nationally must be instituted if Canada and the democracies are to lick 
inflation. 

He criticized international action to allocate materials as unsuc-
cessful and termed results of a Canada-U.S. agreement to pool economic 
resources for defence as "disappointing." 

He said: 
"Uwe are to maintain public support for essential preparations for 

defence, the intolerable burdens which high prices have placed on the great 
majority of our population must be eased immediately. 

"This is a problem which can, in part, be dealt with by approximate 
measures in our country, but if we are to maintain the unity of the 
democratic nations, international action is essential*" 

Training For Civil Defence:  Ottawa, Sept. 6 (CP) 	Mr. Paul Martin, Minister 
of National Health and Welfare, said today Canada will need hundreds of 
thousands of persons trained in first aid for civil defence and announced 
that the Government is going to finance a special training programme to meet 
the need. 

He said: 
"Literally hundreds of thousands of persons must be trained in this 

essential service if civil defence objectives are to be met. This is in. 
addition to people estimated at 55,000 a year that the association trains 
in its regular programmes in first aid. The additional persons to be 
covered by this new plan will all be volunteers in local civil defence 

forces." 

(over) 



GATT Delegation Announced: Ottawa, Sept. 6 -- The Department of External 
Affairs today announced (Press Release No. 43) the composition of the 
Delegation to the Sixth Session of GATT opening at Geneva Sept. 17. 

Chairman: Mr. Hawe, Deputy Chairman: Dr. C. M. /sbister, 
Parliamentary Adviser: Mr. James Sinclair, M.P. (Parliamentary Assis-
tant to the Minister of Finance), Delegates: Mr. L. Couillard, 
(External Affairs), Mr.  W.  J. CalliigEli:—(Finance), Mr. S. Reisman, 
(Finance) Mr. M. Schwarzmann, (Trade and Commerce), Secretary: Mr. 
K. Goldschlag. 

In its announcement, the Department stated thatr - - 	 - 
%bider the General Agreement provision is made for the Contracting 

Parties to meet periodically for the purpose of giving_effect to those 
provisions of the Agreement which involve joint action and, generally, 
with a view to facilitating the operation and furthering the objectives 
of the Agreement. The Canadian Delegation will support measures aimed 
at strengthening the GATT in view of its achievements to date in bringing 
the important trading countries into a common - agreement on the conduct 
of trade. In addition, tariff negotiations under GATT have provided for 
the reduction of tariffs an products accounting for a large proportion of 
the world's trade. 

"At their forthcoming session the Contracting Parties will give 
15articular consideration to proposals providing for the continuing 
administration of the Agreement and designed to improve the effective-
ness of the GATT organization in the light of the decision not to proceed 
with the establishment of an International Trade Organization." 

Across Canada: ICA has ordered five new Super-Constellation planes and three 
North Stars....Princess Elizabeth will broadcast from Ottawa during_a 

- state dinner October - 3....Anglers from many countriesare.Oonverging 
on Wedgeport,'N.S. for the eighth 'international Tuna Cup Match Sept. 
12-15....Dr. J. B. Maudsley, Head of the Geology Department of the - 
University of Saskatchewan describes the uranium ore around  Lake  - 
Athabasca as a"phenomenal concentration". - 
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Principles Governing Colombo Aid:  The Department announced Sept. 10 (Press Release 
No. 45) that the Governments of Canada and India have agreed on a Statement of 
Principles for the co-operative economic development of India under the 
Colombo Plan. The principles were confirmed by an exchange of diplomatic notes 
in New Delhi. Active consideration is now being given to the way in which the 
available money will be spent in Canada, and it is anticipated that a statement 
on this subject will be made in the near future. 

The Department also announced Sept. 10 that the governments of Canada and 
' 	 Pakistan had agreed on a statement of principles for the co-operative economic 

development of Pakistan under the Colombo Plan, confirmed by an exchange of 
diplamatic notes in Karachi. The principles provide that Canadian aid to 
Pakistan may be pravided on either a grant or loan basis, depending on the 
nature of the projects to be financed. Projects of an essentially commercial 
nature would be eligible for loans; others of a basic public utility or devel-
opmental character would be eligible for grants. 

- 	In addition, the governments have tentatively agreed on the projects to 
be undertaken in Pakistan with Canadian assistance during the first year of 
the Colombo Plan. These projects, &mounting in all to some #10 million, 
include capital works and equipment (dump trucks, motors, pumps, etc) in 
connection with a large settlement scheme in the Thal Area, experimental and 
demonstration wcek in the field of live stock, and some  electrical and trans-
port equipment. 

If, for any reason, any of these projects prove impracticable others 
will be substituted in the programme. 

Canadians In China:  The Department announced Sept. 10 (press Release No. 46) 
that -the U.K. Chargé d'Affaires in Peking made representations on Sept. 1 
to the Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Central People's Gavernment of 
China expressing the grave concern of the Canadian Government at China's 
policy towards Canadians and requesting that measures be taken in the near 
future to bring about an improvement in this situation.  Sel-en  Canadians are 
known to be under arrest in China. 

Representations were made in April about the arrest of U.K., Australian, 
Canadian and U.S. nationals and their detention incommunicado often without 
any explanation of the reason for their arrest. However, the position has in 
fact deteriorated since that time. Arbitrary arrests and detention  for 

 indefinite periods without access to families, friends or nationarrepre- 
sentatives have continued. Harsh treatment has been inflicted on mission-
aries of all denominations and on other people who have for Many years been 
engaged in humanitarian work in China. In addition continual difficulties 
and delays are placed in the way of all classes of foreign nationals wishing 
to obtain entry and exit permits. 

New Anglican Head: Victoria, B.C., Sept. 7 (CP) -- Rt. Rev. Walter Foster Barfoot, 
who won the Croix de Guerre as an infantry captain in the First World War, 
tonight eus installed primate of the Church of England in Canada. 

The 58-year-old Bishop of Edmonton, who automatically became an arch- 
bishop after his installation, was elected to the church's highest office 
today by the electoral college of the Anglican General Synod, sitting in 
Christ Church Cathedral here. 

(over) 
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Preparations For NATO  Meeting: Ottawa, Sept. 9 (Globe & Mail) L. Next week 
Canada's Parliament Buildings became international territory occupied 
by the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. 

Canadian members of Parliament will be allowed in the building only 
by courtesy of NATO and will require passes for the purpose. In fact, 
members and senators are being asked to stay away from Ottawa during 
next wsek unless they have urgent business. 

The public generally  will be excluded and all newspapermen and others 
who have business inside will be accredited by the NATO secretariat. 
T. A. G. Charlton, senior member of the secretariat, arrived in Ottawa on 

. Saturday and started in at once co-ordinating his awn security arrangements 
with those already completed by Canada. NATO security officers will re- 

. inforce the RCMP and members of the Canmons protective staff.  
The railway committee roan of the Commons, 'ta  be used for the plenary 

sessions of the Council, has been transformed. Great lengths of green , 
- baize covering 50 or more tables placed end to end in a double raw dawn 

the length of the great room have made an impressive conference table. A 
narraw strip of red carpet encircles the roam and 285 chairs are stacked 
ready to be placed in position for the delegates. 

The National Gallery has supplied typical Canadian paintings for the 
conference roam. Lauren Harris, Lismer, Comfort and others will decorate 
the walls. 

Four other committee rooms have been set aside for meetings of the 
deputies, the financial and econanic boards, the defence production board 
or other committees that might be established. 

All ministerial suites in the building have been commandeered to 
provide offices for the delegations. The U.S., the U.K. and France are 
being allotted suites on the main floor. Canada's awn delegation will 
have its quarters on the fifth floor. Both cafeteria and restaurant will 
,be open for the delegates during the day with restaurant lunches served 
at a flat rate of $1.50. 
'\ 	The àecurity arrangements being laid on for, the Parliament Buildings 

- 

	

	to guard secrecy of the NATO meetings will not be extended to the Chateau 
Laurier where 350 rooms have been reserved for the delegates from the 11 

• -visiting countries. These rooms are scattered through the hbtel and 
guests occupying then have been informed that  they  must vacate. 

One army major has been assigned to each delegation as a liaison 
- officer. 

A fleet of 30 army vehicles will be allocated among the - delegations 
with special cars for the Cabinet Ministers. 	special dispatching 
service has been arranged at the main door of the buildings with telephone 
communications with a parking space at the rear. The walk from the 
Chateau to the buildings is short and at this time of the year pleasant 
and it is expected that most of the 300 delegates will move on foot a 

•- good part of the time. 

•Across  Canada: Four agricultural specialists from India have arrived in Ottawa 
under provision of the Technical Co-operation Programme of the Colombo 
Plan and will start a 10-week tour....The_Trades and Labour Congress of 
Canada, whose convention opens in Halifax September 10, is expected to 
turn its main efforts to a campaign to force the Government to some form 
of price control....Efforts by a considerable part of the Church of 
England in Canada to have the name of the Church changed have the support 
of the newly elected Primate....Sixty motor cars will be provided by three 
Canadian manufacturing companies for the use of the royal couple during j 
their visit to Canada. 
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Labour Attacks High Living Cost: Halifax, Sept. 10 (CP) -- The Trades and Labour 
Congress of Canada today tackled the federal Government on the issue of high 
living costs. 

Opening the T.L.C.'s annual convention, delegates representing 500,000 
workers adopted a declaration censuring the Government for "lack of interest" 
in the Welfare of Canadians in not putting Federal price-rent controls into 
effect. 

It said the Government's "stubborn attitude" is responsible for lack of 
price controls. 

The policy statement adopted by the Congress also suggested the Combines 
Act should be used to hold down prices, particularly in preventing manu-
facturers from setting retail prices of their products. 

At the starting session of its week-long convention, the approximately 
400 delegates plunged immediately into a full day's work of dealing with 
resolutions covering policy in a wide range of national, social and labour 
matters. 

Swiftly and without debate, too, the delegates dealt with one phase of 
the issue of communism within the Congress, upholding the action of its 
credentials committee and executive council in barring a left-wing delegate 
from the meeting. 

The delegate was Alex Gordon, head of the United Fishermen and Allied 
Workers' Union in British Columbia and a former T.L.C. vice-president for 
that region. Hewes refused credentials by the committee yesterday. 

Today, the committee's report an Gordon's rejection was adopted in 
routine fashion. The quick disposal of the issue was in striking contrast 
to violent internal convulsions that have racked the big Congress over 
communism in the T.L.C. ranks during recent years. 

The offhand adoption of Gordon's  heave from the convention left little 
doubt that the once-pawerful Red-line minority in the Congress has all but 
vanished. Only a lone dissenter chimed in with a "no" as the big meeting 
approved his diemissal. 

Meanwhile, the credentials committee tonight had the axe waiting for 
two more suspected Communist sympathizers -- both also from British Colum-
bia -- but by this evening they hadn't turned up to try to get their 
credentials. 

Another victim of the T.L.C. leadership's toughened anti-Red stand 
was Charles Sims, editor of the Canadian Tribune, Toronto Communist weekly. 
Barred from the press table for the first time in T.L.C. history, he watched 
the proceedings today from the public galleries. 

Peers Appointment:  Ottawa, Sept. 10 (CP) -- Roy G. Peers, Montreal Trading Co. 
president, today stepped into Canada's biggest salesmanship role--to boost 
the flow of Canadian arms to the United States. Mr. Howe appointed him 
vice-president of the Canadian Commercial Corporation. 

Mr. Peers, who heads an international trading company bearing his 
name, will attempt to build up greater interest among American officials 
for Canadian-made arms. 

The way has been cleared, through an order by Gen. George Marshall, 
U.S. defence secretary, for increasing American arms orders in Canada to 
a maximum $300,000,000 a year. No official estimate of the value of 
orders placed in Canada has ever been disclosed, but informants say orders 
are running well below that figure and layer than the orders place by 
Canada in the U.S. 

(over) 



As one official put it: 
"The Americans now have the authority to buy up to $300,000,000 worth 

of Canadian armament each year. Formerly they could buy only about $100,- 
000,000. Now it's up to us to sell them on the idea of buying the extra 
goods in Canada. That will be Mr. Peers' job." 

His work will be made easier by the fact that the Defence Production 
Department already has established a liaison office in Washington under 
the chairmanship of Sydney D. Pierce, also of Montreal, and former Canadian 
representative on the Organization for European Econamic Co-operation. 

Mr. Peers will work with Mr. Pierce. He also will work in close liaism 
with the Canada-U.S. Joint Industrial Mobilization Committee, set up to 
expand the flow of arms both waye across the international border and to 
pool economic resources for defence against aggression. 

Ifr. Peers will be giving the arms segment of planning detailed con-
sideration. He will be pointing up for example, the advantages of placing 
orders in Canada for electronics, ships, aircraft and guns--defence equip- 
ment which Canada already has shown marked ability to produce in large 
quantities. 

Two  U.K. Destroyers For Canada: Ottawa, Sept. 10 (Cp) -- Canada was given two 
British destroyers today and took it as a sign that mutual aid under the 
Atlantic pact works both ways. 

It was announced in London that the 1,700-ton warships Crusader and 
Crescent--in Canadian hands on a loan basis since they were commissioned 
in 1945--are officially being given to the Royal Canadian Navy. They cost 
about $4,000,000 apiece. 

The Minister of National Defence, Mr. Claxton, said, "The transfer 
is warmly accepted as further evidence of the way in which the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization nations are working together." 

Be promised that substantial alterations will be made "to convert them 
to the most modern type of anti-submarine destroyers." 

The RCN's entire group of destroyers--eight in service, three in 
reserve--is being modernized for the navy's main role, anti-sub warfare. 

The Crescent is on the Atlantic coast, the Crusader on the west coast. 
- Both are training ships. 

The $8,000,000 gift marked the first time Canada has been on the 
receiving end of NATO mutual aid. She has sent hundreds of millions of 
dollars worth of arms to Europe and will  soon be sending manpower. 

Maritimes Oppose Freight Rates Charge:  Ottawa, Sept. 11 (CP) -- Strong Maritime 
opposition shaped up yesterday as the Board of Transport Commissioners 
launched a public hearing into possible ways of equalizing freight rates 
between Eastern and Western Canada. 

At the brief hearing, later adjourned until Jan. 10, F.D. Smith of 
Halifax, counsel for the four Maritime Provinces, including Newfoundland, 
said the Maritimes would oppose any equalization plan which would adversely 
affect the Maritime rate structure. 

Mr. Smith, counsel also for the Transport Commission of the Maritime 
Board of Trade, spoke briefly as Canada's two transcontinental railways 
formally filed a voluminous study on freight-rate equalizations. He 
believed the plans outlined would be unacceptable to the Maritimes in their 
present form. 

Under federal legislation there is a 20% reduction from Ontario-Quebec 
rates given some freigh shipments in the Maritimes. ,e 

K.D.M. Spence, counsel for the Railway Association of Canada and the 
Canadian Pacific Railway, said , this concession to the Maritimes would present 
an obstacle to equalizations 

J.J. Frawley, representing the prairies and British Columbia, said 
the railways' submission was long and involved and pressed for a "very 
considerable" adjournment in order that a careful study could be made by 
the provinces. 

Op 
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Labour Alliance  Severedt Halifax, Sept. 11 (Globe ec Mail) -- The common front formedby 
-Canada's-four major labour groups to present the joint view of organized labour 
on legislative and public issues fell apart today when the Trades and Labour 
Congress of Canada voted at its convention to pull out of the partnership. 

In a close vote the delegates backed the decision to end the brief alliance 
and era of co-operation with the Canadian Congress of Labour, the Canadian 
Catholic Confederation of Labour, and the railway running trades. 

The decision by the TLC to steer its awn course was made up of a number of 
factors, but perhaps nwst important was the feeling that the older and numerically 
largest body was lending its prestige to the other groups and receiving nothing 
in return. 	 - 
- In the backgroand of the split was also the factor of local rivalries and 

disputes between TLC affiliates and those of the CCL and Catholic syndicates. 
Another and major factor is the affiliation of the CCL with the CCF and 

the feeling by the TLC that some of the rival congress views are influenced by 
its political affiliation. 

The convention action will mean the end of the continuing joint committee 
of the four organizations, of which TLC president Percy Bengough is chairman 
and CCL president A.R. Mosher was vice-chairman. 

The committee was formed last February after the 1950 congress convention 
commended the TLC for its co-operation with the other labour bodies during the 
railway strike, and recommended extension of the alliance among the labour 
groups. 

The four groups engaged in a joint campaign for price controls, and for 
the first time in the history of the Canadian labour movement submitted a 
single brief to the government on behalf of Canada's 1,000,000 trade unionists. 

Although the recommendation adopted today ended any formal co-operation 
among the labour bodies, it gave the TLC executive discretionary powers to 
make joint presentations if warranted by circumstances. 

In calling for a reversal of the policy of co-operation, the committee an 
officers' reports held that relations on the lower levels in the congresses had 
deteriorated in some sections of the country. 

The committee took an almost identical view to . that of the AFL when it 
broke up its partnership with the CIO in the United Labour policy committee 
last month. 

"In analyzing the results achieved by coalition with other major labour 
bodies, it would appear that whilst each of them has gained considerably by 
association with us, we, on the other hand, have gained little," the committee 
stated. 

Without mentioning the CCF Party by name, the report declared that little 
could be gained by joint action with a group affiliated with a particular 
political party. 

It also held that in the presentation of a joint brief each of the groups 
would be required to weaken some points which might be of particular interest 
to them, in order to attain joint agreement. 

The TLC, which has a membership of 500,000 almost 150,000 more than its 
- closest rival, the CCL, has always been jealous of what it considers is its 
paramount position in the labour movement. 

(over) 
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RCAF Recruiting Drops: Ottawa, September 11 (CP) -- R.C.A.F. recruiting, particularly 
of ground crew candidates, is in a slump, a spokesman at Headquarters said today., 

The Air Force, with a present strength of roughly 27,000, has amnounced  no 
 target figure, the spokesman said, but is open to a total of 1,200 recruits '> 

monthly, including women. 
Headquarters is reported to be concerned about the law enlistment figures 

for ground crew as well as by the fact that air crew candidates are not  c o ing 
 forward in impressive numbers. 

British American Finds New Oil Pool South Of Bashawi Calgary (Globe & Mail) 
British-American Oil Co., has made its first important oil discovery in Alberta 
at a well drilled near Clive, about 30 miles northeast of Red Deer. The well, 
knawn as Clive No. 1, was drilled jointly by British-American and Cities Service 
Oil Co., and this team has a block of ground in excess of 1,000 acres in the 
area of the new discovery. 
• The announcement from BA said that the two companies had discovered "what 

- appears to be a new oil field." 	. 
' This is the tenth Devonian oil strike in Alberta during the past few 

months and the third Devonian discovery in the past ten days. The well site 
is 15 miles southwest of the Bashaw discovery of American Leduc. 

Big Grain Harvest:  Ottawa, Sept. 11 (Globe & Mail) -- If preliminary estimates of 
the Prairie crop are fulfilled there will be a new crop of wheat surpassing 
anything seen in Canada for the past 40 years or more. The latest estimate 
is 581,000,000 bushels. Added to this is the fact that frost damage last 
year which reduced the greater part of Canada's crop belaw the milling grades, 
plus very bad harvest weather, combined to  slow  up sales and shipments. 

Canada's sales of this law grade wheat under the International Wheat 
Agreement have been remarkably high but she has ended the crop year eith INA 
sales 30,000,000 bushels below her quota. Domestic disappearance of wheat 
has been about 9,000,000 bushels less than the average consumption. All this 

• has resulted in a carryover of 186,400,000 bushels of law grade wheat or the 
highest carryover since 1945. 

This means that Canada after the harvest is in, may have a total wheat 
supply of 768,000,000 bushels or 100,000,000 bushels above the average for the 
past 10 years despite the fact that five of these years have produced the 
largest supplies in history. 

Canada's quota for export under the International  rheat Agreement this 
year  will  be more than 230,000,000 bushels, all of which, barring accidents, 
can be supplied easily from the new crop. 

• EXport sales this year will be gauged by Canada's ability to get her crop 
to seaboard and, if the new transport controller is able to meet his objective, 
may run as high as 340,000,000 bushels or higher than any year since 1945-46. 

Across Canada: The world's rarest and most valuable stamp, a British Guiana one-
cent issue, will be shown at the Canadian International Stamp Exhibition in 
Toronto Sept. 21-29....A 200-foot high column of oil spewed on the Edmonton 

•district today from a wild well in the Acheson Field 12 miles north west of 
the city. RCMP cordoned off the area to prevent a repetition of the Atlantic 
No. 3 Leduc fire....Canadian National Exhibition attendance totalled 2,699,- 
000 in 1951 compared with 2,723,000 in 1950. Bad weather towards the end kept 
attendance from reaching an all-time high....The report of the Special Commit-
tee on Uniform Standards for admission of barristers and students from one 
common-law province to another has been approved in principle by the Conferenc) 
of the governing bodies of the Canadian legal profession....A flotilla of 
fishing boats will escort the royal couple to the Empress of Canada when they 
end their tour at Bay Bulls, near St. John's, Nfld., Nov. 5....A Calgary 
geologist says that natural gas reserves  in Alberta have been increased 800 
billion cubic feet by recent discoveries. CP predicts that Parliament will 
approve the movement of the 27th Brigade to  Western Europe by December 1. 
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ce I Centre Block  Fortress  Of Secrecy: Ottawa, Sept. 12 (Globe & Mail) -- The centre 
block of the parliament buildings, normally the most public af all public 
buildings, -was being turned into a fortress of secrecy taday as officials 
prepared for the meeting of the council of the North Atlantic Treaty Organ-
ization an Saturday. 

All today visitors were turned away from the doors by polite but firm 
guards. Only persons with business were allawed in and tomorrow no one will 
be allayed in without a pass. 	 - 	- 

Hundreds of tourists, many of wham were in Ottawa only for the day and 
some of whom came just to see the place where Canada's parliament meets, were 
disappointed. They took a dim view of the elaborate security arrangements. 
Canadian officials, however, had little choice but to do things as the NATO 
staff wanted them done. Since Canada had offered to provide a place for the 
meeting, Canada had to fix things as they are fixed up for such meetings in 
other places. - 

- 	Belgium's Foreign Minister, Paul van Zeeland, as chairman of the council, 
will open proceedings with a statement on Saturday and preside throughout the 
meeting.- Since the chairmanship rotates in alphabetical order by countries 
it 1.8 expected that the Secretaryof State for External Affairs, Mr. L. B. 
Pearson,  will preside at the next one later this year in Rome. 	_ 

Heads of all delegations are expected to make brief talks for the record 
and afterward go into executilie session when the highly confidential details 
of what each nation is doing to increase its defences will came under review. 

The Minister of National Defence, Mr. Claxton, will be ready to announce 
that Canadian troops will move to Europe to form part of the Western European 
defence force under Gen. Dwight Eisenhower  by Dec. 1, subject to the approval 
of parliament at the forthcaming session. , . 

The meeting will discuss and probably agree to the admission of Greece 
and Turkey, thus broadening the security- alliance ta  territories somewhat 
outside - the North Atlantic region, but bringing new guarantees of help to 
two countries threatened by Soviet aggression and occupying strategic areas. 

There will be a good deal of talk about ways and means of sharing the 
burden of-cambined defence in terms of maney, economic advantage and human 
living standards. - 

Late today the Department of External Affairs announced the composition 
of the Canadian delegation. It will consist of the threeldinisters directly 
concerned, Mr. Pearson, Mr. Claxton and Mr. Abbott. 

Their principal advisers will be--Fram the Department of External Affairs: 
Under-Searetary Arnold Heeney; Dana Milgress, High Commissioner in London 
and Canadian member an the permanent NATO Council of Deputies; Jean Désys  
Ambassador to Italy; H.O. Moran and C.S.A. Ritchie, Assistant Under-Secretaries; 
R.A. Mackay, Head of the Department's Defence Liaison Section. 

From the Defence Department: R.O. Campney, MP, Parliamentary Assistant; 
G.M. Drury, Deputy Minister; Lieut.-Gen. Charles Foulkes, Chairman Chiefs of 
Staff. Fran the Finance Department: Dr. W.C. Clark, Deputy Minister, R.B. 
'Bryce,  Assistant  Deputy. From the Defence Production Department: M.W. Mec-

-
Kenzie, Deputy Minister; H.R. MacMillan, Canadian representative an -NATO's 
Defence Production Board. 
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E±ports To U.K. And U.S. End Deficits: Ottawa, Sept. 12 (CP) --  Â  sharp climb in 
sales to Britain and the United States boosted Canadals_total exports in July 
to a record $374,500,000, the Bureau of Statistics reported today. - 

Shipments to the U.S. jumped almost #50,000,000 to #203,900,000 Pram 
#169,600,000. Exports to Britain doubled to $74,700,000 fram #35,200,000. 	11( 

This bright turn to Canada's foreign trade picture provided a 47.6% 
gain over last year's $253,700,000 worth of exports and helped boost the 
seven-month total for 1951 to $2,114,700,000--a half-billion-dollar increase

•  from $1,684,300,000 last year. 	' 
It was the first surplus in a six-month pattern of trading deficits. 

In a previous preliminary statement, the Bureau estimated July imports at 
$370,800,000 and foreign exports at #4,100,000 (plus domestic exports of _ 
#374,500,000), making for a surplus of $7,800,000. This brought the aver-all, 
seven-month deficit down_to #332,000,000 fram,#339,800,000 at the end of Juneé 

The sharp climb in exports was significant in another way. mainly becaus e  
of the increase in sales to Britain the proportion of total shipments,to Britain 
fell to 53.9% from 66.3 a year ago. In the seven months, the proportion Ivas 
62% to last year's 63.8.  

There were gains in both the value and volume of  shipments. Prices 
. increased by about 13% from July, 1950,  but volume was 30% higher than any 

previous peak month in the post-war period. 
Largest dollar gain in the month's shipmentS to the U.S. was-in wood 

and paper products, which rose to $100,129,000 tram $86,113,000, followed 
•by agricultural and vegetable products with a jump to #22,304,000_from 
$13,763,000. 	 - 	 - 	 7 

The animals and animal products group advanced to #23,813,000 fram 
#22 524 g  000 non-ferrous metals to $23,660,000 from $21,490,000, and'iron 
and products to #14,796,000 from $11,113,000. 	 - 

Non-metallic minerals rose to $7,498,000 from #4,953,000, chemicals and 
allied products to $5,151,000 from $3,918,000, and miscellaneous commodities 
to $3,114,000 from $1,958,000. The fibres and textiles group fell in value 
•o 11,463,000 from $2,363,000. 	 r 	 _ 

Exports to the United Kingdom in July were at the highest level in 
, recent years. The value doubled to #73,935,000 from #35169,000, raising 
the seven-month total to $327,458,000 fram $271,086,000. Sharp gains in 

• - agricultural products, wood and paper, and non-ferrous metals accounted 
- 

 
for a large part of the month's increase, the Bureau said. - 

• - 	Shipments to the rest of the Commonwealth also moved higher in July, 
• totalling $26,718,000 against $16,293,000. This raised the total for the 

seven months to $131,978,000 fram $111,063,000. 
Exports to Latin America in July rose to $16,349,000 from $10,610,000, 

and in the seven months to $96,099,000 from $71,435,000. There were' large 
gains in July shipments to Brazil, Chile, Cuba, Mexico, Panama and Venezuela, 

, 
 

but  reductions to Colombia and Bolivia. 

Production Of Jet Trainers To Begin:  Montreal, Sept. 12 (Globe & Mail) -- The 
huge Canadair plant at suburban Cartierville has finally been given the•T 
official green light to begin production of-575 American-designed jet 
trainers for the RCAF. 

Announcement of the $100,000,000 contract,is expected tomorrow fram 
- Defence Headquarters in Ottawa. Final arrangements were completed'early 

this week. Preliminary estimates place the price of each aircraft at #200,000. 

Across Canada: The Canadian Bar Association urged a Royal Commission to probe 
provincial courts to eliminate delays and cut litigation casts....New 

, Zealand's top butter man, William Marshall, is in Ottawa to seek clarification 
' of Canada's position on New Zealand butter sales....Observers at Queen's Park 

say-  they-would not be surprised if Premier Frost deCided on an electicinNov. 5 
or shortly after....The Minister .  of National Health and Welfare, Mr:Martin, 
in a speech addressed to the Canadian Catholic Bistorical Association said 
that industry is under an obligation to do more for unemployed workers.... 
Sugar Ray Robinson scored a technical knockout against Randolph Turpin in 
the tenth round to regain his middleweight title. 

- 30 - 
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elation Said Gravest Peril: Obtawa, Sept. 13 (CP) -- Inflation has became as big 
a threat as bombs to the Western World, the Secretary of State for External 
Affairs, Mr. Pearson, said today in disclosing that both.the short and long- 
range e'Conomic aspects of rearmament are going to be examined by Western leaders 
here in the next week. 

There is a "very real feeling* among those leaders; he told his biggest 
press conference in weeks, that inflation has became a major menace to Western 
security. For that reason, the Atlantic Pact Council imuld devote a lot of 
its time to studying the relatianship between rearmament and the economy of 
the free world. 

But he indicated, too, that Canada is going to work for and likely get 
some sort of reaffirmation of Canadian-fathered.article two of the pact charter. 
That is the one that pledges the 12 member nations to work for long-range 
economic and social integration with a view to creating a single Atlantic 
community. 

Canada's stand is believed to be that if this aspect is averlooked it - 
could be lost sight of completely or North America could be confronted with 
an integrated Europe once the perils of this period clear. In originally pres-
sing for article two to be in the charter, Canada al-tried that samethiàg deeper 
than immediate security should be its aim. 

Article two is this: 
"The parties will contribute toward the further development of peaceful 

and friendly international relations by strengthening their free institutions, 
by bringing about a better understanding of the principles upon which these 
institutions are founded and by promoting conditions of stability and well- , 
being. They will seek to eliminate conflict in their international economic 
policies and will encourage economic collaboration between any or all of them." 

Canada probably considers this point of particular importance now because_ 
Greece and Turkey are expected to be admitted to pact membership here, thus 
projecting it well beyond the real Atlantic community. 

Mr. Pearson, one of 32 Cabinet Ministers of all the pereers who will 
attend the meeting, said the dangers of inflation, shortages and other short-
range repercussions of rearmament tend to obscure long-range economic aims. 
But, he predicted, this meeting will pay more attention to the objectives of 
article two than any other NATO meeting in the past. 

Be said he wouldntt go so far as to say Canada has any concrete proposals - 
to put forward for extending economic co-operation but indicated that some 
form of resolution in that field maybe expected to emerge before the sessions 
end Thursday. 

They start Saturday at 12.30 p.m., EDT., with a public--in the sense that 
200 newspaper men and delegates (  wives and officials will be allowed in-- 
meeting in the Commons chamber with the Ministers up front and their 250 
aides in members' seats behind them. 	 . 

The Prime Ministers of Italy and Luxembourg, State Secretary.  Acheson of 
the U.S., Foreign Secretary Herbert Morrison of the U.K. will be among the - 
men wbo make it probably the most distinguished group ever to gather here. 

It is the first time the Foreign, Finance and Defence Ministers of all 12 	-. 

states have met siriaultaneously. 
Belgium's Foreign Minister Paul Van Zeeland, chairman, who reached 

Ottawa today, will deliver a public address at this opening. From_then on, 
the meetings will be secret, the secrecy underlined by security arrangements 
such as Ottawa has never knawn. 

(over) 
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Mr. Pearson said the question of Greece and Turkey is the only  one  likely 
to be finalized here but hinted the resolution on article two might be another. 

There would be discussions on the international situation and on the 
problem of closing the gap between the arms and forces now available and those 
needed to deter communism from aggression. 

But an October meeting of the Council in Rome would be the one where 
decisions mmuld be taken. 

Ottawa Is Hit On Price Rises:  Halifax, Sept. 13 (CP) . -- The Trades and Labour Con-
gress of Canada, calling for direct price controls, today attacked the federal 
Government for "indifference" and a "callous attitude" towards controls. 

With the Minister of Labour, Mr. Gregg listening_from the platform, the 
TLC's annual convention adopted a resolution critical of the Government and 
heard several individual speakers also denounce the Government's attitude. 

The resolution demanded: 
. T 	1. A rollback of prices accompanied by the restoration of the wartime 
policy of subsidies on basic foods. 

2. Re-imposition of the wartime 100% excess profits tax. 
3 • Establishment of a price control board, mhich mould . pass an any 

applications for price changes. 
"The enormous increase in the cost of living has resulted because of 

the Government's indifference," the unanimously-adopted resolution said. 
A short time before the resolution was adopted, the convention heard 

Mr. Gregg in his annual address . to  the delegates repeat the government's policy 
of no direct controls now. He said the rise in prices could be beaten,by 
the exercise of restraint by consumers in purchasing, by business in holding 
prices down and by labour in not trying to get all the wages "that the traffic 
mill bear." 

Mr. Gregg's outline of Government policy drew a critical reception from 
some delegates. One--Les Hood, Toronto postal worker--said labour has no 
choice about exercising "restraint," since it could not afford to buy at 
today's prices. 

Max Swerdlow, Montreal TLC organizer, suggested the Government call a 
national referendum vote an the price control issue. 

As the only delegate to mention the possibility of price controls being . 
accompanied by- wage controls, he said he felt sure a "reasonable agreement" 
could be reached on "controls generally." 

Douglas Hamilton of the Toronto District Trades and Labour Council and 
E.J. Small, Toronto machinist, suggested labour work for the defeat of the 
present Liberal administration. 

"They've lost the confidence of the people when they sidestep such 
Important issues as price control and the cost of commodities," Small said. 

E. King,  Vancouver office worker, said there should be a capital gaina 
tax in Canada and that curbs should be placed on "gamblers" operating on 
commodity exchanges. 

Bar.  To Aggressor Seen In Strength:  Toronto, Sept. 13 (CP) -- The Prime Minister, 
Mr. St. Laurent, told the Canadian Bar Association at its annual dinners 
"Whether or not there is a constitutional veto in the charter of the United 
Nations, there is, in fact, only one way to restrain a would-be aggressor 
if that aggressor is a world power. That is by being prepared, if the worst 
cames to the worst, to use force. 

"We can hope that by building up the combined strength of those who 
genuinely want peace, we will deter any aggressor, but in the final analysis, 
the deterrent effect of power depends upon its sufficiency and also upon 
the willingness to use it." 

Across Canada:  W.R. Miller, of the Bureau of Statistics, reported that  in the
first half of this year spending abroad by - Canadian travellers was 38% 
higher than in the first half of 1950 and may exceed spending done by,.: 	- 
foreign tourists in Canade....Premier Frost has announced that his govern-
ment mill seek to work out  some  practical plan at hearings  of the  Natural 
Gas Conservation Board in Alberta for Ontario to get gaa by pipeline. 	. 
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Economic Planning For NATO Given Priority:»  Ottawa, Sept. 16 •  (Globe de Mail) -- The 
secrecy which surrounds the North Atlantic Council sessions here has not hidden 
the fact that the "have-notn nations are extremely anxious to discuss the 
economic impact of the military defense programme, with 'particular reference 
to ainuch-needed improvement in their own economies.. 

Article 2 of the North Atlantic Treaty commits the 12 member nations nto 
eliminate conflict in thcir international economic policies and to encourage 
economic collaboration, between any and all of them.n - 

Preliminary discussions along these lines now have been given immediaté -
priority._ Long-range economic planning, as envisaged in article 2, will  cane 

 up briefly at tomorrow's session and a committee will be named to bring in a 
• report for round table discussion later in the week. 

Decision to give priority to long-range economic planning resulted from 
proposals made yesterday by Dean Acheson, U.S. Secretary.  of State. 	 • 

The military aspect is certain to receive plenty of attention when the 
council gets down to business tomorrow. The standing group, the senior 
military committee of NATO, will present its report on the degree of military 
preparedness so far attained by the North Atlantic countries, and in doing 
so, it may relay the views of Gen. Eisenhower, supreme allied commander. But 
little credence is given to . the belief that the council will be asked to deal 
with a specific report from Gen. Eisenhower asking for a speed-up in military 
contributions from the member nations. 	 _ 

The review of the defence programme in the various NATO Ciiiiiatries which - 
will be contained in the report of the standing group is•likely to reveal 
that some nations are well abreast of their commitments while others are 
lagging behind. The section dealing with the United Kingdom may disclose 
that  •the preparedness programme there is further ahead than was expected. 

What the smaller nations want is more overall ecanamic â id fram the 
United States, which is the one country in a• position to extend its aid  r. 
programme. •  The price of presenting a strong military front to the threat_ 
of communien is a high one, and the smaller North Atlantic nations are fear- . 
ful of what inflation will do to their economies. 

• At the same time these nations are anxious to retain their full autonomy 
and freedom of action within the framework of the treaty. They need the 
benefits which they feel will  flow  from long-range economic planning, and 
they want these benefits to cushion the impact of carrying out defence 
obligations. 

The meetings were launched with a solemn warning that the moment of 
supreme crisis for peace or war is nearing and that the West has much to 
do to face it adequately. - 

Belgium's Foreign Minister Van Zeeland said: "Vre are still a long way 
off our objective of balancing western armed might with that of Russia. 
• - "Deeply conscious of the inminence of danger, wz feel the critical 

moment approaching at which the scales of fate will return irrevocably toward 
peace or war. That is why we continually turn an eye on the delays, on the.: 
deficiencies and on the enormous task which remains to be accomplished." 

The Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, struck again a keynote on this 
latter point that is expected to energe in a resolution that will act as sort 
of a charter of NATO's future. 

(over) 
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Noting that Canada's two main races had found they not only could live 
side by side but could profit by so doing, Mr. St. Laurent said "we believe 
the same results can be achieved in the wider sphere" of a North_Atlantic 
community. 

The resolution is expected to reiterate ELTO's primary aim of peace, 
to bespeak continued efforts to weld a single community and to enunciate 
economic principles on which that community might develop. 

Mr. St. Laurent suggested that the theme of the meetings should be "to 
allocate the price of peace and determine how better to maintain it." _ 

To that was added Mr. Van Zeeland's emphasis an deficiencies—on the 
gap between NATO's required strength and its existing strength—and his 
statement that "it is our duty to make good the deficiencies and to con-
centrate on the best means of reaching our goal--above all, on reaching it in 
time." 

Following the reception, the delegations returned to the railway cam- ' 
mittee roam in the Parliament Buildings and sat until 11 p.m. General state- 
ments from delegation heads were given, each being a review of economic, 
military and political conditions in their respective countries. Still to 
participate in these preliminary reviews are Italy, The Netherlands, Iceland 
and Luxembourg. 

Increase In Newsprint Productions  Ottawa, Sept. 17 (Gazette) -- Production of 
newsprint in Canada during August this year amounted to 484,563 tons, an 
increase of 18,120 tons or 3.9% over the comparable month last year, according 
to the Newsprint Association of Canada. Production per working day averaged 
17,947 tons, a gain also of 3.9% over the daily average of August, 1950. 
Rate of production for the month was 103.1% of rated capacity, as against 
103.2% last month and 101.5% in August a year ago. 

Canadian shipments in August were 480,581 tons, an increase of 62,992 
tons or 151.1% over August, 1950. Canadian shipments to U.S. consumers 
were 408,830 tons or 85.1% of the total and 9.6% higher than inAugust, 
1950. In each case thest comparisons are distorted because of the Canadian -
railway strike which curtailed shipments (but not production) in the latter 
part of August, 1950. 

Ottawa Should Help Educate Immigrants Saskatoon, Sept. 16 (CP) -- Dr. E.A. Hardy 
of Toronto Saturday told School Trustees' Association convention in his pre- 
sidential address that the federal Government must share responsibility 
for educating new Canadians. 
- Dr. Hardy is sick in Toronto and his speech was read. 

He said he agrees with the Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, that Canada's 
population may be expecteto increase 25,000,000 in 50 years. 

School trustees were faced with finding millions of dollars for new 
buildings, equipment and teaching staff to care for youngsters from all parts 
of the world. It was important these children be trained and developed as 
Canadian citizens. 

The federal Government shared this tremendous responsibility,  and should 
be told so, Dr. Hardy said. 

George Fitton of Brandon, Man., who presided, said federal aid for 
education is a vital issue. The federal Government recently had given aid 
for higher education but the layer strata needed it just as badly. 

Across Canadas  The Vienna art treasures an exhibition at Toronto during the past 
forty-three days was seen by - 127,845 persons....Hesults of Saturday's football 
games: Alouettes 8, Toronto 6; Meant= 11,Afttawa 6; Winnipeg 21, Sas-
katchewan 12; Ednonton 30,  Calgary. 15....A  U.S. clergyman brake up a small 
Communist demonstration before the Parliament Buildings on Saturday bymoving 
into the path  of the  marchers and with shouts and shoulder 	pushing forced - 
them to split and disperse.- 

- 30 
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Sub-Cannittee To Dovetail  NATO Work:  Ottawa,  Sept. 18 (Citizen).— The Secretary of 
State for External, Mr. L.B. Pearson, was named on the ftve-man sub-committee 
set up by NATO council yesterday. "to recommend specific proposals for closer 
co-operation an the social, economic and political development of the 12 member 
countries of the organization." 

'The committee-established following suggestions of U.S. Secretary of State 
Dean Acheson—dwas instructed to make a preliminary report before the close of 
the Ottawa meeting and then continue its work to submit a • further report at the 
Rome meeting of the council the end of October. The sub-cammittee began its 
work in business-like fashion at its first meeting last night. 

Canada has been gtven credit for initiating inclusion of Article 2 in the 
original NATO treaty stating that "the pranotian of the stability and well-being 
of the Atlantic community constitutes an integral part of the -ideological  de- 
fence of the area. »  Thus it was considered only appropriate that Mr. Pearson 
be named on the sub-aommittee on an aspect of NATO in which this country has 
always taken a special interest. 	 S 	s  

Cther members on the sub-committee as named are: Halyard Lange, Norwegian 
Foreign Minister; Dr. D.U. Stikker, Netherlands Foreign Minister; Paul van 
Zeeland, Belgian Foreign Minister; and Premier Alcide de Gasperi, Italian 
Foreign Minister. For sub-committee meetings after Ottawa before Rome the 
Foreign Ministers can name other representatives. C.M. Spofford, United States, 
chairman of the council of deputies, is a sub-committee member  ex-officio. 

Through installation of a simultaneous translation service in English and 
French, NATOts two official languages, the council made much more rapid pro- 
gress at'its'sessions yesterday. 

'NATO  council business meetings discussions yesterday also dealt ‘with the 
following: - 

- , l. Prime Minister de Gasperi of Italy concluded the series of speeches 
by delegation heads in a general survey of the world situation. Mr. de - 
Gasperi spoke along the lines covered at his press conference yesterday noon. 

2. 'Received reports from its  varions  subordinate bodies, including the 
Standing (Military) Group, Defence ProductionBoard, Financial and Economic 
Board, and the Council of Deputies. 	 ' 

3. Began discussion of a resolution proposed by Mr. Dean Acheson of the 
United States for the admission of Greece and Turkey to full membership in 
the NATO alliance. 

Despite reported objections by Norway and Denmark, there were indications 
the two Mediterranean countries will be recommended for admission  to NATO. 
However, the legislative bodies of all 12 member countries would subsequently 
have to approve such action. 

U.K. Foreign Secretary Morrison, French Foreign Minister Schuman and 
Netherlands Foreign Minister Stikker all supported the Acheson resolution_for 
the full admission of Greece and Turkey before the council adjourned at 8 p.m. 
until`10 a.m. this morning. 

AdMission of Greece and Turkey, both of which want to join NATO, would 
require amendment - to article 10 of the treaty an the -territory wherein an 
armed attack by an aggressor would bring the treaty into full play. 

Amongst the arguments advanced for the admission. of the two countries 
were the following: 

1. Full membership would be the simplest and fastest way of dealing 
with the matter. 

2. Both countries are naw members of the Organization for European 
Economic Co-operation and the Council of Europe. 

(over) 



3. Both countries have shown a determination to maintain their awn 
sovereignty. 

4. The two countries have troops under arms numbering between 600,000 
and 750,000 men and this vffluld add defensive strength to NATO. 

6. Inclusion of the two countries would make clear where everybody 
stands and avoid a possible miscalculation by Russia. 

6. General Eisenhower has frequently described Western Europe as a 
peninsula involving for its defence, control of the north and south flanks, 
and Greece and Turkey are important on the south flank. 

It had generally been agreed that no military-matters would be brought 
up at the Ottawa meeting for action and thus the Standing (Military) Group 
report yesterday was of "a factual nature." It enbraced "a progress report" 
from General Eisenhower,.cammander of SHAPE (Supreme Headquarters Allied , 
Powers Europe). 

General Eisenhower's report was described as "an'obvious one, what  •  hé 
 has been saying all along, urging faster action in,the establishment of the 

NATO integrated force in Europe." 
It was pictured as "the  job. of the military to ask  for more men and 

equipment, for faster action, and the job of the council representattves to 
see  chow  such recommendations can be met as expeditiously as possible, having 
regard for the econamy of their respective countries." 

General Eisenhower will attend the Rome meeting of the council  for 
 further discussion and action an military questions. 

Yesterday the council discussed the old problem of keeping the nine 
countries not directly represented an the Standing Group which includes 
United States, United Kingdom and France up to date on its day to day and 
week to week decisions. This problem also will be further discussed at 
the Rame meeting. 

Henri Janne, Belgium, chairman of the Defence Production Board and 
William R. Herod, United States, board co-ordinator, told the council its 
two chief problems concerned finance and raw ,  materials, 	 _ 

_ General Paul Ely, France, Standing Group chairman and General Onar 
N. Bradley, chairmen of the U.S. joint chiefs of staff, addressed the 
council briefly on military questions. The Minister  of National.  Defences 
Ur. Claxton, and the Defence Ministers of Belgium, the U.K., Italy, The 
Netherlands, Norway, the U.S. and France, also spoke. 	 - 

petal Leroy, France, chairman of the Financial and Economic Board, 
submitted a 70-page report on "the board's purpose of  most  effectively 
mobilizing the financial and economic strength of the,member nations." 
The board stated "it is seeking to distribute the economic burden of NATO 
on an equitable basis, and to assess the economic capacity of each country 
to contribute its maximum to the con  effort." 

Charles M. Spofford, United States, chairman of the council  of 
 deputies, reported for that body on its work since the last council meeting 

in Brussels eight months ago. This progress has embraced reorganization 
of the top structure of NATO, establishment of the Defence Production Board 
and the Financial and Economic Board, recruitment of an international staff 
for civilian agencies and a budget therefor, agreement an nharing of the-
cost of SHAPE and other military commands, agreement en the status of armed 
forces when in anyzaember country, arrangement of a programme for NATO 
statistics, and examination of the pros and cons of-the problem of the 
admission of Greece and Turkey, - ' 

Mr. Spofford indicated "the council of deputies  -.had  agreed that Greece 
and Turkey should be associated in some way with NATO," whether it be by 
full accession to membership, a Mediterranean military,pact, or some other 
form. 

Pram the tenor of the speeches of the Minister of Finance, Mr. Abbott, 
and of the Finance and Defence Ministers of other countries  'who epoke on 
the reports of the Defence Production Board and the Financial and Economic 
Board, the comment came out of the business meetings during the day. "Things 
are tough everywhere." 	 - 

- 30 1. 
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Comnittee To Survey Defence Needs:  Ottawa, Sept. 19 (Montreal Gazette) -- The North 
Atlantic Council has agreed to set up a short-lived super-committee charged 

. with marshalling the resources of all members of the alliance between naw and 
Dec. 1. 

During its brief life, the new canmittee will not be concerned merely with 
manpower, but with everything that goes into the waging of modern war. 

One dominant factor has led to  the decision. 
It is naw recognized that the defensive strength of the alliance so pains-

takingly built up since its inception falls short of the requirementà of ful-
filling a militarily acceptable plan for the defence of Western Europe. 

Following the close of the Ottawa conference tomorrow, each country will 
• hasten to appoint a representative to take his place on the super-committee. 

Most of the men appointed will be specialists in questions of defence 
production. All of them will be either of Cabinet Minister rank or men "closely 

• associated" with their respective governments. They will be "particularly 
qualified" to assist the committee in its tasks. 

These qualifications have led inevitably to reports that Canada's appointee 
•will be Defence Production (and Trade) Minister C.D. Hawe--if he can be spared. 
- •  The 12-man committee will be confronted with two main tasks. It must 
prepare an analysis of the issues involved in reconciling Western*EUrOpes 
defence requirements with the political and economic capabilities of member-

« 	nations. It will also recommend ways and means of closing the gap. 
• The new body will have to work in great haste. It will be required to 

make a progress'report to the North Atlantic Council at its next meeting. 
This had been tentatively slated for Rome, beginning Oct. 29. Because of the 
British election developments, however, it may be set over until November, 

• with a change of site. 

•NATO Rome Meeting: Ottawa, Sept. 19 (CP) -- The calling of a United Kingdom elec-
tion for October 25 has raised "some question" as to whether the North Atlantic 
Council can meet in Rame October 29 as planned, an official informant said 

• tonight. 
• He disclosed that the question had  corne  up briefly at this afternoon's 
meeting of the Council after announcement of the election was made officially 
in London. 

The Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, had suggested 
that the matter might be solved by calling the Rime meeting on Britain's' 
election day, October 25, when Britain's present Ministers would still_ 
officially be in office. 

The informant said no decision had been reached on the question, but 
indicated it will be discussed again by the Council tomorrow. 

The four-day lag between the British election date and the Rome meeting 
at NATO presented the problem that unless Britain's Labour Government were 
returned to power, it might take some time to organize the portfolios in any 
new government. 

Mr. Schuman On Federation: Ottawa, Sept. 19 (ci') -- Foreign Minister Schuman of 
France said tonight it is preaature to envisage a federation of the 12 
countries in the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. 

(over) 



Federation, he told a press conference, is something which canes at th 
end of evolution. The Atlantic Pact Organization is at the start of its 
development and it is too early to envisage a federation where a super organis 
tion would govern the 12 NATO members. 

Technical Aid For Chiler  Technical assistance for Chile will be prmmided through 
the co-operation of the Bureau of Statistics, which is making available the 
services of Mr. W.F. Ewert, Chief of the Livestock and Animal Products Section 
Agricultural Division, who will leave Ottawa September 20, by air for Santiago 
There he will join the Technical Assistance Group of the Food and Agriculture 
Organization (FAO), a specialized agency of the United Nations, which requires 
someone of his experience to assist in agricultural estinating procedures and 
methods. The services of Mr. Ewert were secured through the International 
Economic & Technical Co-operation Division, Department of Trade and Commerce, 
on receipt of a request from the United Nations for technical assistance of 
this nature. 

Temporary Migration Of Unemployed:  Ottawa, Sept. 19 (Globe) -- On the instructions 
of his Windsor committee on employment, Deputy Labour Minister Arthur MacNamara 
is exploring with employment authorities in the United States the possibility 
of a temporary migration of unemployed from Canada's Motor City to Detroit, 
Cleveland or Buffalo. 

At the moment the U.S. Immigration Department is reluctant to allow any 
such movement across the border and, in any event, men would be allowed into 
the United States only for a limited period. 

The proposed migration would be confined to unskilled workers.who have 
been laid off from the Ford plant in Windsor and have been unable to find 

_ employment elsewhere. 

- Airman Equerry For Princess'  Ottawa, Sept. 19 (CP) -- A decorated Air Force office 
who commanded a Pathfinder squadron in the Second World War, has been named 
equerry . to  Princess,Elizabeth for her royal tour of Canada with Prince Philip 
next month. -  . 

- He is Wing Cmdr. Richard M. Cox,'D.F.C., A.FïC.,-35, of Sioux Lookout, 
Ont., and Fort Garry, Man. Air Force Headquarters said he is the only Cana-

'dian to be appointed equerry for the royal visit. 

Across Canada:  Suburban districts of Nanaimo were threatened by a giant forest 
fire. Police forestry and civil defence officials were prepared to evacuate 
300 persons from suburban Extension, seven miles from the heart of Nanaimo... 
Saskatchewan Wheat Pool is urging Transport Controller Roy  Mimer  to avert a 
situation in which hundreds of thousands of bushels of soon-to-be-harvested 
grain will have to be dumped, the Canadian Press reported from Regina••••A 
government-sponsored housing programme that will enable workers to buy homes 
on a law down payment was demanded by the annual convention of the 350,000- 
member Canadian Congress of Labour. 
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North  Atlantic Council Conclusions:,  Ottawa, September 20 (CP) -- The North Atlantic 
Council shrugged off Russia's empty words about peace today and took steps to 
make its anti-Communist alliance bigger and broader. 

The 12-nation coalition, concluding the Ottawa meetings, pushed its 
military front into the oil rich Middle East by voting to admit Greece and 
Turkey. 	 - 

- 

	

	The most distinguished international gathering Ottawa has seen broke up 
at 4:07 p.m., EDT. Vast problems still faced the 32 Cabinet Ministers who 
met here. 

But the delegates left here proclaiming their grawing strength and con-
fidence and agreed to meet in Rome in late November to map new military plans , 
that will include some form  of participation  by West Germany and more rearming. 

Their last act wus to turn over to Canada the chairmanship of the council 
for the next year. The Secretary of State for EXternal Affairs, Mr. Pearson, 
will fill the role. 

United States State Secretary Dean Acheson, probably the dominant figure, 
told a press conference later, "7Ie are very happy about this _ 
showed that the organization is strong and virile and that it is moving ahead." 

A meeting called mainly for discussion and not for decisions could look . 
back on these accomplishments: 

1. The admission of Greece and Turkey which Mr. Acheson called "the big, 
concrete achievement." 

2. Publication of a 500-word statement regarding the North Atlantic 
community which told Russia she can't split the West, called the Soviet's 
peace tactics vague, obscure and empty and named a five-nation committee of 
Ministers--including Canada--to press ahead with long-range planning in non-
military fields. 

3. Appointment of a 12-nation super-cammittee to direct the drive to 
close the gap between what defences the West has and the consideriab»Iy -mare 
she needs. Its headquarters will be in Paris. Mr. Pearson, as council 
chairman, will  naine the date of the first meeting once he has the names of 

the 12 Cabinet Ministers or virtual equivalents who will serve on it. 
4. Implied support of Italy's bid for modified peace terms. 

' 	5. Agreement on sharing the costs of European airfields, communications 
and barracks. Canada's initial bill will not exceed $10,000,000. 

6. Agreement to boost the number of council meetings to three or four 
a year and to invite Gen. Eisenhower to go to Rame to help in forging new 
military decisions. The Rame meeting was originally set for October 29 but 
this was changed because of the October 25 British election. 	. 

The admission of Greece and Turkey is not final. It will have to be 
approved by a number of Parliaments, including Canada. However, admission 
now is considered certain and plans are being made to create a nevimilitary - 

command pivoting on Turkey in the Middle East. 	 - 

Mr. Schuman's Radio Address:  Ottawa, September 20 (CP) -- Foreign Minister Schuman 

of France said tonight that the "loss of Europe  would mean the final destruc-

tion of our civilization." 
The defence of Europe was principally a task for Europe, he said. That 

was why Europe now was organizing and unifying herself and why France was 

taking a leading part in this unification with such plans as the European 

Coal and Steel Pool. 

(over) 



The French Foreign Minister reiterated that "at the right time" France 
will propose a European political organization carrying supranational authority 
for the formulation of a common foreign policy directed toward peace. 

Mr. Schuman is in Ottawa for the NATO Council meetings which ended today. 
His address was prepared for delivery over the trans-Canada network of the CBC. 

Europe, Mr. Schuman said, must "put an end to the divisions which weaken 1 
her by dispersing her strength and particularly to the age-old feuds which 
have repeatedly torn her id fraticidal wars." 

It was to this end that France had proposed the European Coal and Steel 
Pool, bringing together key industries. It was to this end that France proposed 
a European Army to replace the national armies which so often in the past have 
faced each other as enemies. 

Frenchmen desired peace with the firm determination of men who were ready 
to sacrifice their lives for the defence of their beliefs and liberties. 

"We will not," he said, "allaw this calm resolution to be misinterpreted r 
by some people and_presented as a warlike  design".. _ 

Accord With Italy:  (Press.Release No. 48, September 21) -- The Secretary of State 
for External Affairs, Ur. Pearson, and His Excellency The Honourable Alcide 
de Gasperi, Prime Minister and Minister'of Foreign Affairs of Italy, have 
exchanged notes which settle, in a spirit of cordial friendship and mutual 
understanding, matters relating to Canadian clLims for war damages  in  Italy and 
to Italian assets in Canada. Underthis Agreement, the Italian Government will 
put at the disposal of the Canadian Gover-r—ent funds to be used for the satis-' 
faction of Canadian claims for war - damages in Italy. On the other hand, the 
Canadian Government will release immediately- Italian -assets in'Canada. 

Reinforcements For Korea: Calgary, September 20 (cp) -- Two companies of the-1st — 
Battalion, Princess Patricias Canadian Light Infantry, have left Calgary by 
train for a United States Pacific Coast port from which theywdll sail shortly 
for Korea to relieve the 2nd Battalion, P.P.C.L.I. The 2nd battalion is 
expected to be home'by Christmas. 	 . 	 " 

The two complete rifle companies are accompanied by reinforcements from 
the 3rd Battalion P.P.C.L.I. from Wainwright. 

More than 50 per cent of the 1st Battalion men and officers are trained 
paratroopers. 

(In a press conference at Ottawa on September 20 State Secretary Acheson 
of the United States said that Canadafs contribution in Korea is "really an 
extraordinary one.") 

Mr. Winters On Defence Needs:.  Atikokan, Ont., September 20 (CP) -- Canada is in 
"desperate" need of strategic defence materials and is fast pushing back new 
frontiers to find and develop them,  the Minister of Resources and Development, 
Mr. Winters, said tonight. 	' 	 _ 

There has been a return of the Canadian "pioneering spirit," particularly 
in the North, the Minister told the Northwestern Ontario Associated Chambers 
of Commerce convention in an address. 	. 

The."desperae need" for strategic materials sprang from the vast defence 
programme of the Western democracies. Because Canada was  one of the "have" 
nations in the North Atlantic Treaty Organization ewe.can be certain that our 
quota will be_a stiff one." 	 _ 

Mr. Winters reviewed more recent mineral and oil developments throughout 
.Canada and said some of the most significant were in the Great Northern area 
from Yukon to Newfoundland. - 

Across Canada: Delegates fram four NATO countries including two Defence Ministers 
started today on a two-day look at same of Canada's military establishments... 
Organized agriculture will fight any Government  nove  to impose price controls 
on food, without imposing similar controls on wages and profits, H.H. Hannam, 
President of the 400,000-member Canadian Federation of Agriculture; said at 
Milton, Ont., last night...Willian Henry.  Wright, 75, founder - of - The Glabe .  - - 
and Mail, died at his Barrie home an September 20. 
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Trade Deficit With U.S. Rises To $373,000,000:  Ottawa, Sept. 23 (CP) -- Canada's 
purchases fram the United States jumped by more than $500,000,000 to a record 
$1,705,800,000 in the first seven months of 1951, the Bureau of Statistics 
reported today. 

This sharp climb from $1,175,200,000 in the first seven months of 1950 
outpaced a smaller $250,000,000 gain in sales, pushing Canada's deficit in 
trade with her southern neighbour to $373,000,000 -- about four times - greater 
than the $87,500,000 de'ficit in the saine  period last year. 	' 

Total exports to the U.S. in the seven-month period increased to $1,331,- 
900,000 from $1,087,000,000. 

Part of the big boost in the American deficit was apparently due to a 
continuing hunger by a booming Canadian industry for American raw and finished 
materials, particularly iron and steel products and textile materials including 
cotton. 

But part was apparently also due to the fact that the general level of 
Canadats export prices had not climbed as high as those for the goods she 

. imported. For example, the Bureau estimated that in July prices of Canada's 
exports increased 13 per cent from July 1950, but prices of imports  climbed 
18.5 per cent. 

In trade with all countries, Canada's exports in July, for the first 
time in 1951, surpassed the value of imports giving Canada a small $7,900,000 
surplus in her monthly foreign trade commodity account. This pared down the 
seven-month over-all deficit to $331,900,000. 

Total exports in July jumped 47 per cent to a record $378,600,000 fram 
$256,700,000. Imports increased 43 per cent to $370,600,000 from $259,500,000. 

This brought total seven-month exports to all countries to a record 
$2,141,100,000, a $350,000,000 gain over $1,704,800,000 in 1950, and imports 
to a record $2,473,000,000, up about $700,000,000 from $1,712,500,000. 

In trade with her second major customer—Britain—Canada pushed sales 
in July to $74,100,000, double the $35,300,000 last year, driving the seven-
month total to $328,300,000 from $272,500,000. 

Three 	Top  C.C.L.  Men Quit  Posts: Vancouver, Sept. 23 (CP) -- Split wide open by 
an internal battle for power, Canadian Congress of Labour tonight had three 
of its top officials on the sidelines while rank-and-file members wondered 
about the future of the 350,000-member Congress. 

Two vice-presidents had quit their jobs and so had National Secretary-
Treasurer Pat Conroy, chief executive officer and top policy-maker of the 
Congress, Canada's second biggest central labour body. 

Remaining executive members spent the week-end trying to put together 
the shattered solidarity of the C.C.L., chief advocate of labour unity in 
Canada, after the biggest internal blowup in labour ranks in many years in 
this country. 

The explosion came at the C.C.L. National Convention that ended Friday 

night, and was follawed by repercussions Saturday. 

Major developments mere: 
1. C.H. Millard of Toronto, powerful chief of the 60,000-member United 

Steel Workers of America in Canada -- the country's biggest union -- left 
one of the four C.C.L. vice-presidencies after the Congress executive had 
rejected what it considered a bid for more Millard  power in the Congress. 

(over) 



-2- 
2. After Mr. Millard had swung a coup on the convention floor--getting 

more representation for his union on the C.C.L. executive--Mr. Conroy suddenly 
quit. 

3. Alex MacAuslane of Toronto, Canadian head of Oil Workers' International 
Union, announced Saturday he has resigned as a congress vice-president in 
sympathy with Mr. Conroy's stand. 

Report Cabinet Considering Sessional Agenda:  Ottawa, Sept. 23 (CP) -- The federal 
Cabinet met Friday and is understood to have considered some of the legisla-
tion to be presented at the session, which opens October 9 and is expected to 
last until shortly before Christmas. Another meeting is scheduled for 
Wednesday. 

Indications are that in the early stages of the session there will be 
_ major debates on the cost of living, defence, housing, pensions and inter-

national affairs. 

Group Of P r P.C.L.I.ts Return For Paratroop Training:  Tokyo, Sept. 23 (CO -- A 
group of 25 men from the Princess Patricia Canadian Light Infantry left 
Korea Sept. 22 on their way home, the Canadian public relations office said 
today. 

The group is the second to return to Canada for paratroop training. 
All are veterans of more than eight montheservice with United Nations forces 
in Korea. 

Across  Canada: The Ontario Legislature will open a new session on September 24 
with old age pensions as its main business but with prospects of a fall 
election an its mind, the Canadian Press reported....An RCAF flight nurse 
from Meota, Sask., Nursing Sister Ella Mannix has been chosen to accanpany 
the royal couple, H.R.H. Princess Elizabeth and H.R.H. The Duke of Edinburgh 
on their Canadian and United States tour....In week-end football, Montreal 
Alouettes defeated Hamilton Tigers 17 to 16; Toronto Argonauts defeated 
Ottawa 17 to 10. In the West, Edmonton defeated Calgary 30 to 11, and Sas-
katchewan Roughriders defeated Winnipeg Blue Bombers 30 to 17. 
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Mr. Pearson Before UN Correspondents' Association: New York, Sept. 24 (CI") 
L.B. Pearson said tonight that relations between Canada and the United 
States have changed in recent years but they remain good. 

The Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, was 
answering questions put by members of the United Nations Correspondents' 
Association on the television and radio programme "United or Not" produced 
at the U.N. Security Council chamber at Flushing Meadow, New York. The 
programme was heard throughout the U.S. and later was rebroadcast over the 
CBC. 

Asked about a speech he made in Toronto last spring which aroused 
widespread comment, Mr. Pearson said that any interpretation of the speech 
as critical of the U.S. was incorrect. 

Mr. Pearson said Canada-U.S. relations formerly were bi-lateral -- 
problems between the two countries discussed "over the garden fence." 

Nowadays, however, Canada's relations with the U.S. were with  a. leader 
of a coalition whose powers could determine war or peace. 

• 	"Any mnaller, weaker country is preoccupied with power," Mr. Pearson 
said. Canada, therefore, rus preoccupied with U.S.  power. 

"But our relations are good, have been good, and will  remain good,n 
he added. 

Last spring, Mr. Pearson said, Canada was worried about the possibility 
of extension of war in the Far East. 

*Now we are not so worried about it." 
Asked about Canada' s part in the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, 

Mr. Pearson noted that the Canadian 27th Brigade Group is to leave next 
month for Europe -- after Parliamentary approval -- to became part of 
Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower's forces. 

The Canadian Brigade would be part of Gen. Eisenhower's forces in 
northern Europe, not because Canada specifically wanted them placed in 
northern Europe, but because that is where' Gen. Eisenhower suggested they 
would be most effective,Mr. Pearson said. 

While the Brigade would be part of a British-Netherlands-Belgian group, 
11 Canadian fighter squadrons slated for overseas duty would be attached to 
the U.S. air force so "Canada, as usual, would be on both sides.* 

He said that the Western powers had tried_all types of approaches to 
the Soviet bloc in attempting to help  East-West  relations, 

What was needed now was a new attitude on the part of the Soviet bloc, 
Mr. Pearson indicated.... 

Asked to eiplain the term "North Atlantic Community", Mr. Pearson said 
NATO hopes to develop a system by which its members might build up some-
thing a little closer than the separate sovereign states. 

"Œe  day we will have to get together," he added. 
Rejecting suggestions that NATO might by-pass the U.N. in trying to 

solve international problems Mr. Pearson said that if the U.N. had been 
functioning properly in providing collective security it would not have 
been necessary to form NATO. 

NATO was a second-best method of collective security but was necessary 
until the U.N. could effectively carry out such duties. 

(over) 
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His Majesty's Illness And The Royal Visit:  Ottawa, Sept. 24 (OP) -- Talk of post-
ponement of the Royal Tour was a rife in official circles tonight as anywhere 
else. 

The one public statement of the day, issued by the Prime Minister, Mr. 
St. Laurent, after a Transatlantic telephone conversation with U.K. Prime 
Minister Attlee, struck a more optimistic tone, but still held out the 
possibility of a change in plans. 

Mr. St. Laurent said that the British leader, talking to him about 2 p.m., 
EDT, gave a "-very encouraging" report on the King's condition. 

He added that they would be in touch again by phone either this evening 
or tomorrow morning. 

Today's conversation was initiated byMr. Attlee. Mr. St. Laurent gave 
anly the briefest inkling publicly of what was said--that Mr. Attlee assured 
him "that the most recent news about the health of the King was very en-
couraging." 

Mr. St. Laurent, it is learned, has already cabled London to tell the 
Princess and her husband to feel under no obligation to come to Canada at 
this time and to stress that the Canadian people would understand if the 
visit has to be postponed. 

National Fuel Council Urged:  Ottawa, Sept. 24 (CP) -- Establishment of a national 
fuel council to co-ordinate the fuel situation in Canada was urged today by 
mines officials of five provinces who called on members of the federal Cabinet. 

The delegation, which presented suggestions regarding various phases of 
the mining industry which arose out of the eighth Provincial Mines Ministers' 
Conference at Saskatoon Sept. 5-8, stressed the importance of oil in the 
national economy. 

They urged that the federal Government study the advisability of es-
tablishing a national fuel council "to study, plan, and co-ordinate the 
whole fuel situation in Canada." 

Windsor Dark Spot In Generally Bright Labour Pictures  Ottawa, Sept. 25 (CP) -- 
The automobile-building centre at Windsor, Ont., is still a labour sore 
spot but the general employment picture across the country is bright, the 
Labour Department announced September 24. 

In its latest employment survey- covering conditions at August 30, the 
Departnent estimated that of Canada's expanding labour force, only 127,100 
were jobless, a drop of 24,500 from 151,600 on August 31, 1950. 

In Windsor, however, 1,473 were added to those seeking enployment, 
bringing the total without jobs on August 30 to 4,705. Another lay-off by 
the Ford Motor Company during Labour Day week-end boosted Windsor's total 
unemployed by 1,800 to 6,505. 

Canada-U.K. Tax  Agreement  Extended:  (Press Release No. 49, Sept. 25) -- The 
Canada-United Kingdom tax agreement which has been in force since 1946 was 
extended on September 25 to cover twenty-one Colonial territories of the 
United Kingdom. This was formally effected by an exchange of notes between 
the two Governments under the provisions of the existing agreement. 

Across Canada: Ontario moved yesterday to pay #40-a-month pensions to its 
40,000 needy citizens aged from 65 to 69. A bill introduced at the opening 
of the Legislature's special fall session lined up the Province as the 
first to implement the federal-provincial agreement on old age pensions.... 
A six-man delegation of the Ontario Flue-cured Tobacco Marketing Association 
asked the Minister of Finance, Mr. Abbott, to pare down the cigarette tax to 
such an extent that the retail price for a package of 20 may be reduced to 
35 cents from 40. Mr. Abbott told them, it was learned, that the Government 1), 
will not reduce taxes at this time....A grey shield-shaped Canada patch has 
been approved for men of the 27th Infantry Brigade who are going to  Europe 
the army announced yesterday. It can be worn on the sleeves of his tunic 
by any man who has been officially told that he is soon to go overseas. 
The Brigade is going in November....The 22nd annual meeting of the Canadian 
Chamber of Commerce will be held in Quebec City October 30, CP reported 
today from Edmonton. Mr. Charles E. Wilson, U.S. Defence Mobilizer, will 
speak. 

I.• 
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Mr. Herbert Norman, who had been assigned temporarily to New York as 

Acting Canadian Permanent Representative to the United Nations, resumed his 
post as Head of the Department's very important American and Far.  Eastern 
Division upon his return from  Che San Francisco Conference on the Japanese 
Peace Treaty where he served as senior adviser to the Canadian Delegation. 
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Mr.  Johnson Permanent Representative To Ugr.  (Press-  Release No. 50, September 26) -- 
The Department of External Affairs announced on September 26 that Mr. D. M. 
Johnson, High Commissioner for Canada in Pakistan, has been appointed Permanent 
Representative of Canada to the , United Nations, New York. Mr._Johnson will 
take over his new duties at the beginning of the forthcoming session of the 
General Assembly and will be a member of the Canadian.Delegation to the General 
Assembly in Paris. 

Reduce Living Standards For Defence:  Ottawa, September 25 (CP) -- The Minister of 
Finance, Mr..Abbott, tonight rejected demands for price controls to fight 

-inflation-and said a temporary reduction in living standards is the "real 
price" Canadians must pay for freedom and security. 

, 	Even in the Second World ?far, said Mr. Abbott in a speech prepared for 
delivery over theCBC's free-time political programme, "The  Nations' Business," 
price ceilings played aaly a small part in the Government's inflation attack._ 
The two most outstanding weapons used were not price controls, but a tough 
taxation policy and an intense saving programme. - 

If the Government now was to pursue a similar programme, taxes would 
jump and the Government's revenue would have to be at least $800,000,000 or 
$900,000,000 more than at present. 	. 

To those with "short memories," he recalled the Second World War re- 
pugnancies of controls, including "hard and irksome" regulations requiring 
an anny of 10,000 officials and clerks to enforce... , 	 - 
_ 	"Do you remember," he said, "that you were not allowed to bùild anything 
beyond the simplest sort of shelter without getting a permit from Ottawa? 

". . . Do you remember that you could,not buy a car, a stove, or a new 
tire unless you could prove a dire emergency and got a Government permit? 

". . . Do you remember that your wages and salaries were frozen and that 
you could not quit your job or take a new job without getting a permit from 
a Government official?" 	 - 

The ordinary people submitied to the regulations bicause they knew it 
was a "short-run emergency" and they would regain their. freedom in two or 
three years.' 

"The situation we now are facing has no clear ending -- this tense and 
uncomfortable twilight zone may last for 10 or 15 years or even a generation." 

The argument had been advanced, said Mr. Abbott, that Canadian prices _ 
were the highest in the world. This was not true, but it was truei- however, 
that prices had gone up,faster in Canada during the last six months than in 
the United States. 

But prices went up faster  in the U.S. than in Canada in the latter 
part of 1950 and in England, where they have the most complete system of 
controls, prices in the last six months have been going up faster than in 
Canada or the U.S. 

It used to be that food, as a whole, was cheaper in Canada than in 
the U.S., but food prices, conceded Mr. Abbott, had gone up more in Canada 

than in the U.S. Now, on balance, "it would seem that prices are about 
the same." 

(over) 
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Gevernment assistance to fight inflation was necessary, but governments 
alone could not defeat it. Restraint was needed by all groups in Canada in 
respect of prices and profits, wages, hours of work, spending and saving. 

The real price Canadians must pay for the defence build-up was a tem- 
porary reduction in standards of living, unless there could be a rapid 
expansion and greater production in the Canadian economy. 

Dr. Mackenzie On Freer Exchange Of Scientific Information:  Montreal, September 
25 (CP) -- Dr. C.J. Mackenzie, President of the National Research Council, 
tonight called for a freer exchange of scientific information among nations. 

"It would be ironical indeed," he said, "if when a real measure of 
international co-operation is developing in political and economic matters, 
there developed at the same time unreasonable trends toward scientific 
isolation." 

In a speech prepared for delivery at an international Symposium of 
fundamental chemistry of cellulose and lignin, Dr. Mackenzie told scientists 
from more than 16 different countries that the very existence of nations 
rests on scientific foundations. 

"There never was a time when the need to emphasize the international 
aspect of science was greater," said Dr. Mackenzie. "It is a disturbing 
paradox that today  when free peoples are realizing, more than at any time 
in history, that me must have closer political and material co-operation 
for our common safety and well-being, vro are in some areas in danger of 
impairing the age-old traditional freedom of science. 

"I think that all scientists everywhere must look nostalgically to the 
good old days when scientists could meet and discuss their wrk_in complete 
freedom and without any considerations of secrecy. Tfe should never forget 
that it was in such a world that fundamental science flourished most'pro-
lifically and in its wake brought great material benefits to mankind through 
application of new technological developments by enterprising industry." 

Now with the life of nations depending on science,  some  security res-
trictions are necessary. 

"As a practical and intelligent people, therefore, we must accept as 
inevitable some restrictions on the traditional absolute freedom of science," 
said Dr. Mackenzie. 

Across Canada:  The Canadian Manufacturers' Association has recommended to Ottawa 
that the Canadian Government should refrain from according most-favoured-
nation tariff treatment to Japan now that the Japanese, as a result of the 
recently signed San Francisco Peace Treaty, have entered the world's trading 
market again. This recommendation eus made public at yesterday's meeting 
of the Association's Executive Council in Montreal, the Montreal Gazette 
reports....A Prairie snowstorm, moving eastward, was centred over Saskat-
chewan on the night of September 25. Wet snow buried swathed grain and 
kept harvesting at a standstill....Eight speakers of the Ontario Legisla- 
ture's Opposition parties said yesterday they will vote for the Government's 
new pensions legislation. But at the same time they criticized as 
inadequate the proposals for pensions up to 840 monthly for needy persons 
aged 65 to 69....Funeral services were held in Toronto September 25 for 
John Scott, noted Canadian newspaperman. 
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Trade Deficit At New Peak Of $337,100,000 In 8 Months:,  Ottawa, September 26  (ci') -- 
Canada's trade deficit with the world worsened in August, driring the eight- 
month total to a peak $337,100,000, a preliminary Bureau of Statistics report 
an August trade showed today. 

This mas the seventh deficit in eight months of trade, reversing the 1.  

effect of the first favourable 1951 balance in July. The eight-month deficit 
was 143,000,000 higher than the total previous all-time high of $294,100,000 
for the 12 months of 1913. 

The problem was centered mainly in trade mith the United States. Another 
hefty deficit blanked out the impact of a relatively large favourable balance 
with the United Kingdom developed out of a sharp jump in exports overseas. 

Subject to revision within the next few weeks, the preliminary report 
showed that Canada's sales to her world custamers climbed to $353,600,000 last 
month from $260,600,000 in August last year. 

But imports, increasing to $358,800,000 fram $267,300,000, outpaced exports 
by #5,200,000. Though the report gave no details, officials said the continuing 
big imports increase was due mainly to  Canadas record capital expansion, a 
booming demand for goods by consumers and Canada's defence needs. 

August's sharp jump in total trade pushed Canada's  exporte for the eight 
months to $2,494,700,000 and imports to $2,831,800,000. 	 - - 

Last year's total trade rolled to the $6,000,000,000 mark for the first 
time. It appeared likely that this year's total will run to well over that 
amount. 

Shipments to the United States in August climbed to $195,800,000 from 
$170,100,000 last year, but imports jumped to $231,500,000 from $172,600,000, 
making for a deficit of $35,700,000. 

- 	 This brought the total Canadian deficit in trade with the U.S. to 	. 

$409,600,000, following an adverse balance every month since last January. 
Canada had hoped for large American defence orders to help offset this 

deficit, but so far the orders have been relatively small, though defence 
officials expected they would be follawed by other larger ones in the months 
ahead. 

The sharp deficit in trade with the U.S. knocked  out the favourable 
effects of a climb in exports to Britain to $66,700,000 in August from 142,800,- 
000 a year ago. With impôrts increasing less than $6,000,000 to 139,000 ,000 

- from $34,300,000, Canada chalked up a credit of $27,700,000.  The  .largest 
monthly credit with Britain this year was $30,000,000 in July. 

Royal Visit Postponed:  Ottawa, September 26 (CP) -- The Royal Tour was postponed 
a week or two today and the King's health was seen as the key to whether it 
occurs this Fall or is put over at least until Spring. 

Officials who read Princess Elizabeth's announcement of the brief post-
ponement interpreted it as meaning she and the Duke of Edinburgh intend to 
came in October if the King's condition will permit. 

They thought it might be another two or three days before the situation 
clarifies. At least a two weeks' delay in the arrival -- that is no sooner 
than October 16 -- was predicted by  one  official. 

Entry To U.S. Reported Sought For Windsor Auto-Workers:  Windsor,  September 26 (Globe) 
-- Announcement by the Chrysler Corp. of Canada t&o.t 800 men would be laid,off 
added to Windsor's unemployment problem today, and union leaders accused the 
federal Government of sabotaging the automobile industry. 

(over) 
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In Ottawa today it was learned that the federal Department of Labour 
had approached the Departments of Labour and Immigration at Washington in an 
effort to facilitate issuance of border crossing cards to unemployed Windsor 
workers. Formalities necessary to obtain these cards now require fran one 
month to six weeks. It was felt that speeding up this operation might make 
it possible for many.  Windsor workers to find jobs in Detroit. 

Deputy Labour Minister Arthur MacNamara told the special committee on 
Windsor employment today that the response in the United States was encouraging, 
The mayor of Detroit has told Mayor Reaume of Windsor that there were several 
Detroit employers who mould gladly take Windsor workers. 

At the same time negotiations are under way to facilitate group movements 
of workers from Windsoi ta Cleveland and other American cities. Both Ford and 
Chrysler managements as well as the unions have given assurance that senicrit 
rights of men leaving the city to find jobs because of the layoffs would - be 
protected 

Pension Bill Approved: Toronto, September 27 (Globe) -- Without a dissenting voice 
Ontario's new old age pension bill passed second reading in the special 
Legislature session yesterday by a vote of 83-0. It was then taken clause by 
clause through committee stage. All that remains is the formality of third 
reading, scheduled for this morning. 

The bill provides extension of the t40 monthly pension to needy persons 
between the ages of 65 and 69; brings the province in line with the , projected 
federal 340 pension for all over 70; and provides for continuing provincial 
medical aid for persons in that category as well as for the 65-69 group. Cost 
of the 65-69 pensions, expected to benefit 40,000 people in the province, will 
be borne equally by Ottawa and Queen's Park. 

A second bill, provides for continuance of the 340 monthly pension to all 
needy blind persons over 21 years of age and removing them, for administrative 
purposes, fram the old age pension grouping. 

Ikr.  Graydon Speaks On Russia:  Ottawa, September 27 (Citizen) -- "Russia, since 
recent world war, has dissipated a great reservoir of good will," Mr. Gordon 
Graydan, (PC--Peel), told the Canadian Dental convention yesterdt.v>. 

"Why Russia ever permitted this admiration and good will to disappear 
none can understand. Possibly it is due to the fact that she is having trouble 
at home and is seeking to focus the attention of her people elsewhere.n 

Across Canada: Two Canadians have been awarded gallantry decoratione by The Nether- 
lands .  Government for their daring in cross-Channel raids and work with the 
Dutch underground during the Second World Mar....The Bell Telephone  Company 
of Canada, seeking a 316,000,000-a-year increase in its Ontario-Quebec phone 
rates, was assured yesterday of early disposition of its application for a 
temporary increase pending a full inquiry. The Board of Transport Commissioners 
declined to grant temporary higher rates innediately....Officials of the federal 
Health Department and the British Columbia Government are considering the 
possibility of establishing an experimental centre on the west coast for the 
treatment of drug addicts, the Canadian Press reported....Nova Scotia's Labour 
Minister, Alex MacKinnon, announced that his Department will take steps to end 
the two-month-old wage dispute at the Sydney, N.S., steel plant....His 
Excellency Viscount Alexander, Governor-General of Canada, and Lady. Alexander, 
members of the diplomatic corps, Mayor Charlotte Whitton and City Council of 
Ottawa, last night attended the successful Canadian premiere of "The Lady With 
A Lamp" at the Capitol Theater....Sir aigh Montagu Allan, 90, one.of Cmadals 
leading financiers and sportsmen, died in Montreal....A promise of financial 
aid to totally disabled persons in Ontario was made in the Ontario Legislature 
by Welfare Minister Goodfellow. 
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Mr. St. Laurent In Washington To Discuss Seaway:  Ottawa, September 28 (Cp and 
Globe) -- The Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, flew to Washington yesterday 
accompanied by the United States Ambassador to Canada, Mr. Stanley Woodward. 
It is announced officially that Mr. St. Laurent will discuss the seaway 
project with President Truman and it is hoped here that his discussions 
will bring the agreement in principle which is needed formally to initiate 
the whole project. 

Mr. St. Laurent's flight made it evident the Canadian Cabinet is on 
the verge of undertaking the huge project by itself, though there wes still 
no official word here that the Government had decided to plunge alone into 
the $700,000,000 scheme. 

While all sources here were silent on the direct purpose of the Prime 
Minister's hasty Washington trip , the major speculation was that he was to 
meke a direct approach to President Truman to issue executive orders that 
would set the machinery rolling for the digging of the big St. Lawrence 
ditch. 

Now that Congress has stalled a joint Canadian-United States project 
for years, the President has the last word on that. 

He  would have to give the go-ahead, with the Canadian Government, to 
enable the International Joint Commission, with jurisdiction over boundary 
waters, to conduct an inquiry into the seaway. This, it is felt here, 
would result eventually in a decision in favour of the waterway, though 
it might take several months. 

As Mr. St. Laurent took off for Washington--due to return here to-
morraw immediately after a quick interview with President Truman--Government 
quarters tried to envelop his departure in secrecy. 

The Prime Minister indicated at the Washington  airport that Canada 
might be interested in developing the St. Lawrence seaway project an its 
own if the United States continued to delay participation. 

Royal Tour Announced To Start October 9:  Ottawa, September 27 (CP) -- The Royal 
tour will start at Quebec City Tuesday, October 9, one week later than 
originally planned, it was announced today in a statement that ended days 
of confusion and doubt that it would take place at all this year. 

Princess Elizabeth and the Duke of Edinburgh now are scheduled to take 
off from the United Kingdom by B.O.A.C. Stratocruiser Sunday, October 7, 
and land at Montreal the next day and entrain immediately for Quebec City. 

All across the country, arrangements for local visits stand, except 
that they will be one week late in each case. 

In Ottawa's case, Parliament will be in session when they arrive 
October 10 for a two-day visit. It is the present intention of the Govern-
ment to propose that both Houses not sit on those two dayB. 

The new date of arrival was announced by the Princess and her husband 
in London one day after disclosing that the original plans had been set 
back a week or two because of the condition of the King. 

It was hailed by Prime Minister St. Laurent as obviously meaning "that 
there has been great progress in His Majesty's recovery." 

Surplus To Reduce National Debt-Mr. Abbott: Montreal, September 27 (Gazette) -- 
The Minister of Finance, Mr. Abbott, indicated tonight that he will use the 
federal Government's surplus, which rose to $500,000,000 in the first five 
months of the fiscal year, to reduce Canada's $11,000,000,000 national 
debt. 

(over) 
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The surplus, so far, is more than 15 times the e30,000,000 surplus he 
predicted far the entire 1951-52 fiscal year in his budget speech last 
April. 

"I cannot profesS to be as alarmed about this situation as I would , 
be if the surplus were below expectation," Mr. Abbott said while touching 
an the subject in a speech prepared for delivery before the National Council 
of Women of Canada. 

In the final compilation, when all bills were paid, the surplus might 
be trimmed. Government spending, said Mr. Abbott, was usually higher in 
the final months of the year than in the first and defence spending will 
increase as the months go by. 

"Actually," he said, "the ultimate effect of a surplus is to reduce 
•the national debt, and thus reduce the future interest payments. 

"It is rather like a family getting an increase in income and using 
it to reduce the mortgage on their  home. If we were not following a strict 
pay as you go policy now, without at least some reduction in our debt, we 
would be laying up trouble for the future. 

eNe should not forget that Government deficits in the Second World Mar 
had a great deal to do with the inflationary rise in prices in 1946-49." 

Government Review  Of Credit  Restrictions' Impact:  Ottawa, September 27 (CF) -- 
The Government has completed a review of the impact of credit restrictions 
on sales and employment and has decided to withstand mounting pressure for 
relaxation, it was learned today. 

Appeals against the restrictions have come fram many quarters, 
particularly from the hard-hit automotive industry at  Windsor, Ontario, 
and from manufacturers and distributors of refrigerators, washing machines, 
stoves and other electrical goods. 

Pressure against the Government was stepped up following sharp in- 
creases in the restrictions last March. Delegations were told, however, 
that the full impact of the restrictions were not immediately discernible 
and it probably would take six months before the credit picture was clear. 

Officials said they would undertake a review in September. 
Informed sources said today that the review has been completed and 

it was decided that the great danger was not so much from possibilities 
of unemployment, but inflation which was continuing to climb. 

"Inflation is still on the ascendancy," an official said. "We are 
much more worried about inflation than the effects of unemployment." 

A Bureau of Statistics review issued today said that the "outstand-
ing feature" of the retail trade picture in the last few months "has been 
the sharp contraction in sales of durable goods as compared with early in 
the year--the apparent result of Government restrictions on instalment 
purchasing." 

Cigarette Price  Increase: Montreal, September 27 (CP) -- Cigarette smokers 
learned today they will have to pay more for the ready-made brands of -- 
two major companies--two cents more for a package of 20. 

The prices were announced by Imperial Tobacco Co. in Montreal and 
Tueketts Tobacco Co. in Hamilton. Other companies made no immediate 
announcement. Some indicated they are considering the matter. 

The increase to the consumer is the second within six months. 

Across Canada: The Canadian oil industry itself has generated more than half 
the capital needed for western oil development, W.O. Twaits, Director of 

- Inperial Oil Co. told Kiwanis Club in Montreal yesterdays...Its new 
pensions bills passed, the Ontario Legislature completed its special 
session yesterday with no announcement as to the heralded provincial 
election....The harvest snow storm and freezing cold have cut the Alberta 
grain crop by an estimated 25,000,000 bushels, Alberta government officials 
said yesterday. 
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Mr. St. Laurent Discuss Seaway With  President Truman:  Following is the text of the 
statement approved by President Truman and the Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, 

• after their joint meeting at the Mhite House in Mashington on September 28:- 
"The President and the Prime Minister discussed the St. Lawrence project. 

They agreed on the vital importance to the security and the economies of both 
countries of proceeding as rapidly as possible with both the seaway and the 
power phases of the project. They explored the matter of the next steps to 
be taken in achieving the early construction of the project. They both agreed 
that it would be most desirable to proceed along the lines of the 1941 Agree-
ment between the United States and Canada. 

"The Prime Minister informed the President of the needs of Ontario for 
power and of the arrangement the Canadian Government could make with the 
Government of that Province for its participation with the appropriate federal 
or  state authority in the United States for the power  development. In these 
circumstances, the Prime Minister indicated the Canadian Government would be 
willing to construct the seaway as a Canadian project if it is not possible 
to have the joint development undertaken on the basis of the 1941 Agreement. 

"The President expressed his strong preference for joint action on the 
seaway and his hope that the Congress would soon authorize such action, but - 
stated he would support Canadian action as second best if an early commence-
ment on the joint development does not prove possible." 

Follawing is the partial text of the Canadian Press comment from Ottawa. 
Ottawa, September 28 (CP) -- President Truman's qualified approval of a 

Canadian-built seaway was seen here today as giving that project an okay in 
principle, but at the same time putting a squeeze on Congress for fast action 
on a joint Canada-U.S. scheme. 

In effect, some official circles here speculated, the President told -
Congress to get moving -- after more than 10 years of inaction -- or he mould 
give Canada the green light. 

Another facet of a joint statement issued in Washington  today by Mr. 
Truman and Prime Minister  St. Laurent,  after a flying trip by the Prime 
Minister, was that it made public officially for the first time the Canadian 
Government's willingness to go ahead without U.S. Government participation.... 

Conference With Mr. Duplessis:  Quebec, October 1 (CP) -- The Prime Minister, Mr. 
St. Laurent, and Premier Duplessis conferred here Saturday on the St. Lawrence 
Seaway project. Although they were closeted for more than an hour, details 
of their discussion were not revealed. 

Mr. Pearson's Montreal  Address: Montreal, September 29 (Gazette) -- The Secretary 
of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, said last night it may well be 
that Russia, faced with growing Western strength and unity, "will now wish... 
to avoid open conflict." 

But, he added, it would be a purely tactical decision. The Soviet would 
pursue her aim of world rule through other channels, including more and more 
"hypocritical" peace appeals. 

At least until the end of 1954, he suggested in a speech prepared for 
delivery to the National Council of Women, there will be acute danger. There 
would be danger for years after that. 

To his suggestion that the Mest's rearmament may already have achieved 
its primary purpose of deterring general aggression even though any letdown 
could be fatal, he added these sobering thoughts: 

r_13 
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'We are competing in both a sprint and a marathon . . . it may be that if 
we have achieved our defence objectives by, say, the end of 1954, we will have 
surmounted the most acutely dangerous period. 

"That, however, may be followed by the longer-term phase of the conflict, 
the marathon race, which may last for many years. During this period, we must 
refuse to yield to the temptation to adopt the policies or even the tactics of ■ 

those who would destroy us. 
"Ne must maintain, not as an emergency measure but as a normal part of 

national life, the level of defence effort required. But we must also prove 
to our peoples that our civilization is worth this effort. Mhile concentrating 
an the immediate danger of military attack, we must hold out the hope--indeed, 
do more merely than hold it out -- of further social and econamic progress." 

Viewing the world, neither with "easy confidence nor black despair," Er. 
Pearson said it.is his impression that the Russians are worried not only_by 
the West's growing strength but "also by the increasing unity and steadfastness 
of purpose, both national and international which faces them." 

27th Brigade For Hanover Area  In Germany:  Ottawa, October 1 (CP) -- The advance 
guard of Canada's 27th Brigade force is getting ready to move to West Germany, 
to the Hanover area, about 150 miles west of Berlin. 

This was indicated by the Minister of National Defence, Mr. Claxton, 
on September 29 in a statement announcing that Canadian army "exploratory 
reconnaissance parties" are going to leave for Germany shortly to "inspect 
possible locations for the 27th Brigade group." 

"Inspections will be carried out in the Hanover area," Mr. Claxton said. 
Previous reports were that the 6,000-man force likely will start moving 

overseas in November, with the whole brigade completelyestablished in Europe 
by December. 

Winter-Warfare Troops To Korea: With the Commonwealth Division in Korea, October 1 
(Reuters) -- A Canadian crack winter-warfare battalion is on its way to join 
the Commonwealth Division in Korea. 

It is the First Battalion Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry, 
which took part in Exercise Sweetbriar -- the biggest joint Canada-United 
States winter manoeuvres held under battle conditions in the Yukon region of 
Canada. 

(In Ottawa an army spokesman said the new Canadian arrivals in Korea 
likely were two companies of the Princess Patricias First Battalion.) 

Mr. HOWe Returns To Ottawa:  Ottawa, September 30 (Cp) -- The Minister of Trade 
and Commerce, Mr. Howe, arrived back in the capital today from London where 
he attended the Commonwealth raw materials talks. 

"The talks were generally satisfactory," he said. "We assessed raw 
material shortages and found a few places where we can step up production." 

Mhile in London, Mr. Howe saw Princess Elizabeth and the Duke of 
Edinburgh and talked with them about their Canadian tour. 

Across Canada: The Canadian Press reports that some government departments already 
have commenced to prepare their 1952-3 estimates, the emphasis again being 
on economy....Southern Albertats crop of cannery corn is a $200,000 failure, 
cannery operators said at the week-end....Twenty-five members of the Princess 
Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry were scheduled to arrive in Canada Sunday 
by plane from Tokyo. Veterans of the Korean war, they are returning home for 

• paratroop training....Week-end football: In the lone Big Four engagement, 
Ottawa Rough Riders defeated  Hamilton  Tiger Cats, 20-18, Saturday at.Lans-
downe Park before one of the largest crowds in recent years. The victory 
moved the Riders into sole possession of second place as Toronto  and Montreal 
did not play. There was also a major upset in the Western Conferen-ce where 
Saskatchewan Roughriders defeated the league leading Edmonton Eskimos, 25-18. 
Winnipeg defeated Calgary Stampeders, 33-18. 
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Lt.-Gen. Simonds To London For  Commonwealth Conferencet  Ottawa, October 1 (CP) -- 
Lt.-Gen. G.G. Simonds and Brig. Geoffrey Walsh, top men of the Army and the 
Army's 27th Brigade respectively, are going to London within the next week 
for consultations with British military leaders. 

They are expected to make final arrangements for movement of the 27th 
Brigade into the British sector of Germany next month. Brig. Walsh will go -
from London to the Hanover area to look over the ground. 

He will return to Canada before the main body of the Brigade sails for 
Europe. 

Gen. Simonds, chief of the General Staff, will attend the annual conference 
of the chief of the Imperial General Staff, Field Marshal William Slim. 

With him will be Brig. M.P. Bogert of the General Staff here and Brig. 
Robert Moncel, top Army man for Canada in London. 

The conference is a high-level discussion by Commonwealth military leaders 
of strategy, tactics, arms and other phases of preparedness. It also includes 
military manoeuvres. 

Mr. St.  Laurent Confers With Hydro Chairman On Seaway, Ottawa, October 1  (CT')  -- 
The Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, the Secretary of State for External 
Affairs, Mr. Pearson, and the Minister of Transport, Mr. Chevrier, conferred 
for almost an hour on the St. Lawrence seaway today with Chairman R.H. 
Saunders of the Ontario Hydre  Commission, which would handle the $200,- 
000,000 Canadian power phase of the huge project. 

The Prime Minister had just returned from Washington, where on Friday 
he obtained President Truman's agreement to sanction a Canadian-built power-
navigation development if a joint Canada-United States scheme could not be 
launched soon. 

Mr. St. Laurent brought the Hydro Chairman up to date on seaway moves, 
and at the end of the meeting Mr. Saunders said he is "very much encouraged" 
over the outlook for the $700,000,000 undertaking. 

"There are still great difficulties to be met," he told a reporter, "but 
I am satisfied we are on the right road and that in the not-too-distant 
future we will see a start on the scheme." 

The Chairman said he did not get any_idea from the Prime Minister as to 
when a start on the job actually might be made. He wus confident, though, 
it would be  "as  quickly as possible." 

Earlier, the Prime Minister told reporters meeting him on his return 
that he and President Truman had not agreed on any deadline for joint Canada-
U.S. action. The agreement had been that, barring "early" congressional 
action, the President would give the go ahead to Canada. . 

When  Mr. St. Laurent was asked if he himself had any particular time 
in mind, he said he could only point to the "great urgency" of getting the 
power development rolling to meet Ontario's pressing need for more electrical 
power. 

Movement Of Gold;  Ottawa, October 1 (CP) -- Movement of Canadian gold to the 
world's "free" markets--which may be approved by Cabinet Wednesday--likely 
will be subjected to Government control through a little-known and little-
used export licensing system created 19 years ago. 

The system, under which a trickling of Canadian gold even now finds 
its way to the world's industrial markets, was set up by a former Con- 
servative Government in 1932 at a time when one country after another left 
the gold standard. 

(over 
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Armed with this power, the Finance Department has scrutinized every reque v, 
for export of Canadian gold for non-monetary purposes, and has allowed only t4 
tiniest part of Canada's total production to reach industrial markets. Ship-
ment figures and prices paid are secret. 

The bulk of Canada's annual 4,000,000-ounce gold production is shipped ) 
either to the United States to cover balance of payments deficits or held in '1 
Canada's official reserves to build up her pool of gold and U.S. dollars. 

However, the fact that the licensing legislation is on the books simplif 
the Government's job in deciding whether Canada will take advantage of the new 
International Monetary Fund ruling allowing its 49 member countries to set 
their awn policy on external sales. 

If the Cabinet decides in favour of a free market--and this appears likely 
--then all that will be required is an order-in-council, allowing the Finance 
Department extra power in administering its licensing system. No new legisla-
tion will be hecessary. 

International  Joint Commission Meeting:  Ottawa, October 1 (CP) -- The International 
Joint Commission will meet in Ottawa tomorraw and Wednesday to discuss 
»general commission business," the Chairman of the Canadian section, General 
A.G.L. McNaughton, said tonight. He did not elaborate on what will be dis-
cussed. 

The Royal Visit:  Ottawa, October 1 (CP) -- Princess Elizabeth and the Duke of 
Edinburgh are expected to spend their first night in Canada--a week from 
tonight--on a railway siding at some quiet Quebec spot between Montreal and 
Quebec City. 

They will leave London Sunday for Monireal airport, Dorval, in a BCAC 
Strato-cruiser. No definite time of arrival has been set but officials say 
it likely will be around noon Monday. 

On arrival at Dorval the Royal Couple will be welcomed by Governor 7 
 General Viscount Alexander and the Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent. 

Immediately afterward they will board their Royal Train and move at 
leisurely pace through Quebec countryside. They are - expected to stop at a 
quiet spot, pull into a siding and rest in preparation for their month-long 
tour. 

Early Tuesday the train will pull into Quebec City to start the tour 
at 9:45 a.m. 

Securities Commission Regulations Criticized: Toronto, October 2 (Globe) -- 
Ontario Securities Commission regulations have brought about restrictions 
in Canadian mining development and have cost stockholders "hundreds of 
thousands of dollars »  losses, Thomas A. Sutton, Chairman of the American 
Stockholders' Union, told the legislature's crime committee yesterday. 

Testifying as the committee resumed hearings after a month's adjourn-
ment, he recommended: 

le That Queen's Park seek the co-operation of the federal Government 
for Criminal Code :amendments to tighten prosecutions for fraud; 

2. That the Securities Commission should sustain its charges against 
security dealers inside the provisions of the Criminal Code; 

3. That provisions of the Ontario Securities Act which are stulti- 
fying to broker-dealers, prospectors and speculators be removed. 

- 

Across Canada: PUrchase of a 140-acre site two miles north of Weston, Ontario, 
for the construction of a $12,000,000 plant by Canadian General Electric 
Co.- Ltd., was announced last night....Brig. Leonard McEwan Chesley, 53, 
of Ottawa, former Montreal businessman, has been named assistant Deputy 
Minister of the Defence Department. He will be in charge of requirements 
for the forces. Appointment follows that of Alex Ross, former assistant 
Deputy, as Canada's representative an the budget committee of NATO.... 
Charlotte Whitton was unanimously elected Mayor of Ottawa by City Council 
to fill out the unexpired term of the late Grenville Goodwin....A.R. Mosher, 
President of the Canadian Congress of Labour, said in a statement the CCL 
structure has not been weakened in anyway by an internal controversy at 
its Vancouver convention the week before last....The greatest civil- defence 
threat in Saskatchewan would be an incendiary-bomb raid on grain fields, 
said John Probe, civil defence director. 
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Abbott Named For NATO Committee:(Press Release No. 51, - October 2.) -- The 
- Department of External Affairs announced On October 2 tha-b -the Minister of 

Finance, Mr. D.C. Abbott, would represent-the Government as the Canadian 
membenofthe temporary committee of twelve nations-established by the 
North Atlantic Council at the Ottawa meeting. 

The Council, when anneuncing the formation of this.Camnittee, stated 
- that its duties would be to survey - partidularly the requirements for ful- 
filling a militarily  acceptable NATO plan for the defence Of  Western Europe 
and the realistic political-economic capabilities  of .the  member - countries, 

view . to'determining possible courses of - action:for their reconciliation 
._so as to achieve the most effective use of the resourcesof the member 
countries« 

• Mr. Abbott, accampanied -by advisers.from the Departments of - Finance, 
National Defence and External Affairs plans to attend the-first meeting of 
the Cmmmittee, which it is expected will be held in Paris in the second week 
of October. 

U.S. Restrictions Against Dairy Imports:  Ottawa, October 2 (CP) -- Canada and 11 
other countries will "retaliate" against the United States if it does not 
repeal restrictions on dairy imports, James Sinclair, Parliamentary Assistant 
to Finance Ministermott,)stattetbdàyr. He said in an interview that the 
1T,S. has about a month in which to eliminate the restrictions which Canada 
charges violate the terms of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.. 

If the restrictions are not dropped, then Canada and 11 other countries, 
including the United Kingdom, are prepared to withdraw some tariff concessions 
to the U.S., probably in the agricultural field, Mr. Sinclair said. 

Mr. Sinclair said that Holland wanted an immediate complaint filed 
against the U.S., so that retaliataryaction could be taken at once. 

Canada urged a more cautionary attitude and suggested a postponement to 
the end of the session so that the U.S. might be given some time in -Which to 
put legislative machinery into  forée  to remove the restrictions. They were 
imposed as a result of a rider clause attached by Congress to the U.S. Gov-
ernment's main defence production and price control bill. 

- 
Farmers Have Record Cash Income: Ottawa, October 2 (CP) -- Canadian farmers reaped 

a record $1,245,700,000 in cash during the first six months of 1951 %  the 
- Bureau of Statistics reported today. 

But while their cash income jumped, so did the cost of living. During 
that half-year period the cost-of-living index rose 11.6 points to 184.1 
from 172.5. The index, based on 1935-39 equalling 100, naw is at a record 
188.9. 

• Part of the income climb resulted from a special $65,000,000 federal 
. payment to Canadian wheat farmers to clean up a controversial four-year 
Anglo-Canadian wheat deal. 

The half-year cash income was $358,581,000 higher than the $887,119,000 
in the first six months of 1950 and a jump of $160,200,000 from the previous 
high of $1,085,500,000 in 1949. 

Besides final wheat-pool payments, factors which contabitted-î-o-the record 
were  heavier marketings of grain and all-time high prices for Canadian 
livestock. 

In addition, federal aid to drought-stricken farmers totalled $9,300,000, 
down from last year's 313,500,000 but slightly higher than the $9,200,000 
paid in 1949. 
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All provinces, with the exception of Newfoundland which was not 
included in the report, shared in the higher cash income. 

27th Expected To Use British Rifle, Report: Ottawa, October 2 (CP) -- The 27th 
Brigade is expected to swap its American .300 calibre Garand rifles for the 
.303 British-type Lee-Enfield for its movement to Europe next month. 

The Army, it is understood, has been basing its plans on the assumption ' 
that the Brigade would take all U.S.-type emall arms--including the Garand-- 
to Germany even though it will  serve ,there Under the over-all command of the 
British Army of the Rhine. 

The 27th's sub-units have been training primarily with U.S; arms,_but 
have had some experience with the .303 and other British-type weapons. Its 
Infantry battalions now are equipped with the Garand. 

The Minister of National Defence, Mr. Claxton, is believed to have given 
the direction that the Lee-Enfield should be substituted for the Garand and 
arrangements are expected-to be made accordingly although they have not yet 
started. 

"Sioux" Gets Her 10th Mines  Aboard Canadian Destroyer Sioux, Cttober 2 (CP) -- 
The Sioux just missed a Communist mine last week. Instead of hitting it, 
she blew it up with her guns. 

The destroyer, prawling through choppy seas, drew within a ship's length 
of the mine before a lookout spotted it. The ship heeled over and swung past 
and her guns took over from there. 

It was the 10th mine the Sioux  has destroyed in two tours of duty in 
the Korean War. 

Civil Defence Organization Survey:  Ottawa, October 2 (CP) 	Mer a three weeks' 
survey of civil defence organization in the West and Maritimes, General F. F. 
Worthington, federal Civil Defence Co-ordinator, said today a growing aware-
ness of the importance of civil defence is apparent among Canadians. 

In many areas sound planning backed by voluntary effort is leading to 
excellent results, he said in a statement issued by the Department of 
National Health and Welfare. 

General Worthington said that centres where disaster has struck in the 
last few years are most conscious of the need for adequate civil defence 
arrangement. 

1 
Across Canada: Premier Frost of Ontario announced the appointment of William 

James Dunlop, former Director of Extension of the University of Toronto, as 
Ontario Minister of Education, and of Fletcher S. Thomas (PC-Elgin), as 
Minister of Public Works....The four Atlantic Provinces can support at 
least another 1,000,000 people, the Annual Convention of the Maritime 
Provinces' Board of Trade was told in a report prepared by Dr. C.H. Blakeny of 
Moncton, Chairman of the Industrial Development Committee....The federal 
Government is preparing to go ahead with the construction of a #23,000,000 
causeway across the Strait of Canso between the Nova Scotia mainland and 
Cape Breton Island, official quarters said...W. L. Houck, Liberal mèmber 
of the Ontario Legislature for Niagara Falls 5;asked the Legislatures Crime 
Committee to investigate the Ontario racing scandal....Two flying squads of 

motorcytlists will fellow Princess Elizabeth and the Duke of 
Edinburgh across Canada an the Royal Tour, an R.C.M.P. spokeaman said 
yesterday....Six western baking firms were convicted yesterday of conspiracy 
to prevent or lessen competition. Mr. Justice Boyd McBride, in a judgment at 
Criminal Assizes, found them guilty under the Federal Combines Act....A pre- 
diction that nwe will be dawn working" on the St. Lawrence seaway by next 
year was voiced by R. H. Saunders, Chairman of the Provincial Hydro Electric 
Power Commission, in Modstock, Ontario, yesterday. 	. 
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U.S. Purchases In Canada Rise  56% In August:  Ottawa, October 3 (CP) -- The United 
Kingdom, though short of dollars, boosted purchases in Canada_by 56 per cent 
in August, the Bureau of Statistics reported today. 

Exports to Britain, totalling $66,397,000 for the month, were more than 
$20,000,000 higher than the 4342,544,000 in August last year. In July sales 
to Britain totalled $73,900,000 -- the highest monthly total since May, 1948, 
when exports totalled $85,100,000. 

The August climb in sales to Britain, as well as increases to other 
countries, boosted total August exports to $319,800,000 -- a record for the 
month -- but dawn from $374,500,000 in July. 

August shipments increased by $92,700,000 from $257,100,000 in August, 
1950, and pushed the eight-month total to a peak $2,464,500,000, up $523,100,- 
000 from $1,941,400,000 last year. 

Main impetus for the sharp rise was the world's demand for raw materials, 
and increased prices. Shipments during August were higher for wheat, wood 
pulp, neweprint, aluminum and nickel. 

The increase in exports to Britain resulted mainly from bigger sales of 
raw materials and Britain has stated she will buy even greater supplies if 
Canada would make them available. 

Canada, it was learned, - told Britain and other Commonwealth countries 
at a Commonwealth materials conference in London last week, that Canadian 
exporters would be encouraged to re-establish long-range markets in these 
countries if import controls were lifted. 

Canadian delegates pointed out that  some  Commonwealth countries in the 
sterling area, though appealing for &eater supplies of Canadian metals, had 
controls which could be used to clamp down an imports once the rush for 
materials was over. 

Britain's purchases in August boosted the eight-month total to 
#393,855,000 from $313,629,000. Bigger buying was mainly for pulp, newsprint 
and non-ferrous metals. 

The United States, Canada's top customer, increased her purchases by 
15 per cent to $192,838,000 from $167,148,000 in ,August last year, driving 
the eight-month total to $1,504,611,000 from $1,240,292,000. 

To Step Up Emergency Allocations Of Newsprint: Ottawa, October 3 (CP) -- The 
Government has decided to step up emergency allocations of Canadian news-
print to help countries in special need, it was learned today. 

The latest allocation likely will total 14,000 tons, bringing emergency 
diversions in the last few months to more than 20,000. 

This is only a small portion of the 5,400,000-ton production expected 
in Canada this year, but since every ton is under contract, informants believe 
the allocations will mean less newsprint principally for publishers in Canada 
and the United States. 

Decision to divert more newsprint follows a recommendation by the 28- 
country International Materials Conference last month that 15,800 metric 
tons be skimmed from production in Canada and the United States for distribution 
to 10 countries. 

Since Canada is the world's biggest newsprint producer, she has agreed 
to shoulder the burden of the allocations and as in previous diversions will 
provide about four-fifths of the total, with the United States supplying the 
other fraction. 

(over) 
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Of the 15,800-metric-ton allocation, the biggest amount, 5,000 tons, 
will go to Western Germany. France and Yugoslavia will get 2,000 tons each. 

Other distribution: Indonesia, 1,500 tons; Brazil, 1,200; Uruguay, 1,200; 
Spain, 1,000; Chile, 1,000; the Dominican Republic, 500; and Nicaragua, 400. 

Parliament's Programme Expected To  Be Heavy: Ottawa, October 3 (CP) -- The Cabinet 
today got dawn to the final stages of drafting its legislative,programme for 
the parliamentary session that opens Tuesday. 

In a day-long session the Ministers also discussed the question of Canada 
going ahead alone on the St. Lawrence seaway and were reported to have con-
sidered what action is to be taken towards easing restrictions an the marketing 
of Canadian-mined gold. 

The Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, indicated to reporters that there 
might be an early statement on gold policy in the light of the International 
Monetary Fund's lifting of its policy against the sale of gold an the free mar-
ket. 

A cabinet decision announced by the Prime Minister was that Parliament, 
due to open Tuesday, will recess Wednesday and Thursday while Princess Elizabeth 
and Prince Philip are in Ottawa. 

Since the early-year session still stands adjourned from June 30, it will 
be prorogued Tuesday, followed quickly by the formal opening of the new  session  
with the reading of the Speech fram the Throne. The-Address in reply will be 
moved Friday after the two-day holiday. 

The session's programme is expected to be heavy. 

27th To Get Tanks In Europe: Ottawa, October 3  (cl') -- Canada's 27th Brigade will 
take an armored squadron  but 	armor to Europe next month, it was learned 
today. 

The reason is that few if any new tanks have been received from the 
United States under the army's switch to U.S. arms. 

It is expected that, once in Germany, the Brigade's tank squadron will 
eventually be equipped with either U.S. or British tanks depending largely on 
which are available. 

Deficiency Payments On Newfoundland  Fish: In fulfillment of commitments made 
over a year ago, the federal Government has authorized the Fisheries Prices 
Support Board to make deficiency payments of 81.30 per quintal on the 1950 
645,000-quintal production of Newfoundland shore-caught fish and 85 cents on 
Labrador semi-dry salted codfish. The payments will be made to approximately 
20,000 fishermen. 

Across Canada: Aggregate volume of share trading set a new record an the Montreal 
and Toronto markets yesterday at nearly 8,000,000 shares...The Macdonald 
Tobacco Company follawed,the lead of other companies yesterday by increasing 
cigarette prices two cents a package....A special four cent purple postage 
stamp to issue October 26 will bear the protraits of Princess Elizabeth and 
Prince Philip. 
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Mr.  Pearson's Press Conference: Ottawa, October 4 (CP) -- Difficulties in the way 
of the St. Lawrence seaway likely will stall the start of construction for 
some time, the Secretary of State for E±ternal Affairs, Mr._Pearson, said -- 
today. 

Though Canada is going ahead with planning at full speed and there has 
been a surge of seaway activity in Washington  during the last week, Mr. Pearson 
emphasized that many political and constitutional obstacles still lie ahead of 
the project, mainly in the United States. 

At his weekly press conference--Mr. Pearson also made these announcementst 
1. Canada now has her own devices for detecting atomic bomb explosions in 
other countries, though not as fully developed as those in the U.S. news of 
Russia's recent second atomic blast reachingthe Government from the U.S. 
2. Government information indicates the U.S. Congress may soon rescind a 
recent restriction on the importation of dairy products. As a consequence, 
Canada is not now contemplating retaliatory action against U.S. exports to 
this country. 
3. Canada shortly will sign, with most if not all other NATO countries, a 
protocol for the admission of Greece and Turkey to the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization. However, this country is not expected to be directly concerned 
with military planning for that area and has made no troop commitments for the 

-Middle East. 
4. Canada soon will send a senior official to Europe for the first meeting 
of the Atlantic Pact Committee appointed to work out plans for long-range, 
non-military development of the North Atlantic community. 
5. This country agrees generally with Anglo-French-U.S. plans to moderate 
the Italian peace treaty. 
6. The Government plans to continue its practice of sending Parliamentary 
Advisers from opposition parties to UN meetings, but there will not be as 
many of them as formerly. 
7. The Government has received information that seven Canadian missionaries 
held by Chinese Communists are not being seriously mistreated. 

- 	Under a series of reporters' questions, Mr. Pearson cautioned that the 
fact Canada has decided to go ahead alone if a joint Canada-U.S. scheme isn't 
possible dos  not mean in itself that the seaway will be built. 

While President Truman agreed last Friday to give administrative sanction 
to a Canadian project if a joint one can't be started early, Mr. Pearson pointed 
to a possible new difficulty fil the suggestion that even an all-Canadian under-
taking would call for the approval of Congress. 

Since Congress has persistently held up the joint venture for many years, 
that could prolong matters Lndefinitely. le.r. Pearson said it might have to 
be ruled on eventually by U.S. constitutional authorities--presumably the 
Supreme Court. 

Meanwhile, he saw little hope of Congress at its current session giving 
full passage to seaway legislation. 

In the event the international scheme petered out . again and Canada got 
a go-ahead from the U.S. Government, Mr. Pearson was unable to say haw long 
after that it would be before the physical job of getting the power-navigation 

• project underway could start. 
For one thing, he said, there would be lengthly hearings before the 

- International Joint Commission. That would take as least several months. 
"ffe are going ahead with all possible steps to expedite the start of a 

Canadian seaway in the event we cannot have an international one,"  he said. 

(over) 
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Britain's  Dollar  Position:  Ottawa, October 4 (CP) -- Trade and economic officials 
disclosed today that Canada no longer will press for "wholesale relaxation" 
of the U.K. controls on Canadian exports, in view of Britain's deteriorating 
dollar position. 

The t600,000,000 drop in Britain's sterling-area dollar reserves, an-
nnounced by the Chancellor of the Exchequer last night, was termed "serious," 
especially in view of two previous post-war crises in Britain -- 1947 and _ 
1949. 

But there was no suggestion of granting Britain a new loan to tiee her 
over the critical period, or even of delaying Britain's repayment of the 
41,185,000,000 loan, made to her in 1946. 

The first instalment of 423,000,000 becomes due at the end of the year. 
Informants said Britain has made no move to suggest payment be delayed and 
Canada has not offered to postpone payment. 

Cost-Cf-Living Index Again Up:  Ottawa, October 4 (CP) -- The cost-of-living index 
continued its post-war climb, in August but a decline in prices for a variety 
of food items kept the increase to the smallest since last April. 

The index jumped 0.9 points to a record 189.8 from 188.9, the Bureau 
of Statistic reported today. The peak jump this year ras 4.5 points in 
February; the lowest, 0.2 points in April. The index is based an 1935-39 
prices equalling 100. 

For the first time since last April, the food sub-index, considered the 
most important item in the general index, declined 0.3 points from its peak 
of 251.4 from 251.1. 

Prices were lower for a range of vegetables.-  These more than offset 
higher prices for beef, bacon, butter, cheese, eggs,.cocoa, oranges and canned 
'vegetables. 	 - 

Rents were higher, so were wcollen goods, footwear, coal and coke, dishes, 
hardware, floor coverings, transportation and recreation costs. 	- 

The entire range of price climbs pushed living costs in Canada up 88.3 
per cent since August, 1939. 

- 
Report British-built Autos Shipped Back To England: Montreal, October 4 (CP) -- 

Same 3,500 British-built automobiles of all makes, representing a sale value 
of over 46,000,000, are being shipped back to England because of the tight 
Government credit controls an the purchase of new cars. 

"Under existing federal Government credit restrictions we cannot find 
a market for the British-built cars," a large dealer said. "There is a market 
for,then in other parts of the world so we have decided to send then back," 
he said. 	 - 

The new car slump is not confined strictly to British cars and also applies 
to cars built in Canada and the United States, he said. 	 • 	, 

Awards For Gallantry:  Ottawa, October 4 (CP) -- A one-man anny who fought until 
he could hardly stand topped the naines  today on a list of five Canadians 
decorated for, gallantry in Korea. 

He is Pte. Wayne Robert Mitchell of Virden, Man., a 21-year-old former 
hydro worker whose extraordinary courage in helping fight off an overwhelming 
Chinese attack during their April offensive brought him the Distinguished 
Conduct Medal. 

Four other men wdth 25th Brigade units--Mitchell  is a member of_the 2nd 
Battalion, Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry -- were awarded the 
Military Medal. In addition, 11 officers and men, all but one still'alive 
and in Korea, were mentioned in dispatches. 

Across Canada: Ontario's Premier Frost yesterday called a _ 
provincial  general election for Thursday, November 22....Mail deliveries by 
flying squads of letter carriers speeded to delivery areas in trucks will start 
next month in Montreal and Toronto on an experimental basis....A Montreal 
refrigeration expert, George M. Nixon, left yesterday for Ceylan-to became an 
adviser on installation and maintenance of equipment to help that country improve 
its food preservation and marketing facilities....Inspectors of the Michigan 
Public  Service Commission are demanding truck permits from Canadian exporters 
of grapes using Michigan roads. 
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Royal Couple  Arrive And Tour Begins: All Canadian newspapers are devoting their 
front pages to the arrival of Princess Elizabeth and Prince Philip, and to 
the beginning of the Royal Tour. Their Royal Highnesses arrived Monday, 
October 8 at Dorval Airport and were welcomed by the Governor General and 
Prime Minister. The Royal Tour begins officially in Quebec on October 9. 

Open Free Gold - Market  To Mines: The Minister of Finance, Mr. Abbott, announced 
October 6 that Canadian gold producers would be granted access to premium 
gold markets. Mr. Abbott stated "this decision arose out of the announce- 
ment  made on September 28 by the International Monetary Fund concerning 
premium sales." In this announcement the Fund indicated that it was leaving 
to each member country the framing of its own policies in this field in 
accordance with its obligations under the Articles of Agreement of the Fund. 

' 	Mr. Abbott said "those producers selling their gold to premium markets 
would not, however, be eligible for assistance under the Emergency Gold 
Mining Assistance Act. This Act expires at the end of 1951 and each mine 
now eligible for assistance under the Act would be required to elect in 
advance whether to continue to receive EGMAA assistance or to have access 
to premium markets for its production for the balance of the year.» 

Mr. Abbott said that the matter of the extension of the Emergency 
Gold Mining Assistance Act beyond the end of 1951, whether in its present 
or modified form, has not yet been decided. He added that early considera. 
tion would be given to this question. 

- In outlining the arrangements contemplated, Mr. Abbott said "export 
licenses would be required for the sale of gold to premium markets. Such 
licenses would be given only to gold producers or their agents. Gold 
could not be exported to premium markets in monetary form such as Mint 
bars or coins but must be in the form of non-monetary gold of 22 carat 
or lower fineness. Exporters would be required to satisfy the regulations 
of the Foreign Exchange Control Board regarding currency of payment.» 

Mr. Abbott stated further "in order not to  impair or undermine the 
regulations imposed by other countries, the applicant for an export license 
would have to provide evidence that an import license had been obtained 
from the country of destination, if such a license is required by that 
country." 

Home Building To Be Speeded:  Ottawa, October 5 (CF) -- The Government today 
announced easier loan terms in state financing for ordinary house and 
apartment building in Canada and steps to encourage erection of homes for 
defence areas.' 

The Minister of Resources and Development, Mr. Winters, said the 
Government intends, with improvement in the materials supply position, 
to place "special emphasis" on homes for defence workers and give other 
Canadians the opportunity to build to the linit of capacity. 

He announced Central Mortgage and Housing shortly will: 
1. Boost National Housing Act loans to 80 per cent of an agreed ' 

maximum sales price for ordinary civilian homes. At present the maximum 
loan is 80 per cent of the appraised value based on January, 1950. 

2. Provide housing loans for defence workers in specified areas on 
the basis of a down payment of 10 per cent with 25 years to pay off the 
remainder. This is a new provision under the National Housing Act. 

3. Reinstitute the rental insurance plan under which a builder may 
obtain an 80 per cent loan for multiple dwellings of not less than eight 
units if he agrees to fixed renta/s for each unit for three years. This 
feature of the Act has been donnant for some time. 
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Gold And U.S. Dollar Reserves:  Ottawa, October 5 (CP) -- The Minister of Finance, 
Mr. Abbott, announced Oct'ober 5 that  Canada'  s reserves of gold and U.S. do4lars 
declined $73,000,000 during a three-month period. 

Ur. Abbott announced the official holdings as-  $1,610,000,000 on September 
30, down from $1,683,000,000 on June 30. 

This was about $180,000,000 belaw the record $1,789,600,000 on September 
30, last year, but more than three times the size of the $500,000,000 stock. 
pile at the end of 1947 9  when Canada considered herself in the midst of a 
financial crisis. 

Officials wsre cautious about assessing the seriousness of the drop. Tbey 
said, however: 

1. Canada's international financial position was *sound.* This was 
reflected in the "very small" drop in reserves. 

2. The trade deficit--$337,000,000 in the first eight months of 1951-- 
would have "hurt the reserves badly," but it was apparently countered by a 
healthy  flow of capital into Canada. 

3. As long as the reserves remained buoyant there would be no need for 
controls against imports, even though the size of these imports were causing 
the trade deficit to grow. 

Puhlishers.Condemn Oatist Imprisonment: Quebec, October 9 (CP) -- Czechoslovakia's 
, . imprisonment (4 Associated Press Correspondent William N. Oatis today was 

; termed by  Canadian publishers a *glaring encroachment" on the principle and 
, practice of news freedom. 

tdrectors of the Canadian Press, Canada's co-operative news association, 
at their semi-annual meeting condemned without reservation  the  tyrannical 
action of the Czechoslovakian authorities" and urged continued effort to 
bring about release and reinstatement of a newspaperman ewhose only offence 
was to exercise the news-gathering zeal which liberty-lering newspapers 
have a right to expect from their representatives." 

Parliament To Approve Sending 27th Brigade To Europe:  Ottawa, October 7 (CP) 
The Government's decision to send defence forces to Europe in peacetime will 
be placed before the fifth session of the 21st Parliament, opening Tuesday. 

The Speech from the Throne, tè, be read by the Governor-General, Viscount 
Alexander, is expected to inform members officially of the decision to send 
the 27th Army Brigade to Europe this fall to join Gen. Eisenhower's integrated 
force. 

The Minister of National Defence, Mr. Claxton, has disclosed that, if 
Parliament approves, it.is  the Government's hope to have the Brigade in 
Europe by December 1. 

The Cabinet, it was learned, has not yet decided haw it will go about 
obtaining Parliamentary approval. It is not expected that any formal motion 
will be placed before members. 

Consider New North Shore Newsprint Plant:  Quebec, October 5 (CP) -- Premier 
Duplessis said today the Quebec Government would welcome a proposal to 
establish a newsprint-manufacturing plant an the St. Lawrence River North 
Shore to help overcome the world shortage of newsprint. 	: • 

The Government's plan, in the event such-a mill , is built and goes Lilts' 
operation, is to provide European consumers exclusively. 

Ur. Duplessis said construction of such a plant "would solve almost 
entirely the problems arising from the shortage in Europe." 

The Premier said Canadian and European industrialistssare interested 
in the idea at present. 

Across Canada:  The Minister of Finance, Mr. Abbott, arrived in Paris October 
8.'...Charles  W. Jefferys, noted Canadian historical artists and illustrator, 
died Monday in a Toronto nursing home after a prolonged illness. He was 
82 years old....Football Results: (Monday) Ottawa 12 Montreal 9;  Toronto 
10 Hamilton 0; Saskatchewan 28 Calgary 18; Winnipeg 38  Edmonton 27. (SatUr- 
day) Ottawa 25 Montreal 13; Hamilton 22 Toronto 6; Regina 25 Edmonton là; 
Calgary 18 Winnipeg 16. Intercollegiate - Toronto 15 McGill 7; Western 22 
Queen's 12. 
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Seaway Legislation Announced  In Speech From The Throne:  Ottawa, October 9 -- 
Parliament will be asked this session "to provide for an appropriate agency 
of the federal Government to deal with the construction of the St. Lawrence 
Seaway." 

The Speech added: "The proposed agency would be empowered to proceed 
either with the Canadian share of an international undertaking or a solely 
Canadian development as soon as satisfactory international arrangements can 
be made for the power phases of the project in both countries." 

The balance of the text which dealt with the legislative programme for 
the Fifth Session of the Twenty-First Parliament which opened October 9 was 
as follows: 

"You will be asked to approve the ratification of a protocol to enable 
an invitation to be extended to Greece and Turkey to join the North Atlantic 
Alliance; and to consider a Bill relating to the Canadian Forces. 

"The concern of our people over the rising cost of living resulting 
from international and domestic inflationary pressures is fully shared by 
the Government. Every masure will be taken which my Ministers believe will 
be effective in counteracting inflation without impairing our free institu-
tions. The anti-inflationary measures already in force have checked the 
upward trend of prices of goods and services affected by their operation. 

"The Government has received an interim report from the Committee 
studying the Combines legislation recommending that suppliers of goods should 
be prohibited from requiring or inducing distributors to resell such goods 
at fixed or minimum resale prices. You will be asked to consider legislation 
arising out of the Committee's interim report. 

"My Prime Minister has conferred recently with the President of the 
United States on the vital importance to the security and economies of both 
countries of proceeding as rapidly as possible with both the seaway and the 
power phases of the St. Lawrence.project. 

"The President stated he would support Canadian action to construct the 
seaway as second best if an early commencement of the joint development 
does not prove possible. Terms have been arranged with the Government of 
Ontario for the participation of the Ontario Hydro-Electric Power Commission 
with the appropriate Federal or State authority in the United States for the 
power development in the international section of the St. Lawrence, and with 
respect to the division of costs between power and navigation. You will be 
asked to enact legislation to provide for an appropriate agency of the federal 
Government to deal with the construction of the St. Lawrence Seaway. The 
proposed agency would be empowered to proceed either with the Canadian share 
of an international undertaking or a solely Canadian development, as soon as 
satisfactory international arrangements can be  made for the power phases of 
the project in both countries. 

"The Commission to consider whether the economic and social returns to 
the Canadian people on the investment in the proposed South Saskatchewan 
River project would be commensurate with the cost has been appointed and is 
pursuing its studies. 

"The Government has decided to proceed with the construction of a 
causeway to bridge the Straits of Canso for rail and road traffic as 
recommended by the Board of Engineers, and the Government of Nova Scotia 
has agreed to contribute a portion of the cost. 
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"Pursuant to the recommendations of the Royal Commission an Transportation 
amendments will be introduced to the Railway Act, the Canadian National-
Canadian Pacific Act and the Maritime Freight Rates Act. The amendment to the 
Railway Act will include the provision recommended by the Commission for 
maintenance by the nation of the link in Northern Ontario between Eastern 
and Western Canada. 

t Ely Ministers will submit a Bill embodying recommendations for legislation 
on radio broadcasting and television of the Royal Commission on National 
Development in the Arts, Letters and Sciences, including provision for the 
financing of the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation...." 

Princess Speaks To  Canada On Nation-Wide Broadcast: Ottawa, October 10 (CP) -- 
Princess Elizabeth told the Canadian people tonight their welcome has made her 
feel "very much at  home -- so to speak, still in the family circle." 

She is glad, she said, to be able to make her first visit "with my husband, 
who like I do, feels very happy to be among you." 

The Princess spoke from a state dinner at Government House in reply to a 
toast by the Governor General. 

The Princess said her visit to Canada was fulfillment of a "cherished" 
dream and she and the Dee look forward to their "fascinating" journey across 
the Continent. She told Canadians she knew they alwaym will be "in the fore-
front" of the defence of freedam. 

Speaking briefly in French, she said she is happy to have arrived first 
in Quebec, home of a loyal and industrious people who have held "faithful to 
their language and culture, faithful to their religion and faithful to the 
Crown of Canada." 

Mr. Abbott Gives  Press Conference In  Paris:  Paris, October 10 (CP) -- The Minister 
of Finance, Mr. Abbott, said today that Canada will do her full share" towards 
Western  defence. 

Representing Canada at a meeting of the 12-member Arms-Co-ordinating 
Committee of the North Atlantic Pact powers at Supreme Headquarters of the 
Allied powers in Europe, Mr. Abbott told a press conference: 

"The vast majority of people in Canada are satisfied that the vast 
expansion of defence production since the Korean war began is necessary 
and inevitable." 

Asked if the West may have forces enough by 1952 to resist the initial 
shock of attack, he said: 

"I am an optimist by nature. Each nation is going to have to do its 
share ... Canada is going to do her full share." 

European nations now are much better placed to devote a greater part 
of their production to defence, Mr. Abbott said. "The economic capacity of 
Europe has improved." 

More "Pats" Leave For  Korea:  Seattle, October 9 (CP) -- Three more companies of 
the First Battalion of the Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry-- 
headquarters company, support company, and a rifle company--have left for 
Korea, it was learned tonight. 

These paratroopers will help relieve the Second Battalion which is 
scheduled to be back in Canada for Christmas. 

Across Canada: A platinum and gold brooch, encrusted with diamonds, rubies and 
emeralds, in the form of the Ontario provincial crest, will be presented to 
Princess Elizabeth at the state dinner in Toronto Saturday night....For the 
second consecutive year the annual report of the Canadian National Railways 
has been judged the best in its field in competitions sponsored by the 
Financial World of New York....The Bureau of Statistics reported that among 
nine regional cities increases in the regional cost-of-living indexes were 
higher during August in Montreal and Toronto than in any other city. Four 
of the nine cities--Halifax, St. John's, Nfld., Winnipeg and Edmonton-- 
showed slight declines....A 150-foot high television tower will be built 
soon atop the Bell Telephone Building in downtown Toronto....Mr. Justice 
A. Urquhart, 63, of the Supreme Court of Ontario, died in Toronto October 8. 
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No Legitimate Argument Against Joint Seaway, Says Mr. Charles Sawyer: Toronto, 
-- There is no legitimate argumen-raiiiiiiI-Tre joint U.S.- 

Canadian construction of the St. Lawrence seaway, and the seaway will very 
easily become self-supporting, Charles Sawyer, U.S. Secretary of Commerce, 
said yesterday. 

In his address to the American Life Convention of insurance officers and 
at a press conference, Mr. Sawyer indicated that the U.S., for all its military 
power and industrial potential, has found Canada an increasingly valuable and 
important ally. 

As an official vitally concerned with U.S. -- and North American con-
tinental -- defence, Mr. Sawyer urgently favours industrial expansion to aid 
that defence, whether the expansion is within the borders of his awn nation 
or in Canada. He had testified before his awn House subcommittee that in-
creased production of aluminum was essential. He reiterated his hope, 
yesterday, that Canada would produce more aluminum. He, within.the limitations 
of his authority, would place orders for aluminum in Canada. 

Canadians, he insisted, would be given equal priority with U.S. indus-
trialists in claims upon U.S. steel production. Development of oil Properties 
in Alberta had "very much assured" him and other U.S. officers charged with 
preparing the continent's defences. 

•_Ch the St. Lawrence seaway, Mr. Sawyer said that Opposition had developed, 
chiefly, fram the U.S. railways and from the ports of New York, Boston and 
Baltimore. The same sort of opposition, he observed, had developed against 
the construction of the Panama Canal. 

Now, he thought, there was greater support for the project than there 
had been earlier in the year. Middle  West steel interests, faced with the 
rapid depletion of the Mesabi iron range, were becoming favourable to the 
St. Lawrence project as a means of bulk shipment from the Labrador iron 
deposits. 

Canada, U.S. Prepare Largest  Exercise In North: Ottawa, October 11 (CP) -- A joint 
Canadian-United States northland manoeuvre to build emergency airstrips on 
frozen lakes and test  new  winter warfare equipment was announced today by the 
Army. 

Dubbed "Exercise Eager Beaver I," it will be the largest of any peace-
time all-engineer schemes and will engage 135 Canadian and 300 U.S. Army 
engineers in the area of Kluane Lake, 130 miles north of Whitehorse in the 
Yukon. It will begin January 15 and will last until July next. 

The Army said construction of emergency airstrips on frozen lake sur-
faces and on shifty muskeg will be a major task in the six-month long 
manoeuvre. The engineers also will test the capabilities and' limitations of 
equipment and personnel under varying Arctic weather conditions. 

Before going north the troops will undergo winter indoctrination. The 
• U.S. engineers will train at Camp Carson, Colo., and the Canadiansat the 
' Army's big camp at Whinwright, Alta. Training will start late next month. 
An advance party will go to the Kluane Lake area this month. 

The operation will be under control of U.S. 5th Army headquarters in 
Chicago and the Canadian Army's western command at Edmonton. 
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Mr. B.C. Butler Consul At Detroit: (Press Release No. 52, OuLuber 12) -- The- 
Departments of External Affairs and Trade and Commerce announced October 12 
that Mr. B.C. Butler, who has been Director of the Information Division, 
Department of Trade and Commerce, since 1945, has been appointed Canadian - 
Consul and Trade Commissioner at Detroit. He will assume his new duties 
in Detroit at the end of November. Mr. Butler is succeeding Mr. J.J. Hurley, 1 
who has been Consul at Detroit since the office we opened in 1948 and who is 
returning to Ottawa for duties with the Department of External Affairs. 

The appointment of a senior trade department official to Detroit is an 
indication of the growing importance of the trade work of this office, the 
Departments' statement said. 

Scientists Assigned For Secret Experiments: Ottawa, October 11 (CP) -- A pair of 
top Canadian research scientists will head two of Canada's secret experimental 
stations in the west where defence experiments are being stepped up in keeping 
with the drive for rearmament. 

The Defence Department announced today that Dr. Hugh Massey Barrett, 
. OBE, 43, a chemical expert, is returning from England to resume duties as 
chief superintendent of the Suffield Experimental Station at Ralston, Alta. 

Dr.  Donald B.W. Robinson, 34, a Rhodes scholar and another research 
chemist, has been appointed to the superintendency of the defence research 
northern laboratory at Churchill, Man. 

Equipment and discoveries high on the classified list are tested at the 
two stations, but details of research are kept secret. It is known, however, 
that much of the work at Suffield is of a chemical nature. 

- 
Ming Sung Company  Defaults On Loan, Report: Ottawa, October 11 (CP) -- The Ming 

_ Sung Company of China has defaulted on the initial payment of a $12,750,000 
loan backed by the Government, it was learned today. 

As a result the Government will pay $1,275,000 -- amount of the initial 
payment—following demands of three Canadian banks which jointly extended 
the loan in the fall of 1946. 

- 	A Government official said that the money will be paid, but only after 
unsuccessful efforts to have the United States Government release funds 
frozen in American banks. 

The U.S. feels that unfreezing of the funds would help the Chinese 
Communists. 	' 

Across Canada:  Crawford Gordon, Jr., is resigning as Canada's Co-ordinator of 
Defunce Production, to take over as President and General  Manager of Avro 
Canada Limited, October 15, Canadian Press reported fran Toronto...More 
than 2,000 men in the Armed Services have been granted special leave to 
help harvest the bumper grain crop in Western Canada, the Defence Depart-
ment said yesterday....The federal Government will-give B.C. apple grawers 
$1,200,000 to alleviate 1950 losses caused by frost...Msgr. Gustave 
Prevost, 38-year-old priest from St. Eustache, is awaiting trial by the 	- 
Communists in Shanghai, relatives said yesterday. Officials of the Foreign 
Missions Society of Quebec did not knaw on what charges. 
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Committee Declares Retail Price Fixing "Monopolistic": -  Ottawa, October 12 (CP) 
The 	 MacQuarrie Committee on Combines has labelled the common praçtice 
of retail price-fixing "restrictive and - monopolistic" and has recommended that 
the Government eliminate it. - 

But, at the same time, it struck a blew at another retail practice--that 
of selling quality goods at below cost to attract customers to other goods-- 
and suggested that legislative action be taken against this, too. 

The "loss-leader" device, said the Committee in a 29-page, 12,000-word, 
preliminary.report tabled in the House of Commons October 12, also was "mono-
polistieand against public welfare. , 

Because of inflation, the Committee did not consider that it presented 
"any immediate danger," even if the Government took action to eliminateVVthe V  

more extensive resale price maintenance practice. 
_"Extreme forms of price-cutting are not very likely in this period of 

inflation and relative scarcity," the Committee said. 
Details on what legislative action the Government was planning were still 

lacking, but informants said the parliamentary weapon being prepared will be 
shàrper than action taken in the United States and will strike at both inter-
provincial and provincial trade. 

The Gavernment's bill, &mending the Combines Investigation Act as well 
as the Criminal Code, may be based on these two specific recommendations of 
the Committee. 

1. Ta make it an offence for a manufacturer or supplier ta recommend 
or prescribe minimum resale prices for products. 

2.- To make it illegal for a manufacturer or supplier to refuse to take 
any other form of action as a means of enforcing minimum resale prices. 

But the Government's action will probably not prevent a manufacturer 
fram Vissuing a list price, showing the "maximum" prices at mlich his product 
could be sold. 

Prairie Farmers To Share $100,000,000:  Ottawa, October 12 (CP) -- The Minister of 
- Trade and Commerce, Mr. HCW(3, announced October 12 that Prairie farmers will 

share this fall in surpluses of more than $100,000,000 resulting from  the y -  - 
sale of their wheat, oats and barley through the Canadian Wheat,Board. _ 	. 

The first,payment, on barley, will beginMonday and will average slightly 
more than 18 cents a bushel. - 

'Those on wheat and oats -- the amounts will be annoUnced 
begin later, and Mr. HOwe hopes the payments will be campleted)Defore De-
camber 1. 

The_payments represent the final clean 7.up of the pools,. The farmers 
get' an initial payment'and then, mlen the grain-all„has been sold :and handling --  
charges deducted, the money left over_is distributed to the producers •• 	• 
final payment. 

The surplus available this year from the 1950-51 pools, Mr. Howe said, 
is "in excess of $100,000,000." 
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Cabinet Discusses  Seaway: Ottawa, October 14 (cf) -- The St. Lawrence Seaway project 
was discussed at a special Cabinet meeting Saturday October 13, but officials 
eére reluctant to disclose details. 

The Minister of Transport, Mr. Chevrier, reached at his home at Cornwall, 
Ont., said tonight that the matter came up for discussion and that efUrther 
progress* was achieved. 

Any  statement beyond that remark, he added, would have to come  front  the 
Prime Minister. Mr. St. Laurent, at home with a slight cold, could not be 
reached for comment. 

Normally, the Cabinet meets earlier in the week, but because of the heavy 
Royal Tour schedule here last Wednesday and Thursday, Mr. St. Laurent decided 
to hold off discussions an a number of items until Saturday. The Seaway was 
one of them. 

Accession Of Greece And Turkey To N.A. Treaty:  (Press Release No. 53, October 15) 
-- The Department of External Affairs released on October 15 the text of a 
draft -Protocol to the North Atlantic Treaty on the accession of Greece and 
Turkey which has been agreed upon by the North Atlantic Council Deputies and 
was  made public simultaneously in all the NATO capitals. It was expected that 
the Protocol would be signed in about one week's time. 

Insofar as Canada is concerned, Mr. L.t. Mllgress, the Canadian Depute -to 
the North Atlantic -Council Deputies, has been granted full powers to sign the 
Protocol an behalf of the Government of Canada.‘ The Canadian - Parliament will 
in due course be asked to approve the ratification of the Protocol. When all 
twelve present signatories of the Treaty have duly signed and ratified the - 
Protocol, a definitive invitation will be extended to the Governments of 
Greece and Turkey to accede to the North Atlantic Treaty. 	 - 

Information'Director, Trade  And Commerce:  Ottawa, October 12 -- The Department 
- of Trade and Commerce announced October 12 the appointment of H. Leslie 	' 

Browni-.48,-as Director of the Department's Information Division, to succeed 
B.C. Butler, whose appointment as Canadian Consul at Detroit mus also announced 
October 12. 

Mr. Brown has been in the Trade Commissioner Service sinCe 1930. He has 
served in Mexico,  London, Cape Town, Johannesburg and Buenos' Aires, and  has  
represented Canada at - vario-us international discussions. -In 1950 he became - 
Assistant Director of the Trade Commissioner Service. 

Trivate Members' Resolutions For Parliament:  Ottawa, October 14 (OP) -- Private 
members hope to discuss their pet projects at the current session of Par-
liament but pressure of Government business may stifle them. 

They have placed on the order  piper a number of resolutions calling 
for such things as a Canadian bill of rights, higher pensions for veterans, 
and pensions for the incapacitated. However, the resolutions may not be • 

debated this year as Government business will be given priority. 

Across Canada:  A three-man board established during the disastrous Winnipeg flood 
of 1950 has . submitted a final report to the federal and Manitoba Governments 
on work undertaken to prevent a recurrence of flooding....Mr. Justice M.B. 

 Archibald, 61-year-old Chief Commissioner of the Board of Transport Commis-
sioners since 1948, is retiring and will be succeeded by Canada's Ambassador 
to Argentina, John D. Kearney....The national campaign for Canada Savings 
Bonds, stxth series, commences today. 	 • 	- 

Week-End  Football:  (Saturday): Toronto 28, Ottawa 19; Edmonton 31, Calgary 18; 
Winnipeg 30, Saskatchewan 23; McGill 14, Queen's 7; Toronto 16, Western 7; 
Sarnia 29, Windsor 0; Balmy Beach 16, McMaster 13. (Sunday): - Hamilton 21, 
Alouettes 7. 
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Government Policy On Controls: 
 St. Laurent, said today in 

"frank and fair" in saying 
this time. 

Ottawa, October 15 (CP) -- The Prime Mlnister, Mr. 
the House of Commons that the Government has been 
it does not believe price controls would work at 

He spoke in the Throne Speech debate after Mr. George Drew, Progressive 
Conservative Leader, launched a motion for adequate steps "to combat inflation 
and deal effectively with the high cost of living." 

Mr. M.J. ColCwell, CCF Leader, and Mr. Solon Low, Social Credit Leader, 
joined in the demand. 	 • 

Mr. Coldwell asked price control and subsidies. Mr. Low said his party 
would back "certain direct price controls" as a temporary measure. 

Mr. St. Laurent said it would be wrong for the Government to put into 
effect things which it does not believe would work. 	 • 

"Inflation is giving us all grave concern," said Mr. St. Laurent. Every-
one was feeling the pinch of higher prices and none liked them. 

Some suggested the Government's refusal to impose price controls was 
stubbornness or a "surrender to vested interests." 

In reply to this, the Prime Minister quoted a recent editorial in the 
Toronto Globe and Mail which said neither Progressive Conservatives nor the 
CCF could control prices if in power. The newspaper said the Government's 
refusal to impose price controls is common sense. 

Mr. St. Laurent also quoted from a pamphlet issued by the Labour Party 
•in Britain to explain why it is not possible for the Government to keep down 
prices even with subsidies and controls. The pamphlet said cost of imports 

.1--  had risen sharply. 
In Canada consumers are affected not only by cost of imports but by 

prices producers can get for exports, said Mr. St. Laurent. 

Canada's New Bazooka World's Best,  Says Dr. Solandte Toronto, October 15 (CP) -- 
Canada has developed a bazooka-type anti-tank weapon more accurate than any 
such weapon in the world arsenal, Dr. O.M. Solandt said today. 

The Chairman of the Defence Research Council told a Canadian Club 
luncheon of the work of the Council since its beginning in 1946 0 

He said the anti-tank bazooka is  one of several projects undertaken by 
Canadian research teams. There was a possibility it might be adopted by the 
Western Allies because of its accuracy. 

Dr. Solandt said Canadian scientists are now engaged in development of 
an air-to-air guided missile, a weapon whereby planes attack one another. 

Teams of young scientists were recently assembled at the Canadian 
Armament Research and Development Establishment at Valcartier, Que., follow-
ing several years' training in the United States and United Kingdom. 

Other weapons developed by teams of Canadian scientists were a small 
bore shot for application to 17-pounder and 76-millimetre guns "that is more 
accurate and of greater penetration than anything that has gone before," and 
a flame-thrower which was "a substantial improvement on anything available 
in the last war." 

Canadian military researchers were also working on a light field gun 
that might be carried in an airplane or, in a mountain campaign, packed an 
a mule. 
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In the last four years the staff of the Council'had increased 300 per 
.cent and its budget increased fram $13,000,000 tO $33,500,000. A.large part 
of the money went to building laboratories and to universities as grants in 
aid for research, Dr. Solandt said. 

Population Growth  In Smaller Centres: Ottawa, October 15 (CP) -- Increases in 
population in the umaller az well as the larger urban centres were reflected 
today in the Bureau of Statistics' third list of preliminary 1951 census 
figures. 

The latest list covers 534 cities, towns and incorporated villages in 
all provinces. Of the total number listed in the bulletin, population de-
creases were recorded for only 54 communities and all but eight of these were 
places with less than 500 population. 

The latest list showed a number of striking gains in population for 
towns of between 5,000 and 10,000. 

Two previous lists covered other centres, and further figures will be issue 
as they become available, the Bureau said. 

Largest of the seven listed with population 20,000 and over, Verdun, 
increased to 76,454 from 67,349 in 1941. Next in this group, Peterborough, 
Ont., gained in.population to 38,166 from 25,350; St. Catharines, Ont., to 
37,833 from 30,275; Fort William to 34,783 from 30,585; Lachine, to 27,410 
from 20,051; Moose Jaw, Sask., to 24,336 from 20,753; Niagara Falls, to 
22,735 from 20,589; and Granby, to 21,838 from 14,197. 

Labour Force At Peak  Level: Ottawa, October 15 (GP) -- Canada's labour force and 
the number of persons wlth jobs both reached peak levels at mid-August while 
overall unemployment was the second lowest recorded. 

The Bureau of Statistics reported today that the non-agricultural sector 
of the labour  force continued the expansion indicated earlier, while the 
agricultural segment was reduced. 

The labour force stood at 5,421,000 during the meek ended August 18 
this year, 97,000 greater than the estimate of 5,324,000 for August, 1950. 

Across Canada: Harvest machines were silent over much of the Prairies yesterday. 
Snow covered all of Alberta and much of Saskatchewan during the week-end. 
Harvesting was going ahead only in Manitoba....The Minister of Finance, Er. 
Abbott, said in the House of Commons yesterday chartered banks can make 
loans to farmers under the Bank Act and accept wheat as security...People 
whose cars are driven by persons under the age of 25 can expect a jump of 
25 per cent in public liability and property damage premiums next year, 
insurance officials said today....Mayor Charlotte editton of Ottawa last 
night was formally inducted into her new office. 
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Delegation To UN General Assembly:  (Press Release No. 54, October 16) -- The Secre-
tary of State for External Affairs, announced October 16 the composition of the 
Canadian Delegation to the Sixth Session of the General Assembly, which opens 
in paris on November 6. The Delegation is as follows: 

Representatives:  The Hon. L.B. Pearson, M.P. - Secretary of State for 
External Affairs - Chairman of the Delegation 
The Hon. Stuart Garson, M.P. - Minister of Justice - Vice-Chairman of 
the Delegation 
Senator J. R. Hurtubise, M.D., C.M. 
Mr. Maurice Bourget, M.P. 
Mrs. R.J. Marshall - Past-President of the National Council of Women 
Alternate Representatives: Mr. Colin E. Bennett, M.P. 
Mr. T.A. Stone, Canadian Minister to Sweden 
Mr. D.M. Johnson, Permanent Representative of Canada to the United 
Nations (Designate) 
Mr. R.M. Macdonnell, Minister at the Canadian Embassy-  in Paris 
Mr. J.F. Parkinson, of the Department of Finance, Minister at the Cana-
dian Embassy in Paris 
Mr. A.R. Crépault, Secretary-General of the Delegation 
The Delegation will include Parliamentary Advisers from the Government and 

Opposition Parties in the House of Commons. 
Appropriate Advisers will be drawn from the Department of External Affairs 

and the Department of Finance in Ottawa and from Canadian missions in Europe. 

The Egyptian Situation:  Ottawa, October 16 -- The Secretary of State for External 
Affairs, Mr. Pearson, told the House of Commons today the Egyptian situation 
is "difficult and highly inflammatory" and nothing he might say would help it. 

The Canadian Press reported, in part, as follaws: 
"A concerned Government got a large volume of information on the Egyptian 

crisis from London today, but tended to look to Washington for a strong lead 
that might best solve it. 

"Official anxiety is rooted in a belief that this crisis does far more 
than endanger the vital Suez Canal area and that unless there is a firm stand, 
it endangers the whole position of the western pawers in the Middle East. 

"There is a feeling here that the lead in that stand could most author-
itatively be taken by the U.S. in a way which would quickly collapse Egypt's 
intransigence and maintain the Mest's prestige by showing that the two major 
western powers stand firmly together. 

"As for Canada herself, official concern over both Egypt and assassina- 
tion of Pakistan's Prime Minister is great but she is no more likely to get 
involved directly in the Middle East than in the past...." 

Mr. Garson On New Anti-Price Fixing Legislation:  Ottawa, October 16  (op) -- The 
Minister of Justice, Mr. Gerson, said tonight he plans to introduce.legislation 
against retail price-fixing ewithout delay" and invited Canadians to write to 
him if they find sellers breaking the law. 

"If you or your friends believe that prices are being held up by practices 
which seem to be contrary to the combines law," he said, "do not hesitate to 
write to the Combines Investigation Commissioner at Ottawa....If, in this 
connection, you think I can be of any help, by all means write to me." 
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Mr. Garson touched on resale price maintenance and the work of the Combines 
 Commission in a speech recorded for broadcast over the CBC. 

No details of the planned legislation have yet been disclosed, but Mr. 
Gars on  dropped a hint of its probable pattern when he noted that the MacQuarrie 
Combines Committee has made a recammendation on maximum resale prices. 

Silent Tribute To Prime Minister Liaquat Ali Khan:  Ottawa, October 16 (CP) -- At 
the opening of the House of Commons todayegembers, in an unusual gesture, stool 
and paid silent tribute to assassinated Prime Minister Liaquat Ali Khan of 	i 
Pakistan. The Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, and leaders of the opposition 
groups expressed shock at the event. 

In the day's business proceedings, government action to reduce the cost 
of living was urged by nearly a dozen members of opposition groups. 

Mr. St. Laurent said a committee to study defence expenditures will be 
established in due course. 

Senate Advised Canadians  Must Work Harder:  Ottawa, October 16 (CP) -- Sen. Thomas 
Vien (L.--Quebec) said tanight one thing Canadians must do_to_beat inflation 
is work harder for the same pay. - 

Be told the Senate price controls would "do more harm than good." The 
way to beat inflation, he said, was to reduce money in circulation and encour-
age saving and mcderation in buying. 

There must be effort to "promote a greater production per hour of labour 
and to increase hours of work without additional pay," he said. 

Mr. Howe  On Windsor,  Ont. Situation: Windsor, Ont., October 16 (CP) -- The Minister 
of Defence Production, Mr. Hawe, said in an interview today_that Windsor is 
getting its share of defence orders and could get more if its plants would 
show more initiative in bidding for sub-contracts. 

Thellinister said credit restrictions had only a minor effect in reducing 
the sale and production of motor cars. 

"It is really not an important factor," he said, "because only  one-third 
of new cars are bought an time." 

Although the country is not yet into all-out defence production,  Windsor 
plants could enter the aviation parts field. He said the federal Government 
has more orders than it can place in existing plants. 

Across Canada: A half-dozen opposition members in the House of Commons urged the 
Government to give Canada's veterans a better break at this session of Par-
liament....The cruiser Ontario left Wolfe's Cove in Quebec harbour and headed 
for Gaspé yesterday, on its way to the Maritimes, where it will transport 
Princess Elizabeth and Prince Philip between stops. Their Royal Highnesses 
visited Winnipeg yesterday....The Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation 
announced yesterday that the housing for defence workers under which it will 
advance mortgage funds must be located within 15 minutes' transportation of 
the defence plant...Senator Thomas Wood (L.--Saskatchewan)told the Senate 
yesterday it is estimated that 35 per cent of this year's prairie wheat crop 
will be of non-millable grade with prospects of a carry-over of 175,000,000 
bushels of inferior grain. Farmers, he said might well take a law price for 
this wheat and get rid of it inmediately. 
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Senate Committees To Probe Bills:  Ottawa, October 17 (CP) -- The Senate in one of 
its rare divisions, today supported a proposal to cut the size of three standing 
committees and give them the special job of examining major Government legisla-
tion before it reaches the Senate floor. 

The proposal, made by Government Leader Sen. Wishart Robertson and supported 
by Sen. John T. Haig, Progressive Conservative Leader, was opposed by a group of 
senators who objected to reducing membership. But in the vote it was supported 
35 to 11 -- opposition including 10 Liberals and one Progressive Conservative. 

Membership of the ommittees--transport and communications, finance and 
external relations -- was chosen and they will be set up almost immediately with 
wide powers of reference and permission to sit during Senate adjournments. 

Sen. Robertson said the committees will get access to major Government 
bills, such as those regarding freight rates, before they pass the House of 
Commons and come before the Senate proper, This would meet long-standing crit-
icisms by senators that they do not have enough time to consider major Govern-
ment bills. 

• 	Committee members could give the Senate detailed information about the 
legislation when it reached the Senate after passing all stages in the Commons, 
a process that sometimes takes weeks. 

External relations committee of members and the finance and transportation 
committees of 50 each will be reduced to 17. 

They will be called "investigating committees" with power to go into Gov-
ernment legislation once it become3public after first reading in the Commons 
and would have power to call witnesses, possibly even responsible Ministers. 

If the plan works, Sen. Robertson said three other committees will be 
reorganized. 

The committees would follow the precedent set last year by the Senatees 
finance committee which considered Government financing. It-came up with a - 
stiff report recommending cutdawn in Government spending. 

Sen. Salter Hayden (L--Ontario), Norman Lambert (L--Cntario), Jacob 
Nicol (L--Quebec), Charles Howard (L--Quebec)and Arthur Marcotte (PC—Sas-
katchewan) spoke against the proposal. Sen. Marcotte was the only Progressive 
Conservative to vote against the motion. 

St. Lawrence Seaway Agreement:  Toronto, October 18 (Globe & Mail) -- An agreement 
exists between Ontario and the federal Government for the building of an all-
Canadian St. Lawrence seaway and power project, it was revealed by Premier 
Frost yesterday. 

The Premier, in a 20-page statement of his governmeates accomplishments 
and policies, said that when the U.S. Congress shelved the seaway plan again 
last July, "the Ontario Government proposed  an ,i agreement with the federal 
Government to go ahead ourselves." 

He added: "An agreement was arrived at almost immediately." 
Although there have been numerous statements at both the provincial and 

federal level indicating that there was agreement between the parties, it had 
been thought this was only in general terms, an the principle of the project. 
The Premieres statement was the first indication that there was something 
more formal between them. 

Ontario Hydro Chairman Saunders, although he would give no details, 
acknowledged yesterday that "between Ottawa and ourselves there has been, 
for many weeks, complete agreement." 
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Immigration Tripled During August:  Ottawa, October 17 (Gazette) -- Immigration 
tripled in August to bring Canada closer to its goal of 150,000 new citizens 
for 1951. 

The immigration department estimated today 17,236 immigrants were 
absorbed in August compared with anly 5,210 in August, 1950. 

This brought the eight-month total for 1951 to 116,657--more than double 
the 49,220 in corresponding period last year. 

Big proportion of new citizens came from Germany, Italy, Poland, United 
Kingdom and the Netherlands. 

Italian newcomers in Auguàt increased'to 2,548 from 709 in August last 
year; Poles, 1,246 compared with 241; Germans, 2,370 against 577; English, 
1,384 compared with 682; Dutch, 2,301 compared with 283. 

The largest number of immigrants to come to Canada an board one ship 
this year, approximately 1,916, reached Quebec City last night un the liner 
Fairsea from Bremerhaven and Le Havre. 1rp to now the largest number to 
arrive on one  ship were the 1,890 brought here by the Fairsea on her last 
voyage, September 23. 

U.S. Type Trucks Produced:  Ottawa, October 17 (CP) -- A heavy Army vehicle that 
breathes under water came off Canadian automotive assembly lines today. 

With the Minister , of Defence Production officiating, General Motors Products« 
Canada turned out the first of a number of United States-type, 21--ton trucks 
that will be used by the Canadian Army. 	 - 

Facilities at the plant have been set up to produce the heavy vehicles 
at the rate of seven a day by the end of next month. 

Other U.S. type vehicles being produced in Canada are the one-quarter 
ton jeep at the Ford of Canada plant at  Windsor,  Ont., and the three-quarter 
ton truck at Chrysler Corporation, also at Windsor. 

The new 21-* ton truck, said Mr. Howe in a speech prepared for delivery 
at the General Motors plant, "can be equipped with a 'Snorkel' breathing 
device which enables it to ford water up to five feet in depth." 

He recalled that General Motors produced heavy army vehicles during the 
Second World War, but the new truck was "bigger and faster, and at the same 
time, much easier to operate." 

But the rate of production was also changed. During the last war, he 
recalled a ceremony where he received the 100,000th vehicle to came off the 
assembly lines. 

Hawe Predicts World Leadership In Jet Planes: Toronto, October 17 (cr) -- Canada 
soon will lead the world in production of all-weather, long range jet fighter 
aircraft, the Minister of Defence Production said' today as he accented the first of 
Avro's long awaited CF--100 fighters on behalf of the Canadian Government. 

The CF-100 was turned over to the R.C.A.F. in a brief ceremony at . the 
A.V. Roe plant in suburban Malton, with Air Marshal W.A. Curtis, Mr. Hawe 
and Avro Officials participating. 

In praising the development of the Orenda engine, the gas turbine power 
plant which drives the CF-100, Mr. Howe said it mus a "tremendous achieve-
ment," but admitted that it would be a feff months before the-plane would be 
in quantity production. With the engine now ready fer mass production, he 
said everything possible was being done to speed up further development of 
the aircraft. 

Mentioning the plane's unique features, he said that because of the 
aircraft's unusually short take-off run, it can be put into service at most 
of Canada's existing airdromes with resulting savings in airstrip construc-
tion costs. 

Four CF-100s have been completed to date. One crashed near London a 
few months ago. Avro is retaining two for further experimental work and 
the fourth was presented to the Air Force today. 
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Canada Boosts Forces Abroad: Ottawa, October 18 (CP) -- The Department Of Natibnal 
Defence is empowered to garrison up to 12,000 soldiers and airmen in-Europe 
under a Cabinet order-in-council tabled in the Commons,today by the Minister 

-. of National Defence, Mr. Claxton. 	 " 
He  disclosed that the Government will open the way for debate on Canada 's 

 commitments in Korea and Europe by asking Parliament's approval of steps neces-
sary to meet them. 

The Department Plready is empowered to post up to 15,000 soldiers', airmen 
and sailors abroad in connection with the Korean War, meaning-thât27;000 - Cana- 

, 

	

	dian servicemen now may be sent out of the country to fulfil obligations to the 
United Nations and North Atlantic Treaty. Organization.- 

Mr. Claxton told the House the Army's 27th Brigade Group will start moving 
to the Hannover area of Germany early in November. Movement will be completed 
by mid-December. The troops will be grouped with British, Belgian and Nether-
lands  forces. -  - 

RCAF's 410 Fighter Squadron, equipped with F86E Sabre jet planes, will go , 
to England next month aboard the aircraft ca.rier Magnificent to begin the air 
contribution which will graw to an 11-squadron air division. The carrier will 
sail November .  3 from Halifax and is due in Glasgow November 13. 

Ottawa Statement On Egyptian Crisis: Ottawa, October 18 (Globe & Mail) -- The 
Canadian Government tomorrow will join the United States, France and other 
countries in throwing its support publicly behind British policy in the 
Egyptian crisis, The Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, 
has promised a statement to the Commons which will serve the double purpose 
of informing the Canadian public and also making public the expression of 
confidence and support already communicated privately to the United Kingdom 
Government.... 

' 	The situation in the Suez Canal zone occupied the attention of Cabinet 
this morning in the light of requests that had been made for Canadian support. 
The decision was communicated to the British High Commissioner here for 
transmission to London. 

• 	 Mlle nothing more than moral support has been asked or given, Canada 
indirectly is tied in with the situation through the North Atlantic Treaty, 
and her agreement to the admission of Greece and Turkey. The Egyptian 
attitude has sabotaged the whole plan for Middle East planning and the crea- 
tion of an Eastern Mediterranean area which would have been the link with 
NATO. Presumably NATO plans will now be stalled pending a settlenent of the 
Suez ctiÉis. 

The Pearson statement tomorrow will be the precursor of a full dress 
debate on foreign affairs to be staged in the Commons on Monday. 

In fact, it was to have been included in the Minister's Monday speech 
but, at the request of Opposition Leader Drew, is being made earlier. 

',J1 Billion More Earned By Labour:  Ottawa, October 18  (Ci')  -- Earnings by Canada's 
labour force jumped almost $1,000,000,000 in first seven months of 1951. 

Bureau of Statistics said today that with a record $832,000,000 earned 
in July, income for the period was a peak $5,460,000,000--a 17.2 per cent gain 
from last year. 

In that period, however, cost of living index jumped 13.7 points to 188.9. 
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Rockefeller Foundation Awards For Canada;  New York, October 19 (cp) -- The Rocke-
feller- Foundation has announced a grant of $124,800 for a newly-established 
Institute of Islamic Studies at McGill University, Montreal. 

The grant was part of a total_ of $844,000 appropriated by the foundation 
during the third quarter of 195L for education and research. 	 ›, 

The McGill_ award. is to be spent during the period ending August 31, 1957. 
It will,  be use& ta pravider special. research associateships and assistantships 
for Moslem scholars_  and.  advanced Moslem students  and  four graduate fellowships 
anzruallye 

Trade With Ja.parrr Montreal, October 19 (Gazette) -- James C. Britton, Canadian Trade 
Camnissioner -  at Tokya„ today told the Canadian Exporters " Association  that ...the 
Japanese market. is becoming increasingly important to Canada. • 

Re said -that Canadian exports jumped from $6,000,000 to $16,000,000 in the 
1949-50 period,  and had reached $35,729,209 in the first six months of 1951. 

Japarrta exports ta Canada had increased too, from #6,000,000  in 1949 to 
$14,000,000 last year.- 	 - 	• 

Across Canada.::  Reuters reprorteci that the' belief is-  widespreaut in Canada that some 
cur-tailment of routine ceremonial_ will be necessary to spare the health of 
Pinces  Elizabeth end the Duke-  of Edinburgh before- their Royal Tour of. Canada 
is finished.....The bodies of nineteen dead were brought dcrwn a mountainside 
yesterda3r-  eras the fire-scarred wreckage of a Queen Charlotte-  A,irlines plane. 
The plane crashed on Mount Benson, B.C., Wednesday night carrying twenty 
passerng-ers an& crew of three to  -their deaths-.....The Secretary of State for 
External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, has been appointed Chancellor of Victoria 
College,. University of Toronto President A.B.B. Moore araammced last night 
after a meeting-  of the Board of Regents......L,-;.-Col.. W.A. Todd, the man in 
charge of the -elaborate security arrangements for the NATO conference re-
cently-  held -in Ottawa, is being posted ta General Eisenhower's headquarters 
near-  Paris..  
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le 1il 	  12 Montà 1  Defence Expenditure May Be  $1 9 500 9000,000: Cttawa, October 19 (CP) 
r 

The Minister of Defence Production, Mr. Hawe, today told the House of_Camnans 
1.;he 11 	the government's defence production is being maintained, and he outlined a 

progrmmne" which may result in governnent defence spending of $1,500,000,000 •  in • 

the next 12 months. 	 - • 

:Mr. Howe said industry, in addition, plans to spend $2,500,000,000 for 
production of strategic materials in 1950-55. 

'He said Canada's rParmament effort is just energing from tooling stages 
and in first six months of the 1951-52 fiscal year $1,122,000,000 wmrth of 
defence orders were placed compared with $760,000,000 for the whole of last 
year. 

Production figures hitherto secret were disclosed as Mr. Howe defended his 
 programme planning against opposition criticism. 	'• 	• 

Of total planned outlay of $5,000,000,000 for men and materials in a  • 
three-year period, defence programme calls for building $1,200,000,000 mmrth 
of aircraft. 

He said 122 Sabre jet interceptor fighters have cane off production lines 
and 72 have been delivered to the RCAF. Future deliveries wmuld depend an 
rate of delivery of engines from the U.S. 	 - 	 •  

But production of the CF-100 jet fighter, Canada's own creation,was 
meeting difficulties in getting sufficient component parts. Until.these 

components, many of which are being produced in Canada for the first time, 
are available in volume, quantity production of the CF-100 was "clearly im- 
possible. *" 

Other planes were being produced in Canada, too, as well as ships,guns; 
ammunition, electronic equipment, trucks, machine tools. 

The shipbuilding progralmne in 1951-53 would cost between $150,000,000 	_ 
and $200,000,000 and electronics equipment $560,000,000. 	 - . 

Canada was embarking on production of torpedoes and contracts were being 
discussed with Canadian manufacturers for $39,000,000 worth of orders. 

-Mr. Howe said Canada has placed  in the  first half of the current year 
$371000,000 worth of defence orders in the'U.S. but most orders, totalling 
$746,000,000, were placed in Canada. Britain got $5,000,000 worth. 

Spending in the next 12 months will be greatly increased, said Mr. Howe, 
"and may approach an average of $125,000,000 a month or an annual rate of 
$1,500,000,000. The peak rate of expenditure will probably be reached early _ 

in 1953." 
As for Canada's defence sales to other countries, he estimated productiaa 

of such goods will "increase rapidly" and "according to present schedules it 
may be in the order of $40,000,000 a quarter by the middle of 1952." 

Hand-in-hand with Canada's equipment production went the big job of 
producing more strategic materials. By 1955, Mr. Hawe'estimated, crude petro-
leum production would triple to 250,000 barrels a day from last year's 80,000. 

Primary aluminum output will jump to 603,000 tons a yèar from 415,000 in 
1950; iron , ore, 19,000,000 tons from 3,617,000; steel 4,400,000 tons from -.- 

3,700,000. -  

AM3 
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Mr. Pearson On Egypt: The Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, made 
a statement an the Egyptian situation in the House of Commons October 19. 

He said in part: 
"The Canadian Government considers it of major importance for the security 

of the free world and, indeed, for the maintenance of peace itself, that no 
action should be taken to alter, by force, the present regime of responsibility 
of the United Kingdom for the defence of the Suez Canal zone." 

Mr. Pearson also said that Canada "regrets exceedingly" that Egypt has 
repudiated the 1936 Anglo-Egyptian treaty, and declared this action "all the 
more regrettable in view of the fact that alternative arrangements were under 
discussion with the Egyptian Government at the time the repudiation took place." 

Canada agreed with the American view that the Egyptian action is invalid. _ 
"The situation which has developed in the Suez Canal zone is highly in-

flammable and can become dangerous to general peace. For that reason, the 
Canadian Government joins other governments in expressing the earnest hope that 
every effort will be made to avoid any breach of the peace and to achieve a 
satisfactory arrangement for the security of the area. 

"In this regard, we have welcomed assurances which we have received fram 
the U.K. Government that, as we would naturally expect, they are doing their 
best, and will continue to do their best, to avoid incidents and violence." 

Canada's views, said Mr. Pearson, have already been communicated to , 
London. 

Air Training Programme: Ottawa, October 19  (ci') -- Canada's air training programme 
is on its way but is not anywhere near  full stride, Ralph çampney, Parliamentary 
Assistant to'Mr. Claxton, said October 19 in the House of Commons. 

Mr. Campney said Canada's forces have more than doubled in 21- years, nay 
have more than 84,000 men and are expanding facilities rapidly. 

Mr. Campney said reactivation of airfields, provision of accommodation 
and creation of training facilities are among major problems which must be 
solved before the RCAF's air training scheme could get rolling. 

The objective was to train 1,400 air crew a year for other Atlantic 
Pact powers plus 1,900 Canadians, So far between 600 and 700 Canadians had 
been trained and another 250 NATO aircrew had been trained or were being 
trained. In addition 4,000 groundcrew have been trained. 	 - 

Quebec Industrial Development: Quebec, October 19  (ci') -- Premier Duplessis said 
today Asbestos Corporation plans to spend $14,000,000 an expansion and im-
provement of its Asbestos plant. 

At his weekly press conference the Premier also disclosed that initial 
investment in titanium mines at Lake Allard has been raised from $30,000,000 
to $40,000,000. 

He said 40 miles of a 340-mile railway to iron mines in Ungava is cam-
plete,.and investment in development of Northeastern Quebec iron mines will 
be more than $225,000,000. 

Some $100,000;000 will be.for a railway fram Seven Islands, St. Lawrence 
north shore port, into the heart of Ungava mining territory. The railway 
will open to industry and business a 311,000-square-mile area. 

Advance Party Off To Germany: Montreal, October_22 (Gazette) 	Canada's-first 
manpawer.instalment under NATO for the defence of Europe -- . theadvance 
party of the new 27th Infantry Brigade Group -- sailed Saturday_aboard the . 
S.S. Columbia for Europe.  

;.The party:will prepare installations and facilities for the brigade-in - 
the .British Zone, near Hannover, Germany. 	 . 

Across Canada:  Princess Elizabeth and Prince Philip worshipped an October. 21 at 
a simple service at Christ Church Cathedral in Vancouver, B.C. Prince Philip_ 
read the lesson, taken fram the 14th and 15th chapters of the Gospel accord-
ing to St. Luke....The House of Commons changes its sitting hours again this 
week, this time to a 2 to 10 p.m. sitting, in its experiment with working 
hours...Week-end Football: (Saturday) Toronto 35,  Alouettes, 11;  Ottawa 32, 
Hamilton 16; Winnipeg 19, Saskatchewan 13; Calgary 26, Edmonton 25. McGill 21, 
Western 12; Toronto 26, Queen's 2. Beaches 19, Windsor 0; Sarnia 31, McMaster 
13. (Sunday) Toronto 35, Alouettes 18. Sarnia 29, Windsor 5. 
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Mr. Pearson Reviewm World Situation: Ottawa, October 22 (CP) -- The Secretary of 
State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, said today that the last six months 
have wmrked some improvement in the world situation, but not much. 

Russia, he told the House of Commons, may well have decided to avoid open 
. war against the strengthening West at this stage but she still confronts the 

democracies.with "many, many" years of peril. " 
He ranged the globe in a 75-minute speech during the Commons' first 

foreign-policy debate of the session, one which saw spokesmen for all four 
parties back continuation of Canada's military efforts in Korea and on behalf 
of the Atlantic Pact. 

- 	Mr. Pearson rejected both the idea of a general Pacific Pact  and  any move 
to build up a central Commonwealth authority as a means to develop the common- . 
wealth into a third mmrld power. But his view that a Pacific Pact wmuld weaken 
_security in that area weé attacked by Gordon Graydon (PC--Peel) who said the 
time is ripe for study of such a step. 

- Mr. Pearson said the United Nations is at or near the crossroads and can 
die if certain nations continue to hold its resolutions in contempt. 

He welcomed steps to end Germany's occupation and bind her militarily to 
the West but said she must not be encouraged to think the West  must  have her 
at any price. And he said the lest cannot allow the Middle East to became a 
Soviet sphere. 

Mr.  St. Laurent  launched the debate by asking for unanimous approval of_ 
a motion for continuation of Canada's U.N. and pact military activities. - 

Such approval he said, mould hearten the troops in Korea and strengthen the 
hands of the men Canada sends abroad to international meetings. 

Mr. Pearson climaxed his lengthy speech with a summary of the mmrld 
situation. 	 - 

There had been a "little, a very little general improvement in the last 
• six months but I doubt whether there has been any.substantial easing of -world 

tension," he said. Western Europetsimorale was higher and fears of, immediate 
aggression had lessened there. - 

But tÉere were -grave and growing dangers in the Middle East and ta the 
Far East Communism was as militant and defiant as ever. 'There were two types 
of aggression to fear, military and economic. How to maintain a balance 
between efforts to cope with both was the central problem for the free world. 

Russia might well have decided to avoid open war now but a marathon race
would go on for meny, many years and the West  could not afford to stop its 
preparations. 

. 	Mr. Gordon Graydon, (P.C.--Peel) called for establishment of a national 
development and production board to assess and utilize Canada's abilities to 
contribute to joint western defence. Canada's resources and economic potential 
had hardly been touched and it was time, , he said, that a concerted effort was 

' made to make the maximum use of them for the benefit and security of the whole 
western area. 

Solon Law, Social Credit Leader, suggested that the United Nations should 
extend its Korean military operations to the bases used by the Red Chinese - 
forces. 

Prepared TO Build Seaway Alone, Mr.  Pearson Says: Ottawa, October 22 (Globe) -- 
Canada will make a second approach to President Truman in the' near future to 
obtain his co-operation in the construction of a Canadian seaway. * 
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The new approach to Washington is not likely to be made until after the 
Government has introduced its legislation here but Mr. Pearson's statement 
today makes it plain that it will not await any revival of the issue in 
Congress. 

Mr. Pearson gave notice that the Government considered that the latest 
Congress action or, as Mr. Pearson put it, inaction, meant that it was not 
going to be possible to get agreement an join construction "at an early date.'') 

Mr. Pearson said, "we are prepared to recommend that this seaway should 
be built by Canada and we shall soon request and expect to receive co-operat!en 
from the United States Government." 

Behind this expectation is the assurance of the President that he would 
support the Canadian seaway as a second best. The Canadian Government is now 
apparently ready to suggest that the time has arrived for implementation of 
that assurance.  

The follawing steps, he pointed out,'still had to be taken: 
1. Canada will set up at this session an appropriate agency to deal with 

seaway construction as distinct'from.pawer. 
2. An agreement, the terms of which have already been worked out, will 

be concluded with Ontario for paeer development by Ontario Bydro. 
3. An appropriate American agency must be.established byllashington to 

enter jointly into the power  development and agreement must be reszhed 
. on division of responsibility and cost. 

. ,An agreement must be worked out between Ottawa and Quebec on possible 
power,developments in that province on the Lachine section. 
The American agency must obtain a license from the Federal Paver Com-
mission, necessitating public hearings. 

. The U.S. Government must submit the application of its agency for 
the power development to the International Joint Commission and 
similar action must be taken by the Canadian Government on the 
Ontario application. 

lir. Pearson's assurance that the Canadian Government would press forward 
"without delay" brought immediate commendatian of the spokesman from Gordon 
Graydon, (P.C.--Pée1). 

UU Able To Finish Korean Task, Says Mr. Claxton: Ottawa, Octcber'22 (CP) -- The 
Minister of National Defence, Mr. Claxton, tonight expressed conviction that, 
barring direct intervention by the Soviet  Union, the United Nations forces in 
Korea will be able to "stay there and do the job to  the end." 

Soviet participation, he said during the House of Commonsr debate  on  
defence and foreign affairs, "almost certainly might lead to a'general ear." 

Mr. Claxton said he made his statement an the basis_of military  intel-
ligence  available to him. 

At the same time, he confessed that he, like everyane'else, knew nothing 
,"as to when precisely the fighting in Korea will end." The U.N. forces must 
be prepared to change its plans and arrangements "to meet any circumstances 

' 	that might develop." 

Reject Request For Meyer's Release:  Ottawa, October 22  (ci') -- Canada has rejected 
an official West Gorman Government request for the release of Kurt Meyer, the 
42-year-old former Nazi general sentenced to life imprisonment for the 1944 
shootings of 18 Canadian prisoners of war. 

This was disclosed in the House of Commons today as the Minister of 
National Defence and the Secretary of State for External Affairs made state- 
ments about the former Hitler bodyguard who last week was transferred from 
the Maritime Penitentiary at Dorchester to a British military prison in West 
Germany. 

Across Canada: There should be more Royal visits to Canada and they should be 
conducted with less formality, Gordon Graydon (PC--Peel) said in the Cam-
mons....Total footage drilled in Alberta during the first eight months of 
the current year, reports the Conservation Board, was 3,502,539 ft. compared 
with 2,660,583 ft. duringthe same period a year ago....-The RCAF's 416 Fighter 
Squadron, based at Uplands, will take part in a thrée-day training exercise 
being carried out by the USAF's Central Air Defence Force, Kansas City, 
Missouri. 
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Ur. St. Laurent On Peace Preservation:  Ottawa, October 23 (CP) -- The Prime Minister, 
Mr. St. Laurent, said today that support of the United_Nations, the Commonwealth 
and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization is the best and perhaps "the only way 
of avoiding another world war." 

In a statement on the eve of the sixth anniversary of the signing of the 
U.N. Charter, the Prime Minister said the task which lies ahead for the free 
nations "is enormous." 

"Poverty, sickness and ignorance have always been a breeding ground for 
mistrust and war; and it is regrettable that the Cominform countries have refused 
to participate in this work of building a better world." 

- 	Canada, together with other free countries, would however, continue to sup- 
port U.N. activities. Canada recognized that the "tine is past when this coun-
try,  or  any other country, can ignore its international obligations." 

This particular anniversary of the United Nations was of special signif-
icance, said the Prime Minister, because it comes during a prolonged and critical 
period for the world organization. 

Approve Continued Efforts In UN, NATO: • Ottawa, October 23 (CP) -- The Secretary of 
State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, said today that one of the quickest 
ways to destroy the Commonwealth would be to establish a central authority to 
dictate a cannon  diplomacy, a common foreign policy for all members. 

He made the statement in concluding a foreign-affairs debate started yes-
terday. After he finished, members unanimously adopted a motion calling for 
continuation of Canada's efforts in the United Nations and the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization. 

Mr. Pearson replied to pleas  frai Howard Green (P.C.--Vancouver-Quadra) 
that Canada take the lead in building the Commonwealth into a third werld power. 

U.S. Seaway Proponent's View:  Ottawa, October 22 (CP) -- N.R. Danielian of Washing-
ton, an American proponent of joint construction of the St. Lawrence Seaway, 
said tonight that U.S. opponents of the project are successfully promoting the 
•idea that Canada is bluffing in her announced intention to go ahead with the 
project alone. 

Executive Vice-President of the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Association,  he 
told reporters that those opposing a joint construction by Canada and the U.S. 
are "bandying" that idea.  around Mshington and gaining support for the sugges-
tion. • - 

Here to discuss with Canadian officials the prospects of an all-Canadian 
project, he said the best way Canada could defeat the Washington "propaganda" 
was by swift parliamentary approval of . legislation authorizing an.all-Canadian 
route and setting out specific financing arrangements. 

He suggested that his association, which favours a joint Undertaking by 
the two countries, would swing its weight behind an all-Canadian- construction 
if Canada would set a definite time limit for the building of the see:way and 
if it was convinced that a two-nation scheme was not possible. 

From Ottawa, Mr. Danielian will go to Detroit to attend the Association's 
annual meeting. - 

Policy Statement Concerning "Refugees": Ottawa, October 23 (CID) -- The Minister of 
Citizenship and Immigration,  Mr. Walter Harris, on October 23 issued a state-
ment covering government policy on the fact that eight of 31 "Freedom Train" 
refugees who broke across the border from Czechoslovakia to Western Germany 
have been denied entry to Canada. 
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Eleven of these refugees who have been granted entry are scheduled to arrive 
at Halifax tomorrow aboard the S.S. Goya. 

Mr. Harris said that, while there mus much public interest in the "Freeèom 
Train" refugees, then-cases had to be considered an the same basis as those of 
other refugees who had crossed the Iron Curtain in less spectacular ways. 

"Every possible co-operation" had been extended by Canadian  immigration 
officers to agencies working in their behalf, and this had resulted in the early 
movement to Canada of the 11 refugees. 

"Hawever,".he added, "we must bear in mind that similar escapes are made 
from the communist countries at a continuing rate, estimated by the International 
Refugee Organization to be fron 1,500 to 2,000 a month. Many of these, who slip 
across the border singly and in small  groupa,  have risked their lives and suffered 
a great deal of hardship in reaching the free zones. Although their cases are not 
publicized, they are deserving of the same consideration." 

_ 
Immigration. Agreement With Pakistan:  (Press Release No. 55i- October 23) -- The 

Department of External Affairs announced October 23 the conclusion of an immi-
gration agreement between the Governments of Pakistan and Canada. The agreement 
takes the form of an exchange of notes made in Karachi and comes into effect 
inmediately. The Canadian note mus signed by Mr. Geoffrey S. Murray, Acting 
High Commissioner for Canada in Pakistan, and the Pakistani note by the Honourable 
Chaudri Muhammad Zafrulla Khan, Minister of Foreign Affairs and Commonwealth 
Relations. 

The agreement, which may be terminated by either Government on six months 
notice, stipulates, in part, that in the year commencing,January 1, 1951, and 
in each succeeding year, "the  admission  to Canada for permanent  residence of 
one hundred citizens of Pakistan, including both sexes and all ages, -sh'all be 
authorized.prdvided the immigrants comply with the provisions of. the Canadian 

- Immigration Act." 

Some Transportation Recommendations Being Inplemented:  Ottawa, October 23 (CP) -- 
The Minister of Transport, Mr. Chevrier, said tonight that it will take time 
to bring about Un equalization of freight rates in Canada. 

He spoke in introducing a resolution to a bill that will give legislative 
effect to some of the recommendations of the Royal Commission on Transportation. 

The resolution was adopted and the bill was introduced and given first 
reading. 

Seek U.K. Aid In Making Jet Engines:  Ottawa, October 23 (CP) -7  Canada is negotiating 
with United Kingdom manufacturers in an attempt to overcome a critical shortage 

• of jet engines -- chief bottleneck in the development of a $1,200,000,000 three-. 
year aircraft production programme. 

Discussions will be held among defence production officials and the makers 
of the British Rolls-Royce Nene III jet engine within the next few days in the 
hope of completing a formal agreement by the end of the week. , 

The plan is to bring British technicians to Canada to set up production of 
the Nene engine alongside assembly lines at the Avro plant at Malton, Ont., 
where Canada's, own high-powered Orenda jet engine is under production. 

Savings Bonds Sales Up 21 P.C.:  Ottawa,  October. 23 (CP) -- The Bank of Canada today 
reported #67,500,000 worth of Canadian savings bond sales during the first week 
of the current campaign. 

Sales, increasing 21 per cent from the $55,700,000 in the first week of last 
year's campaign, went to 209,000 buyers, up four per cent from the 200,600 buyers 
in the same period last year. 

More than,100 companies have already surpassed their,  final 1950 total sales, 
the Bank said. So far, not one company has yet reported a decline from their 
1950 total. 

Across Canada: Princess Elizabeth and Prince Philip have cannenced a three-day holiday 
on Vancouver Island...New Zealand's top ranking army officer, Major General 
K.L. Stewart, CB, CBE, DSO, will visit Canada next week an his way to New Zealand 
from the United Kingdom. General Stewart is Chief of the General Staff, New , 
Zealand Army and currently holds the appoiatment of Chairnan, New Zealand Chiefs - 
of Staff Committee....Tourism last year brought $175,000,000 to the Province of 
Quebec, Georges Leveille, Director of the provincial Tourist Department told 
Province of Quebec Safety League yesterday in Montreal. 	, 
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$33,700,000  Deficit  In  August Trade With U.S.:  Ottawa, October 25 (CP) -- A $33,- 
700,000  deficit in Canada's trade with the United States during August--result 
of a sharp climb of imports over exports--brought Canada's total adverse balance 
in U.S. trade to $407,700,000 for the first eight months of 1951, the Bureau of 
Statistics reported yesterday* 

However, Canada achieved slight gains in increased sales to Britain and 
other countries, trimming the total August deficit to $3,900,000 and paring the 
over-all eight-month debit balance to $335,800,000 -- still the highest deficit 
in history. 

The eight-month deficit in U.S. trade was the largest since the $644,500,- 
000 recorded for the corresponding period in 1947. 

Exports to the U.S. during August increased to $195,800,000 from $170,- 
000,000 last year, pushing the eight-month total to $1,527,600,000 from $1,257,- 
800,000. 

Imports, hawever, scored sharper increases, totalling $229,500,000 during 
the month, compared with last year's $172,600,000, and $1,935,300,000 for the 
eight months compared with $1,347,700,000. 

With Canadate industrial and consumer markets demanding increased supplies 
of foreign goods; total imports from all countries during the month increased 
to $357,500,000 from $267,300,000, driving the eight-month total to $2,330,- 
500,000 from $1,979,800,000* 

Total exports during August climbed 32 per cent to $353,600,000 fram 
$260,600,000, and during the eight-month period to $2,494,700,000 from  $1,965,-
500,000.  

In trade with Britain, Canada scored a small surplus of $27,600,000 for 
the month, bringing the eight-month credit balance to $88,000,000, compared 
with only $61,100,000 last year. Exports for the month totalled $66,600,000, 
compared with $42,800,000, increasing the eight-month total to $395,000,000 
from $315,200,000. 

Montreal Population Exceeds 1,000,000 In New Census: Ottawa, October 24 (CP) -- The 
Bureau of Statistics today released preliminary population figures for seven 
major Canadian cities based an the 1951 census and showing increases ranging 
from five to 69 per cent. 

Montreal's population crossed the million mark to 1,002,703 fram 903,007 
in 1941, a 10 per cent gain, while the metropolitan area of Montréal  climbed 
20 per cent, to 1,370,044 from 1,145,282. 

Toronto figures have not yet been made public. 
Vancouver City population increased nearly 24 per cent to 340,272 compared 

with the 275,353 recorded in 1941, while the city's metropolitan area was 39 

per cent higher at 524,339 compared with 377,447. 
Winnipeg's increase was relatively email at five per cent, standing now 

at 233,617 compared with 221,960 within city boundaries. Greater  Winnipeg,  
however, was up 17 per cent to 350,924 compared with 299,937. 

Today's report was the fourth in a series of preliminary releases based 
on the 1951 census and issued from time to time by the Bureau as figures 
became available. 

Next of the seven major centres in size included in today's list was 
Ottawa. The city's population advanced to 198,773 from 154,951, or 25 per 
cent, while its metropolitan area increased by 23 per cent, to 278,078 from 
225,446. 
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Edmonton's population took the biggest jump, showing a gain of 69 per cent 
to 158,709 fram 93,817 in the 10-year period. Its metropolitan area rose to 
172,112 fram 97,842--a gain of 76 per cent. 

Calgary's population increased by 42 per cent to 126,631 from 88,904 within 
the city boundaries, and by 47 per cent to 136,719 from 93,021 for the metro-
politan area. 

Quebec City followed a similar pattern with an increase to 161,439 from 
150,757--a seven per cent gain--while the population of greater Quebec jumped 
21 per cent to 271,236 from 224,756. 

Next largest in the current list, Regina's population increased to 69,928 
fram 58,245 in 1941. 

Newfoundland Prosperity Proclaimed  In Speech: St. John's, Nfld., October 25 (cp) -- 
Economic development was again the theme of the Newfoundland Legislature as its 
eighth session began here yesterday. _ 

n It is the simple truth to say that in all her long history Newfoundland 
has never known such a high degree of prosperity as there is in this present 
year, »  said the Speech from the Throne, read by Lieutenant-Governor Sir Leonard 
Outerbridge. 

The Speech predicted a booming future for the west coast cement and gypsum 
mills and the east coast birch plant built last year with government backing, 

• 	but expressed "deep regret" that a commission investigating  the  possibilities 
of full-scale logging in Labrador had reported the project "unsound and im-
practicable." 

Old Age Security Legislation:  Ottawa, October 25 (CP) -- Legislation authorizing 
payment of $40-a-month pensions to all 70 and over will be introduced in the 
House of Commons today, the Minister of National Health and Welfare, Mr. 
Martin, said October 24. 

He made the announcement after the Progressive Conservative Party tried 
unsuccessfülly to adjourn the regular business of the House to discuss the 
proof of age now required of those applying for the universal pensions. 

21 P.C. Rise  In  Canada Bond Sales: Returns at the end of the first week indilate 
Canada Savings Bond sales running well ahead of last year. Sales were up in 
both dollar amount and number of applications with almost 209,000 buyers 
purchasing a total of $67,572,100. Compared with last year's returns for the 
same period this represents a 4% increase in buyers and a 21% rise in dollar 
volume. 

Across Canada:  Mines Minister Gemmell announced that the Government plans to set 
up a "Northern Ontario development aduinistration" to develop the natural 
resources of the north. He said the first evidence of the plan was a $1,000,000 
government grant for development of mining roads....Eleven Maltese immigrants 
who claim they are stranded in Canada and want to go home,  yesterday refused 
offers of bridge-building jobs at $1 an hour, the Canadian Press reported from 
'Port Arthur, Ontario...eholesale prices for Canadian industrial and farm 
products, which eased in August from their peak in .July, declined again in 
September, the Bureau of Statistics announced October 24. 
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2 P.C. Income Tax Levy  For Old Age Security:  Ottawa, October 25 (CP) -- Two new 
social-security taxes to finance universal pay-as-you-go old-age pensions of 
$40 a month for everyone over 70, beginning January 1 next, were announced to 
the House of.  Commons today by the Minister of Finance, Mr. Abbott. 

He disclosed: 
1. A special two-per-cent levy on taxable income to begin July 1 next, 

with a limit of $60 a year on the amount any one taxpayer will be asked to 
contribute. This is expected to yield about $95,000,000 a year. ;, 

2. Another two-per-cent levy on corporation incomes--with no limit-- 
beginning January 1 next. This is expected to yield $65,000,000 a year. 

At the same tine, in what he called a 2-2-2-formula for social-security 
taxing, Mr. Abbott announced that one-fifth of the 10-per-cent sales tax will 
be diverted to pensions financing, providing $145,000,000 a year. --- 

The sum of theqe tax changes--estimated at $300,000,000 to $310,000,000 
annually-7will go into a special social-security fUnd from which the #40-a-
month payments will be paid to all Canadians over 70 without a means test. 

This scheme goes hand-in-hand with old-age assistance of the same amount 
--but with a means test--going into effect at the tine for those aged 65 to 
69 in provinces that conclude agreements with the federal Government. 	, 

. Mr. Abbott also announced that he plans in his budget next- spring to -dis- 
card the 20-per-cent defence surtax levied an personal and corporation in- 

. cames last April and to put the tax rates at whatever then seems necessary. 
An estimated 2,500,000 taxpayers--half of the country's labour force-- 

will contribute to the pensions through the new levy of two-per-cent on 
taxable income in addition to the share they pay through the sales tax. 

Those who don't Pay income tax--which takes in the,other half of-the 
labour force and those not normally employed -- will make their contribution 
solely through sales tax. 	 . 

Mr. Abbott estimated the universal pensions will cost $330,000 000 a 
year in the first full year-1952-53. To make upthe difference between 
this figure and the estimated revenue from the new tax set-up, the Government 
will advance loans to the fund. However, the fund eventually, will became 
self-supporting. 

The total cost of social security, including the federal Government's 
share of federal-provincial assistance to those aged 65 to 69, will be 
$365,000,000 a year--$1,000,000 a day. 

Mhile Mr. Abbott disclosed the financial arrangements for the scheme, 
the Minister of National Health and Welfare, Mr. Martin, estimated that 
approximately 482,000 of an estimated 700,000 perwons 70 and over already 
have qualified for $40-a-month cheques beginning next January. 

As the two Ministers thus launched the long-awaited pensions legislation, 
spokesmen for the three Opposition parties unanimously endorsed the proposals, 
though they agreed today's high prices would make a higher payment desirable. 

Export Rise Effects September Surpllis:  Ottawa, October 25 (CP) -- Canada's exports 
in September outpaced imports to give her the second monthly surplus this year. 

In a preliminary statement today, the Bureau of Statistics estimated 
September shipments at $323,500,000, a $40,000,000-jump from 4282,700,000 
last year. 
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Imports at $311,800,000 climbed only $32,000,000 from last year's $279,. 
700,000, leaving surplus of $11,700,000. 

Only previous monthly surplus this year was in July when domestic  exporta  
of 8378,600,000 outclimbed imports of $370,600,000, a favourable balance of 
$8,000,000. 

The September surplus reduced the overall deficit for nine months of tre 
to $324,100,000 -- still one of the highest in history. 

Another major development in September was a sharp reversal in Anglo - 
Canadian - American-trade trends. 

Canada's exports to the U.S. dropped about $6,000,000 from a year ago but 
shipments to Britain climbed more than $20,000,000, helping  Canada  to effect a 

-surplus. 
Shipments to the U.S. were estimated at $189,500,000 compared with last 

year's $195,900,000. Imports increased to $212,000,000 from $177,400,000. 
The deficit of $23,300,000 in the month's trade with.  the U.S. brought the 

total U.S. deficit for nine months to $431,000,000. 	- 
In trade with Britain, Canada exported $52,800,000 worth of goods, a 

sharp jump from $30,600,000 last year. But purchases fram that country fell 
sharply to $28,600,000 from #36,200,000, giving Canada a surplus of #24,200,000,  

Trade with other Commonwealth countries was less favourable. Exports 
climbed to $16,200,000 Pram #14,100,000 but imports showed greater increase to 
$26,300,000 from $23,700,000, giving those countries a surplus for the month of 
•$10,100,000. 

Buéhels Of Grain . Buried'In - Snaw: -  Edmonton, October 25 (CP). 'Millions 
of bushels of grain--the difference_between the west's greatest crop and an 

- 	ordinary yield--are burièd under-heavy snow on'the prairies. 
- 	It'is questionable whether any appreciable emount,j.et- alone -  all, will 

- 	be harvested before spring. Normally all the crop would be off the fields 
- 	now.- 

Across  Canada: Four nursing  sisters_ane 11 Air Force doctors and medical'orderlies 
yesterday became the first allmedical . group to graduate fram - an - H.C.A.F. 
pana-rescue course. -In a ceremony at tactical air . group:headquarters here 
they received para-rescue badges fram Air Marshallf.A. Curtis, Chief of Air 

- Staff....The Board of Transport Commissioners reserved decision yesterday 
on à Bell - Telephone - Co. request to increase Ontario-QUebec phone charges, 
after Montreal and'Toronto combined to-launch a'strang attack against the 
$15,800,000.ayear rate boost....The federal-byelection in Calgary West 
'will - be held December 10. The seat was left Vacant by the résignation due to 
ill-health July 5 last of A.L. Smith, Progressive Conservative'member.... 

' Plans for construction of a - 83,000,000 hOusing project.for arbay and air force 
personnel in - the - Halifax area are nearing completion s  e- spokesman for Central 
Mortgage and - Housing Corporation said yesterday....The CBC ended.thé_1950-51 

- Mical  yearwlth deficit of $1,271,874 it was disclosed when the Corporation's 
• annual report was tabled  in the  House yesterday. 
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Budgetary Surplus  Now4513,200,000: -  Ottawa, October 26 (CP) -- The federal Goirern- 
ment's budgetary surplus climbed by 811,200,000 in September to'bring the - total 
to $513,200,000 for the first six months of the current fiscal year. 

'..- The figure was more than 17 times greater-than-the $30,000,000 surplus 
forecast by -the Minister of Finance, Mr. Abbott for 195152• 

The monthly treasury reportj'issued today through Mr.-Abbott's office, - 
showed that - the.surplus climbed at a slower rate in September. Revenues ex-
ceeded expenditures by $11,200,000 in September compared with $93,000,000  in 

In September, 1950, revenues exceeded expenditures by $3,300,000 and the 
budgetary surplus 'for the first six months of 1950-51 was $296,000,000. 

Revenues in September last totalled $288,300,000 compared with $214,- 
400,000 in the corresponding month of 1950. In the firetsix months of the 
fiscal year, revenues amounted to $1,805,300,000, compared with $1,281,400,000 
for the corresponding period of the 1950-51, an increase of $523,900,000. 

September expenditures were $277,100,000 compared with $221,100,000 in 
August and $211,100,000 in September, 1950. The $66,000,000 increase over 
the total for September, 1950, was due mainly to an increase of $53,200,000 
in the month's expenditures on defence. - 

In the first six months of the year, which ends next March 31, the 
expenditures totalled $1,292,110,705 compared with $985,484,736. . 

Defence expenditures amounted to $93,200,000 in September and to $458,- 
200,000 in the six-month period. The Department's appropriation for the 
year is $1,614,000,000. 	 . 

The Defence Production Department, established this year, spent $11,- 	- 
700,000 out of its total appropriation of $115,000,000. 

The report said that although defence expenditures are continuing to 
increase they do not as yet reflect fully the accelerated programme approved 
by Parliament. 

Individual income tax collections for the first six months were $151,- 
300,000 higher at $465,800,000. 	 ' 	 -- 

Corporation income tax receipts were $201,600,000 higher at $512,400,- 
000, due in part to higher earnings and to higher taxes. ' 	 ' 

Custom import duties were up $53,200,000 and excise tax collections 
were  up $152,600,000. 

Referring to non-defence expenditures, the report said they amounted 
to $822,200,000 in the first six months, a decrease of $12,700,000 from the 
corresponding period of last year. 	 _ 

Governor-General's Term Again Extended: Ottawa, October 26 (CP) -- A second 
extension--until next autumn--of the term of Viscount Alexander as Canada's 
Governor-General was announced tonight by the Government. 

Informed quarters said the step, taken after consultations among the 
King, Viscount Alexander and the Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, was 

( taken for one reason: the Government thinks Canadians would like to have 
His Excellency around longer and His Ficellency was quite willing to stay. 

The extra five or six months--this is expected to be the last ex-
tension--will give Mr. St. Laurent more time to see if a suitable Canadian 
is available to fill the job when it becomes vacant. 
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Reports here say the Prime Minister shares the view that it is time a 
Canadian acted as the King's representative  in Ottawa. 

The Governor-General's present term, as once extended, would expire 
April 17--five years after his arrival. The second extension will project 
it forward to next September or October, giving him another summer here and 
another chance to take one last, long look at Canada. 

By next October, he will have served qiyears, above average but still 
short of the record established by Earl Grey who was Gavernor-General for 
two months short of seven years between 1904 and 1911. 

Move Toward Equalization Of Freight Rates:  Ottawa, October 26 (CP) -- The House 
of Commone today embarked on a study of Government legislation empowering 
the Board of Transport Commissioners to work a fundamental change in the 

:country's railway transportation policy--the long-awaited equalization or 
freight rates. 	- 

. The Chamber opened second reading of the legislation, which implements 
some recommendations of the Royal Commission on Transportation, preparatory 
to sending it to a special committee for hearings and detailed examination. 

- Opposition members generally welcomed the legislation--and its primary 
aim--though some Maritime representatives in their ranks expressed fear the 
equalization would eliminate the traditionally-law rates granted years ago 
to the Atlantic Provinces. . 

The Minister of Transport, Mr. Chevrier, piloting the legislation, has 
given assurance that it will not. 

The legislation, product of a two-year study of transportation  problems 
by the Royal Commission, specifies that it shall not interfere with the - 
Maritime  Freight Rates Act, which provides law rates ,  for some Maritime . 
traffic, or the Craw's Nest Pass rates, which do the same for certain Western 

'traffic. 	- 
Introduced at the last session, but only naw being proceeded with, 

the bill also authorizes the payment of a subsidy of not more than $7,000,000 
a year to the Canadian National and Canadian Pacific Railways for.the main-
tenance of trackage in sparsely-settled, law-traffic areae of Northern 
Ontario. 	- 

Across Canada: The Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, arrived 
in London, England,Sunday....Unemployment in Canada increased by 7,700 
during September as lay-offs and part-time work continued in industries 
ranging from auto factories to textile planb....Canada's two telegraph 
companies have been granted permission to boost telegram rates effective 
November 1. A board order. authorizes increases of 10 and 15 cents on 
standard-wordage telegrams, plus varying increases on charges for extra 
words...."The Quebec Social Allocations Commission" is•to be the name of 
a commission which will be created at the forthcoming session of the Quebec 
Legislature, Premier Duplessis told newspapermen. This commission will 
combine the work of old age pensions, pensions for the blind and notherse 
allawances....Though Canada's gold mine operators have appealed to the 
Government to find a higher price for their product, only a few of then 
are taking up the Government's offer of 'a "free" market for gold, as an 
alternative to federal aid, the Minister of Finance, Mr. Abbott disclosed 
Saturday. 

Week-End  Football Results:  (Saturday) Big Four, Ottawa 13, Hamilton 9; Western 
Canada Union, Edmonton 4, Winnipeg 1. (Sudden-death semi-final); Inter-
collegiate, McGill 26, Western 0, Toronto 15, Queen's 7; Oatario Union, 
McMaster 50, Windsor 6, Sarnia 36, Balmy Beach O. _(Sunday) Big Four, 
Alouettes 34, Toronto 22. 

- 30 - 
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Uorale  Of Troops Exceptionally  High:  Ottawa, October 29 (CP) -- The Minister of 
National Defence, Mr. Claxton,said today conditions in Korea "are far from 
desirable" from the human welfare standpoint but that the morale of Canadian 

- troops is exceptionally high. 
"We hope", he told the House of Commons in reply to statements about 

the bad conditions under which the 25th Brigade is living,."that all our com-
mitments there will be ended as soon as possible." 	 . 

The conditions were such that the men would be asked to serve only one 
year before a replacement is provided. 

There was no way to compare Korea with Western Europe and the last war. 
No recreational centres in large cities could be established. 'No non-militar 
groups such as the Salvation Army were operating with any army in Korea. 

The armies, instead, were using services personnel. The number cd' Cana-
dian welfare officers and other ranks was as great per capita as the welfare 
agencies had provided in Europe. There were six officers who looked after 
welfare matters in the brigade, all with staffs. They were aided by 13 
chaplains. 

. 	Mr. Claxton said the reports he gets indicate that veteran officers have 
never seen a formation with higher morale. 	 - 

Embargo On Meat Exports To U.S. Suggested:  Ottawa, October 29 (CP) --.The federal 
Government was told today by Leon Balcer (PC--Three Rivers) during continued 
debate on the Address that an embargo on Canadian meat_exports to theU.S. 
and larger loans to farmers for production improvements could help to -reduce -
the cost of living. 

R.R. Knight (C.C.F.--Saskatoon) said the Government should encourage 
serious reading in Canada by removing duties on good books. He said the 
Government should make a start on establishing a national library and also 
suggested extension of federal aid to education. 	 - 

First Canadian To .Atlantic Fact Defence  College: Ottawa, October 29 (CP) -- An 
Army ordnance officer, Lt.-Col. Robert T. Bennett, 33, of Ottawa mme named 
today as the first Canadian to go to the new Atlantic Pact Defence College 
in Paris. 

For six months, beginning in November, he will study with 50 other 
Army, Navy and Air Force officers fram the 12 member countries in a school 
set up on the orders of Gen. Eisenhower. Most will eventually go to posts 
in the North Atlantic Treaty Organization forces or headquarters. 

Canada herself has a defence college devoted to turning out senior 
military officers and civilians who could fill key posts in wartime. In 
addition, Canadian officers attend British and American defence colleges. 

The NATO school is a new venture in this field. 

I Ipve Match Companies Fined $85,000: Montreal, October 30 (Ci') -- Mr. Justice 
) 	 1 	Valmore Bienvenue in Court of King's Bench yesterday found five.Canadian 

match companies guilty of operating a monopoly and assessed fines totalling 
$85,000. 

The accused companies are Eddy Match Company, Ltd., Canada Match Ltd., 
Commonwealth Match Company, Ltd., Federal Match Ltd. and the Valcourt Match 
Company. 

• • • • 2 
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• Fines assessed were: 
Eddy Company $25,000; Valcourt, $25,000; Commonwealth, $15,000; Canada 

Match, $10,000; Federal Match, $10,000. 
Counsel for the defence, said an appeal might be considered. He wms 

granted 30 days delay for payment of fine and costs. 
Judgment was postponed last June 29 until today to give more time for 

consideration and Mr. Justice Bienvenue's ruling ran to about 70 closely-
typed pages. 

Canada May Be Among Leading Aircraft Producers: Seigniory Club, Quebec, October 30 
(CP) -- Canada may one day emerge as one of the world's leading countries in 
aircraft production, Air Vice-Marshal Frank McGill said yesterday. 

The head of the Defence Production Department's aircraft programme said 
that the first objective of the Department is to get the planes needed by the 
services, and the second is to make the industry strong and competitive. 

At the moment, he said in a speech before the Air Industries and Transport 
Association, the Department is concentrating on the production of fighter and 
trainer aircraft. 

The United States is producing heavier transport planes in such large 
quantities that in the event of an anergency, Canada may be able to get some 
transport aircraft from that country. 	 - 

New Technique In  Cold-Exposure:  Ottawa, October 29.(CP) -- A new machine and medical 
technique, which may revolutionize the whole approach to cold-exposure treat-
ment, has been developed at Canada's National Research Council_laboratories. 

Experts said today the machine and the technique may became a medical 
nweaponn in the hands of Canada's troops if they have to face the bitter.cold 
of the Far North. 

The new development is a product of co-operative effort of Research Coun-
cil scientists and members of the Banting Medical Research Institute, Toronto. 

Now reaching the practical stages after two years of development,  the  
technique is to wannthe body's vital machinery--the internal organs--first and 
then steadily increase the blood flow to the outer,segments of the body. 

Across Canada: The Petroleum and Natural Gas Conservation Board yesterday started 
its final hearing of evidence before submitting a-report to the Alberta 
Government on the advisability, or otherwise, of permitting the export of 
natural gas from the Province....Premier Frost of Ontario said last,night 
a »new deal" is pending for Northern Ontario mining communities that will 
end their municipal taxation problems under the Government's current grants 
system....Awards of $1,500 to stimulate interest in aviation reporting in 
Canada were announced by Air Industries and Transport Association at- the 
Seigniory Club yesterday....Princess Elizabeth and Prince Philip'attended 
the New York Rangers -- Canadiens hockey matchat -the MCmtreal ForUM - last 
night. 
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26 UN Fighting Men Visitors:  Ottawa, October 30 (CP) -- Twenty-six fighting men from 
mearly as many countries will be dined and toasted here Thursday as a cross-
section of the unique UN army making war for 2 freedom,in Korea. 

The Cabinet, the city and the military will pin in a welcome to a group of 
wounded veterans brought to this continent for a tour that is meant to demonstrate 

_ the unity and scope of the UN forces.  
Cpl. Jean Raymond Roy, 25, of Montreal, a  section leader with the Royal 22nd 

Regiment in Korea, is the lone Canadian in a group'also representing the United 
States, United Kingdom, Australia, Korea, France,-Thailand, Greece, the Nether-
lands, India, Ethiopia, New Zealand, Norway, Belgium, Turkey, South Africa, 
Colombia, the Philippines and Luxembourg. 	- 

Another Canadian, navy PO. Thomas Dewe of Nanaimo, B.C., renained in the 
U.S. with the rest of the group of 40 to 50 men brought back. The 26 men coming 
here by plane frai New York at 11 a.m. Thursday'will leave Friday morning for 
Buffalo. to resume their tour of the U.S. Ottawa is the one  Canadian stop. 

The party will be greeted by high-ranking officials on_arrival and will 
tour Ottawa in private cars before a luncheon in the House of Commons given 
by the Minister of National Defence, Mr. Claxton. 

From 2 p.m. until 4 p.m. the servicemen will tour the Commons, attend a 
parliamentary session, and meet -the press. They  will visit the National Gallery 
later in the afternoon. 

At 6 p.m. service officers and military attachés will be host's t6 the 
veterans at dinner and at 9 p.m. they will appear on the stage of an Ottewa 
theatre. Major-General E.L.M. (Tommy) Burns, Deputy Minister of Veterans 
Affairs, will introduce them. 

House Committee Gets Freight Rates Bill: Ottawa, October 30 (cp) -- The Minister 
of Transport, Mr.  Chevrier  today rejected an Opposition request that freight 
rate increases be refused until Parliament has passed legislation providing 
for an equalization of the rates across Canada. 

He spoke before the House of Commons gave the second reading—approval 
in principle--to a bill authorizing the Board of Transport Commissioners to 
establish uniform freight rates, as far as possible, for all parts of Canada. 

The bill was referred to a 31-man, all-party committee for detailed study. 
The committee may hear representations from the provinces, the railways and 
other interested parties. 

Canada To Commence Production Of U.S. Howitzers:  Ottawa, October 30 (CP) -- Canada 
has decided to make a start in the production of 105-millimetre United States 
howitzers for the Canadian Army. 

The Defence Production Department today announced the award of a #2,- 
150,000 contract to Sorel Industries Limited, Sorel, Que., and officials 
disclosed that the money will cover production  of  the new U.S. weapon. 	• 

Later, Canada expects to begin building heavier 155-millimetre U.S. 
howitzers, first for the Canadian forces and perhaps eventually for the U.S. 

So far, however, ne contracts to cover either the 105-mm or the 155-mn 
howitzer have been received from the U.S. 
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N.R.C. Tells Of Electric Pulse For Human Heart:  Ottawa, October 30 (CP) -- A heart 
machine with a tiny electric pulse, designed to prevent failure,of the human 
heart during surgery, is the newest thing in Canadian electro-medical research. 

It is a box.like machine of dials and uwitches about the size of a mantel 
radio. Attached is a flexiblegastic tube with a wire carrying two electrodes 
which can be inserted in the jugular vein to touch a vital region of the heart. 

By means of electrical pulsations through the electrodes, it can reactivate,\) 
a heart which has stopped beating and can control the rate of heartbeat during 
operations--an important consideration for the surgeon. 

It can do this without the necessity of opening the chest wall to get at 
the heart. 

. Scientists at  te National Research Council's electrical laboratories, 
where it wns built,'stressed today that it is still in the experimental -stage. 
Defence authorities are interested in it. 

Most Powerful -Cancer Weapon Operates  At London; Ontario:  London; Ont.', October 30 
(CP) ---,The world's most recent and most powerful cancer wéapon went into - 

- 	operation today in the War Memorial Children's Hospital an-its' first patient. _ 	, 
Two simplelnovements--the setting of nn electric clock'dial and the flick 

- of a switch--marked the unofficial opening of the cobalt 60 been therapy unit, 
- known as the cobalt bomb. -  - . • - 

Across Canada: 'Montreal gave -Princess Elizabeth .and-thé Duke of Edinburgh the - 
biggest welcome of their tour yesterday as 1 ,,500,000 people along  a75-mile 
procession route shouted their acclaim in two languages....Nova Scotia's' - 
Health Minister Harold Connolly announced yesterday that Nova Scotia will 

- 	take part with'the federal Government in providing old agé pensions to • 
- persons - in the 6569 age group....The Minister'of Trade and Camnerce, Mr. 
Howe, yesterday told the House of -Commons that the over-all situation with - 
respect to storage space -for  Western grain is eVerY goOd.n....industrial 
employment, payrolls, and average weekly earnings reached record levels -at 
the beginning of September, the Bureau of Statistics'reported yesterday. -... 
T-E._Applewhaite,TLiberal menber of Parliament'for the British Columbia 
ridding of -Skeena, will go to Tokyo to help negotiate the fisheries treaty 
with Japan. He:will join the Canadian delegation there. - =-- 
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First Contingent Of 27th Salis  Monday:  Ottawa, October 31 (Globe) -- The first con-
tingent in the movement of the 5,500 men of the 27th Brigade,being posted to 
the Hanover area in West Germany will sail fram Quebec on Monday, November 5 
on board the SS Canberra. There will be several hundred in this first movement 
which will be followed by other sailings, all fran Quebec, at intervals of a 
week or 10 days stretching from naw until mid-December. 

The advance party of the Brigade left a fortnight ago and is now in the 
area preparing for the arrival. The men leaving on Monday are naw at Valcartier 
and it has been arranged that sailings will be from Quebec rather than Halifax ' 
in order to simplify the movement. Rotterdam will be the port of debarkation. 

The rotation system will be used for the Brigade in Germany with married 
men serving one year and single men two years. The present strength of the 
27th means that replacements will equal in numbers the men now going overseas. 

The first Canadian troops to be sent to Europe after the war arrived in 
Rotterdam October 31. 

Discuss Status Of 27th Brigade In  Europe: Ottawa, November 1 (CP) -- Canada's 27th 
Brigade is likely soon to become the first allied formation to serve in_post- 
war Germany without occupation status. Canada also has requested that she 
and not Germany foot the bills. 

United Kingdom occupation authorities in West Germany have agreed in 
principle, it is understood, with Canada's wishes that the Brigade not be 
classed as an occupation unit and that Canada herself pay the costs. 

It is another metter, however, to work out the legal arrangements that 
can put these wishes into effect and Anglo-Canadian discussions are going 
on in Bonn naw trying to solve this legal problem. 

The American, British, French, Netherlands and other forces naw stationed 
in Germany have a dual character. They are classed as occupation troops on 
the one hand and as part of Gen. Dwight Eisenhower's Atlantic Pact integrated 
force on the other. 

Canada's stand is that the 27th Brigade has no connection with the 
occupation, that it is going there purely to join the Eisenhower force as 
a deterrent to Russian aggression. 

Urges Lowering Of Tariffs To Reduce Living Costs: Ottawa, October 31 (CP) -- A 
front-bench Liberal member, charging that monopolies are rampant in Canada, 
urged the Government today to knock down the tariff walls and let com-
petitive, law-priced American goods into the Canadian market. 

Offering that as the Government's best weapon against high prices, A. 
Wesley Stuart, Liberal, Charlotte, N.B., told an intent House of Commons 
that he could see no reason why Canadians should pay twice what Americans 
do for manufactured products, especially when the same companies made the 
same goods in the two countries. 

Applauded by members on all sides, he suggested a three-months suspen-
sion of tariffs against American imports and predicted that the cost of 
living would drop nnany points" if that were done. 

He said that Canada is "thick" with monopolies and cited the automobile 
industry as "the greatest monopoly of them all." That, he said, was a "fact"; 
everyone knew it. 	 - 

Canada's automobile industry could produce as cheaply as did its 
American counterpart if it was forced to. 

•••• 2 
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He mentioned toothpaste, electric toasters, refrigerators, washing machines 
and other manufactured goods as exemples of  commodities which cost twice as much 
in Canada as they did in the U.S. 

He would like, he said, to see the manufacturers called before a Commons 
committee to justify the differential. 

And he asked the rest of the House to join him in seeing what could be done 
"to put these monopolistic organizations in their place." 

18 Canadians To Visit Behind "Iron Curtain": Ottawa, October 31 (CP) -- Mr. Jean 
Lesage, Parliamentary Assistant to the Secretary of State for External Affairs, 
said today one Canadian has given notice of intention to travel to Russia since 
a regulation requiring such notice was enforced June 30 last. 

_ Eight others have said they intend to travel to Hungary and nine to Poland, 
he told John Diefenbaker (P.C.--Lake Centre) in reply to a House of Commons 
question about the issuance of passports for travel-to those three Iron-curtain 
countries. 	. 	_ 	 _ _ 	 _ 

Mr. Lesage said Canadian passport generally are valid for travel to all 
countries. However, it naw is required that those intending to visit Russia, 
Poland and Hungary, among other countries,  report  their travel plans and the 
length and purpose of their visit. 

No record is kept of haw many return. 

Auditor-General's 1950-51 Report:  Ottawa, October 31 (CP) -- The spending habits of 
some government Departments were criticized in the Auditor-General's 1950-51 
report, tabled today in the House of Commons. 

The report prepared by Watson Sellar, Auditor-General of Canadian Govern-
ment accounts, was appended to the Public Accounts for the fiscal year ended 
March 31 last. 

Mr. Sellar drew attention to several instances where savings might have 
been effected and to others where the Departments may have exceeded authority 
to make expenditures. In some cases he suggested legislative changes to 
tighten the control of Parliament over expenditures. 

C. Of C. Asks Deferment Of Price-Fixing Legislation: Quebec, October 31 (CP) --
The  Canadian Chamber of Commerce today asked the Government to take no present 
action an its proposed legislation concerning resale price maintenance. 

It urged that the Government "exercise restraint" until the Chamber can 
obtain the views of its 700 member Boards of Trade and Chambers across the 
country; and that, in any event, no action be taken at this session of Parlia-
ment. 

Across Canada: The Canadian Congress of Labour ended a two-day executive meeting 
in Ottawa with a statement by its President that it is as strong and harmonious 
as ever. A.R. Mosher, head of the 200,000-strong body which had a storay 
convention in Vancouver in September,said harmony in the executive is complete 
denial of news reports suggesting an internal split....Medical treatment 
benefits now available to recipients of wur veterans allowances will be con-
tinued for those men even if they stop taking the allawances to take the new 
universal old age pension instead, the Minister of Veterans Affairs, Mr. 
Lapointe said yesterday....René B. Perrault of Montreal yesterday-  wus elected 
President of the Canadian Chamber of Commerce, succeeding Francis G. einspear 
of Edmonton, President for the last year....A determination to fight for all- 
Canadian pipelines to bring western natural gas and oil to Ontario via the 
lakehead was expressed last night by Premier Leslie Frost in an election 
speech at Fort William. 
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Increased Exports To Britain Overshadow Decline Mlth U.S.:  Ottawa, November 2 (CP) -- 
in 	For the first time in almost two full years of healthy  monthly climbs, Canada's 

exports to the United States dropped slightly during September. 
But the decline eus quickly absorbed by increased shipments to Britain and 

most other countries, resulting in a net advance of 15 per cent in Canada's 
total domestic exports. 

The Bureau of Statistics yesterday reported shipments to the U.S. during 
September at $186,730,000, down $6,000,000 fran $186,730,000 in September last 
year. - , 

The last time there was a decline wus in October, 1949, when shipments to 
the U.S. totalled $148,100,000, down $800,000 tram $148,900,000 in October, 
1948. 

The decline of exports. to the U.S. during September cut the monthly per-
centage of Canada's total exports absorbed by the U.S. to 58 per cent, compared 
with 69 per cent a year earlier. 	 • 

. Shipments to Britain jumped to $52,514,000 -- almost double the $30,439,- 
000 in September last year -- and helped bring total domestic exports to all 
countries to $320,100,000, up $41,000,000 from last year's $279,100,000. 

Added to $320,100,000 worth of domestic exports during September were 
$3,400,000 worth of foreign exports bringing the total to $323,500,000. 

In a previous statement, the Bureau estimated over-all imports at $311,- 
800,000, giving Canada a small $11,700,000 surplus--the second monthly surplus 
this year. The previous $7,900,000 surplus was in July. 

Price-Fixing Issue Referred To Commons-Senate Committee: Ottawa, November 1 (CP)  -- 
The  Government will delay legislation against retail price fixing and place 
the issue before a Commons-Senate Committee. 

Notice of resolution to create the committee was given in the House of 
Commons today by the Minister of Justice, Mr. Garson. This, he said, will 
give everyone a chance to present views. 

Mr. M.J. Coidwell, CCF Leader, wondered whether the resolution would 
supersede intimation in the Throne Speech that the Legislation would be 
introduced at current session. 	 _ 	 - 

Mr. Garson said it would complement,not supersede it. He did not say 
haw long the committee will sit. It appeared likely the Government will take 
no action until the committee makes recommendations. That might take weeks. 

It is learned that the Government decision followed an appeal by manu-
facturers and suppliers that action against fixing minimum prices on retail 
goods be held up until the subject could be reviewed. 

Those in favour and against banning the practice -- which some believe 
covers_15 per cent of all goods entering retail trade--had an opportunity to 
bring views before the four-man MacQuarrie Committee in a year-long study of 
combines legislation. 

The committee will be of 26 members of the Commons and probably about 
12 Senators. 

Delegates To FAO Conference  In Rome:  (Press Release No. 56, November 2) -- The 
Department of External Affairs announced November 2 that the Canadian delegation 
to the forthcoming FAO Conference in Rame will be headed by the Right 
Honourable James G. Gardiner if his parliamentary duties and attendance at 
the Annual Federal-Provincial Agricultural Conference make it possible for 
him to leave Canada. Dr. G.S.H. Barton, Special Assistant to the Minister 
of Agriculture, will attend as alternate head of the Canadian Delegation. 
Other members of the Delegation are: 
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Dr. S.C. Hudson, Principal Economist, Economics Division, Department 
of Agriculture; Mr. S.J. Chagnon, Vice-Chairman, Agricultural Prices 
Support Board, Department of Agriculture; Dr. D.A. Macdonald, Director, 
Forestry Branch, Department of Resources and Development; Dr. L.B. 
Pett, Chief, Nutrition Services, Department of National Health and 
Welfare. 

Dr. H.H. Hannam, President of the Canadian Federation of Agriculture, 
Mr. J.H. Tremblay, Agricultural Secretary of the Canadian Embassy, 
Paris, will act as advisers to the delegation. 

, The Conference opens on.November 19 . and is expected to.continue until 
December 7. -  

Old Age Security Bill Approved In Principle:  Ottawa, November 1 (CP) -- A pension 
of $60 a month for persons 70 and over mus advocated in the House of Commons 
today by Stanley Knowles (CCF—Winnipeg North Centre). 

He spoke before the House of Commons gave second reading—approval in 
principle--to a bill!tuthorizing $40 a month to those 70 and over starting 
in January. 

Mr. Knowles said $40 a month is not enough to give the aged a decent 
living standard. 

New Freight Rate Increase Asked By Railways:  Ottawa, November 1 (CP) -- The rail- . 
 ways today applied for a new freight-rate increase which—with what they 

already seek--would send rates up about 10 per cent. 
An increase of between 5 and 6 per cent was asked to compensate companies 

for the 20 per cent defence surcharge on income tax in the last_federal budget. 
It would be in addition to a 5 per cent application now pending before the 
Board of Transport Commissioners. 

Together, the two hoists would add about $45,000,000 to the annual - 
, national freight bill. 

- 	The surcharge tax application came in the form of an amendment to requests 
made to the Board several months ago for higher rates to meet wage increases 
and a short work week, resulting from the general rail strike of August, 1950. 

The railways then asked a 5 per cent rate boost to cover muge increases, 
.and one of 14 or. 15 per cent--depending on haw the higher rates were applied-- 
to cover the short work week. In July the Board granted a temporary 12 per 
cent increase, leaving the rest of the case to be determined finally at hear- , 
ings to open November 12. 

The railways now have asked to have the proposed 14-15 per cent increase 
amended to one of 17-18 per cent. 	 - 

Across Canada; Copies of speeches at General Assembly of the United Nations in 
Paris will be airmailed to Ottawa for members of the Senate and the flouse  

- of Commons, Mr. Jean Lesage, Parliamentary Assistant to the Secretary of 
State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, said yesterday....Newfoundland's 
population has increased more than 11 per cent since last census in 1945 
to 357,762, the Bureau of Statistics said. Lest census, before union with 
Canada, showed population of 321,819...The Canadian Association of Con- 
sumers has submitted to the Government  al  request for a conference of various 

- national groups to discuss ways of easing inflation....Premier Smallwood 
-- announced yesterday he intends to dissolve Newfoundland's first provincial 

legislature to seek a new mandate on his Government's economic development 
- .programme. 
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Government To Increase Grants To CBC:  Ottawa, November 4 (CP) -- The Minister of 
National Revenue, Dr. McCann, has given notice on the House of Commons order 
paper of plans to set up the annual Gommons committee on the Canadian Broad-
casting Corporation and to extend its grants from the federal treasury. 

The resolution which precedes a measure to amend the Canadian Broadcasting 
Act of 1936 would provide for a grant from the treasury of $4,750,000 for the 
current fiscal year and $6,250,000 for each of the next four fiscal years. 

This is in line with some recommendations in the Massey Royal Commission 
report, which recanmended that CBC deficits be made up from grants fran the 
Government, rather than by increased radio licence fees or loans which had to 
be repaid. 	

_ 

The 1936 Act would also be amended to increase the number of Governors 
of the CBC from nine to 11, and to provide benefits from the pension fund for 
full-time CBC employees. 

Another resolution gave notice of establishment of a select committee on 
radio broadcasting, which will "consider the annual report of the CBC and 
review the policies and aims of the CBC and its regulations, revenues, ex-
penditures and development.” 

Trade Commissioner  In New Orleans: Ottawa, November 2 (CP) -- Mr. Gerald A. 
Newman, the Trade and Commerce Department's Export Division Director, will 

• 	leave that appointment to take charge of a new Trade Commissioner's office 
to be opened in New Orleans early next year. 	 _ 	 - 

Appointment of the 46-year-old trade expert to the U.S. post, announced - 
,today, is in line with the Department's policy to bolster its field forces 
in the U.S. in the hope of capturing a bigger share of the American market 
for Canadian goods. 

A survey Ttus made of the southern U.S. market last year and it was 
decided there were excellent opportunities for the expansion of Canadian 

trade in the Southeastern U.S. 	 , 
New Orleans will be the latest link in the chain of Canadian trade -

offices at Boston, New York, Washington, Los Angeles and Detroit. 

Mr.  Newman  has covered Canadian trade fronts in Europe and the U.S. 
during 22 years of service with the Trade and Commerce Department. 

Railways Request Interim Increase:  Ottawa, November 4 (CP) -- In a new manoeuvre 
aimed at circumventing expected delay in freight-rate hearings, the radl- 

- ways Saturday called for a quick temporary increase of five per cent in their 

- tolls. 
The proposed "interim" boost is roughly half what the carriers already 

were seeking on an established basis before the Board of Transport Commis-
sioners, which only Friday postponed hearings indefinitely from November 12 

on that case. 
The five-per-cent increase would cost freight shippers about $22,500,000 

a year. It would come on top of a 12-per-cent temporary increase obtained 

July 4. That jump, with the further 10 sought by the railways, mus to have 

been reviewed at the November 12 hearings. 

Immediately the railways launched their surprise move, spokesmen for 

provinces opposing rate increases said here the temporary hoist would be 

opposed just as strongly as other increases fought by the provinces in the 

last five years. 

•••• 	2 
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Living Costs At  New  Peak: Ottawa, November 5 (CP) -- The Bureau of Statistics has 
reported that living costs reached a new peak in September mainly due to 
increased clothing prices. 

The cost-of-living index went up six-tenths of a point to 190.4 from 189.8 
points during August. It is based on 1935-39 prices equalling 100. 

The clothing sub-index jumped 6.9 points to a peak 213.8 from 206.9. The 
increase was said to have been due to the introduction of new Fall and Winter j 
lines, higher in price than when these items were surveyed last March. 

Another important group, the food sub-index, showed its second drop in 
two months. Lower meat and egg prices, although somewhat offset by increases 
in the cost of other food items, dropped the food sub-index 1.4 points to 
249.7. 

t 
CFA President On Proposal For Embargo Against Meat Export To  U.S.:  Peterborough, 

Ont., November 3 (CP) -- H.H. Eannam said last night that an embargo against 
the shipment of Canadian meat to the United States would bring "tragedy" to 
livestock men and "disaster" to the country. 

The President of the 400,000-member Canadian Federation of Agriculture, 
- 	'in a speech before a joint meeting of the Peterborough Chamber of Commerce 

and County Federation of Agriculture, criticized such a proposal, made in 
the House of Commons. He described it as "one of the most foolish" that 
could be put forward by a Canadian. 	 - 

House or Commons Again Alters Working Hours:  Ottawa, November 2 (CP) -- Over mild 
protest, the House of Commons changed working hours again today_and decided 
to sit only three nights weekly until the end of this session, expected about 
mid-December. 

The aim is to shorten the traditionally lengthy and tiring Parliamentary 
hours and give the Parliamentarians the occasional night off. 

The Chamber endorsed the report of a special committee recommending 
that these hours go into effect Monday for the remainder of this session: 

Monday, Tuesday and Thursday-2:30 to 10 p.m., with a dinner adjourn-
ment from 6:15 to 8 p.m. 

Wednesday--2:30 to 6:15 p.m., with no evening - sitting. 	 - _ 
Friday--2 to 6:15 p.m., with no evening sitting. 

Across Canada: Premier Joseph Smallwood today set November 26 as the date for 
Newfoundland's second general election as a Canadian Province....The Quebec 
legislature will re-open November 7....The Canadian carrier Magnificent left 
Norfolk, Va. Sunday with 48 Sabre jet fighter planes being sent to England 
for use by RCAF units operating there....Dr. Harry M. Cassidy, internationally- 
known welfare worker, died in hospital in Toronto an November 2 at the age 
of 51.....Appointment of John E. Goodison, Canadian industrialist and government 
official from Sarnia, Ont., as Assistant Agent-General of the United Nations 
Korean Reconstruction Agency, was announced Saturday. 

Saturday's Football Results:  Big Four; Hamilton 31, Alouettes 6, Toronto 23, 
Ottawa .18. Western Canada Union; Edmonton 15, Saskatchewan 11. (First game 
of best-of-three final). Intercollegiate; McGill 19, Queen's 2, Toronto 13, 
Western 13. Ontario Union; Balmy Beach 23, Sarnia 15. (First game of 
total.points series). 

(The Big Four has ended in a three-way tie for first place between Toronto, 
Ottawa and Hamilton. Ottawa has won the bye in the play-off and Toronto and 
Hamilton'are to play a two-game, total-point series November 7 in Toronto and 
November 10 in Hamilton.) 
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27th Sails For Germany: Quebec, November 5 (CP) -- Canada today sent an their wayto 
Western Europe 500 specialists for the main body of the 5,500-man force trained 
for General Eisenhower's armies of defence. 

The troops from the 27th Canadian Brigade sailed from Mblfe's Cove aboard 
theCanberra"while R.C.A.F. Mustangs, joining in fareuell ceremonies, roared 
low over the ship. 

The Minister of National Defence, Mr. Claxton, I told the men their job over-
seas will be the rdefence of Canada." 

Mr. Claxton told the men they were the forerunners of the Brigade in the 
ranks of North Atlantic Treaty Organization forces under Gen. Eisenhower. 	: 

Advance parties of the 27th already have gone over to get the former German 
Army camp near Hanover ready for the rest of the Canadian force due to follow in 
the next few weeks. 

The 27th Brigade will be located in the British sector of Western Germany, 
some 40 miles from the Russian Zone. 

Mr. Claxton explained to reporters this morning that while the men of the 
27th will not in fact be occupation troops, they will have that status from the 
legal point of view. This is to give them the benefit of all military," immu-
nities and amenities," he said. 

The Minister handed personally to many of the soldiers copies of a booklet 
entitled "Off to Europe," giving tips about haw to behave among austerity-
ridden Europeans. 

Mr. Howe Before Canadian  Society Of New York:  New York, November 5 (CP) -- The Min-
ister of Defence Production, Mr. Home, disclosed tonight that in spite of 
innumerable difficulties Canada is "pushing ahead" with the erection of a 

-string of air stations across her 4,000-mile-wide northern frontier as a guard 
against possible enemy attack. 

Some of these stations -- coupled with a big radar screen to warn of 
approaching aircraft -- lie close to the North Pole, more than 3,000 miles 
north of the Canada-United States border, Mr. Howe said in a speech before 
the Canadian Society of New York. 

There were these other developments: 
1. Canada may soon have, in Canadair Ltd. of Montreal, "one of the 

largest aircraft factories in the world." Now producing Sabre jet fighters, 
Canadair soon will be also turning out T36 Beechcraft trainers for the 
American Air Force and T33 jet trainers for the R.C.A.F., employing 18,000 
persons. 

2. The United States was negotiating to purchase a "large number" of 
mobile early-arning radar sets which Canada is developing and producing. 
It was the nbtut piece of equipment for the specific purpose at present in 
production anywhere." Three hundred of them wsre being shipped to North 
Atlantic countries in Europe under a mutual aid programme. 

3. Canada is doing "pioneering" work on atomic energy, to supplement 
the work of the United States and the United Kingdom. She is specializing 
on Arctic warfare, problems of radio transmission in northern Canada and 
defence against atomic, chemical and biological attack. 

4. Currently, Canada's defence spending -- on a per capita basis -- 
equalled annually about $27,000,000,000 worth of defence spending by the 
United States. By 1953 -- when Canada reaches her defence-spending peak-- 
"the figure is likely to be closer to $40,000,000,000 if translated into terns 
of American capacity." 

• • • • 2 
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Considering Ways To Aid Wheat Movement:  Ottawa, Novenber 5 (CP) -- The Government 
is considering ways to help Western farmers who have grain piled up on their 
farms because of elevator congestion, the Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, 
told the House of Commons today. 

In reply to questions from Saskatchewan members, he said no firm decision 
has been reached. 

Mr. Jutras On Food Prices:  Ottawa, November 5 (CP) -- A Liberal member from 
Manitoba told the House of Commons today not to blame the food producer for the 
high cost of living. 

- 	René Jutras, Provencher, suggested that food prices, though they were 
above pre-war, were not high in relation to the prices of other commodities 

_ -entering into living costs.. 	' 	 -  
Joining the resumed Throne Speech debate, he said that a high standard 

of living went hand-in-hand with the increased cost of living. Statistics 
- proved that the worker today laboured fewer hours for his milk, butter and 

_ other foods than before the war. 
He suggested the solution to the cost-of-living problen lay in commodities 

and products other than food. The farmers had done their best to stabilize 
food prices. 

Across Canada: :Princess Elizabeth and the Duke of Edinburgh made two brief appear-
ances at Campbellton, N.B., last night as their train made its first stop'in 
the Maritimes....The fact-finding phase of a nation-wide sickness survey 
started last fall has been completed, the Minister of National Health and 
Welfare, Mr. Martin, said last night. A great mass of information, on what 
the Minister called the.most comprehensive study of its kind ever carried 
:out, is being tabulated and analyzed....The railways will be called today 

- to give evidence on new Government legislation aimed at the equalization of 
. _the railway freight-rate structure across the country. This was decided at 

the organization meeting of a special 31-man Commons committee....The Hospital 
, 

	

	for Sick Children in Toronto is named as major beneficiary in the income of 
a $13,000,000 charitable foundation established under the will of mining 
magnate J.P. Bickell. Details of Mr. Bickell's will show total assets of 
$14,577,518, fran which $235,000 has been earmarked for federal and provincial 

_ 	succession duties. 
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Canmons Approves Committee On  Price-Fixing:  Ottawa, November 7 (CP) -- The House of 
Commons last night approved a government resolution to establish a special 
parliamentary committee to study retail price-fixing. 

. Approval came after the Minister of Justice, Mr. Garson, said the Govern-
ment is not backing dawn on plans to ban resale price maintenance practices. 

The resolution was adopted on division--withaut a formal vote. 
Mr. George Drew, Progressive Conservative Leader, ended the debate by 

interjecting a statem6nt that his party had sought a wider inquiry than that 
envisioned by the Government. Since it could not obtain that, it would support 
the partial inquiry as contained in the resolution.  

As the two-day debate drew to a close, Mr. Garson explained why the Govern= 
ment was not going ahead with legislation immediately, but instead was setting 
up the committee. 

He told the House that since the Government made known in the Speech from 
•the Ihrone of its intentions to act against resale price maintenance he had 
been besieged by large and mnall business men to delay action until they could 
be heard before the "bar of public opinion." 

He had received representations, he said, from the Ontario and Canadian 
Pharmaceutical Associations and the Canadian Manufacturers Association. How-
ever, the biggest part of the appeal did not come from these organizations, - - 
but from the small retail dealers, some of whom he knew personally. 

Commons Committee To Study Defence Expenditures: Ottawa, November 6 (cp) -- The 
Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, announced in the House of Commons today 

_that the Government has decided to set up a House committee to study defence 
expenditures. 

He said the committee  will  be established at this session  so-it  can cam-
plete its organizational work and get down to active examination of defence 
spendin&during the spring session. 

t He disclosed that the setting up of the committee had been discussed at 
a meeting he had with Opposition party leaders last month. 

C.P.R. Challenges Freight Rates Bill:  Ottawa, November 6  (ci')  -- The Government's 
legislation for a new freight rate set-up was challenged on several points 
by the Canadian Pacific Railway today before the House of Commons' special 
committee dealing with the rate "equalization" statute. 

In a four-hour session before the committee, F.C.S. Evans, C.P.R. Vice- 
President and General Counsel, described the bill's outline of a national 
policy of rate equalization as "far too sweeping" and called for the dropping 
or the changing of  some  specific sections. 

The C.P.R. officer testified after counsel for the Government-owned 
Canadian National Railways said that company had no objection in principle 
to the legislation and announced it was offering no argument now. 

--gh  Commissioner For India Speaks In Montreal: Montreal, November 7 (Gazette) -- 
India's role in world affairs is essentially that of a peacemaker, but she 
will exert her full strength to resist aggression from within and without her 
borders, Hon. Ramji  Rem  Saksena, High Commissioner for India in Canada, 
declared here yesterday. 
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"As between good and evil, right and wrong, India has never been and will 
never be neutral," he said in an address to the Rotary Club of Montreal. 

At the same time he emphasized that social and economic betterment is 
necessary to relieve pressures which provide fertile ground for subversive 
doctrines and ideologies within India's borders. 

"India without foreign investment capital and loans cannot hope to 
implement its programme of industrialization and better social conditions," 
he said. 

Scientists Complete Arctic Study Tour: Ottawa, November 6 (CI') -- Canada has com- 
pleted another ocean-going expedition to chip avray mysteries of her Arctic 
frontier. 

The Department of National Defence announced today that nine Canadian 
scientists have completed a two-month, 6,000-mile Arctic tour aboard the 
Defence Research Board's 80-foot ship, Cancolim II. 

Led by T.H. Manning of Ottawa, the Research Board's special adviser on 
the Arctic, the scientists spent a major part of their time investigating 
the Beaufort Sea area north of the Yukon, and then eastward to Amundsen Gulf, 
about 1,500 miles north of Edmonton, defining the limits of the continental 
shelf and water characteristics. 

P.E.I. Population Increase:  Ottawa, November 6 (CP) -- The population of Prince 
Edward Island increased 2,740 in the last 10 years to 97,787 at June 1 from 
95,047 at the corresponding date in 1941, but was belaw the peak 109,078 in 
1891, the Bureau of Statistics reported today. 

Figures for the Island's cities, towns and incorporated villages, with 
figures for June 1, 1941 in brackets: Charlottetown 15,689 (14,821); Summer-
side 6,522 (5,034); Souris, 1,176 (1,114); Montague 1,058 (769); Kensington 
811 (767); Georgetown 760 (769); Borden 695 (512); Alberton 674 (554). 

Across Canada: Workmen yesterday boarded the Canadian Pacific Linen Empress of 
Scotland, to ready the three-cabin suite to be used by Princess Elizabeth 
and Prince Philip on their voyage home after their Canadian tour. The 
26,300-ton passenger ship arrived at Quebec from Liverpool, and will leave 
Friday night for Portugal Bay, Nfld., where the Royal Couple will embark 
for the United Kingdom, November 12....The fourth session of the 23rd 
Quebec Legislature wIll be opened Wednesday afternoon by Lieut.-Gov. Fauteux.... 
A Bureau of Statistics spbkesman said that there appears to be nothing in 
•the statement by two labour unions to substantiate their claims that the 
Bureau's cost-of-living index is inaccurate...Ontario's damestic consumption 
of hydro-electric power has increased by 97.4% since 1945, Robert H. Saunders, 
Chairman of the Ontario Hydro Electric Power Commission, said at Kemptville 
yesterday. 
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Canada And World Peace Plan: The Paris report by Associated Press on the world peace 
plan as enunciated by President Truman contained a paragraph which said that 
the Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, "indicated that Canada 
was consulted and supports the tripartite proposal. n  

Ambassador Of Germany: (Press Release No. 57, November 8) -- The Department of 
External Affairs announced on Nov. 8that Dr. Werner Dankwort on that date 
presented to His Excellcncy the Governor General at Government House his Letter 
of Credence as Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the Federal 
Republic of Germany to Canada. 

Mr. Walter E. Harris, Minister of Citizenship and Immigration was present. 
Mr. H.F. Feaver, Head of the Protocol Division, presented Dr. Dankwort to His 
Excellency the Governor General. The Ambassador was accompanied by the follow-
ing members of his staff: Dr. J.F. Ritter, First Secretary, Mr. D.W. Keller, 
First Secretary, and Dr. Gerwin, Second Secretary. 	 . 

Dr. Dankwort entered the German Foreign Service in 1920 and served at 
Berne, Zurich, Geneva, Trieste and Stockholm. In 1949, he was appointed Acting 
Chief of the Permanent Mission of the Federal Republic of Germany to the 
Ceganization for European Economic Co-operation. In September 1950, Dr. 
Dankwort was given recognition by the Canadian Government as Consul General 
of the Federal Republic of Germany in Ottawa. 	 . 

Commons Votes Down Price Control Amendment: Ottawa, November 7 (CP) -- The House 
of Commons today voted 160 to 19 against a C.C.F. motion calling for use of 
price controls and subsidies to reduce living costs and to "equalize the 
sacrifices which the people are asked to make at this time.'.! 

The motion, technically one of non-confidence in the Government, was 
eupported only by the C.C.F. and Social Credit parties. It was opposed by 
the Liberals, Progressive Conservatives, J.L. Gibson (Ind. -- Comox-Alberni), 
P.E. Gagnon (Ind. -- Chicoutimi) and Dr. R. Poulin (Ind. 7- Beauce.) 

Shortly after the division, another non-confidence motion was moved by 
Victor Quelch (SC -- Acadia). It charged the Government with "failing" to 
increase war veterans allawances to keep them in line with the increase in 
the cost of living. 

That motion and one moved earlier by the Progressive Conservatives will 
likely be voted on some time next week. 

Freight Rates Equalization:  Ottawa, November 7 (CP) -- The Minister of Transport, 
Mr. Chevrier, and Canadian Pacific Railway spokesmen came into sharp conflict 
today over the impact of the Government's freight rate equalization legislation 
on the national economy. 

In testimony before the House of Commons special committee studying the 
statute, the CPR suggested it could cause some "chaos and dislocation" and 
proposed amendments which it said would facilitate equalization with less 
disturbance to regions and industries. 

The Minister defended his bill and in turn argued that the Canadian Pa-
cific's ideas would defeat the aim of the Royal Commission on transportation 
for a new and streamlined freight rate structure. 

• • • • 
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Overseas Trade  And Britatn's New Austerity Measures:  Ottawa, November 7 (CP) -- 

Canada's overseas trade prospects for 1952 darkened today as new austerity 
measures were taken by Britain to chop off about $1,000,000,000 worth of 
imports from dollar countries. 

Imposing new and tighter import controls, and quotas on foodstuffs and 
strategic goods, Britain's Conservative Government virtually spiked Canada's 
hopes of building up trade in Britain to assist her in overcoming a deficit 
in world trade. 

However, there was a sympathetic understanding by Canadian trade and 
agricultural officials. They said there appears to be no other way out for 
Britain, described by the Conservative Government as at the edge of bank-
ruptcy. 

Canada - U.S. Northern Exercise: Edmonton, November 7 (CP) -- A six-month joint 
Canadian - United States Army engineer exercise to test equipment and 
personnel under northern conditions will start January 15, Western Army 
Command announced today. 

An advance party of 41 Canadian and United States Army engineers is 
preparing a 500-man camp at Silver Creek on the Alaska Highway. Problems 
of airstrip construction, snow compaction, field defence and demolition 
under winter and spring conditions will be studied. 

Across Canada: Canada's Chief of Naval Staff, 52-year-old Vice-Admiral Harold 
T.W.  Grant, C.B.E., D.S.O., is retiring from his post after 37 years in 
the Royal Canadian Navy. Naval headquarters officially, confirmed his 
retirement December 1 when he will be succeeded by Rear-Admiral E. Rollo 

_ 	Mainguy, C.B.E 	Growth of Canada's armed forces was reflected in 
appointment of a new Assistant Deputy Minister of National Defence, the 
second such appointment within a month. He is Elgin B. Armstrong, 38, 
of Toronto who will be in charge of financial services....Growing friendly 
relations between the Quebec Government and the federal Government are _ 
reflected in the Speech from the Throne at the opening of the fourth session 
of the 23rd legislature, the Canadian Press reported....The regional cost-
of-living index for Vancouver declined slightly in September, but increased 
in eight other cities, the Bureau of Statistics -reported yesterday...:In the 
Big Four football play-offs, Hamilton Tiger-Cats virtually eliminated 
Toronto Argos in Toronto yesterday by taking the first of home and home 
gaines  24 to 7 on a slushy field. 
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Canada  To Give India $10,000,000 Worth Of Wheat:  Ottawa, November 8 (CP) -- Canada 
has decided to give India $10,000,000 worth of top-quality wheat,to be shipped 
as soon as Canada's transportation crisis eases. 

The only stipulation, it was learned, is that India, in selling the wheat 
to dealers, will use the money in same economic project which will help build 
up the country. 	 - 

Funds to cover the gift will  ce  from Canada's $25,000,000 contribution 
to the six-year Commonwealth programme to help strengthen South and South-East 
Asia against the threat of Communist aggression. 

India's share of the $25,000,000 will be $15,000,000. The other $10,000,- 
, 000 will go to Pakistan for projects to be worked out soon with the help of a 

Pakistani technical mission which will arrive here shortly. 
The other $5,000,000 of Canada's contribution to India will likely be used 

to build irrigation  and power projects, send technicians to Canada for training, 
develop transport facilities and buy agricultural and building materials to 
increase land yield. 

• 

Mr. Howe  On  Trade With U.K.:  Ottawa, November 8 (CP) -- The Miniiter -Of Trade and 
Commerce, Mr. Howe, showed no concern today regarding the United Kingdom's 
decision to slice imports from dollar-area countries by almost $1,000,000,000 
a year. 

, As far as Canada is concerned, he told the House of Cons,  there is 
no cause for "great alarm." 

Though the Government has no details of the new British austerity plan, 
there is nothing in the United Kingdom situation which leads him to believe - 
that smaller amounts of goods "can be taken from Canada." 

Wheat sales to Britain were at a minimum. Othér exports were mostly 
raw materials, metals, iron ore, lumber and materials of that type--materials 
in great demand throughout the world and for which Canada could find markets. 

The question of the possible impact of Britain's new austerity drive on 
Canadian exports was brought up in the Commons by a Prairie farmer, P.E. Wright 
(CCF-Uelfort). He was particularly concerned that the new restrictions might 
affect exports of wheat -- "which are so essential to our Western economy." 

Mr. Hawe said that while the Government has no particulars of the U.K. 
plan--announced in the British House of Commons yesterday--the Government does 
have "an understanding" with Britain that she %ill continue to buy North 
American supplies of wheat from Canada." 

"That practice is being followed. The imports of wheat now are no greater 
than required for immediate consumption and I look for no reduction in that 
direction. 

"In general the imports from Canada are raw materials, metals, iron ore, 
lumber and materials of that type. 

_".Although all materials are in great demand throughout the world I see 
nothing in the situation in the United Kingdom that would lead me to believe 

1 	that smaller amounts can be taken from Canada. 
"All materials of that type are readily saleable in the world, and I 

cannot view the announcement with great alarm as far as the Canadian position 

is concerned." 
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1,500 More To Sail To Europe November  12:  Ottawa, November 8 (CP) -- Another 1,500- 
man segment of Canada's 27th Brigade, slated for defence duty under Gen. 
Eisenhower in Europe, will sail from Quebec Monday. 

The contingent, Defence Headquarters said today, will bring to about 2,350 
the number of Canadian soldiers already in Germany or en route. More than 500 
sailed from Quebec last Monday and an advance party of 300 already is in camp 
at Hanover. 

The remainder of the Brigade, totalling about 6,000, will sail at weekly
) 

intervals until mid-December. The entire group is expected to be in Germany 
by the end of the year. 

Included in Monday's contingent, will be the 1st Canadian Infantry Battalic 
together with the 58th Independent Field Squadron, Royal Canadian Engineers, 
and the I94th Infantry Workshop, Royal Canadian Electrical and Mechanical 
Ehgineers. 

First Post War German Ambassador: Ottawa, November 8 (CP) -- The first German 
Ambassador named to Canada presented his credentials to the Governor-General 
today and hailed the occasion as the start of a campaign'to win Canadian 
trade, investment and friendship for West Germany. 

Dr. Werner Dankwort, a career diplomat who paints as a hobby, outlined 
in an interview a four-point programme designed to strengthen and broaden 
Canadian-German ties in all possible fields, fram the commercial to the-cul-
tural. 

"Germany has made her choice," he.said, "for freedom, peace and civil-
ization." 

"She is willing to take her place as an equal partner in defence of 
ffestern culture, civilization and ideals. we have a common cause today. MC 
are here to make friends." 

Mr. Abbott To Attend Conference Of Finance Ministers: Ottawa, November 8 (cp) -- 
The Minister of Finance, Mr. Abbott told the House of Commons today he plans 
to attend a January 15 meeting of Commonwealth Finance Ministers in London, 
called by the United Kingdom Government. 

Replying to a question from Howard Green (PC--Vancouver Quadra), he said 
he expects the purpose of the meeting is to discuss matters of common concern. 

Closer Co-Ordination Declared Defence Need:  Toronto, November 9 (Globe) -- Closer 
co-ordination is required between the defence production programmes of Canada 
and the U.S., according to speakers at yesterday's annual meeting of the 
Canadian Industrial Preparedness Association. 

Thus far, ran the theme of the addresses, liaison between the two pro-
grammes has been of a mere token nature. Defence orders placed in this 

. 

	

	country by the U.S. have served only to whet the productive appetite of 
Canadian industry. 

Commented M.W. Mackenzie, Canada's Deputy Minister of Defence Production: 
"Canadian industry will have to take a greater part in the U.S. defence 
programme. if we are to make the fullest use of our Canadian productive 
facilities and if we are to reduce the gap in our international balance of 
payments." 

Across Canada: Legislation to provide universal pensions at 70 received third and 
final reading in the Commons yesterday after weathering a final opposition 
assault on some of its provisions and a CCF attempt to change the method of 
financing the payments....Mr. Howe said last night that an order freezing new 
passenger-car models in the United States to conserve machine tools will 
apply automatically to Canada...A total of 271 candidates officially entered 
the field yesterday for the November 22 Ontario election....Brig. Gen. D.C. 
Draper, CMG, DSO and Bar, Toronto's police chief for 18 years, (lied yesterda 
in Toronto, aged 77. 
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1110,..» Vol. 2, No. 217 	 Monday, Novedber 12 I Royal 	Couple Sayz Farewell: St. John's, Nfld., November 11 (cp) -- On the eve of 
her departure for England, Princess Elizabeth said Canada has became a second 
home "in every sense." 	 , 

Today she and Prince Philip received the last and one of the heartiest 
welcomes of their 15,000-mile North American tour from this old city. 

In a farewell broadcast the Princess spoke of her five-week-long tour 
through "this vast and splendid land." 

It was not easy to say goodbye because she was "leaving a country which 
has became a second home in every sense." Wherever she and the Duke had 

. been throughout the 10 provinces ewe have been welcomed with a wa.rmth of heart 
that has made us feel haw truly we belong to Canada." 

_ 
1,000 British Jets Ordered By R.C.A.F.:  Ottawa, November 11 (CP) -- Britain, short 

of dollars, will benefit by possibly as much as $25,000,000 through an agree-
ment by which one of her industrial companies will provide Canada with medium-
pawered jet engines for a big trainer aircraft programme, 

The Minister of Defence Production, Mr. Havre, announced Saturday that 
arrangements have been completed to have Rolls-Royce Company of the United 
Kingdom build Nene jet engines for Canada's T33 jet trainer aircraft pro-
gramme, under way at Canadair Ltd., Montreal. 

The programme calls for the construction of 500 of the twin-engine 
American-type jet aircraft for the R.C.A.F., involving the minimum supply 
of 1,000 engines. 

Though financial details were not disclosed, it appeared likely that 
Canada will pay about $25,000 for each of the engines, making a total of 
$25,000,000 for the 1,000 required. 

Rolls-Royce will provide the engines as the aircraft come off the 
Canadair assembly lines. Some facilities will be set up in Canada, probably 
at Montreal, to assemble and test engine parts, but initially the first 
supply of the engines will be inported complete from Britain. 

Then, as the Canadian aircraft production programme gains speed, Rolls-
Royce will use whatever manufacturing facilities it requires in Canada to 
speed up engine deltveries. 

Under the agreement, said Mr. Howe in a statement, Rolls-Royce will 
emake use of such existing Canadian facilities as they can, without inter-
ference with the present Canadian programme," 

1951. 

2nd Battalion "Pats" Relieved: with Canadian Forces in Korea, November 5 — 
(Delayed) -- (CP) -- A simple ceremony marked the formal relief of the 
2nd Battalian, Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry, by the unit's 
1st Battalion. The 1st Battalion's movement to Korea was completed today 
by arrival in the regimental area of its last two companies. 

10,000 Watch Remembrance Day Ceremonies In Ottawa: Ottawa, November 11 (CP) -- 
4 Canada's capital paid homage to the nation's war dead today in sombre sim-

plicity touched by a display of her past, present and future fighting,man-
power. 

The Governor General, Viscount Alexander, placed the first wreath at 
the base of the National War Memorial, and then he took the salute in a 
march past of war veterans and active members, reservists and cadets of 
the three services at the foot of Parliament Hill. 
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The ceremonies were watched lyabout -10,000 persons. 	
_ 

The Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, took part in the observance alcing 
with members of his Cabinet and representatives of Commonwealth and foreign 
embassies here. 

Reports  Morale Of Troops High:  Hong Kong, November 11 (AP) -- A Canadian religious - 
--leader who has just compfeted a tour of Korean battlefronts said today the 
morale of British and Canadian troops there was "excellent." 

Right Rev. Norman B. Kennedy, Moderator of the Presbyterian Church in 
Canada and Minister of the First Presbyterian Church in Regina, arrived in 
Hong Kong Saturday. He was accompanied by Canada's Chaplain of the fleet, 
E.G.B. Foote. 

Canada neat Supply Higher:  Ottawa, November 11  (ci') -- neat supplies in the 
four major exporting countries of the world for export and carryover at the 
end of their crop years was slightly lower than a year ago, but much higher 
in Canada, the Bureau of Statistics reported Saturday. -  

The total in the four countries nmounted to 1,165,000,000 bushels, 
compared with 1,172,000,000 a year ago. The estimated increase of 175,- 
000,000 bushels in Canada offset decreases elsewhere. 

Across Canada: An independent controlling body for Canadian radio, to regulate 
the broadcasting operations of both the CBC and private stations, was pro-
posed in the House of Commons by George Drew, Progressive Conservative, 
leader....The Minister of National Revenue, Dr. McCann, indicated to the 
Eouse of Commons that he thinks the Canadian dollar will buy about 40 cents 
worth by 1936 values...The Quebec Legislative Assembly approved unanimously 
an November 9 a government bill for Old Age Pensions at 650...First draft 
of Canada's Korean veterans to be brought hame under the army's rotation 
plan are at sea, bound for Vancouver, army headquarters announced Saturday. 

Football Results: (Saturday) Big Four Union: Toronto 21, Hamilton 7. (Hamilton 
wins two-gmme-total-point series 31-28). Intercollegiate: Toronto 11, 
McGill 7.  Western 20, Queen's 13. Western Canada Union: Saskatchewan 12, 
Edmonton 5. (Best two-out-of-three series tied 1-1). O.R.F.U. Senior: 
Sarnia 26, Balmy Beach 7. (Sarnia wins two-game-total-point series 41-30). 
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Mr.  Pearson's Address Before  UN Assembly:  Paris, Novanber 12 (CP) -- The SecretarY 
- of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson,' said today there,is "real danger" 

- in the widening gulf between East and West. • Be urged the Soviet_Unionto .help 
*realize rather - than laugh at, the deepest- hopes of -mankind." 	 - 

In a speech before the United Nations General Apsemb1y,12r. Pearson lashed 
cnrt - at the Soviet Delegate, Andrei Vishinsky, for rejecting last Thursday the 

, --new -western plan for , disarnament. 	 ' r - 	 , 

- He warned against appeasement and-demanded close adherence to the principles 
of the.U.N. Charter. He accused the Soviet Union of boasting of its own huma-
nitarian progress while at the same time refusing to participate in the work of 
U.N. agencies devoted to humanitarian, social and economic purposes. 

Mr. Pearson centred his fire on Mr. Vishinsky's rejection of the three- _ 
power peace' plan and the Russian counter-charge declaring participation in the 
Atlantic Pact incompatible wlth U.N. menbership. 

, *International relations," said Mr.• Pearson, "are now, - in a very real and 
dangerous sense, centred on the conflict between -two great blocs, facing each 
other in suspicion and animosity and fear, with-the chasm between them growing 
wider, and the efforts to bridge that chasm becoming less effective. 

*Drieed, if we took the statenent of. the Soviet Delegate an Thursday last 
_at face value, it would show that the Russian Government naw has decided to 
abandon the effort ccmpletely, and to use the' United Nations, not for the re-
moval of differences, but merely to vilify, sneer at and attack those with whom 
they disagree. 

"This, in turn, naturally produces - a hardening on the other side -Until -  - 
diplomatic negotiation of any kind becames practically impossible.  T  That is 
the real tragedy and the real danger_of, the present  position.!' 	 • 

JUr. Pearson said that last week the United States Secretary of State made : 
a serious proposal for the regulation, limitation and balanced reduction of 
all armaments, and the prohibition of atunic weapons. 	' 

"What was Mr. Vishinsky's reply to this three-power disarmament proposal?" 
he asked. "He bould hardly sleep, he said, it made hid_laugh so much, it was _ 

-so -funny. 
 

It makes_one wonder whether this pathetic merriment does not conceal 
an uneasy conscience . 	- 	 - 

"It is obvious that the Soviet Delegation doesn't expect to get much support 
for that. Even as propaganda it is poor stuff.* 

Mr. Pearson said the United Nations "renains our last, best hope for peace." 
"But the emphasis is shifting from best to last. WP will have to stop that. 

shift if our world organization is to survive as an effective instrunent to 
maintain peace and promote security*" 

Royal Couple Homeward Bound: Portugal Cove, Nfld., November 12 (CP) -- Their Royal 
Highnesses' were homeward bound toniert snug aboard the Empress of Scotland 

((‘ 

	

	after a wild, snarling nor'wester with rai  in its teeth lashed into this rugged 
fishing village and threatened to wreck enbarkation plans. 

As it was, the big white liner was forced to make way from its anchorage 
and find a spot in the lee of Bell Island so the transfer of Princess Elizabeth 

and the Duke of Edinburgh could be made in safety. 

Five Royal Canadian Mounted Policenen who have guarded the Royal couple 
throughout their Canadian tour are going to Britain with them at the request 
of Princess Elizabeth. 
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$82,000 ,000  Orderr For-  Defence Materialsi .Ottawa, Ncmember-12 (CF) -- Crown - 
owned arsenals, which have been producing-atTa slow pace because of a lack 
of  -contracts, will shortly boost production to  full  capacity-  on orders to 
provide #51,700,000 worth of ammunition for Canada's forces. 

The Defence Production - Department -announced the - contracts today, in 
detailing total orders valued at more - than #82,000,000 placed with Canadian 
defence producers  in the October l-15_period. 

The Government's - arsenals, in Quebec and Chtario, have been producing 
--mostly for foreign account. The #51,700,000 worth of Canadian orders marks 
the first major step to speed up the arsenals' production for the Canadian 
forces. 

Arsenal officials said a Pew months of tooling up will be required to 
, get  - the  plants ready for the big contracta.  Eventually, the contracts  will 
require addition of another 1,000 workers to the 2,500 already-employed by 
the plants. . 

The-plants are located at Leaside and Lindsay7in Ontario 'and at  Valley-
field,  St.  Paul -l'Ermite and two at Quebec City in Quebec.  A  seventh plant 
at Longueuil, 'Que., has been turned over to Sorel:Industries, Ltd., for .the 

. -.production of 105m1 howitzers. 	 , 
Details of the te of ammunition-to be produced were not disClOsed, . 

but it appeared likely that ammunition for - small arms - -including the American 
- Garand rifle - -artillery shells and even depth charges will be included* 

- Officials estimated that it may take a full year to complete all of the 
orders, 	. 	 • 

First /nfantry Unit, 27th Sails: Quebec, November 12  (ci') -- The first infantry 
unit of Canada's 27th Brigade sailed today for Europe. 

The battalion wdth a field squadron of engineers, wark-shops personnel 
and an advance party of the 79th Field ArtilleryRegiment left Quebec aboard 
the 15,000-ton Greek Line ship, Fairseaifor Europe today. 

. 	The 1,500 men aboard the Fairsea will bring to about 2,350 the strength 
of the Canadian force in Germany and en route. 

Further sailings within the next few weeks will complete delivery over-
seas of the 5,000-man brigade which Canada is putting at the disposal of North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization forces in Command of General Eisenhower.-  _ 

Across Canada: The Canadian Congress of Labour yesterday accepted the contro-
versial resignation of Pat Conroy, Secretary-Treasurer. Donald MacDonald, 
42, of Sydney, N.S., becames National Secretary-Treasurer and director of 
organization of the 350,000 member 1 CgL....The,Army announced,it has'decided 

, to adopt the British Centurion tank as equipment for an armoured squadron 
forming part of Canada's 27th Brigade force now moving to Europe...The 
Royal Agricultural Winter Fair opens in Toronto today...Prime Minister 
Winston Churchill may visit Ottawa when he crosses the Atlantic in January 

- to confer with President Truman, it was reported in official circles... 
_ Saskatchewan Roughriders yesterday  won the Western Canada football champion-

ship and the right to represent the west in the Grey Cup final with a 19-18 
- victory over. Edmonton Eskimos. 
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Canada-U.S. Extradition Agreement: Ottawa, November 13 (CP) -- A Canada-U.S. agree-
ment to add fraud and false pretences in connection with security transactions 
to the list of extraditable offences was announced today-  by the Prime Minister, 
Mr. St. Laurent. 

Aimed principally at Canadian stock promoters who milch American investors, 
it becomes effective upon the exchange of instruments of ratification by the 
two countries. 

Signed in Ottawa last> month by the Secretary of State for External Affairs, 
Mr. Pearson, the Minister of Justice, Mr. Garson, and Mr. Donald C. Bliss, U.S. 
Minister to Canada, it adds these offences to the extradition treaty: 

1. Obtaining property, money or valuable securities by false pretences 
or by defrauding the public or any person by deceit or falsehood or other 
fraudulent means, whether such deceit or falsehood or any fraudulent means would 
or would not amount to a false pretence. 

2. Making use of the mails in connection with schemes devised or intended 
to deceive or defraud the public or for the purpose of obtaining money under 
false pretences. 

Under the U.S. Constitution, it cannot come into force until ratified by 
the U.S. Senate. Under Canadian law, it need not be ratifiedby Canadian Par-
liament, but the Government intends to allaw discussion on it'in Parliament. 

The Government, however, will not introduce it in Parliament until it has 
fairly firm assurance that the U.S. Senate will take action an the agreement. 
Since Congress naw is adjourned, this will not came until next year. 

Prime Minister Churchill To Visit Ottawa: Ottawa, November 13 (CP) -- Prime Minister 
Churchill will visit Ottawa for two or three days after his talks with President 
Truman in Washington in January, the Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent announced 
today. 

No dates have been disclosed officially, but it is understood he is ex-
pected here in mid-January. 

Mr. St. Laurent hinted broadly to the House of Commons that Mr. Churchill 
may address Parliament, as he did  in  December, 1941, an his first and only 
visit as Prime Minister of the United Kingdom. 

It was believed here that Mr. St. Laurent accepted the occasion of Mr. 
Churchill's  Washington  visit to have him come to Ottawa for a personal get-
together. 

Official sources said there would be a wide exchange of views between 
the two Government Leaders, though no particular problem is expected to be on 
the agenda. 

This will be Mr. Churchill's fourth visit to Canada as Prime Minister, 
though only his second to this capital in that capacity. 

He came to Ottawa in December, 1941, from talks with President Roosevelt 
in Washington. The Japanese had just launched their attack on Pearl Harbour, 
and Mr. Churchill had made a dramatic, unannounced visit to the U.S. capital. 

Mr. Churchill visited Canada again in 1943 and 1944, attending the two 
Quebec conferences with Mr. Roosevelt, but did not came on to Ottawa. 

Mr. Abbott Leaves For Paris, Rome:  Ottawa, November 13 (CP) -- The Minister of 
Finance, Mr, Abbott, left for Paris today to represent Canada on a special 
12-man North Atlantic committee to study what each country can do to close the 
gap in a master plan to bolster North Atlantic defences. 
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With him were his top International econanir adviser,  J. J.  Deutsch, and 
Lt.-Gen. Charles Foulkes, Chairman of the Chiefs of Staff Committee.. 

The 12-man committee was set up 1Dy the general North Atlantic meeting 
here in September to find means of boosting rearmament in the 12 NATO countries. 
The committee will report on its findings to the next general NATO meeting In 
Rame November 24. 

Canada will play an important part in the Rame conference, where she will 
be represented by three Cabinet Ministers. The Secretary of State for External 
Affairs, Mr. Pearson, will preside, and with him will be Mr. Abbott, and the 
Minister of National Defence, Mr. Claxton. 

Before going to Rome, Mr. Claxton will stop off at London for a conference 
with UK defence officials and to attend a Guildhall luncheon in honour of the 
Royal Couple. 

From London Mr. Claxton will fly to Germany to confer with the Allied High 
Commission and T.C. Davis, Canadian Ambassador at Bonn. 

After a quick look at the area where Canada's 27th Brigade will be 
stationed, at Hanover and Soest in West Germany, the Minister will go to 
Rotterdam to welcome the arrival of a 1,500-man contingent of Canadian troops, 
including the 1st Canadian Infantry Battalion° 

Flying overseas with Mr. Claxton will be Air Vice-Marshal Eugh Campbell, 
Chairman of the Canadian joint staff at Washington, and Commodore H.S. Rayner, 
Secretary of the Chiefs of Staff Committee here. 

These military delegates will be bolstered by others who will be in Paris 
when Mr. Claxton gets there. They include Gen. Foulkes; Maj.-Gen. J.D.B. Smith, 
Chairman of the Canadian joint staff at London; and Air Commodore C.L. Annis, 
director of the joint staffs here. 

Mr. Drew On Defence Strategy:  Ottawa, November 13 (CP) -- Mr. George Drew said 
today that Canada, instead of sending defence forces to Europe at this time, 
should concentrate on the training at home of fast, hard-hitting,  mobile 
mechanized units. 

He told the House of Commons that Canada and the U.S. should supply the 
equipment needed to arm the men available in Europe. Canada should concentrate 
an the training of units that could be moved quickly to trouble spots. 

Mr. Drew spoke before adoption of a resolution establishing a 26-man 
committee to investigate defence expenditures. The resolution was welcomed 
by members of all parties. 

Mr. St. Laurent said the committee would not be asked to decide on 
matters of policy. Its duty would be to see that value is being obtained 
for money spent on defence. 

Mr. Dreg said it is obvious that "the ultimate issues as the wrrld peace 
or world war are going to be decided" in Europe and the Middle East rather 
than in Korea. 

The Canadian Brigade in Korea and the Brigade going to Europe were well 
trained, but he did not think they represented the "highest possible hitting 
power per man." 

Aeross Canada: For the first time in its peacetime history the U.S. accepted 
delivery Tuesday of a foreign-made military aircraft. At Downsview, Mr. Howe 
turned over the first of an estimated 500 de Havilland Beaver bushplanes 
ordered by the U.S. Government....Nova Scotia's population increased to 
638,277 in June this year from 577,962 ten years earlier, a gain of 10.4 
per cent, according to preliminary census totals released by the Bureau of 
Statistics0000The Minister of Veterans Affairs, Mr. Lapointe, gave notice 
of a bill to increase the rates of pension for war pensioners....A special 

. parliamentary committee an retail price-fixing, decided to call 11 major 
trade organizations to give evidence early-next week. 
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Ceremony To Mark Movement Of Canadians To Europe:  Rotterdam, November 14 (CP) -- 
The ship bearing the first of the main body of Canadian troops for the defence 
of Western Europe docked . today in Rotterdam where the Canadian Army marched in 
the triumph of liberation seven years ago. 

But most of the drama of the occasion,has been reserved until next week, 
when Gen. Eisenhower is expected to attend a ceremony marking the historic 
movement of Canadian forces into peacetime Europe. 

Then the red-beretted men of the Canadian 27th Brigade's 1st Infantry 
Battalion will march through the main square of Rotterdam while Gen. Eisenhower 
takes the salute as Commander of the Atlantic Pact army they are - joining in 
Germany. 	 - 

Members of the Netherlands Royal Family, Canadian Ambassadors, and dozens 
of correspondents from Paris and London will join Netherlanders in watching. 

In contrast, today's arrival was a quiet climax to a quiet nine-day 
Atlantic crossing from Quebec City for soldierà of such supporting units as 
ordnance, service corps and medical units as well as the brigade headquarters 
staff under Major Douglas Gillan of Ottawa. Brig. Geoffrey Walsh, the brigade 
commander, is due early next week. 

The new arrivals raise to nearly 1,000 the number of Canadian troops al-
- ready in Europe, with another 4,500 to  corne.  

Maritimes Protest Rail Rate Change:  Ottawa, November 14 (CF) -- Governments of the 
four Atlantic seaboard Provinces today protested the federal Government's 
freight-rate equalization measure, arguing before a special House of Commons 
committee it would break down the historic rate setup of their area and send 
up rail charges. 

Spokesmen for the Maritime Provinces told the committee equalization on 
the federally-proposed basis should be confined to Central Canada and the 
West, and they urged that qualifications be put into the measure to guarantee 
that-they keep their present structure. 

The Minister of Transport, Mr. Chevrier, steering his bill through the 
committee set up specially to deal with it, took issue with the Maritime 
witnesses in a running interrogation through the *hour session. 

At one point, he said he thinks the Maritimes and Newfoundland are 
"fully protected" under the legislation. 

Increased Veterans Allowances Asked:  Ottawa, November 14 (CP) -- Members of the 
three Opposition groups in the House of Commons today joined forces to urge 
the Government to increase war veterans' allowances and to make an early 
start on the South Saskatchewan River irrigation project. 

The members spoke in continued debate on the Address in reply to the 
Speech from the Throne. The debate was expected to end today, but speakers 
in different parts of the chamber kept talking until the early mid-week 
adjournment hour. The debate will be resumed and possibly concluded next 
week. 
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Relic Of Franklin Relief Expedition:  Ottawa, November 14 (CP) -- A faded, century-
old message left by a party searching in vain for Sir John Franklin's ill-fated 
expedition to find the northwest passage has been discovered by an Ottawa 
seismologist. 

Peter Bremner, 24, made the historic discovery-beneath a cairn of flat 
stones on the shores of Cornwallis Island, about 2,000 miles north of Winnipeg. 

A lead-sealed cannister contained this measage, printed with an old hand 
press: 

"Left August 4th, 1851, by a party in search of the Franklin expedition 
from the Felix, Capt. Sir John Ross, lying on the south shore Cornwallis Island, 
19 miles west of Cape Hotham with EMB Lady Franklin and Sophia, Capt. Penny el 
Stuart. EMS Resolute, Assistance, Intrepid and Pioneer are N of Griffith 
Island. Provisions at Cape Hotham, Spencer and Whaler Point. (Signed) "C. G. 
Phillips, Commander, RN." 

Says Canada Leader In Social Security:  Ottawa, November 14 (CP) -- The Government 
leader in the Senate said today that when Canada launches her new e40-a-month 
pensions at 70 next January she will have a social-security plan second to 
none in the world. 

Senator Wishart Robertson, moving second reading of the Government's new 
old-age security legislation, said it was the culmination of a quarter-
century of planning. 

:Across Canada:  The Town of Port Hope will come under simulated atomic attack next 
Monday in a three-day training exercise for the army's No. 1 radiation detec- 
tion unit....Shipments of motor vehicles from Canadian factories declined 
during September for the fourth successive month, but cumulative shipments 
for the first nine months of this year were higher than the corresponding 
period a year ago....Quebec Government policy in regard to the expansion of 
the pulp and paper industry is shown in three measures awaiting the attention 
of the Legislature. That the general policy of not permitting any over-
production in newsprint will be continued is stressed in one bill, the 
Montreal Gazette reports....Yesterdaywme the warmest November 14 in Mon-
treal's weather history -- top temperature reading for the day was 59. In 
1879 the mercury hit 52.9 degrees, this was the record high until yesterday. 
The warm wave covered Eastern Canada. 
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Itree Ministers Delegates To NATO: (Press Release No. 58, November 15) -- The Depart 
-TIFF-a External Affairs announced on November 15 that the Canadian Delegation to 

the meeting of the North Atlantic Council, which is to open in Rome on November 
24, will consist of Mr. Pearson, Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. 
Claxton, Minister of National Defence and Mr. Abbott, Minister of Finance. 

They will be accompanied by advisers from the Departments of External 
Affairs, National Defence and Finance, including Mr. Arnold Heeney, Under- 
Secretary of State for External Affairs, Er. L.D. Wilgress, Canadian High Com-
missioner in the United Kingdom, Mr. Jean Désy, Canadian Ambassador in Rame, 
Lieutenant-General Charles Foulkes, Chairman, Chiefs of Staff Committee, Air 
Vice Marshal H.L. Campbell, Canadian Joint Staff, Washington, Major-General 
J.D.B. Smith, Canadian Joint Staff, London, Mr. J.J. Deutsch of the Department 
of Finance, and Mr. J.F. Parkinson, Canadian Representative to 0.E.E.C., Paris. 

Members of the Delegation proceeding from Ottawa will leave by R.C.A.F. 
aircraft an November 16. 

Canadians Now  In Barracks At Hanover: Hanover, Germany, November 16 (CP) -- The first 
full units of Canada's 27th Brigade drove last night through streets lined with 
lighted shop windows to launch their careers as part of Europe's growing military 
wall against Communism. 

Darkness had descended before the 500 soldiers, warm in battle dress, 
greatcoats and full kit, marched off a parade square into permanent German 
barracks situated 40 miles west of the nearest Russians. 

Mr. Claxton To Visit Korea:  Ottawa, November 15 (CP) -- The Minister of National 
Defence, Mr. Claxton, disclosed today in the House of Commons that he plans 
to visit the Canadian troops in Korea though he did not indicate just when. 

He expressed regret during a defence debate that hp has not had a chance 
to visit the troops nyet". He had intended to go in May or June or July, but 
handn't been able to get away. 

He said he plans to welcome the Canadian troops going to Europe at Rotter-
dam when they land next Wednesday. He is leaving this week-end for the United 
Kingdom and will visit Canadian defence establishments there while on his way 
to the Atlantic Pact meeting opening in Rome November 24 ,  

Wheat Crop Estimate Lowered:  Ottawa, November 16 (CP) -- Government statisticians 
yesterday reduced by 17,000,000 bushels their previous estimate of a 579,000,000 
bushel wheat crop. 

But the outlook still is better than average. The Bureau of Statistics 
estimated that providing there is no further loss in threshing snaw-covered 
crops next spring, farmers should reap a 562,398,000-bushel harvest for the 
crop year--second highest in history. 

That still would bring the value of the crop to about 81,000,000,000, and 
less than 5,000,000 bushels below the record harvest of 567,000,000 bushels in 
1928. But the value of the crop again would depend on haw well the still 
unharvested portion of the wheat bears up through the winter months. 
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200 Soldiers Return From Korea: Vancouver, November 15 (CP) -- Brown and tough, 202 
Canadian fighting men came home from the Korean Mar today. 

Some 6,000 persons lined the route as the soldiers, most of them 
swarmed off the U.S. Transport. They then marched to the saluting base six 
blocks away. 

Same 2,000 Americans aboard waved obligingly for photographers. 

Freedom or Speech On CBC:  Ottawa, November 15 (Cr') -- A.D. Dunton, CBC Chairman, said 
today the CBC feels there can be no freedom of speech on the air unless time is 
allotted for the expression of a variety of opinions. 

Parliament, he said, may consider that policy to be wrong. Should that be 
the case, he hopes Parliament will say- clearly.  what opinions and ideas the CBC 
should allow to be expressed through its facilities. 

Mr. Dunton made his statement before the House of Gommons Committee on 
Radio. He said there have been criticisms of some of the programmes carried by 
the CBC. 

Defence Programme Labour Outlook:  Ottawa, November 15'(CP) -- Canada may have more 
"spotty unemployment" this winter ,  than last, Arthur MacNamara, Deputy Minister 
of Labour, today told the National Advisory Council on Manpower. 

The Council..-set up early this year to advise the Government an manpower 
problems--also heard from Mr. MacNamara that the defence preparedness programme 
should not have any troubles fram labour shortages in the next six months. 

At its third meeting, the Council was advised, too, by the Defence Produc-
tion Department that in the months ahead—as the production for defence steps 
up--both labour and management may have to accept some changes. 

"Ch the part of labour, this might involve a willingness to learn new 
trades and to mite into new employment even where it necessitates a change of,  
locale," said a report from the Department. 

Management, the report said, might have to take part in training schemes 
for employees, faim out sub-contracts to areas where there are surpluses of 
labour and standardize and simplify operations. 

Icross Canada: The R.C.A.F. officially took over the former bomber base. at North 
Luffenham, England, yesterday, and brought nearer the time when Canadian air 
strength will jolt Gen. Dwight D. Eisenharter's Atlantic Defence Force, the 
Canadian Press reported....The House of Commons Committee on Radio yesterday 
was told that Windsor, Ont., Ottawa and Quebec City likely will be the next 
spots to get Canadian television after stations in Toronto and Montreal are 
in operation....Senator.Thomas Reid (L. British Columbia) said his main 
criticism of the Government's programme of universal old age pensions of 
$40 a month is that $40 isn't enough....Seeeral Opposition members, veterans' 
of either the First or Second World Wars, urged the Government to provide 
auxiliary services for Canadian troops in Korea. 
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Government Moves To Build Seaway Alone:  Ottawa, November 16 (CF.) -- The Canadian 
Government today took another step towards launching the St. Lawrence seaway 
without the financial help of the United States. 

' The Minister of Transport, Mr. Chevrier, gave the House of Commons notice 
that he will move for the creation of a $300,000,000 "St. Lawrence Seaway 
Authority" - to build and operate the navigation phase of the big shipping- 

, power projects on the river and Great Lakes. 	- 
The Minister notified the House he will propose a resolution next MondaY 

for the establishment of the corporation, which would be empawered to borrow 
up to $300,000,000 and to set tolls for shipping using the waterway. 

Forecast in the Throne Speech at the opening of the session, the pro-
posal underlines the Government's announced intention of going ahead with an 
"all-Canadian" plan -- except for the power end -- unless the U.S. Conéress 
acts quickly on the long-stalled scheme for a joint undertaking between the 
two countries.... 
- 	The Seaway Authority's  power  to set tolls emphasizes the Government's 
intention of making the seaway pay its way by charging shipping for the use 
of the canal locks it will build--a new departure for the federally - operated 
canal system. 
'- 	Government authorities have indicated that tolls would be set on a basis 
to pay off the investment in about 40 years. 	 _ 

Gen. EisenhOwer To Take Over  27th In Ceremony:  The Hague, November 18 (CP) -- 
The Minister of National Defence, Mr. Claxton, will give Gen. Dwight D. 
Eisenhower  command of the 27th Canadian Brigade at a ceremonial parade in 
Rotterdam at noon November 21. 

The Canadian Embassy here announced that 1,200 troeps-rdainly the 1st 
Infantry Battalion which is arriving by ship Tuesday night-will parade 
through the centre of the port city. 

Both Mr. Claxton and Gen. Eisenhower, Commander of North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization armies in Europe, will speak. A distingutshed audience of high 
ranking soldiers and diplomats will witness the ceremony, dramatizing Can-
ada's manpower contribution to Western defence. 

Later . the troops will leave for Hanover to join hundreds of others 
already there. 

Highest Trade Year /n History Probable:  Ottawa, November 16 (CP) -- Canada's 
total foreign trade in the first nine months this year edged the , $6,000-i

-000,000 mark, coming within $400,000,000 of shattering the 12-month record 
established in 1950. 

Imports and exports both were at their peaks, adding emphasis to official 
_estimates that Canada this year will pile up a total foreign trade of about - 
$8,500,000,000--highest in history. 

; -The only blur an the horizon  was a $323,800,000 deficit in the foreign 
commodity account; reflecting mainly Canada's heavier buying in the U.S., 
but Trade Department officials estimated this will be narrowed to about 
$250,000,000 by the-time the year is out. 

' 	Total trade, as estimated by the Bureau of Statistics today, came to 
$5,960,200,000, for the nine months,  more than $1,300,000,000 higher than 
the $4,507,700,000 in the same period last year. ln that year total trade 
came to a record $6.331,000,000; 
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A major development during the nine-month period was that total trade with 
Britain--reaching $783,200,000--was higher than in any other Similar period 
since the Second World War. 

It compared with $636,200,000 in the saine  period last year and with the 
record $769,900,000 established in 1949. But the trend was towards an increase 
in Canada's imports from Britain, thereby reducing the favourable balance. 

Mr. Claxton To Discuss Standardized Rifle In U.K.: London, November 18 (Reuters) -- 
The Minister of National Defence, Mr. Claxton, arrived here Saturday night by 
air for talks ;with Government leaders an defence matters. 

=. 	He is expected to see Prime Minister Churchill, Commonwealth Relations 
Secretary Lord Ismay, and others during his three-day stay. 

Mr.-Claxton told reporters that a standardized rifle for the North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization would be one of the matters discussed; 

Princess Elizabeth's Thanks To Officials:  Ottawa, November 16 (CP) -- Princess 
Elizabeth has paid tribute to the officials who had charge of the arrange-
ments for the Canadian tour of her Royal Highness and the Duke of Edinburgh. 

A letter, made public today by Charles Stein, Under-Secretary of State, 
who headed the special committee in charge :of  the tour, expressed gratitude 
and admiration - to the.committee. The letter was handed to Mr. Stein November 
11 when the Royal Couple was leaving St. John's Nfld. 	, 

_ 
Increased Pensions For Disabled Veterans:  Ottawa, November 16 (CP) -- Pension 

increases averaging 33 1/3 per cent for Canada's 160,000 war disability 
pensioners, their wives and war widows, were announced today by the Minister 
of Veterans Affairs, Mr. Lapointe. 

He - told the House of Commons the increases will become effective next 
year, the cheques mailed at the end of January carrying the new rates; 

- 

	

	At the same time payment of the unemployability supplement, begun last 
June, will be dropped. 

The Minister said the increases had been decided on by the Government 
after careful consideration of various veterans organizations who urged a 
straight 33 1/3 per cent increase across the board. They will add another 
$27,916,885 to the war pensions bill. The present cost is $96,097,683 a 
year. 

Ontario's Population  Jumps  20  P.C.: Ottawa, November 16 (CP) -- Chtario's 
population has jumped more.than 20 per cent in the last 10 years, the Bureau 
of Statistics reported today. 

In the latest of a series of preliminary releases on provincial popu-
lations, the Bureau said Ontario's present population is 4,562,354, compared 
with 3,787,655--a gain of 774,699 since the previous census was taken in 
1941. 

Prevention Of Pollution In Boundary Waters:  (Press Release No. 59, November 19) -- 
The Governments of Canada and the United States on November 19 authorized the 
International Joint Commission to adopt the measures to facilitate control 
and prevention of pollution in the boundary waters connecting Lakes Superior, 
Huron, Erie and Ontario which were recommended Ln the Commission's report of 
October 11, 1950. 

Across Canada:. The Minister of Fisheries, Mr. Mayhew visited the Korean front on 
Saturday and came under enemy shell , fire....The National Advisory Council an 
Manpower told the Government that the one serious weakness in the present 
-Canadian manpawer Picture is the shortage.of skilled workers...eith official 
reports_still to come from two'isolated northern districts, Premier'Small-. 
wood's.Liberal Party had wpn three seats by acclamation in nominations for 
the November 26 Newfoundland general election....Equalization of freight• 

 rates in Canada is going to take about five years, two railway experts told 
the House of Commons,special committee,studying the Government's equalization 
bill. 
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Must Maintain Strength,'"Perhaps  For Generations": New York', Novanber 19 .(CP) -- 
The Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, said tanight.that there is no quick and 
easy - way to peace, and urged against the use of growing western military might 
to fight a preventive war. 

Though r he had not the "slightest douipt" that the Western World would win, 
if it was forced into'a Third World War by an aggressor ,  "the cost will be far 

'greater than the cast of any previous iur." - 
"Even victory," he said in a speech prepared for delivery,before the 

Economic Club of New York »  "will bring,with it destruction,  dislocation and- - 
desolation so great  as  to constitute a threat to civilization itself." 

He warned, too; against isolationism, and said the only choice before 
North Americans "is a choice betweenViise, patient and intelligent leadership 

' of the free world by the United  States ora rapid shrinkage - of the'circumference 
of the free -world." 

- 	- 	The importance of  North  America in today's world mur is not transitory. 
It represented a permanent shift in the world's real balance of power,  "some-
thing which may be expected to last for many generations, provided the leader-
ship of North_American statesmen and the resolution of our North American 
population'is equal to the power which naw is ours." 	 _ _ 

' He praised United States statesmen and United States policy for the loans 
and gifts to build up the military and economic -strength of Western Europe, 
and said that while'the Western nations may differ  about  tactics, "the rest 
of the free nations cannot quarrel with the strategy of American leadership." 

The Western World could not count "on any - early collapse of the total- _ 
itarian system erected behind the - iron curtain." 

' "We are faced with the problen -of living in the  same world with that 
system for many years to come." - ' 	— 

The thing to do was to create and then to maintain "perhaps for genera- 
tions" military strength so substantial that it could not be challenged by 
any potential aggressor with any hope of final victory, 

High Commissioner In Pakistan: (Press Release No. 60, November 20) -- The Depart-
ment of External Affairs announced on November 20 the appointment of Mr. K.P. 
Kirkwood as High Commissioner for Canada in Pakistan, to succeed Mr. D.M. 
Johnson, who has been appointed Permanent Representative of Canada to the 
United Nations, New York, 

Prior to his return to the Department in February of this year, Mr. 
Kirkwood had been Chargé d'Affaires a.i, of the Canadian Legation at Warsaw 
from April 1947. 

Brussels Conference On Refugee Movement: Ottawa, November 20 (CP) -- The Director 
of Immigration,  Mr. C.E.S. Smith, will represent Canada at a 33-nation con-
ference opening in Brussels November 26 which will consider a new proposal 
for movement of 115,000 European refugees to western hemisphere countries 
next year. 

He has been in Rome attending a meeting of the International Labour 
Office, 
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Second Unit Sails For Western Europe:  Quebec, November 19 (CP) -- The second of three 
infantry units trained by Canada for the defence of Western  Europe  headed over-
seas today from Quebec. 

The battalion representing five Canadian rifle regiments sailed from Wolfe': 
Cove dock. 

It was the second infantry unit, formed for Canada's 27th Brigade, to set) 
. out from Quebec in eight days. Among the 763 departing soldiers there were a 
few Dental and Provost Corps and field security personnel. 

The group will raise to more than 3,000 the number of men of the 5,000-man 
Brigade dispatched to Europe. 

Final Mheat Payments $105,000,000:  Ottawa, November 19 (CP) -- Prairie wheat farmers 
who took part in the 1950-51 western  wheat pool will share final paydents 
totalling $105,000,000, the Minister of Trade and Commerce, Mr. Howe, said today 
in the House of Commons. Cheques will be mailed before Christmas. 

This represents a final average payment of 28.65 cents a bushel  on  the 
1950-51 crop - -- more than most farmers expected. 

/t brings the price of top quality No. 1 Northern to the farmer to $1.855 
a bushel, an the basis of deliveries to Fort William, Port Arthur or Vancouver. 
This is slightly higher than the #1.833 realized in the previous crop year. 

C.  of C. Against Price Fixing Ban:  Ottawa, November 19 (CP) -- The Canadian Chamber 
of Commerce, in a brief to the Senate-Cammons committee on combines legislation, 
today recommended that the Government take no action at this session of Par-
liament on banning the practice of resale price maintenance. , 

The Chamber, representing 700 Boards of Trade and Chambers_of Commerce, 
said its annual meeting at Quebec had discussed the proposed legislation. 

It had been decided to obtain the further feeling of the whole medbership, 
but this could not be done in the time set by the committee for presentation 
of views. 

Across Canada: Higher local and long-distance  telephone charges in Ontario and 
_ Quebec became effective next Sunday....The Minister of Agriculture, Mr. 

Gardiner left by air last night for Rame where he will attend the Food and 
Agriculture Organization's sixth annual meeting....Maj.-Gen. G.R. Pearkes, 
M.P., adviser on Canada's U.N. Delegation, left Paris for Rotterdam to greet 
the 27th Brigade Group....Having won the Big Four football championship on 
Saturday with an 11 to 9 win over Hamilton in Ottawa, making a 28 to 16 
victory an the two-game round, Ottawa Rorgh Riders play the Eastern final 
November 21 in Ottawa against Sarnia, O.R.F.U. champions. 
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Permanent Quarters For Brigade In Germany:  The Hague, November 20 (CP) -- The Min- - 
ister of National Defence, Mr. Claxton, announced tonight Canada is planning to 
erect permanent quarters for her 27th Brigade in the Soest area of Western 
Germany--a move which would put a garrison in that key area for any Allied 
defence stand east of the Rhine. 

It is also expected to place the Canadians in their traditional position 
between the British and Americans, but still under British command, in Gen. 
Eisenhower's Atlantic Pact army. 

In a talk with reporters aboard an R.C.A.F. plane which flew him swiftly 
ma a three-stop flight around  Western Europe, the Minister said the barracks 
will be built by Germans, the work to start in the next few months and be com-
pleted late next year. 
,_ 	It is Canada's hope that a way can be found to prevent the Canadian Gov- 
ernment from becoming a landowner in Germany, that is, that this would become 
part of her contribution to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization without 
remaining Canadian property. It is expected to cost between $5,000,00Q and 
$10,000,000. 

Mr. Claxton flew into The Hague early tonight for tomorrow's ceremony in 
which he will turn over,  the Brigade to Gen. Eisenhower's command after a parade 
of more than a thousand Canadians through Rotterdam. The troops will arrive 
late tonight by ship. • 

The Minister visited Bonn and Hanover earlier. At Bonn  he had an hour's 
talkwith Sir Ivone Kirkpatrick, British occupation chief., At Hanover he 
inspected the attractive quarters which are the main base of the Brigade and 
the pivot of a 40-to-50 mile area through which the Canadians are now scattered. 

He is said to have discussed with Sir Ivone Kirkpatrick the long-term 
development and maintenance of accommodation for the Brigade. The barracks 
will be permanent in character and the contract for their construction will 
be let to a German firm. 

Soest is roughly 100 miles southwest of Hanover and 60 miles east of 
the great defence barrier of the Rhine. It is described by the military as 	-- 
in a strategic position to help fend off any Russian surge for the Rhine. 

Mr. Claxton described it an excellent training country. It means a 
brigade move late  in 1952 from the Hanover area, where they're planning to 
pitch into serious training after Christmas in a drive to be in good opera- 	• 
tional formation by summer. 

Canada-U.S. Tax Conventions:  (Press Release No. 61, November 21) -- The Department 
of External Affairs announced that on November 21, in Washington, Canada and 
the United States exchanged instruments of ratification bringing into force 
the two conventions signed in Ottawa on June 12, 1950, amending the existing 
tax conventions in the fields of income tax and succession duties. At the 
same time Canada accepted a reservation to the income tax convention liberal-
izing the exemptions for casual visitors from either country receiving com-
pensation for services performed in the other country. 

129,885 Immigrants In First Nine Months:  Ottawa, November 20 (CP) -- Canada took 
a total of 129,885 immigrants from all countries in the first nine months of 
this year an increase of 75,635 over the same period of 1950, the Immigration 
Branch said today. 
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The total included 21,935 from Britain, 6,015 from the Uni+ed States, 
45,834 from North European countries and 56,101 from all other countries. 
The total from the United Kingdom compared with 9,804 from the British isles 
in the first nine months of 1950. 

The immigrants included 80,081 males and 49,804 females and the 20,376 
skilled workers among them made up the largest single occupation group. 
Agricultural workers totalled 19,844. 

Ontario took the biggest proportion of the immigrants--72,045. A total 
of 27,524 wmnt to Quebec, 9,649 to British Columbia, 9,078 to Alberta, 5,868 
to Manitoba, 2,948 to Saskatchewan, 1,373 to Nova Scotia, 1,036 to New 
Brunswick, 180 to Prince Edward Island, 163 to Newfoundland and 21 to the 
Yukon and the Northwest Territories. 

To Pay Japanese ear Damages Soon:  Ottawa, November 20 (CP) -- The Prime Minister, 
Mr. St. Laurent, promised today that the Government will pay as quickly as 
possible the claims of Canadians who suffered as a result of Japanese action 
during the war. 

He told Er. Drew in the Bouse of Commons that the Government has received 
the report of Er. Justice J.L. Ilsley, who was appointed a Commissioner to 
inquire into war claims. 

The 'report has been circulated to Cabinet Ministers for individual 
consideration but the Cabinet as a whole has not had a chance to co-ordinate 
views. This would be done at the "earliest possible opportunity." 

He said nothing could be done about the war claims until the_Japanese 
Peace Treaty was signed lust September. 

135,000 Canadians To Train In Atomic First Aid: Montreal, November 21 (Gazette) -- 
Development in modern weapons would make it Imperative to provide early medical 
care for the thousands of casualties resulting from any atomic attack, Dr. 
K.C. Charron of the Federal Department of Health and Welfare yesterday told 
the Province of Quebec Safety League. 

The head of Canada's Civil Defence Health Planning Group estimated that 
in a few months 135,000 Canadians will be trained in basic or advanced first 
aid to combat the atomic peril. 

5-Day Week For Banks:  Ottawa, November 20 (CP) -- The House of Commons today gave 
second reading to a bill authorizing Canadian banks to operate on a five-day 
week. 

James Sinclair, Parliamentary Assistant to the Minister of Finance, Er. 
Abbott -, said the banks have been finding it increasingly difficult to obtain 
adequate and competent staffs in competition with establishments which have 
the five-day week. 

Across Canada:  A Real Commission to study what wss described as Canada's "obsolete" 
divorce laws was urged in the Senate yesterday by Senator William Aseltine, 	_ 
Chairman of the Senate's divorce committee for a number of years....Manitoba' 
farmers go to the polls Saturday in a "little election" to say whether they 
favour the present system of compulsory marketing of oats and barley through 
the Canadian 'Wheat Board...Premier Duplessis of Quebec said yesterday pad-
locking and seizure awaits gambling houses in Quebec Province unless they 
halt their operations...Opposition parties in the House of Commons renewed 
a demand that the Government provide auxiliary services for troops in Korea. 
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Pearson Declares Support For West's Disarmament  Proposa].:  Paris, November 21 -- 
-- Canada today endorsed the Western  disarmament proposal as the first" 

step to end the cold war. 
. The Secretary of-State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, in an address 

to the United Nations Political Committee, described the - British-French-American 
proposal as a way to "cut through the circle of fear." 

He struck at the arguments advanced by Andrei Vishinsky, Soviet Delegate, 
who criticized the Western plan. 

Mr. Pearson said it is "a depressing and discouraging fact" that the good 
- faith of the co-sponsors of the resolution has been questioned._ 

It is arrant hypocrisy for those who do the questioning to argue that 
- resolutions on the same subject, which depend for their results merely on 
unsupported declarations, could themselves have the slightest possible effeCt, 
he said. 	 - 

He recalled a Soviet resolution before the United Nations declaring 
membership in the Atlantic Pact "incompatible with membership of the United 
Nations." 
- 	"No single subject that we have discussed or will discuss on the North 
Atlantic Council will prevent or even make more difficult the type of agreeMent 
which is sought in the resolution which we are now considering. 	- 	- 

"Indeed, the confidence which certain free states are gaining by the 
increase of their own defensive strength through collective action should make 
it easier for them to négotiate for a settlement of politicardifficulties 
which, if achieved, would make some of this military strength unnecessary." 

Mr. Pearson said he believes that, as Atlantic countries' strength grows, 
"the time will come when other and unfriendly governmentswill realize, as - 
mé for our part realize, that negotiations are desirable for the limitation 
of armaments and for many other things." 

He said the Anglo-Franco-American resolution is "a good resolution and 
we are prepared to support it.  

effe do not, of course, insist that this particular formulation is the 
only possible one that could be devised. We are anxious to hear, and will 
seriously study, any other sincere suggestions that nay be put forward." 

The "question of confidence is the most difficult of all questions with 
which mé have to grapple." 

As a representative of one of the permanent members of the West's pro-
posed disarmament commission, Ur. Pearson said the proposed commission could 
also study the question of air bases possessed by one country in the territory 
of another mlth agreement of'both. 

He was prepared to have American bases in Canada investigated, and 
similarly Soviet bases in Czechoslovakia and Poland could be investigated.... 

_ 
Gen. Eisenhower Takes Over Command Of 27th: Rotterdam, The Netherlands, November 

21. (CP) -- Canada's crack, red-beret 1st Infantry Battalion made a peacetime 
landing on Europe's shore today to join Gen. Dwight Eisenhower's forces "to 
secure peace." 

The Allied Supreme Cummander stood in a drizzle of rain in bomb-battered 
Rotterdam which the Canadian forces helped liberate in 1945, to welcome the 
contingent of 1,200 officers and men and to take command of the 27th Canadian 
Brigade, of which today's arrivals are a part. 

Gen. Eisenhower welcomed the Canadians as "fellow soldiers" and told them: 
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"Canada is net only contributing to the defence of Europè with the products 
of her factories, but has now sent troops to the area where there is danger. 

"Your arrival here is warmly welcomed because it means that Canada is with 
us, not only with her great resources within her borders, but actually in the 
field." 

The troops were handed  over  to Gen. Eisenhower by Mr. Claxton in a 
ceremony coinciding with the landing of the main part of the Battalion. 

October Trade  Shows  $31,100,000 Surplus: Ottawa, November 21 (CP) -- Canada's foreign 
trade stepped up to higher ground in October, resulting in a 431,100,000 monthly 
surplus--the third this year--the Bureau of Statistics reported today. 

The surplus, paring Canada's 10-manth deficit to 4292,700,000 friars #323,- 
800,000, was sparked partly by a reduction in imports from the Commonwealth _ 
while sales to all conntries increased. 	- 

Exports to all countries climbed to $375,700,000 from $318,900,000  in  
October last year,-a gain of 456,800;000. Imports increased ta 4344,600,000 

- -tram $320,600,000, up $24,000,000, mostly because of larger purchases from 
the U.S. 	 - 

This increased buying fran the U.S., to 4239,300,000 fran 4208,300,000 a 
year ago, pushed Canada's deficit in trade with her neighbour to 4458,300,000 
for the 10-month period. - 

Exports to the U.S. moved up fractionally to $210,800,000 from $207,400,- 
000, but , shipments to Britain made far greater strides - -- on a relative basis 
-- to $64,200,000 from $48,000,000. This was a gain of $16,200,000 in exports 
to Britain, compared with a gain only of $3,400,000 in shipments to the . U.S. 

While exPorts to Britain and other Commonwealth countries increased, 
imports  from these countries declined, giving Canada a larger surplus with 
which to over-balance the deficit in U.S. trade. 	' 

Mr. Howe Sees Removal Of U.S.  Import Curbs:  Ottawa, November 21 (CP) -- The Min-
ister of Trade and Commerce, Mr. Howe, said today the Canadian Government has 
reason to believe that steps will be taken at the next session of the U.S. 
Congress to remove American restrictions an imports of cheese and other 
agricultural products. 

Replying in the House of Cannons to a question of Earl Catherwood (PC-- 
Haldimand), Mr. Howe said , that legislation providing for removal of the 

. restrictions, imposed earlier this year, was approved by a Congressional 
committee, but was not passed by the Senate before adjournment. 

The Government had reason to believe that the legislation will pass at 
the next session. 

Host To International Red Cross: (Press Release No.62, November 22) -- The - -- 
Department of External Affairs has announced that Canada had,been selected 
by the Standing Commission of the International Red Cross Conference as host 
country to-7the  XI/Ith International Red Cross Conference.- The Conference-, 

 will be- held in Toronto fram July 23 to August 9, 1952. 	. 

Across Canada: Mr. Pearson and Mr. Claxton arrived in Rame by air last night for 
the NATO Conference, Reuters reported....Pope Pius has received a copy of the 
Massey Report and has granted a papal blessing on Rev. Georges Lévesque, 
Quebec Dominican monk, who was a member of the Royal Commission that drew up 
the report, the Canadian Press reports fran Quebec....The Lord Provost of 
Glasgow, Sir Victor  Warren,  left Southampton, England, yesterday in the liner 
Queen Elizabeth an a goodwill visit to the United States and Canada....The 
Minister  of Transport,  Mr. Chevrier expressed the hope that the day of Cana-
dian self-sufficiency in oil "may not be far distant." - 	, 
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Ottawa, Chtario St. Lawrence Power Agreement Reported: Ottawa, November 22  (Globe 
and Mail) -- An agreement between the federal Government and the Province of 
Ontario cèvering power development on the international section of the St. 
Lawrence River will be signed next week in Ottawa by Prime Minister St. Laurent 
and Premier Leslie Frost.  

:Latest details of the agreement were ironed out làst week during a con-
ference between the Minister of Transport, Mr. Chevrier, and Hydro Chairman 
Robert Saunders, but arrangements for thé signing were left over until after 
the Ontario vote. 

, Briefly, the agreement will provide for financing and construction of 
the powerinstallations on the international section by Ontario and New York 
State, or whatever - agency is finally designated in the U.S. to carry out the 
joint project. Total cost is estimated at about 4400,000,000, to be divided 
equally between the two partners. It is understood that financial arrange-
ments for the construction have already been worked out between Ontario and 
New York. 

The pending agreement between Ottawa and Queen's Park is tied to the 
all-Canadian seaway project. The previous agreement of 1941, which was con- 
ditioned an ratification of the joint seaway project, provided in effect - 
that the federal Governments would undertake the full cost of seaway and 
power and that the Province and State would pay later the cost of the power 
installations. 

Progressive Conservatives Win Ontario Election: Toronto, November 22 (CP) -- 
The Progressive Conservative party today rolled up the most sweeping,election 
victory in Ontario's recent history. 

A vote of near-record proportions returned the Frost administration, 
all but wiped out the CCF as an opposition party in the Legislature and 
elevated a reduced Liberal representation to the status of official Oppo-
sition. 

At midnight, with one seat to came, this was the standing of the 90- 
seat Legislature: 

Progressive Conservative 79; Liberal seven; CCF two; Labour-Progressive 
(Communist)  one. 

Not since 1934, when the 112-seat House was reduced to 90 seats, has a 
political party in Ontario scored such an election sweep. In the 1934 
election the Liberals won 66 seats. 

As vote-counting neared an end, 1,626,436 votes had been tabulated. 
This compared with the record 1,765,793 cast in the 1945 election. 

The Progressive Conservative victory was scored with 49 per cent of 
the vote, highest percentage since the Liberal Party swept the 1937 election 
with 51 per cent. 

In re-electing the Progressive Conservative Government, Ontario voters 
administered to the CCF the sharpest reverse since 1945 when eight members 
were returned. The party won 34 seats in 1943. 

Walter C. Thomson, Liberal Party Leader, ran third in Ontario Riding 
where four candidates sought office, He lost to T.D. Thomas, who won for 
the CCF one of its two seats. The party had 21 in the last Legislature. 
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Progressive Conservatives gained 18 seats from the CCF whose leader, 
E.B. Jolliffe, wms defeated in York South. Eleven of then were in Toron+o 
area ridings where the CCF had been expected to make a strong showing. One 
of the lost seats was that of Agnes Macphail in York East. 

Premier Frost, who campaigned on a promise of "continued good govern-
ment" carried his entire 18-man Cabinet back into office with him. He was 
leading an election battle for the first time. 

B.C. Population Rise:  Ottawa, November 23 (CP) -- British Columbia's population 
has increased to 1,153,059 from 817,861 in the last 10 years, according to 
a preliminary report on the decennial census made public yesterday. 

Biggest single increase was shown in the Vancouver area, with the 
population of Greater - Vancouver jumping to 524,399 from 377,447. The new,. 
population of Vancouver City is 340,272, against 275,353 in 1941. 

No Negligence In $3,500,000 Quebec Bridge Collapse: Quebec, November 22 (CP) -- 
An inquiry commission report issued today suggested an unexplained scientific 
phenomenon or sabotage brought about collapse of the $3,600,000 Duplessis 
Bridge last January 31 with loss of four lives. 

The report, presented the *two hypotheses* in a section titled *sub-
sidiary conclusions." 

Commissionei.s René Lippe, Montreal magistrate, and J. Lucien Dansereau, 
a Montreal engineer, said the main conclusions arising from evidence heard at 
Three Rivers from August 27 to September 26 were: . 

Collapse of the west section of the bridge followed a "rupture" of one 
of the main steel beams in its metal super-structure; 	 ' 

There was no "fault or negligence" by the Government, its departments 
or officers, or by the builders of the bridge or their employees. 

Across Canada: A vice-president of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company said 
today that *perfect equalization" of freight rates in Canada is an impos-
sibility. F.C.S. Evans told the Senate's Committee on Transport that 
equalization can not be achieved by *rigid formula or the stroke of a pen 
unless you are prepared for disturbances."....A Chinese old age peniioner, 
Leong Gun, 71, hanged himself because of worry over threats to his family 
in Red China. His death dramatized the grawing-terror among hundreds of 
Chinese here,  for the safety of their families in Communist China, the 
Canadian Press reported from  Vancouver. ...The Radio Committee of the Com-
mons heard a suggestion that the pnlidly-ovned CBC should establish its 
awn news staff in Ottawa to report parliamentary news. Mr. Dunton did not 
agrees...The first of Canada's new anti-submarine destroyer escorts will 
be launched November 30 at Canadian Vickers Ltd., Montreal, naval head-
quarters announced yesterday. 
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Mr. Pearson Opens  NATO Council:  Rame, November 25 (AP) -- The Secretary of State 
for  External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, on Saturday disputed Soviet charges that 

. NATO membership is incompatible with membership in the United Nations. 
"This is a travesty of the truth, »  he said, re-affirming.the aim of 

NATO to work wholly within the framework of the UN charter. 
Mr. Pearson, who delivered the opening address here as Chairman of the 

NATO Council, said that -while attending the UN meeting in Paris last week he 
had heard charges that NATO membership meant disloyalty to the UN. 

"Our  determination to strengthen our defences.under the North Atlantic 
Pact, when we have unfortunately, every reason to feel that strength for 
defence is necessary in the world of today, and our loyalty to the principles 
of the UN charter, are two parts of the same policy," Ur. Pearson said: 

"No single subject that we have discussed, or will discuss in our 
Council, no matter what may be maliciously said to the contrary, prejudices 

- 	or weakens that loyalty. 
"Our objective in the North Atlantic Organization is not to build up 

armed strength to threaten anybody, but solely to create sufficient forces 
to ensure that aggression, if it should occur, will not subjugate the free 
peoples of any part of the community." 

Hold Vital Ridge Against 72-Hour Attack:  West Sector, Korea, November 25 (CP)-- 
- (By Bill Boss) -- U.N. troops tonight held firm to a vital ridge-top posi-
tion west of Imjin despite three'days of almost-incessant attack by Chinese 
Reds in massed battalion strength. 

. After a daylight breather, the enemy resumed his assault today. He 
was beaten back repeatedly from the Wst's barbed-wire barricades by hand-
to-hand fighting, artillery and mortar fire. 	, 

After dusk tonight, snow fell in the hilly battle area where the 
temperature has been consistently belaw freezing. 

(C.P. points out that Censorship apparently would not let Boss identify 
the U.N. troops involved. Eetails he was able to.cable from the front 
indicated this action was a continuation of one he reported November 24. He 
was allowed to say then that the U.N. troops involved were from the Royal 
22nd Regiment, a famed French-Canadian unit under Lt.-Col. J.A. Dextraze 
of Montreal.) 

The Communists are entranched on a peak to which the ridge rises east 
of the U.N. troops. But friendly forces now are firmly on another peak at 
the ridge's western extremity. 

(On November 24 Boss said Chinese capture of the eastern peak had 
&flawed the Reds to step up their artillery and mortar barrages and the 
scale of their infantry attacks.) 

The defenders slept three to five hours today--their first break in 72 
hours. It boosted their spirits, and as night fell they were ready for 
more attacks. 

(On November 24, Boss reported the Van Doos were making an epic stand 
an the ridge-top. On November 23 the Van Doos had been attacked from north, 
south, east and west, separately and simultaneously. They had been encircled 
and stormed. Seven times in 24 hours they had beaten off all Red assaults. 
They had not slept for 48 hours.) 

•••• 2 
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Budgetary Surplus Now $604,700,000:  Ottawa, November 23 (CP) -- The federal 
budgetary surplus climbed another $91,500,000 in October to bring to 
$604,700,000 the total for the first seven months of the current fiscal 
year, which began April 1. 

In his Budget Speech last spring, the Minister of Finance, Mr. AbbottI 
forecast a surplus of only $30,000,000 for the year, ending next March 31. -7'm  

The monthly Treasury report shawed that the $91,500,000 increase in 
October compared with an increase of $11,200,000 in September. 

Revenues in Octaber totalled $354,600,000 compared with $253,600,000 
in the corresponding month of 1950. In the seven-month period revenues 
totalled $2,159,900,000, compared with $1,535,100,000, an increase of $624,- 
800,000. 

Income tax payments by individuals were $187,200,000 higher at $561,- 
900,000 for the seven months. This, said the report, was due in part to 
higher personal incomes and to the defence surcharge imposed in the last 
budget. 

Corporation tax receipts in the period totalled $612,800,000, up 
$241,200,000 as a result of higher earnings and increased taxes. Custom 
import duties were up $59,000,000 to $206,900,000. Excise tax collections 
were $174,400,000 higher at $501,700,000, due to increased consumer spend-
ing and to higher taxes. 	 • 	- 

27Th Brigade Start Heavy Training Schedule: Hanover, Germany, November 25 
(CP) 	Brig.,Geoffrey Walsh said today units of the 27th Canadian Brigade 
are starting at once a heavy training schedule to whip them into shape for 
battle "as quickly as possible." 

The 41-year-old brigade commander said in an tn .Éserview there  will  be 
no inmediate leave for the troops, who arrived from Canada during the 
last couple of weeks. Neither will training wait for the whole brigade 
to be concentrated by.the end of December. 

For security reasons--the brigade is 40 miles and less fram the 
Russian zone--the St. Catharines brigadier declined to say the target 
date for battle readiness. . 

But the next-few months training will range from .individual instruc- 
tion to brigade manoeuvres. Nearly half the brigade naw is  in  Germany. 

Ottawa Takes Grey  Cup: Toronto, November 25 (CP) -- Ottawa Rough Riders won 
the 1951 Canadian football championship and-the Grey Cup from Saskatchewan 
Roughriders here today by 21 to 14. 

It was Saskatchewan's seventh straight loss in East-West competition 
following a 54-0 defeat by Qùeen's University in 1923. 

Across Canada: Er. M.J. Coldwell, Leader of the CCF party proposed in an 
address before the American Trade Union Council for Ristradrut, in New 
York, that the West grant economic and other aid to Egypt and Iran to 
avert the possibility of that area being taken over by the Communists.... 
Gratuities of 50 cents a day for Korean service, announced for the army, 
last week, will apply to personnel of all three of Canada's armed forces 
in the Far East, a defence spokesman said Saturday....Newfoundland votes 
today in its second election as a Canadian province. 

- 30 - 
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27th  Brigade Joins B.A.O.R.: with the Canadians in Germany, November 26 (CP) 
Canada's 27th Brigade has joined the British Army of the Rhine -- the so-called 
B.A.O.R. -- but orders fram Ottawa and London are that it is to maintain its 
identity as  a  separate and distinct Canadian formation under this Army's command. 

- Brig. Geoffrey Walsh's formation has been assigned an independent role within 
an Army gradually building up into a powerful armoured striking force under Gen. 
Sir John Harding. 

It is classed as an independent brigade group and has been placed directly 
under Gen. Harding's command, rather than in the subordinate Ist_Corps, which 
embraces the three British divisions naw in Northwest Germany. 

It may, from time to time, temporarily be grouped with a British-division 
for training purposes, but there is no intention of integrating it with a divi-
sion in the way,the 25th Brigade has been made part of the Commonwealth Division 
in Korea. 

Debate On Airfields In Europe: Ottawa, November 26 (CP) -- The controversy over 
Canadian financing of four or five airfields in Europe, as announced at Rotter-
dam last week by the Minister of National Defence, Mr. Claxton, came up in the - 
House of Commons again today. 

Mr. St. Laurent quoted in full an explanatory story issued by The Canadian 
Press at Toronto. It said the figure of $100,000,000, at first attributed to 
Mr. Claxton as the cost.of the fields, was an estimate made by its overseas 
correspondent, Douglas Haw. 

- 	Mr. Drew, who originally brought the matter up last Wednesday, said the 
figure was.incidental. The report stood except for - the figure and-the faot 
remained Canada ras to foot the bill for airfields--and for barracks which had 
not been mentioned by the Prime Minister. - 	_ 
... The cost of the airfields was incidental, Mr. Drew said. The fact re-

mained Canada was going to foot the bill. Previous to the airfields' announce-
ments at Rotterdam, Mr. Claxton had announced at the Hague that Canada was  coing  
to build barracks near Oest, Germany, at a cost of 45,000,000 or $10,000,000. 

Japanese May Not Fish In Coast  Waters:  Vancouver, November 26 (CP) -- The Minister 
of Fisheries, Mr. Mayhew, said today Japanese no longer will be allawed to fish 
in British Columbian or Alaskan waters. 

Mr. Mayhew, back from Tokyo, where he headed the Canadian Delegation at 
the International Fisheries Conference, said under the new agreement being 
negotiated: 

Japanese will be denied the right to fish salmon, halibut, herring and 
other important fish in Alaskan and B.C. waters. 

They will be allawed to fish for crab in the Bering Sea adjacent to 
Alaskan waters, but not for red salmon, an important fish to Americans. 

The agreement may not be ready for signing until Janbary, he said. 
Japan will join a Pacific Fisheries Commission with Canada and the U.S. 

Meyer Holiday Debated In Commons:  Ottawa, November 26 (cp) -- Opposition and GOV... 

ernment members today in the House of Commons criticized the release, however, 
temporary, of German General Kurt Meyer from the German prison where he is 
serving a life sentence for war crimes against Canadian troops in the Second 
%rid War. 

• • • • 



--Mréel)rewpr9téàted7.that there should:be *no intermediateatage of . punish-
ment for Meyer. Either he was guilty or he wns not guilty. He suggested the 
entire -Kurt Meyer case now be reviewed. 

th.  Ralph Campney, Parliamentary Assistant to Mr. Claxton, said that when 
Meyer mma transferred from a Canadian prison to the German prison some weeks 
ago, it . was understood that he wnuldnome under the seine  rules governing other 
inmates of the German prison. 

The Department, he added, is inquiring as to the miles applied in the 
German prison. 

Ming Sung Ships Missing:  Ottawa, November 26 (CP) -- The Government said today  that 
seven ships of the Ming Sung Industrial Company of Canada, flying the Canadian 
-flag, have apparently gone into hiding in Red China waters.- 

In a return tabled in the House of Commons, the State Department said until 
_recently the ships had been trading between Hong Kong, Macao and Canton. 

But when the company failed to make interest payments on the Government- 
backed $12,000,000 loan with which the ships were built in Canada, and the 

- banks were requested to initiate legal proceedings, "these seven ships have 
not, from outward runs, returned to Hong long. 

Would Raise Freight Rates On Grain:  Ottawa, November 26  (ci')  -- An attempt by the 
railwaym to hoist freight rates on domestic grain movements in the West  -- 

- exempt from rate increases for 31-- years -- ran into opposition today before 
- the Board of Transport Commissioners. 

Western provincial counsel took immediate issue mith the move after the 
railwaym told the Board -- in opening their case for a new 10-per-cent increase 
--that  they mnnted to lift the hitherto-exempt  Western rates. 

Across Canada: Some 4,000 Canadians have made mur claims to the Government against 
the Japanese, including 1,750 former prisoners of war and 125 former civilian 
internees, it mna reported to the House of Commons....Five grain kings were 
named at the International Grain and Hay-Show in Chicago with Canadian farmers 
eaerying off crowns in oats, barley and rye....Two members--one a Liberal and 

- the other a C.C.F.--s aid today  in the Commons that Government pensions should 
be paid to Canadians at age of 65 instead of 70...Early-returns from New-
foundland's general election yesterday showed re-election of Health Minister 
J.R. Chalker in Harbor Grace. It was the fifth seat  won  by Premier Joseph 
Smallwood's liberal Party--four candidates having received acclamations. 
Harbor Grace mma the first and only constituency to report returns last night 
....First Canadian performance of New York's Metropolitan Opera Company will 
be held in Toronto next May 26 to 28....McGill University yesterday received 
a grant of $10,000 from the Damon Runyon Fund for cancer research. 

- 30 
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Relief Supplies  For Italy: Ottawa, November 27  (ci') -- Two RCAF North Star planes 
loaded with 19,400 pounds of relief supplies will take off tomorrow from Dorval _ 	_ 
to carry aid to flood-stricken areas of. Italy's Po River valley. 

The Canadian gesture was announced in the House of Commons by the Prime 
Minister, Mr. St. Laurent. He said the Canadian Red Cross was contributing the 
supplies, some $15,000 worth of food, medicines, blankets and woollen underwear. 

George Drew, Progressive Conservative Leader, said the step would give 
courage to the Italian people at a time when they are suffering spiritually as 
well as physically. 

- Later the RCAF made knawn the North Stars mould be detached from 426 
Transport Squadron,'still engaged in flying the Korean air. lift. 

The planes left Dorval today for Malton airport, where.the supplies-9,700 
pounds to each plane, will be loaded. 

Hopes To Give Aid To Universities Soon:  Ottawa, November 28 (CF) -- The Prime 
Minister, Mr. St. Laurent said yesterday in the House of Commons that he 
hopes-it soon will be possible to distribute at least a part of the $7,100,000 
voted at the last session as federal aid to education. 

Replying to Mr. R.R. Knight (CCF--Saskatoon), Mr. St. Laurent said the 
federal Government still is in communication on the matter with the provincial 
Premiers. He hoped the point was being reached where 40 to 50 per cent - of the 
total grant could be distributed pending final settlement. 

Mr. St. Laurent told Mr. Drew.that the grants will be made direct to 
universities. A tabulation has been made an the basis of information received 
from the Canadian University Council. It has been sent to the Premiers who 
were asked if it was in order. 

Mr. Stanley Knawles (CCF--Winnipeg North Center) asked if the Government 
had received any request from the Winnipeg School Board for federal aid to 
education generally. 

Mr. St. Laurent said he was not aware of any such request. As long as he 
was head of the Government he believed he would be forced to ask his colleagues 
to refuse such a request. 

Second Reading For Bill On Financial Administration: Ottawa, November 27  (ci') -- 
Mr. George Drew, P.C. Leader, charged today the Government has overtaxed.each 
man, woman and child in Canada by $43 in the first six months of this fiscal 
year. 

In a short, sharp House of Commons attack on Government budgetary 
policies, he said that came about because the Minister of Finance, Mr. Abbott, 
was  "so grossly and outrageously" in error in estimating budgetary surplus. 

He spoke as the House gave second reading to a bill clarifying and 
bringing up to date laws governing financial administration of the Government, 
audit of public accounts and financial control of Crown companies. It went to 

- the public accounts committee for detailed study. 

Depreciation Curbs Slackened:  Ottawa, November 27 (CP) -- Slight easing in the 
Government's programme to help curb inflation by deferring depreciation on 
non-essential construction for three years was announced today in the House 
of Commons. 

The Minister of Trade and Commerce, Mr. Howe, said an Order-in-Council 
has been passed to give relief in three types of cases in which hardship is 
experienced because of the restrictions. 

• • • • 2 
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They are: 

1. In the case of new structures, properties will become eligible for 
normal depreciation allowance an taxable income provided the taxpayer can 
prove he entered into a contract for construction before April 11 and pro-
vided the structure is complete before April 1, 1953. 

2. A taxpayer can apply for depreciation from the Trade Department if 
he can prove he was obligated to acquire a property under a contract entered 
into before April 11. 

3. In the case of new and old machinery the taxpayer can obtain a 
certificate of eligibility for depreciation if he can prove he was "obligated" 
to acquire items under a contract entered into before April 11. 

Costs Probe Held Not Feasible:,  Ottawa, November 27 (CP) -- Parliament's special 
committee on retail price fixing today reversed a decision of yesterday to 
investigate manufacturing costs and marginm of profit on consumer goods. 

Mr. James Sinclair (L.--Vancouver Capilano), Chairman, said the commit-
tee's decision, initiated through a motion yesterday, was later studied in 
private by a steering committee. 

It was decided the investigation wnuld not be feasible. 

Premier Frost  To Discuss Seaway At Ottawa:  Toronto, November 27 (CP) -- Details 
of the St. Lawrence seaway and power project will be discussed in Ottawa . 
Thursday-  by representatives of the federal and Ontario Governments. 

. Premier Frost said after the first Cabinet meeting since re-election of 
his Government November 22 that he will go to Ottawa with several Cabinet 
members and officials of Ontario Hydro Commission. 

Increases.For Transport Commissioners Opposed:  Ottawa, November 27 (CP) -- 
Progressive Conservatives today failed to block a Government move to raise 
the pay of Board of Transport Commissioners. 

The party lost 164 to 27 when it forced a vote on a bill providing 
increases. 

CCP and Social Credit geoups supported-the leeslation on the ground 
the pay boosts are needea. 

The bill will provide these increases: Chief Commissioner, to $16,000 
a year from $15,000;Amsistant Chief Commissioner, to $14,000 from $12,000; 
Deputy Chief Commissioner, to $13,000 from $10,000; other three Commissioners, 
to $12,000 from $10,000. 

Across  Canada:  Incomplete returns in the Newfoundland provincial election in-
dicated the return of the Liberal Government under Premier Smallwood ity an 
increased majority....The Flin Flon branch of the Canadian Legion passed a 
resolution asking all other branches to petition the federal Government to 
"persuade Viscount Alexander to accept the appointment as His Majesty's 
representative to Canada for the period of his lifetime"...elore than 
16,000 immigrants will arrive at Halifax in December, H.J. Nevin, General 
Passenger Agent for Canadian National Railways, said yesterday. They 
represent the largest number of persons to emigrate to Canada in a single 
month for many years....Canada is making arrangements for the purchase of 
two British 'Cornet jet-propelled transport planes for the RCAF at a cost 
of $3,500,000, defence headquarters said....0ntario Command of the Canadian 
Legion yesterday asked Ottawa to carry out the life imprisonment term given 
Kurt Meyer, German war criminal. 
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Longest Canadian Casualty  List Of Korean War;  Ottawa, November 28  (Ci') -- The Army 
today issued its 77th casualty list of the Korean war, reporting six men killed 
in action, one dead of wounds, 33 wounded, and two injured in action. 

It was the longest casualty list issued by- the army in the Korean war. 
It brought to 531 the number of casualties so far suffered by Canadian - • 

troops in the Korean action, including 106 dead, 383 wounded, 40 injured and 
two missing. 

Canada Not Bluffing  •  On Seaway, Says Mr. Howe:  Washington,  November 28  (ci')  -- The 
Minister of Trade and Commerce, Mr. Hawe, said tonight that Canada is not 
bluffing in her proposal to undertake construction-of the St. Lawrence seaway 
project alone. 

"It has been suggested in some quarters that the Canadian proposal was a 
bluff, that Canada could not and would not undertake such a large project 
alone," the Minister said - in a speech prepared for delivery before the Washing-
ton Society of Engineers. 

' "I trust that . the official announcement will put an end to that kind of 
talk. There is no bluff about Canada's attitude. lre would need and would 

, seek the co-operation of a designated agency in the United States to develop 
the international power. 

• *nth that, we can and will complete the other essential works in the 
St. Lawrence River." 

Nevertheless, Canada still preferred to get U.S. participation through 
early ratification of the 1941 Canada-U.S. agreement to deepen the river for 
ocean-going traffic. 

This preference, said Mr. Hawe, had little to do with the sharing of the 
cost, which Canada is "quite capable" of financing, but because it would help 
speed actual construction. _ 

"The main reason for the preference is simply that work could start almost 
immediately after ratification. Any other procedure involves a new  séries of 
legal and engineering preparations, formal and informal consultations, perhaps 
public hearings, and other formalities which might easily take up a year or 
two." 

But time wus running out. Canada had been looking forward for early 
ratification for 10 years and "each additional year of delay costs us more 
dearly in money and security." 

"Failing early ratification, therefore, the Canadian Government  has 
 decided to undertake the so-called all-Canadian seaway and to invite the 

necessary co-operation with respect to an international power development. 
We  can still hope for ratification of the 1941 agreement, but meanwhile 
we are preparing a second string to our baw. 

Governor General Speaks In New York:  New York, November 28 -- Field Marshal 
Viscount Alexander, Governor General of Canada, expressed confidence here 
tonight that the United States and the British Commonwealth mould continue 
to provide "the sort of leadership" needed by all mankind "in an era of 
rapid and momentous developments." 

Failure in this  mission, in the opinion of Paul G. Hoffman, Director 
of the Ford Foundation, would spell the end of freedan. "Speaking quite 
literally and without expeeration, I see no hope for the survival of the 
free world unless we do stick together," said Mr.'Hofrman. 

• • • • 
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Both men spoke at the annual dinner of the Fnglish-Speaking Union of the 
United States at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel. It was Lord Alexander's first 
official appearance here since 1947. 

He sought to clarify for the American public the role of the British 
Commonwealth, and his awn position in that organization. 

"Today it provides a bridge, almost the only bridge between the democratic 
states of the West and of Asia," explained Lord Alexander. "It emuld be 
dangerous to consider that this bridge could be strong enough to carry the fullt 
weight of the exchanges between East and West, (still) there is no international 
union of independent states which does more to span the gap than the British 
Commonwealth of Nations." 

Holds Price Fixing Danger To Economy: Ottawa, November 28 (CP) -- Mr. Fred A. 
McGregor-today described resale price maintenance as a "negation of freedom" 
that will kill the kind of enterprise "so much needed by the Canadian' pnblic." 

In doing so the 63-year-old former Combines Commissioner, who resigned 
after a difference with the Government over a delay in tabling a combines 
report on the_flour milling industry, supported a Government proposal to make 
resale price maintenance practices illegal. 	 - 

Appearing as a witness before Parliament's Special Committee on Retail 
Price Fixing, Mr. YeGregor, now in charge of writing the Mackenzie King 
memoirs for the Rockefeller Foundation, maintained that extension of the price 
maintenance practice had become "alarming" in recent years. - If the vital 
element of price competition is removed, Canada will not have a free ecenamyi- 
but a price-controlled economy--"with prices controlled by manufacturers," 
he said. 	- 

Throne Speech Debate Nears End: Ottawa, November 28 (CP) . -- The lingering'Throne 
Speech debate inched towards a finale today as the House of Canmons voted - 
145 to 55 against a Social Credit motion criticizing the Government on the 
issue of war'veterans allawanees. 

Expressing non-confidence, it was introduced by Victor Quelch (SC--Acadia) 
and alleged that the Government "failed to compensate the recipients of mur 
veterans allowance for the increase in the cost of living by an appropriate 
increase." 

The motion stirred a brisk Opposition demand that the Government raise 
the allowances, which go to needy or prematurely-aged veterans at rates of 
$40 a month for single men and $70 for married. The Gavernment already has 
announced plans to boost the basic mar disability pensions. _ 

Newfoundland Election Returns: St. John's, Nfld., November_28 (CP) -- Premier 
Joseph Smallwood's Liberals picked up strength today as the counting continued 
of Newfoundland's November 26 provincial election ballots. 

At 5 p.m. EST they had elected 14 members as against three Progressive 
Conservative members elected. One Liberal and one Progressive Conservative 
were elected in the dual riding of St. John's West. Voting there was close. 

Two Progressive Conservatives were elected in St. John's East, another 
double district. - 

Across Canada: The Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, said yesterday that the Ming 
Sung company has been told that seven Canadian-built and Canadian-registered 
ships they have been operating in Asiatic waters, will no longer be allowed, 
to "carry on under Canadian registry."....A thick bundle of hand-written 
manuscripts and letters containing Indian lore and detailed descriptions of 
Eastern and Central Canada as it was 150 years ago was added to the public 
archives of Canada yesterday. Mritten by Dr. Edward Walsh, young Englishman 
who came to Canada in 1803 as medical officer of the 49th Regiment, the . 
documents were recently salvaged from old family papers in Ireland by his 
great-grandnephew, the Montreal Gazette reports...Lieutenant-Governor 
Gaspard Fauteux sanctioned a Quebec Government bill to change the title of 
the Provincial Treasurer to 1Minister of Finance of the Province of Quebec." 
....T.J. Allard, General Manager of the Canadian Association of Broadcasters, 
said that private radio stations in Canada are anxious to move into the field 
of television...The All'Canada Insurance Federation said an increase in auto-
mobile insurance rates is "almost inevitable" in most parts of Canada next 
year.. 
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St. Lawrence Paver Agreement With Ontario:  Ottawa, November 29 (CP) -- A new step 
towards the harnessing of urgently-needed power potential in the St. Lawrence 
River was taken here today by the federal Government and the Government of 
Ontario. 

The two Governments announced that they had reached agreement on the 
details of arrangements which will permit Ontario to go ahead with the appro-
priate United States authority--presumably New York State--to develop the 
hydro phase of the St. Lawrence seaway project. 

The announcement came from Prime Minister St. Laurent and Premier Frost 
of Ontario at the conclusion of two meetings. 

Details of the $400,000,000 project, the cost of wbdch will be shared 
equally by Ontario and its American partner, will be announced here Monday 
when the agreement is formally signed in Mr. St. Laurent's office. 

Mr. St. Laurent, making the announcement, was brief: 
"Vie have cleared up all the points that remained, and the formal docu-

ments will be signed here Monday." 
The proposal is for the development of 1,640,000 kilowatts of firm  power  

in the international section of the St. Lawrence. Half of this would go to 
Ontario and half to New York State. 	 - 

Under the agreement completed today, Ontario will bear all the cost of 
the dams and power development. The federal Government will carry the cost 
of building locks for navigation purposes and use later in the seaway side 
of the project when Canada itself goes ahead with that stage. ' 

Exports Pass $3,000,000,000 In 10 Months: Ottawa, November 29 (CP) -- Canada's 
domestic exports climbed to more than $3,000,000,000 in the first 10 months 
this year as overseas markets continued to absCrb more of Canada's strategic 
goods. 

While the volume of goods going overseas climbed sharply, sales to the 
United States didn't maintain the pace and as a result the ratio of exports 
to the U.S. fell to 60 per cent from 65 per cent a year ago. 

Total domestic exports to all countries rose to a record $3,155,600,000 
in the 10-month period, up more than $600,000,000 from $2,535,800,000 last 
year, the Bureau of Statistics estimated today. 

In October, shipments totalled $371,000,000, up from  $315,200,000 in 
October, 1950--an increase of 18 per cent, brought about mainly by sharp 
increases in exports to the United Kingdom, Latin America and -Europe. 

Exports to the U.S. increased only slightly, to $207,132,000 in the 
month, compared with $204,436,000 last year, representing 56 per cent of 
total shipments, down from the 65 per cent in 1950. 

The Bureau estimated that during October, shipments to the U.S. increased 
only about one per cent, while exports to the U.K. climbed 34 per cent, 
Latin America, 40 per cent, and Europe, 56 per cent. 

+:1Tould Ban Price Wars And Loss-Leader Selling:  Ottawa, November 29 (CP) -- A move 
was initiated today to bltbck the possibility of widespread price wars in the 
event that Parliament bans resale price-maintenance practices. 

David Croll (L--Toronto Spadina), a lawyer, placed before Parliament's 
retail Price-Fixing Committee notice of a motion to make cut-throat price-
cutting and loss-leader selling illegal. 
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This move, came at the end of a stormy session in which charges of "gagging* 
and using "delaying tactics" were made. 

It likely-mill eliminate a big segment of opposition to the Government's 
proposal to make price maintenance illegal and enable the Committee to finish 	0 
work in time to allow the Minister of Justice, Mr. Garson, to place legislation 
before Parliament at the current session, expected to end about December 19. 

Under Mr. Croll's proposal no dealer will be allawed to sell "directly or ) 
indirectly»  any commodity--with certain exceptions--at a price less than five 
per cent above cost. 

Canadian Frigate To Visit Washington:  Ottawa, November 29 (CP) -- The frigate ELMS 
Swansea, under command of Lt.-Cmdr. J.E. Korning, of Montreal, and Victoria, 
will pay an informal . visit to Washington from December 6-12, Naval Headquarters 
announced today. 

The visit will mark the first time a Canadian naval ship has sailed up the 
Potomac River to the U.S. Capital. After leaving Washington, Swansea will pay 
an informal visit to St. George's, Bermuda, from December 14-20 before return-
ing to Halifax. 

The 1,445-ton frigate has a ship's company of 122 officers and men. 

Second Battalion Reaches German Base: Hanover, Germany, November 29 (CP) -- The 
second battalion of Canadian infantry reached its training base in Germany 
today, bringing the total of Canadian troops already under Gen. Eisenhower 
in the European defence force to more than 3,000. 

Today's group, a rifle battalion of Canada's 27th Brigade, came to 
Hanover by train after docking at Rotterdam earlier in the day. The latest 
contingent numbered between 700 and 600. It is being posted to the main 
brigade camp outside Hanover. 

The major part of the first infantry battalion arrived here last week. 

U.S. Financial Expert At  Freight Rates Inquiry:  Ottawa, November 29 (CP) --_ A 
United States expert in company finance today told the Board of Transport 
Commissioners it would be reasonable to allaw the Canadian Pacific Railway 
to earn more money than it is seeking in the current freight rate increase 
application. 

Dr. M.H. Mhterman, Professor of Finance at the University of Michigan, 
testified $57,450,000 would be a reasonable figure for the C.P.R. to earn 
to cover, dividends, fixed charges and surplus. In the rate application, 
the company is seeking $51,000,000. 

Across Canada:  The Canadian Congress of Labour announced yesterday that Murray 
Cotterill of Toronto has submitted his resignation as national director of 
the C.C.L.'s political action committee....Wholesale prices generally- are 
still going down in Canada. The Bureau of Statistics reported that they 
moved downward in October for the third successive month....The Canadian 
Association of Broadcasters recommended yesterday that the annual $2.50 
license fee an radio receiving sets be abolished and possibly replaced by 
some form of federal subsidy to the CBC....The Minister of Agriculture, 
Mr. Gardiner, left London by air last night for Montreal after talks with 
Lord Woolton, on Britain's food imports from Canada. 
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Canadian Nuns Convicted, $entenced In Canton: Hong Kong, December 3 (Ar) -- Two 
Canadian nuns were sentenced to five years imprisonment and three others were 
ordered deported fran China for life by a Communist court in Canton on De-
cember 2. 

The crowd of 6,000 spectators attending the trial loudly protested the 
sentences as "too lenient." 

After the sentences were announced, Chief Justice Wen Hsu Yuan told the 
crawd the five nuns would be paraded through Canton so everyone would be able 
to "recognize their vicious features." 

The two nuns sentenced to prison are: 
Sister Saint Alphonse Du Rédempteur (Antoinette  Couvrette, Ste. Dorothée, 

Laval County, Que.), head of the orphanage, and Sister Saint5Marie Germaine 
(Germaine Gravel, St. Pasteur, Champlain County, Que.). 

All of the nuns  were  charged with murder following their arrest nine 
months ago as part of a Communist campaign to discredit foreign churches in 
China. 

They were accused of the deaths of more than 2,000 Chinese orphans through 
ill treatment and cruelty at the Canadian Mission of the Immaculate Conception 
in Canton between October 14, 1049, and January 1, 1951. 

Nuns' Conviction "Iniquity", says Archbishop: Quebec, December 2 (CP) -- Most Rev. 
Maurice Roy, Roman Catholic Archbishop of Quebec, said tonight the trial and 
sentence of five nuns in a Communist court in Canton, China, was unjust. 

In a soft, moved voice, the Archbishop said it "is an iniquity" to have_ 
brought charges against the nuns who dedicated their.lives in Chinese missions. 

700 More Troops Joining 27th:  Quebec, December 2 (CP) -- Seven hundred Canadian 
troops, most of them members of the 1st Canadian Highland Battalion, sailed 
today for Europe to join the 27th Brigade. 

The Canadians set out aboard the 13,500--ton liner, Canberra, making 
its second trip from Quebec to Rotterdam with men of the force Canada has 
placed at the disposal of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. 

The Canberra's first sailing mas November 5 with specialists of the 
5,500-man brigade. 

The Battalion will go by train from Rotterdam to join the 27th Brigade 
at its camp near Hanover in the British sector of Western Germany. 

It is made up of companies from the Black Match, Montreal, the 48th 
Highlanders, Toronto, the Seaforth Highlanders, Vancouver, the Canadian 
Scottish, Victoria, and the North Nova Scotia Highlanders, 

Australian Minister Addresses Canadians: Ottawa, December 2 (CP) -- Australia's 
Minister of External Affairs, Mr. Richard G. Casey, told Canadians tonight 
he is going to work hard for a strengthening of the bonds between Canada 
and his country. 

"The fact that both Canada and Australia are members of the British 
Commonwealth and are each in close relationship with Great Britain and the 
United States, puts us in a useful position to co-operate fruitfully," he 
said. 

Er. Casey, in a prepared speech, addressed Canadians over a CBC trans- 
Canada network on the eve of his departure for Australia via New York and 
Washington. He led the Australian Delegation at the United Nations meeting 
in Paris and spent some days in London before arriving here Friday. 

0000 
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During his three days here, Mr. Casey said he had discussed the future 
of Korea, security arrangements in the Pacific and the Colombo Plan with 
officials of Canada's Department of External Affairs. He also had taken up 
the question of "British-American relations generally and Canadian-Australian 
relations in particular." 

Says Saving On Seaway $45,000,000  Annually:  Toronto, December 3 (Globe and Mail) -- 
Even if Canada proceeds alone in the St. Lawrence Seaway scheme "there are 
still many political and constitutional obstacles to overcome--mainly in the 
United States," said Guy A. Lindsay in an address to the Royal Canadian 
Institute in Convocation Hall Saturday night. 

Er. Lindsay is Director of the Special Project Branch, Department of 
Transport, and has been closely connected wlth all work and studies made on 
the St. Lawrence project since 1920. 

Regarding the question as to whether toll charges on the waterway would 
defeat its purpose of effecting a reduction in transportation costs, Mr. 
Lindsay said the saving in transportation costs are estimated at between 
$45,000,000 and $50,000,000 per year. 

"As the total annual charges on the all-Canadian waterway 'would amount 
to about $16,000,000, it is obvious that the imposition of sufficient tolls 
to meet the annual charges will still result in a considerable saving in 
transportation costs," he said. 

Mr. Duplessis  On Communism: Quebec, December 1 (CP) -- Premier Duplessis yesterday 
called for co-operation with "bona fide" labour unions trying to get rid of 
Communist influence. 

The Union Nationale Government leader told the Legislative Assembly the 
. strength of Communists is due to their tenacity rather than their numbers. 

On November 29 the United Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers withdrew 
an application for a provincial certificate as bargaining agent for Three 
Rivers employes of the Westinghouse Electric Company. 

Premier Duplessis told the Legislative Assembly it was an "event of 
highest importance." He had given orders to Nogl Dorion, KC, chief Quebec 
district crown prosrcutor, to "push the case against the union." - 

The details of Canada's plans to go ahead alone wlth the St. 
Lawrence seawuy will be made known to Parlianent early this week. The 
Minister of Transport, Mr. Chevrier, is expected to detail the Government's 
seaway policies Tuesday when he moves legislation setting up a Government 
agency to handle the job....Special trains and buses now are carrying home-
ward 166 Canadian veterans of the Korean campaign who arrived in Seattle 
December 1....Canada's chief prosecutor at the war crimes trials which 
sentenced German Gen. Eurt Meyer, Bruce J.S. Macdonald, now-Windsor's Crown 
Attorney, defended Meyer's conviction for responsibility in the shooting 
of Canadian prisoners of war....Eighteen of 21 faculties at University of 
Toronto last week voted in favour of exchange visits with Russian students. 
....Latest Canadian Press standing in the Newfoundland general election 
showed 20 Liberals and four Progressive Conservatives elected, with four 
yet to come....Salutes of 21 guns will be fired by the Canadian army at 
noon December 11 at traditional saluting bases across Canada to mark the - 
15th anniversary of the accession to the throne of King George VI. 
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St. Lawrence Payer Agreement Signed: Ottawa, December 3 (CP) -- The Canadian and 
Ontario Governments today signed an historic agreement for Ontario to share 
in the development of 2;200,000 horsepower of hydro energy from the Inter-
national Rapids section of the St. Lawrence River. 

The agreement, signed at 2 p.m. EST, was tabled in the House of Commons 
a half-hour later by Mr. St. Laurent. It must be ratified by Parliament and 
the Ontario Legislature. 

The Prime Minister told the House the agreement was made in the expec-
tation that the federal Government will undertake an all-Canadian seaway as 
the navigation phase of the huge river-lake project that has been in abeyance 
for many years. 

Besides being subject to legislative ratification in Canada, the hydro 
power end of the development also must receive the approval of the Inter- 
national Joint Commission, which controls the use of boundary waters between 
Canada and the United States. 

Ontario would share the estimated $400,000,000 power cost, and the hydro 
output, with the appropriate agency on the other side of the border. It has 
not yet been determined what agency that will be, though it is considered 
possible here it will be New York State. 

The House of Commons will be asked tomorrow to deal with the Government's 
motion for the establishment of a "seaway authority" to undertake Canadian , 
construction of the St. Lawrence deep waterway. 

Mr. Claxton On European Defence Preparations: Ottawa, December 3 (CP) -- The North 
Atlantic Treaty nations have not yet worked an agreement on sharing the costs 
of airfield construction and other defence preparations in Europe, the Min-
ister of National Defence, Mr. Claxton, told the House of Commons today. 

He made the statement in telling the House that he had not announced new 
policy in this respect in a controversial press conference at Rotterdam 
November 21, which has had repercussions in the Commons since. 

(A Canadian Press story from Rotterdam quoted the Minister as saying 
Canada would bear the cost of building four or five new airports for Cana-
dian squadrons in Europe. Douglas Haw, Canadian Press correspondent, 
estimated the cost at $100,000,000 and cP later explained the figure was 
attributed ton.. Claxton by the news agency's cable desk in extending Hew's 
cable.) 

"I had no intention of making announcements in Europe of new policies 
of which honourable members had not been informed in this Chamber," the 
Minister said in his first statement since returning from Europe. 

Mile he had made reference to accommodations for troops and to air-
fields, no doubt these matters were less familiar to members and newspaper 
men than he had supposed. 

Mr. Claxton said the temporary accommodation housing Canadian troops 
in Europe -would have to be replaced by new accommodation. That was a fact, 
not a policy. 

To Do Everything To Help Nuns Held In Red China: Ottawa, December 3 (CP) -- The 
Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent promised the House of Commons today that 
everything will be done to help the Canadian nuns imprisoned in Red China 
without bringing more harm to them or other Canadians being detained. 
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He told Gordon Graydon (PC--Peel) that the Government has no official 
information about the trial December 1 of five nuns on charges of maltreating 
Chinese children. Two of the nuns were sentenced to five years' imprisonment Oi 
and three were expelled. 

nit is possible," he added, "that it may be difficult to secure any 
accurate and reliable information about the so-called trials."  

He suggested the expulsion order "may be perhaps the happy denouement, 
and it would be unfortunate if anything we said or did brought about, as has 
happened in the past, revocation of the order of expulsion, or the placing 
of difficulties in the quitting of the country." 

Meantime, the Government hopes within the next few days to have more 
definite information from the British authorities at Hong Kong about the 
whereabouts of the nuns ordered expelled and those sentenced to imprisonment. 
It mas presumed those leaving China would go through Hong Kong. 

P.C. Non-Confidence  Motion Defeated: Ottawa, December 3 (CP) -- By a vote of 103 
to 39, the Commons today rejected a Progressive Conservative non-confidence 
motion urging the Government to take "adequate" steps to combat inflation' 
and deal effectively with the high cost of living. 

C.C.F. and Social Credit members voted with the Progressive Conservatives. 
It was the third non-confidence motion downed in the lengthy Throne 

Speech debate which began with the opening of this fall session October 9 and 
has been going twice weekly since. 

Previously, the Chamber voted 160 to 19 against a C.C.F. demand for price 
controls and subsidies and 145 to 55 against a Social Credit  motion  criticizing 
the Government for alleged "failure" to compensate needy war veterans for the 
high living costs. 

A surprise non-confidence motion calling for financial assistance to 
distressed Prairie farmers was introduced tonight by Hazen Argue, (C.C.F.-- 
Assiniboia). It asked the Chamber to express regret that the Government had 
"failed" to provide for an immediate payment to wheat producers of 75 per 
cent of the initial price on farm-stored grain. 

Mr. M.A. Scott Ambassador To Cuba:  (Press Release No. 63, Deceriber 3) -- The 
Department of External,Affairs announced on December 3 the appointment of 
Mr. H.A. Scott as Canadian Amipassador to Cuba to succeed Dr. E.H. Coleman 
who was recently appointed Canadian Ambassador to Brazil. Mr. Scott is 
expected to takè up his new duties about the end of the year. Mr. Scott 
has been Consul-General for Canada in San Francisco since June, 1948. - 

Newsprint Shortage Lessens: Montreal, December 4 (Gazette) -- A reduction this 
year in the worldgs over-all newsprint shortage is reported in the annual 
survey of the Newsprint Association of Canada. 

A slightly smaller shortage is predicted for 1952, and in both years 
apparent shortages are less than three per cent of total estimated demand, 
the report said. 

C.F.A.  Opposes Price  Maintenance: Ottawa, December 3 (CP) -- The 400,000-member 
CPr:inn Federation of Agriculture said today that resale price maintenance 
is tLe "foster mother of combines" and should be abolished. 

The Federation, in a 10,000-word brief filed mith the Parliamentary 
Committee considering government legislation against price maintenance, said 
that more than half of all supplies purchased by the farmer are affected by 
this system of !'private price fixing." 

Across Canada: Allan A. Lamport, 46-year-old insurance broker;defeated Mayor' 	,) 

E. McCallum, seeking a fourth term of office in Monday's municipal election 
in Toronto....Production at the giant Ford of Canada plant at Windsor 
stopped Monday after the noon walkout of 6,700 factory employees which 
union leaders described as "spontaneous."....The Canadian Marconi Company 
of Montreal has recommended to the House of Commons Radio Committee that 
a permanent six-man joint operating committee be established to bring about 
closer liaison between the CBC and private radio stations. 
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Seeway  Authority Legislation Launched:  Ottawa, December 4 (CP) -- The Canadian 
Government started its St. Lawrence Seaway legislation through Parliament 
today and was told by the Progressive Conservative Party that construction 
of the huge  navigation-power  project is long overdue. 

The  Minister of Transport, Mr. Chevrier, launched the measure for a 
Canadian agency to build the navigation phase of the project without the 
participation of the U.S. Government, declaring the development is important 
for Canada's economy and urgent for national defence. 	•. 

Er. George Drew, PC leader, applauded the step, but was critical of 
delay and what he termed a lack of vigour on Canada's part in seeking early 
U.S. action. 

Mr. Drew spoke after the Minister had told the House of Cannons that 
Canada intends going ahead alone with an all-Canadian waterway in view of 
long U.S. delay on a joint scheme. 

Canada would prefer to have the U.S. join in the construction, Mr. 
Chevrier told the House, and he made it clear the U.S. will still be wel- 
comed into the project if Congress acts "at an early date" on a 1941 treaty 
between the two Governments. 

mffe believe not merely that it can pay its way, but that the benefits 
to both Canada and the United States will far outweigh its original cost," 

-he declared to an applauding Chamber in the Government's major seaway _ 
speech to the House in the last 10 years. 

Mlle the Canadian Government now was saying it was ready to proceed 
an its awn, Mr. Drew said, he could find nothing to indicate that it had 
taken "nearly as vigorous steps as it should have taken to seek U.S. action 
at the earliest possible date." 

The question should be pressed "with the utmost vigour." 
Mr. Drew said the time had come for Canada to say to the U.S. Govern-

ment that it should recognize the extent to which that country depends on 
Canada for raw materials. 

He was not suggesting Canada should not pool her resources with the 
U.S. and other Allies. But it was his view that Canadian iron ores should 
be shipped out of this country in the form of steel, rather than ore, to a 
greater extent than now. 

Mr. St. Laurent Hom Generation To Be Spared Another World War: Ottawa,)Decem- 
ber 4 (CP) -- Mr. St. Laurent told the Canadian people tonight he is one of 
those who still dare to hope that this generation will be spared the scourge 
of another world war. 

Recalling that he had made the same  observation in 1948, he said he 
also still believes that if Canada and the other North Atlantic nations 
muster the necessary strength to defend the right they will not have to 
use it in another world war. 

The combined strength of the North Atlantic alliance has been graving 
steadily "and we are certainly better off today than we were three years 
ago," he said in an address over the CBC network. 

But, in building up that strength, there was a duty for every one. , It 
was not something to be left "to the other fellaw." 

"We need a steady  flow  of young men for the highest service of allr-
whether it be on the battlefields of Korea, on the ramparts of freedom in 
Europe, or in our awn northland. 
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"But we cannot all serve in the armed forces. Those of us who remain 
in civil life have a responsibility to lend all the support we can to the 
armed forces who are serving for our safety." 

Canadians would have to provide and pay for their effort to prevent 
war by "doing without some of the things we would like to have." The Gov-
ernment had never pretended that Canada could have a "painless" defence 
effort. 

"ffe know many Canadians are having a hard time to make ends meet, and 
we are honestly doing our best to help. 

"But we are not going to promise to remove burdens no Government could 
take away, =less this country stopped doing its share to prevent another 
war." 

Diplomatic Privileges Discussed:  Ottawa, December 4 (CP) -- The privileges 
granted diplomats in Canada were questioned by some members of Parliament 
today. 	 , 

- Gordon Graydon (PC--Peel) suggested before the House of Commons 
External Affairs-Cammittee that certain tax exemptions for the diplamats 
are an invasion of provincial rights. 

Jean T. Richard (L--Ottawa East) said the Committee should examine 
the immunities granted legations and diplomats in Ottawa. 

Ur.  Graydon questioned whether taxation privileges granted diplamats 
were not an interference with provincial rights in view of the fact that 
taxation of land and property belonged to the Provinces. 
• An External Affairs legal adviser, said that in international law the 

constituent units of a federal state did not exist. The Canadian Govern-
ment was responsible for the country as a whole in dealing with diplomats. 

May Have 600,000,000 Bushels Of Wheat For Export: Ottawa, December 4 (Cr) -- 
Canada with an export quota of 233,000,000 bushels of wheat under the 
International Mheat Agreement, actually may have as much as 600,000,000 
bushels for export or carry-over at the end of the current crop year. 

•In an official report presented to the 10th annual Federal-Provincial 
Agricultural Conference, the Agriculture Department today said, hawever, 
•that the world demand for wheat is strong and Canada may have no difficulty 
in disposing of a large part of her near-record crop. 

•Nevertheless, the Department expects that Canada will enter the new 
crop year, beginning next August 1, with a carry-over 'well above" the 
186,000,000 bushels held by Canada at the beginning of the current crop 
year. 	. 

The forecast is based on the estimate that Cakada will have a 562,000,- 
000-bushel crop this year, of which 531,000,000 buàhels will came from the 
Prairies. Approximately 70 per cent of the Prairie crop is expected to be 
minable. 	 . 

Acrcss Canada: A Quebec Lands and Forests Department official said preliminary 
estimates of the 1951 cut indicate it may exceed Quebects record 1948 
figure of 7,491,000 cords of wood cut for consumption by the Province's 
newsprint mills, which produce more than half Canada's total output.... 
The Radio Committee of the House of Gommons approved a bill authorizing 
an annual parliamentary grant of $6,250,000 to the publicly awned CBC for 
five years....Ontario, Quebec and British Columbia delegates to the sixth 
federal-provincial tourist conference in Ottawa questioned the kind of 
publicity the Canadian tourist industry has been getting....The Government 
plans to have Canada's criminal code condensed next year, the Minister of 
Justice, Mr. Garson told the House of Commons....Fred McGregor, former 
Combines Investigation Commissioner, told a parliamentary committee yes-
terday that he believes abolition of retail price-fixing will reduce prices 
to the consumer. 
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Canaea's  Population Announced At 13,893,208: , Ottawa, December 5 (CP.) -- Canada's 
population is more than 100,000 short of the 14,000,000 mark, the-Bureau  of 

:Statistica:disclosed,today-in:a,preliminary report on the 1951 census. 
Making its first:compilation of total population five.  monthsafter the 

-:::-census'was , taken,ithe,Bureau estimated total population at 13,893,208-- 
2,386,553 higher than the-11,506,655:in 3 941 	.  

All Provinces made: gains with the exception:ofSaskatchewan which-
dropped 66,817,to 829,175-from 895;992. 	- . 	 • 

Biggest provincial gain in numbers was made by Ontario which increased 
774,699 to 4,562,354 from,3,787,655. 	. 	 _ , 

: The Northwest Territories made-the smallest increase, expandingby -2,986 
.'to-  15,016 from 12,028., 	 ' 	 H . 	 - 

•7The 1951 population by provinces with.1941 figures in brackets: 
Prince Edward Island, 97,787 (95,047); Nova Scotia-„638,277 (577,962); 

New Brunswick, 512,186 (457,401); Quebec, 4,010,235 (3,331,882); Manitoba, 
771,815 (729,744); 	936,556 (796,169);.Britibh  Columbia, 1,153,059 

•(817,861);-Yukon, 8,986 (4,914). 	- . 	f , 	_ , 2 	 . • 

-- Newfoundland's population was placed at 357,762.  The Bureau  had no 
_.'cOmparative  figures for 1941, but noted that a census taken by.the Newfound-
_land Government in 1945, placed the island's populationat'321,819 -- giving 
.-.Ne*foundland.an increase of 35,943 in the - • 

Fifth,  Contingent  0f.27th Brigade To Sail December 8:  Ottawa, December 6 (CP) 
: The fifth shipload of troops of Canada's 27th Brigade moving toGermany to 
serve under General Eisenhower, will sail from Halifax Decemberp-aboard 
-the_troopship-Fairsea.- 	 : 	 - 

A final draft will sail.a week,laterand„will.complete the movement 
of the Brigade to the Hanover area of Germany as part of the western European 
defence forces. 

Army headquarters said yesterday the December 8 contingent will include 
more than 1,200 men of the Royal Canadian Dragoons, a detachment of the '1st 
Canadian Rifle Battalion, two rifle companies of the 1st Canadian Highland 
Battalion and smaller detachments of Ambulance, Dental, Engineers and Medical 
Corps men. 

Retail Price-Fixing Ban  Discussed: Ottawa, DeceMber 5 (cp) -- Opposition MeMbers, 
supported by a lone Government adherent, today urged the Parliamentary Com-
mittee an resale price maintenance to slow down consideration of Government 
legislation to ban retail price-fixing. 

They introduced four motions aimed at slowing the proceedings of the 
Committee, which has decided to bring the hearing of witnesses to an end 
tomorrow, and then consider recommendations an the proposed legislation. 

All four motions were defeated. 
Later, the Committee heard a brief from the Canadian Jewellers Asso-

ciation which supported resale price maintenance as "a basic right of the 
individual  manufacturer." 

Alberta-U.S. Reciprocal Gas Plan Proposed: Calgary, December 6 (CP) -- A reci- 
procal exchange of natural gas between Alberta and the United States was 
proposed here yesterday by R.R. Herring of Houston, Texas,  Vice-President 
of Prairie Pipelines Ltd. He spoke before the Alberta Petroleum and Natural 
Gas Conservation Board which is hearing six applications for permits to 
export Alberta gas. 
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Under the proposal 200,000,000 cubic feet of gas a day fran Southern 
Alberta would be exported to the Pacific Northwest and in exchange 250,- 
000,000 cubic feet of gas a day from the Texas area would be delivered at 
Windsor, Ont., for distribution in Ontario and Quebec. 

Mr. And Mrs. St. Laurent Honoured  By Parliamentarians:  Ottawa, December 5 (CP) -- 
The Prime Minister,and.Mrs. St. Laurent were honoured tonight at a complimen-
tary dinner tendered by Liberal Parliamentarians an the 10th anniversary of 
the Prime Minister's entry to the Government.. - 

Senators and Members of Parliament and their wives joined in the "partyn 
in the Parliamentary restaurant and gave the Prime Minister a painting,of a 
Quebec winter scene by Frederick SimpsOn Coburn, Quebec artist. 

- 	- Eerlier, , at the House of Commons opening Opposition party-  leaders paid _ 	_ _ 	 _ 
tribute to Mr. St. Ieurent. 	 _ 

Mr.Ge-orge Drew,-Progressive Conservative leader, said all members of 
:-the Chamber respect the Prime Minister for his public service. ' 

.--- Each member shared the hope that men who had attained success in their 
awn particular fields would be as willing to serve the public as Mr. St. 
Laurent. -  He had tiven up "the comfortable security of his home and the 
assured income of a leader of the bar" to serve his country. 

Across  Canada:  Notice of a resolution appeared on yesterday?s House of Commons 
- - order paper indicating the Government's - intention 'of boosting the humber 

of members of the Board of the National Gallery of Canada. Present number 
of Board members is five. The report of the Massey Commission an Arts, 
etters and Sciences suggested that this number be increased to nine.... 
A- two-day inmigrantmovemeat through Montreal, involving 3,293 persons, 
'began on December 6 when four C.N.R. boat trains reached Montreal with 
1,930 passengers from Halifax....Trans-Canada Air Iines announced yesterday 
it will begin bne-way and return on season tourist service on the North 

- Atlantic route beginning May 1. Off season rates will be announced later.... 
- More than-1,-000 Ottawa football fans attended a testimonial dinner December 5 

at which tribute was paid the capital's 1951 Grey Cup-winning Rough Itiders.... 
Dr. Orville E. Ault, Director of Personnel Selection, Civil Service Commission, 
hàs been posted to the Imperial Defence College at Landon....The National 

•- Elecutive of the Canadian Federation of Mayors and Municipalities meeting 
in Montréal voted 'to' aSk the 'Department of Naticnal Defence to arrange a tour 
of defence installations during which the Mayors would be able - to see de-
monstrations of the armed forces in action'with their best and latest equip- 
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Maritime Members Debate Seaway: Ottawa, December 6 (Globe and Mail) -- Prospect oe 
any violent opposition to the St. Lawrence seaway from the Maritime group in 
the Commons appeared to be melting today as the House resumed debate on the 
resolution of the Minister of Transport ta setup a St. Lawrence Seaway 
Authority. 

It did bring, •hawrer, a demand fram the Opposition for -a-government 
-assurance that the seaway would be self-supporting. This was really in the 
form of a challenge fram George Nowlan (PC, Annapolis-Kings). 

The Liberal spokesman of the day from the Maritimes, Jghn Dickey, senior 
member for Halifax, announced his support and contended by urging that in the 
creation of an outside agency Parliament should not throw over its responsi-
bility to see that a project of this kind was not carried out in a manner that 
discriminated against any particular section of the country. 

Gen. McNaughton  On the St. Lawrence Seaway:  Toronto, December 7 (globe and Mail) T— 
The St. Lawrence projecifiii--bi-iiiii7EICI and power, neither  mita  physical _ 
dimensions nor in its financial implications, is the colossâi„ stupendous 
undertaking that some people have set out to picture, Gen. A.G.L. McNaughton 
told the Empire Club of Canada yesterday. 

The Chairman of the Canadian section, International Joint Commission, 
stressed the vital need of immediate development of the St. Lawrence for 
both power and navigation. It is this Commission which deals with problems 
arising from boundary waters. 

. 	"The total cost for navigation and power  to be incurred  over  a period 
of five or six years does not amount to half as much as  some  of the larger 
corporations are individually accustamed to spending in a single year," Gen. 
McNaughton said. 

As matters now stand, not more than perhaps a third of the power poten-
tially available from the falling waters on the St. Lawrence, including the 
Canadian section, was being used, he continued. 

"Same of these developments we can make ourselves at our awn convenience, 
but in most cases international considetations are involved,* Gen. McNaughton 
said. "In respect to navigation and in respect also to  power  there are pro-
jects of immense importance which need to be freed fran the existing inter-
national inhibitions so that they can be undertaken at the earliest practic-
able date.* 

No solution for any major question arising in the use of boundary waters 
was possible except by agreement which respected the rights and interests of 
neighbours, the speaker declared. 

8,434,963 U.S. Cigarets Seized In 8 Months:  Ottawa, December 6  (ci') -- The RCMP 
has increased patrols at border points in an effort to reduce smuggling of 
American cigarets into Canada, the Minister of National Revenue, Dr. McCann 
said today. 

He was replying to John Diefenbaker (PC, Lake Centre) who also asked 
if a reduction in the taxes on cigarets is contemplated. 

Dr. McCann said the taxes were a matter for the Finance Department. 
In a return tabled in the Commons, Dr. McCann said that 8,434,963 

American cigarets were seized between April 1 and November 30. Prosecutions 
totalled 306 with 301 convictions. 
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No Change In Kurt Meyer Status:  Ottawa, December 6 (CP) -- Ralph Campney, Par-
liamentary-Assistant to the Minister of National Defence, said in the House 
of Commons today-that Kurt Meyer's life sentence ]as  not been changed. 

"His sentence remaine exclusively within the control of the Canadian 
Government and has been in no -way changed," Mr. Casspney said. 

His statement was made following demands from opposition:members in 
recent days for a government declaration on its policy towards the former 
German general, convicted of responsibility for the shooting of Canadian 
war prisoners. Meyer recently was transferred from the Dorchester, N.B., 
penitentiary to a British-controlled prison at Werl, Germany, and since was 
given a -week's compassionate leave to visit hie family. 

Aid For Relatives Of  Canadians  Of Chinese Origins Ottawa, December 6 (CP) -- 
The Minister of Citizenship and Immigration,  Mr. Harris, said today the 
Government is doing all it can to help Canadians of Chinese origin to bring 
their relatives out of Red China, and is prepared to expand facilities for 
them, if necessary. 

He told Arthur Laing (L—Vancouver South) in the House of Commons that 
his Department is doing everything it can-to expedite the processing of 
relatives through Hong Kong. The Department's staff there has been increased. 

Mr. Laing asked what is being done "in the light of the blackmail being 
faced by Canadians of Chinese origin, and the conditions of terror imposed on 
their families in China." 

Ur. Harris reviewed the easing of restrictions on Chinese immigration 
in recent years, and reported that it has climbed to 2,500 this year from 
seven in 1946. 

U.W.O. Develops Mechanical Heart: London, Ontario, December 6 (CP) 
type of mechanical heart which puts oxygen back into the blood 
prove valuable in heart illness and surgery, has been built at 
versity of Western Ontario Medical School. 

The school said the artificial heart, which also performs 
tions of the human lung, was developed in three years' work by 
A. 'fraud, head of the Department of Pharmocology. 

Across Canada: The House of Commons yesterday paid tribute to A.C. Casselman, 
chief whip of the Progressive Conservative Party, on the occasion of the 
30th anniversary of his election. Congratulations were also extended to 
two other members first elected to the Commons 30 years ago. They- were 
Joseph H. Barris (PC, Danforth) and W.J. 71rard (L. Dauphin)....The federal 
Transport Department plans to discontinue April 1 nartthe house-to-house 
sale of licenses for radios....The Minister of Trade and Commerce, Ur. 
Howe, said that he intends to recommend to the Cabinet that Prairie farmers 
be given advances on farm-stored'grain and financial assistance on un- 
threshed grain, beginning some time in January...Toronto Board of Education 
decided yesterday to make a new request to the federal Government for 
financial help in providing classes in English and citizenship for new 
Canadians...A representative of the Ontario Retail Hardware Association 
contended today that resale price maintenance serves to control competition 
which is "careless of the social interests of others."....The budget of 
Quebec Province for next fiscal year, ending March 31, 1953, calls for an 
expenditure under all headings of $260,848,244. The figure was $92,283,181 
eight years before....Marittnes and Newfoundland organizations, protesting 
the freight rate increases sought by the railways, told the Board of Trans-
port Commissioners some rates should be lowered instead....The frigate 
Swansea yesterday became the first Canadian warship ever to visit the 
capital of the United States...As in previous years, members of the army, 
navy and air force will be granted special leave either at Christmas or' 
New Year's, Defence Headquarters announced yesterday. 
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Monday, December 10, 1951. 

Seaway Authority To Impose Shipping Tolls: Ottawa, December 7 (CP) -- Canada's St. 
Lawrence Seaway Authority will have power to impose tolls on both domestic and 
foreign ships using the seaway, but no rate has yet been proposed. 

This mas made known today as legislation providing for establishment of 
the Crown agency to construct and administer the seaway was given first reading 
in the House of Commons. 

The Seaway Authority will consist of three men appointed by the federal 
Government. 

The Authority will have power to establish tolls to be charged with respect 

1. Vessels entering, passing through, or leaving a canal under its 
administration. 

2. Goods or cargo landed, shipped, trans-shipped or stored in a canal 
or on canal lands under its administration. 

3. Use of any wharf, building, plant, property or facilities under its 
administration. 

4. Any service performed by the Authority. 

In the event that agreement is reached with the United States on a joint 
. 	construction, the Authority will have power only to charge such tolls as it is 

directed to charge by the Canadian Government. 
. 	Complaints against the tolls or tariffs fixed by the Authority may be filed 
with the Board of Transport Commissioners. The Transport Board will consider 
the complaint and make a decision. 

' While not fixing the tolls to be charged, the legislation states they must 
be "fair and reasonable and designed to provide a revenue sufficient to defray 
the cost to the Authority of its operations in carrying out the purposes for 
which it is incorporated." 

Mr. Chevrier ,  said the St. Lawrence waterway will bring development of a nev 
type of combined iron ore-grain carrying ship, two of-which already are under 
construction in Quebec yards.- 

He gave no other details, except to say the ship would be designed to carry 
_iron ore on the westbound journey through the waterway and grain on the eastbould 
journey. 

The Minister said whether Canadian or American ships carried the majority 
of iron ore would be up to the mine owners in Labrador. He believed they -small 
try to get Canadian ships if_they could. And there would be more Canadian ships 
available by-the time the seaway was completed. 

Parliament Commences  Prorogation Drive: Ottawa, December 10  (ci') -- The House of 
Commons will commence its prorogation drive this week with sittings in the 
mornings and on Wednesday and Friday evenings. 

The Government gave notice of the new hours on Saturday's order paper. 
• Beginning Wednesday, December 12, the House will meet three times a day, 
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.,  front 2.30 to 6.15 p.m., and from 8 to 10 p.m., each 
week day except Friday. On Friday the hours will be the saine  except that the 
lunch intermission will be a half-hour shorter, from 1 to 2 p.m. 

The Minister of Justice, Mr. Garson, is scheduled to introduce contro-
versial legislation to make resale price maintenance illegal. 

Most thoughts are on an adjournment about December 15, which gives Parlia- 
, ment just about one week to debate the price maintenance legislation and other 

important bills, including,one to guarantee loans to western farmers with grain 
still  on their farms and on their fields. 

tO: 
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Among other important measures before the House is the one to set up the 
St. Lawrence Seaway Authority which comes up for second reading--approval in 

 principle--this week. 

Aid For Prairie Farmers:  Ottawa, December 9 (CP) -- The Government is planning to 
help Prairie farmers get special bank loans by putting up #5,000,000 as a 
guarantee against losses. 

The proposal is aimed specificIdly at Prairie farmers facing financial 
handicaps because they have been unable to market wheat and coarse grains 
crops as the result of bad weather or lack of transportation. 

The emergency move -- which likely will cover the current crop year, 
anly--was initiated by the Minister of Trade and Commerce, Mr. Hawe, Saturday 
when he gave notice of a motion on the Commons'order paper of Government 
legislation to create the guarantee. 

Secret Scientific Conference: Ottawa, December 7 (cp) -- Top military scientists 
from Britain, the United States and various parts of Canada, will gather in 
Ottawa for a three-day meeting starting Monday. 

The meeting will be the third scientific symposium sponsored by Canada's 
Defence Research Board headed by Dr. O.M. Solandt. The meetings provide à 
medium for younger scientists to present papers on secret investigations to 
senior Canadian scientists associated with the work of the Board. 

Defence Headquarters, announcing the meeting today, said papers will be 
presented "in the major fields of chemistry, physics, medicine, physiology 
and operational research." They will cover research activities of the 
scientific establishments operated by the Board and "are concerned with the 
applications of science to military and defence problems." 

High-ranking scientists from Britain and the U.S. will be on hand to 
discuss mutual problems and exchange ideas. 

Last Of 27th Off For  Germany: Quebec, December 7 (CP) -- The last of Canada's 27th 
Brigade to leave for Hanover, Germany, entrained today'at Valcartier Camp for 
Halifax, where they will board the Fairsea. - 

The Fairsea, making its second voyage carrying Canadian troops to Rotter-
dam, will sail at noon Saturday. 

The contingent of 700 men moved from Valcartier in two special trains. 

Army HQ Prohibits Souvenir Taking:  Ottawa, December 7 (CP) -- Army Headquarters 
today issued strict orders prohibiting the "appropriation" of most types of 
captured enemy material including just about everything from works of art 
to planes and jeeps. The order applies to Canadian troops serving in opera-
tional theatres such as Korea or Germany. 

Army spokesmen said the order results not from any intensive "souvenir 
hunting" on the part of Canada's troops abroad, but rather to bring Canadian 
regulations in line with United States orders in Korea. The U.S. regulations 
forbid home-bound GIs or other Allied troops taking any souvenirs with them 
except - those legitimately purchased. 

The new Canadian Army order specifically forbids retention or shipment 
home of war trophies, firearms, explosives, radio or radar equipment, in-
flammable or combustible material, motor vehicles, airplanes, surgical or 
dental instruments or machine tools. 

Canadian soldiers also are forbidden to retain or send home nworks of 
art and sciences which were the property of municipalities or of institutions 
dedicated to religion, charity, education or the arts and sciences." 

Across Canada: C.E. L'Ami of St. James, Man., has been named winner of the #7,500 
Westminster Award for fiction, 1951, for his historical novel, "The Green 
Madonna", the Canadian Press reports from New York. Mr. L'Ami, a native of 
Ireland, has worked on newspapers in Western Canada and naw is a lecturer in 
journalism at the University of Manitoba....Sales and sales financing of new 
motor vehicles dropped again during October--the sixth consecutive decline 
from last year's levels. Cut to about one-half of what they were a year ago, 
sales of new passenger cars dropped to 13,540 from 26,262 in October, 1950.... 
With  more than 6,000 copies sold, the report of the Massey Royal Commission 
on national development in the arts, letters and sciences continues to »hold 
its "best seller" position among government publications. 

0( 
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Canada  Offers  NATO $65,000,000 More Arms Aid: 	Ottawa, December 10 (CP) -- Canada 
has offered to the North Atlantic Treaty mutual military-aid programme, another 
$65,000,000 worth of arms and akmunition besides the $200,000,000 worth of 
equipment already sent to Europe. 

Mr. C.M. Drury, • Deputy Minister of Defence, disclosed this today to the 
House of Commons' Special Committee on Defence Expenditure in tabling detailed 
information about Canada's forces and military commitments. 

The equipment promised NATO includes $36,562,482 worth of "armament and 
ammunition for March, 1952, release." Mr. Drury said the standing group of 
NATO had been advised the equipment was available, but gave no indication what 
NATO countries might get it. 

Canada already has equipped a division for each of The Netherlands, Belgium 
and Italy and sent enaller allotments to Luxembourg and other countries. It all 
comes from existing stocks. 

The Deputy Minister's return shawed also that Canada has committed a , 
 further $24,784,000 worth of equipment te le diverted from new production some-

time in the future. 
The documents were tabled following testimony by Mr. M.W. Mackenzie, 

Deputy Minister of Defence Production. He said Canada has decided to purchase 
two British Comet jet transports at a cost of $3,500,000 mainly because Can-
ada's jetliner is not yet fully developed. 

Development of the jetliner was being virtually halted -- but not aban-
doned -- to allaw Avro (Canada) Limited to concentrate on fighter production. 
He said the $8,000,000 already spent on the jetliner had helped to establish 
jet research in Canada. 

Expects Budgetary  Surplus Of About $200,000,000:  Ottawa, December 10_ (cp) -- The 
Minister of Finance, Mr. Abbott, said today he  has  no intention of recommending 
any tax changes until he brings dawn his new budget next spring. 

He told the House of Commons he thinks it "undesirable that tax changes 
should be made more often than once a year." 

At the same time, he indicated that he naw expects to reap a budgetary 
surplus this year in the vicinity of $200,000,000, compared with the estimated 
surplus of $30,000,000 when he brought dawn the budget last spring. 

He mentioned no specific surplus figure, but he did say it now appears 
that revenues will exceed his forecast of $3,730,000,000 by eight or nine per 
cent, or by $300,000,000 to $350,000,000 and that expenditures will exceed 
his forecast of $3,700,000,000 by three.or four per cent, or $112,000,000 or 
$148,000,000. 

Mr. Abbott spoke in reply to a non-confidence motion by John Diefenbaker 
(PC -- Lake Centre) which criticized the Government for taxing the people 
"beyond requirements" and for not relieving them at this session "from unjust 
and burdensome taxation." 

Mr. Diefenbaker criticized the Government's tobacco tax, increased in 
the last budget, as a "national- scandal" which had decreased revenues in that 
field and led to smuggling and increased lawlessness in the country. 

Heavy Penalties Proposed In Price-Fix Ban: Ottawa, December 10 (CP) -- The Minister 
of Justice, Mr. Garson, today introduced in the House of Commons a bill to 
outlaw resale price maintenance as forecast in the Speech from the Throne. 

The Government is hopeful of having legislation passed before Parliament 
adjourns, possibly within a week. It will become effective as soon as it is 
given Royal assent. 
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The penalty for violations will be a maximum 410,000 fine or two years in 
prison for an individual and a maximum fine of 425,000 for a corporation. 

Resale price maintenance is the practice whereby a manufacturer or supplier 
sets the price at which his goods will be sold to the general public. 

The bill specifies that no dealer shall be allawed, either directly or 
indirectly, by agreement or any other way, to induce or require another persoll 
to resell goods: 

1. At a price specified by the dealer or established by agreement. 
2. At a price not less than a minimum price specified by the dealer 

or established by agreement. 
3. At a markup or discount specified by the dealer or established by 

agreement. 
4. At a markup not less than a minimum markup specified by the dealer 

or established by agreement. 
5. At a discount not greater than a maximum discount specified by the 

dealer or established by agreement. 

HMCS Cayuga Again In Action: Aboard HMS Cayuga at a UN Naval Base in Southern Japal 
December 10 (cp) -- The destroyer Cayuga, already holding a reputation for 
stirring up the Communists on the eust coast of Korea, once again has drawn 
enemy fire, naval headquarters announced today. 

On her most recent patrol, the Cayuga was fired on after anchoring in the 
channel between a friendly island and the enemy mainland. In answer, the Cayme 
fired 15 two-gun salvos and a number of star-shells which kept the enemy quiet 
enough to allow the withdrawal of a raiding party of UN soldiers. 

During her time in this area, the Cayuga anchored three times and drew 
Communist fire, which one ship's officer described as little better than a 
pyrotechnic display. None of the enemy shells came close enough to the Canadian 
warship to make them respect the Reds' gunnery. 

P.C. Candidate  Winner In West Calgary:  Calgary, December 10 (CP) -- Carl O. Nickle, 
Progressive Conservative, retained the Calgary West federal seat for his party 
by a large majority today. At 11.30 p.m., with 163 of 199 polls reported, Mr. 
Nickle had polled 8,962 votes to 5,440 for Liberal Dr. Frank Buchanan and 
4,572 for Arthur J. Dixon, Social Credit candidate. 

Mr. Nickle, 37-year-old oil journalist, retained for his party the seat 
left vacant by mr. A.L. Smith, who retired last summer after representing the 
riding since 1945. 

C. Of C. Delegation Urges  Thrift: Ottawa, December 10 (CP) -- A 10-man Canadian 
Chamber of Commerce delegation conferred with the Prime Minister, mr. St. Laurent 
and the Cabinet today and in a brief urged the Government to consider "the vital 
necessity of thrift in its awn operations." 

In a 64-page policy submission -- the longest ever drawn up by the Chamber 
the,Government was commended for its anti-inflationary policies, but the 

Chamber observed that the need for saving may have become overshadowed by higher 
revenues. 

Across Canada: The House of Commons voted 129 to 26 yesterday to extend sittings 
hours in an effort to complete work this week or early next week....The Min-
ister of Finance, Ur.  Abbott, said yesterday that increasing strength of the 
Canadian dollar on the world market "is very gratifying." He eus commenting 
on a New York dispatch reporting the value of the dollar as worth 981 cents 
in terms of U.S. currency--a jump in value of 9(16ths of a cent fram-Satur-
day...Edgar W. McInnis, 52-year,old Canadian historian, yesterday was appointed 
to the newly-established presidency of the Canadian Institute of International 
Affairs....French Canada is the only large section of the nation where a living 
and familiar folk lore exercises a powerful influence on composers, Sir Ernest 
MacMillan, conductor of the Toronto Symphony Orchestra, told a meeting of the 
Canadian Club in Montreal yesterday....Hon. Ray Lawson has agreed to continue 
for an indefinite period as Lieutenant-Governor of Ontario, the Prime Minister's 
office in Toronto said yesterday....Feeder plant layoffs caused by the Ford 
Company of Canada strike totalled approximately 500 last night with the pos-
sibility of more if the strike continues, the Canadian Press reported from 
Windsor, Ontario. 
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St. Lawrence Seaway Bill Given Second Reading: Ottawa, December 11  (ci') -- The House 
of Commons yesterday gave second reading (approval in principle) to the bill to 
create a St. Lawrence Seaway Authority. 

Liberal and Opposition members urged that the seaway project be coupled 
with the federal development of natural resources in other parts of the country. 

Members entered pleas specifically for the South Saskatchewan irrigation-
power project in the lest, the Passamaquoddy tidal  power and St. John River 
power schemes in the Maritimes, the Chignecto Canal between Nova Scotia and New 
Brunswick and the development of hydro power in the sub-Arctic. 

Stanley Knowles (CCF--Winnipeg North Centre) asked if there was  a time beyomd 
which it will no longer be possible for the U.S. to join in construction of the 
seaway. 

Mr. Chevrier replied that there must be a time at which it no longer will 
 be possible for the U.S. to participate, but he could not say when that time 

will be reached. 
He said he could only point to the statement made by President Truman to 

Mr. St. Laurent that if the U.S. Congress does  no  t act at an early date she (the 
President) will support the Canadian project as the next best thing. 

Mr. Knowles then asked if the bill fixed any deadline for participation 
by the U.S. Mr. Chevrier replied that it does not. 

Mr. Chevrier said that during the debate some members had estimated that 
the seaway would cost 41,000,000,000 or 41,500,000,000. The best information 
available is that the seaway will cost 4245,993,000, to be liquidated in 50 
years by tolls charged shipping using the giant canal. 

Mr. Chevrier said the Department has no means of operating the seaway 12 
months a year, and that the navigation system will be open only for the season 
now possible for the existing canals. 

A firm market for at least 50 per cent of the annual production of iron-
ore mines in Quebec-Labrador now is assured, the Minister of Defence Production, 
Mr. Howe, said during clause-by-clause discussion of the bill. 

Six steel companies in the U.S. have contracted to take approximately 50 
per cent of the estimated annual production 20,000,000 tons of iron ore. The 
remaining 50 per cent will be available for sale on markets of the world and 
Canadian mills will probably use a good part of it. 

Howard Green (PC--Vancouver-Quadra) had asked what percentage of the iron 
ore would go to the U.S. 

Mr. Howe said it was difficult to answer because different types of steel re-
iluired different  types of  ore. At present, ore minédin the,Great Lakes area  vas  
put into - a'pool from which companies in Canada andYthe U•Sb withdrew their needs. 

Canada was not self-sufficient in ore. The steel mills used more than 
was mined here. 

He said that Canadian steel mills now have underway a programme for a 
33 1/3 increase in production facilities. 

Estimate 8 P.C. Of Canada's Wheat Quota Committed: Ottawa, December 11 (CP) -- 
The world is so hungry for wheat that Canada already has committed in less 
than four months 83 per cent of her total annual sales quota under the Inter-
national Wheat Agreement. 
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The Bureau of Statistics, in its monthly wheat review, said today that 
in the period August 1-November 27 Canada has sold 81,000,000 bushels under 
the multi-nation agreement, to countries other than the United Kingdom. 

Britain took 26,000,000 bushels, but she has made a firm agreement to 
buy from Canada a total of 113,000,000 bushels during the current crop year. 

"This firm commitment of 113,000,000 together with 81,000,000 bushels 
already reported to other countries, gives a total of 194,000,000 bushels 
definitely committed under the agreement up to November 27," the Bureau 
said. 

Since Canada, in the current crop year ending next July 31, has an 
export quota under the agreement of 233,000,000 bushels, the Bureau estimated 
that 83 per cent of her annual quota has been committed in less than four 
months of the crop year. 

CBC Television In 1952: Ottawa, December 10 (CP) 	CBC television stations in 
Toronto and Montreal will at best begin operations in the summer of 1952. 

Mr.,A.D. Dunton, CBC Chairman, said today the CBC had hoped to have 
the stations in operation by September last, but work was delayed by shor-
tages of materials, particularly structural steel. 

The CBC now hoped to have the stations operating by next summer, but 
he stressed that was only a hope. It all depends on delivery of structural 
steel.  

Mr. Dunton made the statements as the Radio Committee of the Commons 
concluded public sittings for this session. The Committee will hold at 
least one sitting in private to consider a report to be presented to the 
Cannions.  

Unemployment Jump:  Ottawa,  December 11 (CP) -- Unemploym-nt in Canada jumped by 
37,400 in the first three weeks of November and i3 rearly 18,000 higher than 
the comparative period of 1950, the Department of Labour reported today. 

In a review of the employment situation, the Department said job 
applications at National Employment offices at November 22 totalled 192,900 
compared with 155,500 at November 1 and 175,200 at November 23, 1950. 

More than a third of the unemployed were women. 

Navy Observes Anniversary  Of The King's Accession: Ottawa, December 11 (CP) -- 
Ships and establishments of the Royal Canadian Navy today "dressed overall," 
flying signal flags and masthead ensigns, and fired 21-gun_salutes ip honour 
of the anniversary of the King's accession to the Throne. Naval Headquarters 
said the same procedure will be carried out on December 14, the King's 
birthday. 

Relief Expedition To Dawson: Whitehorse, Y.T., December 12 (CP) -- Plans for a 
relief expedition to carry Christmas food supplies to Dawson were mapped by 
merchants, truckers and the army. 

Giant, winterized trucks were prepared for the 100-mile haul over 
treacherous ice and snow to Dawson, where the North's Ilargest store was 
destroyed Monday by fire. Two persons died in the flames and property 
damage was estimated at $150,000. 

Across Canada: Ur. Pearson left London, England, last night, December 11, for 
Canada...The first session of the new Newfoundland Legislature will open 
early in the new year, Premier Joseph Smallwood said yesterday. No date 
was given....Howard B. Nœre,Managing Director of the Federation of Auto-
mobile Associations of Canada, said yesterday in Toronto that credit 
restrictions have forced some Association members to close, and cut car 
sales by 85 per cent in some areas....Carl O. Nickle retained Calgary West 
for the Progressive Conservatives by a plurality of 4,308 votes, final 
returns showed yesterday....Captain T.D. Kelly, of the Imperial Oil Co., 
estimated at $200,000 damage resulting from twin blasts that ripped through 
the giant tanker, Imperial Leduc at Sarnia....The Canadian Catholic Con-
federation of Labour reiterated its requests to the Quebec Government 
dating back to 1947 to end the rise in living costs through price arbitra-
tion. 
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Seaway Bill Given Third Reading: Ottawa, December 12 (CP) -- In a historic steP, 
the Rouse of Commons today gave third and final reading to a bill authorizing 
the Canadian Government to go ahead with construction of the St. Lawrence 
Seaway with or without United States co-operation. 

. 	The bill, which new goes to the Senate for three readings and Royal 
Assent, provides for establishment of a Crown company to undertake construc-
tion of the seaway. 

When the measure was adopted, the Commons quickly approved a companion 
bill ratifying an agreement with Ontario for the development of power on the 
international section of the river. 

The Government has indicated that it hopes to have the navigation and 
power projects launched at the same time. But, said the Minister of Transport, 
Mr. Chevrier, the legislation gave the Government power to go ahead on the 
navigation project alone, undesirable as such a course of action might be. 

The navigation bill will come into force on a date to be fixed by Govern-
ment proclamation. Mr. Chevrier said the proclamation probably will be delayed 
until the Ontario Legislature ratifies the power agreement. 

Rodney Adamson (PC--York West) asked if it was correst to say that "if 
we get no co-operation whatsoever from the United States it is our intention 
to go ahead with these projects." 

Mr. Chevrier said he did not think he could go that far. The United 
States Government will have to authorize some American agency to develop the 
international power jointly with Ontario. The Canadian Government undertook 
to do all it could to press for the power development. 

Mr. Adamson then asked if, it would be possible to go ahead without the 
power project, economically suicidal as that might be. 

Mr. Chevrier replied that undesirable as it might be to proceed with 
one, project without the other,  the legislation did give the Government the 

• authority to go ahead alone with the navigation works. 

C.C.F. National Health Plan Rejected:  Ottawa, December 12 (CP) -- The House of 
Commons today rejected a C.C.F. demand for a national health plan that would 
include free hospitalization, medical care and health insurance. 

The demand was made in a non-confidence motion sponsored by Joseph 
Noseworthy (CCF--York South) during the closing phases of the Debate on the 
Address in Reply to the Speech from the Throne. The motion was defeated 189 
to 11, mith everyone but the C.C.F. voting against it. 

(Debate on the Address mus finally ended on December 12. During its 
course there were six motions of non-confidence launched, all being defeated 
by wide margins.) 

Various reasons were given for the opposition to the C.C.F. motion. 
• Mr. George Drew, Progressive Conservative Leader, said his party has 
long realized the necessity for a plan of health in Canada. This was his (A 
party's stand: 	 • 

"We stand in favour of a plan which, in co-operation with the Provinces, 
will give the people the maximum of services, and yet be a plan of freedam, 
where the doctors will not be civil servants, and which will allay free choice 
between doctor and patient. 
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"We have got a full realization of the deficiencies in treatment services 

in Canada and in our preventive services, and we stand ready to implement a 
plan to overcome these deficiencies,  and  which will raise health standards in 
Canada to the equal of that in any other country of the world." 

Mr. Drew said it had to be remembered that health matters_fall within 
the jurisdiction of the provinces. 

_ 

Expansion Of National Art Gallery Is Sought:  Ottawa, December 12 (CP) -- Legis-
lation for expanding the National Gallery, Canada's federal art centre, wns 
introduced in the House of Commons today by the Minister of Citizenship and 
Immigration, Mr. Harris. 

The measure implements some recommendations of the Massey Commission on 
the Arts and Sciences, and Mr. Harris said its aim is to foster greater public 
interest in the fine and applied arts. 

The Minister said it is planned to enlarge the extension service of the 
gallery. The industrial design section, started experimentally four years 
ago, would be continued. The gallery -would be able to accumulate a fund for 
purchasing art objects. 

Progressive Conservative and C.C.F. speakers spoke in approval of the 
legislation. 

Korean, Veterans To Vote Even If Under 21:  Ottawa, December 12  (ci') -- The House 
of Commons today gave first reading to a Government Bill making a series of 

• technical amendments in the Dominion Elections Act and changing its name to 
the "Canada Elections Act". 

The legislation grants to Korean veterans the right to vote in federal 
• elections even if they are under the legal votinge.ge of 21. This right 

previously was granted to under-age veterans of the Second World War. 
It also provides for voting by proxy by Canadian service personnel who 

become prisoners of war. 

R.C.M.P. Probe Chinese Blackmail: Vancouver, December 12  (ci')  -- Communist 
China's extortion letter racket, reported to have taken 41,000,000 from 
Chinese in Vancouver and Victoria,  ' was  under R.C.M.P. investigation here 
today. - 

The R.C.M.P. believe Communists among Canada's Chinese may bé the 
guiding hands in the racket, informing Peiping racketeers of rich China- - 
town residents. 

The letters indicate an intimate knowledge by Oriental Chinese of the 
state of their victims' bank accounts in Canada. 

Chinese in both Canada and the United States have been foroxito provide 
money to save relatives and friends in China from execution. 

Leaders in Vancouver's 7,000-member Chinatown blame Communist politi- _ 
cians in China and not the Red Government for the blackmail letters. 

Some  Chinese, who came to Canada less than two months ago, reported 
that politicians, members of the Red Farmers' Institute, direct the racket. 

"These leaders get the extortion letters sent and then divide the 
booty," said Foon Sien, head of the Chinese Benevolent Association. 

Across Canada: News from home now is reaching the 27th Canadian Infantry Brigade 
in Germany, and Canadian airmen in the U.K. The Army said that 1,000 words 
daily, compiled by the Canadian Press in Toronto, is sent-overseas. It 
goes from Ottawa by radio teletype to the R.A.F.-at Stambridge, England. It 
is relayed by teleprinter to airmen stationed at North Luffenham and Hanover, 
Germany, for the Canadian Brigade. The news is mimeographed for distribution. 
....Premier Duplessis of Quebec said yesterday that the Quebec Government wille 
amend its labour laws to ban employers' union...Senator John T. Haig, Pro-
gressive Conservative Leader, told the Senate yesterday it ought to adjourn 

• next Friday until January and leave the House of Commons legislatively 
stranded- as a protest against batches of major legislation arriving in the 
Senate only in the last few days of the session....A 445,000 slash in the 
495,000 rental charged the Canadian International Trade Fair for three CNE 
buildings was approved by the Toronto Board of Control yesterday....Maj.- 
Gen. G.R. Pearkes, opposition military critic in the House of Commons, said 
in Germany yesterday that he-is impressed with the men of the 27th Brigade 
and their quarters in Germany. 
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Most Defence Funds Spent On R.C.A.F., Committee Told:  Ottawa, December 13 (CP) -- 
Canada's heaviest defence expenditures in the last two years have been for 
the R.C.A.F. and most of these new air weapons are still on the secret list. 

The House of Commons Defence Expenditures Committee got a document today 
showing that out of $1,237,830478 worth of defence orders placed since April, 
1950, to November this year, $788,585,635 was for Air Force equipment. Delivery 
has been taken on $157,004,557 of it. 

The Air Force total includes a $545,372,261 item listed merely as "clas- 
sified for security reasons." Much of it is believed to be the latest.-- -type 

electronic equipment used in modern air warfare. 
Other secret orders included $26,277,973 under the heading of ammunition, 

of whicli-eanada,has taken $2,215,334, and a 314,130,154 item under the heading 
- 	 , 

of artillery and naval guns, mortars and missile launchers. 
Mr. M.W. Mackenzie, Deputy Minister of Defence Production, told the 

Committee that the $14,130,154 item, now all delivered to Canada, included the 
latest-type anti-aircraft guns. But the remainder of it was secret. 

Half Year's Imports Increase "Spectacular":  Ottawa, December 13 (CP) -- A "spec-
tacular upsurge" in,imports mas Canada's "most notable" foreign trade de-
velopment in the first half of 1951, the Bureau of Statistics said today. 

Total imports climbed to more than $2,000,000,000 in the six months, an 
increase of about $650,000,000 over the corresponding period - last year. - 

"In spite .of an increase in the value of exports," said the Bureau, "the 
increase in imports wus sufficient to create a sharply,adverse balance of_ 
$339,800,000 on the half-year's trade." 	 - 

It said the deficit was a direct result of trade developments mith the 
U.S. Trade with all other countries yielded a small favourable balance. 

Other developments: 
1. Exports rose to $1,762,600,000--a gain of about $300,000,000 from 

$1,448,100,000 in 1950. , 
2. The trend continued toward greater trade with the U.S. and declining 

trade with the U.K. 
3. Trade with Japan climbed, placing that country as the third largest 

market for Canadian goods, behind the U.S. and the U.K. 
4. • Trade  with Europe became even more concentrated on countries outsich 

the Iron Curtain. 
5. Canada, in 1950, still ranked third in world trade but dropped to 

fourth place as an exporter -- from her usual third-place -- outpaced by 
increased exports by France. 

Noting the steady upward trend in imports, the Bureau said it would be 
difficult for exports to keep pace until sharply expanded by production capacit: 
and this could be done only slawly. 

The more inmediate way to balance trade was to reduce home consumption. 
Haaever, the Bureau said that rather than reduce consumption, Canada was using. 
more goods than ever, stimulated by a high prosperity and population increase.. 

To Increase Trade With West Indies:  Ottawa, December 13 (CP) -- The Minister of 

Trade and Commerce, Mr. Howe, announced in the House of Commons tonight that 
negotiations have been completed to expand trade with the British West Indies, 

starting January 1. 

••• 2 
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The scheme, subject of months of negotiation, has been approved by the 
United Kingdom. 

Canada will be able to: 
1. Broaden categories of goods which  exportera  have been able to ship ) 

under a 50-per-cent quota granted by the um an the basis of 1946-48 average 
imports. The list will include additional food products, leather, metals, 
electrical and textile goods. 

2. Allow Canadian exporters to obtain an open licence -- that is, 
without quota restrictions--on some strategic metals, newsprint, steel, some 
vegetables, fish, animal feed, jute goods, kraft paper and other goods. 

3. Add about 100 new items to the quota list for less essential items. 
The British  West  Indies has agreed to increase this quota, also based on 
1946-48 shipments, from 33 1/3 per cent to 40 per cent. 

Mr. Howe said the scheme, an extension to the Canada-BM trade liberal-
ization plan, is "definitely a step in the right direction." 

It will help expand Canada's exports to that part of the sterling area, 
but Mr. Howe said he did not believe the dollar value of the increased trade 
will be large. Amount of the increase could not be estimated with accuracy. 

5-Year Grants To CBC Upheld:  Ottawa, December 13 (CP) -- The House of Commons 
voted 55 to 28 tonight against a Progressive Conservative attempt to have 
parliamentary grants to the CBC voted annually instead of for five-year 
periods. 

The move was eponsored by Donald Fleming (PC--Torontp Eglinton) while 
members continued clause-by-clause study of a bill, later given third and 
final reading, to provide annual grants of $6,250,000 to the public-owned CBC. 

Mr. Fleming's motion would have limited the grant to one year, leaving it 
• up to Parliament to vote the grant in successive years. He said this would 

permit Parliament to maintain control over the CBC. 
' The Minister of National Revenue, Dr. McCann, opposing the motion, said 

a five-year grant would enable the CBC to plan for the years ahead. 

Newfoundland Minister Resigns: St. John's, Nfld., December 13 (OP) 	0.L. Vardy, 
Housing Administrator and Minister Without Portfolio in the Newfoundland 
Government, resigned today after a policy split with Premier Smallwood. 

Announcing the resignation, Mr. Smallwood said the Liberal Gavernment 
will not contest a by-election for the vacant seat, making it practically 
certain the seat will go to the Progressive Conservative opposition. 

Minister Plenipotentiary Of Sweden:  (Press Release No. 64, December 14) -- The 
Department of External Affairs announced that on December 14 Dr. Klas Erik 
13313k presented to his Excellency the Governor General at Government House 
his Letter of Credence as Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary 
of Sweden to Canada. The Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, 
wns present. 

Across Canada: First group of Danish aviators to receive training in Canada under 
the North Atlantic Treaty air training plan are due at London, Ontario, 
December 19, the Air Force said yesterday...The Minister of Justice, Mr. 
Gars on,  denied rumours circulating in parliamentary corridors that the Gov- 
ernment is preparing to ditch its legislation to ban resale price maintenance 
practices...Malter Reuther, international president of the United Automobile 
Workers of America, said last night that he and local union officers have 

• evolved a programme to put an end to the unauthorized (Ford) strike at 
Windsor, Ontario....Arguing for higher freight rates, the CPR said yesterday e' 
that "inadequate" earnings have "hamstrung" its operations. The claim was 
advanced as the Board of Transport Commissioners heard concluding evidence 
in the railways+ application for a general 10-per-cent rate increase estimated 
to add about $45,000,000 a year to the national freight bill....The final 
draft of Canada's 27th Brigade embarked at Halifax to join the NATO army in 
Europe. 
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Foreign Exchange Control Ended: Ottama, December 14 (CP) -- The Canadian Govern-
ment today_abruptly ended 12 years of control over foreign exchange. Canada now 
has the sane freedonof money exchange as enjoyed by only tmo other countries -- 
the United States and Switzerland. 

The Minister of Finance, Ur.  Abbott, made the announcement in the House of 
Cannons as exchange markets closed at 5 p.m...EST.  He  Said an order-inCouncil bas 

 been passed ending foreign-exchange control and that covering legislation.will be 
introduced in Parliament next spring. 
- 	This action means that all restrictions have been eliminated from movement 
of money in and out of the country. For instance, Canadians now can buy r- if : 
they have the money.-- securities on the New York market, accumulate all,the 

- funds they need for travel abroad. No more forms are.necessary. There is no . 
limit on the amount of U.S. dollars a person can keep or take out of the country. 

Mr. Abbott said later at a press conference that the decision to lift exchange 
restrictions almost mas taken on September 30, 1950, when Canada freed the dollar. 

But it mas decided to  vit and match developments resulting from that  nove. 
 Mr. Abbott said he discussed the matter again with Mr. Graham Towers, Governor of 

the Bank of Canada, about six weeks ago as Mr. Towers  vas  going to London for a 
visit. 	' 	. 

It mas decided to reoprn the subject on his return and after Mr. Abbott had 
returned from the North Atlantic Treaty meeting in Paris last week. 

The conclusion whs reached, with Cabinet approval, to no longer rely on ex-
change restrictions to maintain Canada's economic well-being, but "rather on the 
general handling of our dameatic economic situation," Mr. Abbott said. 

The Foreign Exchange Control Board, which controlled capital and tourist-
dollar movements, will still exist, but only on paper. Many of its 350 employees 
will be either shifted to other Bank of Canada jobs or dismissed. 

. 	While the Government has abolished its foreign exchange controls, it still' 
will continue to adainister its reserves, now about e1,600,000,000 in U.S. dollars 
and gold. 

Banks, corporations and individuals will be able to hold as much U.S. -- or 
any other currency -- as they choose. 

But the Government,.through the officiali reserves, will still be able to 
 maintain a measure of economic stability to prevent wild fluctuations in the 

market value of the Canadian dollar. 
Through a special exchange fund, officials will be able on behalf of the - 

Finance Minister, to buy and sell American dollars, and buy Canadian dollars on 
the New York market,: if there is heavy selling pressure forcing domn the value of 
the dollar. . . 

Senate Committee Would Amend Seamay Bill:  Ottawa, Deceàber 14 (CP) -- The Senate's 

A Committee ch Transport today, inserted an amending clause in the St.  Lawrence  Seamy 
legislation to put more control on the powers of the President of the three-man 
Seaway Authority. 

Senator Thomas Reid (Lm-British Columbia) termed the wide powers being given 
the President as "dictatorship."  He  moved that rather than invest all authority 
in the President without reference to the other tmo members of the three-man body, 
that the President's pomers be subject to by-laus to be passed by all three. 

With that single change the Committee endorsed the measure setting up the 
Authority to construct and administer the navigation end of the project. It also 
approved mithout change another bill approving an agreement with Ontario for 
development of power on the international section of the St. Iamrence River. 



W.X. Matthews, connel for the Transport Department, said the President was 
purposely being given a free hand so he could "get things done." 

He promised to bring the Committee's amendaent to the attention of the Minister 
of Transport, Mr. Chevrier, along with another question about the possibility ofi 
dealing with competitive foreign shipping through tolls to be charged on shipping 
using the seaway. 

In regard to tolls, Ur. » Matthews Warned that"we'ahould be careful not to do 
anything to arouse the Americans." It was Canada's hape that the U.S. would still 
decide on joint construction of the seaway, though.  the  legislation was based on the 
presumption Canada would proceed alone. 

The Committee sent the bills back to the Senate where the amendment will be 
considered. 

Loan Support For Prairie Grain Farners:  Ottawa, December 14 (CP) -- The Minister 
of Trade and Commerce, Er. Bowe, proposed in the Eouse of Commons tonight that 
the federal Government underwrite special loans to Prairie grain farmers, grant-
ing a 25-per-cent guarantee on loans to be limited to e1,000 to any one farner. 

The Government's guarantee will cover any loans made by banks to farmers 
with grain still on their farms and fields during the current crop year. 

It is a nove  designed to aid those farmers uho have been hit financially by 
the transportation and storage crisis which hampered movement of Western grain to 
market, and also those whose harvesting has been delayed by bad weather. 

Mr. Howe's statement on the Government's guarantee was made in introducing a 
resolution to set aside e5,000,000 to cover any losses by the Government which may 
result from the guarantees to the bankg. 

Mr. Claxton To Visit Troops In Korea:  Ottawa, December 16 (CP) -- The Minister of 
National  Defence, Mr. Claxton, in a message broadcast to Canada's forces in Korea, 
told them tonight'they are writing "a new chapter in Canadian history."' ' -- 

"While you are fighting for,peace, any fighting«is still fighting; and being 
in Korea is no picnie,as I will no doubt find out for myself when I visit you - in 
a few weeks! -time," thellinister said. , , 

Mr. Claxton is -to fly to Korea two days after Christmas to inspect the 
Canadian forces. 

His message was broadcast over the tren8-Canada network  of. theCBC on the 
first anniversary of the landing in Korea of the2nd - Battalion of the Princess 
Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry. 

Across Canada:  The Parliamentary session is arpected - to be brought to-a conclusion 
tbis week....Amembership meeting of the Street Railwaymen's Union (A.F.L.-T.L.C.) 
today rejected a conciliation board report on the Union's wage disputesith the 
Toronto Transportation Commission. The members also voted to empower the union's 
executive board to call for a strike vote when it deemed one necessary....Air 
Force Beadquarters at Ottawa yestertay that airmen stationed-in the U.K.  have been 
urged not to arrange for their families to join then until suitable housing has 
been located....Thefederal Government on December 14 announced salary and pay 
increases, retroactiveto December 1, for members of the armed forces, the Civil 
Service and the R.C.M.P. Rangingfran about-four to 14 per cent, the increases 
go to approximately 164,000 persons - in those three branches of Government:service 
and add roughly e40,000,000 a year to the existing Governnent payroll of about 
$515,000,000...eWays of easing the impact of freight-rate increases on long-
distance shippers -- such as those of the Prairies and the renitimes -- are being 
studied by the Board of Transport Comaissioners, its head said on December 14. , 
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Seamay, Power Bills Pass Senate:  Ottawa, December 18 (CP) -- The Senate yesterday 
'gave final approval to the Government's St, Laurence Seaeay legislation, 
including an amendment made by its Transport Committee. 

Senatorlaishart Robertson, government leader, said the Government 
concurred in the amendment uhich provides more control over the pouers of the 
President of the St. Lawrence Seauay Authority to be set up to construct and 
administer the navigation end of the project. 

It provides that the pomers of the President shall be set out in bylaws 
which will be subject to the approval of the Government. Previously the 

"measure gave the President mide statutory authority. 	, 
. - Also endorsed mas the companion bill approving an agreement between the 
federal Government and Ontario by mhich the Province will undertake pou' 

' development along the international rapids section of the St. Laurence in 
conjunction with an appropriate United States authority, presumably New York 
State. 

Both bills are based on the assumption that Canada will  proceed alone 
-mdth the seaway project, but leave the door open for U.S. participation. 
They need only royal assent to become law. 

Anti-Price Fixing Legislation Introduced: Ottawa, December 18 (CP) -- The Govern-
ment today urged the Commons to approve legislation outlawing resale price 
maintenance, but the Progressive Conservative Party sought to kill the 

- 	measure on the grounds that it mould destroy small business. 
The Minister of  Justice,  Mr.  Carson,  opening debate on second reading of 

the bill, made a 15,000-word speech in which he said that price maintenance 
forces the poorer class of consumer to pay higher prices than under free-
price competition. His speech initiated what may became one of the hottest 

. 	debates  of the session. 
Mr. E.D.  Fulton (P.C.--Kamloops) introduced a motion that the legiela-

tion be given a sir-month hoist -- parliamentary procedure to kill the 
- legislation. 

Mr. Fulton charged that the Government is not giving the little business 
man a fair chance, that it mas trying to destroy him mith legislation that 
favored "big business". 

Consuaers, said Mr. Gerson, are looking for justice on the issue from 
Parliament and the Canadian Government. The public was largely unorganized 
and unprotected and they were asking questions uhy the Government, which does 
not control prices itself, allows "private control" of prices by manufacturers- 

October Trade Deficit With U.S. $27,400,000:  Ottawa, December 17 (CP) — Caada's 
foreign trade is undergoing tremendous expansion, but the big problem of 
countering the deficit in trade with the United States  still remains. 

Her adverse balance in trade with the U.S. during October tota/led 
e27,400,000 -- bringing the 10-month deficit for 1951 to U57,200,000 -- the 
highest since the dollar problem days of 1947 -- a Bureau of Statistics 
report showed today. 

Unlike 1950, uhen Canada experienced the rarity of three monthly favor-
able balances in her U.S. trading account, 1951, so far, has produced only 
deficits -- one month after another. 

The main factor is a sharp increase in imports. Canada's purchases 
from the U.S. during October totalled e238,300,000, pushing the 10-month 
total to a record e2,385,200,000 -- higher than even the 12-month total of 

••• 2• 



$2,130,500,000 for 1950. 
Sales or exports to the U.S. - were estimated at $210,800,000, mith the 

10month total at $1,928,000,000, slightly below the total or $2,050,600,000 
for the whole of last year. 

However, Britain's heavier demand for essential goods came to the aid 
of Canada's export picture, helping to whittle down the U.S. deficit by 
about $150,000,000. 

Despite Britain's shortage of dollars, Canada's traditional favorable 
balance with the U.K. was maintained. 

The surplus in trade mith the,U.K. totalled $31,500,000 in October 
the highest since October, 1949 -- bringing the 10-emonth total.to $143,700,000, 
more than double the $68,300,000 balance for 1950. 

Navy Chief's Press Conference: Ottawa, December 17  (CL') -- Major role of the R.C.N. 
under the North Atlantic Treaty Organization is anti-submarine warfare, Vice-
Admiral E.R. Mainguy said today. 

- 	The Admiral, who this month took over command of the LC.N. and who two 
years ago mrote the "Mainguy Report" on the Navy's internal problems, said 

. at a conference in the Parliamentary Press Gallery that he; as Chief of the 
Naval Staff, is "against" any R.C.N. activity or development which does not 
have to dowith anti-submarine mmrk or the defence of harbors. -  

. 	At today's conference, he said Canada's naval role had been discussed 
- at NATO conferences, and it was generally considered that Canada's main 

,responsibility is anti-Submarine work. 
He also said that the Navy, now about 12,000 strong,_plars to expand to 

* - about 21,000, and that the- pace will be geared with the production of 14 anti-
stibmarine escort vessels, first of mhich mas launched recently near Montreal. 

Approve Agricultural Products Board:  Ottawa, December 18  (CL') -- Continuance in 
1952 of government floor prices for eggs and bacon was announced to the 
House of Cannons yesterday by the Minister of Agriculture, Mr. Gardiner. 

He said the Government will continue to buy any eggs offered at the year- 
' end at 38 cents a dozen for grade "Ar delivered in Montreal and bacon 
Wilshire sides at $32.50 a hundredweight. 	 - 

Mr. Gardiner made his announcement as the Chabber considered legislation, 
- later adopted, to establish an Agricultural Products Board to handle govern- 

- 	ment . bulk purchasing of farn products. 

11.3.Travel  Dollar Harder To Attract:  Ottawa, December 17 (CP) -- D. Leo Dolan, 
director of the Canadian Travel Bureau, said today competition for the U.S. 
travel dollar is at its toughest point in history. 

Addressing a luncheon meeting of the Editors and Public Relations 
Group of the Professional Institute, Mr. Dolan said, "The travel industry 
still ranks third as a source of U.S. dollars but every year Canada has to 
work harder to attract them." 

Across Canada:  More than 700  immigrants  from Europe will  spend Christmas in 
Government immigration quarters at Quebec, it mas announced yesterday by 

- immigration authorities. A Christmas tree has been set up in the main hall 
of the immigration building and presents will be opened by children of 
immigrant families Sunday...Supreme Court of Canada yesterday ordered a 
new trial in the $190,000 slander and libel action launched against Premier 
Douglas of Saskatchewan by Walter Tucker, the erovinee's Liberal leader. 
By unanimous decision it dismissed the appeal of Mr. Douglas and upheld the 
ruling of the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal mhich had ordered a new trial.... 

- Canada's production of feed grains for livestock is expected to reach a 
near-record total of 20,300,000 tons in the current crop year, but there 
still are shortages in some areas.....;=.'n 2 c.  
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Seaway Bill Naw Needs Only Royal Assent:  Ottawa, December 19 (CP) -- The legislative 
way was cleared yesterday for Canadian construction of a St. Lawrence seaway 
power and navigation development which will open great lakesports to ocean 
shipping. The Senate received a report from the House of Commons that it had 
concurred in a single amendment made by the Upper Chamber to the navigation 
measure. This placed more control on the powers of the President of the three-
man seaway authority to be set up to construct and administer the seaway. 	- 

- Already endorsea by both Houses is a companion measure ratifying an agree- 
ment with Ontario by which the Province will undertake, presumably with New 
York State, power development on the International Rapids section of the St. 
Lawrence River. 

Both measures leave the door open for United States participation should 
the U.S. Congress reverse its long failure to act. Both the power and naviga- 
tion measures now need only Royal assent to become lew. This will be given 
before Parliament adjourns. Both will came into force by proclamation of the 
Government. 

Debate Anti-Price-Fixing Legislation:  Ottawa, December 18 (CP) -- An angry debate 
swirled today around the Government's anti-price fixing legislation. It 
threatened to carry this lingering session of Parliament into Christmas week-
end and perhaps beyond. As party lines were drawn around the controversial 
bill, Mr. Drew warned, with a possible hint of a filibuster, that his Pro-
gressive Conservative forces are prepared to carry on their campaign against 
it "for a long time." 

Sharp words were traded across the floor of the Chamber as debate continued 
on second reading of the bill, which would prohibit manufacturers from setting 
the prices at which retailers must sell their merchandise. 

James  Sinclair (L--Coast-Capilano), Chairman of a parliamentary committee 
which studied the legislation, charged that the Progressive Conservatives were 
indulging in "obstruction" and were the "historic friends of privilege, 
monopoly and reaction." 

Transport Board Reserves Judgment On Rates: Ottawa, December 18 (CP) -- The #44,- 
500,000-a-year application of the Canadian railways for a new freight-rate 
increase was taken under consideration today by the Board of Transport Commis-
sioners. The Board reserved decision on the 10-per-cent rate-boost request 
after more than three weeks of battling between the railways and eight 
Provinces -- all except Ontario and Quebec -- who fought the proposed increase. 

The railways closed out their case for the higher rates late today, urging 
on the five-man board that they had made out a case for a temporary five-per-
cent increase immediately and for another five per cent later in more permanent 
fashion. The provincial governments argued that the railways had not proved 
any need for higher rates at this time. The new rates were asked by the rail-
ways an the grounds of higher expenses for wages -- resulting from the 1951 
general strike settlement -- increased costs of materials and the impact of 
the "defence surcharge" of 20 per cent on corporation taxes included in the 

last federal budget. 
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Commuters Subject To U.S. Draft: Windsor, Ontario, December 18 (CP) -- Two-hundred 
of 1,400 Windsor residents who work in Detroit tomorrow will become subject to 
United States draft regulations, J.M. McCaffrey, President of the Windsor 
Commuters' Association said today. He said that a U.S. selective service orde-„, 
making "draft-age" aliens working in the U.S. subject to induction into the I/ 
U.S. Armed Forces had been passed June 19. A six-month period of grace granted 
by the directive expires tamorraw. 

Provincial Lotteries For Quebec: Quebec, Decenber 18 (Montreal Gazette) -- Premier 
Duplessis today renewed his request for an amendment of the Criminal Code_which 
would permit provincial lotteries in Quebec for the aid of education and 
lotteries. Mr. Duplessis made his remarks during consideration of the Quebec 

- City legislation before the Private Bills Committee of the Legislature. 
He said "millions of dollars" spent outside the Province on sweepstakes 

, tickets and other games of chance would stay in Quebec and be available for 
social welfare enterprises. 

Eight Canadian Priests Reported Under Detention: Hong Kong, December 18 (Reuters) 
-- Eight Canadian Raman Catholic priests and one brother have been placed . 

' 

	

	under house - arrest by the Chinese Communists in Suchaw, in Northern Kiangsu 
Province. They are members of the Canadian mission there operated by the 
Jesuits wi -th headquarters in Montreal. 	- 

Across Canada: Toronto's street car and bus operatàrs, seeking a wage increase, 
decide today-  wilether to strike to back up their demands.  An affirmative vote 
would paralyze public transportation in Canada's second largest city at the 
height of the Christmas shopping season....The Controller-of Civil Aviation 

_ has ruled that fare-paying passengers must not occupy seats in the operating 
compartment of a civil transport plane....Cne of Calgary's most brilliant and 
colorful figures, Arthur LeRoy Smith, K.C., former Member of Parliament for 
Calgary West, died in hospital on December 17 	Police in Montreal yesterday 
gave their legal adviser the last of 597 summonses issued against stores who 
defied a holy day municipal by-lew more than a week ago....Snowstorms and 
blizzards swept Canada from the Maritimes to the Rockies yesterday....Another 
draft of 80 officers and men of the 2nd Battalion of the Princess Patricia's 
Canadian Light Infantry is expected to arrive at Seattle, Wash., by ship from 

- Korea and will be flown home in time for Christmas by the RCAF....Wheat pools 
- in Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba handled a record 256,000,000 - bushels of 
grain in the 1950-51 crop year, an official announcement said yesterday. 
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Mr. Pearson Before Senate External Affairs Committee: Crttawa, December 20 (CP) 
_  T 	The Secretary of State for .External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, .said yesterday 

the Western World has more to gain than to lose by admission of. Greece and 
Turkey to the Nccrth Atlantic Treaty Organization, despite the threatening 

_ attitude of Russia. 	 _ 
- He told the Senate's External Relations Committee the move would be a 

....step toward peace rather than war. It wou.ld protect IIA. ■./10's southern flank 
at a place where _a.ggression cou.ld spark a third world war Whether Greece 

_ 	and. Turkey _were allied or not. ' 	 _ 
Russia, -he said, 'nad threatened Turkey that_ she would consider Turkish 

hembership a "provocative act." But  he did not believe sthat the Kremlin, 
despite that threat, would do anything as a result that Rus,sia would not do 
otherwise. 

_ In an hour-long discussion, the Minister ranged over a wide field of 
.- international topics and urged Senate endorsation of the protocol sig:aed by 

the 12 NATO member countries for adra.ission of Greece and Turkey, a decision 
taken at NATO/ s Ottawa. meeting last Sept emb er. 

When Parliament approved the rrotocol he said, -it was not planned to 
vrait' to see how "other-countries" were getting along Izith the necessarY 
parliamentary approval. Canada did not "want to get too far a.head;"' but 
neither did she want to hold things up. 

Meeting shortly after the Conmittee broke up, . the Sonate wrInnliaausiir 
endorsed the protocol which, when approved by the legislatures of .- all 

-meciber:states,'-will allow an -invitation to Greece and 'Turkey to come into 
NATO as full raembers-. 	 ' - 	 - 	" 

Senator Zohn T. Haig, Progressive Conservative leader, Senator leon 
Gouin (L-quebec)., Chairman of the Committee, and bthers had hig,h praise for 
Mr. Pearson's work in the international field in the last year,. 	- 

In - his cormittee appearance, Mr.. Pearson made these -other points: 
'Canada hopes'for the emergence of a "European cOrIrmnity"--he said he 

liked that phrase because it was indef'inite—and an "Atlantic Commtualty" and 
possible eventual merging of' the two.,.- 	- 	 ' 

2. No question 'had arisen about Yugoslavia/s entry into NATO. If- she 
were attacked, she undoubtedly would appeal to the United Nations. 
._ .5. There were -rlany who believed that admission of Spain to NATO would: 

, produce political problems which_ would outweigh any militaxy advantages. 
4., The "burden.-sharing problem"—what each country would contribute- 

. 

	

	was still one of NATO's biggest problems. There was 'no use having -40 . - 
- divisions of armed strength if it meant economic ruin of which the - 

- 	Communists would _take advantage. 	 -- 	 ' 
5: The tirae vas-  coming when NATO would "have to dci- more"  than simply 

discuss Germany.. German formations in the European army would bring the 
.Republic into association with NATO if and when such an army  :was  integrated 
with NATO. 

"We have tried," said Mr. Pearson, "to provide the foundation in NAM 
for something more than a military alliance." A NA.TO coramittee now was 
studying how far things could go along the lines of an "Atlantic cormaunity." 
But whether an organization of that kind could emerge "without giving up 
a good deal of national sovereignty" he could not say. 

The NATO countries had given up some national sovereignty, but purely 
for defensive purposes. 
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Mr.  Woodward On St. Lawrence Seaway:  Ottawa, December 20 ( (P ) — Stanley Woodward, 
United States Am.bassador, said yesterday he hopes Parliament's action in 
authorizing the Canadian Government to build the St, Lawrence seaway.  will 
stimulate action by the U.S. Congress on a joint projmet. 

Mr. Woodward issued a press release as he left for Washington to repor+-) 
to the White House and the State Depart.ment on the passage of seaway legislae 
tion at the -current session of Parliament. 

The legislation empowers the Government to build, without U.S. aid, the 
navigation section of the project and authorizes Ontario to join with the 
appropriate U.S. authority in developing power in the river's international 
-rapids section. 

Mr. Woodward expressed pleasure at the passage of the two measures and 
— added: -- "Cannda is going ahead. while leaving:the door open for us." 

"I bt1,11 think the ,joint (Canada-U.S.) project is the best one, but  the 
most important 'consideration is an early start," he said. 

Anti-Price Fixing Debate: Ottawa, •Decamber 19, (Cr) — Mr. George Drew,.Progressiv  
Conservative leader, charged today.that.the Government was trying to distract 

:attention  from its lack  of action against - the high cost of living by pushing 
through . legislation `to, prohibit resale price maintenance. 

Thé-Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent and. his supporters had admitted, said 
Etrew, that ,the -  legislation-would have little effect on the cost of living. 

.11+3 suggested that ,if ._the Government really wanted to tackle the 'cost-of-living 
.'problem it would reduce taxes,. cut expenditures and. remove some credit 
restrictions. 

Mr. Drew spoke as debate son the bill to prohibit the fixing of retail- 
... prices by ,manufacturers and. suppliers was carried,through its third day_ mainly 

by, Progressive .Conservative and _Liberal members. 
With no end of the debate in sight,  thé; Brizieildiatstér, 1/1r.. St. Laurent, 

served notice; that unless the work of the session is completed by adjournment 
hou  r i day , merabers will be asked to return December 27 to handle the remain-
ing business.- • • - - - • - - - - 

Army Identification Not Good As Passport: Ottawa, December. 19, (CP) --  The. 
Minister of National Defence, /Ir. Claxton, revising a-statement he made 
yesterday, :  said today,identification certificates issued to mezabers of the 
Canadian 27th" Brigade are not accepted as passports when the men go on.leave 
in various countries of Europe. 	 _ 	 , . . 

,In his earlier statem.ent, /b. Claxton had said..he understood the 
certifiCates were accepted.. 

; The certificates are accepted by European countries when the men move in 
, .foznation or on duty, but  "so far we have not succeeded in making arrangement 

for them tip accept the identification cards when they are.on leave. 
"We are continuing to make efforts to secure that acceptance. They have 

agreed in-  principle but have not -put it into effect." 	 . 

Across Canada: Bona Arsenault (L-Bonaventure) said yesterday he plans to introduce 
at the next session of Parliam.ent a bill to change the rin•me of Daminion Day- 

- july 1.77to Confederation Day....Lt.-Col. Jacques Dextraze, who has led the 
Royal 22nd Regiment throue its long bitter battles ,in Korea, is scheduled to 
arrive' in Vancouver by plane on December 20, from Tokyo...Stomas whipped the 
east coast yesterday, mountainous waves flooding a village on Newfoundland's 
vrest coast and endangering shipping. No  loss of life was reported....The 
Prime Minister, is to ,open a new e750,000 armory at Sault Ste Marie on 
january 19.. 

• 	 . 
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Novamber Exporte  Set New Record:  Ottawa, December 20, (ap) -- Canada exported 
more goods in November than in any previous month in history, chalking up 
the biggest monthly trade surplus in almost two years. 

A preliminary Bureau of Statistics statement today estimated riesvember 
exports at a record $384,400,000, nosing out the previous high of 0378,600,000 
last July. 

This peak in exports, outpacing imports which dropped to $326,600,000 -- 
one of the lowest menthly totals for the year -- gave Canada a $57,800,000 
surplus in her November trade -- the biggest since the 074,900,000 favorable 
balance in December,1949.. 

It chopped the country's foreign-trade deficit from $292,300,000 for the 
10 months to 0234,500,000 for the 11 months. The Trade Department previously 
had predicted that the 12-month deficit may be about $250,000,000. 

- 	The record-making month included a pat* in exports to the United States. 
Shipments totalled $212,8O0,000,slightly higher than the previous high of 
$211,400,O00 last May. 

Imports from the U.S. declined to $226,300,000 -- the third lowest 
monthly total for 1951 -- but higher than the 0214,800,000 in November last 

	

, 	year. 
Nevertheless, the higher cmports  sliced the traditional deficit in u.s. 

	

- 	trade to $13,500,000 for the month -- lowest for the year -- and only a 
fraction of the 1951 menthly peak of $92,300,000 last April. 

A surplus in trade with all countries helped to counter the impact of 
the U.S. deficit, which, for the 11-month period rose to $470,700,000 -- 
about six times the 12-month deficit of $80,000,000 last year 

Shipments to the United Kingdan increased to $59,100,000 from $38,800,000 
in November, 1950, but purchases from the U.K. declined to $33,300,000 from 
040,200,000. 

This gave Canada a favorable balance of $25,800,000 -- slightly higher 
than the surpluses in the first part of the year, but belour the peak monthly 
surplus of $31,500,000 in October. 

	

. 	 The November surplus boosted the 11-month favorable balance to $169,500,000 • 
double the 12-month total of $68,300,000 for 1950. In 1949 Canada had a 
surplus of $401,800,000. 

November trade with other Commonwealth countries also was favorable. 
Exports climbed to $24,000,000 fro4 015,400,000 last year. Imports dropped 
to $17,800,000 fraa $29,900,000 -- resulting in a $6,200,000 surplus. 

Total exports to all other countries climbed to $88,500,000 from 
$47,200,000 in November, last year, and imports increased to 049,200,000 
from $43,000,000, ulth the balance of 039,300,000 in Canada's favor. 

May Invoke Closure In Commons:  Ottawa, December 20, (Gr ) -- The Bouse of Commons 

	

4 	tonight completed a day of complex manoeuvrings that brcught Government 
legislation to a full stop-temporarily, and choked off an attempt at non-
stop sittings with an anbattled House rushing tomurds Christmas. 

Facing a government threat to apply the throttle of "closure" to debate 
on anti-price-fixing legislation, the Progressive Conservative group 

. opposing the legislation switched its fight for the day to what developed 
into a hot issue over Reuse hours. 

At the end of morning, afternoon and night sessions, the Commons was 
still debating the last of a series of Progressive Conservative amendments to 
a CCF Social Credit motion for round-the-clock sittings. Liberals had sided 

... 2. 
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-udth the two smaller oppositiOn groups in defeating  Progressive  Conservative 
amendments, and evidently were backing the non-stop proposal. 

By the night's adjournment at the regular time  of 10 p.m., the Pro-
gressive Conservatives -- by the device of putting up speaker after speaker 
on three amendments --'had managed to stave off a vote on the non-stop-
hours proposal, which likely would have carried in a vote. 

The result uas that the Government's remaining legislative program in 
the dying days of the session -- highlighted by the price-fix bill -- made 
no progress during the day. Its second reading debate had touched off oppo-
sition among the Progressive Conservatives. - 

Their protest today, at the-proposal for unlimited sittings and the 
Government threat of closure on the principal of the price-fixing bill to go 
into effect Thursday, December 27, if House business is not cleared tomorrow, 
was that the Government uas trying to push the measure through without enough 
debate. 

Composers' Group Asks Fee Increase:  Ottawa,  December 20, (CP) -- The Composers, 
Authors and Publishers Association of Canada today asked the Copyright 
Appeal Board for permission to increase fees charged the CBC and private 
radio stations for use of music and other works in its repertoire. 

/LE. Manning of Toronto, counsel for CAPAC, at the outset of a presenta-
tion which he will continue tomorrow, said the Association needs additional 
revenue to meet higher living and operating costs. Part of the fees 
collected by CAPAC are paid to authors of the music or other works. 

. At present, the radio fees are based on the nuMber of radio receiving 
--sets in Canada. -  The charge is 14 cents a licensed set, with the CBC paying 
seven cents and the private stations as a group paying seven. 

For 1952, CAPAC proposes that the fees be based on population and on 
the commercial revenue of radio stations. The private stations would pay 
4-5ths of a cent per capita of population and 2iper cent of their commercial 
revenue. The CBC would pay one cent per capita and 21 per cent of commercial 
revenue. 

Rebates of nine per cent would be provided for stations providing CAPAC 
with logs of their programs. 

The Canadian Association of Broadcasters, whose membership includes most 
of the privately-owned stations in Canada, will oppose CAPAC's request uhen 
Mr. Manning completes his presentation. 

27th In Camps By Christmas:  Ottawa, December 21, (CP) -- Canada's 6,000-man 27th 
. Brigade will be settled in camps in the Hanover area of Germany before 

Christmas, the army estimated yesterday. 
The final, 700-man detachment of the brigade, which sailed from Halifax 

December 14, now is at sea . aboard the transport Columbia and is due in 
Rotterdam today or Saturday. It uill entrain immediately for Hanover. 

The second-last detachment, a 1,200-man  force of infantry, transport 
and medical units, left Halifax December 8 aboard the transport Fairsea and 
arrived at Rotterdam December 16. It has since dispersed to camps in the 
Hanover district. 

Canadians In Europe To  loin '  German Yillez,  Hamburg, December 20,  (ci') -- At least 
one out of every five Canadian soldiers in Germany will spend Christmas with 
a German family as a result of a German-Canadian friendship campaign. 

Eleven hundred of the 5,000 Canadian soldiers of the 27th Infantry 
Brigade stationed in the British Zone of Germany under NATO Command have 
been invited to Gernan  homes for holiday dinners, a Canadian spokesman said 
today.  • 

Meanwhile, several hundred GermanOhildren are having a swell time at e 
the Christmas parties given by many Canadian'units. - 

Dominion Drama Festival:  Ottawa, December 21, (CP) -- Pierre Lefevre, -  actor- 
manager of the Young  Vie  Touring Company, udll arrive here january 6 and 

. confer for several days - with Richard MacDonald, searetary-treasurer of the 
Dominion  Draina  Festiva, before going to Vancouver to start his tour as. 
adjudicator for the festival, it was annOunced yesterday. The festival, uill 
start at Vancouver January 16 and conclude at Corner Brook, lieufoundland, 
March 20-22.' 
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House Resumes On December 27 Prices legislation Debate: Ottawa, December 21 (CP)  -- 
A  reluctant House of Commons, - stalled in efforts to get an early - 

decision on the Governnmnt's prices legislation, decided on Decamber 21 to 
take a brief Christmas holiday and cane  back to mmrk Thursday, December 27. 

. 	The adjournment became effective at the customary 10 p.m. rising hour. 
As the House rose over the holiday with a good-natured flurry of 

, greetings after acrimony of the previous few days, the suggestion was heard 
that the late-year  session  might stretch to NewYear's. 

The Minister of Public Works, Mr. Fournier, Government floor leader, 
r _ wished the Cons a "Merry Christmas" wilt adjourned. 

Mr. George Drew, reciprocating, wondered  whatl  plans the Government.had 
made for sitting on New Year's Day. 

' -Mr. Drew hinted his party would be prepared to drop its filibuster 
apinst the bill if the Government was prepared to drop the legislation.-  

Mr. Fournier assured him that the first item of business'when the - 
Ccamons meets again Thursday, December . 27, is Bill 36 -- the anti-price- 

, fixing legislation. 
- 	Prime Minister St. Laurent said he could "make it quite clear tha t .  
there is not, nor is there likely to be, - any intention of the Government 

. : flot  to proceed with this bill before Parliament prorogues." 

Revenue Zumw-Due Mainly to Income.Tax: Ottawa, December 21 - (CP) 	Corporation  
and personal-income-tax collections jumped in November, boosting the: 
GOvernment's.budgetary surplus by $30,000,000  for the  month - and bringing 

- the eight-month total for the - 1951-52 fiscal year to $634,700,000, a monthly 
, treasury statement - disclosed today.. 	 . 	, 

The'eight -month surplus was 21 times higher-than the $30,000,000-1Mmuo-,. Gt 
7elasebyrtheMiniuteX.::er -Finand, in his budget speech last sprins for the - 
fiscal year endin.g March 31 next,i-Recently, Mr..AbbOtt, noting  the  sharp, - -- 
:1.nereasein the•surplus,-revised his forecast and said it may be  about  
$250,000,000 or $300,000,000. 	• 	- 	 ., • - r 	 - 

-!During November, revenues totalled $308,100,000, an increase,of more - 
than $50,000,000 from the $251,900,000 inllbvember, last yeari'and bringing 
total revenues - for the eight-month period to $2,468,000,000 -- ar$681,000,000 - 
gain from $1,787,000,000 in the first eight months  of the  last fiscal_year. 

Government spending during the month increased to $278,000,000, sharply 
higher than the $209,200,000 in November, 1950, pushing the eightanonth 
total to $1,833,251,000 -- a half-billion-dollar increase over the $1,381,036,- 
000 in the corresponding period last year. 

Most of the increase in spending  was  stimulated by an expanded rearmament 
effort. 

The big boost  in revenues,  said the treasury statement, was mainly due t. 	to higher corporation and personal-income-tax collections 
Corporation-income-tax collections climbed to $94,297,000 from $76,204,0D0 

in November last year, boosting the eight-month total to $707,071,000 from 
$447,778,000. 

"This increase was due to higher corporate earnings in 1950 and 1951 and 
to the increased rates of taxation imposed in the September, 1950, and April, 
1951, budgets," the treasury statement said. 

Personal-income-tax Collections increased to $70,000,000 for the month, 
front  $40,500,000 in November, 1950, boosting the eight-month collections to 
$632,000,000 up more than $200,000,000 from $415,000,000 in the corresponding 
period last year. 
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Excise tares also were higher, climbing to $74,128,600 from *66,850,000 
for the month and *575,789,000 from *394,115,000 for the eight months. 

Cardinal Soellnnn Greets Canadians In Korea: With The Canadians  In  Korea, - 
December 25, (CP) 	Francis Cardinal  Spellman had an enthusiastic greeting 
Monday for Brig. X.M. Rockingham at the Camaonwealth Division airstrip,  chers 

 nearly 100 Canadians were among 400 Commonwealth soldiers to meet the 
churchman.. 

The Roman Catholic Archbishop of New 'York told the Canadian commander: 4) 
"I an  delighted to meet em. Everywhere I've been between New York and Korea 
I've been told the most wonderful things about Canadians. In the United 
States, in apan - and in Korea it  sens  that no one can talk too much about 
Canadians." 

Troops Gave Christmas Party For Gelman Children: Hanover, Germany, December 23 (CT) 
More than 100 German youngsters -- orphans and children of needy families -- 

' were guests Saturday at a Christmas;arty given by non-commissioned officers 
of the 1st Highland Battalion or the 27th Canadian Infantry Brigade. 

The party for the German children  came in the midet of the brigade's 
• preparations for a home-style  Christmas.: The brigade is part or the Western 

World's contribution to defence of *rope against possible Soviet aggression. 
Brigade pipers welcomed the happy faced children, aged between three 

... and nine..4- The youngeters were served a lunch of turkey, cocoa, cake, candy, 
fruits and ice cream. 

About 50 sergeentâ and warrant officers adopted the children for the 
afternoon. It was the first of a series of kids' parties to be given  in the 

 next few days by Canadian troops. 

Seek tt3002000 More Fees From Radio Stations: Ottawa, December 21 (CP) -- Canadian 
radio stations mould be asked to pay almost e300,000  more in copyright fees 
next year under a proposal outlined today to the Copyright Appeal Board-. 

E.E. Periling of Toronto, counsel for the Composers, Authors and 
Fmblishers Association of Canada, outlined the plan as the - three-man appeal 
board continued hearings on copyright fees proposed for 1952. -The board is 
headed_by Mr. Justice X.T. Thorson, president of the Etchequer Court. 

Mr. Manning said it was proposed to charge radio stations *602,420 in 
1952, compared mith *304,802 this year, for use of works in the repertoire 
of CAPAC. Roemer, if the stations took advantage,.of a discount, they ' 
would pay $548,160. 	- • 	 -- 	 - 

The increase sought by CAPAC is opposed by the.Canadian Association of 
Broadcasters, whose membership includes most of the privately-owned stations 
in Canada. The CBC bas  indicated that it will not offer any major objection 
to  the proposed increase. 

-Across Canada: .Most of Canada's political leaders and members of the Cabinet 
spent Christmas in  Ottawa. The Prime Yinister and Mrs. St.:Iaurent - spent 
the holiday in quebec....Fost Office spokesmen said.this year's Christmas 
mail'appeared to be the biggest volume ever. 'Regular staffs of about 
46,000_were augmented by 27,000utemporary helpers....The R.C.A.F.  bas  made 
available a North Star plane to return le members of Parliament from the 

, -:.West to the resumed session of:Parliaaent'on Thursday. 	 _ 
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Italy Released From Military  Limitations: Ottawa, December 26 (CP) -- Canada has 
released Italy frau certain obligations under the Italian Peace Treaty, 
including military  limitations,  because they are "not consistent with 
Italy's position" as a denocratic freedan-loving nation. 	 • 

The E±ternal Affairs Department disclosed this tonigbt in releasing the 
text of a note delivered to the Italian Ambassador here. The note uas in 
reply to an approach by the Italian Government on the subject of inter-
pretation of the preamble and political and military articles of the Treaty, 
signed by 20 nations at Paris ift February, 1947. 

The Governments of the United States, Britain, France and some other 
treaty signatories have taken similar action to ease the obligations of the 
four-year-old Treaty now that Italy has cemented her lot mith the West by 
becoming a member of the North Atlantic Treaty Orgnrization. 

Canada's note said this country agrees that the spirit of the preamble 
of the Italian Treaty "no longer exists, and has been replaced by the spirit - 
of the United Nations charter." The preamble cited Italy as joining  in a 
Fascist mar of aggression and being partly responsible for it. 
• It agreed also that political clauses of the Treaty "are superfluous." 
These imposed on Italy the obligation to naintain certain human rights and 
fundamental freedoms within the country, but these rights have since been 
written into the Italian Constitution. 

The Cnradian note said "the Government of Canada agrees that the 
military clauses of the Treaty are not consistent with Italy's position as 
an equal member of the democratic and freedom-loving family of nations, and 
hereby releases Italy from its obligation to Cnrada under articles 46 to 70 
and  annexes relevant thereto." 

Parliament Reassembles:  Ottawa,  December 26  (OP) -- Parliament,after a brief, 
five-day holiday, goes to work again tomorrow (Decenber 27) in an extra-
ordinary post-Christmas sitting. 

In recess since Friday, the House of Commons and Senate are convening 
to resume consideration of the controversial anti-price-fixing bill that 
got bogged down in the lower chamber during the late stages of the fall 
session. 

A few other items of business are on the order paper -- at least one 
of then contentious -- but the main debate was expected to centre about the 
Progressive Conservatives' continuing attempt to have the prices bill put over 

• until the regular 1952 session. 
• There has been no indication of how long the sitting will go on, though 

an expected thin attendance may tend to cut domn the length of the debate. 
Membership from outside Quebec and Ontario may be thin. Only 17 Western 
members took up an R.C.A.F. offer to be airlifted in by a North Star plane 
today. 

A further damper on extended debate will be a Government threat to apply 
closure -- a shutdown of discussion -- if the prices debate strings out much 
longer. 

The Prime Minister told the House Thursday he was planning closure in 
the resumed sitting. He had not given the necesSary notice by the time the 
Cannons arose, but the shadow of the drastic move still hung over the House. 

Mr. Gordon On Canada's Progress:  Montreal, December 27 (Gazette) -- Donald Gordon, 
Chairman and President of Canadian National Railways, in a statement yesterday 
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reviewing 1951, said nearly every facet of Canada's economy showed a marked 
and continuous expansion. 

There was a "healthy increasd'in population, Canada's status as a 
primary food producer among countries of the world was undiminished, and 
"our growth in industrial strength has brought us recognition appropriate • 

to a senior member of the world communitY," 	 1) 
The growth and development achieved in 1951 are "the continuation of a 

trend" which began with the onset of the Second World War. 
"At the same time that new and important secondary industries have been 

taking form aLU thriving in our healthy economic climate, new discoveries of 
natural wealth have been simultaneously broadening our horizons. 

"Improved technologies have given greater scope to the initiative and 
enterprise of development-minded Canadians, and resulted in the opening up 
of areas whose significance has been known for some time, but whose resources 
were not previously regarded as economically available. 

"The international situation has played a part in the stimulation of 
industrial development in this country, giving impetus to the establishment 
of new resources of strategic materials and influencing the trend of 
industrial growth." 

Mr. Gordon said the C.N.R. intimately associated with these 1951 
activities. From Newfoundland to British Columbia the Company's engineers 
and development officers were active working in close liaison with both 
government and industry. The combined planning "indicates that more than 
e600,000,000 will be spent in the immediate future on industrial plant and 
developl2ent along our lines." 

C.F.A. Urges Passage of Prices Bill: Ottawa, December 26 (OP) -- The Canadian 
Federation of Agriculture today addressed a letter to members of Parliament 
urging immediate passage of the Government's legislation to outlaw the 
system of resale price maintenance. 

Taking action on the eve of the re-opening of Parliament to consider 
the controversial bill which would stop manufacturers setting retail prices 
on their goods, the Federation said it would "be of great value to all 
Canadian consumers as well as toerery farm family in Canada." 

The letter, signed by C.F.A. President H.R.  Hammam and sent to every 
member of the House of Commons, said elimination of price  fixing  is being 
given attention in advanced democratic countries, including the United 
States and Britain. The proposed bill, if enacted, would "put Canada in 
the forefront of democratic peoples in efforts to eliminate special 
privileges to private firms and corporations." 

Across Canada:  Income of Canadian farmers mas up 25 per cent in the first nine 
months of this year compared with the corresponding period of 1950. The 
Bureau of Statistics reported that farmers got an estimated $1,864,900,000 
from sale of farm products and from grain adjustment and participation pay-
ments on previous years' crops during the period. This compared with 
$1,487,600,000 in the first nine months of last year....Jean Lesage Parliament- 
ary Assistant to the Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, 
said in an interview he will leave January 2 to join Canada's delegation at 
the United nations General Assembly in Paris....Some 25 families have been 
forced from their Greater Montreal homes as flood waters of Rivieres des 
Prairies continues to rise from two to four inches per hour 	A three-year- 
old tradition vas  maintained as the towns of Tecumaeh, Ontario, and Tecumseh, 
Michigan, exchanged Christmas greetings. 
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Mr. Howe's iear - End Econonic Revie=  Ottawa, December 27  (G?)----The  Minister 
of Trade and Commerce, Mr. Howe, declared today that 1951, a year in which a 
record total of $4,600,000,000 was poured into expansion of the Canadian 	- 
econony,  vs "a good year" for Canadian business. He forecast 	 as 
good in 1952. 	 : 

In a 3,000-vord annual review of Canadian economic development,,the 
plrieter noted:  

1. Capital investment -- one of the keys to Canadian prosperity -- 
jurpad 4800,000,1)00211ron„.the)preVious highoof,$3, 00W0(400e:In::..! 

, _ 
. 2. Inflation, one of the big threats to•the economy at the beginning 

of the year, slackened in - the - last half. -As Government anti-inflationary 
action took hold, prices advanced less rapidly towards the end of the year. 
Panic buying disappeared. 	: 	 ' 

3. The threat of communism and unprovoked aggression in Korea had been 
met. A "solidarity of opinion and of will power" was marshalled.through the 
North Atlantic Organization "to supply a positive answer to the communist 
'challenge". - Rearmament was undertaken on a large - scale. 'A'start was made on 
the Colombo Plan t° raise living standards in South and Southeast 

"The events of 1951", .he said, "justify an increasing optimisn,.not only 
for our future here in Canada but for the future of the countries.of the free 
world with Tzhich we  are associated." - 

In the -year's expansion of the eeonamy, the major preoccupation was with 
rearmamemrt, "a complicated and protracted business", resulting in rising prices 
and. in -shortages of - raw materisla. Be, on the other hand, "same slackness ap- 
peared in our economy in- the - last half of 1951. Sales of some consumer goods • 
declined and unamployraent occurred in certain localities,'but these are‘speeific, 
not general difficulties:*  

Canada undertook a - three-year, -  $3;500,000,000 defence - production prouara 
and distributed e1,326,000,000 worth of defence orders in the first seven months 
of the year. But the Canadian program mas small compared to that in the United 
States and a  large part of the equipment had to be imported fram_the U.S. There 

, were delays in.  production, but  these were gradually being overcame. .. 
In the field of resources:developnent, same of the projects were'of "heroic 

proportions",  helping to supply the Western World's defence needs.  In the last 
five Years, estimated Mr. Home, 4,500,000,000 was'spent in Canada on.expansica 
of natural resources, "most - of this in fields essential to the defence of the 
free world". 

The St.  Lawrence seamay and  power  project loaned large in Canadian economic 
thinking. "We eannot afford much longer to be without this -project", said Mr. 
Howe. wge need the power. Ue need the seamay for the transportation of our 
bulk eamnodities. Without these our - economic grcrwth would be-hindered." 

The increase in arms buying from the U.S., and the high demand. for U. 5. con-
sumer  and capital goods in Canada, resulted in a deficit in Canada's foreign trade, 
but it should not be assumed, said Mr. Howe, that the deficit resulted from any 
"basic meakness" in Canada's foreign trade structure. 

Anti-Price-Fixing Bill Debate: Ottawa, December 27  (ci') -- The House of Commons 
voted 137 to 26 tonight against the third Progressive Conservative attempt to 
defeat the Government's anti-price-fixing bill. 

The motion, introduced a short time earlier by Er. George Drew, urged 
that the subject matter of the legislation be tested before the Supreme Court 
of Canada to determine constitutionality. Liberals, C.C.F. and Social Credit 
memberàevotàdkeinst it. Z. L. Gibson (Ind. -- Comox-Alberni) sided.mith the 
Progressive Conservatives. 
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Mr. Drew suggested the Supreme Court might feel that the subject 
matter of the bill is beyond the jurisdiction of Parliament and rightly 
could be enacted only by the provinces. 	 - 	- 

The Minister of justice, Mr. Gerson,assured him that the law officers 
of the Crown had bad "no doubt whatever" about the right of Parliament to 
enact the legislation. The justice Minister said that question had been 
considered as a matter of "routine", as in. the case of  ail  legislation 
which a Government introduces. 

Mr. Drew suggested the subject matter of the bill is similar to the 
Dorainion Trade and Industries Commission Act of 1935, which later was 
declared outside the jurisdiction of Parliament by the Supreme Court. 
That question should be considered since limits had been placed on the 
ability of Parliament to declare that any action vs a criminal act. 

Earlier, the Chamber cleared two other progress-blocking motions 
« out of the path of the bill. 

Mr. Claxton and Mr. Lapointe Fly to Korea:  Edmonton,  December 27 (CT) -- 
" The Minister of National Defence, Mr. Clellrton, and the Minister of 

Veterans Affairs, Mr. Lapointe, made a tyro-hour stop in Edmonton late 
today on their way to Korea. 

The Ministers, making their first visit to Canadian troops on the 
Korean front, landed at Edmonton airport an hour and 20 minutes late 
after bucking strong headwinds on the flight from Ottawa. 

They Trere accompanied by Dr. O. M. Solandt, Chairman of the Defence 
Research Board, and a n.umber of senior officers. At Edmonton, Ralph O. 

'Campney, Parliamentary Assistant to the Defence Minister, joined the 
party. 	_ 	 - 	- 	- 

_ 
Troops Receive Christmas liospitality in. Germany:: Hanover, Germany, 'December 27 
(.AP) -- Eine hundred Cans.dian soldiers who spent Christmas wit,h German. fa-Mines 

- agreed today that their visit helped create friend.ship between their 
countries. 

"It was a marvellous idea", said Brigade Maj. D. - Gillen of Ottawa. 
- "This Christmas bas done an awful lot towards German-Canadian understanding". 

The  Christmas invitations reErulted from a Canadian program  of  making 
friends with the Germans among whom they are stationed while reinforcing 
Western defences in Europe. -  A group of German volunteers organized the 

- issuing of invitations and the dispersal of Canadian soldiers amông German 
families. Everywhere, the soldiers reported, they were received with friendly 
hospitality, and fed sumptuous dinners. Most _received Christmas gifts from 
their hosts. 

Across Canada:  A direct, all-Canadian air service betweeif Canada and New Zealand 
will be inaugurated by Canadian Pacific Airlines, on - December 28, G. W. G. 
MeConachie, cazipany president, announced in Vancouver. " The new service will 

_ .be an expansion of the existing fortnightly schedule from Vancouver_to Sydney, 
. Australia, via Honolulu and Fiji.... Canada now has one motor car for every 

seven persons, the Bureau-  of  Statistics has reported 4,...George14. Roberts, 
President of the Ontario Secondary School Teachers' Federation criticized 
progressive trends in education, particularly in Toronto. He, attacked wb.at 
he termed education for juvenility in his presidential  speech to the 32nd 
annual assembly of the federation in Toronto .6666 'Many of Canada"s dollar-a-
year men who were called to Ottawa to help blueprint the rearmament programrae 
have now returned to their 'civilian jobs, the Canadian Press reported. 

- 

)) 

The R.C.A.F. plane left Edmonton airport at 7:41 p.m. MST (9:41 p.m. 
EST) for the eigat-hour flight to Anchorage Alaska. On this liop the  
plane, a C5, is expected to buck 40-knot wills.. 




